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THK 01,1) OBSKRVATOKY AT PEKING.

\’iewecl from the Walls of the Tartar City.

Ancient l)eoples fotmd that a practical acqiniintance with the elements of Astronomy was itidispensablf to the comliiet (»f

human life. Having no clocks they regarded the face of the Sky. Kgy]>tians, Babylonians, and Greeks studii’d llu* stars

thousands of years ago. The Chinese were past*masters in the art of reading the signs (»f the Heavens. KnblaijKhan,
Emperor of China in 1210, greatly patronised the study of Astronomy. He built an Observatory at Peking which he
equipped with nnmy important astronomical instruments. The Chinese anticipati‘d by at least three ccnlurie'S sonic of

the nnist celebrated inventions of Western astrontinicrs.

Introduction.

HE mijcsty of Nature has attracted

and philosophers have found their deep

displays. Th(‘ ])oet sings her beauty :

the scientist divines her secrets : the philo-

sopher proclaims her lessons. Indeed, she is tlu;

fountain-head of all civilisation. Mankiml

could never have j)r()gressed to the extent

that it has done were it not for the generous

amplitude of Nature in sustaining the pliysical,

mental and moral development of the human
race.

In this work a novel departure lias lieen

made from the traditional method of studying

Nature in the most fascinating of her aspects.

Its aim is to present in a clear and intelligible

manner the present state of our knowledge of

the heavens. The science of Astronomy has

developed from a few scattered observations

of the heavenly bodies to be one of very great

dimensions, full of complicated technicalities

and mathematical formulae. It is no wonder

that to “ the man in the street ” it has hitherto

remained an impenetrable fortress, fit only for

specialists to enter. Up till the present day

no attempt has been made on the scale here

presented to set before the ordinary man a

clear-cut and at the same time comprehensive

exposition of the subject in a way that will

man from the earliest times. Poets, sci(‘ntists

L‘st inspiration in the composite system which Nature

NICHOLAS COPERNICUS
(1473—1543).

Modem Astronomical Science owes much to Coi)ernicus. The
question :

" Does the Earth move ? he set himself to answer.
He taught the principle of the Earth’s revolution round the
Sun—a jyrinciple which was later developed by Kepler,

Newton, and other celebrated astronomers.



Splendour of the Heavens

not only hold his in-

enthusiasm for a study

tarried in making

Mankind in general has

of Astronomy, the

stars in the heavens,

to purify and elevate

astronomical st iidies.

Sciences ” ])ossesses in

splendrous robes a

which runs throughout

empire ovit which she

mad(‘ the courtesy, no

of her distinguished

monument to her corn-

lias be(‘n abl(‘ to

grateful and lilelong

felt a jirivilege to

In this venture the

sought and readily

most emineuit Astrono-

their experience and

knowledge of celestial

work under a deep debt

gladly acknowledged,

contribution in this

OAUlJvO
(i.w

(>ali!eo’s “ ^Isucd optic lube ” was the forerunner of the
modem telescope The instrument was not actually invented
by him, but he w'us the first to apply it to the systematie
study of the Heavens The discoveries he made with it

K'reatly streiiKthened the Coperniean view of the Solar System.

terest, but fire his

which the world has

accessible to him.

but a very vague idea

science of the glittering

Nothing isso calculated

the mind of man as

“ The Queen of all the

every thread of her

mystery and delicacy

the vast extent of the

reigns. Once having

one—and the long line

disciples is a living

polling attraction- -

resist paying her the

homage which it is

bestow.

CO -operation has been

granted of some of our

mers. The benefit of

their accumulated

phenomena places the

of gratitude which is

The chapters under

most comprehensive

work have been specially written by the ablest authorities on the subject for the sole purpose
of spreading a knowledge of Astronomy into every homestead and village*, town, city and country
of the world. Of its kind it is the first published with an appeal so universal. Tn addition, the

resources of modern telesrojnc, photographic and spectroscopic knowledge have been utilised in

From the pa%ntini\ CAUIvKO BKFOKP: THID PAPAI, TRIBUNAL. [By J. V. Kobtrl Henry.

Galileo Galilei (1564-1042) was a mathematician and astronomer and accepted the Coperniean theory. His lectures at Padua
attracted students from all parts of Europe

;
but his new Ideas provoked ecclesiastical censure. He was summoned before a

papal tribunal in 1 032 and condemned to abjure his scientific creed.



Bypetmisswnof] A THF.OKY OF THU MOON’S FORMATION \L.E.A.

The problem of the Moon’s origin has always had a curious fascination for astronomers. It is highly probable that the Earth
and the Moon were once cr)mbined in one and the same body. This body would cool, and, as it contracted, its rate of rotation
would correspondingly Increase until the Moon was thrown into space. The tides would act as a drag on the spinning of the
Earth and this loss of energy would be transferred to the Moon, which was set whirling round our Globe at an ever-increasing

distance. This retreat from the Earth is even now going on.



AN ECUPSE OF THE SUN AS VIEWED FROM THE MOON.
When we, on the Earth, see the Moon eclipsed we are watching the effect of our own shadow thrown out into space by the Sun.
An observer on the Moon would at such a time see the dark body of the Earth passing between himself and the Sun, thus cutting

off its light. The atmosphere of the Earth would appear as a bright reddish ring, lit up from behind by the Sun.
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the endeavour to

render it a complete

-descriptive and il-

lustrated narrative

the glorious

achievements of

astronomical re-

search.

On a starry

night we gaze
heavenwards and

view the wide ex-

panse of sky : we

linger in silent con-

templation of the

immensity of the

scene which
stretches infinitely

above us. What
emotions rush
uppermost in our

1 . 'wT T'HR KARTH as a disc FnOATTNG IN WATUR
souls! Weare

, , So^far back us 550 b c, the philosopher Pylhugorus atid his pupils spread the teachiiiK that the
ailed lirst With won- Uarth was not a disc surrounded by water, i\a had previously been believed, but a «loi>e floating

der at it all , then freely in space. Mankinrl, however, luid not yet discenied the gn-at truth that the l^arth turned

. , . , . on Its own axis
the impulse to

know its why and wherefore is succeeded by a feeling of admiration and reverence for the

work which the hand of a Supreme Master has fashioned. At each stage in our view the

questions arise :

How and Why?
Whence and
Whither? “ There

are two things,”

says Immanuel
Kant,” that ever fill

me with new and

growing admiration,

the moral law within

me and the starry

heavens above me.”

The search after

truth, whether it

be moral truth or

scientific truth,bears

its own fruits and

brings its own dis-

coveries. In this

glorious adventure

man is sustained ^ meddsvai, astronomkk in his study.

fbc nf There was nothing as good as a modem spy>glas6 at the disposal of the ancient astronomer,
in me aepins OI observations of celestieU phenomena were made with the naked eye alone, and whatever

despair by the hope instruments were in use to assist particular investigations were quite unfitted for precise

, . observations. But the foundation of the marvellous structure of astronomical science was
of tasting some-

toid by the#e ancteit spade worken.

> 7

* \ r~—1 *

. m ^ —
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thing of its richness. Is there conceivable, midst the welter of human strivings, a finer quest and

a more ennobling study than that which the science of Astronomy provides ?

Prehistoric man studied the heavens as an indispensable condition of daily life. The stars were the

almanacs of uncivilised peoples. Partly by virtue of its practical necessity it came about that

Astronomy was the first-born of all the sciences. The stars were studied by the Chinese thousands of

years ago : the Egy})tians, Babylonians, (Wrecks, in turn attempted to solve the riddle of the Universe.

Pythagoras taught his pupils that the Earth was a globe and not a disc surrounded by water. At so

early a date in the development of the science as 134 n.c. Hipparchus compiled a catalogue of I,OSO

\
\

SIR ISAAC NKWTON
(1642 -1727).

From his earliest days Sir Isaac Newton was eiiKa^ed in all kinds of mechanical operations, constructing with rude tools wind-

mills, water-clocks, sun-dials, etc He is famed for his epoch-making discovery of the I^aw of CFravitatlon. This principle

—which he is i>opuIarly supTwjscd to have deduced from the fall of an apple from a tree -he extended to the heavenly bodies,

which he saw were kept revolving in the sky as a result of the self-same force. He discovered the comp>ositc nature of white

light and introduced improvetiients in the construction of telescopes.

stars. The Almagest " of Ptolemy was based on the doctrine of a stationary Earth, around which

the Sun and Moon and the planets revolved as subsidiary and attendant bodies. Before the invention

of the telescope leading up to the giant instruments of our own day and the magnificent discoveries

in photography and spectroscopy—the full advantages of which we are reaping for the first time

in this work—the naked eye was the sole register of celestial manifestations. Speculation largely

held the field till the 16th century, when the ingenious but mistaken doctrine of Ptolemy was

displaced by the more simple explanations of Cop)emicus, who taught the principle of the Earth's

rotation and revolution. But Kepler was the real founder of modem Astronomy, since he developed



AN IMAGINARY VIKW ON MERCURY, THE vSCORCHED-UP WORI.I)

Mercury Is, of all the planets, the nearest to the Sun. It forms, with Venus, the Earth and Mars, a group of “ terrestrial

planets,’' so called because all resemble our Globe approximately in size and general characteristics* It seems to have

little, if any, atmosphere—as is proved by its aspect when passing between us and the ttun The intense heat of the latter

must render life, as we know it, impossible on Mercury
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THE great NEBUI^A in THE CONSTREI^ATION OF ORION.

This great mass of hazy greenish light is one of the most wonderful objects in the Heavens. It is composed of at least three

diAerenl gases, one of which, though common in the Heavens, is unknown on the Earth. It has been conjectured that stars

may one day be formed by condensation of these gases, but no change has been detected in the Nebula in the short time (40

years) that it has been accurately studied. A photograph shows mucdi more of this and all Nebulse than the eye is able to see

Jeven with the help of the largest instruments.
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MISS CAROUNIv HlvKSClIMI,

Caroline llcrschcl renclered invaliiahle a^isi^taiue to her

brother, Sir illiani Hcrsehcl She pieparcd eharlH for him,

and after his death laboured to ])repare his o))servalion*‘ of

iiebuhe and dusters for publieation Ilei work during her

brother’s life-time was larj^ely deiical, and she would hike

down hia observations as he made them at the tclesc'ope

She found time, however, to do some observing, and herself

discovered eiciht comets

in detail the generalities of the Copernican

theory. Wlieii in th> course t)f tliis work we are

introduced to the inagnihcent achievements of

Tycho Brahe, Kepler, (ialileo, Newton, Laplace,

the Herschels and many great modern Astrono-

mers, it will be evident how tremendous is the

progress that has been attained and how impelling

and fascinating the grandeur of the discoveries.

Absolutely beyond the wildest dreams of the

ancients is this edifice of knowledge of the

heavens which the intelligence of man has built

nj). The instrnnu'nts which he has slowly

evolved multiply a thousandfold the vision of

the naked eye.

In this grt'at mareh towards victory over the

cosmos, wonu^n havi* tak(‘n a ])r()minent place.

Th(‘ Duchess J.ouise of (lotha, Taroline Herschel,

Lady Huggins and others stand out pre-eminently.

And in modtTU times particularly American

women art‘ foremost in tin' int('r(‘st they exhibit

in th(‘ study ot the sky.

The study of stellar evolution brings a ])lcasiire

and enthusiasm difficult to rival or

surpass. Everyone has a chance to

make discoveries even at this day.

The naked eye is capable of gauging

numberless points of interest and

instruction in the vast panorama of

heavenly objects. As to instruments,

a binocular or a small inexpensive

hand telescope is all that is necessary.

Persistent watching can still discover

many things and the amateur is

justified in nursing the not unreason-

able ambition of doing some service

for astronomical science and acquiring

a little well-earned fame. For change

is the very essence of celestial j^heno-

mena
;
and imagination rightly exer-

cised is the best guide to the aspiring

astronomer.

Have you ever px)ndered the

mysteries of the Solar System ? Aris-

totle tells us that the physicists of old

believed that the Sun was conveyed by

night across the northern regions to

be in time to rise in the east next

morning, and darkness was due to

lofty mountains screening off the

sunbeams during the voyage . Eclipses

Photo by] [E.N.A,

THK F.INSTF.IN TOW'KR.
This unusual form of Observalor}', hrsi tried in America, contains a large

telescope permanently fixed in a vertical position
; hence the heights of the

Tower. Such a telescope is very rigid and free from disturbing currents of

air, which renders it specially suitable for the extremely refined observations

necessary for the testing of the great theory, known as Einstein’s “ Theory
of Relativity.” The light of the stars is directed down the telescope by

'great mirrors moved by clockwork.
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SIK \Vn,I,IAM HKUSCHi;!,
(17IJ8-I822)

Sir William Hcrsohcl was the preatest observer of the

eiphteenth century. In his early days as a poor nnisic

master he devoted his few spare hours to his hobby.
Unable, throuph poverty, to buy a telescope, he wSet

himself to make one, and he ultimately constructed his

plant 4()-foot telescot)e at Slouph, near Wiialsor. He
discovered the planet Uranus, and laid the foundations

of modern sidereal astronomy.

ment prot'oed upwards ad infinitum ? IJow do

we know that in the stellar universe as a whole

the Sun is but a speck ? More than a million

Earths could hnd a home in tht‘ Sun and y<'t

at least 1,000 million such suns have actually

been photographed by our modern telescope's

and doubtless many more remain to be revealed.

This is an instance sufficiently powerliil to

impress us with the insigniheant jiart allotted

our Earth in cosmic evolution. Indeed, the

Earth is comparable only to a snowflake di iven

by the roaring storm which mingles it in one

grand chaos. At best it is a drop in the vast

ocean of worlds. We live on a planet continually

whirling and poised without visible supj)ort in

space. Our nearest neighbour is the Moon,

which is only 240,000 miles away. The distance

of the Earth from the Sun is about 93,000,000

miles. That of the nearest of the stars is

25,000,000,000,000 miles ! How are we enabled

to measure these distances and how are we

assured of their accuracy ?

These and other questions will be answered

in the course of this work. Everyone knows

that the Sun is the source of all the heat and

light which we on this Earth enjoy, and it is the

fundamental condition of our continuous

of the Sun and other celestial phenomena, we read,

struck terror into savages
;
and we know that the

priests of primitive times made this ignorance and

fear of uncivilised tribes a pretext for gain and

undue advantage. Many of our most cherished

superstitions are connected with the “ Twelve

Signs of the Zodiac ”
;
and yet how liimsy and

unreasoned these superstitions appear once a

little knowledge of the stars has been acquired.

Indeed, it was once fancifully suggested that the

stars were golden nails driven deep into the crystal

of the heavenly dome. It was never realised that

the rigid peace of the heavens was only apparent.

And what of our Mother Earth which was for so

long believed to be flat ?

The Sun is the centre of the Solar System. By
virtue of its immense gravitativc jx)wer it holds the

planets revolving round it in space. These bodies,

including the Earth, move through space with

velocities truly stupendous. But wlience does the

Sim derive this tremendous power of attraction ?

Is it in turn attracted and held in space by a still

more powerful sun or suns, and does this arrange-

JAMES BRADIyEY
{ltUl2-I7ft2).

Bradley succeeded Halley as Astronomer Royal. Some
accidental observations made in a boat on the Thames gave
him the clue to his explanation of a puzzling annual dis-

placement of the stars, which he communicated to the Royal
Society in 1729. This, with his discovery of a particiiar

movement of the Earth's axis, was an indispensable prelimin-

ary to accuracy in fixing the places of the heavenly bodies.



Drawing]
SATURN.

The planet Saturn is distin^ished by the possession of a unique set of appen(laf;;cs» which take the form of several concentric riiiRS.

There is nothing else quite like them in the Heavens They are known to be cf^miKwed of myriads of separate particles whose exact

sixe is not knoisn. Two, at least, of the rings are partly transparent and stars have been seen through them as through a veil The
black ckcuiar line in the picture represents a pesmanent fissure or gap between the two main rings. Like Jupiter, the globe of Saturn

occasionally betrays internal tumults by eruptions of spots



Drawn] {By Allan Suwari*

,

HAI,I,EY’S COMET IN 1066.

In mediaeval times superstition associated the appearance of great comets with terrestrial disasters and calamities. A splendid]

comet appeared in the year of the Norman Conquest and the Saxon inhabitants of this land cannot have failed to connect the two
events. In those far-off days the laws governing the movement of comets were quite unknown.
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existence on this planet. Were the Sun

suddenly to lose its radiative powers,

animal and other life on this Earth would

become extinct. Whether some such fate

is to be the ultimate end of the Solar System

has been an open question for centuries

and it still remains open. Yet it is

sufficiently established that the Sun is not a

solid body like our planet, but a semi-

gaseous globe radiating a fierce heat,

albeit with less force than characterised its

action millions of years ago. It contains

hydrogen, sodium, iron, magnesium, and

other elements, all in the form of gas.

It has been calculated that it would take

tens of thousands of years for the Sun to

shrink even a particle of its present extent :

and still the heat which the Earth chTives

from the Sun would be in no wise sensibly

diminished. So far as human intelligence

can see, the Solar System will have a

continuous existence for millions of years

to come.

Again, let us consider the (luestion

from the standpoint of the Moon. Plane-

tary globes grow old through the gradual

wastage of heat. The Moon would seem

to represent the condition which all will

reach in the distant future. What, then

of the other members of the stellar uni

verse ? To what purpose, indeed, its

exquisite balance and self-regulating

faculty, this divine mechanism with its

compensatory springs ? But the conclu

sions of science in this connection are

sensibly haz.y. We cannot satisfactorily

premise a given state and at the same* time

be certain that it is really going to happen.

We persist in the faith of our fathers and

place implicit trust in the cverlastingness

of created things : that if death intervenes

life is always being created. " The old

order changeth, yielding place to the new "

expresses for us a deep-rooted and ineradic-

able conviction which man cannot wil-

lingly let die.

It is, however, generally agreed that

“ the world was once a fluid hare of light.”

How it came about that the constituent

bodies of our Solar System were set

HAWvY’S COMI-.T IN 1010.

This time the same ha<l u very different reception. Halley,“at

the end of the Seventeenth Century, had shown that this body was

periodic m its visits to our vicinity, returninR every 75 years or so.

Since his time it has Unm seen at every visit, At its last return in 1010

it was not well seen in iCngland, but our photoKraph, taken at Johannes-

burg, shows that it wjis a magnificent object to Southern observers.
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TVCHl) llUAIIl-:

(1540 1001
)

The work of Tycho muy be said to mark the commencTinent

of the era ol exact astronomy He was by lur the most

accurate of the pro -telescopic observers I'rederiek II.

of Denmark iiiadt' him a Mirant of an islet in the Sound,

where he built a mansion and erected majinificent

instruments, which he used with eonsumnuite skill. It

was on Tycho’s exact ol>acrvations that Kepler Inised his

famous law.s of planetary motion,

to be the most distant planet
;
but the exist-

ence of at least three trans-Ne})tunian jdanets

has been conjectured by some astronomers.

At all events, it seems to be the case that the

boundaries of our System arc yet only pro-

visionally fixed. The time and manner of

its formation are alik(' uneertain. If the Sun

is now a shrunken body compared to the

vast dimensions of its structure long ago, we

may believe there was a time when no jdanets

existed and all were swallowed nj) in a

sphere which extended beyond the limits oi

our System as at present known. According

to the famous theory of Laplace, the latUr

began as a ‘‘ nebula," a mass of gaseous

materials which was somehow set in whirling

motion. Progressive condensation of this

distended body would exercise a quickening

influence upon its rotational movement until

fragments of its substance in the form of

rings were successively whirled from off the

parent body to condense later into the planets.

wheeling in the void is a question which we find

more difficult to answer than our predecessors with

their limited knowledge supposed. How was the

Earth-Moon system formed ? It may be that

in ages beyond human visualisation the Earth and

the Moon constituted one fluid or plastic mass,

but through rapid rotation a portion became de-

tached and was whirled into space to form the Moon.

The history of the planetary system is truly

an absorbing study. Greek mythology and poetry

abound in allegorical references to the planets.

Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn have

been known from time immemorial. The orbit of

Saturn marked the boundary of the Solar System

as known to the ancients, Uranus and Neptune

being discovered comparatively late in the history

of Astronomy. Neptune is in our own day supposed

.>r

1

t .

'•

ipijpl^. .

A-

KKPLKR
(1571-1630).

Kepler is the real founder of modern astronomieal He
was a pupil of Tychtj Brah6 and came into ix)98cssion of the latter’s

wh<»le collection of olwervations of the planet Mars
;
and from

additional inveslijjations he disclosed, by geometricai proof, the

harmonious plan uptm which our System is ordered. His lliree

I,aws as to the paths of the planets constitute his most notable

achievement. The full import of these laws was first i)erceived by
Newton, who showed that they were a necessary consequence of the

Law of Gravitation.
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It was further suggested that rej>etitions of this process in tiie case of the embryo planets resultetl

in the birth of their satellites.

More recently difficulties have been raised which render this famous theory untenable so far,

at any rate, as our System is concerned, and some other attempts to find the key to the process followed

in the evolution of Sun and Planets will be described in the course of this work.

The present physical condition of the bodies constituting tlu‘ Solar System has always been a source

of absorbing interest, though still in part conjectural. The power of the modern telescop(‘ has proved con-

clusively that there are tremendous disturbances within the Sun’s compass. All that we know of tlitdr

action is what we can discover about the prominences and Sun-spots whicli take shape and spe('dil\

change in form. Tlie much nearer ])osition of the Moon to the Parth has enabled us to distinguish many

features bearing a certain similarity to objects on the surface of our own planet. In particular Mars

has been carefully mapped out into areas, hypothetically regarded as land and water, to whic h very

bizarre names have been given. But great controversy rages over the configuration of this jdanet.

’ TIIK WUI.mAMJCTTK MI'TOKlTr:
Tails of large Meteorites are sometimes accompanied by terrific exiilosious and sharp rejiorts that can Iw heard for many miles

around, often causing the ground to shake as in an earthquake. The origin of Meteorites is not definitely known, but it him fieen

observe<l that they travel along the same palKs as certain comets, of which they may have once formed a part. The Williamette

Iron Meteorite, weighing tons, wa.s found lying In a forest at Williamette, Oregon, U.S.A., but was not deeply buried.

These considerations give rise to the question : are the heavenly bodies peopled ? Though this

is a problem which we cannot definitely solve, it is at all events quite possible tliat one or more of

the planets contain living beings in some respects comparable to ourselves. It is hardly bc>ond

the limits of reasonable conjecture that the peojdes of other planets may be pursuing investigations

of a like character to our own astronomical studies. The Earth may be a source of perennial interest

to the inhabitants of another world, and for all that we know they may be in a far more [)rogressive

stage of civilisation than we arc, and their discoveries of the wonders of the universe such as we shall

not attain in the next thousand years.

Comets, like eclipses of the Sun, instilled feelings of profound dismay into the peoples of old, who

thought they were the manifestations of the Divine wrath for sin.s which required immediate expiation.

Many of these comets have “ tails "
;
and they present a brilliant spectacle in the grand silhouette of



Photo hy]

THK M1I,KY

A faint band of hazy lij?ht which the ancient Mexiaina aptly termed “ the sister of the rainbow/’ spans the celestial dome and extends across

Various explanations were given of it in ancient times, but to-day we know its radiance to be due to the presence of millions of stars, dimmed
opinion that it marks the limit of the visible universe, and that an



[h. L. ISarnard.

WAY.

both Northera and Southern Hemispheres, This great luminous belt, seen at its best on a clear August or September evening, is the Milky Way,

and huddled together by their vast distance. The Milky Way encompasses the whole of our stellar system
;
and some astrfmomers are of

immense space, empty to our senses, lies on the farther side of it.
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the heavens. Photographs of cometary displays have afforded abundant means of studying their

C()in])()siti()ii. What do we know of the luminous trails of shooting stars, the result of brief and sudden

contact with the air above us ? What explanation can we adduce for the showers of "meteors " which

lall periodically upon the Earth from the sky, apparently from nowhere ?

Now let us peep for a brief moment at the sidereal system. Strong though the attraction is to dwell

tlius widely upon the untold wonders of the sky, the interest of the reader will be aroused to a still

gr('at(T extemt than the spare of this Introduction allows, in the successive pages of this great work.

He will l)e introduced to eac'h celestial phenomenon in turn
;
and he will come away from a perusal of

the complete story with thrilling emotions and with his mind oj)ened wide to new sensations and

intellectual ])leasures iu‘ver ])efore thought ])ossiblc for liis enjoyment.

W't^ have already n*lerred to the picturesque explanation given by the ancients of the starry

}*iiintei h\] [M, Dovaston, NM,A.
THE ECI^IPSE OF THE SUN, 15th JUNE, 763 B.c.

For »oint* years Assyria hail been passinR through a period of weakness. Matters reached a climax in 763 b c., when the total

eclipse of the Sun was taken as n terribie portent of the wrath of the ^ods Ashur-dam III. is watching the eclipse. He met
hiK death later in the year, and the country was given over to civil war and plague.

firmament. It is the great distance of the stars from the Earth which makes them appear stationary

points, glittering in the dusk. Undoubtedly, they are the same as those which Columbus saw when

he peered anxiously for the desired land at dead of night. But the reader will be astonished to hear

that there are stars in the heavens which move through space at thousands of miles a minute ; and

yet we cannot detect their motion except by the comparison of observations made at considerable

intervals of time—usually many years. To all intents and purposes we perceive them to be fixed.

The number of stars that are visible to the naked eye is very limited, though they appear to be
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[In th< \atul (iri'rnuuh Haypitul

I>KAKi;s AftTKOIAHP

This IS now an obsolete astronomical mstiumeiit It \%.is ime<l lot taking the .iltitmU of llu Sun (jr Sl<irs, and foi

other observations Out of its im»st mipoitant use** was in naviKation

innumerablt;*. It does not exceed the number of inhabitants in a small town . but as seen throu^^di a

telescope, or better still on photographs oi the milky wav, the richness of the heavens is astonishing ’

In reality the stars are majestic suns
;
and the average distanc(‘ between any two neighbouring stars

is several thousand times the extent of the Solar System. How unimaginahh vast is tlu* nnivers(‘ ’

The tremendous gap which sci)arali‘s us ironi the stars blinds us to their real sigmhcance in the heavens

Turn centuries into seconds, stellar distances into arm’s lengths, eel(‘stial hodu's into paitides of dust,

THK Nr.RlI^A IX COMA
The Xcbuhi in Coma consists of diffuse matter and is probably in an early sta^je of development, umtainmy no stars as yet

It lie> on the borders of the constellations known as Virgo aiul Coma neremces The dark stripe is flue to c<K>ler and less

luminous matter lymg on the outskirts of the Nebula and hiding from us some f>f the bright matter nearer the centre

Tlie Nebula is really shupefl sc^mewhat like a letLS turned with its edge nearly tr^wards us
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and the l^niverse would show the stars rushing wildly to and fro in ceaseless turmoil, some vanishing

into utter darkness, and others suddenly arising from nothingness ! The stars are in every stage of

growth, coming and going like ourselves.

Among the more strikingly beautiful objects in the stellar universe must be ranked star clusters

and nebula?. It is impossible to contemplate sevcTal thousand suns massed together in an apparently

small region in space*—and sometimes in globular form—without wonder as to the origin and destiny

of such systems. The more faintly luminous neliula* are best studied photographically, but the

famous cloud of glowing gas in the sword of Orion is to ordinary telescopic vision perhaps the most
mysterious object at which the intelligent observer can look. Quite different, apparently, in physical

constitution and distribution as well as in form from objects of this type, are the spiral nebulae, but

Photd f
'\ [(ireentLich Obseriator]

,

SPOTS ON TIIJC SUN
Thisc NNcit* nl)s(,rvi‘U by the Chinese thousands ol viart» aRo, but, betorc thi* invention of the teleseope, little or nothing was
knouii nt them It is now established that they are temporary aperturi'S in the bright surface of the Sun through which the

comparatively dark inteiior becomes visible Many of them are largi* em>URh to contain the whole Karth many times over,

and last for several weeks, during which they are constantly changing in sisce ami shape. Sun-spots are usually plentiful at

intervals ol eleven years and are known to be closely tissoeiatcd with solar eleetrioil or magnetic storms. There are two mam
features in a Sun-spot —ii ilark nucleus known as the Umbra, and a lighter border, the Penumbra,

here again we depend for most of our knowledge of them on telescope and sensitive plate working

in concert. And in any endeavour to unravel the secrets of the past and account for the birth

of suns and systems, the nebulae of both kinds have probably much information of value to impart.

They are, perhaps, the most significant objects in the universe.

Not everyone is aware that our eyes derive their power of sight from an external source ; that

it is due to the properties of light, whether inherent in or reflected by the objects we observe.

Light gleaming out a thousand miles away is almost immediately visible to the eye, for it

travels at the rate of some 186,000 miles per second. It takes only li seconds to reach us

from the Moon and 8i minutes to come to Earth from the Sun. The telescope, camera and



By p$rm%s8\on of] ILS.A .

BETEtGEUSE : ONE OF THE I^ARGEST KNOWN STARS.
Betelgeuse is the leading Star in the Constellation of Orion Its name is derived from an Arabic word meaning shoulder

^

because
it is situated on the right shoulder of the giant Orion on the old celestial globes. It is reddish in colour and slightly variable
in light. It is one of the ruddiest of the brighter stars and is a far less compact body than our Sun. In the above fanciful
picture the artist^has purposely ignored the effect of Gravitation, which would make impossible the experiment here

illustrated. i 3
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*7^ ^ Spectroscope help in translating the speech of
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prism is its special interpreter ! By
I ^ ^ ^ power of ‘‘ dispersing ” the rays of whitt‘

s, • ilH ^ m:/^j 7 ^ light into its components, we obtain not only

^ Jk ^ ^ ^ the beautiful and varied colours of the spectrum,

1 I » ^
'>^5 I

•* information which reveals some of tlui

!' ^ ^ w ^ ^ y,^ profoundest secrets of the heavens.

.^/% instructive at this point as well as of

^ 1 ^ 0 ^
interest to note the change in outlook and scope

^ ^
which has marked the progress of Astronomy,

% X * ^ ^ during the last hundred years.

01̂
^

^ ^ .

Perhai)s we may not unfairly describe the

^ Astronomy of a century ago—and indeed until

i ^ ^ ^ g
^ after the middle of the last century—as essen-

' ^ ^ ^ tially formal or mechanical in character. What

^ >V ^ ^ ^ was especially aimed at was the greatest possible

^ 7 ? V“ It accuracy in determining positions and the per-

y/ ^ ^ ^ fecting of our knowledge of the mechanism of the

CANALS IN MARS ? hcavcns. At that time it was scarcely thought

These two drawings support the contention that it may be possible that man might SOme dav progress from

««•<!!!.*««« "“"T T.
“ a knowledge oi these things to a determination

of the chemical constitution, the life history, and

the internal economy of the distant stars, yet such studies constitute a very large part of astronomical

research to-day. The fact is, the success of Kirchhoff, Bunsen, and other great physicists of the middle

of the Nineteenth Century, in showing how the absence of certain rays from the light of the Sun and stars

might be explained, opened the way to a vast and hitherto undreamed of territory which awStronomers,

following up the pioneer work ol Huggins, Lockyer, and other early spoctroscopists, have continued to

explore with the most conspicuous and amazing success.

Prior to the year 183S the distance of not one

'VTk h

CANALS IN MARS?
These two drawings support the contention that it may be
only distance which causes the markings on Mars to appear as
straight lines. Here are shown a number of irrcgultir iKitches

—

single star was known, and till even compara-

tiv(‘ly recent times our knowledge of stellar

distances was limited to those of a small numbcT

of the Sun’s nearer neighbours. To-day, thanks

to our ability to read with the spectroscope the

messages contained in star light, the distances

of thousands ol stars, which could never hav(‘

])een measured by tlie old trigonometrical

methods, art' being determined with ease, and

our knowledge of the sidereal system is conse-

quently advancing at a rate which exceeds the

wildest dreams of a century ago.

And another jioint which has become abun-

dantly clear to all students of Nature is the

oneness of physical science. Our fathers placed

the sciences in a number of separate compart-

ments. We are learning now that this cannot b(‘

done. No one can draw, e,g,, the boundary line

CANALS IN MARvS?

—which amtract into a continuous series of lines with circular

lM)mts of junction when viewed at a tlistunce of thirty feet.

between Physics and Astronomy : there is none.

The two sciences overlap. They are indeed but

different phases of what is essentially one.
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and for proof of this it is sufficient to recall the lact that the recent researclu‘s by Eddington and otheis

into the constitution of the stars arc based on what lias been learned alH)Ut ions and electrons and the

structure of the atom and other related phenomena by observations carried out in our physical

laboratories.

And when we further remember that the very foundations ot science— our ideas ol lorce— our

conceptions of what is meant by standards of length and duration and so lorth are being revis(*d and
modified, and a new light thrown upon the whole of the physical universe, we realise how wonderful

are the times in which we live, and how extraordinary is tlu' rapidity of our }>rogress. What, w’e may
well ask, will be man’s outlook on Nature one hundred years henc'e ?

It is altogether imiiossilile in this introductory survey of the scope ol astronomical science to

convey in adequate terms the gorg(‘ous nature of the subjc'ct with which we are dealing. An

I

From the Indian Section
1

[Victoria and Albert Museum,

JAI SINGH’S OnSiCKVATOUV AT DKI^HI, 1719 .

Kaja Jai SiiiRh Sawai (the excellent) of Jaiimr (l993-i74H) was a famous man ol science. He built five observatories,

vtz
,
at Delhi, llenarcs, Mathura, Ujjain ami Jaijmr.

introduction can but sketch the general characteristics of a subject just as the eye in a cursory

glance over the heavens takes in l)ut a very vague impression t(^ begin with. Nevertheh'ss this Intro-

duction itself may serve, i)erhaps, to make us marvel at our" rolos.sal insignificance " and to revere

the created works of a Supreme Intelligence. Flowers and men, stars and mountains may pass away,

but the stream of Time rolls on for ever.

The scale of the heavenly domain is such that it is difficult for human faculties to grasp

its full significance. But the gain derived from astronomical studies is in an intellectual and
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moral sense incalculable. It inspires with a profound and reverent regard the whole outlook of man.
It fills him with a feeling of modesty and pathos at the small part he plays on the universal stage. In the

countless orbs which constitute the stellar universe, wherein his own Mother Earth is a planet of an
inferior order, what power does he jjossess to influence the ceaseless tide of things, changing and ever

changing ? Yet we must remember that the human mind has been endowed with a power of insight

and analysis which in itself is a gitt pregnant with untold potentialities. That it has shown itself capable

of mapping out the heavens in a manner that has almost strained its own life-force and made it question

its own limitations in its quest for truth seems to imply that the ground of discovery is scarcely touched.

The appetite for know-

ledge has only been
whetted

;
and every in-

crease in its acquisition

servos but to increase the

area of conscious ignor-

ance.

It may be asked, what

benefit is conferred on

mankind from astronom-

ical studies ? Our know-

ledge ol the size and

shape of the*. Earth, the

determination of a vessel's

position at sea, our time

system without which

commercial life would be

in hopeless confusion, are

all derived from observa-

tions of the heavenly

bodies. But there are

other than utilitarian

considerations. The su-

preme object of know-

ledge of whatever kind is

not in the knowledge

itself, but in what that

knowledge implies. Plato

in constructing his ideal

republic affirmed that
" knowledge is virtue."

To know is to be apprised

of our position on this

Earth and to mould our

lives in accordance with

the dictates of reason

and truth. It is only the ignorant who despise the teachings of garnered knowledge. Of studies

Bacon said that " simple men admire them, crafty men contemn them, and wise men use them,"

And in another place, There is no pleasure comparable to the standing upon the vantage ground

of truth." For, as our teachers have taught through the centuries, knowledge is the sole pass-key to

right living and high thinking.

From “ Astronomy for All ”] \hy permission of Messrs, Cassell & Co., Ltd,

JIIAlvTJUS AND IIIS M II'K MIvAvSl'KlNO STlvU.AU AI,TlTrj)I':S.

HfVdius 087), celebrated for his careful (lru\vinf»ft of the Moon and for the tenacity
viilh vihj(’h he cluiiij to his old instrumentfi, refusiTiji; to fidopt improved telescopic methods,
was one of the most accurate of observers without telescopic sights A City Councillor
and Astronomer, he jKWsessed a very fine Observatory, eallefl the Stermmbiirg (“the
StaiTN Fort “), at Danzig. Ilis wife has been aillcd “ the first woman astronomer." She
was her husband's trusty comrade and rencierctl assistance by her accurate reading of his

instninicnts.
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MAGNETIC STORMS ON THE SUN.
The Sun’s surface is the seat of more or less constant magnetic an<l electrical disturbances, particularly in the neighbourhood of large

spots. Invisible streams of electrified particles are projected into space in various directions, and it frequently happens that our
l^rth encounters one of them. The result is then a violent magnetic storm, sometimes severe enough to disorganise dl telegraphic

communication for some hours. Such storms are generally accompanied by brilliant displays of the Aurora.



By permi&sxon of
A PART OF THF pi,ANrp:T jrPiTER. “ thp: (;rkat red spot”

[L E.A.

This phenomenon first appeared clearly in 1876, growing steadily deeper in hue until it formed the most prominent object on

the fUsc of the planet The colour of the spot, coupled with the fact that iiowerful disturbances were observable in its immediate

vicmily, led to the suggestion that it was due to the load generation of enormous heat, and that the surface had probably

been rent asunder by a kind of volcanic eruption. The Red Spot was fully 20,000 miles in length at times, so that the

disturbance—^whatever its nature—must have involved an extensive area. It was plainly visible for a quarter of a century,

but is now only barely distinguishable. All this seems to be conclusive as to the impossibility of organic life on Jupiter
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It is tlius vvt' should view astronomical studies. A writer once had it that Astronomy was a “ science

of pure curiosity." But he did not .sufficiently grasp the import of tlu‘ knowledge thus gained, Had
he (lone so, he would have seen that the ever-expanding mass of astronomical research is the prelude

to the understanding of our W'orld througli our diagnosis of th(' lu*av(‘ns. Apart from the practical

value of the new sciences which from time to time have sprung from Astronomy, Astronomy itself in

its own j)artic:ular sphere

and by its own discov-

eries, has triumphantly

brought home to us a

realisation of relative

human values. How
painful the reflection, and

all the more piquant

because (^f its indirc'ct-

ness, does it cast upon our

petty earthly squabbles !

How small do the grc'at

w'ars and feuds ot the

I>ast now' apjK'ar to us---

wars which were fought

and thrones and king-

doms shattered for an

extra slice of territory !

And this, too, in a world

whose extent of land it

would be laughable to

call by th(‘ name of

" territory " in a universe

where it is all but a

negligible quantity.

Let us, therefore, b(»

persuaded of loftier in-

terests and reflect on the a sink at, xivnui,A.

problem of the cosmos in These wondcttul celestial whirlpools iire found in Rreat numbers in eertuiu parts of the sky,

adeauate terms Of all
many thousiuids beinK known. They are composed of dilTuse, Ihou^'h not truly Kaseoua,

\ matter, whose motion has lately been shown to be outwards iiloiiK the “ arms ” from the

studies, the science of central bright naiss or nucleus. Here and there this diffuse matter has eondeiise<l into small

A«trnnnmv k nnf fnr +hf‘ compact masses, anrl it is believed that spiral nebula; are destined to end their career by
" condensing into star clusters Many of these embryo stars aie visible in the above

narrow bickerings and photograph.

carpings of the small

mind, Feeding as it does the spirit of enquiry, and hallowing it, it is yet within the powers of an

ordinary mind to assimilate. As has been pointed out, the whole reason for this work is the simple one

of initiating the average man into the secrets of heavenly lore. It puts within the reach of everyone a

means of acquiring what might be called the" necessary knowledge " of Astronomy. It will be readily

appreciated that there is a border-line beyond which in a work of this description one cannot go. But

at the same time ignorance of the elements of the subject within the border-line is tantamount to wilful

neglect of a golden opportunity for personal development and .self-culture. I he work will not have

been undertaken in vain if it is instrumental in commending to the intelligence of its readers an

intelligent interest in the spangled vault above.



ATI,AS.
According to legend Atlas was a member of the older family of gods who lx)rc up the pillars of Heaven, The figures'on the
photograph represent constellations or groui)8 of stars, many of which have been named after animals. Cancer (the Crab)

and I,eo (the I,ion) can be seen near the top of the globe.



THK STAR or ICM.

In ancient times the stars wore sometimes the sole means of pihlaiiee to wandering tribes. I'rom the earliest a^c'^ they

have been the* almanacs of uncivilised peoples who studied the face of the sky as an aid to practical life. Amon^^ civiliwitious

<jf the past ^ood or evil iniluenees were assi^jned to the stars.

SPLENDOUR OF THE HEAVENS.

CHAPTl'R J.

THE STORY OF LIGHT AND MAN'S CONTROL OF IT.

I-Jv l)K. W, II. Stkavf.nson, L'.K.A.S,

ADlSSr.K'LA'i’u )N on IJglit and tlie proportic.s of Icn.sosand mirrors may sot-m a stranj^c ojx nin^j;

to a work on the ^lorit‘S of tlie tirmameiit. And yet sueh an o])enin^ is ami)ly justiiied 1)\ llie

very nature of Astronom^’ ; for we liave to rememlHT tliat tlie ^^reatest and most anrit nt of tlu‘

sciences difftTs from all others in one essential jiarticular, which is that it deals with objects altoj.;etlier

iKwond our reach. We cannot toucli, pick to pieces, or analwse them, as is jiossilde with plants,

insects, or piec(*s of rock. All our kn >wlenl^e of tluan is convtyt'd atToss vast abysses of s])ace by

that mwsterious agency which we call Light. 'Hie workings oi tliis universal messenger are (*v('n

now not comph'tfdy understood, but w(' hav(‘ Ixu'n h'arning more and mor(‘ ahout them during tht‘

l)ast three centuries. Such knowledge, useful enougli in itself, has led us still iurther, lor n an has

by slow degrees learnt, not only thi) nature of Light, but also th(‘ methods whereliy it may 1-e so

controlled and harnes.sed as to deliv(‘r faithfully the messages which it conv(‘ys.

It is quite possibk* to enjoy a wireless concert without having the lea.st knowledge of the t(('hnical“

ities of radio-telephony. On the other hand, there are few p(‘opl(‘ of any int('lligence who would not

be sufficiently interested to enquire “how it works," even if they pursued the matter no Iurther.

It is much the same wdth the revelations of Astronomy. 'I'he bare facts which an* the result of

research are easy enough to undcTstand, but a knowledge of how they were obtained greatly ( nhance.s

their interest for any intelligent })erson. Moretiver, the reader is bound, in a work of this nature, to

come acros.s certain photographs and illustrations which, if not altogether meaningless, will at least

he liable to puzzle and mislead him if he has not l<‘arnt some of the methods of the astronomer or the

working of the instruments he employs.

The nature of Light is a mystery which has exercised the mind of man from the earliest times,

and a little thought will show how puzzling the problem was, and indeed still is. Here was .something
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THU OUl> CORPUSCUUAK Till^ORV OJ*' TJlJv NATURK OU UICHlT.

It at one time supposed that every source of Uijjht was constantly emitting in all directions m>Tiads of minute
particles, which excited the sensation ol vision on striking the eye.

clearly connect(;d with all visible things of every conceivable nature, yet surely also connected in

some way with the observer, since experience suggested that what affects the body must be in

contact with it. Hence the idea soon arose that Light had a definite concrete tixistence
;

was, in

fact, a substance. But when it camti to harmonising such a theory with observed facts, the early

philosojihers had to resort to the most complicated and fantastic suppositions, none of which was

really satisfactory', and which can hardly have been intelligible to the authors themselves. It will

be enough to say here that out of all this speculation there emerged what is now known as the

Corpuscular Theory of Light. According to this theory, every luminous body was constantly dis-

charging streams of minute particles in all directions, and these i)articles, on striking the eye, gave

rise to the sensation of Light or Vision. This theory had the merit of extreme simplicity, but it

unfortunately failed to explain all observed facts. It continued, however, to be used as a working

hypothesis right up to the last century, when it was replaced by the now universally accepted Wave
Theory. In this we have an explanation which at least accounts pretty well for all observed facts.

There are difficulties here and there, but it seems evident that we are very near the truth, and a theory

that explains so many things is not lightly to be laid aside.

The present theory may be briefly described as follows. Light is no longer regarded as a substance,

but as a form of energy or motion. The minute particles composing a luminous body are in a state of

extremely rapid vibration. These vibrations set up similar movements or disturbances in that all-

pervading Something which scientists call the Ether of Space. The disturbances thus set up are in

the nature of waves, which move outward in concentric circles from the luminous body, like the
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ripples produced when a stone is thrown into still water, except that they do not lengthen out as

they advance. It is important to remember that it is the waves which move outwards and not the

Ether, whose particles " merely rise and fall as the waves pass, just as a feather will do if thrown

on to the ripples in the pond.

The Light'Waves travel outwards from their source with the prodigious speed of 1S(),325 miles

per second, a distance equal to between seven and eight complete circuits of our (ilob(‘. Small

wonder is it that the early philoso})hers thought the speed of Light U) he iulinite ! And yet there are

bodies visible to us in space whose light takes many thousands of years to reacli us. Hen‘, sun'ly,

is an instance where a knowledge of Tdght and its properties will help us to a bett(‘r mult'rstanding

of the immensity of the Universe.

The actual length of a wave of Light, or the distance from crest to crest, is almost as inconceivably

small as its speed is staggeringly great. The average' length is about ot an inch, and a litlh'

consideration will show that, travelling at the sj)eed above mt'iitioiu'd, about oOO.OOn.OOO.OOO.OdO

(five hundred billion) of tliem must strike the eye every second ! 1-^ut all Light waves, though small,

are not of exactly the same' length, and it has b(‘('n found that tlit'ir dime'nsions vary according to the'

colour of the light, Thu^, the waves of red light are about inch long, whih' those' ot \’iolct

light are nearly twice as short, ov about inch. Tlie e'ye canne)t jK'rceive' Light whose* wave's

are longer or shorter than the'se limits, but such w'ave's can be' ele-tecle'd l)y the ])bot()gi a])bie‘ ])laU‘

and other physical nu'ans.

We cm only se'c a light, or indeed any object, by looking straight towarels it ; wliieh is anotlie'r

r ^
k. J

THE MODERN WAVE THEORY OE THE NATURE: OF EieVHT.
Light is now regarded as being due to waves in the Ether. Every luminous Uxly is supposed to radiate such waves in much
the same manner as a stone will do if dropped into a pond, but with a velocity of over 186,000 miles per second. The

distance from crest to crest determines the colour of the Light as seen by us.

3
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way of saying that Light normally travels in straight lines. This may seem a contradiction of what
h:i^ already been said of the circular arrangement of the Ether-waves round a luminous body, but
we have to remember that it is the direction of motion and not the shape of the waves that is straight.

ThtTcfore we may and do imagine Light as issuing from a bright point in an infinite number of

straight line>s, arranged like the spokes of a wheel. The actual waves are moving outwards along these

spok(.‘S ” and always at right angles to them. Any one of these spokes may, for the sake of

simplicity, be considered separately, and is then referred to as a “ ray.'' Such a way of looking at

Light makes simple the explanation of optical instruments, and we shall often have occasion to use

it in what follows.

So far we have only dealt, very briefly, with the supposed nature of Light as it travels unfettered

through Space. We shall now turn to the methods whereby man has learnt to handle and control

thes(‘ mysterious ripples of the Ether, to the great increase of his knowledge of the Universe.

I

li

c f

f

A FAMILIAR PROOF OF A (iRKAT TRUTH.
A ray of liijht, if looked at from one wide, is itself invisible, I ut particles of dust may be lit uj) by it and then mark the
path of the ray. Such paths are never curved, and thus wc Iccirn that unfettered Upht always travels in straight lines.

It was long ago observed that stones at the bottom of a shallow pool appeared from the bank to

be displaced from their true positions so as to seem nearer to the opposite bank than they actually

were. Moreover, it was noticed that, when ripples were present on the surface of the water, the

shape as well as the position of the stones was altered and distorted. We may observe the same
sort of thing by looking obliquely at some object through ajiece of plate glass. If the latter is go6d,

the object will merely appear bodily displaced
;
but if the glass is wavy " it will also alter the

outline of the object. What is really happening will be clear from our illustration. The light by which

we see the object has not travelled straight towards us. This does not mean that it has travelled



THE EYE AT NIGHT
[4gbt can only enter the eye through the pupil, whose size is automatically controlled according to the requirements of vision,
^hen Eight is abtmdant the pupil is small, as in the top illustration ; but at night it enlarges to admit as much
Kjssible, as in the lower illustration, which was taken by flashlight in a darkened room. The flash lasted onl]

fraction of a second and was over before the pupil had time to contract in response to the sudden glare.
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Tl kNIN-(; A IJCIIT HAV FROM ITS J’ATH.
WIk'U }\ niy (tf (j])liquoly on a jiiccc ol plate ^liiss or similar
Innisjiareiit sni)stiMU'<', its t!ire<'tiou is altcr(‘<l, aial mi ot»serv('T on
lh(' otlier side of th<* ylass sees the somve ol laylU disi)lace 1 from its

true position, This bending' of Idtlhl is kmmii as Kel’r.iction.

in a curved path, but that its straight path

has “ had its back bent,” as it were, at-

one or more places. This bending of Light

is known as Refraction, and it always,

occurs when a ray passes at an angle from

one medium (such as air) to another that is

either more or less dense. The amount
by which the Light is bent depends on the

density of tlie substance through which

it passes, but the final direction of the ray

depends not only on this, but also on the

shape of the surface of tlie substance.

This is why rippling water or wavy ”

glass will give different dir(‘('tions to ra>'S.

coming from different parts of an object,

and thus produ(‘e a distortion of its shape.

This brings us at once to that gn‘atest

and most fundanumtal of all o])tical

inventions -the Lens.

A J(‘ns is a pi(‘cc of glass or other

transj)arent substance which has had its

surfaces deliberately sliaped by the op-

tician in siK'h a way that rays i)assing

through it shall be turned as far as possible

in certain desired directions. We hav(‘ no

knowledge of the exact date when lenses

wert' first made, but we
know- tliat tlu'y were in

existence at the end of

the 'riiirtetMith Century,

and that they w-ere then

in use, as to-day, for

sj)ectacles.

Lenses are, liroadlv^

speaking, of two kinds-

-

positive and negative.

The first type an* tliickest

in the middle and tend

to bring together the rays

wdiich pass through them.

The second type are

thickest at their edges,

and tend to spread out

the rays. In practice the

two types are often used

in combination, the

nett result on the

rays depending
mainly on the relative

“strength” (t.e., thickness
|

A KAY OF LHillT “ DISSECTHD.”
A jirism, or piece of jjlass of triangular section, treats rays of different colour unequally.

White Ifight is composed of mys of all colours, which are separated out on jmssing through
a prism. The violet rays are bent most and the red least. This spreading out of a narrow
white ray into a fan of many colours is called Dispersion, Newton was the first to explain

the action of a prism.
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or thinness) of the various lenses. Let us now consider the case of a single positive lens, of which

an illustration will be found below. Here we have a piece of glass whose surfaces are both curved,

and it will be noted that, unlike the case of plate glass, these surfaces are inclined towards one another

at every place except the exact centre of the lens, where they are parallel. The result of this

inclination is that the rays, which are bent on entering the glass, are not restored to the same general

direction on leaving it, but are bent still further. I'he same thing happens to all the rays, though

an examination of the diagram will show that the bending eifect grows less and less towards the centre

of the lens, where it ceases altogether and the rays pass straight through. Hy carefully fashioning

the surfaces of such a lens we can arrange to make all the rays from one point (the object) me(‘t together

at another point on the opposite side of the lens. In this wav we have, as it were, created in space

HOW A I^ICN.S WORKS.

When lyight rays from a point strike a piece of glass with curved surfaces, known as a lens, each ray suffers a slightly different

deflection, and a lens can be so Rishioned that all the rays will meet again at a iM)int on the other sitle.

a ghostly counterpart of the original object, which it will exactly resemble so far as its light, or

visibility, is concerned. Such a “ ghost
**

is known to scientists as an “ image.*

So far we have only considered the rays from a single point, but the case is just as simple if we

take two, or even three points ;
for each one will have its image produced separately in space on

the other side of the lens. Now, an object of any size, such as an arrow, may be considered as

consisting of a very great number of separate points, each of which will have its corresponding image.
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Thus we can rt\idily see that a complete picture of the object will be formed by the lens, and if we
trace the patli of the rays with the aid of a diagram we shall find that the picture is always upside

down as compared with the object.

In thus forming artificially a light-picture or image of an object, it may not appear that a lens

has done us mu;h service
;
but it is really upon this action that our power of distinct vision entirely

depends. In the human body all sensations are conveyed to the brain by means of fine filaments

called nerves, some of which convey one kind of sensation and some another. Those which gi\ e rise

to the sensation of Light are exceedingly numerous and are entirely confined to the two eyes. There

MAKING MGHT FKUDOCK A PICTTIRIC.

Our illustration shows how the rays from a large object are treated by a lens, Every point of the object has its counterpart

on the other side of the lens, a« showni in the previous illustratirm, and thus a complete picture (generally called an image) is

formed in apace where the rays converge. It will be seen that sudi an image is always upsi<le down.

the delicate endings of the nerve filaments are closely packed together, like the pile of a carpet, so

as to form a continuous inner lining to the back of each eye-ball. Light from external objects

reaches this nervous lining (called the retina through a small aperture of variable size, known as

the pupil, and the impression of luminosity is straightway conveyed to the brain. But there is more

in vision than this. If the above description of the eye were complete, then light from every part

of an object would strike every part of the retina, and the confusion resulting would leave us in

ignorance as to the true direction of the various rays ; in other words, we should have no knowledge

(from vision alone) of the form of objects, but merely be conscious of their brightness. This is where



THE MOUNT WIESON THEFSCOPK.
This giant instrument is the largest telescope in the world. It shows millions of stars that are tew faint for other instruments.

Its tube is ten feet in diameter and forty'three feet long, the great 100-inch mirror being mounted at its lower end. It has been

constructed to deal with problems unsuited to telescopes of inferior power. The site of the Mount Wilson Observatory was
chosen with a keen eye to favourable attnospheric conditions. It is 5,900 feet above sea level.
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STMPLl RI VUACTIN(t TFIJ^SCOIM
A putwn (»f .1 (lihUmt <*b|<.ct, ftniud by a l<ir«c kns as
c\pl.iinc(l js inamiitied bN .i sinalk'i It ns, calkd <in

cvf-pKLL It tMll still wipi)e<ir upsuk (Umn, hut this is no
<lis.i(Ivantat;e to the \stiononitr In trmstrial tekstopts

a(ldition<il Ittisos art mstrUd to tntt the image

that the size of the picture is also greater, as well

as its distance from the lens. In other words,

the greater the focal h‘rigth the larger the ijicture.

Now the lens of the eye is very much tliicker in

the middle than at the edges, so its local length is

small. In fact, it forms its picture less than an
inch from its back surface The result of sucli a
small distance is that every object in a landscape

is seen very small, though a great width of view
is included in the picture. If we desire to obtain

a larger view of any one object we have only to

approach it and thus make it appear, within

certain limits, as large as we like But the case

of the astronomer is different. He cannot get

appreciably nearer to the heavenly bodies than
he is at present, so that, using his eye alone, he
has to be content with a very small picture of

them.

The second great defect of the eye, from the

astronomer*s point of view, is the smallness of its

opening—the pupil. This has nothing to do with
the size of the picture formed in the eye, but it

has everything to do with its brightness. When

the lens comes in, for we have seen that it has
the power of dealing separately with individual

rays, and putting them all in their right places

without confusion. Every eye contains a lens,

not of glass, but of a transparent horny sub-

stance, and this lens throws its pictures on the

retina of the eye. Here each part of the image
will affect a different hlament of the “ pile-

carpet,’* and all these impressions will be con-

veyed separately to the brain, where the form

or shape of the object will be thus revealed.

Thus we carry about in our own bodies the

most ancient of all oi)tical instruments, and a

very ethcic'nt one too, for most purj)oses of

everyday life. But to the astronomer it has

two great defects The first is the smallness of

the pictures produced bv it. This is due to the

small scale on whi(*h the eye is constructed. ]f

we experiment with dihereiit lenses, thin and thick,

we shall find that the thin or flattish ones produce*

their j)ictures of a distant object much further

from the glass than the thick ones do, and they

arc therefore said to have a greater " focal

length.” But this is not all, lor we shall notice

PRINCIPLE OF NEWTON’S REFLECTING
TELESCOPE.

A concave mirror made of metal or glass will form a picture
of a distant object by reflection, the rays being controlled
in their directions as in the case of a lens. The image is

formed at the side of the tube (by interposing a small flat

mirror placed obliquely), and is there magnifled by an
eyc-plece.
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\^e remember that a star, or distant light, is sending out

rays in all directions we can readily see that only a

minute proportion of these rays can enter such a small

thing as the jiupil, and that this projKirtion becomes
smaller and smaller as our distance from the light in-

creases. The result of this is that a ver\ distant or very

taint light fails to send us enough rays to make it visible,

and we see mithing at all N<iture does her best to help

()\S TI JJ SCOPI s
’With the construction of these little iiistriuiunts ni

Hid*), the telesi^opic revelation of the he<ivens be u<i i

The lir^t eliscove'U iiiaele was th,it eil Jujnter's moons,
followed by the Mountanib of the* Moon, the St.irry

structure* of the Milky Wav, and, in Kill, the phases
of Venus, the Spe>ts em the Sun, ,in(I the* stnuiKc
nppendaRes eif Saturn Such telL*soiiKS wcmld be eem-
sielcrtd veiy iceblt* mstrununts now,i(l«iys, but they had
a preifounel influence upeiii the Histeirj of Astremeimy

anel revetiled many wonders for the first time

US in this direction, for when the light of

surrounding objects is feeble, as at night,

the pupil automatically enlarges to take in

more rays. But obviously there is a limit

to this enlargement, and it never exceeds

about one-third of an inch.

Thus the early astronomer felt the

limits of the power of his eye and cried

out for two things—a bigger picture and

more light. What he needed, in fact, was
a larger eye than the one he had

; one

by\ yihe Yerkts Obienatory,
THH (rPlCAT ViCKKJvS TFJ,lvSC01*J

,

Of 40 inches aperture, this telestoiie was inount(‘<l in 1897 at Chicago
X^niversity Observatorj^ It is the most iwjwerful refractor yet
constructed, and is housed m u massive brick tower 90 feetm diameter
Its tube IS 04 feet long The total weight of glass m the two lenses—

-

which together f<irni the object-glass— i.s 500 jKjunds These lenses
arc of cxtraortlmary purity and transparency, yet they absorb much
light beoiuse of their great thickness The moving parts of the
telescope weigh over 20 tons It has been used chiefly for spectro-
scopic work and for the observation of double stars, these being
branches of work for which its great aperture ami focal length render

it specially suitable
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that should be longer—to produce a larger picture, and one that should have a wider opening—to

admit more light. And this is exactly what he obtained by the invention of the telescope.

Every telescope is, in principle, a reproduction of the human eye on a larger scale. It will be

clear from what has gone before that any lens whose diameter is more than J of an inch, and whose

focal length is over an inch, will produce a picture in space that is brighter and larger than that

formed in the eye However, it may not appear so large at first sight, because we cannot approach it

closely and still see it distinctly. Rut a lens whose focal length is over about ten inches will form

a picture that looks p(Tcej)til)ly larger than the obiect itself, viewed without the lens. This must

have been noticed in the earlv davs ot lens-making, and yet no use api)ears to have been made of it

Photo prrmtsswft of] [Thf Poyal Astronomical Society.

A STAK-CA]VnU<A MOUXTliD T'OR PHOTOGRAPHING THE HEAVRNS.
With an instrument (if this lar^e arwis of the sky can be photographed on a comparatively small scale. The Camera

IS moimted on an axis which turns by clockwork to follow the stars in their apparent march across the sky. The telcacopt*

attached Ls pointed in the same direction as the camera and enables the Astronomer to see that the clockwork is keeping

the whole instrument accurately pointed in the same direction throughout the time of exi>osurc

until the beginning of the Seventeenth Century. It was then observed by Hans Lippershey, a Dutch

spectacle maker, that, by the insertion of a second lens between the eye and the image, it was possible

to get much nearer to the latter and so obtain an enlarged view. This was much more convenient

and effective than the use of a single lens of very long focus, and besides, by using eye-lenses of different

strength, varying degrees of magnification could be obtained without changing the ** object-glass,’^

as the lens was called which formed the image.



Photo by permission of] {The Royal Astronomical Society,

A STAK-CHART PRODUCED BY PHOTOGRAPHY.
A Star-Camera of the kind shown in the lost illustration produces a chart of the Heavens similar to the above.^ Many thousands

of stars are automatically and correctly recorded in a sinj^le hour. It would take years to map the same number of stars by
visual means

;
and ever, then errors would be certain to occur.
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Pliofo In]
\
I It: Yi'rkcs Ohscrvatorv.

A <;uivAT Tia,ivscoi»i<: c(3xv1':i<ti-:i) into a
CAMl'.UA.

W'ht'ii It is <le3irt‘(l to photnyruph sinull iiorllons oi the sky on
ti larKe snile it Is necessary to use a vei y long telosc(>pe One
has only to remove the eye-pieee ami subslilute a photo-
graphic plate to receive the iinagt' lormed by the great lens
Our illustration shows the 4n inch Yerkes refractor converted

in this wa}’.

Lippershey was not an astronomer and it does

not seem to have occurred to him to apply his

new invention to the study of the heavens. In

fact, he only saw in it a discovery of great military

importance ! But news of it reached Galileo, the

Italian astronomer, in the year 1609, and he was

able, without having seen a specimen of the new
instrunumt, to construct one himself from the

description alone. The construction adopted by
(ialilco was almost identical in principle with that

in use by astronomers to-day, except that the

eye-})iece was a negative lens. This form of

telescope, howevcT, has still survived in

the mod(Tn opera-glass, which is often

referred to ])y opticians as the Galilean,*'

to distinguish it from the prism binocular,

(ialileo made several tehiscopes, hut the

largest was scarcely more than an inch in

diameter, and inagnilicd less than forty

limes. Compared witli our modern astro-

nomical telescopes it was, of course, a mere toy,

but, for all that, it was a very great advance on
the unaided eye.

Now were revealed to man for the first time
the mountains on the Moon, the satellites of

Jupiter, the phases of Venus, the starry back-

ground ol the Milky Way, and the shapes of the

S))ots on the Sun. Hut as yet these things were

very imperfectly sliown, and it became clear that

nothing much more could be done until the new
instrument was greatly improved and enlarged.

Unfortunately, this was by no means a >»impl(‘ matter.

The making of discs of glass good enough to turn into

lenses demands, even to-day, a great deal of chtt and
skill, except for those of ver> small siza'

, it can well

be imagined that thiee hundred yeais ago the })robleni

was an extremely formidable one. In fact, a full

century after Galileo’s pioneer work it was difficult

to produce a good lens that was more than two or three

times the size of the ones he used. Moreover, another

difficulty was encountered which was really the more

serious of the two.

It had been noted from the most ancient times

that beautiful colours were seen when white light

passed through pieces of glass or precious stones whose
surfaces were inclined to one another. In fact, the

cutting ” of diamonds and glass was specially designed

to produce such " rainbow " effects. It was not until

the end of the Seventeenth Century that the true

explanation of these colours was given by Newton,

HERSCHFX’S GRKAT 4-FOOT RUr%ECTOR.
This instrument, a prodigy in its day, was erected at

Slough by Sir William Herschel in 1 780. It penetrated
into space far beyond the limits reached by any

telescopes before it.
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who showed that they were the natural consequence of breaking up wliito light, whose whiteness
was simply the combined effect on the eye of a great number of different colours. By causing a
narrow beam of white light to pass through a triangular piece of glass, called a “ prism/’ Newton
demonstrated that the beam was not only deflected (/.r., refracted) as a whole, but was also spread

out into a coloured band. This spreading out of white light, called * disjHTsion/’ was due to the

fact that the prism bent earli coloured ray by a slightly difierent amount, the violet ones most, and
the red least of all. We shall see later that this dissection, or picking to pieces, of wliitt' light was
destined to be of tremendous importance and value t(» astronomers, but at ])resent we are most
concerned with the embarrassment it caused m tht' St'venteenth ('eiitury to tht‘ vvould-b(‘ iin]>ro\ers

of the telescope.

A prism seen in sectir)n

has a thick base, and its

two sid(‘s are inclined so as

to meet at a ])oint. com-

pleting th(‘ trianglt*. Now, tlu‘

big lens of a teles('n]H‘ i> tlii('k

in the middlt* and it^ suriares

taper to a i)oint in either

direction
;

so it can be eon

sidered as being e(|iiivalent

to two ])riMns, plac'ed one on

toj) of th(‘ otlii'r with their bases

togt‘th(‘r. It is cle<ir, tlun,

thill witli such an arriingeinent

rays oi diflenait culonr will

suHc'r a different aiiKuint ol

IxMiding. 'I'liiis a pic t ure of a

viol ‘t will be formc'd i tlir

lens tliaii one of a eeiaiiiuni

beeanse tbc' vicdei rays .an' more

strongly Ix'iit than the red.

I his would not matter iniic'li

if ( very object wiis ol oiu' colour

only. Hut w'e Inave seen tlnit

all colours arc' contained in

white light, so that wx' shall

have a regular string of j)i(‘tnr<'s

of a wliite obji*ct, c'ach out' oi

a slightly diffenmt hue. Jf wc*

try to look at such a j)ic’ture

from behind (as w’e do with ii

telescope) we shall see all these

/; 1 pi run nil of]
^

I he h'ovul Stt,

Mw'ic)\’s iio.Mi: MAIH’: rijj.sc'onj-

This litth iiiodt 1 u.-is ni lUi* Us to (Irinonf'tr.ilc tin* fllii ioiu \ ol an instninit nt

<lc*siirtXMl fm llu- liius whu’h h< laidfUmii It was too small tf»hcof much praiticil list*,

coloured images one behind

the other at different distance.s

hut It was th<' foicruniK'r of all llu- yianl n*f]r( tors nf nntikrti tinus It is now in the

])osscs'.ion of tht Koval Sot'uty

from us. The result is a chaotic mixture of colours, in the midst cd which is an indefinite watery-

looking picture of the object we are trying to examine.

This, then, was the great drawback to the construction of good refracting telescopes, and it was
not overcome for a hundred and fifty velars. It was minimised to some extent by making telescopes

extremely long (sometimes several hundred feet), since this had the effect of spreading apart the

coloured images and thus causing them to interfere less with om another. Instruments of this kind

were very unwieldy and difficult to mount, but there seemed no other way out of the difficulty.
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The situation was only

saved by the introduction

of an entirely different

principle in the construction

of telescopes.

The old troubles had all

been caused by the light

having to pass through glass

lenses. If rays could only be

bent by some other method,

all would be well. As a matter

of fact, such a method was not

far to seek, for curved mirrors

had long been known to have

the property of bending rays

of light by reflection, and

they had been for centuries in

tutes for Imrning-glasses. Un-

fortunately, however, their

surfaces were curved in su('h

a way as to j)revent them

profiucing really clear pic-

ture's su('h as the astronomer

needed. But the problem was solv<*d by Hadley, who was the first man to demonstrate practically

in 172;3, that the surface

of a mirror could so be*

shaped as to form a clear

image' ot a distant object by

reflection
, rnorc'over, this

image was entirely free from

the confusing colours pro-

ducc'd by the refractor

Main years Ix'fore tins

Newton had actuallv made
a small reflecting tt lescojie.

though with the mirror

wrongly curved. It only

nc'c'ded improvement to the

mirror to complete its effi-

ciency, and its general

prmeijde was the one

adopted by Hadley.

The new type of telescope

w^as not developed so rapidly

as might have been expected

from its merits of perform-

ance and simplicity of

construction
; but, towards

the end of the Eighteenth

A SinKNTKENTH CENTURY TEI^ESCOPK.
In order to minimise ccrtiun defects of the Senses then in use it was necessary, in the
Seventeenth Century, to make Tele8C’oi>e8 of enormous length These were very difficult

to mount and use

Photo by [k N*i.
100 INCH MIkKOK

The print i])al inirroi ol the icceutly nu<lc* Hooker Telescojic at Blount WilstJii h made
of Klass, l.’i inches thick and ovei 100 inches m diiUneltr Its slijjihtly toneavc uppei
surface is coaltfl with an c\.ccc(lingl> thin kiyci of silvir <1( posited chcimcall> Its

l^rtat Nstii^ht (4t tons) inatk it veiy ditriculi to mount, but this w.is suceessfully

aecomplisht (1, and the toniiilctcd tclC't.ope is tlu mo->t ptmtiful in tht woild The
great minor collects at least 100,000 times as much light .is the unassisltd eye (In

the illustration most of tht mirror is tov(.u<l uilh totton
)



Photo by ptrmtsstOH of

,

17 he Royal AsttonomtcaHSoaety.

HOW THH CAMERA TRIUMPHS OVlvR THE I'YIv

This delicate veil of ncbulcjiis mutter, situated near Orion's Belt, is quite invisible to tht eye in the largest telescope. But for

the photographic plate it would probably have remained for ever unknown to us During Iohk exp<«ure8, riften lasting many
hours, the plate accumulates impressions and stores them up in its sensitive surface, whereas the eye sees only what is bright

enough to affect it immediately, and rather loses than g<iins by protracted gazing.
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Century, William Herschel began to make really large instruments on the Newtonian principle.

Starting with mirrors of about six inches (iiameter, he ended by making one that was no less than

four feet across. Ttiis great access of telescopic power placed him in a unique position among his

contemporaries, and he made the fullest use of it. Since his day still larger reflectors have been made,

culminating quite recently in th(; gigantic telescope of the Mount Wilson Observatory, whose mirror is

just over 100 inches, or mare than eight feet in diameter. Up to the middle of the Nineteenth Century,

telescope mirrors were made of metal, an alloy ol copper and tin being used. This material was, however,

very liable to tarnish, and repolishing was a ditflcult and delicate undertaking. In the pre.sent

day the mirrors are made of glass, on the Jacc of which a thin lilm of silver is deposited chemically.

This film is liable to tarnish, >

but can easily and quickly

b(j renew(‘d when it do(*s so.

We must now return to

the rtdrac'ting teles('ope, in

which grejit iinproveinents

had l)(‘en made wliile ller-

srhel and otht'rs \Nen‘ dc'

velo})iiig the rellector. An
h’nglishman, ('hester Moor

Hall, had suggested that, b\'

comlnning two kind^ of glass,

ra\'s of nearly all ('olour^

(’oiild 1)0 brought to ])rii('ti-

cally tlie sanu' ])oint ; and

another Knglisliniaii, John

Dollond, was tlu' first (in

IToS) to inaki' tliis generally

known. The t(‘l('S('o|)(‘s

which he made, though cjiiitt*

short, w(Te found to gj\’(‘

iniag(’s coin])arati\’el\’ 1 re<'

from false ('oloiir, and \\ ere a

vast iin])r()venu‘nt on the

ungainly inonst(‘rs of the

Sevento(‘nth (’entiirw Mean-

while, also, t[u‘ making of

(>j>tical glass Wits \n ing

rapidly develo])ed, especially

in Swiizerland and France,

and early in the Ninete'enth

Century telescopes of Dol-

lond's type reache*;! a

diameter of eight or ten

inches. Such instruments

were known as " achro-

matic,’' that is, “ free from

colour." Still better results

have of late years been obtained by the use of three lenses, but object-glasses of this type arc

very expensive, and the ordinary two-lens combination of Dollond is, with slight modifications, the

one usually employed to-day. (rlasse-s of this kind have been made in all sizes up to forty inches.
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THE CONSTIT.EATION
rKKSUUB SKF.N WITH
THK NAKi:o icvr:.

Our inociern observatories are equipped with both refracting aiul

reflecting telescoix^s. Each possesses special advantages which make it

suitable for particular kinds of work. The chi(‘f merit of the lellector

is that it can be made in very large sizes, principally because glass of only

one kind is used, and its transparency and general ciuahtv are not of very

great importance. The images yielded by the reflector are i*ntir<'ly free

from false colour, and this makes the t\ pe particularly us('ful for ]dioti)-

graphic work. On the other hand, reflectors are apt to be affecteil in

their performance by changes of temiierature, and theii oyvu tubes

encourage tlie formation of air-currents, which are harmful to critical

definition. These drawbacks do not aj)j)ly in the same degree to n'fracting

telescopes. We may sum iq) by saying that, in general, letlectors are

used where the maximum collection of It^ht is desired, while refractors

Very few stars arc visible an<l

prolongc'd |7azing will in»t

increase the iiiinibcr

where a steady’
image is essential.

An astronomical

telescope is really a

more simple instrii-

m e n t than the
common pocket
spy-glass. If we
take one ot tli<‘

latter to pieces v^e

.^hall find no less

tlian four glasses

between the eye and

the large lens. The
astronomer is con-

tent with two, or

sometimes only one.

Hy this more light

i s g a i n e d , but
objects are always

seen upside down
A question nearly

always asked by
visitors to an ob-

servatory is :
" How

much do these large

telescopes mag-

nify ?
" No simple

answer can be given

for the magnifying

power depends upon

are preferred for the examination of minutt‘ details with high powers,

After a Photogtaf>htc ( hUfti Hh J Palua and Max Wolf,

A PIIOTOOKAPIl OF THE C ONSTi:iJ,ATION PP.KSM S

the eye-piece, and The same stars shown m the small sketch will U- recoKtiist-d, with the addition of Ihousiinds of

the astronomer can fainter stars, all simultaneously rcconled in their nirrect places The plate was exiKWied for about

. an hour, and many mor«. stars would be recoide«i by a longer exiKjsure The relative brightness

obtam almost any of the stars can readilx be deduced by measunng the diameters of their images on the phite.

4
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Tin-: (;ki-:at c()mi':t ov i«ki>

This was thr first really sucvessful )>hotol^ra])h of a

coniel ever obtained. The lurKe number of slais

present on it suuKested to Sir Ditvid (iill (who took

the photoKra|)h) that the iiiappiuK oi the Heavens
could be rai)idly and accurately carried out by nuMtis

of the photographic plate

tJiat llipy can be directed to any jiart

ol the heavens, and a clockwork

mechanism keeps tlu'in point(‘d eon-

tinuously on any desired u])ject in spite

of the rotation oi the earth.

tk i|c IK

We have spoken oi tin' IcliM'oj't' as

beiniL^ in n‘ality a e\(‘, )>ut.

strictly si)eakin^, it is only lialt an eve.

Human vision is not inerelv the

formation of a picture by .i lens, for

such a ])icture is only of us(‘ when it

has the sensitive surlaee ol the retina

to fall upon. All that the tele.scojie,

as described so lar, accoin])lishes, is to

provide our eye \Nith a much bigger

lens. It does not give us a more

sensitivT retina, and in observing we

use the one we have alreadx*. But

there is a way in which w’e can eompkdo

the resemblance of the telescope to the

eye, for the science of the Nineteenth

Century has given us in the photographic

plate a new and artificial retina of great

power he likes l^y simple substitution of this trifling

piece of apparatus. But for every telescope there will

always be a maximum power that can nseftdly be

employed, and this will depend on the size of the

object-glass or large mirror. Only a certain amount of

liglit is available, and we shall get a very dim picture

if we S])read it out too much. Moreover, the. air through

which we are looking is nearly always in a state of more
or less agitation, and the distortion thus produced in

the image will only be increased if we magnify it to

excess. In brief, it may be said that, while powers

between 1 ,000 and 3,000 are very occasionally used on

the largest telescopes, lenses are most generally chosen

which will enlarge the apparent diameter of an object

from 100 to 700 tim(‘s
;
the actual power selected will

dep(*nd on the size of the telescope, the condition of

the atmospliere, and the nature of the object examined.

For comparison, it will be recalled that an ordinary

prism-binocular magnifies about eight diameters. Large

telesco])es are, witli certain exceptions, so mounted

I \NUNKli mM TtMlM

\ ‘.U|il> I M Hi ( < Mm. ...I ( i (I lnlr n.l I'll i>( Ov I Jr.vrii

TIIK ST.ANDAKI) “ AwSTKOGRAPHIC ” TKbliSCOPK.

By means of an instriinunt of Ihift kind the Heavens can be mapped
photoBTaphically in small sections with great accuracy. The type

shown ^'as that adopted in 1887 for use in 18 observatories, scattered

throughout the world. The great photographic atlas that was to result

from this is still incomplete.



FKAl’NllorivU
Aidfd by iinprovoiiK'nls in tlic m.inuf.u-tnrc «tf oi)tk‘a)
Fraunhofer «n'ally <lfvcloiHd the relrat'liiiK telescoiie tarly
in the Nineteenth Century lie was the lirst man to nuq) the
dark lines in the Solar Stieetruni, and his name is ptill

ass(»ciate(l with them

Riucnnoi'T.
KirehhofT investij4nte<l the prtjblem jn'e^ented liy the
“ h'Munholtr lines’’ m the »Holar StK’etrum, ami v\.is the
lirst to evpl.iin them as lieinydue to the ^ases ol well known

iham-nts, present in the sun’s atmosplure

BVNSKN.
Bunsen was associate<l with KirchhofT in investigations
eouneeted with siK'Ctrum analysis. He invented a type of
RaS'burner which, produciuji a hot flame of low luminosity,
iacilitated the vaporisation of various substances an<l the

study of their siiectra.

HI C.C.INS

Sir William lUiKi^ins was the fust man to make a detailed
study ol the s^H-'Ctra of the stars, and modern stellar speetro-
scopy is a flevelopment of his pioneer work. He was the first

to prove that certain nebula are truly jjuseous.



Photo by] \Thi L%ck OhttrvaJtOfy^

A PHOTOGRAPH OF THE RECUON OF THE IJTNAR CRATER " PTOEEMY.”
Photography of the Moon’s surface is chiefly of use in fleeing the outlines and relative positions of the various features. Photo-

graphs such as the one above serve to give a very good general idea of lunar landsca|>es, but, though tak;en with large telescopes,

they fall to show detail that can readily be reached by the eye with much smaller instruments. Thus, for lunar and planetary

work, photography is, in general, less useful than in the study of faint stars and nebulte, where its advantages over visual

methods ate unmistakable.
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vN

DR \WIN('. OF “ l*T()I,rMV ’

AXIJ n\S NICIGIIIiOUKS
Tins sketch rrprt'st'nts JU) attempt
tu (lohncMte at the teUscopc the

i»eneMl outliiHS of the crateis seeu

in the centre of the preee<linu

photograph Th(‘ result far fu)in

fueurate, ami much valuahU time

IS Wiisted, >\hieh wouM have t»een

better emplosctl in lillini' in the
cU tails absent from the photo-

^Taph The latter was secured in

a smule sieond of time.

sensitiveness. We have only to combine tliivS artificial retina with a

lens winch will throw' a picture upon it, untl we at once have a real

model ol the eye on a large scale. Such a combination is, ol course,

familiar to us all as the photographic camera.

The cameras to winch most of us aie accustomed are small aflairs,

generally from a few* inches to a couple of bet in length, hut W’e should

hear in mind that the combination of a jiatc with a lens of avy size

or focal length still constitutes a lamera. Thus, if we remove the

eve-piece of a giant telescopt* and substitutt' a photogia]inr jiate,

w*e at once produce an instrument w'hich is just a> much a true

camera as is our little pocket kodak

The possibility of using .photography as a nu'aiis of portraying

celestial objects occurred very earlv to tlu‘ jnoiu'er workers. In fact,

some of these pioneers, including Sir John Herschel, were themselves

astronomers of distinction. The great bar to progress in these early

days was the lack of sensitiveness of the old “ wet " plate. In

consequence of this, only the brightest objects, such as the Sun and

Moon, could be properly photographed. Moreover, the pictures

produced by the new method show^ed much less detail than could be

seen by the eye at the telescope
; and so for many years ci'lestial

photography was regarded as little more than a scientific curiosity, of

very small practical value to the astronoim'r. But the w'hole aspect

of affairs was changed by the advent of the dry jdate, which was

not only much more sensitive than its wet predecessor, luit was far

more easy to handle. The result of this new' im})roveinent was a

revival of interest in celestial photography ;

for was now ])()ssible to extend the

grasp of the camera to include the

feeble light of the fainter stars, which

had hitherto been out of reach. 1 he

importance of this may not be apparent

to the reader at first sight, and even

the astronomers themselves were, for

the most part, slow to realise it. I*rob-

ably the first man to appreciate its full

significance was Sir David Gill, then Her

Majesty's Astronomer at the Cape, In the

tear 1882 he secured some very beautiful

photographs of the great comet which was
then visible. On developing the photographs

(W'hich were taken with an ordinary camera)

Gill was struck, not merely by the successful

portrayal of the comet, but also by the

large number of faint stars which had been

recorded along with it, and he at once

realised the important fact that, in photo-

graphing the comet, he had simultaneously

secured an excellent chart of a large portion

of the Heavens.

Once n photogrnpfi of the sky hfis been taken, it remains tis a
permanent record, and ctin l>e at any lime submitted to minute
examination and measurement SpeevU machines are designed
for this purpose and, at Harvard and elsewhere, much of the work

is (lone by women.
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This insliiimcnl wab s|)coiall> (UsimKd loi th<’ jdKiloi'r tph>

ol the Milkv W.iv, <111(1 in,i>j:n Ilk Lilt putiius (tl llu* l.itUi

wtfi (ibtiiim* I with it by Hk l.ilc I'lokssoi Haiiianl.

thus eliminatpcl, and wv may sure that each

star is in its riglit place This iimdi (iill

realised, but he also saw that Ids pictures ^\ere

on so small a scale that the positions of the stars

recorded on them could not he mt'asun'd with

the exactness required by astronomers. Indeed,

it seemed rather doubtful whether such minute

accuracy could ever be secured by photographic

means, even with much larger instruments. But

meanwhile this V(‘ry matter was being investi-

gated by the brothers Henry at the Paris

Observatory. After various preliminary experi-

ments they constructed a special lens 13 inches

in diameter, and fitted it to a camera over

11 feet long. This gave a much larger scale to

the photographs than the small cameras

hitherto used, and it was found that the

positions of stars could be measured on the

plates with an accuracy comparable to that

attainable by the old visual methods. The

Now, the accurate mapping of the stars in the sky

has always been, and .still i.s, of fundamental impor-

tance to astronomers, for it enables them to fix exactly

the positions of the wandering planets, and abo to

detect changes and movements among the .stars them-

selves. But the making of a good star-chart is not

a simple matter. The position of each star has to be

measured separately, which takes a very long time if

the chart is to include many faint stars ; and even

when the work is over, there are bound to be errors

of measurement and recording which are difficult to

check. It will be readily s(tn that the case is very

difiereiit when a chart is made by means of photog-

raphy, for the proce'^s is now auiomafic, A thousand

stars may simultaneously record themselves iipe^n one

])late in the cours(‘ of a few minutes, which means a

great saving of time The' ])(Tsoiial e'lement, too, is*

From “ Knowledge^’* ftj permtssum of] [2 He Astronomer Royah

THlC THOMPSON TEIyESCOPH, ROYAI, OBSERVATORY,
GRElvISrW’lCH.

This Ripautic camera, 26 inches in aperture, and 22 J feet long, is

chiefly employed for the determination of stellar distances The
plates taken with it are on a large scale, and can be measured with
very great aaniracy. A vismil telescope, of snmller size, is mounted
alongside of the large camera to facUitalc accuialc guiding of the

instrument during the time of exposure.





From “ Knowledge,'' by permission of] [The Yerhes Observatory^

NKBUI.0S1TY IN TllJi) PI^EIADES.

The stars foniung this well-known clustei' arc involved in nebulosity of a tenuous wispy character. Some of this is just faintly

visible in a larfje telescope, but most of it is beyond the reach of the eye, partly because of the dazzling effect of the bright stars.

The photographic plate is not affected in this way except very near to the images of the stars, and a perfect picture of the faint

nebulosity is obtainable with a sufficiently long exposure.
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only drawback wns

that, with .‘^uch a

large scale, only ^
a very small por-

tion of the sky could

he photograj>heil at

one time. In fact,

it would require ten

thousand plates to

c o V e r the entire

sky, ami the labour

of taking even half

OV ORJON.

Thie shows how fcchly ii rt‘<l star ufU'cts the

phoioKiaplhi' plate. lU tt'lf'cust* appears here as

a «.otapavatiNi‘ly taint star, owinj* to its riMlness.

This is the view obtainea hy the The
' Ob ORJON.

'

prominence td the irn-at wStar Betel^eusc, in nU‘asurin/4 tlic mil- This shows how feehly a re<l star ufleets the

the “ (liaut’s Shoulder,” w’ill be noted, Jit-t.wvs.o phoioKiapliie plate, llett'lf'cuse appears here as
lions Ol St.ir-imajJltS

^ .o^^pavatisely taint star, owiiiK to its riMlness.

upon them would

he far too bi^ a task for one ol)servatory to acconiplislK Artordingls
,
the eo-o|UTation of other astrono

niers was invdted.arul, at a conference held in Paris in ISS7, it was arranged that iSsi'parateohservatories

should join in a systematic scheme for photograpliing the entire sky, each using an instrument similar

to that of the Henry brothers. To tliis day, unhapjnly, the selieme nMuains imlinished. hut what has

been done has amply demonstrated the soundne.ss of the inetlKuls (‘inployed, and iniieh iidormation

of great value has already been derived from tlie plates taken. 'I lie great merit ol sueli a ehart is its

extreme accuracy, due to the length of the camera employed. Hut, lor sonu* ol Ids purposes, the

astronomer n(‘eds merely a picture of a portion of the sky and is not eone(‘rn(*d with the (‘xaet i)ositions

of the .stars on it. He then makes use of a different kind of phot()gra[)h, tak('n with a coni])arativo]y

small camera, who.se lengtli may bo anything from a h‘w iiudies to alxiiil four leet. With such an

instrument large portions ol the sky can he j)hotograplied at tin* same time on one plate, the scale

being so small. In fact the whole sky can be charted on quite a .small number of platens by one man
in a reasonable time, l ids was actually done some years ago by tli(‘ late Mr. iTanklin Adams, whose

Violet Indigo Green Yellow Orange Rfo

dM:,!

IC^nSSIOV SPECTRA.

A glowing gas owes its light to rays of comparatively few colours, whereas incandescent solids (as the carbon particles in u
candle flame) give out light of all colours. A prism applied to either type of light will produce what is known as an " emission ”

spectrum, but in the case of the candle flame the number of colours present is almost infinite, so that the images overlap.

Such a spectrum is said to be “ conUmious.”
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206 charts, covering tlic entire sky, have proved of great value to astronomers. At the Harvard
College Observatory, in America, a camera only about a foot long is in use on every fine night, and
bv its means every part of the sky visible from that latitude is photographed several times each vear.

This method of n'jx'tition is of great value for the detection of changes in the light of the stars, and
many “ new ’’ or tem])orarv stars have been brought to ligiit in this wa>\ Photograi)hy is now very
largely used for determining tli(' relative l)riglitness of the stars, (ireat accuracy is attainable by this

method, but the nsults are not directh' comi)arable with those obtained by the eye. The differences

are due to tlie colours of tlu' stars, which affect tlie plate and the eye in an unequal manner. Thus,
for instance, red stars are nuicli fainttT on a photograph than they appear visually. The difficulty is

now being overcome, but at the expense of a good deal of extra labour in elaborating the methods used.

now A “i'rur:” spkctkum ns fokmed.
To prevent overlapping oi the colonre 1 images seen through a prism the light is made to pass through a narrow slit. The
colours are then seen more nearly separate, and the spectrum proiliieed is saM to he pure. The degree ol “ purity ” inereases

as the slit is made more narrow.

Photography has of late years been very successfully applied to the portrayal of the .surfaces of

the Sun, Moon, and planets, but it has not been found possible to photograph with any telescope

details that are too minute to be seen with much smaller instruments. The value of the photographs

consists rather in the rapidity with which the records are obtained, and in the general accuracy of the

pictures. Thus, in the case of the Moon, a good photograph will serve to fix once and for all the relative

positions of the various features and their general outline. It is left for the visual observer to fill in the

details that are too small to be photographed.

Thus far celestial photography has been considered rather in its aspect of a labour-saving device

for the astronomer, who could, by expending much time and trouble, do most of the work nearly

as well by visual means. But the sensitive plate has certain properties which render it definitely

superior to the eye in some other departments of astronomical work. Our eyes can only perceive

light that is of a certain intensity, and objects fainter than this are invisible to us. Prolonged gazing



Such a photo^aph as this would have been quite imiK»sible to obtain without the aid of the Si^ectrohelioKraph, whose action is
described and illustrated f)n another pa^c The Ia5’cr of Hydrogen flames whi(’h c rivers the W’hfile Sun is quite transparent, and is far
too faint to be seen ajjainst the glare of the solar surface By means of the Sp<'Ctrohelio«rai)h the faint light given out by the Hydrogenam be wjlated and tise<l entirely by it -.elf to product* a photograph such as the one above.



PmNClPlJv op THE SlU'CTKOSCOPK.
The whith ptuss throuKli the narrow slit tire* made |Mirallcl by means of a lens. They them pass through a prism which
disperses them into a speetrum. The latter ran he examined with a small telesc*ope (as shown in the illustration) or focussed

ui>()n a plate by a photoKrnjihic lens

THE THRICE GREAT TYRES OF SPECTRUM.
An incandescent solid gives out light of all colours and yields a “ continuous ” spectrum. A glowing gas gives a spectrum
of a few bright lines of certain definite colours. But the same gases, when shining in front of a hotter body that is giving a
continuous spectrum, have their bright lines “ reversed,” or made dark, and are then said to produce an ” absorption *’ spectrum.
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makes matters worse rather than better, since the eye, like the rest of the body, is subject to fatigue.

The case of the photographic plate is different, for it continues to pile up its impressions all the time

that it is exposed. A star that is too faint to be recorded in a few seconds of time will continue to

bombard one small spot on the plate with its feeble light until the sensitive film at last begins to be

affected. And the process will not stop here, for the plate never gets tired, and will continue almost

indefinitely to respond to the bombardment until an image of great intensitv is produced. It follows,

then, that very faint objects, such as most of the nebulje, are better studied by photography than

by the eye. All that is required is a large telescope, preferably a reflector, and an exposure whose

length, varying with the brightne^ss of the nebula, may be anything from a few seconds to several

hours. In this way have been secured wonderful ])ictures which have entirely revolutionised our

knowledge of bodies of this kind. Some of this increase of knowledge could have been secured bv

Photo by ^Tht Yerkti Obaerva*ofy.

TlIIv HKIJCIC Sei'CTROr.RAPII, YKRKKS OliSI :k VATOK

Y

This picture showt how a ph(il()};r{ii)hi^ spectroscojK' aui be att.nched to a laryc Iciest ojic iii pl.ice of the usual e>e piece The

positions f)f the prisms are clearly shf»wn by their Irianuular metal mountini's The (’’shnpe of the whole instrument is

net'essitated by the bending of the I,ight as it is dispersed by the jirisms, and the rays linally forming the si»cctrtim are

opiKisile in dm*ction to thi (ingmal beam

greatly increasing the size of visual telescopes (if this were possible), but certainly not all of it, for

many of the rays which affect a plate are beyond the range of human vision, however bright they

may be. A mere increase of the size of the telescope can never make them visil>le.

Any ordinary camera can be used to secure photographs of the stars, or at any rate of the brighter

ones. It is only necessary to focus the camera for distant objects, insert a plate or film, and point

the apparatus to the sky. But, with an exposure long enough to be of much use (say five minutes), the

result will be a series of lines where the small star-points should be. This is an effect of the rotation

of the Earth, which has moved the camera bodily, leaving the stars behind. So the astronomer, to-

obtain a clear picture, must always keep his camera in steady motion so as to point continuously at

the stars being photographed. This is done by mounting the camera alongside of a telescope driven
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FfOffi " Asifonumy fof Scouis and Others ” (/h permission of Messrs C Arthur Pearson, Ltd

'Jlli: SIM CTKl’M

TIk tnukKroiind of Ihc Sun^ bjKctruni is continuous in the main, 1ml it is (tossed by mmicrous dark lints,

(hu to absoiiitjon oi rcrtiiiii rays l>y the lmsis ot the solar atnios])h(K These teases c’an be ideiitilied 1»>

conipariiii^ the iiositions of the lines uith thou fninished by the saint tkinents iti our laboratoiies

by clockwork, and during tlic whole exposure the operator must, by inspection through the telescope,

see that the apparatus is being proiKTly driven by tlie meclianism If things are not going smoothly

the movement of the clock can be altered, or the plate itself slightly shifted.

The amount we can learn about the heavens by the use of the telescope and camera is truly

astonishing, for these instruments, helped by mathematics, have revealed to us the position, distance,

shape, size, weight, colour and brightness ot bodies that are millions of miles away from us. But

they leave one all-inij)ortant question unanswer(‘d No amount of mere gazing at a star can tell us

with certainty what it is made of

,

and the astronomer of a hundred years ago, armed with telescope

alone, had to say, like the child

what you are !

” He could, it is

the very appearance of certain

actually handle them, he was

appearances were deceptive,

teenth Century, a discovery was

him with the answer to hisejues-

covery was that there exists a

ical (and i)hysical) nature of a

the light which it emits. 1'lie

astronomerwill beclear enough,

means of studying the nature of

necting link with him was their

We have already .seiui how a

by a different amount, so that,

prism, we can see just how many
we examine any v^hite-hot solid

or carbon—with a j)rism, we

all the colours of the rainbow,

a spectrum. But this is not the

throw some salt into a spirit-

light, which is really the glow-

Looking at this flame through

instead of a rainbow-band of

seen, as by direct view without

that Sodium gas gives light of

such as Hydrogen, give out,

several colours, so that we shall

flames, each of a different tint,

-different place, since the prism

and there will be large dark

I

AN OBJFCTIVIC PRISM
By niountuiR a large prism in front of

the “objective,” or large lena, of a

telescope, the »i>ectra of many stars can

l>e photographed simultaneously. No
slit IS required owing to the smallness

of the stars’ images

in the rhyme :
“ How I wonder

true, make shrewd guesses from

objects, but, as he could not

never quite sure how far these

Hut m the flrst half of the Nine-

made which eventually supplied

tion. The essence of this dis-

coniKM’tion between the chem-

substance and the character of

imjjortaiice of this to the

for now was opened up to him a

distant bodies wdiuse one con-

light.

prism bends light of each colour

by looking at a light through a

colours are really present in it. If

substance—such as steel, lime,

shall see that its light contains

spread out into a ribbon called

case with a glowing gas. If we

flame w'e shall produce a yellow

ing vajxmr, or gas, of vSodium.

a prism we shall find that,

colours, a wsingle yellow^ flame is

the glass. This simply means

one colour only. Other gases,

when heated, Light rays of

see through the prism numerous

Each flame will appear in a

bends the colours unequally
;

spaces between them, showing



AJtcf HuU., \l'rnm “ Knowledgt.*'

CAU'H M CLOrDS ON THJ* SI N

Beneath the Stin’s layer of Hydro^Tn (shown in an earlier illustrulion and nt-iirer t<. his bright surface, are found vfist eloud-like miifises of

Calcium, rcduml, like all other elements, to the «iu>eous eondilion by tb< fierce heat These Calciittn clouds are, like the Ilydroyen layer,

quite invisible to direct observation, anrl for the same reason In order to ^nire this photojfi<iph all rays were exclmled by the Spectro-

helioKtaph, save tho«e Kiven out by thi- Klo-,^iii« Calcium vajxmr.
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what colours are missing from the light. Now, the light of

a candle comes from minute particles of glowing carbon, and
when looked at through a prism, appears to contain rays of

every colour. In fact, we see innumerable flames of every

shade spread out in a continuous strip. But these coloured

flames, being large, overlap one another to such an extent

that we cannot, by this rough method, be quite sure that no

colours are missing. We cannot make the flame small enough

to prevent this overlapping, but by putting a narrow slit

between flame and prism we can cut the former down to a fine

line of light.

The spectrum now produced, nearly free from the over-

lapping effect, is called a " pure
**

spectrum
;
but we shall

find that, though the colours are more clearly defined than

before, there are still no gaps in it, and it is said to be
“ continuous.” But, if now we hold up our slit towards a

sundit cloud, and examine its spectrum through the prism,

we shall sec a number of narrow dark spaces, or lines, each

the .shape and width of the slit. This shows us that the

spectrum of the Sun is not perfectly continuous : certain

colours, corresponding to the dark spaces, are missing. An
observation of this kind was first made by Wollaston, in 1802 :

and, in 1814, Fraunhofer, using a very narrow slit and

magnifying the spectrum with a .small telescope, succeeded in detecting nearly 000 of these mj^sterious

dark lines. He further nott‘d that one of the mo.st conspicuous of the lint‘s occupied the same place

in the spectrum as the hyiglit yellow

line produced by a Sodium flame.

It was not until isr)9 that the true

explanation of all the.se facts was given

by Kirchhoff. While ob.serviiig the

spectrum of Sodium, he found that, on

placing behind the flame a piece of

incandescent lime, the bright yellow line

of the vapour became instantly dayk,

and was so .seen against the bright con-

tinuous spectrum of tin* lime. The

same thing happened to the bright lines

of Hydrogen and other glowing ga.se.s

-

all were darkened, or ” reversed,” as

the technical expression is. As the

upshot of his experiments, Kirchhoff

was thus able to .state, as a funda-

mental law, that substances in the

gaseous state had the property of absorb-

ing, or blocking out light of the same

colour as that which they them.selves

emitted.

The great secret of the Solar Spec-

trum was at last revealed, for the dark

lines were now seen to be due to the pre-

sence of gases in the Sun's atmosphere.

PHOTOGRAPHY AS A MEANS OF DISCOVERY.

The search for new minor planets Is now conducted almost entirely by

photography. On a photograph they reveal themselves by their

motion, which causes them to form short trails on the plate. One of

these minor planet trails is shown near the centre of the picture.

From “ The Heavens and Their Story."
uriesy of the Fpworth Press.

THE GREENWICH PHOTOHEEIOGRAril.
ThissnuUl telescope is used daily at the Royal
Observatory for securing photographs (d the
Sun and his 8j)<)ts. Each picture is carefully

measured and a complete record is k{‘pt of the
genend appearance of the solar surface.
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cutting out from his light just those colours which they would emit if shining by themselves. Now,

the lines in the spectrum of any substance are invariable in their relative positions, and every substance

yields an entirely separate and distinctive set of lines. Thus we can identify one by one the elements

present in the Sun's atmosphere by comparing the Solar Spectrum with the analysed light of the same

substances found on the Earth. In the case of one gas, called Helium, the usual process was reversed,

for it was found in the Sun by its spectrum by Lockyer, many years before it could be isolated in our

own laboratories.

Spectrum analysis, as applied to the heavenly bodies, thus began with the Sun, but it was not long

before it came to be applied to the stars. The chief pioneer in this line of research was Sir William

Huggins, who began to observe the spectra of stars at Tulse Hill about the year 1800. His observa-

tions confirmed the long suspected fact that the stars were comparable in their nature and materials

to our own Sun. He identified in them many well-known terrestrial elements and was able to classify

them under various types. He was also the first to prove, by means of his spectroscope, the truly

gaseous nature of certain of the nebulae. But the details of his work, and of that of those who came

after him, cannot

here. They will be

other parts of this

however, one ap-

spectroscopy, as

Huggins, which
mention here, as

cerned with the

by the spectro-

It had been

Doppler that, if a

were approaching

greater number of

reach his eye every

body were station-

words the length

appear to be

membering that

produced by a

pends upon its

see that every col-

spectrum will, if

preaching, have

altered, tending to

than red. Every

the spectrum will

Photo\by\ 0. (ireenuiih

mori;h()usiv’s comut, luosc.

Photoffraphy has added Kfcutly to our knowledge of the slrurture of

comets and their tails, Very few of these objects arc bright enough to

showtheirdetailsclcarly to theeye. The “ trailing” of the surrounding

stars indicates the amount and direction of the comet’s motion during
the jx^riod of exposure.

he entered into

treated fully in

work. There is.

plication of stellar

d e V c 1 o p e d by

calls for special

being directly con-

trcatinent of Light

scope.

pointed out by

source ol Liglit

an observtT, a

light“Waves would

second than it the

ary. In otlier

of each wave would

diminished. Ke-

the colour effect

light -wave de-

length, we sliall

oured ray in the

the body be ap-

its tint slightly

l)ecc)me more violet

line, therefore, in

be shifted slightly

towards the violet end, or, if the body is receding from us, towards the red end. The colour of the body

itself, produced by the combined effect of all the rays, will be unaltered, since every ray has moved by the

same amount. In every case certain rays are transferred into the invisible portion of the spectrum

and a corresponding number emerge into visibility at the other end to fill up the gap created there
,

so that the full number of rays present in the visible spectrum remains unchanged. By way of analogy

,

we may picture a bench which just holds ten boys, sitting close together If an eleventh boy wishes

to force himself into the row at one end, say next to number ten, he can do so by pushing all the others

along bodily. Number one is forced right off at his end and the total number of boys on the bench

remains unchanged.

Making use of this principle of Doppler's, Huggins was able for the first time, by measuring the shift

of the spectral lines, to determine the to-and-fro velocities of the stars, or. as it is technically termed,

5
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their “ line-of-sight velocities. Since then the method has been groatl\ extended in its aceuracy

and scope and has added enormously to our knowledge of stellai motions

The uses of the spectroscope are still more extensive tlnm has been indicated in this biief sketch.

The information it has supplied in various departnumts ol astronomical leseaich will be (h'alt with

in detail elsewhere. It wull be sufficient here to mention lliat bv its means wo ha\t‘ gained knowledge

not merely of the materials present in the heavenlv bodies, and of then \eloeitu‘s, but also ol tbeir

temperatures, densities, electro-magnetic conditions, and e\en tlicir distaiui's tiom iis

Violet Red

MOTION KI VI \1J I> nV I.K.IIT

Iht kiuth (tf a Jauht wavt virtualh shnrlcmd nr l(ii«th<iud if tin snum of lai'lit h iijovihl' t<maids oi av\a\ fioni tin

ihvtr\<.i Thus, (.vci\ sjuttral r i\ (uhosi coloiii «lepcinls «)M tin \v.i\( hni^th) has its tint slmhtU tlimuMd In (dint wor<H,

it ino\cs up Ol (!(umi tht sptoniiii 'I’lu atnounl ol niov<iin*iit dqKinls on tin vdoutv ol tin horl\ and is nua^Mnd l)V

otipiristni uith a sjn,,truiii of ‘^rain Utrcstnal substainc that H pnsiiil also in tin horh Our illiistMtion shows (I) the

•pttiratu of a star .it rtst, (J) tliL “ LomjMi jvni ” or labor.itorN sptdnnn, fl an 1 I tin spittra ol stats approaihiny and
ntcdiiiet ^piOivOs

The spectroscopes m Usc to-day in our observatories differ little in principh* from the simple

instrument of Fraunhofer, except that nearly all the work is now done by photography 1 he light

from a star or other body is focussed on a narrow slit by the object-glass of the large telescope. The
rays coming from the slit are then made parallel by means of a lens. They then pass through one

or more prisms, and the resulting spectrum is collected by a lens, which focusses it on the photographic

plate. In the case of stars the slit is sometimes dispensed with, as the image is narrow enough already.

In this case the prism is usually placed tn front of the object-glass, and is then called an “ objective-
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prism.” Obviously the prism will have to be very large if the whole diameter of a big lens is to be
utilised, and large prisms are very difficult and expensive to make. Moreover, the length of the

spectrum (known as the amount of its dispersion ") is comparatively small except with a very

long telescope
;
and so the method is chiefly employed, with fairly small instruments, for obtaining

a general idea, on a modest scale, of the spectrum of a star, or of a group of stars simultaneously.

By 'this means the spectra of stars have been photographed and classified wholesale at the Harvard
College Observatory, U.S.A.

The production of a spectrum by means of a prism is, of course, an effect of refraction. But
there is another method whereby Light may be dispersed. When a ray of white light passes the edge
of an object it is deflected to one side and dispersed by what is known as “ diffraction,'" the red rays-

most and the violet least. This is not ordinarily detected by the eye, for the resulting colours are

Photo by\

SPKCTRA OF A GROUP OF STARS.
\Thi Harvard Observatory.

This photograph was taken by a camera fitted with an objective-prism, stich as the one shown in on earlier illustration. No
slit is tised and the spectral lines are formed by allowing the image of the spectrum to “ trail ” during exposure. Otherwise,

the spectra would be narrow lint's. The differences in the spectra shown on the photograph indicate variations of stellar

type and composition.

'' drowned-out," as it were, by the flood of undiffracted light outside the edge of the object. But

if a narrow slit is used this does not occur to the same extent ; though, as very little light can pass-

through such a small aperture, the spectrum is very faint. A series of slits, that is alternate clear

and opaque spaces, gives a more brilliant result, and the closer and narrower the spaces the finer the

spectrum produced. Such an arrangement is called a“ grating," and is often used in a spectroscope

in place of a prism. The form generally employed is made by ruling a piece of glass with very fine

scratches, about 14,000 to the inch, and the light forming the spectrum passes through the glass by
" transmission." An alternative form of grating is produced by ruling the lines on a bright metallic

surface and the spectrum is then formed by reflection. A familiar example of a coarse reflecting;
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Photo b\] \h

Tiijc v1':kki:s oHvSJ’Kvatory, chicac'.o* rsA
liiccttd in 181>5, and (quipind with ma^milift'nt jnstninimt^, the* Vt.Tk<‘s Observatory has eontnbuted j^reatly to the

advance of model n Astronomy The iiriiicipal lines of work have been din el and spectrohcopic photo^raijliy of Sun, Stais

and Nebula.', and the nieasuieincnl of close double stais. The Rieal 9U-foot dome, coveiin^ the 40 inch telescope, will be
heen on the right,

grating is the common gramophone record. If one of these is held very obliquely, almost edge-on, and

a cancil<‘-flame reflected from its surface, the spectral colours will he clearly seen.

No account of astronomical instruments could in these days be (juite up-to-date without some-

reference to the Interferometer. This instrument was first successfully applied to the purp'oscs of

astronomical measurement about thirty years ago by Miehelson
;
but, under his direction, it has been

much further developed in the past four years, and has now been made to yield results of the first

importance to Astronomy.

The smallness of tlie details revealed by a teleseopt' depends entirely u})()n the diameter of its.

object-glass. Any telescope has a definite limit below which it cannot render a true picture of line

detail, and if we double the diameter of the glass we shall exactly halve this limit and be able to define

detail that is twice as small Now, it is the rays from the two opposite edges of the lens that are chiefly

responsible for resoh'ing detail, so that a large lens, whose edges are farther apart, is more efficient

than a small otk'. We have seen that there are great difficulties in the way of constructing telescopes

above a certain size, so that we cannot define clearly, and therefore measure, objects that are below a

certain apparent size. But, if we can make use of rays that are farther apart than the diameter of

our object-glass we shall virtually increase our ability to reach smaller details, and this is what the

interferometer does. The principle employed is similar to that of a trench periscope, which, by

means of two mirrors, makes use of rays that would otherwise pass several inches or feet above the

line of sight. It will be seen from our illustration that, by the use of two periscopes, rays may be directed

down a telescope which were originally anything up to twenty feet apart. In this way the resolving

power of the telescope can be greatly increased. This does not actually mean that we obtain a clearer

view of a small object, as we should do with a larger telescope, but by noticing certain effects produced

by* interference " of the rays, we can tell exactly how large a telescope would be required to show the

object clearly. By a simple calculation, based on the properties of Light, we can then estimate the

apparent size of the body we arc observing. In this way the actual diameters of several stars, whose true

images are beyond the reach of our telescopes, have been measured at Mount Wilson
;
and a larger

instrument, with mirrors 50 feet apart, is being made, and will be capable of measuring stars whose

discs subtend a still smaller angle.
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CHAPTEK 11.

THE SOLAR SYSTEM.
By a. C. 1). C'KOMMKI.IN. H.A., D.Sr., I'.R.A.S.

WE assiiino that our ivackTs dcsiroto study tho iRMVtMiswith mon* »'ai ('than tlu' nuTo (\isual ^laiu'o

that some peoplt‘ bestow on the i^littiTin^ orl>s that bi'Sj)anf;U‘ tlu' ni^dit '^k\’ : w hen we taideavour

to learn their contigurations, we find tl\at tlie t;reat majority ot them nanain imehan^eii in tlu'ir

grouping ni|;?ht after ni^dit, year after year, and. if we add the (‘xperitmee ot otlnas to our own. we nia\’

even say century after ctmtury. Their place in our skv. imKvd. chani^e^ rapidiv : we h.i\'e nuai'ly to

look at .some group of stars for a few' minutt's. and mark its place by some tit'c, spin* or other landmai k ;

we .soon notice that it is steadily gliding westward. It w'c w'atch th(‘ same gioiip tin' next night, standing

ourselves in the same place, we shall find that it g(‘ts to tlu* marki'd ])osition four minnti's e.irlier than

the previous night. This daily change of four minutes mounts up to tw'o hours pei month, so that a h'w

months brings about a complete alteration in the star-groups visible in the ('s-ening sky. When W(' have

watched tln'in through a whole year, \\v

note that they rc'peat the same positions

as 12 months (‘arlier. Tliere is thus a

daily and a yearly .shift, but both of thest'

belong to our Earth, not to tlie stars

themselves
;
the Earth has, in fact, two

movements—a daily .spin, whicli is ac-

complished in 24 liours all but lour

minutes, and a y(‘arly motion round the

Sun. Tliis latter movement causes the

Sun to occupy different positions in tin'

heavens month by month
;

the stars

seen at night, W'hicli arc tho.sc' o]^])ositt-

to the Sun, or nearlv so, also change

from month to month. Tliroughont

the.se changes the stars continue to .sljow

tlie same grouping among tliemselves.

This applies to tlie great bulk of them,

but there are excej)tions. If we mark the

place of the Moon among the stars, wv
shall quickly find that it is moving among
them. The motion is alway.s in the .sanu'

direction, and through a certain group

of 12 constellations, forming the Zodiac,

which we shall do well to study carefull>’

and commit to memory. The Moon
completes its tour of the heavens in a

little more than 27 days, but the time

required to bring it back to the same
phases as at first (Half-Moon, Eull-Moon,

etc.) is two days longer, or 2S)\ days.

The Moon is not the only moving orb

in the 12 constellations of the Zodiac.

We have already drawn the inference

that the Sun goes round them once a

coMPAi'ATivi: si/.r;s Tin*: iu.anivTS.
This picture showb ihe >4teat diffncnce in size between tin* pbinels.
The four wiaiit planet.s hiive very extensive utmospheres of clouds and
va|K>urs, an<l do ned exceed the h^rth in mass to nearly the same extent
that they do in bnlW. The belts on Jupiter, vSaturn, and Tranus

result from rapid rotation.
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COMPAKATl\K SlZi^S OK THl) SUN AS SKKN FROM THR Pl^ANHTS

Neptune, the ftirlhcst planet, is nearly 80 times a4 far fumi the Sun ns Mercury, the nearest, and consequently receives less

than nne-sixth-thousiindth of the liphl and heat If the outer planets wtre dependent on the Sun alone for their heat they
would be pcipeittally fiosthound

year ; besides these two, there are five other bright orbs that change their places among the stars.

The whole seven were known as the planets ((ireek, “ Wandering wStars "), but nowadays the Sun

and Moon are rarely included under this title We cannot continue our star-watch for many
weeks without picking some of them up. The most brilliant of all can be instantly distinguished

from a fixed star by its lustre alone. This is Venus, the beautiful morning and evening star.

It is never very far away from the Sun, and is seen in the west after sunset for several months in

succession, then after a brief interval it becomes a morning .star for several months
;

its complete cycle

of changes lasts for a year and seven months. Mercury imitates the behaviour of Venus, but its

cycle of changes is much briefeT, lasting only four months ;
also it is much less brilliant, and we

shall not pick it up without consulting the almanac. Jupiter comes second in brilliancy among the

planets, and is much brighter than any fixed star ; it can be seen for several months every year
; first

as a morning star, then as an all-night star, and finally as an evening star. Its motion among the fixed

stars is slow, and it takes 12 years to go round the sky. It therefore remains a year in each constellation.

The two remaining orbs can be easily distinguished by their colours, Mars being of a fiery orange, while

Saturn is a dull yellowish white ;
also it moves much more slowly through the stars, taking nearly

30 years to go round the sky, whereas Mars takes less than two.

It is a natural and correct inference to draw that all these moving orbs are much nearer to us than

the fixed stars are. They form, together with our Earth, a family of worlds isolated in space, to which

the name Solar System, or Sun's Family, is given. The study of this family will occupy several chapters
;

the present one deals with them as a connected group, and afterwards they will be studied singly.

The changing phases of the Moon are due to its being a dark world like our Earth, simply shining by

reflecting back the sunlight that falls on it. Wlien nearly in the same direction as the Sun, it turns only

a small portion of its bright side to us, appearing as a thin crescent. But as it moves on we see more

and more of the bright side, till the whole disc is bright, when it is opposite to the Sun, The two inner
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planets, Mercury and Venus, show phases in the telescope like the Moon, proving' that they are dark

bodies like our Earth, and we know that the same is true for Mars. It is this kinship with our Earth

that gives the planets such a special interest to us. The Sun and the fixed stars, which shine by their o^^^l

light, are far hotter than the hottest furnace, and no life can be pictured in them, though they serve to

make life possible on worlds that they light and warm.

The planets resemble our Earth in other respects ; like her they spin on their axes, and so have day

and night, also the larger ones have atmospheres, whose presence is of course essential for habitability.

Mars has a scanty atmosphere, which is, however, dense enough to supjwt clouds, from which rain

and snow descend upon the surface. Mercur\^ and the Moon are practically devoid of atmosjdieres,

and the same is probably true of all small worlds. 'Die gases forming an atmosphen» are always

trying to escape, and it needs a strong attraction— stronger than tliat wliicli the small planets

possess—to hold them fast. On the very large planets there is another obstacle to the j^resence of

life
;

they probably began their career in a much hotter state than the Earth, and as large bodies

cool very slowly, they are not yet cool enough to be inhabited. Thus, the only worlds outside our

own that we can plausibly imagine to be the abodes of life are Wmus and Mars.

The Solar System consists of a great central

orb, the Sun, and a numerous retinue of

attendant worlds trav^t'lling round it. The Sun

outweighs their united mass about 700 times ;

we can see two strong reasons for this great

preponderance : first, in order that it should

continue to supply light and heat to its retinue

during the vast periods during which their

habitability continues ; secondly, that its

attractive power should so far exceed that of

its attendants that these should not disturb

each other’s movements to a serious extent
;

any great change in their paths would be preju

dicial to the well-being of their inhabitants.

Also, if the planets were comparable with the

Sun in size, they would not cool suflicicritly for

habitability till it had long passed its efficiency

as a dispenser of light and heat.

We may divide the planets into three groups ;

that nearest the Sun is called the group of

terrestrial planets, since all its members resemble

the Earth in having cooled sufficiently to have

solid surfaces. The Earth is the largest of the

group, and the third in distance from the Sun ;

its neighbour, Venus, is almost as large, but

the others are much smaller, Mars, the outer-

most member, having one-ninth of the Earth's

mass, Mercury, the innermost, only one-twent>-

seventh, and the Moon, which we may regard

as a member of the group, one-eighty-first or

one-third of that of Mercury. A study of these

worlds shows that a certain size is necessary for size of the moon compared with the earth
a planet to be inhabited ; the small worlds

Mercury and the Moon are airless, and Mars

has but a scanty atmosphere, while that

The diameter of the Moon 3 /1 1 of the Earth's, consequently

the surface is 1/13 and the bulk 1 /49 of the Earth's. But

its materials are less tightly packed, so that it weighs only

1 /81 of the Earth.
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The patlm of the planets roiunl the »Smi tire here shown in their true proiKirtions, but the discs represent intf the planets are necessarily much exa^^)^er

asteroids or minor planets diviile the planets into two |!Toui)S, the inner group is composed of cool, solid bodies, like the Earth ;
the outer pin

than those betwiim the inner ]>l'met» If this were not So they wouhl greatly disturb each othcr’wS motions. Besides the planets, nume
ellii>ses. Tlie path of one comet (Halley’s) is shown

;
it pjisscs inside the orbit of Venus and outside that of Neptune, the greatest dist

direction. Comets when near the Sun often



SVSTICM,

• also arc the shiulows The Kmduatefl «hiulin^» is ink'iided l<> indicate the <liniimUi<m in li. M and heat as ue pa^s away tr<jin the Sun. The
i larger, and have huge ctivelopeR of cloud anci vaixjur round them. It will Ik.* swen that the spaces hetween their orlats are much greater
nd meteor-swanus travel round the Sun. W'hile the p.iths of the planets are almost circuliir, those of the comets are elonKute<l ovals or
ty times the least. While all the planets travel round the Sun in the same direction, many comets -including Halley’s -go in the opj^osite
which generally point away from the Sun,
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of Venus is comparable with our own in

extent.

The outer group of planets consists of much
larger bodies, which appear to be still in a heated

state
;
their surfaces are probably molten, but

surrounded by very thick layers of clouds

and vapours, which is all that we are able to

study. Jupiter outweighs the Earth 318 times,

Saturn 95 times, Uranus and Neptune 15 and
17 times. The huge orb of Jupiter weighs

nearly 2J times as much as all the other planets

put together
;
yet it would take more than

1,000 Jupiters to balance the Sun. I'he giant

planets exceed the Earth in bulk still more than

they do in mass, but their materials are much
less tightly packed, which is one of the reasons

oRniT OF iau)S.

DiaKtam of the orbits of the Earth, Mars, and I'.ros ; the last

named is a minor pUinet whose path comes within 15 million

miles of the Earth’s. Its near approaches, of which the

happens in 19.31, an* used for lindinp; more accurately the I

distance.

for concluding them to be hot. The sj)aces

between their orbits are mucli greater than

those of the inner planets
; thus Jupiter is five

times our distance from tlir Sun, while the

other three are respectively two, four, and six

times Jupiter’s distance. This wide spacing is

necessary for the .stability of their orbits

;

serious disturbances of their motion would

arise if they were nearer each other.

Rapid rotation also characteris(‘s the giant

planets. The three first are knc/wn to rotate

in about ten hours
;
as a consequence their

equators bulge out to a notable extent ; thus

Jupiter’s equatorial diameter exceeds the Polar

one by 6,000 miles. Owing to distance the

bulge cannot be clearly seen in the case of

Neptune, but its effect is shown in the motion

of Neptune's satellite. The tendency of clouds

to lie in belts parallel to the equator is plainly

seen in Jupiter and Saturn, and suspected in

the other two. It is a result of the rapid spin

and of the extensive atmospheres. Matter

coming up from a lower level would have a

slower speed (having a smaller circle to des-

cribe), and so would be left behind.

These planets have all families of satellites

going round them. At present nine are known
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for Jupiter, nine for Saturn (a tenth, Themis, was announced, but is not completely verified), four for

Uranus, one for Neptune. The largest moons of Jupiter and Saturn are much larger than our Moon, and

fall little short of Mercury in size, but the small ones are less than 100 miles in diameter. These tiny

worlds lead us on naturally to the third group of planets : the asteroids or planetoids, a family of

thousands of very minute worlds whose orbits lie in almost all cases between those of Mars and Jupiter,

DRAWING OF MAKS IN 1»0U BY F. M. ANTONIADI.

This picture was drawn by S. M. Antoniadi, with the large telescop* at Meudon, near Par g. Like mmi astronomical drawings

It is inverted. The white patch nefirthe upper right-hand edge is the South Polar Cap, ftupp<>sed to consist of snow. Its

dark border is supposed to be water resulting from its melting. The curved dusky marking near the bottom of the disc is

the Syrtis Major, the plainest marking on the planet after the Polar Cap. The dusky regions are c:onjet*tured to be vegetation,

while the lighter regions at the bottom and left (which appear orange in the telescoT'c) are probably deserU.

though these limits are transgressed in both directions by a few of them. Over a thousand are now

actually known, and every year 30 or 40 more are added, so that it is estimated that there may be some

60,000 altogether. The largest, Ceres, was discovered by Piazzi on the first day of the nineteenth century.



DRAWING OF JUPITKR.
This is a very iutercsling ti-lescopii' object.

,
It spins round its axis in ten hours

;
this rapid motion cauwscs its c<iuator to

bulge out, and also produces currents in its atmosphere which causes its clouds to form into belts parallel to the equator.
The shadows of its four large satellites frequently cross the disc us black spots (one is shown). The satellites themselves appear
4is bright spots when near the edge of Jupiter, but as dark ones when near the centre, since the latter region of the planet is

brighter than the former.
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Its diameter is about 450 miles, a fifth of that of the Moon, which moans tliat its bulk and mass are loss

than one-hundredth of hers. Since the great majority of them are far smaller than ('ores, it is doubtful

whether their united mass would equal that of the Moon, so that oven if united they would (mly form a

tiny planet. There is reason to think that the smaller one.s are not spherical in sluqio. but angular masses

of rock : this would account for the fact that their light is oftt'u found to var\' rapidh' as they turn and

present more or less of their surface to us. In the ca.se of largt bodies, like the Marth, or even tlie Moon,

the mutual gravity of their components is far stronger than the force of cohesion, which holds the

])articles of a solid body together, so that any large departure from a spherical l(^rin would be quickly

corrected. But in wwlds whose diameter is only a few* miles, tlie force of cohesion wtuihl be far stronger

than gravitation, so that the body would retain whatever irregularity ol form it had initially. It is also

of interest to note that the axis of rotation of such irregular fragments woukl change lairly rapidly inside

the body, which is probably the reason why the changes of light of hj’os, the ast(Toid that approaches

the Earth most closely, are so difficult io i educe to rule.

ci].\.\t.i:s IN .m'i».\ki:nt si/,i wd .sh.xim or mj kci m
W'lu 11 .Mciiuty is iiiMrly hclufcn the I .nth and Sun it is iiiMnsl 1i» us .ui'l -><» apjuais Uut it then ttiiiis its d.irk

laev l<> im. As It tcccdos from us it lKc<nius stii.ilkr but unus uum au<l iiiun of its biiL-ht skU tMW.uds us, sn ihut it ripiicars

tirst ii tr(S(ful, then as a half <hsi., whiU ulu'ii iu‘.iil\ 1 h hiud the Sun it \\ouM .linear i lull diM
,
i»ut siUiill

Besides coibsidering the sizes of the planets, it is also important to consider the size ol the Sun as seen

from them. This varies enormtmsly, Mercury seeing a disc seven times as large as the Earth as the

heat increases in the same proportion, this cause alone would render it uninhabitable Mars secs a disc

less than halt the size that we do
;
the thin air of Mars allows the Snn's heat to reach the surface some-

what more readily than with us, but it also permits it to escape freely, so that terrible frosts must pre-

vail at night. The giant planets receive a very small amount of light and lu‘at
:
Jupiter one-twenty-l'ifth,

Saturn one-hundredth, Uranus one-four-hundredth, Neptune one-nine-hundredth. In each case the

comparison is with the amount received on Earth. But we may well imagine that if these planets are

intended to support life in the future, they will draw their supplies of heat from their own interiors

and depend on the Sun for light alone.

The whole family of worlds, large and small, that we have described, travel round the Sun in the

same direction, and in nearly the same plane or level, though there are a few exceptions to this last
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point among the small planets, which may plausibly be ascribed to the perturbing action of their

giant neighbour Jupiter, The facts indicate with moral certainty that the formation of the

planets was not a series of isolated actions, but a single mighty process ; we cannot hope to attain

certainty in our answers to such problems, but it is a natural tendency of the human mind to

attempt their solution. The earliest attempt that need be mentioned was that of Laplace, who

conjectured that the whole Solar System had once been an immense sphere of exceedingly

attenuated gas, in slow rotation. It gradually condensed under its own attraction, a result of

which was to make it rotate more rapidly. At length a stage was reached at which the equatorial

ring was thrown off, which subsequently condensed into the outer planet ; successive repetitions

of the process accounted for eiU the planets, while finally the central gaseous mass condensed into

the Sun. Dr. Jeans has shown that a process like this appears to be taking place in some of the

gaseous nebula;, but that the planets of our System can never have been mere masses of gas, their

ciiANt;j‘.s IN appakfvt .size and shape oe ve;ntis.

Venus uiKlcrgoes changes in size atnl shape, tnmi the Earth, that arc analogous to those of Mercury page 79) but
are still more acvcntuatcfl, since its least (iistanoc is snuiller and its greatest distance hirther. The point at which Venus
appears brightest is u little neartr to us than the iniint where it appears as u half-disc. Venus can often be seen in

daylight at such tiinc**), and casts faint shadows at night.

attractive power being in all cases too small to prevent the gas from dissipating into space—a mass

approximating to that of the Sun is required for this purpose. It is inferred that the planets

must have been solid or liquid from the first, and it is conjectured that the near approach of

another sun raised great tidal waves in the Sun ; streams of matter are supposed to have been ejected

from it ; condensations would form in these streams, which would be the nuclei rotmd which other

particles would gradually collect till the planets were built up. To account for the varying sizes of the

planets the supposition is made that the rapid motion of the particles near the Sun made aggregation

more difficult, while in the region outside Jupiter the material began to get scarcer, but no quite satis-

factory explanation of the immense disparity of the masses of the planets has yet been attained. The

theory helps also to explain two other features of the system. The Zodiacal Light, shown on page 88

is an ill-defined beam of light seen in evening or morning not far from the Sun's place : it almost certainly
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indicates the presence of clouds of dust travelling

round the Sun, the remnants of the dense streams

that have been mentioned. The other feature is the

Comets, which are believed to be aggregations of

meteors, or lumps of iron and other substances, having

quantities of gas shut up in them. When they

approach the vSun its heat, and perhaps also electrical

action, cause the gases to stream out into splendid

tails that are sometimes visible. They go round the

Sun in long narrow paths, and are visible t(» us only

for the short time during which they are near it :

they also are supposed to be remnants of the great

outburst of matter from the Sun.

The Fireballs that occasionally cross the sky in

a brilliant streak of flame are detached fragments

of comets that after long wanderings at length enter

the Earth's atmosphere. As they are rushing

through the air at a speed of 20 or 30 miles a second, the friction makes them so hot, and e»xpands

the gas in them so much that they generally explode while still many miles high : sometimes tliey are

reduced to powder, but where the movement is less rapid, occasionally large lumps reach the ground.

It has been objected to this theory that such a near approach of two suns would very seldom

happen, the distan:e between them being so immense. The answer is that suns with families of

planets may, for all we know, be very rare ; we cannot hope for any incr(‘ase of telescopic power that

would show us the planets going round other suns.

It is perhaps as well to emphasise that these theories do not at all imply that our System is a mere

chance product of blind forces. To imagine this would be just as unreasonable as it would have been for

the man in the old anecd.ote who picked up a watch on the ground to conclude that that wonderful piece

of mechanism had cone together by chance. Hut in those works of the Creator that we can study

minutely, such as the growlh of an oak tree or the formation of a coral island, we see that He works by

slow processes of growth. It is therefore agreeable to analogy to infer that the Solar System was formed

by such processes
;
moreover, we can see similar processes actually in j)rogres,s at the present clay in

various regions of the heavens.

The seven planets of the

ancients, which have been

known from prehistoric times,

included the Sun and Moon,

Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus,

Saturn, and gave their names
in this order to the days of the

week, as we still see in the

French names for these days.

The English names are taken

from Saxon deities, Tiw, Odin,

Thor, and Friga
; the other

three days can be immediately

identified. The discovery of

Mercury is particularly credit-

able to the old observers; for

even when we know where to

look, it is always seen low down

An elliim* is a foreshortened circle. It can be dr^wn by puttinf; two pins in

luiper, passing a Uwp of string over them, anti passing a inrucil round, keeping the
string tight The two pins are the'foci. The Sun is in one focus of the planetary

'orbits.

I,AW OF KgUAI, ARKAS.

Kepler’s second law states that planets and comets
sweep out equal areas in a day at all parts of their

orbits. They have therefore to move more quickly
when near the Sun.
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in the twilight
;

but it was very assiduously observed, and Fathers Epping and Strassmaier found

it mentioned more often than any other planet in the Babylonian tablets, under the name of Guttu

or (fud ud. The early observers found the planetary motions very puzzling, for they were working

on the false view that the Earth was the centre of the system. The character of the apparent motion

has be(*n exj^ressecl accurately by Milton in the lines —
" Their wandering course, now high, now low, then hid,

Progressive, retrograde, and standing still.”

Mercury and Venus were noted to swing, in pendulum fashion, from one side of the Sun to the other,

being alternately morning and evening stars
;

the other three planets moved in a forward direction

APrARKNT DAHA’ PATHS OF TllH Sl’N.

This j)icturt‘ shows that in suiiimor the Sun rises in north-cast, sets in north-west, and is hi^h up at noon In March and
September it rises due cast, sets diK west, its noon hcitjhl bciiiK moderate. In winter it rises south-east, seis south-west,

and is low even at noon. It is above the horizon for 10 hours in summer, 12 at the equinoxes, 8 in winter.

(that is, in the same direction as the motion of the Moon among the stars) for the greater part of the time,

but it was noted that whenever they approached the position in which they were opposite to the Sun
their forward motion slackened, then stojiped, and for some weeks they retraced their steps, finally

stopping again, and then resuming their forw-ard march.

The apparent paths of Mars and Neptune are shown on jiages 89 and 90. Since Mars moves nearly as

quickly as the Earth, it appears to move backwards for a short time only
; on the other hand, Neptune,

whose speed is only one-fifth of ours, moves backward for nearly six months, and its backward track

is more than half as long as its forward one. But we must remember that the backward movement is

only apparent, and that each planet really moves forward continually : the seeming backward motion
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is due to the Earth overtaking them, its motion being more rapid than theirs. But the ancients looked

on the Earth as immovable, and were driven to the view that the planets circled round a point which

itself circled round the Earth. Other complexities were added to explain irregular movements—
“ Centric and eccentric scribbled o’er,

Cycle and epicycle, orb in orb.”

Much of this complexity was removed by the suggestion of Copernicus that the Sun, not the Earth,

is the centre of the revolutions. A further step in advance was made by Kcj^ler, who carefully studied

the splendid series of observations made by Tycho Bralu^, and announced the three laws of planetary

motion. The first law stated that the planets move in ellipses, not in circles. Page S3 shows how an

ellipse may be drawn by putting a loop of string over two pins fixed in pa|H'r, and passing a pencil round,

keeping the loop tight. The two pins occupy the foci," and the Sun is in one of the foci of the orbits.

The ellipses in the case of the planets differ very little from circles, but in the case of the comets they are

COMPARATIVE SIZES OF VENUS AND THE EARTH,

It will be seen irom the picture that the two planets are almost exactly of the same size. The fliametcr of Venus is some

300 miles less, a trifling amount coiuixired with 8,000. Venus is the only world resi’mbling the ICarth in size that we know of.

Unfortunately it is a difficult planet to study, and we know little about it.

much more elongated. The second law gives the means of fixing the position of a planet in its orbit at

any time. If we make a diagram of the path, as on page 83, marking its positions at daily intervals,

then joining all these positions to the Sun, the triangles thus formed will all contain the same number of

square miles or square inches on the diagram. This means that the nearer the planet goes to the Sun the

quicker it moves, this extra speed being produced by the Sun's attraction. There is an easy way of

representing the motion, which is very nearly exact. From the empty focus draw a set of lines all

separated from each other by 10*^, or some other selected angle
;
then the planet will be at the points

marked by these lines at equal intervals of time, one-thirty-sixth of the whole period in the case given,

%.e,t the angular motion about the empty focus is uniform. The third law was the one that gave Kepler

the most trouble, but also the most satisfaction. It enabled him to find how long any planet would take

to go round the Sun, being given its distance. (This is to be taken as the average distance, midway

between the greatest and the least.) The unit in which the distance js to be measured is the Earth's
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average distanci' Ironi tli(‘ Sun
;
wt‘ multi})]y this by its square root, and we have the time in years that

the planet takes to go round ihv Sun. Thus, if the distance were nine times that of the Earth, the

sfjuare root of nine is three, and 3 times 9 is 27, so the planet would go round in 27 years
;
this is nearly

the case with Saturn. So if the distance were a quarter of the Earth's, the square root is one-half,

the j>roduct is one-eighth ; the planet would go round in one-eighth year, or 6i weeks.

'I'lie fact of the Earth going round the Sun is brought home to us by the changing seasons. The Earth

spins on an axis that is not cpiite upright to the level in which it goes round the Sun : in summer the

northern end of the axis is

towards the Sun
; the regions

near the North Pole then have

daylight for the whole 24 hours

(sec Frontispiece, Midnight

Sun). In our latitudes the Sun

is visible for lb hours of the 24

in summer, and rises very high

in the sky
;

in winter it is

visible for only eight hours,

and remains low down. These

changing tracks are shown on

page 84. Mars, Saturn, and

Neptune have their axes bent

to about the sumv slope as ours,

so have similar seasons;

l^ranu.s has a much higher

slope, and very extreme sea-

sons
;
Jupiter and the Moon

have axes almost upright, and

practically no seasons. We do

not know how the axes of

Venus and Mercury are placed.

One result of the Earth not

being in the centre of the

planets' motion is that the

distance from Earth to planet

undergoes large changes. Venus,

when nearest the Earthy ap-

pears very large, but a very

thin crescent
;
as she recedes

the disc gets smaller but more

of it is lit up. On the whole it

looks brightest when it is about

half lit up
;
when furthest from

the Earth it shows a fully-lit

disc, but very small from its

great distance.

The next great advance in our knowledge of the heavenly movements was made by Sir Isaac Newton.

He proved that Kepler's laws indicated a great central attracting force in the Sun, which pulls all the

planets to it, and prevents them from flying away in straight lines, which is the natural tendency of

moving bodies unless some force acts upon them. He also proved that the force gets rapidly weaker as

we go farther away from the attracting body. At twice the distance the force is one-quarter, at three

From] {** L'Astronomic "

THE ZODIACAE EIGHT, VENUS, AND THE COMET OF JANUARY, 1010.

This beautiful picture was drawn by M. Ch. Sermasi, in Egypt. It shows Venus
as a bright evening star, also the comet of January, 1010, with a curiously bent

tail. The Zodiacal Eight is the faint triangular patch of light. It is much better

seen in the Tropics than in England It is supposed to consist of clouds of fine

duhl travelling round the Sun : perliaps remnants of the dense streams of dust

from which the planets are conjectured to have been built.
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times the distance one-ninth, and so on. This law of diminution is common to all actions, such as light

and heat, that radiate outwards from a centre. But Newton fiirtlier showed that the mysterious lorce

of attraction is present in all matter, and is the very same force that makes any object that we throw

into the air come back to Earth. This force also keeps the Moon circling round the Earth, The fact that

the force is universal adds immensely to the labours of astronomers, lor not only does tlie i^un pull the

planets but these all pull each other and make small changes in their paths round the Sun. Some of these

changes go on always in the same direction, others swing to and Iro, like a pendulum. The two jioints

that are of most importance for the well-being of inhabitants, that is, the distance Irom the Sun, and the

eccentricity or amount by which the Sun is out of the middle of the path, are not subject to large

changes, so that if a planet is adapted for the support of inliabitants it will continiu' in that state for

countless ages : the action of the other planets may slightly modity the conditions, but will not alter

them to a destructive degreie. One very important action of this kind is tidal action. The Sun and Moon
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PATH OF MAKS AMONG THK STARS IN UK)?.

This dlairram shows the niiture of the movement of nn outer pliinet amonK the stars atsnit the time of its " (>|>lM»,ition," or

r a™.A U The I^r^h ^ forwiird fr.m. the Scrpion to the Areh.r up till mid-June ;
then . halts, an.l mov.-s

STmThe eml of luSt, it a«ain halts, and then resume its forward m..reh ;
.. is ..ear-.t to the ...rth m.dway

between the two halts

pull all portions of the Earth towards them, but they pull most strongly those porti.ms that are

nearest to them. The result is a certain distortion of the Earth's surface ;
this takes i.lace even in

the solid ground but the mobile water of the oceans yields more readily, aiu so s lows mr.rf. ti a

motion. These tides act to a very small degree as a brake on the Earth's rotation, winch is becoming

slightly slower ;
as a result the Moon is very slowly increasing its distance frcjm the Eartln if the

action were continued long enough, the Earth would at last always turn the .-ame face to the Moon,

as the Moon now does to the Earth. This is doubtless the effect of the great tides that the Earth once

raised in the Moon.
, n a. r

The Moon at times comes between the Earth and the Sun, and eclipses all or part of the

Sun’s light. When all is cut off the eclipse is said to be total : the view of totality is, l.owever,
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limited to a narrow tract of country, say 10() miles or less in width, hut thousands of miles

long. These eclipses bring vividly before us the absence of air on the Moon ; if any were present

it would refract or bend the sunlight, so that the eclipse would not appear total. These eclipses are

of great value for studying the outer apptmdages of the Sun, notably the corona, a most beautiful

halo of pearly light, which sometimes extends to upwards of a million miles from the Sun, but is

wholly invisible except during totality. Its extreme tenuity is shown by the fact that .some comi‘ts

have moved through millions of miles of corona at a speed of :100 miles jkt second, without the

smallest perceptible loss of speed. The corona may consist of streams of ions, or infinitesimal portions

of matter, driven off from the Sun into space, and sometimes reaching the Earth. When they do so

they produce magnetic ^storms and cau.se displays of aurora, or “ Northern Idghts "
; this beautiful

phenomenon is chiefly visible in the Polar regions, but comes much farther south at the timi‘ of

DISTANCES OF SATEWTES FROM PEANI^TS.

The Satellite distances are here shown on a unitorm scale, except the very distant Satellites of Jui)iter and Saturn, which are
shown on the upper inset on nVth of the scale of main dia^am. Fhobos is at Kths of Dvimrm’s distance from Mars

; it is shown
on lower inset on twenty times the scale of main dia^am. The dimensions of the f^lobes of the lar^c planets and of Saturn's

ring are shown.

magnetic storms. It is supposed to be caused by certain rare gases, very high up in our atmosphere,

which are made to glow by the discharge from the Sun. Magnetic needles, such as compasses, are

violently agitated during magnetic storms.

Total eclipses of the Sun are common on the Earth as a whole, occurring every year or two, but they

are rare at particular places. There have been none in England for tv o centuries, but there was one

in the northern counties on June 29, 1927. All who could took advantage of the opportunity,

as'there will be no other totality in England till 1999,
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There arc* many records of total eclipses in ancient history. They have serv’ed both to fix certain

dates and to show that the Moon appears to move faster century by century
:
part of the seeming

acceleration is really due to the Earth rotating more slowly, thus giving the Moon more time to move

in a day, or a given number of days.

Eclipses of the Moon are more often visible at a given place than those of the Sun : they are due to

the Moon entering the shadow of the Earth, and so ceasing to reflect direct sunlight. If the Earth had

no atmosphere, the Moon would lose all light at such times, but the atmosphere has the power of bending

light (just as a stick apptiars bent w'hen inserted in water). Some of this bent light falls on the Moon,

but it is reddened by passing through the thick layers of our air, just as the setting Sun looks red
;
the

eclipsed Moon has generally a deep coppery hue, but some eclipses are darker than others, according to

the degree of cloudiness of our air
;
the unusually dark eclipse of October 1884 was ascribed to the air

being charged with dust from the great eruption of Krakatoa in 1883.
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jrriTI;U'» PATH AMONG THE STARS IN l‘)07.

Jupiter, like Mars, seems to move 'oackwards among the stars when nearest to the Earth It hJiltcd on February 25, and
then went forward, lictween June ajid August it was too near the Sun to be seen It halted again on December 1. Jupiter

advances about one constellation a year.

The moons of other planets also undergo eclipses in the shadows of their primaries. Eclipses of

Jupiter’s moons are frequent, and easy to observe with a small telescope. It was by means of them that

it was first proved that light does not travel instantaneously, as the eclipses were seen earlier than was

expected when Jupiter was nearest to the Earth, and later than expected when it was farthest away.

The deduced time for light to come from the Sun to the Earth was 8^ minutes : it takes four hours from

the farthest planet Neptune, but four years from the nearest fixed star. The wireless messages that are

now so familiar travel with the same speed as light, and go from France to Australia in one-twentieth of

a second.

An occurrence of the same nature as a Solar eclipse is the crossing of the disc of the Sun by the

planets Mercury and Venus, which are the only two that are nearer to the Sun than we are. Those of



THJv JvAKTII AND MOON IN SI*ACI-

Thw picture helps us to realise how the Earth and Morni hang freely ui space without any suppx^rt. It is important to
renieml>er that the downward direction in' the S^jL'ir System is towanls the Sun. The phinets woul 1 fall into the Sun but for

their rapid motion, which keeps them circling; round it. Venus is also shown m the distance as a morninp; star.



Over a thousand of these tiny worlds are known, and there are doubtless thousands more. A few, like Eros, come inside

the path of Mars, while others cross the path of Jupiter. Their paths are, in many cases, more oval and more tilted than those
of the larger planets, They are also more highly inclined

;
the path of Pallas makes an angle of more than thirty degrees with

that of the large planets. These peculiarities in the asteroid paths may be due to the great disturbances produced by Jupiter.
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Mercury take place on the average at seven-year intervals, the last one being in May 1924. (The end of

it was visible in England.) It is well to impress on the reader that in observing anything on the Sun the
eye must be carefully protected, either by a dark glass purchased at an optician's, or by a deeply smoked
glass. Using such a screen, Venus can be seen on the Sun without a telescope, but Mercury is too small
to see without magnification. Unfortunately, no present reader of these words is likely to see a
transit of Venus, as the next will not occur till the year 2904. As thirteen revolutions of Venus are

very nearly the same length as

as in 1874 and 1882, and again

Transits of Venus afforded

It was necessary to send

observers to a number of

stations, widely scattered

over the Earth’s surface, who
should each note the exact

times at which Venus entered

fully on the Sun and began to

leave it. One observer might

see the entrv as much as 25

minutes earlier than anotlier

who was thousands of miles

away. It is this difference of

time that enables us to deduce

the distance of Venus from

the Earth. Ever since the

time of Kepler the propor-

tionate sizes of the planetary

orbits have been known,* so

that if we find out the

distance between any two

planets it is a matter of

simple multiplication to find

all their distances. Now
Venus, when in transit over

the Sun, is at her nearest to

the Earth, which is the rea.son

why tliese times were chosen

as specially favourable for

measuring her distance.

The ancient astronomers

had a fairly accurate know-

ledge of the Moon’s distance

eight of the Earth, pairs of transits generally occur eight years apart,

in 2(K)4 and 2012.

the first method of obtaining the Sun’s distance from the Iiarth.

Mars

Venus,iC

...

Mercury

>0Earth

\

sJm

^'Seiays

/

^^5 day®

"••• /
*63 days

667diiy^
TUI* PATHS Ol* TIIIC Fork INNJCK PLAM-TS

Tht* paths of Mercury, Venus, Ivirth, .infl Mars arc shnwii, also the time that each
lakes to travel routal the Sun, The i)aths are all i»ra('lKally cirUes, but tlie Sun
is eonsiderably out of the centre of those <»f Mercury aiul Mars Mercury, when
nearest to the Sun, is only j( of its farthest <listanie : it n'ceives iiiort th.in twice the

liuht anfl heat in the former e.isc- than it thtes in the latter.

(about a quarter of a million miles), but they failed utterly in their attempts to measure the Sun’s

distance. They thought that it w’as 19 times the distance of th<* Moon, or 4i million miles, an

estimate that we now' know to be only one-twentieth oi its real distance
; })Ut the false estimate held

the field for 2,000 years, and it was not till many years after the invention of the telescope that

serious efforts were made to correct the e.stimate. The problem is by no means an easy one, and the

true value w’as onlj' reached by many steps. Halley appears to have been the first to perceive the

utility of transits of Venus
;
at his .suggestion elaborate arrangtmienf- were made for observing the

two transits of 1761 and 1 769. The ob.servation.s gave 95 million miles as the Sun’s distance. This was
quite a good approximation, though the value now accepted is more than two million miles less. It is
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important to note that the distance itself has not changed, for in that case the year would also have

changed in length.

The transits of 1874 and 1882 still left considerable uncertainty, as it was found to be unexpectedly

diffic'ult to lix the instant when Venus just touched the edge of the Sun. Venus is surrounded by an

extensive atmosphere, which bends the Sun’s light, and causes a bright ring to be seen round the part

of the j)lanet that has not yet entered. Owing to this ring there is no moment at which the two edges

appear to be in contact.

1 Fortunattdy, the; discovery of the little planet Eros, which approaches the Earth within 15 million

miles, affords a much better method than transits of Venus for finding the Sun’s distance
;
it made a

fairly close approach to the Earth in 1900, and will make a .still closer one in 1931. The value now
accepted for the Sun’s distance (i.e., the average between th(* greatest and the least distances) is

92,900,000 miles. This is unlikely to be changed in the future by much more than 100,000 miles, or

MOON’S SHADOW OX THIv I^ARTH IN A TOTAI^ ICCLlPSIv OV THr: SUN.
All the heavenly bodies that are not self luminous ihrovi lon« tapering shatlows. W’hen that of the Moon falls on the Karth,
as it (h^es evcr\ two years or thereabouts, it traverses a louj; narrow traet of eouiitry, or sea. AH people inside this track

sec the Sun entirelx covere<l, and are able to observe the corona,

one-thousandth of the wliole distance. The reason that such pains are taken to improve our knowledge
of the distance is that it is the astronoiiKT’s “ Yard Measure,” to which all other distances are referred.

It may be taken as certain that transits of Venus will not be used again for this purpose, though they
will doubtl(\ss always be observt'd for the solution of other problems.

Though the planets all go round the Sun m the .same direction, this is not true of their

rotation on their axes
;
the two outer planets spin round their axes in the reverse direction to the

rest. Now it has been noticed that if the theories of planetary development from streams of

particles are true, the particles on their inner sides would be moving more quickly round the

Sun than those on the outside
;
this would make the planet spin backwards. Hence it is con-

jectured that all the planets originally rotated backwards. If a gyroscope is set spinning, and



A TOTAL IvCLIPSr: OK^TIIIC SUN SIvEN FROM ICOYPT.

In a total eclipse o‘ the Sun the li^ht quickly changes from daylight to a deep glofim almost like night. The
dark side is towards us, appears of an intense hbick

;
rrmnd it the corona is seen as a beautiful jjcariy radiance.

of red flame (the prominences) are often st*en. Many stars al»f> l>ecome visible.

M(x;n, whose
Ilright jets

7
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then carried round in a circle in the opposite

direction to its spin, after the axis which supjK^rts

it has been clamped, it is found that it turns

over, so as to make the two motions in the same
<lirection. It is supposed that the tidal action of

the Sun has in this manner turned tht‘ planets

over, with the exception of the two outer ones,

for which the tidal action is very weak, rramis
has, however, turned nearl\- hall over, so that its

axis is almost in the plane of its orbit, while Nep-
tune has hardly turned over at all. Tlu' ontt‘rmosl

satellites of Jupiter and Saturn ^4:0 round these

j^lanets in the backwards direction
:
.some liave

therefore conjectured tiiat they (iatt‘ back to

the early days when those plan(‘ts rotated back-

wards. Hut it may also mean that the.se satellites

are later additions to Jupiter’s family through

ca])tur(‘. ('aptiin* ol ont^ body by another is not

such a sirnph' matter as is sometinu's imagined.

In fact, it cannot take place witliout the aid of

a n‘sisting medium— that is, an extt^nsive n‘gion

OKUrrs OF THH IvAUTH AND A SriM'KIOK IM.-ANJ-.T

All thf planets <mtsi<le the Karlh are Ik-sI plact U for observa
lion when in " ()piM>rtition ” or exactly r>i>iMmUe the Sun
They are ^aid to lx? in "(JuadTature when their din ctifMi is at

ritfht angles to that of the Sun When in or near conjunction

they cannot be seen

m

#

OHHITS OI* Tin: 1,\KTJI AM> AN l\I-i:UIOI<

Pb.\Ni;T

Thi«. puiiite applies to tin* plain Is MeuurN and \ eiiiis They
.{te neaust in the I'.arth wlnn in .1 Inn* betueen it and the

Sun ; (lies’ then (ntn then d.nk. snle to us, ,md an- invisible

except vshen tin s pass aeinss tin laii ni tin Sun ‘I'ln’V are
best vrii sslicu tu Idoiiyalion I.ast (evening) 01 W'esi

(MioriunL;)

round the larger bodv hlled with g;is or s('att(T(*d

dust whi(’h retards the motion of the other body

and thus brings it under the control ol the large*

one. 'I'liere is e<‘rtainlv Mo iiM'diiim ol the?

reejuisiti* densitv- nowada\’s in anv part of the

Se>lar S\’stem
:
but if the planet(‘siinal hypothesis

is true, there must have Iteeii abumlanet* of it

in the earl\' rlav's of the svsiem, and it

prohablv retjuired a lon^ tiim* for it to be wholly

ai)sorbed in other bodies, W'e note that the*

asteroids a|>proa< li ( lose l(; Juj>iter’s orbit, and

many of lliein an' as large as tlb'se outer satel-

lit(‘s, vv’hieh are not more than HX) niil(‘s in

dbimt‘t(‘r. 'lln* sui^gestion that tlie satellites are

eaptuns'l asteroi(ls is then*fore reasonal>h*. It

should b(‘ noted tlidt tladr r(‘trograde motion

round Juj)iter do(*s not m»*an that their inr>tioTi

round the* Sun Ix'lort* capture was retiograde.

The speed of their mot‘ion round Ju])it(T is much
less than Juftiter’s sptjcd round the Sun, so
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that if they escaped from Jupiter they would go round the Sun forward, not backward. It has,

in fact, been shown mathematically that it is easier for bodies to be captured as retrograde satellites

than as direct ones.

The origin of the large inner satellites of the giant planets is not likely to have been by capture*

Both their sizes and their paths are related to each other in a manner thatjmakes it likely that they
are true members of a common family, not mere vagrants swept in from outside.

Reference should be made here to the illustration on page 3 of the conjectured birth of the Moon.
The theory there illustrated was worked out by Sir George Darwin. He supposed the Earth to have
rotated originally in four or five hours, and that tides raised by the Sun caused it to become first egg-

shaped, then pear-shaped, and finally to break into two very unequal parts, the smaller of which

became the Moon
;
each

body would cause tides on
the other. Those by the

Earth on the Moon slowed

down its spin till it per-

petually turned one face

to the Earth, as it still

does to-day. The tides on

the Earth are supposed to-

have lengthened its day
from five hours to 24, with

a corresponding increase in

the Moon’s distance. The
process is still going on,

though very slowly.

Sir G. Darwin examined

whether the same theory

would account for other

satellites, but the answer

seems to be in the negative.

All the other satellites are-

very much more insigni-

ficant in size, compared

with their primaries, than

the Moon is compared

with the Earth
; also the-

tidal action of the Sun

on the exterior planets is

hardly strong enough to

have caused a disruption.

While we know nothing

for certain in the matter, we may conjecture that when the giant planets were still dust-clouds, small

subordinate nuclei arose* in them, in addition to the main central one.

A study of the i)lanes or l(*vels in which the* satellites travel round their primaries is instructive.

All satellites that are very close to their primaries travel in the plane of the planet’s equator, or very
close to it. This is the case with the two tiny satellites of Mars, with the five inner satellites of Jupiter,

and the seven inner ones of Saturn. The four satellites of Uranus all move in the plane of its equator
;

this is known to be the case, for otherwise the equatorial bulge of the planet would cause their planes-

to shift, a process that is actually going on in the case of Neptune's satellite and that enables us to say

approximate!}^ how Neptune's equator is situated. Our Moon and the two outer satellites of Saturn

TRANSIT OF VKNlTvS.

A transit of Venus is very rare
;

the next two will be in 2004 and 2012. The planet can
be seen without a telescope (but usitiK a dark glass) as a round blaek spot, which passes
in a few hours across the Sun, Transits have been used to find the Sun’s distance.
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[By Max Paebel

THIS AURORA BORRAl^lS,

It has been seen (pajje 27) that the Sun at times sends out streams of electrified particles. When these reach the Earth they
caiisc a itiaKnelic storm, and also cause displays of Aurora Borealis, which are due to the glowing of certain rare gases very
high uj) in the atmosphere. They (jften Jissume very beautiful shapes, and change rapidly in appearance. They are commonest
in high latitudes, but in intense magnetic storms they are seen much farther south. There is an 11 -year period in aurorce

corresponding to that in sunstiots.
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move in nearly the same plane as that in which the primary fjoes round the Sun. On the other hand,

the four outer satellites of Jupiter, which are all very tiny bodies about 100 miles in diameter, move

in planes that are highly inclined both to Jupiter’s equator and to his orbit
;
this is a further argument

in favour of their being captured bodies.

I have said that the Moon’s case is unique. T am following Sir (i. Darwin in this, l)ut T add on my own

account that there is the possibility of a second example being present in the Solar S>’steni, thoiigli the

matter is extremely speculative. The suggestion is thait Mercury may originally have' been a satellite

of Venus that has subsequently escaped from it and become a separate planet. 'Hie idea occurred in-

dependently to two people—Mr. George Craig, of (ilasgow, and Dr. Harold Jeffreys. The latter dismissed

lUlASES or »SATITRN*S RINC..

Saturn, like tht‘ K'lrlh, spins on an axis inclined to the level in which it rocs round the Sun h'or half its period of years

the Sun shines on the north pole of the planet, and on the northern face of the riiiR ;
for the other half on the .southern face.

At the etiuiuoxcs of Saturn the riiiR is turned edRewise.

the idea after consideration, but his grounds for doing so do not seem to me to be quite convincing.

While it is impossible that the idea should ever become more than a wild guess, it does .seem to explain

a good many points that are otherwise puzzling. In the first place Venus and the Earth are so alike

in size, and such near neighbours, that we should exoect them to begin their career with something

like the same rotational speed. But if solar tides tended to j)roduce disruption on the Earth, they

would do so still more on Venus, since there they would be two and a half times as strong. There would

thus be nothing surprising in a larger piece breaking off, and in fact we find that Mercury is three times

as heavy as the Moon. The presence of this great satellite would of course raise high tides on Venus,

which, in addition to the strong solar ones, would rapidly check its rotation. Now the latest results of

the spectroscope applied to Venus suggest that its time of spin is not less than a fortnight. Mercury
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would have its rotation checked still more rapidly, and the reaction of its tides on Venus w’ould cause

it to recede from it much quicker than the Moon did from the Earth. Now there would be

a limit of recession, beyond wdiich the satellite w'ould cease to be subject to its primary, and
might become an independent planet. This limit w'ould be reached sooner with Venus than with

the Earth, owing to its greater nearness to the Sun. Supposing that Mercury " escaped " when it

was at " New Moon/' its subsequent orbit would be an ellipse, distinctly smaller than the orbit of

\'enus. To explain how it got into its present orbit it is necessary to imagine a considerable amount
of resisting medium, w'hich would act more effectively on Mercury than on Venus, since the former

has less than one-twentieth as much matter in it as the latter, and also has its materials less

tightly packed. As the Zodi-

see below the dbedoes, or

Mercury transits the vSuii every seven V ears (on the average). It is too small to
O whltCTieSS, of the

be seen on the Sun without a telescope
;

unlike Venus it shows no signs of an Moon and MerCUry are nearly
atmosphere when entering the Sun

;
it is probably a <k‘ad worhl, airless and waterless, Same SO that thev mav

like the Moon. ’ j J
well have had a similar history.

The word "albedo " is used to express the reflective power of a planet's surface, or the fraction of the

sunlight falling up)on it that it sends back into space. It is by no means an easy matter to find it

;

it involves the comparison of both Sun and planet with some standard source of light, such as a candle.

It is convenient for this purpose to use a diminished image of the Sun, produced by a little silvered

bulb. Allowance has to be made for the different distances of the planets from the Sun. The results

indicate clearly that the more atmosphere a planet has, the higher its albedo. It is high for all the

giant planets, especially for Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, which reflect about half of the light

that they receive
;
the amount for Venus is also one half

;
that for the Earth is probably somewhat

less
;
that for Mars is one-quarter or less ; the Moon and Mercury come at the bottom of the scale with

the figure one-sixth or less. An attempt has been made to show the proportions in a picture
; it can

only claim to be very rough, and we may observe that the disc of plain paper, supposed to represent



{By Arthur Twiddle

SOME remarkable COMI TS.

A bnght comet with a long tail is one of the most striking spectacles that the Heavens j»Tcseiit It cannot tiA a rule be predicted,

for most bright comets have periods many centuries m length Comets arc believed to consist of dense swarms of meteors,

containing much gas which is driven out and repelled by light-pressure when they approach the Sun Sometimes comets
have several tails* That of 1744 (middle of picture) had six. Donati’s comet of 1858 is shown in the left-hand top comer,
the bright star beside it being Arcturus Coggia’s of 1874 is below it The apr^arance of the head of Halley’s m 1836

shown m bottom right comer



A FIRE-BAI,!,.

Th<f<k,‘ are lar^e masses of stone or iron, probably formerly atttichcd to comets, that enter the Earth’s atmosphere at a high
8i>eed Friction with the air causes them to glow. Many of them are entirely consumed before reaching the Earth, but
oct5isiomilly fragments of them fall to the ground, and can be analysed. They are generally found to contain much hydrogen,
which tniiy imply that they once formed jmrt of some large orb, either Sun or giant planet, for it is only in these that free

hydrogen is found

,
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perfect whiteness, really reflects only six-tenths of the light thiit falls upon it. Newly-fallen snow is

the whitest thing wc know, but even this has an albedo of only sevt'ii-tt'uths. The ])lanets are not

equally bright all over, but have brighter and darker patches ; the average for tlu' whole surface is used.

We cannot see our Earth from outside, but estimates have been made in two ways * by measuring

the faint light which the Earth throws on the Moon when nearly new (the ajipearance is sometimes

called" The old Moon in the new Moon’s arms "), and again b\ studying the inteiisitv of solar radiation

at various heights in the air
;
apparatus for the purpose is sent up in small lialloons, which rise to a

height of some 15 miles.

It is important to note that when there is a high albedo, mucli of the sunlight and heat is reflected

away from the upper air, without reacliing the surface at all. I'he lower albedo of Mars, due to the

thin air and small proportion of cloud, means that most of the sunlight that falls on the jdanet is

available for warming its surface ;
lienee we can understand tlie .snow melting rapidly in the lung

continuous day at the poles, and the fact that in lower latitudes the temperatun' aj)ji(‘ars to rise con-

siderably above freezing point in the daytime, though there must be very severe frosts at niglit.

VnNT'S r.NTJCKJNtf ox TIIIv SUN

This picture shows on ti lar«c scale the appearame prestnttMl at a Transit of Venus V’hile part of the planet is Hill

it is seen surrounded by a bripht iin« due to sunlight bent by the planet’s alniospheie When the

Sun a <lark shadni^^ is seen between it an<l the Sun’s edue It i.s very difritull to fix th< instant of true contact

The Moon looks so bright at night that it is hard to Ixdievc that its rofli'c tivc power is so low. Hut

contrast with the blackness of space makes it look brighter, and the increased size of the pupil of the

eye at night, described by Dr. Stcavenson, also jdays a part. Wlu'n wc see tfie Moon in the daytime

we notice that it is very decidedly less bright than white clouds ;
when seen rl().se to a sandstone cliff,

the brightness of the two has been found to be nearly the same. Proctor remarked that if the Moon

were covered with black velvet it would still appear white at night, tbougli much less brilliant than it

actually looks.

I conclude this chapter by explaining the law of planetary distances jiut forward fiy litius and

Bode ;
it has played a part in history by inciting astronomers to search for a planet between Mars

and Jupiter, and it is also a help in committing the planetary distances to memory.

Write down the series of numbers 3, 6, 12, 24, 48, 96, 192, 384 ;
each number is double the preceding

one
;
add 4 to each, and also write 4 before the series ; we obtain 4, 7, 10, 16, 28, 52, 100, 196, .388.
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Taking the distance of the Earth as 10, the other numbers represent quite closely the distances of the

scN’eral planets The law was j)ut forward before the asteroids or the two outer planets were known
; it

suggc’^tecl an obvious gap between the orbits of Mars (10) and Jupiter (52). When Uranus was discovered

by Sir W. Herschel
,
its distance was found to lit very w’cll with the law, thus strengthening the conviction

of a missing planet, so that a society of astronomers was formed, w'lio mapped out the sky between

them, in the endeavour to lo('ate it
,
Piazzi, who found Ceres, was not actually one of this company,

but h(' was no doubt inspired to some extent by their zeal. Bode's law agrees well both with Ceres

and with the average asteroid orbit.

When Uranus had been observed for many years it w^as found to deviate from the path laid down
for It

;
both Adams and T-t' VerricT conjectured that an external planet was disturbing it, and calculated

AT,BIil)0 OR REFI^KCTIVK POWER OF T1IJ5 PI^ANETS

Disc 1 is intended to rcpieseni perfect whiteness Disc 2 the reflective ixiwcr of Venus, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune,
Disc 3, that of the Karth Disc 4, that of Mars Disc 5, that of the Moon Disc S, that of Mercury Planets with extensive

jilinosphiTc are brighter thiin those without

the position of the latter. They both assumed the distance of the unknown in accordance with Bode's

law’, though shortly before tlie actual finding Adams concluded that its real distance was smaller

;

the true distance, in fact, is 301 instead of 388, so that Bode's law breaks down badly here. Possibly

the failure indicates that w’e have reached the boundary of the family of jdanets. It is at least certain

that there is no planet as large as Neptune for a very considerable distance beyond it ;
if there were,

its flisturbing effects on Neptune and Uranus would have been recognised. There are no irregularities

in th(’ir motion ai)proaching in .^ize those exhibited by Uranus before Neptune was found. Much work

has been done in the endeavour to find such a planet, both by a study of these small disturbances and

by examination of cometary orbits. Each of the four giant planets has a family of comets, whose

orbits are groupcai in a sfxjcial manner with regard to its orbit. Now there are signs of similar comet

groups at greater distances, which may j)ossil)ly indicate the existence of planets. Repeated telescopic



A (iROUP OF MICTEOKITES.

These are some of the large Fire-Balls thet have fallen to Earth, and arc preserved in our Museums. They are of siiiRUhir

interest, for in them we can actually touch jind hjindle objects that have cerUiinly ^ome from ouP^r space, and thfit may,

not improbably, have once formetl p(>rti«>ns of other worlds The fact that iion is .such a frequent injjredient of meteorites

shows thiit it is one of the most imixirtant elements in world-structure.
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search has been nicuie for such bodies
;
if they exist, the numerous photographs that arc now taken of

the heavt‘ns will probabl\' reveal them sooner or later. In a photograph with long exposure a planet

is distinguished from a star by its appearing as a short trail, in consequence of its motion during the

exj)Osurc. This is, in fact, the usual method of finding minor planets
;
their motion is, however, much

more rapid than that of a trans- Neptunian planet would be.

T W, I urJ

COMPAKATTVJ: SIZF.S of the SATFEUTKvS.

The sizes of the *Sati*lliteH are ^hown on the same saiU* •Phobf)S, Dtimos, l*h(H‘be, ainl Jupiter V, VI, VII, VIII, IX bcin^
somi Nvhat exaggerated The Satellites oi etu'h plane< aie arranged in a line, the planets here being given on the right,

(ianymede .md Titan are nejirly jls large as Mcreury.

CHAPTER III.

THE SUN AND SUNSPOTS,

By a. S. 1). Maunpkk, F.K.A.S.

The history of the [)rogress of knowledge concerning the Sun and its surface—at least so far

as Europioans are concerntid—falls into three sharply doHned p-xTiods. From the beginning

of the world up to the year a.d. 1(510, it was known that there was a Sun. From 1(310 to

182(3, it was known that sometimes theie were sp)ots up:)on tlu‘ Sun, and that it rotated on its axis.

In 1826, Schwahe began hi-) systematic study of the Sun's surfa(.(‘
;
out of this has grown all that

we know of it to-day.

From the days of Ptolemy to those of Tycho Brahe, men in Europe were not observers of the

heavens. They accepjted the dictum of Socratts to Simmias :
“ We neither hear nor see anything
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with accuracy. If, however, these bodily senses are neither accurate nor clear . . . must it not

then be by reasoning, if at all, that any of the things that really are bt‘conie known to it ? And
surely the soul then reasons best when none of these things disturb it, neither hearing, nor

sight . . . but it retires as much as possible within its(‘lf . . . and ... it aims at the

discovery of that which is.”

This being so, it is to the Chinese Annals that we are indtdited for observations vvliii'h lead ns to

believe that before the year A.n.

there were sometimes

ui)on the Sun. In the

1(310,

spots

twelfth volume of the ” Ob-

servatory Magazine,” Mr. S.

llirayama of the Tokyo Ob-

servatory has colh'ctcd together

these early sunspot observa-

tions, 95 in number, between

A.D, 188 February 14, and 1638

December 10. The usual des-

cription is” fleckle in the Sun,”

but live times the spot js

described as ” bird-shaped ” or

" flying bird-shaped,” twice as

egg-shaped,” and four times

as ” like an apple.” ITom our

knowledge of sunspots to-day,

we can guess what these

descriptions represent. The
” apple- shape ” is a round
” regular ” spot ; in the ” egg-

shape ” we recognise the great

complex spot of solar activity

near its maximum, longer than

it is broad, drawn out in solar

longitude
;

in the ” flying

bird ” we have the great bipolar

stream with its ” leader ” spot

and ” trailci ” spot.

With but 95 spots recorded

in 1,450 years, there are gaps,

sometimes of .several centuries,

between two consecutive ob-

servations. Knowing some
laws of sunspots to-day, it is

interesting to sec if any of

these laws held good then. In

the last five .solar cycles, the maximum of activity has recurred in a mean pcTiod of al)f)ut

lli years. Professor Ncwc’omb derived an average period of il'l years from all recorded oi)ser-

vations. A mean period of Il OO years suits the Chhie^e records al)ov(‘, but lhf‘ ” ai)ple-shaped
”

records give 11*03 years, the” egg-shaped ” 11*07, and the" fl>’ing l-irds ”
fit very neatly into 12’22

years. On the whole we may suppo.se that something very ne ir our pre.sent cyclical period has held

good throughout the whole of our era, though there is a suspicion that it may have lengthened.

1
Hy Max h’aebel.

Al’KOKA noUI'ALlS.
In KiiRlaiifl, Auronu an* only seen when then* is a Kmit Solar J JisUirliaiut*, but in

rejTlonrt nearer the north niaunetic pole they an* of tre(iuent oc'enrreiu’e. The writer

has often seen in I.,abra(lor the whol<* .sky shivering with liKhls and shadows (as

above) as il wholly soldiers patro]le<l behind misty battlements



i:. Waller Maunder}

SI

In the top duigram, the broken line fiivinK the mean latitude

distinct from the one before and after it, and that it Ixtgins in

next pulse Ijegins. The continur»us line gives the area of i

Bpott^ess, come in those years when the broken line shows
At., at 4Unt 4>haMrA. la
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These sunspots must have been very large and the conditions for seeing the Sun’s surface must

have been very appropriate for the Chinese to have been able to observe them at all. With the naked

eye, we can only see spots on the Sun’s surface when its brightness is toned down by fog at midday

or by the horizon haze at sunrise or sunset. In the l,4o() years of the Cliinese Annals, the number

of sunspots observed in each month is as follows :—January, 15 ; February, 9 ; March, 17 ;
April, 11 ;

May, 7 ; June, 2 ; July, 1 ; August, 2 ;
September, 2 ;

October, 7 ; November, H
;
Dcri'inbcr, 14 :

from

November to April, 74 ;
from May

to October, 21. Or three times as

many sunspots were observed in the

six winter months as in the six

summer months. Of the “ flying-

bird ” shaped spots, which would

need very steady, but foggy, con-

ditions, one was seen in January,

three in February, and one in April.

Also since the Sun is nearer to us in

winter than in summer, it appears

very slightly larger, and the shape of

the spot might be better seen.

Are we to infer, then, that if the

Chinese had had, during those 14

centuries, a sufficient number of

calm, cloudless, but foggy days, we
should have had a regular succession

of “ bird- ” or “ apple- or " egg-

shaped " markings showing them-

selves in groups of three or four years

which followed each other at intervals

of 11 or 12 years ? Probably, but

not certainly, because a phenotnenon

occurred in the period 1610-1826 of

an order quite different from any-

thing that has presented itself since.

With the invention of the teles-

cope in the first decade of the Seven-

teenth Century, there were three

claimants to the discovery ol sun-

spots—Fabricius, (ialileo, and

Scheiner, and to the last the credit

is rightly due, as he was the first

to devote himself to a long, steady

and continuous survey of the

Sun's surface. As a consequence

there followed the discovery of

the rotation of the Sun, the

[Royal Society.

ArK()R.\ AUSTKAiJS.
This fine “ DrajeO” Aurora was taken by Ciipl, Siott on his Antarctic

Expedition. As a rule, if there is a meat display of the Northern Lights,

the Southern I.ighis are in eviMenee also. Aurora* are closely connecterl

with great mag’ etic storms, which are, as far as we know, slmultanecnis

over the whole Lkirth.

determination of the time (28 days) in which it appeared to rotate as seen from the Earth, and the

position of the solar axis. But neither Scheiner nor any of his successors seem to have had any

suspicion that the changes in the solar spots proceeded in a series of undulations. The reason for

the delay in the discovery of what we now know as the sunspot cycle,” wa.. simply that it does

not seem to have been then working in what now we should consider to be its normal manner, and

before the middle of the Seventeenth Century the supply of sunspots would seem to have run out.

8
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For the lii>t veais attei the disroverv of sunspots in HUO, the Sun was fairly active
,
we do not

kno\N ior ('t‘rtain \\Iu‘tlu‘i a maximum took place about JOlO, but the first minimum noted was in

161b ami ii was iollowed In a well-marked maximum in 1625. The next minimum fell in 1634,

and was followed by a maximum in 163b, 14 \ears after the preceding maximum. Then there was

a long (juiet pcM'iod, with a‘' maximum *’
in 1656, which consisted of but a few spots. Spots w^ere

seen m U)54. August 12
,
16)55 February 0-21

; 1660, April 27-May b; in 1661, tw^o small groups,

and then again none at all until 1671. From this date until the end of the Century, spots were very

occasionalK ol)ser\ ed, and after 1715 spots w’cre frequent, and by 1718 there was a decided maximum.
The long d(‘arth ol sunspots lasted from 1645 to 1715, or 70 years, and during this time, so far as we
know

,
there* was no spot large enough to be seen bv the naked eye

;
all required the use of a telescope

for their dett'Ction. Then'fore the long gaps in the Chinese Annals may not have been altogether

diK' to the weather being

unsuitable for looking at the

bright Sun, for there may
have been long yc'ars when
there were no sunspots large

enougli to be seen. But it

should be noted that prolonged

as was this inactivity of the

Sun, yet the few stray spots

seen—1660, 1671, 1684, 1695,

1707, 1718—correspond as

nearly as we can expect to

the theoretical dates of maxi-

mum. Th(‘ average interval

between these maxima is 11 *6

}ears, so that the solar pulse

of 11 or 12 years would seem to

have been beating, though

faintly, through the 70 years

dearth, just as w'e can leel its

beat also in the records of the

Chinese Annals

One point should be noted,

for it may have an important

bearing on the origin of sun-

spots. During the dearth, the

few strav spots w'ere all, with

one cxceiition (April, 1705) in

the southern hemis})here of the Sun
,

it was only wlien spot^ came back to the northern lu'misphcre,

PKOMIXLVCLS \r THr i:m).s oj a i» 2 \.\ij.ti:r

TIksi t,Ti‘at piomijutKts r)bscrv(. 1 In Tiouvelo’ »mi?traU a phenonunon ofttn

notUKl ()\ci tht Sun th it disturluiiccs it at the ends (>1 a (li.iinfler Suns))(>L

streams !u tilonj' paralltK of latitudi, and the niittr has olUn noltd spots break
out alttrnaUlv n the Norllani and Southern lhmis]ihcK but in tht sum longitude

in 1715 that the dearth c(‘as(‘d.

It was more than a c(‘ntur\ after tht* Sun had n*suined its normal eld) and flow of activity that

Schwabe, m 1826, liegan his study of the SuiCs surface In itsell, his work w^as very simple and straight-

forward, but it was earned on systematically and with the utmost patience. It was tliese qualities

which made it great and epoch-making He made a persistent daily count of sunspots. From 1826

to 1013, the days whth no sj)ots were few' as compared with the number of spotted days, and so they

are easier to mark. Accordingly page 112 exhibits for these years the percentage of the days of

observation upon wdiich the Sun was spotless. It is obvious that in these 88 years there have been

eight epochs w'hen there w'as a most marked absence of sj)ots, and the dates of these are very clearly

defined
,
in no ca.se is there any doubt as to the year when the Sun was at its quietest. But the



hrom “ Kntmled§e,''\ [Jiy ficrmtsston of the Astronomer Royal

A ('.RKAT SrXvSPOT

This pmil Sunspot W£is photographed in Auj^ust, HH)0, and wji.s viBlble by the nakcil eye if this wore screemd t>y dust, hiue

or a dark glass from the full glare of the Sun, To the naked eye all its eonipU xity wrmld show only us a round black dot, and

it was such a spot that the Chinese observers described as “ apple-shaped.’' Note Iht' dark centre (calle<l the umbra), and the

grey penumbral fringe. The right-luind edge of the Spot is well defined, but the left haiul iwrtioii is breaking up to form

irregular spots with faeulous clouds in between.
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THE SUN IN AUGUST. 1893.

A photograph of the Sun taken in 1893, August 9. Note the spider lines photographed In the focus with the" Sun so as to give

points of reference from which to measure the position angles of the spots and faculee. After the exposure, the clock was stopped,

and when the Sun had almost travelled off the plate, a second exposure was given, and the lens-shaped marking on the Sun’s

western limb represents the small portion of the Sun thus photographed to give the east and west line. The large group in the

S.W. quadrant measured 2,600 millions of square miles on this day.
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range in time of the interval between one minimum and the next varies from 10 to 13 years. The
average length of the interval is 11 '4 years—a little quicker than the beat of the solar pulse during

the great dearth ;
a little slower than the beat given by the Chinese Annals*

This interval in solar phenomena, the mean period of which has been taken as IM years, is called

the sunspot cycle.'' The recognition of it belongs to Schwabe. Schwabe's work was continued

at Zurich, first by Wolf and later by Wolfer, and for them, observers scattered over the Earth counted

daily the spots and groups of spots on the Sun's surface, disregarding their positions and the differences

between the Sun s northern and

southern hemispheres. But as

different observers used tele-

scopes of different powers, and

it was evident that smaller

spots could be detected by,

say, a 4-inch glass than by a

2-inch, Wolf deduced a factor

for each instrument whereby

all the observations could be

made to conform to the results

that would be obtained by a

telescope of a standard power
;

and Wolfs Relative Sunspot

Numbers ” are used in many
enquiries wherein long con-

tinued and systematic data are

required.

In the Chinese Annals there

is n(^ hint that spots may not

occur anywhere on the Sun,

and only occasionally a hint

that they may have a dehnite

shape. Scheiner found, how-

ever, that spots seemed to move

along larger or smaller chords

of the Sun's circle, but never

on very small chords. In fact,

the Sun was turning on its

axis and spots avoided tiie

polar caps of about 50° radius,

both in the north and the

south. All spots, too, had their

specialities of shape and size,

and they differed greatly in

these and in the length of time

[By Max Raabtl*

A “DRAPKD” AURORA.
Tnc most frequent colour In polar aurorte is white, more or less tinRed with yellow

;

and the more vivid the aurora, the more distinctly yellow it is After yellowish white

the next most frequent colour is rose carmine. The “ Draped Aurora*, which are

the richest in colour, are only seen in reRlons whose seas are iee-free and therefore

liable to fogs.

they lasted. The most stable

spots, those that change least and last longest, are nearly round. Tliey appear black in the centre,

which is not quite half as broad as the entire spot. In this black region (the umbra) there are

sometimes points of intenser blackness, as if pits were sunk in the floor of a great cavity. Round the

umbra is a lighter region, which surrounds it as the iris surrounds the pupil of an eye. This is called

the penumbra, and is marked throughout by wavy lines flowing inwards, as if the penumbra were

made up of thatch straws,^ which, where penumbra and umbra meet, seem ravelled out into a
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narrow fringe. Round the spot, outside the penumbra, the surface of the Sun is brighter than*

usual, and seems to be heaped up, and some of this bright white stuff may appear to boil over

and either flow right across the spot, throwing a bridge over it, or else flowing into it. A small

patch of this bright stuff is called isi facula, and is sometimes seen near the Sun's edge, quite apart

from any spot. In such cases these faculae lie in bright patches, like clouds in a " mackerel sky.'"

They are clouds on the Sun, and are near the centre of the disc as well as near its edge, but at the

centre the Sun is itself too bright for the brightness of the faculae to be distinguished upon it.

The round compact sunspot is not the only shape, and spots are generally s(‘en in groups. A
very ordinary occurrence is for two very small spots to appear close to each other, to grow quickly

and to move apart as they grow
;
and this movement is so rapid that the two spots may travel away

from each other at the rate of about 8,000 miles a day. The " leader " spot is usually round, dark

and weJJ-fiefined ; the trailer spot may be the larger of the two, but is not so dark or so regular

in shape
; and between the* tw’o a number of small sjx)ts spring up and shortly die down again. I

think the egg-shaped ” spots of the Chinese Annals were each such a pair of spots, each member
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THE OK A (JKFAT MAGNETIC vSTORM.
The maRTictic storm of 1892, Kebruary 13 14. The Tr«±gnetlc needle is swung in a cellar free from variations of temperature
or disturbances from traffic it responds to the «tatc of the Sun’s activity, and on this date a violent magnetic storm synchronised
with the passage of a great sixjt acrob-, the Sun’s disc. The oscillations of the needle are shown by the ups and downs of the

white line in the diagram.

of the pair being large enough to be seen by the naked eye, but the space between them too narrow
for them to be seen .separately; what the eye perceived was an oval, a little larger than it was broad.

Sometimes the spots between the leader and the trailer spots grow as the group lengthens out. Thus
there was a great group on the Sun on March 21, 1920, and when the Sun was setting behind a fog

bank on that evening the group was visible to the naked eye, but all its immense complexity simply
appeared as a single line bent into an angle of 120® in its preceding portion. I think this was just

such a case as the Chinese Annals described on five occasions as flying-bird shaped."

But sometimes also we get a giant spot, single in that any attendant spots upon it are quite insignifi-

cant in size, but complex in its whole building up. One or two of such spots have been seen in each of

the last five sunspot cycles, always before or at the greatest phase of solar activity. I think the

spots which the Chinese Annals described as apple-shaped " were of this order.

After Schwabe, the next notable sunspot observer was R. C. Carrington, in the years 1853-1861.

He redetermined the position of the Sun's Axis, and the time it takes the Sun to turn round—or rather
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RICE GRAINS ON THE SUN’S SURFACE.
An enlargement of a Sunspot group and the surface of the Sun itself. In this case the penumbra of the spot is lost, and nothing is
seen but the intensely black Ufttbfd and the gfdnuUs on the Sun Note that these arc in parts well defined, and m parts blurred as if
they had been smeared. It is not known whether the currents which cause this blurring are currents on the Sun itself or currents of

air in the Earth’s atmosphere, i^erhaps in the tube of the telescope itsdf ^
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1 ti A L Ccift\eti> J
~ [Dftttsh Astronomtcal Assmatvm.

TYPICAlv SUNSPOTvS

Drawings by the Rev A L Cortie, of the Stonv hurst Observatory, of diffcnnt type^ of »Sunspot group Type II is one

of the most usual forms, and Proft'ssor Hale siys that the leader and tht trailer spots are of <ipposite magnetic signs

Type III IS the form which was probably sten bv the Chinese as “ egg-shaped,” and Type IV as “apple-shaped ”

the times, for he showed that each different zone of latitude, north and south, has its own time of

turning. Suppose that there were a spot in every fifth degree ot latitude from 40° North Latitude

to 40° South, and at a given moment all seventeen spots were observed to be on the central meridian

of the Sun's apparent disc If, then, each spot travelled westward with the average speed of apparent

motion appropriate to its own particular latitude, the spots would all be found after 27i days near

the central meridian a second time, but they would he on a curved line, not on a straight one.

Spoerer's work on sunspots followed hard on Carrington’s, and its chief result is known as Spoercr's

Law' . at the beginning of a new cycle, the spots are found chiefly in high latitudes, but as the cycle

progresses they tend to slip into lower and lower latitudes until the equator is reached. One

particular characteristic of this
’

’ Law of Zones ” he laid stress upon, namely, that the actual sunspot

cycles overlap, the new cycle having its beginning before the expiring one has run out its course.

Both these features are illustrated on page 112, which covers the period 1854-1912, almost five complete

sunspot cycles, the material for the first two cycles being denved from Spoerer's own work.

We have already noted that the intervals from maximum to maximum, or from minimum to

minimum, are about Hi years on the average. But from the fact that the curve of latitudes is dis-

continuous, the inference is obvious that each solar cycle is a distmet impulse, and that these successive

impulses follow each other quickly, one beginning in high latitudes at about the time its predecessor

dies out near the equator. The duration of this impulse, like the solar cycle, varies a little, but on

the average it is a little over 12 years, perhaps exceeding the solar cycle by about a year.

Hitherto sunspot observers had only considered the Sun as a whole
;
they counted it as a sphere,

not as two hemispheres. But to Spoerer belongs the credit that he treated the spot outbreaks in the
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northern and in the southern hemispheres separately. In two papers he traced back his “ Law of

Zones ” to the year 1619, and showed that although there is on the whole a balance b(*tween the

number of spots in the two hemispheres, yet in three periods of the Sun's history the southern spots

have predominated. It was Spoerer also who brought out that both the law of the spot cycle and

the law of zones were apparently suspended for about 70 years—in the long sunspot dearth of the

Seventeenth Century already noted.

Scheiner, Schwabe, Carrington, and Spoerer made great advances in knowledge of the laws and

conditions of sunspots, and therefore of the nature and constitution of the Sun. But their advances

were not made because of their powerful instrumental equipment, but because of the patience and

continuity of their labours. Still, the work of each of these men was personal, and it terminated

with the life of each of them.

Therefore it was a great ci)ocli

in the history of sunspot study,

when in IS73, Sir George Airy, the

seventh Astronomer Royal, insti-

tuted a department in Greenwich

Observatory which had as its aim

to get a record day by day, con-

tinuously, of the Sun’s surface by

photography on a uniform scale.

The aim became a practical reality

within a few years of its inception,

when Sir William Christie, the

eighth Astronomer Royal, laid

other observatories, in parts of

the world remote from Greenwich,

under contribution to fill up the

gaps inevitable from bad weather

in these Islands. At present the

Royal Observatory at the Cape

and two observatories in India,

also take daily photographs of

the Sun on the same scale as

those at Greenwich, that is eight

inches to the diameter of the Sun’s

disc. The photo-heliographs with

which these daily photographs are

taken are very modest in size ; at

Greenwich during the greater

part of the time, the aperture

employed has been restricted

to three inches, with the image

enlarged at the primary focus

so as to give the required

diameter.
\Ro)al Society.

A “DRAPED” AURORA AUSTRALIS.

At each of these four solar

stations when weather permits, two

photographs are taken each day,

and these are all sent to Green-

wich to be examined, measured.

A very fine sijccimen of the “ Dnped ” Aurom, observed during Capt.

Scott’s Expedition to the Antarctic. All Aurorae which take the form of

draiKjry or fans or undulated arcs, are in general clearly outlined along

their lower l)order, while the light fades out graduaUy alx)ve and mingleb

insensibly with the skv. Mr. Gavin Bums has shown that in the years

1916-1919, Aurora were most frequent when certain longitudes on the Sun

were turned towards the Earth.
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and the measures reduced Tt may seem a great waste to have eight photographs taken

when, in practice, only two are required and only one measured, but the waste is inevitable

and necesscirv if the continuous daily record of the Sun s spots is to be made and kept

complete This number of stations is, however, siifticumt, for it rarely happens that the

weather is had at all four localities on more than one or two days in the year. Greenwich can

•-upidv a good record for its summer months, and the Capc' Observatory for its summer, corresponding

to winter at (Greenwich, and Dehra Dun and Kodaikanal fill uj) the gaps in the remainder

of the vear.

The measures of the photographs are made at Greenwich and two complete sets of measures

are taken as made b\ two observers, of whom the one measures with the magnifier on the right of

the instrument, and the otlier measures on the left, the means of the two sets of readings being used

in order to eliminate' the personal equation ” of the observer and (Trors in the instrument. The

measures arc then transformed into solar longitudes and latitudes. As on the Earth so on the

Sun, latitude is an obvious thing
,
the Sun's equator is almost as easy to determine as the Earth's

('quator So on the Sun, as on the Earth, we have to choose, by favour, a " prime meridian ”
,

HOIK' Stands out as anv more the “ first " than the others On the Earth, we choose the meridian

of (ireenwich as longitude O'-
,
on the Sun, Carrington took that longitude as the prime meridian

which coincided with

th(‘ centre meridian

at ("ireenwich noon

on 1S77, February

27, and this is still

count(‘d the prime in

the (ireenwich sun-

spot measures. But

on the Sun there is

a further difficulty ;

all jiarts of the Sun

do not turn in the

same time. Car-

rington then'fore

adopted a certain

mean time of rota-

tion, that given by

the majority of the

spots in latitude

and the

time of sidereal

rotation as re-

ferred to the stars)

he adopted was 25-38

days. Spots near

the equator move as

a rule more rapidly

than this
; spots in

high latitudes more
Tim GRKAT SrNSPOT OI* KliBRUARY, 1892

The Sun^ix)! of 1892, February J.3, Avhich ushered m the maximum of the Solar cycle,

1889-1901 A few hours after this sjxjt had ixissed the Central Meridian of the Sun's disc, the

violent mainietie storm broke out of which a trucinf; is Riven on page 1 1 8 The spot passed off at

the western hint), and a fortnight later came into view again at the eastern limb, and when it had
agam pjuwed the Central Meridian, the magnetic storm broke out again violently for the second lime.

slowly.

For the first 12

years of the photo-

heliographic work at



A series of photographs of the very large stretim of 1896, Septembei 10-22, showing it fully presented when t)ti8sing the

Central Meridian, when nearing the western limit and when quite close to the edge, and when disappearmg mto the unseen

hemisphere. This long-drawn-out form of spot group is typical of that part of the Sunspot cycle when Solar activity is on the

decline. Such a stream might be seen by the naked eye as a line on the surface of the Sun, and it was probably such a group

that the Chinese described as iiying-bird shaped.*’
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Greenwich the measures of the spots and faculffi were

printed after reduction in the form of a Journal, called the

“ Daily Results/' Each separate spot and facula is there

given in the order of solar longitude, with its solar latitude

and its area expressed in millionths of the Sun's visible

hemispluTe. The faculae are somewhat formless
;

like

the clouds on the Earth, they have no lasting distinctive

features. But the spots are often, indeed usually,

associated in groups, and can be recognised from day to

day, and these sunspot groups each receive a distinguishing

number.

It soon became evident that spot groups differ among

themselves in many particulars ;
they may live for a few min-

utes or days or many weeks
;
they may seem no larger than

pin-heads—minute areas measuring no more than 400 miles

across—or they may be torn and irregular blotches.

E. Walttr Maunitf.) [Brituh Astronomic Associattonr

COMPARISON OF AREAS OF FACITI,^ IN THE EAST AND WEST
HEMISPHERES UF THE SUN.

The white colunms represent the mean daily areas of the faculee on the

west limb, the black columns those of the facul® on the east limb ; the

shorter column for each year is superposed on the larger one, so that the cap
of each column represents the area by which the under column, i.e., the

longer one, exceeds the shorter one.

[A. ir. Maunder.

THE METHOD OF MEASURING AREAS
OF SPOTS.

The ruled glass daiphragni with which the areas

of the spots and faculee on the Sun photographs

at Greenwich Observatory are measured. The

number of the sciuares included in the si^ot is

counted.

blackening three pr four thousand

millionths of the Sun's bright surface ;

huge i)its in which a hundred globes

as big as the Earth could lie together

side by side. Evidently, then, much

might be learnt of the nature of a

sunspot if the measures for each group

wore col](*cted together for its whole

visible life in a sort of
''
Ledger," so

as to bring out its development and

history. These Ledgers were first

printed for the Greenwich Results in

the year 1886, and have since been

published year by year with the

Daily Results. In 1907 the Ledgers

were extended backwards for the first

12 years, 1874-1885, so that we have

now for well-nigh 50 years an inti-

mate knowledge of the behaviour of

all the spot-groups on the Sun that

have been visible from the Earth.

We have the means of working out

the life history of groups of different

durations, and the connection between

their size and their length of life ;
of

the movements on the Sun of groups

of different latitudes
;
of the centres

of activity on the^Sun, and whether

these favour certain latitudes and
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longitudes ;
of the relations ol these centres

of activity with other plienoniena on the

Sun, or with phenomena outside the Sun,

and, perhaps most important of all, we can

test the forces within the Sun itself, and we
find that they are not monarchic but

dyarchic—that the northern liemisphere of

the Sun is distinct in its acting from the

southern hemisphere, though not ind(‘pen-

dent of it ;
they both n'spond to the same

cyclical law imposed uj)on them, but each

reacts in a somewhat separate manner, and

at a separat(‘ time. The history of sunsj^ots

during the last 50 years is linked with that

of the Solar Department of (ircenwich

Observatory
;

some advance has been

made there in the solving of the solar j)ro-

hlems just stated, and the further solving

of them d(‘pends on the completeness and

the continuity with which in the future these

records will be kept—kept pref(‘rai)ly at

(Ireenwich, for nowhere else* in tlH‘ world

has solar work oi this nature bt'en curried

on lor so long a period and with

so little interruption.

Let us consider first the way in

which Spocrer’s Law of Zones is

presented t)y IL \V. Maun(l(‘r at

(ireeiiwich. On page J4-ri an|>(‘ars

what has been called" 'I'lie Biitterllv

Diagram," for the obvious reason

that it looks like three specimens

ol k‘j>idoplera, and a bit of a

fourth, pinned to a board with

wings extended, l)ut of which the

hearls, bodies and legs have

mouldered away. Each ])air ol

wings is distinct Irom the next
;

there is a clear V-shap(‘d gap

between each oi tlie specimens.

But materials for the^e wings

arc drawn c'litirely irom the ('irecn-

wicli Piioto-helioi^raphic Results, and

they extend over the years 1874-

1913, Seven thousand groups of

sunspots are represented, hut the

short .straight line which indicates

the latitude of a spot is drawn just

as long and as heavy for a small

pot as for a large one, for one

•IHlv MOST SPOTTIU) DAY ON Till.

Tht* Sun showed a larger total spotted area In HUT, Aupist 10, Iluvn at any

other lime duiinq the hist forly-iiKht years. The /hotoKtaph here reproduced

is for August 12; on it aie loin independent groups visible to the naked

e>e at the same time
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spot as for a dozen. The Butterfly
”

represents only the distribution of spots

in latitude
;
nothing is shown concerning

their areas. All spots that occur

during the same “ Rotation of the Sun
"

are represented in the same vertical line,

and the Sun is taken as rotating (as

.seen from the Earth) in 27 275 clays.

The V-shaped gap indicates that

rac/i solar cycle is one

;

a single impulse

that is complete in itself and distinct

from the impulses that came in the past

or will come in the succeeding years.

Next, it suggests that this impulse,

the origin of the solar spots, lies within

the Sun, not without it. The spots

must come from below the Sun s sur-

face
; they are impressed upon it by no

exterior influence
;
neither by planets,

nor by meteors. No exterior influence

could invariably begin a fresh disturb-

ance in a high latitudes simultaneously

on both sides of the equator.

This impulse of some force acting

within the Sun must lie so deeply

and yet so widely within it, that

though it begins to act on both the northern and the southern liemispheres at nearly the same times,

these actions occur at their greatest distance apart. The first spots of a new solar cycle begin almost

simultaneously in very high northern and very high southern latitudes
; the last spots of a solar cycle

are in low latitudes so that northern and southern spots seem almost to merge. Indeed, the

Butterfly Diagram " seems to suggest that the solar butterflies have been for the last three or

four cycles stronger

on the southern wing

than on the northern,

and that in the

expiring phases
the southern en-

croached slightly over

the northern at the

equator, as if the

southern influence

—

whatever it might be

—actually crossed

over the equator. But

the solar cycle now
running its course

has shown the north-

ern wing stronger

than the .southern ;

the strength of the

E. Waltef Maundeta.] Attfonomical So6i$ty .

THE ROTATION TIMES OF THE SUN.
If on a given dale seventeen spots, apart on the Central Meridian of

the Sun, as indicated by the vertical line, moved with the rate of their

latitude, after one complete rotation of the Sun they would lie on the
curved line. This shows how much more quickly spots rotate the nearer

they are the Sun’s equator.

[Greenw\ch Obsettatory,

A SPOT FORlvSHOKTENED.
A regular sjwt showing foreshortening near
the Sun's limb Note that the umbra is less

foreshortened than the whole

[Gremmch Observatory.

UMBRA AND PENUMBRA.
A stream of spots. Note the black umbra irregu-

larly set in grey penumbra. Note also the grada-

tion of light near the limb.
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forces acting within the Sun have, for the time being, been transferred to the nortliorii

hemisphere.

We may draw the conclusion that the Sun is not—at least not ahva>'s— symmetrical in the con-

stitution of its interior. There is something deep within the Sun, wliich makes a distinction between

its northern and its soutliern hemisphere. The solar cycle is one, not merely for sunspots in general,

and for sunspots in any special zone in particular, but there is some want of symme.try in its action

that makes the northern and the southern hemispheres distinct
;
tliey ma\' work in harmony or in

discord, but they work somewhat differently.

And perhaps tlie one cannot act without the other, or at least act clhciently. It scemefl to b(‘ so

in the latter part of the Sev'cnteenth Century, for during tlu' 70 years’ (h'arth of sj)ots, all that did

appear above the surface were southern, (*\cept in two cases, bolli occurring near the end ol tlu* dearth.

THr: srNvSnoT arkas ix thr north and south hicmisphkrivs ok titi-: sun.

The iiioiii iliiily spotte*! area of the Sun is shown separately for the northern (dotted lim*) and for the southern

(full lhit‘) hemisi)heres lor 1874 UHH. It will Im* seen that the Solar cycle is the .sanic f<n' l><»th hemispheres,

though there are differeuees in <letails Note that the northern hemisphere is aetiv(‘ before th<' southern, and in

the first two cyeles has a double hump. The southorn niaximuni is greati't, but with a single hump. In the

last eyc’le the northern hemisphere has the more strongl>' nuirke*! maximum.

Perhaps from this instance we might draw the inference that great feebleness in one hemisphere

means feebleness in the other also.

It is perhaps convenient to introduce here some numerical data about the Sun, and their relations

to the Earth. On the scale of Earth — 1, we have for the Sun : diameter 109
;
mass 333,434 ;

density =• 0*20
;

surface = 11,900
;

volume = 1,300,000 ;
surface, g-avity - 28*0. 1‘he diameter

of the Sun in miles is 864,000 and the area of its visible siirfaee (the hemisphere presented to us) is

over a million times a million square miles. The period of rotation assumed for the Sun is 25*38 days

(Carrington’s period), but this is, of course, its period relatively to the Stais ;
the corresponding

9
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mean rotation is 27-275 days— as

it appears to an observer on the

Earth, which is itself traversing

an orbit round the Sun in th(‘

same direction as the Sun rotates.

'I'he mean apparent daily motion

(d a spot, with respect to the

central meridian on the Sim’s

dl^c, IS 13''*2. A long-lived spot

appears to cross tlie visible disc

of tht' Sun in thirteen or lourteen

days.

In 1907, the writer loimd that

the longer lived a spot, the larger

is Its average size. 'I'h(‘ size of

a spot lasting for fourteen days

In more than four times that of

a ten-day spot, more than ele\eTi

times a hve-day spot, and nion*

than twenty-six times a two-day

spot. Also, a spot varies its area

from day to day of its history. It

starts from nothingness, it runs up rapidly to its maximum area, then more slowly it sinks again to

zero, though there ma\ h(‘ minor fluctuations both in its upward and downward course. Thus any one

oi these groups of different durations may have come into being at a region on the Sun’s surface turned
away from us, or it may die out on the invisible hemisphere

; its life, apparent to the Earth, may include

lor thtj most j)art its time of rapid growth, or on the other hand, its time of slow decline. Even the

one-day spots mav include ca^es of the' first day of a long and active life.

[Orrenwich Observatory,

THLJ SOL.\R MlCROMKTl^R OPKN.
The Solar micrometer fur mcasurms the positions and areas of spots and fanila?
The slide, on which the jilass diaphragm ruled iu squares moves, is open, showing

a phot<»graph in place, mounted on three pillars with the film side upwards.

[Grcettwirh Observatory,

TJIR SOLAR MICROMKTRR CLOSRD.
The same Solar micrometer with the slide clown, and showing the eye-piece,

which can move diametrically across the photograph

The writer therefore worked
out the history of all the spot

groups which lived, or api)cared to

live, for eight davs, dividing them
into three categories : The Eastern

Category includes those which

form in the invisible hemisphere,

and only the last eight days of

their existence arc passed on the

visible side of the Sun
;
these are

decaying groups, and their chief

energy is already passed. Next
in the Western (Category are those

which are born on the visible

side of the Sun, and pass, when
still active, into the unseen hemi-

sphere. These are large and

active groups, and they are visible

in their first eight days of life

when they are growing most
rapidly. The Central Category

are those which are born and
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which die on the visible hemisphere. Ihese are the true eight -da}" groups. The areas per day for

the three categories are :

—

Category,

Mean area per day

in millionths of the Suns No. oj groups

Eastern
visible hemisphere.

59 (>7

Western 194 35
Central 47 43

The true mean area of groups which live for eiglit days is 47 inilliontlis ol the Sun's visible

hemisphere that is to say, some 55 millions of square miles, or af)out six times the area of wliat
used to be the Russian Empire. Mark also that the number of groups in the Western Category
is about half the number in the Eastern Category, hut its mean area is more than tliree times that
of the groups which die in the East.

r

By peftHi'^sion oJ\ IThf Astronomif Royal.

GREENWICH OBSERVATORY ROOKING NORTH.
The original observatory of Flamsteed is seen in the far distance, surmounted by the time-ball and wind registers. In the
middle distance is the great dome of the 28-inch refractor

;
and in the foreground, the Allaziniuth, whose dome is opened (ns

shown) by sliding the halves mwrt.

We have therefore this point clear. For spot groups of this class—observed for (‘ight days

—

many more come round at the (last limb of the Sun from the unseen hemisphere and die on the visible

disc, than are bom on the visible hemisphere and pass out of sight at the west limb. For eight-day

groups the mortality on the visible hemisphere is much greater than the birth-rate.

Why should this be so ? The Sun is constantly turning round as seen from the*. Kartli ;
there

is no central meridian, no eastern nor western edge marked in it or on it
;
these are only “conventional

lines as seen from the Earth. If on the Sun there is really a difference between the east and the

west as seen from the Earth, then it must be the Earth itself which causes that difference. What

is east and west or central on the Sun to us on the Earth, would not be so to observers on another

planet. But consider what the size of an eight-day spot is —47 millionths of the Sun's visible hemi-

sphere, that is to say about 65 millions of square miles ; the Earth itself could settle down in such a

hole and find room enough to roll a bit. Does this preponderance of east over west for the Sun hold
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[The Kev, T. E, R, Phtlltps.

Till, TAWNY ZONi: OF JUPlTKR,

This draum« uas Hiadt in H»20, M uch 18, and shows the “ btlls ” .iiid “ /ones ” of the *Sun’s greatest s«itellitt Jupiter js

verv clli]>iical , its equator bulges greatly iHCuust of its rapid rotation The broad middle b*ind is the “Equatorial Zone,

an'l normally is of pun white tohmi, but from tune to time it assumes a dttp oehrtish ytllow The sione becomes tawny-

colourcd alxmt every twelve years and it is suggested tluit this change m colour may be comiected with the solar cycle, since

the Sun sends out particles charged electrically causmg aurora? on the E<irth and perhaps this effett on Jupiter

gfwxl only for eight-day spots ’ For the 12 years, 1889-1901 ,
the writer counted the number of spots

coming round the Sun’s east limb out of the invisible hemisphere and found them 947, but the

number that went from the visible side of the Sun round the west limb into the unseen hemisphere

was only 777. That is 170 spots, or 22 per cent, of the whole number, seem to have been killed by

th< Earth. Comparing the birth-rate and the mortality tables for the seen and unseen hemispheres

of the Sun the writer got the following curious result

N. hemisphere. S. hemisphere. Whole disc.

Born on visible hemisphere 171 223 394

Born on invisible hemisphere ... 258 314 572

Died on visible hemisphere ... .. 248 316 664

Died on invisible hemisphere ... 181 221 402
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Thus both north and south jindicated that the greater number of spots were born on the unseen

hemisphere, but the visible hemisphere proved the graveyard tor the majority of sjiots.

But sunspots are not the only features of the Sun. There are prominenees
;
these are likt‘ great

flames, and these too showed that, as a rule, there wrre more ot them visil)le on the eastern edge ol

the Sun than on the western. As a rule, but not always
,
lor with prominenees as with suiis]K)ts, it

seemed when the Sun's aetivity died down as it the western flames wen* slighth* inon' numerous than

the eastern.

The Earth is so small, and the Sun and its spots and flames are so vast, that it seems absurd to

suppose that a body like the Earth could influence structures so much greater. Might it not be tliat

sunspots are holes which slant backwards, and if behind them the Sun's suriace were hea]H‘d up, it

seems possible that as the spots came up the eastern slope to the central meridian wc should see tlu'ir

front parts unhidden by the laculous clouds, l)ut as they went dowm the western slope wt* would siv

them partly covered up by tlie lacula* behind them.

Tn 1921 E. W. Maunder tested this suggestion by investigating whether tlu' laciihe themselves

showed any prelerence for the east or the west. If they should show^ no ju'clerence then they might

well be the cause ot the apparent prelerence of sunsjiots lor the east, since tlu' laciih'e lie above the

sunspots and tend to lag behind them. Ent lor the 12 years examined l)y hk W. Maunder tlu‘

eastern lacuUe predominated over tlie western, slightly but persistently for such ])arts ol the .solar

cycle as the Sun is most active
;

during those years when the Sun quieted dowai the western faeuhv

w(‘re the greater and iiion' rnimerous. This is the same nsult as is found for the solar flames. Now

there is nothing to hide the facul*e, aiicl therefore it w'ould s(‘ein as if th(‘ Earth does (*\ereise ti r(‘al

and sensible infiueiiee* upon the forces within the Sun. It is an infliieiux' that is not t‘(pially eflicit'iit

{The Yerhes Observatory

Bypmnisrionon
CXOUDS AS SEEN FROM MOtTNT WIESON.
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at all times ; it is most potent

when the Sun is active ;
when

the Sun is quiet the Earth’s

influence dies down, or perhaps

even acts in a contrary direc-

tion.

Spots, facul® and promin-

ences all keep the law of the

11-year cycle, but they keep it

somewhat independently ; they

attain their maxima and die

down, not all at the same times,

just as the northern and

southern hemispheres do not

act synchronically. And
[Gnmwich observatofy. anothcr feature of the Sun also

'‘REOri^AR” SUNSPOTS. , , . , ™ ,

These sunspots of cliffeient sizes arc all of the “rcfifular ” t>pe, havuiR round black
^

umbra’ surrounded by round ffjey penumbra; Note th.\t the Sun’s limb is less Sun’s bright disc is wholly
bright than its centre.

Covered by the Moon and .so

i.s tTlipsed, we see round its edge a radiance shining
;

not a halo or glistening atmosphere such as

surrounds a candle flame in a fog, but a structured radiance that is called the Sun s corona (see p. 126).

When the Sun s activity is at its least the corona seems to consist of two pairs of wings folded

more or less symmetrically along the line of its equator, together with coronal plumes at the

north and south poles, not unlike some types of auront on tlie Earth. At maximum activity,

when the sunspots are sjiread most widely in longitude and latitude, the great wings, or petal-

shaped leaves of the corona, spread out in all directions, appearing sometimes even to cover the

j)()les of the Sun, and the broad bases of the petals surround the regions where spots have been and

above which the prominences flame. But the tips of the petals do not taper to a point, but stretch

out into long rod-like rays—beams with parallel edges—to limits beyond what no photograph as yet

has been able to trace them. All these features are turning, though with unequal rates, with the

Sun as it turns on its axis, and we
know that the causes which excite .

them lie within the Sun. Can we s

get anv measure of the depths at
^

*3
which these causes lie, from the

differences in behaviour ? <
" ^

In 1905 E. W. Maunder and tie

writer investigated the solar rotation ^ \

periods for the two cycles, 1879-

1901. We found that the rotation
^

period of the Sun, obtained by Car- a
rington, does not correspond to a

'

latitude of between 10*^ and 15^, as /

,

he supposed, but is given by the

separate spot groups of latitude 22i®

or by the '"recurrent” groups of ^

latitude 20°, in other words. Car-

rington ’s period is not that of the a complex sunspot stream.

mean of all spots, but is considerably leader is “ regular **

; the trailer spot is very complex
; In between

^ penumbral matter with smaU umbra. Note
larger than that mean. the black umbral trench in the trailer.

[Greenwich Observatory,

A COMPLEX SUNSPOT STREAM.
The leader is “ regular **

; the trailer spot Is very complex
; In between

them there is much grey penumbral matter with small umbra. Note
the black umbral trench in the trailer.



[C. W. Ritchey

THE OWL NEBULA,
Like many planetaxy nebulse, Ibc Owl has a bright star placed almost centrally within its circle. There is very little

doubt that the nebula 13 closely associated with this star, and it has been suggested that the nebula owes its light to the star’s

light being either reflected wholly at each point, or re-emitted without loss. Mr. Hubble, ot Mt Wilson Observatory, suggests

that the star may send forth streams of minute charged particles which excite the nebula electrically as the Sun cxdtes
aurorae on the Earth. The Owl Nebula is the largest planetary nebula in the Heavens, and lies near the second Pointer Star

in the Plough.
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M. Thomoti^ Wt F, A* Elli'^ont

r M Aniontadt. /f Thomson L* M. Antomadt] [Brthsh A stronomtcal Association.

MARS IN 1916.

Six views of the pliiiet Mars showing the north polar cap These drawings show different

presentations of the north pole of Mars, but do not show its change of size with the Martian

setisons, tLs all were made within a couple of months But in addition to the change in size of

the polar cap of Mars with the seasons -just as our northern polar ice melts to some extent in

our northern summer^—M Eugene Antoniadi has shown that the Martian snows melt more quickly

when the Sun has many spots and more slowly when there are no sunsiKits.

We also found

that spot groups

which have differ-

ent lengths of life,

if discussed separ-

ately, give differ-

ent rotation periods

for the Sun. There

arc " short-lived

spot groups last-

ing for six or seven

days
,

" medium

and “ long-lived

(13, 14, or 15 days)

and “ recurrent
”

gronj)s, these last-

ing through more

than one appari-

tion, that is for at

least thre(‘ weeks,

and perhaps for

live or six or even

for some months

The longer lived

the group the

slower is the rota-

tion which it gives

for the Sun, and wc

infer that a dis-

turbance causing

these slower mov-

ing and steady

" I'e c u r r e n t

groups lies deeper

down in the Sun

and ai)proximates

more closely to its

true rotation
period than the

shorter-lived and

more erratic groups

caused by disturb-

ances lying neartT

the surface. In

other words, slow-

ness of mean mo-

tion is a criterion

of depth for the

layer under exam-

ination.
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We found also that though the

higher the latitude the longer the

rotation period of the: latitude, yet

the shortest mean period is given,

not by tlic equator itself, but slightly

to the nortl] of it* On the whole

the periods in the northcrh latitudes

tend to lengthen more rapidly with

distance from the equator than those

of the southern, and this pheno-

menon is found not only in the

totality of groups but also in the

very long-lived “ recurrent ” groups.

For the whole numb(ir of groui)s,

short-lived taken with long-lived, we
find that the northern hemisphere

moves more rapidly than the

southern until latitude 20^ is passed,

after which the southern moves
more rapidly

;
in the case of

the deep-seated recurrent groups,

treated by themselves, the northern

hernisphere is the more rapid until

25'" is passed, after which it

is slower than the southern.

\A, E. Dtmelusi.
IHIv SOlyAK CVCiai AND TKiaC (‘.KOW'I'II.

A section of a Scotch pine of six inches (Uaniclcr I'rotn Ds, Norway. It
was cut ill 1007 aud tha incomplete outermost rin« was yrown that year;
the innermost rin^» was 1848. Arrows mark the years of sunspot maxima,

^ M Dougfass,

THK SOlyAR CYCnE AND TREE GROWTH.
A log from Dalame, Sweden, whose outermost ring was grown in 1911.

Cycles or pulsations are easily seen In the grouping of tree rings, und can

be identified in sections of other trees and with years of many sunsiwts.

If a photograph of the sSuii is

taken by means of the sjx'ctrohelio-

gntph in a ray of light from (’aloium,

so that a j>icturc is got of tlie ('alriimi

clouds (these are like facuUe, l)iil .'ire

not identical with them) tiny an*

called Calcium flocculi, 1'hey lie

close to the sjiots but slightly above

them, and oixscure them in part.

Like faculae, flocculi may also lie

found where no spot is actually

visible. Profes.sor Pliilij) Fox, tin*

Director of Dtjarborn OI>s(‘rvatory,

when at Yerkes measured the periods

of rotation for the Calcium flocculi,

as has beim done for sunspots at

(ireenwich, and for tfiem he showed

that for every corresponding pair of

latitude zones, except the first, tlic

southern hemiisphere has a slightly

greatiT rotational movement.

Combining the results from Mr.

Fox and the (Greenwich observers, we
find that for such groups as arc
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SL N CREvSCENTS DERINO \ PARTIAL KCLIPSli

During' a partial ecliiwc of tht Sun many interestma phenomena art observed.

The ln;ht putehes cast by the chink*^ between leaves (»f a tree arc no longer

round If the fiiietrs of the hand arc outsti etche<l they appear like a liircVs claws

most deeply seated, the northern

hemisphere of the Sun rotates

more quickly timn the southern

up to a solar latitude of 25®
;

for

spots at a mean level slightly

higher, this northern excess only

extends to 20®
; whilst for the

high flocculi the reverse holds

good, and for all solar latitudes

beyond 6® the southern hemisphere

has the quicker motion. We
thus infer a state of strain, not

only between the southern and

northern solar hemispheres, but

also between the higher and lower

strata in those hemispheres.

Dr. Bauer, the Chief of Divi-

sion of Terrestrial Magnetism in

the United States, has said :
—

“ Modern researches would indi-

cate that the chief source of the

Earth's magnetism is not to be

referred to ptTmanently magn(‘tised substances, but doubtless to a system of electric currents

emb(‘dded deej) within the interior of the Earth and connected in some manner with the Earth’s

rotation ” May we look therefore to find evidences of magnetism in the Sun, whose various layers

rotate in such differing fashion ?

[British Astronomical Association,

MRS. MAUNDERS’ OBSERVING HUT IN INDIA.

In the Solar eclipse cxpediilon of 1 898 to India, the huts housing the telescopes were made of bamboo matting,

and when the eclipfi.e Ijegan the matting was stripped off the roof. The chinks in the matting showed on

the floor as crescent-shaped patches of light



\A.F.. Douglass.

A tree aged 2,800 YEARS.

Cutting a sample from the end of a log which had grown for 2,800 years. The tree had fallen about six years earlier. Professor

Douglass hopes to be able to test sections of fossil trees also, and so gain knowledge both of the rainfall on the Earth and of

the spottedness of the Sun for thousands of years.
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En M AHion%a4i> //. Thomson • T. E R Phtlltpi [British Astronomical Association,

AURS IN l»Jh

The planet Mare resembUs the Tiarth m liavinj^ white polar caps that resemble snow and are

probably hoar frost Like the Etirtli it turns in twenty-four hours very nearly. Its atmosphere
IS very rare and very transj^arent, so that the features on its .surface can at most times be clearly

recognised. Thus, in the first four drawings there is a very dark j^alch bordering on the north
poKir cap whieh has been given the name of the Acidulium Sea

In the waning

years of the solar

cycle 1901-191:3,

Professor (i. E.

Hale, of the Mount

Wilson Observa-

tory in California,

found that about

BO per cent, of all

sunspots are twin

groups, the single

or multiple mem-
bcTS of which are

magnetically dis-

similar ; also in

that cycle (the one

jireceding the cur-

rent cycle) the

" leaders of sun-

spot streams in th(‘

northern hemi-

sphere of tlie Sun

were of minits sign

(corresj)ondiTig to

the N. magnetic

pole of the Earth),

and the “ trailers

of these same

groups were of phts

sign
;

for streams

in the Sun's south-

ern hemisphere

tht‘“ leaders ” were

of p/iis sign, and

the " trailers ” of

minus sign. That

is to say, in the

case of such “ bi-

polar ” groups the

magnetic polarity

of the two chief

members is reversed

for opposite sides

of the solar

equator.

Then a strange

thing occurred, In

1912, just as dead

minimum set in,

there was a sudden
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reversal of the magnetic polarity—the
'' leader '' spots of a stream in the
northern hemisphere became of plus
sign, and of the southern hemisphere
became of minus sign

;
the northern and

southern hemispheres changed over as

regards the quality of their magnetism.
It was as if the cyclones and tornadoes

north of the Earth's equator were suddenly

to whirl clockwise instead of counter-

clockwise. The Sun has been found to

have a magnetic axis, and its inclination

to the solar axis of rotation and its period

are known. The Earth and the Sun,

rotating in the same direction, are magnets
of the same polarity, with magnetic axes

which fail to coincide witli their rotation

axes.

This reversal of polarity in 1912 sup-

plies another indication that tlie cause of

the sunspot cycle has its seat within the

Sun. We do not know if it will again

reverse at the approaching minimum. It

may be worth while to point out that in

this last cycle now drawing to a close, the

northern hemisphere has proved the mow
active ; for several previous cycles the

southern was steadily the strong(T. It is

j)ossible that the relative activity of the

north and south may de]K'nd on their

magnetic signs. Hut this suggestion

cannot be established or j)rovcd (Tront'ous

for several years to come.

If a photograph of the Sun is taken

in the spectroheliograph in Ha light, i,(\,

the light of the red lim; of hydrogen, a

picture is got of hydrogen flocculi, and tlie

examples reproduced are those obtained

by Mr. Evershed at Kodaikanal in India.

On the series arc seen sunspots, hydrogen

flocculi, and long curved dark markings

due to absor])tion by hydrogen, and this

hydrogen is seen on those j)ictures taken

in 1919, May 27-29, as a great promin-

ence, the famous one seen on the eclipse

photographs of that year. These features

alter their ])ositions and shaj)es from day

to day
; on May 11 the dark absoiption

marking forms a great semicircle, partly in

the northern hemisphere, partly in the

y. J'VCtsluii
1 [h’oyal Astnmomtciil Sonriv>

THI-: SUN IN IIVOKOr.ICN IJ(.IIT

A of the Sun takun by means of tlie siurlroscope in

hydrogen lijihl ami showing <lark markings which arc due to ubsorplton
hy hydroj^en vapour Note that llu'se ilaik markings form a veiy

broken circle.

/. Evershed] \ Royal Astronomical Society.

THK SUN IN HYDUOGKN UGllT.

This photograph was taken two days earlier than the upper one

and shows the dark hydrogen markinss ncai the eastern ed^e of

the Sun. Note the li^ht hydroj^en flocculi lyinR in broken bamls
across the Sun’s disc.
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J. Evershed] [Royal Astronomical Society

THU GREAT ECIJPSE PROMINENCE OK 1919.

During the edipse of the Sun of May 129, 1919, a very fine prominence

was seen on the Sun’s eastern eilpe. This was u loiiR-lived promi*

nencf aiul was photop-aphed by the speetroheliograi)h for several

(lays before mul after the eclipse.

southern, and about the middle of its curve

is a large sunspot with bright hydrogen

flocculi attached to it. Mr. Evershed

computes that these absorption markings

were lying about 30" higher than the spot,

but both sjiot and ab.sorption prominence

were turning througli 14^-28 a day- that is

almost exactly the amount found by E. W.
Maunder and the writer for the " recur-

rent " groups, those whose exciting cause

lies deepest in the Sun. Mr. Evershed

says that these dark markings often appear

to
'

‘ form the outer boundaries of the

regions of sunspot disturbance, their curved

linear forms bending round the preceding

side of a sunspot group and trailing east-

wards on either side, as though the spots

were surging through a liquid sea and

causing a diverging wave on either side.

It is difficult to avoid the conclusion that sun-

spots, flocculi and prominences are all mani-

festations of the same disturbance emanating

prohal-)!}’ from the interior of the Sun.”

J. Evershed] [Royal Astronomical Soctety.

THE ECEIPSR PROMINENCE ON THE SUN’S DISC
AND EIMH.

Prominences are closely conneettid if not identical with the dark

absorption markings due to hydrogen. This pair of photographs
shows the great prominence on the Sun’s west limb on May Ifi,

and on the Sun’s disc on May 11, 1919,

In a total eclipse we can see not the

Sun itself but its surroundings, and here again

we find such influences proceeding from the Sun

and building up the structure of the corona

in obedience to them. In the SSE. quarter

of the eclipse of 1871, December 12, a leaf-

likc group ri.ses above a bright semi-circular

arc, and mucli fiiiiUer arcs can be discerned

rising above the lowest one, and above these

the sides of the coronal structure are curved

as if they would meet. ' Similarly in the

eclipse of 1898 in India, such leaf-like curves
—

” glass cases ” as they have been familiarly

described—were seen in photographs of the

lower corona, and on some small scale photo-

graphs, taken by the writer for the purpose

of obtaining the outer corona, these curves

were found to taper as if tending towards an

apex, but instead of reaching a final point,

appeared to be blown out and driven away in

a straight line into space. The longest beam

there photographed was traced for at least

six million miles.

We cannot ever see these various features
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of tlie Sun in their

relative positions all

together, yet we can

judge with proba-

bility that the

broad bast\s of the

coronal wings art;

outlined roughly by
the dark absorption

markings, and iii-

,f dl.'I.'a r..i ... ... ..... ...

sidetheseboundaries

the various streams

of sunspots, the

clouds of -hvdroizen
Prof, Ph\hp Fotl

[ Yfrkes Observatory.

CAl^CIVM SPRCTROHFXIOGRAMS OF
THE SUN.

Taken on AuRUSt 27, lUOS. The bright
patches are calcium clouils, the black poinlri

are sunspots almost hitlden by the calcium,
and there are small calcium clouds all over

the vSun.

forward by Professor Hale that the

and calcium, the
n r , ,

CAbCiriM SPICCTROniCbKX'.KAltlS OF
names ol metals and Tin-: si n.

hydrogen, all re- Taken t)n August 28, Note how all th(‘

calcium markings and the sunspots have moved
‘

to me (Ktp

underlying disturb- ealcinm clouds ami the encloHCll sunspots are

ance. Rcmernhcrim? alim)st in the same longitude but In ilifferent

^ hemi8i>heres
the facts brought

leader and “ trailer " of a stream in one liemisphere are

of different polarities, as w'ell as the leaders of streams in different liemispheres, we can understand
how the same disturbed area may feed the coronal wings with particles of different signs, which by
their mutual attraction give rise to the rod-like beams that issue from it. When these parcels of

electric particles, charged with different signs, cross the space that separatevs the Sun from a planet

—

the Earth or Jupiter—what happens to indicate their arrival ?

First, the Earth. We have long known that a magnetic needle will j)oint nearly diit‘ north and
south if undisturbed. Hut it does not remain undisturl^ed for long, for day by day from about nine

in the morning till about two in the afternoon there is a fecl)le swing of the magnet to the west, and

during the remain-

ing hours it creeps

back. But the

extent of the swing

is greater in sum-

mer than in winter,

greater at times

when there are

many spots on the

Sun than when there

are few. Terrestrial

magnetism c o n -

forms to the 1 1-year

solar cycle. On the
|

«/. mi,p j-w [yffA« OHsi^UfyT Sun every now anti Prof. PMip Fox\ rA’oy«; Astrmomical Socitty.

CAi,cnTM SPECTKOHRUOGRAMS OF then—we cannot calcium .si’icctrohulichirams of
THE SUN. foretell it—a mon-

Taken on September 1, 1908. Note that the Taken September 2, 1908. The Sun has turned
two great calcium patches in the Sun’s ster Spot breaks out the ptirallel calcium bands farther to the west

;

northern and southern hemispheres have moved passes across ciistem hemispheie of the Sun is nearly

past the central meridian into the western
i. . i

devoid of them. The northern spots are

hemisphere. the disc into the almost hidden.

\Knyal Astronomical Society,

CAbCIUM SPICCTROHEEIOGRAMS OF
THE SUN.

Taken September 2, 1908. The Sun has turned
the ptirallel calcium bands farther to the west

;

the eiistem hemispheic of the Sun is nearly
devoid of them. The northern spots are

almost hidden.
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unseen hemisphere, and may cross and recross it several times
; we know it to be the same spot by

itwS solar longitude and latitude. On the Earth every now and then, without warning, the magnetic

needle becomes violent!}^ agitated
,
wc have a magnetic storm, which lasts for some hours or a day or

two, and dies down, and the needle swings again with a gentle throbbing, to and fro, until another

unexpected storm agitates it afresh. Are these unexpected events connected in any way ? They
occur sometimes together and sometimes quite separately. We can recognise a spot when it returns

to tlu* visible hemisphere ; can we recognise a magnetic storm again ?

We can recognise it, and in just the same way as with sunspots, as E. W. Maunder has shown.

Pfo/. Phtlip Fom] [Poyai Asironomcal Socniy

CALCIUM MARKINGS ON TUB SUN.

Professfjr Fox found that he was able to identify some of the small calcium markings on the photographs of the Sun taken

in calcium light, and that he toul<l follow these sometimes for four flve or six clays Accordingly he measured the positions

and areas of thc-sc markings for each day and so obtained their solar longiluoc «nd the Greenwich observers obtain

the solar longitude and latitude of sunspots From this Professor Fox was able to conclude that C gave a

rotation period for the Sun not very different from simsfiots, though they lie at a higher level than the sunspots
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I •»« i It fM »««'>«•** 1* ' ' * "

TYPES OF SOEAR CORON*E.
(Bn/tsA A^/ronornttal Aisoctattcm,

We find that the corona varies with the solar cycle. When there arc many spots on the Sun the corona is rayed like a star ;

when the Sun is quiet and there arc no st>ots ujxm it then the great coronal streanuTS seem to fold themselves about the Sun’s

equiitor. In the picture the first column shows the corona at solar maximum
;
the second column, when the Sun’s activity

is on the decline
;
the third, when it is at minimum

;
and the fourth, when it has reawakened. Note especially the maximum

eclipse of 1803 and the minimum of 1878 and 1880.

The time between the return of the spot to the same place is the apparent time that it takes the Sun

to turn on its axis, and that is the time that occurs over and over again as the interval between

successive magnetic storms. In the two diagrams (page 14B top), in each case the length of the parallel

lines represents one rotation of the Sun
; the dots give, in that rotation, the longitude of the centre

of the Sun’s disc—in the one case of ‘"recurrent ” groups, whether they were north or south
;
in

the other case for the time of beginning of a magnetic storm. The two diagrams are not for the same

dates, so there is no actual connection between the two sets of phenomena, but it is obvious that

if there are no labels attached it would not be possible to say which related to sunspots and which to

magnetic storms ;
their motions and the variations of their motions are of the same order. On a

particular region of the Sun some commotion occurs : sunspots, faculae, flocculi, prominences, are

found
;
above the disturbed area a great petal-like streamer of corona arises, and its apex drawn

out into a rod-like ray, containing parcels of charged particles, wliich extend from tlie Sun to distances

which may be expressed in scores or hundreds of millions of miles. When those parcels of charged

particles overtake and strike that part of the Earth where the Sun is setting (since the Sun turns

on its axis in the same direction as that in which the Earth is revolving in its orbit), a disturbance,

more or less violent, occurs of the Earth’s magnetism.

Such disturbances may be visible as aurorae on the Earth, and in the 70 years' dearth of sunspots,

lo
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/•, Maundet [ho\al Astrmomtcal Society

vSuxsj*()Ts AND ma(;nktic storms.
The horiztmlal lints each rcpiescnl a rotation of
the Sun markeil out in longitu<lc by the scale at
the top The linked <lots are loiig'livt<l suiisiiota

whether north or south

aurorae were

lacking. Au-

rora; a.s well

as magnetic

storms obey

the law of the

Sun ’s rota-

tion, and this

could not be

so if the influ-

e n c e t h at

brings about

our magnetic

storms and

aurora pro-

ceeded equally

from (‘very

part of the so-

lar surface and

A H'. Maunder) l[/eoyal A stronomtcal Society.

SUNSPOTwS ANT) MAGNETIC STORMS.
The horizontal line.s and the scale of longitudes arc
the same as for the preceding picture, but the dots
iK^w represent the beginnings t)f magnetic storms

on the ICarth.

was radiated from it c(juall\ in all directions. It follows that both magnetic storms and aurorae

are brought about by an influence which arises from restricted areas of the Sun’s surface, and is dis-

charged from such areas in restricted directions. Further, Mr. (lavin Burns has tabulated the
records of aurora* of the years 1916-1919, in accordance with the solar rotation, and his tables show

f, TV Maunder [Royal Astronomteal Soexe'y
THE lU’TTHRJ-XY DIAGRAM,

I’^ich vfftictil line represents a sunspot whether great or small (Kvurring in the rotation of the Sun and in the latitude north
<iT south .Volt that tach solar cycle is marked off from the one before it and the one after it without any po.S3ibility of doubt.

Note that the south seems stronger than the north



THIv COUONA or 1871, DlvCI.MHIvR

I

il i^(rr>nomuaI h(Huly.

This is a drawing made by Mr A C Rnnyard .in<l Mr W J1 Weslf> Ironi the photogiaphs taken b^ Jv)rd landsay’s expedition

to Baikul to observe the eclipsi* of 1871 Note the arehing pionunences in llic lo-v\(r left hand quarter of the edipsed Sun and
Ihc series of arches above them formed liy coronal material Note the bright loop m the east-north-east quadrant Note the

black straight rift in the wcsl-north-wtst quadrant The coronal streamers htivi almost masked the jKilar rays but those at

the Sun’s north pole are distinguishable. Note the prominences near both the north and south poles of the Sun



Astronom%cal Soctety.

A CORONAIv streamer.
This IS an cularKcnient of the north-west coronal streamer of the cclijjse of the Sun of 1871, December 12. The drawing is

in negative, for the artist, Mr. W H Wesley, drew the bright parts dark as on the original photographs The white streak
on the nght side of the picture is the very black streak seen in the west-north-west quadrant of the preceding picture This
streak is probably due to absorbmg matter and its stra’ghtness is in sharp contrast to the natural curve of the corona seen on

the left side, the leaf-like structure arching over an active region on the Sun.
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that the greatest displays synchronised with the return of certain special meridians to the centre of

the Sun^s disc
;
other meridians on the Sun appear to leave our atmosphere quite undisturbed. 'Hie

Sun is structured, not only as between the northern and southern hemispheres and as between different

latitudes, but, as regards its emanations, as between some of its longitudes also.

Besides this influence on magnetic storms and aurora*, in two other cases there are indications

that the state of the Sun’s interior influences the conditions on the Eartli. In the first case, in 1909,

E. W. Maunder showed that the cyclones of the Indian Ocean present several striking instances

of the recurrence of the cyclone at the interval of the solar rotation as it ai)pears from the

Earth. Thus cyclones occurred on the following dates: 1805 December 8, 1806 January 6,

February 2, March 3, and March 30, and it is improbable that such a sequence should be wholly

accidental, especially as there were no other cyclones catalogued for the half year, 1805 October to

1866 March,

The second case is that in which astronomy, meteorology, and botany, join. Professor A. E.

Douglass desired to understand the variations of the Sun through their correlations with climatic

phenomena. As the science of meteorology is still comparatively new, he sought botanical aid in

order to extend his knowledge of weather changes over hundreds and even thousands of years by

THE lyONG COKONAI, RAY.

This drawing wtis made by Mr. W. H. Wesley from the small scale coronal photograph taken by the writer in India in the

ccHt>se of 180^ streamer in the south-west quadrant is pc-UU-like at its base, but the tip of the petal extends

outwards in a rod-like ray for at least six millions of miles.

making use of the dependence of the annual rings of trees in dry climates on the annual rainfall. He

investigated chiefly the pines and sequoias of northern Arizona, and his argument was that the tree-

rings measured the growth and the growth depended roughly on the amount of moisture. Only the

yellow pines and the sequoias extend back beyond the first telescopic observations of .sunspots, and

from the vellow pines he finds an 11-4-year cycle, and in addition, for RO years following the year 10(»0

(corresponding to the 70 years’ dearth of spots) the curve flattens out. The sequoias also show this

flattening but for the years 1670-1727. It will be noted that in the case of pines and sequoias both,

there is a lag before the long minimum of 1645-1715 takes effect. In certain wet climates, where trees

give a good record of the solar cycle, we find that the maximum ring growth is three years in

advance of the solar maximum,
,

Professor Douglass says ;
" The yellow pines of Arizona give evidence that 600 years ago the cycle

was operating very much as now. The sequoias, if correctly interpreted, already carry the history
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back some 3,000 years, and beyond that fossil trees may stretch the time covered, in piart at least,

into millions of \ears."

Lea\'ing tlu' Earth and its meteorology, the next planet beyond is Mars, and in 1910 E. M. Antoniadi

(thi' most skilled and careful areographer of the present gentTation) detected an agreement between

tht‘ erratic melting of the snow caps on Mars and the solar cycle. Out of 21 cases observed of the

melting between 1S02 and 1014, 17 are favourable to the agreement in question.

The solar cycle in tree-rings and in the melting of the snow caps on Mars may be due rather to the

relation of solar heat to solar activity than to the action of parcels of charged particles sent out by the

Sun. But in the case of the* next planet, Jupiter, the effects produced are not a case of much or little

fieat, but of changes, in my opinion, excited by emanations of such particles from the Sun.

Prof, Philip Fox]

THI- YHRKUS WAV OF MKASriUNO IXOCCCTJ.
\Yerke't Ob}>ifrva!ory,

At ( ircenwich, soliir photographs uic nu*asuic<I accurately in a micrt)mctt‘T so as tt> the latitudi'S and loiipitudcs ('f suiisi)ots.

Calcium llocculi arc immense shapeless clouds and it is not iv)ssible to measure them in this way, and accordingly, at Yerkes,
the sp’cctrohclio^anis an* inojected neatly ujmmi a ruled «lobe as shown,

Mr. Stanley Williams pointed out in 1899 that the north and south equatorial Belts are given

to an interchange of their colouring. When the north equatorial Belt is intensely red the south

equatorial Belt is not only devoid of nid, but even bluish
;

later, in two or three years, both Belts

are equally reddish
;
then again in two or three years’ time the south is intensely red and the north

bluish, and so on. In the intermediate stag(;s when both are reddish the equatorial Zone may take

on a“ tawny ” hue (actually when the south t'quatorial Belt is changing from red to very red, and the

north from red to blue, but n(;t conversely), and in 1920 Mr. William.s investigated this colour change

also. E'or the colour cycle in the Belts he gets 12*18 years, and for the Zone 11*95 years, but the

interval between one maximum and the next may vary by one or more years, just as the solar cycle

does. Mr. Williams attributes these changes to a seasonal ” effect due to Jupiter’s revolution
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round the Sun in j^ears. But Jupiter's axis is nearly perpendicular to this orbit, so that no true
seasona e ect can e produced on his equatorial Zone and Belts, and though the eccentricity of his
orbit IS three times that of the Earth s, the general change in heat from perihelion to aphelion should
not atfect differently the north and south equatorial Belts, seeing that they are equally presented to it.

In the case of the Sun we saw from “ the Butterfly Diagram " that the cause of its changes must
come from within, so on Jupiter the cause of the changes in his equatorial Belts must lie within him ;

it cannot be any general influence impressed from without. If the changes on Jupiter are at all related
to the Sun then they must be brouglit about by solar influences which act differently on Jupiter's
northern and southern hemispheres, because these are different the one from the other.

In December 1922, E. Hubble, of the Mount Wilson Observatory, California, published his
investigation of the sources of illumination of diffuse nebul£e which had bright stars involved in them.
He found that the stars were the cause of the illumination of the nebulae ; that these re-emit or reflect
exactly the same amount of light as the stars shed upon them at any point, and as a rule light of the
same quality. He also found in his study of nebulae of more definite form surrounding central stars

—

Fnm “ Knmvledge'*] [Hy pfrmts'iUm of tht Astronomer Royal

OKEHNWICH OBSERVATORY FIFTY YEARS A(;o
On the right is Flamsteed House, the original observatory built by Sir Christopher Wren. On it'^ roof arc seen the wind
registers find time-ball In the background m seen the transit house, where is the fundamental teleseope nf the Greenwich

Observatory. The dome, like a gasometer, housed the Lirgest instrument then at (ireeiiwieh, a 12f'ineh refractor

known as'" planetary nebnlse " from their disc-like appearance bearing rough resemblance to })lanets

—that their luminosity is apparently excited by the radiation from those central stars of .streams of

electrically charged particles. It would not be surprising therefore if we should find that such

emanations from the Sun— which cause aurorfe and magnetic storms upon the Earth also produce

effects upon Jupiter, and become evident to us there in changes of colour.
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THE ATMOSPHERE OF THE SUN
By C. P. J^utlku, A,R.('.Sr., F.K.P.S., P.R.A.S.

To thf observer at ordinary times, without optical aid, the sun appt'ars only as a brilliant disc,

which may at intervals exhibit dark markin^^s known as sunsj)ots. Occasionally the Moon, coming

in bt‘t\\een the Earth and the Sun, coinpletelv obliterates the disc, and it is during such Total Solar

Ecli]>ses that indications ol thi' jues(‘nce of something outside the Sun’s edge must have been presented

in ])ast ages to all who were sufhcieiitly interest(‘d to observe the phenomenon.

1‘nlike the sunspots, however, of which w'(‘ have records from very ancient times, no authentic

record apiH‘ars to be existent concerning observations of any projections beyond the Moon's dark

limb, 1‘xcept that of the corona, w’hich has been certainly recognised since the days of Kepler, about

A.D. um.
At the eclipse w'hich occurred on July 8, 1842, we have the first accurate description of three

rosy-red protuberances, projecting some distance

bevond the edge of the dark Moon. For some time

later opinions still varied as to these features be-

longing to the Sun or the Moon, but it w'as detinitelv

settled at a subsequent eclipse that they w(‘re f)art

ol the Sun’s surroundings, because they w'ere

found not to partake of the motion ol the Moon

as it passed over the Sun during the eclipse.

More carelul observations served to jirove that

these rosy flanu'S or protuberances were only the

higher portions of w'hat appeared to b(‘ practically

a continuou!} riQg of gas(‘ous material, very close

to the edge o| the brilliant solar surface. Soon

after measurements made w'ith telescopic apparatus

furnished the.information that this layer of s(‘(*m-

ingl\ coloured gas had a thickness ol from 3,()0d

to 5,()(K) miles--:not a great depth considering the

Sun’s total diameter of over HOb.dOO miles.

In spite of these facts many otherwise well-

jnfornied people continued to believe that the

projections might be caused by irregularities on

the Moon’s edge.

All doubt, howf \'ei, was linall,\ disiiclled by the

satisfactory observations made photographically

hv Secchi and l)e La Rue at thi* eclijisc* of in Spain. The protuberances wen* found to be quite

independent of the Moon’s motion, and henceforward they were regarded as truly solar appendages.

The important nature of this new' advance acting as a stimulus, immediate arrang(;ments were made

for very extensive observation'^ of all po.ssibl(‘ future eclipses.

Before the next eclip.se, however, an additkmal method of research was b('ing perfected in the

application of spectrum analysis, and at the eclipse of 18(>8 it was found that the solar surroundings

outside the Moon's limb were comi)osed of gaseous sul)stances which showed bright line spectra.

One of the chief constituents of this atmosphere first recognised was the well-known gas, hydrogen.

For the first time it was definitely proved tliat the light of the protuberances could not be due to

reflected sunlight.

The French observer at the 1868 eclipse was Janssen, wlio had made special spectroscopic pre-

parations. During the progress of the eclipse he was struck by the brilliancy of the spectrum lines

()Pi:n Kr it vmth prominicncp:
f(»un(I that by widt'nin^ the spectroscope slit the

c .injilete structure ol many prominences could be seen at

one observation, and chan^ic's in thi'ir form more easily

detected
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due to the solar prominences, so much so that he was encouraged to tr\' again with the same instrument

when the eclipse was over, and the brilliant sun-glare again became effective in masking all finer detail

at the edge. Next day he was able to test his idea, and he tlien made the successful and epoch-making

discovery that the bright line spectrum due to the solar atmosphere eould lie observed with the

spectroscope whenever the Sun was clear, without having to wait for the occurrence of an e('lii)se.

Meanwhile, in London, Loekyer had quite indepiaidently devised the same ])roet'<lure for si'eing

the prominences, and carried it out successfully. This mutual discovery was commemorated by the

French Government in 1X72 by the sj^eeial issue of a gold medal in honour of tlu' two astronomers.

The principl^i involved in this new method of oliservation lies in the taet that it a mixed source

of light consists of continuous radiation and also monochromatic radiation light of any one colour),

any increase of dispersion by means of a spectroscope will gradually reduce the intensity of the

\,

\Lick Ohsermiory hxpedxtum.

SOl^AR rROMINTJCNCKS AND CORONA,

T.,w^ Mp.. ..-"'jxKr

“

s;
chroniosphfrif riiiR 19 well showi

illffereia li'ititudes niuuil to liinb of the Sun The eciuatoriul ret-ions of

uSude
pn.minences are .listinct from, and of .Idlerent
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[Barnard and Ritchry.

SOLAR PROMINICXCKS PHOTOGRAPHED AT ECLIPSE OP' MAY 28, 1900.
Records of the solar surroundings wore obtained directly on a large scale by Barnard {Uid Ritchey from the Yerkes Observatory,
Cliicjigo, located at Wadesboro’, North Carolina They used a eoelostat -mirror, 12 inches in diameter, to reflect the sunlight
through a photographic telescope, with lens inches diameter and «1

1 feet focal length. Three different tyr>es of prominence
are shown

;
the left one like Ivo sheaves of com

;
the middle one almost tangential to the Sun’s edge; the right one a
massive pillar.

continuous spectrum, while Icavinf^ almost unaltered radiations showing separate bright lines.

These bright lines will he disi)ersed to greater distances irom each other, but each simply remains an
image of the spectroscope slit in whatever colour is emitted ; the lines of hydrogen, helium, &c.,

in the case of the solar atmosphere.

On account of the preponderating rosy colour due to the hydrogen, this luminous ring round the

Sun was given the name Chromosplierr, Id distinguish it from the brilliant white disc with which
we are generally most familiar, the Photosphere.

Another prominent constituent gave a characteristic yellow line close to the well-known double
yellow line due to sodium, for which at that time no terrestrial equivalent was known, and it was
christened Helium by Lockytr, one of its first olxservers. It was not until many years afterwards

in 1895, that this line was literally run to earth by the chemist Ramsay, who was able to prepare gas

giving the same yellow line by the action of heat or acid on certain rare minerals. Later it was
detected in many mineral springs at various places on the Earth, and can now be obtained in very
large quantities.

An improvement of the method of observing was soon afterwards devised by Huggins, who found
that if the instrument was provided with sufficient dispersing power it was possible to see the whole
image of each prominence by widening the slit. The background of illuminated sky, however, is also

increased so that a limit is soon found beyond which the slit must not be opened. Tlie new method
proved a very great convenience, conducing to rapidity of observation, as details of the prominence
structure could be detected which might be lost if successive settings had to be made with a narrow
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slit. Moreover, when a complete prominence could thus be kept under observation, any changes,
which are often extremely rapid, could be more accurately detected.

In 1870 Young, in Spain, observed the total solar eclipse by the new spectroscopic method,
and made the first record of the fact that, at the instant of complete obscuration of the photosphere,
many hundreds of bright lines were visible, amounting to what lie considered a complete reversal of
the ordinary dark Fraunhofer lines. Believing that this was due to a definite layer surrounding
the photosphere, which by its absorption produced the dark line Fraunhoferic spectrum, he called

the stratum the Re-

versing Layer. Many
attempts were made
to phottigrajih this at

subsequent eclipses, but

owing to the extreme

difficulty of adjust-

ment necessary to

catch the exact instant

when the lowest

stratum was un-

covered, this photo-

graphic record was not

obtained until it was

made by Shackleton in

Nova Zembla in 1890,

using a prismatic

camera or slitless

spectroscope. Subse-

quent records of this

reversing layer or flash

spectnim, as it is fre-

(juently termed, have

been obtained by Lock-

yer, Evershed, Mitchell,

and Dyson.

Systematic obser-

vations of jirominences

were instituted by Tac-

chini at Rome in 1872.

Records were made of

their number, height

and position round the

limi) of the Sun. To

define their positions,

north was taken as

zero, 0*^, and angles

reckoned by degrees

through 90° at east, 180° at south, 270° at west, back to 360° or 0° again at north. Accurate sketches

were also made whenever possible.

The work was continued by Ricco and Mascari at Catania, in Sicily, and testimony to the value

of these Italian observations is found in the long series of prominence records published by the Italian

Spectroscopic Society.

By petmmxon of\
Observatory.

THE ('tRKAT SOEAR PROMINENCE, MAY 20, 1910.

Photographed with the spectroheliograph at the Yerkess Olwervatory, Chicago. The first

picture, bottom left, taken at Ih. 41iu., shows the pnuninence with general form very

similar to that shown on the Eclipse picture. The other sections indiaite the rapid changes

in the form of the prominence during the next six hours, in the course of which it attained

a height of 410,000 miles above the Sun’s limb. On two of the pictures portions appear to he

floating in the chromosphere, quite discxjnnected from the Sun’s limb.



Vhoio C. D> Vrommehn.

IXIJPSK PK( MIMCNCK AND COKOXA, MAY 29, 1019.

Photo^T'apho<l during the Total Solar Kdifse b>' observers from (frrcnwic'h Observatory, The two bright extensions outside the

Imib of the dark Moon art the lowest portions of the inner corona. The beautiful [ironiincnce exhibited very rapifl ehanpes throughout

the <iay of eclipse Tlie matt rial ui pear.s to be thrown (mt from the funnel-shaped portion at the lower end of the prominence, and

j^a<luiilly rises to form the complicated eloud-like mass which runs almost parallel to the Moon’s e Ipe for about JIO''. Then parts of

the materiid aiipear to fall ami follow a curved In ek until they meet the Moon’s limb close t(' the coronal streamers. Note also

the beautiful curved wisjis falllnjj inside the main descenclinfi arch,
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Long series of observations

were also made by Fenyi at

Kalocsa, publivshed in separate

volumes from that observa-

tory ;
by Evershecl at Kenley,

Surrey, and Kodaikanal, India,

recently published in an im-

portant memoir of the Ko-

daikanal Observatory
; and by

Fathers Perry, Sidgreaves, and

Cortie, at Stonyhurst Observa-

tory, England.

Quite early in the history

of systematic prominence ob-

servation it became evident

that these objects ctiuld be

divided into two main class(‘s,

dependent on their g(*neral

form and degree of activity.

These wctc called {htiescent and oh.matory

Eruptive. asd j KriTjxj-: i koj^iinj-nci-s.

Quiescent prominences are T'wo promhicnccH urc shown at llu* limb, om* small, on llu* lt‘lt, the olhtT much larwer

libp Tou^lilv coiiical. OompuTisnii ol this pictun* with the next will show that
tne uinuseo ClOiio-ilKe massts prominence is almost exactly the same shape ami size in the two

which an‘ frequently observed photoj'raphs. it is a quiescent promincme This tyi)c oJtcn lasts for lon^ periods.

ntiar the same jilaces for long jieriods without mucli evidence of violent change. Tht‘y may assiiniti

an infinite variety oi forms,

much as our terrestrial clouds

do, from delicate cirrus tracery

to great massive cumulus types.

Somt'times they are conneeted

to the clirornospliert' by a

slender n(‘ck or a series of

columns
;

at others they ap-

])ear to lie bodily on the surface

of the chroniospliert*, though

this may he due to the con-

necting columns being out of

sight on the s]))i(‘rical surface

of the Sun. ProiniiuiK'es of

this tyjH* are fn^quently from

t(^ lOffOOO miles high,

and at times masses an* seen

to form appanmtly by con-

densation about their ])ositi()n,

witlj no evidtmee of having

})een ])rojectcd from the cliro-

(JUIHSCIWT AND JJRUI’TIVU FROMINKNCF-IS.
mospherc.

^

Whilo the sm-J] prominence is almost uiichaiiReil from the last photo«.'rni>li thi’
.niptli c prtmiuunds art.

larger prominence o;i the richt is seen to have become entirely oltiTOl. Its h<ighl quite distinc tivelv ojiposite 111

has increased iilsmt three times, and the whole of its material appears to have been o . , _ ouicsceilt
blown at>out in different directions, due t»> some eruptive f<»rce.

Photo fcv] I
Verkes Ob$erv(itfif\
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By permission of} [The Yerhes Observatory,

SPECTRUM OP THE SOUAR CHROMOSPHERE, MAY 28, 1900.

Photographed by I/jrcl with a large telescopic camera having a jirism placed outside the object glass* The bright arcs are

images of the chromosphere in the spectrum lines of Hydrogen, Helium, Calcium, Iron, etc. The different lengths of the

arcs are due to the varying heights of the elements in the solar atmosphere.

type. They are seen to be in rapid motion, and most frequently they take the form of jets.

These are often found in the neighbourhood of active sunspot groups, which may be near the edge

at the time, and there appears to be considerable evidence that many of them are due to ejection

from the sunspot areas, In the records of their motions velocities up to 200 to 300 miles per

second have been noted. At times these objects are so brilliant that with the spectroscope the bright

lines due to their spectrum may be observed even on the disc of the Sun.

Taking the diameter of the Sun’s disc to be about thirty-two minutes of arc 866,000 miles)

the average depth of the chromosphere may be given as about ten seconds of arc, corresponding to

about 5,000 miles.

The upper edge of this layer presents a disturbed appearance which has been likened to the edge

of a saw. Part of this may of course be due to disturbances of the telescopic image produced by the

unsteadiness of our own terrestrial atmosphere. It is the larger peaks of this disturbed stratum to

which we give the distinction of protuberances or prominences. To make the observations more

definite, it is usual not to count an object as a separate prominence, apart from the chromospheric

serration, unless it is higher than about twenty seconds of arc, say 9,000 to 10,000 miles, and tables

By permission of} [The Yerhes Observatory,

of prominence records must be inspected with

this limitation in mind.

On October 7, 1880, Professor Young, at

Princeton, in America, observed a prominence

extending .some thirteen minutes of arc above

the south-eastern limb of the Sun, This

would be at least 350,000 miles high.

A prominence of exceptionally active

nature was photographed at two stations in

India in 1916, May 26, by Evershed, at

Srinagar in Kashmir, and by Royds at

Kodaikanal. Fragmentary details of promin-

ence material are shown at heights of more

than eighteen minutes of arc above the solar

limb. Measurements of the changes shown in

several of the recognisable details indicate

velocities up to 457 kilometres per second.

Another extremely high prominence was

photographed by 0. J. Lee at the Yerkes

ERUPTIVE PROMINENCE AND SUNSPOT GROUP. Observatorv on October 8, 1920, which
Showing the association of the plume or fountain'Sha|>ecl eruptive

jets in close proximity to a disturbed sunspot Jiroup near the

edge of the Sun The other prominences seen along the Sun’s
limb, farther frf>m the spot group, are more quiescent.

reached the height of nineteen minutes of

arc, corresponding to 831,000 kilometres or

516,000 miles. It did not appear to be



QUIESCENT AND ERUPTIVE PROMINENCES.

Ia.\ ArrhecI form of Ouieiiccnt Prominence This type often presents the same upinrarance for many hours toRcther

“ pJltaenJe by Hale, at the Kenwoo.l Ol».ervutory, March 2« 1 8»5. at lO h, 40 m The

ton of the prominence is travelling away from the Sun’s limb, but is also l>egmninR to full over. The top of the promincnu

Uh is about 162,000 miles above the Sun. (c) The same prominence photoRraphed ““‘y \8 minaUs later, showing the

material driven to a much greater distance from the Sun, to a height of 281,000 miles.

II
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associat(*d with any sunspots on the disc. During its process of formation parts of it moved upwards

from the Sun with velocities of at least seventy-seven kilometres or forty-eight miles per second.

Another great eruption occuried on the day of the total solar eclipse of May 29, 1919, when the

prominence illustrated was photograjdied at many widely separated stations. This attained a height

ot seventeen minutes of arc - 700,000 kilometres ~ 470,000 miles, and also exhibited wonderful

changes in the details of its structure.

Most oi our readers will probably be lamiliar with the change of pitch of an engine whistle,

approaching or receding from a station. Similar changes in pitch are observed with waves of light,

when the source which is emitting them is in motion towards or away from the observer. In this

('ase the wave-length or colour of the radiation is changed, and from the amount of this change it is

j)Ossible to calculate the velocity with which the source of light is moving.

perm%ss\(m of] [The Verke^ Obi^ervatory

.

5 FT Sl»r:CTROHKI,IOCiRAPH AT MOUNT WlJ.SON, CATJFOKNIA.

The niiiiii iM)rtion i.^ the spfctrojjruph with collimator Jiml camera Meet long. On the right is the primary slit, with round
biass disc to fit tht image of the Sun. In the middle is the eamera box, inside whieh may be seen the secondary slit, for

i«^olating the special spectrum line with which the jihotograph i.s to be taken. On the left is the mechanism for moving the
whole instrument smoothly and uniformly past the stationary image of the Sun on the primary slit.

Siicli an application of Dopplers principle, as it is called, has for many years been applied to

determining the velocities found in the solar prominences. Careful scrutiny of the spectrum lines

shows that they are frequently so altered as to appear distorted, sometimes being shifted towards

the red, indicating that the prominence material i.s travelling away from the Earth
;

at other times

the deflection is towards the violet end of the spectrum, showing that the material is coming towards

the Earth.

By combining these velocities in the line of sight with those determined in the plane normal to that

direction, which latter are given by the direct measurements of the changes in the prominences, some

idea of the real motions of the gases in the solar atmosphere have been obtained.



CiKliAT SOI^AR 1-KOMlNiiNClv, MAY 26, 11116

si. pw«„.pb. ...» u.. £.s;“ J- ;it
the changes in tlctail are very

^ from the right Notice the reinarkubU* •Atraightnet^s of

gaseous matter being l>lown awjiy over to the left
iiwuv to form the archis Many of the fragmcnltiTy i)oTtions
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An interesting result of such calculations is to show that a great number of the eruptions on the

Sun appear to be of spiral structure, sure indication of some vortical or whirlwind type of motion*

We shall sec later that this is beautifully shown by other phenomena on the Sun’s disc, and evidently

IS one of the distinctive features of the solar activity.

Observations during eclipses show that although certain substances, such as hydrogen, calcium,

and helium, are present in all parts of the solar atmosphere, other elements, chiefly those of moderate

atomic weight, evidently occur in localised strata, partly but not entirely in proportion to their atomic

weight. These lower layers show the spectra of sodium, iron, titanium, magnesium, strontium, &c.

Although in general the spectrum of the chromosphere may be considered as being a reversed

Fraunhofer spectrum, it shows many differences in the relative strengths of various classes of lines.

Ii\ permiyswn o/] \jiie Yerhn Observatory,

G-FT SlU'CTKOirKTJCK'.RAPH AT MOT’NT WIT^RON, CATJFORNIA.
Side vu‘\\ of the inslrutnenl shemmg the two spectrograph tiil)es, fixed partillcl to each other The one to the right is the
ccjllimatnr, rarryuig the primary slit, and brass disc in ixioition to cover the Sun’s image The left-hand tube is the camera,
with tht (lark -slide holder in the large box at the front end The whole instrument is on ball bi'anngs, and most of its weight
IS taken off the supj>orts by being floated on mercury On the extreme left is the driving mechanism and electric motor for

traver&mg the instrument across the Sun’s image

The most notable of these divergencies is the preponderance of wdiat are known as enhanced lines

of the elements concerned.

When an element, for instance iron, is vapourised under different sources of heat, say an ordinary

furnace, the electric arc, or the spark from an induction coil, it is found that while many lines occur

under all these different conditions, there are in addition certain radiations which appear under

particular circumstances. The special lines which are shown in the spark spectrum of any element

are known as the enhanced lines of that element.

It is by following up such facts in the co-ordination of work in the physical laboratory and astro-
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physical work in the observatory, that we are enabled to form some idea of the relative conditions
governing the various parts of the solar surroundings.

The results obtained from a study of the distribution of solar prominences have given most
interesting and important information in connection with the question of the solar activity. Mention
has been made in a former section of the regularity of distribution of sunspot areas. It is somewhat
more difficult to determine the actual laws of distribution of prominences over the Sun's surface, as

to some extent we are limited in only being able to observe these phenomena at the edge of the Sun.
All but the smallest features are then seen in projection along the line of sight, and some may even
be only the tops of very high prominences which originate either on the side of the Sun away from
the observer, or on the side towards him, but hidden by tlie great glare of the photosphere.

For a great number of years, however, valuable observations have been accumulated by several

observers, notably Tacchini at

Rome, and Ricco and Mascari

at Catania in Sicily.

.\11 these observations arc

arranged to show tlie j)ositions

of the prominenc<*s referred to

the true axis about which the

Sun is known to rotate, and

which has Ix'en accurately

found from the observations of

sunspots.

It will be remembered that

sunspots are generally conhiied

to what may be term(‘d th(‘

intermediate zones of the Sun’s

surface (corresi)on<liiig roughit

to tilt' temperate zoius oj th(’

liartli), belwetm y and 4(>'

latitude in either lienusphen‘.

SometiuK's, indeed, tlK‘v occur

in the e(|iiatorial zone, but it

is very rarely that a sunspot

is found farther north or south

than 45"".

Prominences, howev(‘r,
suffer no such limitation Tliey

may occur at any latitude froni

the equator right up to the

solar poles.

There is some distinction

between the zones of occurrence of the two main groups into which ])rominenccs arc classified. I he

eruptive or explosive prominences are chiefly confined to the sunspot zones from tlie equator to 40

north or south latitude. It is the so-called quiescent or cloud-like prominences which hav(‘ the widi*

range of distribution in solar latitude from pole to pole.

Taking those prominences which do occur at all places on the Sun, and examining their positions

from year to year, it is found that these positions, taken individually, show' a regular change of position

according to the epoch of the .solar cycle at which they are observed. It must be understood that

there is continual birth and death of prominences, and it is their ]x)siti()n which shows this regular

change.
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-

. ill, XITUW.

l aktMi ill (>h. ihn. with all li^ht, rthnwiiii; thf black spots only. Taken at hh. 22m. with the ultra-violet line of calcium
Near the eiljzc nuiy be .seen .snisill i)atchc.s of bright chnjd vapour (II,). In addition to the spots and the jwitches

material, the faculiv. near the etlj^c, bright clouds are now shown in many places
on the bo'ly of the Sun, especially round the spots.

Two zone.s of activity are u.sually exhibited : One following the sunspot variation more or Jess

clo.sely. and running from about 35® latitude just after minimum activity to low latitudes about 5®

at some time before the next minimum. The other starts at about latitude 40^ -50®, just after

maximum activity, and gradually changes to Jiigh latitudes, finishing at the poles in either Jiemisphere

about tlie time of the succeeding maximum.

liy permission of] [The Yerkes Observatory’

Srs PirOTOORAPHl-D WITH 5-FT. SPKCTRO-
IIEMOGRAPH, Ar<;rST 25, 1006.

Here Wf luive the slit of the spectrograph set on another

part of the ailcium line (Hj), which records the calcium

vai>our at a flilferenl level in the solar atmosphere, and
consequently the bright j^atches Juive somewhat different

shapes from those shown with (H,).

/iy permission of] [The Yerhes Observatory^

SEN PIIOTOGRAPIIKD WITH 5-FT. SPKCTRO-
IIElylOGKAPH, AUGUST 26, 1906.

Cjuite a different appearance is presented when photographed
with hydrr)gen (Hj"). The clouds round the ipot centres are

now dark.
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hv Y » prominence in full daylight without an eclipse u-as

marbv RraunTlST^ ’/r*
modifications of similar apparatus w.-re

photographic observations was attained for some twenty \'cars
A new era was inaugurated when G. E. Hale started experiments at Harvard College in IHSI.-IK.

and continued them m a private observatory at Chicago- -the Kenwood Observatori-. Here he devised
an instrurnent consisting of a spectroscope arranged to take a continuons series' of jihotographs of
strips 0 the so ar image from one limb to the other, the motion being so truh' regulated that the
images had little distortion. By passing the Sun's light through the moving spoetroscope it was
possible to control the wave-length or colour of the light wliich was allowed to emerge, so that
photographs could be taken in

any kind of light, from red to

violet, just as if a coloured

screen had been interposed in

the camera, The advantage

over a coloured screen was

that the requisite selection of

colour transmitted could be

made much more delicate,

almost amounting to the isola-

tion of a single wave-length of

light.

The instrument was first

devised with the object of

facilitating photograpliy of

prominences, and at its first

trial at Harvard in JS90 was

not successful owing to the

faintness of the hydrogen image

then chosen. Continued study

showed that all promincnc<‘s

were very ricli in ultra-violet

radiation, particularly that of

calcium as represented by tlie

intense lines denoted H and K
by Fraunhofer. The improved ny of 17*.

instruirKmt, with which very soi.au pkominicncivS with siM'CTrohihjoo.kapii

satisfactory results were ob- showing the chromosphere and promiiieiiees taken with the pt i tjoliclio^r.ipli

.
!

, f V 7-1
’ -1

williout an eclipse. Comparison shouM be iinidf' with a previous picture (paue I .IS),

tailiecl at Aenwooa, is SIIOWII which was photonrapluKl durinjj: a total solai eelii>s(' The ])roniinene(‘s are almost

in an accompanying illustra- equally well shown in the two pictures, hut on the spivtroh('Iio|.:n»pli iccord then*

.... is no trace of the solar corona, which has, up to tlie present lime, oiih’ been delei ted
tion (shown on page 6fi). dm inij total eelips(‘s ol tlu* Sun.

In this (jarly instrument

the arrangement embodied movable iirinuiry and secondary slits, while tin* solar image, and photo-

graphic plate were fixed. The now era of satisfactory dt^lineatioii of f)oth ('hrotnospliere and proiniiieiiees

round the entire limb of the Sun may be thus dated from results obtaiiutd with this instrument in 1892.

Almost immediately after this success, the principle of the spectroheliograpli was extend(*(l to the

portrayal of detail on the disc of the Sun. Hale, and also abf)ut the same time Deslandres, of the

Paris Observatory, had found that ordinaty slit spectrograms of tlu' Sun’s surface gave from time to

time evidence of brilliant reversals of certain of tlie dark Fraunhofer lines, particularly the same

H and K lines of calcium, and the ultra-violet lines of hydrogen.
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Ordinary photographs of the Sun, taken with the whole of the light, show little more than the spots

and the bright patches of faculse near the edge. As these were specially rich in the bright calcium

radiation, it was soon found that pictures taken with these special lines through the spectroheliograph

showed all the details, not only near the edge, but wherever on the disc of the Sun they happened to

exist. This was immediately seen to be a most important advance.

Great bright masses of cloud-like material were often found on the surface, which were quite

invisible on the photographs taken by the old method with the whole of the integrated light from the

Sun, Some intimation of the presence of such areas had been obtained by the visual observations

of Young and other solar observers, when they found bright reversals of the H and K lines in the

neighbourhood of sunspots on the di.se.

it\ permission of\ [The Yerkes Qbsefi atory,

1)\RK .^VT> URlCrHT HYDKOOUN KivOCCXUJ, OCTOlJlvK W, \Sm,

rhotopTJiphed with hydrogen light with spectroheliograph showing the strong dark and bright hydrogen flocculi surnnmding

the great SunsiKit The vortex stream lines are well shown (»vcr a large area. The relations between the dark and bright patches

enable tht observer to obtain some idea of the relative level of the mixed materials in the cloud regions of the Sun’s atmosphere.

Ordinarily the appearance of a solar photograph })resent5 the bright disc, the black spots, and

faculfe or brighter masses near the edges. This is shown in an accomi)anying photograph. The

apj)earancc shown by the new .spectroheliograms, as they are now called, when taken by the pure

light of calcium or hydrogen, as the case may be, is illustrated by other reproductions.

Imj^ortant differences are shown according to the individual spectrum line chosen to make the

picture, as will readily be appreciated on comparing the results obtained with calcium and hydrogen

on the same day.

While the general forms and positions of these bright clouds photographed with the new instrument

appeared to be closely related to the faculae, it was not certain that they were identical, and to distinguish

them Hale proposed to call them flocculi, from the chief characteristic of their structure in

billowy masses.
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About the same time D.slandres was working on similar lines at Paris, and excellent pictures were
being obtained with an instrument of similar function, but somewhat different in design.

Progress with the new method was rapid, and with perfection oi detail, and it became possible to
institute routine methods for the daily registration of the solar activity by its means. This was
done by measuring the areas of the bright calcium clouds shown on the photographs from dav to
day. They were found to vary in amount in close relationship to the areas of sunspots, in the pcTiod
of about eleven and a quarter years, called the solar cycle.

Measurements of the positions and rates of motion of the calcium flocculi gave new data for the
period of the Sun s rotation on its axis, and, with certain differences from the values found by means
of the movements of sunspots, the results indicated similar variation of rotation velocity at different
latitudes on the Sun’s surface.

The flocculi nearest the equator

moved faster than others at

higher latitudes in either hemi-

si)hcre.

It was soon found that the

work demandt'd for its satis-

factory prosecution a larger

instrument than that at Ken-

wood, and in tht* institution of

the new Yerkes Observatory of

tlic University of Chicago, al)()ut

ISOo, Hale made provision for

a siH'ctroheliograph of much
great ('f power.

The Yerkes refracting t('l('-

scope, of forty inches ajHTture,

gave a solar image of seven

inches diamet<T, whili' that at

Kenwood was only two iiiclie>,

and this involved diflicultic's in

the (h'sign of the optical system

to transmit such large angular

separations. These' were over-

come, and the resulting Rumford ny pc,„u^sum aj ih \ .//as (fh.^naiury

spectroheliograph became tlu* cai.ch’m in.n( ( i i.i on tiii, s.

medium of imnortant advances lypinil Sjioctn/helioyram ut thi Sun, shimniu Uu bnlli.ml clouds or lloouli
^ ‘ This would be bikcn \mUi the brinht toilrc (Hu) of llic ullra-vioh t cukimu hue

in the research on the solar VoU* the occuin'ucc ot the llomili m two belts Also i'.ich of the three bniihter

atmosphere In this instrument is longer than it is brou<l, and theii ineliuatuuis are all in the i-aine diri etion
^ ^

‘

,
The inclined portions all point to the wesUrn side (»f the eciuatonal /one

the spectroscopic (‘quipment

with its two slits is fixed, while

the solar image and photographic plate are moved across the slits by suitably gean’d electric m<‘tors.

The increa.sed scale of the photographs sufficed to show much mor(‘ d(‘tail, as may bt‘ seen on two

of the spectrohcliograms takcTi with it whit’h are here reiiroducecl.

While the initiation of this nt'W siihcre of solar investigation is due to Hale and Dc'slanrlres, their

example was soon followed at many of the leading observatories r)f the world.

Evershed was the first in England to construct a spectroh(‘liograpli
;
ano after various experimental

trials one was installed by Sir Norman I-ockycr at the Solar Physics Observatory, .South Kensington,

and removed to Cambridge in im. Another of similar design was taken in im to tht‘ new Solar

Physics Observatory at Kodaikanal, South India, by the writer, who spent some time then' instructing



Showing Iht* cuormoub size of two solar disturbsmces, with a spot at centre of each. This spectrohcli(JRTajTi was taken in the red

lijtht of hydrojfcn (Ha,), and is thought to represent the npjHT layers of the solar atmosphere. These enormous whirl|>ools

contain cJu^rged particle's rotating in the vortex, thus producing a magnetic field in the region of the sy)ot. This modifies the

radiation coming from the centre of the sjwt, causing the lines of the spectrum to become multiple in their structure. The
direction of the Sun’s axis is indicated by the line N. S., and it will be .seen that the direction of rotation of the vortex stream

lines is opposite about the two spots, one of which is in the northern, the other in the southern hemisphere.
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loltl .dt H “7‘r. “"J aslr..|*y*al ,.l.,<,.rvatio„ I,as ,„.,vidod a Br.sdcimount of valuable data for future investigation.

There spectrolieliograph;, ni.stulled at the continental observatories of Catania (Sicily)
;lortosa and Madrid (5,pain)

; Potsdam (C.ermnn.v). The GovcTnment of Jajian is also consid,>ring
he provision of similar equipment on a large scale for several brandies of solar investigation. It

IS also hoped that so ar observations will in the lu-ar future bo organised in .Australia an<i Russia.
fter eonsidcraWc experience liad been gained by the work with the bioad calcium line, whieli

oftered special facilities, attempts were made to utili.se the radiation from spectral lines of some of
the other elements which were known to exist in the solar atmosphere. First, of course, with the

By permission of]
[
the Yerktis Ob\miator\

.

MINTTH DI-TAIl, OF CALCirM l-l,OCerjJ

With the hiTjj:c iustruniciits now t iiiploycd, the iiiiiuilestiucturc of the solar surface eau be closely stialied. This is a^iart Iroiii

anv of the preat llocculi masses, and the \\hole ol Uu SuiFs suilace is dotted with these brieht anti dark tpeeks ol ealeiuni

vaixnir The aniiearaiiee is ('alle<l the snlar leseaii.

lint's of liycirogon, which in tlic earlier work had only l)een uiislk t't'ssful on account of tht' small power

of the oldtT instruments.

By substituting a diffraction grating for tlu* dispersing inediLim in tlu' sjieelroseope, very successful

results W'(T(‘ obtaint'd with hydrogen lines, j)artieular!v with tlie red line Hy..

The photographs thus ol^taint'd showed solar clouds with verv similar forms io those taken with

calcium light, but with the imi)ortant distinction that, whereas the calcium cloufls wt'i’t* bright most

of the hydrogen clouds were dark. At tiiiK's, in regi(»ns wIktc there was obviously an eruptifin

proceeding, and in the vicinity of disturbed sunspots, there were occasionally found bright hydrogt'ii

flocculi.

This curious result has provided material for much discussion, and the interpretation is still

surrounded with difficulty. The explanation most favoured by Hale, their chief observer, is that the
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difference is chiefly due to differences of temperature. The bright calcium clouds lie fairly low in the

atmosphere of the Sun, and therefore are likely to be at a comparatively high temperature. The

upper layers of hydrogen giving the dark flocculi may, on the same supposition, be expected to be

relatively cooler, and therefore show dark on account of their absorption of light coming from the

incandescent photosphere below them.

In his early work on the calcium flocculi, D4slandres at Paris had reali.sed that the K line used

for the spectroheliograph was so broad that settings on different sections of it might give different

results. As ordinarily photographed on the body of the Sun, this line is dark and very broad, and

ti- f.-'
y

/ > o
/

[//. I)4s'andrt>.

SPl-CTROmiUOOKAM SHOWlN<; RADIAL VKT,OCITlES.

Deslaii hire's, of the Paris Observntorv', employs the si)cctrohelioj^raph in a special way to obtain the vc-locities of the various

solar vapours. Instead of making the instrument traverse the solar flisc with a unlfonn, continuous motion, as is onliiiarily

done, he introduced mechanism t() give altcniate traverses and stops. This gives a series of small pictures of the ultra-violet

spectrum, from the distortions of which he can measure* the corresponding velocities of the vapours by the application of

Doppler’s principle.
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'

wherever the spectroscope slit lies over a flocculus,

it shows two very narrow bright lines, or, in

some cases, a single bright line. These are calh'd

reversals. \Vh(‘n a spot is near, or any i)ro-

nounced disturbance, there is also a secondary

dark core, called a double ro\'ersal

If now the slit is set on the outer shading of

the K line, we g(‘t a picture vt^ry much resembling

the ordinary photographs of the; Sun taken

without the spectroheliograph. W'hen the slit

is (‘arefully adjusted on the central bright

nwersal, the plate* shows all the bright calcium

clouds on the disc. Finally, if the instrunumt

is snfficienth^ I)owerful, settings can be made on

the central dark double reversal, showing all

the areas on the Sun which happen to be in the

proptT condition for giving that effect, that is,

Th(‘ dark flo(‘Culi.

CAI.CU ... i.x<,cc,T-u. WIT.I H, ucHtT,
.Now from laboratory CNpcnonce it has been

SKPTKMiihK ah. 40111. surmis{‘(l that the width of a spectrum line may
shou^ the {ippeanincc ot the calcium clouds whvii the bc due to the density or pressure of the vapour
sccomkry siu is -.t i on the <uiicr cduc of th(' calcium line H,, pniducing the line

;
the greater the density, the

Tciiistcriufj only the lout T lavtrs at greatest pressure. 10 >0
wider the line. So if wc set on the outer edge of

the broad K line, wt* are jirobably utilising the radiation from the gases at the base of the solar

atmosiihere, where the dt‘nsit\’ and pressure are most consjderablt*. When, liowever, we set on the fine

centre line, we art* only obstTving the extremely ttmuous vapour of tht* iijiiier layers of the atmosphere.

This idea has been devt'loped, so that from a rt'gular sueetssion of such settings over any disturbt'd

area, we ajijuar to lx* able to obtain what

corresponds to a series of contour majis of tlie

material composing tin* disturliaiK'CS in the .solar

atmosphere.

Investigations lia\e alsti Ix't'n madt* with the

lines of othcT clenumts, for (‘xample, iron. The
results are interesting, but still more iiowcTfii]

instninieiital equipment is needc'd for tlu'M*

narrow lines.

Realising that livdrogeii beine one of the

constituents of the highest ]a>'ers of the solar

atmosphere, Adams made a series of speetni-

grams showing the vekx’ity of rotation with

several hydrogen lines, at various latitudes along

the solar limb. The results were cxtrem(‘ly

interesting, as tht'V showed tliat the liydrogcm

atmosphere was rotating quicker than the

general layers containing the sj)ots and facula*.

The difference amounted to ai)Out one degree
ob.m.utofy.

per day at the equator of the Sun. calcr’m ixoccixi with h, uoht.
Turther, it was found tliat the differences of sei’TKMuer 22

,
1003

, 3h. 3im.

rotational velocity observed at various latitudes **?°T*i
photographed wuH the

. , .
middle bright purtioii of the line Mj. -Here* 'strut# at u

for spf)ts and faculct, did not show in these medium level are registered, and are much greater in area.

[Yerkfs Obifrvalory.

CAI,CICM rUOCCVhl WITH H. lyKiHT.
SEPTEMBER 22, 1003, 3h. 31m.

Shoiving the calcium clouds when photograjihed *wUh‘ the
middle bright portion of the line Mj. -Here"strut# at a
medium level are registered, and are much greater in area.
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measures on the liyclrogen atm()!,i)h(Tie stratum. The veloeity was nearly the same from equator

to poles. In the case of the velocity of the reversiiijr layer, close down to tlu' Sun's plioto'^phere,

the difference in rotation period between 0 and T:i solar latitude was about six da\s
,

for h\'drof;en

tile difference for the same /ones was only l*;i da\s.

Hitlicrto we have only considen'd tlie s])(‘Ctroheli()graplne leeords ot imnninenees at the limb

ol the Sun, and the bright and dark clouds ou the disi*.

Sufficient evidence is now available Ui make some progress in llu' correlation of tlu‘ two pliemaneiia.

In the case of eruptions then' apjiears to be mneli evideiiei' tor thinking that llu' i'\i)l(»sivi' prominences

are directly associated with tlu' disturbed areas in the neigbbomliood ot sunspots. Tlu' t\pe i)i

evidence available is admirably illustrated by the composite’ sp('ctioheli(»gram taki’ii at tlii’ ^ erkes

[7 /ft* ^ </ At". (>f> ‘ -

/)V pCrm\i,s)on of]

HRT'.IIT C.M.CirM l-'T.OCCrJ.I, OCTOURR !t, H«i;!

This srnu nmss of aUciun, clou.ls «..s ohservcl to l.c
MT’lubMH''-! "Mml'ou'e';

ol thcs,.ot Kfoui.showhowit ishroUn 'U> uito separate om w.j..

^

t U.'ur Ih. U, l.ol.

constaiU change is usually taking phue, aii.l situs ot photograi.hs are tak.n at sliorl inure.iis rigi

Observatory, showing an eruptive jirominence in jots from the limb, and a disturbod area on tho .iiso

quito close to the origin of the prominence (page 1(50, bottom).

* As some dark hydrogen flocouli approach the limb of the Sun they are so frcipicntlv found to

be as;ociatcd with prominences at the limit as to .suggest that they arc

projection against ti.e bright solar di.se, al,.sorbing .some of the photospiiene light, and thus making

-TV .U..U, voaical alruolu... in .hn

sUeamsoI dark il.kcnli phot..Br..I.h«l will, tl.c H. linn »f hydr,*,.,.^

jru'^unwsTd,-St
i,™«t striking, and when observed .n the vicnily o( wlarly

a character as to suggest the lines „( force seen when non filings are .wattmd n.ar the
,

a magnet.
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('loser inspection showed that these hydrogen vortices are systematically arranged with respect

to their rotation. Those found round ^single spots in the northern hemisphere have their

whirls arranged anti-clockwise while those similarly placed in the southern hemisphere are clockwise,

Th(' appearance distinctly pointed to the existence of solar cyclones or vortices. That this spiral

structun^ is intrin.sic to th(j hydrogen layer is ])roved by numerous cases where lower the calcium

flocruli occuj)y exactly similar places on the Sun's disc, on the same day, but show no trace of

vortical structure.

Till* discovery of vortex structur(‘ led Hal(‘ to su.sj)ect that these regions would be sources of

magnetic phenomc^na, due to the rapid rotation of charged particle.s in the vortices.

A r(‘ady method of juitting tlu‘ mattcT to a j)()sitive te.st lay in the discovery by Ze(*man that if

[7, Evtfihed.

’ CALCirM I’l^OCCrLI AT TIME OF SUNSPOT MAXIMT’M.
SiH\’iroht‘li()>{ram of the solar calcium clou<lfl taken near the time of maximum solar activity, Aujjust 10, 1017, at the

K ()( laikanal Ob.<iervatory, India. Moth brijfhliind dark flocculi are shown. The inclination of the bright masses to thewestem

side is very clearly indicated in lx)th hemispheres. Many of the flocculi are seen to have sunspots near their extremities ;

in some at one end only
;
in others at both ends. Note how the thin dark flocculi meander among the bright masses, and in

general they appear to be inclined in the same direction to the west.
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a light source, emitting under ordinary conditions a spectrum consisting of single lines, were placed

in a strong magnetic field, the single lines were replaced by multiple components, the number and

separation of which depended on the direction and strength of the magnetic field.

For a number of years previously peculiarities had been observed in the spectra of sunspots, for

which no satisfactory explanation had been adopted. Some of the lines were widened, others doubled,

and various other modifications from the appearances of the lines in tlu' ordinary Fraunhoferic

spectrum had been classified. It appeared that these new indications of the ])ossil)le presence of

rotating material in the vicinity of the spots might explain tlu‘ cause of sonu‘ of tlu* difterences.

SOI.AK VORTIClvS ROUND SUNSPOTS.

picture It has
the Als,, that the Sun itself acts as a fed.k nu«net

This was actually found to be the case, and it was shown that the doub c lines, for inst.incc,

observed in sunspot spectra, were produced by the radiation havinR been under the ol^

magnetic field. Also, by comparison with standard magnetic fields in the physical

it was possible to artificially produce doublets, &c., of exactly the same separation, and thereby

obtain accurate measurements of the strength and direction of the magnetic fields in

The great success of these observations of magnetic forces in sunspot vortices led to the des gn

ofmoreiwerful apparatus, and during the years after 1909 a huge new spectroscope and spectrohdio-

paXquipmentwSe constructed at the Mount WUson Observatorym California, having a telescope

12
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ir>() feet focal length, and a spectrograph 75 feet long. With this it has been possible to determine

that the Sun itsc'lf acts like a magnet
;

that is, at all parts of the Sun, as on the Earth, a compass

needle would be constrained in a certain direction, pointing to the magnetic pole. Hale was also

able to provT that the* Sun's magnetic poles do not coincide with the poles of the axis of rotation.

Still further improvement of the apparatus has enabled the American observers to detect faint

disturbances of the outer surface layers of the Sun's atmosphere which appear to be far too small

to produce anything in the nature of the commotion found even in a small sunspot of the usual type.

But, taking th(‘ view that any signs of cyclonic or vorticose rotation in the solar material might give

ris(' to small magnetic effects, spcudal search has been made for them. Only a short time ago Hale

was able to announce' the detection of what he calls invisible sunspots, a somewhat paradoxical name,

but indicating that disturbances were pn'sent giving effects of similar nature to those shown by

ordinary sunspots, but so weak that they did not develop so far as to become visible.

To obtain such n'sults it has been necessary to take special precautions against the possibility

of change's of temperature, or small vibrations in the apparatus. Advantage has also been taken of

the immense improvenu'nt in the quality and speed of photographic plates in recent years. Some

of the work would not liave been possible' with the plates of twenty years ago. Now all parts of the

spectrum can be pholograplu'd with almost equal facility, from the extre'inc red to the ultra-violet.

Seunc of the si)ectrohe'lie)grams are taken in the light of hydrogen (H^), at the red end of the spectrum ;

while e)thers reeiuire to be take'ii with the ultra-violet light K e)f calcium, far away at the opposite end.

Dramng by] [Scrtrtfn BoUon,

THIC IvVHNlNO STAR.
Seen in the deepening twilight of the western sky, Vciins forms one of the most beautiful spectacles that the Heavens afford.

No other planet oi star approaches her in spleudoio*, and she attracts the attention of the least observant.

CHAPTEH IV.

ZODIACAL LIGHT AND THE INFERIOR PLANETS.

By W. F. Denning, F.R.A.S.

The names of celestial discoverers in ancient times are nearly all unknown, and so are the dates

when their discoveries were made. Though certain objects and phenomena are supposed to have

owed their detection to comparatively modern observers, they must have been seen long before

by people whose records are lost or who probably mistook their meaning and significance and did

not realise the importance of what they saw. The discovery of the Zodiacal Light has been attributed

to J. D. Cassini, who lived in the middle of the Seventeenth Century, and who was, after Galileo, the

leading astronomical observer of that time. Childrey, in a work he published in 1661, called the

notice of astronomers to the Light which he had obs 3rved in February and March for several years.
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But a long time before this, viz., at the end of the Sixteenth Century, the celebrated Danish observer.
° ^ ® ^ apparition of the Zodiacal Light and had mistaken it for vernal evening

twilight of unusual character.

The Light, however, is not a modern innovation, and must almost certainly have been noticed by
ancient observers, though they probably considered it an unimportant appoarance, depending upon
a mere condition of the air. The Chaldean Shepherds must have fn'quently remarked it during thoir
ardent contemplations of the stars, but it is curious that the Liglit apparently received no proper
mention and record. If the phenomenon really dates its first ivcogniticui tioni iiiicient times all

historical mention of the fact is lost, like that of the discovery of Mercury, of tlie Aurora l^orealis and
other objects which are palpable enough to modern eyes. Even tlu‘ signifKMiiet* of meteors, startling

as they sometimes were in their vividly luminous aspeets, were in former days scarcely givi'ii attention,

and were allowed to pass without anything beyond mere vt‘rbal remark, ('oiisiden'tl to bt‘ trivial and
temporary objects, purely atmos])lierie in their origin and character and due to inflammable giises

there, the old observers paid little heed

to such phenomena, though tlu'y con-

templated the stars with keen interest and

intelligent enthusiasm, and riglitly con-

jectured their primary importaiUH' and

seemingly evcTlasting stability in the

scheme of Natun\
Humboldt says that lie found the

strength of the illumination inen-ase

astonishingly as he approached the efjuator

in South America and in llu' Pacific In

certain parts favourable to obs<‘rvations

of this nature he described the brightness

as sometimes surpassing that of the lumi-

nous sections of the Milky Way b(‘tweeu

Argo and Sagittarius, and the region

of Aquila and Cygnus. He considered

that the variations which occurred in its

intensity depended not so much on the

observer's station as upon changing con-

ditions originating in, and affecting, the

phenomenon itself. In tropical regions

the Light is strongly presented, and it is

in such places that the study of its forms,

intensity, extent, and visibility should be

conducted with all the skill and energy

required to ensure success. Some of the earlier observers—Laplace, Schubert, Arago, Biot, and others

—contended that the Zodiacal Light had its origin in a vaporous, flattened ring situated between Venus

and Mars, and Humboldt considered this the most plausible hypothesis to account ftjr the phenomenon.

He termed it the " Ring of the Zodiacal Light.” Sir John Hcrschel. however, objected to this explana-

tion, and said :
“ I cannot imagine upon what grounds Humboldt persists in ascribing to the Light the

form of a ring encircling the Sun.” Hcrschel, in his well-known “ Outlines of Astronomy,” described it

as “ a cone of lenticularly {i.e., lens) shaped light extending from the horizon <.bliquely upwards and

following the course of the ecliptic, or rather that of the Sun’s, equator. The apparent angular dbtance

of the vertex from the Sun varies according to circumstances from 40° to 90°, and the breadth of its

base, perpendicular to its axis, from 8° to 30°. It is extremely faint and ill-defined, at least in this

climate, though better seen in tropical regions, but cannot be mistaken for any atmo.spheric meteor

PHOTOGRAPH OP THR ZODIACAL LKHIT.

Very few photfipraphs liavc ever been taken of the Zodiacal

This is due to its extremely feeble luminosity, which necessitates

ver\' lon^ exposures with ordinary lenses.



From] Knowltdgt:

TRANSIT OF MERCURY 1914, NOVEMBER 7.

Venus, when in transit across the face of the Sun, appetus os quite a large object, and can be seen with the naked eye through a dark

giass. Mercury, however, is not only a smaller body but is much farther from us. Consequently, the transits of this planet can

only be observed through a telescope. All that is then seen under the best conditions is a perfectly smooth black disc standing out

crisply against the bright background of the solar surface, On this photograph, taken under poor conditions at Greenwich, Mercury is

seen as a minute ill'deiined black spot near the middle of the lowest portion of the Sun’s disc.
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or aurora bortalis. It is manifestly in the nature
of a lenticularly formed envelope, surrounding the

Sun and extending beyond the orbits of Mercury
and Venus, and nearly, perhaps quite, attaining

that of the Earth.”

It is well that in recent times mankind has

cultivated the scientific spirit and acquired the

habit and appreciated the necessity and import-

ance of careful observation. Thus the great

significance attached to many natural events has

been proved and their special characters undcrstoc^d

and acknowledged, whereas through the earlier

ages of the world's history little or nothing was

attempted with regard to observing and recording

them in detail with a view to solving the many
interesting problems which the face of the heavens

offered for solution.

The Zodiacal Light may be described as a

glowing band, broad at the base near the horizon

and getting fainter and narrower as it stretches

obliquely upwards.

In the spring months it is conspicuously dis-

played after sunset on moonless evenings, and in

the autumn it is observable before sunrise. It

flows over an extensive area, and may sometimes

be traced from near the east or west horizon to a

DIFFERI:nT positions of VENUS.
As seen from the Earth, Vctiu^ passes alternately on
the near and far sides of the Sun, and she is then s^d to

be, respectively, in Inferior and Superior Conjunction with

that body When at her Rrcate^t apparent dlstaiiGe

east or west of the Sun, she is said to be in Elongation.

She then appears high in the sky though the Sun is below
the horizon*

PHOTOGRAPH OF THE ZODIACAE EIGHT.

Eotig exposures are not possible in photographing this object, since

its position in the western sky causes it to set quite soon after it first

becomes visible in the twilight.

considerable altitude in the southern sky.

It varies in intensity and visibility, being

.sometimes a striking plicnomenon and at

other times scarec'ly discernible. Its ap-

pearance is evidently subject to variations

dependent on the condition of the at-

mosphere, and ])()ssibly on other causes.

The Light is now believed to be a celes-

tial feature, and lias been explained on the

view that it re])r('senls tlu' diffused light

refl(*cted from myriads of meteoric parti-

cles revolving in streams round the

Sun. At first consideration, this ex-

planation might be thought insufficient

owing to the fact tliat meteoric systems

are inclined at all angles. But we must

include the minor planets, of which an

immense number jirohably exist, though

not moie tlian about 1 ,1(X) are known, also

the comets of short period and the majority

of met(‘(>rir systems which do not move

in orbits that are greatly inclined. No
doubt the space over which our Solar
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System extends is rich in small planc'tary bodies,

and the action of the large p]an('ts through past

ages has been to draw smaller objf'cts into paths

having little inclination In fact, th(‘ orbits of

the minor planets, periodic comets and meteors

must approximately correspond to the direction

of the Zodiacal I-ight, and the latter phenomenon

simjily presents a ft.iture which we might

naturally expect

The cosmic origin of the 1-ight has been

disputed by several astronomers, but the features

of its appearance and position greatly favour, if

they do not absolutely prove', that the object

has its derivative source* far outside the Earth’s

atmosphe're and results from solar reflection on

myriads of planetary atoms mainly distributed

in directions nearly conformable with the plane

of the Sun’s equator.

l torn] [“7/w A^t£ Heairns”

A I,ENS-S1IAPED NEBUl^A
Many spiral ncbulre present their edpefe to our view, and so

arc seen “ in section ” rather than “ in plan '* It is al^\ays

noticeable that they arc, like a lens, thicker in the middle

than at the eclKC-., anti there seems a certain analocy between

lhi9 distribution of matter anti that presumed for the Zodi.ical

Taght in the Solar System

It has been allc^gcd in

opposition to the idea that the

Zodiac'al Light is a c('l(‘stidl

production that it has been

•^ometim(‘s viewc'd to the best

I'ffc'ct in a sornc'what hazy

atmospliere. It was belter

definc'd on a November morning

as set'ti from Clapham by

Easel than ho had viewed it in a

far more* favourable* atmosjilu'rc;

in Switzerland. On the morn-

ings of Dc'cc'inber 3 and 4,

1910. the Light appt‘arc‘d un-

usually brilliant to the writer

at Bristol, though the atmos-

phere was not favourable for

such an observation.

The extremities of the cone

extended to the stars in the

Sickle of Leo or about 100

degrees westward from the

Sun, but from numerous obser-

vations at the same place* it

appeared that the Light varied

considerably, and was some-

times seen to extend

farther than at others. The
testimony of diffcn*nt observers

appears to be consistent in

proving the remarkably variable

HOW THE SUN IS PLACED IN THE ZODIACAE EIOHT
The Zodiacal extends alonf; the Ecliptic on both sides of the Sun, which is

centrally placed in it We can only observe one end of the Eight at any one time, the

other being, with the Sun, lx low the horixon The portions of the Eight seen in the

evenings and moniings are thus the opposite ends of one great continuous formation.



SOME 01,D DRAWINGS OK \ I N US.

These drawings were made in the Eighteenth Century, in the early days t>f the tclesu^pic study of Venus The three upper

views are due to Schroter and show irregularities at the “ cusps and m the “ termmator,” or sunset 'me, of the planet These

Schrotcr a ttributed to the presence of mountains and valleys on Venus, but his estimates of their probable height and depth

Are now Known to have been erroneous. The two lower pictures show the large dusky patches observetl by Bianchini, and

believed by him to be teas. Similar markings, of a less definite character, have smec been seen and drawn by many observers
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character of the Light. Its extent and visibility are liable to considerable alterations though

its general form is similar. Sometimes a striking feature, at other periods, with conditions

apparently the same, it may be feebly discernible. It seems highly probable that the illumi-

nating power of the jdienomenon changes from some inherent causes, and differences in our

atmosphere must account for many discordances ;
but we can hardly explain in this way all

the ppcularities of aspect which sometimes at short intervals the Light displays.

Humboldt, who watched

the phenomenon from foreign

countries, describes its as-

pect as like a pyramidal

beam,’' and noted its sur-

prising alterations of appear-

ance. At stations where a

clearer atmosphere and better

climatic conditions generally

prevail the Light is stronger

and admits of more success-

ful observation.

As already stated, differ-

ent authorities vary in their

opinions as to the nature of

the phenomenon. Wood
thought it simply a mete-

orological effect, and says

:

“ Masquerading through the

constellations of the Zodiac

as though it were a celestial

object, we are confronted

with what is probably noth-

ing more important than a

column of atmospheric dust

feebly illumined by the action

of the vortical currents of

the Earth's permanent mag-

netism in their passage

through the atmosphere into

space, directed by solar re-

puhsion.”

Lowe, at Nottingham in

February, 1860, remarked

that the Light was more

brilliant on one night than

it had been for the previous

seven years, showing pulsa-

tions of greater or less brilliancy in periods of thirty seconds, so variable as to be almost extinct

at times.

Guillemin remarked : It is not purely meteorological, since its participation in the diurnal

movement, its visibility in regions of the Earth over distances from each other, and, lastly, its nearly

invariable inclination along the ecliptic indicate sufficiently that the cause which produces such

^.ppearances lies outside our atmosphere in the celestial spaces."

[By M. Eiffler,

THE ZODIACAE lyKHIT, SEEN IN THE TROPICS.

This illustration jfives a fair idea of the general shape and distribution of luminosity in

the ZodiaoiU Idght. The central and lower portions of the “ cone ’’ are always the

brightest, and have been observed to be more luminous than the brightest portions of

the IVIilky Way. The Idght fades towards the edge of the cone and merges into the

skv background more graduallj' than indicated in the picture.
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Proctor says of the Light that it

presents that fair tinge of pink which lias

been recognised in the corona. " It has
been observed to fluctuate in brightness,

and to be traversed by flickerings analo-

gous to the aurora. This glow obeys all

the usual laws observed in the motion of

all celestial bodies. It rises and sets

precisely as the stars do, and presents those

peculiarities which force on the astronomer

the conclusion that it is an extra-terrestrial

phenomenon. It is a ring of meteors

outside the Earth’s orbit revolving round
the Sun.”

The above may be taken as samples of

the views held by different writers, and a

large number of other references might be

made. Observations of the Light are

really abundant, but most of them lack

the systematic character, fullness and

accuracy of detail which are c.ssentially

required. One of the most diligent

students, the Rev. G. Jones, published at

Washington in 1866 a book on the subject,

in which he gave 356 plates of the Light

I torn \"Kt\ouUige**

rHOTO(iRAl»ll OP THJ*: /ODIACAI, UGHT.
No ordinary pholot^raphic lens heltig rapid enough for the purixisc it wa»
necessary to use a lens which, though givuig great light*grasp, was de-

fective in other ways This acLounts for the distorted shapes of the star

images far from the middle of the pittuic on this and pages 1 79 and I HI.

From] I" KnowUdgt:"

PHOTOGRAPH OF THE ZODIACAl, UGHT.
It la only under exceptionally good atmospheric conditions, and in

fairly low latitudes, that satisfactory photographs of such a faint

object are obtainable. The above picture was secured at the Eowell

Observatory, in Arizona, at a height of over 7,000 feet.

as he observed it The Zodiacal Light

cannot be described as a usually con-

spicuous or alUdCtivt' phenomenon,

thougli it is often v(Ty distinct and strik-

ing at j)l«i((‘s s|)(‘cially favouring its

visibility, and it invites tlie earnest con-

templation of the a])])rcciative student of

nature*. The* f.iet is that this light is not

one of ostentatious character It may
not aroUvSe* enthusiasm in the soul of

the individual who delights in brilliant

spectacular etterts. But it speaks

te*llingly te) the* d(*epcr student of celestial

wonders whe) re^gards it as a beautiful

object and an awe-inspiring one, for in

its far-reaching phosphorescence he men-

tally recognises myriads of planetary

objects r(*volving around the Sun and

pursuing orbits varying considerably in

distane'e*, though not greatly inclined to

the plane in which the Earth itself

revolves.

Wlien a person recognises this light

and endeavours to describe it with

precision, he finds himself confronted
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with a difficulty. The object spreads over an extensive area and its boundaries are indefinite, in

fact, the brighter parts fade gradually and imperceptibly away into the general tone of the sky.

We can only roughly estimate, therefore, where the terminal lines are i)laccd. It is the same
\dth all large faint ncdnilosities. An observer looking at the feebler portions is apt to see them
flash and to believe that pulsations and wave's of luminosity run through them. This, however,

results from the inability of the eye to retain a steady hold or grasp of the faint object. It is a case

of momentary glimpsing. These apparent rapid changes in luminosity are not temporary variations

in the thing itself, but are mere visionary sensations, due to the extreme tenuity of the light which

is hovering on the border line of visibility and non-visibility.

The “ Counter Glow .’'—This repn'sents a feeble glow sometimes seen in the sky in a position

opposite to the Sun, and obviously beyond the Earth's orbit. It has been found to be of

an t'lliptical form, and averaging some twenty degrees in diameter.

In Septembc'r and October it has

been obs(‘rvcd diffused over the

region of Pisces, and also near the

end of January in Cancer. Observa-

tions of this feature are not very

numerous, and they give no certain

clue as to the cause inducing it, but

it is probably due to the same cause

as the Zodiacal Light, viz., the

n'fleclion from metc'oric and plane-

tary i)articles moving in that part

of their orbits outside the Earth's

jiosition. An electric origin lias also

been discussed and the idea has been

held that it represents a band of

hydrogen and helium repelled from

our globe by solar influences.

Another theory is that it is due

to a swarm of meteors which

accompany our globe' in its orbit

around the Sun, and continually

retain:, Liie same position on the

outer side of an imaginary line

passing through the Sun and Earth.

The Supposed Planet Vulcan,—

More than half a century ago it was
thought highly probable that a

planet existed revolving in an orbit

between Mercury and the Sun. Various observers on different dates had seen dark, roundish spots
in transit across the Sun s disc, and it was said they exhibited rapid motion, and a planetary aspect
which could only be exjdained on the inference that they were transits of an unknown orb,

Le Verrier had also announced that certain perturbations occurring in the motion of Mercury
indicated that a disturbing planet or possibly a zone of asteroids existed in the space separating
Mercury and the Sun.

The observations made were by no means perfect, and they apparently were inconsistent when
critically compared, but from the data available mathematicians endeavoured to deduce the orbit,

and the suspected planet was provisionally named " Vulcan." Le Verrier computed for it a period
of twenty days. The probable date of the next transit was given and careful watch was maintained

[istronomtschc Sachruhten Vo. 20 H.
A MAP OF MKRCL'RY

Few obhcrvers have been able see iiiarkinjjs Mercury with sufficient

dcfiiuteness to be able to iccoj^ni'.c them w’ith the certainly necessary for

making a map of the planet’s surface IIowevtT, the late Professor
Schiaparelli, observing in the clear sky of Milan, n.is able to do so, and the

map shown above was drawn by liim.
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VENUS APPROACHING THE EARTH.
When Venus first comes Into the evening sky she appears close to the Sun and shows a nearly full disc in the telescope. As
she approaches us she appears Lirger and less fully illuminated, and, up to the time when she is a “ half-moon," is seen farther
from the direction of the Sun. Thereafter she seems to approach the Sun again, becoming meanwhile an ever larger but

thhincr crescent. The proportions in this and the succeedinR diagram, however, are not drawn to scale.

of the Sun's disc at the important time, but nothing was seen of a strange spot on the solar surface.

For sevt?ral years the supposed planet was made the object of systematic searching during the months
of March-April and Septcmber-Octobcr, which were regarded as the most likely periods for it to

transit the Sun. Absolute failure attended all the efforts made to obtain another glimpse of the

missing orb.

During several total eclipses of the Sun the region near the hidden solar orb was surveyed with
good telescopes, and on the occasion of the eclipse of July 29, 1878, it was announced by Watson
and Swift that one, if not two, new i)lanets had been detected. In any case starlike objects had been
found in places which did not agree with those of any known bodies. After a good deal of investigation

and controversy, however, nothing could be proved from the new observations.

VENUS RECEDING FROM THE EARTH.
After paiising dt^se to the Smi (apparently), when she is at her nearest to us, Venus, after being lost for a few days In the
5olar rays, reappears to the west of the Sun and becomes a morning star, viable just before dawn. Thereafter she pnwff

through the same series of changes in a reversed order, finishing up as a small fully -lit disc dose to the Sun,



“ VUI^CAN,” THE MYSTERY PLANET.
About the' middle of the Nineteenth Century much excitement was creuterl in the astronomical world by the announcement
that a dork body, of planetary appearance, had been seen in transit across the Sun’s disc. Attempts were made to calculate
the orbit of the supposed new planet, which many astronomers seriously believed to exist within the orbit of Mercury.
However, it has never been seen since its first announcement, and it is generally believed by astronomers to be non-existent.
Dtuing the past fifty years the Sun has been photographed almost doily, but no dark celestial body, other than the usual

solar spots, has ever been found on the plates.
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Of recent years no fresh incidents

have transpired to corroborate the exist-

ence of Vulcan, and as a natural conse-

quence the belief that such a planet has

any objective reality has been generally

abandoned. It could not possibly have

escaped all the observations of late

years. Vulcan, therefore, in the absence

of any further evidence, must be regarded

as a planet of fiction rather than of fact.

The theory of his existence was built up

on doubtful and imperfect observations,

which were never entitled to much
weight. They have now been con-

clusively negatived, and in the future the

story will be reganh'd as one of the

temporary romances or myths of Astro-

nomy, like the satellite of Venus, the

activ(‘ volcano(*s on the Moon, and the

double canals on Mars.

Any mystery that may have been

attached to tlu' above objects has long

since been n^movecl, for they were all

easily t'xplained as due to errors of

observation or of judgment. A French-

man, Dr. L('scarbault, was chiefly respon-

sible for the affirmative belief in the

hypothetical Vulcan, for it was his

observation of the objt'ct, on March 26,

1859, which led Le Verrier to work out

its orbit and assume its existence. The

credit, however, mtTited by Lescarbault

as an observing astronomer, can be estiniat(‘d when it is stated that he announced to the Academy

of Sciences that, on the night of January 11, 1891, he discovered a blight body in Leo, which he

concluded to be a new star or one suddenly increast'd in brilliancy. Tlui “ new star," however, proved

to be the ancient planet Saturn !

Mercury .—The discoviTy of Men'ury dates so far back into antiquity that no record has been

handed down as to the name or country of the individual who effected it. Great credit is attached

to the feat, for it needed acute vision, a comprehensive knowledge of the stars, and a discerning mind.

It seems very probable that, when the planet was first obstTved alternately in the morning and evening

twilight, it was supposed that two different objects were involved. The similarity of aspect and

regularity of the apparitions must soon however have afforded unmistakable evidence that one and

the same body was concerned in producing them. What a thrill of pleasure the first observer must

have experienced, after all his watchings, in realising the novelty and importance of his discovery !

And how intensely interested others must have been in corroborating it as the sparkling little planet

shone out morning after morning or evening after evening and unfolded to willing eyes the true story

of its existence. Possibly one of the Chaldean shepherds was the happy discoverer, but the world

has no historical account of it and, though we can applaud the feat accomplished, we cannot honour

the name of the individual

Observations of Mercury date back to the year 265 before the Christian era, but there is an earlier

Till; V.'NRIOUS PHASES OF VENEvS.

Wc never obUiiii a siilisfaelory view of the surface of \ einis \>hen she

is at her le.ast distance from us, for at such limes she turns very little*

of her illuminated side Upwards us, appcariii};; as an exceedingly slender

crescent (as at 4 in the illustration). When she appears fully xlluniinated

(as at 1) she is more than six times as far away. Consequently our

best views are obtained at ejx^chs corrcsptnidin^ to phjises 2 and .*1,

when the planet is half llluminate<l or appears a.s a thick crescent.

She is at her brightest betw’een the phases 2 iuid 3, and then casts

distinct shadows on a bright surface at night.
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record in which the chief astronomer at Nineveh mention^ the planet in a report he made to tlie King

of Assyria.

The celerity of movement of this planet caused him to Ix' known to the ancients as “The swift-

winged messenger of the gods.*’ This was not the only appellation givt'n to Mercury, for his fitful

lustre, when visible to the naked eye, amidst the dense and often disturbed atmosphere near the

horizon, led the Greeks to call him “ The strongly sparkling one
’’

This is the nearest known planet to the Sun, hi.s mean distance from that oil) being Itr),l)o8,t)00

miles, sidereal period of revolution eighty-eight days, and real diameter miles.

Mercury can only be obscrv('d by the naked e\e about the time when he reaches his greatest

apparent elongation from the Sun, west or east, and tliN ne\u* exei't'ds twtMity-eight and a (piarter

degrees. At such times the planet either rises or sits about tw’o hours before or after the bun. In

the spring months of the

year tlu' elongations ar(‘

favourable for viewing him

as an evening star, and

in autumnal mornings he

may be equally well dis-

cerned as a morning star.

At such limes, since his

declination is north of the

Sun, he remains abovi* thi'

horizon in the absence of

that luminary for longt'r

periods than at other times,

when his declination is

south. He sometimes

appears to be brighter than

a star of the first magni-

tude, and is really a con-

spicuoiLS obji'ct to the naked

eye. His po.sition, how-

ever, being near the horizon

and involved in twilight, he

shines with a sparkling,

ruddy lustre, scintillating in

somewhat similar fashion to

that of the stars.

In the English climate,

Mercury may be seen with

the unaided eye on about

fifteen occasions annually,

but much depends upon the

itmospheric conditions pre-

vailing at those special

periods when the planet

)ccupies the best position

or observation.

It has been said of Co-

)ernicus, who was the

greatest astronomer of the

'
From^^Tk, Heaven.. ty A unJ W. Ma.nUr. ]

\liy of the EpuofiH Vn

CI.OUD-UKE MARKINGS ON VENUS

but*; out the Utter. It Is necewury on a drawUg to exaggerate

its duskiness. These drawings were made at the Bothkamp Observatory.
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Sixteenth Century, that he never caught a glimpse of Mercury though he had frequently endeavoured

to do so. The suggestion has been made that a probable cause of the failure existed in the fogs which

arose from the river Vistula, running near Thorn, where Copernicus resided. The whole incident^

however, has been n*garded as a mere legend, or in any case to have resulted from misconception of

the writings of Coj)ernicu.s.

One of the first observational feats attempted by astronomical beginners is to catch a glimpse of

Mercury. His j)osilion and times of rising and setting can be found from an almanac, and if the

would-bc observer looks in the right

direction at the correct time, and with a

clear atmosphere near the horizon, the

fitful lustre of the little planet will

probably be soon detected. The picture

will afford the beholder a peculiar satis-

faction and prove an incentive to attain

further successes.

This planet is considered by many
obstTvers to be involved in a dense

atmosphere', which obscures his actual

surface' markings and shelters his land-

sci^)c from the intense* heat of the Sun.

Telescopic power reveals certain features

on the? apparent disc, but they consist of

faint, irregularly shaped, dusky spots

and white areas, which are probably

existent in the outer limits of his at-

mosphere, and have no durable

characters. At any rale observers have

not been able to chart the features on

the disc with the same certainty and

accuracy in regard to the chief details,

as they have attained in regard to Mars.

In fact th(' visible asj^cct of Mercury

appears to be of a different nature and

to represent, similarly to that of Venus,

the phenonuaia of an active vaporous

envelope.

The position of Mercury near the Sun

is very unfavourable for the telescopic

study of the planet’s markings. He is

seldom to be examined to advantage,

and especially with magnifiers sulliciently

high for the puri)oses required, for with

every increa.se of power definition suffers

owing to atmospheric disturbances and
telescopic imperfections. The rotation period of Mercury is not known with certainty but it is probably
about twenty-five hours. Observations by Schreter, in about 1800 , indicated the period as twenty-four
hours four minutes. Other observers have approximately corroborated this value. Schiaparelli

however concluded, from his study of the planet in the years 1882 to 1889
, that the rotation was

performed in the same period as the planet revolved around the Sun, viz., eighty-seven days twenty-
three hours. This meant that the planet always turned the same hemisphere towards the Sun,

March 22, Ch. March 26, 7h, March 28, 0\h

March 80, 6ih. March 81, 6%^ Aprn o, oin
Drawing by] [W. l\ Denmng.

VENUS, 1881.

More often than not, Venus appears almost comi)lctcly devoid of

markings. Ocx»sionally, however, faint dusky patches and bright areas
are seen, and these can sometimes be ideulified with fair certainly
(as in the drawings above) night after night. They appear, however,
to be of a temporary nature, imd are not surely recognisable after

long periods.



TRANSITS OF \'KNUS IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY.
Owing to the fact that the path or orbit of Venna round the Sun is considerably tilted with regard to the plane of the Earth’s

revolution, it seldom happens that Venus passes directly between us and the Sun. Generally she passes well above or below

the latter. Transits, when they do take place, occur ui pairs, with eight years between each transit. There is then an interval

of either 105^ or 121} years. Thus only two transits occurred in the Nineteenth Century, in 1874 and 1882, and the next pair

are due respectively in 2004 and 2012. At each transit, as shown in the illustration, Venus passes across a different portion
of the Sun’s disc

13
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similarly as the Moon docs to the Earth. The whole
“

matter of the planet's rotation, however, is doubtful.

Mercury requires further careful observation at

periods when he is sufficiently distant from the Sun
to be satisfactorily viewed. It will be an important

object accomplished when the rotation period of both

Mercury and Venus are found on evidence beyond

disputation.

Mercury being a little planet, and even less in magni-

tude than the third satellite of Jupiter, presents a

small disc for scrutiny, apparently varying, according

to distance, between five and thirteen seconds of arc.

l\'hen nearest to the Earth (at inferior conjunction) appearanck of venus when near
he is invisible, hi.s illuminated surface being turned and par away.
awav from us, but when farthest from the Earth (at venus, when nearest the Earth, turns chiefly her

‘

. , . , - ^ , .11 ®lde towards us, appearing as a thin crescent,
superior conjunction) he presents a circular, though when at her farthest, she shows us the whole of her

very small, disc. In the course of a revolution he illuminated face, but her^api^rent dhmicter is greaUy

presents to us all the phases of the Moon, and these are

observable with the help of a telescope. In fact, the phases of the planet, especially when crescented,

form the most attractive aspect under which he can appear. Mercury was called after a celebrated

god of antiquity, whom the (irccks termed Hermes. He was said not only to be the messenger

of the gods, but also the patron of travellers. He is usually represented with a wing, cap and
sandals, and as carrying a wand around which two serpents are entwined. He was armed with a

short sword.

Without an atmospluTe Mercury would be scarcely habitable owing to the intense heat of the Sun,

for it must ('\ceed that receivt'd by th(i Earth in the proportion of seven to one. If life however
is niaintainc‘d on the plaiK^t it would be specially adapted to the conditions prevailing there.

Transits of the planet across the disc of the Sun

CONJUNCTION OF VENUS AND SATURN,
1846

,

On rare occasions two planets are seen so nearly

in the same direction in the Heavens (though at

very different distances) as to be visible in the
same telescopic held. On such occasions the

colour, shape, size and brightness of the two arc
very readily compared. When Venus is one of the
pair, she is always seen to be incomparably the

brighter and whiter of the two.

occur on an average once in six years, and they afford

interesting opportunities for the telescopic observer.

They take place at inferior conjunction with the Sun
when the planet passes directly between the Sun and
Earth from cast to west. They do not happen at every

conjunction because the inclinations of the orbits of

Mercury and the Earth are such as to allow Mercury
to pass a little above or below the solar disc. The posi-

tions of the planet are sometimes favourable in May and
November for the occurrence of transits, and they never

take place in any other months of the year. The follow-

ing are the dates of the transits which will occur during

the present century

1924 May 7 1970 May 9

1927 Nov. 8 1973 Nov. 9

1940 Nov. 12 1986 Nov. 12

1953 Nov. 13 1998 Nov.

1957

1960

May 5

Nov. 6

1999 * • Nov. 24

During transit Mercury is observable as a small, round,

black spot on the Sun, and some curious details have

been noted. A small, white spot has been seen on the

planet and a luminous aureole has apparently surrounded
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it. The spot has, however, been disputed, and there is a singular want of harmony in the observational

testimony. The aureole, the reality of which is also doubtful, has been explained on the assumption

that the planet has a perceptible atmosphere. The central spot is probably a mere optical effect.

The conditions regulating the visible displays of Mercury as a morning and evening star are

•repeated every thirteen years (after fifty-four revolutions) at nearly the same times as before. Thus

the evening elongation on May 5, 1923, will have a repetition a few days later in May, 1936. Mercury,

being situated so near to the Sun, ought to appear much brighter than he does if his atmosphere

.possessed the same capacity for reflection as that of certain other planets. The albedo, or reflective

power, of Mercury is rated at only seventeen, while the value for Venus and Jupiter is about sixty-five,

.and that of clouds seventy-two. Apart from the changing phases of the planet, the state of our

atmosphere and the intensity of the twilight involving his position, bring about material variations

•in his apparent lustre. In a February or March sky he usually appears much brighter than in the

THE EARTH AND MERCURY COMPARED.

Mercury is considerably leas than half the lUanieter of the Earth He is quite the smallest of the major pWs and is about

the sUe of the largest satellites of Jupiter and Saturn Gravity at the surface of Merau-y is alxiut a quMtei of what it is on

Earth, so that a terrestrial pound of sugar would weigh only four ounces on the smuilcr planet

•Strong twilight of May or June. At the best times he has shone with nearly ecjuivalent lustre to

Jupiter, but the far greater steadiness of the rays from the Jovian orb is always very marked. Under

mormal conditions lie becomes within reach of a good eye about half an hour after sunset, and shines

most strongly (when the western quarter is clear right down to the horizon) about the same interval

before he sets.
r n u- r w

There are times, however, when a rapidly narrowing crescented phase may so enfeeble his light

•that he may be detected with difficulty, though he remains above the horizon some two hours after

^^'^Mercury has never been studied sufficiently under telescopic power and at Umes best suitable for

rthe detection of his surface markings. There is here a very valuable piece of observational work
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awaiting some capable student. It is chiefly amateurs who investigate the physical aspect of the

planets, and they should specially direct their attention to Mercury and the determination of his

rotation period. This important element might be found for all time if a spot could be seen, clearly

and definitely, on the planet's disc, its position recorded and a few subsequent views obtained of the

same object. If it remained stationary, then the long period alleged by Schiaparelli and other observers

would be proved, but a rapid motion of the spot would uphold the shorter time, and show that not

only Mercury, but Venus also by inference, rotated in periods not essentially differing from those

of the outer planets. A marking which would aid the solution of the problem might present itself at

any time. Saturn, after many years of apparently tolerable quiescence, exhibited, in Jixne 1903>

From a Dramng by\ [w, p Denmng.
THE MORNING ZODIACAI, I,IGHT.

The observation here illustrated was made before dawn at Bristol on December 3, 1910, The Dight was noted as being
unusually bright, though the atmospheric conditions were far from perfect This would tend to support the theory that
real changes of brilliancy occur in the Zodiacal Ifight More often such apparent changes are directly attributable to

alterations in the transparency of our skies.

a very disturbed condition of surface, and large white and dark spots appeared in the northern

hemisphere. These soon indicated a rotation period about twenty-three minutes longer than the

previous determinations of Herschel (1793) and Hall (J 876-7). Similarly the atmosphere of Mercury

may become sufficiently active to present the necessary features and the disc should be carefully

watched when the planet is high in the daytime, for low altitude means bad definition.

Mercury may not be, in himself, one of the more splendid objects in nature, but he often forms

one of the chief brilliants in real sky pictures of charming character. When occasionally visible in
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the twilight glow, the crescent of the Moon and Dow'hl
compose an interesting and striking group for CMtem k

another planet may be near, and

Vcflus, This planet was appropriatelv knr»wn t-n

never was a title more justly merited, for Venas has a
Beauty,” and

parallel among the other planetary orbs of the Sol i;

7^*^ splendour all her own and without a

pale-yellow Ught, and Mars, when favourably placed mal*7r!!ii

.

of these objects can compare with the refulgem beauties of Vmu^ Sh f

lustrc^but neither

either in the morning’s dawn, heralding the Sun in his risin,r »i
•

^ ® “ resplendent picture

over the glow where he has just set amS gSd cZl^
'

From a Drattmg by] Denning.
THE EVENING ZODIACAIy IJGHT,

The Zorliacal 14ghl Is here shown as observed In Bristol In the month of March. It is in the early spring that the best views
of the Evening Eight are secured, since the Sun’s path, or ecliptic (in which the Eight appears) is then wdl raised above

the mists and smoke of the horizon. For a similar reason the Morning Eight is liest seen in autumn.

There is perhaps no more beautiful scene than a sunset with Venus " the evening star," and gorgeous

cloud scenery enveloping all the western sky. At such times the pageant of Nature forms a deeply

attractive and impressive spectacle. Sometimes the crescent of the young Moon adds a charming

effect, and we may contemplate the deepening hues and changing tints until the dusky shades of

night silently draw their veil and display a myriad starry brilliants in the blue heavens.

Among the more entertaining observations suitable to the unaided eye the monthly conjunctions

of Venus with the Moon and her occasional approaches to other planets may be regarded as taking

a foremost place. These occurrences are given in Whitaker*s Almanack and other annual publications
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Pi.'’

TK4NSITS OF MKKCT'RY.
Meicun- passes between the Kailh aiul the Sun much
more frequently than dots Venus Tiausits ticcur, on
the averapfe, alK)Ut ever> six yt'.irs Thty always take

place eithtr in May or Ntivemhcr

tivdy to the stars) 224*7 days,

of arc. When near inftTior

conjunction [i.c,, in a part oi

her orbit betwet‘n the £arth

and the Sun), and compara-

tively near the Earth, she is

in the form of a narrow crescent

and presents an attractive

aspect, looking as sh(‘ does like

a bright, silvery bow in the

blue sky. This elfect is, how-

ever, only to bt‘ seem in a tele-

scope, though it has been

alleged that the crescented

outline has been detected with

the naked eye
;
but this n(‘eds

confirmation.

The elongations or apparent

distances of Venus from the

Sun vary to a small extent, and

usually amount to about forty-

five or forty-seven degrees

When the eastern elongations

occur in the spring months

and the planet is very favour-

ably visible as an evening star,

her position being north of the

Sun's place, she sets about four

and a half hours after the Sun.

Similarly her morning (western)

of similar character, so that an intending observer

will always find tin* date and time given, and may
easily witness such of these events as occur in

clear weather.

This planet is frequently visibli* in the daytime

wht‘n the atmospliere is suitable and the sky is

of a deep blue colour. A person of ordinary sight

and knowing the position of the planet can often

see her without difficulty with the unaided vision

even at noonday. Venus has oftem been mistaken

for a new and lirilliant star, or for some special

celestial object, by persons not well acquainted with

Astronomy. Her astonishing brilliancy misled many
peoph' during the trying period of the Great War
to suspect that sh(‘ was suspendt'd in the sky as a

signal, and many anxious enquiries wt‘re made as

to her identity.

Venus is situatt‘d at a mean distance from the

Sun of h7,2(X),(MM) miles, her real diameter is 7,480

miles, and sidereal period of nwolution (%.€., rela-

Her appanmt diameter varies between ('leven and sixty-seven seconds

HAI^LEY’S METHOD OF FINDING THE SUN’S DISTANCE.
If a transit of Venus is observed simultaneously from two points, A and B, on
the Earth, the planet will appear to follow slightly different (laihs across the Sun’s-

disc The two places have to be chosen as far ajiart in a north-south direction as
possible, and from the apparent distance l^tweeu the observed paths and the known
distance betw<*en the two places we can calculate the size of the Earth’s orbit.
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dongafom, damg Ite latter half ot tte year, arc very favourable for obaervalions either with the
naked eye or teleTOpe. Her maximum brighlnea. ia aitained at a yeriod of thirtysix days eUto

^tw cLfmt ahout “t^™
ilhiminated and the diameter

eonditions favouring the viai-

' ‘ ""

bility of Venus return at

nearly the same dates as

before* Tlie difference is one

amounting to only two days,

as the following comparison

will show :

—

Eastern Western

Year, Elongation, Elongation,

1900 April 28 September 17

1908 April 20 September 14

1916 April 24 September 12

1924 April 22 September 10

The planet will repeat her

brilliantly favourable appari-

tions in 1932, 1940, 1948, 1950,

and in years subsequent to

those mentioned consistently

with the cycle of eight years.

In some seasons Venus is

practically missing, and fails

to ornament our sky. How-

ever, even during unfavourable

years she may b(' occasionally

glimpsed near the horizon

but on such occasions her

I)C)sition is so involved in the

strong twilight that Iht lustn'

appears much moderated, and

she is not the same brilliant,

queenly orb as when she

shines under the best con-

ditions.

As a telescopic object it

must be confessed that Venus

is disappointing. Her lustrous

aspect encourages an expecta-

tion which is far from being

realised. The white disc,

free from obvious detail, such

as that which diversifies Mars

and Jupiter, docs not call for

VJCNUS and THJC JiARTlI.

This diaRFcun (which is not to scale) shows roughly how the orbits (if Vt‘nus and
the Earth jue situated with regard to one another. Strictly speaking, Venus should

be nearly three-quarters of the way from the Sun to the I^rth The two planets,

Venus and Mercury, both h.ave orbits that lie within that of the Earth, and they are

known as " inferioi ” (that is, interi(ir) planets.

interested study, though, if the

planet be crescented, the picture is a very attractive one and gratifies the eye. Tlie student however is

apt to tire of a similarity of aspect. It is the study of detail and of changes in the forms and motions

of features which so pleasantly maintains the interest in planetary work and furnishes results which
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are important. In this

respect Venus may not

apparently take a lead-

ing place, although the

keen observer may al-

ways find something

to allure investigation.

Schroter's mountains

may not present them-

selves, but there will

probably be the dusky

areas, brightness of the

horns and margin of

the disc, and, possibly,

slight unevenness along

the curve of the ter-

minator or line of sun-

rise or sunset on the

planet's surface. In-

dentations are some-

times noticed as though

depressions actually

existed, either atmos-

pheric or otherwise.

Some of the mark-

ings seen or imagined

to exist on Venus have

certainly been illusions

;

others have received

the corroboration nec-

essary to remove every

possible doubt as to

their objective reality.

One instance of a re-

liable observation was
made on February 13,

1913, by McEwen of

Glasgow and Sargent of

Bristol, who simixltane-

ously detected a very

obvious and rather deep

indentation in the

terminator of the

planet. Faint, cloudy

and indefinite markings

have certainly been

sometimes traced on the planet's disc, and they appear to be slight inequalities of tone in the atmosphere

rather than real features on the surface. They apparently cover extensive areas and have eluded the

scrutiny of some of the best observers. Schroter saw them at the end of the Nineteenth Century,

but his great contemporary, William Herschel, failed to perceive anything, and expressed himself

Froffti [** L'Astronomie,"

VENUS OCCULTED BY THE MOON, 1921, JUEY 2.

The hiding of one celestial body by another is known technically as an “ occultation.** In
this picture we luive photographs illustrating two stages in the occultation of Venus by the

Moon, 1921, July 2. The Moon is to the left of each photograph, and the scale is so large

that only a portion of the whole crescent is included. Venus was about halMUiuninated at

the time, and appeared intrinsically very much brighter than the Moon, as is shown on the

photographs. This picture is upside down as compared with the small drawing showing
both objects in the morning sky.



THE TRANSIT OF VENUS.
The transit of Venua across the Siin*s disc, which took place in 1874, was the first that had occurred lor over a century.

Bxdtement over the event was not confined to scientific circles, but appears to have extended to many not ordinarily concerned
with the phenomena of Astronomy. The picture reproduced above (showing the f^oddess Venus about to pass in front of

the chariot of the Sun-god, Phoebus), represents an attempt by a French artist to give on allegorical interpretation to the event



EXPI^ANATION OF THE PHASES OF MERCURY,
Mercury, like the F<arth cind all the other planets, has a bri^^ht and a dark side, since it depends entirely on the Sun for its

light. An observer on the Sun would see only the illuminated side, so that the planet would always appear " full.” On the
other hand, an observer situated outside the orbit of Mercury (as we on the Earth) would see at different times very different

proportions of the bright side, and sometimes even none at all On the diagram, the inner circle shows the true state of
affairs, while just outride are the corresponding appearances of Mercury as seen from the Earth.
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strongly as to their non-existence. Dawes and others, in more modern times, supported the negative
view of Herschel, but on the other side so many observers have glimpsed the dusky an'as that they
cannot be rejected as illusions due to imagination.

The feebly outlined markings often seen on Venus certainly do not recpiire a large telescope to
show them, Though this is a small planet of about the same dimensions as the Harth, her apparent
size is large as she approaches near to us, and sometimes equals one minute of arc. With moderate
magnifying power, therefore, her disc is fairly expansive, and any conspicuous features presented
on it ought to be easily recognised. It is j)erhaps a curious fact that sonu' obstTvcTs looking at Venus

0
J

From a J-)rawtnn by\ [[V. H, S/eavrnson.

THU ZODIACAI, BAND, 191«, e'KBKUAKY 5.

Under good conditions a fiiint niirrow extension of the Zo<iiaoal Light vnn be tnicfcl for some distance beyond the ‘‘apex*’ of

the bright cone of the Light. It has, on occasion, been tmeed completely round the Heavens to its junction with the apex of

the “ monihig ” cone. This faint extension is generally known as the Zodiacal Band. It is seldom observed in this country.

Vith three- or four-inch telescopes have remarked spots, wh(T(‘as ohstirvers with much larger, and

presumably more effective instruments, have quite failed to perceive them. An explanation may
partly lie in the fact that a large glass produces such a brilliant image that feeble details likt* the

faint, dusky areas on Venus arc practically obliterated in tlie glare, Moi e than one student of planetary

markings have tried the experiment of comparing a fairly large and .small telescope side by side on

the markings of Venus, and the result has been that in the smaller instrument the features have

appeared to be more obvious than in the larger one.

It has been argued that this result really proves that small telescopes have insufficient grasp to

deal effectively and reliably with planetary markings, and that the comparatively faint images are
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liable to produce false impressions. This however is

not at all certain, and the problem remains unsolved,

though we may naturally expect more reliable work

with large apertures. As bearing on the point an

observation and drawing of Venus made on May
20. 1889, may be mentioned. The well-known

observer, Barnard, wrote that dark markings seem

undoubtedly to exist on the planet, and that he

never afterwards had such perfect conditions to

observe Venus, adding that a twelve-inch equatorial

at the Lick Observatory was found to be superior

to the thirty-six inch for viewing this difficult

object.

Schroter, in 1789, found the rotation period of

the planet to be 23 hours 21 minutes 7*98 seconds

from the dusky spots, and J. D. Cassini had arrived

at a nearly similar period forty years before, viz.,

23 hours 20 minutes 55 seconds. T-ater observers

have approximately corroborated the results men-

tioned, but Schiaparelli concluded that Venus, like

Mercury, rotates in the same period as she revolves

round the Sun, viz., 224 days IG hours 49 minutes.

The latter period was arrived at after an elaborate

discussion of existing data, and after a telescopic

study of the planet by the author of it, and it appears

to have received corroboration from a few other

astronomers. There is however a large amount

of evidence opposed to it, and it must be confessed

j. Molt'sworth Jime2. 2. Br nner 1890, Ma> »

n. Molesworth 1898, April 2 4. Molesworth 1898. April 8.

SOME VIEWS OF MERCURY.
Owing to his low altitude iieai sunset or sunrise, Mercury
is not so well seen then as in the full daylight when he is

high in the sky. A good telescope will then reveal faint

dusky markings that are not always easy of identification

over long intervals. Moreover, observers differ greatly

in their portrayal of the markings and we still lack a
rchable map of the planet's surface.

Xhis is an instance in which the same markings on Mercury were identified with

reasonable certainty on two separate occasions. Their movement on the disc appeared

inconsistent with a very long period of rotation. As often observed, one cusp of the

crescent appeared more blunt than the other.

that the actual rotation

period of Venus, like that of

Mercury, is one of the un-

solved problems of Astro-

nomy.

Sir John Herschel con-

sidered Venus a difficult

object and a critical test of

definition. He remarked

that the intense lustre of

her illuminated part dazzles

the sight and exaggerates

every imperfection of the

telescope. He rightly con-

cluded that we cannot dis-

cern the real surface ©f the

planet but only its cloud-

laden atmosphere.

The first observer to

examine Venus and discover

her phases was Galileo in
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1610. and in 1643 Fontana detected irregularities along the inner edge of the crescent, while in 1645

he saw a dark spot on the disc. Cassini, in 1666, October, saw a bright spot near the inner edge on

the northern limb and also two dark spots of extreme faintness. He made further observations and

watched the markings over sufficiently lengthy intervals to note changes in their position.

Flammarion made a pretty exhau.stivc review of observations of Venus, and published his con-

clusions in 1897. He found many discordances in the results, in fact the contradictions were of such

a nature that no safe and certain conclusions could be derived from them. He gave the observers

credit for having doubtless done their best, and attributed their want of harmony to personal

equation," and to the difficulties inseparable from the research.

From a JJramng St$aven»on.

THE COUNTER-CI,OW, OliSERVED AT ASHTEAD, 1916. FEBRUARY 5.

The faint oval patch of hazy light in the centre of the picture is known as the Counter-Glow, or GegenAchein. It is sometimes
to be seen on very dark clear nights by obscu'vers of sensitive vision. It always occupies the portion of the sky exactly opposite
to the Sun, and is believed to be intimately connected with the Zodiacal Eight. It is much fainter than the latter, Emd is

not often observed in England.

The spectroscopic method has been tried as a means of determining the rotation period of Venus,

but it appears to have given results which are not consistent, and the question is still left an open one.

The atmosphere of Venus is probably of great density, and this seems obvious on evidence of

a convincing character. The planet occulted a star in Gemini, July 1910, and it was noticed by critical

observation that at disappearance the light of the star declined during two and a half seconds, and at

reappearance its increa.se occupied one and three-quarter seconds, whereas had the planet possessed

a sharply-cut boundary like the Moon the star s lustre would have vanished and returned instantaneously

as during a lunar occultation. It was computed from the phenomena observed in 1910 that the

atmosphere involving Venus must reach an altitude of seventy miles. The ring of light sometimes

apparent around Venus when in transit across the Sun finds an easy explanation as an atmospheric effect.
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Mercury and Venus are termed inferior planets, their orbits being nearer to the Sun than the
ar

^
cy are consi ered to be the least interesting for telescopic observation, for apart from

^ present no very conspicuous details or spots of changeable forms and dimensions.
The iwkings on Mercury, however, appear to be plainer and more definite than those of Venus,

and to offer a better prospect to observers for the investigation of tiie rotation period and physical
condition of the planet.

Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn, on the other hand, are known as superior j)lanots, and they individually
exhibit highly interesting features for study when viewed under tclesicopic power. The other superior
planets, Uranus and Neptune, form a different class, being situated at enormous distances, and
apparently they are of feeble light and small dimensions as viewed from our remote standpoint.

For observing the markings on V('nus the best time is in daylight, for the i)lanet sliines with
almost dazzling splendour on a dark or nearly dark sky, and under such conditions telescopic

definition is apt to suffer. In strong twilight, or when the Sun is a little above the horizon, \’iews

From Uramngsi [tty Scfirdtef.

DirTiCRliNT AvSIM:CTS of MivKCUKV.
These drawings, made by Schroter at the end of the liightc mth Century, give an excellent general idea of what is seen when
a telescope of moderate power is directed towards Mercury. The “ cusps " uf the crt‘scent, unlike those of Venus, are often

heavily shaded, producing an effect of blunting " at flrsi sight. A similar soft shading is also present along the terminator,

which marks the region of sunrise or sunset.

of this planet are frequently very sharp, and delicate features an* more easily rccogni.^cd than at any

other period. Her full lustre is apt to exiggerate telescopic def(‘Cts and to reveal want of achromatism

in any but the very best lenses. In the day-time the intensity of the light is toned down in suitable

degree. Mercury, too, is often seen to advantage in a light sky and the .same may be said of the

planets Mars and Jupiter, the details of which come out more keenly and often with livid distinctness

about an hour, or half an hour, after sunrise or before sunset. The various planets may be readily

found in the day-time, even when the mounting of the telescope is nierely an alt-azimuth stand, if

the observer knows the approximate place of the object, and uses an eyepiece of low power and

large field.

When visible as a morning star, Venus was known to the ancient Greeks as Phosphorus or Lucifer,

and when seen as an evening star was called Hesperus or Ves'pems.

Venus has occasionally displayed the “ ashy light ” or Lumiere Crndrde, which is so often remarked
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on the dark part of the Moon when she is tliinly crescented. The fact has been well asserted though

not always satisfactorily seen even at such times as all the conditions favoured its presentation. The
shimmering of the unilluminated part of the disc has been, moreover, corroborated by special

observations and is now one of the established details of the planet's features. No doubt circumstances

affect its visibility, and apparently induce variations in its aspect and tone, but the peculiarity lies

beyond disputation and has been recognised by many observers employing different classes and
sizes of telescopes under different conditions. It is due to changes in the atmosphere of Venus

which may not always be equally reflective nor similarly illuminated from exterior sources.

The phases of Venus have not always been precisely conformable with calculation, and this is

suggestive of marked diffenmres in the lieight of certain areas. There may be extensive hollows

and mounds in the outer

layer, giving rise to the ob-

served irregularities, such as

faint shadings, an uneven

terminator and differences

in the cusps. It might also

cause that feebly mottled

appearance which has been

strongly suspected by certain

observers at various periods.

Venus as the abode of

living creatures has some-

times formed an alluring sub-

ject of discussion in works

dealing with a plurality of

worlds. It is a question,

however, that does not admit

of settlement. Probabilities,

possibilities, and analogies

may be referred to in detail,

and inftTenccs deduced from

them, but our insufficient

knowledge fails to conduct

us to safe and certain con-

clusions.

We arc too apt to regard

TiiK DARK SIDE OF VENUS. our own experiences and the
When Venus appears to us as a narrow crescent the “ honis ” of the latter are seen conditions of OUr OWn clobc as
to extend beyond a half-drcle. Thjs is due in part to the ri eat apparent size of the

* i r i r i_*
Sun’s disc as seen from Venus and in part to the bending of light by the planet’s typical 01 the State of things
atmosphere. At such times the whole of the disc of Venus has been dimly seen, existing Or nccessarilv existing
like the “ Old Moon in the New Moon’s Arms ” Sonic astronomers have considered ®

^ t.* •

this appearance an illusion, but the weight of evidence is in favour of its reality. Other planets, but this IS

a faulty presumption which

can only lead us astray. The other planets of the Solar System arc each one regulated and influenced

by many circumstances of different character, and if life is sustained on various other orbs it is consistent

with and suitably adapted to the conditions under which it is maintained.

Mercury and Venus, so near the Sun, may well be able to withstand the great light and heat,

sheltered and veiled, as their surfaces are, by dense atmospheric canopies. On the other hand,

Uranus and Neptune may be inhabited by animate beings able to thrive amid the cold and dark

surroundings which are supposed to exist at such immense distances from the Sun. Forming inferences

from analogies we may reasonably conclude that our own little Earth is not the only orb favoured









Dra^mg fry] [bcnvtn Bolton
A RLCIZNT TllLOKY 01 J HH ROTATION OR VrvUS

In January 19->I Professor W II PKktniig observed on \euus a series of large dark patches These appeared to move m
a direction nearly at right anglc-j to that in which the planet had geueniUy been assumed to rotate Professor Pickermg’s
conclusion was that the axis of the plant t lay nearly in the pl<me of its orbit round the Sun, and that a complete rotation
occupied sixty eight hours Unfortunately the dusky patches which were probably tin effect of the atmosphere of VenuSf

disappeared after a few days, and no verification of the new theory has been possible
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SffH

W'nas

Sfoi

b n c B ti A
From hulUlin oj

is THEKIC oxv<;k: ox VICXIJS?
[Lou'cll i>bst‘rvalory.

Here we have a spectroscopic comparison of the liRht of Venus niui the Sun, to both ot which is iuUlcd c(inally the
absorbing effects of gases In our own atmosphere. The lines marked H anti A are dm? to oxygen ami water- vajxnir
respectively. If these substances were present in the outer i)arts of the atinosphtTe of \*i‘inis wc shonld expect
to find their lines more marked in the planet’s spectrum than in that of the *Snn. In actual fact, no such enhance-
ment is observed, but this does not preclude the t)ossible exi.stence of oxygen and water- vai)t)Ui at lower levels in

the plan(‘t’s atmosphere.

with intelligent beings. Certain planets may not yt't have rt‘aelu‘(l the habitable stag(‘, wliile otlu'i.s,

like the Moon, may havti passed it. It seems likely tliat tlu' hirg(T plaiuds Ix't'ome lial)ilable after

longer periods, as tliey require more time for devt'lopnauits than tlie smalh'r oiu's. T1 h‘ worlds of

space, like individual creatures, have tlu'ir youth, maturity, and old age.

Venus possesses no sabdlite, though om‘ was thought to havt* In't'u discovered by several observers,

chiefly in the Seventt'enth Century. Tlu' siip]K)sed m(K)n was (a)ntidently assert(‘d to t‘.\ist for u

secondary orb, in whicli the phase of Venus had its duplication, sonu'liiiK's appc'art'd elosi‘ to that

planet and apparently accompanied her in her orbit. The ailt‘g(‘d discovtay aroused great interest

and disputation, for the.'re were many ol)seTvers who faile-d to j)eTe'e'ive‘ any sate'llite t!ie)ugh e'very

effort had been made to find the elusive obje'ct.

The passage of time:' e'vc'ntually settle'd tlu‘ pre.)blem for it l.)roiiglit ne) furtlie’r e'vieleaiee' ol a .sate'llite*.

The great modern t(?le?scopes and all the ob.sorv.ilioual talent eaf Uk' Ninetee'nth ( entnry 1aiU‘d to

rt'Ve'ul the sn])pose'd me)on te)

THF, ATMOSIUIKK-B OF VENUS.

When Venus passes between Earth and Sun she i.s seen to be surroundc<l by a bright

ring of soft light. This is, perhaps, the best proof we have of the existence of an

atmosphere enveloping the planet.

Venus. So it has ht'cii finally

put on one side, and its e.vplana-

lion is tliat it was om* of the

mythical oi)j(‘ets sei'n in the

faulty teiescoj)es and by tlic-

im})erfeel ohst'rvat ions of j)ast

g(‘nerations. No doubt, the

sat(‘llit(* was either a l)ordering

star or a spee.tral appi-arance or

false image brought into being

l)y imperlV'Ct instrumental ad-

jiistinent. Th(? (iregorian

reflt'clors were occasionally apt

to induce double, reneelions

eillK.'r by tlu* mirrors or lyc^-

])jec:(*s, and o])Scrvers, keen and

ever alert in seeking for new

(d)ji?cts, might well be allured

into false presumptions by the

fictitious creations alluded to.
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As already explained in Chapter IT, observations of Venus when she is projecti‘d as a dark spot

in transit across tlit' Sun, and her apparent track measured from two different stations, enable the

Sun s distane(‘ to be ascertained. This was originally found by Encke in 1824 from observations

madt' during the transits of 1701 and 1709 to be about 95,000,000 miles. The value was accepted

for more than a generation until Hanstm, in 1854, and Le Ve'rrier, a few years later, reinvestigated

the problem, and concluded the* distance to be decidedly too great,

Tlie transits in 1874 and 1882 afforded corroboration of the smaller distance, but other and
pnderable methods had been adopted, and Gill, in 1877, from observations of Mars, deduced a distance

of 03,080,(X)0 miles. The best and latest determination, however, is that of Hinks in 1910, from
observations of the minor planet Eros, which approaches the Earth nearer than the planets Venus
or Mars, and this gave the distance of the Sun as 92,830,000 miles. Astronomers regard this element

as of high importance, because it is a fundamental or basic on(‘ on which our knowledge of the distances,

dimensions, &c., of the bodies composing our Solar vSystem depends. It is therefore very satisfactory

Nov. 5, 1811. 49n]. Nov. 6, 13*1 55’ii. Nov 8, 19h. 30m.
Drawing by [w. F. Denning,

Ml’RCURV IX 188i.

For many reasons Mercury is a difficult object for telfscupic study, but, under favourable conditions,
markings arc definitely observable on his surfocv They generally take the form of dusky bands or
patches, but can seldom be seen and idcuti'ied often enough to give a relijible value of the planet’s rotation.

to realise that it has now been worked out in a vtTy accurate manner and that it admits of very little

if any correction. Transits of Venus occur at regular intervals of 8,121J, 8,105J, 8,121J years, et seq.

The dates of some past and future transits are :
—

Dec. 0,1831 Dec. 8,1874 Dec. 10,2117

Dec. 4,1639 Dec. 0,1882 Dec. 8,2125

June 6, 1761 June 8, 2004 June 11. 2247

June 3, 1769 June 6, 2012 June 8, 2255

There are certain naked eye observations wliich offer special attraction.s to celestial students,

and i)articularly to that class not possessing telescopes to aid natural vision. To see Venus in

sunshine is one of these
;

looking foi the crescemt of Venus is another, and these may be dismissed

with tlie remark that the former feat is easily attainable, while the latter is beyond the capability

of the naked eye. Among interesting telescopic observations may be mentioned a view of Venus

when she is in inferior conjunction. At such times her whole disc has occasionally been perceived
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m a good tt'loscoj)!.*, and the i>henomenon has been termed “ the phosphorescence of the dark side
''

Thi fact of Its visibility has been disputed but negative evidence, though it often supplies a necessary

corn‘Ctive, is not always d(‘p( ndable. Corroborative evidence has lately been furnished by almost

simultineous observations of the pht^nornenon by Mr. Sargent at the Durham Observatory in 1922,

and by Professoi Duncan of the Whitm Observatory, Wellesley, Mass,, on the following day, when
“ tlu‘ planet was easily seen as a compkte ring of light."' The old controversy relating to the alleged

satellite of Venus is hardly likely to come i)rominently to the front again, and the observations of

Schroter, indicating mountains about twenty mih's in height, will scarcely he duplicated with modern

THIS BRIGHT “ HORNS OF VENUS.

When Venus appears either as a half<moon or a thick crescent, the telescope often reveals to us a wcU-dermed white patch
at either cusp ** It has been suggested that these white patches may actually be the snow-covered polar regions of the

planet, reflecting the sunlight more strongly than other parts of her surface The white dotted lines represent the

unilluminated portions of these assumed polar snows. Some astronomers have attributed the white patches to phase
effects,** that is, appearances produced by the angle at which the sunlight falls on different parts of the planet.
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telescopes, though history has a peculiar tendency to repeat itself evt'ii in tlie sphere of Astronoiv.y

Observers of this planet must be cautious in discriminating between real and illusory objects and

appearances when examining so brilliant an object after dark, for donblt' retlection, flare, tS:c., are

easily formed, and the judgment may readily err unless ]')ro])er jn'tT.uilioiis are takt'ii and suital)le

tests applied.

CHAPTb:R V.

THE EARTIEMOOX SYSTEM.
Bv A. C. D. Ckommeltn, B.A . L).S('., I'.R.A.S.

Y task in this chapter is to describe the little system that is made up of two bodies, theliarthlasK in nils cnapxer is xo ocscrioe me iiiiie sysieni iiiax is inacie up

and Moon, each influencing and influencc'd by tin' other in many ways. T1 ut(' is no otlu'r

system within our knowledge that closely resembles it. The mass of the Earth is eighty-om*

limes that of the Moon.

wheriNis in all the other

satt'llite systems the mass

of the plaiKd is thousands

of times as great as that

of its largest attendant.

When men learnt that

the place of our Earth in

the universe was a less

central and important one

than they had pnwiously

imagined, it must liavc*

been some solace to their

piide to realist' that there

was still one faithful orb

that continued to own

obedience to the Earth’s

sway. This orb was also

by far the most useful to

man of all the heavenly

orbs after tlie Sun. As

the lesser of the two

great lights " it served

periodically to lighten the

darkness of night ;
whilt'

its monthly changes of form, combined with the annual marcli of tl)(> seasons, gave those two important

measures of time, the month and the year. The function of a tide-raiser which we now nigard as the

most important of the Moon’s functions, was slow in being recognised, since early navigation wa.

chiefly confined to the almost tideless Mediterranean.
. ,1- * otQiifift

The Moon is our nearest neighbour among the heavenly bodies
;

its average ^

miles thirty times the diameter of the Earth, and but nine times it= circumference Its distance

can be found very accurately by observing it at the same time at distant stationj such “

and the Cape of Good Hope. It is possible to find the distance from measures made at a single station

some when the Moon is low down in the sky, others when it is high «P :
th's ^

the Moon’s motion between the observations; but it was not too difficult for the ancient Greeks,

who obtained an estimate of the distance quite close to the truth.

. [“ L'A^ilrnttntnie.

VENUS AND THE MOON, 1921, J’%Y 2.

Conjuuctiona of Vctiua and the Moon, especially when the latter is in the crescent phase,

always form an attractive spectacle. At such conjunctions the M<K>n Kenerally passes

above or below the planet, but ou this occasion, shortly after this drawiii« \\as made,

our satellite passed direcUy in front of \’enus, hiding her from view for over an hour.
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1. sketch of a process by which the distance may be found. It

Sun of April 1W2 that both Siui and Moon app^d of the same size,

and tHmt while onc^twelfth ol the Sun remained uncovered in London, the Moon just covered the

Sun in Pans. Tlius motion through 200 miles sufficed to shift the Moon through one-twelfth of her
diameter. This gives the rough value 2,400 miles for the Moon’s diameter ; it is not very far from
the true value - 2.160 miles. \Mien we know the true size of the Moon, its distance follows at once ’

can put a small disc, such as a coin, in a slot on a rod, and find the distance at which the coin lust
covers the Moon. This proves to be 111 times the width of the coin. Multiply the diameter 2160
miles, by the same number, and we get the distance as 239.000 miles. Another very ingenious way of
fining the distance was used by the ancients

; they knew that the Sun appeared to be half a deiee

h r K \ they observed the size of theEarth s shadow where the Moon crossed it in lunar eclipses, they could calculate the Moon’s distance.

It was next found that

the Moon's distance is not

constant, but alternately

increases and diminishes by

some 13,000 miles above or

below the average value.

Also it moves quicker when
near the Earth than when
far from it. The next step

was to compare its path^

among the stars with that

of the Sun . The latter path

has long been accurately

known, and the name Ec-

liptic has been given to it

(probably because eclipses

can only happen when the

Moon is quite close to it).

It was found that the

Moon’s path does not co-

incide with the Sun s, but

makes an angle of more

than five degrees with

it. (This is the angle

between the stars Castor

and Pollux in the Twins, or between the two pointer-stars in the Great Bear.)

Half of the Moon's path lies to the north of the ecliptic, the other half to the south
;

there are

two crossing points, now known as the nodes, but in earlier times called by the fanciful titles of the
'' Dragon's Head " and the “ Dragon's Tail." These names were probably derived from the myth
that in eclipses the luminary affected was being devoured by a dragon

;
various ceremonies were

enacted in the hope of driving this evil beast away, and the reappearance of the orb was hailed as

a victory for these rites.

As soon as eclipses began to be noted with care, it was seen that they are liable to happen at two
seasons of the year about six months apart (the times when the Sun is passing the two nodes), and

further that these seasons do not recur at the same time in successive years, but gradually get earlier.

For example, in 1919 there were eclipses in May and November, in 1923 they occurred in March

and September, while in 1927 the latter season went back to June, giving, in fact, the British

From " Astronomy for All "j [By ptrmiwxon of Messrs, Cassell & Co
, Ltd

CRREMONIT3S AAIONG THE PERUVIAN NATIVES AT AN ECUPSE.
In former times it was often imagined that eclipses were caused by some malign being,

such as a dragon, devoumig the luminary , various ceremonies were performed in the
hope of driving away the evil influence It is one <^5 me advantages of astronomical

knowledge that we can contemplate these grand observances without panic
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total solar eclipse of June This persistent regression of the eclipse seasons implies that
the plane or level in which the lloon travels round the Earth is constantly shifting

; the nodes or
crossing points go right round the sky in eighteen and a half years. This shift is one of the many
disturbances which the Sun produces in the Moon’s motion round the Earth. If only two orbs existed,
the round the other would be a simple ellipse, always keeping in the same position. But
if a third orb is introduced, this simplicity is destroyed, and various changes take place in the orbit.
For example, the Sun's dis-

turbing action causes the long

axis of the Moon's orbit to

move forward, making an

entire circuit in eight years and

ten months. The amount of

eccentricity also changes. It

is greatest when the long axis

points towards the Sun or in

the opposite direction
;

it then

amounts to one-fifteenth
; it

is smallest when the long axis

points square to the Sun's

direction, being then one-

twenty-third. The amount of

tilt of the Moon’s orbit to the

ecliptic is also varying
;

it is

greatest when the Sun is at

either node, amounting to

5® ly. It falls to 5® 0' when
the Sun is mid-way between

the nodes. We shall refer to

one or two other disturbances

produced by the Sun ; actually

many hundreds of them are

known, which makes the cal-

culation of the Moon's motion

an extremely complex matter.

To return to the backward

motion of the nodes, without

introducing mathematics, it Is

not difficult to see that there is

a tendency on the part of the

Sun to pull the Moon down

into the plane in which the

Earth is moving ; but the fact

of the Moon's continual motion

prevents the plane of her orbit

\By tht Abbi Mofeu^

PATH OF THE MOONT'S SHADOW IN THU JiCUPSli OF APRII, 17, 1012.

People on the dark line through Brazil, Spain, France, Germany, Russia, saw the

Moon ct)\er the Sun centrally
;
those for some distance on each side of this line saw

a partial eclipse ; the shading in the picture exaggerates the slight gloom of these

regions, which diminishes as we pass from the central line.

from being forced down into

the ecliptic ; what happens is that the Moon reaches the plane of the ecliptic a little sooner than it

would do if the Sun were not acting ; in other words, the node is made to move backwards to meet the

Moon. The action goes on month after month in the same direction, the result being a backward

movement of the nodes of nineteen and a half degrees per year. Each time that the Sun passes either

node (that is at intervals of slightly under six months) there must be at least one eclipse, and there
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The following is a rough outline sketch of a process by which the distance may be found. It

was noted in the eclipse of the Sun of April 1912 that both Sun and Moon appeared of the same size,

and that while one-twelfth of the Sun remained uncovered in London, the Moon just covered the

Sun in Paris. Thus motion through 200 miles sufficed to shift the Moon through one-twelfth of her

diameter. This gives the rough value 2,400 miles for the Moon's diameter
;

it is not very far from

the true value 2,160 miles. Wlien we know the true size of the Moon, its distance follows at once ;

we can put a small disc, such as a coin, in a slot on a rod, and find the distance at which the coin just

covers the Moon. This proves to be 111 times the width of the coin. Multiply the diameter, 2,160

miles, by the same number, and we get the distance as 239,000 miles. Another very ingenious way of

finding the distance was used by the ancients
; they knew that the Sun appeared to be half a degree

in diameter, and hence they saw that the edges of the Earth's shadow must slope inward, making

angles of a quarter of a degree with the axis of the shadow. If then they observed the size of the

Earth's shadow where the Moon crossed it in lunar eclipses, they could calculate the Moon's distance.

It was next found that

the Moon's distance is not

constant, but alternately

increases and diminishes by

some 13,000 miles above or

below the average value.

Also it moves quicker when
near the Earth than when

far from it. The next step

was to compare its path^

among the stars with that

of the Sun . The latter path

has long been accurately

known, and the name Ec-

liptic has been given to it

(probably because eclipses

can only happen when the

Moon is quite close to it).

It was found that the

From “ Astfonomy for All ”j [Uy perm^^i^ion of Messrs, Cassell & Co., Ltd.

CEREMONIES AMONG THE PERUVIAN NATIVES AT AN ECLIPSE.
In fonner Umes it was often iniapned that ecUpsc.s were caused by some malign belli)?,

such os a dragon, devouring the luminary
;

various ceremonies were performed in the

hope of driving away the evil influence. J t is one of the advantages of astronomical

knowledge that we wm contemplate these grand observances without panic.

Moon's path does not co-

incide with the Sun's, but

makes an angle of more

than five degrees with

it. (This is the angle

between the stars Castor

and Pollux in the Twins, or betw'een the two pointer-stars in the Great Bear.)

Half of the Moon's path lies to the north of the ecliptic, the other half to the south
;

there are

two crossing points, now known as the nodes, but in earlier times called by the fanciful titles of the

Dragon's Head " and the “ Dragon's Tail." These names were probably derived from the myth

that in eclipses the luminary affected was being devoured by a dragon ; various ceremonies were

enacted in the hope of driving this evil beast away, and the reappearance of the orb was hailed as

a victory for these rites.

As soon as eclipses began to be noted with care, it was seen that they are liable to happen at two

seasons of the year about six months apart (the times when the Sun is passing the two nodes), and

further that these seasons do not recur at the same time in successive years, but gradually get earlier.

For example, in 1919 there were eclipses in May and November, in 1923 they occurred in March

and September, while in 1927 the latter season went back to June, giving, in fact, the British
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total solar eclipse of June 20, 1927. This persistent regression of the eclipse seasons implies that
the plane or level in which the Moon travels round the Earth is constantly .shifting ; the nodes or
crossing points go right round the sky in eighteen and a half years. This shift is one of the many
disturbances which the Sun produces in the Moon's motion round the Earth. If only two orbs existed,
the path of one round the other would be a simple ellipse, always keeping in the same position. But
if a third orb is introduced, this simplicitj^ is destroyed, and various changes take place in the orbit.
For example, the Sun's dis-

turbing action causes the long

axis of the Moon's orbit to

move forward, making an

entire circuit in eight years and
ten months. The amount of

eccentricity also changes. It

is greatest when the long axis

points towards the Sun or in

the opposite direction ; it then

amounts to one-fifteenth
; it

is smallest wlum the long axis

points square to the Sun’s

direction, being then one-

twenty-third. The amount of

tilt of the Moon's orbit to the

ecliptic is also varying
; it is

greatest when the Sun is at

either node, amounting to

6® Id'. It falls to 5" 0' when

the Sun is mid-way between

the nodes. Wc shall refer to

one or two other disturbances

produced by the Sun ; actually

many hundreds of them are

known, which makes the cal-

culation of the Moon’s motion

an extremely complex matter.

To return to the backward

motion of the nodes, without

introducing mathematics, it is

not difficult to see that there is

a tendency on the part of the

Sun to pull the Moon down

into the plane in which the

Earth is moving ;
but the fact

of the Moon's continual motion

prevents the plane of her orbit

[By the Abbi Monux.

PATH or Tine MOON’S SHADOW IN THIC rCUPSF. OK APRTI, 17, 1012.

People on the dark line throuRh limzil, Spain, l^'rancc, Germany, Russia, saw the

Moon a>Ner the Sun centnilly
;
those for some distance on each side of this line saw

a partial eclipse ;
the shading in the picture exaggerates the slight gloom of these

rcgicais, v hich diminishes as we pass from the central line.

from being forced down into

the ecliptic ; what happens is that the Moon reaches the plane of the ecliptic a little sooner than it

would do if the Sun were not acting ;
in other words, the node is made to move backwards to meet the

Moon. The action goes on month after month in the same direction, the result being a backward

movement of the nodes of nineteen and a half degrees per year. Each time that the Sun passes either

node (that is at intervals of slightly under six months) there must be at least one eclipse, and there
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VIEW FROM THE SUN OF THE KCIJPSE OF APRIE 17, ]912

[Ity Lucien Rudaux.

All observer lit the michUc of the Sun wouhl have seen the Moon pass in front of the Earth
;

the rcRions behind the Moon’s
centre would see a central eclipse, those behind the rest of the Moon a partial one

may be three
;

in the latter case the middle one of the three is a total lunar eclipse, preceded and
followed, a fortnight earlier and later, by partial solar ones. It is possible to have three similar eclipses

at the other node, just under six months later
;

the beginning of a third eclipse season may fall in

the same calendar year, owing to the backward movement of the node
;
we thus get the maximum

possible number of eclipses in a year to be seven : they must be either five solar, two lunar; or four

solar, three lunar. Seven eclipses in a year is a very rare occurrence
;

it occurred in 1917, and will

happen again in 1935.

The least number of eclipses in a year is two, both central solar ones ;
as a rule one of them is total,

the other annular
;

the latter eclipse happens when the Moon covers up the Sun centrally, but being

in the farther part of her orbit, it does not look large enough to hide the whole of it
;
a ring (J-atin

annulus) of sunlight remains visible round the dark Moon.

Annular eclipses happen rather more frequently than total ones, but they are much less important,

adding very little to our knowledge of solar physics
;

total eclipses, on the other hand, afford the

only opportunity of studying the faint outer appendages of the Sun, and expeditions have been sent

THE PATHS OF JUPITER’S MOONS.
This picture (drawn by C. T. WhitmeU) shows how greatly the movements of other
satellites differ from that of our Moon ; as the Figure on page 221 shows, it is always con-
cave to the Sun ; those of Jupiter’s moons are notably convex to the Sun at New Moon.

to distant places to enjoy

the brief minutes of total-

ity (the maximum length

possible is seven and three-

quarter minutes). Photo-

graphic methods are used

almost exclusively, giving

much more reliable results

than hurried visual ones.

Total lunar eclipses,

though less important than

solar ones, are extremely

beautiful phenomena. In-

stead of its usual silvery

light, the Moon's orb ap-

pears of a lurid, coppery

hue. It must be remem-
bered that the Moon is

then wholly in the Earth's

shadow, and no direct





PHASES OF THE MOON.
The Moon is a dark body that shines by reflected light from the Sun ; half of it is bright, and half dark ; when nearly between
Earth and Sun, the dark side is towards us, and the Moon invisible. As it moves on we see a little of the bright side, shaped
like a crescent. When it has gone a quarter of the way round, we see it half lit up ; as it moves on we see more of the bi^ht
I^rtion, the name Gibbous being used when it is more than half Full ; when almost opposite to the Sun we see the whole bright
side (Pull Moon) except when it enters the Earth’s shadow and is eclipsed

;
from Full to New the changes repeat themselves in

the reverse order.
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sunlight can reach it. The light that does reach it is bent or refracted by the lower layers of the

Earth's atmosphere
; it appears red for the same reason that tlie setting Sun does. It was shown in

the chapter on Light that sunlight consists of various waves of different lengths. The short violet

rays arc the ones most easily stopped by any obstruction, such as thick air, while the long red waves
have more penetrating power. Now, the light that passes through the atmosphere to reach the eclipsed

Moon has to make a double journey through our air, first coming from its outer layers down near the

Earth s surface, and then passing out again. Hence it is still more effectively reddened than the
setting Sun.

Mr, L. Richardson, who has made a careful study of lunar eclipses, finds that it is only the lower
strata of our atmosphere that arc effective in transmitting light to the ('clip.sed Moon

; now these

From “ KnowUdge "] [A- C. D. Crommelin,

PATHS OF EARTH AND MOON ROUND SUN.

The Sun’s pull on the Moon is more than double the Earth’s pull. Consequently the Moon’s path is always concave to the

Sun. It is, however, much more nearly straight at New M(X>n than at I‘'uU
;

it would be exactly straight at New if the

Moon were at two-tliirds of its actual distance (see loucr diagram). The upper diagram shows the motion from Full to New,

thiit is, for about fifteen days ;
the interval between the successive iK)sitious shown is one and a quarter days. The whole of the

M(K)n’s path may be mapped out by simple repetition of the above diagram (altematel>' forwards and backwards) about

twenty-five times.

strata are liable to be rendered opaque by widespread cloud or haze
;
the amount of light seen on the

eclipsed Moon gives a most useful idea of the genciral state of clearni'ss of our atmosj)hcre. One of

the darkest eclipses on record, that of October 1884, came at a tim(> when the air was known to be

full of fine dust from the Krakatoa eruption of ISS.*}.

There is a remarkable cycle, known as the Saros, .after which eclii)ses recur with an almost exact

reproduction of their details. Its length is 223 lunations, amounting to eighteen years and eleven

and one-third days when four leap-days intervene, and a day less when five leap-days intervene.

It is connected with the eighteen and a half years in which the Moon’s nodes complete a circuit
;
but
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also by a happy coincidence the distance of the Moon from the Earth, as also all the larger disturbances

in her motion, recur practically unch.inged. The cycle was known to the Chaldeans more than 2,000

years ago, and was indeed the earliest method of predicting eclipses. But the odd third of a day was

a difficulty to them, since it means that the region of the Earth that secs a particular phase of the

echp.se is shifted westward through a third of the Earth’s cireuniference. In those days, when little

of the Earth’s surface was known, this meant that they had generally to wait for the triple Saros,

or fift 3'-four yeais one month, after whirh the eelipse returned to the .same longitude as at first.

6

CAUSI^ or NKAP TIDRvS

At First .111(1 l^ast (Juaitcrs of the Moon the* lunar lugh water f.illson the solai low water, and the lunar low on the solar high

Thus at the (Quarters wc get small tides, which ucithei rise higli nor fall low

As an instance ol the Saros, we may take the eclipse in England in 1927
;
a Saros later,

in July 194.J, there will be a total eclipse in Norway in the afternoon Three Saroses later still,

on .'August 11, 1999, totality will again cioss England (Cornwall).

The fact noted above that the ma.\imum number of seven eclipses occurred in the years 1917-1935

is another instance of the Saros cycle.

The motion of the Moon’s nodes produces quite a notable change in the conditions under which
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Moon’s"
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we see the Moon. At one stage in the eighteen and a half year period the Moon’s inclination of five

degrees to the ecliptic is added (ni to the twenty-three and a half degrees which is the slope of the

latter to the equator. Thus the Moon wanders twenty-eight anti a half dt'gret's on each side of the

equator, the full Moon of siimnuT being very lt)W down, and that of niid-wintiT btang vtTy high up.

This stale of things occurred in 19111
;
the full Moon of December 24. 1912, attracted nmrh attention

from its unusual altitude, which haj)pened to coincide with unusual nt'arne^s to llie I\arth
:

this,

in addition to a clear sky, caused the intensity of moonlight to In* (piite beyoiul normah The high

inclination of the Moon’s orbit to the etjuaior will recur in 19,‘U ; an op]n)siti' state t)f things j>ia'vai)od

in 1922. The inclination to tlu* equator was then only eighteen di'gn't's, so that its Wiitid<'rings were

confined within narrow

limits, and it neither

went very high nor

very low.

This set'iris an ap-

propriate place to des-

cribe the phenomenon

known as the Harvest

Moon. Many people

have a vague notion

that this Moon is for

some reason brighter

than any othiT. The

fact is merely that

about the time of the

autumn etjuinox the

Full Moon is at the

part of its orbit where

it IS moving north

most rapidly
;
now on

the average the Moon
risCwS three-quarters of

an hour later each day

;

this amount is in-

creased when the Moon
is moving south, and

diminish(‘d when it is

moving north. But

the phenomenon
naturally attracts most

attention when the

Full Moon is moving

rapidly north, for then

j>hota by (AVi' A, L.

THIi ECIjrSK OF AUGUST 21, HU4, PIIOrOGRAPHia ) AT llIvUNOSWI),
.SWI'DKN.

This ecli[i.se wart notable for its occurrei ce in the first month of tlu* W’ar, uliicli a^Mca to the

(lillicultics of observers, The* Sun hi d just bej^un to revive* from Uu* not.iblc miiiiinum f)f 1013,

and the type of corona was desij^nated intermediate.” Xote the ” yiolar plumes ” at the

liottom.

it rises in the neigh-

bourhood of sunset for several evenings in surrc->ion, and is av^ailable as a light-giver for all the

working hours of the night. Hence the Harv(*st Moon is the I'ull Moon that falls nearest to the

autumn equinox (September 2Ii). The jdienornenon is most striking in Ihost* y(‘ars in wliich

the orbit is most inclined to the equator ;
thus the billowing times are taken from the almanac of

September 1913 : September 15 rises at 6.17 p.m.
;
September 16 rises at 6.25 p.m.

;
September 17

rises at 6.36 p.m.
;
September 18 rises at 6.46 p.m.

;
September 19 rises at 7.2 p.m. ;

September 20

rises at 7.19 p.m. It will be seen that the time of rising gets only an hour later in five days
;
on

15
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the Other hand, at the March Full Moon, when the Moon is moving south, the time of rising gets later

by as much as one and a half hours each day.

It is now time to enter more into detail on the manner in which the Sun disturbs the Moon's motion ;

the first fact we note is that the Sun's pull on the Moon is two and one-sixth times as great as the Earth's

pull
;

at first sight it seems strange, under these circumstances, that the Moon should continue to

move round the Earth
;
but we have to remember that the Sun is pulling both Earth and Moon,

and making them go round it in company
; it is merely the small difference between the two pulls

(due to slightly differ-

Photo uv [i4, C, n. trommhn,

THE rCLIPSE or MAY 20, 1910, PHOTOGRAPHED AT SOBRAE, URAZIE-
The chief object of the Sobral Expedition was the photo;jraphy of stars near the Sun, to test

Einstein’s prediction of light-bending. The corona and prominences were also recorded on
the plates. The great arched prominence on the top left ^de appeared of a vivid red colour.

It was 300,000 miles long (farther than from the Moon to the l^th). The ^‘-sha >ed rift at

the bottom appeared very striking.

ent distance and
direction) that is

effective in disturbing

the Moon's motion

round the Earth.

Let us first examine

the figure on page 221,

which shows the shape

of the Moon's path,

produced by its two

different circling mo-

tions. It will be

noticed that the path

is everywhere concave

to the Sun, this being

indeed a necessary

consequence of its

superior pull. There

is, however, a much
closer approach to

straightness at New
Moon than at Full

Moon
;

if its distance

from the Earth were

only 1(10.000 miles

(two-thirds of its

actual d’ stance) its

path at New Moon
would be straight

;

the Moon is the only

satellite in the Solar

System whose |['path

is always concave to

the Sun
;

in all other

cases the pull of the

planet exceeds that of

the Sun. It will be

seen that a large scale

is required to show

the shape of the Moon's

path round the Sun

;

it is only possible to



LUNAR,

SOLAR,

AND

COSlRIN-ED

TIDES.

The

Moon

is

sup|>o5ed

to

be

New

at

mirlnight

on

the

first

of

the

month.

Full

at

midnight

on

the

sixteenth

:

solar

high

tule

i«

suppose^l

to

be

at

noon

and

midnight

;

lunar

high

tide

gets

later

three

quarters

of

an

hour

each

ilay.

The

diagram

shows

how

the

combineil

tide

gradually

diminishes

in

size

from

New

to

First

<juarter,

then

increases

again

up

to

Full,

Also

frenn

New

to

Quarter

the

cumbmel

tide

precedes

the

lunar

tide

or

primt

«;

from

Qhiarter

to

Full

it

follows

the

lunar

tide

or

lags.

The

diagram

W'ould

serve

equally

if

the

Moon

were

Full

on

the

first.

New

on

the

sixteenth.
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show it for one fortnight, but the remainder of it consists of simple repetitions of the part drawn,

alternately backwards and forwards.

We must endeavour to get a more definite idea than hitherto of the exact nature of the Sun's

disturbing force. We turn to the figure on page 234, noting that the figure is made to serve two

different purposes. For the present we take C as the Earth. A, B. A', B' as the Moon's path round

the Earth, M as the Sun, O as any position of the Moon
;
draw ON perpendicular to MC, and take

NH equal to twice NC, join OH. Tlien the reader with an elementary knowledge of dynamics will

see that if MO measures the force of M on O, MH will measure on the same scale the force of M on C,

and OH will represent the disturbing force of M on O, as affecting its motion round C. Carrying out

this process for different positions of O, we find that at A, A' the disturbing forces arc AF, AT', at B, B'

KUipbcs return with closely similar conditions after eighteen year'i eleven and oiu-lhinl days
; the tiacks move westward at

each return. After three returns they reach alnmt the siime l(mi»itudc as .it first The trat ks <j 1 the two IviiKlish tot.'ilities

of this century, 1927 and 1999, arc shown. The cycle continues after 2179, Init furthei data are not available

they are BC, B'C. Over the larger part of the orbit the disturbing forces act outwards
;
they reach

their maximum values at New and Full Moon, being then exactly double the inward disturbing force

at first and last quarters. The result is that on the whole the Sun pulls the Moon outwards, and

lengthens its period. Now the Sun's distance from the Earth changes by three million miles in the

course of the year, being nearest in the winter
;
the result is that the Moon in winter lags behind her

average place, being most behind (one-third of her diameter) about April 1. In the summer, on

the other hand, the Sim's outward force is lessened, and the Moon moves quicker, being one-third
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of its diameter in front of its average

place about October L
At first sight we might expect that

the outward force at Full and New Moon

would cause the orbit to be lengthened

in the direction of the Sun
;
but this is

an erroneous conclusion, as we can see

by considering that when the outward

force is greatest the greatest outward

distance has clearly not been reached
;

the actual effect is just the reverse, the

orbit being flattened at New and Full

Moon, lengthened at the Quarters. More-

over, the whole orbit is shifted bodily

towards the Sun by about 50 miles
;

the result being that it takes on the

average a quarter of an hour longer for

the Moon to pass from last quarter to

first than from first quarter to last. If

•this difference of times is determined

by observation, it gives us a measure

of the Sun’s distance
;

it was in this

Greenwich Obscri^aiory] [Uy permission of the Astronomer Royal. manner that HailSCn WaS able tO
MOON imKROiNO FROM TOTAi Kcu announce, in the middle of the last

Thjsphoto^raph was taken Oil November 17, 1010, at Ih. 34m. a.m., twenty-
i i v rv

three minutes before the end of eclipse. It is possible to deduce from the Ctmtury, that the distance, 95 million
shape of the shadow that the Kiirth is round, and much larger than the miles ffiven bv the transits of 1761—1769
Mixjn. The rather indefinite border of the shadow is due to jienumbra.

-
» fo J ' * * >

was much too great
;

however, he

reduced it too much, giving 91 J million miles, instead of nearly 93 million.

Inspection of the figure, page 2.34, shows that just after New Moon the disturbing force acts back-

wards
;
just before New Moon it acts forwards, the result being that the Moon goes ahead of its average

place
;

it gets farthest ahead midway betwetm A and B, the amount then being thirty-nine and a half

minutes of arc, or more than the Moon’s diameter ; it is an equal distance behind its average place

midway between B and A'
;

while midway between A' and B' it again goes in front, and midway
between B' and A it again lags behind, the amount being the same on caeli occasion. This disturbance

of the Moon is known as the Variation. It was unknown to the old astronomers, since they trusted

largely to eclipse.s for their knowledge- of the Moon’s motion, and the disturbance disappears at New
and Full Moon. It was found some'three and a half eenturics ago, in the course of Tycho’s beautiful series

of observations at Uraniborg, wliieL we have already mentioned as giving Kepler the material for

establishing his laws.

The disturbances that we have hitherto mentioned would take place even if the Moon’s undisturbed

path round the Earth were circular ; but it is, in fact, elliptical, the amount of the eccentricity being

one-eighteenth ; the meaning of this statement is that the Moon’s least distance falls short of the

average by one-eighteenth of 239,000 miles : or say 13,000 miles
;

the greatest distance exceeds

the average by 13,000 miles. Without going into mathematics it is easy to see that the Moon, when
farther from the Earth, is far more liable to solar disturbance than when near the Earth. The effects

have been already noted ; they cause the long axis of the orbit to move forward, going right round
in eight years ten months

;
and they cause the eccentricity to increase to one-fifteenth when the

long axis points sunward (at these times the Moon’s least distance from the Earth is only 221,600

miles) ; on the other hand, when the long axis is square to the Sun’s direction the eccentricity falls

to one-twenty-third.
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The disturbances just mentioned are grouped as the Evection
;

their discovery is due to Claudius

Ptolemy, the great Egyptian astronomer who flourished in tlie second century a.d.
;

his name is

well known as the inventor of the Ptolemaic theory of the planetary motions.

We have now gone as far in the study of the Moon’s disturbt'd path as it is possible to do without

mathematics. The process of calculating a place of the Miion consists in first finding its mean place,

which is the place resulting from uniform motion at the average rate
;

to this have to be applied the

effects of the elliptic motion, and of the various disturbance^
;

the chief of thc'se have In'cn described,

but there are hundreds of smaller ones. Each separate disturbance may be \'it'wi'd as a wave, which

puts the Moon alternately in front and behin i its mean place
;

the figure on pago2,‘15 shows the larger

waves ;
the object of lunar tables is to find what portion of each wave we liavo to use at a given time

;

the effects of all the waves have to be combined and appli^'d to the mean place, the nsult gives the

actual place ; to calculate a single place of the Moon requires over an hour’s work, but many short-cuts

are possible when one computt's the positions for a whole year at a time.

Let us now consider what effect these variations in the Moon's motion have u[)t)n the face of the

Moon that is turned towards us ;
we have already alluded to the fact that we always see very nearly

the same face, owing to the fact that the

Moon spins on its axis in exactly the

same time that it takes to go round the

Earth. The spinning motion is very

nearly uniform, while we have seen that

the motion round the Earth is subject

to large disturbances
;

the result is that

when the Moon is ahead of lier mean

place, a portion of her surfac(‘ on the

west side is brought into view
;
conversely,

when the Moon is behind her mean place,

a region is brought into view on the east

side of her disc
;

the words “ ecisl ” and
**

lifcst " arc used with reference to our

sky, not as they wouKi appear to an

observ(jr on the Moon, who would reverse*

them. The swing on each side of Mic

mean place amounts at times to n(‘arly

eight degrees. There is another cause

that brings some of the back of the Moon

into view. The Moon’s north pole is

one and a half degrees from iUi pole of

the ecliptic, and moves round it in eighteen

and a half years in such a way as always

to be inclined some six and three-quarter

degrees from uprightness to the level in

which it travels round the Earth ; the

result is that we see alternately an extent

of six and three-quarter degrees beyond

each pole of the Moon. Moreover, the

Earth looks so large as seen from the

Moon (radius about one degree) that by

travelling to different parts of the Earth

we can add a zone about a degree wide

to the region brought into view. On the

The picture shows, with one exception (1896), all the solar ecUp

visible in I^ondon in thirty-two years. About forty partial solar

eclipses are visible at a given station every century, but only one

total eclipse in three centuries (on average). In the above illustration

Nov. 8, 1921, should read Apr. 8, 1921.
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s
1 fom " A^/rnnonn' for All "

[7>’V /'<’>»!/ ssfoj; of T^/r^srs ( rtss<// * ( <>
> J Id

SINOPE 01‘ MOON’S ORIUT TO THE
JXTjl’TIC

The M(K)n*b path is inclyial live demoo to the

Ecliptic The l\v(» crossinp ]K»uits, called the

uodes, make fi complete circuit in eighteen and a

half years in the opposite diiection to the allow

whole we see at one time or another fifty-nine per cent, of

the Moon's surface, and only forty-one per cent, remains

permanently hidden. But it must be noted that the regions

thus brought into view are always near the edge of the

Moon, where they are subject to great foreshortenings,

We now proceed to consider the effects of the Moon on

the Earth. We may divide these into three heads : (1) the

Earth’s monthly journey about the centre of gravity
; (2)

the Tides
; (3) Precession and Nutation.

(1) We have spoken up till now about the planets going

round the Sun, or satellites going round the planets. The

('xpression is a convenient one, but not quite exact
;

in

reality each body got‘S round the common centre of gravity ;

if on(‘ body is much more massive than the other the centre

of gravity is much closer to it. In the case of the Earth

and Sun the centre of gravity is 278 miles from the Sun's

centre, and the Earth makes the Sun describe a little circle

with this radius in the course' of a yc'ar. The centre of

gravity of the Sun and Jupiter is nearly half a million miles

from th(‘ Sun’s cc'ntrc, which is just outside its surface, so

that Jupiter makes the Sun move quite an appreciable

amount. In the case of the Earth and Moon, the centre of

gravity is 3,000 miles from the Earth’s centre, or 1,000

below its surface. The Earth then travels round a little

circle of 3,000 miles radius in a month, being farther from

the* Sun by this amount at the time of New Moon and nearer

at bull Moon. The effect of this motion is to make the Sun

appear altcrnat('ly in front of and behind its mean place

by a distance of six and a half seconds of arc. Planets that

come nviix the Earth ap])ear sliifted still more
;

in fact, the

best way of measuring the Moon’s mass is by carefully

observing the littk' planet Eros for several months at a

tiiiK' when it is near the Earth.

(2) The Tides an' caus('d by tin* attractions of the Moon (and also the Sun; not being exactly the

same on all portions of the Eartli, since both the distance and din'ction an' slightly different for different

portions. Turning again to the figure on ]>ag(‘ 234, A15A B' now^ represents the surface of the Earth,

C being its centre, and M is either the Moon or Sun. By (‘xactly tlu' .same reasoning as before, we
find that the line OH represents th* disturbing force at a point 0 ;

also the disturbing force for a

considerable distance round the points A, A' is oulw^ards, while near B,B' it is inwards
;

if the Earth

were not rotating the effect would be to cause high water at the points A,A', and low water at B,B'.

The rotation of the Earth modifies this result, and actually the line joining the two points of high

water does not point to the Moon, but to a point a considc'rable distance behind, or east of it*

Indeed, in narrow seas, like those around the British coasts, the time of high water is very much
affected by the neighbouring land

;
and since in any case a full explanation of the tides is impossible

withoulT'^igh mathematics, it is usual in elementary works to take the equilibrium theory, giving

high water at A,A' as being sufficiently near to the truth, and also easier to follow. We have to note

that the Sun raises tides on the Earth, a.s well as the Moon
;

indeed, from what we noted as to the

superiority of the Sun’s pull on the Moon over the Earth's pull, we might expect the Sun’s tides to

be the larger ; but there is a point that comes in here to help the Moon ;
it is not the whole pull of

Moon or Sun on the Earth that is effective in raising tides, but merely the excess of the pull at one
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part of the Earth over that at another part
;
now this is an effect in which proximity gives an additional

advantage, so that tidal action varies as the inverse cube of the distance, instead of the inverse square ;

the Sun is 389 times as remote as the Moon
; the cube of 389 is oS millions

;
the mass of the Sun

exceeds that of the Moon 27 million times; combining those numbers we see that the Moons tidal

action exceeds the Sun's in the ratio of 58 to 27, or 2^ times ;
it is rather a curious coincidence that

this is the same ratio as the excess of the Sun‘s direct pull on the Moon over the Earth’s direct pull.

The solar tides arc large enough to modify the lunar ones very ay)y)ri‘ciably
;

the two tides act

together at New and Full Moon, and we then have tides that both rise* and fall to a great extent ;

the solar tides always remain at the same hour of the day, but those of the Moon get lattT on the

average by three-quarters of an hour daily
;

after New and Full Moon the solar tidi's yirecede the

lunar ones, and the combined tide is earli(T than the lunar one ;
the tides are then said to “ j)rinie "

;

before New and Full Moon the lunar tide j>recedes the solar one, and the combini'd tide is latcT than

From “ KnouUdflt ”J

THK TARTIAIy SOl,AR ECUPSE OF APRIE 17, 1912.

[Photo by t. W, barlow.

This photograph was taken at Bournemouth at the greatt*8t phase, 12h. flm. p m., one-twelfth of Sun’s diameter remaining unedipsed.

The eclipse was central some 200 miles to the south-east, proving that the Moon’s dimeter is in round numbers twelve times 200

miles (actual value, 2,160 miles). Some mountain peaks on the Moon’s edge are visible onc-thiid of the way from the right cusp

to the left one.
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[A, 0. D. CromnuUn.

DIAGRAM I1,1,USTRATING I^ITNAR PERTURBATIONS, TIDES, AND PRECESSION.
This (liiigram serves many puri)<)scs Pirst, C is taken for the Earth, A B A' B' for the path of the Moon, M for the Sun.
Secondly, A li A' B' is the surface of the Earth, and M stands for either Moon or Sun

;
the secotid system is used for the

explanations of Tides and Precession.

the lunar one
;

the tides arc then said to lag.*' At first and last quarters liigh tide from the Moon
coincides with low tide of the Sun

; the two tend to neutralise each other, and neither rise high nor

fall low. The total rise at neaps is little more than a third of that at springs.

The problem of calculating the tides in advance is very similar to that of calculating the Moon's

place, for ('very variation in the Moon’s motion has a counterpart in the tides
;

there is a further

complication in the fact that the tides depend partly on the height of the ]\Ioon at the given station.

However, less accuracy is needc'd in tide prediction, and as it consists in taking the combination of a

large number of separate waves, similar to tho,seon page 227, it is possible to construct machines which

give the rt'sult for a whole year in the* space of an hour or two. Machines known as tide-gauges,

consisting of floats rising and falling with the water, whose movements are recorded on a revolving

drum, permit the various tidal factors to be found for each station ;
with these, tidal prediction

becomes simple

I have already alluded to tidal friction, of whose existence we have a clear proof in the fact of the

Moon's rotation having been slowed down to agree with its revolution
;
we can conclude from the

exact accord between the two that the agreement is a permanent one, and that any future increase

in the Moon s time of revolution will be accompanied by a corresponding increase in the time of

rotation
;

in order that this may be the case, the Moon cannot be a i>erfect sphere, but must be some-

what drawn out in the earthward direction
;

quite a small lengthening (far too small to be detected

by observation) would suffice
;

this lengthening (whose amount has been estimated as 186 feet) gives

rise to the “ physical librations " of the Moon ; whenever, through

the various disturbances in the Moon's motion, this long diameter

wanders away from the centre of the disc, the Karth endeavours

to bring it back
;

in the case of all disturbances of very long period,

such as the secular acceleration, this adjustment acts perfectly

;

it also acts on the annual term in the Moon’s motion, produced by
the changing distance of the Sun. In fact the largest part of the

physical libration has a period of a year, the amount of swing being

somewhat over two minutes of arc each way (as seen from the

Moon’s centre).

It has been found by Messrs. Taylor and Jeffreys that the greater

part of the tidal friction on the Earth takes place in such partially

landlocked seas as the Irish Sea, where the tidal currents are very

strong. The opening must not be too narrow ; thus the Mediter-

ranean and Baltic contribute little, but Behring Sea and the Sea

of Japan give a large share
;
using the best available data about the

From •' Knowltdgr [After ShackUton.

OCCUETATION of A STAR BY
THE MOON.

The arrows show the places of

disappearance {dark limb) and re-

appearance (bright limb) as seen

from two different stations.
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»!
currents, they lound evidence of suflicient friction to explain tlic apparent accelciation

of the Moon of nearly five seconds of arc per centuiy, in .idditinn to the six secc nds o! arc that is due
to the Earth’s orbit becoming more circular, which implies a slight dimimition in the Sun’s
disturbing action.

UNEOUAl, MOTION OF THF, MOON.
\A* C. D, Crorntrulin.

The Moon’s place is calculated by first taking its motion as uniform, and superposing on the result the heights of a great
number of waves, of which the five principal ones are shown above. When a wave is l)elow the base line its reading is to Ijc

subtracted *, when above, added. Kach wave repeats itself indefinitely, with exact similarity each time
;

but since their
periods are different, each month has a different combination of reiidings, This is the reason of the great complexity in the
Moon’s motion Practically, it never repeats itself exactly. The Elliptic Wave and Evectiou were known to the ancients.
Tycho Brah^ discovered the 'Variations and Annual Wave. Many hundrerls of small waves are inclutled in Brown’s Tables

0/ (he Moon, lately issued, and now used in the Almanacs. It is merely for convenience that the above waves are all rei>i esenled
as starting at the some point

; actually this seldom or never happens
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CVKVn KICCORDKD AT HOMBAY.
'Jliis curve >MiB aul(>niati('all> iccoidcd at Bombay by a float ri^iiiiR and falling with the tide, and registering on a clruni.

It extends for a fortnight filmi the beginning of January 1, 1884. The change in the height of high water during the

iorlnight is shown b> the top ihc ciirve-^, that in the height of low water by the bottom. It is clear that the solar high

water occurs shortly betorc noon and midnight. The days of the month are written along the curves and help in tracing

their .succession

.

(3) Precession and Nutation arc effects produced by the Moon and Sun upon the Earth that are in

many ways analogous to tlic tides, but arc much slower in their action
;

while the tides repeat

themselves twice in a day, nutation takes eighteen and a half years to run its ('oursc', and precession

needs a mighty cycle of nearly 20,()(K) years
;

they are really tw^) parts of a single action, and the

division into two .se])arate titles is made only for conv(‘nience.

If the Earth w(*n> a ]x‘rfect si)h(T(‘. an external body would e'XiTt no effect whatevcT ui)on its rotation

or axial pose
;

one point on the surface being just like anotlu'r, it would have no purchase anywhere.

The Earth howc'ver differs a])])re('iably from a sphere; the fact of its rotation makes its equator

bulge out, the equatorial diamet(T being 7,l)2r) miles, and the polar one 7,899 miles, so that the former

is twenty-six miles in excess. Por sirni)licity let nrst picture the Earth as a sphere with a single

mountain. Using the saim* figure, page' 234, that has been used both for lunar perturbations and for

tides, let 0 be tlu' mountain, and M the Moon or Sun. Then by just the same reasoning as before,

the disturbing force on 0 is represented by the line OH, that is, it tends to bring O down into the

plane of revolution. When the mountain is on the reverse side of the Earth, as at O', the disturbing

force is represented by O'lT, that is, it still tends to bring the mountain into the plane of revolution
;

were the Earth not rotating, the mountain would actually move into the plane of revolution
;
but

the fact of rotation modifies this, and the effect is simply to make O reach the crossing point of the

plane a little sooner than it would otherwise do. In other words, the crossing point moves backwards

;

this is quite analogous to the backward motion of the Moon's nodes. Now, instead of a single mountain

let us imagine a ring of mountains all round the Earth’s equator ;
the action on each mountain would

be the same and the backward movement would go on constantly. But it is easy to see that a movement

of the equator involves a corresponding movement of the north pole
;

in fact the pole, while it

remains practically in the same position throughout any particular year, has a slow reeling movement,

exactly like the reeling of a top ;
like the latter, it takes place in the opposite direction to the spinning
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movement
;

while the spin is completed in twenty-three hours tifty-si\ minutes, the reel requires

almost 26,000 years, so that less than a quarter of it has been ccunpleted since tiie dtiwn of liistory.

A portion of the past and future course of the north poleis on j>ai;i'22S It shows tliat our imsent

pole star will continue to approach the pole for 170 wars, being at its least (lisi,mce (about twenty-eight

Ffom “ KnowUdge"^ l*hoto by MM l/emutreietj and

THE CCUPSU 01‘ THli SUN, APRIl, 17, 1912.

This photograph was taken at Pans Observatorv ,
twelve and a half miles south-east of central line The uncchpsefi Sf>lar

crescent, eight seconds of arc wide, appenrh jls a confused glare through ovcr-evtifisure The bright rim ouUi<le the Mcxjii on the

right is not the Sun but the chromosphere Several proinmeticcs appear, the largest being M the top near the solar crescent.

Another is just above the Moon’s rleht-hand point The faint glow outside the Moon rm the right is probably the inner corona.
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minutes) in 2102. \Vc are fortunate in having such a

bright j)olc '^tar at the present time
;

and it is interesting

to note tliat Vega, the briglitest starin the northern hemisphere,

will be the* pole star in about 12,000 years. The earliest

pole star of wliich we have historical knowledge is Thuban,

or Alpha Draconis
;

there is no doubt that it was the pole

star when tlu' gn'at pyramid was built
;

the latter has an

inclined gallery din'eted to a ])oint .‘i
42' below th(‘ pole,

so that we want to find a dale wlH'ri Thuljan was at this

distance from the pol(‘
;

tlie map show's that it was nearest

to the pole about 2S00 B .( but it w^as then too near the pole
;

the two dates when it was at the r(‘C|iiirt‘d distance are

.1440 n.c. and 21 no n.c. (These were deduced by lYoctor
;

T

have verified thiun within a ccuilury.) Historical reasons

Photo by] [E. W, Barlow.

12b. 11m, G.M.T.

Six minutes after greatest phase
;
right-hand

edge of Sim now visible.

decide against the lat(T date, so tlu' first may be accepted as within a century of the truth
;

the

editors of the (\:uihn'(/f^c Ancient History assign the dat(‘ 3100 on historical grounds, but it is pretty

clear tliat it was some* thr('(‘ ('enturic‘s earlier.

The Great Hear w\as nuicli nearer to the pole in Homer’s time tlian it is now, and he wrote about

Mediterranean latitudes, wh(T(‘ tlu’ j)ol(‘ is lower down than in England. Still, his statement that this

was the only constellation that never dips in the ocean affords an example of the fact that " Homer
sometiiiK's nods.”

We see from the map that thnnigliout the first period of Astronomy the pole lay in the Dragon,

which thus occupied a position of lionour at the top of the celestial dome. It is quite probable that

the imagery used in the A])0('aly])se, chap, xii, vv. 3 9, was suggest(‘d by this fall of the Dragon
from the position of honour.

Of course the south celestial poh* moves in a similar manner to the north
;

it did not, indeed,

come within the cognisanc(‘ of tlu' (‘arly ol)S(Tvers
;

still, the ri'cords of the stars that they knew enable

us to locate the south pole of their times, for there was a circular space U'ft unmapped by them, whose

centre was the south pole. Ijoth Mr. Proctor and Mr. Maunder have used this fact for finding the

date when the constellations were ina]q)ed out
;

it aj^pears to have bec'ii about 2400 n.c., or long

after the building of the pyramid
;

but the const(‘llation figures that have come clow'n to us arc

probably of Asiatic origin, and ])()S.sibly they repealed .sumi' work tliat the Egyi)tians had done

earlier
;

or there may have been a revision of an earlier system of figures.

Photo by] Ui. BatlOfi',

llh. 40m. nOs C.M.T.

The eclipse I'rie s^een eighteen niul

a half minutes before Greatest phase,

two-thinls of *Sun’H diameter being

hidden.

Wt‘ may notii'c a confusion of names in the conslellalion Eridanus,

1‘he iiaiiK’ Achernar, w'hich means in Arabic ” the last of the river,”

formerly belonged to 'fhi ta Eridani, but w'as later transferred to

the much briv^.tiT star Aljiha Eridani, w'liich is seventeen degrees

far I her south. 'J'his star has bi'cii brought farther north by pre-

cession, and can now Ix' seen in Egypt, where it was formerly

invisible.

Precession is dividt'd belwcen the Sun and Moon in just the same

proportion as the tides, that is. the lunar action is two and one-sixth

limes the solar act’on. The action of each body vanishes when
it is in the equator, for a body in that position has clearly no power

to change the position of the equatorial plane. This happens for

the Moon once a fortnight, and for the Sun once in six months.

Hence precession does not go on at a uniform rate, but by jerks,

whose size increases \vith the distance of Sun or Moon from the

ecpiator
;

for convenience precession is looked on as progressing

uniformly, and all changes in its rate are collected under another
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heading, “ Nutation.'" There is a small lunar nutation with period a fortnight, but a much larger one
in a period of eighteen and a half years, in which the Moon’s nodes revolve

;
for we saw that for part

of the eighteen and a half years the Moon’s orbit is highly inclined to the equator, and the action

then goes on more rapidly
; but it slows otf in the periods of small inclination. The solar nutation

has a period of six months. The word nutation means “ nodding,” and it is used because through it

the pole describes a wavy, serpentine path, instead of a circular one.

The planets also plav a small part in precession
;

tliiu is not how’ever by shifting the plane of

liy permti:,iuti vj '/ ^./l,

THE TOTAL llClAVSn OF THE SUN ON SlUTEMIilCK 21, 1»22 FHOTflOK APinCD AT WALLAL, WJ-.STlvRN
AUSTRALIA, IJV THE CHOCKICK ICCL1FSI-: E.\'I»hI)nTO\, WITH A FOKTV I-OOT CAMERA AND THIRTV-TWO

SIvCOND EXPOSURI
The Lick Observatory F.xpeUition, under Prof. Cainr»bell, succeeded in vetifyin^» r.instcin’^ prcdiiticm of the deflection of the
ra3’b of light from the slar& by the Sun’s gravitation

,
they also secured senne beautiful photograph^ of the eoron.i The original

negatives show imich more dit iil than we ran see in the reproductions

the equator, but by shifting the ecliptic, or plane in which the Earth goes round the Sun
;

this has

an indirect effect by sliglitly altering the distance of Sun and Moon from the erjuator.

Occultations of stars by the Moon form a very pretty spectacle, and one that our readers may
enjoy with quite a small telescope. Indeed, if they desire to do really useful work they have only to

record the exact times of disappearance of the star, getting their time by the wireless signals that

are now so widely distributed. Perhaps the most attractive are those when the Moon is sufficiently
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near New to enable the dark part to be

se('n l)y earthshine, as oik' can then watch

tht' approach of the star to the Moon's

limb, and see for oru'self how rapidly the

Moon mo\'(‘->
;

the disappearance and re-

appearance take place with startling sud-

drnn<‘ss, and afford one of the most

drcisiv(‘ })r()ofs that the Moon is practi-

('ally airless. As this is a conclusion of

great ini])ortanc(- it is well to tract* out the

proof in some detail. There an* two ways

of measuring tlu* diameter of the Moon
;

th(‘ first is by observing the disaj^pearance

and reappearaii('(' of a large numbtT of stars

daring a total lunar eclii)st‘
;

this time is

('hos(‘n because niiich fainter stars can then

lx* obstTV(‘d rlos(‘ to the Moon than when

it is shining brightly. In this way it was

found that the Moon’s radius, when at its

average* distance, covers an angle of

15' Direct ni(‘asun‘s of the apparent

size of thi* Moon, made witli the transit

circh' at (in*enwich during a period of

st'veiity years, give* a value of the radius

one and a (juarter seconds gri'atc'r than this

value. A large part, if not all, the excess

can be ascril)ed to tlu* known causes of

diffraction and irradiation, which make all

bright objects look somewhat bigger in

the tt‘lescope than tlieir true dimensions;

the highest value that w’e can ascribe to

ri'fnu'tion at the limb of the Moon is

about half a second
; it is to be noted that refraction wwld shorten tin* time during which

a star is hidden behind the Moon. Now the lefraction of tin* setting Sun on tlie horizon has been

measured and found to be about If w'l* imagiiit* a ray just missing the ICaith s surface, and

then pa.ssing out of the atmosjdiere again, it w'ould be doi’ble tliis, or
;

it follow’s then that the

refraction at tin* Moon's limb is at m(»st om*-t*ighl-ih(nisandth of that in our atmosphere. This means
an almost perfect vacuum It has Nth objected that most t)ccultations are observed at the dark

limb of the Moon, and that during the intensely cold lunar night (temperature several hundred degrees

below zero) an atmosphen* might be* frozi'ii which was jires(*nt in the lunar daytime. Hovvc'ver, at

times stars of the first magnitudt', notaldy Aldcbaran, pass behind the Moon
;

these can be well

observed at the Moon’s bright limb, and tlie discussion of these observations show's that even in the

lunar daytime no refraction takt*s plact» ('xcoeding some two seconds, which still corresponds to a

high vacuum. The matter is w’ortli this full discussion, since Professor W. H. Pickering and some

other observers have announced in n‘c<'nt years that they dc'tect marked changes in the relative

brightness of different regions surrounding certain craters, notably liralosthciu's, w'hich th('y ascribe

to some form of vegetation that runs its course in a lunar month. It is j)erfectly true that this w'ould

be the period of vegetation on the Mcnm
;

there are practically no annual seasons, thi‘ range of the

Sun on each side of the lunar equator being only one and a half degrees, about one*fifteenth of the

range on Earth
;
moreover the lunar night a fortnight long, w'ith its intense frost, must act on vegetation

From Knou>U\lfit' "\ ( ifu't J<! .1. Protlor

TOP DJvSK'.NI'l) TO SHOW PRl .ClvSSlON.

This top lix.^ :i conical sp«Kc cut a\\»iy, iiiid i“> made lu on a spike

IvCn. The lowtr part ot the lop should ‘oi‘ weighted with Ictid to

IxLlance the part removed IMN is hijiidh' hi l<l against the .i\is while
staitiii« the top, and then icmovcd 'I'lic .inows show the diicLtioiis

<>1 spin .iiid ol .1 (

!
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as severely as a long winter. The arguments given above appear conclusive against there being a

continuous lunar atmosphere dense enough for vegetation ; the t)nly suggestion that renders the

idea tenable is that there may be local emissions of gas and water vapour round certain craters, due
to the survival of a remnant of volcanic activity. Before adopting the vegetation hypothesis it would
be well to consider the possible explanation due to the ctuuinual change of angle of illumination as

the Sun travels across the lunar sky, and the fact that different cliemical substanct's hav(' different

reflection ratios for a change of angle.

It is instructive for us to try to picture the aspect that the heavens would pn^si'iit to an imaginary

lunar observer. The stars would travel round the sky owing to the Moihi'n rotation, as they do to

us, but far more slowly, requiring twenty-seven and one-third of our days to coiupU'tt* their ('ourse.

The pole about which they turn is distant only one and a half degrees from tht' ]>ol(‘ of the ('eli))tic

(see page 228). The lunar pole goes round this latter pole in eighteen and a half ycMrs, when^as our

Earth's pole takes 26,000 years. Owing to the Moon's annual journey the Sun takes twiMity-nine and
a half days (two days longer than the stars) to return to the same ])osition It would be below the

horizon for half this period. The Earth would remain very nearly fi.\(*d in tlu* lunar sky ;
it wo\ild,

however, swing for a few degrees on each side of its average position, corresponding to the lunar

librations that we observe. ITie Earth would show phases which would always in' tin* o])posite of

the Moon's phase to us ; thus when the Moon is new or full to us. the hlarth is n'sptn tivt'ly full or m‘W
to the Moon. There arc two reasons why we .see the earthshiru* best wht'u tin* Moon is a thin crescent

;

fir.st, because the Earth is then more nearly full to the Moon, and .secondly, lu'causi* llu* thin crescent

has less power to light up our air than the more fully illuminated Moon
;
and this atmospheric glare

soon overpowers the earthshine. The full Earth appears thirteen times as largi* as the Moon doc's to
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VARYING SLOPE OF THE MOON’S PATH TO THE EQUATOR.
The inclination of the Mewn’s path to the equator changes rcKularly in a jK.TiJxl of eighteen an<l a half years. It is fp-ealeet

(over 28p) in 1931, 1949, etc. ; it is least (about 18'j in 1941, I9V>, etc The Mfxm’s prec'cssi/mal actiem in much Rreater

in the years of great inclinatiun. However, Un aniveniencc, precessirm m crmsiflcrcrl to be uniform, ant] the variations in

it are put down to nutation. Hence the large lunar nutation in eighteen anrJ a half yctira. The T>oints where the ecliptic

crosses the equator arc denoted by the signs T , £1 , which are read as ” l irst Point of .Xries,” ” First Point of I,ibra.”

Actually they are now in the constellations of the Fishes anti the Virgin

.

16
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US
;
and as the albedo of the Earth is higher (see page 108) it would give fully thirty times as much

liglit
;

it is therefore not surprising that we can see a good deal of detail in the earthlit portion. Sir W.
Hcrschel saw the bright crater Aristarchus and took it for an active volcano. Professor Shaler

of Harvard noted that th(' same regions that look bright at Full Moon also look bright in the earthshine.

This IS important as tending to show that there is no great difference in the state of the lunar surface

by day and by night. It would be useful to study Eratosthenes in the earthshine, to see how the

formations appear that Professor W. H. Pickering describes.

A few other points in which the absence of atmosphere would affect the aspect of the heavens

from the Moon may be noted. There would be no sky illumination, and by simply shading the Sun

from one’s eyes one could see the faintest stars by day. The same applies to the corona and zodiacal

light ;
also there is no twilight, as we can verify for ourselves by noting the extreme sharpness of

the boundary between day and night
;

a mountain peak that has caught the rising Sun shines

brilliantly, while the valleys round it are

still in darkness.

The planets as seen from the Moon
would be in nearly the same positions

as from the Earth
; the nearer ones

would however undergo a small, but

quite appreciable shift as the Moon
performs its monthly journey round the

Earth. It may be mentioned that

measurement of this shift would enable

the lunarians to determine the Sun's

distance far more accurately than we
can.

It is an easy matter to calculate what
the amount of the attraction of gravity

is at the surface of the Moon
;

this is a

matter that would considerably affect

the powers of our imaginary lunarians,

and it also has a practical bearing when
we come to consider the forces that have

moulded the Moon's surface, for a diminu-

tion of attraction means that a given

amount ot force will send a projectile

much farther. The attraction is directly

proportional to the Moon's mass, and
inversely proportional to the square of

the distance from its centre. The distance

from centre is three-elevenths of that on Earth
;

multipl3dng this by itself and turning the result

upside-down we obtain one hundred and twenty-one ninths
;
we have to divide this by eighty-one,

since the Moon's mass is one-eighty-first of the Earth's
;
we obtain as result that gravity at the Moon's

surface is one-sixth of that on Earth. This means that if we sprung from the ground with a given

speed we should reach a height six times as great on the Moon as on the Earth, and stay six times as

long in the air. Also a cricket ball flung with the same speed and at the same slope would travel six

times as far before reaching the ground. Thus if the lunar ring-mountains were formed, as some
have thought, by projection of matter from a central volcano, their much larger size than the

terrestrial craters would be explained.

Another rather surprising result has been deduced from this small gravity on the Moon. The
Earth's atmosphere, though so dense near the surface, falls off very rapidly in density as we go up.

\W, //, Picktrtng.

OCCUPATION OF JITPITRR BV THF MOON,
AUGUST 12, 1802,

Jupiter disappeared at the Moon’s bright limb and reappeared 4ii the
dork one. The photof;raphs show no si^is of any distortion of Jupiter’s

disc by lunar atmosphere. Jupiter being five times as far from Suu
appears fainter than iMoon.
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SO that our airmen

at a height of five

or six miles have

generally to resort

to oxygen to sup-

plement the very

thin air. At a

height of forty or

fifty miles the air

is so thin that in

ordinary language

we should be justi-
From ** Astronomy for All*' \ [By perm%ss%tm oj Messrs. Casstll & Co., Lid.

Callinff it a
STKKJvOSCOPIC VIEWS OF THE MOON. „ ®

Hy taking advaiitaiLro of the Mcum’s libratlon, photoRraphs may be obtained giving slightly different
vacuum. OWever,

aspects. On a)mbiniiig these in a stereoscope, the Moon is seen to stand out in relief as a globe. even this very thin

air suffices to
cause th(' sliooting stars to glow that arc rushing through it at speeds of many miles per second

;
indeed

many of them are completely burnt up and reduced to powder, even at these great heights. Now the

l(‘sser gravity on the Moon has the effect of making the density of ihv. air diminish much more slowly as

w(' ascend than it does on Earth. It has been calculated that assuming the density at the Moon's
surface is only 1 /10,000 of that on Earth (a quantity that it may quite well exceed) then at a height

of some forty-three miles the densities of the two atmospheres would be equal, while if wc went still

higher that of the Moon would be the denser. Thus it turns out that the Moon's atmosphere may form
as efficient a scn*en against meteoric impact as that of the Earth.

However, even if this atmospheric screen is present, the dust produced from the meteors would
in time settle down on the Moon

;
now it is clear that the same number of meteors mUvSt strike a squartj

mile of the Moon as of the Earth. And since we find meteoric dust even in the ooze dredged from the

ocean bed the question has b(*en put :
“ How is it that the lunar surface is not uniformly covered with

this dust, all variations of tint being obliterated ? " The chief difficulty is about several very white

rt'gions on the Moon, in particular the crater Aristarchus. Since these occur mostly in mountainous
regions I make the suggestion that the slope may be too great for the dust to lie, and that it slides

down into the valleys. The great difference of temperature between day and night on the Moon
would cause expansion and contraction, which would help in making loose matter descend to lower

levels. The so-called " Seas " are the most level regions of the Moon nnd their dark colour is quite

consistent with the presence of meteoric dust.

As a conclusion to this chapter I ]>ropose to give in outline the process by which Newton concluded

that the force which keeps the Moon circling round the Earth is the same as that which makes an
object thrown into the air return to the ground. Although the original idea required a genius to

discover it, its verification requires no more than simple processes of geometry and arithmetic. Simple

observations on Earth show that a body dropped from a height falls sixteen feet in the first second.

Now the Moon is sixty times as far from the Earth’s centre as the Earth's surface is
; hence the force

of gravitation at the Moon's distance, due to the Earth's attraction, should be 1 /3,600 of that at the

surface (3,600 being the square of sixty). So if we calculate the fall of the Moon to the Earth in a

second, and multiply it by 3,600 we should get sixteen feet.

Now we get the fall of the Moon in a second by finding how far it is b(*nt away in a second from

the line in which it was moving at the beginning of the second. Using the figure on page 234, if the

Moon be at A at the beginning of the second, and at O at the end of it, AN measures the fall in a second.

By a proposition in Euclid," Book III, ON® = AN.NA'.

Now since A is very near O, ON is equal to the arc AO, that is to the circumference of

the Moon's orbit divided by the number of seconds in 27-32 days. Also NA' is practically twice the
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Moon’s distance from the Earth or 478,(XK) miles.

Thus AN in miles
/ 47S,(XH> \ ;M42 y
\27*:i2 \ 24 \ a.ijooy

478.000

/ ;M42
AN in feet 478,000 \ 5,280 \ ( )

V27-a2 \ 24 V

5,280 being tlie number of feet in a mile.

Working this out (preferably by logarithms), and multiplying the result by 3,(KK) to reduce to the

Earths surface, we find for the answer 10*1 feet, just the quantity required to prove Newton’s Law
of Gravitation. Newton was for a time kept back through using the wrong radius of the Earth.

Fortunately he was then able to use Picard’s new value, obtained from careful surveying work, and

quickly verified his Law.

THK CORONA OF JUI,V 29, 1878.

This <lrawinK wiLS made by I’rof banj»lcy fnmi the summit uf Fike’s Peak, 14,100 fwt In that thin air he ('ould trace

the corona for eleven milliun miles from the Sun, a greater distamr than any other <il»scrvc!, and s;iw it foi four minutes after

the end of totality. Sunsix)! activity wa.s at a minimum in 1878 (see i>ap^ 112) At *<uch times the coronal cxtniBions are in

Sun’s equatf»r.

THE HISTORY OF THE EARTH-MOON SYSTEM ACCORDINO
TO THE TIDAL THEORY,

By C. D. Crommelin, H.A., F.R.A.S.

It has been mentioned in Cliapter II that Sir George Darwin suggested that the Moon was a

disrupted fragment of the Earth which had assumed its present j>osition owing to the action of tidal

friction. We are now to enter into this fascinating theory in greater detail. It must be stated

that Darwnn arrived at his ideas by considering the present condition of the Earth and Moon,
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and then
working back-

wards to the

period in the

distant past

when Earth

rotated and

Moon r e -

volved in the

same short

time. He
merely threw

out as a sug-

gestion that

the Moon was

bom from the

Earth. How-
ever, this idea

is such a

natural and

simple ex-

tension of the

picture which he has already adopted as proved, that it seems to belong^to the theory.

We will therefore start by considering the system as a single body in a molten condition rotating

in three to four hours. This rapid turning motion set up a strong outward force- known as centrifugal

force—which tended to counterbalance gravitation in the regions near the equator. Probably

this force was not in itself sufficient to enable any part of the Earth to tear itself away from the whole.

But another cause may have helped it.

The solar tides acting on the molten Earth set up in it a vibration with a period of half a day, which

in these times was something under two hours. Now it may be shown mathematically that the

natural or free period of oscillation of a liquid globe of the same materials and density throughout

is about one and a half hours. The fact that the mass of the Earth is unevenly distributed complicates

matters to some extent. But when allowances have been made it seems likely that this free period

of vibration for the Earth's molten mass was of roughly the same period as the forced oscillation

set up by the tides. If this was the case the amplitude of the total vibration must have become very

large at intervals. It is on a similar principle tha+ soldiers are not allowed to cross suspension bridges

in step with one another. By doing so they would produce vibrations of the same phase and period,

which would add together to produce one of very large ainplitude. In our case at one of the greatest

high tides thus produced, equilibrium may have been broken, and a large fragment thrown off.

The Earth may thus have passed through the shapes illustrated in Chapter 1—from spherical

becoming in turn spheroidal, pear-shaped, and finally dividing off in the manner indicated. The

question arises as to what happened to the larger fragment. Did it show no after signs of the

tremendous catastrophe ? The process, as we have mentioned, probably took place when the Earth

was molten. It would therefore resume its natural spheroidal shape after a short period. But Pro-

fessor Pickering threw out the-tentative suggestion, which cannot be voted altogether impossible, that

the cavity of the Pacific Ocean is the remnant of the hollow from which the Moon issued. On his

view the American Continent was produced by a great landslide towards the chasm. An enormous

crack was thus formed which is now filled by the Atlantic Ocean.

To resume our story. The smaller fragment cannot have existed as a single large body at first.

It must have consisted of an aggregate of particles perhaps arranged in a fashion similar to Saturn's

THE BORE ON THE RIVER TSIRN-TANG-KIANG, CHINA,
In some rivers, owing to amtraction of the estuary, the tide rises very abruptly as a great wave,

dangerous to navigation The picture helps us to reubse the magnitude of the tidal forces.
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Rings. Some unknown inequality must have made it begin to consolidate on one side of the Earth.

There is here a gap or weak point in our theory in that it gives no hint as to how the consolidation

took place. Indeed, as we shall see later, this cannot have been complete until the matter had been

pushed out a distance of 11 ,000 miles or over. It is probably more honest to admit that some unknown

cause must have assisted both the outward movement and the consolidation.

We take up our thread again with a single body, which we can now call the Moon, close to the

Earth, revolving round it rapidly, and at the same timt‘ rotating on its own axis.

At first the Earth’s day and the Moon's month must have been of exactly equal length. This

state of affairs was, however, unstable. A slight disturbance caused the Moons speed of revolution

to diminish. It thus began to cross the Earth’s equator from east to west, and tidal friction began

to have its play.

The Figure on page 249 is a plan of the system we are considering. The circle Iv represents the

undistorted Earth, and the ellipse the

shape which the tidal action of the Moon

has made it assume. The arc M^M.^ is

part of the orbit of the Moon, which at

this stage was practically circular.

Taking the Moon to be at Mj the

ICarth would adjust its shape to that

of the ellipse shown if there were no

friction. The effect of the friction is

that the distortion does not change

quite quickly enough. Since the Earth

rotates more rapidly than the Moon

revolves it carries the distorted shape a

little bit in front of the Moon, In our

diagram this is indicated, for simplicity,

by supposing that the Moon has only

got to Mj and the Earth is still the

ellipse shown. The relative positions

of Moon and Earth are occupied with

approximate rigidity as the system le-

volves about C), the centre of the Earth.

We thus have to consider how the

Moon will act on the unsymmetrical

mass shown in the diagram. By choos-

ing our masses suitably we can replace

the inequalities in the Earth's shajHi by

particles of equal mass at the points

Pj, Pg on the axis of the ellipse. The

Moon acts on the particles with a force

depending directly on the masses, and

inversely on the squares of their di.s-

tances from it. As the masses are equal

the attraction on that at Pj is the

greater of the two.

Now MjPi, MjPg, the lines of action DIAGRAM IU,USTRATIN(; THIi lilSTANCr; OV TIIU MOON
of these forces, are seen to be on opposite

sides of MjO, the line joining the Moon
to the Earth’s centre. Hence the force

FROM THP: IvARTH.

The illustration iihows thirty l^^hs spanning the distance to the Moon,
and states the times that objects m(»vuiR at certain speeds would require

to reach the M(K»n (the speed beinif supfKisefJ constant).
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at 1*1 is hindering the Earth's rotation and that at P2 is helping it. Since the first of these is the greater,

the total effect is that the Jiartli's rotation is slowed down slightly.

Again, action and reaction being equal and opposite, the Moon of course is acted on by the particles.

The force in the direction MiP^ is helping its onward motion ;
that in the direction MjPj is hindering

it. The total effect is thus, in this case, to increase its speed.

Paradoxical as it may seem, the effect of this momentary increase of speed is to push the Moon
outwards and eventually to rt‘duce its speed below what it was before. When the speed increases

the tendency which it has owing to gravity to drop in towards the Earth is lessened. It thus moves

outwards somewhat in the manner .shown in the diagram, page 252 (top). As soon as it has done this

the attraction of the Earth ceases to be at right angles to its motion and, instead, acts in a backward

direction, thus retarding its speed. This final etiect overcomes and replaces the original increase of

speed—for the direct action of the Earth

is far greater than the tidal forces that

caused that increase.

This double process—the slowing

down of the Earth and the pushing out

of the Moon—once started must, unless

disturbed, have continued for countless

ages. In the early times when Earth

and Moon were both fluid and very

close to one another the tidal action

must have been many times what it

is at present. Indeed, the efficiency of

our slowing down process depends on

the distance in a startling manner. We
have seen that the tide-raising power,

and hence the amount of distortion,

varies as the inverse cube of the distance

of the disturbing body. But the actions

and reactions that produced the re-

tardation, depending, as they do, on

the difference between two nearly equal

forces, themselves constitute a tidal

effect llieir magnitude therefore also

varies as the inverse cube of the distance

of the Moon from the Earth. The total

effect must depend on the product of

these two factors of change, and thus

varies as the inverse sixth power of the distance. When the Moon has doubled its distance, its tidal

friction efficiency has become scarcely one-sixtieth of what it ])reviously was.

The retardation, which was probably rapid at first, thus suffered from its own excesses, and quickly

became a very slow process. It must be noted that our account has assumed the elementary or

equilibrium theory of the tides, for we have taken high water to be under and opposite to the Moon.

As has already been mentioned in the first section of this chapter, this neglects to take account of the

rapid motion of the water in the tides. On the dynamical theory the position of high water depends

on the depth of the fluid. In the ca.se of very deep fluid the high water is still under the Moon. In

the case of shallow liquid the reverse actually holds, and we get low water in the place of high.

Present day conditions are so very complicated that none of these theories is in any way complete.

But in the oceans—away from the interference of land—it has been found that our simple theory is

nearest to the facts.

Gfitnw\ck Qhservfttorv] {Hv prrmi^sion of the A^itrnnnmfr /ioyal

THE earth-shine on THE MOON rilOTOl'.KAPIIEH

By giving a prolong{‘<l exposure the earth-lit portion can be clearly ..een

and the so-called “seas” jirr faintly indiaited. Thebrij:hl crescent is

over-exposal and shows no detail I his photograph helps us to reali.se

that our Eaith is a shining orb.
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However, the phenomena of retardation do not
depend on this. For it may be shown that the effect

of fluid friction in a shallow ocean is to throw the pro-

tuberances backwards. This case is illustrated in the

sec(md Figure, page 252. Here the Moon is at M and
the tidal distortions supposed concentrated e(iually at

Pi, Pj. The attracting force in MP, is the greater of the

two, and this again is hindering tlu* rotation. 'J'hus here

also we find that the Earth’s rotation slows down and
consequently the Moon is pushed out.

In the early stages, Earth and Moon being fluid

throughout—or at all events to a great depth—we see

that we were justified in assuming high tides to be undtT

the Moon. Our last argument shows that the process

would continue in the same manner, though with much
reduced energy, even after the planets had solidified.

It is interesting to note that after the crust formed, the

solid Earth continued to have a small tide of its own.

The extent of this has actually been measured by means
of Michelson’s interferometer.

CONJUNCTION or MARS AND THI*: MOON,
SICPTKMBKR 28, 190W.

The Mexm in her mcmthly circuit of the »ky
nfccsaarily pOHses near all the Some of

thesi* conjunctions arc closer tluui others
; ut

times the planet is actually hidden by the Moon

The Moon, we have said, had originally a rapid rotation of its own. This also was affected by tidal

friction. Indeed, since the, attracting body, the Earth, is eighty-one times as heavy as the Moon, the

retardation was very much more speedy, h'urtlier, an additional cause was provided tending to

separate Earth and Moon.

One of the consequences of the theory is that the Moon must once have possessed an atmosphere

and great internal heat. This may perhaps have been preserved till after its solidification,

in which case we can account for the mighty volcanoes which cover its surface.

We follow the receding Moon
outwards in space through its

career of countless ages. The
month continu(‘s to increase, as

also does the Earth's day. But

the former change is more rapid.

When we began our history the

two periods were almost exactly

equal. As time passed the month
became two, thre(‘, ten days,

while the day itself changed

greatly from its original five hours.

A crisis arrived wlien the month
became twenty-nine flays long.

Here, calculation shows, the max-
imum length of th<‘ month as

comjian'd with the day was
reach(*(l.

Although this stale was at-

tained at some nameless age in

the past- probably only to be

reckoned in tens of millions of

years— we see that it is a

DIAGRAM lU.USTRATINc; THJv RKTAKDATION PROI)CICf;i)
BY ITDAl, FRICTION.

In this figure the high tides are shown unrler and opix>site to the MrxMi The
distorted shape of the Barth's equator is .shown by the ellif^se The a»t' M on

the left is part of the Moon 's orbit Owing to the Earth ’s rotation the pro-

tuberance is carried a little beyond the Moon In this way unequal forces arc

set up in the lines MjP,, M,Pj; the retarding force, that in M,Pj, predominates;
and the Earth is slowed down
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comparatively late epoch in the history of the system. Afterwards wc find the same retarding process

going on ever more slowly. The month and the day are still lengthening. But now the day changes

the more quickly. The number of days in the month thus begins to diminish.

We are gradually brought to our present period, of which the reign of mankind on the Earth is

but a brief episode. Within the time during which man has made observations of such prominent

phenomena as eclip.ses, the month and the day have suffen'd no apparent change. If change is to

be measured, it must of course be shown by a slight alteration in the motions of the stars. It might

be supposed that ancient observations were too inaccurate for us to base any calculation upon. But

in the case of eclipses the place of observation, giving the exact position of the shadow cone of a

known eclipse, affords that element of precision which would generally be missing. The data of the

eclipse can be cast back with the greatest accuracy, if we assume the familiar laws of geometry and

mechanics. In this way the narrow track of totality can be compared with the bare mention of

darkness at a given place by some ancient observer. As we shall mention later, the work of Cowell

PRIMARY \
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ROCHE’S FIGURE OF A SATEIyUTE WHEN ABOUT TO BREAK UP UNDER THE TIDAE
INFLUENCE OF ITS PRIMARY.

In the case illustrated the satellite .uid the primary are sup|K)9c(l to be of equal density. The nearest safe distance

separating them is then two and Avc-clevenths of the planet’s ra^us.

has seemed to indicate a slight retardation in the Earth s rotation, but the amount of change in the

length of the month is almost inconceivably small.

The following table will fc^rni a useful summing up of the account w^e have so far given. The

dates in millions of years should probably be iiiultiplied by five or ten. We have no means of deter-

mining them absolutely. Darwin calculated them by assuming “ that tidal friction always operated

under the conditions most favourable for rapid change."'

Time in millions

of years

(dating backwards).

Sidcn-al day m Moan
Solar h(^ijrs.

Moon’s sidereal period

in Moan Solar days.

Number of sidereal

days in month.

Moon’s distance in

Earth's mean radii.

h. d. d.

0-00 28*93 2 7 -.32 27*40 00*4

46*90 16*50 18*62 28*83 46*8

66*60 9*92 8*17 19*77 27*0

66*60 7*83 3*69 It’Ol 15*0

60*81 0*76 1*58 5*62 9-0

— 6*60 0*23 1*00 1*5



r\lH OF THE EARTH’S CENTRE D^RIVO THE fl^VAR MONTH
It is not strictly accurate to speak of one body travelling round another under fn’Avilation In rcalitv each travels round
tte common centre of gravity In the case of the Earth and Moon, the ratio of masses is Bl to 1, and the centre of gravity
is t^cc thousand milc*s from the Earth’s centre* At Full Moon the Earth is on the sunward side of the centre of gravity,
at New Moon on the opposite side. This motion causes the^Sun*" to appear six oxul a half seconds of arc in front of its

average place at the Moon's First f^uarter. and an equal amount bi'hind it at the East Quarter
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We do not stop here. As the little brook falling

down a gentle slope eventually digs for itself a valley

many hundreds of feet deep, so do the inexorable laws

of tidal friction produce their far vaster effects.

Month and day will still lengthen, the latter still

doing so the more rapidly. We pass over a gap of

time compared with which the history we have

already traced must be scarcely more than an hour

in a century. And at last we reach an epoch in which

day and month are once more equal in length. Each

now occupies a period measured by fifty-five of our

days.

A strange state of affairs it is. The moon remains

rigid in the heavens. Night and day it hangs over

the same spot, shifting but slightly owing to the

irregularity of its motion. The Earth’s own night

must plunge half its surface into the temperature

experienced by the Antarctic plateau during its

winter.

This is the state which the Moon has already, and

for a long time, reached. The fact that we can see

that it has done so, is a strong corroboration of our

theory. The fact would be utterly unaccountable

without the assumption of tidal friction.

THIS MOON MOVING AWAY FROM
THE EARTH.

When the Moon’s velocity at Mj is increased, its path

approaches more nearly to the direction MjTj of its

^motion. It thus moves outwards along the track M^M^.

'At Mj. its direction of motion is MjT,. The attracting

force in the line M.E is seen to be retarding its speed.

As we have Mentioned in the text this retardation is

the resultant effect.

It might be thought that the great process is at last ended. But this is not the case. The

Earth is still rotating slowly relatively to the Sun. The Sun continues to produce its somewhat

weaker tides. Tidal friction thus still has its action ; and the Earth’s rotation is further retarded.

A now state of affairs

EOW TIDE UNDER THE MOON,
This diagram illustrates the case which occurs in a shallow ocean, when low tides are

under and opposite to the Moon Calculation shows that here the effect of tidal

friction is to throw the protuberances backwards. The action on the Earth s rotation

depends on the difference between the forces in MP^ MPj. That In MPj being the

greater the total effect is ag^in retardation.

arises. The day is longer

than the month. The

friction thus causes the

protuberance to be left a

little behind the Moon. In

the diagram on page 249,

tliis can be illustrated by

placing the Moon at Mg.

It is now seen that the re-

sultant effect is to quicken

the Earth’s rotation and

conseciuently to bring the

Moon inwards.

This effect, though
mentioned by Darwin,

could only be inconceivably

weak. It is a matter of

dispute whether in the case

of the Earth-Moon system

it will take place at all. The

slightest disturbance would

counterbalance its influence.
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This indeed is one of the differences between the first period of rapid motion and this final period

—the two epochs of our history in which day and month are equal. The former state was unstable,

the slightest disturbing cause being, as we have seen, sufficient to upset it. and to lead without

intermission to the most tremendous changes. Unstable equilibrium or steady motion can never

last. A pencil balanced on a knife-edge illustrates this point. It will be found impossible to keep it

at rest for any length of time. On the other hand, the last dreary state which we have foreseen, is

by its nature stable, and small displacements will be followed by a return to the starting point. A
familiar example is a ball rolling in a fairly smooth hemispherical l>owl.

Wells, in his romance “ The Time Machine,” has drawn a wonderful picture of the Harlh in those

far-off days. He has much under-estimated the time required, but his insjuration is entirely drawn

from the tidal theory. He imagines the Earth as having reached tlie stage when it turns one face

to the Sun. “ The huge red-hot dome of the Sun has come to obscure nearly one-tenth of the heavens.”

But it gives out little heat It is very near

the Earth, for a resisting medium has

drawn the latter inwards.

The scene of the dt'solatc beach with

the crab-like creatures crawling about it

;

of the still, tideless, ocean ;
and of the

tiny flakes falling in the gathering gloom,

is irresistibly vivid. We owe no small

debt to our theory for having provided

the materials for this powerful work of art.

I mentioned that it was in dispute

whether the Moon would begin to return

to the Earth as soon as the day b(‘came

longer than the month. 'I'here is one case

in the Solar System of a satellite taking

less time to revolv(' round its primary

than the latter takes to rotate on its axis.

This IS Fhobos, whost^ month is seven

hours, as compared with the Martian day

of just over twenty-four hours. Thouph

Phobos is mucli less massive than the

Moon it is also far nearer. A simple

calculation, on the basis that the tidal

friction effect varies as the inverse sixth

powtT of the distance shows that its powcT

in this process is actually greater than

that of the Moon. It therefore seems a

certain conclusion that it must be approaching Mars and at the same time increasing its sp(‘ed. One

day it will perhaps fall upon the planet, its final approach bedng accelerated by the resistance of the

latter*s atmosphere.

Various other phenomena in the Solar Syst('rn afford illustrations of parts of our theory. Markings

observed on some of the satellites of the giant planets seem to indicate that they turn one face to

their primary. The great mass of thes<' planets makes it prohabh* that tliis would happen.

The case of Venus and Mercury has already been d(‘alt with in ( hapter II. If the suggestion

that Mercury is an escaped satellite of Venus is sound, th(‘re is further valuable confirmation of our

theory. The solar tides, unaided by a satellite, should not have been sufficient to slow down Venus s

rotation to the condition apparently observed. But the mutual action of planet and satellite would

have had a powerful retarding power on each.

1‘:ART1M^IT NIvW moon, lOCnUUAKY 17, 1907

I he Old Moon tn the New Moon's Arms ”

As stated in the text, it is i>ossil)le to set* a considcrahh* amount of tlctail

on the JCiirth-lit Moon. The picture, ht/wever, }w»iiu*whut cxag^rralcs

the clearness with which it can he seen.
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We have now to mention an interesting kindred effect which is illustrated, so far as we know,

by only one body—or rather aggregate of bodies—in the universe, namely, Saturn's Rings. These

will be described in detail in the Chapter on Saturn. Here, we are simply concerned vith the fact

that they are not single annular forms held rigidly together above the equator. Clerk-Maxwell showed

conclusively that they must consist of multitudes of small particles revolving about the primary

with sj>eeds depending on their distances from it.

The tidal theory provides a plausible explanation of the existence of these strange objects,

h'oi clearness, we will imagine a large satellite being brought closer and closer to its primary. We
say large, because in this case the forces of cohesion

—

that IS the resistances which rocks offer when we try

to pull them asunder—become negligible compared with

the mutual gravitation of its particles. The shape is

thus practically spherical—or rather, spheroidal. As the

body approaches its primary, the tidal forces become

greater and greater, and the form which it is made to

assume by rotation becomes more and more elongated

Professor Roche has shown that if this elongation

becomes too great, instability will set in, and the satellite

As a matter of fact, it is improbable that Saturn's

^
^

Rings have ever existed as a single large body. But

^ obviously the forces that would have broken it up, had

there, are acting as an effectual check against

: forming. As we mentioned in the case of the Moon,

V

^ htth difficult to see how it could even begin to

consolidate. Some external disturbance might tend to

/ /
niake the particles collect on one side. In this manner

.J/
*’ the effects of tidal retardation might set in and it might

r pushed outside the danger zone

f The least distance at which a satellite can safely
^

* '
,

revolve round its primary is known as Roche's Limit,

V It depends on the relative densities of the pair If they

t ^iIT'
same density the satellite cannot exist closer

to the planet's centre than two and five-elevenths of

latter's radius The denser the satelhte the nearer

1^ can safely go. This is as we should expect, for the

attraction that its particles exert on one another
CYRANO DE BERGE^rs FEiouT To^l

relatively greater. In the case of the Moon.

{From an old engraving

)

which IS Icss compact than the Earth, the critical

One of the many Imaginary flightg to the Moon distance is 2-87 Earth’s radii, or about 11,000 miles,
that occur m romances The wnter forgot that ni. .n i ^ a- ^ ^ ^ ^
our atmosphere extends for only a few miles above Phobos actually revolves at a distance of Only 2*75

the Earth’s surface The artist has drawn the radii from the centre of Mars Apparently, therefore,
Moon Full, though near the bun ^ rr

it IS in dangerous circumstances. However, it has

carelessly been assumed that it is of a sufficiently large size for the forces of cohesion to be neglected.

Dr. Fountain has lately worked out, that assuming Phobos's rock had the consistency of brick, it

could come down to Mars's surface without being broken up. This, indeed, is a natural conclusion,

for It is of the same order of size as some of our great mountain chains. These, fortunately for us,

show no signs of wanting to tumble over In this connection again it seems probable that some of

the minor planets are of irregular shapes. Allowing this, we can explain their puzzling changes of

bnghtness in diftercnt parts of their orbits.
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There remains to be considered some of the minor effects that the tidal theory must have had

on the development of Earth and Moon. It has been objected that since the present figure of

the Earth is very well adapted to its speed of rotation, /.r.. that the bulge at the equator is of the

amount required to put no strain on the Earth, it cannot have slowed down to any appreciable

extent since it became solid. It is true that the Earth is for ordinary purposes more rigid than

steel. But Darwin considered that in the case of the enormous centrifugal strains which its

rotation produced, it became plastic, and continued to adjust itself to the right shape, as though

it were a fluid.

Geology affords no positive support to the theory, unless we accept 'Pickering’s bold guess that the

monsters of the Mesozoic Age were enabled to move about freely because at the equator the powerful

centrifugal force counterbalanced a good deal of the gravitational attraction. But, on more definite

evidence, it is significant that the geologists can bring no logical argunients against the hyi)othesis.

The following astrono-

mical facts have now to be

considered
: (1) that the

Moon’s orbit is not circular,

but elliptic
; (2) that its

plane of motion is inclined

to the ecliptic
;

and (3)

that the Earth’s equator is

oblique to the Moon's orbit.

Each of these has interesting

side effects on our theory.

Taking (1) first, we find that

the effect of tidal friction is

to change the degree of

cccentricitj . We have seen

that tidal reaction t(»nds

to increase the Moon’s dis-

tance from the Earth. Now
this reaction is strongest

when the Moon is nearest to

us. The effect at this

closest point, the perigee,

is thus greater than at

apogee, the farthest point.

The first effect tends to

increase the greatest dis-

tance, the second, the least

distance. And as the first

effect is the greater, the orbit expands, at the same time becoming more elliptic. Calculation shows

that originally it must have been nearly circular.

The effect of (2) may have some bearing on cosmogony. It is found to depend in a remarkable

manner on the number of days in the month. At present and for a long time past it has caused the

obliqmty of the ecliptic to increase, (Of course we are leaving out of account the calculal)le periodic

effect of the planets upon the obliquity.) But on going back to the tim(‘ when the day was six and

the month twelve of our present hours, we find that this tendency has ceased. In other words, if

there are more than two days in a month the obliquity will increase; if less than two it will diminish.

The rate of increase or decrease depends directly on the amount of obliquity at the time concerned.

If then a planet such as Jupiter be spinning about a line exactly perpendicular to the plane of its

IFfom i’lcaft'i " (.4rimomes §t l.outtttnti llHi.

FUtl^ MOON CEItCMONIES AMONG TIIIC KAITIKS.
As in ancient times so still among suvuge peoples, celestial phenomena are regarded with
much superstitious awe. Kaffirs and Bushmen celebrate the New and Full Moon with

peculiar ceremonies and imtK>rtunt tribal asBcmldies.
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orbit, there is no tendency for this state to

change. We cannot, by this means, explain

the whole twenty-three and a half degrees of

our present obliquity. Calculation shows that

when the month was two days long the

obliquity was still eleven degrees. Moreover,

it is impossible to explain the considerable

obliquities of some of the other planets to their

orbital planes. We must therefore admit the

action of some unknown cause which started

the planets in oblique positions.

The third fact, namely, that the Moon
moves in an orbit inclined to the equator,

produces effects too complicated for us to

describe in detail. As we have seen, the

Moon started to revolve in the plane of the

equator. The effect of tidal friction has been

to make its plane of motion approach the

ecliptic. At the pres(‘nt time it is inclined to

the lattcT at the small angle of five degrees.

It was mentionc^d that there were no

signs of retardation in the Earth's rotation

during historical times. Recently, however,

two indications of this have been found.

In the first place it has been found

necessary to postulate an apparent accelera-

tion in the Moon's motion. This is of

course du(^ to a retardation of the Earth's speed of rotation. Against it, we have to remember that

tlie month is also lengthening ;
but this is happening much more slowly, so that the net result is

th(‘ acceleration observed.

In the second place, observation has shown that Mars's rotation is, if anything, quickening. Now
there are no seas on Mars, so that, though it is subject to the relatively powerful tidal accelerating

power due to Phobos, this can merely act on the slight land " tide and is probably small. It

seems then possible that the apparent increase' of speed is partially due to the fart that the Earth's

rotation, our usual standard, is slowing down.

It has perhaps seemed strange that on these slight observed data -and indeed without them,

for they are recent discoveries —such an elaborate history as ours vshould have been possible.

However, to take a familiar example, we may note that we know the succession of stations between

London and Edinburgh, even though we have no time-table. Indeed, this is the type of chronology

that science provides. In geology we cannot reckon the advent of, say, the Cainozoic epoch even

in round millions of years. But we can give an exact list of the order of formations and organisms

from the dim and distant days of trilobitcs to the arrival of man.

We ha^c to sum up the place of our theory as a part of the world's knowledge. I do not approve

of excessive philosophising upon its conclusions. To argue about the inexorable rigidity and sureness

of Nature's processes seems to me futile. We cannot foresee what sudden external force might

upset the whole tenuous structure which we have built up.

The theory is a typical piece of science. We owe it a debt partially for the food it gives to the

imagination
;
and yet more for the logical symmetry and beauty of the final product. Whether it

turns out to be true or false, it will remain a fine example of the power of man's intellect in passing

over the barriers of space and time.

THE ECEIPSED SUN, PHOTOGRAPHED AT SOHAG, IN
EGYPT, MAY 17, 1882.

'rhia is the* choracterUtic form of coroiifi near sunspot maximum,
the coronal streamers being cUstributeU equally all round the disc.

'Hie little comet that appears on the plate was never seen again.

A ajiiiet Wiis also photographed in the eclipse of April 16, I8»3.
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CHAPTER VI.

THE MOON.
By Walter Goodacre, F.R.A.S., President British Astronomical Association,

Matters relating to the position of the Moon in the Solar System, and its motions in space

in relation to the Sun and Earth, having been described in the previous chapter, there

remains now the task of describing what we find on its surface, or in other words, the

physical features as revealed by the telescope.

The overwhelming prominence held by the Moon in the night sky, and its rapid motion amongst

the stars in its monthly revolution round the Earth, cannot have failed to impress mankind from the

earliest times with its comparative nearness. It is indeed by far the nearest of all celestial objects,

and the only planet—with the exception of Mars— of which we see the actual solid surface.

Up to the year 1609 there was no definite or certain knowledge of the actual physical condition

of the Moon’s surface, but there were a numbfT of speculations about it. One was, that the Moon

acted as a mirror, reflecting the features of our own globe, though a moment’s consideration would

have shown this to be untenable from the fact that the features of the Moon are fixed in relation

to each other, whereas the markings should have moved across its face, as the Earth revolved

on its axis. Another theory suggested that the dark markings on the Moon were opaque bodies

suspended in the sky

between us and it.

The invention of the

telescope, and its applica-

tion to Astronomy by
Galileo in the year 1609, at

once put an end to all

doubt and speculation, by

showing to the astonished

observers that whilst the

Moon was in no sense a

replica of the Earth, inas-

much as it possessed no

large bodies of water, and

no clouded atmosphere, yet

it presented some features

of similarity—the vast

plains (which were mis-

taken for oceans), and the

great mountain ranges,

which diversify its surface.

No sooner had the tele-

scopes of Galileo's day

—

pool and imperfect instru-

ments though they were

—

been brought to bear upon

the Moon, than the ob-

servers naturally began to

make charts or drawings

of the principal features

they saw, and this laid the

Photo hy] [L%ck Oburvotory,

A PHOTOGRAPH OF THF. FULL MOOX.
The Mexm is really not quite Full, as some litUe shadow ih seen in connection with objects

near the left-hand edge. This means it was taken a few hours after Full. It shows the

various ** seas " as dork areas, and the positions which they rjccupy W'ith respect to each

other, and their situations on the disc.
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foundations of Selenography, that branch of Astronomy which concerns itself with the accurate

delineation of the lunar surface details, and which has made wsuch remarkable progress during the past

3t)0 years, that now our knowledge of the Moon’s surface is more complete than our knowledge of

many parts of our own Earth. Some of these charts made by the earlier observers have come down to

us, which, although from their crudity and lack of detail they possess little or no scientific value,

testify to the z(3al and persistence of their authors, who deserve every credit for what they were able

to accomplish with the poor means
at their disposal These observers
hoped in the course of time to be able

to detect evidence of change on the

Moon, and the same hope still animates

the breasts of those who since then,

and even now, are still pursuing this

branch of Astronomy.

It would occupy too much space

to describe at length the history of

Selenography, so that only the briefest

outline can be given. Its progress
was regulated by the telescopes in

use from time to time
;

as these

gradually increased in power and

perfection, our knowledge of the Moon
increased in a like ratio. No reliable

and at all comprehensive maps of the

Moon were produced before 1837, in

which year Beer and Madler’s map was
published. This was thirty-seven

inches in diameter, and founded on

observations made during the years

1830 to 1837. It is a marvellous piece

of work, considering that it was made
with the aid of a telescope of only

three and three-quarter inches aper-

ture. Observers in England had how-

ever not been idle, and some valuable

work was done by a number of ama-

teur observers, under the direction of

a committee appointed by the British

Association, in an endeavour to con-
FromZa DrauHng] |//y the Abbi Moreux. strUCt a map of 200 incheS tO the

THK EARTH AS SEEN EROM THE MOON.
TV- > A‘ 4. TV.* 1 4. ^

In the foreground we have a t.v|>ical lunar landscape with mountain
wAOon S diameter. IfllS llUgC taSK

peaks. The Earth is seen high in the lunar sky The drawing also depicts waS ncver completed owing tO the
small craters and a system of cracks in the surface, caused by slirinkage. j_ . y. r lyyr** T? n* 1 A
The Earth would appear to the Eunarians thirteen times as large as the

01 ivir. W. K. i5irt, tne leader.

Moon appears to us, and the reflected sunlight would be greater in a still The next Complete map after
larger ratio.

Madler's was one compiled

by Schmidt of Athens, seventy-five inches in diameter, and containing far more detail than Beer

and Madler’s. This ta^sk occupied Schmidt for more than thirty years. Subsequently, maps on a

much smaller scale were published by two English observers, Neison and Eiger. These were followed

in 1910 by the writer’s large map of the Moon—seventy-seven inches in diameter.

W'ithin the last thirty years photography has been very successfully applied to producing pictures





VI
1

NORTH.
KnowUdit ”]

KEY MAP OF THE MOON.

I ibows on a small scale all the principal named objects on the Moon's surface, and is therefore of great value as a work of reference in connection '

dCKiiption of these features of our satellite. The names attached to the various formations were given by the early observers. Some names have also 1

!d in recent times by other selenographers. These names fulfil the useful purpose of enabling the observer to identify objects when using his telesc
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of celestial objects, and in no case N^ith greater success than in that of the Moon, several examples

of these photographs appearing in this publication. Unfortunately these do not show the immense

amount of detail which can be seen in the original negatives, a good deal of which is lost in the process

of reproduction.

When the 60-inch telescope at Mount Wilson was ready for testing some years ago, photographs

of the Moon were taken for that purpose, and they turned out to be by far the best representations

of the surface secured up to that time, but even these fine results have been exceeded by the photographs

recently taken with the new 100-inch

telescope at the same observatory. These

show much more and finer details than

were previously shown, and a close study

of them has revealed many objects now
recorded for the first time. A complete

photographic atlas of the Moon, taken

by such an instrument, would not only

be of the greatest interest to lunar ob-

servers of to-day, but would be invaluable

if compared with similar pictures taken,

say, in 100 years' time, with a view to

discovering whether any change—and

to what extent—had taken place in the

interval
;
but at present there seems no

prospect of this work being taken in

hand, as the telescope is in constant use

in other directions, where much more

important problems await solution.

The comparative nearness of the

Moon and the absence of an atmosphere

renders it the easiest of all telescopic

objects, and enables its suiface features

to be seen sharp and dear, without the

blurring effects which would be produr^^d

had we to look at it through an atmosphere

such as surrounds the Earth.

The Moon, as seen by the naked eye

at any time, but more especially when it

is full, presents a bright disc mottled

with light and dark patches, varying

from intense brilliancy through varying

shades of grey almost to blackness. If a iuiotograph ok a portion ok thk: moon.
WC look at the Moon through a pair of This shows the Mare Crisium just beh>re sunset. It will be noticed

binoculars it will be seen that the dark western side of the Mare lias partly disappeared from view in

j . . . . .
the shadow of the approfiching niKht, whilst on the opposite side the

areas predominate in the northern hemi- shadows cast by the mountain Ixjnler are very distinct.

sphere, the southern half being much
brighter on the whole. A still closer examination reveals the fact that the brightest regions are the
mountainous portions, whilst the dark areas are comparatively smooth.

Anyone looking at the Moon for the first time through a telescope can hardly refrain from
exclamations of surprise and pleasure at the wonderful scenes presented to his gaze. To see the
Moon under the best conditions, that is when its rugged surface invisible, the observer should direct his

telescope to it at any time between New Moon, when its narrow crescent is first seen in the west, and
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a day or two before it is Full
;
and a similar interval after Full and the next New Moon, The niggedness

is best seen near the “ Terminator "—that region which separates the bright surface from the un-

illuininated part of the disc. Along this region the Sun is just rising or setting on the Moon, and

every irregularity of the surface is thrown into strong relief—the mountains and crater walls

throwing their long, tapering shadows in a direction opposite the Sun, and for many miles these

shadows arc very black, there b(‘ing no twilight to modify their intensity. It is indeed by measuring

the length of these shadows that the height of the mountains on the Moon has been determined.

It is sometimes asked what is the smallest object that can be seen on the Moon, To form some

From a Photo by] [MM, Ij)ewy and Puiseux, Paris Observatory,

idea we must take into account

the Moon’s distance, which, in

round figures, is about 240,000

miles. If we direct a telescope

to the Moon, having an eye-

piece capable of magnifying

1,000 times, this would be

equivalent to bringing the Moon
to within 240 miles of the Earth.

It will be at once realised that

however well illuminated, we
could not make out any detail

with the naked eye upon an

object 240 miles away, on the

Earth, and besides this, there

are few telescopes that will

stand a magnifying power of

1,000 and give good definition,

not because of any imperfec-

tion in the instrument, but

because atmospheric tremors

would spoil the sharpness of

definition. Tliis unsteadiness

of our atmosphere acts in

severely limiting the utility

of our telescopes in their appli-

cation to the heavenly bodies.

Hence astronomers are always

looking out for locations for

their observatories where they

can rely, not only on freedom

from clouds, but on a still air.

It is generally agreed that

the most powerful telescope

used under the best conditions

would just reveal the existence

of an object not less than 100

yards in height and length, and

then only by reason of the

A PHOTOGRAPH OF THE MOON AT ABOUT SEVEN DAYS OED.

It well represents the aspect presented in a small telescope and shows the rugged

surface of the southern hemisphere (which is at the top). At the lower portion

< the Eunar Alps and Apennines are just coming into view at sunrise.

shadow it would cast under the

slanting rays oi the Sun. Pro-

bably an object the size of



From “ KnowUdgg *’] ITaken at the Poifia Observatory by MM, Loewy and Puiseua.

A PHOTOGRAPH OF A PORTION OF THE MOON
This picture was taken a few days before sunset, at the time of the wiuiing Moon. The declining Sun has already caused the

craters on the left-haird side to become filled with shadow. The upper part shows the crater Kepler, with its system of bright

rays ;
and lower down we have the crater Aristarchus, one of the brightest spots on the Moon, now only visible under the high

Sun as a bright patch with a number of rays emanating from it At this particular region of the Moon no mountains exist that

can be seen in profile on the limb.



From " KnowUdgt "1 rU Pom Obsirv^tory by MM^ Loowy and PuiauM.

A PHOTOGRAPH OF A PORTION OF THE MOON.
This represents the aspect of the surface when the Moon is about seven days old. The larger portion is seen with the Sun over-

head, consequently, nothing is visible in relief. More relief is found near the right-hand ^e, where the Sun has not reached

such a great devation in the lunar sky.
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the largest pyramid in Eg>7>t or St. Paul's Cathedral could be made out as a slight irregularity on

the surface, but without anything to show its real shape or nature.

Many efforts in times past have been made to try* and discover the existence on the Moon of the

works of animated beings, and some of the old observers, with their feeble instruments, claimed to

have detected objects which were of artificial construction
;
but these views were dispelled by later

observers using more powerful optical aid. It was found that these formations w'ere much too large

to have been thus formed, and must be ascribed to natural causes. There is one such object that may
be mentioned. It is situated near the centre

of the disc, being about 65 miles in length and

500 feet in height, described by some as the

“ straight wall," and by others as the " railway

line." It is well shown on the iij^per part of

the photograph opposite page 511. If it is

viewed through a small telescope when seen

near the terminator, it appears to be a perfectly

straight line, which would easily suggest its

artificial origin
;

but when examined in a

powerful telescope it is seen not to be quite

so straight as it first appeared. It has many
bends and curves in its length and is also very

irregular in its height. In reality it is one side

of a line of cliffs, caused by a fault in the surface,

which has subsided to a dejHh equal to the

height of the exposed cliff.

Other instances might be mentioned where

the old observers found rectangular areas sur-

rounded and enclosed by low walls, suggesting

ramparts. Other objects consist(*d of several

ridges running parallel to each other, and also

looking like artificial f^M iiialions
;

but these

are merely fanciful idf‘a& nut supported by

facts.

From thc.se considerations let us now l irn

to the study of the various objiTts we find by

our telescopes to occu])y such a large space

on the Moon. The most prominent may oe

classified under the following heads :

—
The large dark areas or plains which the

ancients described as Maria or Seas,

and the ridges which are associated

with them.

The mountain wailed plains.

The crater-like objects, mostly of large

size.

The ring-plains, craters, crater cones, craterlets, crater pits, valleys, clefts or cracks, and

mountain ranges.

The wonderful systems of bright rays or streaks.

From this catalogue it will be seen that there is no lack of variety in respect of the objects we

find on the lunar surface. We commence with the Maria or Seas, If we examine a photograph of

the Moon taken at or near Full, of which photographs there is now a large number, we are at once

Vrom a Drawtng] [liy Krteg^f.

CLKFTS on THK MOON’S SURFACE.
Thi» is a iinc example of the systems of Clefts which abound
on the Moon, and tis drawn by the late J N. Kricgcr, based

on u photo)]:raph. The lar^c crater rin^ is known as

Triesncckcr. It will Ik: noticed that the clefts seem to emanate
from a |K}int just to the west of this formation.
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Struck with the considerable portion of the surface which is covered by these dark areas, and we notice^

further, that they predominate in the northern and eastern portions of the disc. It is also worthy

of note that none of the dark areas extend as far as the edge or limb Most of these dark areas

communicate with each other, having no separate definite boundaries To this rule, however, there

are two conspicuous exceptions : one is the Mare Crisium (the Sea of Crises) in the north-west, a circular

dark area surrounded by a bright mountainous country
;
the other is known as the Mare Humorum

(the Sea of Humours), in the opposite or south-east portion of the disc, and slightly smaller in size.

Three other roughly circular plains he to the east of the Mare Crisium, and, connected with each

other, extend in a chain almost across the entire disc. These are in order from west to cast : the

Mare Tranquilitatis (Sea of Tranquility), the Mare Rerenitatis (Sea of Serenity), and the Mare

Imbrium (Sea of Rains).

When these vast areas

are scrutinised through a

small teh'seope, they ap-

pear to have smooth sur-

faces, dc'void of any but

th(‘ smallest irregularities.

This impression is quite

illusory, as when ex-

amined with a powerful

instrument, especially

wht*n either of them is

crosst'd by the terminator

- that is when the Sun's

rays fall on them ob-

liquely, either when rising

or setting—it will be

found that they abound

in hollows and sinuous

low rounded swellings

or ridgc'S (‘Xtending for

many miles The real

surfaces of these plains

n‘semble in many ways

the great prairies of

America. The ridges

01 , 1) CHAK r OF THE MOON rdmcd to rise in places

This 13 a u)py ot tut chart made bv Cherubin n’Orl6.ins, m 1071 It has no scienlihc from 150 tO 700 feet, but
value, but lb a good example of the work of the early belcnographcrs and leprcsenls become invisible when
the lesults of much time and energy spent on observing the lunar suiface The tlifferLUce u u
between this and a modem map ib vcr> great, as will be seen on comparing ih > same fhc Sun has nsen to some

extent in the lunar sky.

Other portions would, on a nearer view, be found to be covered with minute asperities, like the

terrestrial lava fields.

The following is a list of the principal Maria or Seas on the Moon :
-

Mare Australe, Crisium, Foecunditatis, Frigons, Humboldtianum, Humorum, Imbrium,

Ncctans, Nubium, Screnitatis, Tranquilitatis, Vaporum, Smythii, and the Oceanus

Procellarum.

In addition, there arc a number of other and smaller dark areas, prefixed by the words Sinus, Lacus,.

and Palus, and which are more particularly described in text-books on the Moon.

The great expanse of these so-called seas may be inferred from the fact that the Mare Crisium



A PHOTOGRAPH OF A PORTION OF THE MOON
Taken when the Moon was nearly at its First Quarter The lar^^c ring plains on the tight are still in sha<low, the rising Sun having
just touched their mountain ramparts into visibility The greater portion of the surface thus shown lies to the south of the equator
and is of a rugged nature. On the left and near the bottom is the large ting plain Theophilus, one Of the finest of its class on the

Moon, and a rival to Copemicas. Its inner terraced walls and nniltiple central mouhtam are easily seen.



[Ajttf Puittux.Ffom ** KnowUdge "]

A PHOTOGRAPH OF THE MOON.
Taken when the Moon was neatly Full. The Sun is rising on the formations near the extreme right band (B-) Umb; left of the centre it

is shining overhead. This photograph shows the principal systems of bright rays. The chief and most conspicuous are those assorted
with Tycho, which is found as a bright ring near the top of the photc^n^ph. Below it, and near the centre, we find the rays radiating'from

Copernicus, and to the right of Copernicus is the Kepler system.
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an area of roughly 78,000 square miles, being nearly 300 miles from north to south, and 350 miles
from east to west, whilst the Mare Serenitatis is nearly circular, being 433 miles from north to south

and 424 miles from east to west, and contains approximate!}^ 125,000 square miles, whilst if we
take the Mare Imbrium, the greatest of the circular plains, we find a lengtli of about 750 miles and
a breadth of 700 miles, which gives an area of about 340,000 square miles. Further, it may be mentioned
in respect of the Oceanus Procellarum, the most extensive of all the seas, but with very indefinite

boundaries, the area cannot be less than 2,000,000 square miles. The ft)rces which produced these

great expanses will be dealt with later.

Ridges,—These curious serpentine banks already referred to are found almost solely on the great

plains or seas, are in many cases concentric with their borders, but in other instances they are seen

to traverse the surface in various directions, being subject to no well-defined arrangement. Rarely

are they found to be straight, but serpentine, with many bays or inflexions in their course. I'requently

they throw out arms or branches and are often associated with small craters, which are found on

their flanks or summits. They are no doubt

folds in the surface, and, it has been sug-

gested, mark the places where cracks

formerly existed, and through which molten

lava has been extruded on both sides. On
the other hand, some of these ridges form

segments of circles, suggesting they are all

that is now left of once complete mountain

ridges, which have been reduced and partly

destroyed by the action of lava at the

time the sens were formed. Some of

the most remarkable of these objects

will be found on the borders of the Mare

Humorum, and also in the Mare Nectaris,

where there is quite a network of them,

but all the plains show them to a greater

or less extent, and the} are quite con-

spicuous on some of the lunar photographs
;

they vary in length, but one to two hun^Ved

miles IS not uncommon.
Craters and Crater-like objects,—Th(se

arc the most numerous, and, generally

speaking, the most striking objects to be

found on the Moon. 'J hey present a wide

range of size and shape, from the large

mountain rings to the smallc'st crater cones of a few hundred yards in diamet<T. In general form

they are approximately circular, but in the largest ones considcTable departun‘ from the circle is

obvious. If these are examined closely with a powerful telescoj>e it will be seen that the surrounding

mountain wall is often polygonal, rather than circular, suggesting that whilst the original form was

that of a circle, pressure from without or within has forced the line of the rami)art.s into more or less

lineal sections, standing at various angles to each other.

These crater-like objects have been divided into several classes, according to their individual

characteristics. We commence with the walled plains. l‘hese repr(*s(*nt the largest enclosures, from

60 to 150 miles in diameter. They are generally encircled by mountainous ramparts, rising in some cases

to 12,000 feet above the interior. These ramparts ar<^ very complex in structure, their continuit}'

being broken by valleys and broad passes, and with many t^Traces on the inner slopes, and man\'

evidences of landslips from the same. The level interior of these enclosures is broken in nearly all

ARZACHEL

This is u chait of the mountain rinj^cv) plain Arzachcl, and shows
the mcMlem methcHl of depicting the details of the lunar surface

Ar/achcl i.s alnmt sixty-live ?Jiile.s in diameter The eh;»rt

many tibjecth tetorded for the iirst time by means of photo^jraphy
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cases by large craters, groups of mountains, and isolated peaks, ridges, clefts and crater-like

depressions.

The large walled plains have many of the characteristics of the smaller Maria, and have by some

authorities been placed in the same category. They probably owe their existence to the same forces

which formed the lunar seas. The following are excimples of these objects: Clavius, the largest,

followed by such as Petavius, Furnorius, and Langrenus, in the south-west quadrant. W. Humboldt,

Cleomedes, Gauss, and I^ndymion, in the north-west quadrant. In the south-east quadrant, where

they are most numerous, mi have Maginus, i-ongomontanus, Shickhard, Walter, Pitatus, Ptolemaeus,

Grimaldi, and Riccioli.

The next class of objects claiming our attention is the Ring Plains. These differ from the walled

plains in that they are smaller, with more symmetrically circular walls. They are also more numerous.

The upper part shows the northern half of the ring plain rtolemavus. The well-

formed ring, partly filled with shadow, which is in ctmtacl with its northern
rampart, is named Herscbel, after the great (LStronomcr. A litUe to the right and
below Herschel is a large roughly-circular enclosure, with a smooth dark floor,

and very broken walls, and is named Flainmarion, tifter the well-known h'rench

and their appearance suggests

very strikingly the probability

of their volcanic origin. Their

surrounding ramparts are high

and very massive, and fall

with steep declivity to the

interior floor. The walls on

th(‘ exterior, on the other hand,

rise with a gentle slope from

the surrounding country. These

outer slopes are however very

rugged, and in many cases

traversed in a radial manner

by what may be lava ridges

with deep intervening valleys,

which sometimes are found

to consist of chains of small

craters. On the summit of the

walls, peaks of con.siderable

elevation are often found. The
inner slopes are very frequently

broken by a scries of terraces,

which descend one below the

other till the floor is reached.

These terraces are separated

from each other by yawning

crevasses of unknown depth,

and are in all probability

caused by the action of molten

lava in the interior under-
astronomer of timt munc.

the WalU, and SO causing
large portions to slip down from time to time The most striking and perfect object in this class

is the well-known crater called Copernicus, fifty-six miles in diameter, and standing in an isolated

position between the Mare Nubium and the Mare Imbrium. Some wonderful photographs of this

formation have been secured at Mount Wilson by the use of the 100-inch Hooker Telescope. They
reveal much detail and give a splendid view of this most noble object. A study of these photographs
brings some interesting facts to our notice. It will be observed that the crest of the wall is not circular,

but is broken up into a number of straight ridges and curved sections, but all fairly uniform in height.

According to Neison, the walls rise above the interior some 12,000 feet. At the centre is a gronp
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A PHOTOGRAPH OF A PORTION OF THE MOON.

Taken towards sunset, as shown by the lengthening shadows on the left-hand side Some of the deeper craters near the Terminator are already

filled with shadow. The dark surface of the M. Humorum is shown to the upper right-hand aide, with Gassendi on its lower ma^. Near the

centre is BuUialdus, with several specimens of ruined rings around it. on the surface of the M. Nubium. Faint indications ^the He^odui

Valley, also of the valleys to the west of the M. Humorum, can be traced For the names of the other prominent features* reference Shorn 1

be made to the key map.
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of mountains, of which seven peaks can be counted. Tliese are probably the ruins of a single

mountain of considerable size, shattered by the force of volcanic t'liergy, which was unable to escape

through its central orifice. On the southern half of the iloor are a number of hills, whicli a closer

inspection would probably reveal as crater coru's. Tlit* iiortlurn half of tlu' door is conijxiratively

smooth.

There are numerous other formations on the Moon very like CoiHTiiicus. and quite as largo, which

would present a similarly grand

spectacle if they were as well plact^d

on the disc. We may n‘fer to

Theophilus, sixty-four miles in

diameter
;

Bullialdus, thirty-(‘ight

miles in diameter ;
Aristilhis,

Langrenus, Petavius, and l^ra-

tosthenes, all of wliicli an' well

shown on the various lunar photo-

graphs now in existence.

Craters. Those are a sub-

division of the crater rings and

other objects just described. In

most cases the difference is slight

and th(‘ division tlu'n'fon' dilfi-

ciilt. Whilst possessing most of

the characteristics of the ring

j)lains, they arc smaller, and in

form more truly circular. In

diameter they vary from fifttrn

to three miles or less. The* outer

walls rise more ste(*ply to the

summit, and th(* descent on the

inner side is equally ibrupt.

They are found on evcr> part

of the lunar surface, and probably

originated at a time when vol-

canic energy first began to wane.

Many have a brighter and newer

aspect than the locality in which

they stand, and not infrequently

th(‘y are surrounded by or stand

on a small bright area encircling

them like a halo.

It is generally assumed that

the bright area consists of w^hitish

ush or material ejected from the

volcano itself. Whilst to the

casual observer the ring plains

and crater rings set*m to be

distributed over the lunar surface

in a haphazard manner, the

careful student will not fail to

note that this is not quite the

i8
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case. He will see, for instance, that

crater rings or ring plains are often

found in pairs, in which the individuals

strongly resemble each other. Take

for illustration, Atlas and Hercules,

Aristoteles and Eudoxus, Aristillus

and Autolycus, Sabine and Ritter, and

among the smaller objects, Beer and

Beer A.

Central These mountain

masses are common to nearly every

kind of enclosure on the Moon, from

the large mountain-encircled plains to

the smallest type of crater ring. A
careful inspection of the Moon, even by
a small telescope, or the study of a

good photograph, will not fail to reveal

the fact that in a very large number of

cases at the centre of the ring there is a

mountain mass sometimes consisting

COMPARISON OP Tine sizps OF TWO oi*' THK i,UNAR of One peak, and in other cases of a
MOUNTAIN-RINGED PI.A1NS, AND THE AREA OF JCNGEAND multiple p cak . These Central moun-

ANJ) WADES. , _ ,
- - . * j X

Maurolycus is a great plain of 15(1 miles in diameter, surrounded by a
tains are Of considerable Size and great

rugged mountain rampart rising to the height of 12,UOO E*et above the elevation. Attention may be called

to a few typical instances.

If the crater Tycho is cxaminocl, a central mountain mass is seen at once, and on one of its flanks a

smaller elevation. This latter is very easily seen sometimes, and at other times is invisible in small

telescopes. On the summit of this smaller mountain a crater has been found. The large central mountain

Ffom “
"j \Ajtef RAUT%ch,

STEREOGRAM OF THE MOON’S ECLIPSE, 1909.

The two photographs are taken at the tame time and arranged for viewing through a stereoscope. When this is done the
real nature of the Moon as a huge globe is strikingly brought out.



From ** KnowUdgi ’’] [7 t^htn at the Paf%i Obtervaiory by MM. Loewy and Putseux

A PHOTCX5RAPH OF A PORTION OF THR MOON’S SURFACli.
On the upp«r part, the Arldaeus an I Hjginus Clefts are wcU seen. They are situated not far fiuin the centre of the disc The
lower half shows a good portion of the Mare SerenJtatis This is bounded on the right by the Caucasus and Alpine Ranges

; the
Haemus Mountains forming its upper or southern boumLirv The large oval ring f^Jam near the lower left-hand edge is known as
Posidonius, sixty*two miles in diameter Its eastern wall has been very much rcfluced by the erosive influence of the lava which

formed the Mare Scrcnitatis on the margin of which it now stands
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is at least 5,000 feet in

altitude. Copernicus has a

multiple central mountain

,

consisting of seven j)eaks

and already alluded to.

Another fine instance of a

great crater ring with a

central mountain is

Theophilus. Here again

the original mountain

has been shattered into

several parts, one of

which, according to

Eiger, rises to 6,000 feet

above the floor, the whole

mass covering an area of

about 300 square miles.

Another prominent ring

plain with a fine central

mountain is Eullialdus,

with Its peak rising at

least 3,(K)0 feet above the

interior.

In contra'distinction

to these and many others

that might be pointed

out. theie are numennis

instances of large nionn-

tam-enclos(‘d plains, which

show no traces of a

central mountain, such,

for instance, as Plato,

Archimedes, and Ptole-

macus. It is quite possi-

ble that central moun-
tains once existed on

these interiors, but the

present ay)|Mjarance of the

surface suggests that they

liave been melted down
to the general level by
lava when the whole in-

lerior was in a liquid

state. There are also

other mountain-ringed

enclosures where the

erosive forces have not

quite succeeded in de-

stroying all traces of a

central mountain mass.
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Instances of these are found in Pitatus, Cleomedes,

Atlas, Posidonius, Gassendi, and Alphonsus. In one or

two other cases the central mountain has probably

given place to a crater depression. This is well illus-

tratcid by the crater ring Hesiodus.

As to the origin and nature of these mountains, there

can be little doubt but that they arc volcanic cones,

thrown up after the interior of the ring plain on which

they stand had solidified and when the volcanic energy

was waning, and had arrived at a .similar stage to

that on the Earth, when our present volcanoes were

formed.

The smallest el(*vated objects on tlie Moon are the

Crater Cones and Craierlcts. These arc very numerous,

and no attempt has been madti to count them
;

every

increase of telescopic power adds to their number. Many
known now arc less than half a mile in diameter. Some
of the smallest of tlies(i crater cones are found in the

interior of Archimedes and Plato, and form excellent

telescopic tests. These minute objects

strongly resemble terrestrial volcanoes.

Crater-pits ,—These are in a distinct

class, inasmuch as they are depressions,

but, like the craterlets, are found all over

the Moon, though principally on the great

expanses of the Maria. Some are with-

out external walls while others have them,

but in all cases they rise but a few feet

above the out.side level. They are best

seen when near the terminator.

Among the more obscure details of

the lunar surface, but of extreme interest,

are the clefts or crevasses, which may be

divided into two classes -the Valleys, and
Cracks or Clefts. Of the valleys, the most

important is the great Alpine Valley,

some eighty-three miles in length, which

cuts through the Alps to the west of

Plato. It averages five or six miles in

width, and is easily seen in the photo-

graphs of this region or by means of a

small telescope. Other valleys of less

importance and distinguished only from

the clefts by their width and gently

sloping sides, abound. Several examples

may be given. From the east side of

Hesiodus runs a long valley, almost in a

straight line, for 200 miles. It is two or

three miles in width at its commencement,
but after some distance has been traversed

Photo by] L>'rrAr<!s Observatory

REGION OF THEOPHILUS.
A fine photograph o£ the mountain-ringed plain Theophilus, sixty-four
miles in diameter. The central peak rises 6,000 feet, and the inner walls

rise full 16,000 feet above the interior. Radiating from its outer walls
lava ridges can be seen, also some minute craters in chains.

MAP OF A PORTION OF THE MOON.
This litUe chart is a copy of one made by
Galileo in the year 1610, and is probably the
very first ever made. It is very difficult to

identify with certainty the formations shown
with anything on the Moon at present.



Ph0to 6yJ [Mount WtUon Ob$frvmtofy.

REGION OF THE EUNAR RING-PEAIN PLATO.
Reproduced from a photograph taken at Mount Wilson Observatory. The lower portion of the photograph shows the
appearance of the su^ce at the north pole. The crater rings are elliptical by reason of fort'shortening, due to the Moon
being a globe. The large ring plain near the centre is known as Plato. The level region below it is the Mare Prigoris. and
that above is the Mare Imbrium. A little above Plato are two isolated mountain masses, known as Pico and Piton. The

mountains on the left of Plato are the Lunar Alps, with the great Alpine cutting through them.



Photo by] [Mount H^i/soti Observatory.

region op the EXTNAR APENNINES.
This is reproduced from one of the Mount Wilson photographs. It gives a very fine view of the Ai)ennine Range of Mountains

which bound the Marc Imbrium and arc seen at this time under the rays of the setting Sun. At the cud of this range—on the

right—^is the fine crater ring Eratosthenes. Near the centre is the large mountain-ringed lUjiin Archimedes, fifty miles in

diameter, with walls rising nearly 5,000 feet above the interior. Running from Archlmetlcs towturds the mountains will

be found a number of valleys extending for many miles.
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it gradually contracts and becomes increasingly dilbcult to trace* Tliere is also another
fine specimen, which begins at the northern end of Herodotus, and runs in a horse-shoe like

curve for a great distance. Both these objects are easily seen undtT proper conditions with a

small telescope. On the western side of the Mare llumoriini are three large and prominent
curved valleys, running concentric with the shore of this sea. The longest one has a ('ourse

of 190 miles. This group comprises the most remarkabli‘ and tiiu'st system of valleys on
the Moon.

Clefts. The true clefts, of which there are several hundri'd aln'ady known, .ire m the naturt' of

cracks or crevasses. Some are of considerable size and (}uite conspicuous, wliilst otluTs are so narrow
that they test thei defining power of our best telescopes. These cracks dilh*r from the valU'ys m th.it

their sides arc very jagged, and frequently disturbed by the intrusion of craterlets along tlieir ct>iirse,

and are probably caused by the once plastic surface contracting during the period when it was bi'coming

solid! li (‘ d .

Most of these

(' I f t s a r

found in the

n o r t her n

hemisphei
,

w* h (‘re the
M a r 1 a and
other level

surfa(‘es ah-

(Kind
,
thevan‘

(|uit(* absent

fro m t h c

mountainous

r(‘gi()ns of th<'

south. Many
of the ling

plains ai(‘ tra

V e r s (‘ (I 1) y
them. lone

syst(‘ms ot

clefts will he

tound on tlie

TiiH nvNAK CRATr.k HiNc; TYCiK) interior of At-
1 hib i)li<aMjTr,ii)li yivcij a jiciicial view ef lhi.s ii(a)le ehjctl, lift> -four miles m <li.mieler, an<l willi

| ^ I’osi-
lampartb lisiiiK steeply from the interior to the height of feet. In the teiitn is seen a larj.;e inoiin-

tain masi-, easting its shadow fc r some miles on the plain at its feel This ('latci is tin- centie of lh<‘ (loniUs, and
ijreatesl ssbletii ol hn^ht rays on the Moon The shape of Tycho iseiieul.ii, the dlijilnal apixMranei (i a S S (‘ U d i

being due to foreshoilening, beeaust* the Mo<jn is a globe
,

'

wlulst on th(*

interior of Alphonsus several of these are fijund to he associat(‘d with the w(‘ll- known dark

areas in that crater, from which they issue like dried-up river-beds. Again, on th(* open plain to tlie

west of Triesneckcr is found a very complex system of clefts of c(;nsiderabl(‘ length, all appan*ntly

having their source in one common centre. Quite dost* to these, and in some respticts physically

connected, are the great Hyginus cleft and the long valley-like depression, known as the Aridaeus

cleft, but having all the characteristics of a shallow valley.

A description of the Moon's surface would not be in any serisi* (.(;mplet(‘ unl(*ss some reference

W'ere made to three other classes of formation. These an* the mountain langes, the isolated

peaks, and the wonderful systems of bright streaks or rays which are so conspicuous on the

Full Moon's face.
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Mountain Ranges, etc, —The most striking feature presented by the Moon when viewed through

a good t(‘lesrc)pe is the extremely rugged and mountainous character of much of its surface, all of

which indicates that at some time or otheir it must have been the scene of the most appalling

disturbance or upheaval. The mountains of the Moon lose nothing in comparison with those of the

Earth on the score of size and height. Reliable measures of these mountains show peaks rising to

25,(KK) or 2B,000 feet. The surface to the south, whilst very rugged and broken by all kinds of crater-

like formations, possesses no well-defined mountain ranges. These are however found in the northern

hemisiihere. There they are seen to form the boundaries of some of the large Maria or seas. The
principal ranges are the Alps, the Caucasus, and the Apennines. They form a massive range

of peaks bordering the

western side of the Mare

Imbrium, and separating

it from the Mare Serenitatis.

These names were given

by old astronomers from some

fancied resemblance to their

terrestrial nam(‘sak(‘s. They
ev(‘n went so far as to

name one of the peaks in the

Lunar Alps Mont Blanc,

which nses some 12,000 feet

above the plain at its base.

Many other peaks in the

same range rise from 6,000

to 8,000 feet. The massive

Caucasus range, though not

so high as the* Alps, boasts

one peak near the ring plain

Calippus, which towers to

the height of 19,000 feet.

The Apennines, however,

are the most important

mountain range on the Moon.

It extends in an enormous

curve some 400 miles, ter-

minating on the south-east

at the fine ring plain Era-

tosthenes, where the massive

Mount Wolf is found rising

about 12,000 feet. There
are upwards of 3,000 well-

defined peaks in this range

of mountains. Other moun-

tain ranges, of which space

will not allow any descrip-

tion, are the Taurus Moun-
tains, the Harbinger Moun- i^trusotstrxatory

. . AU • X • the mare serenitatis.
tains, tne Altai Mountains, Xhe photograph sbowa the whole of the Mare Serenitatis, with the crater Bessel near

and the Riphaean range, the upper part. On the upper edge is the large crater ring Plinius, and from this

, running all down the left side is a curious serpentine ridge. Other ridges of a eimiiAr
Utlier ranges are situated nature are found in many places on the Moon, but mostly on the surface of the “ seas."



ratn/ine'< [liy Arthur Twtdlc

THK MOONS HAM»
An effect prcxlnced b\ mnumerable prism-shaped crystals of uc susp<*nrl'd m atmosphere ojid distant forty five tiriHs

the diameter of the Moon’s disc from the outer edf?e of the Moon. Ih< kah, or Klor\, has prism *.10 colourings, the red tint at

the wlge nearest the Moon and the blue on the outer margin. I his distinguish' s the phenomenon from the more usual corona,

which 1$ due to aqueous vapour and is coloured blue nearest the luminary and red towards the exterior nm.



PMolo by] [Mount IVtlson Observatory*

REGION NEAR THE CENTRE OF THE MOON.
This is auother reproduction of one of the latest photographs taken at Mount Wilson Observatory, and shows a wonderfxil

amount of fine detail. A number of curious longitudinal valleys will be seen cutting through mountainous districts. The
large ring plain at the bottom is Ptolemaeus, and above this Alphonsus and Arzachel, and to the left of these objects the
rugged nature of the surface, as seen under the rays of the setting Sun, is well brought out. The “ Straight Wall ” will be

notice<l at the upper right-hand side, and a little farther to the right of this is a long valley running parallel with it.
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so near the edge of the Moon that their peaks are often seen in prolile against the sky. and
when thus observed present a most charming and interesting spectacle.

Isolated Mountains.—Iharo are many instances of isolateil mountain masses to be found
on the surface, more especially on the Maria, where they .seem to have survived the levelling
action of the molten lava which surged around them. One well-known pi'ak is Pico, which will
be found on the open plain to the .south of Plato. There are several other objects of this class
close by. When seen under obliipie illuinination they are very striking objects, their white
.surfaces showing u]) in strong contrast to the long spire-like black shadows they cast on the
level country at their base.

Ihc Bright Streaks or -These are very conspirutnis untltT a high light at or iump tlit‘ time of
Full Moon. They are generally assoeiateci willi some Lirgt' erater ring, fiotn which tiu'v radiate in
all directions to great distances. Their nature aiul origin have never het'n satisfactorily t'Xplained,
and at present they form one of the unsolved tmigmas of the Moon. So complex are llu‘v in form
and so indefinite in outline

that no one has attempted

the almost impossible
task of mapping them.

We have therefore to

rely exclusively on ])hoto-

graphic })ictun‘s to show

the tnu' aspect of these.

The most prominent of

th(‘se systems of bright rays

is that which is associated

with the deep welJ-fonned

crater Tycho, found in

the mtiunlainous district

t^)WiUds the south poh‘,

easily visible on the photo-

graphs as well as in the

smallest of teK‘scop(‘s.

These rays do not radiate

from the centre of Tycho,

but from a spot a little to

the (‘ast of it. They can

be track'd for several hun-
dreds f)f miles, passing

over mountain and plain

w itliout interruption.
Other systems of less importance, but almost as cons]>i<;uoiis, are found associated with the

craters Copernicus, Kepler, Anaxagoras, Aristarchus, and .several other*-
;

whilst minor .systems

are to be seen in connection with the following crater rings : Autolycus, Aristillus, I^roclus,

h'lirnerius, and Menelaus.

Several theories have been put forward to explain the nature of th(‘se markings, but one and
all are open to serious objection. Obviously they are in tlie nature of sup(Tficial markings,
as no elevations are found to follow their tracks acros.s the level plains. The most probable
explanation is that they mark the course of cracks in the surface from which whitish material has
been ejected and deposited along each .side. In many eas*'s little bright craters are found on these
streaks, which seems to lend some weight to the (Tuptive theoiy. Another ingenious theory has
been propounded by Mr. H. G. Tomkins, h.H.A.S., in which he suggests that these streaks arc

I'rom a Drawing] [ny tttg Aoot Aior ux

A CIJvFT IN TIIIv MOON'S SlJkFACI' NICAR HYC.INUS.
The llywinu.s Cleft is a wide ruKj'e<l valley iir-ar the .M<k)ii’s (riilre, and is heen on many
ph<)t( ‘graphs, also t»cin« visible in a small telescope. It is probably volcanic in itB origin

and its course in some places seems to l)e interrni)terl by small ir.ilers, Its depth is

unkium n.
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actually deposits of salt left by the ancient oceans. He has found large tracks in Northern India,

where salt has been exuded from the .subsoil, and becomes visible in the dry season as white streaks

extending for long distances. m • -u

Having thus briefly and incompletely described the principal objects found on the Moon, it will

be interesting to try and ascertain what is the probable cause or causes which have produced the

aspect which this surface presents. Generally speaking two theories are held to explain things as

they are at present. The one ascribes

MAP OF THE MOON BY DE RIlElTA.

De Rheila wtis one of the earliest of the s^elenographers, and this map

—

made in 1646—shows what he was able to distinijuish on theMtKni with

his poor telescope. The crater at the upper part tif the disc is no doubt

Tycho, and from which he draws a mmiber of radiating bright streaks

He also shows very well the vaiious Maria, or seas, and the craters

Copernicus and Kepler, with their sunouiiding bright areas

the origin of the lunar formations to

volcanic energy acting from within

;

and the other to forces external to

the Moon, or, in other words, to the

impacts of foreign bodies on its surface.

The former view is the one held by

the majority of astronomers, and

especially by those who have made a

study of the Moon's surface by means

of adequate telescopic aid. The min-

ority hold to the impact theory. R. A.

Proctor once held this view, but in his

later days disowned it. Professor

Shalcr, the distinguished American

geologist, held similar opinions in

a modified form, and he believed

that the lunar Maria, great and small,

were the result of the impacts of

bolides ten to fifteen miles in diameter.

The latest advocate of note is Dr. See,

an American astronomer, who holds

the same views regarding the formation

of the lunar seas as enunciated by

Shaler. Dr. See is also a firm believer

in the “ capture ” theory, which ac-

counts for the growth of the planetary

bodicij by their capture of vast quanti-

ties of meteorites or small planetary

bodies moving in space, and he regards

the Moon as a planet which has grown

to its present size by the constant rain

of meteors, both great and small, on

its surface.

There are many and serious ob-

jections to this impact theory which

space docs not allow to be fully dis-

cussed here. Only a brief allusion to

some can therefore be made. We find

on the Moon, as already stated, plains

surrounded by mountain rings of all sizes up to 150 miles in diameter. Judging from appearances

the large rings are amongst the oldest formations, the smaller and more regularly circular objects

having appeared at a later date, and probably the smaller the crater the later has been the date of its

birth. If we accept the impact theory we must assume, which is very unlikely, that the largest



Pko^ &y] [Mount \^\t%on UOtervuiory.
REGION NEAR THE MOON’S SOUTH

This is reproduced from one ol the magnificent lunar photr^apba taken fd Mould WiJscjn, in California, by the use of the
great Hooker Telescope of luu inches diameter, and shows more fine detail than any other photograph yet secureti. The
upper part extends to the south pole. The surface will be found to be pitted ai over with small cratcrlets frran half a mile
in diameter and upwards The Sun is setting on the extreme left of the picture and alrcarly many of the rings are filled with

the shadow of night.
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bodies fell on the Moon in its earliest days, and they were followed later by smaller and still

smaller holies in greatly increasing numbers, until the time arrived when the supply was
exliausted.

Again, as already pointed out, craters are often found in pairs very much alike in all respects*

To account for these by the impact theory, we shall have to assume that these impacting bodies
travcll(‘d in pairs with ('qual dimensions, which again is very unlikely. A third objection is seen in

the fact that we find on the Moon cralerlcts in rows, with their rims in contact or confluent, aLso many
of lh(‘sc " crater chains,” as they an^ termed, run in curves or segments of circles, and it is almost

impossible to conceive that the impacting

bodies should be endued with the power
of arranging themselves in this manner.

On the other hand, volcanic force

seems quite capable of forming the crater

rings, both large and small, whilst the seas

and large walled jdains may have been

formed by the subsidences of the Moon's

surface, caused by the cooling and con-

traction of its crust. If the Moon's crust

in places was fractured by contraction the

molten material below would well up
through such openings and spread out on

all sides, melting down the rugged surface

in every direction, and continue to do so

until its energy was dissipated by cooling

;

then the levelled surface would become
firm and assume its present terminal

appearance. Some of the large crater

rings, from their massive proportions,

seem to have been able to withstand this

melting power, and of these notable

examples are found in the case of Coper-

nicus, Bullialdus, Aristillus, Gassendi,

Petavius, and Archimedes, but in respect

of the last three named it is obvious that

the height of their original ramparts has

been much diminished by erosive forces.

It has been urged that some of the

mountain-ringed plains are too large to
FfomaMiuici^ \liy James Na^mMh

j
u formed bv Volcanic affCnCV

THr: MOON'S SURFACJC MODECLiiO ^ “ lormLu oy voicamc agency,

Nasmyth made u caicful study of the Moon’s surface by means of but We must not lose sight in this COnnec-
a powerful telescope. He made models in plaster of many of the

^
r r aravitv

lunar formations and the al>ove is a good example of his work. It
^ graviiy

gives a very realistic idea of what is seen hi the telcsrope These on the Moon is Only One-sixth of the same
mo(lels were then phot()graphed under obli<iue light. assuming thc

eruptive power lo be thc same in both cases, it seems quite reasonable to expect craters on

the Moon to be six timt's as large as on thc Earth, where even craters of twenty miles in

diameter are known to exist. Further, it must be borne in mind that the surface rocks on

the Moon are probably of much lighter material than those on the Earth. A large crater is

said to exist in the Island of Mauritius, about twenty miles in diameter, and th re is another

in Central Africa, recently explored, measuring about ten miles in diameter, surrounded by
cliffs rising to 1,000 feet.
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The presefU condition of the Moon*s surface ,—Upon this matter various views are held, for the

support of which plausible reasons are given. The difficulty in settling this point is our inability to

reproduce in our laboratory experiments the exact conditions which exist on the Moon. It has been

assumed for many years past that the Moon possesses neither atmosphere nor water, and in

consequence is unsuitable for the existence of animated life, and further, is not subject to such

physical changes as are in constant operation on the Earth. In fact, it is assumed that the Moon s

surface has arrived at its terminal condition, and there is nothing more to be learned from it.

These widely held opinions have led professional astronomers to discontinue their observations of

this body, and to direct their attention to other branches of Astronomy which promise better

and more immediate results. This field has consequently been left open for amateur observers

for a long time past. The opinion that the Moon has no atmosphere has in recent years had to

be somewhat modified or abandoned, and if certain appearances which have been seen are

rightly interpreted they show that after all some kind of atmosphere exists, though admittedly

of great tenuity. The
best test for the existence

of an atmosphere is to

note whether stars which

are occulted by the Moon
show any tendency
through refraction to

remain visible for a few

seconds longer than they

should do if they had no

atmosphere to traverse,

before being blotted out

by the solid body of the

Moon passing in front of

them.

Generally stars when ‘

occulted disappear in-

stantaneously, but there

are many instances on

record where the light

of the star has faded irom a Ufaw%ng\ (//y the Abbi

out gradually. But this perspective view op a lunar mountain kino.

behavimir of the star wives a realistic vie^/ of the rouRh surface of many luirts of the Mckhi’s surface. In
^ the fnreifTound is a crater rinw, showinw p(*aks on its wall, and a ( cntnil mountain cone,

would be the same if it The wall is in parts double—the result of landslips— and this featuie is a very common one

passed along some valley
"-c lunar craicrs

between the mountains which were in profile on the limb. Tlicre arc also many records of local

obscurations of portions of the surface which cannot be explained unless w<‘ assume the existence

of low lying vapour or mist. Various estimates as to the density of the lunar atmosphere have been

made, deduced from observed facts. Nelson's estimate is that it is .3(X) times less dense than the

Earth's atmosphere, whilst Professor W. H. Pickering arrives at the conclusion that the Moon's

atmosphere is only equal in density to that of the Earth's at an elevation of forty-five miles.

As regards the existence of water, this has been denied, and some hold that the Moon never

possessed any, and further, that the evidences of erosion are only due to the flow of lava.

Professor Pickering, on the other hand, considers he has found evidence that the Moon
once possessed water, though in small quantities. He thinks that during the eruptive period

of its history vast quantities of water in the form of hot spiings and geysers were expelled,

and he has found what he terms river-beds, in which this water was carried away from its source.
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If the Moon ever possess(‘cl large quantities of water what has become of it ^ Neison, in answer

to this, suggests that it has been withdrawn into the interior through faults and cracks in the surface.

If so, this would account lor tlu occasional local obscurations, which suggest that water vapour in

small quantities still exists

C hanger in iempLUtiun Does the Moon get v(‘ry hot during the long exposure to the Sun’s rays,

for cl period equal to fourteen of our days m each month
;
and converse ly, does it get very cold during

the equally long jKTiod of darknt‘ss Opinions on these two points differ greatly. Some suggest

that radiation fioin its suilace is so rapid that it does not actually get warm, and others say that the

MAP or THi: MOON

Thisisac<)p> of on(^ of Hit stclionb (No 1; of a Urge map of the Moon, drawn by the writer, reduced to about

one third of the size of tht original It includes a region round the centre of the disc It ^howb sevtral of the objects

referred to in'lhc te\t, notably the system of clefts west of Tnesneckcr—the Hyginus Cleft and the large mountain -ringed

plain Ptolemaeus The scale is about eight> miles to one inch
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surface is constantly ice-bound, Nearlv all are agreed, however, that the cold of the Moon s long

night must reduce the surface temperature to that which exists in space and about which we have no

c( rtain knowiedge.

Professor Very has for man\' years given attention to the question of the day teniporatuie on tlu‘

Moon, and by the use of a greatly improved bolometer luis recently arrised at the conclusion tliat

not until the Sun has reached an altitude of fifteen degiws in the Moon sk\ dot's tlu' teinpt'ratuic' list'

abovT freezing point, then as the Sun rises highei, the temperature rises until at tin* tinu' it is tiverhead

the rocky surface has become as hot as boiling water, whilst towaitls the end of tlu' vSt‘contl wt't'k tlu'

MAP OP TUT MO IN’

This IS Section 7 of the larwe map of the Moon, (irawn !>y th< vtnpr, reUutea about r>iu third <»f the size of

the original It covers a district to south-east of the centre, and shows anions oih<r intcrestiiiK objects the loiij; curved
valleys on the west side of the M Humorutu, the Hc-sioflus Valley, and the hir^c crater riiiu buUialdus, to all of whith

reference is made in the te^t The scale is about eighty miles to one inch
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temperature of the surface rises to about 366® Fahr. The rocks of course retain/their heat far into

the afternoon, after which the temperature falls very rapidly, and before the Sun sets frost prevails,

and would show itself in the form of hoar frost if any water vapour exists.

Changes on the Moon.—li we had photographs of the Moon or very accurate charts made some
hundreds of years ago, and could compare them with those we now possess, a satisfactory answer
might be possible. Unfortunately we do not possess this old material, but we are doing our best to

lay up accurate records for the

future, notwithstanding the pre-

valent opinion that no change is

shown. Several instances of change

are alleged to have occurred, but

the weight of evidence adduced after

the most careful consideration seems

to be against this view, and the most

probable explanation is that in the

instances examined the differences

shown are due to some error in

drawing or description by the old

observers. At the same time changes

must be going on if the surface is

subject to the great variations in

temperature already alluded to, but

these are probably on such a small

scale, such as the result of landslips

or new fissures caused by the secular

cooling and contraction of its surface

and similar incidents, as to be

beyond the reach of our telescopes.

Should however a large change take

place, caused by subsidence of the

surface over a considerable area, or

the collapse of some crater ring,

or the appearance of a new crater of

any size, on a well-mapped part of

the Moon, it would be discovered in

a short time.

Vegetation on the Moon .—Before

closing this description of our Moon's

surface some reference must be

made to the researches of Professor

T.- , . •

mo^ntain-ringed PLAIN. W.H. Pickering, in which he claims
This is a drawing of the mountaui'ringed plain Gassendi, by Mr. J. W^

n. r
Durrad, F.R A.S. It shows the remarkable system of cracks on the interior, 3-S the result 01 hlS Observations

and the multiple central mountain. Gassendi is fifty-five miles in diameter, made in Jamaica under the best

seeing conditions, that he has discovered certain seasonal changes in respect to portions of the

surface which can only be satisfactorily explained on the assumption that they indicate the

growth of some sort of vegetation. He found in the case of Aristillus and in other places

as well, that as the Sun rose certain dark surface markings gradually developed, and pursued

a systematic change in form and size as the lunar day progressed. These dark areas could not be

shadows as the Sun’s rays were overhead, or nearly so, and he thinks that the vegetation

passes through all the stages of what we know as spring, summer, and autumn, during the fourteen
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daj^ when the surface is exposed to the continuous influence of the Sun’s rays. Other
astronomerSi mostly amateurs, are now directing their attention to these and similar instances of

seasonal change, with the hope that evidence will accumulate to test the soundness of the
Professor’s

views. In

the foregoing

pages it will

be gathered

that whilst

in the aggre-

gate our pre-

sent know-

ledge of the

Moon and its

surface con-

ditions is

fairly com-

plete, the
result of so

much stren-

u o u s and
persiste n t

work spread

over the last

100 years,

in which the

work of

amateur
astronomers

forms the larger part, there still remain many enigmas which we can only hope will be solved by
the continued efforts of the lunar observers of the present and future generations.

t'rotn a Drawing] [By the Abbi Mureux

TIIlv “ STRAIGHT WAl,!^ ” ON THE MOON.
This unique and remarkable formation is shown in a realistic way by the artist. It is a vertical escarpment
01 range of cliffs about 600 feet high, running along the edge of a gigantic fault in the surface. At its foot

a deep ravine has been suspected.

CHAPTER VII.

MARS.

By R. L. Waterfield, F.R.A.S.

F
or a few months every two years a brilliant orange-red star makes its appearance in our skies.

It is the planet Mars, the one world whereon we find conditions comparable to those on Earth.

There we have discovered much that is akin to this world
;
perhaps also we have found indica-

tions of something akin even to ourselves.

Mars is the nearest planet outside the orbit of the Earth. We do not, however, approach so close

to it as we do to Venus, yet we can see a great deal more upon its surface owing to the clearness of its

atmosphere. Mars moves round the Sun in a somewhat elongated orbit, its distance from it varying

from 130 million miles to 155 million miles. The Earth’s orbit is elongated to a smaller extent, but the

direction of its elongation is not the same. The two orbits, therefore, lie closer together in some places

than in others
; their smallest separation is 35 million miles, their greatest 65 million miles. To make

a complete journey round the Sun, Mars takes 687 of our days, so that his year is nearly twice as long

as our own. This will mean that the Earth must overtake and pass comparatively close to Mars at
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DdmosriK^bo.

I

MARS AND ITS MOONS.
\Dr. H. W. Steavenson.

Two nuxjns, each than ten tniles in diameter, move round Mnr«. The picture illustratejs their relative distances from Mars'

siiriaee The time taken by the nearer one, Phobos^ to move round Mars (the Martian month) is shorter than the Mjirtian day ’

intervals of about two years and two months. The diagram, page 297, show.s that at these times of

passing the two planets an' nearer together than at others, Mars being then in the opposite part of the

sky to the Sun : rising at sunset and reaching its highest in the sky at midnight. These occasions are

called oppositions. Since they occur (-very two years and two months, an opposition in August will

be followed two years later by one in Octob<'r. We see from the diagram that the closest oppositions

are those occurring nearest to August 2r», and the most distant those nearest to February 25. For seven

and a half years following the best opi)osition each succeeding one will be less favourable ; after that

they will improve, and another close

FIRST DRAWING OF MARS—IIUYGHEN.S.
This drawing was made at 7 p.m. November 28, 1659. It shows the Syriis

Major t one of the darkest markings on the planet. By using it in con-

nexion with the mcKlem observatums the rotation period of Mars has

been detcrminetl to within onc'fiftieth of a second !

opposition will occur after a complete

cycle of fifteen years. During the last

fifteen yc'ars the most favourable op-

I)()sition was that of 1909. The one

in 1924 was even closer
;
one of the

closest of the century.
# # «

The lii-^tory of Martian discovery

aatt‘s from the invention of the tele-

s(’ope. When Galileo first examined the

planet about lOlO he noticed that it

did not always ai)pt‘ar round. Like the

Moon it was subject to phase, but unlike

th(‘ Moon its disc never depart(‘d from

thi' complete circle more' than does our

satellite when thn‘t‘ or four days from

the Full. In 1630 Fontana caught

glimpses of dusky markings scattered

upon the orange disc of the planet, but

many years elapsed before they were

s(‘en clearly emough to be drawn. The

first drawing was made by Huyghens on

November 28, 1659. It soon became

apparent that the markings had per-

manent forms, and were being carried
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THK T.OWFJJ, TWENTY-FOLIR-INCII TKlflCSCOPi:
111 1894 thi» late Dr Peicival I^owcll fnunrlcd an observatory at FlapstafT, in Armma, jiritn iiily for the pin post* of studying Mars

however, an immense amount of work has been done in other branches of Astronomy The ori^dnal telescope was
eifthteen inches in diameter, but this was replaced in 189fi by the twenty- four-inch telescope made !>y Alvan Clark This Is

reputed to be one of the most optically-pcrfect tcleseopes ever made The atmosphtTic conditions at Flagstaff are jiiotiably

superior to those of any other observatory In 1896 the telescope w.is movcrl tempore illy to Mexico
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continuously in a west to east direction by the rotation of the planet on its axis. In 1666 Cassini
made a rough determination of the rotation period, and found that the Martian day was about forty
minutes longer than om own. In 1719 Maraldi noticed at the upper and lower extremities of the disc
two white patches which, unlike the dark markings, seemed to be more or less fixed in position He
therefore inferred that they were situated at the poles of the planet. Furthermore, he found them
to be vanable in size. In the latter years of the Eighteenth Century .Sir William Herschel confirmed
the general permanence of the dark markings, but showed that they were subject to slight changes in
appearance as if they were occasionally obscured by clouds floating in a Martian atmosphere. He
also proved that the

variations in the size

of the white pole-caps

corresponded with the

Martian seasons. From
their behaviour he sug-

gested that they were

regions of snow analog-

ous to those about our

own poles.

The oi)position of

1830 was the closest

opposition of the Nine-

teenth Century. The
opportunity was taken

by Beer and Madler for

making the first sys-

tematic chart of the

planet. This earliest

map of Mars was pro-

duced in 1840. Its

authors assigned to it

lines of latitude and
longitude similar to

those on our own maps.

Thus did they lay the

foundations of Martian

geography.** Other

maps followed, each orbits of mars and earth.

better than its pre- inner orbit ia that of the Earth ; the outer that of Mars. As the two planets revolve round

- y ,
the Sun, S, the Earth catches up Mars and passes it every two years anti two months. The

aecessor : Proctor S in two planets are then close together, and Mars is said to be in “opposition.” The dates in the

1869 from Dawes* figure show how successive oppositions occur at different months : that of 1892 was in August,

_
.* " 1894 in October, &c. It will be also clear how the distances vary from one opposition to another

;

drawings
; Kaiser S in those occurring round August being the nearest, such as in 1892 and 1894, 1907 and 1909. The

1872 Green's in 1877 • points P and a are where Mars’ orbit is closest and farthest from the Sun respectively. P’ and
*

' A' have the same significance with reference to the Fourth’s orbit.

and maiiy others. In

these maps the dark markings were called seas and the orange regions continents, for such was believed

to be the nature of the Martian surface.

In the year 1877 the world was startled by an amazing discovery. Owing to the remarkable

proximity of the planet, Giovanni Schiaparelli, the director of the Milan Observatory, had taken the

opportunity of making a " trigonometrical survey ** of the Martian surface. He had not long been

engaged upon this work when he became aware of a number of dusky streaks crossing the bright

regions, or continents. These he named canali, which is the Italian for channels." His announce-
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mcnt was immediately by a quite muvarranted scepticism, due largely, no doubt, to the

ctmals,” a word taken to intply sometWng artificial. In 1879 Schiaparelli

mistranslation of fa«a/i by eaiuu|>, <• They seemed now much narrower,
reobserecd Ins original ranali aiu

^ supiiosed In 1881 they seemed ev'cn more geometrical

bdirthcr" had been but one line, two parallel lines now lay. His critics were durnbfounded : nobody

had so much as seen these gconietricai lines; surely their duplication could only be a proof that

Schiaparelli w-as a l ictim of illusions ! It was not until 1888 that other ob.servers .succeeded m seeing

the rL/i. Among the first wore M. Perrotin. with the thirty-mc i (elescojie at Aice; Mr Stanley

WUliamn. with a .six and ahalf inch telescope in England; and the Lick Ob.servers, with the thirty -six

inch trlcucopc. These aJ.so saw some of (he canalt double. There could no longer le any cou ') la

these fealnres IiacI at least mne

ohj(‘ctive (wistonoe.

An oven more re\'ointionary dis-

covery was made in 1892 by Pro-

fessor Pickering in Arequipa. He

found the canali were not limited

to the continents ; several of them

could be seen crossing the Mare

Erythraeum, one of the seas. In

1894 the late Dr. Lowell, director

of the Lowell Observatory at Flag-

staff in Arizona, and his avssistant

Mr. Douglass, found that the Marc

Erythraeum was not unique ; for

all the seas were crossed by canali.

It at once became clear that the

seas, whatever they were, were not

seas ;
for it is well nigh impossible

to imagine permanent markings of

this sort upon the surface of water.

Moreover, in that same year

Dr. Lowfill pointed out that these

dark areas underwent seasonal

change, which seemed to indicate

that they were, in reality, regions

of vegetation.
lit Hi >it i|i

Mars, lik(‘ the Earth, is a globe

somewhat flattent'd at its poles. Its equatorial diameter is 4,215 miles
;

thus its surface and volume

are respectively onc-quarler and one-eighth of the surface and volume of the Earth. The weight of

Mars, calculated from the motions of its moons, is about one-ninth of the Earth's weight. From

these figun'.s it can be shown that the force of gravity at its surface is only one-third of its value at the

Earth’s surface. A weight of nine stone on Earth would, if weighed with a sj)ring balance on Mars,

only register three .stone.

The rotation period of Mars upon its axis is twenty-four hours thirty-seven minutes twenty-two and

two-third seconds. The accuracy of such a determination depends on the length of time over which

the observations are extended. Using Huyghens* drawing of 1659 wc can extend the observations

over 260 years : hence its supreme importance. By u.sing that drawing in connexion with modern

observations we have obtained a rotation period accurate to one-fiftieth of a second. The axis of Mars

MARS AVRIL 20-WARRKN Dlv I.A RUK.
At each of Mars’ pnlcs is a wlulc *^now-ciiy). These reiniiin in view while

the other markings arc carried round by the rotation of the phinet in Iwcnty-

fvjur hours thirtj -seven minutes The <Iark funnel shatJcd marking is the

Svriifi Major,
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MARS 1862, SEPTEMBER 17—
EOCKYER.

Although occasionally both snow-caps aie

visible at once, it is more usual for only

one to be seen—that which happens to

be tilted towards the Earth The round

marking on the right is “ The L,ake of the

Sun ”

is not perpendicular to its

orbit
; it is tilled from the

perpendicular by an angle of

twenty-four degn^e^. Its in-

clination, therefon*. is practi-

cally the same as that of the

Earth.

In the tel('seo])i‘ Mars ap-

pears as a small round disc of

an oraiig(' colour, upon which

dusky, greenish markings can

be made out At eitluT one

or other of the upper and

lower extremities of the dise

(sometimes at hath) a brilli-

ant, round white patch is

seen. Since the t<'leseopi‘

shows ev(Tything upside-

down the upper patch is

MARS J8fi2, OCTOBER 3—EOCKVKR
The Svr/tv Major is visible towards the

bottom ol the disc It will be seen that

the sjiot separated fioin its left side (Encus

Mocris) does not appear in the drawing

of this marking by Wai ren dc la Rue -

indicating some sm I of change

called the south pole-cap, the lower patch the north polc-cap. The right and left of the disc are

designated west and east respectively. All drawings and maps are printed upside-down in this way.

Most of the dark markings are seen to be south of the equator and to extend in a nearly continuous

belt all round the planet. These are referred to collectively ao the “ southern seas.” The vast stretch

of the bright regions north of them is known as the “ northern continent,” while the smaller bright

regions south of them are termed the “ southern islands.

Although direction of the axis of Mars is fixed in space, its tilt to or from the Earth is always

changing as the relative position of the two jilanets alters. That Is why the appearance of the planet

varies so greatly from one oppositionto another
;
for sometimes it is the north pole that istiirned towards

us, sometimes it is the south pole, whereas more often still it is neither entirely. It should be cspcrially

noticed that, .since Mars is outside the Earth’s orbit, the hemisphere that it turns towards us will be the

one which is turned towards the Sun and is then-fore in its summer season. That is the reason why

wt know more about th(j

summer than «ibout the win-

ter conditions on th(‘ jdanet.

*

HcTschel's sugg('stion at

the end of tin* Eighteenth

('entiiry that the i)olc-caps

consist of snow, is now al-

most universally acreptt‘d.

All our (‘xpenenre tcdJs us

that the chemical elements

which are found in the Sun

and stars ire, with practi-

cally no exceptions, to be

found on the JCarth. Starting
MARS 1864, NOVIiMBEK

DAWICS
In this drawing the Syrtts Major i® disiip-

pearing round the left side of the disc

The cunous forked marking appearing

on the right is “ Dawes’ Forked Bay ”

With these premise's we can,

from the appearance and

behaviour of the pol(‘-caps

alone, eliminate all other

DAWIvS.

Here the Svrits Major is near the middle

The Lacus Mot ns is very distinct to its

left
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suggestions as to their composition, except that of carbon dioxide—that substance we can exclude

on physical grounds. Carbon dioxide is a gas which, under suitable temperatures and pressures, may
exist either as a colourless liquid like water or as a white solid like snow. Faraday's experiments

showed that under a pressure thirty-five times as great as that of our atmosphere it could not exist

in the solid form above a temperature of 0® Centigrade ; while under a pressure equal to our atmosphere

the highest temperature at which it could exist was about —110® Centigrade. Now the Martian

atmosphere is much rarer than ours, and its pressure at the surface of the planet is certainly not more

than a quarter of our own atmospheric pressure. In order that solid carbon dioxide might exist under

so small a pressure, the temperature would have to be at least —150® Centigrade and probably much
lower. The temperature of Mars, as we shall see, must be a great deal higher than this, which is very

nearly as low as the temperature of space itself. Furthermore, Faraday showed that under pressures

less than five times that of our atmosphere solid carbon dioxide does not become liquid, but passes

directly into the gaseous state. But the pole-caps of Mars, as we shall presently see, melt to a liquid.

MARS 1877— SCHIAPARlil,!,!.
The interest of these, Schiaparelli’s earliest drawings, lies in the absence of that regularity of the canals which is so characteristic
of his later drawings. Thus, the regularity was not bom of preconceived ideas, but, rather, was forced upon Schiaparelli

with increasing rjcperience. The canals arc the dark streaks crossing the bright areas. [21

Thus, on two separate counts the carbon dioxide theory is untenable. Snow, therefore, the only

alternative, must be the composition of the caps.

Early in the Martian spring the polar snows of the hemisphere which is beginning to turn towards

the Sun reach their largest development, and the great melting sets in. Even after a few days the

cap is appreciably smaller in size. A fine dark line now appears as a girdle circumscribed about its

edge, and for about a week grows wider and more distinct. As the melting continues this girdle

shrinks in diameter so that it always keeps pace with the border of the retreating snow, while at the

same time it decreases very slowly in width. By midsummer the girdle has disappeared and the snow
is reduced to a mere speck (in 1894 the southern cap entirely disappeared). The cap now remains
unaltered in size for a month or two, when the winter fall sets in and the snows once more begin to

increase. Lowell found the colour of the dark girdle to be a deep blue-green, and concluded that it

was probably water. Others maintained that it was merely an illusion, due to an effect of contrast.

Professor Pickering, however, examined it with a polariscope, an instrument which distinguishes
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between the smooth surface of a liquid and the surface of a solid, and found that it was liquid. Since

the only possible liquid is water, we must conclude that the girdle is a temporary polar sea formed

around the melting snow-caps.

Wlicn the snows have dwindled considerably, dark rifts appear in them, extending inwards from

the polar sea and later breaking them up into several isolated parts. These rifts always appear in the

same places, M. Jarry Desloges thinks that they are irregularities in the level of the ground. But
Lowell found that they are identical with certain polar canali, which are visible when the snows have

disappeared, and believed them to be strips of vegetation that tend to hasten the melting of the snow
beneath which they are buried.

NORTH POI,E OF MARS IN SUMMER.
In this chart, made by Schiaparelli in 1888, the snow-cap (the white patch at the centre) has grown very small from its summer
melting. In winter it has nearly five times the diameter—covering the drde on which Tempe and A rcadia are printed. The way
in which the canals radiate outwards from the cap is seen most strikingly. Uowcll pointed out that such an arrangement was
to be expected from his theory of the canals ; for according to that theory the canals were made (artificially) for the purpose

of couve3ing the water fiW the melting snows to the more distant parts of the planet.
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MARS 1879 -SCHIAPARI.1,1,1

In this ytar Schiaparelli drew the canals with mort rtgular

forms than in 1877. Tht dark round sjKit with tut> can Us

IS the I,akt. of the Sun {Solis / acus)

TIk snov\-cap<^ on Mars conu down in the winter

somewhat nearer tt) tlu etpiator than those on the

Karth whiU in the sumint i tluN shrink to a inuth

griatir i\tent I lust difitittuts which at tiist

sight might a]>p(.ir to tonttadicl ont aiiotlur are

due tothut taiists 1 list iht ’Nlailuin stMsons ue
m arl\ twui as long iis oui own so th it lluu is

mou linu both for tlu ])it t i])itation ot tlu snow

and for Its sni)su]iu nt thawing Sitondh owingto
the tntiK abstiut of l.irgt s( is tlu Maitiiii atmo-

sphtit must bt much diui thin oui own the

snowfill thtiilou will not bt so d( t p and its

dissipatitm w ill bt inoit laj^ul IhiidU tlu git iter

tloiigition ol tlu pi lilt Is orbit miisl nn in an

evaggtialion of tlu si isons a grt itti thlltitiice

bttwttn tlu summt 1 he it and tlu winti'i cold

11k two siu)w-t ips ot Mars also dillti slightly

from one anollu'i 1 !u southern t aji is the largti

in tlu. wiiUti and tlu smallti m tlu summei Nov\

that Is e\utl\ wh.it wt should t\pect foi wheieas

the soutluin himisplRie has a longer and t older

winter, it has a shorter and very much hotter summer than the nortluni heimsplurt

We thus see that the theory of snow which we wen uirlier lornd to adopt, stums to e\plam

completely the phenomena that we obscive••HI
The discovery of Piofessor Pickering, that the dark areas an ciossed by the canali, dealt the death-

blow to the theory of their oceanic character They are now gt lu rally believed to be areas of vegetation

Yet the names with which they were baptized by i'chiapaielli in the Latin tt/iigue are still retained .

seas and lakes they are called and not altogether

inappropriately, for long ago before Mars lost most

of Its water they may well have formed the beds

of the Martian seas

Although, broadly speaking, permanent, tluM'

markings are subject to considerable change But

our interpretation of such change, wluther se.isonal

or iriegular, is largely hampcicd by our inability

to observe the planet for more than about si\

months at each opposition, ; c ,
over a period equal

to only a quarter of a Martian year In ordtr to

cover a complete cycle of Martian seasons, it is,

therefore, necessary to (onfinue obsiTVations over

many oppositions, and even th< n wc are not justified

in assuming a change to be seasonal until wc have

seen it repeated at several presentations of the same

season It is possible that many changes which wc

still believe to be irregular may yet reveal a seasonal

character MARS 1879 SCTIIAPAKl I.IJ

Probably the most imjiortant work in this con-

nexion IS that of Lowell and his assistants at

Flagstaff, where the planet has been under regular

The (Idik funnel bhipcd marking ib the Syrtxs Major The
narrow canal, \Mlh a roun 1 st>ot, ciirvnu? f oiii its left

side downwards, anti then nintiiiif; vertitalh , is

7 hath—which sometinus is very wide
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observation since 1892*

Their evidence alone is

absolutely definite in

showing that many of

the changes are seasonal.

Scarcely less convincing

is the evidence which M.

Flammarion obtained

from a discussion of all

the observations prior to

1901.

The cycle of changes

may be briefly summar-

ised. Just after midsum-

mer, when the snow of

the summer pole is al-

most entirely melted,

the dusky markings in

the immediate vicinity

of the cap begin to

darken. This darkening

proceeds in the manner

of a wave slowly from

the melted pole towards

the equator, and then,

crossing the equator, ad-

vances into the low

equatorial latitudes of

the opposite hemisphere

(the winter hemisphere).

Thus is the season of the

darkening later and later

as we depart farther

from the summer pole

In the late autumn the

markings begin to fade,

reaching their faintest

soon after midwinter.

Simple as this cycle

may appear, it is in

reality rather more com-

plicated. The change is

not merely one of light

and shade ;
it is also a

change of colour. Again,

the regions near the

equator are affected by

the melting of the snow not only of their own hemisphere but also of the opposite hemisphere, so

that these portions of the planet’s surface go through the cycle twice in a year. In 1W3, when it was

midwinter in the southern hemisphere, Lowell found the Mare Erythraeum, a sea just south of the

SCHI\1*ARHL1.1 1^7M BURTON SCHlAP\RKI.U

FHIU;XFS 1011. THOMSON 1916. PHILIPS 1018.

By permtsston op]
Thomson.

CHANGES IN THE SYRTlS MAJOR.

This interesting senes of drawings was collected bv Mr H Thomson. It gives views of the

Syrtis Major by many of the greatest observers between 1879 and 1018. Although

undoubtedly some of the changes here shown are due to idiosyncracies of the different

observers, many of them are certainly real The most marked variation is that in the

Amenthes and Neponthos-Thoth. A tmnthes, a vertical hue parallel to Syrtts Major and

on its left, was visible in 1882, 1897 (double) and 1899 Nepenfhr*i-Thoth, which caiveA

downwp^ds from the left side of SyHts, was visible in 1879, 1888, 1003 and (very dark) in

1011, 1016, 1918 In 1884, 1800 and 1903 both canals were seen together



From\ hno It tpe I y permission of] [Uni \sfr n /is<ior

WITJJAM KUril^R DAWrS NAIITAMI I, I (.UI I N
D.1WCS- somctiuiL'? tallied the " eajclc eyed Diwts”—wan s diawmjis of M us Iuiiu« tlu luiiol IS^)0 I8MS inusi

anion« the f?icatest of llu ol)scrvers of the last ccnliirN ever raiiain f unous iim obsciv Uotv w is it St John’s
It was fiom his diawin^js that Proctor compikd the f unous \V<H)d In 1877 hi wint to IMiliiii to«»l)S(iVL the close

map of Mars in I8t»h ippio leh of M iis duniiK th it vi ir

From] Pub of isfroH Soc of Paiifit Py ktnU permission nf] f
t/rs In ctl

GIOVANNI VIRGINIO SCHIAPAREW PPRCIVAI, LOW! LL
Schiaparelh, director of the Milan Observatory, discovered No man ever had more eatperienec in the observation of
the canals of Mars and the phenomenon of their doubling Mars than had Lowell His work represents one of the
Up to his death in 1910 he lielievcd them to be naturiJ greatest steps in Martian discovery From 1894 to 1016 be

features directed the f imous observatorv which he had founded
20
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equator, to be of a faint green colour. By the middle of the Martian January it had changed to a dark

brown, which then gradually faded out. A light green now appeared which, starting from its northern

shores, proceeded southwards until it had converted the entire sea, by the end of February, to a brilliant

green. The theory of vegetation explains this in a most striking manner. The change from green

to brown and the fading of the latter soon after midwinter would represent the coming of the autumn

lints and the falling of the leaves, which had been nourished by the moisture emanating from the

southern polar snows
;
while the rcapjicarance* of the green in the Martian February, travelling from

north to south, would represent the budding vegetation of a second spring brought in by the moisture

proceeding from the northern snows.

But in addition to changes that are seasonal there are others, many and considerable, which are

apparently irregular. Probably the best known example is the case of the Syrtis Major, one

of the most conspicuous of the Martian seas. The drawings of (ireen and others in the middle of the

last century give this sea a very different shape* from that given it by the* drawings of the last thirty

MAKS 188*^ ScHlArAREUJ.
These later drawin^^ give the i)i'rlectly rf'':nn\T foims Some are double

;
Hevoral of them intersect in single points

;

and whcicvcr thc^ coined willi 11 ( dark nuiikings theie is a well-marked projection The double canal, Euphrates (m both
drawini,s) niiining down to the north pole-cnp, is neaily 3,000 miles long.

years. Again, the Nepenthcs-l both, usually drawn as one of the faint canali issuing from the eastern

shores of the Syrtis Major, has, become, since 1909, one of the darkest markings on the planet. Lowell

found that many of these irregular changes were as.sociated with changes of a similar kind in the

canali. One system of canali, after existing for several years, would suddenly be replaced by a totally

different system, while at the same time the seas in tlu* vicinity would take on a slightly different con-

figuration. The reappearance a few years later of the original system would be accompanied by a

revcTsion of the seas to their previous form. Such changes, he therefore concluded, were due to an

alteration in the manner in which the w^atcr was fed to these regions by the canali. On the other

hand, M. Jarry Desloges ronbiders this sort of change to be due to meteorological phenomena : to

obscurations by cloud and mist, to havoc wrought by violent hurricanes. Moreover, he would invoke

these agencies to explain many of the changes which others believe to be seasonal. To the writer it seems

probable that both processes are, in part, responsible for these diversities in the appearance of the
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vegetation. Until recently the tendency has probably been

to underestimate the importance of the Martian atmosphere

in relation to change.

^ *

The orange region^s cover three-fifths of the Martian

surface. Except for slight modifications in the intensity of

their orange colour, they show no signs of change. Some-

times the colour is accentuated, sometimes it gives place to

a pale-lemon or white. It is believed that this is due to

variations in the clearness of the Martian atmosphen\ to

clouds, mists, sandstorms, or even frosts. Those parts of the

orange regions which bordcT upon the seas, inon* especially

the narrow isthmuses Atlantis and Hesperia, which connect

the southern islands with the northern continent, art‘ liable

to temporary invasions of ve'g(‘tation during the height of

the summer. Hut except for these small and temporary

lapses the bright regions seem to be destitute of all fertility.

They are believed,

during the height of mars immi, jri,Y o—KicicijiR.

,, , It wafi not until years after Seliiapurclli’s
mall and temporary ais^cnvery nf the canals that anyone else sue-

itilute of all fertility. ee(‘(l(‘d m se(‘in|» them. This in oni* of the early

,p. , y \ (Irauia^js of the canals nnalc with the thirty*
1 Iiey are neliev'ed, tehseope at tin* lack Ohservatory

indeed , to be dt'scTt s

:

deserts of n‘d sand. It has betui suggested that this

redness is not real, but is du(' loan atmos])li(T(\ evtm as is

the rednt'ss of our sunsets. But the rarity ol the Martian

atmosphere rt'ndtTs sucli an hy])otli('sis unteiia])l(‘. Red,

they must really be.

*

In 1S79 Schiapandli detected a small, dazzling white spot

about twenty dt'gn'es north of the equator. This he took

to be snow and christcuied it Six Olympka, Since then a

large; number of these spots have been observed. They are,

on the average, about 100 milt s in diameter, they are com-

pl( tely isolated from

on^ another, they are
MARS 189-j, AUGUST 17-iiussivV. very sharply defin(;d,

Drawing made with the Ricat Lick tclcHcopc .
. i u .

ahowinjj; canals round Salts Lacus, sometimes ^-^id tlieir wlllteiieSS

called the “ Kye of ^lars ”—the laip;e round jg hardlv inferior tO
black spot, and the “ Bay of the Djumi ” / *1 i

{AurnriU' StHUs) fioin which the double canal that 01 tiie polar

issues. snows. It is almost

certain that they are not cloud or mist, for their positions are

absolutely fixed, and altliough their existence is not per-

manent they may remain unchanged for months ;
further-

more, when they recur, they do so in exactly the same places.

It is also extremely unlikely that they arc snow, as Schia-

parelli believed them to be, for not only do they make their

appearance in the summer, the hottest time of the year,

but they also tend to be situated in the tropical regions, the

hottest parts of the planet. They present, in fact, a

phenomenon entirely unexplained. It has been suggested

very tentatively that they may be crops.

White masses obscuring parts of the planet's surface have

MARS 1894, OCTOBKR 7—
STANLEY williams.

Mr Stanley Willhra* was the first man in

lingland to see the canals, with only a she and a

half Inch telescope. The lowest horizontal canal

is Froiontlus, thfit above and parallel to it is

'lyphon and Orontc ; the vertical ones from

left to right arc Phtson, Euphrates, and Hiddekel.
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MKJ.TING OV SOUTH POI,AR SNOWS OP MARS, 1H04

In early sprinj? the snow-cap bcjrins to melt and dwimllc in si/e. A dark
belt of water (the polar aea) appc.irs mound its edpfc, and keeps pace with

it as it shrinks. The size of the ca]) on various dales is indie.ited The
centre ol the cap does not (piite coiresivnid uith Mais* geoj^raphical pole.

been observed from the earliest times*

Their rapid changes in position and

shape, their complete or partial opacity

and their ultimate dissipation, show

that they are some form of cloud or

mist. Lowell distinguished two types :

white and yellow, and made the sug-

gestion, now gentTally acet^pted, that

they are analogous, the first to ordinary

cloud, the second to sandstorms. He
believed them to be fairly rare. Later

observations, especially those of M.

Jarry Deslogt's and the British Astro-

nomical Association, have shown that

they are much commoner than Lowell

suppost‘d. M. Jarry Desloges finds that

the small, thin clouds arc of daily

occurrence, and he attribute's many
])henomena to obscuration by them.

The largt' clouds are less common. In

1909 a tremendous yellow cloud veiled

most of the southern seas for a whole

month. In 1911 a yellow cloud with an

area of eight million square miles

stretched from tlu' south pole, blotting out the

islands, Hellas and Arf:^yri\ and most of thi' Mare

Tyrhennum, In June 1922 i)r, SlipluT at Flagstaff

photographed a large' wlntt' cloud whie'li for lour

days hung over the mast of the Margaritifn Sinus.

Great masses of cloud or mist ari' invariably seen

over the melting snows some limi' before mid-

summer. Measurenii'iils of the lu'ight of clouds are

extremely difficult. Probably tliey float at tlie same

sort of levels as our own clouds Lowell’s measuie-

ments howevi'r indicated a height of more than

fifteen miles a])OV(' tlie siirfaci for some of the larger

masses.
m iic >i( itc

There frequently aj)})ear upon the western edge

of the planet’s disc that j^art which is just coming

into our view and on which the Sim is rising— large

white patches which rapidly dwindle, and disapjH'ar

before reaching the centre of the disc, where it is

midday. These are usually called hoar frosts, but

whether they are hoar frosts or low lying morning

mists it is impossible to say.

Id Id lit >i>

We have now ample evidence of an atmosphere ;

the clouds, sandstorms, the hoar frosts or morning

StpltmlKi R, 1877.

SOUTH P01.AR SNOWS OF MARS CxRliKN.
When the pole i» turned towaicla the Sun, in the Martian

summer of that hemisphere, the snow begins to melt and
become* surrounded by a dark belt— the polar sea.

Sometimes small jxirtions of the snovir-cap become detached.
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mists, and the existence of vegetation testify undeniably to it. But there is more : the markings

on the planet appear to be partly obscured, apart from local clouds or mists, as they approach

the edge of the disc. This could not happen if there was no atmosi)herc, while the i)rcsence

of one would necessarily cause an opacity at the edge of the disc, wlierc we should be looking

through a greater thickness of air. Furthermore, Dr. Slipher in 1914 photographed th(' sjiectrum

of Mars at Flagstaff and found it to contain water-\apour. This is a definite }>roof of an

atmosphere. Those photographs also showed that there was more water-va^^our over the melting

snows than over the equator, hence they also afforded the first experimental proof that the poles

are solid water or snow. With the exception of water-vapour we have no direct evidence of other

constituents in the Martian atmosphere. But for certain physical reasons the existence of water-

vapour is a very strong indication of the presence also of oxygen, nitrogen, and carbon dioxidi' gas.

Moreover, if we admit, as we surely must do, the reality of the ve*g(‘tation, the conclusion that

THK T.OWEIyly TJCEKSCOri!: IN MF.XICO, ISUtt.

Ill order to find, if possible, a site where the atmospheric conditums were even better than tliose at Aii/zma, the

twenty-four inch telescope and forty -foot dome were removed in ISOfi from I'laKslall and set up at 'I'acnibaya, Mexiecj. Ihis

gigantic move only interrupted the observations of Mars between November 7 ajid December M)

these last three gases are pre.sent must immediately follow, for without tlicm vegetation, as we

know it, is impossible. The Martian atmosphere would thus appear to contain the same con-

stituents as our own.

Lowell, on theoretical grounds and from his observations of cloud, concluded that the pressure

of the atmosphere at the surface of Mars was about one-seventh of our own atniosjdieric pressure. More

recent observations tend to show that Lowell underestimated the extent of the atmosphere and its

pressure at the surface, and indicate that the pressure probably lies between one-quarter and one-sixth

of our own.

Now the highest permanent dwelling-place is situated in the Andes under a pressure of half an

atmosphere. Temporary ascents have been made in balloons to altitudes where the pressure is about

one-third of an atmosphere. If we, who are unaccustomed to it, can exist under such low pressures.
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it would not socm impossible that other quite different forms of animal and vegetable life might be

evolved, through the course of ag(‘s, to withstand the not greatly inferior pressure at the surface

of Mars.

Sinc<‘ Mars is at a greater distance from the Sun, the heat which it receives is only about forty-five

per c(‘nl. of th(‘ amount of h(‘at r(‘ceiv(‘d by the Earth. Its atmosphere, however, is abnormally clear,

so that the heat whic'li actually pc^netrates the air, and, escaping absorption, reaches its surface, is

but slightly less than tiial which readies the Earth's surface after passing through its much denser

atmosphere The day temperatures of Mars in the Sun should not, ther(‘fore, be greatly different

from our own, while the larger number of cloudless days would tend yet further to diminish this difference

and to raise the tcmiKTature. On the other hand, the rarity of the atmosphere would favour the

more rapid escape of heat and cause a much bigger fall of temperature at night. There is now
how’<‘vcr reason to believe that this es<'ap(' of heat is largt'ly prevented by a very considerable formation

of (loud during the Martian niglit. If that is so, the night temperatures also should not be very much
lower than those on Earth.

W(‘ come now to llu' much-disjmted qu<\slion of the canali. la't us first summarise those facts

about lh(‘m which an* mt disput(‘d. The email cross th(‘ seas and confinenis indifferently, running for

hundn‘ds of miles and, in some cas(‘S, for three or four thou.sand miles in jiractically straight lines.

February S.'), lOOJ. MattUao, 1903 April ,‘l, 1903,

May 4, 1903.
By permission of]

May 7, 1903. July 18, 1903.
[Afi

DEVUI^OPMENT OF THE BRONTES—1,0WEU..
The drawing of February 25, before the Martian midsummer, shows the canal, Brontes, running vertically downwards (to the
left of the inid<lle) towards Propontn (the left (me of two dark spots) On March 30, some days after Martian midsummer, the
Brontn disappeared Its gradual reappearance, developing slowly from Proponhs upwards across the disc, is seen in’ the
remaining drawings Eowell believeti that this darkening of a canal represents the growth of vegetation on its banks brought
about by water travelling, in this case, southwards (upwards) from the north jiolar snows, which arc here seen (much reduced

by melting) at the bottom of the discs.
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September 14.

Scpteml>er 1.5.

September 10.

ScptcmlKT 16.

S«‘i)U*mlK.'r 15.

September 18.

f Af .
Jarrv t>esloges

MARS 1909 —Ci. FOUKNIKR.
These beautiful drawings were made with the ir3 inch telescope at I,c Miissetirr>», where M. Jarry

Desloges has one of his many observatories. Wke lyowell, this ustri>t)r)mer h.is recognised the supreme
importance of a site with perfect atmospheric conditions ff)r observing the planets. The double canal, Phi^on

(in top and bottom drawings on the left), is seen single in the tw<> mitldle drawings. M, Jarry peslogw
explains such a change as possibly due to obscuration by cltmtl. Other changes alsr^ are seen. There is

a cloud or mist lying just north of the south p<*lar snow-cap in the lower four drawings.



November 11
NoNtmlnr 1 J

No\t mtjer 21

November 12
November 1 1

November 24
By k%nd pettntsston of] {M Jarry Dtsloges

MARS 1900 V P'OURNIKR
These drawings were made with the 1 1 3 inch telescope at I,e Mossegros^ I^zC^rc The upper four illustrate

the extremely complicated system of canals in the neighbourhood of the I^ate of the Sun (Sohs Lacu^) and the
beak shaped Sea of Sirens {Mare Sirenum) In the lower two Hellas appears abnormally white disappearing
round the left etlge

» this is possibly due to a deposition of hoar frost Below it is the Syrtts Major, while
near the centre of the disc is the “ Forked Bay ** through which the zero line of longitude runs—the hne
on Mars corresponding to the Greenwich Meridian on Earth To the right of this is the pointed

Margartttfer Sinus or “ Pearl-bearing Gulf ”
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MARS SEEN IN GREAT GREENWICH TKI.F.SCOPE

The Syrits Mam (extreme left) ivH cut in iwo by a white

cloud. The very wide canal, runs downwards,

and in order from it to the left are the canaln IltddekcU

Euphrates, and Phtson.

The canali in the seas arc continuous with those in

the conimenis. They show a marked prcfendice for

entering or leaving tlie seas at a bay or ^ulf rather

than at a point where the eoast is straiglit, thus

indicating that their distribution is in some way
dejH'ndt'Tit on the configuration of the seas. Their

arrangement inter se is also reinarkablt' : not only

do three or more' tt‘nd to interst'ct at a single

point, but each one, alter leaving the point of

intersection tends to connect with .mother similar

point of intersection several hundred miles away.

They may, in fact, be likened to the railway

tracks upon a map, ini'^^ing from one great

junction to another.

The changes in the canali appear b') be similar

to those in the seas, being probably both seasonal

and irregular Tn addition, certain of the canali

arc occasionally seen to be dou])le.

So much for what is d(‘finite
;
we shall now turn

to that which is disput('d. Hut, before we do this,

let us understand precisely wherein the

dispute lies. It is not, as often supposed,

primarily concerned with tlu'ir artifici-

ality
; it is rather a qut'stion of their

appearance, whether or not it is of a

geometrical character. At the one

extreme Lowell drew them as pcTfectly

geometrical straiglit lines, while at the

other M. Antoniadi represents them as

diffuse, irregular, and discontinuous

markings. The reason for these, great

diversities is thret fold : variations in

the degree of the perfection of the

atmospliere
;
differences in the apertures

of the telescopes used
;
and idiosyncrasies

of different eyes in the intc'rpretation of

delicate detail. It might be thought

that most reliance should be placed upon

the largest telescope
;

but this is only

true up to a point. For the larger the

telescope the more perfect must be the

atmosphere
;

under indifferent atmos-

pheric conditions the smaller t(‘lescope

will often show more.

Lowell found that as the air improved

the geometrical character of the canali

grew more and more apparent. Now,
although his atmosphere is the best in

the world, he was seldom able to make

Photo by Dr. Steaven^onl [By permission of the Astronomer Royal,

THE TWENTY-EKillT INCH TEIyESCOPF. AT (iKEENWlCII.

Some astronomers niaintum that the can.ils only apixuir straiKht and

regular in comparatively small telescopes, and that larger ones show

them as irregular marlcings. Yet Dr Steavenson has seen them as

apparently continuous streaks with this great telescoi^e.
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use of the full tweiiiy-four inches of the aperture of his telescope. He gt'iicrally reduced it to

twelve or fifteen inches, and, even under the best conditions, got no advantage by using more

than twenty inches.

M. Antoniadi, using the thirty-three inch telescope at Meudon, Paris, finds, when the air is poor,

that the canali resemble Lowell's drawings, and suggests that this explains his geometrical

representation of them On the other hand, most observers find that poor air renders detail more

diffuse -never sharper. M. Antoniadi believes that the compU‘X detail reveah'd by the great French

telescope might well assume a garb of regularity whtm ,s(‘cn with th(‘ smaller telescope of the Lowell

Observatory. In reply to this, the supi)ort<*rs of Lowell declare that the ’Meudon telescope is larger

than the condition of the air pcTmits, and therefore gives a diffuse, discontinuous appearance to what

are really fine lines.

The majority of observers lie intermediate between these two extremes. The drawings of the

Drawings by] 190 ^). [Dr. Stsavsnson.

CHANGES ON IVIAKS.

These two drawinj;9 were made by Or Sleavenson m 19^0 and 1D22 anfl iJlu.strate certain interesting changes.

'I’hc tip of Syrhs Maior (left) is pointed in ]909 ^»nd square in 1922 The “ Forked Bay ” (right) is much darker in

1922, while Pandorac Preiunu the dark horizontal bond above it, is narrower and fainter. Running upwards at right

angles to this last and fonuing the right border of the round wliite aieu Hellas, is Hellespontus, which is darker

in 1922. In 1909 the south i>ole, m 1922 the north pole is lilted towards us.

canalt by the other observers at Flagstaff differ only in their narrowness from those of Lowell

—

although somewhat wider, they are perfectly straight and regular. Professor Pickering's drawings

differ in the same way. In England, the Kev. T. E. R. Phillips, Dr. Steavenson, Mr, H. Thomson, and

Mr. Stanley Williams draw them still wider, yet, neverthelt'ss, straight and n'gular ; at the

same time, fully realising the limitations of their atmosphen*, these astronomers do not lay any

great stress on their results. The drawings of Molesworth, in Ceylon, closely resembled those

of the English observers. But probably those favoured with the best atmospheric conditions

after Flagstaff are M. Jarry Desloges and his assistants MM. G. and V. Fournier. Their drawings

bear a close resemblance to those of Lowell and his assistants. They find that, although the

maioriiy of canali are wider than Lowell drew them, a small percentage are quite as narrow.

It thus appears that the straightness and regularity of the canali are generally agreed upon:

only their degree of narrowness is disputed
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Now although the wider lines, that are generally accepted, do not have that undeniable appearance

of artificiality presented by the finer lines of Lowell, they do, nevertheless, have a decidedly unnatural

appearance. Their length, their straightness, and the fact that se^•e^:lJ of them intersect at a single

Al’l’.KRENT SIZE OF MARS AT OREATICST, MEAN, AND I.EAST DISTANCES PROM l,.\kTlI

At its grcNitt*st distance Mars is on the far side of the >Sun from the Uarth at a tllstancc which niiy reach nctirly 2r»i» tnillion

miles. At its nearest it appears seven times as larj^e - as big as a halfpenny at 200 yards distance. It is then thirty-five

tnililon miles from the I^^iirth.

RrXATiVIC sr/d«:s of jcarth and mars.
The diameter of Mara ia 4,216 miles, which Is roushly half that of the Harth. The surface of Mart it but a quarter of that of

the Barth and its volume one-eighth of the li^rth. Its wtighl is one-mnih, and gravity at its surface is one-third. A weight

, of nine stone on the Earth onh weighs three stone on Mars.
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point render the theories that they are river valleys or mountain chains well-nigh impossible. Probably

the most plausible natural explanation is that they are cracks in the surface produced by volcanic

action. On this hypothesis we could account for their straightness and their radiation from single

points. Their great length, however, is a difficulty, while their tendency, after radiating from one

point, to connect with a second point of radiation is an objection practically insurmountable. Its

MARS 1016.

By pe^miision of] \Bfit%$k Astronomioal Atsociation.

CHARTS OF MARS.

These two charts, made at intervals of thirteen years, were made from the combined observations of the members of the

Mars Section of the British Astronomical Association. In 1903 the approach of Mars to the Earth occurred at the end

of March, in 1916 in the middle of February, so that neither approaches were very close ones. It will be seen that these

observers draw the canals far less narrow and distinct than M. Jarry Desloges or some of the American astronomers. The
white areas seen in the upper chart arc interesting ; it has been suggested that some of the smallest of these, which are

intet^y white, and generally seen in the summer and near to the equator, are crops 1
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An
hypothesis, be so improbable as to be ootside the limits of possibility.

mi a.y “
t'°bT

assuming that this appear-

ance is totally different

from that which they would

present if seen close to. In

this connexion experiments

were made by Mr. Evans
and Mr. Maunder which

showed that a seemingly

haphazard distribution of

spots may give rise, at a

distance, to the appearance

of geometrical straight hrus

{see page 24) J3ut such a

distribution cannot be (ii-

tircly at i andom
; there

must be some underlying

m(‘thod in the arrange nu‘nt

if the geom(‘tneal effect is

to b(‘ produced MoreoviT,

that method in arrange-

ment must be fairly well

marked, otherwise the g(o-

metricMl lint's st'eii by one

observer would be ditfi'n'nt

from those st't'n liy anotheu

,

and would vary for the

same observer according as

the distance' of tlu' planet

changed or the magnif3^ing

pow(‘r of the telescojK' was
altered. The suggestion,

therefore, is by no means so

convincing as it might at

first sight appeal At most

,

it merely shows that tlie

canali may not be geometi i-

cal lines
; it does not proi e

(as some seem to think)

that they cannot be geo-

metrical lines.

Lowell believed that the

canah are strips of vegeta-
tion growing upon the
banks of artificial water-
ways or “ canals/' which
have been constmeted by

The drawings on the left are by Prof Pickering with an clevtn Inch telescope in
Jamaica, those on the right bv Prof Douglass at lucscm in Arizona The drawmgs of
each pair (right and left) arc of the same aspect of Mars, and illustrate the way m
which two observers differ from each other in drawing the same thing It will be seen
that Prof Pickenng’b canals arc wider and less regular than those of Prof Douglass
The lower end of the Syrtis Major (lowest pair) presented a curious form in 1920, and

Nepenthes-Thoih was very dark
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intelligent beings. He pointed out that this theory accounted for the straightness of the canali^ their
great lengthi their network arrangement, the manner in which they emanate from the bays and gulfs
upon the coast, and for their changes being largely seasonal. In addition, he urged that the
conditions existing upon the planet were not incompatible with intelligent life, and that if such an
intclUgence did indeed flourish it was to be expected that its whole energy would be directed towards
the problem of making the best use of the planet's extremely small water supply : of conveying the
water from the melting snows into the fertile regions and onwards across the deserts. The duplication
of the canali he explained as the outcome of a further perfection of this irrigation system, by which
the water, after fertilising the banks of one canal, was pumped through transverse channels into a
second parallel canal to be used over again.

This explanation seems to account for everything
; there are no really insurmountable diihculties

to be brought against it. It

must, however, b(* remembered
that a theory which postulates

intelligent existence will, ipso

facto, account for practically any
phenomenon. That it fulfils this

l)urpos(‘ is no proof of its truth
;

other c'vidince must be forth-

coming before w(‘ can accept it.

If Low(‘irs drawings and obser-

vations were accepted in their

entirety, th(‘y themselves would
probably be sufticient evidence.

Tor it .seems that no natural

th(‘ory is compatible with them
;

nor yet do they admit of Mr.

Maunder’s exjdanation, for the

bett(T the atmospheric condi-

tions the did they appear

to Lowt‘ll they were ru‘V(T

resolved by him into com})lex,

discontinuous markings. Hut

w(‘ must taki‘ as our criterion

the obstTvations of ihv majority,

and their (‘vid(‘nce is not cem-

clu.sivt‘. In summing up, there-

fore, we must say that, although

we have found no .satisfactory

natural explanation of the

canali, we have no proof of their

artificiality. Until that proof is

forthcoming we hav(‘ not the

N.PtiUr

MMnUf7l*N.
Arcit^

Mvan 50*N

Suh‘Areiic

Mtan Lai44*M.
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By permission of] Lowell. h'ast right to assume the exist-
THB DEVEI.OP^T OF CANAES-EOWEI,!..

intclliKcntT.Tocm ten curves represent the variations in the darkness of the canals : u rise* in
* * *

the curve indicates darkening
; a fall a fading. Ten zones of latitude have been

chosen at varying distances from the melting north pole
;

each of these is rejire- In the year 1877 Profcssor
tented by a curve. The lowest point of each curve represents the time at w^ch

. t tt n i- i -At. au
the canals of that zone begin to darken. The straight line joining these points Asaj)fi Hall discovered with the
shows that it occurs a greater number of days after Martian midsummer as one twenty-six-inch telescope at
gets farther from the melting pole. The beginning of darkening of a canal is mt i •

. x • .

^

believed to represent the first growth of vegetation on Its banks. Washington, two minute moons
21
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No. 1.

Bomord
Forty-inch Telescope, Yerkes

PHOTOGRAPHS OF MARS, 1909.

It was once hoped that the canal dispute
woxjld be settled by photography. So far

that has not been realised The eye is

able to catch instantaneous glimpses of
very delicate detail during the extremely
short periods of steady air. But a
photographic plate must record steady
and unsteady periods indiscriminately

—

in attendance on Mars. The
nearer one, Phobos, is 5,800

miles from the centre of the

planet and, therefore, only

3,700 miles from its surface.

It revolves round Mars in

seven hours thirty-nine min-

utes—less than one-third of

a Martian day. In this

respect it is unique, for we
know of no other body which

revolves round its “primary"

in a period shorter than that

of the rotation of the

“ primary " upon its axis.

It is, therefore, most inter-

esting to note that, more

than one hundred years

before Professor Hall's dis-

covery, Dean Swift, in his

•

I

No 2

Kak.
Sixty -Inch Tcicvopc, Mt Wilson

photographs of mars, 1909.

so that the finest detail is blurred. Again,
the grain of the plate is ct>ar8er than the
image of most of the canals The original

negatives of the most recent photographs
at Flagstaff show many canals when
minutely examined, but they do not

permit of reproduction

“ Gulliver's Travels," tells of the detection, by
the astronomers of a fictitious race, of two satel-

lites of Mars, one of which possessed this very

unprecedented property ! To an inhabitant on
Mars, PhohoSf unlike all other heavenly bodies,

rises in the west, travels quickly across the sky,

and sets, four hours later, in the east

;

changing in that short time from new to full

moon, or from full to new moon.
The outer satellite, Deimos, is scarcely less

unconventional. At a distance of 14,600 miles

it moves round the planet in thirty hours eighteen

minutes. Since this period is not very much
longer than that of Mars' rotation, Deimos
remains above the Martian horizon for nearly

three days without setting, and during that time

goes through all its phases (from new to full

moon) twice over.

On the assumption that their surfaces are,

area for area, of the same brightness as that of

Mars, these bodies are less than twenty miles in

diameter. As moons in the Martian sky they

can serve no useful purpose, for they do not,

like our Moon, give any adequate light in the

night season. To one standing upon the

equator of Mars, Phobos gives but one-sixtieth

part of the light of our own Full Moon, while

Deimos gives only one-iwelve-hundredth part.

But much of the Martian surface is at a still

By permtiston o/j [Mf$. Low$lL

MARS HllX, the I,0WEI,I, OBSERVATORY,
This observatory stauds at an altitude of 7,250 feet.

,
In

addition to the twenty-four inch refracting telescope, the dome
of which is seen in the picture, there is a forty-indi reflecting

tdescopc and other smaller instruments.
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greater disadvantage, for in those latitudes which are higher than sixty-nine degrees north or
south of the equator, Phobos^ the brighter moon, never comes above the horizon. As seen from
the Earth, these bodies appear no brighter than does a man's hand held in the sunlight at a

distance of one hundred miles !****
We now leave the planet Mars and its moons. We shall take away with us the memory of some

things seen certainly : mists and clouds, snow, water, vegetation and deserts. But there is something
else that we cannot forget, a something seen as through a glass darkly. For outlined upon the sand
of the desert and stretching away into the regions of fertility we have found strange tracks the

footprints, may be, of an unknown intelligence.

THE ASTEROIDS OR MINOR PLANETS.

j
M I I M

/ CM ( ) ( ) IN

By a, C, D. Cuommelin, B.A., D.Sc., F.R.A.S.

The asteroids cannot be said to possess any telescopic interest. The four largest, Ceres, Pallas,

Juno, and Vesta, are the only ones that show measurable discs, even in large telescopes
;

the

others appear simply star-like points (hence the name “asteroids"), and the only feature

that calls for remark in their aspect is the variation of brightness that many of them exhibit, from
wliich it may be inferred (see page 324) that they are of irregular shape. The interest that they do
possess, and it is a very considerable one, is in the support that they give to the theory that the

matter now embodied in the

great planetswas once scattered,

in the form of small particles,

tlirough large regions of the

Solar System. In the unique

case of the asteroids a ring of

numerous tiny bodies was
formed, instead of a single

planet. The earliest view,

formed when only a few mem-
bers of the family were known,

was that a planet had exploded,

and separated into several frag-

ments, their orbits being rend-

ered slightly different by the

force of the explosion.

When Ceres was discovered

it was noted that though its

position agreed well with that

predicted by Bode’s Law, it

was too small a body to rank

with the other planets
;
Olbers

seems from the first to have

suspected that it might be one

of a group of planets, so he

continued the search for new
bodies, being rewarded in a few

months by the discovery of

Pallas. This new orb, still

[ la)!'. /

f'MiK ML

['f\\ I AS

: S'

[A. C. I). Lrommtltn,

ASTEROIDS COMPARED WITH THE BRITISH ISDES.

The tizes of the four brightest asteroids are shown on a map of the British Isles.

The diameter of Ceres, the largest, is equal to the length of England from Land's

End to Berwick. It needs a very large telescope to show them with any discs at all.

The sizes of Phobos, Phoebe, and Jupiter V are alro shown,
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smaller than Ceres, proved to have the same distance from the Sun as that body, which was a startling

phenomenon. Another surprise was afforded by the huge slope of the orbit of Pallas to the general

plane of the planetary orbits. Ceres had a slope of ten degrees, that of Pallas was thirty-four

degrees, or more than a third of a right angle ; even of the thousand orbits now known, only one or

two have as great a slope as Pallas. It is not surprising that the idea of an exploded planet came

into vogue to explain these anomalies, and curiously enough two other little bodies were found before

long in the regions specially examined, which were the crossing points of the orbit-planes of Ceres and

Pallas. These were nam(»d Juno and Vesta, the latter being the brightest, though not the largest

of the whole family, and being at times just visible to the naked eye ;
since it is decidedly smaller

than Ceres, it must be

It needed a very large telescope, the Yerkes forty-inch refractor, and a skilled observer, the

late Professor Barnard, to obtain reliable measures of these minute bodies. Vesta, though
considerably smaller than Ceres, is brighter than it, and must be formed ofsome white substance.

The sizes of the smaller asteroids cannot be measured : they are simply estimated from the

light that they reflect

composed of some white

substance. These four

bodies were assumed to

complete the system,

and no more were
looked for till 1830,

when Hcncke began a

search, rewarded after

fifteen years by the dis-

covery of Astraea. A
steady stream of dis-

coveries then began,

which was greatly ac-

celerated in the early

'nineties by the intro-

duction of photography

as a mode of search. It

had previously been

necessary to study the

star-maps very care-

fully, so as to recognise

any strange orb
;

but

owing to the planet's

movement a photo-

graph showed it as a

trail instead of a dot

(vsee photograph on

page 64). Needless to

say, it is a huge under-

taking to keep the great

family of a thousand

members under obser-

vation. Before the war a scheme had been arranged for dividing the work among different countries.

The war utterly disorganised this, but things are now being adjusted again. In spite of all efforts

a few planets get lost. Thus Aethra. discovered by Watson in 1873, was not found again till

December 1922 ; this was in spite of frequent search, as its orbit excited special interest from its large

eccentricity.

The asteroids have many analogies with Saturn’s Ring. In each case we have a multitude of tiny

bodies prevented from uniting by the influence of a large neighbouring body
;

and in each case there

are gaps in the ring, whose cause is seen to be perturbation. The great gap in Saturn’s Ring is
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shown on pages 81 and 91 ;
the latter page shows the proximity of Mimas to the ring, and, in fact, a

particle in the gap wotild go round Saturn in just half the time that Mimas takes. It has been found

that when a simple relationship of this kind holds between two periods, the perturbations, being

repeated in the same part of the orbit, produce a considerable change, and alter the period of the
perturbed body, either temporarily or permanently. A famous case is the great inequality of Jupiter
and Saturn, Five of Jupiter s periods are nearly equal to two of Saturn's. The result is that for
many centuries the period of one planet increases, while that of the other diminishes. Compensation
is effected after about 900 years. In just the same way Jupiter affects the motion of minor planets
whose periods are one-half, one-third, or other simple fractions of Jupiter's period. I have
prepared a diagram (page 326) which shows the distribution of asteroids at different distances from
the Sun. It should be explained

that it is arranged by logarithms

of the distances, not by the

distances themselves ; the tables

of the asteroid orbits are ar-

ranged thus, and it would have

required more time than was

available to rearrange them
;

there are eleven asteroids whose

log distance lies between 0-33

and 0'34, and so on. We see

that there are two outstanding

asteroids, Eros and Hungaria,

which lie inside the main body
;

the latter extends in a compact

mass from the values of the

logarithm 0*33 to 0*66, but the

distribution is very uneven.

The most striking gap corre-

si>onds to period one-half of

Jupiter's; while the greatest

density is attained just inside

this point ; similarly, the

brightest region of Saturn's

Ring is just inside the great gap. ^
‘ ^

n-u ’
1 j j EQUII^ATERAI, TRIANOIJS SOI^UTION OF THE THREE-BODY

There is a marked drop in frobi^em.
density where the period is one- I^placc investigated all the simple solutions of the Three-Body rroblcni ; one ol

.i.j-T ’ 1.
> j riif imagined the three bodies to be placed at the angles of an equilateral triangle

Cnira Ol JUplter S, ana a Sllgnt, and moving round their common centre of gravity. An actual example was found

somewhat doubtful, drop for ^ heavens a century later. The Trojan planets continually form approximate

, £ , , , ,
'

it. j:
equilateral triangles with the Sun and Jupiter. Four of them travel round the Suo

two-hfths and three-sevenths of in f^nt of Jupiter, and two behind him. The letters e g. denote c«-ntrc of

the period. A rather un- gravity ; S.J. Sun and Jupiter,

expected feature is the group of six planets with periods two-thirds of Jupiter's ;
apparently this par-

ticular ratio has not the deterrent effect of the others. The group is called the Hilda Group, and consists

j (,)f Thf t'c f^od K*^
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of (., fif-' Thr'LfP BocJy Idobd'rn

of Hilda, Ismene, Chicago, Bononia, Venusia, and Simelsa. Beyond them comes the isolated planet

Thule, whose name was given (from the classical Ultima Thule) because until the discovery of the

Trojan Group it was the farthest known asteroid, and has a period close to three-quarters of Jupiter's.

Diagrams are also given (page 332) showing the number of asteroids with inclination and eccen-

tricity between assigned limits. The most frequently occurring values are inclination about seven

and a half degrees, and eccentricity one-seventh. They fall off pretty rapidly for large values, so

that only three asteroids have inclination exceeding thirty degrees. I have confined myself in the
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above diagrams to the first 900 asteroids, the orbits of many of the others still needing further

discussion.

Though the idea of the whole asteroid family arising from a single exploded planet has long been

abandoned, a modification of it has lately been put forward by Professor K. Hirayama of Tokio.

He has classified all the elements of the orbits in an exhaustive manner, and applied planetary

perturbations so as to obtain the “ proper” or undisturbed orbits. He has in this manner found
five families of asteroids, each family having elements so nearly the same that a common origin may
reasonably be conjectured. It does not seem to me necessary to imagine that a single planet exploded

to form each family. The same result might be attained by supposing that they had their origin

in a single condensation in the primitive dust-streams, but that this condensation had subdivided

[before final consolidation. He
gives the families the following

names from the leading asteroid

of each (the number of members
of the family is given after the

name) ; Themis, twenty-five

members
;
Eos, twenty-three

;

Coronis, fifteen
; Maria, thir-

teen
;
and Flora, fifty-seven.

Thus nearly a seventh of the

known asteroids are comprised

in these five families.

The Trojan Group deserves

special mention since it realises

a form of motion that was pre-

dicted by Laplace as possible a

century before any actual case

was known. He was examining

all the exact solutions that were

possible of the motion of three

bodies (of any a.ssigned masses)

that were moving under their

common attraction
;
one poss-

ible solution was that the bodies

were placed at the angles of an

equilateral triangle, and were

then projected in directions that

all made the same angle with

the lines joining them to their

common centre of gravity, the

velocity of projection of each being proportional to its distance from that centre of gravity. Under

these conditions it is possible to show that they will all describe similar ellipses (or other conic sections)

about the centre of gravity as their focus ;
also that they will continually form an equilateral triangle,

though this will vary in size unless the motion of each body is in a circle. When Achilles, the first

Trojan discovered, had been observed for a short time it was found that its distance from the Sun

was nearly the same as that of Jupiter, and that it made an approximately equilateral triangle with

the Sun and Jupiter. It was then conjectured that Laplace's prediction had at length received a

practical verification. The latter is, however, not quite rigorous, for all the six Trojans that are now

known have orbits that are different from Jupiter's both in inclination and eccentricity. This has the

result of making the motion much more complicated than the simple case imagined by Laplace.

*
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PATH OF CERIiS AT ITS DISCOVERY.
When Piazzi found Ceres it was moving through the constdlation of the Bull. The
diagram shows the positions in which he observed it The four stars shown are the

^nly ones in the region (which is south of the Pleiades) that are visible to the naked eye.
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C. U, LfommgHn.

PATH OF EROS AT ITS NEAR APPROACH 1930-1931, AND DISTANCE IN MIWON MILES.

This near approach is certain to excite great intereat. The least dtetance, fifteen and a half million miles* is little more than hall

that of the opposition of 1900-1901, which has hitherto been the best observed. A unique opportunity wUl be afforded for

knproving our knowledge of the Sun’s distance. As the speed of Eros in perihelion is practically equal to that of the Earth

(very slightly greater) its motion at that time appears to be at right angies to the ecliptic.
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However, it is found that each of the six bodies oscillates in a complicated manner about the equilateral

triangle point, the periods of these swings being of the order of a century or more. One might fancy

that since several asteroids have the same point as their centre of oscillation, there is a danger of their

colliding. The danger is very remote, since they are tiny bodies, perhaps 200 miles in diameter, and

the extent of their swings (which are in different directions) is several millions of miles.

Four of the Trojans (Achilles, Hector, Nestor, and Agamemnon) are sixty degrees in front of

Jupiter, while the other two (Patroclus and Priamus) are sixty degrees behind it. It is much to be

regretted that the names of Trojan heroes were not given to asteroids on one side, and Greek heroes

to those on the other ; this would have been an aid to memory, and would have prevented the

anomaly of the bosom friends Achilles and Patroclus being permanently separated by 120 degrees.

D. CrommeUn.

DISTRIBUTION OF PERIHEI<IA OF ASTEROIDS NEAREST POINTS TO SUN) FOR EACH TP:N DKOREBS
OF I^ONGITUDE.

The circle round the Sun is here divided into thirty-six portions, and the number of asteroids that ^ve their perihe^ in

each porUon is shown by the height of the pillar. It is evident that the highest pillars come m the region of Jupiter s

perihdlon, and the lowJt ones (one-Uiird of the height of the highest) come in the opposite region. This is a forcible

illustration of Jupiter’s perturbing effect on the asteroids.

As regards the nomenclature of asteroids, the usual rule is to give them feminine names
;
masculine

ones are reserved for planets of special interest. Besides the Trojans there are Eros and Albert,

both of which approach the Earth’s orbit within some fifteen million miles ;
the latter planet was,

however, insufficiently observed, and is now lost ;
but another planet has been found with a similar

orbit to Albert ;
it was given the feminine name Alinda, which is contrary to the principles laid

down. It has a very eccentric orbit, its period being almost four years ;
it therefore goes out nearly

to Jupiter’s orbit, and will undergo large perturbations, the effect of which has not yet b^n calculated.

Mention should be made of a very remarkable asteroid discovered by Dr. Baade at Hamburg two

years ago It has such an eccentric orbit that it travels all the way from the orbit of Mars to that
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INCLINATION OF ORBITS OF ASTEROIDS

The heights of the pillars show the numbers of asteroids that have their inclinations between the limits noted at the foot
of the pillars. The inclinations are shown by the sloping lines at the side of the diagram.
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C. D. CrommeUn.
ECCiSNTRICITY OF ORBITS OF ASTEROIDS,

The heights of the pillars show the numbers of asteroids that have eccentricities between the limits noted. The eccentricity

for first pillar is about one-twenty-fourth, for second one-eighth, for third one-fifth, for fourth three-tenths. A companion
diagram shows the position of the Sun in the orbit for each group.
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of Saturn, its period being about thirteen years. It thus crosses the orbit of Jupiter ;
but fortunately

for it, its orbit has a high inclination, and it does not make a very near approach to Jupiter, otherwise

it would undergo huge perturbations
;

it has not yet been given a name, and is known simply by the

number 944.

A diagram is gwen (page 330) showing the apparent motion of Eros at the time of its near

approach to the Earth in 1931. This does not claim accuracy, as the perturbations have still to be

worked out. It is interesting from the fact that Eros, though its orbit is outside that of the Earth,

will at that time be moving more rapidly, owing to its orbit being so eccentric
;

it thus claims the

distinction (shared with Albert and Alinda) of being in opposition without apparently moving

backwards.

CHAPTER VIII.

JUPITER,
By W. F. Denning, F.R.A.S.

This planet is a magnificent object and revolves on the outer side of the great zone of minor

planets distributed over a wide expanse of space exterior to Mars.

He is the largest body of the Sun's attendant retinue, though he does not shine in the hcavons

with equal splendour to Venus, and is occasionally inferior in lustre to Mars, as in June 1922. But

he presents a fine appearance nevertheless at a mean distance from the Sun of 480 millions of miles.

COMPARATIVE DIMENSIONS OF JUPITER AND THE BARTH.

Jupito' ii the largest of the planets ;
indeed, its bulk is greater than that of all the others combined. It is between 1,300

and 1,400 times the volume of the Earth.
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Jupiter's equatorial diameter Polar lUgujn^

is 88,500 miles. His sidereal period b s Tampmrtur Zons-r^S^SSSSS^^s nmporouaBoic

of revolution occupies 4,332*5 ^s* TampertUa Zx>na TomporPit* Belt

days or 11-86 years.
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Bau^ru^B^
That JupittT IS a giant among _ . - .

, t r .i.. c 1 n i.
Eaua^artaLZonaW ^EquatonjoJ/Ba^uL

the planets of the Solar System ^ ^

will be obvious when it is stated Wgg//gg/ggl^gtK^\SB^w^
that he is of greater mass than all

STi^pu^aL TunporaJta B^Il

the rest of them collectively. His

expansive disc forms a splendid Polar Bagtjonr

spectacle when viewed under high

powers in a moderately large the adopted nomenclature of jupiter.

telescope. The chief aspect of the The diagr.Lm gives the names assigned to the differeU parts of the surface of

rrli^K ^%4- ’n onnnT-r.nf f/tt* o Jupitcr Tlic dark strcaks urc known US bclts, and the bright intermediate spaccs
glOOe IS at once appareni, lor a zones As the astronomical telescope gives an inverteci image, the north is

series of parallel dusky bands or at the bottom of the diagram To avoid confusion, the names of the belts are

belts are seen as striking features.

Alternating with them are bright zones, and both the bright and dark regions are variegated with

spots of irregular character and of different tint and magnitude. Tlicse markings are clearly of

atmospheric origin and situated in the outer envelope of Jupiter. The real surface of the planet

is not visible at all, being hidden under the dense vapours which overlie it. Students of the physical

appearance of this planet investigate therefore merely the outer atmosphere or envelope and its

formations, changes and motions.

The reflective capacity of Jupiter is relatively great, and exceeds what would have been expected.

In fact the planet shines with undue brightness considering his distance from the Sun. It has been

[n A. A, Mtmotrs

THE ADOPTED NOMENCLATURE OF JUPITER.
The diagr.im give«i the names assigned to the differe it parts of the surface of

J upiter The dark streaks are known as belts, and the bright intermediate spaces

as zones As the astronomical telescope gives an inverted image, the north is

at the bottom of the diagram To avoid confusion, the names of the belts are

written on the right, and those of the zones on the left

The Red Spot, lying in its “ hollow,” is seen above the centre to the
extreme left. The mass of cUrk matter to the right of it is part of the
South Tropical Disturbance, then on the same side of the globe as the

Red Spot

thought that the planet is in a heated

condition, and that his physical state is

in some measure responsible for his

luminous aspect and active surface. In

the cooling process the larger planets,

Jupiter and Saturn, would occupy a

very long period and reach the habit-

able stage at a far later time than the

smaller orbs, including the Earth,

Venus, Mars, and Mercury. These views

have been held for many years without

much contention, but they have now
been opposed, and Dr. Jeffreys has very

recently investigated the question and
announced his conclusions as follows :

" Most authorities state that the four

outer planets are hot and largely

gaseous. The evidence available seems

to me to trend in the other direction,

and points to a cold surface."

The matter is receiving further in-

vestigation, and it is hoped that the

data will enable satisfactory deductions

to be made. The question presents

some difficulties and opinions are some-

what divided, but the subject is
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important as affecting the phenomena and condition of the large planets* Old views have often
had to be put on one side from the evidence furnished by later investigations, which have given us
more light and shown the necessity for correction.

As already stated, Jupiter is a brilliant object in the firmament when in opposition, and may
easily be identified if his position is approximately known, as he shines with a very steady pale
yellow light, and is a more striking object than any of the fixed stars. His place in the sky can be

VARIATTOXS IN THK APPARENT SIZR OF JUPITICR.
When Jupiter and the Rurth are on opposite sides of the Sun Ihi* distance between the two planets is at a niaxinuini, and
this distance, as compared with that at opposition, may on occasion almost reach the proportion of five to three. This afTcets

the apparent brightness of the planet in a still greater proportion -about three to out*

P I n e o i L I") p I
^

I d r'-i' ‘ I u r 1.) 1 1

THE tilt of JUPITER’S AXIS.

Jupiter travels round the Sun nearly " upright,” the plane of his equator being inclined only about three degrees to his orbit

(compare the Earth's tilt of twenty-three and a half degrees). As a result of this, Jupiter has practically no seasons, and
the orbits of his four chief satdlites, which lie nearly in the plane of his equator, generally appear to us as nearly straight lines.
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found by means of a celestial globe and an almanac or ephemeris, and the times of his rising, southing

or setting can be leamt from the same sources.

This planet is not usually as well defined as Mars and Saturn in a telescope, and particularly with

high powers. In 1905 the writer tried some experiments with different powers on reflecting telescopes

of 12*G-inch (Calver) and 10-inch (^Vith) mirrors and focal lengths 9 feet 6 inches and 6 feet 6 inches.

His results for the 12*C-incli were as follows

Powers.

206 and 225

312 and 315

404 and 440

672

710 and 713

Superb definition—small images.

Very effective. Best powers for general planetary work.

Little advantage over 315 except on very good nights, when they are better for detail.

No gain
;

in fact 500 seems to be the utmost limit.

Pretty sharp image and many details satisfactorily seen, but vibration troublesome

and images faint and not satisfactory.

JUPITER.
This gives an idea of Jupiter and his four chief satellites as they appear in the field of view of a powerful telescope.

912 Single lens—good. Better results than with ordinary eyc-pieces of about 700.

1210 Indistinct and faint, details blurred. Not nearly so good as one-third the magnification,

1640 Single lens. Pretty distinct at centre of field. Many spots well seen, but the rapid

motion and vibration spoil view and render effective working impossible.

When high powers are necessary the single lens is a great advantage though the field

is very small. W, Herschel, Dawes and other able observers realised its value and
acted upon it.

Observers of Jupiter should not ovex press magnifying power, but accustom themselves to one eye-

piece or two at most. On a really good night with a ten-inch glass a power of 376 might be best,

and on normal nights about 316. But every observer may discover with a little experience the

powers which are the most suitable for the observational work in which he is engaged. Low powers
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mean sharp definition, a bright object, little vibration, but a small image
; while high powers

mean inferior definition, a fainter object, greater vibration, but an exj^ansive image.
Jupiter s details come out splendidly near the time of sunrise or in da\-light before sunset until

darkness makes the picture brilliant, for the full lustre of the planet inaN be apt. in a large glass, to
overcome delicate features.

The telescopic definition <'f Jupiter varies greatly according to the altitude of the planet. I'loiu
487 nights of observation (ten-inch reflector) at Bristol the following percentag(‘s were obtaiiU'cl

Very good. Good. Fair. Had. Vi}\ bad.
Jupiter south of equator ... 7*0 14*1 LVT) 33-S 2ih() 100 0
Jupiter north of equator ... 10-8 29-1 20-0 1S‘(> 7-0=- 100 1

Ihc motion of Jupiter along the zodiac carries him alternately from about 23" N. of the eijuato!
to 23 S. of^it. hrom the latitude of (.ireenwich the extreme altitudes of the iilanet at southing Nar\
between 15|" and 01^".

Some of the objects observed

circulating in Jupiter’s atmos-

phere arc very durable
;

others

are only temporary. Chief

among them all is the “ (ireat

Ked Spot,” which created quite

a sensation among plaiu'tary

observers in 1878 and later

years. It had, however, been

a well-observed feature long

before that year, for Dawes
figured it in November, 1857,

while a few years later it W’as

independently recognised by

many observers, including Jacob,

Baxendcll, Huggins, Long and

others. The spot exhibited an

intense red colouring, and its

symmetrical oval shape fornu*d a

striking and durable feature of

its appearance. Since 1857 the

spot has passed through many
vicissitudes and gradations of

tint, assuming a deej), brick-red

colour for some years about

1878-1881, and becoming a

wonderfully conspicuous and al-

most startling object on the

planet’s surface.

Every telescopic observer

turned his instrument on Jupiter

and obtained for himself a view

of the ” Great Ked Spot.” It

quite merited its description as

the most remarkable planetary

marking that had ever been seen.

Was it the same spot that had
iZ

6 M ireh 0 1 '»1W, Man h M

lUl't, Marth 'Z\. 8 l')H> Apnl J

From M.N.y FAS.] \T ! A’ Philhps

Till*: SOUTH TKOlUCAL, RJ C)V JUPI'II R
These drawings illuslratt the remarkable ehangt which cKcurrtd in this region

a few year<i ago The two top drawings show the South J.ciuatoi uil J’tU in its

usual strength and with the now famous South Tropical Disturbance between this

belt and the South Temperate belt Drawing 3 shciws, in additn n, Iht “ h<»llow
''

in which the great “ Red Siiot ” is situated, together with some, indication of the.

sjxit Itself In drawing 4 tht South Tropical Disturbance is advaneiiig (*n the

visible disc on the right hand side In drawinvs ^ to H ue note the biding of

the southern jiortion of the South J4c}uatorial Iklt and the South Tropical

Disturbanc'e, but the Red Spot remained vi-ible even when its well known
hollow disappeared It is seen near the ccntie in drawings Ti and 8 The white

oval spot on the South Equatorial belt near the left hand side in r’rawing I

and the round black spot are satellite I and its sliadow
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Dramng by \W. F. Vtnmng.
JIJPITKR, 1880, NOVKMHBR 29, AT Ih. 36m G.M.T

The famous Reel Spot Is shown as a dark, appioximately elliptical marking, pointed on its right-hand side. The hollow did
not exist at this date, the effect being somewhat similar to that obwved near the end of 1919 (see drawing on page 349).

There is a very remarkable series of minn+e dark spots on the North Temperate Belt

aroused the enthusiasm of the ancient observers, Hooke, Cassini and others, in 1664 and later years,

and which disappeared and reappeared several limes ? It is suggestive of identity that it was in the

same latitude of Jupiter and had nearly the same rotation period.

The present spot has usually been situated in a curious hollow or basin in the south side of the

southern equatorial belt, and the hollow has been in almost continuous evidence since September

183L The average rotation period of this object has been 9 hours 65 minutes 36'8 seconds, and

about 81,000 rotations have been performed in the nearly ninety-two years’ interval to 1923,

Hooke was the undisputed discoverer of the great spot on Jupiter in 1664. Cassini followed up
observations of this remarkable object, and his name has been so closely identified with' it that he

has been thought to have first recognised it. Priority certainly belonged to Hooke, tut he did not

pursue the marking and investigate the rotation period to the same extent as Cassini,

Hooke’s spot of 1664 may well have been closely connected if not absolutely identical with the

modem Great Red Spot. There are analogies of position and motion which significantly associate

the pair of objects and pointedly suggest that they were the same. At any rate we may hardly avoid
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the inference that they were the outcome of similar phenomena. The red spot of to-day, having
survived sixty-six years amid all the vicissitudes of a very active atmosphere, may well have
maintained itself during the 259 years which have elapsed since the night of May 19, l(>h4, wlum
Hooke obtained the first glimpse of it, Ihe marking is now only a relic or shade of its former s('lf,

but it may acquire its old-time prominence by a reinvigorating process akin to that which acted

upon it in the Seventeenth Century, when it apparently disappeared and reaj^pcared at intervals.

Its feeble aspect of late years would have rendered it practically invisible in the old telescopes. Had
Cassini possessed more powerful means he might possibly have been able to keep the spot continuously

under observation, but his instruments, though the best available at his time, wc're of limited capacity.

Moreover, students of Jupiter were very few and all the circumstances, in fact, tend to prove that a

marking, unless of fairly conspicuous kind, could easily have evadc'd the few eyes and teh'scopcs which

were turned critically on to the planet in Cassini’s day.

Ihe fact has already been stated that the markings on Jupiter assume thei form of apj^roximately

parallel belts and zones. New belts appear to be caused by upheavals or ejections from the actual

surface, and old belts may be maintained by the same means. New belts were formed under the ('yes of

observers in the years 1861-2 and 1880-1 in sixty-two days and ninety-one days respectively. In

these cases the disturbances affected nearly the same latitude, viz., fifteen to twenty-hve degrees
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north. This region seems liable to special

activity at certain periods, and the develop-

ments provide very interesting and singular

facts which may help us in forming correct

views as to the phenomena of the planet’s

surface*.

It has been thought that some of the

changes on Jupiter may exhibit regular

times of recurrenct* corresponding approxi-

mately with the planet’s revolution period,

but this idea has not been thoioughly

proved except in the case of the colouring

of the equatorial belts, which Stanley

Williams has shown to be repeated at

intervals of 11 '8 years. There is evidence

of other variations which are not substan-

tiated on ample proof. The fluctuations

in the rate of motion of the Great Red Spot

on Jupiter have b(*cn considerable and

apparently induced by the quicker motion

of ottuT markings situated in the same

JUPITER, SHOWING THE POSITION OF Til?*

RED SPOT (WHITE OVAL), 1013. MAY 24, AT
8h. 42m. G.M.T.

This drawing shows on the left the preceding end of

the South Tropical Disturbance. Near the centre is the

Red Spot Hollow, with some curious streaks across

the place of the Red Spot,

Drawn by] [j t,.

JUPITER, 180 », OCTOBER 3.

This picture of Jupiter, drawn by the late Professor Keeler with the
thirty-six inch refractor at the h ck Obs rvator>^ gives a good idea

of the appcaranc'c of the Red Spot u few years after its period of

maximum prominence The central portions of the spot were the
first to fa<lc', leav ng a dusky outline at the rim.

south tropical region of the suiface. The latter have

accelerated the motion of the red spot as they have

overtaken it and occasioned a distinct shortening in

the rotation period of that object. The minimum
appears to have been reached in 1831, 1877 and 1918,

when the values nearly agreed at 9 hours 55 minutes*

33*5 seconds, which coriesponds to intervals of

forty-six and forty-one years and may possibly

indicate a cycle of about forty-four years.

In 1859 and 1900 the maximum was 9 hours 55

minutes 38*3 seconds and 9 hours 55 minutes 41 *6*

seconds, the interval being forty-one years.

The modern study of Jupiter has differed in

important respects from that pursued more than half

a century ago. Formerly observers viewed the planet

irregularly, occasionally made drawings of the

features seen, and described any notable details,

but they did not follow the work with frequent

repetition and the utmost accuracy. In recent years*

the planet has been thoroughly watched, and all the

more conspicuous markings with many of the minor

featuics carefully studied over as long periods of

time as possible. For this purpose many thousands-

of the times of transit of the spots and irregular

markings have been taken as they passed the central

meridian. Thus the object.® hive been followed over*
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several years and identified in many cases at successive apparitions, I'ormerly if a curious
marking was seen it was neglected after its detection was announced. Now its life In.'^tory is

pursued with a thoroughness and jiersistency which enable us to determine its period of rotation

and its duration, and in some cases to judge of its character. One marking, above refu'cci to, has
been traced during the ninety-two years which have elapsed since it was first seen by Schwabi- in

September 1831. Another has been kept under review during the sixty-six years since November
1857, when Dawes made a drawing of the planet. Thest' objects are respectively the Hollow in

the Great Southern Belt ” and the “ Oval Red Spot ” in south latitude about twenty degrees, and
they remain both visible to-day. Another marking, called the " South Tropical Disturbance.” showing
great changes of motion, extent and shape, has been seen since Molesworth first liguri'd it in l''ebru.irv

1901. Certain of the features are of extremely durable character, and must rejiresent something

very different from the ever changing and evanescent clouds floating abotit in our own atmosjilieri'

The physical condition of Jupiter’s surface must, in fact, be very dissimilar to that of our own splieie

Drawings by\
!
/ /' A' Phillips,

JUPITER, 1903, AlJtiUST IJ, AT 13h. 40m. AND lr»h. Srmi ('.MT,

These two drawings are Riven for the purpose of iUuslratiiiR the rapid rotation of the planet They wort niatle on tin

uiRht at an interval of approximately two hours. It will be seen th*it the objects near the ri^ht hand suit' of the e<iilier

drawing have been carried amiss the centre towanls the left-hand sitlc in the later one The motion is so Kipnl that a watch

of but three or four minutes is amply sufTicicnt to show the turnhig movement, or rotation, of the planet if the instrument

and conditions be good and the observer experienced in such woik

^ind of the envelope surrounding it, in the latter of which great changes and transformations operatt*

from hour to hour.

It setjms likely that from the surface of the Jovian orb there occur emissions or ejections of gaseous

material or vapours which rise to the outer layers of his envelope and may there partially consolidate

and assume durable conditions. The planet has a motion of rotation very many times swifter

than that of the Earth. In fact, while Jupiter’s equatorial region rotat(*s at the rate of about 470

miles per minute, the Earth's movement is only about seventeen miles per minute. The great

velocity of Jupiter's globe has the effect not only of causing the polar flattening and equatorial bulge

to be very marked, the polar and equatorial diameter being in the ratio of fifteen to sixteen, but also

of altering the forms of certain mobile and possibly elastic formations on the planet's disc, which,

as above stated, are drifted into the bands or streams of shading which we invariably perceive on

the disc and form the belted aspect with which telescopic observers are so familiar.
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Currents of different velocities influence the movement of the various features, and certain objects

in the same latitudes are not moving at the same rates, nor does the same feature maintain an equable

rate of speed. Generally the equatorial r(?gion contains objects displaying the greatest speed, but

this is not invariably the case.

The periods of rotation of the markings differ between 9 hours 48 minutes and 9 hours 56J minutes.

What the real rotation of the Jovian sphere is we do not know. All the features composing

his extensive scenery may be regarded as floating objects in an atmospheric ocean, influenced by a

great diversity of currents running in directions parallel approximately at least with the. planet's

equator.

Thus the study of this orb is justly considered to be of profound interest, and we are not only

attracted to the planc't by the splendour of his luminous effect in the heavens, but from the fact

S. ri)lar Current

S. S. Toniperate
Current

S. Tcmpcralf Current

S. Tropical Current

S. part S. K<matori'd
Belt

Great i'V(uatorial

Current

N. Tropical Current

N. Temperate Current

N. N. TertJperate
Current

N. Polar Ciirtrnt

Froftt “ Seientia.",

Ked Spot and S.

Tropical Disturbance.

THK ROTATION OF JUPITER.
[?•. K. K. Phillips.

As explained in the article, the outer envelope of Jupiter whlvli we see does not rotate like a solid globe, but, as is the case

with the Sun, the time required for a rotation dci5ends» on the latitude of the object observed. There are quite a number of

separate “ surface currents,” they are called, moving at different speeds, and these currents are surprisingly sharply bounded.
They are indicated in the diagnun, togdher with the adopted values of their mean rotation periods. It Is to be noted that

the periods of the surface currents show variations within certain limits from year to year, and the figures on the diagram are

,

a<lopted mean values only. The ellipse in the Scmlhem Hemisphere indicates the “ Red Spot.”

that his surface presents a scene of great variety and activity. He forms an object which can never

be considered to present the monotony of sameness. There may be something always akin in his

general aspect, but in detail he may exhibit striking activities from night to night. New objects

are frequently forming and old ones either disappear or exhibit changes of shape, motion or colour.

Jupiter presents some analogies with the Sun in regard to the mobile character of his envelope.

The rotation period of the solar orb is different according to the latitude, and there are evidences of

great activity usually present. Some years ago it was susp)ected that certain visible phenomena on

Jupiter exhibited a periodical recurrence corresponding with his time of revolution (11*8 years) and

not differing greatly from the intervals separating sun-spot maxima. The colour changes on the

Jovian orb already referred to appear to be pretty consistent with the period named, though in some

other respects irregularities occur opposing the idea of cyclical disturbances. No doubt the planet
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gives strong indications that similar phenomena producing spots, belts and irregular features are

repeated from time to time, but not always with consistency as regards the periods.

In another respect there is an analogy between Jupiter and the Sun, for both objects show regions

of greatest activity at certain distances north and south of the equator. The solar spots ai^pear in

greatest frequency in belts or

zones from latitude ten de-

grees to twenty degrees in

the north and south tropical

regions, and the two principal

belts on Jupiter, in which

numerous spots and irregu-

larities occur, are usually

placed in nearly similar lati-

tudes to those mentioned.

With regard to the physi-

cal condition of the planet

and the relative heights of

the various markings a num-
ber of writers have expressed

their views, and they arc by

no means consonant, but

rather appear, in some cases

at least, to be contradictory.

With reference to the

Great Red Spot, Phillips

considers that there is strong

evidence favouring the idea

that it is '‘a vortex—ana-

F. SARGENT.
October 1(>, Ob 85m G M.T

logous to a cyclone on the ^
h.p. smith f. sargent.

Earth, though its prolonged

existence shows that it must

be of great strength and

probably deep seated below

the planet's visible surface.

This theory is doubtless not

free from objections, but it

may fairly be said that it

fits the facts better than

any other." He points out

that we might expect " vor-
j

tices to occur along the lines i.h.bridoer. m.a. ainsue.

of contact between viscous October 20, llh, 8m. G.M.X Novrrober 7, 7h. 14m. G.M.T.
VJ.

p$fmM%on of\ \The BrtUsh Astronotmcal A$ioc%ation

currents possessing diverse jupitkr in loie

vploritiM and if tnanv Tovian These drawings were made by members of the J upiter Sec tion of the British AstroiioriiK al
veiociues, ana ii many j ovian

It wiU be noted that m all the North Hquatorial Belt is the most disturbed

spots are of this charcter we region of the disc, great irregularities being shown at its edges In Bridger’s drawing

then have another analogy be- satellite I and its shadow are shown dose together on the South Equatorial Bdt. Themen naveanomer analogy oe
shadow of ii is seen on Ainaiie’s drawing.

tween Jupiter and the Sun."

The dusky belts may possibly be comparatively clear tracts and situated at a lower level than

the bright zones, which may represent cloudy regions of strongly reflective vapours, such as our

cumulus. Lau interpreted the bright spots as centres of eruption similar to the bright markings

J. H. BRIPCER. M. A. AINSUE.
October 20, llh, 8m. G.M.X Noverober 7, 7h. 14m. G.M.T.

By p$fmtaston of\ [T/m BnHsh Astronomtcal A$toc%aiton

JUPITER IN 1916

These drawing# were made by members of the J upiter Sec'tion of the British AstroimniK al

Association. It will be noted that m all the North Equatorial Bdt is the most disturbed

region of the disc, great irregularities being shown at its edges In Bridger’s drawing

satdlite I and its shadow are shown dose together on the South Equatorial Bdt. The
shadow of II is seen on Ainslie’s drawing.
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which terrestrial volcanoes may
occasion when very active by
the ejection of smoke, steam

and other highly reflective va-

pours. The fact is, however,

that the results of speculation

with regard to the condition

of Jupiter and the causes and

character of his visible phe-

nomena are hardly likely to

represent the true state of

things. Our own Earth and

surroundings must necessarily

influence us in judgment and

may lead us to see analogitis

where none exist more than

distant physical resemblances.

In fact, other planetary worlds

may be so utterly different

from our own as to afford

novelties such as we can

neither conceive nor under-

stand, for the circumstances

affecting, say, Mercury or

Jupiter are vastly different from

those which influence and direct

terrestrial phenomena. The

changing aspects blended with

stable features, all exhibiting

a singular variety of motion

and some of them of enormous

dimensions, can find no counter-

part in the aerial sea sur-

rounding our own globe. It is tlu* recognition and pursuit of the many variations presented that

make the study of Jovian features so liighly interesting.

Jupiter’s currents are in a longitudinal diiection and difference's have been detected among them

to the extent of about edght and a half minutes for one rotation. The motions show not only relative

differences according to the latitude, but that the same objects are liable to variations of speed.

Thus the (ireat Red Spot, in about south longitude twenty degrees, has varied between 9 hours

55 minutes 33 seconds and 9 hours 55 minutes 42 seconds, and the equatorial spots between 9 hours

50 minutes 6 seconds and 9 hours 55 minutes 35 seconds during the past forty years, and occasionally

these limits have been exceeded in the behaviour of individual spots, hut, though there have been

notable exceptions, the same latitudes are generally controlled by nearly similar rates of movement,

so that, when the position of a marking is known, we may pretty correctly estimate what its rotation

period will be. On one occasion, however, in 1880 there was an outbreak of spots showing a period

of only 9 hours 48 minutes, though the same latitude (about twenty-five degrees north) usually gave

9 hours 55 minutes 30 seconds

!

Observers who habitually watch and critically record the surface markings of this planet note

some singular developments. Owing to their swifter movement the equatorial spots completed a

revolution around Jupiter relatively to the Red Spot in forty-four and a half days in 1880, and the

Dtawitig by] w, /'. Drnmng

JUPITHK, 190«, AVUH. 15, AT 5h aoiii O.M.T
Towards the left iu thin drawing; is seen the old Tied Spot as a well-defined ellipse

lying in its hollow on the south side of the .South Kquntorial Helt To the ripht of

this wc see the South Tropiail Disturbance This ohji'ct was first seen by the late

Major Mok‘sworth, in Ceylon, on February 28, JOUl, as a small round projection, at

the south edge of the South liquatoiljil belt It quickly showed striking deveiop-

ments, spreading across the S<iuth Ttojiical /one to the South Temperate belt,

and at the same time becoming greatly extended in longitude At times it has
excee<led 18d‘' in length A white spot has usually been seen at the prece^lmg and

following ends.
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two objects came into conjunction at this intervdl In 1901 the daik south tropical disturbance
occasioned spots in nearly the same latitude as the Red Spot The former rotated in about t^^cnt^
seconds less time than the latter, and successive conjunctions happened in ratlier loss than two years
This period is now lengthened to about six years o\\ing to changes of motion in the objects, and theio
is a difference of only six and a half seconds m the rotation periods

There are a great num-
ber of variations occur-

ring in the outer envelope

of Jupiter, and these are

ever introducing features

of peculiar interest Not

only in rotation and

proper motions, but in

shape and size the spots

and markings are ever

displaying vanety The

south tropical marking,

mentioned above, has

changed m length from

about 25 degrees to ISO

degrees, which is equiva-

lent to something like

100,0(K) miles of Jovian

longitude ’ So it is

-evident that alterations

of this kind arc on a

gigantic scale and they

arc conspicuously obvious

in our telescopes though

situated at a mean dis-

tance of 480 millions of

miles During the last

twenty-three years the

south tropical spot or

disturbance has occa-

sioned great irregu-

lanties in the motion of

the Red Spot
,

a fact

foreseen and first an-

nounced by E M Anto-

niadi

When we realise how
much the telescope illu-

mines our understanding

as to many of the hidden

secrets and wonders of

Nature we cannot but

appreciate the remarkable

-powers of this instru-

Afawings by] 17 (•ltdhtll and W r Denntng

'IHL RrO SI»()J

Three different aspects of the Kc.<J Spot arc hcic shown The toy) one is a drawins

by GleclhiU, m 1870, Janw«ir> 21, 8h jam on which the object appears as a simple elliiitieal

ring The middle dr«iwmg, by Denning w is made al>out four years after the object bicame

so conspicuous, and it shows yxiinted ends such is h<i\e been observed at varuius times

They are extremely difficult to explain In the lowest drawn g, by Denning, in 1880,

October 11, llh 64ni
,
the spot is shown krtitlv faded, and the ixunted ends have liecome

ment mere dark dots
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To natural vision only Jupiter shines simply as a star in our skies, but the telescope at once

reveals it as a large globe full of activity and rich in detail, while a numerous retinue of nine

attendant moons is found to revolve around him.

Students of Jupiter at one time experienced a difficulty in referring to certain belts, localities

or latitudes on the planet, and devised an expressiv(i nomenclature to enable them to define and

describe positions in latitude.

The chief belts and zontis arc generally somewhat similar, and suggested to various observers

an obvious means of reference as illustrated in the diagram on page 334. Thus if a spot was seen in

the .southernmost dark belt it would be said to be on the S.S. temperate belt, and so on. This

arrangement usually meets requiremtints, but the belts are changeable and not always symmetrically

placed, though there are nearly always two great belts bounding the equatorial zone. Occasionally

C.M ^

Urawingii byj [E, M. Antoniadi

THE RED SPOT,

The South Tropical Disturbance is situated in the same lati-

tude £LS the Red Spot, and, moving mure quickly, periodi-

cally overtakes it. At such times it is invariably found that

the motion of the Red Spot becomes accelerate!, and the

upper drawing illustrates M. Antoniadi's explanation that the

dork material of the Disturbance pushes on or carries forward

the Red Spot as it flows round or below that famous marking.

The two other drawings, made with the Meudon thirtv-

three inch refractor, on 1911, May 22, at lOh. 47ra. G.M.T.,

and on 1911, July 7, at 8h. 36m. G.M.T. respectively, show
some interesting details. The Spc.)t itself is pointed at its

preceding (left-hand) end, and near the latter a curious

dark, curved marking is shown in the bottom drawing.

Note the changes in the region of the following (right-hand)
“ shoulder ” of the hollow.

there arc a large number of belts lying in parallel

lines (like stratus clouds) in one hemisphere.

Mr. A. Stanley Williams, the Kev. T. E. R.

Phillips and otluTs have determined the general

rate of rotation for various latitudes, and there is

fair consistency, if not absolute agreement, in

their independent deductions. Ephemerides are

I)ublished every year in the Nautical Almanac

containing data of great value to students of the

planet, and in a still more convenient form in A
Handbook for Observers, published by the British

Astronomical Association. By the help of these

an observer may find, c.g., when to look for the

Great Red Spot and may reduce his own observa-

tions. Two rotation periods are used, viz.,

hours 50 minutes 3()’004 seconds, and 9 hours

5.5 minutes 40*632 seconds, and with these the

observed motions of spots may be readily com-

pared. The first of these systems is intended to

represent equatorial markings which indicate a

rotation performed in about five minutes less time

than that of the Red Spot: and the second

represents approximately the period of features

commonly seen outside the equatorial zone.

The following table will show the equivalent

values of time and degrees of longitude on Jupiter

according to the two systems.

Minutes of System I. Sy.stem II.

time. 9h, .’)0m. 30 004s . 9h . 55m. 40-632S

Degrees. Degrees.

0-5 ... 0-305 0-302

1-0 ... 0-610 0-604

5-0 ... 3-048 3-022

100 ... 6-097 6-044

50-0 ... 30-483 30-218

100-0 .. 60-967 60-437

200-0 ... 121-934 120-874

300-0 ... 182-900 181-310

Jupiter is so large that he must necessarily and
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August .11, loh aOm. G M.T

^ ^ pMhpi,
From ** Kn§wiatt,**] DRAWINGS OF JUPITER

Th. .»« to.bw «. 5»
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obviously influence the movements and stability of many of the lesser orbs. Some of the minor

pLinets are affected. Comets are occasionally drawn out of their courses, and any of these bodies

passing near him will be perturbed in more or less degree according to the conditions. He is capable— — of impressing new

paths upon some of

them.

The story of

Lexcll's comet of 1770

and its changes of

orbit when near

Jupiter have often

been described in

textbooks.

How the Novem-
ber Leonids were

F. SARGENT. M. A. AiNs^uK. attracted away from
2.—October 27, 12h. 2Gm. G.M.T.

F. SARGENT.
1.—August 18, lOh. Om. G.M T

their iierihelion in

1899 that they could

not produce a grand

display is familiar in

astronomical history.

Jupiter is specially

responsible for many
ext(*nsive disturb-

ances which have oc-

curred in the move-

ments and orbits of

comets. His great

powers of attraction

seem, indeed, to have

enabled him to form

an important comet-

ary group or com-

munity of his own.

He appears to have

deflected certain

M. A. AINSUE. H. THOMSON*
5.—December 7, Oh. 50m. G.M.T. December 14, 8h, 65m. G.M.T.

By perm%ss%on of] [flit British Astronomical Association.

JUPITER IN 1917.

Another series of drawings by members of the Jujiltcr Section of the British Astronomical

Aasociiition The preceding end of the South Tropical Disturbance is seen in Drawings 3 and C,

and the following end in Nos. 1 and 2. The Red Spot HoDow is shown near the preceding

limb in Nos. 2 (going off the disc at precwling limb), 4, 5, imd 6. The Red Spot itself is alstj

shown lying in its hollow in the last three of these drawings. Dark streaks are shown north

of the North Equatorial Belt in Drawings 1, 2, 4, 5, and 6. They were quite a feature of the

planet in 1917.

comets of long period

away from the very

eccentric ellipses they

formerly traversed to

ellipses more nearly

approaching circles

and requiring short

periods of revolution.

The average of about

forty comets is six

and a half years.

Their greatest dis-

tance from the Sun
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?&y] \
T. I'\ K Phklhpi

JTTPITER, IDM). NOVEMHER AT i4h G M.T
This (Irnwiiip shows the complete di'^appoaraiur of the Houthern i)ortKm of the South
Equatorial Belt and the Red Sjtot Hollow The riuht-h.in I portion of the peculiar elongated

marking in the South Tropical Reyioii is the Red Spot, which l>ec{ime more plaijily visil»le

as its surround juy*' f ide<l awav

nearly corresponds with

his orbital position, so

that he sometimes ap-

proaches quite near cer-

tain of these bodies, as

their orbits are of small

inclination. The posi-

tions and periods of the

corned s of short period in

the Solar System are sig-

nificant and eminently

suggestive that Jupiter

was mainly and materially

rt* sponsible for their

present curie)iis distribu-

tion

.

Tliis gn'at orb moving

around his e)rbit through

the ages would naturally

nearly encounter many
conieds and meteoric sys-

tems, and by oft-repeated

action would ultimately

elraw tli(‘m into tluj n(»w

orbits which they pursue

to-day. Manycircumstances

agree in suggesting this

conclusion, and in support-

ing its actuality, though

it is not universally ac-

cepted.

The Jovian Comets are

of little inclination, tlu*ir

aphelion distances agree

nearly with that of Ju-

piter's orbit, and their

motions are direct. In

fact, if we look at a plan of

the Solar System which

includes the known periodi-

cal comets we cannot bm
recei\'e the decided im-

pression that Jupiter’s ac-

tion has been very largely

responsible for the exten-

sive family of those re-

volving in short periods.

Among those whose

persevering study of the

surlace markings of Jupiter

UfUamna </yj [r. M. K,

JI’PITICR, 1920, FEBRUARY 13, AT 12h. 40m, G.M.T.

In the early part of 1920 we saw the Rre:it revival of the South Equatorial Belt, the Red
Spot Hollow, and the South Tropical Disturbance. The developments about this time were

quite startling; in their suddenness, and it was difficult to reo>gni&e the same features

after the lapse of but two or three days only. The drawing gives on idea of the number
of white and dark spcjts which marked the restoration of the belt.
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has greatly contributed to

our knowledge during the

last half century may be

mentioned A. Stanley

Williams, Schmidt, Pro-

fessor Hough, Dr. Terby,

Major Molesworth, Gled-

hill, Kev, T. E. R. Phil-

lips, and many others

ha\’e engaged in the work.

We are now acquainted

vith the general aspect

of the planet and have

a good idea of his visible

phenomena as displayed

in the markings. Moles-

worth at Ceylon obtained

tens of thousands of tran-

sits of these abundant

features and deduced the •

rates of rotation for some

hundreds of them of

different character situ-

ated in vanoiis latitudes

on the disc. Phillips has also devoted liiins(‘If to the study during a long series of years with an ability

and devotion only equalled by liis success. Thus it may safely be said that since the Great Red Spot

became so j-rorninent about fifty j’cars ago, we have acquired pretty complete and reliable records

of Jovian objects.

These will be valuable, and especially so at

a future time, when combined with further data

of similar kind, for the more advanced investiga-

tion of Jovian surface phenomena. The recur-

rence of certain spots in particular latitudes

may be proved and we may find to what extent

similar rates of motion are repeated. Cycles

of changes may become evident. It is only

by lengthy and continuous effort at succeeding

oppositions that our knowledge can be much
enhanced. The earlier observers of Jupiter

apparently did not recognise the necessity of

thoroughness and frequency in watching the

very plentiful detail displayed on the disc. The

work is certainly one of great magnitude, and a

man engaged on this planet must expect that all

his energies and his whole time will be absorbed

in the pursuit. He will find it possible to take

more than 100 transits of spots during a single

night, and that more than 200 different markings

may claim his attention during one and the

same opposition.

Dfaunng by] l -^ . L. K. i hdltp\,

JUPITER, 1923, MAY 1, AT 12h. 30m. G.M.T.

A portion of the Red Spot Hollow is seen on the left ;
and

extending from this, across the disc, is jUie South Tropical

Disturbance as a series of rather faint irregularities. Note the

bright rift in the North Equatorial Belt.

Splendour of the Heavens

hrau\ngby\ [T- -R- Phillip*.

JUPITER, 1022, APRIE 4, AT llh. Iftm. G.M.T.

In the drawhig there is a curious dark marking projecting into the Equatorial Zone from

the northern edge of the South Equatorial Belt, and this marking exhibited an abnormally

slow rate of motion for its latitude.



Draw*H(^ uyi £. M, Antontadt.

JUPITER, 1911, MAY 22, AT lOh. 7m. C.M.T.

This beautiful drawing, by one of the most accurate astronomicjil draftsmen of our time, was made with the aid of the tliirly-two-

and-three-quartcr inch telescope of the Meudon Observatory, which is the largest refractor in Europe. It pives an excellent

idea of the general appearance of the planet, as seen in a powerful instrument. Like all other planetary drawings, it is puniosely

executed on a large scale to facilitate reproduction, and it should be viewetl from u distance of five or six feet to obtain an Idea

of the approximate apparent size of the planet as seen in the telescope.
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Photo]

JIJI’ITICK, 18UJ, OCTOliJCK 1:2.

[Liek Observatory.

This photojin'aph was taken at a time when the Keel Spot wtw far more conspicuous
than it has been in recent years. Its rcdiKiis also caused it to be more prominent

photographically than visually.

The two planetary objects

which are the most diversified

and attractive for telescopic

study are Mars and Jupiter.

Mars apparently displays

lineaments which form the ma-
terial surface of the planet,

while Jupiter’s visible features

arc merely atmospheric.

The Satellites of Jupiter .

—

The telescope had only been

recently invented when, in

January 1610
,
Galileo dis-

covered four moons attending-

on the planet. This success

was one of the very first

achievements obtained by an

instrument which proved re-

sponsible in later years for

nearly all the great advances

made in Astronomy. Its

powers have extended the
capacity of natural vision a

thousand fold, and it has

enabled us to perceive myriads

of objects and phenomena
which were utterly beyond the scope of the unaided vision, Galileo announced his early

discoveries to a rather sceptical world. The newly found moons of Jupiter were disputed,

and Galileo had some difficulty in getting satisfactory corroboration. He lived in an age of

superstition.

A list is hen* given of the nine discovered satellites, and there may be others not yet detected.

The four discovered by Galileo are considerably brighter than the oth(*rs and are visible in a field-glass

or small tele.scope. The remainder are quite in a different class in regard to size and visibility, and their

observation needs powerful m<*ans.

No. as

.scovered.

No. in
Star

magnitude

1

Distance

from Ju])iter.

Mean distance.
Period of Sidereal

Itevolution.
Discoverer, Year.

__
Miles. D. H. M.

V 1 13 112, .TOO 0 11 57^ Barnard 1892
I 2 64 261,000 1 18 27i Galileo 1010

11 3 6i 415,000 3 13 13^ Galileo 1610
in 4 6 004,000 ' 7 3 42i Galileo 1010
IV 5 7

i 1,107,000 1 10 10 32 1 Galileo 1010
VI 0 14

'

7,110,000 250 14 40 Perrine
!

1904
VII 7 i7i

;

7,390,000 1 2G0 1 21 Perrine 1905
vni H IS 14,040,000

1

738 21 30 Melotte 190S
IX 9 isi i 14,940,000

i

1

745 0 0 Nicholson 1914

The four satellites discovered by Galileo were named lo, Europa, Ganymede, andCallisto, by Simon
Marius, who claimed to have independently discovered them in December 1609 at about the same
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period as Galileo. The others have not yet received distinctive names, but are known by Roman
numbers applied in the order of their date of discovery. Though the ten satellites of Saturn were
never lacking in titles yet the Jovian moons have been neglected in this respect. This might be
considered a very curious irregularity in astronomical nomenclature, but it is explained by the fact

that Simon Marius, who named four of the satellites, was regarded as a fraudulent claimant to their

discovery, and it was considered that the adoption of his names might be thought an admission of

his as.serted priority. In recent years, however, the names have been coming into such frecpient

June 12, lOh Om GMT July Hi 81i JOm OMT
h. M Afifoniadt] [Memoir^ of /{ 1 A.

JUPITER JN 1911

These drawings, mafle with the^thirty-two-and three-quarter inch refractor of the Meurlon Ol)servatory, give a good itlea of the

complexities of Jovian detail as revealed by powerful instruments ;
indeed, it is a common experience among observers of

Jupiter to see far more detail than can possibly be recorded in the short time allowed by the planet's rapid rotation It will

be noted that, in this year at least, the Southern Hemisphere showed signs nf far greater activity ttiati the Northern

23
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5

w

N
E. E, Jiarnard] \/’'rom M.N., R.A.S,

TRANSIT OK JUKITKR'S FIRST SATELLITE
AND ITS SHADOW.

The first and second Satellites appear as bright
discs when seen projected against the darker belts

of J upiter. With powerful telescopes a white band
has often been observed crossing the disc of the
K'irst {Satellite, as shown in the illustration abovtf.

use that their general adoption appears imminent. And
it will be an innovation of a desired kind when the other

satellites are dignifted by the application of specific titles.

It may be mentioned here as a singular fact that, though

the four known satellites of Uranus have received names,

the solitary moon of Neptune is still a nameless orb.

Galileo's moons are to be reckoned among the principal

objects to be observed by the amateur astronomer. They
provide a number of interesting configurations from night

to night and their relative positions change from hour to

hour. They are usually placed nearly in a line with the

directions of the belts and the planet’s equator. Sometimes

three may be on the west side and one on the east ; at

other times the distribution may be equal or possibly

they may all be placed on one side at the same time. One
or more of them may b(‘ eclips(;d in the shadow of the

planet or occulted behind his globe, or in transit across the disc of its primary and situated between the

Earth and planet. On such occasions wc may perceive the shadows of the satellites as black spots in

transit. 'I'liese j)henomena are exc(dlently visible with moderate means. When a satellite begins its

transit it is setui on the edge of Jupiter’s disc as a brilliant spot, but it is gradually transformed as it

moves well on to the disc into a dark spot. This applies specially to the third and fourth satellites,

and is sometimes true of the first satellite, but the second satellite seems to possess greater reflective

power than the others. Its shadow when projected on Jupiter’s surface has been stated to be of a

chocolate colour and is not nearly so black as the other shadows.

Tlie velocity of light was first measured by Romer in 1675 from observations of the eclipses of the

satellites, for it was found that these phenomena occurred sometimes earlier and sometimes later than

predicted, the difl'er(‘nce b(jing attributable to the varying length of path traversed by the light of the

satellites, according as the Earth was nearer to or farther from them. Romer erroneously deduced a

value of twenty-two minutes for the extreme difference, and the true size of the Earth's orbit was in

his time imperfectly known. However, his observations and data were sufheient to show that the

velocity of light was of the order of 200,000 miles per second. The true value is now known to be

186,325 miles per stjcond, and light crosses the Earth’s orbit in sixteen minutes and thirty-seven seconds.

Spots have been observed on some of the satellites, and especially on the third, which is much
the largest, and has a real

'SO’ 270' 3Go“ diameter of about 3,550 miles.

Dawes saw the markings on this

satellite in 1840, and Lassell and
others since his time have also

recognised them, Barnard dis-

covered what appeared to be a

dark equatorial belt on the fourth

satellite, and thought it might be

duple, but this has not been con-

firmed. Oval forms have also

been attributed to the satellites

by various observers. Innes,

Phillips and others have made
observations, especially of the

third and largest satellite, which

suggest that, like our Moon, it

OBSERVATIONS OF THE THIRD SATELLITE OF JUPITER.
Probably in consequence of shadings on its surface, the Third Satellite of

Jupiter usually appears slighUy elongated. In the diagram the direction (or

position angle) of the largest diameter is plotted against the place of the

Satellite in its orbit, reckoned in degrees from superior geocentric conjunction,
when it is behind the planet. It will be seen that the changes are

83^tematic, from which we may conclude, as has been suggested by Innes and
others, that, approximately at any rate, the Satellite turns the same face to

Jupiter as our Moon does to the Earth. No elongation is seen between 220^* and 300^.



ECI^IPSES AND TRANSITS OF JUPITl^R’S SATEIyI<ITES,
The orbits of Jupiter’s larger Satellites lie so nearly in the same plane as the Earth’s path round the Sun that most (and often
all) of them appear to us to pass at each revolution both in front of and behind their primary. In the former case they are
•aid to be in ” transit,” and at such times each throws a little round black shadow on the bright surface of the planet. These
shadows appear in advance of, close to, or behind each Satellite, according to the relative positions of the Sun, Earth, and Jupiter.
When on the other side of Jupiter, the Satellites are plunged into his great cone of shadow and become invisible by eclipse. It
will be seen from the diagram that they may also be hidden from us by the body of Jupiter, though not in his ahad'^w

They are then said to be ” occulted.”
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7 J R, Phillips and W U *^tea!enson\ [Johrital of D A ,Au

ji’piti:k’vS third saticlditk in tkanwSit
S^Udlites m transit often apjHfiir of an abnoniml shapt*, and thin is due to the
combined effect of markinj^s on their surfates and the general tone of those

parts of the planet against which they are seen The transit depicted atxive

occurred on U)J7, October 1, and the sketcht‘s marked 2 and 3 (each by a
diflercnt obscrvci) show the mai kings on the Satellite responsible for the

appearances shown in 4, 5, and 0 Sketch No 1 represents the shadow of

tht Satellite

rotates on its axis in the same
time as that in which it revolves

in its orbit, so that it turns always

the same face to the planet. Oc-

casionallv the four brighter satellites

have been invisible at the same time,

being either in transit or hidden in

('( Iipse or uccultation. This was the

case in November, 1(>81
;
May 23,

18d2
; September 27, 1843 ;

August

21, 1S()7
;
and on several subse^quent

dates.

The (iiicslion as to whether any
of the satellites ean be distinguished

with the iiiKiid(‘d eye has been much
debated. The instances of affirma-

tive testimony are pretty numerous
and appear to be reliable, but some
scepticism still exists on tlie point.

It is argued that tlu' moons are so

iK'cii to the planet that tliey are

involvt'd in his rays, and morc'uver,

being of small magnitude, must be overcome by the light of their primary. When, however, the third

and fourth satellite are near their elongations and on the same side of the planet, it is sometimes

possible for a

keen - sighted

person to ob-

tain glimpses

of them as

one. No doubt

a few of the

observiTs who
claim to have

performed the

feat have been

victimised by
illusion or

imagination,

l)ut it seems

quite within

the powers of

the human
eye.

Shado^^b of the* Satellites
Ococ'eiitric position of the

Satclli/'es
vSUadowii of the Satellite?.

Gcocuitrlc pohition of the
Satellites

TRANSITS or SATliLLirrS AND 'i HKIR SHADOWS, 18fi7, AUGUST 21 {i'empil)

When, as sometimes happens, more than one satellite* it seen in transit at one time, a very striking
spectacle is afforded The shadows are alwa>t prominent, though of slightly differing size and sharpness,
but the satellites themselves are not always easily d stiiiguished Apart from their real differences o
surface brightneS'*, they are affected in their apj'earantc by contrast with the portion of the planet (light

or dusky) against which they are seen
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SATURN.

By P. H. Hepburn, LL.B., F.R.A.S.

Passing beyond Jupiter, the next planet in order from the Sun, and at nearly twice the distance,
IS Saturn. This is the most distant of those planets that are readily visible to the naked eye. and
(« a rule) the faintest m lustre, besides being the slowest in apparent as weU as real movement round
the Sun. Jupiter takes nearly twelve years to complete its circuit of the heavens

; Saturn nearly
thirty. ’

The ancients recognised that Saturn was the most distant planet known to them. They endowed
him, in the jargon of Astrology, with the attributes we still speak of as " Saturnine ”

; dulness, sluggish-
ness and morose malevolence. I'or his symbol they chose the lustreless and heavy metal lead. The

® 3 1 4 2 f) 6

From**ita$urn ana tts ^yMturn, ' t/y j\, /t, rroLWfj lay uttM ptfrmtmon oj t kaUa &
SATURN AND ITS SYSTEM.

The upper part of this diagram shows an imaginary telescopic view of the planet, with its rings and the eight inner satellites.

The latter can be identified by the numbers in the margin. The lower part shows the rings and satellite orbits to scale. The
names of the satellites and their distances from Saturn in miles arc as follows :

—

1. Mimas 117,000 2. Enceladus 167,000 3. Tethys 186,000 4. Dione 238,000
6. Rhea 332,000 0. Titan 771,000 7 Hyperion 934,000 8. lapetus 2,225,000

The distance of the ninth satellite “ Phoebe ” is 8,096,000 miles.

contrast with the reality is striking. Far from being heavy and leadlike, Saturn is the lightest in

substance among the planets. Instead of sluggishness being his attribute, we find his surface conditions

even more turbulent than those of Jupiter, while the telescope discloses this dull and lustreless planet

as perhaps the most purely beautiful object in inanimate nature.

In many respects Saturn presents well marked analogies to Jupiter. In each case wc have a vast

globe, flattened at the poles, and in very rapid rotation. Saturn is but little less in diameter than

Jupiter, and somewhat more bulging at the equator. Jupiter has a large family of satellites, so has

Saturn. So far, the planets are alike
;
now we come to the great point of difference. In the case of

Saturn we have also to contemplate the mysterious and beautiful ring system, which has no analogue



Mar^ Barth. Venus. Mercury. 1 28456 78
From ** Saturn and Us Systam,** by K A Proctor] [By ktnd pcrmmton of Messrs Chatto & IVindtst.

SATURN AND ITS RINGS.
Three ideal views of Saturn as seen in a very powerful telescope, at the phases of minimum and maximum opening of the
rings, and an intermediate phase The indination of Saturn's axis to its orbit'plane is 26° 40' ii, but owing to the indlnation of

the planet’s orbit to the edlptic the mdmation of the planet’s axis as seen from the Barth is sometimes as much as 27° 18'.

This is the position shown in the lower diagram Bncke’s Division in ring A is not usually seen as such a hard line as here

represented The teality of the Divisions shown between rings B and C and in ring C is very dubious Below are shown the
relative siases of Mars, the Barth, Venus and Mercury on the left, and conjectural dimensions of the satellites on the right.
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in the system of Jupiter, and indeed is absolutely unique so far as our limited knowledge extends.
A good deal of what we have been told about Jupiter and his satellites is probably applicable to
Saturn, and we may infer from the analogy of Jupiter much that we cannot observe. W’c may,
therefore, in dealing with the globe and satellites content ourselves for the most part with pointing
out such differences as we can perceive, dealing more fully with the planet ‘s unique appendage.

If we compare Saturn with the Earth, we find a curious numerical coincidence which is quite
accidental, but may perhaps be mentioned as an aid to memory. In round figures, the distance of

S atum from the Sun is nine and a half times the Earth’s, his mean diameter is a little less than nine

a nd a half times the Earth's and his mass ninety-five times the Earth’s.

SATURN AND THE EARTH RELATIX H DIMENSIO.NS
The following are the approximate dimensions of Saturn; Equatorial diameter, 7r>,JU0 miks

,
Polar diamcUr,

67,200 miles System ; Over-all span of rings, 169,000 miles ;
breadth of seiKirate rings-* *A, 10,100 miles

,
B, 16,000

miles ;
C, 9,800 miles. Cassini's Division is about 1,700 miles in width and the gap between the planet and ring C about

8,800 miln. These dimensions correspond to the measures used in the ephemendes Cassini’s Division and ring C are

probably somewhat wider than as stated

The relation between the figures for diameter and mass brings us to the most striking physical

characteristic of the planet, the exceeding lightness of his substance. For if the diameter of Saturn

were exactly nine and a half times the Earth's, the volume of Saturn would he 850 times the Earth’s

(the actual figure is about 760 times) and if the two planets were made of matter of the same density,

the mass as well as the volume of Saturn would exceed the Earth's in the same proportion. But the

mass of Saturn is only ninety-five times that of the Earth instead of 760 times, so that the stuff of which

Saturn is made is only about one-eighth as dense as the Earth's substance.
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Drawing hy] r. E, R. PhiUips.

SATURN, JANUARY, 1011.

This drawing shows Ktickc’s Division among other features. The author remarks of it :
" It was never dark like Cassini’s

Division, but appeared like a delicate pencil shading. I do not think this feature is illusory, though it is evidently not a real
division and is probably inconstant.” The shadow of the outer edge of ring A is seen on the ball.

Saturn is, in fact, about thirty per cent, lighter than water, and indeed it is lighter than any known
solid except the rare metal lithium. Of ordinary earth-stuff we find nothing that is so light as Saturn,

not even the spongy rock called pumice which floats on water. The only familiar solid inorganic

substance that is less dense than the substance of Saturn is new-fallen, unpacked snow, and a snowball

not too tightly squeezed might be made to approximate pretty closely to the average consistency of

this planet. We speak of average consistency," but it must not be forgotten that the stuff deep
down in Saturn must be considerably denser than his average which makes the density near his visible

surface so much the less.

This state of things presents a great puzzle. Of what sort of stuff can Saturn be made ? No really

satisfactory answer has ever been given to this question, which indeed has hardly been seriously

tackled. The most generally accepted explanation is that in great part, at all events, Saturn is not

solid at all, but a heated mass of gas. On this hypothesis the planet is, in fact, sunlike, though not so

fiercely hot as the Sun, and what we sec is the upper surface of the non-luminous vapours floating

above the incandescent gaseous interior. The behaviour of the satellites lends support to the suggestion

that a considerable part of the mass of Saturn is strongly condensed towards his centre. If this is the

true explanation, we would like to know, in addition, why Saturn is so considerably lighter, bulk for

bulk, than Jupiter, to whom similar considerations must be supposed to apply. Jupiter is twice as

dense as Saturn.

The relation between speed of rotation and equatorial bulge is significant in this connection. Other
things being equal, the faster a planet rotates the greater will be the bulge. Now Jupiter, with a diameter

of 88,700 miles, rotates in about nine hours fifty minutes. Saturn, with a diameter of 75,100 miles, in

about ten hours fifteen minutes. So that the equatorial speed of rotation of Jupiter is over 28,300
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miles an hour, that of Saturn only 22,000 miles an hour. And yet the equatorial bulge, the fraction

of itself by which the equatorial exceeds the polar diameter, is one-fifteenth in the case of Jup.ter;

it is one-tenth, fifty per cent, more, in the case of Saturn.

In contradiction to the heat hypothesis, it has been recently suggested on physical grounds that

Saturn, Jupiter and the other outer planets must be colder than the interior planets, and if this is so,

the matter is more mysterious than ever. Some evidence that the real globe of Saturn is smaller thaiu

we see and that he is surrounded by a very deep atmosphere, may perhaps be found in recent obser-

vations by Instructor Captain Ainslie and Mr. Knight of the passage of Saturn over a star. Both

the disappearance of the star behind the limb of the planet and its subsequent re-appearance were slow

and gradual, and took a length of time estimated in minutes, instead of being instantaneous as we

should expect. We should, however, perhaps be wrong to attach too much importance to this

observation.

Whether Saturn has a solid surface or not, it is certain that what we see is not solid, but the upper

surface of clouds of some sort—either floating in the planet's atmosphere or supported by radiant

forces due to internal heat. We need not, however, suppose that these clouds are necessarily formed

of water or ice, as are the clouds that float in our own atmosphere. As in the case of Jupiter, this visible

surface is diversified by shifting belts and occasionally by spots. Since, however, Saturn, owing to his

greater distance from the Sun, is much less strongly illuminated than Jupiter, and owing to his greater

distance from the Earth is seen on a considerably smaller scale, very little detail can be made out

beyond the broadest general outlines. In fact, on only about half a dozen occasions have spots been

seen which could be “ held " by observers of ordinary acuteness of vision so as to enable the rotation

period of the planet to be determined.

The first such observation was made by Herschel in 1793, and from it he deduced a rotation period

of ten hours sixteen minutes, showing a velocity of rotation not quite* so rapid as Jupiter's. Subse-

quent observations of a similar nature indicate that as in the case of Jupiter (and also of the Sun)

By pifmiss^on of
SATURN, JULY 2, 1894

[E. E. Bama/rd.

A drawiiig made at the great telcaoope of the I.lck Otwervatory. The otMerver remark, I «>ly dtawa ’'^t 1

with certainty. It Is true the picture appears abnormally devoid of details when compared with drawmgs made with some of

^ the smaller tdescopea. I am satisfied, however, to let it remain so.
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there are different rates of rotation in different latitudes. These differences are in Saturn's case even
more marked than in Jupiter's, implying surface currents of something like 900 miles an hour. At
Saturn’s great distance from the Sun, it is very difficult to see how the solar energy can be sufficient

to create these great movements, and we seem driven again to the hypothesis of internal heat to

explain them.

^ Pictures of Saturn often show more diversity of marking than the description we have given above
would imply. We must remember, however, that the detail shown in these pictures is, generally

speaking, only glimpsed at moments of the most perfect seeing, and then only by exceptionally keen-

eyed observers. In attempting to draw such detail it is necessary to exaggerate contrast very greatly.

The colours shown in illustrations of Saturn are often but little exaggerated. There are moments,
though they are rare, when the delicate tints of Saturn present a spectacle of amazing beauty.

By ptrmtsston of ie.i4.5.] [£, £. Barnard.
SATURN, JITI,Y ^ 1898.

\nother of Bamfird’s maKiiificcnt drawings, made at the \erkes forty-inch refractor. The author remarks :
“ I have never

seen the planet better, nor have I seen so much detail upon it before, lliere seems to be a dusky shading where Hneke’s
Division is usually shown." This drawing (like the last) is of great value as showing what a prc'eminently skilled observer,

using the most powerful refractor in existence, could see on an exceptionally favourable occasion.

The satellites of Saturn form a system not less interesting than Jupiter’s. Jupiter has four large

satellites, one small, and four which we may call minute. In Saturn's case, we have three comparable
with Jupiter’s greater satellites

;
namely Titan, which is considerably larger than our Moon

;
and

Rhea and lapetus, each of which may be about a thousand miles in diameter. We have next a series

of five of what we may call moderate size, ranging from 800 or 900 miles to 200 or less. Then we know
of one very distant minute satellite of the same order of size as the four outer satellites of Jupiter.

This body, to which the name " Phoebe ” has been given, was observed by W. H. Pickering (on a

photograph) in 1898. It is computed to be about fifty miles in diameter. If Saturn were no farther

off than Jupiter, we should doubtless be able to see more of these little bodies. Indeed the discovery

of another one was actually announced by Pickering soon after that of Phoebe, but its existence has

not been satisfactorily confirmed. Except in the case of Titan, the dimensions we have given for
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the satellites arc highly conjectural, as owing to their great

distance they are too small for direct measurement.
»' ' When the motion of Phoebe was studied by its discoverer,

a surprise developed. He found that this motion was
“ retrograde/' and therefore in contrary direction to those of

the inner satellites and of the planet’s own rotation. A
similar state of things exists with regard to the outermost

satellites of Jupiter, but they were not discovered until later.

It is curious that Saturn, whose rings furnished a hint which

probably had a great deal to do with the formation of Laplace’s

celebrated “ Nebular Hypothesis,” should be the first planet

to deal a shrewd blow to that hypothesis by exhibiting

contrary motions of revolution in one and the same system.

From the regular variations of light of some, if not all, of the satellites of Saturn, it is believed that

they always turn the same face to their primary, as does our own Moon. This is very noticeable in the

case of lapetus, the outermost of the eight large satellites
;
so noticeable that Huyghens, by whom this

satellite was discovered in 1671, was even at that early date able to observe the fact and to suggest the

reason. There is reason to believe that some of the smaller satellite's of Saturn, or at any rate Mimas

the nearest, are even lighter in substance than the planet itself. They are also remarkable for their

high “ albedo ” or whiteness (see page 104) which would seem to be comparable with that of snow.

Owing to their small size, we cannot, as in the case of the planet itself, suppose that they are expanded

by internal heat, or that they are cloud covered—bodies so small could not retain atmospheies. It

appears to the present writer, as a possibility worth consideration, that these satellites may Ix' composed

of ice, or perhaps to some extent of loosely packed snow or some similar substance. It seems ilu‘ only

way of accounting for their lightness and whiteness.

Let us now pass to consideration of the wonderful ring system which is the distinguishing feature

of this planet. The general aspect is probably familiar to everyone', whether he has looki'd through

a telescope or not. A small telewScope shows Saturn encircled by “a fhit ring nowlu're toinhing the

planet," to use the words of

Huyghens,who first observed the

true nature of this appendage.

A good three-inch telescope

shows in addition a fine black

line traced round the surface of

the ring, suggesting that there

are, in fact, not one but two

rings, one within the other.

Cassini in the Seventeenth Cen-

tury was the first to call atten-

tion to this line and it is called

after him " Cassini's Division."

A similar line can be seen when

the other face of the ring is

turned toward us, but it was left

to Herschel more than 100 years

after the discovery to establish

by exact measurement that the

two lines are really one, and,

in fact, represent a real division

andnot merely surfacemarkings.

The upper part of this diagram shows roughly the aspect of Saturn in 1610. Galileo's

telescope was sufficiently powerful to Show the broad extremities of the ring ellipse

but not the narrow parts nearer the planet. His interpretation of what he saw—

a

triple planet—is shown beneath.

[7« n. Ctustni.

AN EARLY DRAWING OF SATURN.
This sketch of Cassini’s, which is dated 1676,

is of interest as being the first published

drawing which shows the great " Division

in the ring.
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A more powerful telescope shows us clearly that the two rings (usually called
" A ” and " B,”

A being the exterior of the two) are not uniform in brightness
; B is brighter than A and the

outer region of B (which is the brightest portion of the Saturnian system) is brighter than the inner

region It also shows us another marvel. Within ring B is a third ring of fairylike delicacy, and
tran.sparent, so that the edge of the planet can be seen through it. It is beautifully represented in the
illustration on page 362. It is called ring C, or, from its filmy transparency, the " crape ring.”

This ring is easy to see in quite small telescopes as a dark shading where it crosses the planet, and is,

in fact, clearly shown in .some of Herschel’s drawings. The German astronomer Galle was the first to

recognise this ring in 1838, but his observation very curiously remained unnoticed and the discovery
of the crape ring as such is usually attributed to the American Bond and our own Dawes in I860.

The history of this ring is a curious example of how a phenomenon may stare astronomers in the face

DRAWINGS OF SATURN.
Sketches made by divers early observers of the seventeenth century before the true nature of the ring was perceived by
Huyghens. These drawijngs are interesting as showing the capacities of the early telescopes before the discovery of the
achromatic principle. With the modem achromatic three-inch telescope the true figure of the ring is immediately apparent.
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By ptfmmion of R,A.S*] [/ M AtUomadu
SATURN, JUNE AND JUEY, 1899

Showing the rings at their greatest opening Besides Rncke’s Division in ilng A a well marked "division ” was obssorved

in ring B Both " divisions " are drawn as fine lines, but as in the case of the canals of Mars, some doubt ni.iv lx* iilt iis to

whether these objects are really of this nature The drawing shows irregularities (rarely observed) in ring \

and yet remain undetected. In the winter of 1907-1908 certain observers thought that they had

detected a very faint dusky ring exterior to ring A, but its actual existence cannot be considered as

established.

Cassini’s Division is always obvious and its nature is undoubted. Other similar mat kings have

occasionally been observed in all the rings, some oi which possibly represent real, though not necessarily

permanent, divisions. The least difficult of these and the one most often perceived is “ Mne ke’s
"

Division, in ring A. It may be, however, that the so-called division is really a mere dilference of

shade as it appears in some of our illustrations. We have already seen, when dealing with Mar^, that

what to some eyes appears to be the boundary of a shading, is seen by others as a fine line. Some of the

keenest-sighted astronomers, using instruments of every size up to the most powerful refractors in

existence, have but seldom perceived more than a doubtful indication of Encke's Division.

Before we pass to the question of the physical constitution of the ring system, .t will be usc'ful to

consider for a moment its changes of aspect. Ever since telescopic observation of Saturn began, the

planet has been in the habit of springing surprises on astronomers. I'hc first observer, Galileo, found

that the planet seemed to be triple—a big globe in the middle and what looked like a little globe on

each side. This astonished him, and he was still more astonished ratlicr more than a year later, when

he looked at the planet again and found that the two smaller globes had vanished. “ Has Saturn then,”

he said, " devoured his own children?
”

To understand what has happened it is well to make a rough model (see page 360) whidi may

be done as follows -

Cut out a circular piece of stiff cardboard six inches in diameter. Spx'ar it on the small blade of a

pocket knife wedged open to an angle of about twenty-seven degrees. Open the other blade fully and

stick it vertically in a block of wood, which prop up on a table in the middle of the room until it is at

the same level as the eye. Find the position where the cardboard disc is seen exactly edgewise as in (1)

;

then on proceeding round the room, still keeping the eye at the same level, the disc will be seen in

the several positions (2), (3), (4) and so on, until we return to (1).
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During half this circuit, we shall see the top side of the disc, say the north side, and during the

other half, the under, or south side. At two pgsitions the disc will be seen edgewise and if it were very

thin, it would vanish. At two others, it will be seen at maximum opening.

Of course, in reality, the observer does not go round Saturn
;
Saturn goes round the observer. But

the result is precisely the same, in either case, and it is easier to walk round the model than to cause

the model to walk round us.

A m6re elaborate but even more instructive model may be made with a tennis ball, three knitting

needles and a cardboard ring. The ring should be cut out to scale with the ball according to the dimen-

sions given later. By treating this model in the same way as we did the disc, we shall reproduce the

actual phases of the planet as illustrated on page 103.

DeuRtt by [P. H, HtpbttffK

MODEly TO SHOW THE PHASES OP THE RING.
This model and its uses are explained on page 365. (The artist has inserted an orange, which is perhaps an improvement.)
Ti e diagram in the lower part of the illustration should be compared with that of the actual phases of the planet appearing

on page 103.

Now we can see what puzzled Galileo. When he looked first, the phase of ring was as in the upper

part of the diagram on page 364 which his imperfect telescope showed as in the lower part of the

same diagram. On the second occasion the ring was viewed nearly edgeways, and being very thin he

could not see it at all. Since the period of revolution of Saturn is nearly thirty years the ring is viewed

edgeways at intervals of fourteen or fifteen years. The last occasion was the winter of 1920-1921.

Now the ring is so exceedingly thin and so exceedingly flat that for a short time about these periods

of “ disappearance no telescope will show it. This is a very striking circumstance when we consider

its vast dimensions. Its span is roughly 170,000 miles, and its breadth from the outer edge of ring

A to the inner edge of ring C 38,000 miles, and yet its thickness can hardly exceed fifty miles

and may be very considerably less.
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For some 200 years after its discovery, the ring system
was generally supposed to be a continuous sheet of solid
matter

; though as early as the beginning of the Eighteenth
Century, it was suggested that it might be a cloud of small
bodies. About the end of the Eighteenth Century, the
great mathematician Laplace investigated the problem of
the stability of solid rings encircling a planet. He found,
firstly, that a ring, if it is to persist, without falling in on to
the planet, must be in rotation round it. Secondly, that
the breadth of such a ring, if it is not to be disrupted under
the strains to which it is subject, must be very narrow.
The two rings of which at that time Saturn’s appendage
appeared to be composed wore much too broad for his theory.

Therefon^ he supposed that they must each be made up of

a large number of thinner rings separated by divisions

analogous to Cassini’s Division, but too narrow to be per-

ceived by the telescopes of his day. He further suggested

that even such narrow rotating rings would be disrupted

unless they were eccentrically ])la(‘ed with regard to the

planet and also uneciually weighted in different parts of

their circumference. This very artificial theoretical system

held the field for over fifty years. Doubtless it derived some
support from the observation from lime to time of real or

supposed divisions in the two main rings.

Pierce, an American mathematician, then showed that

the rings must be very considerably narrower than Laplace

required. A little later, in 1S57, the English mathematician,

Clerk Maxwell, took up the whole investigation

afresh. He proved conclusively that any con-

tinuous solid rings, however narrow, would go

to pieces ; and that it would not help if the

rings were fluid, for they, too, would be unstable.

No alternative was left but to discard altogether

the idea that the rings were continuous sheets of

matter. They could only be flights of small

bodies, so small as not to be broken up under

the strains to which they are subjected on account

of their nearness to the planet.

We know as the result of these investigations

that the rings of Saturn are made up of dis-

continuous small particles. We do not know

certainly the size of these particles except that

they are very much smaller than the bodies

we usually speak of as “ satellites.*' There are,

however, reasons for believing that they are

very small indeed, perhaps not larger than the

microscopical particles or droplets of which

terrestrial clouds are made. It has even been

suggested that the rings may not be composed

l£. £. Barnard.

PHOTOGRAPH OP SATURN, NOVEMBER 19, 1911.

The first really gocxl photograph of the planet, taken with the

sixty’inch Mt. Wilson reflector. Four exposures, each of about

ten to twelve seconds, api>caf on the same plate. This illustra-

tion should be compared with the enlarged copy on the succeed-

ing page. It may also be compared with Mr. Phillips' drawing

(page 300) made in January of the same year.

From " General Aslrmiomy " by H. Spencer Jones]
[iby permission of Messrs, Ed, Arnold & Co.

SPECTKOSCOPIC PROOF OF THU
ROTATION OF THR RING,

Diagram indicating the nature of the spectro-

scopic proof both that the ring rotates and that

it docs not rotate as a solid ring but os a cloud of

separate bodies. If the ring did not rotate the

lines a h and c d would not be inclined. If the

rings rotated in one piece, so that the velocity

diminished from the outside edge, inwards, the

inclination of the lines a b and c d would l>e in

the same direction as that of the line A B.
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Drauiftf; by\ fP. Hepburn,

EXT.ARGED DRAWING OF SATURN FROM PROFESSOR BARNARD’S PHOTOGRAPH OF N0VF;MBER 10, 1911.

This drawing enables the features shown in the photograph on the preceding page to l>e studied more eonveniently. The

crape ring is clearly visible where it crosses the planet, but is too faint to sht)w in the space on each side of the btUl The

outline of the globe is visible through ring A. No shadows appear since the planet was within ten days of opposition.

of ordinary atomic matter at all, but that they are a film of “ ionised molecules,’’ analogous perhaps

to the streams of electrons believed to be shot out from the Sun, but this is perhaps going a little

too far.

Whatever their size, each such particle must be thought of as revolving round Saturn as an indepen-

dent minute satellite, at the proper rate corresponding to its distance from the centre of the mass of

the planet. There is, however, a point about minute bodies that must not be forgotten. They would

not move precisely like the comparatively heavy numbers of the Solar System with which we are more

familiar, under the law of gravitation alone, but they would also be subject to forces arising from

radiation pressure which in the case of such bodies might possibly produce more powerful effects than

gravitation.

That the particles forming the ring revolve round Saturn is certain, but such revolution cannot be

visually observed, since the rings presi'iit no irregularities that can be followed with the tele-scope. It is

true that Herschel thought he had detected a bright point in the ring which appeared first on one side

of the planet and then on the other, and he deduced from it a rotation period of ten hours thirty-two

minutes, which corresponds to the gravitational period of revolution of a particle near the outer edge

of ring B. It is probable, however, that what he saw was a certain optical phenomenon which has often

since been observed, and which is not attributable to rotation of the ring. The fact not only of rotation,

but of differential rates of rotation such as arc required by gravitational theory has, however, been

beautifully confirmed by spectroscopic observations dependent on the “ Doppler ” principle, explained

at page 06.

Besides the dynamical proof that the rings are not continuous but are made up of small bodies,

their insubstantial nature appears from other considerations. In the first place, they have no appre-

ciable mass—Hermann Struve, the Russian astronomer, found as the result of his long investigation of

the motions of the satellites, completed some thirty years ago, that if the mass of the rings was as large

as one-twenty-seven- thousandth of the mass of Saturn, its effect would be apparent in disturbance of

such motions. This is an outside limit ; the real mass of the rings is probably very much less than the

figure stated.

Again, it has already been mentioned that the inner ring C is transparent, and recent obser-

vations have shown that this applies to the two outer rings also, though in a less marked degree. Near
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the times when the plane of the ring passes through the Earth and the ring is therefore seen edgeways,

there is an interval, usually of some weeks, before the plane passes between the Earth and the Sun.

(The passages of the plane through Earth and Sun are not simultaneous owing to the fact that the orbit

plane of Saturn is slightly inclined to that of the Earth.) When this happens, one face of the ring is

illuminated by the Sun while the other face is presented to the Earth. At such times the ring does not

become invisible, but can be dimly seen by sunlight which has penetrated through it, notwithstanding

that the illumination is very oblique, so that the rays of sunlight illuminating the underside of the

ring have penetrated through a depth of ring substance equal to twenty or thirty times the thickness

of its cross section.

On several photographs of Saturn made in recent years tht' globe of the planet can be perceived

through the outer ring. This was first perceived in the photograph (taken in 1911 by the late Professor

Barnard with the sixty-inch reflector at Mount Wilson) which figures as one of our illustrations, and of

which the drawing on page 368 is an enlarged copy. On two recent occasions when Saturn in his motion

has “ occulted “ or passed in front of faint telescopic stars, such stars have been seen shining through the

substance of the rings. On the earlier occasion (February 0, 1917) the star escaped occultation by

ring B, but was clearly seen shining through ring A. On the second occasion (March 14, 1920)

three observers watching the planet together, perceived the star to remain shining with comparatively

little diminution of lustre, not only through ring A but through the densest part of ring B.

The fact is the more remarkable if we bear in mind that owing to the very oblique presentation of the

ring at the date of the observation, the ray of light from the star had to pass through a depth of ring

matter equal to about eight times the thickness of its cross section.

A very remarkable fact about the ring is the high albedo or reflecting power of its brighter

TWO VIKWS OF SATUKN.

of" ^ «r “
towards the Earth and the ring is invisible In both views the shadow of the whole of the ring system can be st.ii.

24
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regions (see the discussion of albedo

on pages 104, 107). We read in those

pages that the average albedo of

Saturn is very high. Naturally, the

albedo of the brightest regions of

Saturn is higher still. But the

brightest regions of the ring are

brighter than the brightest regions of

Saturn. It is generally assumed
that the rings are composed of

meteoric matter, but whiteness such

as this seems to the prt‘sent writer

to be inconsistent with this SUppo- By permission of n a [llger.

sition. Such meteoric matter as outijne of the planet’s shadow on ring.

,, , ,
Portions of the three rings nn* shown where they pass behind the limb of

comes our way is usually very dark the planet The “ peaks ” in the shadow at the edge of the rings are

in colour. Something dazzlingly illustnitums of the optiail phenomenon known as “ the black drop.” The
.. . . ii.L narrowness of the shadow at the brightest parts of the rings is due to

WlUte IS required, and, though there “irradiation ” Probably all these phenomena are of the nature of opticfd

are difficulties, the writer would illusions.

suggest that the ring may perhaps be of analogous constitution to that of the high filmy clouds

composed of minute ice crystals which we call cirrus or “ Mare's Tails." We cannot, of course,

think of such clouds as floating in an atmosphere, like our terrestrial clouds, but must suppose each

separate minute particle to be pursuing an orbit in space round the planet like any ordinary satellite.

Viewing the ring as made up of myriads of small bodies pursuing their several orbits round Saturn,

we may find a possible reason for the existence of Cassini's Division, and perhaps also for some of

the other " divisions " already mentioned. The zone of asteroids lying between Jupiter and Mars
has, as we have already been told, certain gaps which are devoid of these small planets, It was shown
by Kirkwood that these gaps correspond to distances from the Sun at which a planet would have a

period of revolution bearing a

definite simple proportion to the

period of Jupiter, for instance one-

half of Jupiter's period, or two-

thirds.

The idea is that planets whose

periods bear such relations to that

of Jupiter would at frequently

recurring intervals in the same part

of their orbit, be at their nearest

points to Jupiter and so would get

a constantly recurring push in one

particular direction. The case is

analogous to that of a swing. If

wc give a comparatively slight push

to a swing at a particular point of its

rhythmical " orbit " every time it

gets to that point, we soon set up

SATURN NEAR THE DATE OF ” DISAPPEARANCE ” OF THE RINGS with Very slight effort a Very
Dmwlng nmde at the Greenwich twenty-eight-inch ^e^^ctor Nov^ber 16, considerable alteration in the motion
1920, about nine days after the plane of the ring passed through the Earth. The
unilluminated face of the ring is presented to the Earth and is seen faintly by of fhe swing.

WMiUght penetrating through the ring. Dr. Steavenson says " It has been Now it is found that Cassini’s
impossible to reproduce exacUy the delicacy of the shadings in the rings; the ... * ^

contrasts are necessarily much exaggerated " Division IS at a distance from Satum
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where the period of a particle would be exactly one- half that of Mimas and it happens also that relations

of a similar character with the periods of certain of the other satellites, are also found near this distance.

The theory is that any particle that happened to be in that place, or that managed somehow to

get there, could not stay there but would be pushed either inwards or outwards. There would result

therefore a space which was continually being swept clear of particles. The theory is attractive, but

the problem of motion of

bodies under such circumstances

is exceedingly complicated and

“ Kirkwood’s Law ” as applied

to the ring system of Saturn

cannot be said to be definitely

established as a complete or

sufficient explanation of the

phenomena. Other dynamical

hypotheses have recently been

advanced to account for the

same phenomena.

If we look at any of the

illustrations of Saturn, we shall

see that the planet casts its

shadow on the ring and some

of them show the shadow cast

by the ring on the planet.

These shadows greatly add to

the beauty of the planet as seen

in the telescope. Since the

Earth is never very far out

of the line joining the Sun and

Saturn, these shadows arc,

generally speaking, almost en-

tirely hidden by the object

casting them. We are, how-

ever, usually in a position to

sec one edge or the other of the

shadow of the ball on the ring,

and it is so seen in all but one

of our illustrations. The out-

line of this shadow often shows

curious irregularities,which have

been considered by some to

indicate that the surface of the

rings is not flat. It is probable,

however, that these irregu-

larities are not real and that they

can be explained as optical

effects due to the differences in

brightness of the different re-

gions of the ring and of the

limb of the planet. Even the

photographic plate is not

SATURN NEAR THE DATJ*: OF “ DISAPPEARANCir’ OF THE RINGS.

Drawinff made at the Yerkes telescope Novemlnjr 25, 1907, the unillumiimted fa^K “esented to the F^rth, Two bright ,mtche» (seen al>o ‘n ^
Stcavenson's drawing) appear on each side of the planet. Tnic lower

that these patches correspond in position with the Cassini Division and the crape

rinc They are probably due to the bright illumination of particles lying m or near

to these thin places in the ring system.
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immune from these illusive effects. It will be noticed from a study of Professor Barnard's photograph
and the drawing made from it that there seems to be a peaked shadow visible on both sides of the

planet at once which is, of course, geometrically impossible. This photographic effect is not diff cult

of explanation, and it is indeed quite analogous to the similar effect produced on the eye.

With regard to the ring shadow, we would expect to sec sometimes that of the outer edge of the

system, and sometimes that of the inner edge. As a matter of fact, it is as a rule only the foimer,

the shadow of the outer edge of ring A, that we see. That of the inner edge of ring B, when one

might expect it to be visible, is confused

with the trace of the crape ring across the

planet. I'he crape ring itself casts no per-

ceptible shadow. The fact that the shadow
of ring A when visible appears black may be

thought inconsistent with what has been

stated about the diaphanous nature of the

rings —but there is no doubt as to the latter

fact, and the blackness of the shadow must
be attributed to contrast. At certain times

near the “ disappearance " of the rings, when
they are seen edgewise, the shadow of the

whole ring system can be seen clear of the

ring itself, crossing the planet near its

equator as a fine black line.

Over large regions of the planet the Sun

suffers eclipse by the ring for months or

even years at a time and some commiseration

has been wasted on the non-existent inhabi-

tants of the probably non-existent solid

surface of Saturn who may be supposed to

dwell in those regions. Owing to the trans-

parency of the rings, it vseems, howe'ver,

that the Sun would shine through the

densest part of the system with but little

diminution of light.

Why has Saturn a ring, alone among the

heavenly bodies within reach of our tele-

scopes ? Here is another question to which

no answer in the least satisfactory has ever

,
been given. It was shown about the year

Hy kxni ptrmi^Sion of] {The Oh smaiory Mabating i t* i -r^ i .1 i

PROFiissoR li. R, BARNARD. ^ French mathematical

A great planetary observer, besides having carried out tnagnificctil
pr^fcsSOr, that within a Certain distance from

practical work in other fields of astrunoniy. His principal visual any planet (which distance, in the case of
observations were made with the world’s jjreatcst refractors, the 1 , 4... 4.u«observations were made with the world’s jjreatcst refractors, the 4-,. 4.u^
Ihirty-six-inch at Teick and the forty-inch at Yerkes Many of

corresponds pretty nearly to the

the illustrations of this work are copies of his photographs or outsidc circumference of the ring ttvstem) no
drawings lie died February 0. 19:13

Considerable Satellite can exist, because it

must b(‘ disrupt(‘(l by the strains to which it is subjected. But this negative fact gets us no nearer

to the answer to the positive (jucstion : Why, in the case of Saturn, is the space that no satellite can

occupy, filled by a ring ?

Perhaps the phenomenon may not be so rare as it seems to us. After all, we only know of four

bodies (Saturn included) which have physical characteristics in the least like those of the ringed

planet. Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune form a class by themselves for size, lightness of texture,



THE RING AS SEEN FROM SATURN
Two imaginary views of the rings aa they would appear from the surface of Saturn, about midnight, at different seasons.

The upper drawing corresponds with the season shown on the bird’s-eye view (see page 376) The surface of ^tura is

represented as a sea of clouds. From large polar zones of Saturn no T>art of the iing syst cm can ever be seen Probably, if we

could transport ourselves to the view point of these sketches, the outlines of the ring would be nothing like so hard as they are

here represented.
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and rapid rotation. Compared with

the other members of the Solar

System they are swollen bladders.

The satellites of these planets, too,

seem to be made of something

different from earth stuff, they arc

abnormally white and abnormally

light of substance. Planets and

satellites alike present seeming

paradoxes—the ring that one of

them has is hardly a greater

paradox. We can see millions of

stars, hundreds of thousands of

nebulee, hundreds of small planets,

but only four bodies like Saturn

and, except in the possible case of

an extra Neptunian planet, it does

not seem very likely that we ever

shall see any more. One cannot

but feel that a satisfactory physical

theory that would account for the

peculiarities of Saturn and his

satellites and particularly for his

ring would be a great step towards

the understanding of the cosmo-

gony and course of evolution of

the Solar System.

CHAPTER IX.

THE FRONTIERS OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM,

By Rev. T. E. R. Phillips, M.A., F.R.A.S.

Down to the latter part of the Eighteenth Century Saturn was supposed to be the most distant

of the planets, and, if we neglect the comets, its orbit marked the frontiers of the territory

over which the Sun^s sway was known to extend. Strictly speaking we cannot thus treat

the comets, as there is reason to suppose that they may, so far from being mere visitors who have

come to us from more distant parts of space, be just as truly members of our Solar System as the planets.

They will, however, be dealt with in the following chapter, and we shall now limit our attention to

the boundaries of the Sun's system of attendant planets.

As above stated, the ancients and, indeed, astronomers generally down to well within a century

and a half ago, knew of no planet more distant than Saturn, which revolves round the Sun at a

distance of about 886 million miles. Indeed, the discovery of another planet outside the orbit of

Saturn was so little anticipated that when a strange body was found by William Herschcl in 1781,

it was at first announced that he had discovered a new comet ! When, however, it was demonstrated

to be a planet, the discovery was naturally hailed as one of startling character and of prime importance.

It was in science what the discovery of America was in the affairs of the old world ;
indeed, it rather

more than quadrupled the area covered by the Sun's planetary dominions regarded as a plane ; and

in recognition of the discovery Herschel received Knighthood and a pension from His Majesty King

George the Third.

*\

BIRD’S-EYE VIEW OF SATURN AND RINGS.

A view of the planet and rinR system as seen from a point immediately over one

of its poles. The shadow of the planet on the ring is delineated as it would appear

about a year before or after the summer solstice of the hemisphere shown,

the ring as seen from the hearth l>cinj{ nearly at its m*iximum opening-
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Probably some of Hcrschel’s other achievements are to be regarded as of even greater intrinsic

importance than tliis one—we shall see later that he laid the foundations of various departments of

astronomical research which in recent years have been astonishingly fruitful—but the discovery of

a new planet was one which appealed in a unique way to men’s imagination. It was a thing without

a parallel in historic times.

It was on the night of March 13, 1781, when Herschel was making observations at Bath with a

seven* inch reflecting telescope, that a suspicious looking objdct passed through the field of his

telescope. Any ordinary observer would have taken it for just a star and let it go, as had indeed

been done several times in the case of this very object before, but not so Herschel ! He was using

at the time, he tells us, a

magnifying power of 227 dia-

meters
;
and he recognised at

once that, whereas the fixed
"

stars appear almost as points of

light, this object had a per-

ceptible disc. After applying

much higher powers and finding

that its diameter appeared pro-

portionately increased, he came

to the conclusion that it could

not be a star ;
and in the fol-

lowing words, taken from his

statement which was com-

municated to the Royal Society,

he announced his discovery of

a supposed comet :
“ On Tues-

day, the 13th of March, be-

f

I,

tween ten and eleven in the

evening, while I was examining

the small stars in the neigh-

bourhood of H Geminorum, I

perceived one that appeared

visibly larger than the rest

;

being struck with its uncommon
magnitude, I compared it to H
Geminorum and the small star

in the quartile between Auriga

and Gemini, and finding it to

be so much larger than either

of them suspected it to be a

comet,”

So little, indeed, was such a

thing as the discovery of a new

planet anticipated, that some

time elapsed before its real

nature was even suspected, and

Photo by\ W- P’

HERSCHEIf’S HOUSE AT BATH.

It was from the back garden of this house (the one with the flying curtains) that

Herschel discovered Uranus with one of his home*made seven-inch reflectors on

March 13, 1781. A tablet commemorating the event can be seen affixed to the front

of the house.

several months passed before

it was established that what

Herschel had discovered was a

hitherto unknown world revolv-
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ing round the Sun outside the orbit of Saturn and at about twice the distance of that body. Naturally,
Herschel felt that to him belonged the right of naming the new planet, and in a letter to Sir W. Banks
President of the Royal Society, he gave it the name '' Georgium Sidus ” (the Georgian Star) in honour
of his royal patron. Some confusion followed. The French astronomer, Lalande, pro.iosed thename Herschel, and this appellation was adopted for some years in France and (>ven in England, while
Bode, returning to classical usage, suggested the name I’ranus—that of the oldest of the gods- as being
most suitable. In the English Nautical Almanack the planet was styled 7 he r;<org;<j« between 1791
and the edition for 1851, but from this date onwards the name Uraiuis has boon iti general use

The mean distance of Uranus from the Sun is 1,782,800,000 miles, and a revolution in its orbit
occupies eighty-four years. Its dkmeter is about 31,000 miles, and tlianks partly to a high albedo,
even exceeding that of Jupiter, it is just visible to unaided vision under favourable conditions,
notwithstanding that it receives rather less than

ji*,, of the light falling on the Earth,

URANUS AND THE EARTH.
The diameter of Uranus is nearly four times that of the Earth, or ^’lose on 3i,000 miles. He is nineteen times as far from the
Sun os the Earth is, so that he receives about 360 times less light. His surface, however, is highly reflective and this fact helps
to make him just visible to the naked eye from the Earth. He takes eighty-four years to complete one circuit rouml the Sun

In a powerful telescope Uranus appears as a sea-green, slightly flattened disc about four seconds

of arc in diameter. Some observers have recorded the appearance of faint bands or b(‘lts, and

especially a white streak across the centre. A curious circumstance, howtjver, is tliat these bands

have not always been drawn in the same direction
;

whereas if tliey are to be taken as

indicating the direction of rotation, they should agree substantially with the plane of the orbits of

the satellites. The markings are, however, very faint, and it is difficult to make certain of the

precise details of features only just within the limit of vision. The density of the planet, deduced from

the revolutions of the satellites and the diameter of Uranus, is very much the same as that of

Jupiter, and the planet is probably in a somewhat similar physical state. The spectrum shows some

heavy dark bands cutting out much of the red end, and to this is due the greenish colour of the disc.

The absorption-bands may be taken as indicative of a somewhat dense atmosphere, but their exact

identification is perhaps not quite certain.

Considering the practical difficulty in securing precise observation of an object like Uranus, we
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need not be surprised that there is still

some uncertainty about its rotation

period. Some years ago the late Pro-

fessor Lowell and Dr. Slipher obtained

by spectroscopic observations, based on
the Doppler principle, the value of ten

hours forty-five minutes. Later, Mr.

Leon Campbell, at Harvard, in making
photometric observations of Uranus for

the purpose of finding whether or not

any changes occurred in the Sun's light

discovered variations in the light of

Uranus in a period that agreed well with

the result obtained by Lowell and
Slipher. Such light variations might

easily be due to inequalities in the

brightness of the planet's disc, caused,

perhaps, by an outbreak of spots, com-
bined with axial rotation, and it is

probable that the results obtained are

very nearly correct.

The satellites are* four in number,

and bear the names Ariel, Umbriel,

Titania, and Oberon, Ariel being the

nearest to the planet. Sir William

Herschcl discovered Oberon and Titania

a few years after his discovery of

Uranus. Ariel and Umbriel were discovered by Lassell, in 1851. They are exceedingly small and
faint. But the most interesting point in connection with the satellites is the inclination of the plane

in which they revolve. Reckoned in the usual way, this is more than a right angle—actually 97®’8—so

that projected on the plane of the ecliptic the motion is retrograde.

Dramni by\ [W. St*av§n$on.

URANUS.
Uranus appears as a very small disc even In a large telescope, so that little

detail can be made out on his surface Taint markings, however, apparenUy
resembling those of Jupiter and Saturn, have occasionally been seen.
The above drawing was made under good conditions with a ten-inch
telescope, in September, 101 S. It shows a broad white asone between

two dusky belts.

by] Lie. L*
MARKINGS ON URANUS.

The above drawings, made with a ten-inch refractor and powers from 500 to 700, show how the bright central stripe,^or zone,

occasionally observed on Uranus, appears to change its position on the disc. In the first two views (1016, September 6 and 7),

it appeared to be parallel in direction to the plane of the satellite orbits, but in the third (1016, September 0) it seemed to be
inclined to them as much as twenty-five to thirty degrees.
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As already stated, the area known to be covered by the planetary system was greatly extended
by William Herschers discovery of Uranus, but we now have to consider the remarkable and thrilling

story of a yet further extension of the boundaries of that system. In many respects the discovery

to be recounted was of a totally different character from that of Uranus. It depended primarily,

not on the acute vision of a skilful observer—indeed, the part played in it by the telescojie was
entirely a subordinate one—nor did chance or good fortune have very much to do with it except,

perhaps, in the final stages, but it was more than anything else a triumph of mathematical reasoning.

It has been already stated that, before Uranus travelled across the field of Herschel’s telescope

and was at once recogmsed by Inm as something different from a star, it had been observed and
recorded, without, however, anything unusual being noted Nearly a century earlier, viz , in 1090,

as well as in 1712 and 1715, Flamsteed, the first Astronomer Royal, had observed it and determined

its position. Later, it was observed by Le Monnier, Bradley and Mayer— all of them good observers.

These men had, accordingly, had the opportunity of making a startling discovery The prize had

FIGURE OF THE GLOBE OF URANUS
Uranus, like Jupiter and Saturn, is appreciably flattened at its poles and ih an oblate spheroid This is due to rapid lotatioii

on his axis, the period of which is about ten and three quaiter hours This flattcnniR of the poles is not always visible from

the Earth Thus, in the first of the figures above, the planet’s axis is pointing nearly towards us, and his outline, tonsrquently

appears all but ciicular

actually been within their hands, but they had let it go
,
they had missed their chance, and it was

reserved for the acuteness of Herschel to gather what they had lost ^

But the older determinations of position were of value nevertheless When the planetary nature

of the new object was established it was at once recognised that they should enable the “ elements
"

of its orbit to be derived with great accuracy. It is obviously easuT to find the dimensions of a circle

from a large arc of its circumference than from a very small one, and similarly it was felt that the

arc of the orbit of Uranus traversed smee Flamsteed’s first observation ought to give the elements

of its elliptical path with great exactness The orbit was accordingly worked out with much care,

but it was found impossible to fit all the observations with the degree* of accuracy expected And

however the elements were varied so as to make the discrepancu*s between theory and observation

as small as possible, the planet soon began to wander away from the track predicted for it. As a

matter of fact, so hop>eless did the problem gradually become that when drawing up fresh tables in

1820 Alexis Bouvard discarded the older observations altogether, and based his computations solely

on observations of the planct^s position obtained since its discovery by Herschel* As we now know,
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the discrepancies were by no means wholly due to inaccuracies in the old observations and it was soon

found that the planet was wandering away even from the new path that was laid down for it. It

is true that the errors, as judged by ordinary standards, were small
;
indeed, such as would be quite

imperceptible to the naked eye even after the lapse of some years, but by 1844 the discrepancy had

increased to two minutes of arc, i.e., about one-sixteenth of the Moon's apparent diameter, or about

two and a half times the diameter of Jupiter at opposition—an error much in excess of anything that

might have been expected. Of course, every allowance was made for the disturbing effect of the

other planets, especially Jupiter and Saturn. As already explained in earlier chapters, the various

bodies of the Solar System, in accordance with Newton’s Law of Gravitation, mutually perturb one

another, and some of these perturbations are considerable. After, however, making full allowance

for all such known effects, the outstanding discrepancies referred to still remained to be accounted

for, and the idea gradually took

shape that they might be ex-

plained on the hypothesis of some
as yet unknown planet, still more
distant than Uranus, disturbing

the motion of the latter.

The inverse problem of finding

the disturbing body from the

observed perturbations was a

difficult one. It required mathe-

matical skill of a high order as well

as an accurate scries of observa-

tions for its solution. The latter

were fortunately available, and
shortly before the middle of the

last century two young men, quite

independently and quite unknown
to each other, resolved to attack

the problem.

One of these was J. C. Adams,
of St. John’s College, Cambridge,

and it is recorded in a memo-
crem Asironomy /of AU.' j [j/y permns.on of Messrs, i^assell 6- Co., Ltd. ranJum Icft by him that in thC

THE SATELLITES OF URANUS.
Uranus is attended by at least four satellites, and more lirn’c been suspected.
The four definitely known are, from the planet outward®, named Ariel, Umbtiel,
Titania, and Oberon. They arc among the faintest objects known to us in the
Solar System and require a very large tdesrope for their successful observation.

They appear as mere t>oints of light at such an enormous distance.

summer of 1841 he formed a

design to investigate, as soon as

he had taken his degree, the

irregularities in the motion of

Uranus which were as yet un-
accounted for in order to find whether they might be attributed to the action of an undiscovered
planet beyond it, and, if possible, thence to determine the elements of its orbit, etc., approximately*
which would probably lead to its discovery." This resolve Adams carried out. His first solution

was obtained in the long vacation of 1843, and several others followed, so earnestly and enthusiastically

did he labour at the problem he had taken up. In September, 1845, at the instigation of Professor

Challis, of Cambridge, he called at the Royal Observatory, Greenwich, to see Airy, the Astronomer
Royal. Unfortunately, Airy was not at home. He called again a few weeks later, and once more
missed seeing him. This time, it seems. Airy was at home but at dinner, and the butler, unwilling that

his master should be disturbed, sent Adams away. The latter did, however, leave a paper containing

the elements he had derived for the supposed disturbing planet outside Uranus, and other details.

This communication Airy acknowledged by letter and at the same time asked a question which
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1^ he then considered a crucial

I \ one, viz,, whether the assumed

jinjf perturbation would explain the

considerable error in the radius

ORBIT OF ^ vccioT of Urunus. Unfortun-
^ ately, Adams made no reply to

this cpiestion. He was naturally

\ # of a shy and diffident disposi-

\ If tion
;

he was disappointed at

^ M n ^ M . . , I
his failures to see Airy, and

From Astronomy for All. J [By permtsston of Messrs. Lasi,ell 6- ( o., I id

AXES OF URANUS AND THE EARTH. f
Uranus travels round the Sun with his axis of rotation lying jilmost in the plane of

havT considered the latter S

his orbit. In the case of the Earth the two make an angle of sixty-scvcn-nnd-a hnlf lack of confidence ill him, if Iiot

degrees. The figure above shows also (but not to scale) the relation of the satellite
’t-i rff *r t 4l * rinh-

orbits to the axes of the two planets. In the case of Uranus the tilt of the axis is
mulIK n lU e 10 IIU resuils ne

so excessive (more than ninety degrees) that the satellites appear to revolve in Hit* had obtained. Indeed, the
retrograde direction.

question seemed

to Adams so obvious that he perhaps thought Airy was merely trying to evade the matter altogether.

Anyhow he sent no reply, and Airy for the time being took no further action in regard to the problem.

Meanwhile, the unexplained irregularities in the motion of Uranus had attracted the attcuition

of the young French astronomer and mathematician, U. J. J. Lc Verrier, who in the summer of 1846

communicated three important papers to the French Academy dealing with the j)roblt‘m, and in the

last of these he expressed his belief that the planet could be recognised by its disc. On seedng his

preliminary figures Airy was so struck by the general resemblance' which they bore to thos(' di'diiced

earlier by Adams that he considered the time had arrived when a dilig('iit t(‘lcscoi)ic st‘arch should

be made for the disturbing planet. As an illustration of the growing inttTest in the problt'm, it may

From Astronomy for All.”\ [By permission of Messrs. Cas!,ell 6- ( o., I td

AXES OF URANUS AND THE EARTH.
Uranus travels round the Sun with his axis of rotation lying jilmost in the plane of

his orbit. In the case of the Earth the two make an angle of sixty-scvcn-and-u hnlf

degrees. The figure above shows also (but not to scale) the relation of the satellite

orbits to the axes of the two planets. In the case of Uranus the tilt of the axis is

so excessive (more than ninety degrees) that the satellites appear to revolve in ilu*

retrograde direction.

be mentioned that on September 10 of tlu^

same year, at the meeting of the British

Association, held at Southampton, Sir John

Herschel remarked :
“ We see it (i.e., the

planet) as Columbus saw America from the

shores of Spain. Its movements have been

felt trembling along the far-reaching line of

our analysis with a certainty hardly inferior

to that of ocular demonstration.’' How
near at hand that ocular demonstration was

the sequel shows. But to return to our

story : Airy supposed that a large telescope

would be required to reveal the planet, and

in the belief that there was no instrument

at Greenwich adequate for the purpose, he

asked Challis to search for it with the

Northumberland telest^ope at Cambridge, of

which the object glass has a diameter of

eleven and a half inches. Challis agreed to

do so, but as he had no chart of that part

of the sky available he adopted the slow and

laborious method of determining carefully

the positions of the stars in that region down

to the tenth or eleventh magnitude, and

repeating the observations again and again

THE ‘’PUEU" OF NKPTUNli ON URANUS.
The ub}M!?rv<:<I fact that Uranus apprarc*! to be acc€*lcratc<l in his

orbit up to 1822 and thereafter retarded led to the deduction that

the gravitationed “ i)u!l ” of an exterior planet was responsible.

The diagram represents the relative positions of the two planets

at different times, as calculated backward after the actual discovery

of the disturbing planet, Neptune.
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in the knowledge that if the planet were in the field it

would betray itself by its motion.

While Challis was thus engaged, Le Verrier sent his final

results to Dr. Galle, at Berlin, who on September 23, 1846,

received his letter requesting him to direct his telescope

to a point on the ecliptic in the Constellation Aquarius

in about longitude 326^ where he might expect to find

the new planet. It so happened that Galle had ready to

hand a map by Bremiker of that region of the sky, and

that very evening a comparison of the stars in the sky

with the .stars on the map revealed the looked-for stranger!

It thus happened that the credit for the discovery of

the new planet went to Le Verrier and Galle, notwithstand-

ing the fact that Adams was the first to carry through the

mathematical part of the work. The circumstances were

such, however, as naturally to provide the occasion for By fwrnnssion of] [Messrs. Macmvllan & Co,

controversy, and much heated argument ensued. On the john couch adams.

one hand, there were those partisans of Le Verrier who a portrait, taken in later life, of the young

. j Cambridge mathematician who, working on the
were greatly annoyed when claims were put forward on perturbations of Uranus, anticipated T,e Verrier in

behalf of Adams, and on the other, some of the supporters arriving at a elution of the problem, unfortun-
' atcly, a combination of circumstances delayed

the verification of his result, which was afterwards

shown to be very near the truth.

of Adams could scarcely find language strong

enough to express their feelings about Airy and

Challis, especially the former. As a matter of

fact, if Challis had only compared the observa-

tions he had already made in the first half of

August the prize would have been won for

English Astronomy, for twice— on August 4

and again on August 12—he had observed and

recorded the position of the object, and its

motion between the two dates, had he noticed

it, would have disclosed to him its planetary

nature 1

Looking back on this remarkable story from

a distance it is easier, perhaps, for us to form

a just judgment on the events of that time than

was possible for those immediately interested

in them. No doubt Airy can hardly be

regarded as wholly free from blame. He might

have been expected, despite the many and

constant calls on the time of one holding his

position, to have shown more sympathetic

interest in the work of Adams, and it seems

certain that his seeming coldness caused Adams

to refrain from further communication with
U. J. J, IrU VXiJAJX-AriXfL.

Working in complete independence I,c Verrier arrived at a result

almost identical with that already reached by Adams. It was

him. Challis has been greatly blamed for m-

competency. It has been pointed out that he

the news that the great French mathematician was working at ghould have been able tO deal with the matter
the same problem that caused, too late, a revival of interest in j* aj aa* a-ii

the work of Adams and a desire to verify his results. himself Without sending AdamS tO Aliy at all.
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"But Adams himself made a mistake. He apparently suffered from too sensitive and retiring a nature,

and he ought certainly to have replied to the Astronomer Royal's question about the error of the

radius vector. Indeed, it is only fair to mention here that after the apy)earance of his first ])aper to

the French Academy, Airy had put the same question to Le \'errier who sent liim a rejdy during the

next few days.

Of course, the failure of Challis to compare his August observations was a misfortune that

was quite in keeping with Adams’s inability earlier to get into touch with Airy on the occasions

when he called on him at Greenwich. It was, then, as the result of many contributory causes that

England in general and Cambridge in particular lost the technical honour associaU‘d with tlu* disciivery

of the new planet. On the other hand, Lc Verrier was able to carry through his work to its final

conclusion without any of the difficulties

and obstacles which hindered Adams.

Perhaps we may go so far as to say that

it was a piece of. great good luck that

when Le Verrier’s letter arrived Galle

had a map of the particular region of the

sky indicated and, further, that the

planet should have been just within that

area. Actually, it was situated in a part

of the sky which came in the lower left-

hand corner of the map. It might so

easily have been outside it altogether !

It is, perhaps, needless to say that

the two great men specially concerned

took no part in the heated controversy

that was aroused. Wc can imagine that

Adams’s disappointment at the unto-

ward course of events must have been

very great, but he always spoke in the

warmest terms of the great ability and

wonderful achievements of Le Verrier.

After all, really great men may wedl be

indifferent to the measure of praise and

honour accorded them ;
since the thing

that really matters in the history of man's

progress is that discoveries should be

made ; by whom they are made is a

matter of secondary importance, and,

moreover, though mutual jealousies and

the purely personal clement in scientific work may sometimes distort contemporary judgment, the

verdict of posterity is apt to be sound, and in this case the scientific world now accords equal

honour to the brilliant Frenchman and the equally deserving, though kss fortunate*, Englishman,

who independently accomplished so magnificent a piece of work.

In concluding this sketch of a very striking episode in the history of Astronomy it is only fair to

point out that the actual orbit of the new planet—now known as Neptun(*--is very different from

that assigned to it by either Le Verrier or Adams. Of course, some assumptions had to be made in

work of this sort, and both investigators assumed the distance of the disturbing body to be about

twice that of Uranus from the Sun, as suggested by Bode's law. As it happens, this assumption,

which was a perfectly natural and justifiable one in the face of known facts, led them astray. The

value given for the distance of Neptune by Bode's law is nearly tliirty-ninc times the distance of

JOHANN OOTWRIKI) (iAI.MC

Gallc was the first astronomer to observe Neptune with the kiKJWledRe

that it was a planet. The probable position of the latter was ^iven

by Le Verrier, and (‘.alle, aideiJ by u larRC tclese()pe and a «ood star-chart,

was able to identify the planet on the very lust ni^jht >>{ his search.
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the Earth from the Sun, whereas the actual distance is only

thirty times. There were, accordingly, those who went so

far as to assert that the real orbit being so different from the

computed ones, the planet that was found was not the plane

of Adams and Le Verricr at all, and that its discovery was
due to a mere coincidence or happy chance. It is, however,

generally agn^cd that this view of the matter is not quite

fair, since the perturbations in the portion of the orbit

traversed since 1G90, when the planet was first observed by
Flamsteed, though obviously not capable of furnishing

correct elements on the primary assumjition of Adams and
Le Verrier, were nevertheless of such a nature as to indicate

the direction in which the disturbing body should be looked

for. The late Professor Lowell has attributed the successful

NEPTUNE IDENTIFIED.
To the left is a reduced copy- of part of the
chart used by Gallc in his search for Neptune.
To the right is the same portion of the sky as
he actually found it, with Neptxme present as

a “ stranger ” to the region. The small white
cross to.the right marks the place predicted by

lyC Verrier, less than a degree away.

result achieved to the nearness of Neptune and the approximate circularity of its orbit, and adds ;

Neptune turns out to have been most complaisant and to have assisted materially to its own detection.'*

Of Neptune itself comparatively little is known. Its mean distance from the Sun is 2,793,500,000

miles, and the time required for a revolution in its orbit about I64'8 years. Its diameter, according to

Barnard, is about 33,000 miles, so that it appears to be slightly larger than Uranus. Owing to its

distance no definite markings are visible on its surface. It presents in the telescope a greenish disc,

about 2‘G seconds of arc in diameter, and being no brighter than a star of the eighth magnitude, is

much too faint to be visible to the naked eye. As regards its physical condition, Neptune probably bears

Very little has ev. r been seen on Neptune's tlisc, which is faint an<l minute
in all but the largest telescopes Eike Traiius, the planet is greenish in

colour Suspicions of belts, and dusky shadings at the limbs, have been
obtained and a flattening of the polar diameter has been measured. The
rotation periixl is still in iloubt, but is probably of the order of eight to
twelve hours, and thus comparable to those of Urnnus, Saturn, and Jupiter.

some resemblance to the other large

planets, Jupiter, Saturn, and Uranus.

From the periodic time of its satellite

taken in conjunction with the planet's

dimensions we learn that its density is

low, viz., about the same as that of

Jupiter. There are some very strong

absorption bands in the lower part of

its spectrum, similar to but broader than

those of Uranus. Progressive changes

in some of the lines and in one broad

band in the spectra of Jupiter, Saturn,

Uranus, and Neptune arc shown in the

photograph on page 386. The rotation

period of Neptune is still uncertain
; but

in 1883 and again in 1915 Maxwell Hall

deduced the values seven hours fifty-

five minutes and seven hours fifty

minutes six seconds respectively from

observations of temporary variations in

the light of the planet as compared with

that of stars in the same fields. If these

results are correct, it is the shortest

known rotation period in the Solar

System, but the speed of a point on the

planet’s equator will be only about 220

miles per minute as compared with 470

miles per minute in the case of the
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giant planet Jupiter. So far a$ is known, Neptune has but one moon. It was discovered by t nssfiH
within a month of the discovery of Neptune by GaUe. Uke the outer satellite of Saturn, the eighth
and mnth of Jupiter, ^d the four of Uranus, it has a retrograde motion. The inclination of its orbit
to the plane of the ecliptic is 146‘’T or 34*‘9. It has been named Triton, but is more often referred to
Simply as the ” satellite of Neptune/*

Is Neptune really the frontier planet of our system, or are there others still more remote ? At

NEPTUNE AND THE EARTH.
Neptune and Uranus form a pair of apparently simiku planets. The former is slightly the larger of the two, being about
33,000 miles in diameter, or four>and-onc-fiftb times the diameter of the Earth. The diagram above makes Net)tuiic rather

too large. Owing to his great distance from the Sun (thirty times that of the ICorth) he appears as a very dim object, only

visible in a telescope. He takes nearly 165 years to revolve round the vSun.

present the question does not admit of a definite answer. We have already seen that Bode’s law

breaks down at Nepttme, Does this mean that there is no other planet beyond it ? The problem

has naturally received the attention of several astronomers, and it has been approached from more

than one direction. In the chapter on Jupiter, and in the chapter to follow, on Comets, reference

will be found to the fact that in the cases of comets known to return to the neighbourhood of the

Sun periodically, their aphelia the most distant points in their orbits) lie close to the orbits of

the larger planets. Thus Jupiter has associated with him a family of about fifty comets, Saturn has

three, Uranus two, and Neptune seven. It is reasonable, therefore, to conclude that the existence of a

25
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trans-Neptunian planet might be revealed by the discovery of a family of comets whose aphelia lie

outside Neptune's orbit. From an investigation based on these lines, Professor George Forbes, in

the year 1880, concluded that such a planet actually exists, and a subsequent rediscussion of the

problem, with additional data, enabled him (in a paper communicated to the Royal Astronomical

Society in December, 1908) to confirm substantially his earlier results. He was led to the conclusion

that the new planet is about 105 times as distant from the Sun as the Earth, or three and a half times

as remote as Neptune, with a period of nearly 1,100 years. The orbit plane of this hypothetical

planet, however, is inclined to the ecliptic, at an extraordinarily high angle, viz., 62°, which is altogether

different from those of the major planets, and exceeds by some 18° even that of the minor planet

Moon

Juplte*

Satuni

Unnoi

NeptmM

Photo by] [LomU Obstroaiory,

SPECTRA OF THE GIANT PI^ANETS.

The spectra of all the planets are similar to that of the Sun, from which they derive their light ; but in the case of Jupiter,

Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune (especially the last two) there are found, in addition to the fine lines, several broad dark
bands. These must be due to absorption by gases in the atmospheres of these planets, which have not been identified

with certainty.

Pallas ! But perhaps a high inclination in the case of a planet so remote is not utterly improbable.

The orbits of comets which come from a great distance and are possibly composed of outlying

portions of the original nebula of the Solar System, which may well have been spherical, may have

any inclination, so that a high inclination of the orbit of an exceedingly remote planet is not

necessarily at variance with what might have been expected.

But most of those who have attacked the problem of a trans-Neptunian planet have based their

investigations on the perturbations of the orbit of Uranus. It may be asked : why not make use

of the perturbations of the orbit of Neptune ? Obviously, these would be larger in amount, and

would therefore yield more trustworthy results, but unfortunately Neptune has not yet been observed

over a sufficiently large arc of its orbit to render the perturbations certain. Computers have

4000 4800 5000 6200 6000 6000 6400 OgOO 7200 7600
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5r;

accordingly been obliged to fall back upon
the residual perturbations of Uranus, after

the disturbing effects of Neptune—in

addition to those of the other planets—have

been subtracted. This is something like

trying to find Neptune from the disturb-

ances produced by it in the orbit of Saturn,

and the quantities available for discussion

are exceedingly small. According to the

late Dr. Percival Lowell, who in 1915

published a detailed investigation of the

problem based on these lines, the residual

disturbances at no pointexceeded4'5seconds

of arc, as against 133 seconds which Adams
and Le Verrier had to deal with in 1S45 !

Nevertheless, he deduced from them con-

sistent evidence suggesting a planet moving

in an orbit with a radius of about forty-five

times that of the Earth’s. He assigned to

it a mass of the order of one fifty-thousandth

part of the Sun’s mass, and predicted an

apparent disc of over one second of arc in

diameter. Amongst others who have

discussed this interesting problem are 1 odd,

Lau, Lee, W. H. Pickering, and Gaillot, and

between some of the results which have

been deduced there is a fair agreement.

So far, however, all attempts to discover

the supposed planet in the heavens have

failed. No doubt, in the course of time,

when the interval since Neptune’s discovery

has become sufficiently great, its own orbit

will be studied for evidence of the perturbing action of a possible planet yet more remote ;
but

meanwhUe, despite the investigations referred to. the frontiers of the planetary system as known

remain undisturbed. It is. of course, quite likely that the Solar System in its entirety, t.e.. including

any trans-Neptunian planets which remain to be discovered, and the comets, has a diameter which

exceeds many times that of Neptune’s orbit, and yet the distance of its remotest parts is small

compared with that separating the Sun from its nearest neighbours amongst the stars. Indeed, m
great is this intervening space that the solar beams, though travelling with a spec o over ,

miles per second, require years to traverse it. How these distances are determined will be explained

later, but meanwhile it may be of interest, in closing this chapter on the Frontiers of the Solar System

to give a simple illustration of the scale of the system and of the gap separating it from the nearest

stars. If we take a globe one foot in diameter to represent the Sun. a shot onc-ninth inch in d'^inet^

at a distance of thirty-six yards will do for the Earth. A small marble at a distance of nearly l.KM)

yards wUl then serve for Neptune, but for the star Proxtma Centaun—'^o far as we know the Sun s

nearest neighbour amongst the stars-we must obtain a small globe and place it on some spot no less

than some 5,300 miles away !

From '* KnowliUgi,*'

WIIJ4AM l^ASvSiai..

This famous English anmlcur observed at I,ivert>ool, with reflectors

of two and four feet aperture, in the middle of the Nineteenth Century.

Hib observations were mainly of the fainter celestial objects, and he

discovered the first satellite of Uranus and the satellite of Neptune.

He also detected (simultsmeously with bond) the seventh satellite of

Saturn.
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CHAPTER X.

COMETS.

By a, C. D. Crommelin, B.A., D,Sc., F.R.A.S.

T
here is probably no part of Astronomy that appeals so much to the general public as that

which is concerned with Comets. In all ages they have excited intense interest, though formerly

this was mixed up with a large amount of not unnatural apprehension ; their long tails and

rapid motion suggested close proximity to the Earth, and it was almost universally believed in Europe

in the Middle Ages that they were luminous appearances in our own atmosphere, so that it was a

short step to the supposition that they brought pestilences and other evils to mankind. It was one

of Tycho's useful achievements to prove, by careful observations made simultaneously at two distant

stations, that Comets were at least several times as far away as the Moon, so that they must rank not

as terrestrial but as celestial bodies. The
previous misconception as to their nature had
the bad effect of making people attach very

little importance to noting the exact track of

Comets among the stars, so that the Euro-

pean records for the times preceding Tycho
are extremely meagre from the point of view

of orbit computation. And yet a philosopher

of the First Century, the famous Seneca, had

made the remarkable prediction, " Some day

there will arise a man who will demonstrate

in what regions of the heavens the Comets

take their way ; why they journey so far

apart from the other planets ; what their

size, their nature."' These words remained a

dead letter for 1,500 years, and then received

a complete fulfilment in the discovery of the

law of gravitation, which made it possible to

trace the long paths of Comets and in some
cases to foretell their return.

Fortunately in China and Japan much
more attention was paid to fixing the exact

paths of Comets through the constellations.

This work is none the less useful to us

from the fact that it was not wholly in-

spired by zeal for pure science
; it was believed that each terrestrial kingdom had a celestial repre-

sentative, and that Comets, going like ambassadors from one to another celestial region, might give

useful forecasts of terrestrial events. The different names given to these apparitions are of interest

;

the word '' Comet " means hairy ; it is apt enough when applied to some of these visitants (vide the

illustrations of Morehouse's Comet of 1908) ; an amusing instance is afforded by Vespasian's answer

to his courtiers, who were apprehensive about the Comet of a.d, 79 :
" That hairy star does not threaten

me
; it menaces rather the King of the Parthians ; he is hairy, while I am bald." Other fanciful Greek

names applied to Comets were Xiphias, Lampadias, and Akontias
; implying resemblance to a sword,

a torch, and a javelin
; Halley's Comet was classed as Xiphias in a.d, 66, and as Lampadias in a.d. 630.

On page 416 some old drawings are reproduced, which suggest that the artists gave a good deal of

rein to their fancies.

The Chinese and Japanese used the designation " Besom-Star " for Comets ; Suy Sing in Chinese,

[From ** U

A

HAW^Y'S COMET OVER JERUSALEM, AD. 66

Halley’s Comet appeared in jEumary, 66. It was probably the
sword mentioned by Josephus as standing over Jerusalem (Wars,

Bk. VI, Chap v), shortly before its fall.
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Hahakiboshi in Japanese ;
it may be derived partly from the bundle of streamers forming the Comet's

tail recalling the bundle of twigs in a broom
;
partly by the fancy that the tail swept up the dust in the

constellations, as a broom does that on the floor. The Chinese practice of recording the length of tails

in chih or cubits (somewhat over a foot) recalls the childish usage of measuring celestial distances and

diameters in yards, feet and inches.

Pingr6 in his '' Cometographie " has some vague references to Comets of thousands of years b.c.
;

but the earliest one that rests on contemporary testimony is in 611 b.c., which opens Williams's useful

book on Chinese Comets ’ this went through Pih Tow (our Plough) and may not impossibly have been

Halley's Comet. There are stronger reasons for assuming its identity with the Comet of 467 b.c,,

seen both in Europe and China, and mentioned by Aristotle (“ Meteor.," Book I, Chap, vii), who says

that a stone fell from the sky, and that on the evening of the same day a Comet was seen. Pingre

dismisses the fall of a stone from the sky as a manifest fiction. He wrote in 1783, when the celestial

nature of meteors was unrecognised ;

but with our present knowledge the

association of the fall of the meteor

with a Comet strengthens our con-

jecture that- the Comet was Halley's
;

for it is one of the few Comets that

pass sufficiently near to the Earth's

orbit to give meteor showers ;
Pliny

adds that this meteor fell at Aegos

Potami
;

it was as large as a chariot,

and its surface was burnt ; it was still

shown in his time, which was centuries

later*

We next find an observation of

Halley's Comet in 240 b.c., and from

that time to the present, with the

doubtful exception of 163 b.c., we have

records of its observation at every

return, in most cases in language

implsdng great brilliance.

We have already seen that in the

First Century a.d. Seneca made a fore-

cast which shows that Comets were
uai,u5V’s comrt in

regarded as celestial objects, so that Comet is here seen as a circular object without a tail. It oct^asionuUy

the subsequent view, prevalent in looked like this in 1835. The bright star in the Bull’s JCye is Aldebaran.

t7 i-u j. a.i_ ^ Pleiades are high right of the Comet.
Europe, that they were mere at-

mospheric exhalations was a retrograde step. There is a remarkable passage in the Babylonian

Talmud, quoted in the “ Observatory " (August, 1910), which I give in full :

—

" Two sages of Palestine, Rabbi Gambicl and Rabbi Josue, were making together a sea-voyage.

The first had brought some bread, the second had brought, besides, some flour. When Gambiel had

eaten all his bread, he asked his companion for some flour, saying to him, ‘ You knew that we .should

be a long time on the journey, and so you took the precaution to bring flour.' Josue answered, ‘ There

is a very brilliant star which appears every seventy years and deceives sailors. I thought that perhaps

it would surprise us during our voyage and delay us. That is why I provided myself with flour.

M. Renaudot, discussing this passage, shows that the voyage was made about the time of the visit

of the Parthian prince Tiridates to Rome in a.d. 66, in which year Halley s Comet appeared. There is

therefore quite a plausible case for the assumption that the learned Jews, who kept their records very

carefully, had noted the recurrence of this bright Comet at intervals of about seventy-six years (the
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seventy in the text

may be merely a

round number), and

so knew when to

expect its return. If

this was so, the know-

ledge was subse-

quently lost. And
in any rase the credit

of Halley's achieve-

ment is unshaken.

The true orbit of a

Comet could not be

deduced till the cen-

tral position of the

Sun was known, and

the law of gravita-

tion understood
; th(‘

same Comet, if it
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IIAI,I^EY*S COMET IN lOOfi (FROM THE BAYEUX TAPESTRY).
The left panel shows people gazing in wonder on the Comet, “ Isti mirantur stcllam.” This is the

earliest undoubted delineation of Halley's Comet. Harold’s anxiety is caused by the Comet,
the invasion of Tostig, and the preparations of William, symbolised by the ships.

returns at different
invasion or iosng, ana me prcparaiions oi wimam, symooiisea oy me snips.

times of the year, has an entirely different track in the sky as seen from the Earth
;
a long calculation

is required to deduce its true path round the Sun, and so test whether two Comets were moving in the

same path. This is what Halley did, but any identifications before his time were mere vague

conjectures.

Before passing on to the general consideration of the motion of Comets, there is another remarkable

ancient Comet that deserves mention.

This is the one of 134 b.c., whose appear-

ance led Hipparchus to undertake the

formation of his catalogue of stars.

Most text-books assert that this object

was what we now call a Nova, or the

sudden outburst of a bright orb in the

region of the Fixed Stars. Dr. J. K.

Fotheringham, in a paper read before

the Royal Astronomical Society in

January, 1919, showed clearly that it

was a Comet. It must have been a

remarkable object, its splendour being

compared with that of the Sun, and

it took four hours to rise and set.

This Comet, which is also recorded by
the Chinevsc, preceded the birth of

Mithridates
;

a very similar object,

supposed by the Chinese to be a return

of the same body, was seen fourteen

years later, at the time of his accession.

Several historians have treated these

haeeey’s comet in 1066 as mythical, merely intended to glorify
The appariUon in 1066 <^u»ea great ai^m, from the Comet's brightness Mithridates ;

but they were ignorant of
and rapid motion. It is here shown in the Twms, just after it became an

, . r •

evening star. Castor and Pollux are seen on the left, the corroborative testimony from China.

HALLE /S cor-ii^T

kvt’Mir'q St.af m Iwirib

I, .... ( ,., 1 .

,

I f iru-l'r uti I. t'
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A Comet that led to the formation of the

first star-catalogue must be for ever

memorable.

It seems appropriate to give at this

point, some account of the nature of Comets

and their orbits, beforecontinuing the history

of their appearances. As soon as Kepler

obtained his result that the paths of the

planets round the Sun are slightly flattened

ellipses, it was a natural suggestion that

Comets miglit move in elongated ellipses

or parabolas
;

Hevelius, Borelli, Lower,

Dorfel, all appear to have advanced these

ideas before the publication by Sir Isaac

Newton of the law of gravitation. After

this the matter was no longer one of mere

conjecture, but was capable of exact

demonstration. Newton showed that the

four curves known as conic sections were

all possible forms of orbits under gravita-

tion. These curves can all be seen as

shadows thrown by a round plate on a

white wall, using as small a source of light

as possible, so as to obtain sharp shadows
;
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HAI,I,EY'S COMET IN AUGITST AND vSI^PTEMBER, 1222.

The Comet wa« very brilliant in 1222, the Mf)()n l<K>kinK pale beside
it. It pJissed throuj^h Bootes (the Herdsman), the the Scales

and the Scorpion.

when the whole of the plate is nearer to the wall than the flame, the slutdow is an ellipse, becoming

a circle in particular cases, one of which is when the plane of the ])late is parallel to the wall. If the

outer edge of the plate is just as far from

the wall as the flame, the shadow becomes

a parabola, which is simply an ellipse whose

length has become infinite. If the plate is

moved farther out the shadow becomes a

h5^erbola ; this contains two branches, but

only one appears as a shadow.

The other branch would be formed by

drawing lines from the outer part of the

rim through the flame, and carrying them

on to meet the wall
;

this outer branch

can never be described under the force of

gravitation alone, as that must always

give a curve that is concave, not convex,

to the attracting body ;
but we shall

presently show that the tail-matter gives

evidence of a repulsive force in the Sun,

stronger than gravitation, and the outer

branch of the hyperbola is precisely the

path that would be described by tail par-

ticles (assuming that the repulsive force

resembled gravity in obeying the law of the

inverse square of the distance).

A picture of the hyperbola with its two

HAELEV’S COMET IN 1466.

The Comet appeared in July, 1456. ltd bead was in the Twins, its

tail, 60® long, crossed the Crab and the Eion, The siege of Belgrade

was in progress
;

the Comet is said to have discouraged the Turks
and contributed to their defeat.
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[From “ VAstroftomi$.*'

PATH OF HAI^IyEY’S COMKT IN 1631.

The path of the Comet was under the legs of the Great Bear, and the Hair of Berenice.

The positions were determined by Apian and Fracastor. This was the first apparition used

by Halley.

branches is given on

page 430 ;
as we

pass along the curve

from the vertex, it

becomes straighter and

straighter, and con-

tinually approaches two

lines called asymptotes

(Greek for not falling

together ") so that the

distant parts of the

curve become practi-

cally coincident with

them. In the picture

these lines are at right

angles, but this need

not be the case.

Another applica-

tion of the hyperbola

in Astronomy is in the

study of the bending of light rays by gravitation, which was predicted by Einstein and verified during

recent eclipses.

The parabola is a familiar curve to most people, though they may not know its name
; it is the

course followed by a ball thrown up obliquely, or by the jet of water from a hose or fountain. It may
be drawn on squared paper, by selecting a point as vertex, then measuring various distances to the

right, say, J, 1, IJ, 2, 2J, etc., and measuring the squares of these distances downwards (that is, J, 1,

2i, 4, 6J, etc,) ;
the points thus fixed will lie on the curve, which has a symmetrical portion to the

left of the vertex. It is drawn on page 429 ;
the figure also shows a useful property of the velocity at

any point in a parabolic orbit about the Sun ; it can be split into two equal constant velocities
;
one

at right angles to the

axis, the other at right

angles to the line join-

ing Comet to Sun

;

the two are in the

same direction at the

vertex, and the velo*

city here is greatest ;

the farther we go from

this point the greater

is the angle between the

two directions, and the

smaller the resulting

speed.

It can easily be

deduced from Kepler^s

third law that the speed

of bodies moving in

PATH OF HAEEEY’S COMET IN 1607. circular orbits is in-

The picture shows the path of the Comet through the hiud legs of the Great Bear, the versely as the square
Herdsman, the Serpent, Ophiuchus. The change in the length and direction of the tail is x x • j- x

indicated. This was the second apparition of the Comet used by Halley. root 01 their distance
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from the Sun. The Earth moves eighteen

and a half miles per second
;

at nine times

the distance the speed would be one-third,

or six and one-sixth miles per second
; at

100 times the distance one-tenth, and so on.

Just as there is only one circular speed at any

distance, so there is only one parabolic speed

at any distance, and it is always greater than

the circtilar speed in the same proportion,

which can be shown to be the square root of

two, or 1 ‘414. Thus an increase of the Earth’s

speed by seven and a half miles per second,

making it twenty-six miles, would suffice to

make it move in a parabola, and to carry

it away from the Sun. Similarly all Comets

moving in parabolas have a speed of eighteen

and a half miles per second when at twice

the Earth’s distance from the Sun.

The speed at any point determines at
|

once the character of the orbit and the \ After Hevehus.

period; if the speed is greater than that of a
iiai^i,EY s cc^T in SRPThMBKR, ifl82.

^
• 1 11 .

appearance of the Comet was shorUy after the diseovery of

parabola, the orbit is hyperbolic
;

if less, the X,aw of Gravitation The period of the Comet was determined

elliptic. If a shell were to burst at any point *’5' observations of 1682, combined with 1631 mul 1607. The
.

^ / cunou« curved ray from the head was also seen m 1759 and 1836.

in space and scatter its particles with the

same speed in all directions (less than the parabolic speed) tlie particles would all have the same

period, and would all meet again after one revolution. So we see that if a planet diminishes a

Comet's speed, it shortens its period and brings it back sooner
; Jupiter did this to Halley s Comet

in 1835, the revolution from then to 1910 being the shortest on record.

A bodycoming from agreat distance, with just enough velocity

to start with to avoid falling into the Sun would describe a para-

bola
;
if it had considerable speed to start with, it would describe

a hyperbola ;
in the latter case it would circle once round the Sun,

and then leave

[From Hmmet und F.rde,

HAIylyEY’S COMET IN 1769.

This was the first predicted return of Halley’s or any

other Comet. It was not particularly brilliant in 1769,

but the luminous jet behind the head was seen as in

1682 and 1836.

it for ever. How-
ever, no Comets

with decidedly

hyperbolic or-

bits have been

seen ;
the con-

clusion is that

Comets do not

come from other

solar systems,

but all belong to

the Sun’s family.

The few cases of

a slight ten-

dency to a hy-

perbolic path
can beexplained

By of \
1\ Hollu.

VERIFICATION OF HAEEEY’S
PREDICTION IN 1769.

A French artist (name unknown) depicts an

angel calling Halley from the grave to

witness the fulhlmcnt of the first prediction

of the Comet’s return at a given date.
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by disturbances produced by the planets. These disturbances are often very large, since the elongated

paths of Comets take them across the routes of the planets, and close approaches are not infrequent.

The great majority of Comets move in paths that are practically parabolic. This does not mean

that their orbits really go to infinity, for wc have just seen that they are to be regarded as members of the

Solar System ;
but wc can only observe them for a very small portion of their orbits, and in this region the

departure from a parabola

is in most cases too small to

detect. Further, parabolic

motion is much simpler to

compute than motion in a

long ellipse ; all parabolas

are of the same shape, and

tables have been made
which serve for all cases,

whereas in ellipses separate

tables are needed for] all

values of the eccentricity.

It seems that the vast

extent of the cometary

orbits, which go out to at

least twenty times Nep-

tune's distance from the

Sun, probably much more,

implies one of two things :

either the material forming

the Solar System was once

spread out over this huge

volume of space ; or the

tidal disturbance, which the

planetcsimal hypothesis

sui)poses to have taken

place from the approach of

another star to the Sun, re-

sulted in a distribution of

matter over a space much
wider than the known
planetary orbits. There is

no reason to suppose that a

very large proportion of the

matter went to these dis-

tant regions; for Comets,

though large, are exceed-

ingly tenuous, and pro-

bably the combined mass of

all the Comets ever ob-

[Aft„ cummin, served is much less than
1IAI,I,EY’S COMET. (SIR j. HERSCHEE.) that of the Moon.

1. View of the Comet in Ophiuchus with the naked eye, 1835, October 22. 2. The same
viewed with a telescope of seven feet focal length. 3, 4, 5, 6. Details of the head of the

Comet, 1835 October, 1836 February. The Comet showed remarkable changes from
night to night in the tdcscope. The bright spur behind the nucleus is a recurring feature

of this Comet.

Newton found an able

ally in Halley in the appli-

cation of the law of gravita-
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By permission of]
[L r A.

PHOTOGRAPHIC SEARCH FOR HAI,I,EY’8 COMET AT GREENWICH, IN SEPTEMBER, 1909

Mr Davidson Is here seen taking photographs with the thirty-inch reflecting telescope He looks through toe

which has a cross of spiders’ webs at the focus (see No 3) ; he keeps a selwted star at the cr<^, using .m elMtric 1^
resulates toe rate of toe driving clock. No 4 shows the position of toe plate-holder P, which receives the light fr^ the peat

t^or M. The reproduced negative shows toe Comet in the centre, indicated by two sloping lines It appeared just like a

star, but Its motion between one photcjgraph and the next permitted its identification
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tion to Comets, The latter seems to have hadmore aptitude

for tedious arithmetical calculations than Newton, and he

immediately collected all the observations of the positions

of Comets that he could find ; they extended over the

preceding two centuries and included twenty-four Comets.

In each case a parabolic orbit was assumed in the first

instance, which indeed is still the practice. This was indeed

quite near enough for the Comets that he dealt with ;

nowadays we should be able to say after a month's observa-

tions that a Comet was not moving in a parabola, if its true

period was eighty years, or so. But the observations used

by Halley were much rougher, and this was not possible.

On obtaining the orbits of twenty-four Comets, Halley

compared them, and noticed that three of them, those of

1631, 1607 and 1682, were practically identical, and he

at once suspected that this was the same body returning

at intervals of three-quarters of a century. He hesitated

slightly when he noticed that the first interval was fifteen

months longer than the second
; but he noticed that the

Comet must have passed fairly near to the two great

planets Jupiter and Saturn
;

these bodies influence

each other's periods to a quite appreciable extent, and

1
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From] [Journal of R,A,S, of Canada,

PATH OF IIAI.I.BY^S COMET REFERRED TO FIXED EARTH.
This is a very convenient way of illustrating the motion of the Comet.
It shows for any date its distance from Earth (E) and Sun, and its direction

relative to the Sun. The position for 1909, August, is low right, that for

1910, December, low left. The same curve will serve for other returns,

altering the position of E; its positions for 1682, 1769, 1836, arc shown.
The ix)sition for 1986 will be a little above that for 1769.

From]
f Yerhes Ohurvatory.

harey photographs of HAEEEY’S
COMET, SEPTEMBER, 1909.

The photographs were taken on September 16,

17, 24, 26. The same stars appear on all four
plates. The Comet is indicate by arrows. It

looks exactly like a small star, but its motion
enables us to identify it. The earliest photograph

was taken at Helwan on August 24.

their influence on the Comet would be

much greater, both on account of its

closer approach to them, and because

its greatly elongated orbit {see p, 74)

is far more sensitive to changes of period

than a circular orbit. Halley was quite

correct in this reasoning, which was the

more creditable in that the study of

perturbations was still in its infancy,

and had not been reduced to a system.

He then looked farther back, and was
confirmed in his view by seeing a record

of a Comet that was evidently the same
appearing in the summer of 1456. He
tried to go still farther back, but here he

went astray, and though he made a list

of supposed returns extending ro the

one that marked the birth of Mithri-

dates, he was wrong in every case

before 1456. This does not affect his

credit, as these identifications were only

given as conjectures
; whereas now

the study of planetary perturbations

enables us to make the identifications

certain.

Looking forward, Halley announced



From ** Knowltdgf,**] [By permasion of iht Daily Graphic.**

PATH OF HAWLEY’S COMET AMONG THE CONSTEIJ^ATIONS DURING AUTUMN, 1900.

The Comet was in the western part of the Twins when found. It will always be first seen in this neighbourhood, if found when still

a long way from the Sun. It moved slowly back through the Bull, the Ram, and the Fishes ; it was then stationary, after which it moved
in a forward direction over nearly the same path as before, passing on as an evening star through the Twins, the Crab, and Hydra.
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that the Comet would reappear towards the end of 1758 or beginning of 1769 ; he allowed a

little (not quite enough) for delay due to the planets
;

actually it passed nearest to the Sun on

March 12, 1759, Halley knew he could not live to see the return, and conscious of the unique

interest of the occasion, when for the first time in the world’s history the date of the return of

a particular Comet was definitely announced, he asked posterity to remember that this first

prediction was made by an Englishman. Strangely enough, it was in England that the prediction

received least honour
; the Gentleman's Magazine in 1758 published some verses expressing disbelief

in the forecast ; while in France, Clairaut and Lalande, assisted by Madame Lepaute, spent two years in

computing the planetary perturbations. They obtained a result near the truth, fixing the time as

April 13, one month too late
; the masses of Jupiter and Saturn were not very exactly known, while

Uranus and Neptune had not been discovered.

Halley had called this body “ a Mercury among Comets,” supposing it to have the shortest period

of any of them. We know at present quite a number of them with much shorter periods
;
the true

Mercury among them is Encke’s

Comet, which returns every

three and one-third years
;

it

shares with Halley’s the dis-

tinction of being seen at every

return. But Halley’s remains

the only periodic Comet that is

conspicuous to the naked eye.

All the other brilliant Comets

have such long periods that

they have not been seen at a

previous return since Astrono-

my became an exact science

;

they cannot be predicted, and

take us by surprise when they

come.

The calculations that are

made of the return of periodic

Comets are based on the as-

sumption that nothing except

gravity is acting upon them ;

these predictions agree well with
the facts, which proves that this is practically true

, but we have, on the other hand, the fact that the

tails of Comets are manifestly being repelled by the Sun with a force much stronger than gravity. This

force therefore does not affect the head of the Comet ; we draw the conclusion that the non-gravitational

forces are only important on very tiny particles comparable with a wave-length of light (say nTsitm

inch in diameter) and that the matter forming the head of the Comet is in pieces that are much larger

than this. We are led to the same conclusion in another manner. Immense supplies of gas are driven

away from the head into the tail ; these are permanently lost to the Comet, whose attraction is far too

weak to reclaim the matter sent out. Tiny particles could not hold much gas, and would give it all out

quickly
;
but Halley’s Comet has been sending out large tails at each return for over 2,000 years, which

implies that the lumps forming the head are fairly large. We cannot, however, imagine that their

diameter runs into miles
;

for in that case something would have been seen of the head of the Comet
when it transitted the Sun in May, 1910. I should put down the diameter as several feet, probably

larger than the largest meteoric fragments in our museums (see page 109).

There are quite independent reasons for supposing that the head of a Comet consists of meteors.

Prof. J, C. Adams studied the orbit of the Leonid meteors of November with great care, and found

This picture shows how the Ktirth and Coinel, moving in opposite directions, were
nearest to each other on May 18 Actually, the tail was curved backwaids, which
somewhat delaye<l our passage through it. The head of the Comet transitted the

Sun, but was quite invisible when doing so.
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that their orbit agreed with that of Tempers Comet of 1866 (period about thirty-three and a quarter
years). Schiaparelli found a similar agreement between the orbit of the Persdd meteors of August
and Tuttle's Comet of 1862. The Lyrids of April are associated with Thatcher's Comet of 1861 ; the
Andromedes of November with Biela's short-period Comet, which split in two, and subsequently ceased
to exist as a Comet, though the meteors from it still remain. Halley's Comet itself has a meteor shower,
the Aquarids of May. Its orbit does not quite intersect that of the Earth, but passes within a few million
miles of it, and the meteors are dispersed for some distance all round the cometary orbit (see picture

on page 398). The meteor that fell at

Aegos Potami in 467 b.c. may well have

been a member of this shower.

Probably when a Comet is a long way
from the Sun, it has little in the shape of

gaseous envelopes. The photographs of

Halley's Comet taken in September, 1909

(see page 396) show no nebulosity
;

the

Comet looks exactly like a small star, and
can only be distinguished by its motion.

Its tail did not begin to appear till some
months later

;
this is the general rule

in Comets with tails that the latter is not

seen at first, but gradually develops

during the approach to the Sun. It may
be simply the Sun's heat that draws the

gas out of the meteoric lumps, just as

coal is heated in retorts to extract its

gas. Once the gas is extracted, it forms

the coma, which is a more or less spherical

envelope round the head. Some repulsive

agency then begins to act on this, driving

matter out away from the Sun to form

the tail. The generally received idea is

that this repulsion arises from light-

pressure, which is known to exert a

strong outward force on particles whose

diameter is comparable with a wave-

length of light. The difficiilty about

this is that the spectroscope shows the

tail to consist largely of gas, whose

molecules are so much smaller than the

size mentioned, that light-pressure for

them would be very small
;

it has been

suggested that the dust particles that are driven out might drag a good deal of gas with them. There

is, however, another agency that almost certainly assists in the action, viz., electrical repulsion. Several

of the photographs and pictures of Comets accompanying this chapter show that the tail leaves the

head not in a single jet, but in a number of them that spread out like a fan. The most notable case

is the six-tailed Comet of 1744 (page 105).

I will here recall Kepler's Law of Equal Areas (see pages 83, 87). Newton had no difficulty in proving

from this law that the planets are acted on by a force directed exactly towards the Sun. In fact, any
force that is always directed to or from a point has no effect on the rate of description of areas of any
body moving round that point. From this it can be shown by simple geometry that if the tail were

HAI,I,EY’S COMET, NAKED-EYE VIEW IN MEXICO
(E. G. I.EON).

rhis picture shows the Comet near the square of Pegasus. Veuus is

shoum to the right of it.
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simply caused by solar forces, it would always issue from the Iniad exactly in the line joining Sun and
head. That it dot's not do so is made manifest by these fan-shaped tails, There are therefore non-solar

forces concerned in making the tail, and we cannot locate these elsewhere than in the Comet's head.

Noting that the forct* required is a repulsive, not an attractive, one, it sexims impossible to suggest

anj^thing cxce]^t eh'ctrical repulsion. We have practically demonstrated this for the head of the

Comet, and it seems a natural deduction that the Sun’s action is also ehictric'al, though light-pressure

may help it. The Comet that gave most information on the physics of Comets’ tails was that of

Morehouse, wliich a])}>ean'd in tlu‘ autumn of 1008. Tt was not very conspicuous to the eye, but was
\ery rit'h in photographic rays (sr^ p. 01), so that the jdiotographs of it an' full of interest. They
ap])t'ai to show that a good deal of the tail-matter leaves the head in the first instance towards the

Sun, but it is quickly turnc'd round by the solar repulsion, and sent backwards in two streams, one

on each side of the head, with a darker space between them. An analogy has been put forward of

a fountain that is send-

ing up jets in many
directions, but after it

has gone up a little

way gravity makes the

water descend
;

the

outline of the water

forms a parabolic

curve, and we often

see these parabolic

hoods on the sunward

side of the head. These

are well shown in tlie

j)icture of the Cornets

of ISoS and ISGl, page

420. Coggia's Cornet

of 1S74 also shows

them. Morehouse's
C'omet was high up in

th(' northern sky for

the greater part of the
j^'AstroHotfne." . . , , *1

hatj.hy’s coMicT JN Tiir; v:\usisc vSkv, may, loio. night, so that it was
This picture, made iii the beautiful aspect uf Halley’s Conift in the evening sky possible tO take a loilg
over the Alps in May, 1910. The Sickle oi Uie Tiou is shown alio'-j. it, and the Head of Hydra

series of photographs

These clearly show out-

ward motion of the small luminous knots that can be detected in the tail, and enable the intensity

of the repulsive force to he measured. It was found that some of tfiesc left the head with accelerated

motion, but that after a time th(> acceleration died away. This again suggests electrical forces, since

this effect might be due to the leaking away of a cluirge, whereas light-pressure would not be subject

to any sudden change.

Again, tlu; whole i)rcccss of tail emission was far from uniform, and would sometimes cease for a

time, so that an old discarded tail would be. seen passing away, with a gap between it and the new
one. The same effect was seen in a photograph of Halley’s Comet in April, 1010, and it was noted
that this Comet temporarily lost its tail in 1835.

Some tails have undergone periodic changes of form, that suggested rotation. There are, however,
mechanical difficulties in the way, since a body can only rotate if it is rigidly held together, or acted

on by a strong central force. Neither of these can hold in this case, so the only supposition that we can

make is that a rotation of the head might give an appearance of rotation in the tail that flows from it.
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Actually the streamers of the tail would have a spiral or lielical form. Such a form is sug^^'stcd by some
photographs that Prof. Barnard took at a short interval, and combined in a st(Teoscop(\ tliough he

pointed out that the appearance' could be explained in other ways. Krt'dichin, a wc'll-known Russian

astronomer of the last century, made a classification of Comets’ tails, wliich should be mentioned in

the history of the subject, though tlie evidence since accumulated does not altogetlu'r Ix'ar out liis

conclusions. He postulated three types: (I) long straight tails, like that of the Comet of 1843; (II)

slightly curved tails,

like the principal tail of

Donati’s Comet
;

(III)

short, greatly curvc'd

tails, whicli an' not

often seen. His e.e^v

was that these tails

indicated a diffidence

in the amount of the

repulsive force* com-

pared with gravitation

;

he ascribed tins to a

difference of the mole-

cular weights of the

particles. He sup-

posed type I to be

corn])used of hydrogen,

the rejmlsive forc(* be-

ing some twelve limes

that of gravity. Type

IT he ascribed to hy-

drocarbon compounds

;

this is the commonest

form of tail, and the

spectroscope supports

him in showing the

presence* of tlu'se com-

pounds, tliough it lias

not shown the tails

composed of pure hy-

drogen that he postu-

lated in I. Type III

(in which the repul-

sive force was supposed

to be only a fraction of

gravity, owing to the

greater density) was

put down to particles

of iron Vapour, possibly

mixed with sodium, etc. Sodium has been spectroscopically indicated in a few cases, but the

spectroscope hardly bears out Bredichin's idea that each separate tail has a different chemical

composition ;
photographs of the tail of Morehouse's Comet taken with a prismatic camera, seem

to show much the same chemical composition in the different tails.

The career of a Comet may be said to be over when its meteors have lost all their gas, or when they

Jh'fomj 1“ UAiifonomu."

HAIJ^RY’S COMET SEEN FROM PARKS, MAY, 1910.

The Comet is here shown In the morning sky, with V’cniis and the M<K)n to the riKht of it. The
Eagle and Dolphin are shown in the top right-hand a>rner Even a short southward journey

sufficed to miike the conditions for observing the Comet notably better than in England.
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have bet‘n scattered by perturbations over so

wide a space that its unity and visibility are

lost. These disrupting causes are most effec-

tive when a C'omet is fairly near the Sun
;

therefore the ofteiier that a Comet approaches

the Sun, the shorter the period of its existence

as a Comet I think, therefore, that we can

ascribe the great i)rcvalencc of long-period

Com(>ts to the principle of “ The survival of the

fittest." We are apt to be deceived, on looking

at catalogues of Comets
;
we see a considerable

number of short-period ones among them, and

we may think that they are in a majority,

or at least in a strong minority. But th(‘ short

-

period ones arc‘ like a stage army ; they

multiply th('mselves by their repeated entry

into our stage
;
whereas the long-period ones

make tlu'ir single entry and are then done with

as far as the human race is concerned. From
a study of the catalogues I estimate that som<‘-

thing like 30() long-period Comets approach

th<‘ Sun in a century. I do not think that I

am ovtT-estimating the av(Tage jx'riod of

those Comets whose orbits are indistinguishabh' from jiarabolas if I put it at 40,()00 years, or 400

centuries. This w'ould give one-eighth of a million as the total number of long-period ('omets, so

that they seem to be by far the most numerous class of objects in the Solar System. Even if we

accejit the rather (‘Xtreme estimate of 50,000 asteroids, they are still outnumbered by more than

two to one. Th(‘ short-peiiod C'omt^ts, ewu with a generous allowance for undisrovcTed one's, cannot

much exceed 100. Byfar tlu' greater number of them are coiincct(‘d with the giant jilanet Jupiter, and

new members of his family are continually being found Thes<* bodies have jiresuniably a comparatively

.diorl car(‘er
;
two of the family, Biela s and BrorsiTi’s, are delinittly wiittdi off as defunct. This

biings us to the second mi'thod of coirctary dissohiticm. by the .‘^calterirg of their eonstituc’nt meteors

through j)erturbations.

The mass of Come'ts is known to lu' snuill compared with that of even ^atellites. Several Comets

are known to have ])assecl right through the Jovian system without producing the smallest appreciable

derangement of the

satellite movemicnts.

This shows that the

grip of a Comet on its

constituents must he a

vtTy loose ore, and

onec scattering begins

it proceeds at an ac-

celerated pace
; for

lionceforward the

5 epara ted fragments

are subject to different

perturbations. It is

in this manner that we
must suppose the

OKBIT Olf QOmtT, WITH DATlCS OF PASvSING CERTAIN POINTS.

The figure should be studied, to realise the remarkable change in the Comet’s speed. It is now
midway between the orbits of Urjinus and Neptune, and will remain for thirty-two years

,, ,
. outside Neiitune’s orbit. It passes aj helion in 1948.

CrRIOlTS ASPECT OF THE HEAD OF HAIJ.EY’S COMET,
10 Id, JUNE 8 (L. O. lyKON)

The liood.s round the head of tht‘ Comet here present a much
bioader and more irregular outline than is usually the case.
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meteor showers to have originated. The mode of scattering of these is quite distinct from that of

the tail particles. The latter are driven off, not along the Comet's orbit, but in a direction away fiom

the Sun
;
the meteors, on the other hand, continue* to travel in almost the same orbit as the Comet

{see picture, page 427) ;
they have not been separated by the repulsive force, but by slight ditlerences

of attractions and perturbations. It is notewwthy that all the Comets that are known to be associated

with meteor showers are of moderate period. The periods are * Thatcher's Comet, 4ir) years
;
Tuttle's,

130 years
; the others being seventy-five, thirty-three, and seven years. It is evident that repeated

disturbances are required to draw out the meteors into these long streams How long tlu'y are is

shown by the fact that we see some Leonids and Perseids every year, so that they must form a band

•• • •

ficAitien- on thit S^i!' aUmchii smmmM cA

From “ Knowledge.* J

CHART OF THE I,AST VIEWS OP HA1,I,EY’S COMET, 1911, MAY
{Lowell ObeefveUory,

The positions shown are taken from photographs made at the Eowell Observatory They were made more than a year after

the perihelion passage, and the Comet had become very faint. It was, however, brighter after perihelion than before, owing to

the excitation produced by the Sun, The Comet will remain invisible till 1986

round the whole Cometary orbit, a length of many thousands of millions of miles. The scattering is

not uniform, but is much thicker near the Comet. Hence the brilliant Leonid displays have recurred

at thirty-three year intervals. In view of this disintegration it is not surprising to find that the accom-

pan3dng Comet has deteriorated rapidly. There are grounds for believing that it is the same as a

Comet seen in China in 1366 ;
" its colour resembled that of a handful of meal, and it was nearly as

large as a tow measure.” In 1866 it was a feeble telescopic object, and could not be found at all

in 1899.



From “ Knowkdgf "J [By furmuiwn of tht Attronomrf Royal.

COMET “C,” 1908 (MOREHOUSE), ON SEPTEMBER 20.

The twisted aspect of many of the tail streamers will be noticed, also the appeanince of the stars as lines, produced by the Comet's rapid
4 )(• motion.
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The Aquarids are also distributed round a considendde part of the orbit of Hadley’s t'oniot, 1 ut tlie

dissolution of this body has not progressed so rapid!)-. It is probably not quite such a fire object now

as it was in 1066, but it still excited great enthusiasm in soutliern countries in 1010, so that it must

have been a much more massive body to start with, or else the L('onid ('oinet is much older.

Having discussed the manner of the slow dissolution of Conu‘ts, we may spi c'ulale a littU' concerning

their origin. Their close association with meteors has bc'en proved
;
now the latter bodies are found to

be very complex
;
some of them consist of iron, otluTs contain nickel, tin, also silicates and other

mineral compounds. A considerable amount of hydrogen and other gases is found in them, which

suggests an origin in the Sun, or giant jilanets, wluTt' alont; in the Solar System hydrogen exists in a

free state
;
on Earth it is only found in combination.

A solar origin is naturally one of tlu' first to be tested. When we note that the orbit of tlu' great

From “ KnoxvUdge:*] /'V Harnard,

COMET, 1008, III (MOREHOUSE). OCTOBER 15, 12ni. 57s.

Morehouse’s Comrt showed very rapid ehtui^es in the structure of the tail. It here seems to be dlpcardltiy one tall and

forniiiiii another. Owin^ to the Comet’s rapid motion the stars appear as lines,

Comet of 1882 almost grazes the Sun’s surface, there is a natural ttmdency to attribute a solar origin

to it. We know from the phenomena of the solar promintmees tliat tlu' Sun is eontiniudlv -rupting

torrents of matter with v(jry high speeds
;
a speed of 270 inilos p(T second would suffice to send the

matter round the Sun in a circular orbit
;

if it ros(' to 382 mih'S per second the orbit would be parabolic,

while for any intermediate speed it would be elliptic. By combining lh('. ol)s(TV(‘d s])(‘(‘d of ascent

of the prominence matter with the speed of ajqiroach or recession that is indicated by the shift of

the lines in the spectrum, we conclude that speeds of this order are quite common, so that no difficulty

arises on that account. I feel rather more difficulty from the consideration that the meteoric masses

that compose a Comet's head could not exist in the Sun in a solid state
;

the heat would suffice to

vaporise them. The materials would solidify in the cold of space, but as they would ho under no



Fff*m “ Know'$it>t ’] [By ptrmiiiion of tfu Aiinmomtf RoyoL
COMKT “C,” 1908 (MOREHOUSE), ON OCTOBER 2'<.

This Comet, though inconspicuous to the eye, was full of interest in the camera. The tail is here seen to consist of a number of (I vergetit

atrcainers, like Cheseaux’s Comet of 1744.
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pressure, I imagine that the resulting solid particles would be mieroscopically small, not of the size

required to form reservoirs for a large amount of ga*-

All objects ejected by the Sun would move in orbits that inttTsect the Sun, except in so far as

their orbits are modified by planetary action. This latter might readily be large enough to change
the orbit to one just outside the Sun (like those of the sun-grazing Comets of 1080, 1843, 1882, etc.).

However, the great majority of known Com(‘ts have orbits whose leaftt distance' from tlu* Sun is so

large that we cannot imagine an origin for these by simple solar enii)tion.

We may, of course, carry our thoughts back to the planetcsimal hypothesis, described on pages

80 to 82 ; the existence of Comets was there mentioned as strengthening the' hypothesis. The
question, however, arises : Can the Comets have existed for so long a period in view t)f the* wastage

that they undergo ? According to the geologists the date of th(‘ approach of the other Sun must
be put at least a thousand million years ago

; in such an interval, even the Comets of longest period

would have returned thousands of times, and 1 gravely doubt whetluT they could eontiniu' to be such

compact bodies as they appear to be
;

I

frankly admit that I have no plausible

suggestion to offer for evading the* diffi-

culty
;

it is one of the numerous cases in

Astronomy (the status of the spiral nt'buke

is another) in which we must be content

for the present to record observed facts

and suggested interpretations, leaving full

understanding to come at a later date, if

at all.

If we hesitate to postulate such a great

age even for the Comets of long period, w(;

may, I think, summarily dismiss the

possibility of such an antiquity for the

short-period ones, which have to sutler the

oft-repeated disintegrating agencies of both

Sun and planets. I have already noted

that the effects of the.se destructive* forces

are quite manifest even in the short period

over which observation i*xtends
; for

the Jupiter family of Comets this interval
. , , , , . ... From “

fry McloUe attd JJav%dton.

IS less than two centuries, yet it has
* . ,

, J ^ -X J • r T.- 1 -
COMET, 1008, III (M()KJCHOUSE)» OCTOBER 30, 7h. 47m

Witnessed the definite demise OI Blelas photogrnph wdl illuslraUs the “ slrcamln^j hair" aspect from

Comet, and the probable demise of which the name Comet " was kIvui J t can he h on that the tail

Brorsens and others, which have failed
amsists of divergent streamers with clark sp un s

to reappear at the times calculated. It looks, in fact, as if the life of a Comet of Jupiter’s family is

limited by a few centuries, or milleniums at most, instead of thousands of millions of years.

Before giving theories for the origin of the Comet families belonging to the giant planets, it is

well to describe these families in somewhat more detail
;

that of Jupiter is much the largest,

consisting of some fifty members
; it is impossible to give an exact number, partly because new

members are being added frequently (one very interesting member, the Comet Grigg-Skjellerup, was

added in 1922) and partly because there are possibilities of identity among some of the members. The

periods of revolution range from five years to nine years. I am excluding Encke's Comet, because

it is doubtful whether it can be classed as a Jovian Comet. Its period is three and one-third years,

and its most distant point is ninety million miles inside Jupiter's orbit, so that it does not experience

very large perturbations at any time ; the true members of the family are liable to pass very near

Jupiter ; in fact most of them have actually done so, and experienced great disturbances of their
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orbits. Some in fact have penetrated Jupiter’s satellite system
;

in such cases Jupiter is taken as

ttu‘ eontrollinf? C('ntn‘ of the ('oinet’s motion for the few weeks of close proximity, the Sun being

n‘gardcd simply as a disturbing planet. It will be noticed that the action of the Sun on Jupiter is

taken into account in the tables of its motion, so all that we require to considc'.r is the slight difference

of the Sun’s action on the Coitk^I from that on the planet. Tht‘ more interesting members of this

famil\ will hv (lescrib(‘d in ch'tail later.

Saturn has a himily of only two memlxTs. One of them was discovered by Tuttle in 1858, and

bears his name, though it was found to be the same as ou(‘ found by Mechain in 1790. It returns

every thirteen an 1 three-quart(‘r years, and is due alx ut il)4(). The other was discovcTed by Peters in

1840; the period thirteen \('ars four and a half months was calculated, but it has never been

seen again.

Uranus has likewise a family of two, on('. Ixdng Tempel's Com(‘t of the November meteors,

From **KnowUdge.'*] [Photo Iry Metcalf.

MOUmiOlTSF S COMICT, 1908, NOVr:iVIBER 10.

This picture, like several other«;, shows the tail split up into streamers, like the ribs of a fan, with dark spaces between. The
parabolic hood round the hcM<l will be noticed, also the twi«ited appearanee of the main tail.

mentioned on page 405, when* its identity with the Comet of 136(1 was stated to be probable. The

other is Stephan’s Comet of 1807, found to have a period of forty years one month, but not seen again.

Neptune's family is the most inttT(;sting of any of the four, since Halley’s Comet belongs to it
;

this is the one really brilliant Comet whose appearances are capable of prediction. Four other

members of the family have been seen at a second apparition
;

tlu'se are (1) Pons's of 1812, recovered

by Brooks in 1883, when it was an intcTcsting object
;

Trejiit'd made a drawing showing a large circular

coma containing a spindle-shaped nucleus, also a parabolic hood on the sunward side, and a short

tail
; (2) Olbers's of 1815, recovered by Brooks in 1887

; (3) Brorsen’s of 1847, recovered by Metcalf

in 1919 ;
and (4) Westphal’s of 1852, n'covcrcd by Delavan in 1913

;
it was at first fairly conspicuous

and became just visible to the nakc'd eye, with a tail three and a half degrees long ; but it faded with



From ( 'Aslronomte.* ] [By Proj§$tor M«x Wolf.

lyARGK SCAI,E PHOTOGRAPH OF MOREHOUSE’S COMET, 1908, NOVEMBER 16.

This photograph shows clearly the separate streamers of the tail, which sprt'ad out like a (an. We have to assume a rep ilsive

force, from the head of the Comet, as well as from the Sun, to explain these lateral rays. The transparency of the tail is shown
by the visibility of some sbir images in its brightest portion.
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surprising rapidity
;
another member of the family, de Vicos of 1846, was cxpectiid to return in 1921,

but has not yet seen. As the period is not certain within three years, it may yet be found. There
Is a seventh Nt‘ptune Comet, discovered by Pons and (iambart in 1827. It was not at that time
noted to be a short-period Comet, so no search was made for its return about 1890 ; a few years ago,

Mr. S. Ogura of Japan n'discussed the orbit and found a period of about sixty-four years.

Allusion has alrc'ady been made on i)agc 108 to thi* possible existence of other families that may
indicate the existence of undiscovered planets beyond Neptune

; the evidence is .somewhat indefinite,

but it may be of inttTcst to give the list of the other Comets for which periods of less than 800 years
have been found, noting that in all cases there is an uncertainty of at least two or three years, and the
longer the period the greater the uncertainty.

The periods of the Comets in any family are in the ncighbourhot)d of half the planet's period,

From *' Anowimg*, ’j [Photo by Metcalf,

MOREllOI SE’S COMET, 1908, NOVEMBER 17.

Very energetic pn)ccs8es must have been going on in the head of Ihi.s Comet to produce the divergent tails and the complicated,

ever-changing aspect of the main tail The bright projection and arch in contact with the heatl of the Comet on its upper side

are due to the presence of a bright star.

or slightly less. For each Comet the year of discovery, the name of the discoverer, and the period

in years arc given : 1862, Tuttle, 120 years ; 1889, Barnard, 128 years ; 1917, Mellish, 189 years
;

1857, Peters, 235 years; 1885, Brooks, 274 years; 1905, Giacobini, 297 years; 1874, Coggia, 306

years; 1840, Bremiker, 367 years; 1861, Thatcher, 415 years; 1861, Tebbutt, 409 years; 1898,

Penine, 417 years ; 1793, Perny, 422 years ; 1882, Great Comet, 772 years. There is room for a

suspicion of a planet with period a little under three centuries, and another of about nine centuries,

with possibly one or two between, but the data are indefinite. Professor George Forbes presented

a paper to the Royal Astronomical Society in December 1908, in which he made the conjecture that

a planet exists with period 1 ,000 years. He suggested that the Comet of 1566, supposed to be identical

with that of 1264, passed near it about 1702, and was split into four fragments, which were the bright
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Comets of 1S43, 1880, 1882, 1887* He gives a list of seven Comets that he supposes lu have
j
assed near

the planet, and been greatly perturbed. Ho is obliged to give the planet the vtiry larg(» inclination of

fifty-three degrees
;
the number of near approaches in the case of such a distant planet seems to me

beyond what probability suggests ;
but the suggestion is sufficiently interc'sting to justify reference

to it. Professor W. H. Pickering has also drawn up a list of several hypothetical plarcts, biiscd

partly on Comet statistics. In any case, whether planets arc tluTe or not, the Conu'ts themselves

demonstrate that the Sun's domain is far vaster than we should judge by considering the planets

alone
;

it is demonstrably certain that

the great majority of the long-period

Comets recede to more than a thousand

times the Earth’s distance from the Sun,

or thirty times the distance of Neptune.

At that distance the light and heat would

be only a millionth that which \Ne

receive
;

the Sun would, however, still

appear ten thousand limes as bright as

Sirius, so that oiu' would have to go much
farther to get beyond the region wluTc he

reigns as monarcli.

Taking Conu'ts as a whole, the number

of those that go round their orbits back-

wards, in the reverse direction to the

planets, is very nearly ecjual to that of the

forward-rncA'ers
;

but when wo consider

those of short and moderat(' jM'riods, there

is a great i)ref)oiid(Taiu'(' of direct motion.

There is not a single exception to this in

the families of Jupiter and Saturn
;
Uranus

lias one retrograde Comet, Tc'mpt'l's of

the November meteors
;

Neptune has

two, Halley’s and that of 1827. The only

other retrograde (’onu't with a period

under five centuries is 'J'little’s, associated

with the August meteors. Retrograde
Com(‘tsgiN'e more lu'illiant mideor showers

;

their motion b('ing oj)i)osed to that of the

Earth, they traverse our atmosiduTc at a

higher speed, aiul an‘ raised to a higher

t(‘mperature.

There an* two theories to account for

the existence (jf the Comet-families of the

giant planets
;

the one usually accepted

is that these Comets were formerly long-

COMI-T, 1908, III (MOKI'HOrSi:), NOVI’.MUI'.K 19, Oli. 4iii

'1 here m* t'vidfntly bcNcral difTiienl sheaves in the main tail, tlu*

result of separate emissions The* slioit Liteial tails tu-e well she)wii

period ones, which happen(‘d to pass near one of tlit' plaiH'ts, and had their v<‘!ocity reduced and periocl

shortened. Since the Jupiter family is by far the largest, and sirn (' tl'.t‘ orbits of its mernbers are much

better known than those of the others (with a few exceptiors), it is suilahh' to take it as the basis for

discussing this theory.

The velocity of a Comtd passing Jupiter’s orbit with parabolic motion is eleven and a half miles

per second ;
on the other hand the velocity of a Jupiter Comet when crossing his orbit is only about

five and a half miles a second. Thus Jupiter lias to deprive the parabolic Comet of about half of its
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Speed in order to convtTt it into a member of his Comet family
;
the orbital speed of Jupiter’s fourth

satellite, Callisto, happems to b(^ about five miles per second
;

I am considerably understating the

case when I say that the Comt‘t would have to pass at least as close to Jupiter as that satellite, in

order to suffer this reduction of speed
;

it can readily he shown that only about one Comet in half

a million would ])ass within that distance of Jupiter. The proof is so easy that some readers may
like to have it : the angular distance of Callisto from Jupiter as s(‘(‘n from the Sun is nine minutes,

or O-IT) degre(‘s
;
draw a circh' round Jupiter witli this radius, its area in square degrees is 3*142

multiplied by lh(* square of O-lo, llu' j)roduct tx'ing 0*0707 Now the whole spliere contains 41,253

square degrec^s, and ()*()707 goes into this 583,000 limes. We have aln’ady noted in this cliay^ter that

on the av(Tage some lliree Cornels approach tlu*. Sun each year
;

it would therefore take almost

200,(K)0 years for one new member to btj added to the Juj)iter family l>y caj)ture
;
this is ch'arly nothing

like enough to balanc(‘ the wastage*, of which W(‘ have* gi\'en cvidi'iiee, and keep iij) the supply.

The upholders of the capture* theory an* conscious of the difiieulty, and seek to get round it by supposing

that Ju})iter captures Comets

not at a single swoop, but by

successive stag(‘R, taking a

)ittl(‘ oil the velocity eacli

time. As I said above, J

have* notably understated my
case, for when a Comet passes

clos(', to Jiii)it(‘r its sjard is

g(‘nerally being increased for

part of lh(‘ time, and di-

minished for anotluT part
;

it

is only the cliffc'rence of the

two actions that is finally

eliectiv(‘
;
and this is as likely

to b(* in OIK* direction as the

other
;

a succession of near

api)roaclies, all of which pro-

duced diminution of spei'd,

would very seldom happen.

Another objection that I s(‘e

to ijuj theory of successive

diminutions of spe(*d is that

on that view there ought to be

Cornels with a wide range of

period, all passing close to

Jupiter s orbit
;
we do not find this in fact ; there is a d(*finitc limit of yxiriod, the largest periods of

members of the family being (*iglu and a half years
;
we find nothing between this and the thirteen

and a half years belonging to Saturn’s family. And it should be noted that the short period docs not
in any way make for stability

;
if it did, we might look on its prevalence as a survival of the fittest

;

but it merely gives additional opportunity for repeated large disturbances by Jupiter,

The fact that the members of the Jupiter family have direct motion in all cases appears to give

a fatal blow to the capture theory. Practically as many Comets would approach the planet with
retrograde motion as with direct

;
there is, indeed, the point that those travelling in the same

direction as the planet would remain longer in its neighbourhood, and so have more time to be per-

turbed, which has some weight
;
but that out of some fifty Comets there is not a single retrograde

one is too remarkable a fact to pass over, and it clearly suggests that Jupiter played a different part from
that of a mere enslaver, and was concerned with the origin of these bodies in a more intimate manner.

COMUT (MOKICnOUSK), U)0U, tlO OHII-CTIVT-: vSJU-XTKOGRAM
ABOVE, BY I’ROriCvSvSOR CURTlR, SANTl.\(;0; SPECTROC'.KAM UF CARBON

MONOXIDE JJEEOW'. J'.V J’KOFESSOR A FOWEIvR
The objective pri.sni is very useful k»r finding the spectra of fahit ohjerts like Comets’
(alls. The close agreem 'nt of the bright bands in the eoimiary spectrum with those of

carbon monoxidi was detected by Professor A. Fowler
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Many of the considerations that I have brought forward were stat('d by Mr. R. A. Proctor some

fifty years ago ; they have therefore been quite accessible to astronomers, who nevertheless have been

as a rule quite unaffected by them, so that it is lime to state them afresh. The considtTation that

the life of a short-period Comet is limited by the rapid wastage to which it is subject by the joint

action of the Sun and

was so

fully

the

our to

these

theory

to be the

to the

planets

seem to

the

though

case

own we

some

worth to

on

the

The the

were

miles away
;

the great sea forms of comets
waves travelled for l. Comet of 1577 (Cornelius Ocniina). 2. Comet of 1 680 (J. C. Sturm). ;j. Coirct of 17C9.

thousands of miles, while ^he first picture shows the sword-like aspect scj often ascribed to early Comets. The tail

.* . .1 of the 1080 Comet was remarkably straiftht. That of 1760 shows two faint divercent
the air-waves were traced tuls. These arc often seen on phot oj,Tn[»h.«.

several times round the

world. Such a huge volume of dust was blown to the high.cst regions of the atmosphere that it was

carried to every part of the Earth and caused remarkable sunset glows for more than a j'car. M^e are

entitled to expect much vaster convulsions in Jupiter, which outweighs the Earth 300 times, and seems

to be in a much hotter state, judging by the very deep envelope of vapours that surrounds it and the
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rapid changes, on an (‘iiormous scale, that arc constantly going on. In particular I would ask

th(‘ reader to turn to page 2K, whtTc the great Red Spot is pictured
;

I do not in the least endorse

the suggt'stion that is then* hinted at, that tins may be a stage in the formation of a new satellite ;

hut when we consider the stup(*ndous outpouring of energy that the spot indicated (its area was
as larg<' as the wliole surface of the Rarth) it seems not at all unreasonable to imagine that a

sufficient amount of solid matter ind gas may have been ejected into space to form a new small

Comet One or two births per century would suffice to balance the wastage, and there are some
earlier nn-ords of markings n'stmibling the Red Spot. On Saturn we can point to the remarkable

wdiite spot that appc*ared in the temjierate zones some years ago
;

it gave the very long period

of rotation of ten liours thirty-eeven minutes, which seems to show that the eruption causing

it came from a great d(‘pth, where {he s\)evd of rotation would be slower, owing to the smaller circle

to he described. It seems likely that Saturn

has other Comets besides the two that we
know

;
some might have orbits that did not

come near enough for us to see them. More
than on(‘ observer has noticed that Uranus and

Neptune show at times a variation of light in

ten and three-quarters and eight hours respec-

tively
;

this doubtless indicates some large

marking on their surface carried round by
the planet’s rotation, so that here also we have

some evidence of disturbances,

I shall now discuss the speed of ejection

that would be necessary to expel matter from

each of the giant plancffs. This may be taken

with sufficient accuracy ns the parabolic speed

at the surfacu' of each, supposing that its

attraction is the only force acting. The speed

in miles per second is thirty-seven and a half

for JupitcT, twenty-tw’o and a half for Saturn,

thirt(*en and a quarter for Uranus, thirteen and

ihree-quarters for N(q)tune. These speeds may
appc'ar improbably high

; they undoubtedly

enormously exceed an^ speeds that wt obscTVC

in tcTrestrial eruptions
;
but observation indi-

dlcates that the ])henomcna occurring there

are on a much grander scale than here, and the

ini})robabilitics seem to me decidedly less than

those involved in the capture theory. The

ejection theory also explains why w^c find no

retrograde' orbits in the Jupiter family, whilt' we find a few in the case of tlu; outer planets. Jupiter’s

orbital speed exceeds euglit miles per second ;
we should need to reverse this, and to give a speed of

some mil(*s a second in the other direction. The total speed at Jupiter’s surface would come up to

fifty miles per second
;

this then would seem to be a speed that is not actually attained. On the

other hand, the two outer planets have orbital speeds about half that of Jupiter, and the ejection speed

given above is only one-third of his, so tluit retrograde motion becomes possible.

Wu‘n Proctor postulatc'd the planetary origin of these Comets he pictured their birth as having

occurred in a remote past, when tlu! planets were more sunlike than they are to-day. To me such

a long life of these bodies in a cometary form appears quite unlikely, and I conclude that if the

planetary origin is true the birth of short-period Comets is still going on. Le Verrier conjectured

Tlllv GHKAT COMET OK 1811

\ iiuiyiiificcnt Comet m,'irked the yjar ol Ntipolei u’s 1> ussi in

o.iniiniKn It \\i\s diseovered by J‘l ni«er^mcs, and i)bstTve<l

f<ir seventeen months Its pciioj in id out .‘1,000 years. The
laiiKKtb ‘ Comet J’ort ” dates from 1811.



TllK GRICAT COMTCT OK M \RC1I 17 (AS SKICN FROM HIJACK H I*. \T1 1. KICNT).

This picture shows well the aspect of the lon^ straight tails of tlie Stiii Conu ts, “ nimiinu like a

road through the constellations” as Aristotle expresses it. Thelk'lt of Orion .ind Kiizel .lu shown Ini'll h‘it;

l<(‘pus, the Hare, is under them

DONATI'S COMKT, 1858, OCTORHR 5. (PAPE.)

The beautiful curved main tail is well shown. It has a large faint extension to the right, which is not

shown in all the drawings.

27
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(tins ib the correct word to use, though many people say he proved it) that Uranus captured the

Comet of the Leonid meteors in a.d. 126. On the alternative theory this would be the date of its

ejection from Uranus; I incline to think that a longer interval is required to effect the scattering

of the meteors round the entire orbit, which is proved by the annual appearance of some of them.

Neptune would appear to hn in a condition favourable for the ejection of large Comets, since

two members of his family (Halley and Pons-Brooks) are much finer than any of the Jovian family.

This supports Professor Lowell’s view

that the development of the giant planets

started from the centre outwards, which

would explain why the two outer ones,

though so much smaller, appear to be in

a similar physical condition to Jupiter

and Saturn.

The two outer planets, though the

parents of their families, are no longer

their controllers
:

Jupiter and Saturn

have usurped this r61e, for the double

reason of superior mass and of the

fact that fairly close approaches to

them are much more frequent than

they anj with the parent planets. The

effect of these disturbances has been to

shift the orbits away from those of the

parent planets, so that close approaches

cannot now take place ;
thus while

Jupiter can alter the period of Halley’s

Comet by two years and Satuni by

100 days, the efforts of Uranus and

Neptune are limited to a change of

a week.

Some people, noticing that the in-

clination of de Vico’s Comet is eighty-five

diigrees, have drawn the conclusion that

its major axis is inclined at this angle,

and that it never could have had any

connection with Neptune ;
this is a

mistake ; the inclination of its major

axis is only some seventeen degrees, so

we have only to go back a few thousand

years to find its orbit intersecting that of

Neptune.

This chapter began with a study of

some particular Comets ; having now
given a sketch of what is known oi

conjectured as to their nature and origin I return to the special description of particular Comets.

The great Comet of 1811 claims a high place, from its long visibility—seventeen months-—and

from the fact that it attained great brilliancy although its nearest point to the Sun lay outside the

orbit of the Earth. It was discovered by Flaugergues in March 1811, and reached its full splendour

seven months later, when its tail was 100 million miles long ; it had a large round head, with an almost

stellar nucleus ; its period is close to 3,000 years, but no record of any previous return can be found.

July 6, July 8.

THE COMET OF 1800, 111 (CAPPEIyLRTTl AND ROSA).
Thi8 picture illustrates the fountain -like jets issuing from the hea<i,

and curving round into the tail under the influence of the solar

repulsive force.
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It is associated with Napoleon's Russian campaign, and also with a remarkable vintage in Portugal

;

popular fancy ascribed this to the Comet, and “Comet port “ figured in catalogues until the 'eighties.

Leaving for the moment the 1835 apparition of Halley's Comet, the next grand visitor was that

of 1843 ; it is convenient to describe this in conjimction

with those of 1880, 1882, 1887, as they had probably a

common origin
;
this is the family of Sun-grazing Comets

;

their nuclei passed within 400,000 miles of his surface, and

the cometic envelopes must have actually brushed the Sun.

An enormous sunspot, with intense magnetic disturbances,

occurred shortly after the passage of the 1882 Comet,

which Proctor thought was a restilt of the graze. The speed

of these Comets when near the Sun was 300 miles per second,

and they swept out eight-ninths of the 360 degrees of their

orbit in a day, while the remaining ninth requires several

centuries. These Comets were so bright when near the

Sun that they could be seen at noon with the naked eye.

Their tails were long and straight {see picture, page 417),

and their length shortly after perihelion proved the intensity

of the repulsive force. To quote Sir J. Herschel :
“ Its

tail, whose direction was reversed, and which could not

possibly be the same tail that it had before . . . had

already lengthened to about ninety millions of miles, so

that it must have been shot out with immense force in a

direction from the Sun, a force far greater than that with

which the Sun controlled the head of the Comet." As

regards the heat which these Comets experienced when

near the Sun, I quote Sir John again : Imagine a glare

26,000 times fiercer than that of an equatorial sunshine at

noonday. In such a heat there is no solid substance we

know of which would not run like water—boil—and be

converted into smoke or vapour." The successful photo-

graphs of the Comet of 1882 obtained at the Cape, and the

part they played in leading to the great photographic star-

map, were described on pages 60-63.

The Comet of 1680 W'as another sun-grazer ; it is interest-

ing as being one of the first whose orbit was deduced by

gravitational methods. The Comet of 1 668, and a remarkable

one in 371 B.c., described by Aristotle as “ Running like a

road through the constellations,” probably belong to this

class but the observations are not precise enough to determine

While the
“

'Niiielies ” produced no brilUant

nake<l eye Cornel, there were several of tele-

scopic interest, This one was discoverefJ

independently by Kordaiiie (America) and
(juenisset (I- ranee)

the orbits with accuracy.

Donati's Comet of 1868 made a great sensation ; he

discovered it on June 2, when it had no tail and looked

simply a circular mist ; the tail began to develop in mid-

August, and by the end of September, when the Comet was

near both Sun and Earth, it appeared as a splendid scimitar,

with two narrow straight rays that must have been projected

at a greater speed than the main tail. An interesting

feature was the passing of the Comet over Arcturus (see

page 105) ; the star shone undimmed through the obstacle ;

DONATI’S COMKT.
A very noted Comet with a tail curved like a

scimitar. It was at its brightest in October,

1858
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in a few cases of stars passing behind Comets a slight loss of light has been suspected, also a slight

shift of tlie star through refraction by the gases in the head ; the amount has never exceeded a second

of arc.

Th(' Cornet of 1801 is interesting because the Earth passed through its tail, as it also did through

that of Hall(‘y in 1910. In neither case did we suffer any inconvenience, but a curious auroral glare

was noticed in 18()1. When the tail was close to the Earth it looked like a widely open fan [see

j)age 421), this was an effect of perspective. The drawings made by Professor Barnard of the tail

of Hall(‘v's ConK't show a similar perspective effect (page 401). The proximity caused the extra-

ordinary U'ngth of that tail, which reached 140 degrees, the longest tail ever seen as regards angle,

though not in miles.

Wells s Comet of 1882, which passed within five and a half million miles of the Sun, was at that

time visible in daylight (this is the rule for all .such near approaches). It had a pronounced yidlow colour,

1 2

IIICADS AND TAIDS OF COMETS.

1. Donati’s Comet, 18r»8, Septfiiihcr 120. {. . 1>. Bond.) 12. Comet of 1801, July 2. (Warren Dc Da Rtic.)

Nowadays we trust to i)h(>t())^riipliy for (’ometary detail, hut before 1881 thia was impossible. Both the above Comets

showtvl much interrsliii}> detail round the hc-ad, which is only explicable on the assumption that both the Sun and the head

are concerned in the expulsion of the tail matter.

which the spectroscope explained by showing the bright yellow line of sodium, a substance very widely

distributed on earth, and well known as one of the constituents of common salt. It is probably present

in most Comets, but does not make its presence known except in near approaches to the Sun. In this

connection it is well to state that Comets are not at a high temperature when at the Earth's distance

from the Sun
;
Comet panic-makers, a race that is unhappily not yet extinct, always picture them as

wrapped in flames ; but the glow of their gases is probably akin to that produced in vacuum tubes by

electrical excitement. The passage of the Earth through Comets^ tails in 1861 and 1910 did nobody

any harm
;
even collision with the head would probably involve nothing worse than a severe meteoric

bombardment.

Tlie other bright Comets between 1882 and the present time are sufficiently described in the legends
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From Knowledge."] [After R. A. Proctor.

THE GREAT COMET OF 1801.

When this picture was made the tail wtis very near the

l^arth (which actually i)asse<l th^()u^^h it) The wide
opening of the rays is an effect <^f perspective. The
“ W ” of Cassiopeia is liljjh right, the Pole Star at the top

March 12-6
; 1835, November 15-9

;

1910, April 19.7
;

1986, about February.

The return of b.c. 163 is the only one

of these for which definite observations are

not extant. We have, however, the

reference in Pingre that in that year

(T. Gracchus and M. Inventius being

consuls) th(» Sun was si'en at night " at

Capua and Pisaurus. This expression is

also used for the Comet of Mithridat<*s,

and appears to denote an object of great

brilliancy.

The return of i3.c. 12 is of interest

from its occurrence within four or five

years of the birth of Our Lord. Some
people have tried to make it the Star of

the Magi, but it appears to be impossible

to push the date of the Nativity so far

back. This appearance was followt^d in

China in vcTy minute d(‘tail
;

the course

was through the Twins, Lion, Herdsman,

Serpent, Scorpion, its motion at first

being rapid owing to proximity to the

Earth. Dr. Hind concluded that its orbit

must then have been much closer to the

ecliptic than it is now. He gave the

inclination as ten degrees ;
it is now

eighteen degrees.

The return of a.d. 66 is probably the

sword of fire mentioned by Josephus as

suspended over Jerusalem shortly before

its siege (page 388),

under the pictures. 1 therefore proceed to give

some further notes on Halley’s Comet, in continuation

of those at the beginning of the chapter. A complete

list of the dates of its return to perihelion will prob-

ably be useful for reference. The earlier dates are

uncertain by many days, the later ones are known to

a small fraction of a day : li.c'. 240, May 15 ; 163,

May 20; 87, August 15; 12, October 8; a.d. 66,

January 26 ; 141, March 25 ; 218, April 6 ; 295,

April 7; 374, February 13; 451, July 3; 530,

November 15 ; 007, March 20 ; 084, Nov(unber 20 ;

760, June 10; 837, February 25; 912, July 19;

989, September 2 ; 1000, March 25
; 1145, April 19 ;

1222, September 10 ; 1301, OctobtT 22.7
; 1378,

November 8.8
; 1456, June 8.2

; 1531, August 25-8
;

1607, October 20.9; 1082, September 14-8; 1759,

CO(;(‘.IA’S CO^^F.T, l«74, JUEV 13 (F . ).

This picture is notable for tht* complicated system of “ hoods ” on the

sunward side of the nucleus
;

also for the dark central region in the

tail, seen in many Comets, which supij'ests that the head acts as a sort

of screen to the region immediately behind it
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The Comet’s course through the heavens in a.d. 141 was very similar to that in 1066. In 218
it is mentioned as a fearful flaming star, preceding the death of the Emperor Macrinus.

The return of 4r)l coincided with the defeat of Attila at Chalons. The determination of the year is

further strongthen(‘(l by the mention of an eclipse of the Moon on the night of September 26-27.
The revolution bt‘t\\een 451 and 530 is the longest on record, being nearly seventy-nine and a halt

years
;
that betwt rn 1S35 and 1910 is the shortest, only seventy-four and a half years.

In (K)7 tluTe aj)pt ar to have been two bright Comets in the opening months. It is not quite certain
which of them was Halley’s, th(‘ Chinese descriptions being a little vague. In 684 it was described as
" like th(‘ .Moon covered with a cloud.” It passed near the Pleiades (page 389).

t
return of 760 was

""

fl: ® described in great detail in

^ China. In fact, Laugier was

^
identify the three

apparitions of 451, 760 and

t'f 1378 with confidence simply by

^ ^ the Chinese records
;
they have

subsequently been abundantly

confirmed by computation of

the perturbations. There is

reason to think that tw'o Comets

appeared in 837
;

Halley's was
seen in China in March. Pingr^,

without knowing what Comet

it was, obtained elements quite

similar to those of Halley
; he

gave the inclination as ten to

twelve degrees, tending to con-

firm Hind's conclusion that

the inclination has increased.

A Comet reported in Europe

in April does not accord with

the Chinese account
;

it may
be a different Comet, or the

discordance may arise from

the great inaccuracy of early

European observations.

We come now to the famous
THE coivikt of 18R 1 DRAWN ON JUNE 27 (MIDNIGHT) BY apparition of 1066, five months

MR W F denning, at BRISTOL u r xt

This drawing was made with a teudneh reflector niid shows an interesting siTks of
^ orman COnqueS

more or less parallel bands The paraMic hood round the head is shown. This The Comet was SCen by the
was the first Comet to be successfully photographed Chinese in Pegasus on April 2.

It was then a morning star, but moved rapidly east, becoming an evening star in the Twins on
April 24, its tail then reaching the Plough. Finally, it passed on through the Crab into Hydra and
Crater (the Cup) It was not unnatural that conternpordrios saw in the Comet a portent of the

Conqueror’s campaign, so that it was given a place in the Bayeux Tapestry {see page 3W) Hind was
the first to identify this with Halley’s Comet. His predecessors had confidently, but erroneously,

taken the Comet of lOOG as Halh'y's.

The ai)j)arition of 1222 w'as one of the few cases w^heri‘ Hind went wrong. He supposed the feeble

object of July, 1223, to b(‘ Halley's
;
the correct identification was not obtained till the perturbations

had been carried back to that point. The European records are far from clear, but we can gather from
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the Chinese ones that the first appearance was in Bootes the Herdsman, whence the Comet passed

through the Virgin, Scales and Scorpion, disappearing near Antares.

Pingr', however, misled by some vagueness in the references, statt'd that the motion was from

Scorpio to Bootes
;
this mistake prevented Hind from detecting that it was Halley s Comet. It pre-

sented an imposing spectacle. The Chines(i say that its tail was thirty cubits long, its body being like

the planet Jupiter. The European records state that it was of the first magnitude', very red, with a

long thin pointed tail, stretching towards the zenith :
“ Compared with it the Moon appeared dead

;

it had no more light, and it joined the Comet."

The return of 1301 again shows the superiority of the Chinese records
;
those made in Europe gave

a misleading idea of the orbit. In fact, it was not till 1450 that the Eur()p('an nu'thods showed superiority,

but from that point onwards they rapidly improved, while th(' Orientals remained stationary. The

returns from 1456 to 1835 are sufficiently described at the beginning of this ehaptiT, or in tlu‘ legend?

of the illustrations. The 1835 apparition was not remarkabk' for brilliancy, but many inlert'sting

phenomena were seen in the telescope by Smyth and Sir j. Herschel (who was then at the Cape), (.sr^

THK r.KKAT COMET OF 1882 (CHARI.OIS).

This picture show$ the nucleus and the nearly straight principal tail enveloped by a much fainter hcKxl. This

appearance was also seen in the Comets of 1901, 1910 January,

page 394). The curved hoods round the nucleus were seen, also a luminous sector like that drawn by

Hevelius in 1682. The 1910 display was exceedingly fine as seen from southern countries, though many
j)eople in England refused to credit the fact, because the view here was impaired by twilight and low

altitude. The tail reached the prodigious length of 140 degrees, owing to its Ix ing so near the Earth
;

its great curvature was shown by its continuing to be visible in the morning sky for two days after the

head had become an evening star. The Comet was followed for fourt('en and a half months after

perihelion, as compared with eight before it, proving that the exciting (‘ffeets of approach to the

Sun continue for some time to increase the brightness. Comets are not all alike in this respect, for

Encke's Comet is generally easier to see before perihelion than after it, when it becomes large but

extremely faint and diffused.

A few of the short-period Comets have a sufficiently interesting history to merit a detailed descrip-

tion. Encke's Comet was seen in 1780, 1795, 1805 by Mechain, (.'aroline Herschel, and Thulis respec-

tively
;
but it was taken for a different object on each occasion ; in 1818 the indefatigable Comet-hunter
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Oci(»lH.*r l»l.

Pons found it at Marseilles. It was on that occasion well

observed for seven weeks
;
Encke undertook the discussion

of the observations and quickly found that the orbit

diffcied markedly from a parabola, being an ellipse of

quite moderate size. He saw the probability of identity

with the three Comets just mentioned, and by a wonderful

feat of computing he canied back the planetary perturba-

tions for thirty-two years in the short space of six weeks,

thus rendering it certain. This achievement led to the

Comet being calhid Encke's, though he was not the dis-

coverer. This was the second Comet to be recognised as

having appeared more than once, and it has much the

shortest peiiod, three and one-third

years, of any known Comet. After

1 liree periods, or ten years, the conditions

(»f visibility are nearly repeated. Re-

i Lirns in the winter months are the most

favourable for observation in Europe,

and it will bo noticed that those of 1786,

1795, 1805 were all winter returns.

When the Comet returns in our summer
months, it is only observable in the

southern hemisphere. It has not been

missed at a single return since 1818, and

its orbit is therefore very accurately

known. There are several points of

interest about it. It passes inside the

orbit of Mercury when nearest to the

Sun, and occasionally (as in 1885) passes

near enough to that planet to be con-

siderably perturbed. It is from these

perturbations that the most reliable

value of the mass of Mercury lias been

deduced
;

Backlund found the value

one-twenty-seventh that of the Earth,

or three tirm^s tliat of tlu; Moon. It is well to note that the result of the perturbations only becomes
manifest in the following return

;
in this case in 1888. They cause a slight alteration in the speed and

direction of motion, but it takes time for an appreciable disturbance of the Comet's position to develop.

Suppose some small mishap to a motor bicycle caused the speed to diminish by one-tenth of a mile per

hour. C)n(‘ minute aft(T tlie accident the bicycle would be only three yards behind the undisturbed

position
;
but five hours later, it would be half a mile behind, which would be quite appreciable. It was

a near approach to Jupiter in 1885 that hastened the return of Halley’s Comet in 1910 by over a year.

Encke’s Cornel shows an uncxidained shortening of the period (apart from the calcuiated effect of

planetary action). Encke gave the period in 1789 as 1,212‘79 days, and in 1858 as 1,210*44 days. As
tw(‘nty-OTie periods intervene, the average shortening per period was one-ninth of a day, or two hours

forty minute.s. It has been conjectured that this may be the result of retardation by a resisting medium
;

it has been objected to this explanation that other short-period Comets fail to show the effect. But the

difficulty can be surmounted by assuming that the medium does not extend appreciably beyond the

orbit of Mercury
;
Encke's is the only one of the short-period Comets that passes sufficiently near to

the Sun to be affected by it.

Octohur

liROOKS’S COMl'T OV 1893 (IV).

This pair of pholoj^raphs (by nariiai’<l) shows the shallcriny of tht*

main tail which occurred between Octol)^ 21 and 22 The only
plausible su<^^cslion to aecouiit for this is the possible t*n(‘tjuntci

between the tail and a sticani of meteors
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A more puzzling feature has been established by the work of Prof. Backlund, who continued the

minute study of this Comet that Encke had begun
;
this is that the amount of acceleration in the

motion has altered at certain dates. In 1858 it diminished by a fifth of itself, and again diminished

by a like amount in 1868. In 1895 it again diminished by twenty-eight per cent., and suffered a further

loss in 1904 or 1905, when the acceleration fell to one-ninth of its value before 1858. In each case the

change of velocity appears to have taken place in the neighbourhood of perihelion, and Backlund noted

that all the changes occurred at times of considerable solar activity, though the evidence is too scanty

to assert that this is other than a chance coincidence. It would seem that the density of the resisting

medium has diminished at the region where the Comet crosses it
;
this might arise from the orbit

intersecting that of a meteor swarm, whose density or the position of its orbit was slowly changing.

Backlund made a suggestion to explain the sudden diminution in brightness of the Comet after perihelion.

It is that the Comet particles are flat, and kept in a particular plane by electrical forces. When the

Earth Ls in their plane the particles are seen edgewise, and reflect very little light.

The return in 1924 was a favourable one for northern observers, and the Comet was visible in a

small telescope; it was possible to be glimpsed by the naked eye, if one knew where to look. The

nearest approach to the Sun was on October 31. I may mention that I deduced this date by

making use of the cycle of fifty-nine and a half years, being eighteen rtw'olutions of the Comet, and

about five revolutions of Jujuter and two of Saturn. It follows that the Jupiter and Saturn perturba-

tions repeat themselves almost exactly, and one is saved the trouble^ of recomputing them, unless one

is aiming at extreme accuracy.

Biela’s Comet has already b(‘en mentioned, but deserves a full(>r dt‘scriptinn. It was seen by

Montaigne as far back as 1772, and again by Pons in 1805, but at mdther apparition was its short

period detected. It was again seen by Biela on February 27, 1820, and by (lambart on March 9.

The French frequently call it Gambart'sC'omet, but while tht' use of the (’ombined title Biela-fiambart

would be in accordance with i)ractice the omission of the former iianu* is not justifiable^.

It was observed for eight weeks at this ap})arition, which enabled its ])eriod (six and a half years)

to be determined,

and its identity

with the Comets

of 1772 and 1805

established. It

was seen again in

1832, missed in

1839 (being badly

placed for obser-

vation) and found

in 1846 to have

divided into two

Comets. There

had been earlier

reports of ('omets

dividing into two

or more portions,

but they w(irc

less strongly
confirmed than

this one, and the July 13, I8tw.

possibility of such the KORDAMJC-QUIiNiSSET COMET, 1893 (II). (W. J. IIUSvSEY).

an orrurrence had The notable feature uf the tail of this Comet is that it ib distinclly narrower than the coma. Its
an

anions? the stars was rapid, hence they ai>pear as lines Various knots, can be seen in the

been scouted by tail Their outward motion givc.s a measure of the repulsive force
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the great Comctographcr Pingr/\ There were perplexing changes of brightness in the two components.

Both the compont'iits were seen again in 1852 somewhat farther apart, but since that date they have

never been seen, though meteor showers belonging to the Comet's system have been observed on

several occasions, notably in 1872. The orbit intersects that of the Earth, and this fact caused much
absurd panic in 1832. As a matter of fact the Earth was a month's journey distant when the Comet
crossed its orbit, but even if collision had occurred there was no reason to apprehend serious

consequences.

The Coinet Poiis-Winnecke (often but wrongly called simply by Winnecke's name) was discovered

by Pons in 1819, and at that time found by Encke to have a period of five and a half years. It was not,

howe\'cr, seen again till it was recovered by ^^mneckc in 1858, since which year it has been seen at most
of its returns, tlie last being in 1921, when there was again some popular apprehension owing to a fairly

close ai)})r()ach to tlu* Earth. An interesting feature of tht' orbit of this Comet is the large increase that

has taken plac(^ in the distance of the C'omet from the Sun at the point of nearest approach.

Afttr Longbottom.] DEI^AVAN’S COMKT, SUPTUMBT^R, 1914. 1
/'>om “ A' » t>« Udgtt**

This Comet was discovered nearly a year bdoro its nearest approach. Tt became an inlcrestliig object In the telescope, and
it was only its great distance from the Sun that i)revented It from being splendid. It mark^ the opening of the War.

In 1819 the distance was 72 million miles, not much more than that of Venus
;
in 1875 it was

77 million, in 1886 82 million, in 1898 86 million, in 1921 96 million, or two million miles outside the

Earth's orbit.

Pons also saw a Comet on two days in February, 1808, which is likely to be the .same one. It is

also not quite impossible that it may be identical with one found by Hclfenzrieder in 1766, and calcu-

lated to have a period of about five years. Its least distance from the Sun was only 38 million miles,

very little greater than that of Mercury. These changes are known to be mainly due to the action of

Jupiter, to which the Comet has made several fairly close approaches. Any person with leisure to

carry back the computation of perturbations from 1819 to 1766 could settle the question. The meteors
belonging to the Comet were seen for the first time in 1916, when they provided quite a notable display,

a smallcT one following in 1921
;
previously the orbit had been too distant from that of the Earth to

permit of their being seen. The period of the Comet has lengthened from five and a half to six years,

and another approach to the Earth occuried at the end of June, 1927, when Mr. C. Merfield calculated

that it was only two million miles away. As the meteors are scattered on each side of the Comet’s
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TIliv SKCONl) COMliT OF TIIIC VICAR 1301.

This Comet, which appcaml about Christmas, 1301, iu the Wateiman and the Idshes. w.is

apparently not that of Halley, which appeared in September, 1301, and lollnwed a course vciy

similar to that in 1007 (Sec the lower fiiinrc, pa^jc )

track, they were again

visible then
; but as

they share in the out-

ward shift of the orbit

it would seem that

lliis shower is not like-

ly to be visible for

more than a few years

in the future.

\Volf's ('oinet

atiords a f^ood illustra-

tion of the fact tluit

the action of Jupiter

may work in either direction. The Comet was first seen iu 1SS4, when it was found by calculating

back that it had been near Jupiter in 1875 ; before that dale its orbit passed so far outside* that of the

Earth that the Comet w'as too faint to observe. The Comet was again iu‘ar Jupiter in the autumn

of 1922, and, curiously enough, Juinter seems to have* exactly nwersed its ht'haviour iu lSo>, sending

the Comet back into its former orbit. There is just a chance that pt>w(*rful telescopes w-ere able

to pick it up in 1925, its position being

known. Otherwise it will have to be

added to the list of lost Comets.

Holmes’s Comet of 1892 behaved in

an unusual manner. When found it

was very bright, in the same field with

the (jreat Andromeda nebula. It must

have brightened fairly rapidly, as

photographs of the region, taktm not

long before, failed to show it. It then

commenced to expand, becoming fainter

as it did so, and at the end of two months

it was so large and faint that it was

practically impossible to observe it.

Then, to the surprise of astronomers, a

new bright region appeared in the

middle of it, which in turn expanded

and grew fainter. We may conjecture

that something in the nature of an

explosion, driving the cometary matter

violently outwards, occurred on each

occasion. The Comet was seen again

in 1899 and 1906, but never repeated

its brilliant display of 1892. In 1919

it could not be found, though its posi-

tion was favourable, so it probably

affords another case of disintegration.

Brorsen’s is the second lost Comet of

short period. It was found by Brorsen

at Kiel on February 26, 1846 ;
its

orbit was proved to be an ellipse with

period about five and a half yc.ars
;

it

r

METEORS IN THE WAKE OF A COMET.

BeaitltfS the tail of a Comet, which does not lie alon« its orbit, the Comet

is followed by an assemblage (jf mete<jric (Ubris. It must, however, be

undcrstofxl that this is not visible, as the picture suRRests The meteora

cannot be seen unless they enter the Earth’s atmosphere.
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was well placed for observation at alter-

nate returns, being missed in 1851, seen

in 1857 (fairly bright and large), missed in

1862, observed in 1868, 1873 and 1879;

in the last return it was bright enough for

obser\^ations of its spectrum to be made
;

this was of the usual hydrocarbon type.

It has never been seen since 1879, though

it was carefully sought for in 1890, when
its position as calculated was quite favour-

able. There was no very close api)roach

to Jupiter about this time to account for

the disappearance. It must have bfujn

near Jupiter in 1842, before it was dis-

covered, but another close approach is not

due till 1937. Its disappearance illus-

trates the general fact that we cannot

predict that any of the short-period Coinets

will actually be observed in a particular

year
;

in several cases, even when th{‘

perturbations have b(‘en calculated, and

the conditions seem favourable, search has

been made in vain.

The latest addition to the Jupiter

family is the Comet Grigg-Skjellerup, Mr.

John Grigg, of Thames, New Zealand,

f>y l//. c. iruson.

THIv COMKT I'AMirjUS Ol'‘ SATURN, UKANUS, AND NEPTUNE.
The picture shows how the uphelia of the C(^iiiet orbits are jjrouped
near the ori)its of the parent planets. Saturn has two Comets (Tuttle
and Peters), Uranus two (Tempel and Coj»^ia), but Neptune has seven,
that of the 182? Comet not being shown. Halley's Is a splendid Comet,
by far the grandest of all the periodic ones, while the Pons-Brooks
C(Mnet Is also interesting. Five of the .Neptune Comets have been seen

at two ajjparitions, at least.

found a faint Comet in Virgo on July 22, 1902.

Ho sent a telegram to Molbourru^ Observatory,

but this was delayed for somti rt‘ason, so we have

no obstTvalions except tht‘ discovert'r's, which are

unfortunately vtTy rough, and extend over only

twelve days. They were quite inadeciuate to show

the ellipticity, and a parabolic orbit was assumed.

However in May, 1022, Mr. Skjellerup found a

C'omet at the Cape of Good Hope
;
when it had

hi?t'n observed for some days Messrs. Crawford and

LeuschntT, of Berkeley, California, deduced that it

had a short pcjriod, and conjectured that it was

identical with Grigg's Comet of 1902
;
subsequent

calculations by Mr. G. Merton, utilising some

j)hotographic observations made at Greenwich

two and a half months after the discovery, made
the identity almost certain. The ('omet had com-

FORM Ol* COMETAUV ORBITS
Sc\ c‘ral awe.s of all of the above forms of orbit are known,
though the liyperl)olic ones are almost indistiuguishtible

from the paralxjlic. Near the Sun the shapes of all three fontis

are similar, so observation over a fairly long arc is necessary

to decide the character of an orbit.

pleted four revolutions in the interval, its period

being live years less eleven days. The Comet

was seen again in 1927, at about the same

time as the Comet Pons-Winnecke
;
its period is

the shortest of any known Comet, with the
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exception of Enckc's. Another Comet of interest is that of Giacobini, discovered in December, 1900,

and found to have a period of six and a half years. It was seen again in 1913, and may be expected

again in the autumn of 1926, when it will be near the Earth
;
this is one of the Comets that may be

expected to give a meteor shower, owing to its orbit passing near the Earth’s position in October.

A Comet found by Neujmin on September 6, 1913, has a period of eighteen years. Its appearance

was unusual ; it frequently showed no nebulosity, and looked exactly like an asteroid ;
however, on

September 24 a short fan-shaped tail was photographed at Heidelberg.

Some explanation may be given of the method by which a Comet’s orbit is deduct'd from tli(* obser-

vations. Three observations are required to obtain an orbit
;
each observation consists of two t'lements,

which are called Right Ascension and Declination, corresponding exactly with longitude and latitude

on a terrestrial map. We thus have six observed quantities, which conjoined with the times of obser-

vation enable us to deduce the six elements of the orbit
;
these are (I) the tim(' of passing ])erihelion,

\A, (. D. ( rnmmehn.

VIvnOCIT^' OF COMJvTS IN PARAUOUC ORI3IT>S.

The pumbolic curve is fmniliar as bciUK the ctmrse of a rocket or n jet of water from a hose. Most Coiiu ts have n])i)reciably

parabolic orbits. The velocity in such an tnbit is the resultant of two equal constant velocities, one perpciulic’ular to the axis,

the other per])en<licular to the line joining Sun and Comet. At the vertex A the t\^o components are in Uic- same direction,

So the re.sultanl vel<;clty is great<‘St here, and gets steadily smalh'r as we i>ass away from this point.

(2) the direction of the perihelion point looking from the Sun, (3) the direction of the ascending node

or point where the Comet crosses the plane of the Earth's orbit from south to north, (4) the inclination

or slope of the orbit to that of the Earth, (5) the distance from the Sun at perihelion, (6) th(‘ period of

revolution, or the eccentricity
;
wc can deduce one from tlui other when we know (5).

In the case of an elliptical orbit wc need all the six observed quantities
;

these' in some <'ast*s yield

one solution, and in others two solutions
;
but if we commence by assuming tlu^ orbit i)arabolic (which

is generally done in the case of new Comets), we treat (C) as known, the eccentricity being unity and

the period infinite
;
we then need only five obstirved quantities, and the accuracy witli which the sixth

quantity fits in with the deduced orbit is a test as to whether the orbit is really parabolic
;
but it is not

safe to assume an elliptical orbit from a short observed arc, as the discordance may simply arise from

want of precision in the observations. A Comet is frequently ill-defined, and difficult to observe
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A HYPERBOLIC ORBIT.
The study of Orbits is incomplete without includinR the hyperbola. A
few Comets move In hyperbolae, which are, however, much closer to
parabolae tliau the one in the picture. The tail matter of Comets describ^
the convex branch, under a repulsive force from the Sun. The distant

l>art of the curve practically coincides with the asymptotes

We then need a fourth observation to find the

change of rati* of motion of the Comet, instead of the

curvature, which is now zero.

accurately. Without entering into

mathematical details we may note that

the distance of the Comet from the Sun

is deduced from the curvature of the

observed arc, that is the amount by

which the three observed positions,

when plotted on a diagram, deviate

from a straight line. Part of the cur*

vature is due to the fact that the Earth

from which our observations are made,

is itself following a curved path round

the Sun. A trial -and-error method is

generally necessary to separate the cur-

vature due to this source from that due

to the Comet itself.

Lambert deduced an elegant theorem :

if the observed arc is concave towards

the Sun, then tlie Comet is nearer the

Sun than the Earth is
;

if the arc is

straight, the distances of Comet and

Earth from the Sun are equal
;

if it is

convex towards the Sun, the Comet is

the more distant. This test fails if all

three positions lie on (or very close to)

the ecliptic
;
in that case the plane of

th(' orbit agrees with that of the Earth's

orbit and the arc appears straight at all distances,

orbit elements, which are deduced from the

DIAGRAM ILLUSTRATING THE METHOD OF
DISTINGUISHING A MOVING NEBULOUS OBIECT

IN A FIELD OF FIXED STARS.
Smietimes objects, suspected of being Comets, are really

nebulffi, stationary among the stars. A Comet, if watched,
will be seen to move through the stars, as shown by the
arrow. This test should be applied wherever possible.

There are now very few astronomtirs engaged in

the searcli for new Comets, and this may be recom-

mended as a hopeful field of work for the amateur

who possesses a small telescope. He should use his

lowest power, and sweep by preference over the low

western sky just after dark, and the low eastern

just before thti dawn. A Comet may, however, be

found in any region of the heavens. In cases where a

tail is present, the cometary natuni of the body may
be at once manifest

;
but in most cases a new Comet

appears as an ill-defined misty patch, and there is

danger of confusion with nebulae. In these cases no
definite announcement should be made until the

object has been seen to move among the neigh-

bouring stars. A careful diagram of the field should

be made, and repeated an hour later. The observer

must not be deceived by the apparent rotation of the

field produced by the diurnal motion. A star that is

high left of another east of the meridian will appear

high right after passing the meridian. This change

corresponds to a page of a book being slowly turned
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round ;
whereas the change required to prove the cometary character of the body corresponds to one

letter on the page slipping out of its place in a word.

If the discovery is confirmed by observed motion, prompt and full information should be sent to

official astronomers ;
the discoverer, if first in the field, will have the satisfaction of having his name

permanently attached to the body. There are now no exceptions to this rule, though in the past there

are some cases where the names of men who have made extended researches on a Comet are substituted

for the actual- discoverers. Halley’s and Encke’s Comets examples.

FALLING STARS.

By W. F. Denninc., F.R.A.S,

That branch of Astronomy relating to objects variously known as Fireballs, Bolides, Meteors, and

Falling Stars is a modern one so far as its systematic study is concerned. For ages and ages the

sky had given striking evidence of thes(‘ brilliant but transient plu‘nomena, and they were somi^timcs

commented on but regarded with superstitious awe, and mistaken in tlieir meaning and character.

They were supposed to be atmo.spheric in origin and due to the ignition of columns of gases generatt'd

in the air. Men had, however, made these assumptions based on imperfect knowledge, and had

commenced to theorise before they had sufficiently observed.

Thus Meteoric Astronomy remained in a practically neglected and uncultivated condition until

about one-third of the Nineteenth Century had passed. Ihen, in 183t3, fortunately one of those

brilliant and rare celestial spectacles—a great meteoric storm -occurred which made people stop
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and wonder. Thereafter, it engaged the thoughtful attention of mankind and brought the dawn

of a new and more reliable Meteoric Astronomy. Heis, Coulvier-Gravier, and their contemporaries

began to make habitual observations of a more exact and extensive nature than had been hitherto

attempted, and gradually the truth began to be reaIis(*cJ that Falling Stars belonged to the domain

ot celestial phenomena

and came horn outside

space to be consumed

in our atmosphere as a

result of its resistance

to their violent imp)act.

They were seen to he

small planetary bodies

moving in orbits arour.d

the Sun, and Schiapar-

elli’s discussions soon

I^roved that they were

allied to comets and

really manifestations of

these bodies in anotluT

form. Falling Stars

were luuiccforlh re-

gard('d as an important

and attractive brancli

of Astronomy. One of

the most striking and

vivid aspects of Nature

is presented when a

large Metc'or bursts

upon the view. Night

is transformed into day

for a moment as a

globe of light, electric

in its daz/.ling int(‘iv

sity, glides athwart th(^

firmament. A stream

of sparks follows it, but

the whole apparition

(juickly dies away,

leaving the shad('s of

night blacker than be-

fore from the effects of

contrast.

TKRRr;sTJ<iAT, PKRSRKCTTVE. People have won-
lu tile iiilcriur illiHlrated above the lines which recede from the observer appear to eoiiverf'C i . i •

towards one spot, known to artists as the “ vaiiishinp: point ” Actually, ot course, these lines
Oiuci in ail agt.s wiiai

are all parallel and maintain constant distances from one another
; their apparent eonverjjenei* thcse gn^at CClestial

is only an filc-ot of the position of the observer
bombshells are and llOW

they come to make such lustrous displays on the deep azure of our nocturnal skies. Science answers

that they arc the stone, or stone and iron, fragments of wasting cometary systems revolving around

the Sun and encountering the Earth in her orbit. Dashing into her atmosphere at a velocity differing,

according to the conditions, from forty-four to eight miles per second, they become heated as



Drmmng fry] W, F. Dtntmg,
CElfESTlAI. PERSPECTIVE.

Tb« members of a shower of meteors appear to move radially outward from a common cchtre, like the spokes of a wheel, la
reality all are moving in parallel paths and their apparent divergence is an effect of perspective. Much the selme effect would
be obtained by plac^g a camera among a number of telegraph wires and taking a pYioiogtaph of the nearest post. As a rule*
the meteors composing a shower appear at intervals, one by one, but occasionally (os in 1833 and 1866) a large number appear

together, and the effect illustrated above is then strikingly brought out.
28
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a result of air resist anc'c. Incandescence occurs and so the rushing fireball develops its transient

glories, and sometimes its terrifying explosions arc heard in the stillness of night. Our atmosphere

is our protection. Myriads of Meteors pour into it every hour, yet only one of millions can penetrate

right througli tlui vaporous envelope and hurl itself to the ground. In the fiery ordeal to which they

are subject nearly all of them perish far above the Earth's surface and are reduced to the dust out

of which they had their being.

A Fireball seen on November 23, 1S77, caused a deafening sound which was computed by Colonel

Tupman to be at least one hundred tim(‘s gn^ater than a peal of thunder.

\Vc may hold a Metc'orite in our hand and look upon a wonderful object which, for millions of

years in the j)ast, had perhaps beem circulating not only among planets and comets, but far outside

the boundaries of our Solar System.

Possibly the great clouds and streams in which they revolve were originally ejected from planets

or remote
stars. In

any case

space is

teeming
with them

and we know

not their ex-

act source or

ultimate
destiny. In

the bright

flash which

attracts the

eye in the

darkness of

a midnight

hour, we
only per-

ceive the

ignition
and collapse

of a little

planetary
world !

Early
historical re-

cords of Me-

teors do not

materially

help modem
investiga-

tions, as

they were
THE capture op the LEONIDS.

Calculation shows that in the year A.n. 126 the swarm of meteors whijh we now know as the Leonids made

A very dose approach to the larRe planet Uranus, whose gravitational attraction entirely altere<l the si/e

and shape of their orbit round the Sun. The direction of motion was also changed, and the meteors now

revolve in a direction opjxjsilc to that of the planets. Since the ye.ar 126 the shape and size of the orbit h..ve

not changed much, but it has shifted round bodily in an anti-dockwise direction.

usually im-

perfect and

inaccurate.

Ancient
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references to certain

remarkable star-

showers have been of

some little service,

however, and Her-

rick and Quetelet

were successful in

forming lists of these

and thus guiding and

assisting enquiries as

to past periodical re-
^

turns of the Lyrids of

April, the Perseids of

August, and the Leo-

nids of November.

Chronicles of former

meteoric displays,

though quaint, vague

and imperfect in cer-

tain respects, fur-

nished the dates and

proved that Perseids

in past times came in

July and Leonids in

October.

Biot discovered in

the Matuanlin (an

ancient Chinese record of events) sixteen falls of Aerolites for the interval between the middle of the

Seventh Century B.c. and the year 333 of our era, whereas Greek and Roman writers only mention

four of these phenomena.

Humboldt, in his Cosmos,” made some interesting references to meteoric history, and gave some

useful advice which might well be considered at the present day : The progress of our knowledge

concerning igneous meteors will be the more rapid the more impartially facts are separated from

opinions, so that, while carefully sifting or testing all alleged particular facts, on the one hand, we

may not, on the other, fall into the error of rejecting as bad, or as uncertain observations, whatever

results we are not yet able to explain. It appears to me most important to separate physical relations

from those geometrical and numerical relations which admit, generally speaking, of more certain

and assured investigation.”

The Chinese, Chaldeans, and others among the ancients, must have frequently noticed striking

examples of falling stars and fireballs, though they misunderstood their meaning and failed to realise

their importance. The Chinese, fortunately, made it a practice to record notable events in registers
;

and we have to thank them for the oldest descriptions of meteoric falls. These date back to 644 years

before the Christian era.

The views of old natural philosophers regarding these phenomena were not always crude and

erroneous, for Plutarch, in the “ Life of Lysander,” says :
” It is a probable opinion which was held

by those who said that shooting stars are not emanations or overflowings from the ethereal fire

which become extinguished in the air immediately after being kindled, and that neither are they

produced by ignition and combustion of a quantity of air which has detached itself from the upper

regions, but rather they are heavenly bodies which fall or are cast down in consequence of an

intermission or irregularity of the force of rotation and are precipitated not only on inhabited countries.

THE I^EONID RADIANT.

The meteors recorded on the star-map above were obstared at Greenwich during the great shower

of lycouids which occurred on 1866, November 13. So many meteors were seen on that night

that there was only thne to record the brighter ones. It will be seen that all apiwiarcd to diverge

from the same area in the Sickle of Leo.
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but also in greater numbers, beytnd these into the great sea so that they remain concealed."

(Humboldt, Physical Description of the Heavens, 1866.)

It is certain that though observational facts were few and could afford little help to reliable

conclusions, yet some of the ancient philosophers had a sound and far-seeing judgment in interpreting

correctly some of the most marvellous operations of Nature.

The great Meteoric Stone which fell at .£gos Potamoi, in 468 B.c., was a grand phenomenon
which much affected the Hellenic races and directed their philosophers to a closer study of natural

events of this character. The Meteor fell on the same ground as that on which, in 406 b.c., a battle

was fought and won by Lysander over the Athenians, and this defeat marked the end of the

Peloponnesian War.

Schmidt, Baden-Powell, Herrick, A, S. Herschel, and many others maintained the work of the

earlier pioneers and continued to accumulate observations and discuss phenomena. But researches

were rendered difficult by the transitory nature of the objects and the necessarily hurried and

imperfect observations obtained of them.

There are comparatively few astronomers,

either professional or amateur, who cultivate the

meteoric branch. They evidently do not regard

it as an attractive study. In any case, it does

not appeal to them sufficiently to enlist their

practical sympathies, and so it has been com-

paratively neglected in recent years. A few

ardent observers have, it is true, continued to

devote themselves to the subject, and two

English ladies, Miss A. Grace Cook and the late

Mrs. Fiammetta Wilson, endeavoured to arouse

more enthusiasm in this field of work both by
practical example and advice, and it is hoped

that this department may ultimately profit to

the extent it so well deserves.

There is no question that the study of

Meteors and their various phenomena offers the

prospect of important discoveries and striking

developments in the extent of our knowledge

in the immediate future. Much has already been

accomplished, but much more remains to be done.

It may be correctly described as a young section

of astronomical enquiry, for its suitable investi-

gation has been proceeding for less than a century. The pioneers in this branch adopted the best

method of recording Meteors and initiated the derivation of their radiant points, for it was soon recog-

nised that the luminous flights of these objects were not all discursive and at random in the firmament,

but that they had certain definite centres of divergence. Thus, the Meteors which had long been
known to fall abundantly in the first half of August were seen to emanate from Perseus ; in other

words, their paths if carried back in the same line of direction, intersected in Perseus. Similarly, the

very plentiful displays of Meteors which had been witnessed in the second week of November were
observed to have a community of origin, the focus of their radiation being in the Sickle of Leo.

Heis and Schmidt determined a number of these radiant points and found they were very

numerotisly scattered over the celestial vault, though mostly produced by showers of feeble

character. The systems of August and November were evidently of very special richness and
character among the host which indicated their presence at all seasons and in every part of the heavens.

As Heis and others of his time brought the awakening dawn into this branch of Astronomy, so

PATHS OF METEORS FROM ONE “ RADIANT. »»

As each meteor is observed its path is dtawn on a chart of
special type, like that shown above. The tracks thus marked
are then produced in a backward direction and are, in the
case of a definite “ shower,” found to intersect in one small

area, known as the ” radiant point.”
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may Schiaparelli and his contemporaries a generation later be said to have introduced that greater

illumination of the subject, which has preceded the fuller light to be finally expected from present

and future investigations.

The following is a list of a few of the chief Meteoric displays of the year :

—

Name of Shower.
|

1

Date of Maximum. Radiant Point. .\pi)t.\irance of Meteors.

Quadrantids January 3

oc $

230“ + 52’ S owLsh, long paths.

Lyrids April 21 270“ + 33’ Swift, streaks.

T] Aquarids May 2-6 338“ - 2“ Swift, very long paths.

Draconids June 28 228“ 4- 54“ Very slow, short paths.

S Aquarids July 28-30 339“ - 12“ Slow, long paths.

a Capricornids July 2.5-August 4 303“ - 10“ Very slow, brilliant, long.

Perseids August 11 45“ + 57“ Swift, streaks.

Orionids October 19 92“ + 15“ Swift, streaks.

Leonids November 14-15 151“ + 23“
1

Very swift, streaks.

Andromedids November 17-27 25“ H-
44“ Very slow, short, trained.

Geminids December 11-12 110“ -h 33“ Swift, while, short paths.

The figures in column 3 under the Greek letters x and S denote the Right Ascension and Declination

(which are analogous on a map of the sky to latitude and longitude on a map of the Earth) of the point

in the sky from which the Meteors appear to radiate.

Nearly all the Meteors that enter the Earth’s atmosphere are dissipated by volatilisation at the

high temperature attained. But very occasionally one survives, as already stated, and gets right

through the obstructing air strata to alight upon the

ground. It does not reach it with the same planetary

speed it originally bad, but with greatly reduced velocity

due to atmospheric resistance, etc. Its final descent is

made at a speed scaCrcely exceeding that of a terrestrial

body falling from a height. In fact, when spent Meteors

usually reach the Earth their directions are nearly or

quite perpendicular, and the motion is reduced to 400 or

500 feet per second.

In the cases of several falls, the objects penetrated

the soil to only twelve or eighteen inches, and it was

possible to calculate their speed prior to alighting.

The Meteorites which have fallen in the United

Kingdom during the last 130 years, and are thoroughly

well-attested, include the following :
—

Wold Cottage ... 56 lbs.

Taunton lbs.

Aldsworth 1 lb. 2 ozs,

Rowton ... ... 7Jibs.

Middlesbrough ... 3Jibs.

.. 9Jibs.

1795 (December 12)

1830 (February 13)

1835 (August 4) ...

1876 (April 26)

1880 (March 14) ...

1902 (September 13)

1914 (October 13) ...

1917 (Decembers)...

Crumlin, Ireland

Appley Bridge, Wigan 33 lbs.

Perth, Scotland ... 38 lbs.

(4 pieces).

From these figures the average rate of fall would appear

to be about one in every sixteen years, but the period

is not long enough to 3deld a reliable deduction.

THE ORBIT OF THE IvEONIDS,

This diagram shows the relations of the l^nid
orbit to those of the Earth and other planets.

It was shown by Schiaparelli and others that the

Comet discovered by Tempel in 1860 moved round
the Sun in the same path as the I^eonids.
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It is obvious that a great many Meteorites must descend upon our globe (either on land or sea)

without being observed at all. By far the greater area of the Earth is covered with water, and much

of the land portion is sparsely inhabited, so that falling bodies would generally elude notice. People

show a disposition to congregate in towns and leave vast tracks mere country-side.*'

These bodies are described according to their chief composition, viz. : Stone Aerolites

;

Iron ==:: Side’rites ; Iron and Stone Siderolites. The all-iron Meteorites are rare and not many
instances are known. The Rowton Mtdeorite*. of April, 1876, was of iron, and reckoned as only the

PHOTOGRAPH OP A I.EONID,
This meteor, photnjrraphcd on 1901, November 14, wah a
member of the famous Eeonld swarm. It was travrlling almost
directly towards the camera

;
hence the apparent shortness of

its path. The interruption of the latter vShows that the meteor
was less bright in the middle than at the beginning and end of

its flight. It was moving from left to right.

a large Meteorite. In the Seventh Century a stone

of the Kaaba at Mecca, and afterwards worshipped

sfiventh example ever seen to fall.

Such of the Meteors as reach the Eaith are

of low velocity and belong to streams over-

taking our globe. They usually have long

horizontal flights. The swifter class of Meteors

are dissipated in the higher atmosphere, so that

fragments of the August Perseids or November
Leonids have lU'ver fallen to the ground. The

very slow Meteors (the Andromedids of

November) appear to have yielded only one

certain instance (NovemlxT 27, 1885).

Notwithstanding the great number of Comets

and of Meteoric Systems observed, there are

not many striking and thoroughly proven

instances of identity or accordance. There are,

however, a fair number where the facts suggest,

if they do not prove, absolute agreement, and
in the table of twenty on page 440 the abbre-

viation

“ A '' means accurate or accepted agreement,

while

V refers to ju’obable or possible ones.

Except in one instance the observations were

made at Bristol.

In former times, when little was certainly

known about Meteoric phenomena, and when
incoirect views prc:\ ailed as to their meaning

and influences, it is not surprising that people

were often alarmed at unexpected visitations of

fireballs, or falling mt'tcoric stones, or metal.

Oru‘ of the ancient EinperorwS had a sword forged

out of a mass of meteoric iron which fell in his

dominions, and this was regarded as a sacred

and infallible weapon of defence. It is con-

sidered probable by many that the “ image

that fell down from Jupiter,'" worshipped in

the temple of Diana at Ephesus, was in reality

fell which was built into the north-east comer
by the Moslems. One of the most remarkable

incidents of this nature occurred at Ensisheim, in Alsace, on November 16, 1492, at noonday,
when a Meteorite of 260 lbs. weight fell with loud detonations like thimder.
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Photo by] fW'* /. 5. Lochyor.

PHOTOGRAPH OK A IJRIGHT MJn'JCOR.

This is one of the finest photoj^rnphs of a meteor ever seeured, and was taken at Sidmouth on 192:\ November 19. The aimera

used was pointed towards tlie Celestial Pole and the plate was exjjosed for two hours fourteen minutes. DuriiiR this time

the rotation of the Karth caused the stars to leave curved trails, with their centres at the IVile. The short bright trail just

above this central point is that of Polaris. It will be notcti that the meteor was subject to marked fluctuations of brightneia

at different portions of its path. It is believed to have originated from a radiant in Taurus.
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Dr»mng by] [W, F, DtnntHg,
THE DRIFT OF A METEOR TRAID

On February 22, ]* (){), at 7.33 p.m., a brilliant meteor passed in a south-west direction over the northern coast of Pnmoe.
The luminous trail which it left in its wake persisted os a visible object for over two hours, during which time it drifted in a
north-west direction at 120 miles an hour, under the indueiice of a violent wind in the upper atmosphere. Our illustration

shows the position and shape of the trail at intervals of ten minutes.

Accordances in Cometary and Meteoric Radiants.

Date of Nearest Com
1
luted Observed 1

Approach. Radiant, Ra<liant.
|

a S a
~~'8

p 1746 Feb. 25-Mar. 8 ’Sir -t ilii” 33 ’ 4- 36®

p 1847 I. April 1

1

23r H 27" 231" 4- 27"

A 1861 April 20 270J"+ 33" 271® 4 33®

A Halley May 4 337® 0® 337® - 2"

p 1618 HI. June 10 273” 0" 273® - 1®

p 1781 I. June 14 338® -f 57" 335" 4- 57®

p 1850 I. ... June 23 313® 4- 60" 312® 4- 61®

A 1921, Pons-Winnecke June 2.) 219® 4 55" ' 228" 4- 54®

p Brooks June 28 15® 4- 29®
1

16® 4- 30"

1822 III. June 30 342" + irl
Q/i

'

1 in'*

p 1770 II. July 13 349® 4- 12"/ j

04 a 4“

p Lexell ... July 8 276^ - 21J®
;

282" - 24®

p Morehouse July 5 4i 4-28®
i

[

3® + 27"

p Denning August 4 303® - 10® i

1

303" - 10®

A 1862 111. August 10 44® -h 57"
1

j

44® 4- 57®

p 1871 August 20 3° +47“
.j

6" 4- 46®
1

p Daniel ... Sept. 12 347° + 3° 346" 4- 2®

Dates ol Meteors.

Feb. 20-Mar. 1 (16 meteors).

April 13 (Schiaparelli and Zezioli).

April 20-21. Many Lyrids.

April 30-May 6. Many Aquarids.

May 26-June 13 (14 meteors).

June 10-28, 1887 (16 meteors).

June 5-23 (17 meteors).

June 28, 1921 (7 meteors).

July 1-30 (24 meteors).

July 9-13, 1921 (21 meteors).

June 8-29 (14 meteors).

July 6-17 (15 meteors).

July 21-August 6 (51 meteors).

August 10-12. Many Perseidt.

August 20-25 (14 meteors).

Sept 8-17 (26 meteors).
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Accordances in Cometary and Meteoric Radiants

—

cont.

Comet. j

Date of Nearest

Approach.

Computed
Radiant.

Observed

Radiant.
Dates of Meteors.

a 8 a 8
,

p 961 ... Sept. 13, 27 62 ^ - i:v\
1580 ... Oct. 16 61“ ^ 17’/

6D - 11’ Oct. 23-N()v, 4 (7 meteors .

p 1842 II. Oct. 21 81“ H- 57“ 78“ + 57“ Oct, 11 20 (35 meteors).

p 1739 ... Oct. 22 157M- 39“ 155“ + 40" Oct. It) 22 (18 meteors).

p 1582 ... Nov. 9 89“ -h 3(>i“ 8(i“ -h 34“ No\ . 9“ 12 (.33 meteors).

A Tempel ... Nov. 13 150J -f 23i“ 150“ 4 23“ Nov. 11-15 lUi'iii) Leonids.

p 1784 1. ... Nov. 20 18“ 148“ -
1

Nov. 1.3 15. (Sus])ectecl
)

A Biela ... Nov. 27
1

25 + 42i“ 25“ 4:r Nov. 27, 1872-85 Many Aiulromedids

P Perrinc Nov. 29 298“ H- 26“ 302“ + 21“
1 Dec. 1-9, 1917 (12 meteors).

P Pons Dec, 6 200" + 68i“ 204“ + 69’
I

Dec. 8, 1881 (18 meteors).

P Mechain-Tuttle
1

Dec. 20^21
1

220“ + 76“ 218“ -f 76“
j

Dec. 21 (7 meteors).

In addition to showers of Falling

Stars, there arc showers of Stony

Meteorites. These occurrences represent

the break up of a large Meteor, and its

distribution (when it falls) over a con-

siderable area. But occasionally it may
well represent a cluster of Meteors, for

these bodies sometimes travel in multiple

fashion and when disintegrating may
throw their unconsumed fragments over

an elliptical region having nearly the

same line of direction.

On April 26, 1803, at L^Aigle, France,

between 2,000 and 3,000 stones fell and

created consternation among the in-

habitants of the district. On May 22,

1808, at Stanwern, Austria, about 200

stones descended, but this was trifling to

certain other experiences.

On January 30, 1868, at Pultusk, in

Poland, and again on February 3, 1882,

at Mocs, Hungary, about 100,000 small

stones fell. As recently as July 19, 1912,

a cloud of about 14,000 stones fell in

Arizona.

The surprising nature of these novel

events may well be imagined, for people

are not prepared for and rarely under-

stand the meaning of such strange and

startling visitations. On December 17,

1917, a Meteorite fell at Perth, Scotland,

after breaking into four pieces, with a

thunderlike noise, and this represents a

similar event, though on a more limited

scale, to those previously narrated.

Phout'hy] BnmmrA.

PHOTOGRAPH OP A MKTEOR IN FLIGHT.

Photofijaphy gives an accurate itlea not only of the apparent position

of a meteor’s path in the sky, but also of the relative brilliance of the

body at various stages in its flight. In the photograph above the

waxing and waning of the meteor's brightness is clearly shown, and

also two short revivals of incandescence at the end of the path, near

the top of the picture.
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Drawmg Oyl H, Stfavgtuon,

A “ CORKSCUICW ” MiniiOR TRAII,.

This trail, left by a bright meteor on 1010, July 20, persisted long enough to allow of its examination with a large telescope.

It was then found to be of helical, or “ corkscicw ” structure, a quarter of a degree in thickness and ctjmiKjsed of “ waves "

one degree long. Many meteors describe paths of this kind owing to the action of atmospheric resistance on their irregular

shapes. The Siimc thing happcMisto artillery shells and is known in ballistics as “ precession *’ Only a smooth spherical shell

or meteor would travel in a periectly straight path without rotation.

A large Meteor, when rushing through the air, is heated to such an extent that it bursts with a

loud detonation and then occasionally strews the countryside with its partly consumed debris.

Falling stars exhibit great diversity in many n'sjx'cts, vSomc remarkable instances of the largest

kind, known as Fireballs, have been recorded
;
and a few of the most noteworthy may be summarised,

ds follows :

—

]<KAL J^ATliS uF No'i A13lh FlKEJiAI. LS.

Year. Ditto

.

( ].M.T
1

1

' Mdg,
1

Height.

J^egan. Faded
Path.

1

Velocity. Radiant Point. No.

1

Milos. Miles. Miles. Miles a 8
1

1

1 per sec.

1676 Mar. 31 ' 8 5 p.m. 174 38 250 215^ + 17" 1

1719 Mar. 10
1

8 15 p.m.
1

)) 80 60 175 5 295" 4“ 45" 2

1783 Aug. 18 1 9 15 p.m.
!j

60 57 1,100 23 120" + 35® S 1 3

1850 Feb. 11 10 4ii p.m. > D 81 19 130 12 37® -h 34® 4

1800 July 21 1 2 44 a.m.
,

100 53 1,000 10 161® + 16® 5

1868 Sept. 5
1

® 10 p.m. — 103 67 880 38 18® — 8® 6

1868 Oct. 7 50 p.m. 100 32 99 14 330" + 20" 7

1868 Nov. 3
i

3 17 p.m. 70
,

25 77
1 26 220" + 16" S

,

»

1869 Nov, 6 1

1

« 50 p.m. ^ D
i1

90 27 170 35 62" 37"
1

^

1877 Nov. 23 8 24 p.m. > D 1 90 14 133 i7i
;

62" + 21" D 1 10

1889 May 22 10 8 p.m. 1 50 58 292 14 1 63" 36" 11

1894 Feb. 8 0 28 noon — 80 20 — — 1 Hercules S 12

1894
1 Jan. 25 10 1 p.m. J> 89 16 160 18 331" 55" D la

1896
1

Feb. 10 9 30 a.m. > D — 20 — — SD 14
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Real Paths of Notable Fireballs—con/.

I

Year. ' Date.
'

G.M.T, Mag.
Height.

Began. Ended.
' Path.

1

1

j

Velocity. Radiant Point.
1

No.

Miles. Miles. Miles.
1

Miles

per sec
a 8

1900 Jan. 9 1
2 55 p.m > I) 59 23 174 .... 280 - 12" S 15

1902
!

Aug. 22
i

2 2 a.m. D (>5 33 Oil 15 283' -* 10
J’

10

1909 Tcb. 22
1

7 33 p.m. D 50 50 155 25 190"
1

20' 17

1911 Feb. 19 '

9 22 p.m. V 70 49 590 14 40’ - 15’ 18

1914 Feb. 9 — -- 42 — 5,500 8 Pegasus 19

1911 Oct. 8 40 p.m. •• 29 0 49 8 348 ’

f- 3 1) 20

1917 1 Dec. 3 1 15 p.m. •' D 04 0 SO 302 4- 21 SD 21

1922 ' Feb. 7
,

3 55 p.m. ••>
I)

50 32 S2 1 1 00 11 SI) 22

T)—Corrected for zenithal attraction radiant is at 1 hS® -f- 3^; (" zcnitluil attraction ” i‘t‘fc‘rs to the .innnint

of displacement of tlu* radiant due to the earth’s attraction).

10- -The detonation etiualled the noise of a hundred 100 ton guns (Tiipman).

14 —The streak remained visible five and a half hours.

17—Streak remained two hours and drifted to X.W. 120 miles per hour.

10 A swarm of large Meteors, Path 0,500 miles and tin* long<‘st t‘ver known
,

flight j'lirallel to I'.aith's sut hue

over nearly all this track.

20 and 21—Pell to the earth.

In column four -• means “ brightc r than,” • tin* Sun, J) the Moon; ll Jupiter.

” S ” in the ninth column means ” in sunshine ”
;

” T) ” that the fireball detonated.

f I'.The largest kinds of Fireballs constitute oiu* of the grandest splendours of the lu‘avcns. Fvcmi

in^the day-time, when sunshine dorninatt‘S sky and Earth, a Finthall may suddenly come out of the

blue with a brilliant flash ending its glori(*s and a thunderlike detonation following to signify the

disruption and

destruction of the

object. At night,

w^hen there is no

Moon and the

heavens are thick-

ly studded with

stars, then the

Fireball may dis-

play its striking

illumination of

sky and land-

scape, and startle

the spectator

with the vivid-

ness of its inten-

sity. Sometimes

there are several

flashes, due to

unequal ignition,

for at certain

points along
the streaming

flight the object

method of photographing meteors.

The securing of meteoric photographs is largely a matter of chance, as it is impossible to be certain

when and where a bright meteor will appear. When a shower is expected a number of camera

with rapid lenses may be set up to point in slightly different directions, to cover a large area of the

•ky. The observer sits dose at hand and records the time and rough position of any bright meteor

seen, and it can afterwards be identified on the photographic plate.
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A METEOR TRAIIy.

Very bright meteors leave luminous trails in the path of their flight, and these in some
cases persist for some time before fading into invisibility The trails are generally

faintest at their edges, which are the first parts to disappear, causing an apparent narrowing

as in the three stages shown above.

blaz.es up and leaves

brighter sections in the

train where the outbursts

occurred.

These Fireballs should

bo always recorded in de-

tail, and particularly their

apparent paths in the fir-

mament ; for if the data

are immediately avail-

able for the computation of

the height and direction it

may be easily possible to

indicate the place of falland

thus, in cases where the

object reached the Earth,

enable a search to be made.

In the instance of the

Yorkshire Meteorite of Oc-

tober 13, 1914, the locality

of its probable descent was

indicated by the present

writer, and the object was accidentally discovered at the spot predicted.

Autumn nights are often prolific in these luminous appearances, but they come at all times, and

are sometimes so brilliant as to shine in the day-time, and to offer a momentary splendour almost

equal to if not exceeding that of the Sun. But we cannot foretell the times of their individual

apparitions. They burst out suddenly
;

it may be in the twilight of early evening, in the glare of

moonlight, or with fog or thin cloud partly veiling the stars, but best of all, of course, they are

displayed in a clear, moon-

less sky.

When a bright falling

star is seen, the observer

should endeavour to notice

its chief features and its

exact place amongst the

stars. If he is unac-
quainted with the constel-

lations, he should estimate

the bearings of the begin-

ning and end points, and
give the altitudes as nearly

as possible
;
he should also

note the duration of flight.

In the event of a train or

streak remaining after the

head has vanished, it

should be carefully watched

and the extent and direc-

tion of its drift amongst the

stars ascertained as exactly

A DISTORTED TRAIl,.

Whan a meteor trail is bright enough to persist for several minutes it is often observed to

drift slowly from its original position and to become bent or twisted in outline. This is the

rMult of currents of wind in the higher parts of the Earth’s atmosphere. The two sketches

above were made ten minutes apart.
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as possible. These meteoric trains and streaks furnish valuable evidence on the air currents operating

in the upper strata of the atmosphere. The trains are usually between fifty and sixty-five miles above

the Earth's surface, and are often carried along at a velocity of about 120 miles per hour. Not infre-

quently they continue visible during several minutes, and in exceptional cases remain for much longer

periods. The glowing residue of

a fine Meteor which appeared on

February 22, 1909, remained in

view for two hours, and drifted

in a north-west direction at a

hurricane rate.

Careful observations of Me-

teors and Falling Stars are valu-

able, and likely to increase our

knowledge of a very interesting

branch of Astronomy. These

bodies forming, as it were, the

dust of the universe and the

messengers from distant space,

may be regarded as the con-

necting links between our Earth

and other planetary worlds. As

such, therefore, they deserve

our sympathetic interest, while

their transient glories exhibited

in the sky must always awaken

keen appreciation.

There may be a night with-

out a visible Moon, but there is

never a night without a Falling

Star unless, indeed, the firma-

ment is veiled with clouds.

Unceasingly they are showered

into the Earth s atmosphere,

and it is fortunate that it has

the power to destroy them

nearly all.

Only those who have occu-

pied themselves considerably in

the work can realise the attrac-

tiveness of Meteoric observa-

tion. Others who are fresh to

the study and lacking experi-

ence can hardly appreciate the

pleasure which the habitual ob-

server feels in its pursuit. A
man who gazes at the stars

occasionally and sees Meteors falling amongst the constellations in an indiscriminate fashion

cannot properly record the picture and must fail to comprehend its meaning* One however who
has acquired a knowledge of the subject can interpret the details and read something of the story

of nearly every Meteor that falls. He can tell the particular shower to which it belongs, and can

W7W

[y. /f. Skepitont.

A STONY METUOKITE.
Many meteorites are not mainly metallic in composition, l)Ut contain larpe quxmtitiea

of silicates, and other stony substances. They are less heavy, bulk for bulk, than

the metallic meteorites and have a rougher surface. They are sometimes referred

to as " uranoliths,” to distinguish them from the iron meteorites.
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Tllli OTUMJ’A MliTHOKlTH
This is an example of a meteorite whose subaijuice is mainly metallic The surface is

comparativeJy 8mcx)th and shiny, and of u dark blacklsb-brown colour. Meteorites whlcli,

like the one above, are coinpose<l very larpely of iron, arc termed “ siderolites." The one
above weighs 1,400 lbs.

locate its radiant point

from its duration of

flight and aspect. He
can pretty correctly

estimate the height of

the object and perhaps

knows, and may have

seen, the parent Comet

from which it had its

origin.

To witness a show-

er of shooting stars is

more interesting when

the observer knows the

Comet which supplies

it. This is, however,

not always possible.

The great displays of

August and November

are connected with and

directly occasioned by

well-known Comets.
There are also May and

June showers derived

from the Comets of

Halley and Pons-Win-

necke, and the pleasure

of awaiting and seeing the Meteors

is accentuated by this circumstance.

Having perhaps viewed the Comets

themselves we naturally feel (’urious to

see their offspring in the Meteors. In

fact, our knowledge of a little of their

life history intensifies the attractions

they visibly present to the eye.. It is

liktj a i)erson who looks up to the stars

and can recognise the const('Ilations and

call the chief stars by their names. His

acquaintance with them makes him

regard them as old friends, and thus

the contemplation of the familiar face

of the heavens often brings him an

imprt'ssive satisfaction.

Meteoric Radiants and Comets .

—

Several mathematicians have investi-

gated the ecliptical Meteoric radiants and

found that they may be of lengthy dura-

tion with little apparent change in the

radiant points. This is what observation

[R. A. 5i
RADIANT OF METRORS, JURY 27-29.

A radiant is less easily determined if placed so low in the sky that its

meteors can only be seen on one side of it. The apparent shortness of

meteoric paths near to the radiant point is an effect of foreshortening,

since these meteors are coming almost direcUy towards us. This is

better shown in some of the other diagrams.
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had already proved, and there is no doubt

that certain long continued showers dir-

ected from positions on or near the eclip-

tic can be identified with Comets whose

orbits lie comparatively near that of the

Earth.

Lexell's Comet of 1770, or its debris

(for the Comet seems to have ceased to be

visible), showers Meteors from a radiant

at about 282®-26® in June, July, and

August. Denning's Comet of 1881, yields

Meteors at end of July and first half of

August from 303°--10°. In the latter case

the computed distance between the

cometary orbit and the Earth is rather

considerable (0*1 = 10 millions of miles),

but this docs not vitiate the accordance,

^ ^ as the cometary material may be distri-

RADiANT OF METEORS, AUGUST 21-23. buted over a Considerable space.

The arrow-headed Hnes represent the lengths, positions, and directions Daniel's Comet of 1907, whose orbit
of the paths of meteors as actually seen in the sky. Slight errors of

* ahniit ciiv nnd half milHnnci nf
observation are inevitable, but the radiant point can be fixed with within about SIX and a bait mUUons Ot

considerable accuracy if a sufficiently large number of meteors is miles of the Earth on September 12,
observed.

appears to have originated the shower of

bright Meteors from 347® + 2®, which is visible from about August 25 to September 27. Zanoth’s

Comet of 1739 has yielded the Meteors from 154® + 40® often observed during last half of October and

onwards through November and first half of December. Other cases might be cited but no useful

purpose would be served by unduly multiplying the evidence : suffice it that the writer is preparing a

table wherein will be exhibited a number of comparisons suggestive of close relationship between

10 (f

r 5UU A

certain cometic and meteoric orbits. This

is a highly interesting section of Meteoric

Astronomy and has not been sufficiently

cultivated and investigated since the late

Professor A. S. Hcrschcl di vott^d himself

to its study.

It is much to be hoped that recruits

will be forthcoming not only for the

theoretical investigation of the various

problems presented by meteors, but also

for their practical observation. Additional

workers are greatly needed in various

departments of Astronomy, but in none

more so than in this branch. And here is

a field in which, without incurring the

expense of costly apparatus, work of high

value may be accomplished, all that is

required being a good view of the sky, the

ability to make accurate observations, and

such a measure of patience and enthusiasm

as will enable the observer to maintain liis

vigils through the long hours of the night.

[H. A. A.

RADIANT OF METEORS, OCTOBER 15.

The paths of meteors are best recorded on charts drawn (like the one

above) on the ** gnomonic " projection. On such charts all llnea

observed as straight in the heavens are still straight, in spite of bdng
now seen on a flat surface.
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CAMP A

ANGLE C

mountainI

peak!

CHAPTER XL

FINDING THE SCALE OF SPACE.

By Peter Doig, F.R.A.S.

I

N any science one of the most important requirements is the determination of numerical values.

Astronomers have to face what seems at first glance an insuperable problem of this kind—the

ascertainment of distances to which it is impossible by the nature of things to apply measuring

gauges directly. The very earliest “ watchers of the sky ” believed all celestial objects to be situated

at the same distance on the vault of the heavens, but the Greek thinkers began to assign relative

distances to the Sun, Moon, planets and fixed stars. Aristarchus of Samos, who lived about 280 B.r.,

showed that

the Sun must

be at least

nineteen times

as far off as the

Moon, which

estimate is

much below
the truth, but

was a step in

the direction

of positive
knowledge be-

yond which
there was no

advance for a

longtime. The
scale of space

was not then

known even in

the very rough-

est fashion, A surveyor’s *• triangi.k.^’

however * the surveyor wholwishes to find the distance of an inaccessible point, such as a mountain peak, lays off

* and measures a base line between two camps From one camp he measures with his theodolite*the

first crude so- angle between the mountain peak and the other camp, and then goes to his other station and does

lutions of the slniilarly for the first camp and the peak. From these two angles and the measured length of the base

line, the distunees of the peak from the two camps can be easily calculated.

problem were

reserved for the later and possibly less acute intellects of mediaeval times, and that only for such less

remote celestial objects as those in the Solar System.

The process of finding the distance of a celestial object is essentially the same as is used by a

surveyor when he desires to find the distance of some inaccessible object such as a mountain. In most

cases measurement in the ordinary way with tape or chain is impossible because of the roughness of

the intervening country, or because of the impossibility of attaining to the top of the mountain. For

example, the summit of Mount Everest is as yet inaccessible, but its distance from a hill station, such

as Darjeeling, can be found with great accuracy. The surveyor proceeds as follows.

From a camp at A the distance is first accurately measured off to camp B, the line between being

described as the ** base line.** Setting up his theodolite at A he measures the angle between the camp B
and the mountain peak and then goes to camp B and measures the angle B similarly. He then knows

the length of one side of the triangle and the sizes of two of its angles, and by a very simple calculation

29
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can derive the third angle C and the dis-

tances from camp A or camp B to the

mountain. The surveyor does not con-

cern himself directly with the angle C but

deals with distances so that he can tri^

angulate an entin' territory.

By a sustained process of connected

triangles and accompanying astronomical

observations for longitudes and latitudes,

much of the Earth's surfact* has been

mapped out and the shape and dimen-

sions of our globe closely ascertained As

is well known the shape of the Earth is

not truly spherical, but of a flattened

spheroidal form, so that the diameter

from pole to pole is 7,900 miles and across

the equator 792()'7 miles.

The surveyor finds a base line of

several hundred yards sufficient for deter-

mining most distances, but occasionally

uses one as long as possible, of several

miles length, so as to obtain an accurate*

measurement of a very remote object. The astronomer, however, requires a very much greater base

line for the smallest of celestial distances. The nearest of the heavenly bodies i.s the Moon, of which

the mean distance is 238,8flO miles, and for the determination of the size of this great gap the astronomer

finds a base line in the Earth itself. In this case there are two observatories, the distance between which

is well known. The angle at the Moon and the sides of the triangle can be well determined and from

them the distance between the centres of the Earth and Moon. The " parallax " of the Moon is half

the angle which is contained between the lines connecting the extremities of the Earth's diameter and

the centre of the Moon and is somewhat less than one degree (fifty-seven minutes approximately).

The same base line is used in finding the scale of the Solar System. As the diameter of the Earth

is but 7,900 miles, we cannot get a longer base than that, and practical considerations limit it to about

7,000 miles. The Sun is more than 13,000 times this distance away and the mangle concerned is

extremely long and narrow, with the

angle at the vSun smaller than sixteen

seconds of arc. As a problem of sur-

veying, the measurement of distance by

direct observation of the Sun's position in

the sky is not capable of more accuracy

than about one part in thirty or forty.

If the stars could be observed close up

to the Sun and simultaneous observations

made of its apparent position among
them as seen from the ends of our base

line, the problem would be simple and

capable of considerable accuracy with

little effort. The Sun would appear

differently placed with reference to the

vastly remoter stars, a nearer body

having a shift (Greek, “ parallaxis

AN ANCIENT IME^SI^REMICNT OF THE SIZE (>F THE
EARTH.

This diagram illustrates the method employed by ]*>atosthenes

Observations of the Sun’s altitude at Alexandria and Syene respec*

lively gave the number of degrees of latitude (shown by the angle Z)

between the two places The actual distance t^ing known in units of

linear measure, it was easy to calculate the length of the complete
360*^ comprising the Earth’s circumference

Ffom] Adolfo Stahl** Lectures

THE WEbE OF ERATOSTHJ^NES
This well, situated at Assouan (the ancient Syene) is said to be the one
used by Eratosthenes in connection with his famous measurement of

an arc of the meridian. From his observations he obtained the first

reasonably eorreot value for the Earth’s circumference and diameter
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relative to objects farther away. We
cannot see stars close up to the blazing disc

of the Sun owing to the overwhelming atmo-

spheric effect of its radiance, but on rare

occasions the planet Venus passt's across its

face and at these times has a parallax

relative to the Sun’s disc.

Two observers on the Earth at a and h

[sec page 4«52), will see the planet projected

on different parts of the Sun’s disc. The

observer at b will see the plaiu't cross along

the line CD, while the observer at a will see

it traviTse the Sun’s face along tlic chord

FG. When Venus is between the Earth and

the Sun (in “ inferior conjunction ”) its

distance from the Sun is to its distance

from the Earth in the proportion seventy-two to twenty-i'ight. This is known from the law discovered

by Kepler, which states that the cubes of the distances between the planets and th(‘ Sun arc' proportional

to the squares of their periods of revolution about him, and it was discovcTt'd by that great astronomer

independently of any knowledge of the actual distances.

The base line or rectilineal distance between a and b is known, and as the ratio between this and

the line xy is twenty-eight to seventy-two, xy can be computed. Tiic ratio of the lengths of tlic chords

CD and FG is got from the observed time of crossing of Venus across the Sun and it is then i)ossible to

calculate the size of the Sun’s disc itself by means of the known distance xy. The angular diameter

k

MlCASrRlNCr THIC DISTANCIv Ol* TllIC MOON.
This diagram shows a mclhiul of incasuriiij^ the distance of the Moon
<; and C rcptfsoiit two observatories (s;iy (‘.reoawidi and the Cape
of Good JIopc) M is the ('•]*' and Civ arc the diuvtions of

the etiuator on the sky at the two places The diffeienee of the
angles MCIC^ an<l M(ilC, which is the siiiiie as the sini»le (iMC,
is mcasuied and from this anj»le to)*ether with the known lectiliuear
distunee (*C, the distance of the Moon is deiiv'cd, just as by a

surveyor in the ease ot an inaccessible ternstrial object

An iiiRcnious method of measuring the Sun’s distance in comparison with that of the Moon was devised by Aristarchus
(b.c. 280). In the above diagram (not to scale) the Moon is sli<jwn at the instant it w<juld look half Full from the ICarth.

The angle at the Moon must then be a right angle Aristarchus estimated that the First Quarter of the Moon was about twelve
hours shorter than the Second Quarter, so that the Moon was six hours in going to A, or about four degrees of its orbit. I’rom
this he deduced that the distance of the Sun is about nineteen times that of the Moon, which is much tex) small : the nieihod
failing badly because of the moimtainous character of the Moon’s surface, making it impossible to esUniale arairately the

instant when the Moon is half Full
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of the Sun is measured, and to find its distance from the Earth

we have simply to calculate the distance at which a body of

known size subtends a given angle.

Certain corrections have to be made for the motion of the

observers at a and 6 due to the Earth's movement in its orbit

and to its rotation. The method described is due to Halley

(1656-1742) who suggested it at a time when it was impossible

that he should live to see it carried out . Another method used

on the occasion of a transit of Venus was suggested by Delisle

(illustrated on page 205), but need not be further described,

particularly as cither method is no longer looked upon as a

good one for determining the solar parallax. Owing to various

causes, chief among which is the so-called " black drop " and

also a troublesome ring of light round the planet evidently

produced by its atmosphere (sr<: page 211), which render it

almost impossible to estimate accurately the times of entry

and exit of the planet on the solar disc, other metliods arc

now more relied on. In any case the method cannot be again

applied until the year 2004, which sees the next transit of

Venus.

Another method, which has been employed with great

success and a higher degree of accuracy, depends upon the

f)f the Sun'B disUmce. The observers on the
Earth at a and b will see Venus cross the Sun’s
disc along the chords FG and CD respectively.
The relative length of these chords is got from
the times taken in the transit. The relative
tlistauces of Venus and the Earth from the Sun
being known, and also the distance between
a and b, the length ry am be computed and
from that, and the ratio of the chords FG and
CD,'the actual diameter of the Sun is obtained.
The angular diameter of the Sun is measured,
and to find its distance from the Eiirth we have
simply to calculate the distance at which a body

of known size subtends a given angle.
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PAST AND FUTURE TRANSITS OP VENUS.
Transits of Venus occur in pairs, with eight years between each transit of the pair,

and intervals of 1O0| or 121) years between the pairs. The method of measuring
the solar parallax by means of the transits was employed on the occasions of the

Eighteenth and Nineteenth Century transits, but it is doubtful if those of the

Twenty-first Centuiy will be similarly utilised, as better methods are now known.

measurement of the parallaxes and
distances from the Earth of some
of the planets situated at greater

distances from the Sun than the

Earth. By Kepler's Law above

described, the dimensions of all the

orbits of the planets in the Solar

System arc as a consequence deri-

vable, Mars and some of the

minor plancis or asteroids ” have

been utilised in this way when at

“ opposition," t.e,, on the opposite

side of us from the Sun and there-

fore crossing the meridian (due

south) at midnight.

The parallax of the planet ob-

served can be determined in the

same way as that of the Moon,
cither by observations at two dis-

tant observatories, or by a single

observer who utilises his displace-

ment by the Earth’s rotation to

provide a base line. The actual

measurements involved are the

angular distances separating the

minor planet from the background

stars among which it is apparently
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situated. These measurements have been made by an instrument called the heliometer, or by
photography.

The heliometer consists of a telescope which has its object-glass divided into halves along a

diameter. One half can slide along the other and thus produce two separable images. By movement
of the two halves the images of two stars can be superposed in such fashion as to give very accurate

measurements of distance between them or between a minor planet and a star, the shift of the parts of

the object-glass being regulated by finely divided screws, one turn of which is equal to a certain small

angle on the sky.

The great advantage of the photographic method, which is otherwise at least equally accurate,

is that the astronomer is rendered much more independent of continued fine weather and clear

skies. A photograph can be made in two or three minutes, and with a comparatively short break in

the clouds far more valuable material can be got than by a whole night's heliometer work, for the

photograph once secured can be measured and discussed at leisure by day or during cloudy nights.

The minor planet which is

most valuable for this purpose is

Eros, discovered in 1898, for

which, although it is a very small

body, probably not more than

twenty miles in diameter, one

would willingly barter the re-

maining hundreds of similar

bodies. This is because it moves

in a very remarkable orbit (illus-

trated on page 76) lying for the

most part within that of Mars,

very eccentric departing

largely from a circle towards an

oval shape) and approaching the

Earth on favourable occasions to

within about 16,000,000 miles

when it has a large apparent shift

or parallax with reference to the

background of fixed stars. Tin- “ m,ACK drop.’'

A close approach took place “
"I^ contact between the disc of Venus and the cd^e of the Sun within about a second of

in 1900, but not until 1930 and time. Unfortunately, the formation of a “ blaek rlrop ’* takes place instead of

1937 will there be similarlv ® round disc neatly touching the edge of the Sun, the lime of real contact being
^ doubtful by as much as ten or fifteen seconds.

favourable opportunities again.

The 1900 " opposition " was used to obtain the most accurate value for the solar parallax as yet

derived. By co-operation of a number of observatories using visual and photographic means a value of

the solar parallax (or angle subtended at the Sun’s distancti by the Earth’s semi-diarneter) was

obtained of

8'80 seconds of arc.

This corresponds closely to a mean distance of the Sun of 92,900,000 miles, which is probably correct

within about 160,000 miles either way ; according to very recent work, however, this parallax may
be rather on the large side.

There are reasons for believing, however, that the most accurate value of this fundamental constant

of Astronomy will be obtained by other and less direct methods. Some of these are of sufficient interest

to be briefly referred to.

One general method is by the disturbing effects of the planets* gravitation on each other’s motions,

or of the Sun on the Moon’s movements. Another depends on the mutual disturbances of the Eartli
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and Moon. The Earth's centre revolves in a small orbit round the centre of gravity of the Earth-

Moon system. From the measured distance of the Moon and the ratio of its mass to that of the

Earth, this orbit is found to have a radius of about 3,000 miles. As a result of the Earth's motion

in this small orbit the Sun appears periodically displaced to one side or the other in its apparent yearly

circuit of the sky, from the place he would occupy if the Earth were not thus disturbed by the Moon.

The consequent angular displacement of the Sun having been measured, astronomers then learn the

angl(‘ which 3,000 miles subtends at the vSun’s distance, and from that can derive the distance by a

simple calculation.

Another way of measurement of the scale of the Solar System has been derived from observation

of Jupiter and his family of moons. When that planet is farthest from the Earth, on the other side

of the Sun, there is an apparent delay in the times of the eclipses of his moons by the shadow of the

planet compared with those occasions when the Earth and Jupiter are on the same side of the Sun, and

therefore closer together by something like the width of the Earth's orbit. This was an unexplained

phenomenon until the Danish astronomer Rdmer suggested in 1675 that it was due to the time taken

by light to travel over the additional space. By experimental work with rotating mirrors and other

Prutt'inas /;v) fir. H. enson.

l-XrnAN.^TlON OF Till* “ litACK DKOF.”
When Venus is pr<)jeele<l wholly within the Sun’s limb lh(‘ eilge of hei «liftc i< encroached iijxm to an .aiiiueciablc extent by the

effects ol irradiation and diffraction, so that she appears somewhat smalha than she re'il!', iS \\ h(‘n, how(‘ver, her true limb

is in eoiitact with that of the Snn the causes ol thi« etieroachmeut are uo lonp<'r operative at that point, and we see a portion

of her dise that was not seen before. 'I'his n \tnrally .ippcar*^ in the form ul an excrescenee, and is known as the “ black tlrop,”

deviev.s the velocity of light has been found to be 186,325 milt*s per .second, and from the delay in the

times of the eclipses of Jupiter’s moons the diameter of the Earth’s orbit cun he deduced.

The knowledge of the velocity of light can also be applied to the problem of the Sun's distance by

means of the phenomenon known as the “ aberration of light.” As a re.sult of the fact that the propa-

gation of light is not instantaneous, a star is slightly disjdaced from its true position in the sky. Each

star appears to revolve once a year in a small elliptic path about its average position. One situated

in the plane of the Earth's orbit merely oscillates on either side of a mean position and tlu* breadth

of the ellipse grows until it becomes a circle at the pole of the ecliptic.

The fact that the velocity of the Earth in its orbital motion round the Sun forms a sensible fraction

of the velocity of light is the cause of this aberration, which may be understood by a simple illustration.

When an object is let fall down the centre of a vertically disposed tube, it will go straight to the bottom

without touching the side, if the tube is at rest. If a forward movement is given to the tube, however,

the object would only pass down its centre without touching the side providing the tube were inclined

at an angle. So it is with light coming from a star and passing down the tube of a telescope on a moving

Earth. The telescope has to be pointed slightly away from the true direction of the star.
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When the small ellipses are measured,

the angle is found to be somewhat less

than twenty and a half seconds of arc.

By a simple calculation it is found that

the velocity of light must be very nearly

times the speed of the Iiarth in

its orbit, which thus comt's out at about

eightt'on and a half miles per second.

Tlu' circumference of the orbit in miles

is therefon‘ eighteen and a half times the

number of seconds in a year and the

semi-diameter, or distance of the Sun, is

easily deduced.

Another indirect method of ascer-

taining the distance of the Sun is based on investigations of the velocities of tlu' stars in the line of

sight as ^eve^aled by the displacements of the lines in their st-H^-tra. At one season of th(' year, the

Earth in its orbital movement is approaching a star, while six months latiT it is reci‘ding from it.

Determinations of these motions of approach and recession with n'h'rcUKH' to a number of stars can

made and an accurate knowledge of the Earth’s orbital speed derived from which the circumference

and radius of the orbit are calculated. This method is susceptibh' of viTy great accuracy and increasing

precision in the solar parallax value, as instrumental means improve and greatiT numbers of stars

are' utilised.

The same method has recently been applied to the changing v(‘locily of th(‘ Earth itself. As the

orbit is eccentric, the Earth is sometimes approaching the Sun (July to Dt‘cembt'r) and sometimes

receding from the Sun (December to July).

These motions of ap})roach and n‘cession are

shown in the* displacements of lines in tlu' Solar

Spectrum, and when they are measured and

discusse<l the scale of the orbit ('an b(' calcu-

latt‘d. A similar method can also be api)lied to

the radial velocities of the otluT plamUs.

The space which has been (x'cupied in th(‘

foregoing discussion is justifu'd by the very

great importance of the [)robI(un of tlu' Sun’s

distance'. It is the fundamental datum of

Astronomy the unit of spa('e, any error in the'

(‘stirnation of which is multiplied and n'j)eat(‘d

in many difterent ways, both in the dimensions

of the Solar vSystem and in those of the uni-

verse* in gcmcTah Tlu' number which rei)r(*s('nts

it is involved in almost eviiry calculation of dis-

tances or masses, of sizes and densities c‘ithcr

of planets or their satellites, or of the stars.

Its determination has been referred to as one

of the noblest problems of the science*, and great

expenditure of human effort and wealth has

been made in attempts at its solution.

It is also among the most difficult tasks of

the astronomer, involving as it does, in the

direct methods, an attempt to measure an angle

Sirr.KPSHANKS EgUATOKIAI,, CAMBRIDGE
OnSiCKVATORY.

This tck*scoi)e was used very successfully in the determination of

the solar |)arallax by photographs of Rro« in 1899 and 1900.

It is a modification of the "coude,”or elbowed, type of equatorial.

The tube itself acts us the iKilar axis, so that the eye end (inside

the building) remains stationary, but for rotation. This makes
observation very comfortable and convenient.

PARAIJ,AX OK A MINOR PEANICT.

The distance of a minor planet (M) from the Ivarth is found by measuring

its position with reference to the background of fixed stars (S ami S').

To observers at O and O' (or to a single observer carried by the hearth’s

rotation from O to O' the planet and the stars behind it have a different

coniiguration, and from this apparent displacement and the known
relative distances of the planet and the ICarth from the Sun, the solar

parallax can be found with more accuracy than by the Transit of \'cniis

method.
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about equal to that subtended by a halfpenny 2,000 feet

from the eye, within about a thousandth part of its value.

The scale of the entire Solar System follows very simply

from the relation between periods of revolution and distances

already mentioned, and in the case of the planet Neptune,

we have the largest distance from the Sun which is thus

directly derived—about thirty times the distance of the

Earth from the Sun, an enormous gap over which the sun-

light takes over four hours to pass, although the speed of

light is such as would encircle the Earth's equator more than

seven times in a second

!

Great as this is, it pales into insignificance beside the

distances of the stars. When we come to the investigation

of stellar remoteness no base line on the Earth is long enough,

and we must use something much greater. The Earth makes this base line for us in its orbit round

the Sun, and, large as it is, it is all too small for the purpose.

If the position of the star chosen for the investigation is determined in the sky as accurately as

possible, say in the month of March, and then again after an interval of six months in September, the

other end of the base line of 185,800,000 miles will have been attained, and if a difference is found in

the positions as observed, the star’s distance can be found. The parallax of a star is the angle made
at the star by the radius of the Earth's orbit, or, to put it in another way, is the angle which would be

occupied by a line 92,900,000 miles long at the Sun when seen from the star in question.

The slight movement in the position of the star is found by measures between it and fainter and
probably more distant stars, though this is an assumption which is not always true, as is proved by
the occasional negative results for parallax, which indicate either that the chosen star is really farther

away than the average of the fainter comparison stars used, or that the parallax is too small to be

within the limits of error in the measurements.

The determination of stellar parallax is comparatively simple but for the extreme minuteness of the

quantities concerned. An idea of their

smallness may be gained from the statement

that if two railway lines starting in London,

met in Newcastle instead of keeping parallel

all the way, the angle between them would
be of the order of magnitude to be measured

in finding the distance of the nearest stars.

There is no star known for which the

parallax is as great as one second of arc ; a

second of arc is less than one millionth of the

distance round the circumference of a circle,

and is the angle subtended by a tennis ball

about eight miles away or by a six-foot man
at 250 miles distance.

Yet 92,900,000 miles looks smaller than

this when seen from the distance of the very

nearest of all the stars of which the parallax

has been measured. This is Proxima
Centauri," a faint star situated near to and
physically connected with the bright double

star a Centauri, one of the brightest stars in

the southern sky, which is itself the next

ABERRATION OF EIGHT.
The diagram illustrates the effect on a star’s apparent position

of the Earth’s motion in its orbit. A star s would appear in the

direction As if the Earth were at rest at A ; actually it is seen

At a, slighUy ahead of its place, and in a year describes a small

orbit on the sky, abed corresponding to the points ABCD
in the perspective view of the Barthes orbit.

\W. H. StMvmtm,

“ PARAEhACTIC SHIFT OP hlARS.

When Mars is close to the Earth his apparent
position among the stars varies with the position

of the observer on the Earth, or with the motion
given to a single observer in a few hour^ by the

Earth’s rotation. The amount of shift (BC) in

relation to a comparison star (A) gives a measure
of the distance of the planet, after taking into

acc'ount the distance moved by the observer.
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nearest known. The parallax of ** Proxima is seventy-nine hundredths of a second, corresponding

to about twenty-four billion miles distance, or a light journey of four and one-tenth years.

The processes used in measuring these very small angles are similar to what has already been

described for the minor planets, although the stellar parallaxes arc very much smaller. The older

methods used were those depending upon astronomical instruments which measure the places of the

stars with great accuracy—the meridian circle, the micrometer and also the heliometer. So minute

are the quantities to be measured that the instruments themselves, although made with graduated

scales and screws of almost superhuman precision of workmanship, have to be tested for their errors

which are then used as corrections to the results. Not only the instruments have to be analysed in

Ffom a Dnwmg fry] [W. H, SUav0n$pn,

EXPI.ANATION OF “ ABERRATION. »»

It is a fumiUftr fact that the apparent direction of the drops in a shower of rain is altered by the motion of a persion wnlkinp;

or running through it. The angle at which the drops appear to fall depends upon the ratio between the velocity of their descent

and the of the observer. In the of I,ight the speed of the Earth in its orbit is small compared with the enormous

velocity of 186,000 miles per second, so that the chance of apparent direction is small. Rut the principle is the same, and our

teleacoDes Hike the man's umbrella) must be directed slightly ahead of the place where the star would appear if we were stationary.
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tliis way, however, but also the j)ersonal errors of the observers which 4 I ^
vary from one individual to anotluT.

<!vW m S Jr Mm
The roiiclitions under which the obstTvations are made have to be

kept the same as far as ])ossible. liven after all these precautions ,

there are outstanding discrepancies in the best results, which arc

f)ften of tile same ordtT of size as tlie quantities to be measured. B
While these visual methods havt‘ givtm vt'ry valuable service, pholO' |||||^^

graphy is to-day much tlu‘ better for stellar jiarallax work.

If two photographs of the same region an* taken six months apart, / yVfliwW
the shift of th(' “ parallax star ” can be measun'd with reference to a Jw « I I
numb(‘r of comparison stars, by means of a microscope. Minute

^ ^ '

pr(*cautions must be taken with this method also, as the quantities

to be measured on tin* photographic plat(‘ are gencTally only a few A loothed wheel, revolving rapidly

hundred thousandths of an inch. “J
‘‘ lamp was used by

Mzcau to measure the veUK’ity of
1 o form an idea of what is now being done* with large photographic Upht a distant mirror sent back

telescopes in stellar parallax work, the readier may imagine two
plumb-liru's live feet a])arl. Tlu'y are sensibly parallel but of course lotaiion whereby the reiurninp niy

actually wouhl inc'et, if jirodueed, at tlu* centn* of the Earth. The covihi just be amjihi on the

j ^
^ some later) tooth, the speed at which

angle betwi'(‘n them is only one-tW(‘ntieth of a second, yet angles of the liRht had travelled couhl easily

tills sizt* are now bt‘ing m(‘asur(‘d in ])hotogra])hic work with an deduced,

aecuracy of iU‘arly oiK'-fiftli of tht'ir .size, one-hundredth of a .second of arc ! About fifty yt'ars ago

the tht‘n Astronomer J<oyal (Sir (ieorgt* Airy) nderred to an angle ten times this size as the " smallest

thing in tlu* world "
; considcrabki progn\ss has (‘vidently b(‘en made !

A great deal of care is n'tpiired in taking tlu' jdiotograjdis and in measuring them. The small images
of the stars have to he as acciirat(‘ly round as possible so that the centres can be estimated to within

a fifti(‘th or a hundredth of their diain(‘ters. To make' for the neces.sary accuracy, the teh'seope must
be guided as perfectly as possible* in following the stars in their motion across the sky due* to the Earth's

rotation. The plH>tograpliie: imago of tlu* parallax star sheuild iie)t be larger than the comparison .stars,

and as it is usually brighter, this is e*lfect(*(i by the use of a reitating shutter partly covering the image

PAIMLLAX

PARAI,I,AX OF A STAR.
The 186,SeX),000 width of Earth’s orbit makes a base line from each side of which a star is observed at an interval
of six months. Half the angular displacement with reference to the fainter and remoter background stars is called the

*' annual relative parallax.’*
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LOWf- H half Uf’Pt.R HAl h

of the star and thus lessening the quantity of light received from it on the photographic plate, or by
local chemical treatment of the plate or other means.

The best modern parallax determinations made by the most skilful observers employing powerful
telescopes (ranging from 20 to 100 inches diameter) are yielding reliable parallaxes for stars up 'to
200 light-years distance, corresponding to a parallax of sixteen-thousandths of a second of arc. Greater
distances than this an; not at

present accurately measurable

directly, owing to the unavoid-

able errors of observation, which

an; then comi)arable in size

with the parallaxes themselves.

In short, the base line of the

Earth's orbit is too small for the

direct measurement of greater

distances with pn;scnt instru-

ments and methods. Several

observatories are devoting

themselves largely to this line

of work, however, and as a

result of th(;ir labours there are

now over 1,2(K) reliable jiaral-

lax(‘s measured in this way,

which number is increasing at

th(; rate of about 200 ])er

annum.

It may b(; well at this stage

to explain what the astronomcT

means when he estimates th('

accuracy of a re.sult by what h<‘

terms its probable vttot/' It

can be illu.strat<‘(l in a .simple

way. T-et tlu; readcT suppose

that h(‘ is given the task of

m<‘asunng the length of a field

with an ordinary foot-nih;, and

a.sked to g(‘l as accurate a result

as possible. With this in view

h<' will realise that a number of

separate m(;asurements of the

fi(dd laboriously undertak(;n

and then averaged will give a

better result than one measure-
|

ment however carefully per- drawing byi [w, h. suav^mon

Tf 1 ^ l
^

-
PRINCIPT^K OF THE HEUOMETKR,

formed. If he makes, say, I'he heliometer was devised origiiifUly for measuring the diameter ol the *Suii, whciict

twenty S(itS of measurements it
name, it has also been used for measuring angles which arc too large to be readily

f + f
compassed by the ordinary’ eye-piece micrometer. The object ghiss is divided into

Will De lOUna tnat no two Ot two ixjrtlons, capable of sliding on one another. Each forms its own set of images,

them will agree but that some ^ complete lens, and these images can be displaced with regard to one another
, . , , by sliding the two halves of the object glass. The hjwcr half of the diagram shows

are several incnes larger or how, in measuring the distance between two objects, the two halves of the lens have

smaller than the average of the relatively shifted through the same distance (AB) us that which separates

. ,
the images of the objects. The disbmee AB is read off oti a sc'ule when the two

twenty. pai^jj „f images are sefxirated to the extent shown.

PLANET (tJPf>[ P HAITI
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This average would be the most probable

value for the length of the field, and frx)m the

deviations of all the separate twenty measure-

ments a surveyor could calculate a quantity

which he would call the “ probable error " of

the result. This quantity is to some extent a

measure of the accuracy of the work. Mani-

festly a probable error based on a hundred

measurements would be smaller than one got

from twenty sets and one from twenty carefully-

made measurements would be smaller than that -j
^

derived from twenty not so precisely under-

taken.

This probable error, however, is not neces-

sarily the true measure of the correctness of the

result. It is a measure of the accidental errors,

COMPARISON 8TARS

Jit S
PARALLAX

[•[
STAR

COMPARISON STARS

it
but not of any error which may be constantly

present, such as would be involved in the use of

a foot-rule whicli was slightly too long or too

short, or in some systematically defective

manner of applying the foot-rule.

In the same way the astronomer's probable

STEI,I.AR PARAI,LAX BY PHOTOCiUAPHY.
Two photof^aphs arc taken, at an interval of several months,
tind in each cose the position of the ima^e of the near star is

measured with regard to u number of fainter surrounding stars,

which arc presumed to be more distant. At Greenwich the
method has been adopted of cutting fine lines with a diamond
on a separate plate of gloss near the position of each star.

The gla^ plate is then used as a standard of reference, being

P*om Hrvanes '* History of Astronomy,*']
[By permission of Messrs Methuen & Co., Ltd.

placed In contact with each of the two photographs successively,

the measures in each case being made relative to the engrav^
lines

errors " are not necessarily the true ones-—there may
be (or rather, there certainly are) " systematic errors

also. Both kinds of error are being lessened as time

passes, by the use of better instruments and superior

methods of work, but nevertheless are yet present to such

an extent as to render of little value very small parallaxes

of the order of one-hundredth of a second or so, when
obtained by the usual direct methods of measurement.

Our twenty-five neaicst neighbours are contained

within a sphere with the Sun at the centre, across which
light would take thirty-two and a half years to pass. It

is probable that there are few, if any, others in this great

volume. If we enlarge the sphere to sixty-five light-years

diameter there are over 100 known, although there are

very probably nearly another 100 more in this volume
for which the distances are not yet determined, particu-

larly in the southern skies, which are not yet so well

explored for parallax as thOvSe regions dealt with by the

more numerous northern observatories.

Many of these stars are binaries, two suns revolving

in great orbits about a common centre of gravity. It is

BESSEI, (1784 ^1846).

To Bessel we owe Uie first reliable measure of a

star's distance. His measurement of the parallax

of interest to note that the number of binaries in the

volume of space referred to, bears about the same ratio

of 61 cygni with the Komgsburg heliometcr m which are Single Stars, as that found for
1838 nutfks the beginning of our accurate knowledge ,, , r ^ . r .

of the scale of the sidereal universe, the Stars generally. In the twenty-fivc stars nearest to
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the Sun there is a great diversity of real brightness. The most luminous star among them is Sirius,

which gives a light output about twenty-eight times that of the Sun, and the faintest is Proxima

Ceitauri, which shines with only about one-seventeen-thousandth of the Sun’s light. In a later section

of this work will be found a description of the division of the stars by their luminosities or total light

output, into two classes, the “ giants ” and “ dwarfs.” There are no stars which can be properly

described as giants (although Sirius almost deserves the name) until a greater distance than the sphere

containing the twenty-five nearest stars has been passed, the Sun itself being a dwarf star.

So far we have only dealt with the effect of the observer’s motion, when carried round the Sun

in the Earth’s orbit, upon the apparent position of a star. For over 200 years, since Halley detected

PARALl^ACTIC SHIFT OF PROXIMA CENTAURI/'

Thk diagram shows the effect of the swing of the Earth in its orbit round the Sun on the apparent posiUon on the

sky of the nearttt star, Proxima Centauri. The angular distance from a neighbouring and very remote star is measured at

intervals and plotted down. The strai^t dotted line shows these distances without the effect of the Earth’s motion in ita

orbit ; the waving line shows this effect, which repeats itself with a period of twelve months.
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AN ANGLE OF ONE DICC'.REE

T<» ail oh'tcivfr at A the two stars on the right appear separated by just one degiee, or one-three-hundred-and-sixtieth part
ot a circle The indination between the two directions appears small enough, but astronomers are accustomed to measure
acvuralcly angles i\<^ small as n hundredth of a second of arc This minute angle is only onc-three-hundred-and-sixty-thousandth

of that shown in our illustiation ’

in 1718 tlu' c'lianges in position in the sky of Arcturus, Procyon and Sirius since ancient times, it has

l)een known that the stars also are moving. When accurately determined positions of the stars, made
at considerabh' intervals of time, are compared with each other, it is found that some have changed
their position in th(' sky by appreciable amounts. This change in position is termed the star’s “ proper

motion
”

Although stellar proper motions are very minute, it is clear that after a sufficient lapse of time the

familiar configurations in the heavens will be much disturbed except where the stars concerned are

moving together. In the Plough, for example, the five intermediate stars of the seven are moving
in approximately parallel lines, although the star at each end is moving in another direction. Thus
there was no Plough for the men of the Stone Age, and there will not be one for our descendants

thousands of year.s hence. Associated with the five stars mentioned arc a number of others close to

them in apparent position and also some scattered widely over the sky, of which the most notable is

Sirius. These stars form a great cluster, the members of which are travelling together through space

although separated by enormous dis-

tances.

By a similar community of proper

motion astronomers have been able to

recognise a number of groups, the Taurus

cluster, the Pleiades, the stars in Orion,

those in the Beehive (Praesepi'), and a

numerous scattered group of stars of

great luminosity in the constellations

Scorpius and Centaurus. The members

of these clusttTs are physically related

and the methods of estimating their

distances will be referred to later.

When the proper motions of a

number of stars distributed over the

lioavens were studied, it was noticed that

while there was a considerable amount

of random movement in all directions,

yet there was a strong tendency for the

motions to be directed towards a par-

ticular point on one side of the sky and

away from a point directly opposite on

the other side. The astronomer who was

Draufini [W. H. Steavenson,

MINUTENESS OF PARALLAX MEASURES.
This illustration gives some idea of the minutenebS of the quantities

actually measured in determining stellar parallaxes by the photographic
method. A second of arc on one of the Greenwich parallax plates is

about one^third of the diameter of a single human hair; and yet
•displacements of stars are measured correct to one-hundredth of this

minute angle.
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first to explain this as due to a motion of translation of the Solar System in space, was Sir William

Herschel in 1783. His conclusion was that the point of the sky from which the stars appear to be

separating is the one towards which we are moving, and that the opposite point to wliich the stars

generally appear

to converge was

the direction from

which we are re-

ceding in space.

The apparent

motions of the

stars are there-

fore made up of

their own indi-

vidual move-
ments, combined

with that of the

Sun reversed. The

earlier investiga-

tors, who corrob-

orated Herschel’s

results as regards

the direction of

movement, could

not determine the

speed of transla-

tion. In order to

do this the dis-

tances of the stars

would require to

be known so that

the angular mo-

tions could be

turned into linear

movements.

In considering

the proper mo-

tions of the stars

it must be remem-

bered that our

observations do

not give the true

direction or

amount of the en- A mI‘:ridian cikcm;.

tire motion, but

merely that part

of it which ap-

pears as a change

This is the type of instnuneut whereby the apparent positions of .stars in the sky arc determined with

great precision. For this puri)osc it is provided with circles divided very accurately on silver or gold

and the divisions are read by means of microBCf^pes. Continuously repeutetl observation.s of the same

stars year after year have provided <lata fur calculating the i)roiH^r motions of the brighter stars, but

those of the fainter ones are now generally deduced from the metutun^menl of [thotographs.

in position of the star in a plane at right angles to the line joining it and the observer. Of the

component of motion in the line of sight " nothing was known until the application of the .spectro-

scope to the problem. By the displacements in the lines of the spectra of the stars, we are now able
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to measure accurately the speed in miles per second with which a star appears to be approaching to^or

receding from us. As in the case of angular proper motions, the observed speed in the line of sight,^or

radial velocity, is that of the star and the component of solar motion in its direction.

From observations of radial velocities of stars in all parts of the sky, it has now been found that the

Solar S3^tem is moving with reference to the system of the surrotinding stars, with a speed of
about 12 1 miles per second towards a point on the borders of the constellations Lyra and
Hercules not far from the bright star Vega. This velocity will carry us about 382 million miles in a
year, so that the stars near us at the present time are generally a different set from those previously
occupying the solar neighbourhood, and in the future others will take their place.

This motion provides us in the course of time with a much greater base line than the diameter of the

MOTIONS OK THE STARS IN THE PLOUGH.
This rliagram shows on an scale the motions in the sky of the Plough and neighbouring stars. All but Alpha and.ta are moving together through space, ami arc situated at a distance from the Earth which Eight, moving at 186,301) miles

per Second would take about eighty years to traverse !

Earth's orbit, for the measurement of stellar distances. A star which would shift its position in the
sky by only one-hundredth of a second of arc while the Earth in its orbit moved from one side to the
other of the Sun, would show a shift of nearly two seconds, after the lapse of 100 years, from the motion
of the Sun through space, and two seconds of arc is an angle which although very small, is much easier
to measure than one-hundredth of a second. Similarly, the small proper motions of the stars which
are too minute to be seen in a year’s time become noticeable in a century, and the careful observations
of Mveral generations of astronomers have provided us with the changes in position from which are
derived the motions of the stars across our line of vision which are termed their proper motions.

This new base line enables us to determine the average distances of groups of stars on the assump-
tion that the different stars are moving in random directions and that therefore their individual motions
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cancel each other in taking the average. From studies of this kind, we have been able to get reliable

information regarding the distances of the great clusters and groups of stars and as a consequence to

penetrate farther into space than by the direct measurement of individual parallaxes.

For e.xample, we may find the average parallax of the stars of a particular grade of brightness by

\ *l alancic.
'

/ f^roevea

Sirius

\t.>

• 'V N

( hr idani

I alaridt' ? \

SUN

40 r ndcih^

re ell

Gr'oornbndqe 34

Gould 32416

Kruqer 60
#•

THE TWKNTV-FIVK NKARKST STARS.

Our nearest twenty-flve stellur neighbours (eight of which arc <loublc) are here shown at their relative distances. Their total

brightnesses vary from twenty-eight times (Sirius) to about a seventeen-thousandth (Proxima) of the Sun. The relative sizes

of the stars are approximately os shown but are exaggerated enormously in comparison with their distances apart.

the use of this base line. As is described in another chapter, the stars are graded in stellar magnitudes,

those visible to the naked eye being included in the first six magnitudes or so.

Taking each class and dealing with that part of their proper motions which is a reflex of the trans-

lation of the Solar System through space, averages as follow have been determined. It should be borne

in mind that there is a great diversity of brightness in the stars, and that consequently those which are
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classed together in a particular grade of

apparent brightness are really at extremely

varying distances. The figures given are

therefore only rough averages. .Meanwhile

it will be as well to note that (as will be

described in the chaptt‘r on (iiant and

Dwarf Suns) the redder stars have a much
greater diversity of brightness and distance

for a given apparent magnitudt‘ than tlie

whiter ones.

I'irst magnitud(‘ ... SO light-years.Tirst iiKignitiuh* ... SO

Second 1(H)

Third

Fourth 170

Fifth 215

Sixth 280From “ Astronomy for ^411."] [By permission of Messrs. Cassell & Co., Ltd, Sixtll 280

The proper motionfofTu hidividtal i.Uhe^ourse of many inetllod by wllicll tlin

thousands of yc‘ars, completely distort the whole anirttelhition and measured proper motions and radial V(‘loci-

render it utterly unlike the familiar form wc know to-day.
distances of

groups of stars. Perhaps a simple illustration will help us in making clear the means by which tliis is

done. The reader may imagine himself at sea and that all round art* a

number of very distant boats moving at random in all directions. With

a telescope the motions can be studied and tabulated so that we could

say, for example, that the boats wt'n; moving on an averagt* pt‘rhaps ttdi

degrees of arc per hour across the field of view. This by itself would not

tell us anything about the distance of the boats.

If, how(‘V(T, we knew that the actual rate of movement across our

field of view were on the avcTage five miles per hour, some moving faster

and some slower, then the pioblem would be to find how far away an

object must be so that a base line of five miles must look lik<‘ ten degrees.

The answer would be that the boats must be, on thv, average;, about

twenty-eight miles from us. Some might be much closer and otliers much

farther away, but if their average movement across the fi(;ld of our

telescope were ten degrees per hour and we were able to find that their

average actual movement was five mil(;s in an hour, we should be able

to ascertain thtfir average distance as given abov(*.

In the case of the stars the problem is more complicated than in tin*

simple illustration, as the observer is in motion due to tin* translation

of the Solar System. The vaku; of the Sun’s own motion through s])ac(;

must th(;reforc be eliminated from the observed radial V(;lociti(‘S of the

stars and that part only of the proper motions used which is not affc*cted

From " Aslronoyny for All."

\liv permission of
Messrs. ( assell & Co., Ltd,]

I.\ TlIIv IXOIKHI
IN 200,000 VJv^kS

by the journey of the Sun through space.

The measurement of the distances of clusters of stars such as those

mentioned in an earlier paragraph is made by a variation of this method.

In the case of the Taurus Moving Cluster, which consists of a number of

stars of about the fourth magnitude and fainter situated mainly in the

constellation Taurus with the Hyades cluster nearly at its centre, common

proper motions have been known for some time. When these motions

are shown graphically a striking feature presents itself. They are all

apparently converging to a point in the sky about five degrees east of

The picture shows the

Phni^h as it appears to us

to-day, the arrtjws indicating the

directions in which the individ-

ual stiirs are moving. The
motions arc t(x> slight to make
any obvious change in the shape
of the group in a short time,

but the upper and lower pictures

show the effect of the movement
|0f)/»0() years hence and 100,000

years ago respectively.
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DtauHHg by] («/. //. Sieavmfon
A RUNAWAY STAR.

[An insignificanl star in OphiuduiH, between the ninth and tenth magnitude, was
shown by Barnard in 11)10 to have the largest ])roper motion yet known. This
motion amount.^ to JO- 3 seconds of arc per year, enough to displace the star a Moon’s
breadth in about 190 years. The chart above will enable any observer to find the
star (with a small telesaipe) after Identifying the star Ophitichi on a star chart.

The motion in seventy yeins is indicated by a <lotted line.

the bright red star Betelgeuse*

An exactly similar con-

verging motion is observed in

the case of the apparent paths

of a flock of birds or squadron

of aeroplanes which are flying

across our line of sight and at

the same time receding from us.

Now the receding radial veloci-

ties have been spectroscopically

measured for a number of the

stars concerned, and conse-

quently we can calculate the

true paths of the stars of the

cluster in space assuming that

they are really parallel and that

their convergence is only appar-

ent and due to their recession

from us. We can then compute

the distance of the cluster as

about 130 light-years and also

its dimensions assuming the

shape to be roughly spherical.

The diameter would appear to

be about fifty light-years or

nearly twelve times the dis-

tance separating the Sun and

the nearest star. Independent

measures of parallax of some of

the stars by various methods

corroborate these values. By
this and other methods referred to later, the distances for well-known clusters and groups of stars

have been found as below :

—

Cluster or Group,

Stars in the Plough

Stars in Taurus Group (iiicluding Hyades)

Stars in constellation Coma Berenices

Moving Group in Perseus

The Pleiades

The Beehive (Praesepc)

Stars in constellation Orion

A pproximatc Distance,

Light-Years,

80

... 130

... 290

... 350

... 350

... 400

... 600
As in the case of the problem of measuring the Sun’s distance, there are some indirect ways of

getting at the distances of the stars in addition to those based on the ai)parent shift of the stars in the

sky caused by motion of the Earth in its orbit, of the Solar System in its translation through space,

or of the stars themselves. There is, for instance, the method based on photometry or light

measurement.

It is an everyday experience that the brilliancy with which lights appear to us, a row of street lamps
for example, depends upon the actual brightness of the lamp (its candle-power) and upon its distance

from us. Similarly, a star's apparent brightness is dependent upon these two factors of real luminosity
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and distance. Since the apparent intensity of a light varies inversely as the square of its remoteness

from us (twice as far meaning one-quarter the light, and so on) it would be a simple matter to determine

the distance of a star if we knew both its actual and its apparent output of light.

For the purpose of expressing the difference in apparent brilliancy of the stars, astronomers have

adopted a scale, the unit of which is called the magnitude, each magnitude differing from the next

higher or lower on the scale in the ratio ot 2-51 2 to 1 . This number apjxiars rather an awkward one to use

but has certain advantages mathematically and is founded on an ado])ted ratio of 1(K) between the

lights of an average first magnitude star and one five magnitudes fainter. In order tliat a star will

shine one magnitude fainter it would require to be put at l*r)Sr) times its previous distance, this number

being the square root of 2-512. Or, inversely, a star brought nearer so that it shont' one magnitude

brighter, would be at about sixty-three per cent, of its former distance.

These relationships assume that there is an unobstructed passage of light through sjiace. For

example, if a row of street lamps is observed through a mist or fog, tho.se fartliest from tlie eye are

dimmed to a greater extent than tho.se nearer at hand, and we might consider them to bc' more remote

I
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APEX OF THE SUN’S WAY.
The Sun and its attendant train of planets are moving through space at about twelve miles per second. The direction of

this movement haj» been computed from the motions of the stars on the sky. On the one side of the sky lliose stars to wliJch

we arc approaching appear to open out
;
on the opposite side those we arc leaving appear to close up, iust a.s trees appear to

4o to a man moving through a forest. The crosses show the point to which the movement is directed, acc(jrding to various

astronomers.
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than they really are if we made no allowance for the absorption of light. For some time astronomers

were of the opinion that there was evidence of a diminution of stellar light in its transit through space

by the action of some sort of celestial fog or through want of i)erf(‘ct i‘la.stieity in the lether, but the

most recent research would indicate that the loss, if any, is quite inappreciable, except in parts of

the sky where certain obscuring clouds are to be found.

Until quite recently it was not possible, however, to estimate the parallax of a star by photometric

methods. There was no means whereby stars could be graded in regard to their true luminodties, all

that could be said

being that their

light outputs var-

ied very greatly

from one star to

another. In the

ru‘Xt two chapters,

“The Message of

Starlight" and
“Giant and Dwarf

Suns," a descrip-

tion will be given

of the modern dis-

covery which en-

abl(*s us to make
fairly close esti-

mates of the real

luminosity of any

star of a particular

colour or type of

spectrum,andfrom

tliis d<‘Neloj)ment

in knowledge, it is

now possible to

obtain an idea of

distaiH.e of stars
^

and objects in

cases where the

remoteness is far

b<'yond tin* possi-

bilities of diioct

parallax work.

Parallaxes found The result ot its orbital motion, combined with the bodily trunslutioii (jf the Sun and the whole

bv this method are Solar System, Is that the I2arth’,s path in space, relative to the visible hctivens as a whole, is in the
y i 1 . lULiiiou are

nature of a helix, or corkscrew. The consitlerable extent of the solar niotitai in a single year is shown
r<*t(;rred to as toserde on the above diagram, and It will readily be seen that it must provide a very re.spectab]e

“ Sj)ectral paral-
parallax determinations after the lapse of a nuitiber of years.

laxes" depending as they do on the identification of the spectral types of the stars concerned. In

the case of stars which are too faint for determination of their spectral type, we are able to de-

termine their colours by the use of coloured screens superposed over specially sensitised photographic

plates. These colour values can also be related with some precision to luminosity of th(‘ stars

concerned and information as to distances be thereby obtained.

Another indirect method of the greatest value and importance is that devised by the American

astronomer W. S. Adams, of Mount Wilson, California. From an examination of the spectra of stars
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A ‘'pi;anrtary”nehui,a.
This type of nebula consists of

a shell or globe of gas,

generally with a star-like

nucleus at the centre. The

of known distances it has been found that the intensities of certain of the

lines in their spectra vary with the true luminosity of the star. If these

lines are studied in the spectra of stars for which the distance is required,

the real light output can be closely estimated, and this, in conjunction

with the star’s apparent brightness, at once furnishes the data for com-

puting the distance. We have here a method which, although depending

fundamentally on direct parallax determinations for its scale, enables us

to get knowledge of distance. It is not limited, as in the case of direct

parallax determination, by the length of a base line, but is applicable to

stars, however distant, providing they arc bright enough to permit of

photographing their spectra on a sufficiently extended scale, and obviously

the limit here is size of telescope which is much more easily got over than

inadequacy of base line. Over 2,000 stars have been dealt with in this

presence of tills nucleus affords way, the values
for measurement a well- ,,

got having been given the designation “ spectroscopic

defined point, such tis is lack- parallax,

ing In most other types of An approx-
ncbuln. Hence It has been

.
. . 11 .

possible to measure tlic paral- unate parallax

laxes of several “ planetaries.” for a binary
The distance of the one above . i • i,

is found to be about 100 ^tar, in WlllCn

light-years. relative move-

ment of the two components has been

observed, can be calculated from a law

connecting the masses of such systems

with their times of revolution and the

distances apart of the constituent bodies.

The period of revolution being known,

the masses arc assumed to be comparable

with that of the Sun, or of similar binaries

for which the distances have been meas-

ured and the masses calculated, and the

linear distance between the components

can then be computed. The angular

separation of the stars is measured and

knowing the linear dimension to which

this angle corresponds, the parallax is

derived. As the value thus obtained

depends on an assumed mass, it is only

approximate and is termed a hypo-

thetical ” or “ dynamical " parallax.

Another class of stars for which paral-

laxes can be indirectly derived are the vari-

able eclipsing binary systems. For these

objects, which will be described in the

chapter on Variable Stars, the diameters

of the two stars can be calculated from

the shape of the curve of light variation.

The intensity of surface brightness, or

light emitted per unit of surface area in

comparison with the Sun, can be esti-

mated when the spectral type has been

Photo by] \Jwfgis* Ltd.

DISTANCE AND DILMINOSITV

The apparent luminosity of a source of light varies inversely as the

square of its distance from the observer. Applying this rule we can

estimate the distance of a star (or lamp) if we know its real brightness

;

or, conversely, we can deduce the latter if we know the distance.

Both applications of the law arc in use by astronomers in the deter-

mination of the distances and “ absolute magnitudes ” of the stars.
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Photo by\
Roberts.

THK GKKAT CLUSTERS IN PKRSiiUS.

These two objects, which arc together visible to the iiakctl eye us u misty patch, arc among the

finest examples of the “ opcti ” type of stellar dusters. I^ikc most others of their class they are

situated in the course of the Milky Way, and arc charueterised, as distinct from the “ globulars,”

by the great brightness of their component stars, which arc also more loosdy and irregularly

distributed

ascertained. From

the calculated dia-

meters the areas

of surface arc com-

puted and these in

conjunction with

the intrinsic sur-

face brightnesses

give the total light

out])ut in terms of

the Sun's. The
apparent bright-

ness being known,

we then have the

necessary informa-

tion for deriving a

hypothetical par-

allax. In this way,

estimates of the

distances of nearly

two hundnxl eclip-

sing pairs of stars

have been secured,

most of which are

too remote for di-

rect parallax mea-

surement .

The indirect

methods are used

in estimating the

remotcn<*-ss of such

objects as the ob-

scuring clouds,

globular clusters,

and the Milky Way clouds of stars. In the ca^e of the obscuring clouds the task of measuring

the distance of such indefinite and am()ri)hous masses might appear beyond our ])owers.

However, the very circumstance by which the exi.stencc of these clouds is revealed provides a means,

namely, the deficiency of stars in the sky, In the case of one which covers about seventy square

degrees of the northern part of Taurus, counts of the stars have been made which show a marked drop

in the number per scpiare degree inside its confines. The stellar density is found to be only one-fifth

of what it is in the immediately surrounding parts of the sky, and the njduction in the brightness of

the stars can be calculated from this deficiency in numbers, and also the distance of the stars on the

nearer side which are not affected. These calculations indicate a distance of about 500 light-years.

There are some stars involved which are abnormally red in comparison with others elsewhere of the

same spectral type, and this is supposed to be the effect of the cloud, which, like fog, is thought to be

likely to redden stars seen through it. The minute directly measured parallaxes of these stars agree

as well as could be expected with the distance derived from the counts of stars.

Another obscuring mass of great interest is situated on the borders of the constellations Ophiuchus

and Scorpius. Here the parallax has been estimated from the deficiency in numbers of a particular

type of star, the hot white B type. These are relatively scarce in this region for the grades fainter than
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about the sixth magnitude. Now this type of star is one for which the real luminosity is fairly constant

from one star to another and the value is well known. Assuming that the relative absence is due to

the screening effect of the cloud, the distance is calculated to be approximately 800 light-years.

The distances of the luminous nebulae have been found in some cases by studies of the stars with

which they are connected. For example, in the case of the great nebula in Orion, the stars m that

constellation are believed from their proper motions and luminosities to be about 000 light-years away,

and the nebula is obviously connected with many of them* Certain forms of nebuhe, known as the

planetary type from their planct-like disc shape, have central stars which can be made the subject

of direct parallax measurements with powerful photographic telescopes. They can also be measured

for proper motion, and an idea of their average parallax then obtained. Certain of the larger ones are

situated at distances of from about 80 to several hundred light-years, whih' the average for over

Photo by]

TIIK great star CI,0UD in SAGriTARIUS.

This great mass ot stars forms one of the brightest sections of the Milky Way. The close aggregation of the stars is in

only apparent, being rlue largely to their great <Ustance and to the fact that wti are looking tbnmgh a stratum of considerable

depth A recent estimate of the distance of this stfir cloud is 200,000 light-years. Other portions of the Milky Way are still

^ j ^
*gmore remote, perhaps »is far as 400,000 light-years.
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seventy whose motions arc known is about a thousand light-years as found by the method of proper

motions and radial velocities described in a preceding paragraph.

With regard to the problem of the distances of star clusters, so remote that even the lapse of a long

period of time does not show any apparent change of position in the sky, this is attacked by various

indin'Ct methods which are mainly based on photometric studies of the included stars. There are two

general types of star cluster; the open or loose type, and the globular cluster. The former are all near

the plane of the Milky Way, and are situated at very varying distances from us which are not known
with any degree of precision except for such nearer objects as the Pleiades or Hyades. The estimation

of the parallaxes of globular clusters cannot be based on the direct geometrical methods
;
the order of

remoteness is far too great for this. By comparison of the magnitudes of tht* brightest stars in them

with those of the same spectral type or colour in the neighbourhood of the Solar System, distances

ESTIMATING THE DISTANCE OF AN OBSCURING CEOUD.
Many dark markings on the sky, due to clouds of dust and gas which absorb the light of the stars beyond them, are known.
The distances of severEd have been estimated from their effect in reducinc; the number of stars visible as compared with

those in surrounding parts of the sky.

have been derived by modern workers. Another method used is founded on a remarkable law con-

necting the luminosities of a particular type of variable star (the Cepheid), common in the globular

clusters, with their periods of variation, which will be described in the chapter on Variable Stars.

From the distances thus derived a similarity in the actual diameters of the globular clusters has been

found. The remoteness is thus directly proportional to the apparent angular diameter of the cluster

and this can be applied to finding the parallaxes for the smaller and fainter objects of the class whose

individual stars have not yet been studied. The distances obtained from these methods by the American

astronomer Dr. Harlow Shapley, of Harvard College Observatory, are exceedingly great, and much

in excess of what has been believed since the time of Sir William Herschel, who also favoured very

great remoteness for these objects, although, perhaps, on inadequate observational material. Shapley's

distances, which are now generally thought to be of the correct order of magnitude, vary from about
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21,000 light-years in the case of the nearest (Omega Centauri) to about 220,000 light-years for the most

remote.

To observers in the southern hemisphere, there are visible to the naked eye two nebulous spots of

light, not unlike

From]
DARK CI^OUDS NEAR RHO OPHIUCHI.

I" KnowUdge."’

The distance of these markinps, and of the luminous nebulae which are probably ccmnected

with them, has been estimated by several astronomers From their obscuring or screening

action there is a relative deficiency of the hot white 13 type stars, the distances of which are

approximately known By this criterion Dr Shapley of Harvard College Ot»servatory has

derived a distance for the clouds of between and 1,000 light-years.

portions of the

MilkyWay although

appearing some
distance in the sky

from the galactic

circle, known as the

Magellanic Clouds-

or Nubecuhe. I'rom

the known lumin-

osities of some of

the stars in ihem„

particularly the

bright white stars

and the Cepheid

variables, and also

from the angular

diameters of some

globular clust ers-

situated in
,
the

greater Cloud, the

distance and di-

ameter hav(‘ been

estimated at

115,(KK) and 15,000

light-years r(‘spec-

tively for the larger,,

and 65,000 and

5,000 light-years-

for the smaller

Cloud. The.se ob-

jects are possibly

universes s(‘parate

from tlie main stel-

lar systidTi and con-

tain stars, clusters

and n e I) u 1 je of

varied tyj)es.

The distances

and constitution of

the spiral nebulae

are matters which

are as yet the sub-

ject of considerable

controversy. Some
astronomers con-

sider these bodies to
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i.,

,

. \

be sepal ate universes of stars, basing this conclusion largely on their spectra, which resemble that oi

a star or of a compressed cluster of stars, and also on the appearance of temporary stars in them, which

if of the same order of luminosity as those appearing elsewhere in the sky would indicate distances of

millions of light-years. Other astronomers, however, believe them to be composed of dust and gas

shining by reflection from the stars included in them, the distances being comparable with those of

the globular clusters. Van Maancn has lately shown that motion of the various portions of certain

spirals can be dctectt‘d after an

interval of only a few yc'ars,

and, if the actual velocities are

of the order of those observed

elsewhere in the heavens, motion

could hardly be manifested in

so short a time at distances

greater than a few thousand

light-yc'ars. The final solution

of the problem of their distances

is for the future, but the present

trend set‘ms towards the smaller

values.

The distance of the confinci-

of our universe of stars has been

estimated by various astrono-

mers by methods based chiefly

on the luminosities of stars.

Assuming that the faintest stars

photographed in the Milky Way
are comparable in real output

of light with the brightest orbs

in the neighbourhood of the

Sun, the farthest limits must le

tens of thousands of light-years

distant . Dr. Shapley has shown

that the globular clusters are

evidently part of oui univeise

and that the Milky Way seems

to be co-extensiv(‘ with the

system of these clu^ters. If so.

the diameter of the stellar

system is probably something

like 300,000 light-years. 'J'lic

coasideration of this, howexer,

belongs more properly to the

question of the Structure of

the Universe, which will be dealt with in a later chapter. One remarkable ft‘ature of the

sky as it presents itself to us is worthy of reference. With the naked eye on any clear night, we

are looking at the inhabit?jn‘s of epaee, nol as they exist at the moment of observation, but as they

existed at various past times up to about 2,000 or so years ago ! This is because the individual

stars visible to unaided vision are at distances ranging up to something like 2,000 light-years.

With the aid of even a small telescope the range in past time is certainly tens of thousands of

years—it may indeed be millions !

KDMUND I1AI,I,EY (1050-174L’)

St'c'oncl Aatronomer Royal (1719-1742) and a contempt rary and fr end of Newton.
He discovered the periodicity of the comet bearing his own name and the proper
inutioiiB of several of the '* fixed '* stars He also devised a method of measuring
the Sun’s distance by observation of Transits of Venus across the solar disc

One of his greatest services to science consisted in persuading Newton to publish
his immortal gravitational discoveries
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CHAPTER XII.

THE MESSAGE OF STARLIGHT.
By Herbert Dingle, B.Sc., F.R.A.S.

I

T is remarkable that the stars and planets, though to the eye they appear almost indistinguishable,

have actually scarcely a feature in common. If one runs in mind through the various charac-

teristics of the heavenly bodies in which the astronomer is interested—siz(\ mass, movements,

temperature, brightness, and the rest—the

ditfer(Tie<‘s, without t‘xe(‘j)tion, are almost as

great as it is ])ossible to eonceivo. To the

ancients, of course, these dill(T(*nees were un-

known. In calling a few of the heavenly bodies

“ planets "—that is, “ wandering stars
”—they

callt‘d attention to the one clear point of dis-

tinction which they eoiild establish between

those bodii's and the stars—their movements
were' diif(Tent. It had to Ix' left to modern
times- and, in the main, to the second half of

the last century—to show how radically distinct

were the two types of body.

b^ur a time, indt't'd, it seemed as though the

chief (‘flex' t of the advance of knowledge, so far

as the stars wert‘ cone(‘rned, was to (‘inphasise

our ignorance. In very t‘arly times, the relative

di.stances of the brighter i)lanets were known,

but not those* of the stars. To the early

astronomers the stars w(‘re all at the same

distance*—how great, nont* could m(*asure

—

emb(*dded in a crystalline* s})here whi('h re\’olvcd

with alxsolute j)recision once a day round the

Earth, Later, during the Hexiaissaru’e j'eriexi,

when the form and laws of working of the Solar System were discovered, th(* stars still preservi'd their

mystery. The labours of Tycho Brahe and Kepler, the telescoj)ic observations of (lalilt'o, and even the

genius of Newton, alike failed to throw the faint(‘st light on the problem of th(‘ stars. The great forward

movement in astronomical thought which took place at that time not only told us nothing about them
;

it took away even the little which we
thought we knew before. It showed

that the diurnal movement of the stars

was not a real movement at all, but an

illusion arising from the daily rotation

of the Earth on its axis
;

it was not the

stars that moved, but we ourselves.

The telescope, which had revealed so

much in our own Solar System, could

do nothing with the stars. It showed

them still as points of light—brighter,

it is true, and increased in number,

but without the slightest hint of magnifi-

cation. There was no perceptible

change of position of the stars as the

Pfom] [*< Attrophyswal Journal'*

PHOTOGRAPHS ILLUSTRATING COLOUR-INDEX OF A STAR.
Stars whose images appear of the same size on the two plates are bluish-
white stars. The star (M-Cygni) which appears much larger on the

rit-ht-hancl plate is a red star

Photo hy [Cambruige Ob<tervatory

FOUR-PRISM SPECTROtJRAPH OF NEWATJ,
TF.LESCOPh

The Ncwall Telescope, when it was erected, was the largest

refracting telescope in the world It is now at the Solar
Physics Observatory at Cambridge.
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Earth moved across many millions of miles in its orbit—an indication that the stars were exceedingly

distant, but entirely devoid of anything more definite, We were left with a sky peopled by unnumbered^
immovable, unmt‘asured points—a series of negatives with no apparent sign of a positive.

And yet all the time there was a positive, so obvious as to be overlooked, and yet so exceedingly

significant that we can see no limit to the knowledge that it is able to bring to us. We might have added
the word luminous " to our list of adjectives, and by so doing have taken the whole sting out of the

array of negations. For, in the fact that a star emits light lies the possibility of the latest and most

extensive branch of Astronomy—Astrophysics. The planets also send light to us, but not their own
light. They reflect the light of the Sun, and so, in the most important characteristic of all, we see that

they and the stars are unlike one another. We can study the planets because light shines on them ;

we can study the stars because their light shines on us.

The message of starlight is delivered in three more or less distinct ways. It is embodied, first of all,

in the total amount of light we receive from a star, or (a closely related quantity) the total amount of

light which the star sends out in a given time. Secondly, there is a message in the colour of that light.

Stars, as we know, differ greatly in colour, from the red glare of Antares or Betelgeuse to the clear

bluish-white glow of Rigel or Regulus. Finally, and most striking of all, there is the structure, or

spectrum, of the light. We must consider briefly how those three characteristics of starlight have

opened up a new heaven to the watchers of the skies.

The principles and methods concerned in measuring the apparent brightness of the stars will be

fully discussed in a later chapter. It will be sufficient here to say that astronomers have adopted a

regular classification of the .stars according to their brightness, as seen from the Earth. The divisions

of this classification are termed “ magnitudes," and each of these is numbered according to its order

SIR JOSEPH" NORMAN I^OCKYER, K.C.B., F.R.S

Sir Norman Eockyer was one of the pioneers of Astrophysics,

and was the originator of the modem view that stellar spectra

arc determined mainly by temperature. His work covert the

whole field of Astronomy. He was the founder and editor for

fifty years of the scientific journal, “ Nature.”

in the scale. Thus the brightest stars are

said to be of the " first " magnitude, while

the faintest visible to the naked eye are

classed as of the " sixth." Stars of any one

magnitude bear a definite relation to those

of the next below, being almost exactly

two and a half times as bright. This rule

is extended to the telescopic stars, where

magnitudes even as low a.s the twenty-first

arc within the range of powerful instruments.

There i^» no fundamental difficulty in

measuring the apparent magnitude of every

star that can be photographed
;
the one thing

necessary is time. Unfortunately, that is

not true of the real biightnesses of the stars.

A knowledge of the real brightnesses of

the stars involves a knowledge of the dis-

tances, and this, unfortunately, we posses.s

for comparatively only a very few star.s. It

is known that, if a source of light be placed

at varying distances from the eye, its apparent

brightness will vary as the inverse square

of the distance. For example, if a star has

a certain apparent brightness at a certain

distance, it will appear only one-quaiter as

bright if it is removed to twice the distance.

Suppose, then, that we know the distances

of a number of stars, and have measured the
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apparent brightnesses. We can then calculate rela-

lively how bright the stars would appear if they were

all brought to the same distance from the eye, and it

is clear that their apparent brightnesses in that event

would represent their real brightnesses, for the effect

of varying distance would be eliminated. A standard

distance of ten parsecs (parallax O' I second of arc

corresponding to a distance of 190 million million

miles) has been chosen, and the apparent magnitude

which a star would have at that distance is called its

absolute magnitude. It is clear that in the absolutt'

magnitude of a star we have some information about

the character of the star itself.

It appears that the absolute magnitudes of stars

vary over almost as wide a range as their apparent

magnitudes. There arc stars 10,(K)0 times as bright

as the Sun, and others which, (;ven at the standard

distance, are too faint to be detected by virtue of their

light. This is exceedingly important, for it assures

Ub that, whether or not the stars were all alike at birth,

there are certainly very wide differences between them

now. Moreover, there is a perfectly gradual transition

in brightness from one extreme to the other. It is

not a question of a few stars being vcTy much brighter

or very much fainter than the great uniform majority.

Ev(Ty stage of luminosity, from the highest to the

lowest, is well represented, so far as can be ascertained

from the limited amount of information that has ])een

accumulated with regard to absolute .stellar magni-

tudes, Evidently we are here in the presence of knowledge of very great importance. We mu.st

leave for a future chaj^tcr, however, the di.scussion of its meaning. At pnvsent it will be sufficient

to remark that it must be taken in conjunction with other messages of starlight before its full significance

can be realised.

Turning now to the question of colour, probably the first thing that will strike us is that there

seems to be no possibility of measuring tlu* colour of a star and expressing it by a nuinlxT, as we saw

was done with respect to brightness. In this, how(‘V(‘r, we are wrong. In the early days of colour

measurement, such a classification was att(>mi)tcd by constructing a rough arbitrary scal(‘, in which

the bluest stars were numbered 0, and the reddest 10, and the numbers wcrii assigned according

to tlu^ judgment of the observer. it is true, then; was no j)ossibility of precision or freedom from

individual bias, and although such a classification was better than none at all, very little^ d(‘finite

iii(‘aning could be attached to the; eolour-iiunibcT of a star. At the })rt»s('nt time, howevcT, a much more

delicate method of colour measurement is adopted ;
in fact, three distinct methods have come into

general use, and the results which th(‘y give are quite consistent with one another. The colour of a

star is expressed by its colour-index, its effective wavc-lenfiih, or its exposure-ratio. We will .see briefly

what each of these terms means.

The estimation of colour by means of colour-index depends on the fact that the api)arent magnitude

of a star, a.s we have defined it, is determined, not only by the brightness of the star and its distance

from us, but also by the instrument which is used to receive the light which the star sends out. We
might, for example, compare the star under examination with a standard star by means of the eye

or by means of photography, and the results we obtain might differ widely, in a manner depending only

Vhuh) \Ln foment

J*l<01UCSwS0k Al^rRIU) ROWl^HK, K.R S
Pfolfrtsor 1‘owlcr, of the Imperial Collecc,

hlensin^itoii, i.s one of the ^r«itesl of living authorities
>11 Spcctrosfopy as an intJependent science atid as a
minch of Abirtmomy, lie has made many coiitribu-

lons to the intcr])relati()n of stellar spectra, and to

the study of atomic physics.
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on the colour of the star. For, as we know, the eye is sensitive to the whole

of the visible spectrum, whereas an ordinary photographic plate is scarcely

affected by the red, yellow, and most of the green rays, but, on the other

hand, registers the ultra-violet light, which the eye cannot see, as well as

the visible blue and violet light. If, therefore, a star has most of its radia-

tion near the red end of the spectrum, it may appear as a bright red star

to the eye, but as a very faint object on the photographic plate. A star

having most of its radiation in the blue, however, may appear bright to

both eye and plate, or, if the radiation extends in strength far enough into

the ultra-violet, the star may even appear brighter to the plate than it

does to the eye. The difference evidently depends on what region of the

spectrum contains the greatest part of the radiation from the star, which
is simply another way of saying that it depends on the colour of the star.

Accordingly, the difference, photographic minus visual magnitude, is a

direct measure of colour, and is therefore known as the star's colour-index.

If the difference has a large positive value, the star is very red (remember
that, the brighter the star, the smaller is the number representing its

magnitude) ; if, on the other hand, the difference has a zero or negative
value, the star must be blue. Colour is thus estimated on the same scale

—

the scale of magnitudes—as is brightness. Since a direct comparison
between the photographic and visual scales is not possible, the “ zero-

points " of the two scales have to be chosen independently. They are,

by common agreement, made such that a certain defined type of blue star

has a zero magnitude on each scale. The way is then clear for the deter-

mination of colour with the same degree of precision as that achieved in

the measurement of brightness.

A second method of colour estimation is the direct determination of

the region of the star’s spectrum which most strongly affects a photographic
plate sensitised for all colours. A spectrum of the star is obtained with
exceedingly small dispersion, so that it looks very little different from the
direct photograph of the star itself. This spectrum will affect the photo-
graphic plate most strongly at the point corresponding to the light in it

which has the greatest intensity, and therefore which has the greatest

effect in determining the colour of the star. The wave-length of the light

at this point called the effective wave-length
; the larger the effective

wave-length, the redder is the star. It is found that the relative colours
of two stars, as determined by colour-index and by effective wave-length,
are, in general, in the same order, and the two methods are therefore con-

sistent with one another.

The third method—that of exposure-ratios—is due to Professor Scares,

of the Mount Wilson Observatory, who has done a great deal of veiy valuable
work in connection with the standardisation of magnitude and colour

measurement. Two photographs of a star are taken—one on an ordinary

photographic plate, and the other on a plate which is sensitive to the
whole of the visible spectrum, and is arranged, by combination with
suitable light filters, to record images having the same relative intensities

as those estimated by the eye. The latter kind of plate can evidently be
substituted for the eye in the determination of visual magnitudes, and it

is, in fact, so used. Its scale of magnitudes is called the photovisual scale,

and is superior to the visual scale in two respects—first, it is independent
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of the peculiaxities of particular observers
; and, second, it extends

the application of the measurements to stars too faint to be seen

by the eye. For the determination of colour by the exposure-ratio

method, however, magnitudes are not directly measured. The two
plates mentioned above are exposed successively to the same star

under exactly the same conditions, and the colour is measured by the

ratio of the times of exposure necessary to produce images of the

same intensity on both of them. It is clear that a red star will take

much longer than a blue star to impress the ordinary plate as

strongly as it does the photovisual one, so that it will readily be

understood that the method gives an actual criterion of colour.

Wlxen the results of colour measurement are analysed, it is found

that, as with magnitudes, there is a gradual transition from one

•extreme to the other. From the reddest stars, which Secchi, in the

middle of the last century, likened to drops of blood, to the bright

blue stars found in the constellation of Orion and elsewhere, there is

a continuous range of colour, without a break and without a marked

preponderance of stars of any one colour. Tliis is another example

of the continuity of phenomena which is one of the most significant

facts of modern Astronomy, as it was shown to be more than sixty

years ago in the realm of Biology.

But we must hasten to the consideration of stellar spectra, which

are, after all, a more detailed and analytical statement of tht‘ colours

of the stars. The spectrum differs from the other two qualities of

starlight in being an essentially modern discovery. Magnitudes were

measured in the time of Ptolemy. Colour, though no attempt seems

to have been made to classify it at so early a time, was noticed as a

characteristic by which the stars could be partially distinguished.

But it was not until the beginning of the Nineteenth Century that the

spectrum of a star was first seen, and no serious study of stellar

spectra was undertaken until the middle of that century, when

Secchi, Huggins, Rutherford and others inaugurated the new era

in which we arc now thoroughly immersed.

At the very beginning of the work it was noticed that the spectra

of the stars were not all the same. Some stars gave spectra almost

indistinguishable from the spectrum of the Sun, while others gave

quite a different kind of spectrum. Vega, for example (see page 482),

appeared to show only a regular succession of very pronounced dark

lines, most of which had never been matched in the laboratory at all.

A new field of activity was opened up in the accumulation and classi-

fication of as many stellar spectra as possible.

In spite of the variety of the results obtained, there was ono.

striking uniformity—the overwhelming majority of the stars gave

spectra of the absorption type
;
that is, a background of continuous

spectrum on which dark lines appeared. What this meant has been

explained in Chapter I
;
a star evidently consisted of a very hot

central core emitting light which alone would form a continuous

spectrum, surrounded by a cooler, but still luminous, atmosi)here,

which absorbed certain rays from the light of the interior and thereby

gave rise to the dark lines perceived. The almost universal
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occurrence of this kind of spectrum showed that nearly all the stars, including our Sun, ucrc coustnicted
in very much the same way. But there were a few’ stars which gave lines on a fainter
continuous background. In some spectra the bright lines were accompanied by dark ones, while
in others they existed alone. Thes(' bright line stars have, from tlu> moment of their discovery,
presented some of the most fa.scinating probh-ms to the astrophysicist, towards the solution of which
very little has yet been done. They are know'ii as Wolf-Ktiyet stars, in honour of the two observers
who first detected them. \\c can do no more than mention them here, for they ,ire rcltitively too
few in number to inlluence, to any great extent, the wider genet alisat ions that are turned at I'n the
study of the sidereal universe.

It was seen, too, at an early stage, that a large number of lines in stellar spectni were identictd in
position with lines which could be produced from ftimiliar terrestritil substtinces in the hdiortitory.
This meant, of course, that those substances were present in the atmospheres of the sttirs. With regtird

1,ABGK LITTKOVV SPECTUOttRAPH AT THIC IMPEKIAT, COI.l.IttlK OF SCIIvNCl' AM) TICCHNOI.OC.Y, SOUTH
KENSiNOTON.

This is a special form of spectroRiaph used in obtaininjj hi^h dispersion. When used, il is crnnplclely enclosed in a Iouk
wooden box. On the left are the slit and the photojjraphic plate The lij;ht ('iitcriiiK iht* slit is sent through the lens and

prism and rcllected back again, as a spectrum, by a mirror to the j)lMflographic plate

to the lines which were left over, there were two possibilitie.s : either they were lines of substances

unknown on the Earth, or else they were lint*s i)r()ducible from terrestrial substances by somt* method
not up to that time devised. We can see now that these two po.s.sibilities were open, but at the time

when the phenomena were first recorded, the second one was not admittf‘d. It was believed that

the spectrum of an element was unique and unalterable
;

that no matter how a substance was made
to emit radiation, it always emitted the same radiation, in greater or l(‘ss intensity according to the

conditions of its excitation. It was Lockyer who first challenged this assumption. He showed, by
irrefutable evidence, that it was possible to make a single element produce greatly differcuit spejctra

by raising it to different temperatures, and pointed out that, in consequence of this fact, the spectrum

of a substance might be made to indicate, not only the chemical compo.sition, but also the tempesrature

of the substance, within a fairly narrow range. We shall have more to say on this point shortly,

but for the moment we will observe only that it gave an alternative to the assumption that in the stars
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there were many substances unknown on the Earth. Later researches have amply justified the belief

that this alternative represents the truth. At the present time, most of the lines in stellar spectra

have been identified, and those that remain over arc, for the most part, regarded as lines that will

probably in the future be obtained from familiar substances. There is very little doubt that

essentially the whole of the matter in the universe is formed into the ninety or so elements which are

included in the chemist’s table.

The next point to be noticed was that, despite the variety shown by stellar spectra, it was possible

to arrange the spectra in a continuous sequence. From one type of spectrum to the next in this

sequence, the change was exceedingly small, so that in spectra, as in magnitudes and colours, the

law of continuity was seen to

reign. The way to classify

spectra was therefore obviously

to divide this unbroken se-

quence into a number of arbi-

trary divisions, and to assign to

each division a distinctive num-
ber or letter. The earliest

classifications, by Rutherford

and Secchi, were based on this

principle. According to Sec-

chi's system, the spectra were

divided into four Types. Type
I comprised the stars with

simple spectra, consisting of

lines then mostly unknown, but

now traced in the main to

helium or (as in Vega, which

we have previously mentioned)

to hydrogen. Type II con-

tained the stars with many-

lined spectra, like the Sun. The

spectra of Type III contained

bands, or flutings, which

Fowler, in 1903, traced to titan-

ium oxide. Type IV contained

flutings arising from carbon and

its compounds. The bright-line

stars were subsequently grouped

into a Type V.

Secchi's classification is still

often referred to in astro-

nomical literature, but, for detailed work, it has been replaced by the system adopted at the

Harvard College Observatory in an extensive study of stellar spectra undertaken as a memorial

to the late Dr. Henry Draper. This system is generally referred to as the Harvard, or Draper,

classification, and the succession of types which it includes is known as the Harvard sequence.

The great majority ol the stars fall into six classes, denoted by the letters B, A, F, G, K, M
—relics of what was originally an alphabetical arrangement. Detailed study shows that

there are probably two branches of the main sequence—first, two successive classes,

R and N, branching off at G, and second, a small class S, leaving the main sequence at

K. There remain the bright-line stars, which are included in a class O and placed at the

By permission o;
j \ihe Yerkes Observatory,

THR BRUCE SPECTROGRAPH OF THE YERKES OBSERVATORY.
The image of the star is lomsscd by the largo telescope on the slit at A. The
spcctnim produced by the train of pxiams is photographed at B The eyepiece C
allows the observer to make sure that the Image remains on the slit throughout the

expohure
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head of the sequence,

follows :

—

The complete Harvard sequence of spectra, as it now stands, is therefore as

/R. N.

0, B, A, F, G. K. M.

Secchi's Type I corresponds approximately to classes B and A ; Type II to F, G, K
;
Type III to M

;
and

B

A

F

G

K

M

Photo by] \Hafvord ColU§e Obsttvaloty.

THE CHIEF TYPES IN THE HARVARD SPECTRAI, SEQUENCE.

Nearly all recorded stellar spectra belong to the type rcpresentcfl in this photograph, or to intermediate

types. The characteristic lines of the B type are those of helium. The strong hydrogen lines in the A
type spectrum gradually become weaker in the succeeding types. The increasing complexity of the

spectra after type F is due to the appearance of multitudes of metallic lines. Class M spectra are nol

well represented in the region illustrated here.

t Ori<*nis

(Aluitnni).

Cniiis .Mitjorix
'

I Sirius.

V Cariuac
(Caiiopiisi.

Aui
(OilKlU),

a Boiitifl

(Arcturti*),

a^Ofioiiis

(Bclelgeuie).
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SPECTRA THE STAR o CETI (MIRA) AND TITANIUM OXIDE.
^TlU' chariK't eristic feature of spectra ol Class M, to which Mira helonp;s, is the predominance of flutinga due to titanium

oxide The i<l(‘ntity of these fUitings was established by Fowler in 19011, and is shown clearly in this photograph

Type IV to N. R and S an^ small classes which Secchi did not distinguish. I'he Sun is a typical star ot

class G. l!^\am]dcs of tlu'se types are shown in some of the illustrations. With regard to the illustra-

tions in which the gradual transition is not obvious, it must be remembered that the spectra selected

cannot, of course, rcprestint the whole of a class. Each class itself is sub-divided on a decimal scale

—thus, B8 dcTiotes a star eight -tenths of the way from B to A (generally written Bo and Ao respectively)

and when the whok' series is consid(T(‘d the continuity of type is obvious. The particular feature of

the spectra selected by the Harvard observers as a criterion for distinction is the relative intensity of

the most prominent lines. Thus, th(‘ ])assage along the sequence of K spectra towards M is marked by
a gradual appearance and intensification of the titanium oxide bands which appear at their greatest

strength in the later divisions of cla.ss M. OtluT .slight differences, which we shall refer to presently,

are ii()tic(‘able in the spectra, but these are ignored in the classification : a star is classified within

class K or M by the promiru'iice of the titanium oxide bands, and by very little else.

Now, what are the salient featuro.s of this series of spectral classes ? Omitting the smaller classes,

for lack of spac(‘, we will coiifiiu* our attention to tl)e main sequence B, A, F, G, K, M since more than

ninety-nine per cent, of stellar spectra are included in tliesc classes, we are losing very little in generality

by thus restricting oursc‘lves. If w(‘ tak(' up a })urely chemical point of view, as the earliest observers

did, we shall have merely to say that, in going from B to M, we find the most prominent substances

represented in the spectra to change; from helium to hydrogen, hydrogen to the metals (particularly

calcium), and the metals to compounds (mainly titanium oxide). Tf, further, we assume, with most

of the pioneers in this work, tliat all the substances present in a star's atmosphere must show their

spectrum lines witli intensities roughly proportional to the relative amounts of the substances

there, we shall conclude that th<‘ earliest type stars (as stars at the beginning of the sequence are

called) contain little but helium or hydrogen, while the late type stars contain a great variety of sub-

stances. But, at the present time, fortunately, neither the purely chemical point of view nor the

assumption we have mentioned is possible. We must consider the physical conditions in the stellar

atmospheres also, and it is necessary that we should digress for a moment in order to explain how a

spectrum depends on the physical conditions of its production.

WlK*n a substance—say, a piece of thallium, is made luminous in an electric arc, it gives a certain

spectrum (see page 490). If the substance is used as the electrodes in a condensed electric spark,

another spectrum is produced, which is only in part identical with the former one. There are some
lines common to both spectra, but the spark spectrum contains also some new lines, while some of the

arc lines are weakened or disappear altogether. The significance of this change was first pointed out

by Lockyer. He attached a special importance to the lines which were strengthened, or which appeared

for the first time, in passing from the arc to the spark, and gave them the name of enhanced lines.

He attributed their existence to the effect of a higher temperature than that necessary to produce

the ordinary arc lines, and he imagined a condition of temperature in which a substance would produce
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its enhanced lines alone, and so yield a spcctniin quite unlike the arc spectruin uitli which everyone

was familiar. This condition had not been attained on the liiartli, not necessarily because it was
impossible to reach the required temperature, but beeaust* the spark was always surrounded by an

envelope of cooler vapours, which added the lower temperature lines to the tuihana'd lines produced

in the centre of the spark. It followed, however, from LoekycT s idea, that the absolute identity

of a celestial spectrum with a terrestrial one was not necessary in order to establish the presence of

the corresponding substance in the heavenly body. Since the distrilmlion of teniperalure in the

atmosphere of a star might be quite different from that in terrestrial sourct's of light, there might be

quite a different association of ordinary and enhanced lines in the two s]vetra. If, however, the

ordinary and enhanced lines were can^fully sorted out, there would be no dilhculty in esluiiating,

not only the chemical composition, but also the teTnperaturt\ of the atniosphen' of a star.

It should be explained, in order to make the conception clearer, that modern n^s(\uThes havt' tended

to confirm Lockycr’s views in their general form. It is believed that the spectrum of a substance is the

ri^sult of processes taking j)lace in the ultimate atoms An atom is pictured as a sort of solar system,

with a central nucleus of positive electricity, surrounded by a number of revolving electrons—units of

negative' electricity. The total amount of positive eU'ctncity forming the nucleus is, in the normal

atom, exactly ecjual to the total amount of negative electricity in the satellite electrons, and one

element is distinguished from another merely by the amount of tliis electricity, and therefore by the

number of revolving electrons. 'J'he liydrogen atom has only one electron revolving round the nucleus
;

the helium atom has two, and so on—the atom of the heaviest known element, uranium, having as

many as ninety-two. Now, the ordinary .spectrum of a substance is believed to be emitted when the

satellite electrons undergo certain definite kinds of movemcmt ;
the higher the temperatur(\ the greater

the number of movements they can execute, and the greater the number of liiU'S m the specirum

up to a certain point. When the temperature reaches a certain stage, the agitation which it causes

among the atoms results in the detachment of an electron from among the satellites. I'he atom is then

left incomplete (it is said to be ionised), and it is belu'ved that the enlianci'd lines are due to the move-

ments of the electrons wliich still remain. There is tlms a distinct difference of (origin lietween the

ordinary lines and the enhanced liru's of an eleniint— almost as great a difference as that betwc'en the

Mn i/ IlcMfi Fvf

ll-if O n O llle IIcMq SiFfi f) 0 OO O, A’ H*'

The upper spectrum is the spectrum of Rigcl, which is intrinsically one of the brightest stars in space; and the lower spect^

is that of B Canis Majorls. Each spectrum has a titanium comparison spectrum on either side The sources of the chief

lines are indlcatcvJ by their chemical symbols (II - hydrogen, He - helium, Mr - magnesium, etc
)
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ordinary spectra of two different elements. The reason why we do
not, in the laboratory, get the enhanced lines totally free from

ordinary ones is that we cannot ionise all the atoms in our sources

of light. Those which are ionised give enhanced lines
; the others

give ordinary lines, and the resulting spectrum is the sum of the

two sets. In the hottest stars, however, enhanced lines are shown
free from the ordinary ones. One other point should be mentioned

before we return to the characteristics of stellar spectra
;
namely,

that the temperature at which ionisation takes place is different

for different elements. It is comparatively low for some elements,

such as calcium, for example, but very much higher for helium and

hydrogen. This is an important point, for, as we shall see, it has

a great deal to do with the explanation of the succession of types

in the Harvard sequence.

We can now examine the chief features of the succession of

stellar spectra from a more advantageous point of view. It appears

that the general order of change, from the earliest to the latest

types, is the gradual replacement, as the most i)romincnt substance,

of ionised helium by ordinary helium, ordinary helium by ordinary

hydrogen, ordinary hydrogen by ionised metals, ionised metals by
ordinary metals, and ordinary metals by chemical compounds. In

the light of laboratory experience, we can say at once that we are

in the presence here of a continuous decrease of temperature.

Helium is the most difficult substance to ionise, and we must
assume that it is only in the hottest stars that ionised lines of helium

can be produced. At the other end of the scale, where compounds
occur, we are evidently dealing with comparatively low tempera-

tures, for even at the highest temperatures attainable in the

laboratory, all known compounds are broken up into their con-

stituent elements. The order of change from the earliest to the

latest spectra of the S(*quence is, moreover, precisely what we
should expect, in the light of experiment, from a gradual decrease

of temperature.

It must be borne in mind, of course, that we have been speaking

only of the nio.st prominent lines in the spectra. Each type of

spectrum contains a multitude of lines, some of which are very

faint, but the known origins of all the lines that can be identified

are quite consistent with the assumption of a steady decrease of

temperature from B to M. The reason why some lines stand out

strongly—such as the hydrogen lines in the spectrum of Vega, for

instance—is very largely attributable to the fact that, at the

temperatures existing in the atmospheres of the stars, the strongest

lines of the other substances are in the far ultra-violet region of

the spectrum, the light of which is absorbed by our own atmosphere

and never reaches us. Owing to this very great disadvantage under

which we have to labour, we cannot conclude that, because a

substance does not appear to be represented in the spectrum of a

star, it does not therefore exist in the atmosphere of the star.

Indeed, the great probability is that the atmospheres of all stars

are very much alike in chemical composition, and that the
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differences obseivecl in the spectra are due chiefly

to differences of temperature. This is a very
important fact, which was not realised by the

earliest observers.

We have said that the differences are due

chiefly to differences of temperature, and not

entirely so, because there are other influences

which play some part in the matter. Density, for

instance, has an effect on the spectrum of a sub-

stance ;
a decrease of density has the same effect

as an increase of temperature, though to a very

much .smaller extent. Within the main part of

the Harvard sequence, with which we are dealing,

we can say, without sensible error, that two stars

which show the same spectrum, so far as the

prominent lines are concerned, have approxi-

mately the same temperature. If their atmo-

spheres have different densities, the difference will

show itself in less conspicuous details, which have

only recently been recognised. Now that they arc

known, however, they are of enormous importance

in extending our knowledge of the conditions in

stellar atmospheres, and al.so in connection with

the most comprehensive problems of astro-

physics.

The order of temperature deduced in the way
we have described has been confirmed by a quite

independent method, based on a property of the

continuous background of th(! spectra, and not on

the dark lines. It is known that if a body having

certain properties be heated to incandescence, so

that it radiates a continuous spectrum, the dis-

tribution of energy throughout the spectrum

depends only on the temperature of the body, in

a manner which has been well determined. The

hotter the body, the greater the proportion of

energy which is thrown into the violet end of the

spectrum. Now if we as.sume that the interiors

of stars have the same properties as those bodies

which have been experimented on in the labora-

tory, we can deduce their effective temperatures

from a study of the distribution of energy in the

spectra. (The phrase effective temperatures ” is

used to allow for the probability that the tem-

perature varies over a wide range in the interior

of a star. The temperature determined in the way

we are describing is that which a body of uniform

temperature would have if it radiated the same

continuous spectrum as that given by the star.)

This has been done, and it has been found that the

IDEAI^ STRUCTUKI-S OF ATOMS.
(A) Ordinary atom of mngnesium. (B) Ionised utotn ol

magnesium. (C) Ordinary atom of SfKlium (diagramnialic).

The ntiniher at the centre represents the positive electric

charge on the nucleus. In all ordinary atoms it is the same
as the number of surrounding electrons. It will be noticed

that ordinary nuignesium difTcrs from ionised magnesium
only in the number of electrons, and innisetl magnesium
differs from ordinary sodium only in the central rhrirm*
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these as the temperatures near tlie

surfaces of the stars
;

in tlie in-

t(Tiors, temperatures of millions of

degrees are probably attained,

thougli for their determination we
have at ]>resent to rely on llu'o-

retical ealeiilations
; no experimt'iital

methods of measurement are

known,

Tlu' most important and far-

reaching fact about stellar spectra is

undoiibtt'dly the ('xistc'iice of the

Harvard secpience and its message.

It has oj)(‘ned our eyes to \inim-

agin(‘d avenues into the mysteries of

the nniv(‘rse, and it is probable that

we are as yt‘t only at the b('ginmng

of a r(‘alisation of its potent ialiti(‘s.

But there are other (jualities of tlu‘

s]H‘Ctra of which we must take ac-

connt--~qualities which have given

us information on matters aj)par-

ently outside the scope of sj)ectro-

scopy altogether. Tncrediblc as it

s(‘eTns, then' is scarcely a singh' i)hys-

ical or chemical j)ro])erty of a star

that is not, in one way or anothc'r, expressed by the spectrum. In this respect, ind(*ed, the spectrum

swells out pre-eminent among the three' voices of stai light. Takt'u alone, magnitude' and colour tell us

very little
;
their chief significance is scon wht*n they an' talo'n in conjunction with other stellar qualities.

But the spectrum not only inti'rprets the me.ssages of other (jualities- it has nu'ssagos ix'culiarly its

own, which, so far as we can see, could be delivc'red through no oth(*r nu'dium. Wt* will see, so far as

space will allow, wliat some of those messages are, and how thc'y help us.

Mention has been made in a

previous chapter (p, 05) of the way

in which the spectrum shows the

motion of a star towards or from

the Earth. A star, of course, may
be moving in any direction in

space, but no matter how it is

moving, wo can always suppose th(‘

motion to be mack' up of two j)arts

—one along the line; joining tlu'

star to the Earth, and the' other at

right angles to that line {see p. 495).

Now, the second component of the

motion is obviously revealed by

the change of position of the star

in the sky. A long time' -fifty

years or so—has often to elapse be-

fore this change of position becomes

5300 5400 S.'OO

SPlvCTK.V OV M AND N-TYl'i;, COMI'AKICD WITH
CARJiON ^KC. SIU'.CTKU.U (( KJU:N*YIUJ/)W KJ-.(UON).

This photojiruph shows the identity bet fell the bfiiids, or

flutinys, ill stars (^f 'i'ypf N, and in the carbon are. The M-type
.sjjectruiii is <iuile <lissiinilar

By permtSHOH of] [The Yerkes oh^cr atorv

PROORICSSIVIC SPlvCTUA OF STARS OF TYPIC N
In this photograph the K'mdual ehan^'c of spectrum within a sinj^lc class, N,
is shown. The i)ro>p-es.sion is inaike<l by the gradual iiileiisineatioii of the
dark carbon absorption bands near the centre. These l>aiids are characteiistU'

of this type of spectium.
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measurable, but if we wait long enough we can always determine its value merely by telescopic obser-

vation, The change of position is called the proper motion of the star, and before the discovery of the

spectroscope it was thought to reveal the only part of the motion of the star that could ever be deter-

mined on the Earth. But now we know, from Doppler's principle, that the component of motion in the

line of sight-—the line-ofsight, or radial velocity—results in the displacement of the spectrum lines of

the star as compared with their positions when produced in a stationary source. Accordingly, if we

place, by the side of the stellar spectrum, the spectrum, produced in the observatory, of a substance

which IS present in the star we can measure the displacement of the stellar lines, and so deduce the

radial velocity. By a slight calculation, it is possible to determine, not only the direction of motion—

whether it is towards or away from the Earth—but also the actual speed of the star so far as the radial

component of its motion is concerned. Combining this with the cross-velocity deduced from the proper

motion, we have then a knowledge of the actual velocity of the star in space.

As a result of measurements of this kind, a remarkable fact has been brought to light
;
the velocities

of the stars are in much the same order as their spectra. That is to say, if we take the average velocities

of the stars of the various spectral types, we find a steady increase from B towards M. This cannot

possibly be due to chance. On the other hand, it is exceedingly difficult to see how the spectrum can

have any influence on, or be influenced by, the velocity of a star. It appears, however, that the

e.xplanation is this. The more massive a star is, the more slowly, in general, it moves. Also, the

spectrum of a star depends to some extent on the mass of the star—a conclusion which has been reached

(Vano#^(‘n “Carbon”

This, like the previous photograph, sh(»ws the correspondence between the flutings of the carbon arc and those of N*typc stars

In the carbon arc lii air, combination takes place between the carbon and the nitrogen of the air, and the bands in the region

4000-4 5JO are due to the cyanogen thus formed.
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on theoretical grounds.

Consequently, there

must be an apparent

relation between spec-

tral type and velocity,

for they arc both influ-

enced by mass. The

relation, as it happens,

takes the form stated,

and its discovery has

thrown a great deal of

light on the general

problems of stellar con-

stitution and develop-

ment. It may be men-

tioned, although the

velocities of the stars

vary over a rather wide

range, that the average

value is of the order of

twenty miles per second. The Sun itself, with its planets, is moving through the univcTse at about

twelve miles per second, and this has to be allowed for in determining the velocities of other stars.

It has to be remembered that we are making our observations from a moving body, and consequently

the velocities which we measure are not the actual velocities of the stars in space.

Another use of the spectrum, which has lately come into great prominence, lies in the determination

of absolute magnitudes. We have seen that the apparent magnitudes of stars can be mt'asnred

directly, and that, if we know the distances of the stars also, we can determiiui the absolute magnitudes.

Until recently, however, it was not possible to calculate the absolute magnitudes of many stars,

because our knowledge of stellar distances was so limited, and no method was known by wliicli absolute

magnitudes could be found without knowing, first of all, the distances of the stars. But a few years

ago it was shown by W. S. Adams, of the Mount Wilson Observatory, that there is a V(‘ry close ri'lation

between the relative intensities of certain lines in the spectra of stars and the absolute magnitudes

of the stars—a relation which is so reliable that we have now merely to measure the relative intensities

of the appropriate lines in order to find the absolute magnitudes with great accuracy. We have seen

that one spectral type is distinguished from another, according to the criterion of the Harvard observers,

by the relative intensities of the most prominent lines in the spectra. The liriijs chosen for absolute

magnitude determination, however, arc not the most prominent lines ;
they are lines whose variations

of intensity are so inconspicuous that they were not noticed until Adams pointed out their value,

and even among stars of the same spectral type the ratio of the intensities of these particular lines

shows that there are wide differences of absolute magnitude. It is impossible to over-estimate the

importance of this discovery because, not only can we now find the absolute magnitudes of a very

large number of stars, but from this information we can deduce the distances of thost! stars.

For it is clear that a knowledge of the apparent and absolute magnitudes of a star is sufficient to

determine its distance, just as in the first instance a knowledge of the apparent magnitude and distance

was sufficient to determine absolute magnitude. Wc are now on the high road to the determination

of stellar distances on a scale of which the possibility was not conceived a few years ago, and wc cannot

yet forecast what the influence of this fact will be on the problem of the structure of the universe.

Yet another application of stellar spectra to matters apparently totally unconnected with them

is the detection of double stars. We saw that, in the matter of stellar velocities, the spectroscope

came in to show us just that part of a star's motion which we could not determine by ordinary

SB Space VcUnHly. SA - KaiUal Velocity. AH Hrolur .Motion.

DIAGRAM ITJ.USTRATING VKLOCITY COMPONKNTS STARS
The complete velocity of any star is expressed by two components - the “ proper motion ”

(across the line of sight), and the “radial velocity" (in the line of sight ). The former is

determined by direct observation and the latter l)y the s])eclioscope.
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observation. It is tlie same with double stars. The farther the components of a double star are

separated from one another, the more easily can they be recognised as distinct by the telescope. On

th(* other hand, the nearer they are together, the more quickly do they revolve round their common

centre of gravity, and therefore the greater chance is there that the Doppler eftect arising from their

orbital motion will be discernible. The harder a double star is to detect by the telcvscope, the easier

it IS to detect by the spectroscope. We can easily see how the detection is achieved. A star revolving

in an orbit is, in general, ap-

proaching the Earth during a

part of its motion and receding

from it during another part.

Consequently, its spectrum
lines will undergo an oscillation

backwards and forwards, owing

to the changing Doppler effect.

If both components of the

double star are bright enough

to show lines in the spectrum,

we shall therefore have two sets

of spectrum lines oscillating to

and fro in a period equal to the

period of revolution of the

stars. When one set is dis-

plac('d to its greatest distance

to the r(*d, the other will be

dis])laeed to its greatest dis-

tance to the violet, and vice

versa. As the lines cross one

another in their oscillation,

there will be a moment when

they coalesce and only a single

spectrum will be seen. Wlien

this sequence of phenomena

Ov^eurs in a spectrum, it is

known that a double star is

being observed, even although

the star appears to the most

powerful telescope as a single

point of light.

And it is not necessary that

both the stars shall be bright

enough to give spectrum lines.

If only one of them does so, we

shall have a single spectrum

JUiotd lJ)<)nnmon Astruphys^Lal Ob^itvatofs, I’utnria, Li <

SPKCTROORAPH OK THE vSr:VKNTV-TWO-INCH RKKI^KCTOK

,

DOMINION ASTROKHYSICAI, OBSfCRV ^TORV, VICTORIA, 13 C

The ttlescope to which this spectrograph is allached is the second largest reflecting

tclescupc 111 the woihl it was crcctnl a few yeais ago, thidly foi the purpOwSc of

nicasurinp tlie radial velocities of the stars

With oscillating lines, and that is just as good a criterion of duplicity, generally speaking, as is the double

spectrum A star cannot revolve iii an orbit (and consequently give oscillating .spectrum lines) unless

it has a companion, and though we cannot see the companion, we are perfectly justified in supposing it

to exist if we establish the fact that the star which can be seen is revolving in a .short-period orbit.

Stars which are found to be double by the spectroscope are known as spectroscopic binaries. Occasion-

ally, both components of a spectroscopic binary can be seen separate—i e,, the star is a visual binary

as well—but the great majority of such stars ajipear to the eye at the telescope to be single.



SPKCTRA or (a) t) I,E0N1S. (b) ARCTURUS, SllOVVINCi RADIAI, VT^OCITY DIRPEACi: MI'.NTS.

The titanium lines in the spectnun of 7
)
Ecunis are displaced slightly to the red (the riKht-hand side), uk (‘(>iu])jiied with

the same lines produced in the observatory, indiciiting that the star and the Earth were separalliiK at ciKlileeii mih's ikt

second Similarly, the displacement to the violet of the lines of Arcturus shows an approach at eleven miles pci second.

d)

(id

t>vl
[TAi Yukei Ohse.vatory,

SPECTRA or ; IJRSAE MAJORIS.

I Ursae Majoris, or Mizar, is a typical spectroscopic binary In (a) the spectrum is shown in the centre (the outside spectra

are of titanium, for comparison purposes), when the lines of the component stars are superposed In (6), taken some time

later, the lines are shojvn double. (See text for explanation.)

3 ^
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Pho*o /»vi \Th$ Yefkts Observatory,

SPECTRA OP |X ORIONIS.
fjt Oriouis is a spectroscopic biuary of which only one of the c<)mponeiit stars is bright enough to give lines in the spectrum.
The periodic change of position of the lines with respect to the adjacent comparison spectrum shows the duplicity of the star.

Such are a few of the ways in whicli the spectroscope is revealing a new and fuller universe to us.

At this point, however, perhaps we ought to make apologies to one of the other messengers of

starlight—to magnitude. We have said that, taken alone, magnitude and colour tell us very little.

There is one conspicuous set of circumstances, however, in which magnitude by itself can reveal double

stars to us. If the plane of the orbit of such a star passes through or near the Earth, there is a periodical

eclipse of one component by the other, and at these times the total light that we get from the star

is diminished. Such a star as this has, therefore, a periodic variation in magnitude of a particular

kind, on perceiving which we know that we arc dealing with a double star. Stars of this type are

called eclipsing binaries, or eclipsing variables. The best-known example is the star Algol, in the

constellation Perseus. This star was detected as a double in this way before the spectroscopic study

of stars was thought of, and subsequent observations of the Doppler effect have absolut(>ly confirmed

the conclusion that was arrived at many years before.

But it is, nevertheless, true that the chief value of magnitude and colour records lies in their

relations with other characteristics of the stars, particularly spectral tvpe, and we will conclude by

a brief consideration of those relations, so far as Ihev lie within our scope. We have pointed out that,

with regard to all throe of the qualities with which we anj concerned—magnitude, colour, spectrum—

there is a porh'Ctly gradual transition from one stage to the next among the stars that have been

studied. It is now important to consider whether there is any relation between the orders in which

the stars are arranged with n^spect to these qualities. For, although there is a gradual change of

magnitude and a gradual change of colour, for example, it does not necessarily follow that particular

stars occupy the same positions in tlic magnitude secjuence and the colour secpiencc. If wc find that

they do, we shall have obtained a valuable piece of information, which will help us in penetrating

to the causes which lie beliind the phenomena that we observe.

It is not our purpose in this chapter to discuss this question very fully—that will be done in later

chapters—'but it is necessary to point out at this stage the problem which exists, and the necessity for

discussing it. As an example, let us take the sequences of colour and spectrum. We have found

that sequences exist with respect to both these qualities : how are those sequences related to one

another ? The answer is straightforward : they are very closely, if not exactly, identical. In going

from B to M along the spectral sequence, we are going •from bluish-white to red stars. The colour-

index increases from a small negative value for B stars to about 2 for M stars, and the increase proceeds

without a break along the whole sequence. The parallelism is so exact that colour classes of stars
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have been chosen,

similar to the spec-

tral classes. They

are denoted by the

same letters as the

spectral classes,

written small
instead of in capi-

tals, thus—b, a, f,

g, k, m; so that a

star of spectral

class V, say, has a

colour class f, and

its colour index if

known very closely

when its spectral

type is known.
The meaning of

this fact isobvious;

whatever deter-

mines the spectral

type of a star de-

termines also the Uv] W'. 7. .S. l.ockyef.

colour, We have normant LOCKYiCR observatory.

4. u 4. 4. u Observatory was erected in 1912 by the late Sir Norman EcK'kycr, and is now under the direction

seen that the his son, Dr. W. J, S T/>ckycr. It is very advantaRcouKly situated on the summit of Salcombe

Spectrum depends HiH, Sidmouth, Devon, and is at present doinpf very valuable work in detcrminiiiK almolute

^
^
^

magnitudes and distances of stars by the spectroscopic method,
mainly on temper-

ature
;
hence the colour also depends mainly 011 iemperatim*. Or wc might, more directly, argue

in the opposite way, Wc know from ordinary experience that when a body is made hott(T and

hotter, its colour changes from a dull red through yellow to white, so that we can say immediately

that the order of stellar colours is the order of stellar temperatures. Since the sp(‘ctra arc in the

same order, we derive a confirmation of our previous conclusion that the sj)eclra of stars arc

determined mainly by temperature. This confirmation is by no means superfluous. Die influence

of temperature on spectra has not been discovered without a great deal of lci]x)ur and sjxH uIation,

and the support of the facts with which we are dealing is very welconu*.

What, now, of the Halation between th(* common colour and spectrum .scxjuidice and tli(‘ magnitude

sequence ? It is not too much to say that the study of this relation has given a new dir(‘Clion to iiKjdern

research. The subject is far too big to be dealt with in this article. It opens up the dis(V)very of

the existence of “ giant ” and “ dwarf ” stars, and leads to a new view of the method of develo])ment

of the physical universe. In the next chapter, Mr. Peter Doig will show how all this has come alxmt,

and to what results it has brought us up to the present lime.
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CHAPTER XIII.

GIANT AND DWARF AND TWIN SUNS.

By Peter Doig, F.R.A.S.

T
HFw astronomers of antiquity considered that the stars were individually of insignificant real

dimensions. To their ideas the fixed stars were merely glittering points of light attached to

the inside of the hollow vault of heaven, transported across the sky by its daily rotation

about a stationary Earth. The absence of effect produced by any change in the locality of the observer

on the apparent brightness of the stars showed that the dimensions of the Earth must be small

compared with those of the celestial sphere. In the Middle Ages, however, it was thought that a

visible disc could be discerned for the more conspicuous ones amounting to as much as one-twentieth

or so of the Moon’s diameter in the case of those brighter than the first magnitude. Indeed, in the

days before the telescope, the famous Danish

astronomer Tycho Bnihe, and his contemporaries,

considered that the great New Star of 1572

showed a disc of fire about one-ninth the diameter

of the Full Moon. We now know that this was

merely a spurious appearance due to physio-

logical causes in the human retina, llie first

user of a telescope in celestial scrutiny, Galileo,

clearly apprehended that the apparent size of

the stars to the naked eye is an optical illasion.

This was shown by their remaining as points

when viewed through his telescope, unlike the

comparatively near planets, which revealed discs

even with the low magnifying powers used.

Nowadays, however, the “ man in the street
"

seems to expect that the giant telescopes of a

modern observatory will reveal a shape and

sensible dimensions to the fixed stars. Judging

by the expressions of disappointment occasion-

ally heard by the astronomer who has charge of

one of these instruments on nights of public

visitation (such as are commonly stipulated in

the terms of gift by the public-spirited millionaire

donors of American equipments) something like

the Sun or Moon is expected when the eye is applied to the eyepiece of a large telescope turned on
Sirius or Betelgeuse. Even with tlic highest magnifying powers little more than a brilliant point of

light is shown, and that little more is just as spurious as the image presented to the naked eye of the

pre-telescopic astronomer, being a phenomenon caused by the undulatory nature of light. As
described in the fiist chapter, the detail in a telescopic image is finer the greater the size of the

object-glass or mirror employed and the diameter of the spurious stellar disc is inversely proportional

to the aperture.

It may be as well to point out that the images of even the faintest stars on photographs such as

are published as the illustrations to this work, are all much bigger than the real apparent dimensions

would show if they could be recorded. In fact, even a small stellar photographic image may be

considerably larger than the whole Solar S3rstem, including Neptune's orbit, would appear at the

distance involved. Here again the largest instruments give the smallest discs, dthough the

length of exposure of the photograph is an important factor, the diameter increasing with

A vSTAR AS IT APPEARS IN A TELESCOPE.
A star image and its diffraction rings as seen in a powerful
telescope. These rings are due to the interference of the
crests and hollows of the light waves. If symmetrical and
regular they prove the good adjustment and quality of the

instrument and the steadiness of the atmosphere.
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the time—somewhat as the circle made by a blot of ink on absorbent paper enlarges with added

liquid. After unsuccessful attempts to measure the parallax of the fixed stars, it became evident that

their apparent dimensions must be extremely small, even if in real size they were much greater than

the Sun. As the parallactic displacement, or apparent change in direction arising from the motion

of the Earth in its path round the Sun, obviously covers the angular space which would appear to

be occupied by a star as large as the Earth’s orbit (j.c., about 215 times the Sun’s diameter) and as

stellar parallax turned out to be so small as to be below the limit of measurement for a long time

after the invention of the telescope, it was plain to astronomers that the real disc of any star,

however bright, must be very minute.

Speculative thought, in the person of the Rev, John Michell, a contemporary of Sir William

Herschcl, was able to prove that even in the case of a very bright star the apparent angular diameter

must be less than about one-hundredth part of a second of arc (about the size of a halfpenny seen

326 miles away) unless its surface were less brilliant intrinsically than that of the Sun.

This result could be arrived at by comparatively simple calculation, once the relative amounts

of light received from the Sun and a star were estimated or measured. The same astronomical thinker,

a pioneer in this kind of speculation who has hardly been given the full credit due to him, made another

noteworthy suggestion. This was that the native brightnesses ” of the stars (or intrinsic brightness

of surface) were according to colour, the white stars having the greatest brilliance and the yellow,

or orange, stars being relatively dimmer. Of two stars, emitting the same total quantity of light, one

white and the other red, the latter would therefore be the larger in diameter. The star most likely

to show a sensible disc would probably thus be one such as Betelgeuse, Antares, Arcturus or Aldebaran.

The largest telescopes charged with the greatest possible magnifying powers, having faiU'd to show

any definite disc to the brightest or reddest star, other methods of attack were sought and eventually

found for the solution of some of the problems involved in the study of the dimensions and evolution

of the stars.

The reinforcement provided to the telescope by the spectroscope has enabU^d the astronomers of

the past sixty years or so to do what was beyond the powers of their predecessors. It was now

possible to make some attempt to classify tho stars according to their spectra, and although at first

this classification was purely empirical and arbitrary, it was very soon realised that it probably

represented real variety of physical condition dependent on chemical constitution or tcmf)(‘rature.

In the year 1865, the German physicist, Zollncr, put forward the suggestion that yellow and

orange stars are simply white stars in various stages of cooling, and that the redder stars are

the older and cooler bodies. Gradually it became the accepted theory that the graduations in

spectra were due

not so much, if at

all, to variety in

chemical compo-

sition, as to dif-

ferences in tem-

perature.

The spectra of

nearly a quarter

of a million stars

have now been

studied and class-

ified by means of

the wholesale

methods of the

objective-prism,

and the vast
Under a microscope the images of stars on the negatives of astronomical photographs appear as

groups of blackoied grains, which are bigger than the actual discs that the stars themselves would show.
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SPECTRUM.OB A F G K M

O D A F G K M
THIC REI^ATION Bin'WKKN STAR COI^OUHS, THKIR SPECTRA, AND THP:

temperatures of their atmospheres.
By atutliea of the stellar spectra and their lines astronomers are able to esthnate the lenipcraturc
of the surfaces or atmospheres of the stars. The whiter a star is, the hotter

;
or the redder it is the

cw>ler. The positions occupied by ten prominent stars (hicluding tlic Sun) in regard to colour and
temperature are shown Temperatures in the interiors of the stars are believed to be millions of

degrees Centif^ra<le I

majority (o\'(t ninety-nine pvr cent.) fall into a st'quence which shades off by such uniform gradation

a.s to leave no reasonable doubt that one simple pliysical cause is mainly responsible for the differences.

If more than ori(‘ cause wore operative, then a gradual setiuencc would be very unlikely. There arc

other reasons for b(‘lievirig that only one factor, is concerned, and that not difference of chemical

composition. The dark lini’s of th(' spectra show that certain elements are characteristic of particular

classes
;

thostj of ht'lium, for instances, are predominant in tlu‘ whit(‘st or bluish-white stars. On
the other hand, lines of this element are not se<m in solar ly])e spectra, yet they an* conspicuous in

the spectrum of the Sun’s chr()mosj)liere. If we could not study th(‘ Sun in detail, we might have

wrongly concluded that the appearance* of helium lines in the spt'Ciia of whit(' stars was due to

peculiarity of chemical composition, Tlicn again, tlu'ni an* stars belonging to a cluster or connected

pair of stars, evidently” of common origin, which have great differences in spectra amongst thtimselves,

and it is very unlikely that most of the helium or hydrogi‘n ran have collected in certain stars, while

th('ir neighbours contain jirac’tically all the metals. Astronomers arc now generally convinced that

the principal causi* ot the varieties of sjiectra is difference of tt'mjierature in the stellar atmospheres.

That this is so has been demonstrated by the detailed study of the spectral lines and also of the

continuous coloured background of spectra in laboratory research work. It is known that the

temperature of an oxyhydrogen flame or of the electric furnace is lower than that of an electric arc,

which is again less than that of a spark produced by the powerful apparatus of a modern laboratory.

Now, the lines which are strongest in the spectra of the orange or red stars are those produced by
metals subjected to the oxyhydrogen flame or electric furnace; the lines prominent in the yellow stars

are those observed when the electric arc is cmplojTd, while the comparatively few metallic hues which

arc found in the spectra of the white or bluish-white stars are those seen in the spark spectra of the

laboratory. It is therefore reasonable to suppose that this order—red, orange, yellow, and white—is

one of increasing temperature. From the intensity of the continuous background of the spectra, the

same conclusions can be drawn. It is found in laboratory experiments that, at any given temperature,

the radiation is greatest at a definite part of the spectrum, and that on either side of this the radiation

TEMPERATURE
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falls off according to a definite law. The position of this part moves from the red end to the blue end

of the spectrum as temperature increases. By these considerations the following approximate

temperatures have been derived for stellar atmospheres : bluish-white stars (B or Orion type),

19,000®C.
;

white stars (A or Sirian type), 1(),(KK)^C.
;

yellowish-white stars (F or Procyon type),

7,500°C.
;

yellowish stars (G or Solar type),
;
yellow stars (K or Arcturian type), 4,r)00®r.

;

orange stars (M or Antarian type), 3,000‘T. There are several otluT classes of stars of vi‘ry infrequent

occurrence. The most notable are the 0 or Wolf-Kayot typ<\ w'hich an' bt'he\’('d to Ix' of abnormally

great mass, luminosity, and temperature.

Until recently, the above sequence was believed by the majority of astronomers to represent the

order of evolution of the stars as well as of temperature. Bluish-white or white stars such as Rigcl

or Sirius were considered to be the youngest stars, born from the ditiuse gaseous nebul.T, yellow stars

such as Capella or the Sun being further contracted under gravitation and at an inl(‘rnu‘diate stage,

while the orange and red stars were believed to be eflete suns hastc'iiing towards final extinction.

The fact that the white stars are observed associated with the nebuhe and that the red stars are

seldom or never so placed, wa.s also taken to be confirmation of this order. When it was found from

THE GROUPING OF STARS INTO GIANTS AND DWARFS (after CURTISS

This diiigram shows the results of measurements of 237.i stellar disLanees and brightnesses. The stars are all plotted down

for the magnitudes at which each star would shine if placed at a distance corresponding to a light journey of thirty-two

and a half years (parallax one-tenth of a second of arc), so that their true relative brightnesses are as shown The grouping

into two branches, one of very bright stars aveniging nearly one-hundred time.s the Sun’s luminosity and the other branch

of stars diminishing in light with increasing redness of colour, is well brought out. In the diagram the dots and circles

indicate the methods by which the parallaxes (on which the absolute magnitudes are based) were determlne<l.

• = modem direct (photographic only). ° = spectrographic only.

• = direct and spectrographic or hypothetical. hypothetiail only.
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THK LIFE HTSTOKY OF A STAR (AFTICR LOCKYFK).
At birth a star is an enomious sphere of tjas a)Uf'i<lt*rably lesH dense than our atmosphere, and shining with an orange-red
colour. Increasing density under gravitational contractum is accompanied at first by increase of temperature and change of
colour towards yellow-white and bluish-white. When a mavimum temperature has been reached further contraction is

accompanied by a fall in temperature and progress in roluur in the opposite direction towards red. The ratio of diameters
at birth and tleath (as a luminous body) is something like one hundred, and the corresponding density ratio one million.

spectroscopic investigation of velocities in the line of sight that, on the average, speed increased

with redness of colour, this sequence of evolution was given an apparent support, although it was
not at all clear why velocity should get greater as the stars grew older.

Certain astronomers had, nevertheless, doubted the almost universally accepted ideas on the

subject. The red stars had been believed by one or two investigators to be of two types, one increasing

in temperature, the other decreasing. Ritter, of Aix-la-Chapelle, had held this view and it was
also strenuously advocated for many years by the late Sir Norman Lockyer, who looked upon the

yellow stars of G or solar type as also similarly divisible, and considered that the white and bluish-

white A and B types were stars in their prime and not the youngest orbs.

These ideas did not meet with much acceptance at the time, largely because they were advocated
by Lockyer along with a mcteoritic hypothesis of cosmogony, which had otherwise little to recommend
it. By this hypothesis an explanation of practically every celestial phenomenon was sought on the

assumption that swarms of meteors were concerned. At the beginning of the present century, however,

it began to be clear that the true evolutionary order of the stars was probably not that generally
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accepted ;
and during the past ten years the disentangling ot the two series of stars of increasing

and decreasing temperature has proceeded apace with the result that the older view has become

obsolete.

This conception has been well described as probably the most n'vohitionary and far-reaching

of recent discoveries in stellar physics. The surprising feature of the discovery has been that the

first satisfactory demonstration of the true physical grouping of the stars has been due, not to the

newer methods of spectroscopy and astrophysics, but to what is usually ternu‘d the older astronomy.

The lines on which the problem was successfully attacked were chiefly those of parallaxes, the

motions of the stars in the sky, the circulating movements of double stars, and the study of

variations of light of mutually eclipsing stars. The students of spectroscopy had de\'eloi:)efi a

mistaken hypothesis of evolution, and it was from the older methods of measurement of positions

and photometry of variable stars that the solution first came.

In 1905, Professor Hertzsprung, then of Potsdam, pointed out that his studies of tlic real total

brightnesses of the stars, based on measurements of motions and parallaxes, showed that the rt'ddcr

types of stars were divided into two distinct classes, one of great brightness and the other relatively

faint. As the spectra were substantially the same in the two groups, his conclusion was that the

surface brightnesses per unit of area were similar and that the difference in total luminosity must

be due to difference in area of radiating surface, one group being of stars of very large dimensions,

oumal,

OBSCURING CI,OUDS IN OPIllUCHUS.

Thia curious S-shaped marking is of a tjrpe at first thought due to vacuities amongst the stars. Further research has sho^

such dark markings to consist of cosmic clouds, probably of dust and gas. Some astronomers consider them to be ijossibly the

material from which the stars are derived by gravitational concentration.
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while the other is composed of

considerably smaller bodies. To these

two groups he gave the names of

“ giants ” and “ dwarfs." Later,

Professor H. Norris Russell, of Prince-

ton University, America, independ-

ently worked out the same hypothesis,

bringing to bear the results of much
detailed investigations into stellar

distances and motions.

This extraordinary splitting up ot

the redder spt'ctral types into two

distinct divisions* was seen to involve

a ratio between the light radiated

from a typical red giant to that

emitted by a dwarf of the same

spectral ty])e, of something like 10,000

to 1. As already indicated, this

disparity could only be attributed to

dimensions, which would mean that

the diameter of the giant would be

approximately a hundred times that of the dwarf, or a ratio of volumes of a million to one. There were

two extreme assumptions possibhi : either that the densities of the giants and dwarfs arc the same- the

masses of the former being then a million times those of the latter
;
or that the masses are equal and the

density of the giants only onc-millionth that of the dwarfs. From knowledge of the masses of stars

obtained in the study of the orbits of double stars, there was no doubt that the latter alternative is

much closer to the truth. The range of the known masses of the stars is comparatively small. With

few exceptions, they arc between one-half and five times that of the Sun. At present, the only

method of finding the value of stellar masses is by the application of the law of gravity to binary

stars, but there is no reason to think that single stars arc different in regard to the amount of matter

contained in them.

The old(*r theory of evolution from the hot white .stars through yellow to red had no place in it

for the existence of the two groups of the same s]>ectral type, on^. ol extreme tenuity, often less

dense than air, and the other denser than the Sun, which is on the average of the order of a thousand

times as dense as our atmospluire at sea level. If all red stars were approaching extinction the

reason for this difference in density of Ihc two groups was incomprehensible. Further information

was accumulated by study of eclipsing binary stars, for which the dimensions could be found from the

shape of the curve of light variation. This information showed that many of the hotter white stars,

which were supposed to be younger and less condensed by gravitational shrinkage than the yellower

and presumably older stars, were really much the denser bodies.

Now it had been demonstrated theoretically by Homer Lane, as far back as 1870, that a mass of

gas contracting by gravitation will actually rise in temperature, will develop heat faster

than it radiates it away. If a gaseous star shrinks to half its size, we find that the density becomes

eight times as great, while the pressure comes out at sixteen times since the attraction is four times

as strong and the weights are borne by a quarter of the area. In such a case the temperature would

be twice what it was before. A gaseous star is, so to speak, a “ self-heating " body, and big stars with

big masses are better in this respect than smaller ones, and will reach higher temperatures. A gaseous

star will go on contracting and becoming hotter, its light changing from red to yellow and then to

white. This will not proceed indefinitely, however ; when the condensation has gone far enough

the material will be too dense to act as a perfect gas and the rise of temperature becomes less rapid.
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is checked, and finally a stage of declining temperature sets in. It has been ca’culated that the

greatest temperature will be reached when the density is about two- to four-tenths that of water.

Our Sun is about 1*4 times the density of water, has passed its highest temperature and is now in

the stage of decline.

In accordance with these considerations, Professor Russell re\ivcd the development hypothesis

of Lockyer, although with important modifications. The ‘ giant ” group, lie showed, rciiresents

the successive changes in the heating up of the young gasc'ous stars winch arc inon' primitivi' the

redder they are; the dwarf stars an* those which have passed thi'ir climax ot temperature aiul aio

now cooling ; the redder ones being the most advanced. Taking any h'vel of ti'inpcTaturc, witli the

exception of its maximum, a star will therefore pass through it twice—once " luxiting " and once

" cooling.'’

When the distance of a star and its appaient brightness are known, it Ix'comes ptJssibU* (o

classify it in regard to its real total luminosity—its “ candle-power,” so to spc'ak. The t(‘rrn

“ absolute magnitude ” is used by astronomers in this connection, and refers to th(‘ stcdlar magnitude

which the star would appear to have if placed at a distance corresponding to a parallax of one-tenth

of a second of arc. ElsewluTi', the gradation of the stars into class('s of stellar magnitude is described

and at present it is not necessary to refer furtluT to it. When the absolute magnitudes of the stars

arc grouped or shown graphically on a chart relating the values to the spectral type, it is found that

the giants are generally of the same order of brightness, while the dwarfs decrease rapidly in

luminosity as they get redder. This is shown on the chart on page fi03, on which our Sun is a

dwarf star of G type, and about the fifth magnitude. That is to say, if the Sun were removed to

such a distance as would involve' a parallax of one-tenth of a second of arc and a journey for its light

of about thirty-three years' duration, it would shine as a star of the fifth magnitude ;
not much

brighter than the limit

of naked-eye vision.

The sameness of

luminosity of giant

stars, which emit

roughly one hundn'd

times as much light as

the Sun, is explained

by the fact that al-

though a star in this

stage of evolution

grows hotter and gives

an increased output of

light per unit of surface

it also dccrea.ses in

surface, and the two

factors nearly counter-

act one another. On

the other hand, a dwarf

star is both decreasing

ill intensity of surface

brightness and in sur-

face, so that a decline

of total light output

occurs as it becomes

redder and more ad-

vanced.

'liy pi'fmtsswJi of

THIS “FRANK McCUvAN” TlCIJCSCOPK OF Till*: NORMAN n()CKYl-R

OBSERVATORY.
This telescope is u “ twin,” with its cumponenCs armn^cd in a manner suRRestive of a double-

barieUed Run The upper tdcdccjpe is a photoRrar*hic one and is used for pholoRraphiiiR the

spectra of stars for the determination of “ spectroscopic “ parallaxes. The spectra are formed

by an objective prism (see Chapter I) mounted in a hanie before the object -Rlasi, The lower

.rid., of o.wl ic£ 11CO/1 fni- " inTiditfe ” nurnoScS.

\ I he IHrectof of the N, /.

telescope is a visual one and is used chiefly for ' purposes.
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It is a remarkable circumstance, and

indicative of the complete revolution in the

ideas of stellar evolution, that as far as the

bulk of stars visible to the naked eye is

concerned, the formerly accepted order of

development is exactly the reverse of true.

This follows from the fact that most of the

stars brighter than the sixth magnitude

(the limit of unassisted vision) are giants,

and evolving in the order red through

yellow to white and not from the hotter

wliite stars redward as in the case of dwarf

stars. It would be a mistake to suppose,

however, that the majority of stars through-

out space are giants. The reverse is the

case, but the superior brightness of the

giants results in their selective preponder-

ance, a greater volume of space being

presented to the naked eye in the case of

the giants than in the case of the dwarfs.
From] \Af A'., A' A. S. ^ x i

APPAKATIJS FOR ci.ASSiFYixo STARS— To summarise the theory now acccptcd I

This microscope is used at the Norman I^ockycr Observatory,
3^ star begins its history as a very diffuse

Sidmouth, for the examination of spectra. Uy a recent discovery j • i. r 1 • u
connecting the intensiity of some spectral lines with the total output giant Ot great VOJume, With a tempera-

of light of a star it is possible to aaccrUun its luminosity • ture of its atmosphere of about 3,000®C.

It contracts by gravitation and grows denser and hotter. The luminosity remains fairly constant at

this stage, tlui shrinking surface counterbalancing the increase in surface brightness. According to

its mass it reaches a certain maximum atmospheric temperature and corresponding spectral type.

In the case of a star like the Sun, these were probably about and type F, and for a star like

Sirius, which is known to be about two and a half times the Sun s mass, 10,000^C. and type A. A
greater mass is necessary

to reach the B type, and

as large masses are not

common, the B type stars

are relatively scarce. After

the maximum tempera-

ture is reached, which

probably normally occurs

at a density of about two-

to four-tenths that of

water, a star enters the

dwarf cooling stage, when

luminosity gradually de-

creases. Masses less than

about one-seventh of the

Sun would not be able to

reach 3,000®C., and could

scarcely be luminous. It

is a significant circum-

stance that no star of such

small mass is known.

From]
—AS GIANTS AND DWARFS.

[M N., A. A. S.

—and whether it is a Giant or a Dwarf. The disappearance of the lines when covered by
a scale of graduated transparency gives a measure of the intensity of the former, and thus

the lUQiiuosity of the star investigated.
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At first, objections were raised to the giant and dwarf thcorj^ on two grounds which have been

already mentioned as supporting the older hypothesis. In the case of increase of velocity with

greater redness, further investigation has proved that the relationship is really much more one

between speed and luminosity or mass than between speed and colour or spectral type. It seems

reasonable to expect that in a universe of stars of various masses the effect of their mutual attractions

and disturbances would be greater velocities in the smaller masses. Recent studies have shown that

the average kinetic energy (or mass multiplied by square of velocity) is about constant in the dwarf

classes for the various spectral types, and further research may show the same characteristic for giant

stars. This means that

the redder type dwarfs,

which are the lighter

bodies, move more
rapidly on the average

than the whiter dwarfs.

The other ground for

objection was found in

the circumstance that

young red giants are

seldom if ever observed

near the gaseous nebulae,

while the hot white stars

arc commonly associated

with these objects. Re-

cent work has shown,

however, that the lumin-

osity of the gaseous

nebulae is probably due

to reflection or excitation

from the light of the

included B type stars,

and that such nebuhe

are more likely to be the

ejected products of the

stars than the material

from which they arc

born. It seems probable

that the “star sStuff
“

from which the early

diffuse giants are pro-

duced, is to be found in

the dark cosmic clouds

composed of dust particles and gas which reveal their presence by obscuration of the starry background

in many parts of the sky. The absence of young diffuse red giants in a stage prior to M type is ex])lained

by Russell as probably due to the speed through which this stage is passed. As will be seen later,

it is likely that such stars would run through that part of their career so quickly tliat there would

be very few of them in a given volume of space at any one time, and their rarity would then be

accounted for.

Confirmation of the substantial accuracy of the giant and dwarf grouping of the stars has lately

been received from two quarters—the spectroscope and the interferometer. By measurement of the

intensity of the lines of certain elements in stellar spectra it has been found possible to ascertain

THF, GIANT STARS
By a wonderful adapUition of the principle of lifiht interference, the astronomers at the

Mount Wilson Observatory, Califomw, have been able to measure the angular (lianict(*r.s of

some of the giant stars. The distances being approximately known, their true diameters

can be calc\i)ated. The cliugram shows ul>oiit the relative sizes for five giants, the Sun’i

disc on the same sc dc being about one one-hundred-und-lwenlicth ixirt of an inch smaller

than the dot over this letter i

!
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TVriCAl, t,lA\T star diamktkrs.
The rchiti ve sizes of the lypictil 1 stni of the Viinousapcclral types is shown above The progressive
cuntractum, which occurs as a slnr gets older, denser nml hotter in the giant stage, is probably

represented faiily well by the diagram, but may actually be somewhat greater

the absolute mag-

nitudes of large

numbers of stars.

A powerful means

of finding distances

is thus provided,

as, knowing the

apparent bright-

ness and the real

total outjiut of

light (absolute

magnitude), paral-

laxes can be simply

calculated. The
observed differ-

ences in the inten-

sities of certain

lines in stars of the

same spectral type,

but different luminosities, seem to be* duo to the smaller force of gravity and consequent lower

atmospheric density at the surface of the diffuse giants, which at stellar temperatures results in

atomic changes called ionization. Certain ('lements are very sensitive to these changes and the giants

and dwarfs show considonil)le differences in the spectral lintjs concerned.

By measurement of the intensities of these lines in the spectra of stars of known parallax and

absolute magnitude, a scale is provided for use with stars for which such information is required.

This method is chiefly due to Professor Adams, of the Mount Wilson Observatory, California. It

is now being exploited in several observatories throughout the world. At first it was only applied to

the yellow and red stars, but it is now being employed with some success to the white stars (B and
A type), in which the lines are more diffuse and difficult to measure.

In the first chapter the interferometer as used at Mount Wilson with the 100-inch telescope

hasbeen described.

By its aid the

diameters of

several "super-

giant ” stars have

been ascertained.

These are

:

An-

tarcs (about 360

million miles),

Bctclgeuse (not

less than 200 mil-

lion miles), p

Pegasi (at least 75

million miles),

Aldebaran (about

40 million miles),

and Arcturus
(about 30 million

miles). The first

three are of M type

TYPICAl, UWARK star DIAMRTF.RS
The relative diameters of the dwarf stairs of most frequent occurrence, is shown in comparison with
the Sun, which is itself a O-type dw.irf The contraction in this stage is accompanied by cooling
and is probably somewhat less than is indicated by the progression of diameter in the diagram. The

letters refer to the spectral types.
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I,ORI) KELVIN.
The profound nnlhematical and physical studies
of this celebrated scientist led to ideas of the age
of the Sun and stars which have now been replaced

by more in<.xlern discoveries.

and the two others are K stars. All arc probably more
massive than the Sun, perhaps fifty times as great, but

their densities are certainly V(Ty slight, comparable with

or more tenuous than air, A graphic illustration intended

as an attempt to convey to the mind the enormous

proportions of Betclgeuso, will be found on jvage 23.

The diameters of the ty]Mcal star of the various

spectral classes have beem Cidculalcd to 1 h‘ aj^j^roximately

as follows, using the Sun as tlu‘ unit : (iiants
;
M, 05

;

K, 30
;

(j, 15
;

1', 10
;
A, 7 ; H, 5 : and dwaif.s

;
A, 2-5

;

F, l-S
;

(i, ]-2
;

K, O-S
;

M, 0-5. It will be seen that

the Sun ((i type) is rather smalh‘r in diameter than the

normal dwarf of its class. Its mass is normal, Iiowt^ver,

and the density tluTi'fon* gr(‘at(‘r than nsiial.

At first sight it might a|)p<‘ar impossibh^ to find out

anything about the eonditions in the int(‘rior of a star.

Direct study is (onfinc'd to sp(‘elroseo])ic scrutiny of

surface conditions from wlii(‘h we derive* some knowledge

of the temperatures and C()m]>ositi()ns of st<*llar

atmospheres. It is here tliat the physicist joins forces

with the astronomer, and by tlie labours of a brilliant

group of mathematical physicists such as Fddington,

Jeans and Aston in England, and Russell and others

abroad, som(*.thing has been done to ixjnetrate into the

inside of the stars. In what follows, the conclusions of

Eddington will be those mainly described.

Elasticity in a gas is familiar

to all who have had to deal

with a pneumatic tyre. This

property is the result of the

energy of motion of the mole-

cules of gas ha.stening in all

directions and trying to spread

apart. The high(‘r the tempera-

ture the. faster these motions

are, and the greatiT tlie expan-

sive force. Inside a gaseous

star there is a condition of

balance, the weight of the

layers above pressing down and

the elasticity of the gas from

its molecular motions trying to

move the upj^er layers out-

wards. As there is equilibrium

which apparently lasts for hun-

dreds of years, judging by the

constancy of the light of most

of the stars, we must conclude

that there is exact internal

balance, and from this fact we

TUJv constitution OF AN ATOM.
Astronomers’ problfins arc concerned with the infinitely small as well as with the

infinitely great. The study of stellar interiors invfjlves the theories of the atomic

structure of matter. The illustration shows a molecule f)f an element (chlorine)

composed at normal temperatures an<l pressures of two atoms. The crrjsses arc

the atomic nuclei, the dots are the electrons. At temperatures of over 2,0U0®C

the two connecting central electrons separate and we have then a monatomic
condition. At higher temperatures first the outer ring and then the inner ring of

dectrous are stripped off, the final state in the interior of a star being free nuclei

and electrons moving about at great speeds
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must reason in estimating the internal temperatures. At the centre of a star this varies in the

different types from about two million to twenty million degrees. This means that the atoms are

rushing about at very high speeds, up to one hundred miles per second, which, however, is a compara-

tively small rate for atomic speeds. Each atom is being continually pulled inwards by gravitation,

and is all the time thrown out again as the result of collisions with other atoms. The store of heat

SOME MUJ,T1P1,E STEIylyAK SYSTEMS AS SEEN IN POWER FUI, ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPES.

In each system the stars are physically connected and revolving in mutually disturbed orbits round their common centres

of gravity in long periods of years. The scales of the drawings are not the same.

possessed by the star is composed largely of these motions, but there is another store—the aetherial

heat. This is made up of waves in the aether similar to, but smaller than, those of light, ^ther

waves are given different names according to their length from crest to crest. The long ones used

in wireless telegraphy are called Hertzian waves
;

then come the invisible heat waves ;
then the

waves which give the sensation of light
;
then photographic light waves. A still shorter type are the
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X-rays used in medical work. The aether waves inside a star are similar to the X-rays. It is only at

the enormous temperatures of the stars that this portion of the store of heat possessed by a heated
body becomes appreciable. In bodies raised to the highest temptiratures possible in our terrestrial

laboratories, the aetherial part is insignificant, but it becomes very important in the case of the stars.

This is due to the fact that waves in the lether exert a pT-essure on any obstructing object. Inside

a star the intense aetherial energy acts like a distending wind, counteracting gravity and tending to

disrupt the star._^

In modem physical science, knowledge has now advanced to the stage that a mathematical
physicist can, without astronomical information, calculate the relative jiroportion of heat in the

stars due to atomic motions and a;therial waves. He can also calculate the ratios of inward gravi-

THE ORBIT OF A DOUBI^B STAR (70 OPIllUClIl).

The diagram shows the “ line of nodes,” which connects the points at which the orl)it plane intersects a plane at

right angles to the line of sight, and also the position of the major axis of the: true ellipse. The companion is

now placed nearly as in 1840.

tational pressure to outward pressure of aetherial waves. When this is done it is found that the

fraction of weight of stellar material supported by the aetherial pressure becomes greater with

increase in mass of the star considered. At a certain order of mass there would be a tendency to

disruption from this cause, assisted by the effect of the centrifugal force of the star’s rotation. The

critical mass found by these ph3rsical calculations is that which is observed to be commonest among

the stars ;
the conclusions of the physicist are closely in accord with what is found by the astronomer.

Gravitation is the force which draws matter together. If there were no counteracting forces there

would be no limit to the size of a star, except available amount of material. Against gravitation

we have setherial pressure and centrifugal force, and throughout the universe, as far as we have been

able to ascertain stellar masses, the gravitational aggregation seems to have proceeded just as far,

33
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South

V-.

on the whole, as the opposing forces would permit. So far the inside of a star has been visualised as

a concourse of moving atoms and actherial waves. TIktc is another class of inhabitant, however

—

free ** electrons which liave broken loose from the atoms at the high temperatures, and are moving

at much higher speeds than the atoms themselves.

An atom of an element is like a miniature solar system
;
a composite central nucleus carrying positive

charges of electricity round which revolve in circular and elliptic orbits a number of satelhte electrons

of negative electricity. The number of satellites varies for each element from one to ninety-two,

and very many of

these satellites

must have be-

come detached in

the interior of a

star. Generally,

at least half have

broken loose so

that the average

molecular weight

of the material is

very much less

than it would
otherwise be, and

also much more

uniform. Given a

volume of gas of

known mass and

with its material

thus simplified

the modern
physicist, again

without the

assistance of

astronomy, can

calculate how
brightly it would

shine as a star.

Indeed, the prob-

lem is very largely

THE AJTARENT ORBIT OK THE COMPANION OF SIRIUS. one of accounting

Prom irreguloritiiis in the motion of Sirius across the sky, tlic existence of a companion whose for the slowness
gravitational disturbance was believed to be the cause, was predicted in 1844, The companion

. u/b’rh pnnr
was discovered In 1 802

,
since when it has perlonned more than a a)mi>letc revolution round the

waicn xne enor-

primary, the pericxl being alxmt fifty years. Ib quicker motion when near the primary will be seen mous energy pro-
from the fact Umt more than half the orbit was traversed in the twenty-three years from 1890 j

to 1913. It is now moving at about its slowest orbital speed.
QUCea IS raaiaiea.

This slow rate is

wtsr EAST

\

IS6t DATE OF
' OlSCovfAr

1913 #

i9Ja #

NORT M

found to be due to the great opacity of the star's substance to the very short aetherial waves.

Although the rarity of a giant star is so very great, a small thickness of its material is sufficient to

obstruct a large proportion of the energy. The Earth’s atmosphere is itself more opaque to ordinary

light waves than is commonly realised
;
about one-fifth of the light from celestial objects is scattered or

sent back to space, but to the X-ray type of radiation the gaseous interior of a star is so obstructive

that, with the same density as air, a layer only six inches thick would be almost an impassable barrier.

The consequence is that the loss of energy by radiation from a star is very slow in relation to the
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amount contained. The luminosities calculated for the stars by the mathematical physicist, entirely

from data provided by laboratory research, are found to agree well with those obtained by the

methods of the astronomer.

The study of the internal conditions and radiation of a star introdua's inevitably the question :

What is the source of the light and heat which is so copiously emitt('d by the Sun and stars ? Until

lately the answer generally given was that it is obtained from the inward fall of the material due to

contraction under gravitation. Lord Kelvin showed that this hypothesis, originally propounded by
the German physicist Helmholtz, led to an age for the Sun of something like tw('nty million years.

The results of the work ofgeologists in regard to the age of the Earth, based onstudy of the roek formations

and on other considerations, are much opposed to this time-scale, which is now consith'n'd too short.

Eddington has calculated that a star, not much larger than the Sun probably was in its giant stage,

would radiate away as much energy in a hundred thou.sand years as would at present sutVice to

maintain our luminary for ten million years. On the contraction hypothesis, the evolution through

th(! whole of the

giant stage would

b(‘ very rapid. In

about eighteen

thousand years a

typical M giant

would pass to type

G, and in eighty

thousand years it

would h a V e;

ri‘ached its highest

temperature and

be about to start

on its downward

path. As pre-

viouslymentioned,

most of the naked-

eye stars arc in the

giant stage. We
cannot believe

that all these stars

were formed in the

I)ast eighty thou-

sand years.

From more than one department of knowledge the duration suggested ff)r a star’s life is much

greater than previously thought. For example, the American mathematician, F, R. Moulton, has

made an attack on the problem from considerations of the constitution of the globular clust(irs of stars.

Their symmetrical distribution implies a long dynamic evolution which has resulted from the mutual

gravitational action of the stars in their approaches to each other. The period required for a single

circuit of a star through the cluster is estimated at something like a million years. Moulton finds

that, on the average, a star would make several thousand revolutions hefc^re it would pass near

enough to .some other star to change its direction of motion sufficiently to influence the symmetry of

the cluster of which it is a member. He consequently infers an age for the stars of several thousand

million years. This order of magnitude is also suggested from the age derived for the Earth by the

geologists and physicists, and it has become plain that thiTe must be some other source of stellar

energy besides gravitation. This source is believed to be the energy of the atoms of matter themselves.

There seem to be two alternatives—one that the simpler chemical elements arc being changed into

lim IKUU UKBITS OF SIRIUS AND, HIS COMPANION.
Thi$ diagram shows the true shape of the paths, which are completed in alx)Ul fifty years. The

smallest ellii^e is that of Sirius itself. The dotted ellipse is the true shape of the relative path, if

Sirius be assumed stationary. The relative sizes of the stellar orbits an<l the Ivirth’s orbit will be

gathered from the small circle showing the latter. The cross mark.s the centre r)f gravity of the system
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those of more complex atomic structure, energy being set free in the process, the other that matter

is being destroyed as such and transformed into the energy of which it is thought all the elements

are constituted. Physicists have discovered that in transmuting helium into hydrogen, a small

fraction of the mass disappears and takes the form of setherial waves of energy. Such a transformation

in a star of which only five per cent, was hydrogen, would provide sufficient radiative energy, as a first

step in the formation of the more complex atoms. This liberation of energy would not occur at the

outset when the interior temperatures were not high enough. Stars in the very earliest state of

evolution, prior even to M type,,

would thus be radiating solely

as a result of gravitational

contraction and would run

through their course with great

rapidity. On this hypothesis

their apparent absence from the

sky is understandable.

Some stars of abnormally

large luminosity or of mass

twenty to eighty times the Sun
are known. These are ex-

plained by Eddington as pos-

sibly having been formed in

regions of space in which the

element hydrogen is present in

greater abundance than usual.

Admixture of this, the lightest,

element reduces the average

atomic weight. Outward radia-

tion pressure is then less than

with lughcr average atomic

weight and gravitation gets a

better cliance to aggregate

large masses.

We have hitherto been

dealing with the individual

single star. The sky contains,

however, very many connected

systems of double and multiple

stars, and indeed, some author-

ities consider that the single

star may be the exception

rather than the rule. The first

double stars were discovered by
accident by the users of the

telescope. They were thought to be simply two stars seen nearly in the same line of sight, not

physically connected, and probably very distant from each other—especially when there was*

considerable difference in their brightnesses. Their observation was at first made in the hope

that the measurement of the apparent angular distances apart might lead to a determination,

of stellar parallax, the supposedly nearer one having a greater apparent displacement, due to the

Earth's orbital motion, than the other component. Sir William Herschel catalogued a great number,,

at first with the idea of determining parallax in this way. In the year 1767 the Rev. John Michelt

’OO « f
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ORBITS OF DOUBLK STARS.
The apparent orbits of four connected pairs of stars are Shown. The periods of

revolution are well known for the shortest, but become increasingly uncertain for the
longer ones, as only a part of the circuit has been observed since the date when

telescopic power became great enough to show them as double stars.
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NORTH
METHOD OF MEASURING A DOUUEE STAR.

Two pairs of spider lines, or “ wires," at right angles to one another
are seen in the field of view of a micrometer. One pair consists of

two movable wires (<? d and « f above), which can each be adjuHtetl

to pass through one of the components of the double star. The
amount of their separation is then read on the divided drum used
to move them. The remaining pair, a b, is adjusted to the direction

of the line joining the stars, as shown above. The reading of a

divided circle outside the eyepiece then gives a measure of the angle

made with the meridian by this line. In this case the " iK)Sition>

angle " is 90“ (or 270*).

showed by the theory of probabilities that

these pairs were extremely likely to turn

out to be connected physically and lat(T

Hcrschel proved that this was so from

observations separated by a sufficient

interval of time. Thus, a considerable time

after they wen' known in comparativt'Iy

large numbers, their true nature became

apparent, and they were studied in regard

to their motions about each other, their

observation for parallax being abandoned.

The efforts of modern observers have

provided the information that at least one

star in eighteen appears in tlu* most power-

ful telescopes as a close double, and there

is no doubt that the great majority of them

are connected and in mutual revolution

under their gravitational attraction. An
increase is observed in the numbers with

greater degree of closc'iiess of components,

which is so marked as to lead us to believe

that those systems with smaller orbital

dimensions are really the more numerous.

Actual orbits have been comput(;d tor about

150 binary pairs from telescopic measure-

ments of their changing relative positions.

When the particulars of an orbit and the

parallax are known, the total mass of the

pair in terms of the Sun’s can be easily calculated. This varies with spectral typt^. In systems

composed of giant stars the values are mostly comprised between seven and twelve times the Sun,

and in dwarf pairs from

about five to six in the white

stars down to 0*7 or 1*0 in

the redder classes. The

gr(iater average values for the

whiter pairs seem attribut-

able to the greater mass

necessary to reach the higher

luminosities of the whiter

and hotter types.

By the relative displace-

ments in their orbits, it has

been found that, generally

speaking, the fainter com-

ponents are the less massive.

It has also been discovered

from diiKerences of spectral

type and colour of the

separate components of con-

nected pairs, that the fainter

\E. E, Eamofd,

PHOTOGRAPHS OF A BINARY STAR (KRCGRR w).

The relative movement of the two star* after the lapse of seven years is shxjwn,

a revolution being c<mipleted in fifty years. The third star to the right is not connected

with the pair and lies very much farther away.
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(and less massive) star seems to be almost invariably the

farther advanced in its career. In the case of pairs

which are giants, the brighter one is the redder and

therefore younger, star
;

in dwarf systems the fainter

is the redder and therefore more advanced. As their

birth is presumably contemporaneous, this points to

more rapid aging in smaller masses.

Several hundred stars are known to consist of two

or more components revolving so closely together as to

be inseparable by ordinary telescopic means, but

revealed by the periodic displacements or duplications

of the lines in their spectra. Generally, the periods of

revolution are much shorter than in the case of those

binaries visible as such in the telescope. The range

covering both classes together go<.'s from less than a

day up to hundreds of years, but there is a gap between

the longest pfidods of the “ spectroscopic binaries and

the shortest of the “ visual binaries.'' This is attributable

to the circumstance that the displacement of spectral

lines in the slower moving pairs of moderate periods of

revolution is too small to hn noticeable, while the stars

themselves ani nevertheless too close for separate visual

observation. Spt'ctroscopic pairs are most numerous

among the

whiter stars

( B and A
type) which

comprise
nearly sixty

per cent, of those known. They arc cliiefly stars visible to

the naked eye, which for the most part are giants probaWy

of high mass on the average, and to this circumstance we

may possibly attribute the extremely high proportion of

stars which have been found to be double by the spectro-

scope—about one in every three or four of those examined

in this way. As Professor Aitken, of the Lick Observatory,

a great authority on binary stars, states :
" We do not

yet know whether that proportion will hold among the

fainter stars, but on the evidence before us we may
venture the suggestion that perhaps the stars of larger

mass, and hence presumably greater luminosity, are the

ones which have developed into binary systems.'*

The periods of revolution are generally shorter on the

average in the hotter white pairs, which may be, in part,

due to larger mass, revolution being faster owing to

greater gravitational attraction. The mass of a spectro-

scopic binary can only be determined in any particular

system if the inclination of the plane of its orbit to the

line of sight is known. This is the case only when the

stars eclipse each other as in " Algol " stars, so called

From] t“ Popular Astronomy.”

SHERBURNE WESI.EY BURNHAM.
Burnham is famous as one of the most successful

discoverers and observers of double stars ot recent

times. He possesses! a remarkably acute eye and
was able to take full advantaf^c of the fine

instruments with which he workt^l P'or many
years he had the use ot the Forty inch Verkes

refractor, with which hr dist'overed wane ot the

closest visual binaries known to us.

From Bryant*

$

“ A History of Astronomy ”]

[By pgrmnston of Messrs. Methuen & Co,, / td.

WIIyHEIyM STRUVE (1793-1864).

Struve’s accurate observations of some three

thousfind double stars, early in the Nineteenth

Century, laid the foundations of our present-day

knowledge of these systems. William Herschel had
jireviously given much attention to this branch of

.study, but his instruments were unsuited to the

precise and delicate measurements required.





luminosity

z; YELLOWISH GIANT ANo'wHlTE DWARF.

3. BLUISH WHITE GIANT AND YELLOW DWARF

,, 4-. YELLOWISH WHITE DWARF AND ORANGE DWARF.

LUMINOSITY

THE PROBABI^E EVOt,UTION OF A DOUBl^E STAR.
The more mawive and brighter component of a binary system probably develops more slowly than the Winter component.
It thus results that the colours of the latter are generally bluer than those of the primary stars in the giant stage, and redder

in the dwarf stage of development
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DIVISIONS OK ONK HOUR.

after the variable star of that name. Average values of mass corresponding to average angles of

inclination can be estimated, however
;
and when these are classified according to spectral ty|>e the

whiter types are found to be decidedly the more massive on the avtTage, just as in the case of visual

binaries. If the spectra of both components can be discc'med, which is the case when the light

of the brighter is not relatively so great as to drown the spectrum of the other, the relative displace-

ments or doublings " of the lines enable the ratio of the masses to be found. In such (’ases

it has been ascertained that, almost without exception, the fainter bodies art' the less massive.

About two hundred

eclipsing binaries, which

vary in their light as a

consequence, are known.

From their curves of light

variation it has been

possible to derive con-

siderable information in

regard to orbits, surface ii.o ao

brightnesses, and actual

dimensions of the individ-

ual components. The
fainter star is always

found to be self-luminous

and usually redder than

the other when its colour

can be observed during

eclipse of the brighter

component.

The majority of known

eclipsing and spectro-

scopic binaries belong to lao

the whiter and hotter

types. The components

of the former are, how-

ever, mostly of the grade

of luminosity (i.e,, total

light output) associated

with dwarf stars
;

the

spectroscopic binaric*s are,

as already stated, mostly

giants. The fainter com-

ponents of eclipsing pairs

are usually larger in dia-

meter than their brighter

companions, having as a

12,0

A UARGt KAJNT STAR e:Ct.lPSiNC
A smalicr t5p»c.MT ot^e.

AN KCIyIPSIN(; VARIAHIJ*: STAR.

This shows the curve of change of light for Y l,eonis, a binary system consisting of a

bright star nearly twice, and u fainter one about two-tind-a-quarter times, the Sun’s

diameter. When the fainter star conies between the brighter one and the Jiarth, at

intervals of forty-and-a-half hours, there is an eclipse and u drop of nearly three

magnitudes in the apparent light of the star. Astronomers cannot see the twocomponenta

but by a study of the shape of the light curve they can deduce their siacs. When the

spectrum is known, the real light output can be calculated and the distance derived.

In this case it is about 3,000 light-years !

consequence smaller den-

sities ;
in the wider visual pairs the reverse seems to hold. The difft'rence may bo explicable on one

or both of two grounds* The first is the greater chance that stars with companions of abnormal

development and unusually great dimensions will be observed as eclipsing variable stars
;
the second

is the possibility that close binaries of the eclipsing and spectroscopic typa may be different in their

mode of origin from the visual or more widely spaced pairs.

With regard to the birth of binary and multiple systems, there are three theories commonly

lao

lao
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advanced. One is that a chance encounter of two or more stars has resulted in their revolution about

each other. This is caUed the ** Capture Theory/' The second is that condensation has occurred about

independent nuclei in a gas or dust cloud, or nebula, and the third that a rotating single star has

divided into two or more components by centrifugal or tidal fission reinforced by internal radiation

pressure.

The first of these methods does not seem likely to have been frequent, taking into account the

enormous distances which separate the stars from each other. Calculations show that in ten

thousand million years only about one star in three will be approached by another within a radius

of seven times the distance between Neptune and the Sun. Another strong argument against the

Capture Theory is to be found in the relations of the spectra and colours of double stars previously

mentioned, which show that the fainter components are evidently the more advanced in their career.

This could not be expected to be a general rule if the origin of pairs wore by capture, unless simultaneous

origin is attributed to stars occupying what seems an improbably great volume of space.

The second

methods of

origin above

referred to

seem to be

both valid,

and may be

the normal
ones for the

relatively
widely-spaced

visual pairs

and for the

close spectro-

scopic and
eclipsing bin-

aries, respec-

tively. In the

case of origin

from indepen-

dent nuclei,

the evolution-

ary process

would appear to be somewhat as follows :—In the parent nebula there would be here and there

parts of greater density, which would act as centres of attraction. At first the growth of

these centres would be slow, owing to comparative feebleness of gravitational action. More

rapid development would occur as the masses of these nuclei increased and while the nebular

material was stiU plentiful
;

later, when material was nearing exhaustion, the growth would

again become slower. Slow rotations would be set up by original motions or by inrushmg

material which did not strike the nuclei centrally, and this rotation would become more rapid

contraction resulted from the radiation of the heat produced in the process of accretion.

The assumption of spherical forms would mark the first stage of stellar life, two giant

stars, revolving round their common centre of gravity, appearing where the denser parts of the

original nebula had been situated.

The fission theory has been developed by mathematicians such as Sir George Darwin, Poincar6,

and Jeans. It would appear very probable that the closer double stars have originated in this way.

[H. E Mathews

THE EICK OBSERVATORY, MOUNT HAMIT.TON, CALIFORNIA.
This famous institution was founded and endowed ovrir foity years ago by an American millionaire,

the late James Lick. It is situatt»d in a favourable climate, at over 4,000 feet elevation, and the skilful

use of its powerful instruments has resulted in considerable advances in knowledge.
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As a result of this process of division of a rotating single star, it would not be astonishing to find the

companions to be less dense than their primaries (although further advanced in spectral type and
colour) as they would possibly be composed of the outer and more tenuous layers of the parent

body. In about ninety eclipsing binaries, for instance, four out of five are thought to have a companion
less dense than their primaries, although more advanced in development as judged by spectral type.

On the other hand, the wider visual binaries, presumably evolved from independent nuclei, are

likely to have their secondaries more advanced and denser than their primaries, being probably of

independent, though simultaneous, origin.

One well-marked feature in the orbits of double stars should be referred to. In the closest and

most rapidly revolving pairs the orbits

are generally almost circular, a more oval

or eccentric elliptical form characterising

the orbits of wider and slower moving

binaries. Theoreti cal consideration

s

show that close pairs can become wider

pairs by the effect of the tides set up in

the bodies of each star, but not sufficiently

so to cause those like spectroscopic or

eclipsing binaries to become separatcxl to

the distances common in visual double

stars. Tidal forces may be responsible

for the observed departure from cir-

cularity towards ovalness in the orbits

of the two groups, one of which contains

pairs originating by fission of single stars

and the other is composiid of binaries

developed from adjacent nuclei in a

parent nebula.

Recently it has been pointed out

that the less dense secondaries of the

close eclipsing binaries mentioned above

are generally relatively more tenuous

than their primaries in the case of

those pairs which have the less mass-

ive companions. This tends to support

the idea of their origin as pairs by

division of a single star, since the

smaller bodies would probably expand

relatively more after the fission owing to a slighter degree of cohesion under gravity,

CHAPTER XIV.

STAR CLUSTERS AND NEBULAL
By J. H. Reynolds, F.R.A.S.

INTRODUCTORY.

I

N no branch of Astronomy has the introduction of photography played such a decisive part as in

the observation and classification of nebulae and star clusters. Forty years ago. when Sir Robert

Ball wrote "The Story of the Heavens,” and Newcomb his " Popular Astronomy,” veiy little

more was known as to the constitution of these objects, and their place in the general structure of

THIRTY-SIX-INCH KKKRACTOR OF THlC LICK OBSERVATORY
This magnificent instrument has for over thirty years been employeti

chiefly in the study of close double stars and of the spectra of the

heavenly bodies. The late Professor Barnard discovered the fifth

satellite of Jupiter by its visual aid.
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the Universe, than was revealed by the Herschels fifty years before, The word "nebula*' was at first

indiscriminately applied to all objects of an ill-defined hazy character which could not be resolved

into stars by the eye. Many of these, such as the coarse star cluster Praesepe in the constellation

Cancer, the Andromeda Nebula, and the Magellanic Clouds were known in early times, but it was

not until the in-

THE CROSSI^EY RRFI^KCTOR.

The Crossley Thirty-siac-inch Reflector of the Lick Observatory in its original form, as mounted
from Dr. A. A. Common’s desi)7ns> It vvas with this instrument that many of the photographs
reproduced here were obtained. This mounting has now l>een discarded in favour of a more rigid

instrument, but the type was the basis of the laigc reflecting telescopes later erected*

troduction of the

telescope that the

stellar nature of

the clusters was

recognised. Even

then the small

aperture and im-

perfections of the

primitive instru-

ments led the early

observers to de-

scribe many ob-

jects as nebulae,

which the more

powerful and
efficient reflectors

of the Herschels

showed to be

clusters of stars.

As the size and

consequent light-

grasp of telescopes

was increased, so

more and more of

the so-called nebu-

lae were resolved

into stars, and the

idea naturally

arose that it was

only necessary to

go on increasing

the light-grasp of

the telescope to

find that all the

nebulae were stel-

lar in their consti-

tution. Thus arose

thenowabandoned

distinction be-

tween resolvable

and irresolvable

nebulae, which did not mean necessarily that the latter would always be irresolvable, but they were

not resolved into stars by the instrument used at the time of observation. There is no record that

the great nebula known as the Nebula in Orion was ever noticed until the introduction of the telescope.

It was first described by Huyghens in 1669, in the following words :
" There is one phenomenon
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among the fixed stars worthy of mention, which
as far as I know has hitherto been noticed by no
one, and indeed cannot be well observed except

with large telescopes. In the Sword of Orion

are three stars quite close together. In 1656, as

I chanced to be viewing the middle one of these

with the telescope, instead of a single star,

twelve showed themselves (a not uncommon
circumstance). Three of these almost touched

each other, and with four others, shone through a

nebula so that the space around them seemed

brighter than the rest of the heavens, which was
entirely clear and appeared quite black, the effect

b(‘ing that of an opening in the sky through

which a brighter region was visible.” The old

conception of the dark firmament which contained THE FOCUSSING AND PHOTOiiRAPIlIC ATTACHM1*:NT
OF THIC THIUTV-INCH KliFUXTOR AT IIICI,WAN,

EGYPT.

From] V* Km ltdgir

THE SIXTY-INCH REFLECTOR OF THE MOUNT WILSON
OBSERVATORY, CALIFORNIA.

One of the three largest reflecting telescopes in the world, with which

many of the photographs appearing here were obtained. In rigidity

and general design it forms a great advance on previous instruments

of this

The dark slide is carried in the rectangular space
shown on the ui)i)er slide. The two sliders can be
moved at right angles to etich other by nieuns of

micrometej screws.

the stars obscuring the glory of the

empyrean may have been in Hiiyghens'

mind when he thus (lescribt‘(l the im-

pression the nebula produced on him.

We shall set* later that the Nebula in

Orion is the great exam{)le of what arc

known as the irregular gaseous nebula.

Another nebula of a totally different

kind, also worthily designated ” Great,”

is the Nebula in Andromeda. Easily

visible to the unaided eye, it has fre-

quently been mistaken for a comet, and

lies a few degrees north-west of the bright

star p Andromedae. It was first observed

telescopically by Marius in 1614, who

compared its light to tliat of a candle

shining through horn.

To the naked-eye observer many of

the star clusters appear as ill-defined

circular patches of light, such as the two

open clusters in Perseus, and the much

condensed globular cluster o) Centauri,

which was considered to be a hazy star

when the Greek letters were assigned to

the stars of the constellation in order of

brightness. The first list of star clusters

and nebulae to be compiled and published

was that of Messier, a French astronomer,

in 1784. Messier came across a nebula
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accidentally in searching for comets, and this list of 103 objects was issued so that they should not be

mistaken for comets. Some of the nebulae described by him as “ Nebeleuse sans etoiles '' are now
well-known globular star clusters, a good example of the inefficiency of the eye in distinguishing

^

•

THE NEBUIyOUS BRIGHT CLUSTER IN SAGITTARIUS, MS, (N G.C.6523). PHOTOGRAPHED WITH THE
THIRTY -SIX-INCH REFLECTOR OF THE LICK OBSERVATORY.

A good example of the Galactic Diffuse Ncbulee, many bright stars being involved in the nebulosity, somewhat resembling

the Pleiades Specially noticeable are the dark patches, indicating absorbing matter between us and the Nebula Owing
to its southerly declination it is diflicult to observe this object satisfactorily in England.

faint points of light with a small telescope. But it was not until Sir William Herschcl early in the

nineteenth century devoted himself to a thorough examination of the sky with the powerful instruments
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he had constructed, that the importance of this branch of Astronomy became manifest. In this

work he was helped by his sister Caroline, and was succeeded by his son Sir John Herschel, who
completed in the Southern Hemisphere the work so ably accomplished in the Northern Hemisphere
by his father. In 1864 the ** General Catalogue of Nebulae '' app>eared in the Philosophical

Transactions of the Royal

Society, containing 5,079 ob-

jects, of which only 450 were

due to other observers than the

Herschels. This has necessarily

formed the basis of the New
General Catalogue of Dr. J. L. E.

Dreyer, issued by the Royal

Astronomical Society in 1888.

Dr. Dreyer (President of

the Royal Astronomical So-

ciety) included in his catalogue

all other known observations

of nebulae, and the total number
of objects was thus increased,

with the two additional Index

Catalogues, to well over 10,000

objects. This catalogue has

been regarded ever since its

publication as the standard

work for observers of nebulae

and star clusters all over the

world, and it is by the numbers

therein affixed that the objects

are generally known. Visual

observation at the telescope

was continued until the early

'eighties of the last century,

notably by Lord Rosse with his

gigantic, but roughly mounted
reflector of six-foot aperture at

Parsons town. Meanwhile
another line of attack had been

devised by Sir William Huggins

with the spectroscope. Most

of his early work was devoted

THE CI^USTER HERSCHEI. VI, 37 IN ARGO NAVIS, N.G.C.2506.
PHOTOGRAPHED AT DR. ISAAC ROBERTS’ OBSERVATORY AT
CROWBOROUGH, WITH THE TWENTY-INCH REFLECTOR, IN 1894.

lyord Rosse, who records nine observations of this duster between the years 1840
and 1856, thought he saw a spiral appearance about the brightest star and a general
nebulous character in the cluster. This is not borne out by the photograph, which

shows no trace of nebulosity.

to the Spectra of the stars, but

in 1864 he thought of applying

the new method to the nebul®,

and he chose a small bright

nebula with an elliptical disc in

Draco, of the class termed

‘'Planetary Nebulae" by the Herschels. He found to his surprise, on looking through the eyepiece

of the spectroscope, that the light of the nebula, instead of being spread out along the spectrum as

in the Sun and stars, was concentrated in a single line in the green. He thought at first there was
some lack of adjustment in the instrument, but soon convinced himself that the appearance was real







THE STAR CLUSTER HRRSCHEL VI, 30, IN CASSIOPEIA, N G C.7789 l*HOTO(iRAPIIi:i) AT DK ISAAC
ROBERTS* OBSERVATORY AT CROWBOROUGII, WITH THE TWENTY-INCH Klil‘LECTOR, IN 1898

good example of the open clusters in the Milky Way. These are much more nuraertMis than the isolated Rroups of bri^dit stiirs

the globular clusters. It has been suggested by Dr Shapley that these were originally globular clusters which have entered
the galactic regions and become to some extent dispersed. This is not improbable, as the globular dusters in general have

a motion of approach to the Galaxy.

34
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and not illusory, and the only possible interpretation was that the nebula consisted of radiating

gas. On the other hand, he found that not all nebulae showed emission gaseous spectra, but

some, such as the Nebula in Andromeda, gave a continuous spectrum like the stars. Huggins

therefore definitely established the existence of two classes of nebulae : those which were gaseous

and those with a spectrum resembling the stars. It was at this juncture, when any great advance

by visual telescopic observation seemed improbable, that photography was called in to assist the eye.

By placing a photographic plate in the focus of the telescope in place of the eyepiece, it was found

that an impression was made of faint stars which were beyond the limit of visual observation with

the same telescope, and it occurred to Dr. A. A. Common, of Ealing, in 1881, to apply this new method

to the photography of nebuhx. He was soon rewarded by magnificent photographs of the Orion

THE DOUBI^E CLUSTER N.G.C.809,884 IN PERSEUS. PHOTOGRAPHED AT DR. ISAAC ROBERTS’
OBSERVATORY AT CROWBOROUGH, WITH THE TWENTY-INCH REFLECTOR, IN 1896.

Thete well-known cludters, visible as a nebulous patch to the unaided eye, are striking objects even in a small telescope.

They are more condensed than Uiese galactic clusters usually are.
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Nebula, which revealed in a few

minutes' exposure with his large

reflector details not recorded at all

in the laborious and painstaking

drawings of this object by G. P.

Bond at Washington twenty years

before. This success was quickly

followed up, first by Dr. Isaac

Roberts with his twenty-inch re-

flector at Crowborough, and in

America at the Lick Observatory by

Keeler with a thirty-six-inch re-

flector constructed by Dr. Common
and Mr. Calver for Mr. Crosslcy,

of Halifax, and presented by that

gentleman to the Lick Observatory.

By 1900, many hundreds of photo-

graphs of nebulae and star clusters

had become available for scrutiny

and measurement, and the applica-

tion of photography to the spectro-

scope assisted in the determination

of the type to which the objects

should be assigned. In 1908 a

thirty-inch reflector was installed

at the Helwan Observatory in

Egypt to deal with the Southern

Nebulae, and the sixty-inch and

now the hundred-inch reflectors at Mount Wilson, mounted with all the pnicision modern engineering

is capable of giving, are engaged on the photography of nebulae and star clusters according to a definite

programme of work, which maps out the whole of the available time during which these great

instruments can be employed.

THE GEOBUlrAK CLUSTlUt HHRSCHRI, 52, IN TOUCAN, N.G C.104.

PHOTOORAPHKD WITH THE VICTORIA l»nOTO('TRAI»IIlC

REFRACTOR OF THE CAVh) OBSERVATORY.
The second In order of size and magtiitude in the S<juthem Hcniisphere of

the sky. It was described by Sir John Herschel as haviiiK a central mass of

white stars with a fringe of r^ ones. Eater observations do not bear this out.

THE PHOTOGRAPHY OF NEBULA AND STAR CLUSTERS.

Dr. Steavenson, in the first chapter of this work, has dealt with photography as applied

to astronomical research generally, and has mentioned the preference given to n'flectors in recent

years. The principal reason of this preference is the great light grasp which can be attained

by this type of instrument. As in a camera the brightness of the image of an extended object (and

consequent duration of exposure) depends on the focal ratio, so in a reflecting telescojx;, the mirror

ground and polished to a curve giving a focal ratio of F.5 produces a much brighter image than a

refractor of a focal ratio of F.15. In dealing with excessively faint objects such as nebuhe this is a

tremendous advantage, and all the recent work on nebulae which has led to such important results

has been achieved by reflectors of twenty-inch aperture and upwards. Another reason why reflectors

are so efficient for photography is the fact that not only the visual part of the spectrum but also the

portion lying in the ultra violet is represented in the focal image without much loss, and the gaseous

nebulae are usually very rich in this invisible light. Again, the production of a large mirror having

only one surface to be polished and figured is an easy matter compared with the four and sometimes

six surfaces of a large lens, the thickness of which is in itself an impediment to light, and espcciaUy

to ultra violet rays. The production of the perfectly figured parabolic mirror, although important,

is, however, only a part of the work to be done, and all the refinements of modern engineering have
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to be empJoyc'd in its mounting, so that the focal image can be impressed on the photographic plate

accurately during a long exposure. The reflecting telescope is, in fact, a huge camera with a parabolic

mirror instead of a lens, mounted on an axis parallel to that of the Earth, and provided with a

mechanism driving it from east to west, so that the diurnal rotation of the earth from west to cast is

precisely counteracted. If a star which is imprinting its light on the photographic plate is allowed

to deviate from its true position by onc'-hundredth of a millimetre the effect will be not a circular dot,

but an ellipse, and every othcT point on the photographic plate will be displaced to the same

extent, with the result that the photograph will not be capable of accurate measurement. Some large

reflectors are provided with electric control, an arrangement originally devised by Sir Howard Grubb,

in which an independent seconds pendulum either accelerates or retards the driving of the telescope

by means of relays and differential gears. The thirty-inch reflector at Greenwich has such an

arrangement. In America the

same result has been attained, not

by electric means, but by great

mechanical refinements in the

rotating frictional governors, the

balls or discs not moving up and

down in a circular but in a para-

bolic curve, so adjusted that there

is a very small difference in rate

betw(ien the highest position and

the lowest. This has been found

to act very well as applied to the

gigantic sixty-inch and hundred-

inch reflectors at the Mount

Wilson Observatory. But neither

the electric or mechanical control

IS sufficient to ensure the accuracy

eSvSential for the long exposures

necessary for the faint nebulaj.

1‘he ingenuity of Dr. A. A. Com-

mon of Ealing, gave us the piece

of apparatus which has now been

almost universally adopted for

this kind of work. Instead of the

plateholder being mounted im-

movably at the focus of the

reflector, it is carried on a double

slide which is capable of movement

in two directions at right angles

to each other, corresponding to the motion in right ascension and declination of the telescope itself.

It is obvious that if a star just off the edge of a plate is observed through a highly magnifying

eyepiece containing illuminated cross-wires, any motion of the star away from its proper position

will be reproduced all over the plate. Each of the slides carrying the plateholder can be moved by

fine screws with large divided milled heads, so that by turning these, the star can again be brought

on to the cross-wires and the whole field of the photograph corrected by an equal amount. The writer

has found it best to have a double set of cross-wires forming a minute square in the centre of the

eyepiece field, as it is easier to centre the brightest point of the star image, distorted by its distance

from the optical axis, in this square than to keep it on the intersection of two illuminated wires.

Another matter of great importance is the position of the focal plane. Unless this is accurately

From *' It or/Ui of Space "

THK GI.OnrMR CI.rSTJiK, tu CKXTArRI
Although this cluster, both from its dimcnsiuiis and the magnitudes of its

component stars, is undoubte<lly the finest object (^f this class in the whole sky,

it has not yet been i>hotograi)hed with a large reflector owing to its considerable

southern declination. One of the best photographs so far obtained is that of the

Franklin Adams Charts
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THE GEOBUEAR CEESTER M.12 IN OPHIUCHUS, N.G.C.6218. PHOTOGRAPHED
WITH THE THIRTY SIX-INCH REFEECTOR OF THE EICK OBSERVATORY.

This duster is neither s<> rich nor so condensed us the majority of globular dusters, and is

intermediate between these and the galactic type of open dusters.

attained toahundredth

of a millimetre, the

full light value of the

mirror is lost on star

images owing to the

wide angle of the cone,

and those of fainter

magnitudes do not

register themselves on

the plate. A question

of considerable interest

is the degree of faint-

ness of a star which

can be photographed.

It is known that the

seventeenth magni-
tude is about the limit

of visibility even in

large instruments
;
by

photography under the

best conditions the

twenty-first magnitude

has been reached with

the large reflectors in

America, and with a

very perfect fifteen-

inch mirror by Mr.

C. R. d'Esterre in this

country. It is doubtful

whether this will be

greatly extended in the

future.

When a comparatively slow plate is used to get rid of the effect of grain, very prolonged exposures

are necessary, and sometimes are made on consecutive nights. This entails a most accurate registration

of the i)osition of the plate, so tht* plateholdci is furnished with three conical pointed screws which

fit into similarly shaped recesses on the first moveable slide. The guiding eyepiece is also mounted

on a slide capable of motion in the two directions by screws. An illustration of the photographic

and focussing attachment of the Helwan reflector is given on page 626.

Some details as to the construction and working of the two great reflectors at Mount Wilson

Observatory may be of interest. The sixty-inch was completed in 1910 from designs by Professor

Ritchey, who also directed the grinding and polishing of the large mirror. Its mounting is of the

" open fork " type. The telescope, supported on trunnions bolted to a heavy cast-iron base,

carries the mirror at its lower end and consists of an open tubular framework above. The fork formed

by the trunnions and base, is attached to the top of the polar axis, a massive steel forging revolving

in bearings at the requisite angle (thirty-five degrees, the same as the latitude) and placed accurately

north and south. A good proportion of the weight of the moving parts is taken by a steel drum at

the upper end of the axis below the fork, floating in a mercury trough. The quick and slow motions

are manipulated by electric motors, the controlling wires being taken up to the eye end of the

telescope. The Newtonian attachment with its forty-five degree plane mirror is in a separate cage

bolted to the end of the framework tube, the parabolic mirror coming to its principal focus at
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twenty-five feet. Two other cages carry convex mirrors which flatten out the focal cone of the great

mirror to equivalent focal lengths of eighty and one hundred and twenty feet respectively. In each

of these the focal image can either be reflected by a small plane mirror on to the upper side of tlw'

cast-iron body of the telescope or down the centre of the polar axis to an equal-tem^xTature chamber

below for spectrographic work. The nebular photographs obtained with this instrument are

by far the finest yet produced, and many of them are reproduced in this work. The other great

instrument, the one-hundred-inch reflector, is of much more recent construction, as it has only

been completed ^ince 1918. An illustration of it ai)pears on page 39. In this case it was

decided to mount the telescope in a closed fork supported abovt* as well as bt'low, as in con-

sequence of the great weight, it was not considered safe to rely on th(‘ open fork type, Th(‘ great

disadvantage of this closed fork is that it is impossible for tht‘ telescope to be brought to bear on

objects near the North Pole of the sky. Wlien the great disc of glass, one hundred inclu's in dia-

meter and thirteen

inches thick was

first tested, Pro-

fessor Ritchey re-

ported a permanent

set of the glass along

one diameter which

prevented a perfect

focal image from

being obtained, and

it was only after

considerable hesita-

tion that the work

qf grinding, polish-

ing and figuring was

prosecuted to a con-

clusion, The result,

however, has fully

justified the risk

taken, as the beau-

tiful photographs

of the Moon and
Nebulas which it has

already produced

sufficiently prove.

The enormous re-

volving dome of 120

feet diameter is,

from the engineer-

ing point of view,

undoubtedly the

most wonderful
piece of work yet

produced in this

direction, especially

considering its alti-

tude at 6,000 feet

above sea-leveL

THE Gl^OBUIyAR CLUSTER M.6 IN LIRRA, N O.C.6904. PHOTOGRAPHED WITH THE
THIRTY-SIX*INCH REFLECTOR OF THE LICK OBSERVATORY.

A much-condensed duster of twdfth to seventeenth magnitude stars. Most of the globular

dusters are near the Milky Way, but this is in a barren region of the sky, containing no nebulas

and only a fe\v faint stars.



\G. W. Ruchey,

THE GEOBUEAR CLUSTER M.3 IN CANES VENATICI, N.G.C.5272.
PHOTOGRAPHED WITH THE SIXTY-INCH REFLECTOR OF THIC MOUNT WIESON OBSERVATORY.

This duster lies near the North Galactic Pole and is <'ne ot the finest visible in northern latitudes. The amazing degree of conden-
sation in the centre am readily be seen, as the separate star discs cannot be distinguished owing to their number. Many
thousands of stars from the twelfth to tlie seventeenth magnitude are included in this small area of sky. Some of the stars

are short -j^eriod variables of the type kikown as Cepheids.
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THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE STAR CLUSTERS AND NEBUL.E IN THE SKY.

We now come to an important question which has a great bearing on tlio whole structure of the

Universe, as far as we can ascertain its limits. No description of the star clusters and nebuL'e would

be complete, or even intelligible, without giving the results of recent research on the grouping of these

objects in certain regions of the sky. Astronomers recognised in very ancient times that the celestial

sphere apparently revolved on an axis once a day, and the North Pole of this axis now lit's near the

North Star in Ursa Minor. The equator of the sphere naturally was the gr(‘at circle the position of

whose poles was

determined by the

direc'tion of the

Earth’s axis, and

the positions of all

objects in the sky

are referred to this

great circle' and

the poles in what

are known as Right

Ascension and Dc-

cli nation, corre-

sponding to ter-

restrial Longitude

and Latitude.

Another division

of the sphere is

made by the great

circle known as the

Ecliptic, which is

the apparent path

of the Sun in

the sky during

the year. The
position of the

planets and comets

are referred to this

circle and to its

poles in celestial

Longitude and

Latitude. It is

evident that the

first is purely ter-

restrial, while ^he
Till'' GLOBUIyAR CT^USTICK M 15 IN PKGASUR, N (.i C 7078 PIIOTOGKAPIIKD WITH TIII^

TIIIKTV-SIX INCH KlvFLECTOR OP THE LICK OHSICRVATORY

second applies to Like thf duster in LH>ni, this lies in a barren resion <»f th<‘ sky

the Solar System

as a whole. But there is another division of the celestial sphere which is of much greater importance

than either of these, for the Milky Way approximately forms a great circle of the sky, and although it

varies in width, sometimes with considerable irregularities, a line can be traced along its entire course

dividing the sphere into hemispheres. This is called the Galactic Equator, its poles lying in the northern

constcUation of Coma Berenices, and in the southern constellation Cetus. It has in recent years become

usual to refer the positions of stars and nebulie to this division of the sphere, a.s it is evidently of funda-

mental importance, and not merely local as the other two divisions must be. Sir WUliam Hcrschel
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was the first in the field in this, as in many other questions connected with stars and nebulae. He
came to the conclusion that there was a concentration of nebulae towards the North Pole of the galactic

sphere, and Sir John Herschel, after his work at the Cape, came to a similar conclusion as to the South

Pole. Neither of them was entirely correct in this, although the evidence they got certainly made
it seem reasonable, and it was left for the photographic survey of the sky during the last thirty years

to reveal to us what the distribution of these objects really is. Broadly .speaking, the globular star

clusters are con-

gregated in one

hemisphere of the

sky, its pole being

in the Milky Way
in Sagittarius,

while the large

spiral nebulae pre-

dominate in the

other hemisphere.

The probable

meaning of the

distribution will be

discussed when we

come to deal with

the spiral nebulae.

On the other hand,

the diffuse, irregu-

lar and dark nebu-

lae arc all galactic

objects, most of

them within ten

degrees of the ga-

lactic equator. The

planetary nebulae,

which without ex-

ception give a

gaseous emission

spectrum, have the

same general dis-

tribution as Wolf-

Rayet stars, and

can safely be con-

sidered also as

forming part of

the galactic sys-

tem. The classi-

fication of star

clusters, apart from nebulcX*, is an easy matter compared with what it was in the days of visual

observation only, and we can proceed at once to deal with this class of objects, leaving the nebulse to

be discussed in a later section.

STAR CLUSTERS.

These are found in various regions of the sky in all degrees of compression, from the loose

aggregations of bright stars such as the Pleiades, the Hyades in Taurus, and Praesepe in Cancer,

THU Din-USE NEBULA H V 30 IN ORION, N.G.C.1977. PHOTOGRAPHED WITH THE
THIKTY‘SIX-INCH REFLECTOR OF THE LICK OBSERVATORY.

This gaserms nebula is just to the north of the Great Nebula in Orion, and evidently forms part of

it, from \^hich it is separated by a wide band of absorbing matter. Its spectrum is similar and it

includes some bright .stars invc)lve<l in the nebulosity



DIFFUSE NRBUEA AND BRIGHT STAR GROUP IN MONOCEROS, N.G.C.2237 /9. PHOTOGRAPHED AT
DR. ISAAC ROBERTS’ OBSERVATORY AT CROWBOROUGH, WITH THE TWENTY-INCH REFDECTOK, IN 1899.

This nebula lies in the Milky Way not lar from Orion and is similar in type to the nebula M.8 in StiKittarius, also connected

with bright stars. Such nebulee do not always give a gaseous emission tyiie of spectrum, but stmictinies a continuous type

is produced, indicating that the nebula is made visible by reflected light from the Mturs,
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and Pleione of 5*4 magnitude, with a gaseous spectrum like some variable stars. The interdependence

of the brighter stars of the Pleiades is undoubted
; they all have the same proper motion (according

to Newcomb) of six seconds a century, and the discovery in 1886 by photography, that the whole
group is enveloped in nebulosity, made this interdependence doubly’,) certain. The character of this

nebulosity may be seen from an examination of the plate on page 56, an extraordinary characteristic

very seldom encountered being

the stringing together of several

stars by a long wisp of nebu-

losity. In recent years the

additional discovery has been

made by Slipher at the Lowell

Observatory, in Arizona, that

the spectrum of the nebulosity

is identical with that of the

involved stars, and we are

justified in concluding that the

nebulosity is made visible to

us by reflected light, in much

the same way as the Zodiacal

Light is made visible by the

reflected light of the Sun. The

spectrum of the brighter stars

is that known as the B type

of the Harvard scale, in which

hydrogen and helium absorp-

tion lines are the principal

characteristics. It may be

asked whether it is possible to

estimate the distance of this

wonderful collection of bright

stars. There can be no doubt

that they lie at a great distance

from the Solar System, so that

it would take something like

200 years for their light to

reach us. At such a distance

our Sun would not be visible

to the unaided eye at all,

appearing as a telescopic star

of 8'6 magnitude. Even Sirius,

the brightest star in the sky,

would occupy a subordinate

position in this assemblage if

removed to an equal distance.

If we take the whole group as

being roughly globular, the

light would take six years to pass through it, and its diameter would be half as great again as the

distance between us and the nearest bright fixed star (oc Centauri). The great intrinsic brilliance

of its individual stars can be gathered from their spectra, which are higher in the scale of

temperature than stars such as Sirius, where broad bands of hydrogen are the marked feature

THE DIFFUSE NEBULA N.G.C.281 IN CASSIOPEIA. PHOTOGRAPHED
AT DR. ISAAC ROBERTS’ OBSERVATORY AT CROWBOROUGU, WITH

THE TWENTY-INCH REFLECTOR.
A galactic nebula associated with stars and dark spaces. The region of the Milky
Way in Cygnus and Cassiopeia is the brightest in the northern sky, and contains

many examples of nebulae of this type.
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THE trifid NEBin^A IN SAGITTARIUS M.20
,
N.G.C 6514. PHOTOGRAPHED WITH THE THIRTY-SIX-INCH REFLECTOR

OF THE WCK OBSERVATORY
One of the three great diffuse nebuls in the star clouds of Sagittarius, where the Milky Way is densest This nebula is probably a portion of a

dark doud of matter l3ring across the nebulous region. The dark spaces and lanes are apparently between us and the nebtila
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THE “AMERICA” NEBULA IN CYGNUS, H. V 37. PHOTOGRAPHED BY E. E. BARNARD WITH A SIX-INCH PORTRAIT I,ENS.

One of the great diffuse galactic nebulae apparently connected with a dark cloud of absorbing matter. The difference in the number of the Stan

in the upper and lower halves of the plate is quite striking, only a few of the brighter stars appearing in front of the " cloud.” A dark patch

of absorption near the edge of the cloud is also remarkable for its clearly defined outline. The bright patches are stars Involved in nebulosity.
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of the spectrum. A samilar group of stars in all probability much more remote than the Pleiades,

and involved like them in nebulosity, is to be found in the constellation Sagittarius, near the richest

parts of the Galaxy. This is the eighth in the list formed by Messier, but it is difficult to observe

or to photograph it in this country owing to its southerly position in the sky, and the shortru'ss of the

summer nights when it passes

the meridian at midnight. It

has, however, been photo-

graphed successfully in more

southerly latitudes, in Egypt

and in California. Sir John

Herschel says in his “ Outlines

of Astronomy,'’ “ It is a col-

lection of nebiilous folds and

matter, surrounding and in-

cluding a number of oval dark

vacancies, and in one plac('

coming up to so great a degree

of brightness as to offer the

appearance of an elongated

nucleus. Sup<jrimpos('d upon

this nebula, and extending in

one direction beyond its area,

is a fine and rich cluster of

scattered stars, which seem to

have no connection with it, as

the nebula does not, as in the

region of Orion, show any

tendency to congregate about

the stars.” And y(‘t photo-

graphy has conclusively proved

that there is a very definit(‘

connection between the stars

and the nebulosity in which

they are involved, as stars

arranged in curves are con-

nected by wisps of nebulosity

similar to those in the Pleiadc's.

Another group well known in

ancient times is Praeseini, in

the constellation Cancer. In

case there is no involving

nebulosity, and the type of

predominant spectrum is similar

to that of the Sun, indicating

IRREGUI^AR NKBUT^A N.(i.C.1199 IN PICRSEUS. PHOTfX'.K APIIICD AT
DR. ISAAC ROBERTS’ OBSERVATORY AT CROWBOROUGII WITH THE

TWJCNTV-INCH REFEECTOK.

One of the filamentous nebula? which are usually found in connection with dark clouds

of absorbing matter in the Milky Way. There is evidence of such a dark cloud on

the left-hand side* of the photograph where Stars arc comparatively few.

a much lower temperature than

the stars forming the Pleiades. Much attention was paid to this congregation of stars in the

latter half of the last century, and their positions accurately determined by visual observation

at the telescope. There can be no doubt as to their mutual interdejjendence and in a small

telescope they form a striking collection of bright stars, most of them just beyond the limit of

naked eye visibility. Amongst the groups of comparatively bright stars may be mentioned the

35
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containing stars equally interspaced, we should get,

by the effect of perspective alone, a great concentra*

tion towards the centre. This question has been

made the subject of special study by Professor

Plummer and others, and has an important bearing

on investigations of the third class—^the globular

clusters.

THE GLOBULAR CLUSTERS.

These are without doubt the most important as

well as the most beautiful of the clusters. Although

the apparently smaller and fainter objects are found

in and near the Milky Way, there are remarkably

fine examples in regions far removed, some even

near the galactic poles. Tlic cluster known as co

Centauri, in the southern sky, the two clusters in

Hercules, the clusters in Canes Venatici and in Pegasus,

are all well-known telescopic objects, and as seen with

large reflectors are truly magnificent. But it is only

by means of photographs that we can adequately

study and appreciate their dimensions and the

enormous concentration of faint stars, so massed

together in the central regions that the individual star

discs cannot be separated. In the northern sky, the cluster in Hercules, Messier 13, mentioned

by Halley in 1710, is the finest and best known. It lies in a comparatively barren region of the

sky, so that its entrance into th(‘ field of view of a large telesscopc is surprisingly impressive.

The,b|ightest stars are of about the twelfth magnitude, but others are of the fourteenth and

fifteenth magnitudes, and there seems to be a well-marked division between the magnitudes,

the brighter ones being probably giants and the fainter ones dwarfs. A study of the spectra

of these stars confirms this conclusion, as the brighter ones are of the solar type, probably on the

upgrade of temperature, while the fainter ones are of the hydrogen type. A well-marked

tendency for the stars to be arranged in curves has suggested that the globular clusters had

their origin in spiral nebuhe, but until we can find some connecting link between these globular

star formations and the thin spread-out planes of the spirals, we are on rather unsafe ground in

drawing such a conclusion. The largest and brightest Globular Cluster in the whole sky is undoubtedly

0) Centauri. This brilliant object has boon photographed at the Cape by Sir David Gill and by
Mr. Franklin Adams, and a photograph of it is reproduced on page 532. We cannot be wrong

in assigning to this cluster the position of greatest proximity to the Solar System. Shapley in America

has shown that there is a definite relation between the angular diameters and the magnitude of the

stars in the globular clusters, and he therefore groups the clusters according to these characteristics.

Another fine globular cluster, stxond only to w Centauri in the southern sky, is that in Toucan,

near the lesser Magellanic Cloud, described by Sir John Hcrschel as a mass of white central stars

with an outer fringe of red ones. This has not been borne out by later observation, and Miss Agnes

Clerke says that in 1888, when she saw the cluster with the large refractor at the Cape, The sheeny

radiance of this exquisite object appeared of uniform quality from centre to circumference." A very

extraordinary characteristic of some of the globular clusters is the number of short period variable

stars found therein. These stars are of the class known as the ** Cepheids," and their variation between

maximum and minimum takes place in a few hours, seldom as long as a day. They will be dealt

with in their place in the chapter on “ Variable Stars,*' but as they have been taken as a criterion

for judging distances and the scale of the globular clusters, a few words of explanation here will

not be out of place. The variability docs not lie only in brightness, but also in the intensity and

THE NEBUI^OUS REGION CONTAINING THE
VARIABLE NEBULA AITACHED TO THE
variable STAR R COKONAE AUSTRALIS.
PHOTOGRAPHED WITH THE THIRTV-INCH
reflector or* the HELU’AN observatory.
This is a reproduction without enlargement of nn
interesting region in the southern sky, which lies about
20 degrees from the plane of the Galaxy. A dark area
with a few bright stars surrounded by nebulosity includc^s

the variable nebula, in appearance rather like a comet,
which lies below and a little to the left of the bright

nebulous patch. A globular star cluster aj)pcars in

the comer of the j)late.
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displacement of lines in the spectrum, so that it is very unlikely that the change in brightness is due

to an occulting star, as in the case of Algol, and a much more probable explanation is that the variation

in light is due to pulsations of radiation in the star itself. Good reasons have been given from a study

of the brighter Cepheid variables, for the conclusion that they represent a diameter, surface brightness

and temperature of a particular degree, which varies only with the star's period of light-change.

Their absolute magnitude as it is called may therefore be deduced from this feature, and if we accept

this reasoning to its full conclusion, we can infer the distance of the stars and therefore of the globular

clusters containing them. Not all of the globular clusters have been found to contain Cepheid

variables, but some are veritable nests of them, that in Canes Venatici (Messier 3) containing 132.

[Dw%d G%U,

THE NEBULOUS REGION SURROUNDING t) ARGUS.

PHOTOGRAPHED WITH THE VICTORIA TEDESCOPR OF THE CAPE OHSICRVATORY IN 1892.

Thto object, which lies in the southern sky. is one of the largest of the irrcKular galactic n«;bul®.

details of visual observations which iK)int to variability in the part inimedmtdy surrounding the star. Photography will

in time prove or disprove any suspected variability.
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being one in seven of the total individualised stars studied in the photographs. The discovery of

these variable stars is largely due to the work of Professor Bailey, of Harvard College Observatory.

The question of the distribution of the globular clusters in the sky has been the subject of

important work in recent years. Mr. A. R. Hinks, while assistant at the Cambridge Observatory,

pointed out that the globular clusters were concentrated with few exceptions in one hemisphere

of the sky. He based his conclusions mostly on visual work, but these were confirmed by Melotte

in an examination of tlic Franklin Adams photographs of the whole sky. These photographs do not

show the fainter

and small ('T

clusters definitely

as such, and a

certain number of

these were added

to the list by the

systematic photo-

graphic work of

the Lick and Hel-

wan Observa-
tories. These
smaller clusters do

not, however,

affect the general

conclusion that

they lie almost en-

tirely in one hemi-

sphere. The pole

of this hemi-
sphere lies on the

Galactic Equator

the great cir-

cle of the Milky

Way) in galactic

longitude 320® in

the constellation

Sagittarius. 1

1

can hardly be a

coincidence that

this is in the same

region as the

greatest conden-
THIC NIC I1UI,A H. V 28, N.(i.C.2024 IN ORION. THOiOGRAPHED WITH THE THIRTY-SIX- sations of StarS in

INCH KEFEHCTOK OF THE EICK OBSERVATORY.
, ^

A cloud of sasecjus nebukmity near the most easterly star in Orion's Belt, Orionis, The rays of ^
this star arc iifjt real, but diffraction effects formed by the supports of the 45 de^frees plane mirror The Star clouds Of

of the reflector. A star surrounded by nebulosity is also shown below.
Sagittarius are SO

dense with stars that the individual star discs are inseparable on the Franklin Adams plates, while

in the antapex (the region of the Milky Way 180® away in Auriga) the stars are comparatively

scattered. The whole question has been discussed exhaustively by Shapley in the Moimt Wilson

Contributions, and he comes to the conclusion—which has a great deal to be said for it—that our

Solar System is not near the centre of the Galaxy, as had previously been supposed, but that we are

eccentrically situated in the proportion of four to one, the pole of the star cluster hemisphere being
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actually the direction of the centre of the Galaxy.

This does not necessarily invalidate or conflict

with the results of Kapteyn and Eddington, if

we make the reasonable assumption that the

two star streams are a more or less local

phenomenon in the stars immediately surround-

ing us.

THE NEBULiE.

It has been recognised for many years that the

Nebulae are to be classed in two great divisions,

the galactic (gaseous and diffuse) and the spirals.

The gaseous are again to be divided into two

classes, the irregular and the planetary. The

irregular gaseous nebulae arc usually found in and

near the Milky Way in association with stars of a

considerably higher temperature than the Sun,

while the larger planetaries sometimes appear

at a considerable distance from the Milky Way,

and are almost invariably connected with stars

of a still higher degree of temperature, in fact

the nuclear stars of the planetaries are estimated

to have a surface temperature of something like

30,000®C., against the Stm's 6,000®C. In these

gaseous nebulae we are indeed dealing with matter

in its simplest forms, under conditions whicli

can rarely be obtained in our terrestrial labora-

tories. Recent physical work in which this country

has taken no mean part, has taught us a great

deal of these ultimate forms of matter. Not so

long ago, the atomic structure of matter was

regarded rather as a theoretical speculation than

as a reality, but to-day it is fully ac(’epted, and the normal atoms of elements with nuclear

positive charges and an equivahmt number of negative electrons are arranged in a table known as

the scale of atomic numbers. We must imagine each atom to consist of a positive nucleus

surrounded by negative ck'ctrons, equal in number to the charges contained in the nucleus.

The most primitive form of all is hydrogen, which has a nucleus of only one positive charge, with

one attendant (‘lectron. The atomic weight of hydrogen is not unity as might be expected, but 1-008

when it is not in combination with other atoms. Next in order comes hehum with two electrons,

two positive charges in the nucleus, and an atomic weight of four, and so on. As the gases to be

found in the nebulae are in all probability those appearing in the first eight numbers of the atomic

scale, a table of these elements is given below.

Element. Atomic number. Atomic weight

Hydrogen ... ... 1 1008

Helium 2 4

Lithium 3 6-94

Beryllium 4 9

Boron 6 ... 10-9

Carbon 6 ... 12

Nitrogen 7 ... 14

Oxygen ... * * « 8 ... 16

PHOTOGRAPHS OF TIIH ORION NFUFI^A WITH THE
THIRTY-INCH REFLECTOR OK THE HF.LWAN

OBvSlCUVATORY.

The two upper photograplis are images of the nebula in

ultra-violet light at wave-length 3727, and in the hydrogen

radiations respectively. The lower photograph is an

unscTeened exposure in which all the gaseoiis radiations

appear. The (iifference between the two upper photographs
is easily seen.
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But under the stress of extreme temperature conditions the atoms of the elements do not always

retain their normal number of electrons, and the physical state known as ionisation is reached. Tliit

state is one in which the atoms have lost one or more electrons, although the positive charge of the

nucleus remains constant. The element then gives a different spectrum, new lines appearing, and
the original lines either weakening or disappearing altogether. We find in the spectra of the gaseous

nebulse many lines which cannot be identified with atoms of elements in their normal state. Two
of these arc usually very conspicuous, appearing in the blue-green part of the spectrum at wave-

lengths 6007 and 4959. The former of these was the first to be observed by Sir William Huggins in

1864. At that time nothing was known as to the nature of the gaseous nebulae, although it had been

observed that they appeared of a greenish or bluish tinge in the telescope. Since his epoch-making

discovery a great deal of work has been done, especially in America, in identifying the bright lines

in the spectra of nebulae, and in fixing the position of various unknown lines in the spectra. Hydro-

gen radiations were almost invariably found to be present, and helium was also identified. On the

other hand, strong unknown lines also appeared, and it was thought until quite recently that these

lines represented unknown gases in the same sense that helium was unknown until Sir William Ramsay

identified the gas in the laboratory. But we know now from the formation of the scale of atomic

numbers, and the great work of modern physicists at Cambridge and elsewhere, that there is no room

in this scale for any more unknown gases of light atomic wi'ights, and we must look in the direction

of ionisation of known gases for the identification of tlu'se unknown lint's. Fluorescence, or the

degrading of ultra-violet light, has been also suggestt'd as a i>()ssible cause. A start has already

been made by Professor Fowler, at South Kensington. There is a well-known radiation appearing

in planetary nebulae at wave-length 4686 in th(' blue region of the spectrum which also appears in

the spectrum of the hottest stars. Professor Fowler found that this radiation was given off by ionised

helium, that is a hejium atom still having two positive charges in the nucleus, but having lost one

of its two electrons owing to great physical stress. It is significant that this form of helium only

occurs near the star itself, thus showing that the ionisation only takes place where the radiation from

the star is at

a maximum.
There a re

many other

radiations
which we can-

not assign as

yet to their

proper ele-

ments, some

strong, and
others faint,

but we will

only deal with

one which lies

atwave-length

3727 in the ul-

tra-violet part

of the spec-

trum. This

is, of course

beyond the

range of the

eye, which
Compare Uiis with the full-page photograph of this Nebula on page 651. The bright triangular portion

is, however, better rendered than in the photograph.



THE DUMB-BEEE NEBULA N.G.C.6863 IN VULPBCULA. PHOTOGRAPHED WITH THE
THIRTY-SIX-INCH REFLECTOR OF THE LICK OBSERVATORY.

One of the largest and brightest of the planetary class. A central star, indistinct in this photograph, is well shown with
shorter exposures, and it is from this star that the nebula possibly origixiated. These planetary nebulas have great affinities
with nov« in their later stages, and there is some reason for thinking that such a nebula as this marks the site of a past out-

burst. The elongated star discs are the re.sult of a defect in following the object while it was photographed.
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can only reach about wave-length 4000 in the indigo violet. As Sir William Huggins was the

first to see the strong radiation in the green already mentioned, so he was the first to photograph

this strong radiation in the ultra-violet in the Orion Nebula. It is not found in all nebulae, and
there is reason to think that it is not dependent on intense heat for its appearance, as it invariably

extends to regions far removed from the stars in all the nebulae where it is present. When a direct

photograph of a nebula is taken at the focus of a reflector, the resulting image is a combination

of all the gases contained in the nebula, and in the case of a small nebula photographed with a slitless

spectroscope, separate images appear ranged along the spectrum in the various wave-lengths. We
can thus judge of the distribution of the various radiations of known and unknown origin which

niTi
IRON

NED.

I R O N

liuu* ** olf,

SPECTRUM OF THE DUMB-BEUI, NEBULA N.O.C.6S53.

This is a gaseous emission spectrum on a faint continuous background. The hydrogen radiations Hp, y ^ Huite

distinct as well as several radiations of unknown origin. The wave-lengths (jf the latter are given.

appear in the spectrum of a particular nebula. But when we arc dealing with a large object of the

angular size of the Orion Nebula, the images would overlap to such an extent that the shtless spectro-

graphic method becomes valueless. Another method to ascertain the distribution of radiating gases

has been devdsed to deal with the Orion Nebula and similar objects. The spectrum is already known

to consist mainly of the two wave-lengths 50()7, 4959 ;
the hydrogen radiations in the blue and

violet known as Hp, and H8, and the strong single radiation at wave-length 3727. Hy using

suitable colour filters and plates, the first two divisions can be sufficiently isolated to say that the

negatives obtained represent the images in U6007, 4959, and the hydrogen radiations. The ques-

tion of isolating the radiation k3727 is, however, more difficult. Among the aniline dyes, one, known
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by the rather imposing title of nitroso-di-methyl

aniline, allows the ultra-violet part of the spectrum
to be transmitted, at the same time considerably

weakening the blue in the visual spectrum. But
a glass containing nickel oxide makes a much
better filter for the particular radiation X3727,

for it cuts out all the visual spectrum except the

extreme red, and transmits almost three-quarters

of X3727. This was the method used by the

writer to investigate the distribution of the three

groups in the Orion Nebula. Two of the photo-

graphs illustrating the difference between the

hydrogen and X3727 radiations are reproduced on

page 652. We can see at once that the hydrogen

image is neither so widely distributed nor so bright

in the outer regions as the other, and certain

differences of detail can also be distinguished.

This quite clearly proves that the great photo-

graphic brilliancy of the Orion Nebula is not

due to hydrogen so much as to the strong radia-

tion X3727 of unknown origin. What element it

actually represents is one of the most interesting

questions the astrophysicist has to deal with,

for it must be a gas of extraordinary lightness to

be swept away to such an enormous distance from the stars invol ved in the nebula, and yet hydrogen
is the lightest gas possible, consisting, as it does, of one positive charge and one negative electron.

The other unknown radiations—XX5007 and 4959 in the green—are strongest in the central portions

of the nebula, and there is no difficulty in assigning these probably to an ionised form of one of the

heavier gases—-carbon or nitrogen. Certain lines in the spectra of nebulae have, indeed, already been
identified with these elements in their normal form.

The whole region surrounding the Orion Nebula contains vast clouds of non-luminous matter.

An excellent example of this is given in the wonderful photograi)h of the region near the star Orionis,

reproduced on page 47. Here one-half of the field of the photograph is almost devoid of stars, those

that do appear being comparatively bright with patches of nebulosity. This lack of stars is evidently

owing to an extended cloud of obscuring matter, which effectually blots out the stars behind.

Along its edges appear filaments of nebulosity with a conspicuous projection, like a blot of ink, also

illumined round its edge. These filaments represent the edge of the cloud, and we can infer without

much doubt the existence of many brilliant stars in and beyond the cloud which are totally invisible

to us, from which the light is transmitted, just as the edge of a terrestrial cloud is lit up by the Sun
behind. Beyond this illumined edge we look into the clear regions of space, where the fainter and
more distant stars are seen in the usual profusion. There are many of these dark obscuring clouds

in and near the Milky Way, to which attention was first drawn by the American astronomer, E. E.

Barnard, who obtained surprising results with a camera fitted with a large lens of short focus used

in the early days of photography for portraiture. Of recent years special attention has been directed

to these areas by H. N. Russell and Hubble at the Mount Wilson Observatory, and the interdependence

of stars and nebulosity strikingly confirmed. A question of exceptional interest is the origin and
nature of these gigantic clouds of dark matter. In the early days of the present century, Professor

J. H, Poynting, Professor of Physics at the Birmingham University, dealt with the pressure

exerted by a brilliant light source on finely divided matter in the form of dust, and he showed
that if the particles were small enough to be comparable in size with a wave-length of yellow light.

THE IIEUCAL NEBUl^A N.G.C.7293 IN AQUARIUS.
PHOTOGRAPHED WITH THE THIRTY-SIX-INCH

REFLECTOR OF THE OBSERVATORY.
This is a gaseous nebula of the’ planetary class, baaed on the
central star, which is of very high temperature. It possibly
owes its helical upi)earaiice to two successive outbursts, as

two over-lapping shells of gas are present.
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the light pressure would be greater than the gravitational force, and the particles would then be
swept away from the light source if the latter were of the same order of brilliance and surface
temperature as the Sun. He applied this principle to the sweeping away of the cometary matter
from the Sun, and he thus explained the well-known fact that the tails of comets always extend in
a direction away from the Sun. As both the light pressure and the gravitational force vary as the
inverse square of the distance, it follows that if once the light source is brilliant enough to overcome
the gravitational force it will continue to do so. as long as the size of the particle is small enough,
and it is not shielded by others. This repulsive force inherent in the stars very much increases with
the temperature, in fact it varies as the fourth power of the temperature, so that the pressure of light,

or rather as it should be put, radiation pressure in stars such as those in Orion with a spectrum of

hydrogen and helium absorption lines is increased to 100 times that of gravitational attraction. It

is clear that this supplies us with a quite adequate explanation for these cosmical clouds of dark
matter. The total radiation

pressure from stars and star

clusters in the denser parts of the

Milky Way would be quite

enough to account for minute

particles being swei)t away from

the neighbourhood of the' stars

into interstellar space wheni

they would tend to congregate

and produce the gn'at clouds

of dust which wc know exist

as dark nebulae. Whert' a

bright star is near the clou<l, tlv*

light of the star illuminates

that part of tlu' cloud nearest

to it, and w(' got a nebula of

iiTegular form surrounding the

stars. A particularly interesting

( ase of a dark nebula, associated

with stars and bright nebu-

losity, is afforded by the region

of the variable star R Coronae

Australis in the .southern hemi-

sphere of th(‘ sky. A i)hotograph

of this region is reproduced on

j
age 54S. Here we have not

only an irregularly variable

star, but also a variable nebula

attached to it, something similar

in appearance to a comet's tail.

Tills variable nebula, observed

first of all by Dr. Schmidt at

Athens forty years ago, has

been the object of a long series

of photographic observations by

Mr. Knox Shaw at the Holw&n

Observatory in Egypt. When
the light of the star sinks to a

THE PlyANETARY NEBUEA H IV Z7, N.GC.3212 IN TIVURA.
PHOTOGR-APIIKD WITH THE THIRTY -SIX INCH REPbECTOR OP THE

UCK OBSERVATORY.
These two exposures of one minute and ten ininuV?s respectively show how the

inner and brighter detiiila arc obscured by over-exposure. The bright nucleus it

a star of high lempeniiure. There is a distinct suggestion of radiation pressure in

the dusky ring surrounding the nucleus
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minimum, the light of the nebula fades practically to extinction. When it rises to a maximum, the

nebula gradually becomes visible again, but it never assumes exactly the same aspect as at previous

brightenings. We cannot be far wrong in concluding that the star is passing through the cloud of dark
matter which is already known to exist from the almost entire absence of stars in the region, and that its

variability is due to its encounter with the denser portions of this cloud. As the spectrum of both
the star and the nebulosity is of the same type, including bright hydrogen lines, it is practically certain

that tlie nebulosity becomes visible by reflection from the star, and in the gradual extension of

illumination from the star, we are observing the passage of light from the star at the rate of 186,000

miles a second. This gives us a fairly reliable estimate j)i the distance of the object which Hubble

puts at 300 light-

years. Although

the edge of this

cloud is not illu-

minated in the

same way as that

near ^ Orionis, yet

its limits are readi-

ly seen from the

number of faint

stars, including a

star cluster which

appears on the

right-hand top

corner of the plate.

We will now
})ass on to the

other class of

gaseous nebulae

—

the planetaries.

Here we have a

ccmtral star sur-

rounded by a lu-

minous disc or ring

usually of very

complicated struc-

ture. Illustrations

of two of the
best-known ex-

amples of these

types have already

appeared— the

Owl Nebula (page

135), and the Ring

Nebula in Lyra

(page 127). There

are two others of
[G. W. Ritchey,

•

j whichTHE CRAB NEDUI.A N.r,.C.1952 IN TAURUS. PHOTOGRAPHED WITH THE SIXTY-INCH
REFi.RCTOR OK THE MOUNT WILSON OBSERVATORY. are of even larger

This Raseous nebula is of a tyt>e intermediate between the planetaries and • he irregular, and contains diameter. One
a central star of the W’olf*Rayet type. Its filamentous character is well seen in the photograph. ,

'
-

Investigations at Mount Wilson have suggestcnl n probability of radiating motion in this nebula. IS the SO-Called
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“ Helical " Nebula

in Aquarius, which

is shown on p. 666

from a photograph

taken at the Lick

Observatory, the

other is the well-

known Dumb-
bell" Nebula in

Vulpecula. There

is another nebula

bearing a resem-

blance to the plane-

tary class in some

reijpocts, and to

the irregular gas-

eous nebulae in

others, which is

known as the

“Crab" Nebula.

Tt would be a mis-

take to suppose

that the " Ring
"

Nebulae are really

annular in form
;

if they were, we

should not see

them all as cir-

cular or slightly

elliptic rings, but

their normal ap-

pearance would be

" two to one
"

ovals, owing to the

law of average dis-

tribution of angles.

They must actu-

TIIK ANNULAR NKliULA H. IV13, N.(;.C.0894 IN CVdNUS. rHOTOGRAPllKO WITH
THE THIRTY-SIX-INCH RKP'LICCTOR ()E THE LICK 0BSP:RVAT0KY.

This is not really a ring, but a hollow sphere of racliating gas, the ring effect being due to perspective,

and the heaping up of luminous gas in the line of sight. The central star is thought to be the origin

of the nebula, ami like all central stars of the planetaries, it is of very high surface temperature.

aUy be shells of

luminous gases, the annular aspect being the result of pcrspt'ctivu and tlic lieaj^ing up of luminous

material in the line of sight. All ring nebulae show some filling up of the ring when long exjjosures

are given, and everything points to the constitution of these objects as being spherical or elliptical

shells surrounding the central star. There is thus no real diffenmcc between tlje " ring " nebula?

and the planetaries, the latter often consisting of many rings superimposed. The actual scale of

these objects is sufficiently imposing ;
at the least, the larger ones must exceed the orbit of Neptune

several times, and until recently we knew nothing of the causes which would these enormous

bubbles of gas in being. The extended researches of the Lick Observatory on planetary nebulae have,

however, at last given us the clue. Mention has already been made of the high temperature of the

central stars in the planetaries. Tliey are all of the class known as Wolf-Rayet, or " 0 " type stars,

their spectrum being remarkable for the presence of ionised helium usually as bright bands, but

sometimes as absorption bands. Under the influence of these transcendant temperatures, disintegra-
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tion of the more complex atoms to simpler forms probably takes place, and the radiation pressure

sweeps away these gases from the neighbourhood of the stars in the same way as we have seen that

fine dust is expelled. When a certain distance is reached, depending on the surface temperature of

the star, and the atomic weight of the gases, an equilibrium between gravitational force and radiation

pressure is set up, and the result is a more or less stationary shell of gas, shining probably by the

excitation of negative electrons which the star is perpetually pressing into the surrounding space.

A confirmation of this view is afforded by the character of the lines in the spectrum of one of the

planetary nebulae. These lines were photographed under high dispersion with the giant refractor

of the Lick Observatory, and under magnification are seen to be broadened out in the middle and
slightly curved in opposite directions at each end. If we are to interpret these features on the

Doppler principle, then the broadening of the lines means that the gases are both approaching and

1017, Jiiniuiry 24,

recedin g
'

coupled with

a slow rota-

tion of the

gaseous shell.

We thus have

very decided

evidence that

some of the

planetary ne-

bulae are still

expanding.
This brings us

to a compari-

son of these

objects with

temporary
stars or novae.

1010, December 27, 1020, March 2a.

HUnni^E’S VARTARMC NlCUUIrA N.CV.C.2261 IN MONOCRROS.
PHOTOGRAPHED WITH THE THIRTY -INCH REFI^ECTOR OF THE liEEWAN OBSERVATORY.
This nebula is attachct.1, rather Ukc a conict’a tiiil, to the variable star, and is similar to the variable
nebula atbichcd to R Coronae Australis. The four photographs (in negative) show the variation in

Appearance of the nebula very plainly.

The general

character of

novae is dealt

with in
the next chap-

ter of this

work, but
there is so

much in com-

mon between

these and the

planetary ne-

bulae that
mention must
be made of

them here.

When the out-

burst of a nova

first takes

place, the

spectrum i $



[(;. IV. Ttifchry

NUCI^EUS AND CENTRA!, PORTION OK THE ANDROMEDA NEBUI,A, FROM A PHOTOGRAPH OBTAINICD AT
THE MOUNT WILSON OBSERVATORY WITH THE SIXTY-INCH REFLPX'TOR.

This is the larjfcst spiral nebula (in angular size) in the whole sky, and covers two sqtiare degrees
;

it is also in all probabihty
the nearest. The two spiral arms issue from two diametrically opposite iioiiits in II e nucleus, which greatly increases in
brilliancy to a central point. It was in this nucleus that a temporary star of the seventh magnitude ap|>eared in 188 ’», but the

stars appearing in the photograph are galactic stars and probably have no connection with the nebula.

36
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crossed by absorption lines which are usually assigned to stars of a type between the helium stars and
the Sun. In addition, bright lines of hydrogen appear much broadened, and indicating high velocities

of recession and approach. The earlier stages of spectra are very complicated and difficult to explain,

but ultimately, as the purely stellar spectrum gets fainter and the light of the star dinxinishes, so a

gasoous spectrum resembling those of planetary nebulae makes its appearance. In the case of Nova
Aquilae III, the brilliant new star of 1918, an expanding gaseous disc has made its appearance, and this

nova is now a minute planetary nebula. We have, therefore, conclusive evidence that a nova may some-
times actually pass into the condition of a planetary nebula. A very significant feature in the latter

stages of nov« is the development of the “O ** type of spectrum as the star fades. This must mean,
actually, a higher surface temperature of the star than when it was at its greatest brilliancy. It

seems therefore that the first effect of

the outburst must be a great develop-

ment in the diameter of the nova rather

than an extreme surface temperature, as

the type of spectrum shows that this

comes afterwards in the gaseous stage.

The view that the planetary nebulse

had their origin in outbursts of novae

in past ages, although by no means

universally accepted, is the only one at

present which gives a rational explanation

of their origin. An objection has been

raised that if this were so, wc should

expect to find many more planetary

nebulae than we actually do, for novae

are by no means so rare as a list of the

brighter ones only would lead us to

infer. The answer to this is that the

planetary aspect can only exist with a

central star of the highest scale of surface

temperature, and a corresponding radia-

tion pressure. If and when tlie tempera-

ture falls below a temperature of about

15,000®C., the radiation pressure would

not be sufficient either to keep the shells

of gas in equilibrium or to illuminate

them, and the nebula wou'd contract

and finally disappear. This is probably

one of the reasons why many planetary

nebulae have only minute discs, or in

some cases no apparent discs at all,

being classed as planetaries only because

of the gaseous type of spectrum they give. At any rate, diameter is not the only criterion

of distance in such cases. Wc may go further, and question whether the other gaseous nebulae

did not have their origin in past outbursts. The Nebula in Orion has every appearance of

being 5wept away from the central region containing the stars of the trapezium (6 Ononis),

and possibly the enormous mxss^s of hydrogen and other gases which now form the nebula

had their origin in the stars tbmsrlves. In the early days of nebular observation and of

Laplace's Nebular Hypothesis, it was believed almost universally amongst astronomers that the

nehuJcT generally were the primeval material from which the stars and planets were evolved. But

A S.MAIX SCAlyP. PHOTOGRAPH OF THE REGION
CONT.MMNG THIC TWO SPIRAL NEPULiE, M.81 AND M.82,

IN URSA IMAJOK, PY DR. 1SA.AC ROBERTS.
The ha,:>- disc on the top side is a good example of the

*' fjlohular l ebulm which arc probably the nuclei from which the
spii-iil arms arc formed.



THE SPIRAI, NEBUI^ M.81 (N.G.C.3031) IN URSA MAJOR. PHOTOGRAPHEI.) BY G. W. RITCHEY WITH
THE SIXTY-INCH REFLECTOR OF THE MOUNT WlUSON OBSERVATORY.

This is a good escample of the partially condensed type of spiral, the outer regions of the spiral unns l>cing broken up into bright

nodules, some of which have an almost stellar character. Dark irregular bands of al^surbing matter appear on one side of

the Dudeus, but not on the other. This is a usual characteristic of spirals inclined at angles under 30 degrees to the line of

sight and is most probably an indication that this side is towards us.



[Van Maanan,

DIAOUAM OF THE SPIRAL NEDLLA M.81, N.G.C.3031, SHOWING MOTION AND DIRECTION OF
CONDENSATIONS IN THE SPIRAL ARMS.

1 htf Icni^th of the arrows indicates the amount of motion in one year. The direction of motion is obviously outwards from
the nucleus along the spiral arms, which must ultimately drain the matter composing the nucleus. The dots in circles are
the comparison stars which were employed for finding the nebular displacements. The scale marked (0* I of a second of arc)

^ is the scale of the arrows and not of the nebula itself.
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all recent research is in favour of the exactly contrary hypothesis, that the gaseous nebula? are the

product of intense temperature conditions which cannot arise apart from stars or other bodies giving

a stellar type of spectrum. The origin of stars and planets is much more likely to have been local

concentrations in dust clouds. This does not really carry us much further, for these dust particles

must in themselves have been the product of the elements such as we know are to be found everywhere
in the visible universe. We are thus led round a circle which has no beginning and no end, a

fundamental difficulty which it is very improbable will ever be overcome by the human mind.

THE SPIRAL NKHUL.®.

Sir William Herschel noticed in his telescopic sweeps of the sky that nebuhe apj^eared to concentrate

in regions remote from the Milky Way and surrounding the North (ialactic Tole. But these nebula?

were of a totally different type from the great irregular nebulae, such as that in Orion, and tlk' plan-

etaries. They were compact, oval or round in shape, and usually much brighter up to a point in the

SPECTRUM OF THE NUCT.I-;US OF Till-: SPIRAL NJ-:HULA M 81, N ('..C 3031 PIIOTOORAPJIICI) HV I‘R<)l-‘I-^SSOR

MAX WOJ,F, OF IIieiI)J-:LHl-:R(i

The type of spectrum is similar to that of the Sun ;
the two lines of hydrogen (i and ^ (Hy untl llS), and the two v lU-iuin

lines H and K are conspicuous. The cumpanson spectrum on each side is protluccd by a spark dlsch irgc, anrl the number
of lines makes it easy to measure the pos tion of the m-bular lines.

centre of the ellipse? or circle. Others wt?re much elongated, and uft(‘ri attende?d by what ai)peare(l

to be anotlu?r nebula, parallel in direction, sometimt‘S of (xjual siz(‘, and sometim(*s smaller.

Many and curious were the drawings and <uigraving.s of these objects ap]x?aring in the tiim?

of Sir William and Sir John Hersch<‘l. Th(*y had no id(‘a at all what the real character of

these extraordinary objects was, nor can it be .said that we have any very certain id(‘a yet,

although our knowledge of them has IxH’n enormously ami)lified by idiotograjdiy. Observers were led

away by the supposed analogy of globular star clusters to assume that many of these objects could be

resolved into stars if sufficient optical means were employed. Where glimmering points of light were

suspected, such nebulae were described as “ rf?.solvable." But it is only right to add that the existence

of nebulosity which obviously could not be resolved into stars was fully recognised by both Sir William

and Sir John Herschel; Sir William described it as “a luminous fluid the nature of which is unknown

to us.'" In the 'sixties of the last century, nebular observation was tak(?n up very enthusiastically by
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Lord Rosre and his assistants. A parabolic mirror of spcciilum metal, six feet in diameter, had been
constructed and mounted at Birr Castle in Ireland. The mounting was very crude according to

modern standards, and yet one of the most important discoveries ever made in nebular observation

was ( fleeted by the

light grasp of this

instrument. Lord

Rosse announced

that he had ob-

served a spiral

arrangement sur-

rounding the nuclei

of certain nebulae,

and he also

thought that in

some cases he had
resolved these

spiral arms into

wreaths of stars.

The first announce-

ment has been fully

corroborated by
photography, but

the second has not,

although there is

a very natural ex-

planation of his

observations to

which we shall re-

fer later. It was
to Dr. Isaac
Roberts, an Flng-

lish amateur, that

we owe the photo-

graphic demon-
stration of the

reality of the
spiral formation of

certain nebulae.

By long exposures

up to three hoiirs

a great number of

THE ‘‘EDGE-ON’* SPIRAL NEBULA N.G.C.891, PHOTOGRAPHED WITH THE the nebulae lying
ONE-HUNDRED-INCH REFLECTOR OF THE MOUNT WILSON OBSERVATORY.

OUtside the MiJkv
This nebula is ten minutes of arc in total diiuneter, and the centrally situated band of absorption shows ^
that its plane is remarkably near the line of si);ht in its inclination. Small nebulous condensations Way were found by
appear in this band evenly spaced apart if we allow for the eflfect of perspective. This is in tQ soiral in
accordance with Dr. Jeans’s theoretical work, which postulates such a breakliiR up of the nebulous ^
matter into nodules. The fact that they appear alonR the absorption bond means that the dark character. Keeler

matter lies nearer to the nucleus. at the Lick Obser-

vatory found on the plates containing the large spirals many small nebulse of round or oval form, which he

concluded were also spirals at such distances that their spiral form could not be identified. This led him
to make certain calculations as to the number of spirals in the whole sky, and by taking certain regions
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as representative and coxmting the number of nebulae, small and largo, ho an‘l\N d at tho enormous

number of 2,000,000. This result is certainly a great ovtr-cstimat(', for it is now known that the

distribution of spiral nebulae is very unequal in different parts of the sky, and ono-quart< r of tlu‘ galactic

sphere contains only about a dozen of these objects. Besides this, tin ro is no good n ason why all the

nebulae appearing on the plates should be classed as spirals, although tiny are no doubt not of the

gaseous emission class. They often appear as small structureless round or o^'al formations, with a con-

centration of light in the centre, and we should probably be much near< r ih<' mark if we considTod

them to be the nuclei from which spiral arms have in some cases bee n i v(>lv< d. Altliough the term
** globu-
lar " nebu-

lae is as old

as the Her-

schels'time

and was
sometimes

applied to

globular
clusters, it

has now
been adopt-

ed as agood

description

of thesenu-

clear nebu-

lae. Among
the small

round and

oval nebu-

lae there

often ap-

pear one or

two long

thinobjects

usually
broader
in the mid-

dle. These

are small

examples
of the
spirad ne-

bulae in

THE SPIRAI, NEDUL,A N.G.C.1068. PHOTOGRAPHlvI) WITH TIIK TIIIUTV SIX INCH
REFLECTOR OF THE EICK OUSEKVATOUY.

Thii spiral nebula is remarkable for its spectrum, which sliows stro.i^ emission 1 nes of hy(lroy:tii ainl other

gftses, superimposed on a stellar type of spectrum. The displacement of the bright lines corresponds to

the enormous velocity of l,80D kin. /s c.

which the plane of the spiral arm lies in the line of sight
;

they arc tlurtfore somctimi s called

edge-on
**

spirals. The appearance of this thin plane in the line of sight carri< s with it the

conclusion that the spirad arnas have developed in such cases. The variation in apparent size*

between one spirad nebula and another is very great. The largest in the sky is the Oreat Nebula in

Andromeda, which is 135' X 45' in diameter, and covers over two square degrees. The smallest

range down to 30", and possibly less, and we must take the angular diameter of the spirals

broadly as a criterion of distance in the same way as the magnitudes of stars are taken as a rough

criterion of distance. A comparison of an old drawing of the Andromeda Nebula made from visual
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observations with a photograph taken in America with the twenty-four inch reflector of the Verkes

Observatory has already api)earcd on pagt* 55. The photograi)h makes a beautiful picture and we see

at onc(^ how the dark lines which seem to have no meaning in the drawings are shown to have a very

definite meaning in the photograph. Two other smaller nebuhe appear on the plate
;
one of these is a

good (‘xainple of th(' globular n(;buhe. This great nebula is unusually close to the galactic equator,

and a number of stars a]>] ear in the ])liotogra]>h which arc undoubtedly of galactic origin, probably

having no connection with the nebula. We must not think, however, that the Andromeda Nebula

ever actually ap^

pears like the

photograph repro-

duced, either to

the eye or in a

photographic nega-

tive. The details

are all faithfully

reproduced both in

dimensions and

position, but their

brightness has been

enormously (exag-

gerated by photo-

graphic manipula-

tion, so that the

actual light values

brought out on the

negatives have
mort‘ or less dis-

appeared. The
out(‘r rc'gions are in

reality excessively

faint, so that a

long exi)osure is

necessary to make
them visible at all

on a rapid plate :

on the other hand,

the central portion

is quite bright, and

becomes over-ex-

posed before the

outer regions affect

the plate. The
actual nucleus is

circular in form

with a gr('at brighlt ning up to a ctmtral point
;

a photograph of the nucleus and central regions

of the nebula is given on ])ag(^ 561. The nebulosity of which th(? nucleus and all except

the outer whorls are composed is filmy and structureless ; both to the eye and on the photographic

plate no diffv nmee can be discerned between this type and the gaseous nebulosity. The real difference

lies in the type of spectrum, for in the Andromeda Nebula, there are no emission lines of hydrogen

or other gases, but a continuous spectrum of stellar type crossed by dark absorption lines similar

THE NERVEA H. I 103 SEXTANTIS, N.a.CSllS. IMIOTOGRAPHICI) WITH THE
THIRTY-SIX-INCH REFElvCTOR OF THE EICK OJiSERVATORY.

The largest example in the sky of the lenticular nebuUe which arc required by Dr. Jeans’s Uieory
of spiral development. It is seen edge-on, i\s if in section, and no spinil amis have yet been

pRKluced, although from its outline it is apparently nt the critiail stage of rapid rotation.
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THE SPIRAL, NEBULA M 04 (N.O.C.48i»0) IN COMA BlvRENICES. PlIOTOfVK APIII-D BY l’B(B‘l-SSOR RTTClIEV
WITH THIC SIXTV-INCJI REI-LKCTOR OV THJC MOUNT WILSON OliSJ-lkVATOU V.

The best example so far ph<^tographe<l of the uncondcnsed spirjil nebula:. The central iv)rtioii has a remarkable area of
absorbiuR mutter, probably lyin« between us and the nucleus, w'hich wtis noticed by T,ord Rosse. It is doubtful if the bright
patches are condensations us the rest of the nebula is quite structureless. The general appearance of this nebula is strikingly
suggestive of luminous dust, and is thus in agreement with the hyi)othesis that the spirfil nebula* originated in dust clouds

expelled from the Milky Way by rjidiution pressure. There is an extraordinary <lcarth of stars in this region.
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to those in the solar spectrum. In the outermost regions a different type of nebulosity appears

:

it is broken up into small nodules and irregularities, and has been called the granular type. These are

very much fainter than the nuclear regions but are definitely brighter than the external structureless

nebulosity, and they arc obviously condensations in the cool outer matter of the nebula rendered visible

owing to the heating effect of such condensation. These in turn show a tendency to form clusters of

condensations, and it is quite certain that they are in an unstable state, for what seem to be faint

novae make their appearance from time to time in these outer regions. We have no evidence at all as

to the spectra of these novae
;
all we know is that what appear to be stars appear and disappear, and

we must not push analogy too far in supposing they are of the galactic nova tj^e which develop into

.

6

f

THE SPIRAI, NEBULA N.G.C. 151. PHOTOGRAPHED WITH THE THIRTY-IXCH REFEECTOR OF THE HELWAn
OBSERVATORY.

This spiral seems to have developetl in more than one plane, and consists of a bright small nucleus with filamentous arms.

These nebulee photographed at the HelwAn Observatory are all too far south for observation in this ctnwitry

Wolf-Rayet stars. All the novae which have appeared in the Andromeda Nebula are not faint, for quite a

bright object of the seventh magnitude was discovered in 1 885 near the nucleus. It was most unfortunate

that photography as applied to the telescope and spectroscope was so little developed at that time, for

we should otherwise have got some extremely interesting information as to the constitution of the

novae api)earing in spirals. The spectrum was only observed visually, and the records of its appearance

to the eye are very vague and unsatisfactory, but all the observers agree that the spectrum was not of

the normal bright hydrogen typo, although several bright bands of unknown origin were suspected.
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No nova has since appeared in spiral nebulae to equal

this, and it is strangely overlooked in discussions on
the distant universe theory tf the spirals, which has been

put forward so strongly by Sir David Gill and others.

If the Andromeda Nebula wtre a distant galaxy com-
parable in size with ou’ own, we could not put its

distance at anything less than 200,000 light-yiars.

But what order of real magnitude are we to assign to a

star that appears to us as of the seventh magnitude at

so remote a distance ? No nova evtT observed would

be in the least comparable to such a transcendant

brilliancy, and its total and rapid disappearance* would
be still more strange. Mention has already been made
of the solar type of spectrum which is given by the

Andromeda Nebula. What the true interpretation of

this type is in the spirals we cannot definitely say, but

Dr. J. H. Jeans has treated the problem of spiral

development mathematically as a gaseous one, and there

is no physical reason for the assumption often made that

an absorption type of spectrum is necessarily non-

gas(‘ous, In a few examples, such as N.(i.(M()6g,

the type of spectrum is more like that of th(' ]>lanetary

nebulae with bright emission as well as absorption liiK s.

The absorption typ<^ has, howev(*r, led som^‘ astronorn* rs

to the conclusion that all tlu* spiral n(‘buhe are distant

galaxies of stars, although the nebulosity is textureless,

and utterly unlike the photographic appearance* ot a close as.stmblage of minute stars such as we

often find in the Milky Way. To get a good photographic impression of tlie spectrum of such a faint

object as the Andromeda Nebula, it is necessary to make v< ry prolonged ex]5osures up to t‘ighly hours,

spread over

s (* V e r a 1

nights. The

remarkable
feature of

most of the

photographed

spectra of

spirals is the

displacement

of the dark

absorption
lines from
th(*ir normal

positions. As

a rule this

displacement

is towards the

red, which
normally
would be

(1) Tur, SPIRAI, NKBUI^A N G. 6247- (2) THE NEBULA N.OCSl^r'. PHOTOGRAPHED
WITH THE THIRTY-INCH REFLECTOR OF THl^ HELWAN OBSICRVATORY.

The first of these is an embryo spiral which has not developed very far. Below is an elongated globular

nebula, the elongation being In the direction of the spiral. It is quite prol>able that the globular nebula

will alM develop spiral arms in time. The second is a nebula which may t)e cither of the ga^^eous or the

spiral class, having a dark band of absorbing matter. If it is the latter, it is the largest of the apparently

globular nebuke in the sky.

LORD ROvSSlv.

Portrait of Lord Rosse, whose six-foot reflector, at

rarsonstown, first revealed the spiral clmraeter oi

certain of the nebulcc.
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interpreted as a movement
of recession from the Solar

System. Slipher, in Ameri-

ca, has found such positive

motions in the line of

sight up to 1,800 km. /sec.,

but the usual velocities

found are between 400 and
600 km. /sec., which, of

course, are very greatly

in excess of the line of

sight velocities of stars,

which rarely reach 100

km. /sec. Not all the line

of sight velocities of the

S])iral nebulfE are positive

or away from the Solar

System. A little group of

four in the South Galactic

Hemisphere around longi-

tude 80^^ and latitude 22®

an* negative* or approaching

us. But this group in-

cludes the two spiral nebu-

hc of largest angular size

in the whole sky, the

Androm(*da Ncdmla and

M.33, which are also pro-

bably the nearest, ft has

been suggest(*d that the

large positive velocities

are not real, but due to a

displacein(*nt effect similar

to that of the predicted

Einstein displacement of

the solar spectrum lines.

The great variation found

b(*tween the various spirals,

which have been examined

Sot lin('-('>f-sight displacanents coupled with the fact that minus velocities do occur, seems definitely

to dis])ose of this view. A much more probabU* solution is that advocated by H. N. Russell

in Am^'rica and Professor Lindemann n this country. Reference has already been made to

the dark nebuUe and their origin as cb uds of fine dust swc*])t away from the neighbourhood of

the high temperature stars. We may (piite reasonably (*xpect that such clouds would ultimately

"be ('xpelled from the Milky Way altogether by the combined radiation of the stars. As the helium

and hydrogen stars exert a radiation i)rc*ssure on such minute particles, up to 100 times that

of gravitational force, it is quite conceivable that velocities of 1,000 km. /sec. and more would be

attained by these clouds in a direction away from the centre of radiation pressure in the Galaxy.

‘The distribution of tin* v'eJocities so far found with regard to the Galactic Equator and its poles is,

in fact, not inconsistent w'ith such a hypothesis. Wlien the clouds have attained some distance from
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the plane of the Galaxy, concentration by mutual attraction would set up, involving a r.se in tem-
perature, so that ultimately th(' cloud would api'ear as a round compact nucleus shining b}- its own
light. We have the exact counterpart of such hypothetical objects in the sky in the globular nebuhv.

We may in any case, take these globular nuclei as the primitit e form from which the spiral arms
evolve to form such a sj.iral nebula as the Andromeda Xebula, or tlu' much more condens.'d spiral

known as the “ Whirlpool " in Canes Ven.itici. 'I'he theoretical side of the develoimient of spiral

arms from a central nucleus has been made the subject of an imi.ortant work by Dr. ,]. H. Jt-ans in

his “ Problems of Cosmogony and Stellar Dynamics." Dr. Jeans first starts with a sidierical nueUms,

which under the influence of neighbouring bodies in sj.ace and of its own concentration eommenees a

slow rotation. As the nucleus further conden.ses tlie speed of the rotation increases so th.it a flatten-

ing of the poles takes place, and it becomes an oblate sj'heroid. The still increasing sjeed of rotation

finally produces a sharp-cdg<*d figure, known as lenticular or leris-shaju'd, in which the ratio of the

equatorial and polar diameters is about thnv to one. This is the critical stage of the lu'bula, as such

a formation is essentially unstable. A slight tlisturbance from outside sources is then sullieieiit to

start a kind of tidal action, and two projections diametrically opposite to one anoflur a].]'ear on the

equator of the nebula
;
ultimately nebulous matter is ejecti-d into space at each of these projections,

m

%

%

m

«

THE SPIRAL NEBULA N.G.C.2836. PHOTOGRAPHED WITH THE THIRTY-INCH KICFLKCTOR OP TUI*
helwAn OHSICRVATORY.

An example of a four-branched spiral. There arc s.veral wmdensations in the outer regions of this nebula which bear fMii

Dr. Jeans’s theoretical work on the spirals.
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and as the nucleus is always rotating, the matter assumes a spiral form known as an “ equiangular

spiral ” under certain assumptions as to viscosity. This is a purely theoretical account of the forma-

tion of the spiral nebulae, based on mathematics, but there is plenty of observational evidence that

Dr. Jeans’s theory is well founded. We should not expect to find many examples of the intermediate

stages in the sky, as these stages are unstable and short-lived. Most of the nuclei destined to form spiral

arms by rotation and tidal action would have already done so, and consequently by far the greatest

number are either developed spirals or undeveloped nuclei. Another circumstance bearing on the

probable occurrence of these intermediate stages is the law of random distribution of angles over the

whole sky. It is evident that if the lenticular nebuhe were observed from our view point at right-

angles to the plane of rotation, they would appear circular, and only those in which the planes lie

in the line of sight would show their real form. The theoretical average angle to the line of sight over

the whole sky is thirty degroes. We should on this account expect the lenticular form to be rarely

visible as such. There are, howc'ver, som'^ nebulae which exhibit an undoubted lenticular outline : such

arc the two objects N.G.C.3115 and 5SG(5, and the more develojx^d example N.G.C.4594, A curious

tcature in the further development of the spirals and of some lenticular ncbul® as well, is the presence

THK SPIRAL, NEBULA N.G.C.1097. PHOTOGRAPHED WITH THE THIRTY-INCH REFLECTOR OF THE
HELWAN OBvSERVATORY.

This Is the IftTRCst example of the S-shai)ed spirals yet photographed. In these cases the spiral arms are not ejected from the

imcljns, but from each end of a band of luminous material traversing the nucleus.' This type is specially common In the

southt^m sky. The nucleus with a short cxpcisure shows an irregular disc something like a planetary nebula. An elongated

nebula of the globular type is to be seen near the principal nebula.
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THH “UDGE-ON” SPIKAI, NEBUI.A H. V 24, N.G.C.4565. PHOTO(VRAPin?l) WITH Till; SIXTY INCH Kl.I-JJX'lnR
OF THE MOUNT WII^SON OUSEin ATOKN',

This is the larRcst “ eclgC'On ’* ipirdl nebula in the North Galactic Hemisphere, and lies quite close to the pole. The o!)lale

nucleus from which the spiral arms have evolved is very well shown. The nebula is s<imcwhnl condensed, but not sufficiently

so to have taken up all the dark matter at its j)criphcry, which forms a band of absorption.

of a dark line or band of absorbing matter along the periphery of the disc. It is very consjiif uoits

in many of the spiral ncbulie wliicli appear “ edge-on," and must be inter])reted as cool riKiller given

off at the edge of the rotating lenticular disc. TJiis absorbing band is always jm sent in tlie spiial

nebulae which arc uncondensed, but it gradually disappears as tlie condensed ty])e is reached. 'J liis

brings us to some farther considerations as to the development of spirals. Tlio.se of the typo of the

spiral nebula M.04 show no condensations into brighter nodules, and the light curve, if plotted acro.s.s

the central region, would be an almost continuous curve from zero on each si(l(; to a high peak in tlie

centre where the nucleus comes. But oth<.T spirals, such as the fine object ]\1.81 in Ursa Major, while

still possessing a very bright uncondensed nucleus, are broken up in the ou\v.t legions into separate

bright condensations or nodules. This phenomenon is also discussed by Dr. Jeans: 11c says, "It

can be shown that a long continuous jet of compressible matter issuing from a source could not

remain of uniform line-density. A configuration of uniform density v ou’d be unstable, and the jet

would tend to form condensations or nuclei around which the whole of the matter of the jets would

aggregate." This process of condensation in the spiral arms appears considerably advanced

in some of the spirals, and the matter which is perpetually leaving the nucleus and flowing along the
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• KnwUdge \J. J. I ee.

SIX SPIRAI^ NKBUW^ IN TUH NORTH OALACTIC IIUMISI’IIERK, PHOTOGRAPHKD
WITH THE THIRTV-SIX-INCU RKKI.ECTOR OF THE EICK OliSlvRVATOKY.

No, l.—ll. V 43, N.(V.C.42r>8, in Ursa Major, is of larjic angular diameter and has some striking

nebular condensations in the outer whorl of the splr^. No 2 ~H. II 730, N.O.C.3726, in Ursa
Major, is a much condensed spiral with a bright •<tcllar nucleus. No. 3.—M.lOO, N,O.C.4321,

in Coma Berenices, is also an example of the inuch-conieuscd filamentous nebula, with a bright

well-defined nucleus. No. 4.—M.OO, N,G.C.4254, in Coma Berenices, is so condensed that the

condensations have every appearance of star discs of at)out the sixteenth and seventeenth

magnitudes. No. 6.—M.88, N.G.C.4501, in Coma Berenices, has a nucleus of the uncondensed

type, incipient condensations appearing in the outer regions. No. 6.—M.61, N.G.C.4303, in

Virgo, is a good example of the spiral nebula where the nucleus is almost stellar and quite small,

most of the matter which was once in the nucleus having passed into the spiral arms.

arms natteallymucH

weakens it, ultimate^

lyboth in massand in

brightnt ss. \^'c thus

have spirals con-

sisting almost en-

lin ly of cond(‘nsa-

tions with no very

definite nucleus, as

in N.G.C.253. A
practical proof that

the nuclear mittcr

actually does flow

from the nucleus

along the spiral arms

has bet'n furnished

by Van Maant'n at

the Mount Wilson

Observatory. Two
photographs of tli<‘

spiral Nc'bula M.81

in Ursa Major (x-

po.sed at an interval

of eh'ven years with

the five-foot re-

flector, were com-

pared and mt'asuH'd,

with the result that

an outward motion

along lhc‘ spiral arms

was depeted. The

amount of this mo-
l ion was very minute

in actual linear dis-

placement on the

phot ographic plate,

but it was surpris-

ingly large from the

cosniical standpoint,

for it meant that one

turn of the spiral

would be completed

in 58,000 years. The

diagram given on

page 504 shows the

kind of motion
found, and the

direction and mag-

nitude of the mean
annual motion. This
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is by no means the only spiral nebula in which similar displacements have been measured, and there
is no reason to doubt the accuracy of the measurements. In any case, another interval of twenty yt'ars
will quite conclurively prove the existence or otherwise of these displacements. Another investigation
on motion in spiral nebulai undertaken at the same observatory by spi'ctrographic means, was on
relative movements in the oblate nucleus of the Andromeda Nebula. From our stand|X)int the
nucleus appears roughly ciicular in outline, but the plane of the nebula is evidently inclinc'd to the
line of sight at an

angle of about 15°,

and we know from

the “edge-on"
spirals that the

section of the nu-

cleus is lenticular.

Here a certain mo-
tion of rotation

was found amount-

ing to 58 km. /sec.

at points 2' from

the centre of the

nucleus. The ex-

traordinaryfeature

as to this rotation

was that the re-

sulting measures,

when plotted on a

graph, were rec-

tilinear, which
must mean that

the nucleus rotates

as a solid body

;

one would have

expected angular

motion corre-

sponding to the

inverse square law

from the centre of

the nucleus, such

as exists in the

Solar System.
Another curious

feature which has

been brought out

by photography
is the difference

Tliu SPIRAL NEBULA H. V 2 VIRGINIS, N.G.C.4r);iO. J’HCmXiKAPlIJCI) WITH THE
THIRTY'SIX-INCH REELXX'TOR OK THIC LICK OliSKRVATORY,

An example of u partially dcveloiH'd spiral, iti which the spiral anus have only c()inpletc<l hall a
complete turn. The nucleus is small and almost stellar in character. The sniiill, much-cloiiKaicd

nebula below it, is a .spiral seen edj'cwise.

in colour between the nuclear and outer regions of the spirals. Whtm an ordinary rapid plate,

sensitive to the blue and ultra-violet end of the spt*ctrum, but not to the; green, is exposed on
a spiral .such as M.64, lh(‘. result is different from a similar exposurii on an isochromatic ])late

sensitive to the green and shielded from the blu(‘ end of the spectrum by a light yellow screen.

In the latter case, the nucleus comes out strongly, but the spiral arm.s are comparatively mucli fainter,

indicating that they are deficient in green light and the longer wave-lengths. Ft is necessary to be
37
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careful in drawing conclusions from such differences in contrast shown by the two kinds of plate,

as the contrast factor varies considerably between panchromatic and isochromatic plates dyed with

various anihne dyes and the ordinary undycd plate, but the isochromatic plate certainly gives much
more reliable results than the panchromatic, and the undyed plate gives comparable results in the blue

region. Before fully accepting the reality of this unlooked-for effect, a more rigorous series of experi-

mental photographs is perhaps necessary. It is, however, a point of great interest, for it suggests

that some of the

light of the spiral

arms is not in-

herent, but re-

flected by minute

particles of dust.

This again is in

accordance with

the hypothesis al-

ready mentioned

that the spirals

consist of enor-

mous concentra-

tions of finely di-

vided matter,

probably expelled

originally from
the Milky Way by

radiation pressure

from the stars.

The only obvious

source of such re-

flected light is the

bright nucleus it-

self. Owing to the

natural disposi-

tion to make as

fine a picture as

possible from the

negatives, photo-

graphic strength-

ening and mani-

pulation has
resulted in a to-

THE SPIRAL NEBUEA H V 44 CAMEEOPARDI, N.G.C 2403. PHOTOGRAPHED WITH tally crroneOUS
THE THiRTY-six-iNcn REFEKCTOR OF THE wcK OBSERVATORY. Conception of the

An example of the same type as M 3.3, and the nearest to the Galaxy of the spirals of large angular
r a f

‘

diameter in the North Galactic Hemisphere It is in a region where only large spirals arc found. comparative
brightness of the

nucleus and the spiral arms, the one in n»ality being usually several hundred times as bright as

the other. We have already mentioned the occurrence of condensed nodules in the outer regions

of certain spirals
;

the Andromeda Nebula, which we have described at some length, is the

great example of the uncondensed type, while in M,81 the central portion at least is still uncon-

densed. We will now take another great spiral, second only to the Andromeda Nebula in

apparent dimensions, and situated within a few degrees of it in the sky. This is the nebula



f’rom KnowUdge.**] [d. W. Ritckty.

THE SPIRAL NEBULA M.38, N.G,C.698 IN TRIANOULt^M. PHOTOGRAPH!*:U WITHjjTHE SIXTY-INCH REFLECTOR OP THE
MOUNT WILSON OBSERVATORY.

With the exception of the Great Nebxiln in Andromeda, this is the largest in angular size in the sky, and it may actually be the largest if all

the Mwidl outlying nebulous condensations are included. The nebula is of the condensed type, and what appear to be stellar discs are seen in

all ports of the nebula. The bright patch towards the lower right-hand comer of the nebula gives an emission gaseous spectrum



North

Galactic

Hemisphere.

South

Galactic

Hemisphere

.
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known as M.33 or N,G.C.598, illustrated on page 579. It can he seen at a glance that here we are

dealing with a totally different type of spiral. Everywhere except in the actual nucleus, condensa-

tions and granular nodules of irregular shape are jiresent while the nucleus itself is only a faint object,

very inconspicuous to the eye in a largo telescope. Until the nebula was photographed, the great

extent and intricate detail of this object was quite unknown. Its great angular diameter would give

it a piosition with the Andromeda Nebula as one of the nearest spirals to the Solar System : it is especi-

ally remarkable that M.33 should, like its giant neighbour, have a considerable motion of ajiproach

towards us. This motion was obtained spectrographically as in the other cases, but as the nucleus

of the nebula was too faint to make any impression on the photographic plate of a spectrograph, a small

rather bright nebula in the outcT regions giving a bright line gaseous spectrum was photograi)hed at

the Lick Observa-

tory. Many small

faint nebuljE lie

in the surrounding

regions of the sky,

and Professor Max
Wolf,, who has

made a special

study of these,

considers that they

form extensions of

the spiral arms of

the principal nebu-

la. If this is so,

and it is in all

probabilitycorrect,

then we must
assign to M.33 as

great an angular

size as the Andro-

meda Nebula it-

self. All the stages

of condensation in

a spiral nebula are

very well shown

here. There is the

curious granular

appearance, which

has been compared

to frogspawn,
which tends ulti-

mately to form groups more or less equally spaced. These groups, and not the granulations, are the

drop-like condensations postulated by Dr. Jeans's theory, by the apparent spacing of which he calculates

the distance of various spirals. It may, however, be remarked in pas.sing that by taking the

grantilations in the extreme outeir regions of the Andromeda Nebula instead of the groups, Dr. Jeans

has placed the nebula at a distance which is not warranted by the general scale. A great

many minute points of light, having the appearance of star discs on the photograph, appear in

all parts of M.33, while over all lies a faint cloudy mass of nebulosity without structure, evidently

matter still uncondensed. We must certainly regard the granulations as self-luminous, as there is no

question here of the nucleus being brilliant enough to illumine distant regions. These two great

THR SPIRAL NEBUlyA M 63, CANUM VKNATICORUM, N.G.C.6066 PHOTOGRAPHED
WITH thp: thirty-six-inch rrfi,ector of the uck observatory.

The details of the nuclear rcRlons arc lost in the illustration owinp to ovcr-exp(jsure, but it can

readily be 'wen that the nebula does not follt)W the normal form of spiral development. It is a

multi-spiral, with many condensations in the outer iK)rtion8
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spirals, the largest in angular size in the sky, are both in the South Galactic Hemisphere. Another
large spiral, seen edge-on by us in the same neighbourhood, is N.G.C.891, illustrated on page 666.

The dark band of absorbing matter at the periphery of the nebula is very striking. Four other large

spirals form a group near tlie South Galactic Pole, one of which, N.G.C.253, has already been men-
tioned. Tile others are N.G.C.55, 247, and 300, all having been photographed first with a reflector

at Helw^ Observatory. These, with the exception of N.G.C.891, are the five largest spirals in the
sky. The number of spirals in the southern hemisphere is not nearly so great as in the northern, and
they are much more widely spread. This and the very large angular diameters of the five referred to,

are evidence that the division of the spiral nebulae by the galactic plane is by no means an equal one.

The two diagrams on page 580, in which the positions of spirals down to 6' diameter arc plotted,

give a good idea of their relative distribution. In the northern hemisphere, the largest spirals

are in the region of Ursa Major and Canes Venatici, where they appear with little concentration over a

wide area. These include the fine spiral M.81 {aee page 563), the well-known " Whirlpool ” nebula

in Canes Venatici, the condensed spiral M.lOl, illustrated in the Introduction, and several other large

spirals, most of which appear in the illustrations. Near the North Galactic Pole lies the largest of the

edge-on spirals N.G.C.4565, which shows a conspicuous band of absorbing matter in the outer parts.

On each side of the Galactic Pole, about longitudes 80° and 270°, some hundreds of spirals of medium
and small size are massed together. The region of the Galactic Pole itself is comparatively free from
spirals, but it is remarkable for a vast number of small featureless nebulae, which can only be dis-

criminated from stars by their hazy outlines. The nature of these is uncertain : they resemble the

condensations appearing in the spirals more than anything else, and there is no reason for thinking

they are very distant spirals.

another

appears the

so

to be

a these

Ursa

pass the

the

the

the Her-

Serpens

as as the

Whatever the may
be, significant

ENI^RGED CENTRAI, PORTION OF THE FRANKI^IN ADAMS CHART
CONTAINING THE NERUI^A N.G.C.6128.

Thi« i8 the same nebula which is reproduced from the Helw.\n series on page 571

.

The difference in the size of the star images in the two photographs as well as the
difference in scale is well shown.

that this particular semi-

hemisphere contains more than

half of the globular clusters in

the entire sky.
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Not all the spirals are of the

form known as the equiangular

spiral. It is quite a usual thing

for one or more of the spiral arms
to be divided into two branches,

as in N,G.C.2835. In others there

is a broad band of nebulosity each

side of the nucleus from the ends

of which short spiral arms start,

forming the letter S. An example

of this is N.G.C.1097. In others

an oval ring only appears with

no trace of spirahty at all. As
Dr. Jeans suggests, such rings

may have been thrown off by
the rotating lenticular nuclei in

the absence of any disturbing

factor to induce the tidal effect

responsible for the ordinary spiral

form. Sometimes, again, spiral

development in more than one plane is shown as in N.G.C.151. The character of th(‘ spiral arms
also varies very much from one example to another. In some casc‘S they «ire broad and mottled over

with condensations, in others they are mere filaments with no condensations The nuclei also range

from luminous spheroids with great central brilliance to minut(* discs only to b(‘ distinguished from

star discs by their hazy outline under magnification. Th(‘re is, in fact, a great variety of individual

examples, with conformation to the general type, as is everywhere found in nature.

THE MAGELLANIC CLOUDS.

We have still to mention two very curious formations m the southern sky, both quite out of reach

in northerly latitudes—the Magellanic Clouds, or, as they are usually termed, the Nubecula

Major and the Nubecula Minor. These will be also considered in another chapter of this work,

but as they arc rich in nebul® and clusters, they cannot very well be omitted here. It has, indeed,

been suggested that they are actually spiral nebulae closer to us than any other spirals, but their general

shape is far removed from that of a typical spiral. They seem rather to show galactic affinities, as

the nebulae they contain are of the gaseous variety, both irregular and planetary. This indicates the

existence of high temperatures, which is also proved by the presence of a large number of stars of the

Wolf-Rayet or ** 0 '' type of spectrum, some as bright as the ninth magnitude. A feature which places

these objects outside the Galactic System is their large velocities of recession of 248 and 168 km. /sec.

respectively, velocities which are comparable with those of the spiral nebulae rather than the galactic

stars. Professor Hertzsprung, who has made a special study of these formations, places them at the

enormous distance of 40,000 light-years. Such an estimate seems altogether too high for stars and nebulfe

comparable in brightness and size with similar objects in the Milky Way, But the whole question

of the real dimensions of the Galaxy, and of the distances of the spiral nebulae, is at the present time

in a state of flux, and there is no general agreement. A view which is stiongly held in some

quarters is that the Galactic System is itself a spiral nebula, no greater in dimensions than such nebulae

as the Andromeda Nebula. The other view regards the Milky Way as the great structural feature

of the visible universe to which the globular star clusters and the nebulae are subsidiary. The fact

that the globular clusters are m general approaching the plane of the Galaxy and the spiral nebula?

receding from it in some cases with enormous velocities, seems to the writer to favour the latter

view,especially if it be conceded that the spirals may have originated in clouds of finely divided matter.

A NEGATIVE IMAGE OF THE NEBULA AND CLUSTER M 8, JUIOTO-
GRAPHED WITH THE BRUCE TliLESCOPE AT AREgUIPA, PERU
This photograph gives a clearer idea of Uie bright stars involved in the nebula

than the long exposure photograph rei)ro<luced on page 620
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All the evidence which has been accumulating during recent years is in favour of placing the spiral

nebulae in a class by themselves, for which we have no analogies either in the Solar System or the
Milky Way. One fact which must have great significance is the apparent antipathy of spiral nebulae

to globular clusters. If both are plotted on a diagram together, it will be quite evident that only in

rare cases are they found in the same region of the sky, and even in such cases they are only the strag-

glers or “ erratics ” that mingle. We have already pointed out that the star clusters are mostly con-
centrated in one hemisphere of the sky and the large spirals in the other. If we take the pole of the
star cluster hemisphere in Sagittarius as representing the direction of the centre of the Galaxy, then
we must imagine that the star clusters lie near the central part of our universe, being concentrated on
each side of the great star masses which form the centre of the Galaxy itself. Radiating away from
these central regions in all directions lie the spiral nebulae

;
those at the greatest distance from the

galactic plane and of the smallest apparent size, stretching well into the star cluster hemisphere
;

those of the largest apparent diameter and comparatively close to the galactic plane lying behind us,

if we imagine ourselves looking towards the apex in Sagittarius. Tliis seems the most probable
explanation of the known distribution of the globular clusters and the spiral nebulae.

CHAPTER XV.

VARIABLE AND STARS.
By Dr. W. H. Stkavenson, F.R.A.S.

I

N the early chapters of this Work the reader was introduced to bodies which are, comparatively
speaking, near neighbours of tin; Earth, and it was therefore possible to put before him many
detailed illustrations of their actual surfaces. Unhappily, this cannot be done in the case of the

stars, whose vast distances from us reduce them to mere points, even in the most powerful telescopes.

We are thus limited, so far as direct observation is concerned, to a study of (1) their positions and
motions, real and apparent, and (2) their light. It is with the latter that we shall be dealing in the

present chapter.

The study of starlight, like chemical analysis, may be either qualitative or quantitative, according

as we are concerned respectively with its nature or amount, The first of these two has already been

dealt with in Chapter XTT, and we shall here direct our attention mainly to the second.

STKLlyAR MAGNITUDES.
[W. H. StMvttison.

Stars arc divided, according to their apparctit brightnes,s, into a scries of classes termed “ magnitudes.” The relation between
these classes has remained substantially the same since the system was introduced by Hipparchus, but the light-ratio is

now more rigidly defined, and is such that any star appears 2 5 12 times as bright as one a magnitude fainter in the scale.
A range of six magnitudes is represented by the relative areas of the above discs.
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The fact that the stars differ greatly in brightness from one another is so obvious that it must
have forced itself on the very first man who ever gazed at the Heavens, and repeated observations

must further have shown him that, in general, no obvious change in the relative brightness of the

stars occurred from night to night, or even from year to year. Thus arose among the Ancients the

general impression that the Heavens (apart from Sun, Moon, and planets) were tyjucal of all that

was unchanging and unchangeable. As a consequence of this impression, no great importance was
attached in early times to the exact estimation and record of the amount of each star s light, and,

when any attempts were made in this direction, as by Hipparchus and Ptolemy, it was chiefly for

purposes of ready identification. It is only in comparatively recent times that closer observation

has revealed the fact that, while most of the bright

stars arc sensibly constant in light, certain of them

exhibit decided changes from time to time. Hut,

even up to a hundred years ago, such variability

was still regarded as rather exceptional, and few

examples were known. To-day, however, the

number of stais (mostly telescopic) known to vary

in their light is to be reckoned in thousands, and we
have come to regard variability as a phenomenon

that is anything but exceptional in the Heavens.

It will readily be understood that the discovery

of stellar variability, coupled perhaps with the

occasional appearance of New ” or Temporary "

stars, gave a fresh importance to the exact deter-

mination, not only of the positions, but also of the

brightness of the .stars in general, with a view to the

more ready detection of change. 'J'hus the quan-

titative mea.suremeiit of starlight owes its origin

and development very largely to the existence of

variables,'" and it therefore seems appropriate

that a brief review of the history of stellar photo-

metry," as it is called, should be given at this point.

The first systematic attempt to classify the

stars according to their brightness was made by

Hipparchus in 127 i3.c., and, though his original

work is lost, his results have been handed down to

us by Ptolemy. Hipparchus divided the stars,

quite arbitrarily, into six classes, this number being

considered just about sufficient to give a fair idea

of the brightness of any star for purposes of

identification. (In much the same way we divide

boots and other articles into " sizes.") These

F. W. A. ARGKI.ANDER.
ArRelander’s intff)duction of the decimal division of star

magnitudes in the middle of last century marked the

beginning of accurate i^tellar photometry. He discovered

and observed at Bonn a large number of variable stars {uid

originated a method of comparison Htill in use by those who
study these objects His great catalogue. The ftonntt

Durchmusterunf*, contains the positions and magnitudes of

324,1J)H stars observed by him and his assistant.s down to a

distance of ninety-two degrees from the North Foie

six rough divisions Hipparchus termed " magnitudes,” but it must be clearly understood that no

reference to the. aclml sizes of the stars is implied by this word, which simply denotes the effect

produced on the eye by different degrees of brightness. The brightest stars wen- classed as of the

"
First ” magnitude, and the faintest visible of the " Sixth." Now, Ptolemy noted that the human

©ye could readily detect at least two intermediate grades between any two of the broad divisions of

Hipparchus, so that, for instance, he rccogmses, between the fourth and fifth magnitudes, stars that

may be called “ faint fourth ” or " bright fifth ” without being exactly of either magnitude. Similarly,

referring again to boots, we speak of " small twos ” or " large eights.”

This virtual division to thirds of a magnitude provides for about the smallest differences of brightness
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that the untrained eye is readily able

to detect » and it so far answered the

requirements of the earlier observers

that it was retained without material

alteration right up to the Nineteenth

Century. It was not until about

1850 that the practised observer

Argelander introduced subdivisions

as small as one-tenth of a magnitude.

Meanwhile, in the earlier part of the

century, various other observers

(notably J. Herschel, Steinheil,

Struve, and Johnson) had been re-

vising for themselves the magnitudes

assigned by Ptolemy, without, how-

hrow Variable S/ars.”] [By C. rvmest.

THE HARVARD MERIDIAN PHOTOMETER.
With this inatrumeut the light of the stars is compared direct with that ol
Polaris, which is used as the standard in determining stellar magnitudes.
Two similtir object-glasses ( 1 and 2) are so arranged as to form their images
aide by side at E. The two mirrors (lUj and m^) are so arranged as to point
to the star and Polaris respectively. 1) and N are parts of n polarising
apparatus by rotation of which the two stars can be made equal in brightness.
The amount of rotation required to produce this equality is read on the

circle C, and from this the difference in magnitude is easily deduced.

ever, disturbing the broad outlines of the classification into six degrees of brightness. The general plan

was to adopt as correct ctTtain of Ptolemy's stars of each magnitude, and, taking these as “ standards,"

to adjust the estimates for the remainder to conform with them as closely as possible. Naturally,

From “ Variable Stars.**] [By C. Furness.

THE ZOEI^NER photometer.
By means of this instrument an artificial standard of light is compared with

the stars whose brightness is to be meaguied. The observing telescope is

seen on the left. In it is inserted an unsilvered glass mirror, which reflects

towards the eye the light of the oil lamp on the right. The light passes

through a pin-hole, thus forming an artificial *' star ” in the same field as the

real one. Uy a polarising apparatus the former can be adjusted to equality

with the latter, and the amount of rotation of the polariser gives a measure
of the difference between the two.

personal differences between the

various observers, coupled with the

adoption of different stars as " stan-

dards," resulted in some disagree-

ment between the magnitudes final-

ly arrived at. But the determina-

tions agreed sufficiently well to

yield a very important result,

pointed out by Johnson in 1851.

This was the establishment of the

fact that, adopting Ptolemy's divi-

sion into six magnitudes, each ob-

server found practically the same

difference between any two mag-

nitudes all down the scale. This

difference amounted to an increase

of very nearly two and a half times

in the light of the stars as one passed

up from one magnitude to the next.

Some time before this Sir John

Herschel had estimated that a star

of the first magnitude gave about

100 times as much light as one of

the sixth, and this estimate was

found to agree quite closely with

the average results of observers as

examined by Johnson. In this way
the true physical ratio existing

between Ptolemy's several magni-

tudes was for the first time satis-

factorily revealed, and it appeared

desirable, for the sake of future
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observers, that a fixed value for this ratio should be universally adopted. The value finally decided
upon, on the suggestion of Pogson, was 2*512 to 1, and this has ever since been used as a basis for all

calculations relating to stellar magnitudes. The particular value here mentioned was adopted because
its logarithm, used very frequently in computations, is exactly 0*4, which simplifies matters considerably.

One more step was required in

order to ensure uniformity in the

determination of stellar magni-

tudes
; this was the adoption of one

definite standard, on which all

measures, by whomsoever made,

should ultimately depend. Even-

tually Polaris, on account of its

ready accessibility at all times and

from most places, was adopted by

universal consent, and it was agreed

that its magnitude should be re-

garded as being exactly 2*1. All

that is now required in order to

determine the magnitude of any

star is to find what ratio its light

bears to that of the Pole Star, from

which its difference in terms of

magnitude can readily be found by

applying Pogson 's constant of 2*612,

It is interesting to notice in passing

that the adoption of this ratio gives

a first magnitude star just a hun-

dred times the light of one of the

sixth, which is in exact agreement

with Sir John Herschel's estimate.

It is to be noted that this modern

readjustment and standardisation

of stellar magnitudes is ultimately

based on the main outlines of the

rough classification of Hipparchus,

of which it is in reality the fulfil-

ment. Such differences as arc pro-

duced are comparatively small,

especially in the case of the fainter

naked-eye stars. One curious re-

sult, however, of the readjustment
, , - .. /’>0W *'Vaf%ahU Staf^y]
has been the creation of negative

[By C. FurM«ii.

values for certain abnormally bright

stars. Thus (assuming Polaris

= 2“1) we find that Aldebaran is

of magnitude M ; but Capella is

brighter still, and must therefore be

represented by a number (actually

light of the star whose brightness is to be measured falls through and on to

the lower side of the glass bulb M. This lower surface is coaled on the inside

with potassium (Kalium), which reacts electrically to the light'Stimulns.

The reaction, which is proportional to the intensity of the light, is recorded

by the movement of the thread of a delicate electrometer (X). At the bottom

is an enlarged view of the scale along which the thread / is seen to move.

0"21) that is less than xmity ; while for two stars, Canopus and Sirius, the magnitudes arc so much above the

normal that they have to be set down as minus quantities in the forms — O^'SO and - l^^SS respectively.
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We must now proceed to a brief description of the principal methods whereby star magnitudes

are determined

The early observers, such as Hipparchus and Ptolemy, contented themselves with simple

eye-estimates. These were sufficient where great accuracy was not aimed at, though there

were naturally differences of personal origin between the results of various workers. It was not until

the Nineteenth Centuiy that any serious attempts were made to measure magnitudes accurately by

instrumental means. The methods then introduced were founded on two principles, known
respectively as those of extinction and equalisation.

In the case of the first of those the star whose light is to be measured is brought into

the field of view of a telescope and its light is steadily reduced by artificial means (by con-

tracting the aperture of the telescope or by the gradual insertion of a wedge of tinted glass)

until it just disappears. The same performance is then repeated on some “ standard " star,

whose magnitude is assumed to be correct, and the difference between the brightness of the

two stars is then readily found by comparison between the degrees of " dimming required in

each case.

The second method, that of equalisation, is applicable only where both stars are visible in

the same field of view simultaneously. It consists in reducing the light of the brighter of the two
(either by a wedge or polarising apparatus; until they both appear exactly equal. The amount of

reduction required then gives the difference of brightness, as before. Often an " artificial star,

produced by optical means in the field of the telescope, is used, but the principle is still the same.

Both of these methods

(especially the second) have

been used with consider-

able success by different

workers. The advantage

of the extinction method is

that it does away with the

necessity of having the

comparison star, real or ar-

tificial, in the same field,

each determination being

made independently. But

many observers find it diffi-

cult to determine the exact

point at which a star ceases

to be visible. No two ob-

servers would agree as to

this, and even the same

observer will find varia-

tions in the sensitiveness of

his eye (as well as in the

state of the atmosphere)

from minute to minute.

On the other hand, the

equalisation method de-

mands the inclusion of the

standard star in the same

field, failing which an arti-

ficial star must be resorted

to, and it is found difficult

DETERMINATION OF MAGNITUDES BY PHOTOGRAPHY.
Stars of all dej^ees of brightness are reduced by their R^eat distances to mere points of

light, but their images on a photographic plate are enlarged by “ irradiation into discs.

These vary in size according to the brightness of the star, and a simple measurement
of their diameters gives the data necessary for calculating the relative “ magnitudes,"

or apparent luminosities.
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to keep the latter constant in brightness and to

make it look really like the object with which it is

to be compared. The principal advantage of the

method lies in the simultaneity of the comparison,

which eliminates the effect of changes in the eye,

and (in the case of a real comparison star) in the

atmosphere, both objects being at the same altitude

in the sky. Moreover, observers generally find it

much easier to judge of equality than of disap-

pearance.

Probably the most generally satisfactory visual

photometer so far devised is that designed by

E. C. Pickering, late Director of the Harvard

College Observatory, U.S.A., and known as the

Harvard Meridian Photometer.” This instru-

ment consists of two telescopes, each of about four

inches aperture, fixed side by side horizontally in

an east-to-west direction. In front of each object-

glass is a plane mirror, set at an angle of forty-

five degrees, capable of rotation about the optical

axis of the lens. Tt can thus be set to throw

down the telescope the light of any star that is

on or near the meridian, 'fho two object-glasses

are so tilted that both form their images sufficiently

dose together to be examined by the same eye-

piece. The method of employing the photometer

is to adjust the mirror of one telescope so as

to direct the light of the Pole Star down the

tube. The other mirror is then set to bring the

star to be studied into the same field of view, both

objects being now seen side by side. By a system

of “ polarising ” prisms, placed between eye-piece

and object-glass, the relative brightness of the

two stars can now be so modified as to make

them appear equal. The amount of rotation

of the polariser necessary for this can be read off o

the two stars can then be readily calculated. Thus

Jb
• • • • «

Ji
• • • • -

OV //. Sltavemon

COMPARISON 01‘ MACfNITUDlCS BY A ORATING.
If a frame, crossed by a number of inirallel wires, is placed

in front of the objcct-Khisrt of a photogi'aphic telescope, the

result will be the formation of n numbei of small diffraction

spectra on either side of each star image, as seen below
Those nearest tlie central image are nearly circular and can

be compared with other stars on the plate Since they bt«ir

a known and constant relation to the principal image, an

eactended act of standards of comparison is thus formed

from the few original stars available. This serves to bi idge

the gaps which would otherwise occur, aii<I makes possible

the mutual comparison of stars of very unequal brightness,

ns shown above

n a graduated scale and the relative brightness of

each star is compared direct with the ” standard/'

which saves much time and obviates errors likely to occur by intermediate comparisons. In addition

to Polaris, several other stars near the Pole are often used as standards. These stars have been

measured with special care and form what is known as the ” Harvard North Polar Sequence.”

The observations are quickly made and require but little reduction. The most important correction

required is that necessitated by the difference in altitude between the star and the standard. The

increasing thickness of the atmosphere as one passes from zenith to horizon has a very marked effect

on the brightness of the stars, and due allowance has to be made for this.

Many thousands of the brighter stars have had their magnitudes determined with this instrument

at Harvard. The probable error of the published values is in general only a few hundredths of a

magnitude, which is a great advance on most of the work of the earlier observers. Still, it must be

borne in mind that each estimate depends ultimately upon the visual judgment of the observer in

deciding as to the luminous equality of two points of light. In forming such a judgment there are

many sources of error, of a personal nature, connected with the colour, relative position, etc., of the
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two stars to be compared, and it is found impossible completely to eliminate or allow for these. For

most purposes, however, accuracy to the nearest tenth of a magnitude is quite sufficient, though in

special cases, as we shall see later, a still greater degree of precision is required.

In Chapter I brief reference was made to the

practice of determining star magnitudes by means

of photography. This method has proved of great

value, especially in the case of the fainter stars and
in statistical studies of stellar distribution. A glance

at a photograph of any part of the Heavens will

reveal the obvious fact that the images upon it are

of very different sizes. Bond pointed this out in

1858, in the very early days of stellar photography,

and suggested that accurate determinations of mag-
nitude could be made by simple measurement of

the diameters of the stars* images on the plate.

Since then the method has come into general use

and has given excellent results, though its practical

application is beset by many pitfalls and is not quite

so simple as Bond supposed. In fact experience has

shown that photographic, like visual, photometry,

has its own peculiar advantages and defects. The
chief advantages are the partial elimination of the

personal element by the substitution of an auto-

matic registration of brightness, and the saving of

time effected by the simultaneous recording of very

large numbers of stars. Among the defects we must

reckon anomalies in the character and relative

intensity of the photographic images due to such

factors as type of lens, brand of plate, time of

development, and colour of the stars. Leaving the

last of these for the moment, it may be said that

CANOPU5
worker has to determine carefully for himself

^ the exact effect ot these factors before he can begin

FIRST MAONiruDE (i*o) to make accurate measures of magnitude. He has,

in fact, to construct a special formula, containing

certain ** constants,** and with its aid he can then

derive his results from a simple measurement of the

diameters of the star images. An alternative

method, less commonly used, is to photograph the

stars out-of-focus, so that all form large discs of

similar size. The magnitudes are then estimated

by comparing the density or duskiness of the discs

with a graduated strip of film whose density at any

point is known. It sometimes happens that a plate

contains so few stars, and of such widely different

brightness that direct comparison between them is

difficult. Two methods can then be employed to

bridge the gaps in brightness. One is to give several

exposures of difEerent duration, moving the plate between each. The result is a string of images for

each star, all differing in brightness by a known amount, so that the standards of comparison are made

0 *“
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MAGNITUDES OF VARIOUS CELESTIAL OBJECTS.
The range of magnitudes here represented covers all the
oliliects visible to the naked eye. A few typical examples
are given here and there, and the figures in brackets beside
them denote the ratio which their light bears to that of a
first-magnitude star. Magnitudes below the sixth are only
made visible by means of telescopes. Stars as faint as
magnitude twenty-one have been photographed by large

instruments.
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to cover a much wider range of magnitude,

supplying the lack of real stars of intermediate

brightness. The second method has been very

successfully used at Greenwich, and consists in

placing before the object-glass a “ grill of

parallel wires, arranged like the strings of a harp

or piano. The effect of this grill is to produce by

diffraction a diminishing series of fainter images

(really small spectra) on each side of the prin-

cipal star image. The difference in brightness

between the several images is a constant quan-

tity, readily calculable on optical grounds, and

the range of magnitudes available for comparison

is greatly increased, as in the first method

described.

It should be noted that all photometric

methods, photographic and visual alike, are

relative in their application. That is to say all

results are obtained by reference to some adopted

standard or standards of magnitude. An indi-

vidual observation of a star will not by itself

THIC I^ATE PROFESSOR 1^. C. PICKERING.

Siellat photometry owes more to Fickeriii;; than, perhajw, to

any other individual astronomer. Under his direction, at Har-

vard College Observatory, the magnitudes of many thousands

of the brighter stars have been determined with great

accuracy. Most of this work was done with the “ meridian ”

photometer which he himself devised. He also did much to

organise and extend systematic work on V^ariable Stats.

VALUE OE EXrtNCTtON,

ATMOSPHh:KlC DIMMIN('. OF STAKUKHIT.
This curve shows the effect of altitude on the apparent

magnitudes of stars. The nearer a Innly is to the horizon the

greater is the thickness of the air through whieh we observe it.

It will be seen that when a star is H0“ from the zenith (that is

10® above the horizon) it appears a whole magnitude fainter

than when overhead. At an altitude of 4® the djfft*rence is

twice as great, or two magnitudes. All4)wance has to be made
for this effect when measuring tlw? brightness of stars.

give a reliable value, since so much depends on the

atmospheric and other variable conditions under

whicli the work is done. It is therefore essential

that in each case a “ control " observation, as

nearly simultaneous as possible, should be made

of some standard star. Thus, in photographic

photometry, it is a common practict'. to make one

or more exposures on the field of the North Celestial

Pole (where the .stars have all been iiccuratcly

measured) within a few minutes of the taking of

the field under examination, and allowing all the

images to fall on the same plate. In this way both

the stars to be measured and the standards of

comparison are photographed under nearly iden-

tical conditions and can be directly compared.

The scale and light-ratio adopted in photo-

graphic determinations of magnitude are the same

as those used in visual work, and an even higher

degree of accuracy is attainable. Yet the results

obtained by the two methods are very far from

being the same for all stars. 'I'he principal cause

of divergence is difference of colour, and this is

really the outstanding objection to the photo-

graphic method. If all the stars were white, or at

any rate of the same colour, ther«i would be little

or no difference between visual and photographic
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measures, but the ordinary plate is so

much less sensitive than the eye to yellow

and red light that stars of these colours

form relatively feeble images, and there-

fore have too low a magnitude assigned

to them. Until quite recently this con-

stituted a great difficulty, since it intro-

duced a rigid distinction between two
systems which both aimed at the same
results. There was, moreover, no ques-

tion of adopting the one as correct and
abandoning the other as fallacious. Both

are right " and each is consistent with

itself. The trouble comes when we try

to compare the two, and we then find that

the eye and plate
**
sec so differently as

to make the comparison almost worthless.

Accordingly there have arisen two sepa-

rate scales of magnitude, “ visual ” and
** photographic,” each excellent in itself but practically incomparable with the other. It will be
understood that this is often a source of great inconvenience. It is particularly so when we wish
to compare modem photographic observations with old visual estimates of some vaiiable star, for
we can never be sure how far apparent discrepancies between the two arc due to actual change, and

how far to mere difference of method.
The problem underlying the whole

matter is that of producing a photo-

graphic plate which will have the

same relative sensitiveness to colour

as the human eye possesses. Pro-

longed research, especially in Amer-
ica, has lately provided the solution of

this problem, and it is now possible,

by .staining the plate with certain dyes

and by photographing through a col-

oured screen, to produce what are

essentially visual effects by photo-

graphic means. The magnitudes thus

determined are known as “ photo-

visual,” and the difference between

them and the ordinary photographic

magnitudes, is obviously a measure of

the redness of the stars concerned.

This difference, expressed in magni-

tudes, is termed the star’s ” colour-

index.”

Before leaving the subject of pho-

tometry mention must be made of the

recent introduction of two entirely

new instruments for the determination

of stellar magnitudes. Both depend in
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rhiB variable is of the ** dark eclipsing type, and consists of two stars of

very unequal brightness revolving round their common centre of gravity.

The near coincidence of their orbit planes with our line of vision causes

mutual eclipses of the components. The greater and lesecr ftills in the total

apparent light correspond with the eclipses of the brighter and darker star

respectively. A diagram of such a system is given on page 621.
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ANAI^YSIS OF A COMPOUND CURVE.
The apparent irregultirily of the lower curve (which represents the
Equation of Time) is produced by the simultaneous action of the two
unequal periodicities shown separately above. By harmonic analysis
it is po.s.sible to disentangle such inter-acting fluctuations by a study
of the shape of the complicated curve which results from their combined
effect. The method has been applied with good results to the light-

curves of the long‘period variables.
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their action on the same principle, which may be broadly described as follows. Certain metals have for
niany years been known to alter their electrical conductivity on exposure to light, the effect being
termed photo-electric. Laboratory experiments have made it possible to measure the relative
intensity of light necessary for the production of different electrical changes, and so to find an
empirical law by which the first can be deduced from the second. The application of this principle
to the measurement of starlight seems obvious enough, but there are very considerable technical
difficulties in the way. However, after much patient research, two satisfactory instruments, working
on the photo-electric principle, have been evolved. The first is known as the si‘lenium photometer,
so called because its operation depends on the action of light on this metal, A thin film of the latter,

with a steady electric current passing through it, is placed at the ey(‘-cnd of a large telescope. The
light of the star to be examined is now allowed to fall for a certain numlxT of seconds on the metal.

This alters its resistance to the current and the effect is discerned and measured by the reading of

a delicate galvanometer. This sounds very simj)le, but the most t'laborate precautions are necessary
to ensure success, and this has deterred many from undertaking work with such an instrumimt. It

has, however, yi(‘lded results of

great value and importance in the

hands of Stebbins, who was one of

the first to apply photo-electric

methods to astronomical prob-

lems.

The second successful photo-

el(‘ctric photometer depends on

the action of light on the metal

potassium, a film of which, en-

closed in an exhausted glass bulb

or ''
c(‘ll,” receives the star’s light,

as was the case in the selenium

photometer. This pr^djices err

tain modifications in a continuous

current passing through the cell,

and the amount of disturbance

(proportional to the intensity of

the light) is registen'd on a gal-

vanometer.

The great advantage of both in-

strumentsis their extrernesensitive-

ness. With either it is possil)l(*

to record correctly difference's in

light corresponding to little more than of a magnitude This is well in advance of the aeciirac y
attainable by any other j)holometric method. Th(‘ principal draw])acks arc the great technical difficulties

involved in the handling of the instruments and tlieir present limitati(m to th(‘ brighter stars alone.

We must now turn from our brief review of photometry in general to that special hranch of it which

is concerned with stellar variability. As we have alniady s(*en, this plK^nornenon was scarcfriy, if at all,

recognised in the early days of Astronomy, and no definite allusion to it lias come down to us in ancient

records-! We have, however, good reason to believe that one star at I(‘ast was known to be variable

in its light as long ago as the early middle ages, if not earliiT still. Tiiis star ajipears in our modem
atlases under the designation of Persei, and is not remarkable on account of its brightness, colour or

position, being a very ordinary-looking white star of the s(?cond magnitude, and less conspicuous than

several of its near neighbours. And yet the Arabian astronomers of the middle ages gave it the very

38

I rom “ Vuruiblr s/arN.” {liy ( , /’urtus!)

IJ(iiIT-CUKVJC OK JU'TA I.YKAI-:

Uetu Oyi.t* ie of Uk* class of “ hn’Klit " cs lipsinj; variables. The
in lijjht a*v rlue to the mutual eclipsch of two stars of comparable luminosity,
which accounts for the jjreal relative tlepth of the secondary niiniinum,” seen at

the cenirc above The shape of the curve enables us to say that the two stars

are very clov- to^'cthcr, and that each is elon^'ated by the effects of tidal action

In lM>th tyi)es of eelipshiK variables the curves r<-peat thwiiselves with “clfK-kwoik”
rf^ml.'irity
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peculiar name of Al-Gol, or the
'' Demon/' Such a designation is

in type quite out of keeping with

those which were allotted to the

other stars, and it therefore seems

highly probable that it was cliosen

to indicate some mysterious and
" uncanny " characteristic which

distinguished this body from all

other members of the stellar liost.

It was not until 1669 that Montan-

ari redirected the attention of as-

tronomers to what was then rti-

garded as an entirely new dis-

covery. This observer noted that,

while the star generally appeared

as bright as the second magnitude,

there were occasions on which it

was fully a magnitude fainter. This

announcement does not seem to

have caused much excitement,

J'rom “ i'anaifle Mars.”} [hy C. FarneiS.

TvICfHT-CURVE of delta cephei.
'l1iis curve is typical of those of all “ Cepheid " variables. It shows a rapid

rise followed by a slower fall of light, and these changes are repeated indefinitely

with perfect regularity. Stars of this type are yellow in colour, but the

eclipsing variables are nearly all pure white. The exact cause of Cei)heid

variability is still in doubt.

though it was confirmed by Maraldi in 1694, and it was not until 1782 that the Englishman Goodricke,

then eighteen years of agt.*, made the first careful study of. the star’s variability.

The independent discovery of the changes of Algol by Montanari was not quite the first of its kind

in comparatively modern times, for the beginning of the recorded history of stellar variability really

dates from the year 1596, when Fabricius, a Dutch astronomer, noted the sudden appearance of a third

magnitude star in Ci^tus, where previously no such object had been recorded. The star faded in a few

VELOCITY AND LIGHT CHANGES OF A CEPHEID.
The lower curves represent the changes of light fis

observed at two different stations. The upper curve

shows the corresponding velocity of the star or its

atmosphere as rcvealc 1 by the spectroscope. The lowest

point on this curve indicates the maximum speed of

approach, which is seen to coincide very closely in time

with the star's greatest brightness, as shown in the lower

curve. The reverse holds good for the period of least

brightness. This correspondence shows that the varia-

bility of the Cepheids is intimately connected with

motion of some sort.

weeks and was for some time reckoned among the
‘‘ new " or “ temporary ” stars. In 1638, however,

Holwarda again observed the star, and this time the

important fact was noted that, after disappearing

as bt'fon*, it again became visible eleven months

later. Moreover, it was evident that it must have

been visible (for a time at least) thirty-five years

before, when Bayer catalogued it under the name
o (omicron) Ceti. The manner of its variability is

different from that of Algol, for, while the latter is

normally at its brightest and only fades at intervals

for a few hours, o Ceti is generally invisible to the

naked eye except for short periods many months

apart. Also in its orange-red colour it contrasts with

the pure white of Algol. Two more variables were

discovered by Goodricke; namely, (3 L5n:ae and

8 Cephei. The behaviour of the former (which is

white in colour) appeared at first very similar to

that of Algol, but closer observation showed that

the amount of its periodic fading was not constant,

being alternately large and small. 8 Cephei is yellow

in colour and in its variability differs from the three

stars already mentioned in being in a state of
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constant change^ never remaining of the same brightness for any length of time. The changes are of
quite a regular up-and-down " nature, and occur always at the same intervals of time. These four
important variables will be referred to again in detail later on. Tlicy were among the very few (only
eleven) whose changes had been definitely established and studied up to the end of the Eighteenth
Century. Since that time a few more bright stars have been shown to be variable, but the great bulk
of discoveries of this nature has been among the fainter and teh'scopic stars.

Variables are brought to light in a number of different ways. In some cast's they have been deliber-
ately sought for by repeated observation of the same portions of the sky, but more often, in the early
days at least, they were discovered accidentally in the course of the preparation of star catalogues and
charts, and in the subsequent com-

parison of these with the heavens

for various purposes. In the latter

case the finding of bright stars not

catalogued, or the failure to find

some that are, has often led to

further investigation and the even-

tual detection of variability. In

more recent times i)liotography

has done great service in revealing

the presence of new variables
; in

fact most discoveries of this kind

are to-day made by photographic

means. At Harvard College Ob-

servatory in particular the con-

stant repetition and comparison

of small-scale phologr<ij)hs of the

sky have brought to our knowledge

many hundreds of variables, and

the number is being added to

year by year. Many thousands

are now known, but of these only

a few hundred have been ade-

quately studied.

Something must now be said

with regard to the methods em-

ployed in the observation of var-

iables and the deductions that arc

possible from the data obtained.

The first requirement is a series of

observations of brightness, made
on different occasions, which shall

give as nearly as possible a continu-

ous record of the changes occurring in the star's a}>parent magnitude. Naturally, if the variation is rapid

the observations will require to be relatively more frequent. The methods of measuring the magnitude

of a variable are essentially the same as those used in the case of stars of fixed brightness, but in choosing

the one most suitable much depends on the type of variable concerned. Those whose change of brightness

is small and rapid require very accurate observation, and for these photographic means or delicate

photometers, such as those already described, are necessary for the best results. On the other hand a

large number of variables change but slowly and through so wide a range of magnitudes (from one to

six or more) that somewhat less accurate and frequent observations are required. In such cases, which

Frvm ‘ [fiy (>. FummFanahle Stars.''}

A THEORY OF CEPHEID VAKIABIEITY.
It hiis been suuKcsled that the variat)ility observed iti the Cepheids miKbi be

explained by supiKwin^ the revolution of a star with a dense atnio»f>here round

some dark contn>llini( nniss widely surroundetl by u resi.stinK mefJium The
latter wouhl tend to brush back the star’s obscuring atmosphere on the
** forward ” side, thus producing an inertsase of light at the time when the

motion is directed towards us This would cover tlie observerl eorresftondenee

between velocity and light change
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From **VariabU Stars/' j [By c. i^utnsss.

UGHT-CUKVK of a •• CI.USTKK ” CEPHUID.
Cepheid variables have been found in relatively great numbers in some of the

globular dusters. Their periods are much shorter than those of the isolated

stars of which S Ccphci is the t3rpe, being only a few hours in length. They have

been rdegated to a cla,ss of their own {i.e.t the “Ouster** Cepheids) by the

arbitrary adoption of an upper limit of twenty-four hours for their periods.

Those of longer period arc reckoned among the “ ordinary *’ Cepheids,

include all the “ long-period
"

variables, the magnitude is de-

termined by simple eye-estimates.

Such estimates are not, however,

“absolute,' but are made by

careful comparison with the

neighbouring stars, whose light

is assumed to be constant. Tlie

first thing to do, then, is to deter-

mine once and for all the mag-

nitudes of these “ comparison

stars," and this may be done (in

the various ways already de-

scribed) either by the observer

himself or by some public obser-

v^atory that is concerned with

such work. The brightnesses of

the comparison stars for most of

the better known variables have

been measured at Harvard,

Koine, and elsewhere, and are

available for use by any worker

requiring them. Armed, then.

with a chart of the field and a list of the magnitudes of the comparison stars, the observer

is now ready to commence work. Two methods are, in general, open to him. The first, devised by

Argelander, is known as the “ step method, and consists in judging directly the difference in brightness

between the variable and various stars as nearly as po.ssible equal to it in brightness, using as unit the

smallest detectable difference. This unit (or “ step “) will vary slightly in value for (lach observer, who

must find by experiment the value of his “ steps in terms of the accepted scale of magnitudes. In

practice, experienced observers arc so accustomed to the decimal division of magnitudes that they

often make their estimate direct in tenths. In other words, they arc able with some certainty to fix

the value of their “ st(q)s ” as 0^*1, and this simplifitjs matters considernbly. Otherwise each “ step

estimate has to be translated subsequently into its true value in terms of magnitude. This “direct “ or

“ step ” method is very efficient where the difference to be estimated is not great (say over 0^’5), but

it often happens that none of the comparison stars is near in brightness to the variable, and in this case

it is preferable to use the “ fractional “ method, developed by E. C. Pickering at Harvard. This consists

in mentally dividing the interval of brightness between two comparison stars (one brighter and the

other fainter than the variable) into ten or a smaller number of parts, and then estimating at what

jX)int in this scale the variable should be placed. Thus, it may be estimated to be just half-way between

the two, or two-thirds of the way from the fainter to the brighter, or three-fifths from brighter to fainter,

etc., as the case may be. The real difference between the two comparison stars is now referred to on

the list of magnitudes and the value of these arbitrary subdivisions easily deduced.

Having secured a series of observations, the next thing to do is to construct a “ light-curve." This

is done in exactly the same way as a patient's temperature is recorded on a clinical chart, the magnitudes

(like the temperatures) being plotted vertically and the time horizontally. It is on curves thus drawn,

coupled with contemf>orary spectroscopic observations, that all our knowledge of variable stars depends.

And the amount of information that can be derived from such apparently meagre data is not a little

astonishing. In a light-curve wc have the means of studying three things
: (1) The amount, (2) the

period, and (3) the character of the star’s variability. The first two are generally obvious enough in a

good set of observations, for we are dealing with a series of “ waves “ whose height at once gives the
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range of variation, and the length from crest to crest its duration or period. Often, however, both
are themselves variable, so that a simple and final statement of the value of either is not immediately
possible. But most important of all three features is the charactiT " of tho variation. This is deduced
from the shape of the waves and of their component parts. Obviously all informarion derivable from a
light-curve must necessarily be confined to the relations existing between change in light and tiiiK'

elapsed, but even within these limitations we are able to glean much detailed information, for we can
see by a glance at the curve whether the changes arc regular or irregular, slow or rapid, siinj^Ie or com-
plex, temporary or permanent. All these factors are of value in enabling us to form theories as to the
true underlying cause of the variation, which is, of course, our principal object in observing these bodies.

We have seen in our preliminary description of a few of the earliest known variables that there are
marked differences in the type of variation exhibited by different stars. This leads to the. necessity of
attempting some kind of classification of the variables known to us, and, in fact, many sucli attempts
have been made in the past. 1 he problem is by no moans a simple one. Undoubtedly the most rational
classification would be one that was based on the causes of variation, but, since w art* in most cases
still quite ignorant of these, such a classification is at present imjwssible, though we look forward to
its realisation in the future. We have therefore to fall back ujxin the purely apparent characteristics
of the star, as exliibited in its hght-curvo and in the nature of its radiation as revealed by
eye and spectroscope. No really satisfactory classification has yet been made, and admittedly each
one is to some extent arbitrary.

The one here adopted is sub-

ject to tliis defect. It has proved

convenient in use, and i.s prob-

ably in many respects a logi<'al

one, but much of it is still pro-

visional and it must not be taken

as indicating that we have finally

put each of these mysterious

bodies into its proper place.

Broadly speaking, variable

stars can be divided into two

main groups, according as their

changes of light are regular or

irregular. But at best tht* dis-

tinction is far from being a rigid

one, for while at one end of the

scale we have variations of abso-

lute regularity and at the oth(‘r

end changes which seem quite

evidently devoid of all true

periodicity, there is a large

number of intermediate grades

which are neither altogether reg-

ular nor altogether irregular.

Thus in many that are in the

main regular there is something

that just disturbs their complete

l.oKtirithm of the ptTiod

-f I 8 -fl 4 -f-I 0 -fo f) -fo 2 -0 2 —0 6

[Mount W%l\on Oh^trvatofy,

PJCRIODS AND REAl^ EUMINOvSITlKS OI* “CI,USTKR‘* Cl^iPIIElOS.

Many of the Cepheids arc .sulliciently near lo us to have their distances measured
with considerable accuracy. From this we can, knowing their apparent brishtness.

regularity, while in others which

appear at first sight to obey no

easily calculate tlieir true or “ ab‘i<»lutr
”
luminosities. These latter are found to

l)ear a definite relation to the length of the peri'Xi, ns tfiown by the curve at)ove.

Having established this, we can reverse the piocess, and deduce from the observed

law there are certain features

that indicate at least a slight

I^eriod the absolute luminosities (and therefrom the distances) of any star of this

Upon this depends our lcnf>w)edge of the great distances of the globular

dusters.
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element of regularity. For these reasons the main brackets in the table below have been purposely

made to overlap.

CLASSIFICATION OF VARIABLE STARS.

Character of

Variation,

Regular

Period,

I Short Period

Long Period

f(a) “Dark'' Eclipsing...

I
(d) “ Bright “ Eclipsing

I

(c) Cepheids

(
(d) “ Cluster “ variables

'(i<

at long and short inter-

vals).

Typical Star,

Algol

|3 L3Tae.

S Cephei.

Hundreds known in

globular clusters.

0 Ceti.

SS Cygni.

R Coronae.

yj Argils.

r(a) Faint with occasional rises

I
(^) Bright with occaaionai falls

Irregular . . [ No definite period (changes
J

(c) Long continued irregular

changes.

I

(d) Single gigantic outburst fol- Nova Persei.

lowed by fading.

It now remains to give a brief description of the characteristics of each of the above types, with

the various theories that have been accepted or suggested to account for the phenomena observed.

The first two classes on the list of Short Period Variables may conveniently be treated together, for

reasons which will presently appear. It so happens that they are the only two types of whose explanation

we are reasonably certain. We will first of all consider the Algol variables. A glance at the light-curve

UCHT-CU0VE OF r77sej S S CYGNi.

Tliit type tit toegvlar Is only roughly periodic itt its changes. *
It is normally taint, but rises abrupUy at irregular

ifitcrvils md to an tinevial ext ait. Two UndB of maxima, of long and short duration respectively, tend to occur alternately

;

but this is not a constant fiflci as will be seen by inspection of the curve above.
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of the typical star (p. 592)

will show that it indicates

a generally steady condition

of brightness broken by short

abrupt falls at perfectly regu-

lar intervals. A plausible ex-

planation of so simple a curve

is not hard to find
; in fact,

Goodricke himself, as long ago

as 1783, was not afraid to

hazard the obvious suggestion

that we are here witnessing

the periodic eclipse of a bright

body by a dark one. But, in

the condition of astronomical

knowledge at that date, this

could only be regarded as a

likely guess, and it has re-

mained for modern researches

to prove its correctness. The

light-curve shows that the

loss of light during each

fall amounts to two-thirds of

the whole. Evidently, then,

the dark companion must be

at least comparable in size

to the bright star. Now, this

being so, the Law of Gravitation demands that we should rid our minds of thv conception of a

“ stationary bright star with a dark star revolving round it,” for both, if comparabh* in size, must

also be comparable in their rate of motion round their common evnirv of gravity. H(‘nce we

should expect to be able to detect the orbital motion of Algol by a sjxctroscopic examination of

his light, according to Doppler’s principle ;
and this is exactly wliat W(; find, the light-curve and radial

velocity confirming one another with perfect accuracy. But we anj still hjft somewhat in tlie dark with

regard to the star's mysterious companion, I'rom Goodricke’s tiinei up to 1910 it was always confidently

referred to as a dark ” body, because when according to theory its turn came to be eclipsed l)y its

bright neighbour no diminution of the total light could be d<‘tected, and it was therefore concluded that

there was no light to be diminished. However, the sensitiveness of the .selenium cell cnal>lcd Sttibbins

to detect a minute fading, amounting to scarajly more than of a magnitude, at the point where the

” dark ” star must suffer eclipse. This little fall is sj)oken of as the s(;condary minimum, to distin-

guish it from the principal decline, or ” primary minimum.”

A large number of variables of the Algol type is now known, and a parallel study of their sixictra

and light-curves reveals many interesting details which cannot Ixj entered into here. It will suffice to

state that we are able to form very close estiniates of the diameters, surface-brightness, masses and

densities of the two bodies involved in each case, and can determine the elements of tlieir orbits and

their incHnation to our Une of sight. All these features are subject to certain differences as between

one variable and another, but there is a general similarity between all those that have so far been

observed. Thus, all are white stars, with spectra ranging from B to F, the majority being of type A.

The periods are all less than thirty days, with the majority between one and five days, and the total

range of brightness is between one and two magmtudes. All may be considered as a speciai class of

double stars, with components of unequal brightness. The “ dark ” component is, in general, somesvhat

UtiHT-CUKVK OK ICTA AR(iOS.

Thin star, which is not visible in northern latitudes, is one uf the most rcnuirkable vari-

ables in the sky. Its chunKcs have been alloRethcr capricious and appear to be in no

sense i)eriodlc. In 1 B43 it was for a time almost the briKhtt*8t sUir in the heavens, but it

is now invisible to the naked eye, and has loiijj remained between the seventh and

eighth tnagiiitudes with little variation. Its spectrum consists of bright lines, and

the star itself is situated in the midst of a great nelmla.
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the larger and less dense of the two, but it

is perhaps desirable to emphasise by repe-

tition the fact that the “ darkness is

relative only, many of these bodies having

absolute luminosities greater than that

of our Sun.

Turning to the variables of which p Lyrae

is the type it might seem, from a casual in-

spection of the light-curve on p. 693, that we
were here dealing with bodies very different

from Algol in their behaviour. A closer

study, however, will show that the difference

is not after all very great. We have, as in

the Algol stars, two minima, but in this case

the second one is relatively much more pro-

nounced, and in certain cases is of prac-

tically the same depth as the first. But for

this greater equality of the minima there is

no other outstanding difference between the

two types, except that in the p Lyrae stars

the variation is continuous, as is shown by
the absence of horizontal sections in the

light-curve. The first of these differences is

readily explained by the supposition of the

mutual eclipses of two bright bodies whose

relative brilliance is to be deduced from a

comparison of the depth of the minima.

This supposition has been abundantly con-

firmed by the .spectroscope, which reveals to

us the presence of two bright stars in orbital

motion round their common centre of

gravity. So fai, then, we may take these

variables as differing from the Algol stars

only in the relative brightness of the com-
ponents. But a further distinction is

brought out by the continuity of change

already alluded to. This could only be

reasonably explained, in the case of spher-

ical bodies, by their being in contact with

one another, so that one eclipse would follow

straight on the other
;
but a careful study

of the curve shows that this is not so, and

the difficulty has been got over by assuming

each body to be elongated by tidal action in

the direction of its neighbour. In such a

case the two would always turn the same

face to one another, like waltzing partners,

and the area of each presented to our view

would be constantly changing in amount,

thus producing the continuous variation
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observed. The known fact that star loo uo noo $oo ssp w w no tso

the bodies are very close to one
^ [

I I _ I L I ill
another serves to strengthen, and

g
f ^

even make certain this conclu- 8 J x
sion as to their distortion by tidal ———

»

action. Most of the p Lyrae stars
g

• —
arc white, like the Algols, and

|
are of spectral types B or A, J

'rheir periods arc also of the
g ^

—
-

same order, though on the aver- S 0 ^
age somewhat shorter, and their

| j
,^—^4 --

range of variation is generally 10 T^v ^
-

slightly smaller.
^ J

-

In a previous chapter refer- § w Ar; —A— —/
ence was made to the existence

J
y

of spectroscopic binaries in which u
either one or both of the coni- joumai «r \h \ a

ponents were distinguishable. It i.oNo-n^kioi) variaiujvS ok “('.Rotrp i” (phij^mks)
Mr. Phillips’ cluiisiftcatiou of lonj'-iH*rio(l variahU^s according to thr results of

IS now generally held t lat Alg 1 harmonic analysis reveals the rxisteia e of two "^'roups.” In the first eoine the

and p Lyrae are merely special stars which rise and fall in nearly ^|ual tiinefe, with A ti'iuletiiv to iiause durinj;

cases of these two types of binary,
''' '*«*“•

distinguished from them only by th<‘ fact that the j)lanes of their orbits happen to lie in our line

of sight.

The two remaining cla.sscs of short-period variables, “ Tepheid ” and " Clustt^r,” ar(\ like tlie first

pair^ best treated together
;
in fact, they may in many ways be considt^n^d as essentially identical in

type. They differ, however, from the eclipsing variables in several imjxirtant resjwcts. In the first

place their light-curves boar no resemblance to those of Algol or p Lyracj, as will be seen i)y an inspt^tion

of tho curve of S Ct‘i)lu‘i (p. 594), the

n0NG*PI‘:kl01) VARIAllIJvS Ol' (PHini.irs

)

MO 100 1£0 ioo SSO 800 SSO 000 080 too tso

Journal of I

LONG-PERIOD VARIABLES OK “GROUP II.” (PHILLIPS.,)

The stars belongiag to this group arc characterised by a relatively rapid rise in

light, followed by a inucli more gradual fall. This is sliown by the steepness of

the “ waves ” on their left, or rising, sides. The famous variable, Mira Cell, is a

member of this group.

Star that gives the class its name.

Ilcnj we have a continuous varia-

tion, characterised by a rapid ris(‘

followed by a gradual fall, and

only one definite minimum. The

periods of tint brighter Cci)hcids

vary from one about thirty

days, but most are about a week

in length. Tlie range of variation

does not, in gemcral, exceed one

magnitude. In colour these stars

arc yellowish, being mostly of

type G, like our Sun, and this fact

serves to distinguish them still

further from the variables so far

described. A study of the light-

curves alone is hardly a sufficient

basis for tlieorising as to the cause

of Cepheid variation, and we must

here again appeal to the (‘vidence

furnished by the spectrosco])e.

Tliis instrument can do no more
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POSITION OF NOVA PBRSEl.
The bright new star of 1901, which for a time
was the most brilliant star in i

was situated in the constellation Perseus, n^
far from the famous variable star Algol. The
nova is now only visible in a powerful telescope.

than tell us that, just when a Cepheid is at its brightest,

something (either ihn star itself or its atmosphere) is

approaching us, to recede again as the variable reaches its

minimum. Now there is still much division of opinion

among astronomers as to the interpretation of this, and

we are still without a really satisfactory theory to account

for the phenomena observed. Many suggestions have been

put forward but we will here mention only two. The one is

that we arc observing a bright star revolving in a very

eccentric orbit round a dark controlling body, while a

resisting medium brushes away the star's atmosphere on

the forward side, giving rise to its increase of light when

approaching us. Such a theory has seemed to many a little

far-fetched
; and there are several objections, one of which

is the invariable absence of " eclipse " effects such as would

be caused by the presence of a second body in certain in-

clinations of the orbits. To get over these difficulties we

have the alternative suggestion of Shapley that we are here concerned with periodic pulsations in

the atmosphere of a single star. Until recently this explanation seemed almost as improbable as

the other, but the interferometer measures suggesting a similar pulsation of the great star Betelgeuse

make it appear less fantastic than it seemed at first. At present, then, we can say no more with

certainty than that the variations of the Cepheids are, like those of the eclipsing variables, closely

associated with motion, but how far such motion is a cause or effect of the variability we arc not

in a px>sition to tell.

The '' Cluster " variables are essentially Cepheids of short period and low apparent magnitude,

They derive their name from the circumstance that they are found in large numbers in some of the

globular clusters. Actually there is no sharp dividing line between them and the Cepheids proper, but

Shapley has suggested an arbitrary distinc-

tion according to period, classing among th(?

Cluster variables all Cepheids whose periods

are less than one day. The great importance

of the Cluster C('i>heids has already been

pointed out in Chapters XI and XIV, where

we haveseen howthe relation existing between

their periods and absolute magnitudes has

enabled us to estimate the otherwise im-

measurable distances of the globular clusters.

The next class of objects on our list is an

important one, for it embraces the great

majority of all the variable stars known to us.

The “ Long-Period ” variables, as they are

generally called, differ in almost every par-

ticular from the bodies just described. An
outstanding, though not perhaps the most

important, distinction is that which gives

tlxem their name for, while the stars so far

.
described go through their changes in the

This was one of the most brilliant of the temporary stars, or
«• x j Z it.

Novae, ever observed. I^ike others of its kind, it burst out with Course of a few days, Or even hours, the
great suddenness in the course of the Milky Way. At its brightest periods of the variables we are now COn-
it outshone Venus and was visible in full sunshine. It soon began C, . * j on.
to fade, but could be seen with the naked eye for seventeen months. Slderillg range from 60 tO over 600 days. The

C A S S I C) P L_ I A
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amount of variability is also considerably greater in nearly every case. The total range of magnitude
varies in different stars from just over one to more than nine magnitudes. There is a rough relation

between period and range, the latter tending to increase with the former. The majority have periods of

between 200 and 400 days, and a total range of about five magnitudes between maximum and minimum.
Nearly all the long-period variables are, unlike those of short -period, reddish stars of spectral type M, and
it appears likely that most of them are giants. There vseems to be somi* vague relation betweim redness

and length of period, the one increasing with the other. These, then, are the more simple charac-

teristics of the variables of long-period. But when we come to examine the manner of their variation.

as shown by their light curves, it becomes less

easy to generalise. An inspection of a few

such curves will show where the difficulty lies.

We can say of the curves of Algol, (3 Lyrae,

and 8 Cephei that they arc typical of all the

stars in their respective classes, and we can

classify any one of these by the characteristic

shape of the curve alone. But in the case of

the long-period variables there are great

differences in the shapes of the individual

curves, .so that we cannot point to any one as

characteristic of the class as a wholt‘. And
yet it seems certain, from other considera-

tions, that we arc dealing with stars that must

be considered as of essentially ont‘ type. If

this is so, the differences observed in th(‘ shapt*s

of the curves point mendy to the i‘xist('nce of

factors which tend to modify the curves

within certain limits, and produce at least an

apparent subdivision of the class. So far, llu-

most successful attempt to subdivide the long-

period variable's on the evidence of their hght-

curves was that made by T. E. R. Phillips in

1916. His method was primarily a mathe-

matical one, and it is impossible to give it Iv're

in detail, but the simple principles on whi^ h

it is based are quite easily understood. A
repeating curve (such as those of the long-

period variables approximately are) may be

assumt'd to be the summation of a number of

subordinate “ waves " or harmonics, the
TYCHO OBSEKVfvS HIS STAR.

The star of 1572 was first seen on Novtinber Jl, and wfis

shape of the light-curve as a whole depending

on the amplitudes and phases of these sepa-

rate “ waves." Now it is possible by a

mathematical process known as " harmonic

probably “discovered “ by many ptTSfms simultaneously. It is,

however, always associatefl with the name of Tycho, who made
a special study of it and wrote a detaileti description which has

come down to us. Two faint telescopic stars still exist nwir the

place which he dc-duced for the Nova, but It is not certain that

either is identical with it.

analysis " to disentangle these factors which

in combination produce the characteristic light-curve of a star, and the data thus derived are available

as a means of classification. Moreover, if two or more causes of independent variability of periods are

operating, they will modify the curve in what may appear at first sight a very irregular way. It

is possible to disentangle such factors too, and to find the period and amplitude of each. Now, the

light-curves of the long-period variables, though approximately regular, exhibit definite departures

from perfect similarity in their individual "waves.” Tliese apparent anomalies .show themselves
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This chart shows the positions of forty-two of the brighter Novae observed since 1672, The central horizontal line represents

the plane of the Milky Way, and it will l>e noted that the great majority of the Novae have been situated witliin or very near

this great structure, which is, in some places, about twenty degrees in breadth. It has been observed that New stars tend to

appear at the edges of the dark spaces rather than in the midst of the bright parts of the Galaxy.

by slight differences of period and ampUtude, and by modifications in the shapes of the different

undulations. Such a condition of things lends itself to study by analytical methods, and work on these

lines by various investigators has led, in the case of individual stars, to the construction of formulae

that will cover the combined effect of some of these; inter-acting periodicities. Mr. Phillips treated the

subject in a statistical way, analysing the mean light-curves of a large numb(;r of long-period variables

harmonically. As a result of his research he was able to state that the variables so treated fell

into two distinct groups, distinguished by certain mathematical relationships between the factors

responsible for the shapes of the curves. It so happens that these differing relationships produce a

visible effect in the resulting light-curve, so that the distinction can be readily grasped by the non-

mathematical reader. Briefly, it may be said that in the variables of Group 1 the rise and fall of light

occupy nearly equal periods, while there is a tendency towards the occurrence of a pause in the rising

portion of the cur\^. In Group 11, on the other hand, the stars rise in light more quickly than they

fade, so that the waves are much steeper on their ascending sides. The difference between the two

groups will be obvious from an inspection of the diagrams on p. 601.

Nothing has yet been said as to the probable cause of variability in these stars. As a matter of

fact no really satisfactory theory has ever been put forward. The spectroscope shows us that the

variation of light, whatever its cause, is certainly not due to motion of the star as a whole, as was

the case with Algol and p Lyrae. This seems to dispose of an old theory that the rise of light was

due to periodic passage through a swarm of meteors. On the other hand, the same instrument gives

definite evidence of an eruption of hydrogen at a high temperature about the time of maximum

brightness, and this fact, taken with others, has led to the general opinion that we must look to causes

operating in the star itself for an explanation of the observed variability. At present it looks as

though some sort of pulsation or intermittent explosion due to accumulating excess of pressure were

responsible, but we are far from having reached certainty on this point, and much further study of

these bodies is required. An outstanding difficulty is the great magnitude of the changes as com-

pared with the shortness of their duration. What seems almost inconceivable is that a star should
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increase its real brightness several hundred times in a few weeks and yet be able to return to its nor-
mal condition in well under a year, as if nothing had hapjiencd. One would have expected such a
mighty change to be almost catastrophic in its results, and that rapid recovery would he inipossihle.
Yet, apparently, this is what happens.

We must now pass on to the so-called “ Irregular ” variables
; by which we mean stars wlmse

changes either appear altogether capricious, or take place at such nneiiual intervals that we are so
far baffled in our attempts to find any governing principles underlying them. Taking (he seeond
class first, wc find two distinct types of variable of what may In' termeil a semi-periodie cliaraeter,
They are, in fact, often classed with the long-jieriod variiihles, though f.ir less regular in their be-
haviour. Stars of the first type an' normally faint, but undergo short-lived inere.is< s of hght at

irregular intervals. Sometimes, asinSSCygni (the typical star of this kind), two varieties of maxnn.i,
long and short, are observed, and these have a tt'ndency to recur alti-rnately, as will be seen from the
curve on p. 598. Usually the rise is more rapid than the fall, but this is imt always so. The si-cond

type of star is normally bright, but fades at irregular intervals, and often oscillates m its hght before
rising again, R Coronae is typical of this class. The invariable downward teiidencv of the changes
is suggestive of temporary obscuration by occulting matter, but it cannot be s.iid that any satis-

factory explanation has been given to account for the variability either of this or the first type. Very
few stars of the kind have so far been studied, but it seems that m range of ap|)arenl magnitude they
closely resemble the long-period variables, though they are less uniformly red, two at least being

F tyiH! stars.

There remain certain stars which e.xhibit changes of an entirely capricious character. Such changes

may be great or small, rapid or slow, but they do not appear to lie of a truly periodic nature, Hetel-

geuse and a Herculis are examples of stars that occasionally jia.ss through rajiid cliaiiges amounting
to less than one magnitude, while the be.st known instance of a slow and considerable variation is

afforde.d by 7
;
Argils. This .star, which is not visible in northern latitudes, was observed by Halley

From “ VanabU btan** \liy C.

IyIGHT-CUR\T2: OF NOVA PERSiiJ, IftOl.

This curve shows the very almipt initial rise of li^ht, amounting to over twelve magnitudes in a few daysl Then coinrs the

fall, rapid at first but more gradual later. The remarkable series of undulations during a part of the fall is dearly sliown, but

the latter part of the curve is much more smooth. The vertical lines represent intervals of ten days.
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in 1677 as of

the fourth mag-

nitude. Be-

tween this date

and 1800 it os-

cillated be-

tween this
brightness and

the second mag-

nitude. In 1810

it began to rise

rapidly, and
reached zero

magnitude i n

1843, being

therefore at

that time two-

and-a- half
times as bright

as an ordinary

first magnitude

star. There-
after it steadily* faded until 1870, when it had reached the seventh magnitude. At this brightness

it has remained ever since with very little change. Its spectrum is peculiar, and appears to consist

entirely of bright lines. The fact that this object is deeply involved in an extensive nebula is sug-

gestive, and it seems more than probable that the changes in its light are in some way connected

with this. We shall later have occasion to refer again to this likely connection.

The variable stars with which we have so far dealt have at least one feature in common, apart

from their variability, and this is the fact that they are, like the more normal stars, permanently

visible in the sky. Or rather, we can say that in nearly every case the average brightness of each

has not altered appreciably since careful observations were first made of it. But in the face of so

much that is changeable, it is natural to enquire whether there may not be examples of stars which

have permanently disappeared, or of others that have come into being since the time when the Heavens

were first accurately observed. In other words, have we ever witnessed the death of any old star

or the birth of any new one ?

To the first part of this question it is difficult to give any decided answer. It is true that quite

a large number of stars, mostly faint, recorded on charts and in catalogues in the past, are no longer to

be found in the sky, and many have confidently asserted, on this negative evidence, that the death

of stars is a demonstrated fact. On the other hand, every astronomer knows how very <‘asy it is to

make mistakes of recording and reduction, especially where a large number of objects is concerned,

and, in fact, it is definitely known that in many cases such mistakes have led to the erroneous re-

cording of stars which never existed. Then, again, Uranus, Neptune, and various Minor Planets have

frequently been observed as stars in the day^ before their true nature was suspected, and they are

naturally now missing from the places in which they were seen at the time. It is, of course, impossible

to be sure that all the so-called missing '' stars are to be thus accounted for, but, in default of better

evidence, it would be unsafe to assert that any real disappearance has been definitely proved. How-
ever, now that the whole sky has been photographed so as to record all the stars down to quite a low

magnitude, astronomers in the future will be in a far better position to decide such questions than

those who had only the older maps and catalogues to go upon.

The general fading of this Nova has long ago ceased, but its light is by no means constant. As will

be seen from the above curves, which show its variations in 1921, 1022, and 1923, it has a range of

alK)ut two magnitudes and is seldom the same for more than two or three days together. The
variability appears at first sight to he entirely irregular in diaracter, but it is possible that further

study may show that at least part of it is strictly iwiodic.
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But what of the second part of our question ? Have we any record of the birth of a star ? To
this we can give a much more definite, if somewhat qualified, answer. We may say at once that

there is no known example of a stellar body which has risen from invisibility to become visible to the

naked eye, and so remained. So far as we know with any certainty, all the stars which we can discern

now without a telescope have been so visible for at least two thousand years, and probably for much
longer. On the other hand, there are numerous authentic records of the sudden appearance of bright

star-like objects, which have remained visible to the naked eye for periods ranging from a few weeks

to over a year, only to fade once more into complete obscurity. Such objects are referred to as " New ''

or “ Temporary " stars, and in recent limes have been more commonly described as Novae. Several

are recorded as having appeared in the days before the telescope was invented, and of th(‘st‘ we naturally

know less than we do of those which have appeared since then. The one of which we have thti fullest

account was also one of the most remarkable, and is worthy of mention before? we pass on to more

recent appearances. Tliis star blazed out with great suddennes.s in the constellation Cassiopeia in

1672. Like other bright novae, it was probably noticed by a large number of people almost simul-

taneously, but it is always associated with the name of Tycho on account of the thoroughness with

which he studied it. In fact, he wrote a detailed monograph describing his observations, and this

has come down to us. When Tycho first saw the star, on November 11, it was already brighter

than Jupiter, but its light increased still further, so that it was within a day or two equal to that of

Venus, causing the body to be visible to the naked eye in broad daylight. After this it faded gradually,

passing through several changes of colour, and was lost to view after being visible altogeth(;r for

seventeen months.

It is impossible to

say with certainty

whether or not it

still exists as a

visible object.

Tycho’s rough in-

struments were

not equal to the

determination of

its position with

great accuracy.

Two stars of about

the twelfth mag-

nitude are to be

seen now near the

place he deduced

from his observa-

tions, and it may
be that one of

them is identical

with the great no-

va, but we cannot

be sure.

Another brilli-

ant nova appeared

in the year 1604

but from that time

until 1901 no

object of this

Seven'll mouth* after the outburst of Nova Persw i, in February IdOl, photographs of long exposure

revealed the presence of a large faint nebula surrounding the star. It was soon found that the

bcjundarics of this nebula were moving steadily outwards and at the same time becoming fainter.

This motion of the nebula is best seen by noting the position, in this and the succeeding photograph,

of the bright “ horn *’ at the upper right-hand edge
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kind was seen to reach the first magnitude, though several fainter ones were observed* But already

in the present century we have witnessed the appearance of two brilliant novae, each considerably

brighter than the limit above mentioned. The first appeared in February 1901, in the constellation

Perseus. At its maximum brightness it outshone Capella and Vega, and was for a short time the

most brilliant star in the northern hemisphere. Thereafter it faded rapidly, and was lost to naked-

eye vision after a few months* A still more splendid nova was seen in Aquila in 1918. It was first

observed on June 8, when it was about as bright as Altair
;
but by the following night it had become

very much brighter, reaching magnitude - TO. It was thus inferior to Sirius alone of all the stars.

Like Nova Persei, it soon began to fade, and was not visible without a telescope after the lapse of a

few weeks. Several less conspicuous novae have been observed in the past eighty years, but space will

not allow of a d(\scription of

each. In all, forty-four objects

of this kind have been recorded

since* 1572, though this number

does not include certain very

faint tt'mporary stars lately

found in some spiral nebulae.

Sciveral of these forty-four w(ire

found on i)hotographs at Har-

vard some time after their first

outburst of light, so that it was

too late to study their full life-

history. However, many of the

brighter ones attracted imme-

diate attention from the earliest

days of th(*ir visibility, and two

or three have even been caught

while still undergoing their

rapid initial increase of light,

A study of these has revcialcd a

mark(‘d similarity in behaviour

and general characteristics, so

that a single dc'seription, with

certain modifications in indi-

vidual cases, will cover the

facts so far observed with re-

gard to these novae. It is true

that we have as yet studied too

few of these bodies to enable us

to decide how far all or any of

the following characteristics are

invariable, but the frequency with which they have been observed points to the existence of some
general law.

A distinguishing feature of the novae, and one of the earliest to be observed, is their striking dis-

tribution in the sky
; for, with one or two doubtful exceptions, they have all appeared in or very

near the Milky Way. They seem also to liave a tendency to be situated at the borders of compara-
tively dark spaces in this great structure, rather than in the midst of the brighter portions. The
possible significance of this will bo referred to later.

It is natural next to enquire whether the so-called novae are really “new'' stars or merely tem-

porary brightenings of bodies already existing in a fainter condition. In the case of the earlier novae,

!<;. W. Hueney.

NERULOSITY SURROUNDING NOVA PERSEI, 1001, NOVICMRER J3.

This photoijraph, taken nearly two months after the first, shows the movement and
fading of the nebulosity. It is now believed that we were observing, not the
movement of matter, but the successive illumination f)f different parts of a dark
nebula by the original outburst of the Nova. No other theory could account for
the prodiKious outward velocity indicated, having regard to the short interval and

the demonstrably great distance of the star.
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it is impossible to give a definite answer to this, since the heavens were then so poorly surveyed, especi-

ally with regard to the fainter stars. We can only say that none of lliese nov^ae appeared exactly in

the place of any recorded star. But we can speak with greater certainty with regard to more recent

outbursts. The first nova to be identified with a known star was that whicli appean^d in Corona

Borealis in 1866. This object had previously been recorded as a faint star of inagnitiuU^ fi’5 by Argo-

lander, and is the only example of a nova previously recorded by visual means. It is, however,

doubted by some whether it should be considered a typical nova at all. Hut in the cas(' of novae that

have appeared during the past thirty years, we can appeal to the valuable evidence of phot<)graj)hy.

During this period the whole sky, or at least tlie major portion of it, has been ])li()tograpluHl ag.iiu

and again with instruments of various size, and it is only neci'ssary to refer to tlu‘si‘ jHTmauent *iiui

truthful records in order to ascertain whether any fresh nova corresponds in position with a star

already photographed. Th(‘ result of sucli comparisons as have hitherto btuMi madi* has beim to show

P
\^ [The Ptredor of the Norman Loikyrr dhservator\
liy permtsiton oj

\

PROORIiSSIVE SPRCTKA OI- NOVA CY(iN] (11)20).

Soectrura No I is that of Alpha Cyffni. The remainUer ar<- of the Nova in or.icr of .levdopincnt, tl.o whole series

covering an hiterval of about one month. No. 4 corresponds very nearly will, the epoch ol ...ax.nmm bi.lUaniy, m.-l

theteaffer the marked development of the liriKht-line spectrum and the disapliearamc of the absorption (dark) InnsS broSLTut I'he^^^^^^ of the bH«ht Ilydnsfen Ibu-s. dominatingWum No H, will be noted. Tins

rtcciiis to Liidicatc u shell of Ihfit mus nipullj cxptiiulinj? in .ill directions,

that in the cases of at least three bright novae -those in Perseus, Lucrta.aml A<|uila faint

stars have existed for many years in the exact positions occupied by th.dii at the time of their out-

burst. In the remaining cases the failure to find any trace of a star may either n.can ttiat non., was

there, or that it was too faint to be recorded by the instrument and ex])osure employed in the earlier

bdiaviour of the, novae that have been best observed may be summarised as follows The

CTeat initial increase of light which draws our attention to them i.s exceedingly rapid and abrupt.

The whole of it, amounting often to between ten and fourteen magnitudes, takes place within a space

of less than a week, generally from two to five days. During this time the nova is imre white m colour

and its spectrum is almost continuous. There are. however, a few faint dark lines in it, and these
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in nnmter .nd intently np M »!»»( the time ol eiMtaom Miancy, tie i
of a. m<xlific»d A type, rarely found among ordinary stars, but BXGIliplinCu Oy til6 CaS6 01 OC Cygni,

Many of the dark lines are due to hydrogen, and they are greatly displaced towards the violet end ot

the spectrum. At this point the nova begins to fade

pretty rapidly, and its colour becomes somewhat
yellowish. The spectrum now contains a number of

brigA^ hydrogen lines, each of great breadth and scarcely

at aJJ displaced. That is to say, they lie on the red side

of their dark companions, seen previously. Meanwhile

the continuous background of the spectrum is fading,

throwing the bright lines into greater prominence. Two
or three days after maximum a fresh series of dark lines

appears, still more displaced than the first, and the

app(‘arance of these is in turn followed by an increase

in the intensity of the un-displaced bright lines. Soon

after this tlie dark lines fade out, chi(‘fly through the

practical disappearance of the continuous spectrum, and
the bright lines now dominate the spectrum. The
colour of the nova has meanwhile become decidedly

ruddy, owing to the great brilliance of the red line of

hydrogtm. Within two or three W(‘cks of maximum
then; appears a fresh s('t of bright lines, and these are

found to be identical with those observed in planetary

nebube. As these grow in prominence the liydrogen

lines slowly fade, and within a few months the spectrum

is typically nebular in character. The nova has now
lost its ruddy colour and appears greenish-white.

Finally, the. continuous spectrum partly rt'appears and
the spectrum in this last stage is almost exactly that of

a " Woh-Rayet star. By tliis time the nova, now
sensibly wliite in colour, is only visible with a telescope,

but it continues (now more slowly) to fade, until, after

the lapse of five to ten years, it has reached a stationary

condition as regards its mean brightn(;ss. The point

thus reached appears to be almost exactly that from

which the original rise took place, but in saying this we
are only judging from tlu; three obj(‘cts that have been

definitely recorded by photography in their “ pre-nova

condition. During the early part of their fall most
novae; (‘xhibit marked fluctuations of brightness of a

semi-periodic character, but these tend to become less

markc'd in the later stages. Howev(;r, several novae

—

notably tliose in Perseus (1901), Ophiuchus (1S48),

and Cygnus (1876)—continue to vary in an api)arently

irn'gular manner, though their general fading has long

ago ceased.

An explanation that will cover all the phenomena
d(*tailed above to the general satisfaction of astro-

nomers IS still lacking. Many theories have been put forward, each capable of explaining some
of the observed facts, but leaving others unaccounted for. Upon one point there is general agreement.

Pair of Stars dibtorted and rominK into impact,

Pair of Star^ in impact.

StaH passing ont of impact and fornutioti ot Third Body.

Showing «‘nt.inv*lemeut of m^iUcr in e.uh Body.

Two \'ariablcs and a Temporary Star.

A. W, BicUrlon' “Lhrlh of Worlds and

BICKUUTON'S "THIRD HOI)V " THi:C)UY OP
NOVAK

Professor A W Jiickertoti believes that the £ippearaiice

of a New Star is to be accounted for by the pirtial, or
Ionizing, iiupjK't of two dark suns The result woul<1

be the formation of a third body, eoitiposcd of the
grazing poitions of the stars The energy of motion ol

the latter wmild be laigely converted into h<‘at and
the thiid body thus formed would be of an explosive,
and therefore tein])oi;iry, elMracter, Such an explana-
tion IS eon&iblent with many features of the nova

spectrum
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The great suddenness and magnitude of the initial outburst, coupled with the spectroscopic evidence,
makes it practically certain that we are witnessing an explosion of some sort. No other description
codd weU apply to such a colossal and rapid release of energy. The difficulty lies in finding the pro-
bable cause of the explosion. The explanations suggested fall under two lu'ads, according as they
account for the explosion as spontaneous or as due to outside influences. As to the probability of a
spontaneous explosion, very little can be said in the present condition of our knowledge. It has,
however, recently been suggested that under certain conditions of temperature and pressure* a star
may gradually reach an unstable condition which would eventually le*ad to a sudden violent disrup-
tion. If such an event could be shown to be really probable on physical grounds, it would proN’ide
a very simple explanation, but at present it cannot In* said to be mucli more tlian a vague' coiije'cture'.

The theories more commonly held have postuLite'd some* sort of cele'stial collisiem. ITus in

principle quite an ancient idea, but it is only within the past fifty years that pains liaN e* been take*n to
elaborate it in any detail. The two chief “ collision * the*e)rie*s ])ut forwarel are due' re*spective'ly to
Professors Bickerton and Sex'lige*r. liach conte'inplates an entirely differe'iit ty|)e* of ('ollision. Hic‘kt‘r-

ton believes that two dark stars (or a bright and a dark one*) ('oini* into ^razinfi, impact, the* re'.sult of

which is the production of a third liody composed of ])ortions ed e'iich torn eiff during the* graze*. Such
a body would undoubt(.'dly be

very hot and (explosive, and

might well (*xhibil the phe'iiom-

ena associated with a nova.

Starting with this assum])tioii,

Professor Bickerton, whose'

theory was first iiublislu'd in

1879, was able to predict many
features since ob.s('rve*d in the*

spectra of novae, but it should

be note.’d that the spe'ctral

changes, which ho was the* first

to explain as due to a groat

explosion, do not by tliem-

selves prove* what was it.s C(um\

It is upon this crucial point

that astronomers have enler-

tained serious doubts. These

have been based iirincipally (.m

the re.'lativcly gre'at frequency of novae com])are(l witli the impn)ba)>ility of (ollisions ocTurring among

stars so widely separated as those whicli we* liave* be*en able to observe. W'e do no1 . of (ourse, know iiow

many dark, and there*f()re invisible, stars there may Ik*, and this rather W(‘akens the obje'dion, but ii is

generally felt that the number would n(*e*d to be inijirobably great to allow of .so many collisions as seem

to have been observed. To the write*! it s(*(*ms that a more se-rions objtM'tioii is to be* found in the retui n

of at lea.st three novae in a few years to a leve*! of briglitnei.ss e'xae'tly (‘qual to that fnari whic h tliey rose in

the first instance. It is difficult to s(*e how this could happen to any of the l)odie*s con(:e*rned in a violent

stellar collision. Moreover, in the case of Nova Peirsci we have, in addition, the p(*rsistence of the same

degree of irregular variability as was recorded photographically bc forci its outburst. Tlmse faeds wcmld

seem to suggest that the explosive process took place in some* body otlier than that which, visible befc^re,

is still to be seen apparently unchanged. Possibly it may have had its origin in a body which made

a close approach to the permanently visible star and thus suffered a disruption due to tidal effects.

The theory of Seeliger is that a nova represents the effects of the passage of a star through a dark

nebula, the phenomenon being somewhat analogous to the sudden rise in the temperature of a meteor

on entering our atmosphere. If the resistance were great there would undoubtedly be an enormous

[Adalfo \tuhl I (( turvs,

.NOVAJC IN SlMKAI, MvIUJI^A.

In rcccji. yt’urb tnany stai-Iikc objects of a tenipoiary c hnr.'icUi h;iV(' betMj jimiifl on
photographs of certain sihnil ncbulu' 'Jhc as^innptidn that these tenij'in.ny “ sl.iis

"

are (»f the saineoidei nl leal biijs'htness ,is the (ijilactU NovMe would indie.ili enurini»U3

distances and sizes for sin h nebulje, ainl astronomers in Ki‘nei.»l m»\v tend lo the

opinion P*at the olijei ts are not tyjjital novae Tlie ])liotov,Ta]>hs above slH)W

teini>orary obj(’it^ th.d appealed in tlie same mbiila at diffen-nt times
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F. Dcnnine.

EART.Y IJGllT-CURVr: OV NOVA CYGNI III (1920).

This Nova was first seen, by Mr. W. F. DenninK, on August 20, when it had already

risen to magnitude 3*5. At its maximum, four days later, it was a little brighter

than the second magnitude. Subsequently, its image was found on photographs

taken on August 10 and 19, at Copenhagen and Harvard respectively, but no earlier

photographs record any star as bright as the fifteenth magnitude in the place of

the Nova.

Magn bude.^
^ - increase of temperature and

pressure, such as might lead to

2
the explosive effects observed.

1r \ It has, however, been doubted

3 JF whether the density of any

Jf V nebula, bright or dark, could be

4 T enough for the purpose.

I
Hjryjrd * Moreover, it would need to have

5 yT ^ unusually abrupt boundary

/ produce such a sudden re-

® action in the penetrating star.

_ . **^*^^v\ Another difficulty is the brevity
open gen,

of the whole process as com-

g
pared with the enormous thick-

nc'ss of most nebula:. This can

16 20. 24 28 i 5 9 „ 17 21 25 29 only be explained if we assume
August. September: , , , , , ,

\w. F. Dcnnine. that the nebula has a density

liARi.Y woiiT-cuRvr: or NOVA CYGNI 111 (1920). Sufficiently great to destroy the

This Nova was first seen, iry Mr. W. !'. Demiinf;, on August 20, when it had already entire motion of the star within
risen to magnitude 3-5. At its maximum, four days later, it was a little brighter . j wliirb epome imnroh-
than the second magnitude. Subsequently, its image was found on photographs ^ ”

bikcii on August 16 and 19, at Copenhagen and Harvard respectively, but no earlier able. On the other hand, We
photographs record any star as bright as the fifteenth magnitude in the place of

evidence that novae

arc in some way connected with

nebulosity. To begin witii, they are very apt to appear in those regions of the Milky Way occupied

by dark obscuring clouds, and. as already mentioned, they are often seen near the edges of these.

Then, in the case of Nova Persci, the blaze of the star actually lit up for a time a previously invisible

nebula surrounding it. So we have good reason to believe that there is more than a chance conniiction

betwe(*n novae an<l nebulfe, and the case of vj Argus, in many ways so like a nova, lends additional

weight to the supposition. It was at one time believed that novae were altogether exceptional pheno-

mena, but the experience of the ])ast thirty years has led us to moderate this view very considerably.

From a statistical study of the discoveries of these bodies made by photography at Harvard, Bailey

has recently concluded that one or two novae reach naked-eye visibility every year (though few are

actually caught), and that at least nine attain the ninth magnitude in the same period. From this

he goes on to conclude that in the cour«;e of a few million years there would be as many old novae

in the sky as the present number ot visible stars, and he suggests that every star which we now see

has at some time or other been a nova. This is, perhaps, going too far. At any rate, it is difficult

to see wliere, in the accepted course of a star’s life-liistory, there can be room for such a stage. In

this connection it may be mentioned that Lundmark has recently pointed out the probability that

novae arise from both giants and dwarfs ; which makes it still more difficult to find their correct place

in the scheme of things.

In recent years a number of temporary star-like objects have been photographed in several of the

spiral nebulae. It is somewhat doubtful whether they are to be looked upon as being comparable in

size and type with the bodies just described. In any case, they are extremely faint, and the data avail-

able concerning them are necessarily meagre. We have little detailed knowledge of their light-curves

and none whatever of their spectra. Their possible significance in relation to the distances and nature

of spiral nebulae i.s discussed elsewhere in this Work.
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CHAPTER XVI.

THE STRUCTURE OF THE UNIVERSE.

By Hector Macphekson, M.A., Ph.D., I'.R.S.E., F.R.A.S

AKNOWLEDGE of the construction of the hcdvens/’ wrote Sir William Horschel in 1811»

has always been the ultimate object of my observations.” It may be truly said that

to know the structure of the Univ’crsc is the ultimate object of modern astronomical

research. How large is the stellar system ? What is its shape ? What is the place of our Sun in

that system ? Are the Sun and stars in motion round s<jme centre and in a certain plane ^ How are

the stars distributed ? These are some of the questions which must be answered before the problem

of the Universe as a whole can be solved.

At first sight the problem appears to be well-nigh insoluble. When we hft our eyes to the heavens

on a clear moonless night, we see an apparently innumerable multitude of stars of all degrees of

brightness. In reality, however, only about three thousand, from the first to the sixtli magnitude,

can be seen by an observer possessed of average (‘yesight from any given locality on the Earth s

surface. Even the casual observer is bound to notice that the stars are very unequal in biiglitness,

and if he takes more than a passing look at the sky, he cannot fail to observe tliat the three tlious.ind

stars visibhi to the unaided eye are very unequally scattered. There are large spaces comparatively

starless, such as the interior of the great square of Pegasus ;
wlule tlu'n' an* regions of tin* heavens

—^the area covered by

Orion, Taurus, and Cn'inini,

for instance'—where bright

stars are numerous and

faint stars are ])rofus('ly

scattered. Further, Ihert'

are small legions where the

stars are so closely crowded

that they are designated as

clusters. The* inon' promi-

nent of these, easily vis-

ible to the unaided cyv, an'

the Pleiades and >*raese])c

The mo.st jn'orninent

feature of the sky, however,

is the Milky Way, or

Galaxy ;
a broad irregular

belt of misty light which

spans the heavens like a

great arch. The Milky

Way is to be seen all the

year round, but is in north

latitudes specially promin-

ent in autumn, when it is

almost perpendicular to

the horizon. The galactic

stream encircles the entire

heavens, traversing the

constellations Scorpio,

Ophiuchus, Sagittarius,

From]

StARS VISIBI.E TO THE UNAIDED EYE IN THE NORTHERN HICMISPIIERE.

This chart, coastnicted by the late Mr J. E. Gore, indicates the pr^tlons and

of the stars visible to the naked eye north of the celestial equator This, of ermrse, does no*

include all the stars visible in Great Britain.
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Aquila, Cygnus, Cepheus, Cassiopeia,

Perseus, Auriga, Gemini, Monoceros,

Canis Major, Crux, Ara, and Cen-

taurus. It varies greatly in width

and in brilliance. While bright in

Cygnus and Aquila, it is, generally

speaking, more brilliant in the

southern skies than in the northern.

The late Mr. Gore, a very careful

observer of the Galaxy, maintained

that there is no portion of the

Milky Way in the northern hemi-

sphere at all comparable in brilliancy

with the clouds of light in Sagittarius

and Scorpio,'* and Colonel Markwick,

another careful student, writes that

“ th(' Milky Way about the neigh-

bourhood of Lupus, Ara, and Norma
IS a wonderful spectacle, full of a

inysterjoiis weirdness, with its

delicate cloud-like wisps of light and

dark passages twining m and out

among the star mist. To my mind

thert‘ is no part of th(' northern

Milky Way to compare to this."

Making due allowance for the fine

atmospheric conditions in southern

latitudes, there can be no doubt that

the galactic stream is broad^T and brighter in the soutluTii celestial hc‘mispliere. It is by no means a

uniform belt of light. For about a third of its extent, from Cygnus to Scorpio, it is divided into two

parallel streams. Starless an'as are not uncommon in the stream. The most j)romin(’Ht of these is

the dark space known as the " coal-sack," in the vicinity of the southern constellations Crux and

Ctmtaurus. But there aie many olh('i vacarici(‘s and rifts, the most noticeabU' in nortluTii latitudes

being those in Cepheus and Cygnus.

The Galaxy has been familiar to observers since the dawn of astronomy, and was the subject of

much speculation among the early thinkers, some of whom went very wide, of the. mark. Thus,

Anaxagoras believed it to be the shadow of the Earth ; while Aristotle attributed it to atmospheric

vapours. The Latin i)oet Ovid wrote of it : When the sky is clear a path of very radiant white

colour may be seen in the Empyrean. It is called the Milky Way and along it the immortals repair

to the august dwelling place of the Lord of Thunder." To one j)enetrating Greek philosopher,

Democritus, is due the credit of advancing the true theory, that the misty light is caused by the combined

light of myriads of small stars, too faint to be separately visible. This happy guess—for it was

nothing more -was abundantly confirmed when, in 1610 , Galileo turned the newly-invented telescope

to the Galaxy and resolved certain clouds of light into groups and clusters of faint stars. Even in a

telescoixj of moderate size* the star-fields of the Galaxy can only be described as magnificent. Star

upon star, serried ranks of stars in streams and clusters, blaze upon the vision of the observer.

More powerful telescopes indicate still greater profusion and complexity while the revelations of the

photographic plate are still more wonderful. Dr. Chapman and Mr. Melotte, in their description

of the Franklin-Adams plates, remark that one particular plate covers ** the Sagittarius region of the

southern Milky Way, and the star-clouds on limited portions of it are so thick that in the case of

STARS \ISinu: TO THF, UNAIDUD UYE IN THI*: SOUTH 1<:RN

Thib chart cousliuclcd by the late Mr J E. Cioro, j?ives the position- fiiul

magnitudes of the sbirs visible to the naked south of tlic celestial cquatoi

The &.mam of the Milky Way 19 indicated on this and the* prceedinK’ chart
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twelve out of the twenty-five areas counted on it, it was found impossible to count every star shown ;

the images of the faintest stars in these regions merged into one another, forming a continuous grey

background. On every other plate of the Franklin-Adams series even the faintest star images shown

were separate and distinct, and the counts included all stars visible. The extreme richness of the

Sagittarius region may be judged of, then, when it is noticed that the incomplete counts on it show

far more stars than are found in any other j^art of the Milky Way.”

The Milky Way, then, is fundamental to the entire system of the stars. It is, as Professor Seeliger

truly says, “no mere local phenomenon, but is closely connected with the enlin^ constitution of

our stellar system.” The galactic plane is the fundamental reference-plant' of the stellar system-

the “ ecliptic of the stars.” The Galaxy is a great circlt' of tlu* celestial sj^here, which shows

conclusively that the Sun is situattxl within it and not far from the ]>lane.

There are three i>ossiblo explanations of the Milky Way. Either it is (1) purely an o})tical

appearance, due to the fact that the stellar system extends much f.irther into sjiact' along the

plane than in the direction of the poles
;

or (2) it is an actual ri'gion of clustering where the

stars are, relatively speaking, closely crowded togetluT, in which (ms(' it is not a stratum, but a

ring ;
or (3) it is due both to extension in space and to clustering.

The first of

these explana-

tionswas^ulvanc-

edby Sir William

Herschcl at the

beginning of his

monumental
work on the con-

struction of the

lu'avcns. His

hypothesis— the

disc theory—had

been, it is true,

advocated in

1750, by Wriglit,

of Durham, an

amatc'ur astron-

omer of consider-

able insight ;
and

also by Kant and

Lambert. But it

was put forward

by these thinkers

as a men' guess,

unsupported by

observational

evidence. In

1784, in his pre-

liminary paper

on the subject,

Herschel indic-

ated how the

problem could be

Ffotn “ istrofinmy for All"]
[liy permts^iton of Messrs ( assell & ( o ,

Lid

THE NORTHEKN MILKY WAY.

1- rour‘4c of the Milky Way in the nortbern cdcftlial hemisphere The Rreatcr

of CygnL and AquUa will be noticed The depth of the stratum

to be Sl rthl dir^Um of ciemini and Monoceros Hence the stream .s narrower
uppawa i,w

brilliant.
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attacked on scientific principles. His work as a telescope-maker had greatly increased the

space-penetrating power of this instrument and made possible his method of star-gauging. This

method, to quote his own words, “ consists in repeatedly taking the number of stars in ten fields of

view of my reflector very near each other, and by adding their sums and^cutting off one decimal on

the right, a mean of the contents of the heavens, in all the parts which are thus gauged, is obtained."

These gauges indicated remarkable differences in the star-density in various parts of the heavens.

In the most crowded parts of the Milky Way Herschel occasionally counted as many as 588 stars

in a field of view, while in other regions, removed from the galactic plane, he came upon practically

starless spaces. He
noted particularly

the " remarkable

purity or clearness

in the heavens

towards Leo,

Virgo, and Coma
Berenices on the

one hand, and

Cetus on the

other.” That
Herschel in these

regions undoubt-

(‘dly penetrated to

the confines of the

stellar system was

prov(*d many years

afterwards by
Professor Celoria,

the late director of

the Brera ObscT-

vatory, in Milan.

Tn the course of

his star-gauges at

the north galactic

pole Celoria found

that with his small

refractor, showing

stars only down to

the eleventh mag-

nitude, he could

see exactly the

same number as

could Herschel

with his large reflector. This observation indicated that in this direction the limits of the galactic

system had been reached. Otherwise HexscheCs telescope would have shown many more stars than

that of Celoria.

On the assumption that the stars were scattered throughout space with some approach to

uniformity and that the gauging telescope was sufiiciently powerful to penetrate to the limits of

the stellar S5^tem, Herschel interpreted his observations to mean that the S5rstem extended to a

much greater length along the plane than in the direction of the galactic poles ; and by means of his

gauges he was enabled to outline the general shape of the system and to make a rough estimate of

hfom ^'Aztfonomy fOf All"] [liy permission of Messrs, Cassell ir ( o Ltd.

THE SOUTHliRN MII^KY WAY.
This diagram gives an idea of the irregularity of the light of the Milky Way, and the many rifts and
vacant spaces which occur in thi* galactic stream. It is generally conceded that the Milky Way is more

brilliant in the southern hemisphere than in the northern.
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the scale on which it was constructed. He sketched the system as a thin cloven disc of irregular
outline the cleft representing the division in the MUky Way stream from Cygnus to Scorpio.
Herschel now proceeded to fix the position in the system of the Sun, which was viewed by hinfas
a s ar o e ja axy, le position assigned was near, but not quite at, the centre, slightly closer
to the north galactic pole than to the south, and nearer to the boundary of the system in Aquila than

f
Minor. The stellar system was viewed as strictly limited in extent. " Our

nebula, Herschel wrote, “ is a very extensive branching compound congeries of many millions of
stars.

The name “ our nebula ” was in itself suggestive. Herschel had been highly successful in
resolving into stars the cloudy spots called “ nebulse ” which the French astronomer Messier had
catalogued in 1783. At this stage Herschel confidently believed that all nebulie were clusters of
stars at great distances in space, and that those which still defied his telescope would be resolved by
more powerful instruments. These nebulae he believed to be other Milky Ways

; the terms " nebula
’’

and " Milky Way " he treated as interchangeable, and he divided these nebuhr, or Milky Ways,
into four classes or forms,” the forms differing in the degree of condensation or clustering. " We
inhabit, he wrote, the planet of a star belonging to a compound nebula of the third form.” This
nebula he viewed as strictly independent of the others—each system forming an island in space.

1 11WSCl 1 1 ;1 .’S 1 ) ISC-TI 1 1 •()R .

Sir William Ht‘rschel in his curlier papers on tin constructiou <if the I'nivcitif, skett lied the Stellar System a-^ a thin Hat
disc. On this hypothesis, the jihciioineiion of the Milky Way is purely optical, due to the vast extension of the systcin
alone; the plane. The posititm of the .Sun, on Hersehers tui^inal view, is indieatetl hy the lar«e star to the ri>j;ht of theeentre

It is true," he said, " that it would not l>* consistent conrultdilly to affirm that we were on an island

unless we had actually found ourselves everywliert* bouiidttd l)y the oce.an, and theiefore 1 will go

no further than the gauges will autliori.se; but ronsidtjring the little d(‘pth of the stratum in all

those places which have been actually gauged, to which must be added all the intermediate parts

that have been viewed and found to be much like the rest, there is but little room to expect a

connection between our nebula and any of the n(;iglibouring ones."

In the course of subsequent investigations, extending until 1818, Herschel was led to modify his

views to a considerable extent. He had assumed that the stars were scattered with some approach

to uniformity; but this was never more than an assumption. In 1785 Jhj drew attention to what

he called " two or three hundred gathering clusters " in our system, and he was led step by step to

the view that the Galaxy was not a collection of myriads of " insulated stars " evenly scattered, but

was rather an assemblage of clusters. "This immense starry aggregation," he wrote in 1802, "is

by no means uniform. The stars of which it is composed are very unequally scattered and show

evident marks of clustering together into many separate allotments." At the same time he had

become convinced that many of the nebulae were gaseous masses, and was thus led to give up his

hypothesis of island universes. It has been maintained that he abandoned the disc-theory. In a

certain sense he did. If by the disc-theory we mean the hypothesis that the stellar system is composed
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of myriads of evenly-

distributed stars, then he

may truly be said to have

abandoned it. If by the

disc-theory we mean, how-

ever, that the stellarsystem

extends much farther in

the direction of the plane

of the Galaxy than in that

of the galactic poles—that

the stellar system is not

globular, but more or less

flat and disc-shaped—^then

Herschel cannot be said to

hav(* changed his opinion.

His final conclus.on indeed,

was that the system was

('ven more exiend(‘d in the

galactic plane than he had

formerly bc‘lit‘ved. “ The

utmost stretch of the sjjace-

penu'trating ])ower of the

twenty-foot teh'seope," he

wrote in 1818, “ could not

fathom the profundity of

the Milky Way." It may
jndeed he said that Herschel

abandoned the first of the thr('(‘ ]>ossibl(' theories of the Milky Way and, while not actually formulating

a new hypothesis, incliiu'd to th(’ third alternaliv<\

The second alternative- that the Cialaxy is a ring of com])aratively small stars encircling a

stellar s^^stem of comparatively small dimensions -was not without able advocates in the latter

part of the last century. The late Mr. R. A. Proctor, one of the most brilliant astronomers of his

day, noticed that the brighter stars seemed to concentrate to the galactic plane as well as the fainter.

In 1S70 h(' plotted on a single chart all the stars—324,198 in number —contained in Argelander’s

DurcJimusterNn^ or survey of the heavens. This chart brought out not only the progressive increase

of th(‘ faint stars towards the Galaxy
;

it indicated that, in Proctor's wwds, " in the v<Ty regions

wh(Te the HerftCholian gaugt's showed the minutest telesc'opic stars to be the most crow'ded,

my chart of 324,198 stars shows tlu* stars of the higher orders (dowm only to the ch'venlh magnitude)

to be so crowded that by their mere aggn'gation within the mass they show the Milky Way w'ith all

its streams and clusterings." The elaborate star-counts of (lould, Schiaparelli, and (jore confirmed

Proctor’s result. Obviously, if the* disc-theory as put forward by HcTSchel were tru(', the brighter stars

should be, on the whol(‘, evenly scatter(‘d. There are two possible explanations of this concentration

of the brighter stars towards th(' galactic plane. Either the fainter stars of the Milky Way
are intermingled with the brighter and are comparatively near—the phenomenon of the Milky Way
being due to a comparatively thin ring of stars just outside the stellar system—or the brighter and
nearer stars form a local cluster, flattened at the poles, whose plane is practically coincident with

that of the Galaxy. As early as 1836 Sir John Herschel had been led to the first of these explanations,

It was adopted by Proctor, by Gore, and other astronomers of weight. The late MissClerke, in 1906,

defined the Milky Way as a " rifted and irregular ring marking the equator of a vast globe."

Obviously, however, a serious objection to a thoroughgoing ring theory was the gradual increase in the

From Aiironumy Jnr All”] [Hv oj Messrs. Lasstil i ( o
,
Ltd

i^oRj) Kossirs <;rkat TRi.KScori-:.

The pljianticrefU'Ctcn whic-h the third r^itlof Kossc erected cm his c«^tate at ParsonstovMi, in

Ireland, in 1815, for many years one ol the* world’s wonders. The diameter of the
mirror is six feet The uscfuliu‘s.s c^f the tc'lescope was much imp.iiied bv its location in

the unfavourable climate of Iieland
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star-density with diminishing galactic latitude. If the Milky Way were actually a ring of stars

surrounding a star-sphere, the average number of stars in any given region should increase' not gi adually
but suddenly towards the boundary of the ring. This was "brought out clearly by the elaborate study
of stellar distribution made by Seeliger, based on the star-gauges of the two Herschels, the
Durchmusierimg of Argelander and Schdnfeld, and the star-counts of ('eloria.

These investigations show that stars down to the ninth magnitude are thrive tiinc'.s as numerous
in the zone containing the galactic plane as in those containing tlu* poles, while stars down to

magnitude thirteen and a half have twenty time-; g; eater dens.t\' of distribution. Set'liger's work
convinced him that “the Milky Way is no mere local ])henomenon,’’ a conclusimi fatal to tlu' ring

theory, at least in its simpler form.

The second explanation of the excess of the brighter stars in the galactic /out* was adopted by
the American astronomer Gould. Ke emphasised the fact that the !)righl stars ar(‘ eoiu'entratcd

to a plane wliich does not (juite coincith' with that of tin* (iala\y, and he maintaiiK'd that this

“secondary galaxy” was due not to the intermingling of lu'iglit and faint stars but to the fact

that “ our own system forms part of a small cluster distinct from tlie vast organisation of that which

forms lh<^ Milky Way and of llatt(m<‘d and soinewliat i)iti(l form.” 'Hits hypothesis was not favourably

received at the time of its })romulgation, but it lias btum n‘liabilitate<l by recent researeli.

Ik ik ik >k Ik >k * >k >k

The rate of progress in astronomy during the last twenty years has beeiupiite unpreci^dented and

in none of the sub-.seienccs into wliieli the study is now divi<le<l lias it been mon* ra])i(l than in

that relating to the structure of the Universe. Since tlie optuung of tlie century various new methods

of det(Tmining the distances of tlie stars have been <levist*(l an<l put into operation. Jn IIMM) only

about sixty stellar ])aralkixes wvrv known with any de.gn'e of ari'uracy all of tlnse determined by

the trigonometrical metluxl lii tlu‘ following year lla* late Profi'ssor Kapteyn, tin* famous Dutch
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POSITIONS OP TIIJC SOI,AR APICN ASSIONICD in’ VARlOl'rt IN VIvSTlOATOKS.

The Solar .‘Vpex is thr point in the sky towards which the motion of the Sun and Solar System is directed. Various

invisiiqators, usinj; widely different data, have reached slightly iliffcrent results. ConsidL-riutf the slender rlata on which

Ilcrschcl worked, it is remarkable how near the truth was his tivst estimate in 178:J.
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astronomer, indicated the possibility of finding

the mean parallaxes of groups of stars through the

determination of their parallactic motion —the

component of their proper motion due to the drift

of the Sun. Dr. W. S. Adams, of Mount Wilson,

discovered some years ago that the intensities of

c(‘rtain lint's in stellar spectra depend on the

absolute luminosities of tht' stars, and as a result

he has been enabled to measure the absolute

magnitudes, and ht'nce the distances of hundreds

of stars by means of the spt'ctroscope. Professor

H. N. Russell, too, has shown that in the case of

t»clipsing variable stars it is possible to derive

their absolute rnagnitiult's from a study of their

orbits. The distanc(‘s of nim'ty of tlu'se stars

have been computed by Dr. Russ('ll and Dr.

Shapley, and two-thirds of tliein are mon' distant

than a thousand light-years, while a number are

over five thousand light-yt'ars away. An <‘ven

more valuable method of measuring the scale of

the stellar system is that which dejiends on the

M. CAMmivH Fl^AJMMARlON.

This veteran French astronomer was bom in 1842, and was
a inert* boy when he bcRan the study of astronomy. He has
for years directed the Flammarion Observatory ut Juvisy,

near l^aris. One of his chief discoveries was that of common
proper motion of widely separated stars.

JOHN FIJ^AKD GORE (1846-1910).

One of the most tlislinKuishcd students of the distribution

of the stars and the structure of the Universe. He was a

non-professional astronomer, with ver>' slender instrumental

equipment. Ills chief conclusions were summed up in his

work, “Our \M3iblc Universe.” He was an Irishman, an<l

by profession a civil enfjiiiecr.

O'pheid variable's. An American lady astronomer,

the late Miss T-eavitt, of Harvard College

Observatory, discovered wsoine years ago that for

twenty-five Cqdieicl variable stars in the smaller

Magellanic Cloud, the length of period depends

on the apparent brightness. As all the variables

in the Cloud are at practically the same distance

from the Earth, the correlation is actually

between the intrinsic brightness and the period.

As soon as observers have ascertained the period

and apparent magnitude the absolute magnitude

of a Cepheid may be at once deduced and the

distance computed. Still another important

method has been devised by Dr, Russell and

others for ascertaining the minimum distance of

the bright helium stars of Class B in the Harvard

sequence of stellar spectra. According to Russell's

theory of stellar evolution, which appears to be
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firmly established, only stars of large mass are able to attain to the unusually high tempiTaluros of

B-stars. Hence a B-star, however faint it may appear, must have a certain minimum absolute magnitude.

It is true that the spectra of the very faint stars cannot be observt'd, but it has lH‘Comt' possible in recent

years to ascertain the hypothetical sp('ctra of the faint stars. As is well known, the photographic

plate is considerably more sensitive than the eye to ccTtain wave-lengths of light
;

the difh'reiice

between the photographic and visual magnitude of a star is tht'n foii' diu‘ to tlu' star's colour, and is

called the “ colour-index." The colour-indi'x having been ascertain'd, tlu' a])proximate sp^'ctral

t5rpe can be determinc.'d of very faint stars whose ,sp(‘ctra cannot be directly observed.

I h'fankltn AUnms (

'’y'

Tifj.; majou,

The application of these methods has resulted in a remarkable advance towards the solutum of

the problem of the structure of the Universe. In 1!)16 a highly important invest.gat.on was ^com-

pleted by Professor Charlier, of Lund, the distinguished Swedish astronomer. In h.s ,)aper on e

Llaxv c^f the B type Stars,” Professor Charlier made the fairly safe assuini>tion that stars of this

p^Slar lyleVL difier very much from one another in absolute magnitude. On the basis o

this assump^n he was in a position to throw out a sounding-line, as it were, far into space, and to

determine the distances of the B-stars brighter than the fifth magnitude. He found that these stars
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form a well-defined flattened cluster, whose plane is very similar to that of the Galaxy, with its centre

of gravity in the constellation Carina. Charlier found that the farthest limits of the cluster were
at a distance of about 2,000 light-years from the Sun. He assumed that he was taking soundings
of the depth of the stellar system. “ We are,** he said, “ in a position to get, with the help of the

B-stars, what might appropriately be called a skeleton image of the Milky Way.'* This supposition

was not out of harmony with the current estimates of the diameter of the stellar system, which ranged
from about 7,000 to 18,000 light-years.

In 1914 Dr. Harlow Sliapley, now director of the Harvard College Observatory, commenced with
the aid of the GO-inch reflector of the Mount Wilson Observatory in California, his “ Studies based on
the colours and magnitudes in Stellar Clusters.” The clusters invCvStigated were of two distinct

classes - -the compact globular clusters in high galactic latitudes removed from the plane of the Milky

Way, and the open galactic clusters which appear

to be simply condensations of the stars of the

Milky Way. Obviously tht‘ measurement of the

distances of clusters of the latter type is of great

importance in fixing the minimum distance of

the clouds of faint stars. In the galactic star-

clouds in th(‘ vicinity of the open cluster Messier 11

Dr. wShaplcy discovered faint stars with negative

colour indices—thal is to say, faint blue stars of

B type. ” The cluster stars,” he wrote in April

1917, ” art‘ probably giants in luminosity . . .

and accordingly the distance of the group must

be of tlu‘ order of 15,000 light-years,” and he

pointt'cl out the significant fact that ” if these

stars are typical in absolute brightness, the size

of the gahu’tic system in the plane of the Milky

Way is many time's greatiT than has been coni-

juitc'd from studies of variables and investigations

of tlu‘ motion and magnitudes of the brighter

slars.”

Dr, Simple y b exhaustive* study of the distances

and positions in space of tlu* globular clust('rs

has ('nabled him to ascertain the approximate

('xtent and shape of the stellar Universe. Several

independent methods of measurements were used

in determining these distance's, and on the whole

these methods are mutually confirmatory. ” The

presence in some clusters,*' says Dr. Shapley,
” of Cepheid variables of known period and

brightness pr*nnits accurate measurement of distance*, thanks to the valuable characteristic behaviour

of Ce])heid stars. Correlation of the brightness of the variables with the brightness of other stars that

are always present in globular clust('rs extends the method
; and, for the clusters whose variable slars

have been studied, th(‘ correlation of distance with apparent diameti'r and with total brightness yields

sim])le means of estimating the distances of all globular clusters prior to knowlt'dge of the variability

of their stars.” By means of th('S(‘ various methods, Dr. Shai)ley fixc'd the positions in space of

(‘ighty-six globular clusters. He defines these as “cosmic units,” sub-systems dependent on the

greater galactic system. The neart'st of these, Omega Centauri, is 20,000 light-years distant from the

Solar System, and the most distant N.G.C.7006- is so far off that light requires 220,000 years to

travel to the Earth. The globular clusters appear to form a great ellipsoidal system, divided by the

PKOFHSSOK GIOVANNI CF.I,OKl.\ (1842-J92M)

This distiiiRiift'«t*^l Italian astronuincr w,is foi many yeais
ass’sumt to the more famous Schiapiiielli, whom he succeeded
111 1900 as director of the I^Iilan Observatory llis chief woik
was on the distribution of the stars and the structure of the

fniverse
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plane of the Galaxy

—

forty-three clusters being

on either side. The

stellar system proper is

of the same diameter as

this system of globular

clusters—about 300,000

light-years. The centre

of gravity of the latter

system is therefore the

centre of gravity of the

formcT. It is situated in

the direction of the

constellation Sagittarius

amid the dense star-

clouds of that region,

about 60,000 light-years

from the Sun. Our Sun,

then, is not near the

i'fom h. " \J'ho 0 by IWofessor Max Wolf. CCntrC of the Stellar

REGION OF THE MILKY WAY IN AQUILA. system as was formerly
AquiUi is a galactic amstellation, and presents some very fine fields of view to the observer. believed We look
Its brightest star, Altair, is one of our nearer neighbours, seveniecti light-years distant.

This photograph represents a dense stellar doud. through a much greater

extent of space and see

a vastly greater number of stars in the direction of Sagittarius than in that of Auriga
;
hence the

great brilliancy of the southtTn Milky Way.

In the main, modern research confirms HtTschel’s thi ories of the Galaxy, while emphasising the

existence of many clusters in the stellar syst(*m. Thus the third alternative theory would seem to

be the true one. “ The phenomenon of the Milky Way/' says Shaplcy, is largely an optical one.

Although the existence of local and occasionally very extensive condensations of Milky Way stars is

not denied, the conception of a narrow encircling ring is abandoned.” The stellar system is thus

shown to be a thin disc proportionally almost as flattened as th(* Solar vSyslem itself.
*' A thin central

stratum of the galactic segment contains every star that has been seen and has been photographed for

our catalogues. This stratum of stars appaiently deviates less than two thousand light-years from

the galactic plane ” In other word*^, the thickness of the stellar system is about one-sixtieth of its

diamt ter.

This vast system contains an almost inconceivable number of stars. It has been computed from

reliable data that the total numbtT of stars in the stellar system lies between one and two thousand

millions. This is exclusive of dark stars, of the existence of which there is evidence, and of the stars

in globular clusters. The figure is staggering to the mind, but it is strictly finite. These stars are

divided into the two classes of Giants and Dwarfs, and members of these classes seem to be freely

intermingled. The Dwarfs would appear to outnumber the Giants. Among the twenty-one nearest

stellar neighbours of our Sun, only five exceed the Sun in luminosity.

The stellar system, so far from consisting of stars scattered with an approach to uniformity,

would appear to be made up of a great number of clusters of stars. The researches of Dr. Shapley

indicate that the Sun is a member of a subordinate cluster. The existence of such a cluster, as

already remarked, was maintained by Gould, but his views did not meet with general acceptance.

This cluster is identical with Professor Charlier's system of the B-type Stars, which he believed to be

identical with the galactic system. For the fact that the plane of the local cluster is slightly inclined

to that of the stellar system we have as t'xplanation the existence of the so-called ” secondary
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galaxy —the belt of brilliant stars which includes Taurus, Orion, Canis Major, and other bright

constellations. Dr. Shapley points out that not only the very bright stars of types B and A in this

region are to be classed as members of the cluster, but also the belt of stars of magnitudes from

three to seven.

It has long been known that several classes of stars are strongly concentrated towards the

galactic circle and also, as we now know, to the plane of the local clUvSter. Thus, the late Professor

E. C. Pickering showed many years ago that while the stars of Secchi's second and third type appeared

to be disturbed more or less uniformly, the first-type stars were more or less concentrated to the

galactic plane. The concentration is most clearly marked in the case of the sub-class known as the

B-stars on the Harvard classification. Not only the B-stars but the rare stars of type N and the

relatively uncommon Wolf-Rayet stars are strongly condensed to the plane. Of ninety-one

Wolf-Rayet stars, seventy are actually within the borders of the Milky Way, while twenty-one are

in the outlying clusters, the Magellanic Clouds. In addition, two kinds of variable stars -Cepheid

and eclipsing variables—show the same condensation. The gaseous nebulai, too both irregular

and planetary—obey the same law of distribution. Dr. Hubble, of the Mount Wilson Observatory,

finds distinct evidence of a double concentration in the case of the irregular nebulre -towards the

Milky Way itself and towards the plane of the local cluster. The meaning of this fact evidently is

that some of these nebulje are situated within the local cluster and others far beyond, in the Milky

Way clouds.

Recent research has shown that bright nebula' are but particular cases of dark. Many of the

dark rifts and spaces in the Milky Way now find their explanation not in th(> total absence of stars

from these regions, but in the existence of vast masses of dark nebulous matter which acts as a veil

cutting off the light of the stars beyond. In the early years of the century Dr. Max Wolf photographed

a nebula in the galactic constellation of Cygnus which he noticed to be placed centrally in a very

fine lacuna devoid of faint stars, surrounding the luminous cloud like a trench, 'fhe most striking

fact regarding this object is that the starless space encircling the nebula forms the end of a long

channel. Dr. Wolf threw out the hint that this starless space was du(‘. to a dark mass absorbing

the light of the fainter stars. As a result of his long-continuod photographic study of the Milky

Way, the late Professor Barnard

became convinced of the exist-

ence of this dark nebulous

matter and in 1919 he published

a list of 182 of these dark

masses. Much of the irregu-

larity of star-distribution in the

Milky Way, therefore—irregu-

larity which is apparent to the

unaided eye—^is due not to lack

of stars but to the presence of

these great dark masses, almost

stationary in space, which aj)-

pear to be the primaeval chaos

from which suns and worlds

are born.
>K 41

In the unravelling of the

tangled skein of stellar motions

remarkable success has attended

the labours of astronomers.

Only two hundred years have

The small conatdlation Sagitta is situated between Cygnus and Aquila. It contains

no star brighter than the fourth magnitude, but is rich in star-fields. It is situated

in the stream of the Milky Way.
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elapsed since Halley showed the name ** fixed

rtars to be a misnomer. In 1718 he annoimced

that four of the bright stars, Sirius, Arctunis,

Aldebaran, and Betclgeuse had perceptibly

altered their positions on the celestial sphere since

the time of Ptolemy. By 1766 Tobias Mayer, of

Gottingen, was able to draw up a list of fifty-seven

stars with perceptible proper motion. The elder

Herschel, maintaining that “ there is not in

strictness of speaking one fixed star in the

heavens,” essayed in 1783 to determine the proper

motion of our own particular star, the Sun.

Obviously, the motion of the Sun can be detected

only through the apparent motion or drift

imparted to the stars
;

just as the orbital motion

of the Earth is reflected in the apparent

irregularities of the movements of the planets.

If the Sun is moving in a certain direction, the

stars in front will appear to disperse while those

behind will appear to draw nearer together.

Were the stars stationary and only the Sun

moving, the problem of determining the solar

motion would be a very simple one ; but it is

rendered h ghly complex by the motions of the

individual stars. It is necessary, therefore, to

decompose the proper motions of the stars into

two components, one representing the real move-

ments of the individual stars and the other, which

is called the ” parallactic ” motion, resulting from the translation of the Sun and planets. Herschel

dealt with the proper motions of seven bright stars, and separating what he believed to be the apparent

from the real components, he concluded that the Sun, carrying with it the planets and their satellites

and the cometary bodies, was moving towards a point in the constellation Hercules, with a velocity

not less than that of the Earth in its orbit.

The fact of stellar motion being admitted the question naturally arises whether these motions

are systematic and whether the stars form a system in the stmse in which the planets do ? Is

there a central body round which the stars are revolving, which holds a place in the stellar

universe analogous to that of the Sun in the planetary system ? In the middle of the last century

Madler, the distinguished German astronomer, attempted to use the proper motions available to

him for a frontal attack on the problem of the orbits of the stars. Making the reasonable assumption

that the mutual attractions of the different stars would cause the bodies at the confines of the system

to move more rapidly than at the centre, he sought the centre of gravity in a region of sluggish

proper motions. All stars nearer than the Sun to the centre of the system mUvSt lag behind the Sun

because of their slower motion. So Madler concluded that if community of motion in a direction

opposite to that of the Sun be found in any part of the heavens, it might be reasonably assumed that

the centre of gravity lay in that region. He found in the constellation Taurus a common proper

motion, small in amount, and he fixed on Alcyone, the chief star of the Pleiades, as the central sun,

or more correctly, as the body occupying the centre of gravity of the stellar system. Struve's verdict,

” much too hazardous,” has been unanimously endorsed by astronomers. What Madler actually

discovered was not the motion of the stars round the Pleiades, but the existence of a common proper

motion among the stars of the constellation Taurus.

r

I

PROFESSOR J C. KAPTIvYN (1851-1922)

Jacobus Conielius was one of the greatest

aatronomers of his time l-Yoni 1878 to 1921 he was
Professor of Astronomy at (ironiiigen, in Holland II i« most
outstanding discovery- was that of the two star-streams
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The significance of this discovery was not realised, however, until later in the century, when
instances were found of two or more stars sharing a common proper motion. Thus Flammarion
discovered that the proper mdtion of the bright first-magnitude star Regulus was the same in amount
and direction as that of a faint star of the eighth magnitude known as Lalande 19,749. Other
instances of community of motion were also noted by Flammarion in the course of his investigations.

A more striking instance of this “ star-drift " was discovered by Proctor in 1870. This is the common
proper motion of five of the seven bright stars forming the familiar group known as “ The Plough,"

in Ursa Major. Proctor mapped the proper motion of these seven stars and noticed that five with

the two small stars attached to one of them --Miz:ir -were moving at the same rate in the same
direction ;

and he computed that the odds were half a million to one against the occurrence being

accidental. Some years later, the velocities of these stars in the line of sight were measured by
Huggins by means of the spectroscope, and his observations were confirmatory of Proctor's

conclusions. Many years afterwards, in 1909, Dr. Hertzsprung, of Potsdam, pointini out that (‘ight

other prominent stars, one of which is Sirius, are moving along paths parallel to those of the five

stars of the Plough,

Recent research has shown the true meaning of the community of proper motion among the stars

in the constellation Taurus, which Madler first detected. These stars form a moving clusttT, a vast

assemblage of suns travelling together through space with the same velocity and in the same direc-

tion, There are thirty-nine bright stars known with certainty to belong to this group. Accord-

ing to Professor Eddington, five of these are of fifty to one hundred times greater luminosity than

the Sun, and thirty-four of from five to fifty times ; and there can be no doubt that many additional

fainter stars in the region also belong to the cluster, but until further determinations of their motion

have been made, these cannot be picked out with certainty. The whole cluster appears to be more

or less globular in form with a slight condensation at the centre. Anotlu^r example of a moving

cluster is to be found in the constellation Perseus, first pointed out by Professors Kapteyn, Boss, and

Eddington. All the stars of a certain special type—type B in the Harvard sequence -in this region

have a common proper

motion. A still larger

moving cluster is formed

by the bright stars of

the constellation Orion,

with the exception of

Betelgeuse, but in this

case, as Professor Ed-

dington remarks, it is

just possible that the

associated stars may
be dispersing rather

rapidly.'*

The existence of

moving clusters and

associated groups of

stars indicates that the

motions of the stars are

not at random. Con-

clusive proof of this is

afforded by a still more

significant fact, which

came to light in the

course of investigations

" KnowUds(”\ [Photo by Professor Max Wolf.

REGION OF THE MILKY WAY IN CYGNUvS.

Cygnui is particularly rich in galactic star-fields, and this photograph represents a typical

region. Each of the tiny specks represented on this photograph is a Sun, and many of thes<

arc giant stars.
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on the solar motion. In 181)5 the; German astronomer Kobold, discussing the fact that different

positions had been assigned to the apex of the; solar motion— the point towards which the Sun is

mo\’ing -by different investigators, suggested that the results could be Tiarmonised by assuming that

th(‘ individual motions of the stars take plac(‘ in the plane of the Milky Way, " some in the; direct

sense and others in the rt‘trograd(' sense/' and that the Sun moves in a plane which makes an angle

of seventeen d(‘gre‘(‘S with the plane of the Milky Way. Nine years later Kapteyn announced one

of the greatest discovt'ties in modern astronomy. It had b(‘en believed ftom the time of Herschel

that when the parallactic motions of the stais—the appaient motions due to the Sun's drift in the

opposite direction—w(Tt‘ eliminated, the individual motions of the stars would be bound to be at

random. Kobold doubted this supposition, but it was Kapteyn who first showed it to be quite

untenable. After eliminating the parallactic components of the stars in Bradley's catalogue, Kaptc3m
found that the individual motions fell into two favoured directions—opposite to each other— in the

galactic plane. This result showed clearly that the galactic plane is certainly the “ ecliptic of the

stars," the fundamental reference plane of the stellar system. It also shows that the brighter and

nearer stars belong to one or

other of two vast streams of

stars meetingand interpenetrat-

ing in space. The later work

of Eddington and Dyson not

only confirmed Kapteyn's great

discovery, but showed that the

fainter stars also—stars down
to the ninth magnitude—^belong

to one or other of the streams.

Later on Campbell, the dis-

tinguished American astron-

omer, adduced further evidence

of the existence of the two

star-streams as a result of his

discussion of radial velocities

determined spectrograpliically.

The fact of star-streaming

being established, the question

arises of its true significance.

Does it indicate that the stellar

system is not a unity, but a

duality ? Various theories have

been put forward to reconcile the observed duality with the unitary interpretation of the stellar system

which theory seems to demand. Eddington pointed out, however, as far back as 191 1, that the two star-

streams probably involve about half a million of the stars around us
;
but that there is no evidence

that they prevail in the extremely remote parts. And the phenomenon of star-streaming is reasonably

explained by Professor Shapley s hypothesis of the existence of a local cluster. The interpenetration

of this cluster with the general galactic stars gives rise to the observed preferential motions in two

favoured directions. " When the local cluster moves," says Shapley, the inevitable result is star-

streaming—a preferential drift in the direction of the cluster's motion for cluster stars, and in the

opposite direction for stars of the field."

Soon after the application of the spectroscope to astronomy and the classification by Secchi of. the

stars into four types according to their spectra, it was noticed that the proper motions varied for the

different types. Stars of the second or solar type were observed to have larger proper motions on the

average than those of the first. Spectroscopic work on the radial velocities of great numbers of stars

from “ KnowUUge,"
I

\Fhoto by Professor Max Wolf.

REGION IN PKUSHUS.
The constellation Perseus is one of the irujst prominent of the northern star-groups.

It contains a number of bright stars, the most famous being Algol, the well-known
variable. This ph<)tograph represents a galactic field in Perseus.
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confirmed this. Indeed, in 1910 Kaptcyn and Campbell independently announced the significant

discovery that on the average the radial velocities of the stars of the so-called later types were greater

than those of the earlier types. The average linear velocity, in fact, was shown to increase from one
type to another. Wlien the discovery was first announced, it was belitivc'd to indicate that as a star

Ffom “ KnowUdgt.'* [Photo by E, E. Barnard.

THE MIIyKY WAY NEAR THETA OPHIUCHI.
The Galaxy divides in Cygnus and one of the streams runs through the constellation Ophiuchus. This photograph represents

one of the most complex and beautiful regions of that constellation. The bright star near the centre is Theta Ophiuchi, a

B-star intensely hot. There are many dark lanes and vacuities in Ophiuchus, Sf^me of which are shown on the plate. These

long engaged the attention of the late Professor Barnard, who established the fact that much of the darkness is due not to

absence of stars, but to the presence of dark nebulous matter.

grew older its speed increased ; at that time it was assumed that the Harvard sequence—types BAF
G K M—represented the order of stellar evolution. Since then, the new theory of evolution, associated
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with the name of Professor Russell, according to

which the stars first pass through the giant stage,

and secondly through the dwarf stage, has

rendered the evolutionary explanation of the

incrt'ase of velocity with spectral type untenable

More recent research would indicate that this

increase of speed with typ^^ is a particular mani-

festation of a wider generalisation—^namely, the

increase of speed with diminishing absolute

magnitudes and therefore with diminishing mass.

The blue stars of the so-called early type which

have small individual velocities, are bodies of

enormous mass, while the yellower stars which

form the bulk of the later types are bodies

considerably less massive. As Russell truly

remarked some years ago, “ a correlation of mass

and velocity seems more jirobable than one

between temperature and velocity or velocity

and age."

We must not imagine, however, that every

star of large mass has a small velocity, and that

every star of small mass moves at high speed.

PROFESSOR HUGO SEELKtER,
Director of the Munich Observatory and President of the

Astronoinische Gesselschaft, was bom in 1849 He carried

through, in the years 1884 to 1898, an elaborate senes of

studies of stellar distribution. He is the author of one of

the chief theories of temporary stars

PROFESSOR HARROW SHAPLEY,
the director of the Harvard College Observatory, is one of

the most brilliant astronomers of the day. Bom at

Na<ihville, Missouri, in 188R, he was from 1914 to 1921 on

the staff of the Mount Wilson Observatory, where he com-

menced his epoch-making work on star-clusters

Thus, one of the most massive stars known,

Y Cygni, moves with a great velocity, and Shapley

has pointed out that the long period variables of

spectral class M arc giants and have peculiarly

high radial velocities. Thus large proper motions

are not incompatible with high luminosity. Such

rapidly-moving giant stars may, of course, be

exceptional, indeed, appear to be so, and there

may be some explanation of their peculiarly

rapid motions.

The velocities of individual stars and of

clusters and groups depend not only on their

masses, but on the external influences which have

been brought to bear on them. The motions of

the stars are what they are, their speeds and

directions of motion have their present values,

because of the forces which have been influencing

them during myriads of years. According to the

speculations of Dr. Shapley, which are based on

a careful study of observational data, the stellar

system as we know it is the outcome of the union

of numerous clusters. The Universe known to us
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THE VICINITY OF BETA CYGNI.
[Photo by Alex.

This photograph represents a region of the Galaxy where the stars are much less profusely scattered than in other regions of the heavens.

The bright star is Beta Cygni, one of the most beautiful double stars in the entire sky, which is a charming spectacle as seen through a

small telescope. The chief component, of the third magnitude, is topaz yellow
;
and the smaller star is sapphire blue.



Ffom *' KnowUdtd.**] [Photo by Pfo/otioo Mom Wo\f,
REGION IN CYGNUet

This photogcaph represents one of the richest regions in the oonsteliation Cygnus. Bach of the tiny points of light on the plate is a sun, and
many of these suns—ixobably the majority--*are giants, far surpassing our Sun in volume and luminosity. A small nebula is also ihomt cm*the
plate. The dark spaces, void of stars, are also to be noted. Probably we have here evidence of the existence of masses of dark matter, not

near enough to bright yhmn to be excited to luminosity.
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consistvS of a long flat disc of stars
;
and on cither side of this disc arc an equal number of much smaller

and more compact sub-systems the globular clusters. Dr. Shaplcy, in tlie coiirst' of his work, was

impressed by th(J absence of globular clusters from the mid-galactic regions, a fact which in his view

cannot be explained only by th(' pn'sence of dark obscuring matter in these n'gions. Dr. Slipher*s

measurements of the radial velocities of globular clusters indicate' a ])rt‘ponderating motion of approach,

and this suggc'sted to Dr. Shaplt*y that the globular clusters are Ix'ing drawn into the greatiT galactic

system. Support is accorded to this vit'W by th(' fact that the globular clusters nearest to th(' galactic

plane are the least condensed. The stars comprising these' clustt'rs would sec'm to l'>e dispc'rsing under

the overwhelming gravitational force of the stellar system. On this vi('w, the num('r()us opc'ii clusters

which exist among the galactic star-fields are simply globular clusters which have h('('n drawn into

the greater stellar system. When a globular cluster is thus sucked into the vortt^x, two results follow.

THE STAR*CI/)UUS OF THE CfAEAXY IN SAGiTTARrUS AND SERPENS.

This fine photograph, by Dr Max Wolf, shows the star-clouds in the direction of the supposed centre of the Stellar System.

In the Sagitbirius clouds, Dr. vShapley detected faint blue sbirs, which arc obviously giants, and the distance of these is

so vast that light requires li5,000 years to travel from them to our Earth,

** Faint stars in globular clusters arc of small mass and of more than average velocity, and in their

orbital motions frequently attain great distances from the centre. When the globular cluster ap-

proaches a disturbing body as massive as the general galactic system, such stars are of course mwt

readily lost and intermingled with galactic stars. On the other hand, the massive cluster stars, which

are mostly of high luminosity, having low peculiar velocities and maintaining in their sub-system

a high d^ee of stability, retain their organisation longer in a disrupting field." This suggests that

the local cluster of which our Sun is now a component may have originally formed part of a globular

cluster which, like others, has been absorbed by the greater system. Indeed, the galactic system

may have originated in the intermingling of two clusters, and may have grown to its present huge
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dimensions by swallowing up other clusters—

a

process which, if Dr. Shaplcy s h5^othesis be in

the main correct, is still proceeding. The time

required for this vast cosmic process is almost

inconceivable ;
thousands of millions of years is

an estimate which probably errs on thu side of

caution.

« * «

Is this Universe the only one ? Or, rather, is

the vast cluster of clusters which we call the

stellar system, with its subordinate satellite

systems, the globular clusters, the only universe

so far as we are concerned ? Do external universes

exist ? The question of island universes has

bulked largely in astronomical thought since the

time of Hcrschel. As has been noted, that great

astronomer originally believc'd that such universes

did exist. Indeed, the hypothesis of island

universes was the natural corollary of the disc-

theory as first propounded. The resolvable

clusters were the nearer universes, the irresolvable

nebulae the more distant. Aft(‘r Herschel had

Photo] \R^siell, London,

SIR F. W. DYSON
As Astronomer Royal, Sir Frank Dyson has held the

Directorship of the Royal Observatory, Greenwich, since

1910. His researches in stellar motions and distances have

materially added to our knowledge of the structure of the

Universe

PROFESSOR MAX WOI,F,

Dr. Max Wolf, Professor of Astronomy at Heidelberg

utul Director of the Aslrophysical Observatory there, was

born iu 1863. His chief work ha.s been in astronomical photo-

graphy. He first drew attention to the dark markings in the

(ialaxy, which arc now believed to be non-luminous nebulee.

devt‘lopcd his nebular theory of stellar evolution

—a theory which (‘ntailed the existence of gaseous

nebulae—the conception of “ island!un verses

dropped out of the place which it formerly held

in his thought. After his death, however, the

hypothesis was revived, the chief reason for its

revival being the resolution of some nebulae,

which had defied Herschel's reflectors, and the

supposed resolution of others by the great Rosse

reflector and the large refractors of Harvard and

Pulkova. The pendulum of astronomical opinion,

howcv(T, swung violently in the opposite direction

after the demonstration by Huggins and the

early spectroscopists of th<i truly gaseous nature

of some of the most prominent nebular objects.

By the end of the last century the question was

regarded as practically closed. Tlie vast majority

of astronomers were prepared to subscribe to

Proctor's dictum that all the nebulae hitherto

discovered, whether gaseous or stellar, irregular,

planetary, ring-formed, or elliptic, exist within

the limits of the sidereal system/^



From •* Knoitl*dit$ "] [PAo<o by PtofMtor Mm Wolf,

THE PI^EIADES.
IBIS sw-gniuH 19 one of the best-known of an celestial objects, and has been known from the earliest ages Indeed, it is referred to m the works

Hesiod, and m the Books of Amos and Job During the Nmeteenth Century the Pleiades came much into notice because of Madler’s famous
hypothesis that Alcyone, the brightest star of the group, was the centre of gravity of the Stellar System. In 1859 a faint nebulosity was detected

m the cluster by Tempd, at Florence Photogiaphy shows this nebula to be of vast extent In 1912 Dr V M Slipher, of the lyowell Observatorv,

showed that the nebula is actually dark and shines by the reOc^rted light of the involved start.
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Of the various classes into which the nebulae are now divided, the irregular nebulae—bright and

dark- -and the planetaries unquestionably belong to our stellar system. Their concentration to

the plane of the Galaxy and the plane of the local cluster places this beyond question. But the

status of the large and important class of spiral nebulae is by no means so easily decided. Their

spectra differ from those of the irregular and planetary nebulae. The typical spectrum of the spirals

is continuous. Also they arc sharply differentiated from the ordinary gaseous nebulae by their

nwtions. Dr. Slipher, director of the Lowell Observatory, has shown that “ the average velocity

of the spirals is about twenty-five times the average stellar velocity.” Still more remarkable is their

distribution over the sky. While the planetary and irregular nebulie are aggregated towards the

galactic plane, the spirals avoid the fundamental plane of the stellar system altogether and are most

numerous near the galactic poles. When these facts were first ascertained, they seemed to point to

the extra-galactic, non-nebular nature of the spirals, and accordingly the hypothesis of island

universes was revived. On this interpretation of their nature, the spirals are galaxies coequal in

size with our galactic system, and are placed at so great a distance—at a distance of the order of

a million or millions of light-years—that they cannot be resolved into their constituent stars.

On a first consideration the theory is attractive and it is still maintained by a number of

astronomers. But
there are grave objec-

tions and on the whole

the balance of evidence

is hostile. If these

s])irals are external

univcTses, why do they

congregate round
about the galactic

poles ? Why arc they

distributed in amanner

which suggests that

they are influenced by

the stellar system ?

Wercj they actually

island universes, co-

equal with ours, their

distribution should be

at random and should

certainly hav(‘ no re-

ference to the galactic

])lane. We are driven

to conclude, therefore,

that the spiral and

other non-galactic

nebula.' are intimately

ndated to and form

part of, the stellar

system. Their enor-

mous velocities of

recession from our

system suggests that

they are composed of

material specially
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susceptible to the radiation

pressure of light. At all events,

it seems most improbable that

these nebulae are external uni-

verses. But this fact does not

preclude the possibility that

away out in space, situated at

distances far beyond the light-

grasping power of the largest

telescope, other collections of

stars of the same order of

magnitude as our galactic

system may exist. On the other

hand, Professor Einstein con-

cludes from his general theory

of relativity that the universe

is finite yet unbounded,” It

is deduced from the theory that

space is curved—spherical or

elliptical. It is of finite volume

and has no bounds. The

difficulty of such a conception,

as Professor Eddington remarks,

is ” that we try to realise this

spherical world by imagining

how it would appear to us and

to our measurements. There ,

[Mount Observatory

has been nothing in our ex- (ii.oBULAK ci„i;stkr m .3 (n c,x 5272 ).

perience to compare it with, The siJe of a square represents 6,000,000 times the ICarth’s distana* from the Sun,

,* 4. it and a diameter of the larp:e circle 06 light-years. The letters Hy show the distance*
ana it seems lantasiic, x5Ut 11 from the Sun if placed at the centre, and the x the distance of Sirius

we could get rid of the personal
^

stars enclosed arc typiuil variables,

point of view and regard the sphericity of the world as a statement of the type of order of event.s

outside us, we should think that it was a simple and natural order which is as likely as any other to

occur in the world.” On th<i assumption that the Universe is finite, its sizt‘ has beim computed by

Einstein and De Sitter. Both agree that a ray of light would n'quire 1,000 million years to go ” round

tbe world.” If a light-ray could really perform such a journey some> lemarkable results would follow.

After 1,000 million years the rays of sunlight and starlight would return to tlu'ir starting points.

Thus, theoretically, the sky should be covered with ” stedlar ghosts ” occupying the positions which

Sun and stars filled 1,000, 2,000 or 3,000 millions of years previously. It has been suggested that

perhaps one or more of the sjnral ne'bula: arc re'ally phantoms of our own stellar system. The likelihood

of this happening, however, is very slight. It is most improbable that the rays of light, after so long

a journey would converge at the very point where" they divcrgexl. rhe‘or< tically it is possible, but

the probability is that the light woulel c'ither be* absorbed or scattcre'd or else* deflected by the various

gravitational fields scattered throughout space.

Even if we grant the finitude of the Universe.*, which the general theory of relativity seems to

necessitate, we are left face to face with a Co.srnos .so vast as to baffle the imagination. A light-year

is equivalent to about six billion miles ; a universe of the extent of a thousand million light-years

is of the order of the infinite in comparison with the tiny globule on which we spend our fleeting lives.

The contemplation of the Universe of stars drives home u|X)n us with terrific force the utter

insignificance of the planet on which we live, and which is all the world to the vast majority of
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mankind. As Flammarion truly says, “ in the eternity of duration, the life of our proud humanity,

with all its religious and political history, the whole life of our entire planet, is the dream of a moment ''

;

and if the overwhelming vastness of the created universe oppresses us, it likewise compels us to bow
our heads in reverence before the Immeasurable Power which finds expression in this magnificent

Cosmos, with its almost infinite profusion of shining suns.

CHAPTER XVII,

THE ANCIENT CONSTELLATION FIGURES.

By a. C. D. Crommelin, B.A., D.Sc., F.R.A.S.

I

T IS well to begin this chapter with the statement that an account of ancient Astronomy cannot

possibly be so definite or certain as one that relates to the present epoch. For the period commencing

about 500 B.c. we possess some fairly full documents, that enable us to form a clear picture of the

astronomical conceptions of the writers.

But for earlier eix)chs, systematic

treatises are wholly lacking, and we

have to form our ideas of the ( ondition

of Astronomy by piecing together a

number of fragmentary and isolated

statements
;

we can often make
useful conjectures, based on our know-

ledge of the subsequent course of

events, but these must remain pro-

visional, Astronomy is truly called

the oldest of the sciences, for the

motions of the Sun and Moon affect

the course of human life in so many
ways (and did so still more in the

simpler conditions of primitive life)

that the importance of finding out

the periods and laws of their revolu-

tions must have been recognised very

early
;
this would involve the mapping

out of the principal star groups, since

these would be required as points

of reference. Probably the same facts

wtre in many cases learnt independently in different countries.

One of the early problems was to reconcile the lunar month with the solar year. The majority of

ancient nations used the lunar month, whose length alternated between twenty-nine and thirty days,

and they inserted a thirteenth month occasionally to preserve the correspondence with the solar year.

The cycle of nineteen years, known as Meton's, was adopted independently in several countries
;
it

contains seven “ full years with thirteen months and twelve common ” ones. The Golden Numbers

recording the position of each year in this cycle arc still used in the determination of Easter. One of the

greatest of the ancient peoples, the Egyptians, did not use the lunar months, but made their year consist

of 365 days, being twelve months of thirty days each, and five extra days. It was found in early times

that the 365-day year was too short, in fact, it was noticed in Egypt that the seasons went right round

the calendar months in about 1 ,460 years ; this period is sometimes called a Sothic cycle, from Sothis, the

Egyptian name for Sirius, the brightest of the fixed stars. Apparently the first Sothic cycle began

when the heliacal rising of Sirius fell on the first day of the Egyptian year. The heliacal rising was

f£A' A
CHINESE CELESTIAL GCOBE AND QUADRANT.

Save for the dragoii*embeUi»hincnt, so t»pular in China, pnd the absence
, . . A J -l._. 1 t...

to

facilitate the observation of heliacal rlsiiiK, by indicating the e\'act

direction in which to look for the star.
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defined as that in which the star was just observable in the morning twilight before sunrise. From
later re(^rds we deduce that the Egyptians could observe Sirius when the sun was ten and a half
degrees below the horizon at the time the star rose

; this is the value used in calculating the dates. The
authors of The Cambridge Ancient History/* vol. 1, adopt the date 4241 b.c. for the beginning of the
first Sothic cycle

; an approximate calculation of my own, with allowance for the star’s precession
and proper motion, makes the date thirty-two years later, the difference being merely nominal. This
is much the earliest date at which we have any evidence of star observations

; it must be noted that we
have no contemporary record of the fact

; it is only carried back by inference from records of a much
later date (about 2000 b.c.), ^The next date at which we have indirect evidence of star observations having been made is 3400 b.c.
The reasons for concluding that the great pyramid was built about this date, and that the star Thuban
in the Dragon, which was then the Pole Star, was used in orienting the building, were given on page 238.

We have, therefore, good reasons for believing that the stars had alrc'ady bec^n mapped out to
some extent in

4000 B.C., and

that the charac-

ter both of their

daily and annual

motions was un-

derstood. The
recognition by
the Egyi:)tians of

the advantage of

using a star near

th(i pole for lay-

ing out a north

and south line

shows considera-

ble mathematical

skill, which is

further proved
by many details

in the structure

of the pyramid.

It is probable

that the constel-

lation figures

adopted in Egypt at the time of building the pyramids, and for long afterwards, wen^ (uitircly inde-

pimdent of those adopted in Western Asia. The very fact of their year being a 3(>r)-day one,

unconnected with the lunar months, would show this iiidepemdtmcc*. W(; have, not, however,

sufficient data to reconstruct the old Egyptian constellations ;
those that have come down to

us are of a later i^eriod, and are largely modified by Mesoix)tamian infimmee. Thus, the twelve

zodiacal constellations in the Denderah Planisphere, whose date is 30 b.c., arc practically the same as

those of Aratus and Ptolemy save that the ncwly-dcvised Scales replace the Claws of the Scori)ion

;

but the remaining constellations show notable departures from them. Thus the Great Dog

is replaced by a cow kneeling in a boat, with Sirius between its horns. There is also a figure of a

Hippopotamus above the Scales.

C, Detaille, who describes the Denderali planisphere in L’Astronomie,” vol. 7, makes the following

remarks on the character of Egyptian Astronomy, which seem to apply to many, though perhaps not

to all, of its adherents. The ancient Egyptians were astrologers, not astronomers : they were unable

41

From'] [“ I.'AsIrofiomie."

ORION AND SIRIUS ON THK DKNDTCUAll STRAKillT ZODIAC.

The second figure from the right represents Orion. Sirius is portniyal as a kneding cow with n star

between its homs. The UgyptiaiiB ixiicl great attention to observing the (lay when Siriiw, whicli

they called Sothis, rose just before the Sun. This day occurred in the month now calksl July, about

the time of the fiaiiig of the Nile. The latter is syinbolistsl by the water which tlic figure on the left

is pouring out. The Sothic cycle of 1,4(10 years was the period in which this day travelled round the

Kgyfitian year of 300 days.
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to distinguish the true from the false

. . . and they tried to bring the

stars under their yoke, to make them

serve their passions and their ambitions

instead of bowing reverently before the

majesty of the Universe, and trying to

understand its laws and its grandeur/'

The third millcnium b.c. must have

been a period of great activity both in

East and West. The Chinese appear to

have d('duced fairly accurate values of

the periods of the Sun and Moon,

enabling them to predict eclipses
;

it is

also evident that they had mapped out

the sky into constellations at least as

far back as 2500 b.c. ; this is about the

same date as that which we deduce

for the adoption of the system of con-

stellations that is still in use amongst

European and kindred nations, whicli is

quite independent of the Chinese system.

It is very remarkable to find the per-

sistence with wliich this system (ap-

parently devised in or m^ar Mesopotamm)
was adhered to through thousands of

years. Thus, the description of several constellations by Homer and Hesiod shows that th(iy divided the

heavens in the same way as w(i do. Centuries later, about 370 B.c., Eudoxus wrote a full description of

the whole system
;
Aratus in 270 u.c, wrote a po(‘m bas('<l on this work of Eudoxus

; this has come down
to us, and will be dealt with in detail shortly

;
for the present I will note that then* arc st.*veral points in

the poem that wxjre not true for the epoch of AratUwS
; they had been true when the constellations W(‘re

framed, but precession had modified them, Hipparchus pointed out this fart, and was led by study of

the phenomena to the discovery of precession. The star-catalogue ut Hipparchus, which was completed

about 127 has not eome down to us in full, btit we know that it contained 1,080 stars, grouped in

forty-eight constellations, which were those handed down by tradition from a remote past. The
catalogue of Claudius Ptolemy, made at Alexandria about the year a.d. 137, contains 1,022 stars,

grouped in the same forty-eight constellations
; it is strange that it does not set:m to have occurred to

Ptol(‘my to observe stars outside these traditional vStar-groups, although there were considerable regions

of the sky not includ(‘d in them that were well within his field of vision, notably the region under the

Hare and the Whale, where we now have the modern groups of the Dove, the Sculptor, and the Pheenix.

This shows the extraordinary tenacity with which the old tradition had been handed down for over

2,000 years
;
a fortunate circumstance, since it enables us to form a tolerable estimate of the date when

these constellation figures were formed.

I have prepan'd a maj) (page 645) showing all the southern stars in Ptolemy's catalogue, in which I

have marked by a circJtJ the limit of the region visible in latitude 36® North. The latitude of Alexandria

is 31®, but stars cannot be seen right down to the horizon, I have added the corresponding circle for the

date 2460 B.c., that is, 2,000 years before Ptclemy; this interval is one-tenth of the great precessional

cycle, so that in it the pole moves through thirty-six degrees about the pole of the ecliptic. It will be

seen that .the circle of 2400 b.c, is equidistant from the lower parts of the Whale and the Centaur ;
on

the other hand, it cuts off the lower stars of Eridanus, but we cannot include all of these without taking

an improbably late date. My selected date is midway between those of R. A. Proctor (2170 B.c.) and

Zurich

THli Clil^ESTIAJ, SPHERE IN MIU-CATJTUDES.
The diagram makes it clear that there is a large region round tlie north
pole, the stars in whidi never set, and an equally large region round
the south pole, the stars in which never ri.se. The nearer wc go to the
equator the ainalU'r these regicai.s become. The stars in these regions
undergo a very slow change owing to the shift in the places of the north

and south cclcstid jiolcs brought about by precession.
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E. W. Maunder (2700 b.c,). The latter date seems to me to cut off too much of Eridanus
;
1 also think

that Mr. Maunder's deduced latitude of the observers who designed the constellations (36*^ to 40°) is

rather too high
;
it would exclude Canopus, though this is mentioned by Eratosthenes as one of the

stars handed down by tradition
; also it would put Fomalhaut too near the horizon

;
this was one of

the four “ Royal stars that marked the four seasons, so that it must have been high enough for easy

visibility ;
I do not therefore feel so sure as Mr. Maunder does that the latitude must be placed north

of Babylon.

It is fairly evident that the constellations were not wholly, perhaps not evt'ii mainly, designed from
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MAP OF PTOLRMY'S feOUTlIJCRN STARS.

I hiive shown in Uus map the ix.)3itloiis as given by Ptolemy of all his stars that arc miore than fifteen clcgfccs srmUi of the

eclintic I also show the south pole of our own time, of Ptolemy’s time a d 140, and ot 2460 B c.
;

hist must be clnst

to the epoch when the southern constellations were mapped out by the inh'ibitants of Mesopotamia Ihe stars of the

Southern^Cross are in Ptolemy’s Catalogue, but they are amsidered as part (;f the Centaur. It wiU be seen that 1 toluny

did not observe stars outside the old constellation-figures, though many such were well placed for observation in his time,

in particular the regions under the Whale and the Hare.
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fancied resemblances between them and the objects whose names they bear
;
there is such resemblance

in a few cases (for example, the Great Bear and Orion), but in others the figure was chosen as part of

a symbolical scheme.

The most explicit descriptions of the ancient figures have come down to us through the Greeks,

though it is evident that they had rectivtid the tradition from the East. Eudoxus, a pupil of Plato,

brought a celestial globe from Egyi)t, and wrote a description of the figures upon it. A century later,

the king of Macedonia commissioned the young Cilician poet Aratus to put this description into verse,

which has fortunately come down to us, and is the earliest extant document that gives a full description

of the traditional figures that are associated with the star-groups.

The poem opens with a noble ascription of praise to the Creator, containing the words, “ For we
are also His offspring,” that were quoted by .St. Paul at Athens; it then describes the constellations in

ord<'r, beginning with the two Bears, which

are here named Hclice and Cynosura ;
the

use of the Little Bear in navigation is

mentioned
;

sailors of that epoch, 270 b.c.,

had not the advantage that wc enjoy of

a bright star close to the Pole ; Beta of

the Little Bear was seven degrees from it

map, page 228).

The Dragon comes next, an important

constellation that contains the Pole of

the Ecliptic, and also contained that of

the Equator at the date when it was

mapped out. Mr. Maunder notes that the

symbols g S for ascending and descend-

ing nodes (sfjc. page 216) used by astrono

mers from time immemorial, are represen-

tations of the twisted form of the Dragon.

It may hv. mentioned that the star Gamma
Draconis, one of the ” Eyes charg'd with

sparkling fiiv," passes exactly overhead

at Greenwich, and was used by Bradley

for testing the laws of ab('rration and

nutation.

Aratus next describes “ a Labouring

Man in a kneeling attitude ” (Greek, ” En
Gonasin ”), with ” His right foot on the

scaly Dragon's crest ”
;
many writers take

this constellation as depicting the crushing

of the serpent's head (Genesis iii. 15).

Eratosthen(‘s lattT called this const(.‘llation Hercules (probably because the figures fitted the myth
of his fight with the Lernean Hydra), the name it still bears.

R. H. Allen, in ” Star names and their meanings,” thinks that the pair of star-figures Hercules and

the Dragon were among the earliest delineated, and states that a cylinder seal of date between 3000 B.c.

and 3500 b.c, shows the device, still familiar to us, of a man kneeling on one knee with his other foot

upon the dragon's head. There are two other considerations in favour of this early date
;
first we

have seen (page 238) that the star Thuban in the Dragon was known in Egypt as the Pole Star about

3400 B.C., when the Great Pyramid was built. Secondly, we now sec the figure of Hercules upside-down,

for precession has carried it farther from the pole, and it passes to the south of our zenith. But if we
go back to 3400 B.c., wc find that it would be seen wholly to the north of the zenith in the latitude of

roc^^^ A
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Canopui.

SOUTHKRN CONSTE1.LATIONS.

A portion of Argo is visible in B^ngland, the rciaaining stars in the

picture are invisible there. Argo is subdivided into Maius the Mtisl,

Vela the Sails, Puppis the Poop, Carina the Keel or Hull. The
Southern Cross was known to the ancient astronomers, being then
farther north

;
it was included in the Centaur. Tuciina, Hydrus,

Dorado and the Magellanic Clouds were unknown to the ancients,

The name Achemar (Arabic, Last of the River) origintiUy belonged

to Theta Eridani, but when the much brighter star in the picture

was found, the name was transferred to it.
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The Draffon w,is a very important constellation to the auciuits ,
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Equator The latter was marked by the star Thuban, to the rmht of the Eittle Pewit’s head The Drapn s head is marked by

three bright i^tars, not far from Vega Our present Pole Star is at the end of the Eittle Bear’s tail Part of Ct pheus is also shown



The name Hercules was given by Eratosthenes Aratus called it En <>onasm, The Kneeler He is crushing the Dragon’s Head

with his foot We now see the figure upside-down, but it was seen erect on the meridian, north of the zenith, by the Babylonians

about 3000 B c A representation of it has been found on a cylinder seal of that epoch This and the Dragon are probably the

two oldest consteUation figures The heads of Hercules and Ophiuchus touch each other The picture mdudes the Crown, ptirt

of Bootes the Herdsman, and the Serpent’s Head
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Babylon, the head of the kneeling figure being nearly overhead It must liave been in tins situation

when it received its name
,
th(‘ figure of the Kneeler is then not difficult to recognise, as it is when

it IS seen inverted

After brief mention of the Northern Crown, Aratus's narrative procteds to Ophmehus, the Serpent-

Bearer, who holds a huge reptile in his arms
,
it “ rears its crested head on high, Kcacliiiig the s( ven-

starr'd crown in northern sky " Mr Maunder notes that in 2700 li c the head and neck of the Serpent

OPHIUCHLS (TUI bJ'RPrNT BI K) AND IIlJv SJ RI’I M
There art» sevcrdl gieat reptiles ui the uamtcll ition figures most of tlitm maiki d imixirt ml pomts

c,,

North Pole Hydra the Bciuator thi. SeoqJionS luad the Autumn Umuiuon and tht sc ipcnt s he u uid nu k i»)mt( f I

latter to the Pole Some people have suppo^d that Ophnuhus and S( rpens n pi tfecnt tin d liehi PUvnc in M iiduk md

(ttTsclucs) «as fonneriy the Scorpum s Claws Ihe bow of Sa^.ltar.us (tin XkI,. r) >s sc. n on the kf.

IIk I)j a n m irK« I tlx

layalong a north and south line that when produced passed through the place of th. Sun at llu autumn

equinox. Aratus notes that Ophiuchus has his feet on the Sctjrition,
'

( rushing the inonstt i s c yi and

plaited breast ” The Claws of the Scorpion art nt xt mentiont d ,
they occunied tht place of the group

that was renamed libra, The Scalts, in the first century n e ,
up to that date tlu Zndiat ((mik for

Ammal Circle) consisted solely of living creatures
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Babylon, the head of the kneeling figure being nearly overhead It must have been m this situation

when it received its name
; the figure of the Kneeler is then not difficult to recognise, as it is when

it IS seen inverted

After brief mention of the Northern Croivm, Aratus’s narrative proceeds to Ophiuchus, the Serpent-

Bearer, who holds a hug(‘ reptile in his arms
,
it “ rears its ctested lu'ad on high, Reaching \hv seven-

starr’d crown in northern sky/' Mr Maunder notes that m 2700 n c the head and ni'ck of the Sequent
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lavalone a north and south line that when produced passed through the place of tlu Sun at tlu autumn

equinox Aratus note-s that Ophuuhus has his hot on tlu Scorpion, “ crushing tlu monst.i s eye and

plaited breast.” The Claws of the Scorpion are next menltotiLd
,
they oi cupi-d tlu plau ol the gioup

that was renamed Libra, The Scales, in the first century n c
,
up to that date tlu. Zodiac ((.riik for

Animal Circle) consisted solely of living creatures
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We proceed to Bck)tes, the Herdsman, which Aratus calls also Arctophylax, the Bear Driver;
Arcturus, the leading star, has a similar meaning

; our word Arctic is derived from Arctos, a Bear.
Bbotes has a distant resemblance to Orion, the two constellations being confused by some ancient
writers.

The Virgin is identified by Aratus with Astra^'a, the gvxldess of Justice' : - Justice was sliockc'd—the
blood-stained earth she flies Jove bade her welcome to her native skies." Tlie star Epsilon \’irginis
is called by Aratus Protrygetor, Forerunner of the vintage/' The Twins, Crab, and Lion are next
described; the Lion is associated with th(i hot season of tlie harvest. The Charioteer has the Goat
(Greek, Aix; Latin, Capella) on his shoulder; the stars below it are called the Kids. A single star
serves both as the foot of Auriga, and the upper horn of th(' Bull

;
tlu' latter constellation was the first

sign of the Zodiac (that is, it contained the point occupied by the Sun at the vernal eejuinox) when the
constellations were named

; the tradition remained centuric's after this had ceased to be the case

:

thus Virgil wrote in the Georgies, Tlie bright Bull opens th(' year with his golden horns," the year
being considered to open at or about the spring

equinox. Aratus mentions the cluster of th<;

Hyades in the Bulls Head, but he makes the

Pk'iades, in its shoulder, a st'parate constella-

tion
;

he gives the name's of seven Pleiades

;

Alcyone.*, Merope, Celae'no, Electra, Sterope,

Taygete, Maia. He contradicts the legend that

one had vanislu'd
;

its visibility is merely a

tost of clearness of sky anel kccniu'ss of sight.

We next come to the group of six conste'Ua-

tions associated with the' family of Cephe'us : he

and his wife Cassiopeia, " In he'r stately chair,"

are close togethe^r in the nortlicrn sky
;

the

bright stars of the latter make a conspicuous

W. The'ir daughter Andromeda is repre'sente^d

as chained to a rock
;

Aratus me'ntions the

bright star that marks hvT hc'ad (it is the top

left-hand star of the* square of Pegasus), also

her feet, her girdle, and her extended chained

arms. Pegasus, the Flying Horse, adjoins

Andromeda.

According to legend Pegasus was the flying

steed of Bellerophon, who fi'll from its back

and was killed
;

it is curious that it was designed

as upsid(i-down
;

Aratus mak('s this clear by

saying that the Waterman has his hand on the liorse's mane ;
only the front lialves of the figures of

Pegasus and Taurus are pictured in the constellations.

It has been suggested by modern writers, that Pegasus was looked on as having brought Persdis, the*

Rescuer, to the scene
; Aratus describes the haste with which Perseus comes, and the cloud of dust he

raises ; this evidently refers to the brightness of the Milky Way in this region. Note in particular the

two great stellar dust clouds whose photograph appears on page 474. Pers(us carries the liead of the

gorgon Medusa, according to Eratosthenes ;
it is not mentioned by Aratus

;
th(i mytli relat('s that

the sea-monster was turned to stone at the sight of it. Th(‘ remarkable variable star Algol (the*

ghoul, or mischief-maker) is in the gorgon 's h(*ad.

Cetus, the Whale or Sea-monster, is at some distance below Andromeda, its intended victim
;
it is

appropriately flanked by the river Eridanus, the Fishes, the Waterman, and th(i Southern hisli
;

Eratosthenes suggests that the Nile is a better tith* for the river than Eridanus ;
it is a very winding

C A> N C c R •

1 ' > u. <! S P

CANCER, the crab.
The stars in the Crnb are faint, hut it contains the intere^tuiR

cluster PraeseT)e, the Manner, visible to the naked eye ns a nuaty

patch, often mi'^taken for a comet by the incxpcrienceti. On
eitlier aide of it are “ the two Asses,” (iamma and Delta Coneii.

This constellation contakied the summor solstice 3,000 years a^o,

hence the name Tropic of Canc<T.
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rivtT, and has been lengthened from time to time as precession brought its stars farther north.

Ptolemy's Achernar (meaning “ The last of the river *') marked with the letter Theta on the map,

(page G46), was probably invisible to the* original designers of the constellation
; after Ptolemy's

time, the much brightcT star now called Achernar was discovered, and the name transferred to it
;

this discovery made the river seventeen degrees longer.

Proctor mentions (" Origin of the Constellation Figures ") that the Sanscrit names and figures of

the six constellations belonging to the Cepheus theme, that were current in India, resembled the Greek

f/ latnbteeiVs Atlas,

THE COXSTICU.ATIOX l»Rr,AvSOS, THE FRYING IIOKSE OF BFJXEKOPHOX
Thi&) constellation, like Hercules, is seen upside down

;
but unlike Hercules it was never seen erect by the aucienLs. However,

the head, neck and forelegs are so well marke<l out by stars that the inversion is not important. The hinder part of the horse

IS not portrayed in the sky The bcKly includes a laree square of bright stars
;
Alpheratz, tba top left-hand one, also belongs

to Andromeda. The lower Zodiacal Fish is under the wing of l^egasus

ones SO closely as to leave no doubt of their having had a common origin. There is a tradition that

Pythagoras visited India. In any case tlie Greek names were used in India as early as the fifth century

of our era.

It is a debated question whether the constellations were first named from fancied resemblances to

certain figures or objects, and the stories relating to these figures composed subsequently, from the



AURIGA

^UETjUTtl

\riumstrrd ^ A/lu

AURIGA, THi: CIIARIOTKLR
This constellation which contains a pentagon of bright stars, is just ibove the Bull a singk star s( rvt s for the tip of th

Btril’s horn and the foot of Auriga Capeila, the she-goat, is on his left shoulder
,
Haedi, the. Kids, ar< just below The nin

are in his right hand The legs of Perseus anti the t.riraffe are on the right side of the picture thost of the I^ynx on the lef

Capella, with Beti, Theta and Iota makes a figure resembling tlu Southern Cross on <i larger scaU
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manner in which the figures were grouped ; or, on the other hand, whether the stories wen^ aln^ady

known, and the constellations designed in order to illustrate them. Proctor adopted the former view,

but the latter seems more probable
; first bt'causc the resemblance of the star-group to the object is

often very slight (sufficient for adaptation, but insuHiciont for originally suggesting the name)
;

secondly because, as Mr. Maunder shows in “ The Astronomy of tlu* Bible," the arrangemc'iit of several

of the constellations in connected groups appears to form a designed seheine. The pole and the equator

were both marked by serpentine forms (the Dragon and Hydra) while the head and neck of the serpent

held by Ophiuchus might be said to mark the autumn equinox
;
the Whale, another serpentine form,

was under the position of the spring equinox.

So when we find a group of constellations illustrating the Deluge narrative we are not to take it

that the constellations gave rise to the story, but the converse. This grou}), like the ('('])heus one,

numbers six constellations. 1 believe Dr. John 1-amb, the translator of Aratus, was the first to notice

its connection with th(' Dc'lugc' narrative'. It

is strange that Proctor, writing later, claims

the idea as his own, though he must have

known Lamb's book, as he quotes from it

elsewhere. The great constellation Argo, so

large that in modern times it has bi'en found

convenient to make the Mast, the Sails, the

Poop and the Hull .sc'parai c groups, repn'st'nts

the Avk. It is drawn resting on a mountain.

The Raven sent out from it is seen on Hydra's

back, devouring its flesh. The Dov(‘, under

the Hare, is plac<‘d appropriat<‘ly near the

Ark
;

it is not, however, oik' of the ancient

constellations.

I may remark that Eratosthenes includes

the bright stjix Canopus in Argo, though it

was too far south to bti seen in Grei'ce ;
he

probably learnt of its (‘xistenc(‘ when he was

in Egypt.

The Centaur is an intiTesting constc'llalion

to us, since its brightc'st star Alpha Cc'iitauri is,

with one exception, the Sun’s n^'arest st<‘llar

neighbour. The star occurs in Ptolemy’s

catalogue, but its relative nearness to us was

not known till about nint'ty years ago

Ptolemy includt^d in th(; Centaur th<' grou])

now known as the Southern Cross, that name

not being given for several centuri<'s aft<T his

UKUJN AINU lyKrus.

UctdgciLze, from the Arabic Jbt al Jimzah, means Amplt of

the Central One Kigel nieana a Foot (Hebrew, Regel)
;

Bellutrix is natiii for a Female Warrior
;

Saiph means Sword.

The Sword-Handle ecmiains the Great Nebula, sh(>wii by dots

under the B(‘lt The three little stars above T^ellatrix give their

name to the Chinese lunar nimision Tse, while Tsan is the right-

hand star of the Belt The row of stars above Betclgeuzc fonns

the Club, that to the light of Bdlatrix the ^ion-skin, formerly

drawn as a •'hield, 'J'he ehicf star of Lejius has the Arabic name
Arneb, a Hare (Hebrew, Arnebeth).

the Cross art' pointers to tlu* ])olt‘, as the well-time. (The two stars forming the upright of

known stars in the Great Bear arc to the north.)

The constellation story differs in one notabk respect from tliose in Genesis and in the Btibylonian

tablets. They both describe the builder of tlu‘ Ark as a man, but her(‘ lu' is portrayed as lialf man.

half horse ; the neighbouring constellation Sagittarius, the Archer, ’s drawn in a similar maimer. The

Centaur carries a beast (now caUed Lupus, the Wolf) in his right hand, apparently intended as an offering

for the adjoining Altar, Proctor notes that some' modern star-maps absurdly draw the Altar upside-

down
I
it is quite clear that in the time of Aratus its top was to tlu; north. The slri'ams of tli(‘ Milky

Way form the clouds of smoke rising from it ; the Bow of Sagittarius is placed in tliese clouds. Tl^

Southern Crown is under the forefeet of Sagittarius.
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Capricornus, the Sea-Goat, is another combination of two different natures, having the fore part

of a goal, and the hind part of a fish. As this design is found on some Babylonian boundary stones, it

IS not a (ireek invention
;
the (Greeks, however, mingled their own mythology with the constellation

figures that they took over from the East, identifying the Centaur with Chiron, and the Goat with

Pan The fislCs tail may be suggested by the fact that the Goat occurs in the " Watery Region,'' being

followed by the Waterman and the Fishes. The Waterman is pouring a stream of water from his

vessel into the mouth of the Southern Fish (distinct from the Zodiacal Fishes). The bright star Fomal-
haut marks the Fish's mouth. Ptolemy treated it as belonging to the Waterman

;
this accords with its

designation as one of th(‘ four Royal stars. These originally marked th(i four seasons : Aldebaran the

vernal equinox, Kegulus the summer solstice, Antares the autumn equinox, and Fomalhaut the winter

solstice
;
the respective dat(‘s whc'n they occupied these positions are 3000 B.C., 2450 B.C., 3000 B.C.,

2500 B.(\ The mean is about 2700 B.c.,

I
“ Astronomy of tkd lixbk ” By L 11 Muifudtr

|

hv kind fwrnttsuon of thi Fpiiorth ^

THE MIDNIGHT CONSTEUyATIONS Ol*' SPBING, liTOO uc
This ilhistmtion fils in with that of the winter coiisldlation.5 We see

Uic Centaur’s spear ImMinR Uie animal called a Mad Dog by the

Sumciians, a Wolf by the (rreek-s Jt wis oljviously originally some
sacrificial .uumal intended as a vietiin fi r the Altiu Motlem stni

maps draw the Altar in vetted
;

its oiigiiiai position is as shown here

The star clouds of the Milkv Way form the smoke from the Altar In

the clouds is the Bow ol the Aicher Above are the Scori)ion, the

1 Cagle, aml the Serpent.

but no stress can l)e laid on this» as deter-

mining the exact date of naming the

constellations
;

for at that remote epoch

it api)cars that the st'asons wt‘re marked
not by the actual conjunction of the Sun

with the star, but by the date of the star’s

heliacal rising.

The zodiacal constt llation of the Fishes

has contained the equinoctial point since

the first century u.c. It is a large con-

stellation
;

ont' of the Fisht'S is under the

square of Pi'gasus, the othtT is to the

It'ft of that square. They are rt'prestnled

as by th(*ir tails with long ribbons

marked by lines of faint stars
;

these

ribbons m(H‘t at Alpha, the brightest star

of tlie constellation.

Th(' splendid constellation Orion is the

centre of another connected group. Orion

himself is represvutt'd as a hunter. His

right arm is raist'd, blandishing a club ;

the h'ft arm holds a lion skin. His belt is

marked by tlirc'C bright stars, and his

sword hangs below it. The allied con-

stellations are the Hare, and the gn'aler

and lesser Dogs. From his attitude, Orion

appears to be specially menacing the Bull,

which has lowered its horns as though to

meet the attack. Proctor notes that the

group is described in the poem known as the '' Shield of Hercules "
:

—

Men of cliase

Were taking the fleet hares
;
two keen-toothed dogs

Tiounded beside.

It is rather singular that almost all the old descriptions describe Sirius, the chief star of the Great Dog,,

as red. Ptolemy gives it the colour of fire." Some Babylonian records " the colour of copper." It is

now of a brilliant white, and the stages of a star's life arc so prolonged that it is difficult to imagine that

so great a change in the star’s condition could have occurred in 2,000 years ; this interval bears the

same sort of proportion to a star’s whole career as an hour docs to the life of a man.
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There is but one more group of constellations to describe ; it comprises the two great birds, the
Eagle and the Swan. Aratus gives legends connecting both with Jupiter, the Eagle being said to have
carried Ganyinede to Olympus. The 'Lyre is said to have been made by Mercury, who stretched strings
across a tortoise-shell

; it contains Vega, the brightest star north of the equator. The Dolphin, a neat
compact little group, shaped like a diamond, is said to hav(‘ been sent by Neptune to bring his bride
Amphitrite to him. Near it are the small constellations of the Arrow and the Little Horse (Equuleus).

The following are the lines in which Aratus describes the Milky Wa}’ i

—

If with admiring ken some cloudless night,

When no full moon obtrudes her jealous light,

To the high heavens thou lift the starry eye,

A radiant girdle belts the azure sky.

A pearly pavement softly bright it seems :

Its silvery whiteness rivals Cynthia's beams.
The Milky Zone, no other circle given.

Thus visible to mortal eye in Heaven.

j
—Dr. Lamb's translation.

This mention of ceU'stial circles leads Aratus
on to trac(‘ the positions of the equator,

and the troi)ics of Cancer and Capricorn.

He notes that an objtxt on the northern

tropic is abov(* the horizon for fifteen

hours, oru^ on tlu' .southern tropic for nine

hours
;

this would be the case in latitude

41°, but, as ht' is ])r()bably only using round
numbers, wt* cannot press this closely.

Though his descriptions of th<‘ positions

of the circles an' not strictly accurate

for his e]x>ch it is of inten'st to give them.

The tropic of Canen* traversc'd the

heads of the Twins, the knees of the

Charioteer, the h'g and right shoulder of

P(TS(;us, the right arm of Andromeda, the

hoofs of Pegasus, the neck of the Swan, the

head of Ophiuchus, the body of the Lion,

between the eyc'S of th(' Crab. The tropic

of Capricorn traversed th<‘ middh; of the

Goat, the feet of the Waterman, the tail of the Whale, the Hare, tlie Dog's legs, Argo, the C(‘iitaur's

shoulders, the Scorj)ion's sting, the bow of the Archer.

The equator traversed the middle of the Ram, the knees of the liull, the girdle of Orion, th<* coils of

Hydra, the Cup, the Raven, the Scorpion’s claws, the kn(*(‘s of Opliiiiclius, the h<‘ad and neck of Pegasus.

One curious point about the zodiacal ronst(‘llations is hinted at by Aratus and developed by
Manilius. They have th(‘ir heads westward to meet tlie Sun, exc(‘pt the three consecutive ones, the

Bull, the Twins and the Crab, whose heads are eastward. Manilius suggests that their attitude explains

the slower motion of the Sun in that region, of course really due to the Earth's greater distance from

the Sun in the northern summer.

The constellation names of Aratus are of Greek origin, with two possible exceptions. Hochart

suggests that Pegasus is from the Phoenician Pega, a bridle, and Sus, a horse
;
Brown dcrivc's the name

Orion from the Akkadian Uru-anna, the light of heaven ; if this is so, the name came to Gre(*ce very

early, as it is used by Hesiod and Homer. The star names of Aratus are also Greek; besides the seven

Pleiades they are Arctunis, Protrygetor, Aix, Sirius, Procyon
; Eratosthenes adds Canopus, and also

the name Stachys, “ an ear of corn,” the Latin Spica.

4 ^

From “ Astronomy of the Ihble." By E, W, Maundfr,]
[By hind permission of the P pmtrth Prtss,

THK MIDNK'.HT CONSTJ-.LLATIONS OF WINTj<:n, 2700 B.C.

in the lower right-hand wc see the great vessel called Argo by Ihc
Creeks, but suj)i)osed (jiiginally to rcpicsent the Aik. It rests on a
mountain; above it is the Water-snake, with the Raven petkiag at

its flesh. To the left is the Centaur, holding an animat on his si)ear,

obviously intended as a victim for the Altar
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The following Latin names are now in use :—Polaris, Capella, Regulus, Castor, Pollux, Bellatrix

(Gamma in Orion), Vindemiatrix (Epsilon in the Virgin). Further we use the Greek name Antares,
“ the rival of Mars,'" for the bright red star in the Scorpion ; most of the other star names now in use

are Arabic.

Having now described the star-groups that were received in Egypt and Greece, I proceed to the

Babylonian system, which is priisumed to have been the origin of the other. 1 am indebted for this

to Father Kugler’s “ Sternkunde und Sterndienst in Babel." The origin of the groups went back to
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Sumerian times, and in most cases the Babylonians continued to use the Sumerian symbols for the
names in their cuneiform tablets, though probably they used Babylonian names in speaking. We have
a somewhat similar practice

; we generally have Latin constellation names printed on our star-maps,
but often turn them into English ones in conversation. (Sec for example page 427, where Aquaritis and
Piscis arc printed on the map, but translated below). Thus, the Scorpion was written Gir-Tab but called
Aqrabu

; the latter is practically identical with the Hebrew and Arabic names for a Scorpion
;
the Arabic

name for Gamma Librae, Zuben Hakrabi, the Scorpion’s Claw, is still in general use.

Kugler cites tablets going back into the third millenium n.c. that mi'iition the names of some
constellations, but the' earliest systematic list that has come down to us is refi'rred by him to KKK) n.c.

This so closely resembles Ptolemy’s list as to leave little doubt that the constt‘llations adopted in the
West had their origin in the East.

There is a similar division into three groups, northern, central, and soutluTii; the Babylonians
dedicated thcwso to the gods Enlil, Ann, and Ea respectively; the numbcTS of constellations in tlu‘ three
groups are thirty-tlire(', twenty-three, and
fifteen n'spc'ctively

; the middle group com-
prises twelve t*(|uatorial ones, and eleven

adjacent to lhest\ Ptnleiny’s numbers are

tw<aity-one, twelve, and iMtvvn
;

the differ-

ence of numbers merely means that st'paratt*

nanit's were given to parts of constellations,

mucli as we now divide Argo into four parts.

A few of the Sumerian names may be

mentioned. Perseus and Andromeda are

Sugi and Luliin. Arcturus, Sirius and Spica

are Supa, Kaksidi and Absirn (th<‘ lattt‘r is

described as “ an ear of corn "). (Castor

and Pollux an* .Mastabba (ralgal, the Cin'ut

Twins. Dilgan is not Oapella, as som(‘ ]H‘ople

thought, but is a group ot .-tars in th(‘ \\ ater-

man, near the Whal(‘
;

the mistake arose

from assuming that the vSumerians 'M‘gin

th('ir year near th(' (‘quinox, wlxTeas they

began, as wc' do, about lh(* winter solstice;.

Mul-mul (meaning the Sevt'ii gn'at gods '’)

is the Plei£id(‘S.

The Lion is Urgula (Kugler states that

the lit(*ral meaning is " Big Bog,” but a lion

was evidemlly int(‘nd(‘d). As in Ptolemy,

the constellation later called Libra is known as the* Claws of the* Sce^rpiein. Our Gre-at and

Little Bears arc two waggons, Margidela and Margidda anna. ” The* star that stands in the

pole of Margidda anna is the son of the godd<‘ss Ninmah, the* firstborn of the ge>d Arm.” This

refers to the pole star of that epoch, presumably Beta of the Little Be*ar, which was six and a half

degre^e‘s from the pole in KKK) n.c. The* Lyre is Uza, its chie*f star V(‘ga is Nibu. The* Dolphin

is Sahu, the Pig (comi)are the* Ge'rman M(;erschwein). Hyelra, the Raven and the Eagle are; called

by Babylonian names that are synonymous with the; Grttek ones, but the vSwan and Pegasus

are grouped together as the Panther ;
while the name Sisu, Horse, is given only to the Little Horse,

Equuleus.

The Wolf, the Centaur and Argo appear under the names Ur-Be (" The Mad Dog,” not a very

acceptable victim for the Altar), Entena massig and Nunki. No hint is givem by Kugler as to how the

Centaur was pictured. Allen states that it was given the figure of a bull, instead of the man-horse

ER» D f\ N U S

KKIDANUS, TIJ]-: KIVJCR VO.

This is a very lom; constellation, winding between Orion and the
Whale. It hius l>een jn’Jitiually extended farther .mnith, its precession
brought new sUirs intr) view. It is conjectured that the River
dei»ictcd may orij^inalJy have been the Nile, a much more famous

stream than the l*o.
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combination. The Southern Cross is entitled Gan-Gusur, The weapon of the god Amal." Alpha

and Beta Centauri are named Lugal, " King,” and Pa.

Kugler identified the Babylonian constellations by putting together a large number of statements

about stars that rose and set together, and about the angular distances between certain stars ; a great

deal of labour was involved, but the results appear to be practically free from doubt. One interesting

IIVDKA (TJIK WATliK-SNAKK), CKATKU (THE CUP), CORVUS (THE RAVEN).

Hydra is a very Ioiir constellation, and formerly marked the celestial Equator. Corvus, the Raven, is supposed to be the

bird associated with the Deluge narrative. II is i)lucking at the flesh of Hydra, sjunbolisitig the disappearance of the

Deluge water. The Arabic name for the Cup is A1 Kas (Hebrew Kos, a Cup). The brightest star is called Alkea, a corruption

/»f this word.

fact may be mentioned. From the beginning of the first Babylonian dynasty (about 2000 B.c.) the

first month, called Nisan, began with the heliacal rising of Aldebaran ;
tliis occurred on the average

thirty-six days after the equinox. The changing date of New Moon would cause an oscillation of a fort-

night each way. Some 1,300 years later Hamal , the chief star of the Ram, was substituted for Aldebaran.



ORION AND THE HARE.
Almost all nations have seen the fonn of a giant, either Hunter or Warrior, in this star-group. The Chinese arm him with

a hatchet instead of a Sword and Club. The Belt is marked by three bright stars ; it is dose to the celestial Equator.

Betelgcuse is in the right shoulder, Rigel in the left foot. His attention seems to be divided between the Hare and the Bull,

that with lowered horns resists his onslaught. The legs of Monoceros (the Unicom) and of the Big Dog, are seen on the left

;

the winding river Eridanus on the right.
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In Sumerian times, about 2700 B.C., the year began about our January or February. The fifth

month was called Antasurra, the name being stated to have reference to falling stars ;
Kugler con*

jectures that these may have been the Perseid meteors, which then came about two months earlier

in the year than they do now, owing to perturbations of the orbit and precession.

Kugler prints an early Babylonian document containing what he regards as the first hint of the

'' Stations of the Moon that were adopted later. These stations are simply a division of the Zodiac

into twenty-eight or sometimes twenty-seven portions, corresponding to the daily journey of the

Moon ; this arrangement was made independently in China, India, and Arabia. Kugler notes that the

twenty-eight Nakshatra in the Indian Veda begin, like the Babylonian list, with the Pleiades ; the

latter list runs thus : Pleiades, Hyades, Orion, Perseus, Charioteer, Twins, Crab, Lion, Virgin, Claws,

Scorpion, Archer, Goat, Southern Fish, west part of Waterman, east part (Dilgan), Fishes, Ram.

(Total 18.) This is simply the twelve zodiacal constellations with a few additions, and needs much

alteration to make it a set of Moon-Stations.

I pass on now to describe the Biblical allusions to the constellations. There are first some as^socia-

tions between the signs of the Zodiac and the Twelve Tribes. Josephus says of the twelve stones in

the high priest's breastplate, “ Wlicther we understand by them the months, or the signs of that

circle which the Greeks call the Zodiac, we shall not be mistaken in their meaning." In Joseph's

dream the Sun, Moon and eleven stars, or constellations, bowed down to him. The badge of the tribe

of Joseph (or Ephraim) was a Bull, which at that time was the leading zodiacal sign. The eleven

N would be the remaining signs.

In Numbers ii. there is refer-

ence to the standards of four

of the tribes : that of Judah on

the East, of Reuben on the

South, of Ephraim on the Wt‘St,

of Dan on the North. Tradition

gives as the badges of these four

standards a Lion, a Man and a

River, a Bull, an Eagle and a

Serptmt. Genesis xlix. shows the

appropriateness of at least three

of these. Verse 9, " Judah is a

lion's whelp " {compare Apoc.

V, 5,
" The Lion of the tribe of

Judah"). Verst> 4, "Thou

(Reuben) art poured out as

water.” There is no direct

allusion to the Bull, the third

emblem ;
but in verse 22, " The

daughters run upon the wall," ;

Mr. Maunder notes that the

word for wall is Shur, which

differs only by a vowel point

from the word for Bull, which is

From Saussure,] [“ VAstronomic Chtnoiss.**

THE TWEEVE SIGNS OF THE CHINESE ZODIAC.

The Chinese signs are quite independent of those used in the West. They arc the

Dog (our Ram), the Cock (our Bull), the Ape (our Twins), the Ram (our Crab), the

Horse (our Lion), the Serpent (our Virgin), the Dragon (our Scales), the Hare (our

Scx>rpion), the Tiger (our Archer), the Bull (our Goat), the Rat (our Waterman),

the Pig (our Fishes). Six are tame, and six wild. The numbers round the circle

show the Eunar Mansions contained In each Sign.

Shor. The vowel points were

not added till centuries after

the consonantal text was written.

If we take the reading as Bull,

the " daughters " would be the

Pleiades on its shoulder.
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As regards the eagle and serpent,

Dan is referred to in verse 17 as “A
snake in the way, a serpent in the path
that biteth the horse's heels.” We
have in close proximity to each other in

the sky the Eagle, the Serpent-Bearer,

and the vScorpion biting his heels. It

will be noted that at the date in

question the Lion and the Waterman
marked the summer and wintiT sol-

stices, while the Bull and Scorpion

marked the Spring and autumn equin-

oxes.

We obtain, as Mr. Maimder points

out, some confirmation of the tra-

ditional emblems on the standards by
the words of Balaam as he looked down
on the Israelite host (Numbers xxiii. 22).

” His strength is like to the wild ox
”

(Hebrew, Keem). Again (verse 24),

‘'The people shall . . . lift itself

up as a lion.” Again (xxiv. 7),
“ Water

shall flow out of his bucket.”

The four living creatures, Man,

Lion, Ox, Eagle, occur again in the

Vision of Ezekiel (i. 5 to 14). They are

agjiin mentioned in Apoc iv. 7, and

were afterwards taken as emblems of

the four Evangelists ;
thus, for example,

we have the winged lion of St. Mark at Venice.

We also find the Signs of the 2k>diac ref^-^rred to collectively in two passages : first passage, Job

xxxviii. 32, “ Canst thou bring forth Mazzaroth in their season ? " second passage, 4 Kings xxiii. 5

“ Them also that burnt incense to the Sun, and to the Moon, and to the Mazzaloth, and to all the host

of heaven.” Before the decipherment of cuneiform inscriptions, there was considerable doubt about the

meaning of the terms Mazzaroth and Mazzaloth. But the position is now diffiTcnt ; the word Misrata

occurs in the Babylonian Creation Epic in context which leaves no doubt that it refers to the division of

the Zodiac into twelve parts
;
a further subdivision of each into three sections is hinted at. Tlie verb

masaru means to divide (L. W. King)
;

this only differs from the root letters of Mazzaroth by the

substitution of the letter Tsade for Za3dn. We may therefore confidently adopt ” The signs of the

Zodiac ” as the meaning of Mazzaroth. The bringing them forth in their season would refer to the

regular succession in which they appeared in the course of the year, after being veiled by the presence

of the Sun.

Mazzaloth may be merely a variant for Mazzaroth ; there is, however, an appropriate Assyrian

word in this case, Manzaltu, ” Station,” from the rootNazazu to stand
;
so that the reference may be

to the Zodiac as divided into the twenty-eight stations of the Moon ” instead of the twelve solar

signs.

There are several Hebrew constellation names in the Old Testament, whose identification has been

the occasion of much discussion : Job ix. 9,
” Who maketh Ash, Kesil, and Kimah, and the chambers

of the south ;
” Job xxxviii. 31, ” Canst thou bind the chains (or, sweet influences) of Kimah, or loose

the bands of Kesil,” Verse 32 mentions Mazzaroth, and also Ayish, which is probably the same as

Otqumoxe d'ltitomnt

tdui9iuijd vp 9)(outnb30
I fom [" / 'Aiifoftomu i

THE TWKNTY-iaUHT CHlNESlC UJNAU MANSIONS.
The picture Hhows the arraiiKUucnt of the tweiity-eiKht Sieou, or Lunar
Mansions. Note the ]>aiaccs of the four seasons, l^rintemps bciiiK Sprin^r
lvt6 Summer, Hiver Winter. The ccntnil siRi' of each palace contains three
tSicou, the others contain two. The first Sieou, Mao the PUaudes, comes in

the Autumn palace, since the Pull Moon is here at the autumnal equinox.

Tseu and Tsan are in Orion, Sinjj is Alphard in Hydro, Kio is Spica, Sin is

the Draf;on*8 Heart (Aniares). l*)ach Sieou is a triangle with its apex at

the pole of the equator They were used in the Chinese cometary
observations.
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Ash. Amos v. 8 again mentions

Kimah and Kesil. There is

little dispute now about these

two ; they are taken to be the

Pleiades and Orion respectively
;

Kimah appears to mean a col-

lection or cluster, like the

Assyrian Kimu or kimtu,

“ family.” If the translation

” sw(‘et influences is correct,

it would refer to the beauties

of Spring that oi)en out when
the Sun passes the cluster.

Kesil means a fool or impious

person. Tradition connects the

giant hunter in the sky with

Nimrod (Genesis x. 8) con-

jectured to be Merodach (more

correctly spelt Marduk), Gibbor

is the Hebrew for a giant or

mighty man (th(' root occurs in

the name Gabriel) and Orion

has long been called Algebar or

Gabbara the Giant ; Long-

fellow s poem, ” The occupation

of Orion,” rt'gards him as the

(‘mbodimont of lawless violcmcc*

;

this tradition seems to accord

well with the designation Kesil.

Mr. Maunder nott'S that h(i is

portrayed in the heavens as

trampling on the timid hare,

and trying to climb into the

Zodiac, being prevented by the

dettTmined attitude of the

guardian Bull. It has betm point(‘d out that the name of the month Kislev (apiiroximately our

DecembtT) contains the sam(‘ root letters as Kesil
; it is the month when Orion is best placed for

obstTvation, shining throughout the night. There may therefore be a connection between the names.

The identification of Ash or Ayisli is less certain ; there are two rival views that arc both plausible.

Schiaparelli favoured Aldebaran and the Hyades, noting that early Syriac translations use lyutha

for Ash, and lyutha almost certainly refers to this stellar group. Also Ash means a moth, and the

Hyades resemble a moth with its wings folded.

Others favour the view that Ash is the Great Bear, noting that the Arabs call the four bright stars

in the body of the Plough by the name na^^h, ” the bier ”
; we still call the star at the end of the

handle Benetnasch, ” daughters of the bier.”

As to the ” Chambers of the South ” in Job ix, 9 we can only conclude that they refer to some of

the brilliant constellations that were seen near the southern horizon ; the fine group formed by Argo,

Centaunis and the Southern Cross has been suggested.

South and North are placed in antithesis in Job xxxvii. 9, The word for north is mezarim, **
scat-

terings.” Schiaparelli noted that with a change in the vowel points this would make mizrayim, ” the

CHINJCaC CHI^KSTIAI, Ol^OliK.

Ko Show-KhiK iiiadf a cclcj^ti.il globe, tuminp by machinery, that «hi»wcd the equtilot

,

ediptic and piincipal stai groups The clobe in Uie picture is more modem, but
prnb.ibly similar in tleaijm.
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two winnowing fans **
; he thinks that this may denote the chief stars of the Great and Little Bears

whose outlines are quite suggestive of winnowing fans.

We have ourselves alternative names for the seven bright stars in the Great Bear, using the names

Plough
** and Charles’ Wain/’ while the Americans call them the ” Big Dipper ”

; it is therefore

not unlikely that in old times they had more than one name. Tliere are two passages (Job xxvi. 12, 13,

and Isaiah xxvii. 1) that refer to some of the serpentine constellations. The former passage is shown

to have an astronomical bearing by the “ adorning of the heavens ” in the first half of the verse. The

Hebrew “ nahash bariah ” has been variously rendered crooked, winding, swift, or gliding serpent,”

but ” fugitive serpent ” seems to accord best with the root meaning of the word. This phrase woxild

accord with the serpent that is in the grasp of Ophiuchus, and endeavouring to escape.

” Nahash bariah ” occurs again in Isaiah xxvii. 1, and is followed by ” nahash aqallathon,” ” the

crooked serpent,” which is almost certainly our Dragon ; its tortuous windings arc shown on page 649.

The passage continues with ” the whale (Heb. tannin) that is in the sea.” This is probably our Cetus,

the whale. Job xxvi. 12, refers to Rahab, ” the proud.” Mr. Maunder s(‘es here another reference to

” the whale,” the Septuagint reading Ketos.

We find the Dragon mentioned again in Apocalypse xii. We have aln^ady alluded (page 238) to

the possibility that the great dragon ” whose tail drew the third jiart of the stars of heaven and cast

them to the Earth ” may have a reference to the departure of the Dragon from the ])lac(‘ of honour at

the top of the celestial sphere. Mr. ^Iannd(T notes that the subs(‘(|iient verst's, “ And tlie s('r]H‘nt cast

This hirce instrument was erected bv Ko Show-Kiim, official astronomer under Kubla Kiiau, about A.i^. l‘J70. It rcplawd

an older instrument made about lO-VJ. It will be seen that it turns about a polar axis, and has cin les conespondmg to the

horizon, equator, ecliptic and several mendians. One of the latter earned a tube, movable about the. centre of the sphere,

for pointing to a heavenly bod\. The circles arc some six feet in diameter, and are graduated in Chinese degrees, to

the ( ircurnferenee.
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out of his mouth . . . water as a river . . . and the Earth opened her mouth and swallowed

up the river which the dragon cast out of his mouth/' agree closely with the configuration of Cetus

and Eridanus (see pages 668 and 659) . The River Eridanus flows just in front of Cetus, and extends down

to the southern horizon, where it appears to be swallowed up by the Earth. The chapter begins with

the words, " A great sign appeared in heaven," which lends support to the view that the imagery is

derived from the constellation figures.

We may note that the Scripture writers, while adopting the constellation figures of the Babylonians,

did not follow them in their childish myths concerning their origin. A much nobler view of the real

significance of the wonderful celestial pageant is expressed in the fine passage in Job xxvi. 14, " Lo

these things are part of His ways, but how little a portion do we hear of Him. The thunder of His

power who can understand ?
”

The ancient Chinese Zodiac is quite independent of that in use in the West
;

it has varied at

different times, but the following appears to be the original arrangement :

—

Chinese. Western.

Dog ... ... ... Ram.

Cock ... ... ... Bull.

Ape ... ... ... Twins.

Ram ... ... ... Crab.

Horse ... ... ... Lion,

Serpent... ... ... Virgin.

Dragon ... ... ... Scales.

Hare ... ... ... Scorpion,

Tiger ... ... ... Archer,

Bull ... ... ... Goat.

Rat ... ... ... Waterman.

Pig ... ... ... Kiiihos.

For the last three or four centuries

the Chinese have adopted a zodiac

practically identical with that in use

in the West.

The Chinese appear to have used

the lunar mansions or Sieoii to a greater

extent than the twelve signs. These

were twenty-eight in number, and

were based on the celestial equator, not

on the ecliptic. Each mansion was a

triangular patch of the heavens extending up to the north pole, so that a statement that a heavenly

body was in a particular mansion gives no information as to its distance from the equator. Several

of the cometary observations are of this character, and it is less easy to utilise them than if a reference

were given to the actual stars near the comet.

Each Sieou is called after some star or group of stars. Thus Mao is the Pleiades, Tseu and Tsan

are respectively the head and belt of Orion, Sing is Alpha Hydrae, Kio is Spica, Fang is a group in the

Scorpion, It will be noticed that the mansions are very unequal in size.

They are divided into four groups or palaces, seven in each palace. These correspond with our

four seasons. The reason of the inequality in size of the mansions is to make them fit accurately into

the twelve zodiacal signs
; the middle sign of each palace contains three mansions, which are therefore

small, while the two outer signs contain two mansions apiece. The spring palace is called Tsing Lung,

the Green Dragon (its centre constellation is our Scorpion) ; the summer palace is Choo Neaou, the

From Saussure.] (“ L’Astrommte < htftoisr

CHINI5SE CELKSTIAL EMBLEMS.
The designs here shown are ihe Ancestral Cui)S, with Apes (a Zodiacal

constellation) upon them : the Aquatic plant (identified with Laurus
Cassia) : Fire (emblem of summer) ; Rice groins, symbolical of the

harvest, and of the fertility produced by the Sun : The Hatchet, the

weapon of The Warrior (Orion) ; and the Double Zig-Zag.
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Red Quail ; its centre is xnarked by the Quail-Fire, or Heart of the Quail (our Alpha Hydrae, or
Alphard)

; the autumn palace is Pih Hoo, the White Tiger (its centre is our Orion) ; the winter palace is

Heung Woo, the Black Tortoise. It is easy to see the appropriateness of associating Green with Spring,
Red with the fiery heat of Summer, Black with the gloom of winter. The palaces were also associated
with the substances that the Chinese looked on as elements : Wood with Spring, Fire with Summer,
Metal with Autumn, Water with Winter, Earth in the centre of all. The Chinese gave the following

poetical reason for this association :

—

Wood prevails over Earth by absorbing it

:

Metal prevails over Wood by cutting it:

Fire prevails over Metal by melting it

:

Water prevails over Fire by quenching it

:

Earth prevails over Water by absorbing it.

The annual cycle of seasonal changes is

thus symbolised.

The lunar mansion‘s begin with

the region associated with the autumnal

equinox, not with the spring one, like

the zodiacal signs. The reason is that

they arc associated with the Full Moon,

which is always opposite to the Sun.

The symmetry of arrangement of the

man.sions made it easy to infer the

position of the Sun by noting tlu' place

of Full Moon and taking the opposite

mansion.

The iiitimat(‘ association that the

Chinese imagined to exist between the

terrestrial and celestial regions was

mentioned in the chapter on comets
;

an interesting exarnph* is giver bv

P6re Gaubil. He stat('s that two taint

stars in the Dragon, that were the pole

stars of the twenty-seventh and twenty-

third centuries B.c. resjx*ctively, were

named “ The unique of the Heavens
''

and The unique Supreme.” These

celestial titles are clo.sely analogous

to that ot the Empeior of China, who

was called ” The unique man.” If the stars have been correctly identifi(‘d by Gaubil, their detection

as pole stars reflects great credit on the early observers : for thv, star Thuban in the Dragon was much

brighter, and not far from the pole (see page 228).

A few of the Chinese names of stars and constellations may be given. The seven bright stars of

the Great Bear were Pih Tow, the Chariot. The northern of the pointers was Choo, the feet of the

Bear San Tae. Arcturus was Ta Kio, the Great Horn. Vega, with some neighbouring stars, was

Chih Neu, the Spinning Damsel. Castor and Pollux were Ho Shoo, or Pih Ho. The Milky Way was

Teen Han or Tien Ho, the Celestial River. The region round the pole, that never set, was Tsze Rung

or Tsze Wei Yuen.

I am indebted for the above to Williams, Chinese Comets,” R. H. Allen, ” Star Names,” and

Saussure, ” Lcs Origines de TAstronomie Chinoise.”

Some mediaeval Chinese astronomical instruments are depicted on pages 640, 664, 665; these are

From Saui.SMf«.] [" L'Astronomte Chtnoue,**

CIIINI^:SE CEEP:STIAI, TCMUm^MS.
The designs arc reprcKlucfd from a Chinese work of a.d. 17.30, but are

supposed to be copied from older originals They arc : The Ccx^k (a

zoduical constellation, and a symbol of the Sun)
;
The Hare (a zofliacal

cxmstcllation, and a symbol of the Mrxm, it is pounding druRS in a
mortar). The Star-group, The Mountain, The Dragons (a zodiacal

constellation), The Pheasant (u constellation).
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Ze(A
Iizar

with
cor).

Eta
CMtit-

UkCh.

Cfusiiufi Delta
Afioth. Megrez,

probably of similar design to those used in very ancient times. It is clear that China was one of the

leading nations of antiquity in astronomical study. But it was isolated from other nations, so that

the discoveries made in it did not reach them, and they had to find them independently. India is an

exception; Saussure proves that many points in its ancient Astronomy show traces of Chinese influence.

It remains to say something about the Arabic star-names. The fact that so many of these have

been universally adopted is testimony to the zeal of the Arabians and their assiduity in study not merely

of the constellations as a whole but of the individual stars. This was doubtless partly inspired by their

utility as guides for travelling at night across the trackless deserts. Indeed, there is little doubt that

among all the ancient nations star-knowledge was far more widely diffused than it is to-day. Before

the introduction of clocks and watches they afforded the only method of measuring the progress of

the night. We find a character in Euripides asking ** What is the star now passing ? " The reply,
** The Pleiades show themselves in the East, the Eagle soars in the summit of heaven,” conveys all

the information he

desires. Study of the

monthly star-maps in

this work will enable our

readers to place them-

selves on a level with

those old observers.

The Arabic names are

in many cases almost

identical with woiJs in

Old Testament Hebrew;

there an; some words

that occur in several star

names, so it is useful to

give them: Ras, a head

(Hebrew, Kosh)
;

Rijl or

Rigel, a foot (Hebrew,

Regel); DeneborDanab,

a tail (Hebrew, Zanab)
;

A1 is simply the definite

article “the.” Janu-
biyyah, corrupted into

Genubi, means “ south-

ern ”
; Shamaliyyah,

corrupted into Chamali,

means “ northern."'

These latter names occur
in the Scorpion s Claws, now Alpha and Beta of the Scales. Most of the stars down to the third
magnitude, and some still fainter, possess Arabic names ; it must suffice here to give the meanings
of those of a few of the brighter stars. Belelgcuse in Orion is a corruption of Ibt al Jauzah, “ the
armpit of the central one.”

Alpha
Dublie.

ticta

Mvrak,

Phcccla.

From “ The Heavens and their Story " By A, 6' If'. Maunder. I

By htnd permisston of the Lpworth Press.
\ [Photograph by F. W. Longbottom,

TIIK STARS OF THF PlyOUGH.
The photoiyraph show.s the .seven bright stars of the Plough, part ot the Great
Bear. Dubhc means Bear {Hebrew, Dobh), Merak I^oiu, Pheeda Thigh, Me|?rez
RfK)t of Tail, Aiioth Tall (doubtful), Mizar Girdle, Beiictnusch Daughters of tlie
Bier. Hence the Hebrew Ash is concluded to be the Plough. The meaning of Alcor
is doubtful

; another Arabic name for It was Suliu, the lost or neglected one.

Vega, in the Lyre, is from the Arabic Waki
;
this star was sometimes called the Falling Eagle, while

Altair in Aquila is a contraction of Al Nasr al Tair, the Flying Eagle (the Hebrew for an eagle is Nesher).
The star that we now call Polaris had the Arabic name Al Rukkabah, the Chariot or Charioteer,
(Hebrew, Rckub).

The seven bright stars in the Plough have all Arabic names {see figure on this page), Dubhc means
bear (Hebrew, Dob), Merak “ the loins,” Mizar “ the girdle,” Benetnasch “ the daughters of the

bier.”
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Achemar " the last of the river " (Hebrew, Ahar after, nahar river) is at present the end of the

long River Eridanus. In Ptolemy’s time the river ended with Theta Eridani.

The Arabs used the Greek names (slightly modified) of three constellations: A1 Thaur, Taurus;

A1 Kentaurus, the Centaur; A1 Ketus or Kaitos, the Whale. Thus Zeta Ceti is Baten Kaitos, the

whale’s belly (Hebrew, Beten). It is curious that there is no generally accepted proper name for Alpha

Centauri, our near stellar neighbour. Ulug Beg called it A1 Rijl al Kentaurus, the Centaur’s foot

;

this name would be liable to confusion with Rigel in Orion. The old Sumerian name Lugal, “ King,"

might be revived. Dr. Innes suggested the name Proxima, but he has since transferred this name to

a faint star, in the same region of the sky, that is nearer to us than the bright star {see page 466).

I reconuncnd those readers who wish to pursue further the very interesting study of star names to

consult " Star names and their meanings," by R. H. Allen. Some readers may be disposed to think

that this chapter deals more with men’s fancies about the heavens than with the heavens themselves.

This is true in a measure : nevertheless,

I think that the early progress of

astronomical knowledge is worthy of

the minutest study on the part of all

devotees of the science. Contempt for

these pioneers is quite a misplaced

sentiment. The great advance that has

been made in modem times was rendered

possible by the patient labours of our

predecessors. The numerous problems

that the heavens present cannot all be

solved simultaneously. Each fact that

is wrested from nature brings new

problems in its train, but gives us

increased power to deal with them.

Three examples may bi i^iven of the in-

debtedness of the new Astronomy to

the old. (1) Kepler in deducing his

laws of planetary motion requued

accurate values of the periods of

revolution; these were available, thanks

to the work of observers centuries

carlii'r. (2) Our knowledge of tlie

acceleration of the Moon's motion is

derived from eclipses recorded in ;\ssyria

,

Greece, etc., two or three thousand

years ago. (3) The possibility of

Iroffi "Astronomy of liiblf,"] ^V, Maunder

TIIH AXC1T‘:NT CONSTFJJyATlONS SOFTH OF THlC UCUPTIC
Tht* pK’ture shows the more ur loss circular «.i)) in th ’ f)l<l const cll.at ions,

also the path of the south pole due to prcccHsioii Ahoul 270(1 b c the

pole was central in the Kaj>. iToiii the size of the ^^ap wc* inter that the

coustt Uation-dcsiyiK rs lived alniut latitude •i? nortli.

tracing back the history of Halley's Comet for over two thousand years is due almost ontir(*ly to the

careful star-watches of the Chinese ; it involved a .study of their constellation figures, and indeed of

the whole of their system of recording astronomical jihenomcna.

Far from despising the jiioneers, we should respect them
; the foundation is the most important

part of an edifice, and the foundation .stone of the lofty structure of astronomical science was well and

truly laid in the distant past.
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CHAPTER XVIII.

RELATIVITY AND GRAVITATION.

By Hlrbert Dingle, B.Sc., F.R.A*S.

A new idea in Science cannot long remain by itself. It is like a handful of seeds blown abroad

into alien fields of philosophy, ethics, theology, and practical affairs, and taking root there,

slowly or quickly according to the nature of the idea and of the soil. To the man of science

it still remains a scientific idea : he is less concerned with the offshoots than with the parent seed.

But to the great

majority of

DCiople, who have

nad no specialised

training in

science and
whoseoutlookis,

as a rule, l(\ss

scientific than
personal or artis-

tic,the offshoots

are all that

/natters : the

science at the

root is a hidden

thing, and it is

only hy its fruits

that it is known.

Of all the great

departments of

human thought,

science is per-

haps the most

specialised, the

most given over

to its regular

workers, and it

is a natural con-

sequence that

until the pro-

gress of science

makes itself felt

in other activi-

ties of the mind,

it remains for

the most part

unknown or is not understood. The principle of relativity is slow to take root in the more populous

fields : it is for that reason, more than for its inherent difficulty as a scientific conception, that it

has acquired its widespread reputation for unintelligibility.

It was quite otherwise with the idea of evolution, for example. In itself essentially and entirely

a scientific theory, the idea of evolution had an obvious and immediate bearing on theology, and for

PROFESSOR ALBERT EINSTEIN AND LORD HALDANE.

Profesik^r Einstein, the famous author of the principle of relativity, visited England in June, 1921,

when he was the guest of Lord Haldtine. He has made imiK»rtant contributions to other branches

of physics, noUibly the theory of photo-electricity. lyord Hahlane, who bus him,seir written on the

philosophy of relativity, is keenly interested in Science, and was the first President of the British

Science <>uUd.
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one person who found it difficult to understand there were a
thousand who found it impossible to accept. This was not
due to its simplicity ; indeed, it is very questionable how many /w
of the thousand understood the conception which they resiSstod. m
The familiar tag, '' men came from monkeys,” was a sufficient t
explanation for the majority, who seemed to think they had ^
secured a complete grasp of the whole of Darwinism in that

preposterous phrase. An example of another kind is to be U
found in Clerk-Maxwell’s equations of the electro-maf^nelic PCNfiY pcnnv
field. It was not so very lon^^ bofori' Hertz found the waves cdocwiA£
which Maxwell prcdictc'ci, and Lod^c, IVIarc'oni and otlu'rs i^avt' .y ]*}cnny i*r()m dii'i'icrivNT i'oints
us wireless telegraphy. To-day, millions arc* familiar with the vnew.

maslc worA«; •' llulta, ..vVrybody; clllni; " ; ‘',T IS
thousands make rec(*i\''ing sets, c'rect acrialN, and enjoy thc‘ amcepiion of a pt'nuy as n ihvoe-tlinica-

fruits of scientific research
;

hut how many understand tl>e

underlying idea, which was at first a speculative hypotlu'sis

and is now (‘ssc^ntially an abstract ])hysiral tlu'ory ? We do not hear ('lf‘rk-Maxw(‘ll’s tht‘ory, or

the intrinsically still less int(‘lligible notions of Faraday, which ])reced(‘d it, cliaraetcTisod as difficult

or myslerious~not bc‘eause they are not so, but because they have blossomed into practical use,

and the blossom is visible to all. It is probably safe to say that if the principh' of relativity had

shown itstilf at once to have an application in the more po])ular regions of thought or ac tion, it would

nev(*r have bcjcn ]•)randed with the stigma from which it now suiters.

If, (luTcfore, wc ar(‘ to giw an exposition of relativity that will enlight(‘n and not mystify the

general ivader, we must attenij)t, how<'ver impcTfectly, to show liow some old and mon^ or l(‘ss familiar

prol)leni lakes on a new aspi'ci in ilu' light of this great scientilic generalisation. It is not to be

*»eNI1Y PCNNV
eOOEWlME

A riCNNY KROM DII'I'lCRIvNT I'OINTS
OR YIICW.

Tht‘ apiH.*ar;uuv i>f .i |)i‘nny tli'peiuls on the

point of view of the observer, yet the

eoneeplioti of a penny as a Ihvee-tliiuen-

sional object rceoneiles observjilions from
all points of view.

PROFESSOR A. S. EDDINGTON, F.R.S.

Professor F/ldington, Pliimian Professor of Astronomy in

the University of Cambridge, is not only the leading

English exponent of Einstein's Theory of Relativity, but

has also contributed eonsiderably to the development of

the subject.

(‘Xpected that our prt'sentation will more than

adumbrate the ultimaU* view of the* luoblein the

light is yet too dazzling to permit of clear, steady

vision but, such as it is, we may claim for it that

it is true, and wc* may trust also that it will ha not

more difficult to compreluMid than many other ideas

which the luiman mind has in the past accepted

and made part of its cf)ncfption of Nature. We
will try in this chapter to show liow the princijdc*

of relativity affects our most genc*ral view of the*

world, and gives to jdiilo'.ophy— the ordinary

pliilosojdiy of thc^ ordinary man an outlook con-

sistent with that which science must in the future

adopt.

One of the best -known and most -discussed

problems of pliilf>soj)hy is this ; Has tin* (*xlernal

world, which wc apprtihend by means of our five

senses, an independent existence, or is it fashioned

out of the substance of our own minds ? Is it an

objective reality, or a subjective illusion called into

existence by our tendency to assign a cause to the

sensations which we experience and which, strictly

speaking, are all that we have direct knowledge

of ? In brief, is there an external world, or i.s there

not ? By external world we mean primarily matte'.
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The familiar objects of our daily life—trces, houses, mountains, stars—these are the external world,

distributed in a boundless space and remaining unchanged in quantity as the passage of the years

brings us into being and takes us on through old age to death and beyond. Does this so solid seeming

world exist in itself, or does it not ?

Science has never faced this question, wliich it has regarded as lying outside its scope. It has

studied the external world just as if it were a reality, without concerning itself with the metaphysical

challenge thrown out to it. It has assumed the existence of material bodies, and studied their

properties in time and space. And it has been justified in so doing, because the external world, real

or supposititious, has always seemed to be the same to everybody. What one person calls an apple,

another calls an apple
;

if one sees the apple fall, another, if he is looking, also sees it fall. These

things being so, it matters not

far the

apples

whether

to everybody,

for

There have

been a

the one

to

from they are

where a

have very

peoj>le have

on the

are to have

to no

the

occur the

a the

here the challenge to

for

are temporary,

m^IHliHiHi^lHHIiHII^H^B^IHIHi^HHHI sufferers

A MIRAGE.
[liy ThfiO, Carreras.

Objects are sometimes seen in the sky by certain persons, and not by others having
different pohits of view. The appearance is explained by assuming an abnormal
distribution of density at a certain level in the air, which gives rise to a refracted

image of objects existing elsewhere on the Earth’s surface.

on recovery, are willing to

acknowledge that they have

been deluded. Again, there

are some people to whom, for
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example, two
objects, ordinarily

called red and
** green," respec-

tively, appear to

have exactly the

same colour.
These people also

are assumed to be

deficient in cer-

tain organs of

sense : they are

termed " colour-

blind," and their

peculiarities are

disregarded in the

scientific formu-

lation of the pro-

perties of things.

And there arc the

experiences of the

saint and the

ascetic, the ap-

prehension by a

few of material

things unpiTceived

by the majority. princiulu of thic Miciii:r.S()N M()Rij:v ^i-xpi-rimi-nt.

Experiences of \ ivcller m u tram C(>uM measure hift rati* ot movnnoat by liriiiK ‘^t.itionary nuns at plates IixcmI In the

this kind likewise in the finiue, and initinn the interval ht twmi the lelurn of the shots.
‘ The pmctiaii difllcultics of the experiment are, of course, iiiHUperaljle, but the principle is sound

are attributed to

the abnormal state of the percipient, and not to v^aries in inanimate objects. It has always been

possible, on more or less plausible grounds, to assign departures from tlu' ordinary view of things to

the extraordinary state of the observer, and it has therefore been possible for Science to maintain

her supposition that there is an external world.

It must be understood that this universal agteement of normal people with regard to the objects

of perception is absolutely vital to Science. Unless it exists, in every detail, without the slightest

exception, there is an end of vScience as a form of Truth. She may still, of coarse, continue, and

indeed be indispensable to civilisation; no undermining of the pliilo.sophical just illcation of Science

can alter the fact that she has given us aeroplanes and wireless telegrai)hy and surgery, and whatever

her status may be, she will doubtless go on changing the direction of our mortal activities. But if,

even in the veriest trifle, one person wf^re to perceive an object differently from other people, in such

a manner that the difference could not possibly be ascribed to a mental or physical peculiarity of that

person, Science would no longer be a goddess to be worshipped ;
she would become a handmaiden

to be trained and used. It is the identity of our conceptions of the world that is the real law and

order which we often hear it said that Science has demonstrated. Law and order are not revealed

by the derivation of a mathematical formula expressing the course of events, and they arc not

verified by the successful prediction of a future event, such as a solar eclipse. Any conceivable

succession of measurable events, whether it actually occurs or not, can be represented by a formula

^by an infinite number of formulse. The success of our predictions merely shows that a sufficiently

exact formula is so simple that we have been able to select it out of the infinite number. Law and

43
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order, the intelligibility of the Universe, the

regularity of Nature, ultimately lie in the fact that

the world presents itself in the same way to every

normal person. If that were not so, then not only

would there be no law and order in the Universe,

but we should not be justified in speaking of the

Universe at all ; to be in touch with reality we
slioiild have to concentrate our attention on our

own minds, and abandon the concept of Nature

as a comph'te fiction.

'I'his does not mean, of course, that the world
is to be thought of exactly as it appears. On the

contrary, tlu* whole progress of Science' is a

perpetual discovery thal tilings are not what they

seem. The stars appear as men* points of light,

but we belit've them to be glolies many millions of

times larger than the Earth. A pieci' of iron

appears as a perfectly continuous substance, filling

the whole of the space within its boundaries, but

we believi' it to be an aggrc'gation of millions of

molecules, none of which is in actual contact with

the otliers. What we mean by tin* identity of our

individual views of Nature' is that everyone’s

percc'ptions, when brought into relation with one

allot h('r, arc consistc'iit with a uni(|ue conception

of Naturci. It may be necessary, in order to

pn'serve this consisti'iicy, to take into accoimt the

])oint of view of the observer. 'J'hus, a pi'iiny to

.

• O .

o

C3

The ecliptic

PARAI,I,ACT1C MOTIONS OF STARS.
A nunil>er of stars appear to describe small ellit>ses in the sky,

once a year. The thickness of the ellit)se depends on the
angular distance of the star from the ecliptic. It is greatest

c, and becomes nothing at the ecliptic

itself. This is taken os evidence that the Earth travels round
the Sun (see page 450).

\L.F.A.

siK onivicK noDtu:, i‘.us.

Sir Oliver has devoted many years to thcslmly of the

al)SoIute motion ut the JCarth thronj;h si)act‘. The failure of

his e.vperimcntB, ns of all others, to demonstrate such a

motion is a pait ol the basis of I'.instein’s lIu‘ory.

one observer is a circular disc
;

to another, who

looks at tlie edge of the penny, it is a very narrow

rectangle. Both views are consistent with the

conception of a p^nny as a three-dimensional

object a very short cylinder. 'I'he })enny is not

prt'cist'ly what it appears to either observer, but

then' is a definition of a penny to which both

can agree. That is really what is meant by the

statement that the; external world is the same

for everybody.

We may look upon the aim of Science as tht'

formulation of a conci'ption of the external

wwld which shall reconcile the observations of

every normal person. Hitherto it has always

been possible to formulate such a conception—

hence, as we have seen, the raison d'etreoiScience

as a fundamental reality. The achievement has

not always been easy
;

it has meant, time after

time, the abandonment of some of our fondest

persuasions. A mirage, so far as the senses of

the observers are concerned, appears perfectly

real, but we must deny its reality in order to
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reconcile the observations with those of others having different ix)ints of view. Science has found a

reconciliation in terms of reflection and refraction of light arising from certain assigned conditions, and
the external world is thus made identical for everybody. A passenger enters a train at Victoria and
alights some time later at Croydon. If the train, except at starling and stopping, has moved with

perfect smootlmess and uniformity, and the passenger has been travelling in complete darkness, he has

been unconscious of movement. He can say, as justifiablv as did the philosopluTs of the Middle Ages

with regard to the Earth, that, except for the initial and final jerking, he has not moved at all. So

far as his own immediate experiences ari‘ concerned, that is perfectly true. But tlie geographer comes

along and points out that Croydon is ten miles from Victoria, and that, unless the Earth's surface has

changed suddenly so that the two places have come together, the traveller must liav(' moved from

one to the other. And them the signalman at Streatham ('ommon, who has been on duty throughout

the interval, declares that there has been no

perceptible Earth-movement and, further, that he

has noticed the train travelling along the line

towards Croydon. All these observations can be

reconciled only by an admission on the part of

the traveller that he has been moving without

being conscious of mo\Tment. He makes the

admission, and again the external w'orld is iden-

tical for t‘Vcryonc. Sciema* is a continual saving

of the world for humanity. It jn'ogresses wlicii

the world, by modification of our ideas, is .saved

from the as.sault of new obs(T\Mtions
;

ii .stagnates

when tile world needs no nioditiealioii to savt' it
;

it falls when no conceivable niodiru'alion ('an

reconcile the world to llie observations of all.

Of the various way^ in wliieh ue adjust our

coiict'pt of tlu‘ World to r('('oucil(^ obstTvatioiis

made from ditterent ]'M''>ints of s ie\N
,
the most

interesting are those conct rned with iiioUoii. We
have just cited one example of tliis kind of

adjiLsiment
;

let us extend it a little. Suppose

tliat the travclI(T still has doubts about the reality

of his movement, and decid(*s to repeat his

experience, in order that he may ap])ly a t(‘st wliicli '"’'i
iA'msw//, / on^/nn.

lie has devis('d. In the circumstances a .sati.sfac- j’koriiSSOK a. n. wjutivIUCAd, r.u.s.

k hiii h(* k in/rimifnm A, N. Whitehead, Professor of Muthcmati(?s al the IniperuU
tory test IS not ObVlOU.s, but ju. is an mgtnions

C()lleKe of Science aiul TeehiU)l(,«y, has Sh()wn UiatKhisU^^

man, and he sets to work in the ftdlowing way. lommlatlon of the prineipk* of relativity is only one of a

nf all lu‘ nrmort^ n Omrt wtraifrht rod from number of possible f»iies. He has re-stated the principle in
1 irst 01 an, lit projects a sliort, straigni roa irom

terms more akin than I-instein's to familiar imsles of thou«ht.

Ilie window of his carriage, and a flat sheet of stout

metal from the back r)f the train so that its plane is per])endicular to tht‘ length of the train. He intiasures

carefully the distance from the rod to the metal plate*, and projects a second imetal platt*, ui exactly

the same distance from the end of the rod as the first hut in a direction perpendicular to the length of

the train. The second plate lie.s opposite his carnage, and faces him as he looks out. 'I'lien, s(;niewhere

along the line he erects two spring guns, each loaded with an elastic ball and adjusted .so that as the

train, if it moves, passes them, the rod will just release the springs, thtTcby (jjecting the two balls

at the same instant and at exactly the same speed. The guns arc fix(*d so that the first will point, at

that instant, towards the plate at the rear of the train, and the second in such a direction that its ball,

after it has been ejected, will hit the other plate. Now, supposing that both plates arc? unyielding and

that the balls are perfectly elastic, each ball will be reflected back to the rod. But ,
if the train is moving,
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they will not return at the same instant. The

ball which has travelled parallel to the train

will return first, and the time-interval between

the return of the two balls will depend on the

speed of the train. The traveller can observe,

by the impacts on the rod, when the two balls

return, and so find how quickly he is moving.

If the balls return at the same moment, then

he can conclude that he was not moving at all

at the instant when the guns were fired, and

then he will have to devise some other explana-

tion of his translation to the position of the

guns, or, if that is not possible, he will have to

conclude that his own experiences and those

of the geographer and the signalman are

irreconcilable, and that there is no justification

for assuming that the external world, as we
have imagined it, exists.

'I'hat this is a real test of movement is

shown by a very simple calculation. The

traveller, according to the universally accepted

principles of mathematics, is perfectly correct

in his arguments, and, allowing for unavoidable

imperfections in imitating the conditions as

they have been described, experiments made
along these lines come out exactly according to expectations. If the traveller could apply his

test exactly as he designed it, he would undoubtedly Imd that the balls would not arrive back

at the same time, and he would find that he was moving at a spewed identical with that determined

independently by the signabnan. The external world, therefore, has stood the test. The

traveller must agree that he has been moving. He must rc’cognisc that motion does not necessarily

make itself known immediately to the one who is moving, and that his failure to experience the

sensations which usually accompany movement is no denial of mn\’c;aient itself. A test applied

directly to the external world, and not to his own subjective sen.salions, shows an external world

identical with that conceived by others.

We hinted just now at th<‘ likeness between the attitude of the traveller before he applied his

test and that of the philosophers of the Middle Ages who denied that the Earth was moving because

they could feel no movement. The parallel is exact. Instead of the geographer and the signalman

wc have the astronomer, who says that his observations of the stars and the planets compel him to

suppose that the Earth is moving round the Sun once a year ; instead of the traveller we have the

ordinary Earth-dweller, who cares nothing about the stars and planets but who finds it impossible

to believe that he is moving through space at the rate of eighteen and a half miles a second. We
have learnt by now to trust the astronomer. We have had so much experience of the deceptive

character of our sensations that most of us are willing to assume that if we were to apply a test

similar to that devised by our traveller, we should find, just as he did, that we were moving in precisely

the way described to us by the a,stronomer. But the man of Science is ever restive. He cannot let

wJl alone, and no sooner had he conceived a method of appl5dng such a test than he began to put

it into operation. Of course he did not question what the result would be, but he wished, as always,

to make assurance double sure. The details of the experiment were these. The Earth, of course,

represented the train, and its inhabitants the traveller. Instead of the guns shooting elastic balls,

there was a lamp shooting beams of light in all directions. Instead of the metal plates there were

THK MlClli:i,SON'MORl,l5Y KXPKKIMRNT.
In the Michdaon-Morlcy experiment, two beams of lijjht were
sent out simiiltanecmsly in pcrpemlicular directiims ami reflected

back by mirrors fixed to the Efirth at equal dislance-s from the
source of light. The beams returned together, indicating

—

ctmtrary to expectation -that the Earth was not^moving.
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two mirrorS; which could reflect the light just as the plates were assumed to be able to reflect the balls.

The mirrors were fixed to the Earth, just as the plates were fixed to the train, and in every essential

point the two experiments were identical. A word should be said about tlie choice of light as the

moving body. Of course it is impossible to fix material guns and balls at some point along the Earth's

orbit. All the material bodies over which we have control belong to the Earth and share in its move-

ment. What we want is something which moves with a definite and constant velocity, and which

does not partake of the movement of the Earth. Light, as we have every reason to believe, possesses

both these properties. It has a definite velocity—about 186,000 miles a second—and there are very

strong grounds for believing that its movement, even when it is propagated from a point on the

Earth, is independent of any movement which the Earth might have. By virtue of these properties,

light is a legitimate substitute for the elastic balls of the traveller. No particular theory of light

is necessary to justify the substitution. So long as light has a finite and constant velocity—which

has been proved—and moves through space at a speed independent of the speed of the material

body from which it is emitted—which no one, in the face of known facts, seems abh* to doubt—light

may consist of corpuscles or etherial waves or anything else
;

it is, in any (went, a perfectly fair thing

to use in the experiment we are proposing.

No one, we say, had any serious doubts, when Michelson and Morley performed this experiment

in 1887, that the two beams would complete tlu^ir respective journeys in different times, and so

demonstrate once more the movement of the Earth. To place the result beyond all possibility of

doubt, Michelson and Morley decided to perform the experiment twice, at times separated by a six

months’ interval. According to the astronomer, the Earth in this interval would havc^ reversed the

direction of its motion, and whatever its velocities

might come out to be in the individual experi-

ments, they should differ by 2 < IHJ = 37 miles

a second -the change undergone by the velocity

of the ]{)arth in the six months’ interval. Judge,

then, of the consternation which was aroused in

the mind of everyone concerned when the two

beams, in each experiment, arrived back at

precisely the same time ! The experiment was

repeated, but, no matter when it was performed,

the result was always the same. This meant, of

course, that by a universally accepted test the

Earth was shown not to be moving. But, by

equally powerful arguments, the astronomer

maintained that it was moving. The passenger

had demonstrated that he was at rest
;

the

geographer and signalman had demonstrated that

he was moving. 'J’hc world, which was the world

of all of us, had lost its unity : it was one thing

to the astronomer and another thing to Messrs.

Michelson and Morley. The foundations of

Science received the greatest shock that they had

ever experienced, and the whole edifice of

physical conceptions seemed about to fall.

What was to be done about it ? It was

impossible to suppose that Messrs. Michelson and

Morley were mad, and consequently to ignore

their observations. Neither could such a supposi-

tion be entertained with regard to the astronomers

lIliXRI BERGSON,
M. Bergson has considered the relations between lime and

space from the philosophical standix^int He inis cinphatised

the distinction between space and time which, from the

purely scientific staiidiK)int, tends to i>e obliterated. No
necessary antagonism, however, is involved.
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who declared that the Earth moved. Here wore two sets of unqu(*stionablc observations

of the same Eartli, that were directly at variance with one another. We have seen that the

method adopted by Science in such cases is the adjustment of its ideas of the (external world

in such a way as to harmonise the opposing views. But this course is legitimate only when

such an adjustment can be made, In the example of the mirage which we have used previously,

the observations of those who saw and of those who did not see the mirage were harmonised by

attributing the phenomenon to a departure of light from its customary rectilinear path. For this

explanation to be justified, it had to be shown that light could so behave in certain circumstances,

and also that those circumstances were present when the mirage was seen. It so happened that these

things could be shown, and consequently the external world was preserved. But in the new impasse,

what satisfactory adjustment of our ideas is possible ? A body is moving and it is not moving

;

the same body is ont* thing to one observer and another thing to another observer. How can the

conception of an external material world be maintained in the face of these facts ?

After many years of reflection on the problem, the majority of scientists have come to the conclusion

that it cannot be maintained
;

the world of matter, which Science has always thought so safe a field

for investigation, is found to be a chimera. There seems to be no satisfactory escape from this

conclusion. Our immemorial assumptions must go. The solid objects which have always appeared

to be independent of us who {Perceive them can no longer be regarded as independent
;

they are

subjective, taking a form and content determined by their nilation to the observer. This is the

principle of relativity. The external world of matter situat(^d in space and time is not a unique thing
;

it is all things to all men. What was thought to be absolute is relative, and there is nothing either

large or small, quick or slow, heavy or light, but thinking makes it so.

This is all very well, but what becomes of Sci<mcc now ? We have seen that if the external world

is not absolute, Science is at once dethroned and Mctai)hysics becf)mes the only pos.sible medium,

in Ihe purely intellectual sphere, for the

approach to ultimate truth. Have we,

th(‘n, reached this melancholy state, and

luive the devotions and martyrdoms of

centuries been paid to a false goddess ?

It would seem so. but there is just one

avenue winch may, if wo are bold enough

to lake it, lead us out of this dungeon

of (les])air. W(‘ hav(* been forc(‘d to

ackiu)wl(‘dg(‘ that the world of inatltT

and of motion is not absolute, but might

it not be that there is an external world,

not consisting of malt(T and motion but

repres(‘nted in some way by them, that

is absolute ? It is not easily coiuuuvable,

because we have become* so accustomed

to looking upon the* world as a collection

of material things moving in .space and

time* that we have almost lost Iht* power

to imagine any alternative. But we are

in a desperate plight. The world of

matter, space and time must be acknow-

ledged to be relative, whether we like it

or not, and we must either give up the

notion of an external world and the

sovereignty of Science, or else find an

A JOURNJCY IN FOUR DIMENSIONS,
Just as the appearance of a penny varies with the point of view, .so tlu

ength and time of a journey vary aca)rding as they are measured by
the traveller or a stationary observer. And just as a three-dimensional

Icfinition of a i)enny reajnciles the various observations, so does n

four-dimensional definition of the journey.
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rRori<:svS()R ii. a. MmiviMA.
Prf)f(*ss<)r l/»rctit/ is one <»f the Kreatost of
inatbomalical physicists, Ilis rcscarchc's iiv

elect roa»a«nctism ami the th(‘ory of optics,

made it inissible loi Idnstehi to pniinmiid his-

lirst stalcmeiU of the jainciplc of relativity it»

1

external world that is different from that whicli we have

always believed in. Wc may not, of course, be able to find

such a world — that remains to bo seen -but we can try, and
if wc succei'd we must be prepared either to accept it, and
abandon our old idt'a of a material imiverse, or else cling

to our old idea and admit that Science is subject to the

vagaries of our own minds and bodies.

The way in which we must st't to work is this. We liave

found that to one observer the Earth is moving, while to

another it is not. What do we mean by motion ? We mean
simply a continuous change of position in space as time goes

on, and we measure the rate of motion by the distance

covered in a .statt'd time. Hut now we arc forced to admit

that the measure obtained by one observer may differ from

that obtained by another, and tlu‘ only way in which we
can explain this is by supposing that different observers

measure space and time differtml ly- or, in otluT words, since

our world of matter and motion is crumbling away, that

they have different spaces and different tim(*s. But in

what way do their spaces and times differ ? Evidently in

such a way as to give the differences that we find in their

measurements of the motion of bodies
;
we must find out,

for example, why Michclson and Morley always found the

Earth to be at rest, at whatever time of the year they made
their experiment, and deduce from that remarkable observation how their moasurtjs of time and
space may be assumed to have varied. In this way we may be able to find some relation betweem

the s})ares and times of different observers—a relation which will depend on .sonu' ])(Tuliarity of their

physical condition—which will enable us to determine the spaces and times of all when those of one

are known. Th(^ possibility of re-establishing the independence of the external world will tlicn

depend on whether or not wc can find some combination of the space and time measurements that

will be the same for everybody, Jf so, then that combination must be the mathemati(‘al

indication of the existence of som(*thirig external that is the same for everybody, and we sliall have

re-established the sovereignty of Science. If not, then Science^ is lost, and there is no external world.

The investigation is obviously a mathematical one, and it turns out that the variations of time

and space are associated, in a most remarkable way, with lh(‘ velocity of light. If Michelson and

IMorley had been able to use guns and elastic balls, fixed on the ICarth’s orbit, instead of beams of light,

they would hav^ti found a movement of the Earth identical with that ])n^di('t(‘d by the astronomer

at least, so they would have thought. But actually it ap})ears that the n;sult would liave dej>en(led

on the speed with which the balls w(‘ro discharged : the greater tlu* s})(‘(*(l of the balls the slower

would have been tht? movement indicated for tiic ICarth. Ju)r all ordinary s])eeds, and even for

sj)eeds v^y much greater than those which we can ])roduce in modern j)M'j(‘ctiles, th(‘ varj.ition

would have been so small that Micluilson and Morley would not have dtdecled its exist (mre
;

but

at speeds approaching that of light it would have become obvious, and ii the balls could have* bcnni

projected actually with the speed of light, then no matter how quicklv' tiui l^arlh might have beem

moving, the experiment w'ould always have shown that it was not moving at all. These phenomtma
are all embodied in the statement that if two observers are moving uniformly witli resj)ect to one

another, their measures of lengths and time intervals (in other words, the spaces and times which

they use) will differ in a manner depending on the ratio of their relative velocity to the velocity of

light. This is a perfectly general principle of which the MicheLson-Morlcy experiment affords only

one particular example. The reason why it has only just come to light is that the ratio between
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any velocity to which we arc accustomed—even the velocities of the

planets and the stars— and the velocity of light is so very small as to

make no perceptible difference between our spaces and our times. We
thought wc were living in the same world of matter, space and time

because the differences between our worlds were too small for us to

detect.

Can we, now, find a combination of our measurements of space and

time that will be the same for everybody ^ That is the crucial question

for Science. It so happens that we can. Suppose a man travels with

uniform speed in an aeroplane from London to Paris, and, while

travelling, measures the distance between the two places and times the

journey by his watch. Suppose also that an observer, situated in a

very high tower from which he can ^ both London and Paris, also

measures the distance between the two places and the time occupied

by the journey. Their measures, both of time and of space, will differ

—imperceptibly it is true, but wc will suppose that their instniments

are so exceedingly delicate* that they can observe the differences. They

will find that, if each of them subtracts the square of his time

measurement from the square of his space measurement (both expressed

in certain defined units), he will obtain a result identical with that of the other. I'he individual

measurements of space and time are at variance, but this simple combination of them is the same for

all observers, no matter how they are moving, so long as their relative velocity remains constant.

Here, then, is the clue to the external world : it must be something whose properties are measured

by a combination of si)dce and time measurements, and not by space measurements and time

measurements independently. Matter has failed us because it is characterised by independent

measurements in spare and time. If a piece of wood is

three feet long to-day it may or may not be three feet

long to-morrow
;

there is no necessary association

between its size and the date. But in order to describe

the external world in a manner acceptable to all, we
must describe it in terms of something which necessarily

involves both time and space, so that we cannot

measure it without making measurements of both time

and space. All our measurements will then be capable

of expression in the form (space measurement)* minus

(time measurement)*, and the world measured in this

way will be a world common to all. Such a world is the

world of events. An event— something which happens-

has both a place and a time, and is not completely

specified unless both its place and its time are stated.

When the schoolboy says, “ Battle of Hastings, 1066,"

he specifies an event completely, for he indicates the

place (Hastings) and the time (1066). Similarly, when

he says, " Battle of Waterloo, 1815," he specifies another

event completely. It is possible to look upon the whole

of Nature as an aggregation of events. Instead of

speaking of the object of our perceptions as a piece of

matter—a block of wood, for example— we can speak

of it as an event—the existence of the block of wood
at a certain place during the time it takes us to perceive

I

trom " The Story of TmcIH
[By permission of Messrs George Nett net. Ltd

BERNHARD KIEMANN

Aljrj#WLUUO\.0 TMAWU sax. .x- „ ^

(1854), showed the character of the relation

between geometrical systems and physical experi-

ence Einstein adopted Riemann’s form of reason-

ing in presenting his theory of relativity.

ORBIT OF MERCUKV
The orbit of Mcrcur>" round the

Sun is on ellipse (here exaggerated)

which slowly rotates in Its own
plane The theory of relativity

supplies the only tenable explana-

tion of the rate of the rotation
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it. If we perceive it again five minutes later, we may be perceiving the same piece of matter, but our

new perception of it is another event because it is characterised by a different measurement, in time

at least, from the first. Nature, according to this view, is the sum-total of events, and the only

measurements we can make that will be corroborated by othtTS moving with respect to us are

measurements of the interval between events. The int^'rval between two events is defined as (space

interval)® minus (time interval)®. 'I'lius, to find the interval

between the Battle of Hastings and the Battle of Waterloo, wc

must square the distance from Hastings to Waterloo and subtract

from the result the square of the time interval between the years

1066 and 1815, An observer on a possible planet of Arcturus, if

he perceived the two events, might measure the space interval

and the time interval differently, but he w^ould find the same

difference between their squares. If we are to vindicate tlu'

godhead of Science we must learn to look on Nature, not as a

collection of inert objects moving in a stationary space and an

independent, uniformly flowing stream of time, but as a self

consistent, continually renewed body of events, having

neither beginning nor end in space or time, but related to

one another by their situation in a four-dimensional continuum

formed of both space and time. All our measurements must

be measurements of intervals in this continuum, and Science

must express its laws in terms of these measuremc'nts or

not at all.

Such a view may seem very artificial, but we cannot avoid it

without losing the (‘Xternal world altogether. It is not a case

of choosing between it and our familiar world of matter ;
it is a

case of accepting it or denying the foundations of Science. T1h‘

Michelsoii-Morley expulinent makes it for ever impossible to

establish Science on a foundation of matter. If matter is a

fundamental unit, space and time are fundamental and inclejx'ii-

dent entities, and then it inevitably follows that there arc as

many actual external worlds as there are peoph* in relative*

motion, and an infinite number of possible^ ones - which is as good

as saying that there is no external world at all. And, if we

consider the question carefully, w(' shall find that the view of

Nature* as an aggregate of events is not so artificial after all. We
must allow for the accumulated prejudices of untold generations

w’hich have been able to think of the world as material because

they have never had practical experience of velocities approaching

the velocity of light. So far as our ordinary everyday experience*

goes, we can, with quite sufficient accuracy, think of an external

material world, and wc must not allow this fact—this privilege,

shall we say ? to influence us in our search for ultimate truth.

Despite the apparent impossibility of denying the objectivity of

matter, philosophers have done so on quite other grounds than

those of physical experiments, and we may well believe that, if we had been living in a world where

velocities of the order of the velocity of light were common, we should never have been subject to th(*

illusion that has beset us until now.

Perhaps in this new view of Nature we may catch a glimpse ot the possible influence of relativity

in the field of ethics. We have thought of ourselves as existing in a world of matter ready-made,

6
DICFI.KCTION OF IJOUT IW

MATTER.
Aca>rdinR to the theory of relativity, a

beam of light passinj; near the Sun is bent

inwards, so that stars apparenUy near

the eclipst‘<l Sun seem slightly displaced

outwards. The effect, which has been

observed, is much exaggerated in the

figure.
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which we liave a limited j)ow(jr of arranging in time and space. But if the world consists of events,

and not matter, then, so far as wc can control events, we are the creators of the world : we do not

find it ready-made—we help to make it. We cannot here follow up the implications of this idea ;

we are concerned with astronomy, and the events of astronomy are quite beyond our control. But
we may regard it as a sign that relativity is not altogether the abstract, detached conception that

it is often assumed to be.

When we comtj to apply relativity to the phenomena of astronomy, we meet at once with a

s(Tious difficulty. So far, we have only faced the problem of discovering an external world that is

the samci for all who arc moving with respect to one another with uniform velocity. We have found
that, for all such people, there is a common external world of events separated by intervals measured
by expr(‘Ssions of the form (space interval)® minus (time interval)®. But in astronomy, one of the

outstanding facts is that bodies never move with uniform velocity : their velocities are always

changing— in magnitude, or in direction, or in both. The planets travel round the Sun in ellipses,

and their speeds vary somewhat during the journeys. The components of double stars are continually

changing the directions of their movements. The singles stars appear to move uniformly, but it is

beli(‘ved that that is only because their changes of speed and direction of movement are so slow that

we have not yet observed them. Wherever we look there is change of direction or speed of movement,
and we have not shown that, when this occurs, it is possible to postulate a common external world for

all the parties concerned. It follows, then, that we have our work to do all over again. Of course,

if we had been thorough-going in our calculations and absolutely accurate in our measurements,

we should have taken account of variable motion in the mathematical consideration of the Michclson-

Morley experiment. The Earth is moving non-uniformly, and it was the movement of the Earth

with which wc were then dealing. But during the time occupied by the Michclson-Morley experiment,

the change of motion of the h-arth, both in speed and direction, was so small that it had to be ignored

in view of the unavoidabh^ errors inherent in our observations. It was far too small to serve as a basis

for generalising with regard to variable motion. There was no dlternative but to deduce from it the

effect of uniform motion on our space and time measurements, and leave the larger i)roblcm to be

dealt with in some other way.

It might s<'eiTi that our discussion of th(* Michelson-Morley experiment was therefore a waste

of time. We have (established an external world for ptx^ple in uniform relativ(‘ motion, and people

—

or, at least, bodies on which tliere might be ])eo|)le aro not in uniform relative motion. We have

aj)parently only shown that it would b(» legitimate to sp(‘ak of an external world if Nature would

THE SOnUAI, IvCEIPvSE, 1010.

The above pholofjraph of the cciii»s<xl Suti was taken at Sobral on
the 2Uth May, 1019, The iKjintH, indicated by short lines on either
side, represent stars whose positions on the photograph reveal the

displacement of their light by the Sim.

kindly limit her.st'lf in a way which .she is

not ])rei)ared to do. Hut, as a matter of

fact, w(j ha\'e dont‘ much more than that.

We hav(' found an alternative to the world

of matter in .s])ace and time, namely, the;

world of c\'t'uts. Although the particular

unit of measurenKTit -the quantity (s})ac(j

interval)® minus (timi' interval)® -might

no longer be unique' when the relative

vtdocities of observers vary, there may
still be some other unit of measurement,

quite consistent with the conception of

events as the brickwork of Nature, that

will make the world consistent for all kinds

of movement. If we can find such a unit

wc shall save the external world, so far

as we can see, completely
;

if not, then

the world of events must follow the world
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of matter into the limbo of illusions. It is not only

recently that variable motion has given rise to difficulties

in Science, but the previous difficulties have hvvn of a

different character from the present on(\

Newton proposed to himself the task of (lisci>vering

why the velocities of bodies varied. Ht‘ believed, of

course, in an external world of matter, space and time,

and he assumed, quite gratuitoasly, that the natural

thing for a body to do was to move always with uniform

velocity. Since bodies did not move with uniform

velocity he invented ^gravitation an agency which

interfered with the course of Nature in such a way as to

produce the variations of velocity which he found in the

Moon and the planets. Our point of view mw is dilterenl.

We do not believe in an external world of matter, space

and time; wc do not, in fact, believe in any external

world—we are trying to find one. And w<' do not assume

anything at all about the natural movements of bodit‘s
;

we takc» the movements as we find them, and look for a

world that is independent of them. Newton ass\uned

that he knew what Nature was, and tried to show how

she executed h(T movements
;

w’e accept the movements

as ultimate phenomena, and try to find out what Nature

is. Our attitude is tluTcfore just the lawcrse of Newton's.

Whereas he arrived at gravitation from his startiiig-i)oint

of matter, space and time, w(' begin with the phenomenon which aj)j)ear(*d to nectssitate gravitation

variable motion and try to arrivi' at a world that can r(‘]>lace tlu* world of niatt<‘r, spa<'(‘ and tinu‘.

And if we can do it wc shall hav(‘ no need to r<‘tain gravitation as a force interfering with natural

tendencies. We shall have our world which is ('o!npl(*t(* in itsedf, inasmucli as it is tin* same for

everybody, no matter how he or she moving. N(*wton’s [)r(;blt‘m will not (‘xist for us, ])e(‘aus(‘ tlien‘

will be no interference with tlu* new world which w(* shall dt'rive.

We are seeking, therefore, almost to r(‘j)eat Nt'Wton’s work l^ackwards Almost, but not quite,

for we must not arrive* at his starting-point- a world of matter, spat'e and time. Hut it is evident

that, since his conception of gravitation e\})lains the moveineiils of bodies with almost conqtletc*

a('curacy, the course which we must take must not d(*part v(*ry much from tlu* track which he has

left. We might say of Newton’s work, just as wi* said of tlu* first clis( ussion of tlu* Miclu‘ls()n-Moiiey

experiment, that, though it is not final, we may ]>rofil l)y the suggestions it othTs us in coming to

a conclusion which shall be final. And if we look at it witli that ol^ject in view, w(‘ (Miinot lielp noticing

that the central point of Newton's conc<‘ption Wiis the importance of mass - th<* quantity of matter

in a body. 'Hic whole cause of variable motion, acTording to Newton, lay in tlu* fact tliat matter

had mass. If the Sun had no mass, the planets would not move in (‘llip.s(‘s, and if it had a mass

diiferent from that which it has, they would not move in tluj same <*llipses as lh(*y do. 1 he mass of

matter is in some way associated with the j)licnonu*non of variable motion, and we shall do well to

see if can introduce it into our measurements in the world of events in order to secure for that world

the complete independence of the state of motion of the })ercipient at which w(! are aiming.

Now that we have arrived at this point, we notice at once that there was a strange omission from

our previous method of measuring the new world. We had absorbed matter, space and time into

a single world of events, and we were proposing to measure that world by combining space and time

measurements alone, ignoring completely the amount of matter concerned in the phenomena. Apart

altogether from outside considerations, it is evident that such a proposal could not possibly suffice

Vrom “ The Sfory of KueJid ”1

f//v fn'rnu\^u»} of Messrs Oforpt Nt'i ... . ....
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to measure a world of events. We have no need—as yet, at any rate—to conclude that the world

of events has failed us
;
we must learn to measure that world adequately before we can draw any

conclusion at all on that point. And now, to emphasise the truth of this statement, comes the

example of Newton, who solved a similar problem, regarded from a different point of view, by a

judicious use of mass, the neglect of which is so conspicuous in our earlier suggestion. It is clear

that the first thing that we must try to do is to find some combination of space, time and mass

measurements that will be the same for everybody, in any state of motion at all.

At this point, of course, the investigation again becomes mathematical, and its details must be

passed over. The result, however, is that, not only can we find such a combination, but we can find

several of them, and there may be others that we have not yet thought of. The first solution of the

problem, as everyone knows, came from Einstein, and Whitehead has since shown that there are at

least three other possible combinations that will reconcile all the observations that have been made

up to the present. There are consequently four possible external worlds of events, and instead of

having to dethrone Science, as it seemed we might have to do, we are, in the end, left wondering on

which pedestal to place her. We do not believe that the world actually is a manifold : the choice

at our disposal simply means that our present imperfect knowledge is consistent with more than

one explanation. All of the possible ways of combining our measurements have their own implications

which, though they are identical so far as recorded observations go, differ in details not yet investigated.

The difficulty about the differences is that they are exceedingly small—too small to be detected with

THK IKON SPI'CTRUM
The illustration shows two l)hotof^raphs of a short length f)f the iron spec'trum, of which the upper is slighUy UisplaceU to the

right (the red side) of the other. The displacement here was prtxluced mechanically, by moving the photographic plate. The
displacement of the sf»lar lines required by the thc'ory (»f relativity only al)OUt on(*-clghth of that shown here.

our present experimental resources. Until our measimunents can be extended to much smaller

quantities than we can deal with now, or, by the pas.sage of time, the quantities to be measured grow

large enough to come within our means, the decision must remain in abeyance. But, whatever it

may be, the principal object of our discussion has been achieved, and the existence of a world consistent

with everyone's perception of it lias been established.

Although we cannot yet distinguish between the possible units of measurement in the world of

events, we can see that they all agree in requiring certain phenomena inconsistent with the old units

of measurement in the world of matter, space and time, even when the latter world is amplified by

the introduction of Newton’s conception of gravitational force. There arc three outstanding

phenomena of this kind, which must be mentioned. First of all, in a world of events the paths of

the planets must be slightly different from the paths which Newton’s conception prescribes. The

differences are exceedingly small, and for most of the planets are beyond the range of detection
;

but for Mercury, the planet nearest to the Sun, a departure from the Newtonian path is quite observable,

and has, in fact, been known for a long time, though no satisfactory cause has previously been suggested.

The substitution of a world of events for a world of matter, space and time automatically removes

one of the great unsolved problems of astronomy. The path of Mercury can be regarded as an ellipse

which rotates slowly in its own plane : the problem relates solely to the rate of rotation. The orbit

has revolved too quickly for the old view of Nature
;

its rate is quite consistent with the new view.

The second of the phenomena is that, in a world of events, the path of a ray of light must depend

on the masses of the material bodies in the universe. It has been known for a long time that matter
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affects the paths of light-rays (there are the phenomena of reflection, refraction and absorption of

light, for instance), but only when the light actually encounters the matter, and even then the effect

has no obvious connection with the mass of the matter. It has, furthermore, been suggested that

light may be subject to gravitation just as matter is, but there has been no evidence of siicli a thing.

But in a world of events, however it is measured, light must take a course depending on the distribution

of mass in the Universe—or, speaking more strictly, depending on the other events of Nature—and

that course, no matter who observes it, must be different from the course which the liglu, even if

it were subject to gravitation, would take in the old world. The effect required by the world of events

has been observed by photographing the

stars apparently near the Sun during a

total solar eclipse. The starlight which

passes near the Sun suffers a deflection

which makes the stars appear to be

displaced from their normal positions on

the celestial sphere. 'Ihis displacement

has been measured by various astronomers

at two eclipses- in 1919 and 1922 — and

there is a general agr(‘emt‘nt that the

world of events is justified by the results.

Lastly, in a world of events, not only

the path, but also the wave-length, or

frequency, of light must be affected by

mass. This should be obs(Tvable by

comparing the wave-hmglh of light

emitted by atoms in the neighbourhood

of a very heavy body with the wave-

length of light emitted by birnilar atoms

in identical circumstances except that

the heavy body is not near at hand. Tor

example, if we compare the i)ositions of

the iron lines in the spectrum of the Mm
with the positions of iron lines produced

under the same conditions of tempera-

ture, pressure, etc., on the very much less

massive Earth, we ought to find that the

solar lines are displaced slightly towards

the red end of the spectrum as compared

with the terrestrial lines, and the di.s-
'

placement should be quite large enough statue or str isaac njcwton, trinitv cojjjxuc,

to be measured. Some observers claim cambridc,k.
,

, - sir Isaac Newton, whose law of KnivitiitKni has kukIcu astronomy for

that they have verified the existence of more than 200 years, was an umlerKrailuate of Trinity College,

this displacement, while others find no Cambridge ms law wtis !>a»ea on the assumption that matter, space
^

. . .
“tid time are iil>solute.

evidence of it. The truth of the matter

is probably that we do not know the phjrsical conditions in the Sun sufficiently well to be sure that

we have imitated or allowed for them on the Earth, Spectrum lines may be displaced by many

agencies, and the time has not yet arrived when we can say with certainty how many of them influence

the solar light, and to what extent they do so.

The whole body of reliably observed phenomena, as seen from every point of view, is therefore

consistent with the existence of an external world—only it must not be a world of matter in space

and time. If we ask ourselves, after all this discussion, what are the ultimate units of the world which
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Science can safely take as the object of her studies, we must answer that they are events. Matter,

space and time are abstractions—the results of our individual analyses of the fundamental events,

and they partake of the state of the analyser as well <is that of the events. This is the general, the

catholic moaning of the principle of relativity. And it is not difficult to understand
; it is not complex

‘ -it is simple. It is reached along a rugged mathematical road, and it.s laws are strange, but they

an* wonderfully consistent. The word “ ndativity ” is perhaps an unfortunate one
;

it emphasises

tlie negative aspect of the new position. Matter, space* and time are relative*, it is true, but there

is alse) an absolute—the e;venl. “ The^ principle* of absolutism ” we might say, for the principle

dothrune*s the* relative and ejxalts the* absolute*. To the ordinary intelligent thinker, who looks for

the heart and not the* members of scientific ideas, the principle should presejnt little difficulty. It

is the man of Science who
has to be*ar the brunt of the

battle. He has to investigate

a nc'w world and adopt a

ne‘\v mathematics, and no
one^ ill this generation can

cle‘stroy at a stroke the old

mctliods and terms of

thought and aelopt the new
ones. The physicist and the

astronoineT mu.st still, for

mathematical purposes, use

the old conceptions of mas.s,

space and time, and modify

their measurements to allow

for the imperfection of their

conceptions. They have to

talk of a “ warp in space*,”

and use other apparently

unintelligible notions, be-

cause th('ir minds arc human

.

By assuming such enormities

they can make the world

amenable to their irrepress-

ibl(‘ mental habits and ten-

dencies, and avoid the
ncce'ssity of destroying the

past achievements of Science

before aiming at new ones.

But there is no need for the

non -specialist to concern
himself with the technical

devices of the scientist. It

is^not only unnecessary—it

is'actually harmful for him

to try to imagine what is

meant by the warping of

space. That is not the

Newton is generally supposed to have developed his Idea of universal gravitation from
the observation t^t an apple falling from a tree moved towards the centre of the

Earth. This picture shows a portion of the tree in question.

principle of relativity ; it is

an artificial mode of thought
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which Einstein has had the genius to devise

for the use of the scientist fact'd by the new
situation which the principle of relativity

creates. Tlie central idea of relativity is that

the world outside us is an a^'}.^re^ation of

events, of units in whicli space, time and

matter alike have their source. If that is

simple, then tht' principle oJ relativity is sinijde.

And we iu‘ed not i^^riMily concern ourselves

with the unetTtainty that still remains as to

the way to measure the lu'w world. It is true

that there are four j)ossible ^^a^s, and there

may be more. Doubtless, in time we sliall

gradually eliminate the false and delt'et the

true. But, in tlu' mt\inliiiie, [he world is uo

less ch'fmile for iis bt'oausi' w(' tiie not sure* how
to measure it. On the coutrary, our iiiieer-

tainty arises from tlu' fact that we s(*e the new

woild more dearly than, uiilil recently, we

saw tlie old, and can uu'ognisi' Hikt slnuU's of

distinction and a great<‘i vvc'ultli of possil)iliiies

than we could do, say, IbO >ears <uio. But

evi n in tlie old world, some time befon* its

vilidity as a uniepu' objective (‘xisttaice was

floubled, luiciTtaiutie- arose as to its imasurt*

meat, w’hicli (’ould only be setlh‘(l by

i‘\])eiiiiUMUs too delu'cite to In jiei formed.

Befon* tlu principle of relativity wuis dream(‘d

of, tlu* diaraeler ot tlu* supposed absolute s])ace

WMs called in question. It w'as recognised that

lluTc were at least three radically disti-f t possible .spaces, one of whicli was tliespaceof JCiiclid, and that

only exp(Timeiit could deeade whicli was tlie actual space of Nature, h'lirthermore, it was known

that in certain circumstances tlu* mass of a body could cliange
;
and as for lime, no one was over

able to stale* w'hat time w'as -we* only knew how to measure* it and could never be sure that our

measures represented equal units of the myslerious thing we were m(‘asiiring The world of events

is not less, but more definite than the* world of inalteT, space and lime* wliiedi it n*places. We liave

not defined it quantitativ(*ly, but we have a clear idea of w'hat it is.

If we try to look forward into the future of Science we* see an endless vista of reformations of the

external world. It has been so in the jmst, and there is no sign of an impending change. Only once

in an epoch does a reformation so radical as the princijile of relativity arisen 'flu* world was based

on matter, space and time by the Greeks more than 2,(K)0 years ago. The world thus established

was modified, slowly and hesitatingly, through centuries, till Newton made the gr(;atest change in

its history by adding universal gravitation to it. (Gradually the process went on
;

light, magnetism,

electricity demanded acknowledgment ;
atoms and molecules were introduced

;
space became

associated with matter and the «ther was postulated
;

non-Euclidean geometries arose
;

electrons

were isolated. Step by step the world founded on matter, space and time was built up and modified,

until at last the foundations could sustain it no longer and it fell. The world of events satisfies us

now ; will it always do so ? We cannot tell. It will be modified ;
false methods of measurement

will be eliminated, and so long as human minds can find a way to retain it as a legitimate external

world they will not hesitate to modify it for that end. But a time may come when even events will

1 / \ I

l)J I'M.CTION’ Ol- STAKM(»IIT llV Till, SI \

Jl ntily iluiiuK ti total sol.i! cdipsc that the* (U'lli'cUoii of star-

light b\ the Sun can l)c ohsirvcrl At oilu'r tiinch dunn^ the

L\y the vtar^ aic init out by dillusecl sunliKht in the Ivarth’i

diiiosplKTe Thib picture shows how the sky would .ippcar in

the daytime if the I'aith had no atnu>si)lK‘ie
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not compose a world consistent with all the observations that will then be possible. If that shoiild

happen, we cannot see what the consequences will be. Perhaps a new world will be established on

a basis beyond our conception ; if so, yet another indefinite future will stretch out for Science. But

it may be that no such world will be possible ; it may be that the postulate of an external world will

have had its day, and that its children will have risen up to destroy it. Should such a time arrive,

the goddess of Science will lay down her crown at the feet of Philosophy. Nature will be transformed,

and we shall be transformed too, for we shall comprehend Nature. But for the present that is a

possibility that we have no need to contemplate. We arc at the beginning now of a new era, and the

way is clear for incalculable advances before the next check to the progress of Science might be

expected. We are entering a world of new possibilities, and we can already see that problems which

we have thought insoluble may take on a new meaning and yield to our inquiiies

CHAPTER XIX.

TIME: ITS DETERMINATION, MEASUREMENT, AND
DISTRIBUTION.

By C. O. Baktrum, B.Sc., F.R.A.S.

[P. CoUtnt, Reading.

VERTICAI, GNOMON.
A primitive means of knowing the time of day and the seasons of the year.

The midday shadow is shortest at the summer solstice, longest at the winter

solstice, and of intermediate length at the equinoxes. At these last epochs

the ratio of the length of the shadow to the length of the gnomon is the

tangent of the latitude of the place.

F
rom the earliest ag(‘s the

alternation of light and dark-

ness has provided man with

a natural unit of time, the solar

day, the period between successive

returns of the Sun to the same place

in the sky. Modern dwellers in

towns, accustomed from childhood

to live surrounded by public clocks,

maintained at sufficiently correct

time in some mysterious way of

which generally they have* no know-

ledge, can realise the conditions of

life among primitive folk only with

an effort of imagination. In the

n‘molc times, when all human life

was simple, before the days of

artificial light, when one worked

while it was day and work was

impossible at night, the position of

the Sun in the sky was the only and

sufficient indication of the passing

of the time of day. Those whose

duties kept them awake at night

would with a little experience know
by the fading twilight, the position of

the stars and the approaching dawn

how the night was passing. A glance

at his shadow on the ground conveys

to-day to the simple native of India

and of other countries knowledge of

the time sufficient for his needs.
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f rom “ /tstronomy for
[liy prrmi^sion of Me^isr^. ( <is ill i’- ( 0 ,

lid.

ANCIENT STEEE USED AS A (iNOMON
Such u monument was probably used foi the purpose of

foIlowiiiR the course of the seasons by noting the lenf2:th

of the shadow cast by the Sun at inuMay.

The simple expedient of driving a stake vertically

in the ground and watching the changing direction of I

its shadow cast by the Sun served for ages, when I |ln
greater accuracy of knowledge of the march of time w |>M
was needed (sf^ figures on pages 688 and 689). WTien

tdtl

the shadow of such a gnomon (Greek gi-gnosko, I know) W
was reduced to its shortest length midday was indi- V

i

cated at all times of the year. The shadow of a

vertical stake does not, however, move uniformly with

time except at the Earth‘s poles, and, what is more '

,
•

•’ J
siTious, its position at any time of day except noon iMBIpWllpiij ^

differs at different seasons of the year, A great step

in advance was made when the gnomon was set up ‘

jiarallel with the Earth’s axis of rotation, jxnnting to ‘

the pole of the heavens. Under these conditions the

Sun will always appear to move uniformly round the f rom “ Astrofiomy for AU."\
j . j ‘11 i • j- X* [!iy P^fintf^sion of Mrtsrs. C<isst/i i- ( o ,

ltd.

gnomon and the shadow will be in the same direction

along the ground or dial (Latin dies, a day) at the same ^
ancient STiXE used as a c.nomon

apparent time of day all the year round [see figure on foiiowinR the course* of the seasons by noHuK the lenuth

page 601), We then have the true sun-dial. the shadow cast by the Sun at muMay.

We read in the Book of Isaiah, Chapter xxxviii., that the Lord commanded Isaiah to say to King

Hezekiah that He would deliver him from the King of Assyria and that as a sign " I will cau.se the

shadow on the steps [or degrees], which is gone down on the dial of Ahaz with the Sun, to return

backward ten steps. So the Sun returned ten steps on tht* dial whereon it was gone down.” Ahaz,

the father of Hezekiah, lived m the Eighth Century b.c. and we have hen* what appears to be the

earliest reference to a solar time indicator. Various forms of gnomon were known to the Chaldeans,

and were said to have been introduced into Greece by Anaximander (611-545 b.c.) and, according

to Josephus, to have been used in Egypt from very early times To Berosus, the Chaldean philosopher,

is attributed the invention ot the hollow dial cut in a block of stone. A fixed bar cast a shadow on

its concave surface which was divided by lines to mark the twelve hours of the day. Such an

instrument is referred to by Herodotus as liaving been derived from Chaldea, and it was known in

Greece and Rome. The octagonal Tower of the Winds at Athens, attributed to the Fourth

Century b.c., bears dials on all its eight sides, each of which carried a gnomon, as shown from the

hole*- still to be seen. These dials, however, are believed to have been added centuries after the

erection of the Tower. The sun-dial has been used up to the present day. When accurately adjusted

to the latitude of the place, correctly oriented to the meridian, and the dial properly calculated, it

will give the apparent time accurately to two or three minutes [see figures on pages 690, 691).

As civilisation became more complex and men congregated in large communities and came to

co-ordinate their movements in common pursuits, some means were required of measuring time that

were not continually dependent on the Sun. The water-clock, or clepsydra, appears to have been

the earliest of such means. Such instruments are said by Sextus Empiricus to have been used by

the Chaldeans, and by Vitruvius to have been invented by Ctesibius of Alexandria about 120 b.c. ; a

water-clock was used in the Athenian Courts of Justice to limit the length of speeches, and by

Ptolemy the astronomer (Second Century a.d.) for time observations. Tycho Brahe (1646-1601) is

said to have measured intervals by a clepsydra. This method of measuring time was to allow water

to flow from a small hole into a vessel and to provide means by which the height to which it had

risen in this vessel could be read off. The flow was supplied from a small vessel maintained constantly

full, the overflow passing away by a waste. The small vessel was in turn supplied from a larger vessel.

In this way the head of water was kept at a constant height and the flow approximately regular.

In those days, and until the Fourteenth Century in Europe, the hour was a twelfth part of the interval
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between sunrise and sunset, and conse-

quently Its value was less in winter than in

summer. To allow for this inequality in-

genious contrivances were made to adjust

the divisions on the indicator of the clep-

sydra to the varying length of the day {see

figure on page 693).

A means for measuring time used from

early days in India, and still in use among
the natives, is the pant kt ghurry (water-

clock), consisting of a thin metal basin with

a hole in the bottom. This is set afloat in a

larger v(ssel of water
;

the water enters by
From “ Ailrottomy for All "] [Dy permimon of Messrs Cassell & Co , Ltd

From “ Astronomy fOf
[By ptrmssswn of Messrs. Cassell S' Co , Lid

VERTICAI, SUN-DIAL
Sun-dials are commonly found on mediaeval
churches. As with the horisontal dial, the

fpjomon is fixed parallel to the Earth’s axis

and points therefore to the pole of the heavens.

THE PATH OF THE SUN IN THE SKV
C is the positicjn of the observer, NOSW the plane of the horiztm,

P the pole of the heavens, OAW the equator of the heavens,
NPAS the meridian, PCN the latitude of the place. The Sun
appears to move imifonnly, parallel to the circle W A O, each day,
crossmg the meridian at api)arent noun. In summer the circle is

higher
;

at the equinoxes the Sun is on the equator
;
and in winter

the circle is lower.

the hole, and after a certain interval sinks the basin. It is then

raised, emptied, and the process repeated, the number of

repetitions being counted. Modern archaeologists have found

very thin bronze basins similarly provided with a hole among
British remains of the time of Ca‘sar*s invasions, which can

only be explained on the supposition that they were used by
the Britons as time measures in a similar way to the ghurry

referred to above. Examples of these British basins are now
in the British Museum. In Ca'sar's Gallic War *' he speaks

of measuring time in Britain by accurate water measures,"

and this sentence has been taken to refer to the use of the

clepsydra brought over hy the Roman armies. It now seems

possible that Caesar was speaking of the use by the Britons of

thcftc bronze basins.

The sand- or hour-glass was in use as a rough time measurer

many years before the beginning of the present era, but its

important function has been its use by seamen in combination

with the log for determining the speed of the ship through the

water. The log, or log-ship, was a flat piece of wood, which was

weighted along one edge so that it floated upright, and to which

was attached the log-line. This line was knotted at calculated

intervals. When an observation was taken the log was thrown

over the side into the water and the line allowed to run out

freely through the hand The number of knots that passed

the hand while the sand was running out of the glass indicated

the knots,” or the speed of the ship in nautical miles per hour.

Until quite lately the use of the sand-glass for this purpose was

taught to naval seamen. Various patent logs are now used

in place of the old log and sand-glass. These depend for their

action upon the rotation of a screw as it is dragged by a
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roi)e in the wake of the ship, and the rotations* are registered on a dial. Mention may also be made
of the use sometimes made of a sand-glass in churches till the last half-century to limit the length

of sermons, and in kitchens for timing the boiling of eggs. King Alfred is said to have measured time

by the burning of candles. An ancient custom has been retained in the old Hansc city of Bremen
whereby the time allowed for the auction of proptTly is limited by the burning of a small candle.

The accurate measurement of time became possible only with tlie development of the mechanical

clock. Before dealing with this, some attention must be given to the division of the timt' of day and
to the different kinds of recorded time.

Sunrise and sunset are the most obvious events in the passing of the tinu' of day. It is not

surprising, then, to find that until modern times the divisions of the day were reckoned almost

universally from the one or the other. With the ancient Hebrews the day began .it sunset. We
read in Genesis, “ The evening and the morning were the first day." This custom they still observe,

and It has been adopted by the Western Catholic Church, whose feasts Ix'gin at si.\ o'clock

on the ev'e of the ap-

pointed day. In an-

cient Greece reckoning

was made from the

evening and, according

to Casar and Tacit u^,

the ancient Gauls and

(Germans computed
their times and si'a.sons

by the night (compare

our more modern se'n-

njght and fortnight).

In Babylon the day

from sunrise to sunset

was divided into twelve

equal parts, a division

associated with the

twe lve divisions of the

zodiac. In Palestine

at the time of the

Roman occupation this

wa«J the custom, for we
read (Matthe\\ xx.)

that the lord of the \dneyard went into the market place at the eleventh hour when it was nearly

even
;
Christ's death is recorded as occurring at the ninth hour, that is, at 3 p.m. of our present

reckoning. Wc still speak of midday as noon, that is the hour for saying nones in the churches. This

was the office appointed for the ninth hour, originally half-way through the afternoon, but later

put forward to midday. In Chaucer's (about 1340-1400) Prologue to the Parson's Tale," the

narrator speaks of its being ** ten of the clock," " by the shadow," when, as is shown by the context,

lie is referring to four hours after noon
;
in another place be refers to the sureness of a clock, a reference

that suggests that clocks were becoming known in Chaucer's time. This custom of dividing the day

from sunrise to sunset irrespective of the season into twelve equal parts continued in Europe until the

Fourteenth Century. The variations in length of the hour at different times of the year were incon-

sistent with the use of mechanical clocks, which were then coming into use, and the custom was probably

discontinued on that account. In some parts of Turkey, where, with its backward state of civilisation

and its ancient association with the East, we should expect to find old customs retained, the day
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is still divided into parts

that differ in length with

the season.

Such varying units of

time were of no use to the

ancient astronomers, Hij)-

parchus (190-130 n.a) and

Ptolemy (Second Century

A.D,). In place of these

" temporary hours/' as

they were called, they

reckoned in equinoctial

hours," that is, the twelfth

part of a day at the time

of equinox. Ptolemy also

numbered the hours from

noon through the twenty-

four hours to the following

noon, as has been the cus-

tom of astronomers ever

RING
[P, Colltus, Keadnig.

In cencral use in the Seventeenth and KiKhteenth Centuries, The riiiR is .suspended by
the metal Ux)p. A small hole in a barrel of metal, adjusted to the time of year by beinR
moved in a groove, throws a spot of sunlight on to the inner surface, which is marked ui
hours. “ And then he drew a dial from hU poke.*’— You Like It, Act II, Scene 7.

since. It seems, then, that the change that is being introduced with the

Nautical Almanac of 1925, of reckoning the astronomical day from

[P Colltns, Keadxni;.

HOUR-GI*ASS.

Dry sand is hermetically sealed within

the glass vessel The sand flows in a fine

stream through the narrow neck from

the upper to the lower bulb in an approx-

imately constant time.

midnight, and of making its beginning agree thereby with the

beginning of the civil day, involves the breaking of a veiy ancient

custom among astronomers.

The accuracy of time to which Hipparchus worked in tlie course

of his observations involved a more subtle adjustnu^nt of the hour

of day. He, and Ptolemy after him, W(to aware that the day
from noon to noon as indicated by the Sun was of varying length.

Hipparchus made a table of the equation of time " by which to

allow for this variation in length of the solar day. The following

considerations will show how this vaiiation arises. With reference

to the stars, the Earth rotates with extreme regularity, undergoing

only a minute secular slowing down which will be dealt with later.

A sidereal day, the interval bttw(‘cn two southings of a point in

the sky, is then constant. A solar day, however, is the interval

between two successive crossings of the meridian of a place by

the Sun and this interval varies for two reasons. Owing to its

revolution round the Sun the Earth requires to rotate rather more

than 360'^ between two successive noons, and thus a solar day is

about four minutes longer than a sidereal day. But the Earth’s

angular velocity in its orbit round the Sun is not uniform owing

to the ellipticity of the orbit. In the winter of the northern

hemisphere the Earth is nearer the Sun and its angular velocity

round the Sun is consequently greater. For thi.s reason alone the

solar day would be longer at Christmas than at midsummer.

owing to the obliquity of the ecliptic to the equator the

apparent motion of the Sun in its yearly path, even if it were

uniform, would not be uniform in its relation to the equator. On

this account considered alone the solar day would be shorter at the

time of the spring and autumn equinoxes than at the summer
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and winter solstices. The ellipticity introduces an inequality of the solar day with a yearly period

and the obliquity one having a half-yearly period. In order to overcome this irregularity and to

provide a uniformly flowing time for the regulation of clocks, a fictitious “mean” sun has been instituted,

which travels at a uniform rate along the equator and which never departs far from the position of

the real Sun. The time given by this mean sun at ary place is called the moan time of the place.

The amount by which the mean time is in advance of the true, solar, or apparent time is called the
equation of time. This is zero on the 25 December, reaches nearly fourteen and a half minutes about
the 11 February, returns to zero in the middle of April, has a negative value of nearly four minutes
about the middle of May, becomes zero again in the middle of June, has a positive value of about
hix and a quarter minutes about the 27 July, returns to zero on the 1 September, readies a negative

value of about sixteen and a quarter

minutes early in November and returns

to zero again at Christmas. The.se

changi‘s are givin graphically in the

diagram, on page 594. The eejuation of

time is calculated for noon of each day

of the year and given in the Nautical

Almanac. Mean time, then, is that

shown by a well-regulated clock, while

solar or apparent time is that given by a

sun-dial or by any other mean^ of deter-

mining the hour-angle of the Sun. Eaeli

place on the Earth’s surface has its own
“local” time, mean and apparent,

which is the same at all iKiinls in tlu*

same longitudi*. and which fliffiTs from

points east and west the place by four

niinuies for each dcgr« of difference of

longitude.

It was stat(‘d above that th( Earth

rotates on its axis with great ngulanty
;

this rotation with reference to the stars

])i()vides indeed a time-keeper of great

jierfirtion, limited only, so far as is

known, by a small periodic shifting of

the axis of rotation within an area at the

surface a few yards across, and by the

very small secular retardation already

referred to. From the study of ancient

records of eclipses of the Sun and Moon
Babylonian and Greek historians

and astronomers, t)y calculation from

the recorded times of day and magni-

tudes of these eclipses and from the

places where they were said to have occurred, tliis .slowing down of the Earth s rotation has been detected

and measured. The estimate made by Dr. J. K. Fotheringham of the amount of this retardation,

following on the researches of Dr. P. H. Cowell, is such that a clock keeping accurate time with the

Earth at any moment and continuing at the same rate will be IH seconds fast at the end of a century,

four times this in two centuries, nine times or say two and a half minutes fast after three centuries,

and after two thousand years the clock would be two hour', fast. This retardation seems very little,

/ rom “ 1 me and ( lock'i," by H. H, ( unynf>hame.]
[liy kiPid ptrwpsuon of Messrs, (.unUahle A- ( o., IM

CIJUNSYDRA, OK WATI'K Cl,OCK.

The vessel «m the riyhl is nuiinlained full and ovrrdowiniL; Frt)m it watci
drips slowly by the Hmall ojKining P into the vessel A As the water-level

rises in A the ilcniting figure B rises, and the index C inovc.s over the scale

on the drum D. When the float reaches its highest it moves the

wheel F, through one tooth by the pawl K, the water flows over the siphon
Ci and empties A, and a new day begins The wheel Iv has 305 teeth, so

that the drum I) turns (nice round in a year. The lines on the drum give

rcfidings in temporary or seasonal hours— in summer twelve long daylight

hours and twelve short night hours
;

in winter the reverse.
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but the Earth is a massive body and to slow it even this amount requires an expenditure of energy

every year equivalent to the raising of nearly three million million tons a mile high
; or, to put the

matter in another way, to retard the Earth to this extent involves the continuous expenditure of

about two thousand million horse-power. This slowing has always been attributed to the friction

of the tides caused by the Moon and Sun in the surface water and solid matter of the Earth.

It has been shown lately by Prof. G. I. Taylor and Dr. Harold Jeffreys that the effect of the

tides in the solid rocks and of the water in open seas is inconsiderable, and that practically the whole

retardation can be accounted for by the flow of the tides in shallow land-locked seas and bays such as

the Irish Sea.

The standard of time is the Earth's rotation with refenmee to the heavens. A time-keeper,

however regular, requires a hand and a dial in order to be read. The hand or index used in all

accurate determinations of time is the transit instrument, a telescope set with great precision in the

meridian, and this will be considered later. The dial is supplied by the stars, but the zero of the

dial is no ont* star nor a fixed point among the stars, but the First Point of Aries, as it is called ; or the

spring equinoctial point. When this is on the meridian of any place a sidereal clock at that place

should read 0 hours 0 minutes 0 seconds. The First Point of Aries, so named because at its naming
it was in the constellation Aries,

though it has since moved into Pisces,

is that point on tlio ecliptic at which

the Sun arrives at the moment of the

spring equinox on the 21 March.

Owing to precession the equinoctial

point moves slowly backwards, that is

in a westerly direction, meeting the

Run before he has quite completed his

circuit of the stars. A tropical year,

then, from spring equinox to spring

equinox, is shorter than a sidereal year

by about twenty minutes. The pre-

cession of the* equinoxes was discovered

by Hipparchus. The jx)ints make a

complete circuit of the ecliptic in about

2(1,000 years.

The solar day and the tropical year

are the two periods of most obvious

practical interest to man, detcrmininG:

as they do the alternation of light and

darkness and the succession of the seasons, Records extending over hundreds of years have enabled

astronomers to compute with great accuracy their relative values. The Chaldeans reckoned the year

to contain liCAj days, and this estimate we now know to be about eleven and a quarter minutes too

much. Hipparchus measured the year in terms of days with an error of only about five minutes.

It was u]H)n such knowledge that Julius Caesar, advised by the Alexandrian astronomer Sosigenes,

based his calendar. This was not superseded until the Sixteenth Century, when Pope Gregory XIII

introduced his reform based on later knowledge. The Gregorian Calendar is so well planned that it

is destined to maintain the adjustment of the spring equinox to the 21 March for thousands of years

without further correction.

This New Style was not introduced into England till the year 1752, and the cataclysm

of the Great War was required to force its adoption upon Russia, Greece and other eastern

States and upon the Orthodox Church. The length of the tropical year in mean solar days

is now known with an accuracy of a thousandth part of a second. Since the number of sidereal

EQUATION OF TIME.

The scale to the left is in minutes
;

-j- means Sun after dock,— Sun before

dock. The curve li represents the eflecl due to the obliquity of the

ecliptic ;
the curve C thiU due to the elHpticity of the Earth’s orbit. D is

the combined effect of B and C. This equation is the correction to be

applied to the apparent time given by a sun-dial to obtain mean solar or

dock time.
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days in a year is exactly one more tlian the number of solar days it follows tliat the relation of the

year to the sidereal day is known with an equal degree of accuracy, and also that of the sidereal day

to the mean solar day. The sidereal time at mean noon at Greenwich is calculated for every day

in the year and published in the Nautical Almanac. It may be pointed out as of some theoretical

interest that the sidereal time there given is not, as is perhaps thought by some, a uniformly flowing

time as is mean solar time. As stated above, the zero of sidereal time is determined by the position

of the spring equinoctial point, which moves by precession along the t'cliptie. Owing to the

phenomenon called nutation this point does not move witli

a uniform velocity and the sidereal time as given in the

Nautical Almanac makes allowance for this want of uni-

formity. No clock showing sidereal time has ever yet been

designed, or has any immediate prospect of being designed,

of such accuracy as to be capable of detecting this want of

uniformity.

The standard time at all observatories is determined daily

when the conditions of the sky are favourable, by o])ser-

vation of the stars with the transit instrument, The method

of doing this will be considered later. The sidereal time so

obtained is converted into mean solar time for ordinary civil

purposes by tables of the sidereal time at noon. The time

can be obtained witli greater accuracy from observation of

the stars than by direct observation of the Sun, and this

method has the further advantage that favourable oppor-

tunities as regards the conditions of the sky can be made
use of at any time of day or night.

The development of methods of accurate determination

of time and of accuii'ie time-keeping have progressed

together. Corr(*ct determination and correct measuring are

mutually dependent. Geared mechanism was doubtless

known from early times, but the first application to the

moasuriiig of time seems to have been made at the end of the

Thirteenth Century. We hear that an instrument for .striking

the hour on bells was erected in a tower at Westminster in

1288 for giving the time to the Courts of Law. This was

correctly called a clock (French cloche; German a

bell). During the next hundred years several are known to

have been erected on the cathedrals of this country and on the

Continent. In addition to striking the hour on bells they

sometimes showed various astronomical phenomena. In

those cases where these early clocks indicated the time by a

hand on a dial there was one only- -the hour hand. This was
made to move in the direction in which the shadow of the

/•’fOWi “ A 1 un Asirtmumy; by iiuRh f<odjf(ny.\

[by k\nd ptrfn\ss\on of Mms'in. MaemtUan & Co., lAd.

I5ARI,Y CJUOCK MOVEMENT.
B, the balance with adjustable weights S S,
M Q the btUance staff or verge, P and Q the
pallets engaging with the teeth nf the
wheel A, K and O lantern pinions of cylindrical

rods Ijctwecn two side pieces. Before the
invention of the pendulum all clocks were
made with such a balance and with this verge

esenpetnent,

gnomon moved on a horizontal sun-dial. The clock was in

fact a mechanical sun-dial and the " clock-wise " direction of the motion of the hands of all tinu;-keeiiers

remains as a record that clocks were evolved in the not them hemisphere.

The designing of time-keepers depends on the provision of (1) a body vibrating with a constant
period, of (2) a means of maintaining the vibration against friction and air-resistance, and of (8) a
means of counting the vibrations and of recording on a dial. Tlie efficiency of the time-keeper will

depend on the degree with which (2) the maintaining, and (3) the counting, are effected without
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disturbing the period of (1). Since some degree of disturbance is inevitable it is necessary that the

vibrating body shall have the property known as isochronism. This property will now be explained,

If a thin steel rod be clamped by one end in a vice and a weight be attached to the free end, this

weight will tend to take up a neutral position about which it will vibrate if disturbed and at which,

after a number of excursions to and fro, it will eventually come to rest. It is a property of such a

rod that when forcibly moved out of its neutral position the force tending to restore it is proportional

to the distance moved. Wlien, as in this case, the recovering force is proportional to the displacement,

the period of vibration is constant and independent of the amplitude of the vibration. A tuning

/ rom “ ( loiki, Walchfs anJ bells,"

by hiUnuud betkett.^

[fiv hml f^ermi^^wn of Messr'i.

Crosby L<Hkuood ^ i>oii.

fork is another instance of this, as is shown by the note given out

maintaining its constant pitch as it dies away. Such a vibration

is said to be isochronous and it is essential that the vibrating

system governing a time-keeper shall obey this law.

Till the Seventeenth Century clocks were controlled by a

balance consisting of a bar weighted at each end and attached at

its middle point to a pivotted spindle or verge. Pallets attached

at two points to the verge engaged alternately with the upright

teeth of a wheel .shaped like a crown, a tooth escaping alternately

on one side and on the other across a diameter of the wheel. In.

this way the balance was forced to rotate backwards and forwards

with the verge, the driving force of the train of wheels giving

energy to the balance and the balance controlling the movement

of the train (see figure on this page). The law of isochronism

was not obeyed in this system and such clocks were poor time*

keepers in consequence, the rate varying with the force of the

train which was not constant. A clock of this character, said to

have been made in 1348, and formerly in Dover Castle, is still

kept in working order in the Science Museum, South Kensington.

These early church clocks were, except in their governing mech-

anism, very like the commoner clock of to-day. A weight, often

a large stone, drove the train of wheels by a rope wound round a

cylindrical barrel, to which was attached the slowest or “ great
”

wheel. This drove the centre wheel and this tlirough an inter-

mediate wheel drove the crown or 'scape wheel (see figure

KARLY CLOCK BAI,ANCE AND
The goveniiiig mechanism of the first clocks

The tooth D of the crown-wheel has lifted

the pallet A and is about to escape. When
this has hiippened an opjwsite tooth will bear

upon the pilet B and escai>c in its turn.

Thus the balance is driven backwards and

forwards. The arbor or rod centred at

C and carryinR the balance and two pallets

was called the verge. As the i>eri()d of

vibration is directly deixindenl on the

driving force of the wheel, the arrangement

is defective. The time-keeping was greatly

improved when a pendulum was substituted

for the balance.

principle and with the full history

on page 696). The first great advance in clocks was the appli-

cation of the pendulum as the controlling system. According to

tradition the isochronism of the pendulum was first discovered

by Galileo when watching the great chandelier hanging from the

roof of the cathedral at Pisa. He noticed that the period of swing

remained constant : s the extent of swing became less. Huyghens

treated the matter theoretically ajid showed the suitability of the

pendulum for the government of a clock. It was not, then, until

the Seventeenth Century that clocks were made in which the old

balance was replaced by a pendulum. From that time to the

pre-sent day progress has been rather in respect of detail than of

of the improvements it is impossible to deal here. A few points

only can be referred to.
. .a , , , f * 1,

In 1680 Clement of London substituted the anchor escapement with a flat scape wheel for the

crown wheel and verge {see top figure on page 697), and early in the Eighteenth Ceiitui^ Graham

introduced an improvement that is comparable with the application of the pendulum in its importance

in the history of good time-keeping. He altered the form of the bearing surfaces of the pallets and
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the shape of the teeth of the 'scape wheel in such a way that the

pendulum was free from the force of the train except fora short

distance on each side of its vertical position {see lower figure on

this page). Even to-day, with few exceptions, the Graham dead-

beat escapement is applied to all clocks where ready good

time-keeping is demanded. Graham, for this and other improve-

ments in the making of clocks, was honoured with burial in

Westminster Abbey. In the meantime advances were being

made in the workmanship of the wheel train and in the cutting

of the teeth wso as to give a more constant driving impulse to the

pendulum, and various forms of compensation were being intro-

duced to eliminate as far as possible the effects of changes of

temperature uptin the free period of its swing figures on page

700 and page 701 (top) ).

About the end of the Fifteenth Century flat steel coiled

springs were substituted for the falling weight as the driving

power where port-

ability was a consider-

ation, and in the Six-

teenth Century small

clocks were made that

could be carried about

(see top figure on pag(‘

702) . Those were poor

time-ke(‘pers until tlie

“ hair spring” or “bal-

ance spring ” was in-

vented by Dr. Hoc)k(‘

about 1064 and was

applied to control the

vibration of the bal-

ance. The balaiie<’

then became a more

nearly isochronous

governor and was a

fair substitute for the pendulum for portable* tim(*-})ieces.

About the year 1770 Thomas Mudge applied th(* idea of

(irahams dead-beat escapement to watch(*s in the form

known as the “ lever,” and about tlu* same lime Le Roy,

of Paris, invented the “ detached ” chroriorrui(‘r t*scape-

rnent (^^^figureson pp. 702 and 704). Tlu* lev<*r esc apement,

with improved design, is still universally appli(‘d to pocket

watches of all but the cheapest kinds, as is the detached

escapement always used for shii)s' chronomet(‘rs. The

advantage to good time-keeping of the dead-l)eat applied

to clocks, and the lever and detached escapements applied

to watches and chronometers, is the freedom allow(*d to

the pendulum and balance respectively, so that their

isochronous properties may have better <‘ifect. As Harrison

said in a description of one of his time-kee[)ers to be dealt

From “ Clocks, f'Valcfirs anU Bells,"
by Stf Edmund Beckftt.'

[By kind permission of Mes’ffs. ( rosby Lockwood & Son.

GRAHAM’S Dl'AD-BIiAT ESCAPEMJ^XT.

Still almost universally applied to docks having
a pretensiem to accuracy It differs from the

Recoil {see upper figure ou this page) in having the

portions G D and B R cut away, leaving the

surfaces G 1) and B E arc!» of cirdcs about the

centre C. E.i:cepl, then, while the i>endulum is

near its vertiaU ixwition and the points of the

teeth are sliding down the sloi>es of the ptillets

at A and B, giving their impulse to the pendulum,
the latter is free from the force of the train cxcei)t

as regards friction, With this escapement there

IS no recoil, hence the name. [In the figure too

much space is shown at Al.

J'rofH
"

( toefis, H'aft/iis and iulls,"

by Sir Edmund neckett.]

[/^V kind permission of Messrs,
( rosby I ocku'oud &

ANCHOR RECOn, ICSCAPICMI^NT

Similar in principle to the verge fsve figures

on pages and 09(1), but a Hal whed has

taken the place of the crown-wheel, and the

two pallets move in the same plane The ad-

vantage over the verge is that a smaller swing
of the pendulum is reejuired to allow the

teeth to escape In both these escapements

the pendulum is never free from the driving

force of the train of wheels which recoils

after the escape ol each tooth. Any
inconstancy of the force of the train affects,

Ihereffire, the pcrio<l of swing.
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with later, the less the wheels have to do with the

balance the better,” With thesie inventions progress

seemed to have come to an end, except for improve-

ments of detail, and time measuring was equal to the

demands put upon it by the accuracy of time deter-

mination.

Any interference with the freedom of vibration of an

isochronous system by the addition of energy, or by its

subtraction, in any part of the path of the body except

at the neutral position alters the period of its vibration.

Hence it is important that the impulse shall be given

to the pendulum or balance at a part of the swing

confined as nearly as possible to this position. Further,

any work the pendulum or balance is required to do in

the way of unlocking the escapement or of overcoming

friction should, for the same reason, be done near the

neutral position. The errors of rate due to want of

perfection of design in those respects are called escape-

ment errors.

It has been assumed so far that the pendulum is

strictly isochronous. This is not the case, as was shown

long ago by Huyghens. If Tq is the half period when

the amplitude is very small, and if T is the lialf

period when the same amplitude is a degrees, then

T = (1 + 0‘0000194a*)To. As the amplitude increases

the period of swing lengthens by an increment of time

proportional to the square of the amplitude. To take

a concrete case, if a seconds pendulum is keeping correct time when its complete arc (twice the semi-

amplitude) is three degrees, a usual amount for a good clock, it will lose nearly a tenth of a second

a day if by a change of impulse its arc increases by only two minutes of angle. Such variations of rate

arc said to be due to circular error. It follows then tliat for good time-keeping the swing of a pendulum

should be small within certain limits, and the impulse should be constant. In practice, changes in the

driving impulse are due to various caus(*s, including changes in the force of the main spring where one

is used, to imperfection in the gearing of the wheels of the train and to conditions of lubrication. A
method of eliminating the efEcct of these changes often made use of is to impel the pendulum directly

by a lever acted on only by gravity. The clock train raises the lever at the right moment to a position

from which the pendulum in its motion releases it. The lever then falls under gravity with the

pendulum, giving it a constant impulse. Perhaps the most notable gravity escapement is the “ double

three-legged,” a modification by E. Beckett Denison, afterwards Lord Grimthorpe, of a form designed

by Bloxham {see figure on page 699). This was first applied to the great Westminster Clock where

it has proved astonishingly successful. It is unsuited for small clocks.

The balance spring of a watch requires to be curved according to certain rules in order to be strictly

isochronous, Breguet and Arnold at the end of the Eighteenth Century arrived empirically at approxi-

mations to the correct curves which were nt)t fully understood theoretically for another hundred years.

With watches and chronometeis, then, it is also important that the driving impulse shall be as constant

as possible in order to reduce escapement errors and errors due to want of isochronism.

With improvements of late years in the methods of observing for time determination new demands

are arising. The clocks made by Dr. Riefler, of Munich, with his own escapement, have for some years

held the field. Now new methods of time-keeping are being studied in which the pendulum is almost

entirely free, in which there is often no clock train or escapement at all, but where by the use of electric

Ffom “ Clocks Watches and Bclh,'* by Str hdmund lieckett,]

[By kmd ptrnumon of Messrs, Crosby Lockwood & Son.

PIN-WHEEI, ESCAPEMENT.
A mtidiliculiou of Grahmu’s dead-beat escapement

frequently used for turret clocks.
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contacts the pendulum registers its vibrations and receives its impulses with the vcr^" minimum of

disturbance. The impulse is given generally by a gravity lever raised by an electro-magnet and
released by an electric contact. With these precision clocks the pendulum is now generally made of a

nickel-steel alloy of small coetlicient of expansion with tomperature. This alloy was discovered and
investigated by Dr. C. E. (iuillaumc and named by him invar.” In order to eliminate the distiii biiig

effects of changes of density of the air with changes of

barometric pr(»ssure the pendulum is suspended in an air-

tight case, and to reduce temperature effects is placed in

a room maintained at a constant teni])erature. Under
these circumstances variations of rate may amount to an

average of only one-fiftieth of a st‘cond a day.

The subject of navigation is so intimately connected

with the methods of detcTinining and measuring time that

some consideration must here be given to it.

Until the Fifteenth Century sea voyages were almost

entirely confined to tlie coasts. Seamen were guided by

.sight of land and by dead reckonings based on rough

estimates. The magnetic compass was known in Kur()]>e

in the Fourteenth Century but was not generally in use

at sea for more than a hundred years afterwards. There

had be(;n no substantial improvement in navigation foi

thousands of years, and to go far out of sight of land was

a serious venture. Latitude could be roughly estimated

by noting the altitude above the horizon of the pole star.

The instrument nsed for this i)ur}K)se was the cross-staff,

consisting of a long wooden rod upon which slid a cross-

pieu*. There we*re pin hole sights at the near end of the

rod and at both ends of the cross-piece, and an observation

consisted in placing the eye at the former and sliding the

cross-piece along until the two objects, ( r the heavenly

body and th(! sea horizon, coincided respectively with the

two sightwS on the cross-bar. The required angle was then

rt^ad off on the body of the rod, which was divided into

degrees. In the Fifteenth Century Prince Henry the

Navigator and John II (1481-95) of Portugal tried to

improve navigation and caused more accurate calculations

to be made of the Sun's declination, and the results to be

published in tables whereby the latitude at sea could be

determined from th(* altitude of the Sun. John also intro-

duced the astrolabe, as more convenient for measuring

altitudes. This instrument had ]>cen known from early

times, A simple form consisted of a heavy metal disc

suspended by a ring at the upper edge. Pivot ted at its

centre was a pointer extending across a diameter and
carrying a pin-hole sight at each end. The pointer wa-.

moved until the sights were in line with the Sun or other

heavenly body when the di.se was suspended and at

A scale of degrees round the edge then gave the altitude

of the body. As yet there was no means of measuring

J<rom '*
( hek'*, Watcher and UfUs,” by I'tlmund lietkett

]

[By kind permuiton of Mc’stn. ( ruaby J otkwooU (C Sow

DOUHI.K TllRIiH-nKGGED (iKAVIl'Y
ESCAPKMICCT.

A iiKxJificsition by Heckett iJtMiisou (J/)rd

Oriiiilhomc) an entiiitKiincnt by IJloxliam, and
adopted hy the fontier for the Weslmin.ster dock
The pendulum is driven by the two f^f^^vity levers

I)ivotted at the lop of the figure near the point of

fx'ndiii« of the r>eiiduluni suspension spring? As
th<‘ (xtiduUiin rises, it pick.s up juid lifts one level

,

the double thrty-lcKjjed wheel is thereljy uiilcKked

and lifLs the other lever. The impulse ^iven to the

IKmdulum is independent of the dock train and is

dtie to the fall of the levers under gravity from
their higher jKisi lions to their lower.
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distance travelled nor of determining longitude. With these difficulties in mind it is astonishing

to read of the doings of the great navigators of the Fifteenth and Sixteenth Centuries. The seaman,

when he had once lost sight of land, depended entirely on the roughest means of estimating the

way of the ship/' and if this dead reckoning was miscalculated or lost he had no method of knowing

whore he was. Columbus and Cabot sailed into the unknown when they crossed the Atlantic at the

end of the Fifteenth Century. So incapable of determining longitude was he, that Columbus, when he

arrived at the islands off Central America, thought he was among th^

From “.4 Tftattie on Astronomy,"

islands to the East of India; the natives were called Indians and the islands

took the name of the West Indies. Between 1519 and 1522 Magellan sailed

round the world by way of Cape Horn, not only crossing the Atlantic but

also the Pacific. By the end of the Sixteenth Century there was a rage for

ocean exploration and merchant adventuring, as the names of Drake,

Willoughby, Frobisher and Hudson will recall to mind.

During these centuries the production of maps and charts was making

progress and at the end of the Sixteenth Mercator's projection, so invaluable

to navigators, was in process of development. Davis's quadrant or back-

staff came into use as an improvement on the cross-staff
;
the variation of

the compass was being studied and better tables of the declination of the

Sun and stars were being calculated. Then, about 1624, the Dutchman’s

log for measuring the ship's way (described on page 690) b(‘gan to be adopted,

but Norwood, in his work on navigation, The Seaman’s Practice,"

published in 1637, could still write,
**
as there is no means of discovering the

longitude a seaman must trust to his reckoning."

In the early Seventeenth Century ocean voyaging was becoming so

general that the want of a method of determining longitude was seriously

felt. If the seaman could only have means of knowing the time at any

place markc^l on maps and whose longitude was known, this knowledge,

combined with comparatively easy means of determining his local time,

would have given him his longitude at once. The dt'termination of time

by the method of '* equal altitudes " of the Sun which had been practised

by the Arabs hundreds of years before the present era, was introduced into

Europe about the middle of the Fifteenth Century and was much in use in

the Seventeenth. This consisted of noting the two moments at which the

Sun attained some convenient altitude above the horizon, rtjspectively

before and after crossing the mcTidian. The moment half-way between
by Hugh Goii/ray.]

[by ktnJ permission of
^

Messrs. Macmillan & Cn,, ltd.

AMETHOD OF PENDUEl’M
COMPENSATION.

Harrison’s Gridiron Pendu-

lum. The black rods are of

steel, the shaded rods of bniss

The latter having a higher

these events was taken as noon (see lower figure of page 704). The time so

obtained was apparent noon and by applying the* equation of time mean

noon would be known. The difference between this and the moan time at

the same instant at some place of known longitude, if such had been

obtainable, would have given the ship’s longitude by allowing fifteen

degrees east or west for each hour the ship's time was before or after the

co-efficient of esepansion with

temf)erature than steel, the

effective length of the pen-

dulum is maintained con-

stant. Still rarely to be seen

on old clocks.

time of the known place.

After the discovery of Jupiter’s satellites by Galileo, about 1610, it was

proposed that the times of eclipses of these bodies should be calculated and

published in advance in an almanac for seamen. It would, however, be

difficult to make use of a telescope with a sufficiently large magnification

on the deck of a ship and. moreover, these eclipses are not sufficiently definite in time to serve

this purpose. It had also been suggested by Werner as early as 1614 that the movement

of the Moon among the stars would be a valuable method of determining absolute time and thence

of longitude at sea. but the places of the stars and the motion of the Moon were not sufficiently known
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then, and observing instruments were not of sufficient precision.

It was under these circumstances that Le Sicur de St. Pierre brought
to King Charles II a proposal that tables of the places of stars and of

the motions of the Moon should be made and published in an almanac
for the use of sailors. Charles II, who seems to have had more enlighten-

ment than is generally attributed to him. was pleased with the idea and
referred the proposal to the Royal Society, which had lately been

founded (16G2). John Flamsteed, who was known to the Fellows of

the Society as a brilliant young mathematician, was selected to report

on the matter. He reported that the i)ropusal was a good one but was
impracticable owing to the want of sufficiently accurate knowledge of

the places of the stars and of the motion of the Moon. Tycho’s cata-

logue of stars, the best available, was not good enough for th(‘ ])urj)()sL*

intended. Charles theren]X)n (to quote the terms of the Royal Warrant
of 1675, from Mr. E. \\ alter Maunder’s History of the Royal ObsiT-

vatory, Greenwich,” from which many of these facts are taken) (‘oin-

manded Flamsteed to aj)ply himself with the most exact care and
diligence to the Rectifying the Tables of the motion of the Heavens

and the Places of the fixed Stars so as to find out thi‘

so-much-desired Longitude* of places for the p(*rft‘cting

the Art of Navigation.” A few months later a further

warrant ordcTed that Sir Christo])her Wi(‘n sliould

build small observatory” within “our paik at

fxroenwirh ” at a cost of not more* than £500. Flamsteed

was then installed as the* first Astronomer J’ioyal at a

salary of £100 a y(*ar, out of which he was to ])rovi(le

himself with the necessary instruments. He clid a])])ly

himsedf with can? and diligence and his catalogue of

stars made at (iret^nwicli was a great advance*. Miss

Agnes Clarke quotes De*lambre as saying Tlie estab-

lishme‘nt [at Gr(‘enwich| was iiide*ed abse)lulely willu)ut

a rival. Systematic eibservations of Sun, Mejon, stars

and planets we*re during the wlmle‘ of the Hig}ilee*nth

Century made only at (ireenwich.”

It may here be* mentioned that about tlie ye*ar 1700

Koeme*r inve*nted the* transit instrum(*nt l)y wliich time

could be dt‘terinined by transits acre)ss the nuTidian,

but at sea the only instruments yet available for

m(*asuring angl(‘S and altitudes and feir de^teTinining

local time were tlie* astrolabe's and various forms of

/ rom “ Cheki, Watches and flclls/' by ^ir Edmund Hcrkrtt

'fiy kind permission oj Messrs ( rusby I ockuood .Som.

M.\INTAINIX(J MECHANISM
A simple ingaiiouH contrivance invented hy Harrison

for maintaining the driving power of the dock or watch
while it is being wound, The smaller ratchet-wheel

attached to the barrel H drives the larger ratchet-wheel

by the pawl R, which in turn drives the great wheel

O by the spring S S', On the Iwirrel being turned by

the winding key to the right, the larger ratchet-wheel

is prevented from following the barrel to the right by

the pawl r and the movement continues to be driven

by the spring S S'. I’scd on all good clocks, watches

and chronometers.

quadrant which involved the necessity of looking in

two directions at once. It was not till about 17IiI that

Hadley introduced his quadrant, the foreruniKT of the

present sextant, in which by the us(* of a mirror the

image of one object could be thrown into coincidence

with the other and the angle between them measured

with accuracy.

In 1714, " Comniissioners for the discovery of

longitude at sea,” forming the Board of Longitude,

were apjxiinted with power to expend money and award
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prizes. Flamsteed died in 1 7 1 9 and was succeeded by Halley,

who in 1731 showed that it was impossible then to find the

• correct longitude by the Moon. He hoped in a few years to

compute the Moon’s position within two minutes of time,

from which he thought longitude could be found within sixty

nautical miles at the equator and within forty-five miles in

the English Channel
In the meantime Newton was at work on his theories of

motion and gravitation. He had applied to Flamsteed, who
was little interested in theory, for places and elements

of planetary orbits with which to test his theory of

gravitation. Ultimately, in 1748, Mayer published his

lunar tables based on the foundation laid by Newton.
During these seventy years we see theory and observation

in co-operation, though by no means always on friendly

s terms, in

k
building

V up the

WniL ® material

From “ Clocks, IVaUfws atn!

Um .Sir htimMud lUckett.]

[/iy kind fitrmifsion of Messrs.
Crosby Lockmod & Son

VERGE ESCAPEMENT.
A small form of the verge shown on imge 696,

adapted for pocket iiistniments. Watches
were alJ i)rc)vided with this defective control

until Robert llookc invented the balance

spring about 1664. Watches with balauce

spring but retaining this “ verge ” escapement
were in common use till the early Nineteenth
Century, and arc said still to be made.
Harrison’s historic sea-watch was made with
an improved verge, the pallets being shaped

so as to be nearly detid-beat.

from “ Clocks, Watches and Bella," by Sir Edmund Beckett.]

[By kind pertnistion of Measts. Crosby Lockwood & Son.

it was expected would aid the navigator.

Prizes had been offered by the Board of Longi-

tude for a method of determining longitude at

sea. £10,000 was to be awarded for a determina-

tion within sixty miles, £15,000 within forty

miles, and £20,000 if within thirty miles, and the

test was to be made on a voyage of a ship to

the West Indies and back. Portable timepieces

were continually being improved and it was

thought possible that if Greenwich time of suffi-

cient accuracy could be carried on ships it would

supply a better method of determining longitude

than could be piovided by lunar methods.

The improved escapements of Mudge and

Le Roy had not yet been invented, but the out-

standing defect of watches at the time was the

great variation of rate with temperature, John
Harrison, a carpenter and watch repairer of

Yorkshire, had been studying a method of

remedying this, both with pendulum clocks and

watches, depending on the different expansions

EEVER ESCAPEMENT.
Invented by Mudge, apprentice to Graham, about 1770, and
now univeiWly use<l in good pocket watches, and in portable
clocks, including those of the cheapest description. The action

of escape wheel and pallets is the same as with Graham’s
dead-beat pendulum escapement {see lower fig. page 697). In
the figure the balance is moving to the right, quite free and
controlled only by the balance spring. On its return the pin P
will enter the notdi of the lever S C, pushing it to the left,

unlocking the tooth A which, sliding down the impulse slope

of the pallet, will press the lever to the left, which will then
give a push to the pin P, giving on impulse to the balance.

The merit of the escapement consists in the freedom of the
balance, except about its neutral position.

of two metals {see figure on page 700). He came
to London and in 1735 submitted a machine

embodying this and other inventions, for the

purpose of claiming the reward offered. Halley

gave him support, but the story is a long one of

Harrison’s endeavours to obtain recognition of

his watches by the authorities, and of the opposi-

tion he met with from Nevil Maskelyne and others

who were more interested in lunar distances as

in their opinion the more promising solution.
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Eventually, in 1761, one of his watches wais taken to the West Indies and back, a voyage of five months,

during which the accumulated error was 1 minute 54*5 seconds, corresponding to an error of longitude

of eighteen miles at the latitude of Portsmouth, well within the limits laid down by the Board. He
obtained the completion of his reward of £20,000 in 177,1, three years only before his death (see figure

on page 705), Fine watch and clock making was then making great progress in the hands of Harrison,

Mudge, Earnshaw and Arnold in England, and of Berthoud, Le Roy and others in Paris. The ship's

watch then took the name of chronometer.

As Hairison's sea-watch which underwent this trial is the most famous that has ever been inadt*,

a few words of description will not be

out of place. In the course of fifty

years of trial, strenuous labour and

patient thought given to improve-

ments, this w^as the fourth he had

made to embody his original ideas. It

contained the maintaining }X)Wer in-

vented by himself {see figure, page

701), the well-known fusee for ren-

dering the effective force of the spring

constant and his “ compensation

curb," perhaps the most important

factor towards rendering his instru-

ment eflicit*nt. This last consisted of

a means of automatically altering the

effective length of the balance sping

with temperature. A rom[.x)und bar

of brass and steel carrying the curb-

pins which determined the effective

length of the spring meved these pins

with change of temperature, thereby

compensating for change of rigidity of

the spring. The escaj^ement, which

gave five ticks to the second, was the

old verge and crown wheel, but so

greatly improved as to remove the

grave defects of the old escapement.

The pallets, of diamond, were entirely

altered in form so as to be nearly

dead-beat. The escapement, more-

over, instead of being driven directly

by the wheel-train was driven by a

spring remontoire which was rewound

by the train every seven and a half

seconds. Seven sets of holes were jewelled with rubies and diamond end-stones. The instrument was

enclosed in a detachable outer case of 5-2 inches in width and shaped like a pocket watch, and was not

suspended in gimbals. Harrison was awarded the Copley medal, the highest honour in the gift of the

Royal Society. He refused Fellowship of the Society in favour of his .son William.

Nevil Maskelyne, on a voyage to St. Helena in 1761 to observe the Transit of Venus, made use

of Mayer's tables of lunar distances, and measured altitudes by Hadley’s quadrant. The longitudes

he so found were within a little more than one degree. He is quoted as saying that from this

experience he could show that longitude could be found at sea from lunar observations by good

THE OREHPWICH CHRONCHiRAPH.
The dmiii is driven by a wdKht and funtroUetl by the comical pendulum
With each alternate beat of the standard sidereal dock the pen m^ikes a kick,

breaking the continuity of the hdical line on the drum. The travelling wire

micrometer in the eyepiece of the transit cirde automatically records the

progress of a star across the meridian by a kick of the same pen The
time of transit can thus be read to about one-hundredth of u second.
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observers, within one and a half degrees of the truth. He
recommended this method to the Admiralty and afterwards, in

1767, having in the meantime become the fifth Astronomer
Royal, he issued the first Nautical Almanac containing tables of

lunar distances. These were published in every year’s issue

until 1906, since which year they have been omitted as it was
found they were seldom used by seamen. The lunar distance

method of finding Greenwich time and thence longitude was soon

superseded as chronometers were perfected. Though Harrison

was the pioneer, and first showed that the problem of longitude

could be solved by a marine timekeeper, the father of the

modern chronometer was Pierre Le Roy, a French contemporary

of Harrison. Le Roy placed the means of temperature com-

pensation in the balance itself, invented the detached escape-

ment {see top figure on this page) and suspended his chronometers

on gimbals in a box, all of which improvements have been

continued to the present day. Within thirty or forty years of the

first publication of lunar distances in the Nautical Almanac
chronometers were being made on a commercial scale by Arnold

and Earnshaw showing continually better performances, and the

method of lunars went out of use. Navigation is now dependent

on the chronometer, one or more instruments being carried on

every seagoing ship. With the use of wirele.ss time signals from

many stations around the world, ships’ clironometers can now
be checked and rated at sea, and all difficulties in obtaining exact

longitude are at an end. Wirelt^ss signals also enable differences

of longitude of observatories to be found with great accuracy,

and are invaluable to travellers for learning their positions in

remote or inaccessible places.

Some consideration will now be givt'n to the way in which
mean time is determined day by day from the steady march of

the stars across the sky. The methods employed at the Royal

J-ro»t “ lime attii ( /otA's” /;v

H, H. CunynghAmt,]
liy h\nd pcrniimiott f>f Mes^n,,

( (mstable & Co., Ltd,

THK DETACiUCJ), OR
CHRONOMETKK ESCAPEMENT.

Now used on all ships’ chronometers. The
balance staff C airrics the impulse pallet

D C. The escape wheel A B is locked by
the detent C't E. As the balance returns
in the direction of the arrow the escape
whed is uulwked by the pallet M, the
tooth at I) enjjji^es with the impulse pallet

D C, giving the balance a push and the
detent G E falls Iwick ready again to lock
the escape wheel. On the return of the
balance the pallet M passes the light

spring M K The btdance is eutirdy free

when near its neutral position—the
great merit of the escai)cment.

Observatory, (ireenwich, will be taken as indicative of those followed at time-determining observatories
generally.

Thi: positions of the stars on the celestial sphere are recorded in an analogous way to the positions

of i)laces on the Earth’s surface. The

From “ Astronomy for All.*'] [By permission of Messrs. Cassell & Co., Ltd.

Altitudes at sea.
The angle W between the Sun or other heavenly body and the horizon is

measured by a sextant. In earlier days a crofts-stoiT, an astrolabe, a quarter-
staff, a back‘Stai!, or a quadrant, was used for this purpose.

poles of the celestial .sphere are the

points at which the Earth’s axis

would pierce the sphere if extended,

and the equator is the great circle in

the heavens in the plane of the Earth’s

equator. A star’s position is recorded

by its declination or angular distance

north or south of the equator, and by

its right ascension or distance east of

the spring equinoctial point. De-

clination then is exactly analogous to

latitude on the Earth, and right

ascension is analogous to longitude.
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The latter analogy is incomplete in that right ascension is for convenience iisually reckoned in tkne—
twenty-four hours to the 360°, and always in the same direction, viz,, eastwards right round the sky
from OA. to 24A. or OA. again. Since, as already stated, sidereal time is zero when the spi iiig equinox
is on the meridian of a place, it follows that the sidereal timt' is the R.A. (right ascension) of any star when
this star crosses the meridian. The time given by the sidereal clock at the moment of transit of the

meridian by a star should be th(' same as the R.A. of the star
;
the difference is the error of the clock.

Xow. the stars generally do not maintain their exact positions with regard to one another
;
each has

its “ proper motion ” (Latin proprius, one’s own). In addition to changes due to this, the itrecession

of the equinoctial point brijtgs about a gradual change of R.A. of the st.irs. Since the time when
Charles II commanded Flamsteed, the first Astronomer Royal, to ajiply himself with the most ex.ict

care and diligence to finding the jilaees of the fixed stars, this has been an important part ot the rt'gnlar

JOHN HAKKI.SON’S SRA WATCH.
The legends below

DTJPUCATK of HAURISON’S llMrKEEPMR,
made in 1767 -9 by

I^ARCUM KliNDAl,!,,

read :

—

Timeki:icpi:r (No 4),

made in 17fi5-9 by

JOHN HARRISON,
which won in 1704 the reward of

Used by Capt. James Cook, R N., 1772-5. £20,000

M ,, M H ,
1776-9. offerctl by the IJritish ('.overnment

,,
v*',. Vancouver 1791. in 1713

These watches measure 6*2 inches over all. They are preserved at the Royal Observatory, (Greenwich. This beautiful machine
of Harrison’s, justly the mo.st noted of sill time-keepers, was the forerunner the marine chronometer upon which navigation

is dependent.

work at the Royal Observatory. In addition to more extensive observations for more f^cneral astro-

nomical purposes, a selection of .suitable stars, forming a list of clock stars,” are continually studied

at Greenwich for their positions and proper motions for the special purpose of time determinations.

A list of such stars is given in the Nautical Almanac with their co-ordinates in R.A. and declination

calculated for every tenth day of the year and from this list the R.A., from which sidereal time^ is to be

found, can be determined to a small fraction of a second at any time. If then the moment at which one

of these stars crossed the meridian at any place could be observed without error, the sidereal time could

be learnt from one observation with approximately this degree of accuracy. In practice observation

is subject to error, as we shall see.

The transit instrument, by which the moment at which a star crosses the meridian is observed,

is a small telescope mounted so as to move accurately in the plane of the meridian. Very special

precautions have to be taken to ensure that the axis of movement is truly horizontal ; to correct for

45
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any error of collimation, that is to say for any error of adjustment of the optical axis of the telescope

at right angles to the axis of movement
; and to adjust this axis of movement in a truly east-west

direction. In the focal plane of the eyepiece of the toJescope art generally one horizontal and five or

seven equally spaced vertical fine spider threads (se^ figure on page 709). For use at night some means
are provided for throwing a light upon these wires so that they way be visiblv projected against the

dark sky, or the wires may be made visible as dark objects by a general illumination of the field of view.

When adjustments have been made the telescope is set to the declination of the star a few minutes before

tfie time of transit. The star is then seen to enter the east or right-hand side of the field of view and
to cross each vertical wire in turn. It is the observer's business to note the time by the sidereal clock

at which the star’s image is bisected by each wire. The mean of these five or seven observations of

time by the clock should give the R.A. of the star as given for that day in the Nautical Almanac.

If the observations Jiave been correctly made, the difference is the error of the clock.

The instrument ust‘d at Greenwich for transit observations is the transit circle, so called because;

it is provided on each side with a large vertical circle very accurately divided into degrees and
sub-divisions for the purpose of taking the deelination of the star at the same timi' as its time of

transit (sc6» figure on page 708), and tliercby of pursuing the original purpose for which the Observatory
was established.

The sidereal time given by a properly adjusted transit instrument is the time for that particular

longitude. The time determined at Greenwich is Greenwich time. Greenwich time then is fixed by
the spot at which the instrument is set up. Halley, who succeeded Flamsteed as Astronomer Royal,

erected the first transit instrument, a ftw years only after its invention by Roemer. This was placed

at the north-west corner of the ObscTvatory enclosure, some yards west of the present Greenwich

meridian. When the instrument wavS erected at its present position to the east by Airy in 1851,

it could hardly have been thought that this spot was destined to determine permanently the prime

meridian of the world, or that the time would come when all longitude and all time would be

reckoned from the position of

the Greenwich transit circle, as

From “ The Marine L hronometer,” by Commander Gould i ^Dy courtesy oj J. Potter
^ Esq., London.

MARINE CHRONOISIHTER MOVEMT^NT.
Note the helical balance spriiij? with Its ends curved inwards to obhiin isochrouism.
Rise of temperature reduces its rigidity an<l tends to slow the vibration. To com*
pensate for this, the balance rims are compound, of steel inside and brass outside,

and in two halves, each with one end fixed and the other free Increase of temperature
causes the free ends to bend inwards, tending to accelerate the vibration This
compensation is adjusted by shifting the two heavy weights, one of which can be seen

In the photograph. Rate is adjusted by turning the two large nuts.

is the case to-day.

Transit ob.servation made
])y the old “ eye and ear

"

m(‘thod consist(‘d in listening to

.liid counting the ticks of the

clock and of estimating to one-

lentli of a second the time of

bisection of the star at each

wire. This is considered a

rough method to-day, for it is

difficult to estimate correctly

the division of the interval

between the ticks of th(‘ clock

when the image is exactly bi-

sected by the wire. Different

observers liave their own per-

sonal errors in trying to do this.

These personal errors are inves-

tigated and a correction applied

to the observations of each ob-

server called his “ personal

equation." Under favourable

circumstances a single transit
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observation by this old method would be

considcTod good if it could be depended U]>on

to an accuracy of one-quarter of a second.

About the year 1854 a new mc'thod of

observation was introduced at Cireenwitdi and

became common at othtT observatories. In-

stead of the observer liaviug to listen to tlie

ticks of tht' clock, he had to watch the star and

press an (‘lectric stud with his lingtT at the

instant at which it iippeared to him to b(‘

bist'cted by each wire in succession. In an

adjoining room is a chronograph, consisting of

a cyliiKirical drum made to revolve with a

smooth slow motion on its axis. Anuind the

drum is fixed a slie<‘t of white ])aper. Wlien a

transit observation is to bt' taken, a ])eii is

brought to bear upon the ])aper on the drum
and is madt' slowly to tiav(‘l ahmg tlie drum by
means of a screw. 'I'lie combined (‘ffect of the

rotation of the drum and of tlie transvcTse

motion of the pen is that a )u‘lical line is drawn

on th(' paj)er. This pen is so connect (‘d by

electric win's with the skU'real clock that with

each alternap' tick of tin* clock it is given a side-

ways ki< k,br(‘aking thecontimiitv of Iht' lino on

the drum, The pen is also connecti'd with the stud at the transit circle and is givcm a similar kirk when

the stud is ])ress('d. Jn this way tlie instant of ])ressirig witli the ol)s(Tver's finger was n'gistered on tlie

chi 'iiograj)]! alongside the* marks made' by the clock, and the two could be com])arcd willi an accuracy

of al)out e.)n<' hundredth of a second. Freun a series of such cemipari.seMis euch day the error and ratei

of the clock was t'stimate'd day by day. This method was a great improvement e)n thei former e*ye and

ear method, but was not free froni incalculable personal error, for different y)eo]de estimated the

instant e>f biseiction of the star diffe'rently and had different “ reactiem tirnejs between setiing the

bisection with the eye and pressing the' button with the liand. Personal equation with this me'thod

was as mucli as one-quarter of a second, but was fairly constant. Personal error was apjroximateJy

eliminated when this e'quation was applied to the observations.

The' me'thod at pres(*nt in use was introduced at the Royal Observatory in 1010 and is intended

to eliminates errors of personality. A contrivance is attached to the; eye-j)i(‘ce called the impersonal

or the travelling-wire microme'ter. A single' vertical wire can be made to me)ve across the; field in

the focal plane of the object-glass by the turning of a large button or scrt;w head. The observe'r's

business is to follow the star across the field by turning the screw head, keeping the star's image

always bise^cted by the wire {see figure, page 709). The apparatus itself, by making electric contacts,

automatically records the progress of the wire on the chronograph's drum. Per.sonal errors are thtTcby

reduced to about one-tenth of their value with ihe method previously in use, different observers differing

by perhaps one-hundredth of a second.

The accuracy with which the time can now be determined bv observation of one star is of about

0’05 second. Every day that the sky permits, observations are taken of perhaps ten stars by day

or by night, and the time deduced from the whole series is of a greater accuracy than that from one,

reaching about one-fiftieth of a second. The daily routine includes observations for testing the

telescope for errors of azimuth, of level, and of collimation, for though it is mounted on heavy piers

with great refinement, including the counterpoising of the greater part of the weight of the instrument

Ffom Astronomy for All.”\ \liv permission of Messrs ( assetl ('V i'n,, I.ti

MODHKN SHIPS’ CIlKONOMlvTIvk.
Navigation tlcpeiidrt a) )Solutt‘ly t>n (iaviiwiih Mean Time hehit;

carrie<l l)y <hk‘ or more of these instnmietils on every sea-Koin«
vessel. I•‘r(>m altitiules of the Sun or other heavenly Ixxly

taken with a sextant at the tireenwieh Timt' v^iven by the

chronometer correctetl b)r its error ami rate, lh<‘ position of the

shlj) is determined.
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IL. E.A,

thj: transit circi^e, royae observatory,
GREENWICH.

The instrument used for determining the time by the transit of stars
across the meridian The observer is seen following the image of a
star across the field of view and keeping it bisected by the travelling
vertical wire by turning the stud of the micrometer. The latter

automatically records electrically on the chronograph C P is the
finely graduated circle for detennining the declination of the star at

the same observation.

to relieve the bearings of strain, there is

movement from day to day and from season

to season from the continual shifting of the

subsoil on which the piers rest. Corrections

for the errors found daily have to be made

to the observations. No scientific man
expects his instruments to record with per-

fect accuracy, for nothing is perfect. His

aim is rather to know witli as mucli accuracy

as possible the errors of his instruments and
to be able to apply the proper correction, and
then to know within what limit he can de-

pend on the results. The standard sidereal

clock at Greenwich does not read the true

sidereal time
; it is always in error, but this

is of no consequence. The puri)Ose of the

time dei)artmcnt of the observatory is to

know two things about this clock, (1) its

error, and (2) its rale. Correction can then

be applied to obtain the true time at any
moment. This standard sidereal clock is the

one designed by the Astronomer Royal, Airy,

about 1870. It has the detached i‘scapement

(similar to that of a chronometer) applied

to a pendulum.

I'he standard time of the observatory is

the time' derived from this sidereal clock, but

this is of little use in civil life for which mean
solar lime is needed, and it is part of the

work of the Observatory to distribute this

mean time. For this purpose* another clock

is provided the mean time clock. This is

subordinate to the sidereal clock and is rated

and adjusted from it. It has the Graham
dead-beat escapement. Owing to the fact

that this clock is required to signal auto-

matically the Greenwich Mean Time over the

telegraph wires to all parts of the country, it

has to be put to the correct time every day.

The amounts by which it has to be corrected

each day are so small— only fractions of a

second—that special means have to be used.

The pendulum carries a permanent magnet

that passes with its swings over the poles of a

solenoid, that is, a coil of wire without core.

Every morning before ten o'clock the reading

of the clock is compared with the true G.M.T.

(Greenwich Mean Time) as obtained by con-

version from the sidereal time. The error

of the clock is then corrected by passing
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a known current through the solenoid for such a length of lime as will, as judged by past

experience, cause the pendulum to gain or to lose the amount by which it is in error. Tht* clock is

then ready to send its ten o’clock signal automatically over the telegraph wire. At the correct

instant the signal is sent to the General Post Office and from there the Postmaster-General is

responsible for distributing it to the principal post offices in the country owr the ordinary’ ti'legraph

wires. Just before ten these wires are held clear of other business and switched on to the time signal

circuit. At one o'clock also the mean time clock is corrected by the same process. It sends out its

signal at every other hour of day and night, but as special corrections are only applied before ten

and one the time given at other hours is not so dependable for accuracy, as tlie clock will have

accumulated some degree of error.

A duplicate mean time clock‘has lately been set up. In case the electric contacts fail at any time

—and they have* done so in the past—it is only necessary to switch on to the duplicate. All these

clocks, together with some others of interest for comparison, are housed in a little room with double

doors, the temperature in which is kept approximately constant by mt'ans of an electric thermostat

arrangement.

W hen communication was slow between different parts of a country each town was acciistoim'd to

use its own local time. As railway

travelling became more general

this confusion of local times was

found to be inconvc'iiient. (ireen-

wich time had long been used by

seamen, as it was here that their

chronomet(T^ were correctt‘<l and

rated, i)iit it was not until IHSO

(hat tlie law was pass'd making

Greenwich Mean Time the hgal

time of Circa t Britain. In other

countries also the tiiiit* of th('

capital town or of th(‘ chief obser-

vatory came to b(» generally

adopted as tlie l(*gal time of tliose

countries. In the nieantimi' Brit-

ish shii)s were carrying (ireenwich

time all over the world and it

became convenient for shijjs’

charts and majis generally to bt*

based, as regards the longitudt* slicwn, <m the (irecnwicli meridian. When the United States of

America camt‘to consider the fixing of a standard time for tlie whole OmfcKleratifin, it was obviously

impossible to adojit the samt* time across the whole continent, diffiTing as it do(*s in the extreme

east and west by as much as four hours of local time. They tliertdore in 1S83 initiated the zone system

based on the Greenwich meridian. The zones, so-called, are strips of country running north and south

fifteen degrees of longitude in width. In any two adjacent zones tlu* standard time differs by one hour

exactly, but all over the country the minutes shown by the clock are the same as at Greenwich, from

this beginning the zone system has gradually spread all over the Earth so that now with few exceptions

the standard time at all places is Greenwich Mean Time, differing only by whole hours, or in exceptional

cases by an odd number of half hours. The limits of the zones do not always follow rigidly the lines of

longitude, but are bent for convenience in many places to follow coast liufs and the frontiers of States.

The only countries of importance that have not adopted this zone system based on the Greenwich

meridian are Holland, Russia, Argentina and Mexico. Thus gradually by a natural evolution the

Greenwich meridian has become the basis of all time and all longitude.

'‘rn)ICR-TlIRlC.\I)S IN Till* OK Tine TRANSIT INSTRUMENT,
With l.ie older nicUiodh of observation of Ininsits the threads weie arranged as

on the 1< ft. As the star crossed the Held towauls the left, tlie ()l)Server estimated

the inteival between two ticks of the cloek when the star was bisected by cfich

wire in turn (“ eye and eai ” metho.l)
;
or he pressed an electric butUm recording

on the* chronograj)!! at eacli bisection (galvanic inethrxl). The Held of the

impersonal micrometer is shown on the right. The vertical wire is imide to

travel with the sUir by the turning of a .‘^tud, and the instrument itself rcct^rds

on the chronograph.
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I The line of

Iongitilde at 180°

^ oast and west of

' Greenwich i s

f
called the Date

Line, To the

? west of this line

I

the date — the

clay of the week

and th(‘ day of

tlie mo]ith - is

one (lay in ad-

vance of that to

the east of the

line. The dale

changes abrupt-

II .h A. ly across the line,
KOYAi, onsjiRVATcmv, (iKivHNWiCH.

thoiiffh the hour
\ i(*\v ot the ObftcTvaton from the east nanistecd House, built by Wren, is in the middle of the ^
picture, with the Time liall, sina* elected on the N.Iv. tower, and recording meU'oiolopical inslniments of day lliain-

on the roof The Greenwich MiTidian is determined by the site of the transit circle in the lower builtling taillS its con-
on the lelt of the picture.

, .

timiity. To a

world that uses the same calendar everywhere, the existence of such a line is inevitable. By a fortunate

hazard the prime meridian of Greenwich is so situated that this date line on the oi)posite side of the

Earth passes for ru*arly its whole length across the Pacific Ocean. In the north it is somewhat diverted

so as to pass through the Behring Straits and thiTcb}^ avoids cutting across the extreme north-cast of

Asia
;
and it threads its way .somewhat irregularly among the oceanic islands of the Pacific. A ship

travelling eastward across the liiu* will pass through one day of the calendar twice,whereas one sailing

westward will rexjuire to omit one day. Paradoxical events are liable to occur in the neighboTirhood of

the Date Lint*. A child born at noon on the 1 January, 1924, may have a twin younger brother born

at 12.15 p.m. on the 31 December, 1923, if in the meantime his mother has crossed. the line from the

west. Or again, a man may have been killed by an accident on the 30 June, w^hereas he was proved

to have left one of the Pacific Islands on thel July of thesameycar iiiaboalfor another island farther

east. It is as wtII that such a liiie should not traverse an inhabited country.

For the last hundn'd years the testing of chronometers for the Navy has been included

in the work of the Royal Observatory. In the chronometer room is to be heard the buzzing

of innumerable chronometers in process of having their rates tested under varying conditions

of temperature. Besides ovens for testing them under tropical conditions, a freezing chamber

similar to that used on board ship for the preservation of meat is used to test for voyages in

liigh latitudes.

Since 1833 a time-ball on one of the north towers of the Observatory has been dropped every day

at one o'clock for the use of the shipping in the river below. A time-ball is also released at Deal by

the one o'clock time-signal, and clocks at Portsmouth, Porthind and Devonport are controlled by
the ten o’clock signal and these clocks release time-balls for the use of the naval establishments.

The Westminster clock is rated from the Observatory. An automatic signal is sent daily by
the clock to the Observatory by whicli its error is observed. It is of interest to know that

this clock generally shows an error of less than one second and that one of three or more is

very rare.

A few words must be devoted to the subject of wireless time-signals, now of such great

importance for the distribution of correct time. These were instituted primarily for the assistance

of navigation, to enable seamen to learn the errors of their chronometers. We also make use of the
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signals of other countries, those from the Eiffel Tower, Paris, and from Bordeaux
;

from Nauen,

near Berlin
;
from Moscow, from Japan, from Annapolis, near Washington ; fn ni Honolulu in the

Sandwich Islands, and from other places. These all give the (ireenwieh hour at different times of the

day. Several of these are picked up daily at the l^oyal Observatory and compared with Greenwich

standard time by automatic Registration witli a syphon rt'corder.

An invitation was given some years ago by the Iweiich authorities to the Astronomer Royal and

to the prin('i})al observatories of Europe to receive the Itiffi'l Towit time-signals, to eompan‘ them

with tlieir own time as observed, and to report IIk' rt‘sult of this comparison ('ach day to Paris by

postcard. The purpose of this invitation was that all the observatories should thus collaborate with

a view to deducing from the many authorities a mort‘ aecurati* tinu' than eouUl Ih‘ obtained from one

observatory alone. Such a nu’lhod of collaboration would bi' of special value wlum any one

observatory had been prevented by clouds from taking transits for a day or m<>r<‘. No great r<‘sult

has as y(‘t come from this scheme.

It is a convenient f(‘ature of wirel(‘ss time-signals that in gtaieral no corrc'ction is necessary for

th(' time tile sign.ds taki' to travi'l. Thes(‘ eleclro-magiu'tic wavt‘s travi‘l with the velocity of light,

180,000 mil(‘s a S('Cond, WIuti a few years ago the longitude of Ad(‘laide Observatory, Australia,

was being determined, comparison with local tiiiK* was made both at Adelaide and al (in'cnwicli

of rhythmie signals from Lyons, in France. The allowance mad(' for the time of ])assag(‘ of tlu‘ signal

to Adt'laide wa.s 0 04 second. Tlie time taken then between Paris, B('rlin, or Moscow, can be

neglected. An allowaiict* of 0*02 second is made at Greenwich when making comjKirison with

Washington.

Time signals are regularly j)icked up and recorded by observatories, and th(‘ times of the various

authorities can be comj)art‘d. Dr. R. A. Sampson, Astronomer Royal for Scotland, has lately collected

some comparison ligurt*s and published the results. He dealt with the times as determined by
Grconwieli, Berlin, Paris, Edinburgji, Washington, and iTxde in Belgium. Taking the mean of the

six and tht‘n finding the difference's of each in turn from this nu‘an, h(' arrived at the results which

are ploTt('d on the ( hari below. A study of this chart, bearing in mind that the dots represent

the means of seven day.,, will enable ont? to judge with what dt'grce of accuracy time is determined

at the several observatorii's. The di.screj)ancies shown betwc'en the difierent (lt‘ti*rminations and the

B\ permission nf\ [B, A, S,

TIME AS DETEKMLVED AT SIX OBSl.RVATORIES.

The time determinations of the six observatories were compared by daily wireless time signals. Dr. R. A, Sampson took the

mean of the six determinations as a basis and then found the difference betwetm each and this basis and plotted them in

weekly averages on the above eurvt^s. The scalt- on th( left is in tenths of 8<ff)nds.

B, Berlin; E, Edinburgh; G, Greenwich; P, Paris; U, Uede (Belgium)
;
W. Washington.
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mean, and between one another, are larger than would have been expected, the former reaching 0*2 sec.
on several occasions and the latter 0-3 and more.* They take the form of (1) pronounced oscillation,
and of (2) continuous drifts. Dr. .Sampson in his dLscu,s.sion of the matter in his search for their origin,
considers to what extent lateral refraction by th(' atmo.spher'‘ can account for th(‘m and concludes that
whether or not this may explain the oscillation it cannot account for th(' drifts. The former may be due
to instrumental errors but the latter remains at present unexplained.

T

CHAPTEK XX.

THE AMATEUR AT WORK.
By Instructor Captain M. A. Ainsue, R.N., B.A., F.R.A.S., F.R.M.S.

^HE Amateur who takes up practical observing, as distinct from the study of theoiy, may do so
with one of two objects in view : either he may regard his hobby as a means of obtaining an
interesting form of relaxation from everyday cares and distractions, in which case he will

find even the most modest
“ star-gazing ” wonderfully and
delightfully effective in, so to

speak, " taking him out of

himself," and, for the time being

at any rate, giving him a calm

and refreshing freedom from

worries and petty troubles ; or

he may take up this truly fascin-

ating i)iirsuit with the view of

doing some really useful work
and of advancing knowledge,

even in a small degree. If he

takes it up with the former

object in view, he is to be

congfatulat(*d and encouraged

by all possible meiins, for he will

very likely, sooner or later, join

the class of serious workers, and
in any case will gain nothing but

benefit and enjoyment from the

contemplation of the wonderful

works of the Creator
; while to

him who embarks on serious

work, however humble in its

scope, the work itself, whicli will

grow more and more engrossing

as times goes on, will form the

best possible encouragement

and incentive. It is for the

would-be serious worker that this chapter is primarily intended,

Many would-be workers in the vast field of Astronomy are, without doubt, deterred by an idea that

at the present day the great observatories, with their giant telescopes and their highly skilled and
trained staffs- -as well as, in many cases, their apparent command of boundless wealth for the

provision of new instruments—have left little for the Amateur to do ; and it is perhaps true that at the

Photo by] [Or. U’ i/ bteaicmon.

THE PI^HIADES.
This wdl-known gioup, as seen by iiKiSl unaided eyes, only consi&ls of six or seven
stars. The immense advantage of even a small telescope on such an object is well

shown 111 this photograph, which represents its appearance in a “ finder " of

magnifying power about eight diameters, or a prism binocular of about the same
power,
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present time certain branches of observation—for example,

star-charting by photography, determination of stellar parallaxes,

precision work on position of stars and planets, and the elaborate

statistical work required for the te-sting of the theories of stellar

distribution advanced by the great intellects of the day— are

best left to the great observatories and the professional workers

generally, who are able to cope with such work. But there are

many branches of observation to which the professional does not

apply himself to a great extent, and which are emiiumtly suited

to the amateur. To take, perhaps, the most conspicuous case,

a very great proportion (perhaps nearly the whole) of our

knowledge of the physical conditions of the Moon and Planets

is due to the work of amateurs, and the sanu* may be said of

Variable Stars
;

practically all that we know about Meteors is

the result of patient nightly watches by amati‘ur enthusiasts ;

even in the difficult field of double-star observing, in which one

would expert the giant telescopes to have appropriated iho whole

of the work, amateur observers are constantly sending in results

of the highest precision and value. And it may also b(‘ said that the professional astronomer, to

whom a star is very often only of interest when it has printed its image on a ])hi)togra])hi(‘ j)late,

and who really hardly finds himse>lf under the necessity of lookinf; at th(‘ stars at all. is far li‘s^ lik(‘ly

than the amateur to attain to a comprehensivt*

acquaintance with tin* slar-grou])S and con.st (‘Hat ions,

and, on(‘ might add, is apt to miss much of the jdeasnre

derived by tlie amateur from their conteinjdation.

This being .so, let us proceed to the consideration

of the amateur’s erjuipmc'nl for Ids work. Those wlio

are endowed witli a deej) purse, unliniilod li‘isnr(‘ time,

and abundanct' of space for the erection of complete

observatories and powt'.rfu) instruments, may ])ossiMy

find little in the ensuing ])agi‘s that will he of nuicli

use to them ; th(‘ir obj(‘ct is rather to show tl)(‘ amateur

of modest means and opj)ortuniti(‘s how Ix^st he may
arm himself for the fray, and to indicati‘ what he la'ally

must have*, as distinct from what may In* considered

as luxuries.

To .start with, lie must liav(‘ a telescope. And even

this may be disputed, for a surprising amount may be

done without optical aid : the study of Aurora* and of

the 2Sodiacal Light, of Variable Stars down to about

the fourth magnitude, of Nova soon after their ajipear-

ance, of the details of Comets (if sufficiently bright), of

the visibility of stars under varying conditions of

atmosphere, twilight, and so on, and during Solar or

Lunar Eclipses, are some of the ways in which tlic

unaided eye may be usefully employed. And, as

Webb (“ Celestial Objects for Common Telescopes/'

6th ed., vol. I, p. 2) said many years ago, “even

diminutive glasses, if good, arc not to be despised

;

they will show something never seen without them."

From] K*wwltdnc"

THi: REV. T. W. WKBIi.

The late Rev. T. W. Webb (1807-1885) was a
“ father to all amateur astronomers.” His extremely

valuable work, ” Celestial Objects for Common
Telescopes," first published in 1859, has passed

thrrmgh several editions, the last— the Sixth

—

edited by the Rev. T. E. Espin, having appeared in

1917, It is still a vade mecum for the amateur, who
should certainly include it in his astronomical library.

I'hoto Ml \T>r. ir. H,

Till- Doumjc enrsTER
IN DvRSIClTS

The iK'.'iutiful double du'^ter in Perseus is

. 1 8])U‘ndid ol)jecl iti small telescopes 11 is

heie shown as it would be seen iii a lhie(

-

inch rt'fnictor with a lua^inifylng pow(*i

ol iibniit twenty-live diameleis
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How true Wtibb's remarks are may bo realised by any possessor of a good pair of binoculars,

whether “ prism " or of the older form, if he will direct them to the Moon or Jupiter or brilliant con*

stt‘llations, such as Cygnus and Orion, or to groups like the Pleiades, Berenice's Hair, and many others,

when h<' will be astonished at the immensti gain in brilliancy and detail over what can be seen with the

eye only. When it is n^alised that with a good prism binocular (power six), many of the Lunar craters

are to be seen
;
Jupiter shows a perceptible disc, and the satc'llitcs are clearly seen

; and that it is just

possible, if the glasses are kept quite st<‘ady, to recognise the existence; of Saturn's ring, no rnon; nvvd

be said to assure the reader that these small tel(;sc()pes will at any rate do somcthifi^. On Cornels,

Variable Stars, and the larg(;r nebulae and clusters, e.g., those in Andromt‘da, Orion, and }Nts(‘us, tlu'se

little glasses are really remarkably effective.

But such glimpses whet th(‘ appetite for more, and th(‘. original statement still holds good -the

amattmr must have a teloscopt‘. We will now consider what sort of telescope li(‘ should obtain, and

how it should be used.

Telescopc;s, as the rc'ader probably knows, fall into two main cl ass(;s' -refractors and reflectors.

In the former, th(' image that is to be examined by the lyepiece is formed by a lens, composed of two

or more pie(’(\s of glass, called the obj(;ct-glass, or objective. In the reflector, the same function is

ptTformed by a )arg(‘ mirror, slightly concavt‘ on its front surface, and having an extremely thin film

of pure silver dei>osited on this front surface; and highly polished.

fVEPRACrOR W(TH HUrSHCNlAN EYC^tCCE

Here the paths of the rays of light from the extreme poiiit.s of the object are shown, and it will be noticed that the field lens

collects rays that would otherwise pass clear of the eyelens, aud beiidw them inwards towards the axis. At the same time

the introduction of the field lens somewhat reduces the magnifying power, as will be seen from the figure. This, however,

is of no moment, as the cycleiis can be made of somewhat shorter focal length to compensate.

Much has been said and written as to the relative merits and advantages of the two forms of tele-

scope, and complete agreement on these points will probably never be reached, each class having its

votaries and each class its detractors, but the matter may perhaps be summed up impartially as

follows

:

For occasional use, by those who do not wish to take up any branch of regular observation, and for

the inspection of the brighter objects—such as Sun and Moon—without special attention to minute

detail, a small refractor has undeniable advantages. If its aperture is not less than three inches, and

still better if it is four inches, it will afford wonderfully beautiful views of Solar and Lunar features,

of the brighter clusters and nebulae, and of the main features of the brighter planets. Such an in-

strument is always ready for use, and can be made portable, so that on a fine night it can quickly be

carried out of doors and as quickly .stowed away when done with. Its grasp of light, however, will

not be sufficient to deal properly with fine details or faint objects, although with a first-class lens

—

and no other sort is worth having—^much more may be seen after a little experience than might at

first be thought possible. Much useful work has been done, for example, on the planet Jupiter with

instruments of three to four inches aperture, and with these small sizes the ever-present atmospheric

disturbance, which is such an obstacle to the performance of larger telescopes, is of comparatively

little moment. The images of stars given by a refractor are generally better than those afforded

by a reflector, and in the larger sizes very much better. On the other hand, although the refractors
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of the prt'scnt day are styled “achromatic/* it is imj^ossible, except by sj)ecial and very expensive

methods of construction, to render them }>erfectly. frt'e from the exhibition of a certain amount of

false colour, which is liable to rend('r any estimatt's of colour of stars and planetary markings)

of very doubtful value. A refractor, however, if well made and careftilly adjusted, will ri'main in

adjustment
;
and the ethcii'iicy of the instrument is not so liable t(^ s\iff(‘r from inexperience or neglect

as is tlu* case with the rt'tlector.

On the other liand.’ tlie relh'Clor, altliough in comparison with the n'fraOor unwieldy and some-

times troublesome, lias very great advantages of its own. It is very nuicli less costly tlian a refractor

of the same power
;

the mirror is of oiu' ])iece of ^lass only, which need not be tlie wry expensive

optical glass nect^ssary fur an object-gla.ss, and which only requires one surface to be workt'd. In

fact, a refractor is ptihajis six or seven times as costly as a reih‘Ctor of the same ca])acily.

'rhiis, if it is desired to obtain tlie most effi'ctiw teli‘scope jiossible for a given outlay, tlu' rellector

must of necessity be ado])ti‘d
; and fur the amateur who desiri's an instruiiK'nl witli vvhicli he will

b(‘ able to make observations of the finiT details of tlu* Moon and Flani'ts, there is no doubt that from

this j)oint of view the rellector is greatly to be prehTred. It is sometiiru's said that the reflector

“ breaks down on tlie Sun,*’ but this is very far from Ixuiig tlu* (‘asi‘, and, if nsi‘d inti'lligently, it will

afford exquisite views of solar detail in no Wiiy inferior to those givi n l)y a refractor of similar aperture

ACI'ION OP NEWTONIAN KHri^liCTOU WITH HUViiUHNIAN ICYUJUUCK.
The .small flat mirror in Uu* Ncwtuiiian reflector semis the from the lar^e speculum out to the side of the
tuhe before it comes to a locus. Only the rays from the lowest point of the object are here shown, and it

will be seen that the flat lues to be ol sufliuent si/e to include Iht^se rays. In the flKure the size of the flat

mirror and cyepi ci* ire considerably cxui^Kerated for clearness.

The great advantage of a reflector, howe^e^, as far as conetTns the images it affords, is that it is

periec'tly achromatic
; the ctdoured fringes seen round bright objects in tlu‘ refractor are con-

spicuous by their absenct', and in all observations of the colours of planetary markings and of stars,

the n flcctor is beyond question the final court of appeal.

An advantage of the rellector which is by no means to be oviTlooked is its much greater compact-
ness. A refractor, unless a specially short focal length is demanded —in which case the difficulties

of construction, and conseqiumt exp(*iisc‘, are greatly increased- is rarely less in focal length than

fourteen or fifteen times its aperture
; a reflector can be mad(* of lirst-rate quality with a focal length

not exceeding seven times th(^ aperture of the mirror. It is possibks for (jxample, to turn out a good
mirror of nine inches aperture and little over fivc^ feet focal length

;
a refractor of the same aperture

would require a focal length of som(‘thing like elev(jn feet. It is perfectly possible to carry indoors

and out-of-doors a reflector of nine inche's aperture, in a wooden tube, and to place it on its stand and
remove it therefrom without the least difficulty ; a refractor of the same aperture would, of necessity,

be a fixture on its stand, and would require a somewhat costly observatory for its shelter.

Another great advantage of the reflector- at least of the Newtonian form, which is almost univer-

sally adopted -is that the eyepiece is much more conveniently situated, and that it is possible to

arrange for the view to be horizontal or even downwards. The advantage of this from the point of

view of comfort, as compared with the strained and uncomfortable attitudes necessary in order to

observe with a refractor an object of any great altitude, is v(Ty real. From experience with both
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forms of telescope, the

writer would say that an

hour^s observation with a

reflector is less tiring than

twenty minutes with a re-

fractor. Of course, it is

true that large refractors,

such as are to be found in

fixed observatories, are

usually provided with

special observing chairs, on which the observer may recline at e^se with his head supported in a con-

venient position at the eyepiece, but this adds considerably to the cost of the whole outfit, and for the

ordinary amateur it must be looked on as a luxury. On the other hand, a reflector of as much as tweh e

or thirteen inches aperture can be conveniently worked with a simple step-ladder to stand on or a

large box to sit on, and the slow motions necessary for following an object can be arranged so as to be

manipulated with the utmost comfort.

It must be admitted, however, that the views of celestial objects obtained with a reflector are apt

at times to be somewhat disappointing. It often happens that on a brilliant night, when one

would think that perfect views might be had, the image is boiling and unsteady owing to atmospheric

disturbance—the crossing and recrossing, in the line of sight, of innumerable curremts of unequally

heated air. On any given night the refractor is far less liable to failure from such a cause. This

is chiefly because the beam of light from the object-glass of a refractor passes only (^ncc thiough

the tube
;
and the tube is closed at both ends, so that the air within it does not partake of the motion

of the air outside. In the reflector the tube is perforce open at its upper end, and the light has to pass

along it twice before arriving at the eyepiece. Hence a refractor of, say, eight inches aperture will on

most nights give perceptibly better images- especially of stars—than a reflector of the same apiTture ;

and as it may be estimated that a rt'flector of about nine and a half inches aperture would be required,

as a rule, to give the same light-grasp as a refractor of eight inches, the reflector is in this respect at a

still further disadvantage, since the t‘f£cct of atmospheric disturbance increases very rapidly with

incrc'asing aperture. It would not be fair, of course— although this is frequently done by those who

disparage the reflector— to compare the pt*rformance of a small r(‘fractor of about three to four inches

aperture with that of a reflector of eight or ten in('hcs. Many nights occur on which the images would

be perfectly steady in the former and quite unsteady in the latter
;
but

no one would claim that the small refractor was a more effective all-round

instrument.

It has been said above that one of the advantages of the refractor is

that it is always ready foi use. The same cannot, unfortunately, be said

of the reflector, for there is no doubt that the film of silver which forms

the actual reflecting surface is not by any means of a permanent nature,

though it will generally last, with care, for several months, or even for

two or three years. At the same time, its renewal is not a difficult

matter, nor— especially if the observer does it for himself—a very

expensive one. There are several good formulae published for the

purpose, and no great skill is required to perform what is, in any case, a

very pretty chemical experiment.

The mirrors, or Specula,*' as they are generally called, of reflecting

telescopes cannot be held in their mounts, or
**

cells,*' as firmly as the

object-glasses of refractors, as the least strain on the mirror, especially in

the larger sizes, produces a microscopic amount of bending, which is quite

sufficient to destroy its performance. Hence, one sometimes hears it

B

Bv courtesy of] , .

^ [Messrs, W. Watson & Sons

TIIR SOIvAR DIAGONAT,
reflector,

A plane surface of unsilvered

glass at an angle of forty-five

degrees with the axis of the

tube, reflecting a small fraction

only of the Sun’s light and heat

to the eyepiece
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iw>»ieACToa wtTH hamsosn cvcpike

ACTION OF refracting TELESCOPE WITH RAMSDEN EYEPIECE.
In the Ramsden eyepiece the field lens is placed beyond the focus of the object-glass,

and Its flat side turned away from the eye The result is a flatter field of view ; objects

at the edge of the field appear sharper than with the Huyghenlan eyepiece.
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stated, usually by those who have no great experience of reflectors, that a reflector is constantly getting

out of proper adjustment. This b, however, hardly the case, at any rate if the cell of the mirror is

properly designed. The writer has known an 8J-inch reflector remain in perfect adjustment

for more than two years at a time, and even when the mirror, after that period, was taken out of the

cell for re-silvering, it went back into very nearly correct adjustment when replaced, and only required a

touch of the adjusting screws to put it right. The very common statement that specula require constant

attention to keep them in adjustment is, to say the least, an exaggeration. At the same time, they

do occasionally require attention, and later in this chapter will be found sume directions for their

adjustment.

As regards light-grasp, which governs the ability of the telescopt‘ to show faint stars or satellites,

refli'Ctors are somewhat inferior to refractors, espt*cially if the silver film is not very fresh. The light

grasp of a Oi^inch reflector is certainly as great as that of a 5-inch refractor, even wlicn the silver is

not very fresh
;
probably a frt'shly silvered (ij-inch mirror would be equal to a r)i-inch refractor in this

aRLGOClAN RrfLtcrOR (WITM HUrOHCHlArt I>»CPiCC£)

V BV Th* erf

\M,A
ACTION Oi- TMC <W<Iv(‘.ORIAN Kl-FU-XTOK

A lorm <)l rLllcctiiig tdcsc(^pc which was much in favour during the* Ivighlcenth Century, prior to the* invention of the
telescope. The prim.try iniuKe is formed by the .speculum, and an enlarged secondary imaKe of the i)rimary is formed

by the small conaivc mirror, the li«ht jiassinR to the eyepiece through a hole in the .speculum. The ima^e is erect, as in an
ordinary lei restrial telescope, but this is of no udvanta^efor astronomical work. This form of reflector has the di8advnnta>?e
that with low jiowcra the lidd of view is very small The size of the small mirror is here vjreatly exaggerated for dearne,s«.

respt'ct, or possibly rather superior. The chief causes of loss of light in a refractor are by reflection from
the four surfaces in the object-glass, and by absorption in the glass itself. In the reflector light is lost

by imperfect reflection at the two silver surfaces of the large speculum and of the small flat mirror
which reflects the light out to the side of the tube. Of these causes, the loss in the refractor by rollection

at the surfaces of the object-glass is practically constant at about 15 per cent. 'J he loss by ab.sorption

in the material of the object-glass is, in the case of small sizes, almost negligible.

Wlicn we come to very large apertures, however, the reflector more than holds its own in light-

grasp, on account of the great absorption of light in the object-glass of the refractor and it is probable
that the light of an 18-inch refractor is actually less than that of an average 18-inch reflector

;
and

m still larger sizes the difference is even more marked.
All said and done, the amateur who takes up regular and serious observation in some definite

branch of Astronomy will probably do well to obtain a reflector of about 8J inches aperture. Such
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an instrument, if of first-rate quality, will sufficient prniqi ()f aiu c t ininf., po\\ cr

to render visible much of tlu‘ finer dt'tail on Moon and PJajuds ,
indeed, it ma\ c sai lat

most of our j)rcsrnt knowledge of these bodies is the result of patient and long-coutinuoc sj^stcmatic

observation witli siuli apertures, and in the observation of thes(' bodies the rt'lhctor seems to lidve

done, on the whole, quite as well as the far more costly refractor. Ev(‘u a (ij-iuch lefiectoi will do

well on planets, as is shown by tlu‘ work of ]\Ir. A. Stanley Williams, wliose adniirabh* observations

of Jupiter, (‘xtending o\’(t many ^ears, w^t're doin' I'litircly with this aperture. It tlu‘ amateur is

I)n^pared to fact' the' slight extra difficulty in ust' dut' to tht' increased sizt', he may employ a 12-incli,

Imt he must be prepared to encounter somewhat greater troubhi from atmospheric disturbance,

although on a good night there is a distinct advantage to l)e gained with iiicrt'ase of aperturt'.

Those who contemplate taking up observation nuTely as an occasional rt'crcation, will be well

advised to limit themselves to a refractor of not l(\ss than three inches aperture, while thre(‘ and a half

or four inches would be distinctly better. Such an instrument is handy and may bt‘ made easily

portable, while it is capable of affording excellent vk'ws of the heavenly bodies, evc'ii if it does not

possess the necessary light-grasp for faint objects. On the Sun and Moon a small u'fractor is very

effective
; while to those who are suitably situated, its capacity on terrestrial objects is worth con-

sideration.

Let us now turn to the various ol)j('cts which the amatc'ur will wish to ob.s('rV(', and— to phice the

most conspicuous object first-let us commence* with the Sun. First of all a warning is necessary.

The light and heat of the Sun are so great that it is never safe* to attcmi)t observation without proper

safety appliances
;
many an amateur has permaiK'iitly injun'd his eyesight by insuffici('nt precautions.

A simple dark glass cap over the eyepiece is not sufficient : with any aperture greater than about

two inches it will— especially if r<'d in colour -be cracked by tlu‘ intense lu'at concentrated by the

object-glass, and with any aperture* exceeding four or live* inches, it may even be* melted. The appliance

known as the “ Solar Diagonal '' should always be a(le)i)ted. This consists of a plane surface of un-

_a5Segrain reflector

In this form of reflector the rays from the speculum, which would form the primary inverted Image at its focus, are intercepted

bv a convex mirror and returned through a hole in the speculum to the eyepiece, where they form an enlarged secondary

imaffc still inverted For many years this form of reflector was considered inferior to the Gregorian, but the principle is now

much 'emoloyed in the giant reflectors in America and elsewhere. Its great advantage is that the effective focal length can

be made ^most indefinitely great, while this telescope is the shortest and most compact of any. For low i>ower8, however,

the field of view is rather small.
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silvLit d mount cii at an

anf’li of 40', ^(» a^ to reflect

the light out at riglit anglt'S

to tlK‘ axis to the eyepiece
;
to

avoid' double images the re-

flecting surface is usually one

side of a piisiii of small angle,

the othtT side of v hich refl(‘Cts

the light falling on it well clear

of the eyepiece. Sticli an

appliance reduetN the light

and heat to about oiu'- six-

teenth of their incident value,

and ('V(‘n this will be too much
for the c‘y(‘

;
a dark glass cap

must still be employed, (‘X( ept

in V(‘ry misty or foggy wt iith-

er. It is wc'll to liavc' sc'veral

daik glasses of ditterent depth

to allow for varying con-

ditions, and these are much
bettcT if made of some neutral

tint, red bcung wholly unsuit-

able, though gn'c'it and blue

/?v coufUsy of IMutrs* ( oohe, Iroiiyfifon i’

Till-: PAUAnUvl. WIKI-; MlCKOMl-Tl'K
The principlr of this micrometer has aheady been cxplaincsl on pa^c 517 This

illustration shows the frame carrying the wiu-s, with the screws for movintj them,

and the circle for measuring “ ansde of iiosition
”

are not bad. Owing to the unsteady state of the air, almost always prestmt W'ht'n the Sun is shining

brightly, a powtT of 90 or 100 is about tht* highest that can be used undtT ordinary conditions,

though occasionally this may be much exceeded
; but it is very rare that anything over 200 is

of much service. Other appliances, such as the '' Polarising Eyepiece,*' wliich depends for its action

on the polarisation of light by two reflections, have been devised, and are somewhat costly
;

for

ordinary purposes the “ diagonal " above-mentioned is probably the best safeguard. I will do no

more than allude here to the possibility of observing, with a suitable spectroscope fitted to even a

small refractor, the solar ” prominences." This will be found fully discussed elsewhere.

When the "Solar Diagonal" is used for drawings of the details of sun-spots, it should be borne in

mind that since there is only one reflection of the light, the image seen by the eye will be reversed
" right-and-left " (or " up-and-down ") as in a looking-glass. To show the details in their correct

relative positions there must be an even number of reflections.

Under ordinary conditions, the air is too tremulous to allow of the useful employment, on the Sun,

of an aperture of more than about 6 inches
; and those who wish to use an 8i-inch reflector

on the Sun will, as a rule, find it advisable to reduce the aperture by a stop, which may be

cut out of black card or zinc, and fitted either over the end of the tube or over the speculum. If over

the end of the tube—which is probably the best place for the stop, as to a certain extent lessening

the disturbance of the air in the tube—it is as well to have the outer surface of the stop painted white :

this will reflect a considerable amount of the Sun's heat, and tend further to steady images. Whether

a reflector or refractor is used, some form of shade attached to the telescope will be found a grc*at

advantage, especially in summer ; and the larger it is the better, although in a high wind it is liable

to cause some vibration of the instrument. A light canvas screen on a wire frame, arranged to fit

round the upper end of the tube, has proved very useful and conducive to the observer's comfort.

Tins will obscure the view from the finder, but the Sxm is so easily brought into the field of view that

this is of no moment.

Although 5 inches or so is, as a rule, the largest useful aperture on the Sun, it occasionally happens
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that much larger apertures may be of advantage ; on a certain morning in May, the writer was able

to use the full aperture of a nine-inch reflector, the air being quite still and very misty. With this

large aperture the delicate stippling of the Sun's surface was beautifully defined with powers even

u]) to 500 diameters, and the minute details of the spots were wonderfully distinct. This, however,

must be regarded as altogether exceptional, although a still, misty morning, so long as the Sun's

altitude is not less than about 20°, affords perhaps the best conditions for solar observation. On
such a morning tlie atmosphere has not had time to become unevenly heated, and the troublesome

air-currcnts are at their minimum.

Another method of observing the Sun will be often found very convenient and effective. If a

telescope is directed to the Sun, and a sheet of white card held at a little distance from the eyepiece,

an image of the Sun will be found projected on it, which may be rendered sharp and distinct by adjust^

mg the eyepiece in the usual way. An eyepiece of low power should be used, so that the whole of the

Sun’s disc may be included in the field, and even some of the finer details of the spots may be well

seen in this manner. The magnification obtained in this way depends on the power of the eyepiece

and on the distance of the screen from it
;
as a rough guide, it may be said that with an eyepiece

which would normally give a power of fifty diameters, and a screen at twemty inches from the eye-

piece, the image of the Sun will be about nine and a half inches in diameter. It is advisable to have

the screen well shaded, or the brilliancy of the image will be lost. Webb (“ Celestial Objects,” I. 36-7)

remarks on this point :
" Noble has found that plaster of paris, smoothed while wet on plate-glass, gives

a most beautiful pictur(‘ : he fixes a disc of it inside the base of a pasteboard cone, blackened within,

one foot long and six inches across th(‘ large end, the .small end being opened so as to fit close on the

oy(']jiece, with a hole in tlie side of tin* cone to look at the image.”

The image is formed as usual between the lenses of the eyepiece (here supposed of the Huygheniun form), and the eye lens

projects an enlarged image on the screen. In the figure only the rays from the lowest point of the Sun's disc are shown ;

every other point of the image is, of course, similarly projected Note that in order to focus the rays on the screen they must
be convergent on leaving the eye-piece instead of parallel as is usually the case

;
the eyepiece has therefore to be irfighUy

withdrawn from the object-glass as compart with its normal position
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This method of ob-

serving the Sun has, at

any rate, the advan-

tage that it is avail-

able for several per-

sons at once, but it

does not give (juite the

same view of minute

detail as is to hv ob-

tained by direct vision.

It is also as well to

give a word of warn-

ing : the writer has

found on more than

on<‘ occasion that the

eyepiece tend(;d to ])('-

come discoloured by
the int(‘nse heat con-

centrated on it. If a

o-iiK'h telescope is di-

fect(‘d to the Sun on a

briglit summer day,

and a pit'ce of paper

held at the t»y(‘piect', it

is at once ignited, and

the observer will find

that he ran conve-

niently light his pipe in

I'f- sn-AKATitM,, rowfK
Of- VAKlocrS A.Tk-t UKC

^ ^

A^'^ W I L/ K I H ( rM K j ;>

held at the eyepiece, It CURVIC ov shpakatino powkks op various apicrtukics

is at once ignited and t-’urve shows the anp:ular separation of the closest double stars that can In* separated by
^

-i/ r 1

object Klassts or specnrla of various apertures : it is bas(‘cl on the formula ^*.0 /Aperture in

the observer will find inches This is pretty near to the truth for stars of nnHli*raU* briRhtness as seen in the tde»co(|K*,

that he can conve- but should be somewhat deci eased for fainter stars, and increused for brighter,

nientiy light his pipe in this way ! i hus, it the prt^jeclion melliod is much employed, it is as well to

reserve* an eyepiece for this ])urj)oso only.

Probably the chief use of this method, apart from obtaining gentTal views of the number and size

of the spots and faculae is that their posilioi. on th(* Sun may be obtained with considerable accuracy.

Discs may be obtained marked with the .solar meridians and parallels for different tim(‘S in the year :

if the image is received on one of these, th(* positions of spots may at oiux* be recorded. S(*eing, however,

that ])hotographs of the whole* solar disc are daily taken at Greenwich and other observatories, it may
he doubted whether the amate ur will find it worth his while to make such obse rvations.

Probably the amateur's work on the Sun will lie in the direction of the observation and drawing

of the finer details of spots. It is true that photographs of th(‘S(* are taken in gnat numbers, but as

a rule even the best photographs fall far short of good drawings in the amount of di'tail .shown, and

there is plenty of work here for a good draughtsman. The n'cording of tlu* number and position of

the prominences on the limb is also work suitable to the amat(‘ur possi ssing the n<‘C(*ssary spectro-

scopic appliance's.

Coming now to the Moon, it may be said that although jdiotography has furnished accurate d(‘-

terminations of the position of the various features upon thf* lunar disc, it has by no means rend(‘red

eye-observation obsolete. Even the photographs taken with the Mount Wilson 100-inch probably

the finest lunar photographs that have as yc*t been obtained —do not show all the detail capable of

being seen by a practised eye with an eight-inch telescope. The observer who follows the appearance

of spi cial craters or other features with Xhn view of detecting any instance of change during the lunar

month, needs to make repeated and careful drawings of the finest details his telescope is able to show.

For such a purpose visual observation is certainly mor<' efhci(*nt than photographic, and well within

the resources of the amateur. Long continued observation of the Moon, especially with low powers,
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is apt to be rather trying to the eyes, and to impair their efficiency on other fainter objects ; the

benefit of one or two screens of neutral-tinted glass of various depths, to fit on the eyepiece, will soon

be appreciated by the observer. The possessor of even a small refractor will find much interest and
enjoyment in studying and identifying the general features of the lunar surface, as shown on a good
map, while for eclipses, solar and lunar, a small refractor is probably the best instrument.

The planets offer a splendid field for amateur energy. At the present time the amateur has this

field ol observation almost entirely to himself, for, with few exceptions, the planets are left alone by
the principal observator-

ies, who have as much as

they can do with other

work. But to be of any
service to Astronomy, ob-

servation of the planets

must be systematic and

carefully recorded : occa-

sional drawings or notes

of some unfamiliar detail

are not sufficient, though

not without importance at

times. Most recent obser-

vations of Mercury and

Venus— both difficult plan-

ets to observe satisfactor-

ily, and often better seen

with small telescopes

have been devoted to the

endeavour to throw light

on the vexed (lucstion of

their axial rotation-

periods. Few dcfinit(‘

markings have been seen

on their surfaces, anti

these planets are perhaps

the most difficult of any

(with the exception of

Uranus and Neptune) for

the observer. A fairly

high pow(‘r must be used,

but not so high as to lose

sufficient contrast. Of

course, steadiness of the

atmosphere is all-impor-

tant, though it is not

usually found in the day-

time. Mercury is best

observed in twilight, so long as his altitude is sufficient—conditions not easily found- jmd Venus

in daylight, since even in twilight her intense lustre renders the detection of delicate markings

extremely difficult.

Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn are far more satisfactory objects for amateur research, and a

telescope of fair aperture

—

e,g., a 6-inch refractor or an HJ-inch reflector— is cai)able of much

From'' Descfif>ttvc and Pra<-*%cul As/ronomv,” h\> G. F, Chambers.] courlesv of The ( larcndnn Pre-<s

“ ENOmSH ” EQUATOKIAI, KEKRACTOR.
A moderate refractor mounted on a typical “ English ” sUuid of the early years

of last century, a b is the polar axiw
;

t the tele8coi)e tube ; h and i the piers on which
the ixjlar axih is carried

; g is the declination circle, and x the slow motion in declination;

/ is the circle showing hour angle or right ascension, read by a vernier at m and driven
by the clock q by means of a tangent screw at n

;
the dotted lines at the object -glass

end of the tube indicate the position of the dew-cap. The ol^server, who is using a
niicToniett't, is shown controlling the telescope in declination by means of the slow motion.
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useful work on these objects. Mars usually exhibits his details

best under a rather high power: not less if possible than 300,

although such a power demands fairly good atmospheric con-

ditions. Jupiter as a rule is best seen with rather lower powers,

such as 200 or 250, although on occasion the atmosphere is

sufficiently steady to admit of much higher powers being employed,

350 or more. Saturn, for some not easily explained reason,

usually stands magnifying better than Jupiter: but his disc is so

much less luminous than those of either Mars or Jupiter that

little is gained by increase in power. The surface markings of

these planets have already been fully described in former chap-

ters
;

all that need be said here is that the observer should

take the utmost care not to let himself be biassed, in the

objects he represents on his drawings, by any preconceived theory

— and this is especially the case with Mars, on account of the

great amount of controversy and discussion that has centred

around the famous and elusive so-called “ canals,” and largely

tlie result of this unfortunate mistranslation of the Italian word

canalt used by their discoverer Schiaparelli. In fact, it is most

important, when observing and attempting to draw these planets,

to represent only the details that are certainly visible : and it

must be mentioned

that — especially on

Mars and Jupiter

—

many <ietails have on which the clock works. The

found tlieir wav ''^‘>tion, which hjis to be continuous,

.
is controlled by n governor similar

from time to tune u» that of a steam cnKinc

into tht‘ drawings

made with small telescopes, which are not to

be seen with really adequate instruments. On
Mars, the work of the amateur will chiefly be

the recording of cluinges in the relative brightness

and colour of tht‘ markings, and of any variations

in their outline, seasonal or otherwise, I'he

observer of Jupiter lias a wide field open to him

in the study of the ever-changing belts and

zones, and in recording the times of transit,

over the central meridian of the disc, of bright

and dark spots and other irregularities, with a

view of determining the periods of axial rotation

in difierent latitudes.

In this connection it may be as well to say a few

words as to the sy.siem now adopted for the recording

of the longitudes of Jupiter's spots, etc. As has

already been mentioned earlier in this book, the

rotation periods of spots on the surface of Jupiter

fall into two well-defined classes—long and short.

The equatorial region^ ot the planet perform one

revolution on an average in 9h.50m. 30s. : the rest

of the planet s surface lags behind the equatorial

COL. K. h MAKKWRK. C .U, C.H L.

' ’ ^ — -
^'>r of the Variable

Association, and

the Memoirs of that .section an* proof of the valu#» of his

senicis to Astronomy. Most of his work has been done

with an eiffht and a half inrh altazimuth retlector.

Col Markwick has also been President of the H.A,A.

From '* aftd Fraettcal

Astronomy," by G, F, Chambers
[Ry courtesy of I He Clarendon Press.

SIMPUC FORM OF
1)RIVIN(V eXOCK

This illuslrutioii of ,1 simple driving

clock shows verv well the tirincitile
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regions to the extent of rather over five minutes,,

performing a rotation, on an average, in

9h. 55m. 40»6s. These values, although they may
differ from the rotation-periods of individual spots,

are taken as standard, and two systems of longitude

are based on them : System I for the equatorial

regions and System II for the rest of the

disc.

The “ prime,*' or “ z(to,'' meridians of these two

systems are supposed to swing round the planet’s

axis uniformly, and the times at which they are on

the central meridian of the disc arc predicted in the

Nautical Almanac, and in the annual " Observers’

Handbook ” of the British Astronomical Association.

In addition, the longitude of the central meridian, or

line from pole to pole bisecting the disc, on both

systems is predicted for definite hours of Greenwich

Mean Timti daily throughout (^ach apparition of the

planet. From these data the rotation period of any

given spot is easily determined : for if two timcjs

of its transit over the central meridian of the disc are

recorded at a sufficiently long interval, the

longitude of the spot at the time of either obser-

vation may be dt‘duced from the prc'dicted tinu' of

transit of the appropriates zero meridian (System I

for equatorial, II for other spots) compared with

the obscTved time of transit. Any change of longitude in the interval between the two observations

must be th(‘ result of a slight difference of the rotation period of the spot from the standard rotation

period of the system adopted : and a simple calculation will show what the rotation period must liave

been to produce the observi d change of longitude.

Tables facilitating th(‘s(‘ cahailations will be found in the publications mentioned, with the

THK “PiniyAK-AND-CLAW ” STAND.
This illustration is inserted as a waming. The* stand
shown is about as ineiricicnt as a stand could be. The
only thiiiR that can be said for it is that it ksiks neat and
is cheap

;
for practical work its want of balance and

stiffness of motion render it uselcsis.

exception of the Nautical Almanac : and it will generally be found easier and quicker to deduce

the longitude* of a si)Ol by means of the tables giving the longitude of the central meridian for

a specified G.M.T. If the difference between this G.M.T. and the observed time of transit is

taken, it may be, by means of the tables, at once converted into differencii of longitude : this

difference applied to the predict('d longitudes of the central meridian gives at once the longitude

of the spot at the time of observation.

The accurate determination of the time of transit of a given spot over the central meridian is a

matter requiring some care if reliable results arc to be obtained. Some few observers have obtained

excellent results by means of the micrometer : the distance of the spot from the limbs being measured
from time to time, and the time of transit deduced. Most observers, however, prefer to make careful

estimates by eyt* only, and in this particular class of observation eye-estimation seems to give quite

as accurate results as measurement.

The motion of Jupiter’s sj)ots in the neighbourhood of the central mc'ridian of the disc is

surprisingly rapid : an interval of two minutes is sufficient to cause an alteration in the position

of a spot in the disc quite obvious to an experienced eye : and the method of simple eye-estimation

has the advantage that many more transits can be observed on a given night than is the case with

the micrometer method.

Observers of Jupiter will also find considerable interest in the variations of colour of the various

belts and zones : these should be carefully recorded, as it is quite possible that they may be periodic,
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and possibly dependent on the position of Jupiter in his orbit round the Sun. In particular, the great

belts bordering the equatorial zone on its northern and southern sides hav<^ of late yt‘ars exhibited

from time to time a marked display

of strong red colour, often accurately

•described by the expression fiery.”

In siieli observations the reflector is

unquestionably to be j)referred to the

r€fra('tor.

'J'lu* amateur wlio is in possession

of a telescope of sufficient power will

find it worth his while to examine

closely the appearance of th(‘ discs

and shadow^s of tht‘ satellites w’lum in

transit over the disc, and also tlio

aiijirarance of tlu' discs of the saieh

lites (especially llu’ third iiiid largt‘st,

Ganymede,) wlien clear of the ])lanet.

Many irregularities have b(‘en not(‘d

in recc'iit years by Phillips, SteaVen-

son, and others, but it mn>t be said

at once that such observations art*

only suited to instruments of con-

siderablt* ajxTture : nothing smaller

than an 8-inch a])erture is of much
use, except jiossibly to very kt‘en and

•experienced eyes.

Small tek'seopt's- -even the mod-

est Ik inch - will, if of reallv firsl-iate

quality, show nuK'h in ^.onnection

with Jupiter that will interest the

amateur. With a 3-inch, the belts

are well seen, as wedl as the oblate

appearance of the disc : and the ever-

changing arrangement of the four

brighter satellites, together with their

•eclipses and occultations, and their

transits, and those of their shadows,

over the disc, will afford a never-

ending source of pleasure. And it is

not beyond the capacity of sucli

small instruments to do really u.seful

work : the records of the Jupiter

Section of th(‘ British Astronomical

Association abound in valuable ob-
[Mcs‘*r\ ( ottkv, / rniii’klt/ii ^'r

scrvatioiis, especially of the varying

intensity of the belts, and (;ven of

some of their finer details, made
with 3- and 4-inch refractors.

Saturn always presents a fasci-

nating picture
:

possibly the most

SMAUy KKFRACTOR ON ALTAZIMI TII STAND, WITH
STKADVINO RODS.

This is a very simple and cflTu’iunt sUind for a small refractor <jf from three

to five inches aperture. AJthoujrh no slow motions arc provided, a star can
be kept in the fieid ol view without dihiculty, after u little ijractice, with
powers up to 150. The steadying rods, which, as will be seen, lengthen or
shorten according to the ix>sltion cjf the telescope, tend greaUy to reduce
vibration ; their lower ends ean i)e pushed intr> holes in any of the three

legs of the stand, which is light and easUy {Kirtable.
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beautiful that the telescope has to show us. The ring-system, as well as Cassini's main division in the

ring, is well seen with a 3-inch, and even the inner, or '' crape " ring, is not beyond the capacity of a

4-inch under good conditions. Of course the details of the rings are more readily made out when the

ring is “ well-opened." Small instruments will also show the belts on the globe fairly well, and one or

two of the satellites ; Titan, the largest, is visible with almost any telescope, though the others are much
fainter. Still, three or four of them are not beyond the reach of a 4rinch. But for any serious work on

this planet it is necessary to use much larger apertures: to obtain really critical views, not less than

eight inches, and larger if possible. Encke's division in the outer ring - not always to be seen at all with

any telescope—has been seen with a 6-inch refractor or an Scinch reflector : and for any study of the

(sometimes anomalous) appearance of the shadow of the globe on the rings, or of the visibility of the

globe through the crape ring, large apertures ar(‘ certainly n‘quired, while when the ring is turned

edgewise to the
earth it disappears

twen in the largest

instruments. At its

last disappearance

in November 1920,

It was totally in-

visible to the pres-

ent writer even in

the Greenwich 28-

inch refractor.

The possessor

of an instrument of

adequate aperture

will do well to

watch tht‘ disc of

Saturn closely for

th(' appearance of

any spots, bright

or dark, by which

th(‘ period of his

axial rotation may
be determined.
Such spots have

been rarely st‘cn,

and^ the rotation

ptTiod is in conse-

quence somewhat

uncertain.

Beautiful as the

spectacle presented

by Saturn undoubt-

edly is, it must be

admitted that

there is a certain

" sameness " about
By courtesy of] [Mr, G Calvtr.

nARGE RKFIvECTOR ON CI,OCK-DRIVEN EQUATORIAI, MOUNTING.
A typical *' German equatorial for large instruments : the tube rotates in a cradle, and lias a

door for the removal of the cover of the speculum.

his appearance
that is apt to grow

somewhat monoto-
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nous, aiiU possibly for this

reason the number of ob-

servers who at the present

day make a systematic

study of this planet is

small. But it has been

said that " nothing is so

probable as the unex-

pected,” and this, if true

at all, is certainly true in

Astronomy. To stimula te

observation of this planet,

perhaps the writer may be

permitted to refer to his

totally unexpected good

fortune, shared by Mr. J.

Knight, of Rye, in wit-

nessing the passage of a

seventh-magnitude star
behind the outer ring on

9 February, 1917, the star

being plainly seen through

the material of the ring

this being tlie first (Kca-

sion on wliich sucli visual

< onfirmatioii of the tiaiis-

parency of the outer ling

(ie»iuircd by theory) had

been obtained. TIktc* is

always the chaiiec, to a

systematic observer, that

soiiK* important obser\^a-

tion may be obtaini'd

when least expected, so

that no object should be

neglected merely because

at first sight observations

thereof seem likely to be

somewhat monotonous,

Uranus and Neptune

may be been with a small

le’escope, but although Uranus pre.sents a very perceptible disc, and Neptune* one whicli is not quite so

perceptible, that is about all that can be done with apertures less than about eight inches : the jirc.sent

writer has seen the belts of Uranus with a 9-inch reflector, and very plainly with a lO-incli refractor.

Neither of these planets are really objects which greatly repay the trouble taken to look them up —
especially Neptune and little will probably be learnt as to their constitution until, as is much to

be desired, one of the ” giant ” telescopes is devoted to a systematic study of them. In any case

the highest power that the telescope is capable of giving will piobably afford the best view, as the di.scs.

of these planets are .so extremely small, 3*8 seconds of arc in the case of Uranus and 2 seconds in tlur

case of Neptune.

liy cuuneiy of

SMALL
(il/essrs < uuki, I rau^hton A- Simms

STlvADVING KODS ANDALTAZIMUTH RKI-RACTOK, WITH
SLOW MOTIONS

An improvement on the sfcind illuhtnUcd on p. 72 r»
;

the htcadyiiiR rodn are retained, and
slow motions in altitude and azimuth arc added, these beiiiK well-dehipiied to avoul

vibration This is a most efficient form of altazimuth stand for a small lefiaelor
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For the observation of Comets, low

powers and large apertures are a neces-

sity, except for large and conspicuous

comets— of which there has been a re-

markable dearth for many years—which

are best observed with small binoculars,

or even by the unaided eye. Those

amateurs who make systematic search

for new Comets need to be acquainted

with the small nebuhe which are scattered

in profusion in various parts of the sky.

Comets at their first appearance look just

like faint nebulae, and only their motion

together with knowledge of the nebulae

w’ill servo to differentiate them, though as

the Comet nears the Sun and grows

brighter, the " celestial visitant ” takes

on, as a rule, a more typical aspect. The

details of Comets' tails and appendages

are so much better depicted by photo-

than by eye-observation tliat

For the observation of Meteors, of

course, no telescope is required. l‘he

equipment of the observer of these bodies

may be summed up almost in two words :

enthusiasm and patience. Here, as in all

branches of amateur observation, co-operation of observers is highly desirable : for the dc'termination

of the “ real paths ” of Meteors it is essential. The observer of Meteors cannot do better than become

a m(‘mber of the Section of the British Astronomical Association devot(*d to th(‘ir study
;
the same may

indeed be said of any oth(‘r branch of amateur observation.

To turn now to the sidereal heavens, it may be said that the number of objects presented to the

amateur’s gaze is somewhat staggering : what useful work is there to do ? Probably the most promising

field of work for the amateur of ordinary means and equipment is the study of variable stars, in which,

indeed, amateurs have done by far the greater part of the work. The observations of the Vaxiable

Star Section of the B.A.A. number several thousands already, and their number is added to by thousands

yearly. For this type of work almost any telescope, however, can be of service : even a little binoculai

will do excellent work on the brighter variables, for which indeed it is better than a larger telescope.

Of course the fainter the star to be observed, the larger must be the aperture employed, and probably

it may be said that the most effective telescope of all, that can be obtained at a cost suited to most

amateurs, is a reflector of about 8J inches aperture. To mention one name only, most of the extremely

valuable work of Col* E. E. Markwick on variables has been done with a reflector of this aperture,

and much good work has been done with smaller instruments. In the study of variables stars

experience and knowledge of the sky count for a great deal, and it would take up too much space to

give here any detailed rules for the observations of these objects. Fortunately amateurs are in this

matter very well looked after by the Variable Star Section of the British Astronomical Association,

of which any intending observer of variables should most certainly b( come a member.

The measurement of double stars is rather beyond the amateur of moderate means, since the work

is probably better done with a refractor than with a reflector, and refractors suitable for the purpose -

not less than eight inches in aperture, and equatorially mounted with driving clock and micrometer

—

THE 01,1)-FASHI0NF.D EQUATORIAL,

An Kijjhtccnth Cctiluiy instrument, showiiifi the style adopted in those

<l<iys An instrument of thi.s description was intended for the precise

<li‘lcnuination oi positions of the heavenly bodies, and for this purpose

the circles (nowadays used only for settiiiR the instrument on an

object) wcie made very large The equatorial has long been discarded

for this purix^se, precise deti'rminations of ixisition being now made
with the “ transit circle

”
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are extremely costly : indeed £500 may easily be spent on an instrument of quite moderate size.

Possibly some of the more widely separated pairs may be measured with small instruments, say

down to ^ inches, but it is open to doubt whether the accuracy of such measures is such as to

render them of much value. Few amateurs- though it must be said that there are notabh'

exceptions—have done much with the reflector in this branch of observation. Reflectors as a rule are

not so effective on stars with high powers as refractors, although in other branches of work they fully

hold their own.

Now that such great advances have been made in our knowledge of Nebuhe and ClusttTS by means

of photography, there is probably little left for the amateur to do on such objects, although from the

aesthetic point of view it may b(' said that some of the bright(T of these are exquisite objects twen for

small telescopes. But since no eye, (‘ven with the largest telescoj^e in existence, will ever see a tenth

of the structure that is reveal(‘d in nebuhe by photography, tlu're doc‘s not sec'in much scope for

amateur energy.

Star-colours, and (*sp(‘cially any variations th(‘y may sulier, present an interesting field for obstT-

vation
;
and her(\ as in all ('Stimates of colour on any h('avenly body, tlu' reflector is beyond question

better than the n'fractor, and its indications much more trustworthy But mere estimates are of little

use, and some systc'in of compari.son tints that can be easily reftTred to should certainly be adoptc'd .

obs(*rvers often differ to a surprising extc'nt in the names they give to the colour of the same star, and

such exprc'ssions as “ pale yc'llow," “ tawny," “ flushed white," and so on, may indicab' the obs('rver s

impressions at the time of observation, but afford little inforniiition to others. It is Ix'tter, if some

peculiar tint is to Ik' recorded, to eornpan' it to .some wc'll-known natunil object i\g>, sea-gre(‘n,

" claret," “ steel-blue," etc., are lH‘tt<*r but beyond qiu'stion colours should be compan'd witli ([(’finite

standards in the spc'ctiiiiu, ami

at all times allowance should be

mad(‘ for the very considerable

difference in the appr('rialion

and estimation of colour by

dilleient eyes.

Photography of the siars if

we except the production of

convenient charts of portions of

the sky on a small scale- is

beyond the resources of the

amateur, unless he can afford

the very expensive appliances

requisite, and this work is now

done on so cxt('iisive a scale at

the great obs('rvatories, that it

is hardly worth thc' amateur’s

while to attempt much in this

line. The amiiteur may per-

haps ])r()duce interesting pic-

tures of the Moon on a small
^

scale, and possibly of large
1

sunsi)ots, but where the ground

is already so well covered, it i>>

rather a waste of time for tlie

ordinary amateur to compete.

The same may be said, and
^ ^ t>-pical •(•.crniHti " t-iuatorial stmul lor a small refrartor, showinK the

perhaps with even grea ter various details. This stand is intended to lit mountcil either on a iiillar or on a trlpiKl
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truth, with regard to the spectroscope. It is true that with a small direct vision spectroscope

applied to the eyepiece of a telescope of fair aperture (the ZoUner form is perhaps the best)

very pretty views of the spectra of the brighter stars may be had, and the various main types

(jf spectrum recognised, but for any advanced work—in which the camera has now completely

superseded the eye- the instruments are very costly and the skill required very great for effective

work. At the same time it is possible sometimes that visual observations of the spectrum of a nova

soon after its appearance may be of service to science
;
and the amateur might do worse than

include some inexpensive form of star spectroscope in his equipment.

By courUiy of] [Mesm. Cooke, Troughton &

SMAI^I, EQUATORIAL REERACTOR ON WOODEN TRIPOD, WITH
DRIVING CLOCK,

Although a driving clock is not as a rule fitted to a portable stand of this description, there

is no doubt that it is a great convenience The stand illustrated has most of the refinements

of the large stands on iron pillars, but to obtain the full advantage of the clock and divided

circles it would be necessary to adjust the polar axis carefully, so that the stand would)

really cease to be portable The dew-cap with its covering flap may be noticed, as well

as the screws for “ squaring-on the object-glass.

The beginner in astro-

nomical observation often

finds a difficulty in deci-

ding what magnifying
power is best to employ

on a given object. As a

rule he is inclined to use

much higher powers than

are either necessary or ex-

pedient. A certain amount

of light in the image is

always required if the de-

tails present are to be well

seen, and although with a

good telescope on a really

good night the image of,

say, Jupiter may remain

sharp and clean-cut with

quite high powers, it docs

not follow that these will

really exhibit any more

detail than can be well

seen with lower powers.

A statement that has

been copied from book to

1 ook is to the effect that

good telescope.s will bear

a power of 100 per inch of

aperture; thi.s, except per-

haps on very exceptional

occasions, is far beyond

their capacity, and no

amateur need be in any

way disappointed with his

instrum(‘nt if on an ordtn-

ary night he finds that

anything higher than

about 30 to the inch gives

a poor view, no matter

what the object. For the

resolution of close double

stars the magnifying
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power may occasionally be carried with advantage

as far as 50 or 60 to the inch, With such a

power a good telescope will perform any resolution

required down to the theoretical limit to be

referred to later. On the Moon and planets much
lower powers are desirable, though small telescopes

will stand a somewhat higher power, proportionally

to their aperture, than large ones. The following

table exhibits, for two selected apertures, the powers

which will be most generally found useful with various

classi‘s of object ;
the apertures selected are fairly

representative of those usually found in amateur

hands.

4-inch Hl-inch

Refractor. Reflector,

Comets 30 40

Nebula: and clusters... 40 60

Variable .stars 40 60

Sun GO 100

Moon and ]flant‘ts (gt‘n-

td al views) ... 80 120

Moon and planets (de-

tails) 100 to 180 100 to 300

(IT)!) as an (240 as an

average) average)

Wide double stars ... 100 160

Close ,, ,, 200 to 250 300 to 400

h'aint companions to

stars 80 to 100 120 to 160

Occultations of stars by
the Moon tK) 100

Lunar eclipses 40 40

I he above must only be taken as a rough guide ;

observers differ to a considerable ext mt in the

powers they use, but the above will not be found far

wrong as a general rule. Occasionally the planets,

especially Mars and Saturn, will bear higher powers

than those above indicated : the writer has found

a power of 367 on a 9-inch reflector occasionally give

excellent views of Jupiter, as well as the others,

but in systematic observations of Jupiter extending

over several years he has, with this aperture, almost

always used 270 on good nights, and ISO wlien the seeing " was comparatively poor. 'I'lie writer’s

drawings of JupittT on ])ages 343 and 348 were all made with 270 on a 9-irich reflector, and they do

not by any means claim to represent all the intricate detail visible at the time.

High i>owers suffer under a great di.sadvantage, quite apart from the dimness of image due to the

dilution of the available light and the falling off of definition due to atmosph(*ric disturbance and

optical defects ; any vibration of the te lescope, due to unsteadiness of the stand or to wind, is much

accentuated ;
and the observer who is not provided with a driving clock a convenient luxury, but

by no means an essential to good observation—will find the following of the object rendered difficult

SMAU< niU'RACTOK ON J*OKTAiJJJv
KQIJATOKIAI, STAND, WITH SI.OW MOTIONS.
A very cimvenient and eflicicnl form of inoiuitinB for ii

small instrumfiit, not exceeding about four and a half

Inches in ai>ertur(* The handle down operates

the slow motion in h^mr ant?lc, and the two handles

attached to the tulM‘ arc one f(jr movin)^, and the other
for damphiK, the tele>H‘oi>e in declination
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by reason of the small field of view and the rapid motion of the object across it. To quote Webb's

words (" Celestial Objects/' L 16), “ the student will soon learn to reserve it
"

(a very high power)
" for special objects and the finest

weather, when it will sometimes

tell admirably." He adds, very

truly, “ Experience in all these

matters is the surest guide."

The reader may very possibly

ask why, seeing that the magnify-

ing power of a telescope depends

on the focal lengths of object-glass

(or mirror) and eyei)iecc— it is, in

fact, the ratio of the two -it

should not be possible to obtain

any power desired. In theory it is

l)eifectly possible to do so- for

example, a 4-inch object-glass

might easily be made with a focal

length of 10 feet, and an ey<'piece

could etjually easily be made with

focal length one-tenth of an inch.

This would give a magnifying

power of 1,200 diameters. All this

is perfectly true*, but such a power

would be quite useless on such

an aperture'. Quite apart from

tlie fact that th(‘ image' of a planet

with such a power would be ex-

tremely faint and unsatisfactory,

there is a definite limit te) the

pe)wer of an object-glass to render

fine detail, or to sheiw as separate

the two components of a double

star, which depends on its aperture

and on nothing else, quite apart

from the optical quality it may
possess.

Without going into the mathe-

matical reasons for the statement,

it may be said that, in theory,

luminous points, such as the com-

ponents of a double star of average

brightness, can be separately seen

By eourt$$y «/] ^Messrt Cooke, 7 fo^ghton & Stmms.

FIVE-INCH PHOTO-VISUAT, ” REFRACTOR, MOUNTED ON
FIXED RQUATORIAE STAND, CEOCK DRIVEN

with a telescope, if their apparent

distance apart is not less than

6J seconds divided by the aperture

In this instrument a plate-holder is shown in position, so that the telescope is of the telescope in inches. The
converted into a camera Here again the slow motions are brought to the eye

i u + K * WT ’O
end, and conveniently placed for the observer to control the following of the CeieDrateu ODSCrver W . K. JJawes

object to be photographed put the limit, from actual trial.
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somewhat lower. His figure was 4*56 second*^, divided by the number of inches in the aperture Hut

neither the theoretical nor the Dawes limit can bt* taken as exact, as the st'paration or otherwise depends

on the diameter of the minute
“ spurious " disc which is the tele-

scopic image of a star ; and this

diameter, as setm by the oyo, de-

pends to a large extent on its bright-

ness.

This “ spurious disc ” deserves a

few words of explanation. On tlie

ordinary geometrical theory, in

which light is supposed to Iravt 1 in

straight lines, called “ rays,” the

image of a mathematical point

i.c,, something having no size will

l>e a similar mathematical point.

Tnis idea is conveni<*nt for tracing

the path of rays of light tlirougli

K‘nses, mirrors, and so on, but it is

far from representing the actual

facts. On the now iiniviTsally ac-

e(‘pu d wave-theory of light, whieli

h.is alriMdv been exjilaiiK'd in

Chapter 1, the image of a inath<‘-

inatical j)oint will be a somewliat

c()mj)licatc‘d ]iattern < onsisting of a

((Mitral briglit disc surrounded by

alternate briglit and -hark rings diK,

to diffraction, th(*se bright rings

growing faint (T as their diametei in-

creases The diameter of the fml
dark ring can be accurately com-

]uitpd, but the central disc has no

u>rll defined edge, its illumination

falling off st(‘a(lily from tlie centn’

to th(‘ first dark ring It thus fol-

lows that the diameter of the cen-

tral disc, cf.s’ sven by the eye, will

d<.p(uid upon th(^ brightness of the

luminous point —of th(‘ star, m fact

-as wcdl as on the aperture of the

telescope. In obtaining the theo-

retical limit of oj seconds divided

bv aperture in inches quoted abov(‘,

the visible diameter of the central

disc was taken as half that of the ktukactok ox vixi.u i.gr vroHiAi. stand, with
/ DkIVINC, CLOCK

first dark ring. Fnis is supposed to mstrutnent of moclrrute 8170 well suiUil to anintcur requirements,,

be for an “ average star "—a rather intended to be housed m a small oUsci vatory fttveral refinements are here

I
*

.rl +1
inlr^Kluced, the slow motions bein^ brought down to the (ye end of the lube,

loose expression— and tne sepa- declination ench* read by a small teb*sco])e Nh<jwn to the riKhl of the

rating power of the t(*lesCOpe will be tube; from the eye end
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rather greater on faint stars, on account of their smaller discs, while bright stars will be less easily

separated
;

since for the separation of two equal stars, the centre-to-centre distance between their

discs must be not greater than the diameter of either. As a rule, it is only round very bright stars

that more than one diffraction ring can be seen ; with faint stars no ring whatever is visible, except

under exceptional conditions.

Perhaps we may say, to strike a fair average, that something between the theoretical and the

Dawes '' limit will represent the mean state of affairs,

• '
'' " and we shall not be far wrong if we take the limit of

separating power of a given aperture as 5 seconds divided

by aperture in inches, although it is only fair to say that

many experienced observers place the limit somewhat

lower ; even lower than the Dawes limit.

It thus follows that a 10-inch aperture should, if good,

and under good conditions, just separate two equal

average stars at half a second separation, and that

5 inches is the smallest aperture that will divide a double

star of one second. But these values, it must be remem-

bered, are only averages, based on certain assumptions

which may not be more than reasonable approximations,

and the dividing power of a telescope is somewhat less on

bright stars than on faint, owing to the larger discs given

by the former. As a practical instance, it may be men-

tioned that the 9-inch reflector of the present writer has

nicely separated the components of the star known as

Andromedae (a well-known test), the magnitudes of which

are 5^ and 6J, and whose separation at the time was

0*57 second. This agrees pretty well with the formula

for the dividing power of that aperture. Owing to the

difference in brightness of the components, the discs were

of perceptibly different siz.cs, so that the star looked, as a

friend of the writer's rcniarked, “ like a nice little blue

loaf of bread."

Although in the above the ability of a telescope to

show two adjacent stars as separated has been considered,

it must not be thought that it is not possible to recognise

the double' nature of a .star at separations well below the

limit given by the formulf^. On a really good night, and

with a first-rate telescope, it is often possible to see two

stars individually, even though not completely sepa-

By courtesy oj j [Me.ysrs Coo'u
,
Ttomhton & Stmms, rated; their " spUHous discs ” may overlap to a con-

MODIvRN DRIVlNCf CI.OCK FOR A TKT,ESCOPli
oy moderatjc apertukk

A gcxxl example ot present-day practice The clock is

shown on the shelf provided fur it on the pillar of the

stand, and it will be seen that the “ governor ’*
is

modified m detail, though its principle remains the

same as in the earlier forms The rate ol the dock
can be adjusted by means of the vertical screw

shown on the left

siderablc extent, and may even only betray their separate

presence by a slight notching ” or even by a slight

elongation of the normally circular disc. It is recorded

of the celebrated double star observer, the late Professor

S. W. Burnham, that with a six-inch refractor—the

dividing power of which would be of the order of about

0*8 second—he was able to detect the double nature of

pairs whose separation was as small as 0*4 second, by the peculiar appearance of their images.

But such observations require not only a first-rate night and instrument, but a very keen and

experienced eye.
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The above observations apply, mutatis mutandis, to the limits of the power of a telescope to render

visible any fine detail
;

for the image of an extended object—such as the disc of a planet— is formed

by the integrated effect of the spurious discs of every point in the object. Hence, increase in magnify-

ing power, unless accompanied by increase in defining—that is, resolving - power, is of little service ;

it merely results in giving, as it were, a coarser texture to the image, and in rendering hazy and ill-

defined the details which are seen sharply and clearly with a lower power.

A telescope, to be effective for astronomical observation, must be properly mounted, and much

ingenuity has been devoted to the design of stands. ‘ Evidently, in order that the telescope may be

directed to any part of the sky, it is necessary that it should have two motions, about axes at right

angles (or nearly so) to one another. Now, there are two ways in which these axes may be placed

;

one, which is generally known as the " Altazimuth " method, employs a vertical axis, to wliich is

attached at right angles, and

therefore horizontal, another axis

carrying the telescope, This is a

simple and useful way of mount-

ing a telescope, and if well

designed, allows of easy manipu-

lation of the instrument. The

other method, which is called the

" Ecpiatorial," or sometimes, in

old books, the “ Parallactic,'’ is

a natural development from the

Altazimuth.

('.onsider for a few moments

the a]iparent motions of the stars

111 th(‘ sky. If the obseiver will

Wtit'di for ci short time on a clear

night, he will notice that ihe sky,

as a whole, seems to rotate roun d

a point which remains fixed

:

this point is where the earth’s

a\N, if produced, would cut tlu‘

celestial s))here — assuming this

for th<^ moment to be a solid

niat(‘iial sphere at a V(‘r^ great

distanri' from the observer. A
little thought will show that this

is so, since the apparent diurnal

motion of the celestial spheie

from east to west is due to the

lot ition of the Earth on its axis

from west to east, and therefore must be performed about the same axis, i lie northern extremity of

this axis, called the North Celestial Pole, is situated at an elevation above the horizon t‘qual to the

latitude of the observer, and is marked by a bright star (the Pole Star, Polaris) which is distant rather

more than a degree from the true Pole This applies to the position oi an obst^rver in the northern

hemisphere
; if he is in the southern hemisphere, the South Pole of the sphere is similarly (‘levated, and

appears to be the centre of rotation. There is, however, no conqiicuous star marking the S<mlh Pole.

A little consideration will now show that since the ht'avenly bodies, in the main, retain their

relative positions, they will also remain at an unvarying angular distance from the PoU‘. This is almost

exactly true for the stars, and since the Sun and planets only change their positions at a rate very

1 row awl PrcuHcal l^ilronnwv," h (f / ^ hamhrrs
ll\ cour isv of I lit ( larctulon l*re\i

TIIK “ l*.\UAm,ACTIC

This ejuaint oM drawiiij( shf ws a sinipli* tonit of " Ktiglish ” cquatoraiJ applied

to the mounting of a small refractor This method of inountiiit(, however, Ls not

very well suited to refractors, since the veiy lon« polar axis (the inclined frame

on which the telescope is carried) lends to vibration
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small compared to that of the diurnal rotation, it is approxi-

mately true of them also- even of tht' Moon, although the

alteration of her position in the course of a night is very

evident.

If, then, we take the vertical axis of the Altazimuth stand,

and place it so that it is parallel to the Earth's axis, and
therefore pointing to the Pole, it will be found that when wc
have a star in the field of view of our tek'seope, the axis which

was formerly horizontal will not need to be rotated in order

to follow the star, for if the telescope is kept at a constant

angle with the other axis, its motion will just suit that of the

star, which can therefore be kept in the field of view by

rotating this axis only. The axis which was formerly vertical

is now elevated to an altitude equal to the latitude of the

observer, and is now called the “ Polar Axis "
; the axis which

was formerly horizontal, but which is still at right angles to

the Polar Axis, is now called the “ Declination Axis,” for if

we attach to it a circle divided in degrees, minutes, etc., we

can mi‘asure the ” declination ” (that is, the angular distance

north or south of th(‘ Celestial Equator) of any object to which

the telescope is directed. Similarly, a divided circle attached

to the Polar Axis, and rotating with it, may be used to determine the ” Hour Angkj ” through which

the telescope lias to be swung round from the meridian in order that the telescope may be directed to

the object.

All objects in the heavens have their position fixed by two angk‘S, analogous to latitude* and longi-

tude on th(‘ Earth. That which has just been called ” Declination ” evidently corresponds to latitude*,

and the* other, calkd ” Right Ascimsitm," corresponds to longitude* on the Earth, and is mi‘asur(*d,

like longitude on the Earth, from a fixed point on the

Equator, which in the celestial case is one of the two

intersections of the Sun’s path (the ” Ecliptic ”) with the

Celestial Equator, and is called the ” First Point of Aries.”

Wc st‘C, then, one great advantage of the Equal orial

form of stand, in that if we know the Right Ascension

and Declination of an object -and these may always be

obtained from catalogues or almanacs- we can, by a

simple calculation and the help of a clock showing sidereal

time, obtain the hour angle: the telescope may be set

by means of the divided circles to the hour angle and

declination, and if the Polar Axis is well adjusted, the

object will be found in the field of view. The advantage

of being able to find with certainty a bright object -such

as Mercury or Venus— in the daytime is obvious.

But even if the stand is not fitted with divided circles,

the single motion required with the equatorial stand is a

great advantage, for since the rotation of the celestial

sphere takes place at a constant speed, its motion may be

exactly imitated, and the telescope kept directed to a

star, by causing the Polar Axis to rotate continuously at

the same rate ; this may be easily done by means of a

“driving clock,” which, however—since the motion has

/

MR W. F. DENXIN<'.

Mr Denning’s observaliona of planets and

meteors earned for him the gold medal of the Royal

Astronomical Society For many years he has

observed with a ten-inch reflector on an altaziniutli

stand, kept the open air

Photo by] [W, ti bteave

AN EIF.HTEFN-INCH RKFEECTOR ON A
“ paraeeacttc EADDKR ”

G With), was bequeathed to the liritlsh

AstremomictU Aswjciation by the late N F.

(»reen, a well-known i^lanetary observer (srt

page 30r)) It is now at the Rev. T 1C R
Phillips’ Observatory at Headley, near Ep^'orn
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to be continuous—is usually controlled, not by a pendulum, but by some appliance very similar in

construction and effect to the well-known “ governor " of a steam-engine. Thus, the observer is

relieved of the trouble of following the star, and can concentrate his whole attention on his

observations. For spectroscopic and photographic work, the going of the clock has to be very

accurately uniform
;
and for such work, even the most accurate driving clock has usually to be

supplemented by some form of additional control.

For ordinary work, which does not involve the use of the micromettT, spectroscope, or camera,

a driving clock, though a great convenience, is by no means an absolute n(‘e(*ssity : if the telescope is

fitted with good “ slow motions,” it will be found that an object can be comfortably kepi in \new with-

out any automatic help. And this applies to both forms of stand
;

for after a little practice, the two
motions required (in Altitude and Azimuth) for th(‘ Altazimuth stand, or the single motion (in hour

EIGHT AND A HAEK INCH KEFl^KCTOR ON IRON
PIEEAK, WITH SEOW MOTIONS.

Thf cradle in wliieh the telcscojK* tuU* rotates is heie well shown,
and the two handles (in this case not brought to the eye end I

controlling; hour anijle and deJination. A teltseope similar to
this was used by the writer for some years, and proved most
ellicicnt anrl convenit'iil. It was kept in the open air without

the least detriment to its effidvncj’.

angle) in the case of the Equatorial, become

unconscious and automatic to an extent

which would probably .surprise those whose

experi(‘nce is limited to clock driving.

Certainly an imnuMiso amount of valuable

work has been done by means of Altazimuth

stands, and it may be questioned whether,

a])art from the po.ssibility of finding an

object by means of tlie cirrl(*s, tlien* is any

very marked advantage lor tlu* study of

planetaty markings, and most otlicj ])ur-

pos(‘s, in the (*<jnatoriaJ mounting. Tiuise

slow motions usually take the form, (‘itluT

of endless screws actuating worm wIkh'Js,

or of ordinary scri'ws and mils, oi of rack-

work : th(*y ar(‘ a necessity if high ]>()wers

ar(‘ to be efficiently employed, and to be

clfectiye should be tlu>r()Ughlv good, suffi-

ci('ntly slow, and free from loosc'm^ss and
” backlash.” In small ecpiatorial stands of

the present day, the slow motion in declina-

tion is often omitted, to the great detriment

of their efficiency. Whatever form tliey

take, the handles actuating them should

be conveniently jdaced for th(‘ liand, and the

clamps for throwing (hern in and out of

gear sliould be easily accessible. These
points arc here mentioned because they do not cij)pcar to receive at th(* present day anytliing lik(‘

the attention they deserve.

Even slow motions may be dispensed with if the powers to be employed are not very high With
a small telescope—say a three- or four-inch refractor it is quite possible, provided the instrument is

properly balanced, so as to remain where it is put (as will be seen, a condition by no means always

satisfied) to keep an object in view quite easily, once the necessary delicacy of hand and touch has
been acquired. In the absence of slow motions, it is a great advantage to em])loy " steadying rods.”

These are made like the well-known ” telescopic toasting-fork,” and usually extend from the eye-

piece end to some part of the stand : they tend to enhance thii stability of the instrument in a wind.

At one time the present writer employed a four-inch refractor so mounted (without slow motions) with

great comfort, with powers up to 160. This form of mount, however, is hardly ” the last thing in

efficiency.”

47
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We may now consider the various types of stand, of the two forms that are to be met with, and

commence with the Altazimuth as being the simplest. And here a word of warning is necessary at

the outset. A stand known as the '' Pillar-and-Claw is still on sale in enormous numbers in the

windows of many opticians' shops. This stand consists of a brass folding tripod, a few inches high,

supporting a brass pillar on which turns an outer tube (also of brass) with a compass joint at the

upper end, to which the telescope

is attached by two screws. This

stand is a survival from the early

days of last century, and may be

dismissed at once as thoroughly

inefficient. If the compass joint

is made to work easily enough to

allow of the delicate movements

necessary for the following of an

object, the telescope, not being

balanced, will not remain where

it is put
;

if the joint is screwed

up so that the telescope is held

steady by friction, then the

motion is far too stiff to allow

of the proper following of an

object with even a low power.

To compensate for want of

balance, a rackwork slow motion

in altitude is often fitted, between

the pillar and the eyepiece end of

tht‘ lube. This is usually far too

quick in action, and, if it works

loose, is worse than useless
;
and

the application of the hand to

the milk'd head by which it is

actuated at once sets the whole

instrument in vibration. A slow

motion in Azimuth is sometimes

(though comparatively rarely)

fitted, consisting of an endless

screw gearing with a far too

small worm-wheel at the bottom

of the pillar : this usually, after

a little use, develops considerable

“ backlash." The " pillar-and-

claw " stand is apparently in-

tended to be used on a table at

an open window (a most unsuit-

able place for observation), in

which case it is hopelessly

unsteady ; and it is almost

impossible to direct the telescope to an object anywhere near the zenith. These stands are usually

beautifully finished, and form, no doubt, elegant ornaments for the library of the dilettante
;

for

practical astronomical work they are useless.

By courtesy of] [Mr. G. Catver.

EQUATORIAI, REFLECTOR ON IRON PILLAR, WITH SLOW
MOTIONS IN HOUR ANGLE AND DECLINATION

This gives a very dear view of the various parts of the mounting and tdescope.
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The simplest form of stand for refractors that can be recommended for practical observing consists

of a strong wooden tripod, supporting a short vertical axis, on which the telescope is carefully balanced
on trunnions; the tripod is usually made to close up for portability, and should be of sufficient height

to enable the eyepiece to be comfortably reached when the telescope is pointed nearly to the zenith.

A tripod to carry a four-inch refractor may conveniently be not less than five and a half feet high
to the trunnions, and six feet is usually better ; the legs of the tripod should be connected, about half-

way down, by means of three strong bars meeting in a joint immediately under the vertical axis. To
provide for slow motion in altitude, the vertical axis is sometimes prolonged downwards as far as the

joint just mentioned, and connected by a rackwork arm (similar to that on the “ pillar-and claw ") to

the eye-end of the tube. This has the disadvantage, as before, of causing vibration, and, in addition,

the arm will, in certain positions of the telescope, come in the way of the legs of the tripod, in which
case the slow motion is useless. And hero it may at once be said that all slow-motion handles should

be kept well away from the tube, if

vibration is to be avoided. With large and

heavy instruments the slow motions are

brought to the eye-end with advantage,

but for small, light instruments, any slow-

molioii liandle connected to the tube is a

fruitful cause of vibration.

For reflectors, the Altazimuth stand

follows much the same liiu's as for refrac-

tors, except that since the cvepicce is

now at the top of the tube, the tripod

itself is much shorter, and the slow motions

are modified as requir(‘(l. Tlie tube of a

reflector is usually a much heavuM* affair

than that of a small refractor, and hence

rather less liable to vib/ation
; conse-

quently the slow motion in altitude often

fitted takes the form of a rod jointed to the

upper end of the tifl)e, and sliding in a

socket attached to the stand, in which it

may be clamped by a screw. Slow motion
. 1 • , , - , .

^''y courtesy of \
\Mf C$ Calver,

IS obtained by means of a screw working

in a nut at the upper end of this rod. This, ten-inch rquatoriai, rkfi^ector, with snow

II well designed, does not Jiroduct* appreci- several refinements are here introduced, and the slow motions arc

able vibration. The slow motion in brought to the eyepiece The door in the tube throuKh which the

, . .
<1 i • j . , r

cover for the speculum is introduced is shown at the lower end of the
azimuth is obtained, as in the refractor, tube, as well as one of the three screws by which the cell of the

by means of a screw worked by a long speculum is attached to the tube and adjusted to be at right angles

handle attached to the .screw by a Hooke's

joint But the varieties of arrangement that arc to be found in the stands of reflectors are almost

endless ; this is, no doubt, because the construction of a reflector of even considerable ajierturc is

well within the capacity of the amateur, if he possess some little manual skill and considerable patience
;

and every amateur constructor of a reflector has his own ideas as to how it should be mounted, so

that all sorts of make-shifts,” some of them very efficient, are to be met with.

A door is usually fitted to the tube of a reflector tlirough which the cover of the speculum is

introduced or removed
;

this should be underneath the tube, not above it (as usually fitted). Anyone

who has to replace the cover in a shower of rain will appreciate this point.

The equatorial system of mounting a telescope, which is always used for the instruments in large

observatories, has been made in various forms, but all of them have for their guiding principle the
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employment of two axes at right angles, one

of which is parallel to the Earth's axis, as

already explained. There are two main

types employed ; the most obvious, but not

that most used at the present day, is known
as the English form

;
in this form the polar

axis is long, and is supported by two

independent bearings at its ends, it usually

takes the form of a rectangular frame with

pivots at each end refuting in the bearings,

the telescope being balanced on trunnions at

the sides of the frame, so as to swing in

declination, the line joining these trunnions

constituting the declination axis. Notable

examples of this form are the 28-inch

r(‘fractor at Greenwich (page 316), and the

great lOO-inch rc'flector at Mount Wilson

(the largest telescope in the world) (page 39).

The English form, when well designed, is

st('ady and convenient, but it is somewhat

difficult to arrange it so that the telescope*

may be easily directed to objects near the

pole, and the two piers required to carry the

bearing of tJu* polar axis take up a good deal

of room. For these reasons this mounting

in its original form is not much (‘inployed

at the present time. The* so-called “ German form of mounting, however, has practically superseded

all others, and almost every telescope of large size is at tlu* pr(‘sent day mounted in this manner.

In this form- -first employed by Fraunhofer for tin* celebrated Dorpat refractor, of aperture nine

and a half inches, with which Struve s great work on the measurement of double stars was carried

out—the polar axis is short, and carried on a single* tall pillar • its ui)per end projects, and across

it is fixed the declination axis, which carries the telescope at one end and a counterpoise weight

at the other
;

the polar axis can be adjusted in altitude and azimuth by means of appropriate

screws.

The advantages of this form of mounting are very great. In the first place, only one support for

the polar axis is required ; the spact* required is much less than in the English form ; the telescope can

be directed without difficulty to any part of the sky ; and the eyepiece is always easily accessible, without

any part of the stand coming in the way of the observer.

Notable examples of the German form of mounting are to be found in all the great observatories ;

the Yerkes 40-inch (page 41) and the Lick 36-inch (page 623), both refractors, arc perhaps the best

known.

For the comparatively moderate apertures used by amateurs probably nothing will be found to

surpass the German form. This may, in the case of small refractors, be easily carried on a portable

tripod instead of a pillar
;
but if a tripod is employed, the adjustments of the polar axis cannot, as a

rule, be made very stable, and one of the advantages of the equatorial stand—the possibility of finding

an object by means of the divided circles—is to a great extent lost. The main advantage of the

equatorial, however— the following of the object by one motion only—remains ; for this purpose the

adjustment of the polar axis need not be particularly accurate.

If any form of equatorial mounting is employed for a reflector, the position of the eyepiece

—

projecting from the upper end of the tube at right angles—introduces complications ; for unless care

By taurUsy of] [Mf 0. Calvet.

TKX-INCH RKFnKCTOR ON Foi ATOKIAL MOUNT
WITH DRIVING CLOCK

A very complete and efficient iiifcitfuinimt The tube can be
rotated in the cradle in which it is c<irried, so ab to bung the eyepiece

into the moM convenient position, whatever the jiusition of the

object in the sky The driving clock is seen in front of the iiillar,

and the slow motions are biought conveniently to the hand
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is taken in the design of the stand, the eyepiece will on occasion be found to tak<' up very inconvt'iiii'nt

positions. In most equatorial stands for reflectors made at the prest'iit time, the whole tube is carried

in a cradle attached to the declination axis, so as to be free to rotate about its own axis
;
in this way

it is possible to bring the eyepii'ce to any desired position. In larg('r instruments, say of eighteen or

twenty incht'S aperture' or more, the t'yepiece and flat mirror are mounted on a cylinder wl\ich can be

rotated on the upper end of the main tube ; either of these devices esp('cially the latter is very liable

to destroy the adjustments of the optical parts of the instrument, and tht' adjustment of the optical

axis of the telescope with respect to the declination axis ; hence tlie linding of an objt‘ct by means

of the circles is never so precise with a reflector as with a refractor. If th(' position of the eye-

piece is carefully thought out, it is possible to dispense with the rotating tube to a great extent,

especially for the observation of Moon and planets
;

but it must be adinittc'd that it is a great

convenience.

The above remarks apply, of cours(\ to the Newtonian form of n^fli'ctor, which at the present time

is that almost universally employed
; rc'floctors of the Cassegrain and Gregorian forms, in which the

('yepic'ce is at the lowc'r end of th(‘ tube (as in a refractor) and th(‘ light reaches it through a hole in the

large speculum, are, as far as their mounting is concernt‘d, on a ])ar with rt'fractors. Tlxe Gregorian

form was in the Eighteenth Century, and for some time after, larg(‘ly employed, opticians being very

successful with it
;
but it went out of use shortly after the coining of the aclirornatic rc'fractor and the

great development of th<' Newtonian telescope' in the hands of H(‘rschel. The Cassegrain form, in which

tlie small concave mirror of the Gn'gorian is replact'd by a convi'x, is much used at the present time

for spectroscopic and other work with the largest n*fl(‘Ctors, which are usually provided with sev(‘ral

interchangeable mirrors for th<* purpose. With this form tht' effi'ctivt' focal length of tlu5 tek'scopi* can

be made almost ind(ifmitely gn'al, and that in a small comy)ass
;
and now tliat ('xact mc'thods of

figuring " the mirrors ar<' known, which were not in th(' possc'ssion of tli(* older opticians, who obtained

their results almost entirely by “ rule-of-thumb,” it seems to the prcsc'nt writ(*r that the Cassegrain

form would well repay i»ei iou.s attention on the part of amateur constructors. As it is, the writer knows

of no Cassegrain reflector of moderate apertures— say 8 or 10 inches in regular use.

'fhe amateur of limiri'd means, to whom the purchase of an equatorial stand is a serious matter,

will find that by a littk* ingenuity he will be abk* to mount his reflector fairly convimicmtly by the

adoption of a form of the English stand which has been sometime's called the ” Parallactic Ladder ”

—

not tliat there is much
of the ladder about it.

If a strong rectangular

wood(‘n frame is made,

ratlier longi'r than the

tube of the telescope,

and wide enougli to

allow it to swing
through, the tub(‘ may
be carried on pivots on

the sides of tlie frame,

care being taken that

it is properly balanccid

;

the frame itself forms

the polar axis, and is

carried on juvots at

its ends. The lower

end is supported on a

block resting on the

ground, with some

A. Aintht.

NEGATIVE SPIIERICAE ABERRATION (UNDER CORRECTION).
An object-glass or speculum having this em>r brings the margintU rays to a shorter focus than

the central. If a screen is held within the fucus, the disc nf light on it will be brighter at the

margin than at the centre ; conversely the <>pix)site effect—a bright centre and darker margin

—

is produced if the screen is outside the focus This effect is seen in the eyepiece when it is moved
from the eicact focus towards or away from the object-glass. An error of this kind is inherent

in lenses and mirrors with spherical surfaces—hence its name.
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simple form of bearing ;
if nothing better is provided, a hole large enough to take the lower pivot

may be made in a block of hard wood, cut to the proper angle, and prevented by two or more spikes

from shifting its position on the ground, while the upper pivot of the frame is carried by two strong

struts, long enough to clear the telescope in any position of the latter, and pointed at their lower ends

so as to take a firm hold of the ground. The necessary adjustment of the altitude and azimuth

of the polar axis may be obtained by shifting these struts until an approximate adjustment is

obtained, which may be done quite accurately enough for following an object with one motion only.

Slow motions, in this primitive form of mounting, are rather difficult to arrange for ; but the telescope

may be steadied in declination by a stretcher '' similar to that often found on windows ; a rod sliding

in a socket and fixed by a clamping screw. If the telescope is really well balanced, this will be found a

very effective moimting, though perhaps rather lacking in steadiness in a strong wind. The same form

of mounting might be used for small refractors, for which, indeed, it was originally suggested ; but in

that case the frame will have to be much longer, and it will not be easy to make it sufficiently stiff to

avoid vibration.

It has already been said that one of the advantages of the equatorial form of stand is that if it

is properly adjusted so that the polar axis is accurately parallel to the axis of the Earth, and if the

stand is further provided with circles indicating declination and hour angle (or Right Ascension),

it is possible to direct the telescope with certainty to any desired object, whether visible or not to the

unaided eye, and this in daytime as well as at night. But it must be added that the condition just

stated—of proper adjustment of the polar axis—is, for this purpose, of very great importance.

Detailed instructions for the adjustment of an equatorial stand would take up too much space, and

these can as a rule be obtained from the maker of the telescope ; and stands vary in their arrangements

to such an extent that general rules arc of little use. But if it is merely required of the stand that it

shall be possible to follow an object in its diurnal course by one motion only, no very great accuracy

is required. For the purpose mentioned, it is not necessary to employ divided circles, as it is

generally possible to find an object by the help of a good star-maj). All that is really required is

that the polar axis shall be reasonably close to its proper position—that it shall point somewhere

near to the pole—and for practical purposes, especially with small telescopes, it is sufficient (in the
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POSITIVE SPHERICAL ABERRATION (OVER CORRECTION).
This is the opposite error to that shown in the last figure, and the effects on a screen within
and beyond the focus are reversed. Spherical aberration in the case of object-gJaases is

correct^ by the combination of two lenses of different glasses combined with suitable
calculations of their curvatures. In the case of specula, the surface is made parabolic instead

of spherical. If, in the case of an object-glass, the calculations are incorrect—or in the case

of a speculum, if the surface is rendered hyperbolic—the correction is carried too far, with the

result shown

northern hemisphere)

to point the polar axis

as nearly as possible

to the Pole Star

—

though this advice

will not be of much
assistance to observers

south of the Equator.

It may be objected

that the Pole Star is

not exactly at the

Pole : but it is only

about one and a

quarter degrees from

it, and it will be found

that with the polar

axis directed to the

Pole Star it will be

possible to follow an

object for a consider-

able time with the
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slow motion in hour angle only : and
if the object gets too far from the

centre of the field, a touch of the slow

motion in declination will set matters

right.

Failing the Pole Star—which, even

in the northern hemisphere, may,

owing to local limitations not be visible

from the position of the observer—the

polar axis can first be set reasonably

correct in azimuth by the helj) of a

compass (allowance being, of course,

made for the magnetic “ declination/*

or “ variation," by which the needle

deviates from the true meridian), and

its altitude can then be adjusted to equal the latitude of the place of observation with the help of a

piece of card cut to the proper angle, and a spirit-level or plumb-line. On some stands a scale is

provided showing the altitude of the polar axis, with spirit-levels for its adjustment : but these arc

not really a necessity for ordinary purposes.

It will be found, as a nile, that it is easier to set the polar axis at the correct altitude than to set

it in the meridian : the following simple rule may be of service, it being assumed that the altitude

of the polar axis is approximately correct.

Select a star and bring it into the centre of the field of view of a moderately high-powered eyepiece.

If the polar axis is not in the meridian, it will be necessary to move the slow motion in declination

(in addition to that in hour angle) from time to time to keep it in the centre of the field. Note in

which direction the correction in declination has to be made, whether in the same name as the

latitude*

—

i.c., to the north in the northern hemisphere, and to the south in the southern hemisphere

—

or in the reverse directioi.. Then,

If the correction in declination is of the same name as the latitude, tlu^ upper end of the

I)olar axis is pointing too far to the Westward
;

If of opposite name, it points too far to the Eastward
;

and the polar axis may be shifted in azimuth in the direction indicated, and a frtish trial made; one

or two such trials will generally serve to put the polar axis in suificiently close adjustment for most

practical purposes. In each trial, two or three stars in widely separated i)arls of the sky should be

employed
; the Moon, on account of its motion in declination, which is often rapid, should not be

used in this test.

The tube of a telescope, both as to material and design, deserves some consideration. Small

refractors, up to 4 or 5 inches apertxxre, ar<^ usually provided with brass tubes, and at the present

time it seems to be the idea of most makers of such telescopes that they are intend(‘d to be; looked at

rather than looked through ; lacquered brass looks very nice, but it is by no means the bfist thing from

a practical point of view
;
zinc or iron, well painted, are much to be preferred. Large refractors almost

always have tubes of painted sheet iron, and it is difficult to see why small ones should not also. The
tubes of refl('Ctors are usually of sheet iron, and if they are to be used under cover, this material is

probably the best, so long as it is well protected from rust ; but foi a reflector to be used in the open

air, as is the case with a very large proportion of amat(uirs' instruments, a wooden tube is much to be

preferred, since the comparatively poor thermal conductivity of wood tends to keep the air in the interior

of the tube at an even temperature, and the internal air-currents, which are sometimes very troublesome

with an iron tube, are thus minimised. The amateur constructor of a reflector will also find that a

square wooden tube, besides being easy to make, affords great facility for the attachment of any

c
From “ Tglescope Objecttvgs.**] [By kind permission of Messrs, Cook*,

Troughion &

EXTRA-FOCAL IMAGES (I).

A—Eccentric appearance of interference rings, due to the object-glass

being out of adjustment. B—The focussed image of a star under the

same conditions. C—^Focussed image, when the mol-adjustment is not
great. D—Image close to focus, moderate mal-adjustment.
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additional apparatus that may be desired. A wo<xlcn tube, however, to be efficient, must be well

made, of good material, and not liable to become distorted by heat or moisture ; its sides should not be
less than five-eighths of an inch thick, and the corners should be bound with iron or strengthened in

some way
; the inside measurement should not be less than an inch greater than the diameter of the

mirror
, so as to keep any air-currents— wliich appear usually to keej) dose to the sides ot the tube

—

from inter^^ering with the rays of light as they pass down and up tlie tube. The present writer has
almost always found a 9-inch refl(‘etor in a wooden tube give steadier imag(‘S than an 8J-inch in
an iron tube, the two telescopes being both used in tlu' open, and under identical conditions.

It must be admitted, however, that the adjustments of the mirrors are not quite so permanent in the

wooden tube as in the iron, and a square tube obviously does not readily admit of being mounted so

as to rotate about its axis in order to bring the eyepiece to a convenient position.

Another ad\’antage of the wooden tube for a n‘flector should not be overlooked : in such a tube

it is very seldom that the fiat becomes dewed, whereas in an iron tube, if used in the open air, there

is frequent trouble from this cause. The writer had for some years a 9'inch reflector in a wooden tube,

standing side by side, in the open air, with an 8j-inch in an iron tube; the flat of the latter constantly
gave trouble by dewing over, that of the former, hardly ever. In any case the flat mirror sliould

be mounted well within th(* tube : not less than eight or ten inches from its upper end.

Tht: reader will no doubt have gathered from what has been already said that for the purposes of
astronomical observation— at any rate, with anything in the nature of high powers—the quality of
the telescope is all-important

; and this depends chiefly on the quality of the object-glass, or mirror,
though it must not be thought that the cyepi(‘ce is in this respect of no importance. But it is fairly

obvious that unh'ss the image formed by object-glass or mirror is clean and sharply defined, no
excellence in the eyepiece will make it so, nor will a clear view of the object be obtained. It is there-
fore as well to consider one or two simple tests by which the observer may satisfy himself as to the
quality of his instrument, and tlure are no bettei tests for the quality of a telescope than those
recommended by Mr. H. Dennis Taylor in his book, “ Telescope Objectives (published by Messrs.
Cooke, Troughton & Simms) which will be found of the greatest interest and assistance to the observer.
The following directions are largely based on this work.

If the object-glass (and in what follows the term “ object-glass ” may be taken to include mirrors)
is really good, all rays of light proceeding from any point of the object will be brought together at the
focus to form a minute disc— generally known as the “ spurious disc "—which in the case of the
average refractor should be rather less than a thousandth of an inch in diameter, and in the case of a

Pfom ** Tikicope ObjgcUves*’] [By kwd p*ffnis$ioH «/ Messrs^ Cooke, Troughton & Simm.

EXTRA-FOCAL IMAGES (II).

A, B, C, D, and D' are out-of-focus sections of the cone of rays, seen when the object-
0356 is “ squared on/’ but irrespective of other fhults. A', B', and D" show the
focussed images corresponding to A, B, and D. D, D', and are also examples

of astigmatism.

rciflector, which, as a rule, has

a much shorter focal length

compared to its aperture, not

more than 1 /1600 or 1 /2000,

or even smaller. If the tele-

wScopo is directed to a moder-
ately bright star—say of the

fourth magnitude—and the

atmosphere is steady and free

from cross-currents, this disc

should be plainly seen with a

power of about thirty or forty

to the inch of aperture
; and

it should come in and out of

focus with a very slight move-
ment of the eyepiece. Bright

stars will show a somewhat
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larger disc and faint stars a smaller. On a really

first class night, this image should be accurately

circular, and free from “ wings " and other stray

light, except that at least one thin “ diffraction

ring should be seen around the disc accurately

circular, and concentric with it. In the case of

bright stars, more than one ring may often be

seen, while faint stars usually show no conspicuous

ring at all, it being too faint to be detected,

although present.

An object-glass, to perform properly, must be

set accurately at right angles to the axis of the

tube -'Which is usually expressed by saying that

it must be "squared on." If the glass is not

properly squart'd on, the light from the star

enters it obliquely, and the image is deformed

from the concentric " disc-and-ring " that it

should be to an irregular image with a " tail
"

at one side
;

tins is more evident when th(‘ image

is just out of focus. To ('ffccl this adjustment,

screws artj provided in all first-class instruments

by wliich the cell of the object-glass can be slightly

tilted in any dirt'ction
;

thesi* scr^'ws are often

omitted in low-pri('ed instrumi'iits, but are

essential if good results are to be obtained. It

will be found that an instrument known as

" Cht'shire’s squaring-on eyepiece " is a great help in making this adju.stment. If the disc is

not circular, the object-glass (or, verj^ improbably, the eyepiece) suffers from what is known
as " astigmatism," in which case careful movement of the eyepiece in and out will show that

in two positions the " disc " will t ike the form of a vcTy short line*. These lines (called the
" focal lines ") will he at right angles to one another. It must be remcmlxTcd, howi'vcr, that the

same appearance will be produced by th(i small mirror in a N(»wlonian reflector, if it is not, as it should

be, perfectly flat
;
and that the eye itself suffers from this defect much more oftt‘n than is commonly

supposed. To locate the cause of the trouble, first of all the cyepi(‘ce may be rotat(‘d in its tube
; if,

as is improbable, the fault lies in the eyephxe, the direction of cither line will change as it is rotated.

Then the observer should try moving his head so that his eye rotates with respext to the eyepiece,

when any astigmatism in thcj eye will be at once apparent by the; movement of the focal line- -and this

latter test is much more sensitive with a low powcTcd eyepiece, on account of the greatcir diameter

of the beam of light emerging from it. If the eye and eyepiece arc certainly not at fault, the defect

is due to the objcxt-glass in the case of a refractor, or to one of the mirrors in a reflector. To test

tins latter point, the mirror will have to be rotated in its " cell " (the metal ring in which it is mounted)
;

if the focal line remains in the same direction, the " fiat " is at fault, if it movt‘s, the large mirror (or

" spexulum ") is convicted. The defect may be due to caredess mounting. Mirrors and objcxt-glasses

should never be momited tightly in their cells, but should have a very slight " shake," only just per-

ceptible : the slightest strain will affect th<» performance of an object-glass and ruin tliat of a mirror.

In reflectors, the flat mirror is often at fault in this way : a " pinched flat " is a very common cause of

failure in d^^finition.

If the defect of astigmatism is exhibited by flat mirror or eyepiece, it can be cured at a compara-

tively small expense, by substituting good ones for bad; but if it is due to object-glass or speculum,

there is no cure. A telescope thus affected may perform passably with low powers, but it will never

A B

^ i.

From ‘ '/ c €scopc Ohja'luts **1

[Uy kmd pfftfttssion of Cooke, Troughton 6-

EXTRA-FOCAIv IMAGES. (III).

Sections close to the focus, Hhowing astigmatism. A within
the focus, and B beyond it (or vice versji)

A B

From “ Telescope Objectwesf')
[By kind pern»ss%on of Messrs. Cooker Troughion & Simms.

EXTRA-FOCAE IMAGES (JV).

Spherictil aberration : A, beyond the focus
;
and B, within

It. The iuterterence rings grow fainter towards the centre
in A, showing positive spherical aberration- marginal rays
focussing farther from the objective than the cential.

For negative spherical aberration (focus shortest for marginal
rays) the figures should be reversed.
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exhibit close double stars, or the finer details of

Moon and planets, as they ought to be seen, and it

will prove a constant source of disappointment to

the observer, and should be at once rejected.

Starting from the position of exact focus, as the

eyepiece is moved inwards or outwards, thti “ disc-

and-ring will be seen to expand into a patch of

light, which should be perfectly circular, and should

have a fairly sharp margin and be nearly uniform in

brightness over its entire area. If this patch of

light is irregular in outline, or shows strong differ-

ences in brightness at different points, the object-

glass is of bad material or badly worked. In-

equalities of refractive power, or striae," and lines

of unequal density are probably present, though with

the optical glass obtainable at the present day this

will not often be the case to any serious extent,

especially in small sizes. The specula of reflectors

suffer less from this cause, since the light does not

pass through them, although any want of perfect

annealing of the glass of which they are made, or

any irregularities of temperature during the " figur-

ing " process, will inevitably have a bad effect

on their performance.

Further, the patch of light should be equally bright and uniform whichever way the eyepiece is

moved from the exact focus
;

if it is not—if there is an obvious difference in the appearance within

and beyond the focus—the object-glass suffers from what is generally known as " spherical aberration,"

and does not bring the ccmtral and marginal rays to the same point. If the patch of light within the

focus has a fairly sharp edge, but much more light in the margin than at the centre, whiltJ beyond the

focus the edge is misty and ill-defined, the gnat preponderance of light being in the centre
; then the

marginal rays are brought to a focus nearer to the object-glass than the central, and the object-glass

is said to be " under corrected "
: if the appearances are reversed, it is " over-corrected," the marginal

focus being now the longer. Obviously an objcct-glass suffering from this defect cannot be expected

to give a perfect image of a star, and this " spherical aberration," if pronounced, will make it impossible

to get a really sharp image of any object whatever
; this is especially the case with reflectors, on

account of their comparatively short focus, which greatly accentuates the want of definition due to this

defect. When testing a reflector for this defect, it should be noted that owing to the presence of the

small mirror in the centre of the beam of light incident on the mirror, the out-of-focus disc will show a

central dark patch—this should be the same, or nearly so, whichever side ©f the focus is taken. In

fact, if we neglect colour, a good object-glass or mirror, when the image is put out of focus, should

give no indication as to whether the patch of light seen is within the focus or beyond it.

In making the above test, a fairly high power eyepiece should be employed : say, 30 or 40 to the

inch of aperture. Most eyepieces have some spherical aberration of their own, which is greater in

the case of low powers. For this reason an object-glass or speculum (especially the latter) which

appears perfect with a moderately high power will usually exhibit a certain amount of under-correction

with low powers. For the observation of objects for which low powers are required this is of no great

importance ;
but the correction should be as perfect as possible with high powers.

If the object-glass successfully passes this test, a still more searching one may be applied. If the

out-of-focus patch of light is carefully examined, it will be seen to consist of a central point of light

with a series of extremely delicate rings surrounding it, the outermost ring being somewhat thicker

^

From ” TeUscopr Objeettvts,”
\

[By k%na permtsston of Messrs'. Cookf, Troughton & Stmms.

EXTRA-FOCAI. IMA(;ES (V).

Slight residual spherictU aberration : Sections dose to
focus, central rings weak. A, within

; 13, beyond, the
focu-s

From ** Ttleicope Objectives."']

[By kind permission of Messrs. Cooket Trougkton & Simms,

EXTRA-FOCAE IMAGES (VI).

A—“ Spurious disc,” or image of a sUir given by a jserfect

objective under very high magnifying power. B The
focussed image sometimes given by a large object-glass

when resting on three points without intermediate supports

to counteract the flexure due to the weight of the ghiss
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and brighter than the rest. These rings, like the ring or rings seen under good conditions around the

spurious disc in focus, are due to diffraction, or the mutual interference between the light-waves from
the various parts of the aperture of the object-glass on their way to the focus. They afford a test

of extraordinary delicacy as to the perfection of the “ spherical correction," and will indeed reveal

defects which would be overlooked in any other method. They are not, however, very easy to see

just at first, and the eye requires a certain amount of " education " in order to sec them easily and
grasp their significance.

With most refractors it is best to commence by racking the eyepiece some way within the focus,

and the rings are usually more easily seen through a piece of apple-green glass, which will remove any
effects due to the outstanding " secondary spectrum " to be described later. If the spherical correc-

tion of the object-glass is perfect, these rings will appear just the same witliin and beyond the focus.

If they are more easily seen within the focus, the glass is under-corrected : if more easily beyond the

focus, over-corrected. Slight errors in correction may in this way be rendered evident which would
escape notice in the method earlier described.

Further, by careful observation of these diffraction rings in the " extra-focal image," what is known
as " zonal aberration " may be detected. An object-glass may, as a whole, giv(i a very approximately
accurate concentration of the rays of light to one point

; but it is seldom, especially in large glasses,

that certain “ zones " of the aperture arti not to be found which have? a very slightly longer or shorter

focal length than the rest. If this defect is quit(» slight, the effect on the image is not serious, and many
first-class object-glasses will be found to suffer slightly in this way

;
but for perfect performance every

part of the object-glass must perform its work accurately, and for critical work with high powers there

is no doubt that perfect " zonal " correction

greatly assists tlu* formation of a j^erfect

image.

If th<' " extra-focal images " is examined

with a fairly high power- say about 40 to

the inch of aperture—any zonal aberration

will make itself evident by a strengthening

of one or more of the rings. For example,

if within the focus we find that a ring al- ait

half-way between the centre and margin

of the system is brighter than the rest, the

indication is that there is a zone of the

object -^glass about half-way between the

centre and the margin, which brings the

rays to a rather shorter focus tlian the

rest of the lens
;
and in the “ extra-focal

image" beyond the focus this zone will bo

manifest by a deficiency in the brightness

of the corresponding ring. If the appear-

ances are reversed- -i.e., if beyond the focus

one of the rings is brighter than the rest- -

the indication is that the corrt'sponding

portion of the object-glass has a focal

length somewhat longer than the rest.

This test is extremely delicate, and com-

paratively few object-glasses—even first-

class ones—will be found which do not

give some indication of such " zones." Al

the same time this effect ought not to be

^ / \ .
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from “ Telescope Objectives.'*]

[liy kind permsssion of Messrs. Cooke, Troughton <!'»

EXTRA-KOCAI, IMAGF.S (VII).

An example of marked Zonal aberration. A zone of the object-glass
about half-way out has a longer focus than the rest, and between
this and the margin there is a marked zone of sh^jrt focus.

(A within, B beyond, fexms).

\
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From “ Telesiope Ohjictives.*’]

[By kind permission cf Messrs. Cooke, Troughton & Simms,

EXTRA-h'OCAI, (VIII).

Another example of Zonal aberration. The margin and centre

of the object -glasis have a longer focus than the rest. (A within,

B beyond.)
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obtrusive. An object-glass badly affected

with this fault will—especially beyond the

focu.s— show an extra focal image in which

almost all the light is concentrated into one

or two bright and widely-spaced rings ; such

a lens will never give what may be called

critical definition.

So far we have only considered fault.s

in the object-glass of the nature of spherical

or zonal aberration, without considering the

question of colour. If an object-glass of the

ordinary type consisting of two lenses were

perfectly " achromatic,'’ it would bring all

the different colours of the sp<‘Ctrum to the same focus, and no image seen with such a glass would

show' any outstanding colour. This is, of course, the case with a reflecting telescope, since the action

of a mirror, howe\'er imperfect otherwise, is quite indi‘pendcnt of the wav(‘-length (i.c., the colour) of

the light falling on it
;
reflectors are therefore perfectly achromatic, a fact which constitutes one of their

greatest advantages. It happens, however, that as yet no object-glass of the usual construction, with

a convex lens of crown glass and a concave of flint, has been produced which does not exhibit a certain

amount- -often, especially in large sizes, a great

KXTRA-FOCAI, IMAGES (IX).

The general figure of the object- glass is pretty good, but a small region

in the centre has a longer focus than the rest. (A within focus, B
beyond.)

deal—of colour around the images of bright

objects, due to outstanding light which cannot

be made to come to the same focus as the rest.

This (at present) unavoidable defect is known as

“ secondary siiectrum.” With object-glasses of

the common form, and with the optical glass at

present available for their construction, it is not

possible to combine more than two colours of the

EXTKA-FOCAI, IMAGES (X).

Sections* of the cone of rays* given by a perfect object-gla.S8,

taken very near the focus and on oppewite sides of it, and
viewed with a very high magnify ing t>ower.

spt>ctrum to the same focus
;
and these colours

are usually chosen by the computer, so that liglit

of the brightest portion of the spectrum—roughly

that lying between yellow and green—is as far

as possible concentrated at the focus, the light of th(; rest of the spectrum being perforce left to go

its own way, and the result is that with the ordinary object-glass

the bright rays come to a focus nearer to the object-glass tlian any

others. It thus happens that the other rays which have to be left

out of the account combine with one another to form coloured

fringes round the images formed by tJu* brightest rays, and in the

case of the image of an extended object—such as the disc of Jupiter

—these “ vagabond colours " are apt to dilute and modify, to a

great extent, the natural colours of the object : an (’Xplanation of

the great superiority of the reflector in colour-observations.

These coloured fringes around the images of bright objects in

focus are usually of a bluLsh hue. If the image of a star of average

colour is examined—and the Pole Star is excellent for this purpose

—the image within the focus will present a reddish border, and

outside the focus the border may be greenish. But it may at once

be said that what constitutes " good colour correction is to a very

great extent a matter of individual taste, and that neither observers

nor opticians are agreed upon this point. And it is also to be

EXTRA-FOCAL IMAGES (XI),

A sectiou of the cone of ra3^ from
a perfect object - glass, about a
quarter of an inch from focus, with

moderate power.
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remarked that the colour correction of a given object-glass will vary very perceptibly, not

only with the colour of the star on which it is tested, but also with the power of the eyepiece employed,

and the type of that eyepiece. The Huyghonian eyepiece is that most usually employed, and with

such it may be said that if the colour correction appears satisfactory with an eyej)iec(' giving a magnifyr

ing power of 40 times the aperture in inches, it will appear, with a very low j)ower, noticeably inclined

to " under-correction," i.e,y to a certain amount of outstanding red. All that can really be Siiid is that

with the eyepiece that is to be most commonly used -and this will, of course, depend on thi‘ class of

observation contemplated— the unavoidable* outstanding colour should not be so obtrusive as to affect

seriously the accuracy of the results obtained. As a gencTal guide*, however, we may take the Pole

Star. Its image in focus should present a colourless or perhaps yellowish white disc, with p<'rhaps

the faintest trace of blue round it
;
within the focus, the expanded disc will be greenish whilt* with a

narrow reddish fringe
;

just beyond the focus a red centre will be s('(‘n, and farth(‘r out this will turn

into blue, while if th(‘re is any coloured fringe* at the margin it should be greenish. But, as has just

been said, no very hard and fast ruk‘S can be laid down.

It may here be* mentioned that although it has not as yet been feiund possible to abolish the* secondary

spe'ctrum completely in object-glasse's of the usual ce)nstruction, of two lenses, yet a great im])rovement

can be made by the use of more than two, togt‘ther with the use of glasse*s of the requisite* eiptical

qualities. The* well-known " Photo-visual " eibject-glasse's of Messrs. Cooke, Troughtein & Simms are

t

r

A B e
i'fom Telescopf Objectives.'*] [By hind pernnsssun of Messrs. CooAr, Irou^hton & Stmms.

EXTKA FOCAI, IMAe'.ES (XIT)
A and 13- -cxjunples of the effect of violent mechanied strain, due to bad nnmnliiiK or imperfect annealing, C

—

exdui])le
of effect due to the presence of veins of unequal density in the material of the object-ghuss

a case in point. In Ihe^se object-glasses, it ha i been found possible*, by the use of three lenses of specially

selt'cted Jena glass, to reduce the secondary spectrum to a negligible amount, so that the colour

correction of these glasses is practically as p(*rfect as that of a reflector. It must, howev(‘r, be regret-

fully addtd that tht‘sc object-glasses are of necessity extremely costly.

We may now turn to the consideration of the ey(»piece of the t(‘lcscopc. In its essence this is merely
a simple microscope of varying power applied to view and magnify the image formed by the object-

glass or mirror, and it need not, in its simplest form, be more than a simple convex U'ns of the requisite

power
; in fact, such simple lenses are recommended by some exp(‘rienc('d observers as giving more

light and better definition than any of the more ^'omplicated forms. But it will be found that a simple
lens has the great disadvantage that it will only give a good image at, or very near to, the centre of

the field of view
; and for low powers this renders it quite un.suitable for observations of extended

objects, such as clusters and nebula?, while with high powers the ever-present difficulty of following the

object is very greatly accentuated.

These disadvantages were recognised by Huyghens early in the historv of the telescope, and the

eyepiece bearing his name has been in common use ever since his time. Indeed, probably ninety-nine

out of every hundred eyepieces usually sold with small telescopes are of this form. If well made, and of

proper design, this eyepiece will give, especially with refractors, good images over a comparatively
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large field of view, and this with little exhibition of false colour. It is not, however, so well suited to

refl('Ctors, as it has considerable spherical aberration of its own, which, with the comparatively large

ratio of aperture to focal length usual in a reflector, is apt to impair the definition with low powers.

A somewhat flatter field is obtained with eyepieces of the Ramsden construction, though as commonly
made they cause a good deal of false colour towards the margin of the field of view. This is obviated

in some eyepieces—notably those employed with the well known " prism binoculars—^by making
the lens nearest to the eye itself achromatic, or nearly so. When thus arranged, this eyepiece is pro-

bably the best of all for low and moderate powers. For higher powers, there are several kinds of eye-

piece to be obtained which perform, especially with reflectors, notably better than the Huyghenian.
These are usually rendered achromatic by the employment of two kinds of glass, somewhat in the

manner of object-glasses : of these, the “ Monocentrics of Steinheil and Zeiss, the single lens eyepiece

of Cooke, the Zeiss “ Orthoscopic,” and Browning's Achromatic eyepieces may be mentioned among
many varieties. The present writer has found nothing better, either for refractors or reflectors, than the

Zeiss
‘

' Monocentrics, " which consist of a single achromatic combination of three lenses cemented together.

A table has already been given showing roughly the powers which will be found most useful for

two specified

apertures, but it

must be admitted

that eyepieces of

good quality are

somewhat expen-

sive, and for

general purposes

it will usually be

found that three

will cover all the

work commonly
undertaken by the

amat('ur. For a

4-inch refractor,

probably 60, 100,

and 140 will be

found most use-
The zone of the object-Rlaiis indicated brings the ray« to a somewhat shorter focus than the rest of ful • for an 8i-inch
the glass. The effect on the “ out-of-focus " image us seen within and beyond the focus is shown by ri* + i PiO
the small circles: these cewespond to the positions indicated of a screen intercepting the light, rcnector, oO, loO,

The amount of aberration is very greaUy exaggerated for cleameas. and 250. Although

on a good night higher powers than these will give a good image, it docs not follow that more detail

will of necessity be seen. A certain proportion of light in the image to magnifying power is always
essential, and high powers, which spread the available light over a larger apparent area, often result

in a general faintness of the image which renders it difficult to make out fine details, although they

may be present in the image. Even in the resolution of close double stars into their components,
for which it might be thought that very high powers would be an advantage, moderate powers usually

suffice. Consider, for example, the case of a 9-inch reflector. By the formula already given, such

an aperture, on a good night, ought to separate two stars whose apparent distance apart is about
0'55 second or so

;
that is to say, the two discs in the image will just be separated. Now, to see the

star double we must magnify this image by means of the eyepiece sufficiently to allow of their being

separately seen by the eye, A fairly keen eye will, unaided, separate two points of light (not too

bright) if they are not less than about two minutes of arc apart. In order, then, to render visible

the two components of the star of 0*55 second separation, we shall have to magnify it 120 seconds /

0-66 second, or 218 times
; and this is quite a moderate power for a 9-mch aperture

;
in fact, not

ZONAL ABERRATION,
[M.lA, Ainslie.
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more than about 24 to the inch. Any higher power will do no more than render the separation

somewhat more obvious. It will not result in the resolution of a closer double for the discs will

overlap, no matter what power we apply by means of the eyepiece. The eyepiece can only magnify

the image, and cannot modify it in any way, and if the image consists of two overlapping discs, no

eyepiece can make it appear anything else.

At the same time, as has already been mentioned, it is often possible to detect the double nature

of a star even if the discs are overlapping
;

for this purpose, of course, a high power is of advantage,

if the night is good enough, as giving a clearer view of the shape

of the image.

Although, as mentioned above, three eyepieces are sufficient to

cover most work, it is very often a considerable advantage to be

able to increase or diminish the power to suit special conditions

of seeing, mist, etc. Fortunately, this can rtiadily be done without

the necessity of adding to the stock of eyc'pieces, by the use of the

simple devic(‘ known as the “ Barlow ''
lens. This devici‘—the

advantages of which art' by no means appreciated as they should

be—consists of a concave achromatic lens, usually of (negative)

focal length about 8 inches, which is mounted in a short piece of

tube capable of sliding inside the " draw-tube " which carries the

<*yepiece. If such a lens, say of 8 inch(*s focal length, is placed

4 inches within the focus of the object-glass, so as to receive the

rays from the latter before they conu^ to a focus, it will throw

the image 4 inches farther out, and at the same; time double its

size : if the eyepiece is unchanged, of course the magnifying power

is now doubled. If the Barlow lens is moved nt'arcr to th(j focus

of the object-glass, the image will not be thrown so far out, and

the ('\tra amplification will be loss
;
moving the Barlow lens farther

within the focus of the object-glass has the contrary effect. It

will be seen that in this way a very delicate adjustment of the

magnifying power is obtained. The Ivcntages gained by the use

of the Barlow lens are considerable. In the first plaa*, for a given

magnifying power the eyepiece used need not be of anything like

such short focal length as is normally the case, and in consequence

the errors introduced by the eyepiece are much diminished, .since

—

and readers acquainted with optics will appreciate this point—the

diameter of the beam of light emerging from the eyepiece bears a

smaller ratio to the diameter of the eyepiece lenses, and what has

been described above as spherical aberration is greatly

diminished. Tliis advantage is especially fell in the case of reflecting

telescopes, which are usually of short focus as compared with th(‘ir

apertures. By the use of the Barlow lens the effective focal length

of the mirror or object-glass may be greatly increased, which is

always an advantage with any form of telescope.

Against the advantage just mentioned must be set the slight

loss of light caused by the extra lens—not, as a rule, of much

importance—and a slight t^^ndency to the formation of ** ghosts,”

or ” smudges of light in the field of view caused by reflections at the surfaces of the lenses, but

these drawbacks are not serious as compared with the great utility of the device.

The Barlow lens usually takes the form of a “ concave meniscus,” or ” concavo-convex ”
: the

convex side should always be towards the object-glass.

V 8 6|r O K

^CilON or ACHROMATIC
OHJCCT oLAS-S

[M. A. Avnslie.

ACTION OF
ACHROMATIC OBJECT-GI.ASS.

An achromatic objcct-Rlass brings the

lirightcHt rays of the siJcctrum (those

between yellow and green) to the

shortest focus, and the rest of the

spectrum focu8.ses at various points

farther out, These latter colours

combine to form the “ secondary

spectrum."
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Eyepieces may either be screwed

into the end of the draw-tube or they

may be mounted in a short piece of

tube which can be pushed into an
" adapter ’’

: the latter method is very

greatly to be preferred. By far the

greater number of eyepieces sold at the

present day, however, are made to

screw in, the thread being what is

supposed to be the " astronomical
”

thread, which should be, but often is

not, a standard size. Eyepieces made to push in are changed much more rapidly, and are much less

liable to get dropped and imaged in the dark, but opticians seem unable to agree upon a standard

gauge of tube, even when they make their eyepieces to push in. Consequently, it is often impossible to

use the eyepijcces of one maker on the telescope of another ; a fact much to be deplored. As a rule,

the screw-in eyepiece supplied is a good example of unreasonable conservatism on the part of the

makers It usually is much heavier than it ought to be, and it usually seems to be the object

of the maker to sink the lens nearest the eye as deeply as possible in the lump of brass in which it is

mounted, whereas, especially in the case of high powers, it should be brought as close to the eyt as

possible. Again, makers of these eyepieces usually seem to imagine that provision must b(‘ made,

even with the highest powers, for the attachment of a d.irk glass for viewing the Sun ;
whereas practical

observers know very well that on the Sun, low jiowers only are generally u.sed. The result is that the

difficulty, with high power eyepieces, of getting the t-ye anywh(Te ni ar the eye-lens, is increa.sed by the

flange to which the dark glass is supposed to screw. AltogPth<T, the astronomical eyepieces generally

made in this country are much behind the times. They may go very well with the " Pillar-and-Claw
”

stand, but are very unsiitisfactory from the practical point of view.

From what has been said above, the reader has probably realised the undesirability of pushing

magnifying power too far
;
but it is not, perhaps, as well recognised that it is iiossible to err in the

other direction, even when the objects observed would appear from their nature to invite the use

of the lowest possible powers In all cases it must be remembered that the object is seen, apjiarently,

against the background of the sky. Now, the brightness of this apparent background depends to

a great extent upon the magnifying power m use There is always, even on the darkest and clearest

nights, some light in the sky, and the higher the magnifying power, the more this is diluted
;
the

lower the power, the brighter the apparent background. Now, a little thought will show that when

E we wish to observe the faintest details, of, say, a diffuse nebula.

ACTION OF BARLOW 1,ENS.
The Barlow lens, which is an achromatic concave, or " negative,” lens

placed within the focus of the object-glass, bends the rays outwards and
thus enlarges the image, at the same time throwing the latter farther from

the object-glass.

F
hy courtesy of Messrs tV, Watson 6- Sons ]

THE STAR
DIAGONAL REFLECTOR

A right angle prism fitted to the eye-

end of the tube, reflecting the whole of

the light from the object-glass from
its inclined surface to the eyepiece at

the side of the tul)e

we must have the contrast between the details we wish to observe

and the background as strong as possible, and the observer will

find that, as a rule, it is not the lowest power that gives the best

contrast. As an example, we may take the Great Nebula in Orion,

which is familiar to almost all observers. With a power of 40 on

a 9-inch reflector, there is so much light in the background that

the outlying details are lost
;

with a power of 100 on the same

aperture, the contrast is greater owing to the darker background,

and the details are more easily seen, though, of course, the extent

of the field of view

—

i.e., the amount of the nebula visible at one

time—is much less. No hard and fast rule can be laid down,

but as a rough average, unless the nature of the observation is

such that the largest possible field of view is absolutely necessary,

about 8 or 9 to the inch of aperture will be found the best power

for such objects as clUvSters and extended nebulae. For the detection
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of faint companions to bright stars, the power may with advantage hv considerably higher—^ptThaps

about 15 or so to the inch, or even 20.

But there is another factor which limits the available power in the downward direction ; the dia-

meter of the pupil of the eye. For many years it has been assumed that in the dark th(‘ pupil of the

eye expands to not more than one-fifth of an inch in g.perture. Sonu‘ experiments by Dr. W. H.

Steavenson, however, have shown that, with young eyes at least, the aperturi* of the pupil in darkru'ss

is considerably larger than this ;
in fact, about one-third of an inch. (Whether this is the case with

the eyes of persons of middle age, however, is perhaps optm to que'stion.)

Now it may be proved that the magnifying pow('r of a tt'li'scope can be obtained by dividing the

aperture of th(‘ object-glass by the diam(‘t(T of the beam of light which leaves the (‘yepiece this is,

in fact, about th(' best way of determining it~and it follows from this that if the magnifying jx)W<t is

less than about three times the aperture in inches, the emergent bc'am will be mon' than one-third of an

inch in diamet('r, and -according to Dr. Steavenson's result —it will therefore be grc'ater in diameter

than the pupil of the eye. This m(‘ans that under these conditions the light from the margin of the

object-glass will not ent('r the eye, and th(’ telescope is really diminished in aperture*, and, of course,

in light-gathering power. Hence, if we wish to employ, for example, a power of 30 diameters, an

aperture* of 10 inches will transmit

as much light to the eye! as any

largeT aperture. Similarly, the lowest

power that will admit of the* useful

e*mployment of the whole of a

4-inch aperture is twelve. If, as the

I^eseiit writer believes to be the

case, the pu])ils of e'yes of middle-

age*d i)eisems do not expand to more

than one-fifth ejf an inch as an

average*, these figures will have to be

modified : 6 inches for the power of

30, and power 20 for th\. 4-inch.

It was said just now that the

magnifying power of a telescope

may be found by dividing the

diameter of the object-glass by that

of the beam of light emerging from

the eyepiece. If a telescope focussed for a distant object is directed to the sky or to any bright

surfac(‘, and the eye removed a foot or two from the eyepiece, a small circular patch of light

will be seen in rear of the eyepiece, and close to it. This is the image of the object-glass formed

by the eyepiece, and is generally called the “ Ranasden disc," after the celebrated optician of

that name. All the light from a star passing through the object-glass must evidently also

jiass through this disc, and the diameter of the latter is therefore the diameter of the emergent

beam. This diameter can be measured in various ways. Probably the most convenient is a

little instrument first suggested by the late Rev. E. L. Berthon, and called (rather unfortunately)

the " Dynamometer," or Power-measurer. In ihis, a graduated strip of metal has a V-shaped slot

cut in it, the sides of the slot being perfectly straight. Th(* edges of the Ramsden disc are made* just

to touch the sides of this slot, and the diameter is read off directly from the scale. A fairly efficient

substitute may be made by fixing two strips of paper, inclined at a small angle, to a frame, and gradu-

ating the strips to show the width of the space between them at any point
;

or, for low powers, a small

pair of compasses (what are usually known as " spring bows ") may be used. But with either of these*

methods the accurate measurement of high powers is difficult, on account of the very small diameter

of the Ramsden disc. This will be realised when it is considered that with a power of 40 diameters

48

i:i0

\M, A 4inslie

MEASUREMENT OI*' MACiNlt VING POWER BY MJ^ANS OF
THE “DYNAMOMETER”

Th^ Dynamometer ” is shown (full size) in |X)sition across the eyepiece

The c.*ntral bright circle is the Ramsden disc, the margin of which just touches

the sid«:s of the V-shapecl slot. The scale (which is more finely divided than

is here shown) in the figure gives '130 inch as the diameter of the Ramsden
disc : with a five inch object-glass or mirror this would indicate a magnifying

power of 5 /O 1 .30, or .38 5 diameters.
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to the inch of aperture, the diameter of the Ramsden disc is only one-fortieth of an inch. If the exact

value of a high magnifying power is required, it is best to get a reliable optician to make an accurate

measurement of the “ equivalent focal length ” of the eyepiece
;

this, divided into the focal length

of the object-glass, gives the magnifying power required.

Perhaps it may be as well to warn the rt'adcr that the expression " magnifying power," as applied to

a telescope, always means the ratio of the linear apparent diameter of the object, as seen with the

telescope, to the same as seen with the unaided eye. Sometimes a telescope is advertised as having a

power of, say, “256 superficial,'' This simply means " 16 linear," or " 16 diameters," which is the

coiT(‘Ct expression. (266 = (16)®.)

The observation of objects at a considerable altitude with a refractor is apt to be extremely

tiring, unless the observer s head is supported in some way ;
failing this, a right-angle prism

attached to the eye end of the tube, so as to throw the light out to an eyepiece at the side, is a great

convenience, the loss of light by absorption in the glass being trifling. It has, however, the great

disadvantage for lunar and planetary work that the image is reversed " right-and-left " (or " up-

and-down, as the case may be) as in a looking-glass. This renders the recognition of the features

of these objects somewhat difficult.

Opinions may differ as to tlie best situation for the telescope, and this point is usually

settled by considerations of space, view of the sky, and other local conditions, but there is

no^doubt as to th(i worst- an open window. The air in a room is almost always at a different tempera-

ture from that out-of-doors, and an open window always forms a meeting-place of currents of unequally

heated air, which ruin the definition of the image*. Again, any vibration caused by movement of persons

[By caurt€$y of the Clarendon Press.

A SMALL AMATEUR OBSERVATORY.
This is an excellent form of observatory for a refractor of moderate
aperture. It bouses a five-inch equatorial refractor and a small transit

instrument for time-determination. The latter is shown at the small window
in the distance. The revolving roof is of painted canvas on a wooden frame.

and things in the house—or even of

the observer himself—is enormously

magnified by the telescope
; and it is

practically impossible to observe an

object anywhere near to the zenith.

If an open window is the only

available place from which observa-

tions can be made, the object-glass

should be puslied outside as far as

possible, so as to mitigate in a small

degree the effect of the air-currents

just mentioned ; but this is about all

that can be done, and it is not, as a

rule, very effective. It seems worth

while to warn the beginner that no

good performance can be expected

of a telescope if it has to look through

a plate-glass window : this is equiva-

lent to adding another lens of very

poor quality to the object-glass, and

even the best plate-glass is far too

irregular, as regards flatness and

refractive power of the glass, to do

otherwise than seriously impair the

performance of the instrument. If

observations have of necessity to be

made from a window, there must be

no fire in the room, and the window
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must be left wide open for as long as possible

before observations are commenced.

The proper place is out-of-doors, A spot

should be selected from which the best view

of the southern and western sky can be

obtained
; the northern part of the sky is

less important, so long as it is possible to

see th(‘ Pole-star from the spot selected. If

possible, the telescope should not stand on

grass. A gravel or cinder surface is far

better, and there will be less trouble from

dewing and vibration. “ Do not point the

telescope above, or to leeward of, a chimney

in use, unless you want to study the effect

of a heated current of air.'" If the telescope

is kept indoors and carried out to its stand

each night, let it stand in the open, if possible,

for half an hour before observations are

commenced
;

a telescope taken out of a

warm room is never at its best till it has

cooled down to the tem])erature of the

outside air, and this applies especially to

reflectors.

The observer who uses a refractor will

veiy soon And that on cold nights, esp<*.cially

when there is little or no wind, and the dew
lies heavy on everything around, the object-

glass quickly bt'Comes cohered with a layer

THE KQUATORlAn REFRACTOR OF
DR. W. H. STEAVENSON’S ORSERVATORY AT

WEST NORWOOD.
A six-inch refractor by Wray, of 9^ feet focal IciiRlh, The clock
will be seen under the lower bearinp of the ix)lar axis, and its
weight hunKS down iiwide the pier. The ix)st« round the telescope
are for the supiwrt of the rails carrying the “ nm-off " shed

which houses the teltseopc when not in use.

of dew which seriously interferes with the efficiency of the instrument. TJie cure for this is what
is known as a “ dew-cap.” This is sir.ply an extension of the tube beyond the objert-Rlass, which
has the effect of jirotecting the glass from ladiation in a vertical direction. Tt should be of some
light material- -zinc is very good—and blackened inside to avoid reflections, which on a moonlit
night might introduce stray light into the tul e and impair the brilliance of the image, nu! dew-cap
should be an easy fit on the object-glass cell, just tight enough to remain in place, but not so tight
as to risk imi)airing the adjustment of tlie object-glass when it is .shipi)ed or unshipped. Its length
should Im' at least 2i times the ai)erture of the object-glass. Occasionally, when the dew is very
heavy, the dew-cap does not altogether prevent dewing of the glass

;
in such cases a roll of dry

flannel or other absorbent material, preferably warmed, may be pushed into the dew-cap for a few
minutes, when the dew will be cleared off. Even the heat of the hands applied to the outside of the
tube will often have this effect if the dewing is only slight. If, as sometimes happens on a cold night,
owing to the warmth of the observer’s eye, the eye-lens becomes dewed, it should be warmed to drive
the dew off ; and if, as often happens in the case of a reflector in an iron tube, the flat becomes
dewed, the hand may be cautiously applied to the flat mount for a few minutes, care being taken
that the silver film is not touched. It cannot be too urgently impressed on the novice who uses a
reflector that when either mirror is dewed, its surface must on no account be touched with anything
whatever, or the silver film will be at once damaged.

A dew-cap on the finder saves much trouble, though not usually fitted.

Object-glasses and eyepieces—especially the former—should be wiped as little as possible, and then

only with the softest possible materials, kept free from dust : otherwise scratching of the surfaces is

only a matter of time. The object-glass should never on any account be removed from its cell, except
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by an expert. Its lenses are valuable things, and are fitted to the cell by the maker with the utmost

care to ensure the best possible performance— the slightest hurry or want of care may convert a delicate

operation into a disaster.

A refractor, if too large to carry easily, may b(' left in the open air without fear of damage, if the

object-glass is protected by a well-fitting cap in which a pad of absorbent material is placed to keep

the glass dry. The brass work of the stand- - of which there is generally far too much at the present

time—wiU lose its bright appearance, but not its t‘fficiency, if well designed. Iron-work, of course,

should be painted, and, if well made and well cared for, will last almost indefinitely. The stand of the

writer's nine-inch reflector is entirely of iron, and has been almost constantly kept in the open air for

the last twenty years. It now works as well as on the day it was completed.

The mirrors of a reflector should always be protected by closely-fitting caps, preferably with pads

of absorbent material inside them to take up any moisture that may be present. It is important that

these caps should at the same time be an easy " fit, or there is some risk of altering the adjustments

of the mirrors in taking them

on and off.

Although, as stated above,

the amateur who contemplates

serious work will find a reflector

of from eight to ten inches

ap(irture probably the most

suitable instrument for his

purpose, it must be admitted

that the adjustment of a

reflector may present some

little difficulty to anyone un-

accustomed to optical instru-

ments. The following directions

for adjusting the mirrors are

here given in the hope that

Lhey may serve to smooth

away some of the initial

difficulties.

Reference to the diagram

given of the action of the

Newtonian reflector will indicate

that in order that the instrument may perform properly, the axes of the main and eyepiece tubes must
intersect in the centre of the former

;
these axes are usually set at right angles by the maker. Further,

a ray of light incident on the speculum along the axis of tlie main tube must be reflected straight back
along this axis, which means that the speculum— to use a rather loose expression must be at right

angles to the axis. Again, the flat mirror, which will be inclined at forty-five degrees to the axis of the

tube, will present to an eye at the centre of the speculum a circular outline ; to avoid unsymmetrical

interference with the beam of parallel rays incident on the speculum, which might cause want of

symmetry in the image of a star, the centre of this circle—which is very nearly the centre of the flat—^must be on the axis of the tube. The first thing to do, therefore, is to place it so. The flat is usually

mounted in a short metal cylinder, cut off at an angle of forty-five degrees with the axis, and
supported by three steel strips extending to the sides of the tube, kept taut by nuts outside the tube,

and presenting their edges to the incident light.

(Whether this is the best way of supporting the flat is very doubtful, although it is commonly
adopted

; in the writer's 9-inch reflector the flat is mounted on a single stout arm fixed to one side

Photo by] [W. H, Steaveniofi,

THE “RUN-OFF” SHED AT DR. STEAVENSON*S OBSERVATORY.
The shed, which is hi|ih enough to cover the telescoi»c when the latter is placed

horizontal, is here shown in position over it.
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of the square wooden tube, and this, although it intercepts a very little more light than the strips

above described, is just as efficient optically, much more easily fitted, and more rigid,)

Adjustments are usually provided outside the tube by which the three strips can be made
longer or shorter : by means of these the centre of the flat may, with the help of compasses or a scale,

be set in the axis of the tube.

Here it may be remarked —though this point is, or should be, attended to by the maker—that

the flat mirror must be of sufficient size to embrace considerably more than the whole beam of light

from the speculum to the central (or axial) point of the image of an extended object. If the flat is

too small, then although the centre of the field of view may receive the whole of the light from the

speculum, the margin will not do so : much of the light will fail to fall on the flat, and there will be

a marked deficiency of light at the margin of the field of view. As a general rule, with specula of the

usual aperture and focal length used by the amateur, the flat—which is elliptical in outline—should

have its smaller diameter, or “ minor axis,“ not less than one-sixth of the diameter of the speculum,

and one-fifth would be better.

As is well known, an ellipse

inclined at forty-five degrees to

the line of sight will, if it is to

appear to the eye as a circle,

have its major and minor axes,

or longer and shorter diameters,

in the ratio of 1*414 to 1 : so

that for a 9-inch aperture the

flat would be about 2*55 inches

in length and 1*8 inches in

width. Of course, the larger

the flat, the more light it will

stoj) f^-om reaclxing the speru-

lum ; but in the case considi^red

of a flat whose minor axis is

one-fifth of the aperture, only

one-twenty-fifth of the incident

light is lost, a proportion quite

negligible for most purposes; Photo by] [w,h.i

while for low power work— THE " run-off » shed at dr. steavenson’S observatory.
esoeciallv thp observation of telescope ready for use. This form

1^, y ODServai on OI g£ gheitej. gives practically all the advantages of the usiial observatory with its

variable stars—the uniform revolving dome, and is of course much less costly,

illumination of the field of view given by a large flat is a great advantage. The flat being

now centred in the main tube, we have to adjust its inclination so that a ray along the axis

of the main tube will be reflected along the axis of the eyepiece tube. Adjusting screws are

usually provided on the mount of the flat for this purpose. Provide a disc of metal, with a small

hole (about a twentieth of an inch in diameter) in its exact centre, which can be screwed or pushed
into the eyepiece tube in place of the eyepiece : the mount of a high-power eyepiece with the lenses

removed will serve very well. If the eye is applied to this aperture, the farther end of the eyepiece

tube will be seen as a circle, and, beyond it, the (apparently) circular outline of the fiat. Inside the

latter will be seen—at least if the flat is rouglJy adjusted- 'another circle, which is the outline of

the speculum in its cell : to guide the eye, it is a good plan at this stage to cover the speculum with

a disc of white paper of exactly the same diameter. By means of the adjusting screws on the mount
of the flat the latter may now be gently tilted until the outline of the speculum is concentric with the

outline of the farther end of the eyepiece tube, and well within the outline of the flat, though not exactly

conoentric with the latter : to perform this adjustment it may be necessary to shift flat or eyepiece
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tube—^whichever is capable of movement—up or down

the main tube. When this adjustment is completed,

the outline of the flat should not be quite concentric

with the outlines of the eyepiece tube and speculum,

but slightly displaced in the direction of the upper

end of the tube. We now have the flat correctly

placed so as to reflect a ray proctieding along the axis

of the main tube in the direction of the axis of the

eyepiece tube, and may proceed to the final adjustment

—that of setting the speculum at right-angles to the

axis of the main tube.

Remove the disc of paper covering the speculum,

and direct the telescope to the sky or a fairly bright

surface. On looking through the aperture the observer

will sec, within the three circles just mentioned, a

very much smaller dark circle
;

this is the image

of the flat, reflected first in the speculum and then

in the flat its<‘lf ; the strips supporting the latter will be seen as radiating straight lines.

The image of the flat has now to be placed in the centre of the imago of the speculum and of the

outlin(i of the farther end of the eyepiece tube, and this may be done by means of the three adjusting

screws always provided on the cell of the speculum. It is almost impossible to give any general rules

as to which of these screws should be turned, and in which direction ;
this will be soon found out

by the observer, after a little trial and practice ;
but the following may be of assistance. In

general, if the speculum is out of adjustment, the imagt; of the flat will be nearest to some definite

point on the circle formed by the outline of \he speculum ;
this point can be marked by moving the

hand round the upper end of the main tube, in such a manner that a fingt^r encroaches on the aperture.

The finger will be visible by reflection in the mirrors. Note the corresponding point on the cell of

the speculum, and pull this point hack—ix., downwards, or away from the flat. After a few trials

the imago of the flat will be properly centred, and the mirrors

are now in adjustment.

Tlie adjustments just described may at first sight seem

somewhat difficult and complicated, but a very little

paiicuce and practice soon removes the difficulty ; and if

a reflector is to perform at its best, they must be carefully

attended to. No badly-adjusted reflector will give a really

good image of any celestial object. And here it is as well

to remind the owner of an equatorially mounted reflector

that any alteration of the adjustments of the mirrors—

especially of the large speculum—will affect the accuracy

of the readings of the R.A. and declination circles
;

so that

if the telescope is to be required to find objects by day, or

faint objects at night, by means of their Right Ascension

and Declination, the verniers of these circles must be

re-adjusted after every re-adjustment of the mirrors ;
and

the same applies to the finder.

Whether we adopt the refractor or reflector, the finder—

which, as its name implies, is a small telescope of low power

and large field carried by the tube of the larger instrument

for the purpose of quickly directing it to auiy desired object

—

%

by] [W, H. SUavensott,

DOME OFTHK EI(5HT-INCH
REFRACTOR AT HEADEEY

OBSERVATORY.
This dome contains the eight-inch Coohe
refractor belonging to the Royal Astronomical

Society. It is employed in measurement of

double stars and observations of the planets,

especially Jupiter. The small room on the left

contains a transit instrument for time-

detenninations.

By courUsy of]
~ [Messrs. W, Watson & Sons.

AN OBSERVING CHAIR.
A convenient adjustable observing cliair for xise with

a small or moderate-sized refractor. Both the height

of the seat and the inclination of the back can be
altered to suit the altitude of the object.
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must be carefully adjusted so that its axis is parallel to that

of the main instrument. The method adopted for mounting

and adjusting the finder varies a good deal according to the

whim of different makers : often it seems to be the object

of the maker to make the adjustment of the finder as

difficult as possible. By far the best way of mounting a

finder is to carry it in two rings mounted on short stems

projecting from the main tube, these rings being somewhat

larger internally than the tube of the finder, which is gripped

by the rounded points of thiee milled-headed screws passed

inwards through each ring. Why this method is not more

adopted it is difficult to say
;

possibly it does not look

pretty " enough, which seems too often to be the con-

sideration governing the design of a telescope. But it is

certainly most efficient : no spanner or screwdriver is

needed to effect the adjustment, whicli is admirably perman-

ent
;

the finder can be at once removed by loosening two

of the screws; and this mounting is particularly strong

and shock-resisting, and very easy to make.

In most finders it will be found that both object-glass and eyepiece are capable of being se[)arately

focussed ; the eyepiece should first be focussed on the ** cross wires which mark the centri* of the

field of view, and a star should then be brought into focus by adjusting the object-glass.

To adjust the axis of the finder, the Moon is a great help, as the main tc'lescope can b(^ so easily

directed to her disc. The Moon being brought to the ccntr(‘ of the field of the lowest power (which

should have a large enough field to embrace the whole disc), the finder may then be set roughly into

parallelism by means of its adjusting screws. It will them servt* to bring the Pol(' Star (which is specially

suitable for this purpose on account of its very slow motion) into the field of a low power on the main

telescope, when the star can hv centred in the latter and the adjustment of th(‘ findtT improved -to be

finally perfected by means of a high power on the main telescope.

A finder is an absolute necessity for any telescope of three inches aperture and over. It should

have an aperture of not less than oniJ and a quarter inches— ^one and a half or one and five-eighths

are better—-a magnifying power of about eight diameters, and

a field of view of at least five degrees. With a good finder

the whole of Orion's belt should be included in the field of

view. The eyepiece of the finder may with great advantage

b(! made, of the same gauge as those of the main telescope,

so that it can be used to give a low power on the latter
;
and

^ * the finder should, as remarked earlier, be fitted with a dew-cap.

Photo by
\

{\\\ II. Stfavfns

THJC DOMi*: or Tin* twj-lvic and a
IlAI.r INCH RKiai'X'TOK AT IIKADI.KY

OHSI'.RVATORY.
This contain.^ a ivvclvt' and a half inch cqua*
toriiil icllc’ctor by ('» CilviT, with driviiiR

clock naiFc 740^.

Photo by] [W. H, SUavonson,

HEADXEY OBSERVATORY.
A general view of the Rev. T. E. R. Phillips'

observatory. At the time when this was
taken the eighteen-inch reflector had not

i -en erected.

From time to time in the present chajiter the expressions

“ good nights " and bad nights " have been used. It will

not take the newcomer to the ranks of observing amateurs

long to discover for himself what these expressions mean :

the second of them, unfortunately, will soon explain itself.

Quite apart from clearness or transparency of the atmosphere,

the quality of the images seen through even the best telescope

will be found to vary to a surprising extent—much more than

is popularly supposed. Often the observer hears one of his

friends remark, ** what a splendid night you had last night
”

—whereas the unfortunate observer knows only too well
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that he was able to accomplish little or nothing. The fact is, that as a rule the most brilUant

nights are very often the worst. The images, with even moderate powers, are tremulous

and blurred, and fine details are obliterated in the continuous disturbance of the image. This condition

of things is described by saying that the “ seeing " is bad. The quality of the seeing depends on many
things— the location of the observer

;
the force and direction of the wind ; his proximity or otherwise

to houses or towns
;

the state of the barometer and the temperature and humidity of the air
; and

last, but not least, the time at which the observations are taken. As a rule, observers in towns do not

get the best seeing ” until after midnight, on account of the heating effects of the numerous chimneys,
each of which is doing its bit towards the general disturbance. Usually in Great Britain the

eastern parts of a large town suffer more in this way than the western, the westerly winds which
generally prevail bringing the heated vapours in the direction of the observer's locality. Bad seeing is

often experienced near the seashore, and though it might be thought that high groimd would be
advantageous, it is not always so. As a rule the best seeing is experienced on still, cold nights in winter,
when there is just sufficient mist to blot out stars of the fifth and sixth magnitudes to the unaided eye.
On a foggy night the seeing is often excellent

; but on such nights it is hopeless to apply very high
powers, say, to the planets, as the available light in the image is so much reduced by the fog. Excellent
seeing is often obtained just after a westerly gale, and high wind, although it shakes the telescope, is

often no detriment to good images. Denning has recorded that he has often found planetary markings

[M. A. Ainilu.

ADJUSTMENTS OE A NEWTONIAN REKEECTOR.
These figures show the appearances seen through a small hole placed iu the usual position of the eyepiece. E is the

circular ouUine of the farther end of the eyepiece lube ;
F that of the flat minor

; S that of the speculum
; I F the

image of the flat mirror seen by reflection in the speculum ;
aa a tiie thin metal strips supporting the flat mirror.

A—Mirrors out of adjustment B—Flat mirror adjusted, but not the speculum, C—Both mirrors in adjustment.

(The displacement of F towards the upper end (i ^
,
to the left) of the lube is somewhat exaggerated in figures B and C

)

well seen through the smoke and fog of Bristol. So it will be seen that there is no hard and fast rule

for the kind of weather that produces good seeing, and the observer must take all the chances be can,

remembering that on brilliant nights when there is much scintillation, although detail miy be invisible

and star images hopeless with high powers, star clusters and nebul® are to be seen at their best, requiring,

as they do, low powers, and light rather than definition. Possibly the most hopeless nights are those on

which there is a bright full moon, but bad seeing ; on such there is really very little for the amateur to do.

Every observation should, of course, be recorded, if any use whatever is to be made of it
;
and the

record should always be accompanied by a statement of the climatic conditions prevailing at the time,

and the quality of the seeing. Most observers adopt a scale of numbers for recording the latter, from

0 to 10. These numbers, when first suggested, were based mainly on the quality of star images, as

regards the visibility and steadiness of the diffraction rings round the disc and the quality of the disc

itself ; but for most purposes the numbers may be arranged as follows, it being supposed that an aperture

of about eight and a half inches is in use.

^ I Conditions varying from absolute hopelessness to the possibility of seeing soim detail on a

2 I

planet, such as Jupiter.
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3 The imageexhibits some of its finer details, perhaps for two or three seconds every minute or two.

4 Image generally disturbed, but with occasional steady intervals, for a few seconds at a time.

6 The good interns are longer, say half a minute or so.

6 Images good most of the time, with occasional short periods of disturbance.

7 Images very good, except for occasional flickers and jerks.

8 Images quite steady for long periods, with hardly a trace of disturbance even with high powers.

9 Not often recorded : the same as No. 8, “ only more so.''

10 Absolute perfection
;
often dreamed of, but never rcalisc'd.

But it must be remembered that

although these numbers are valuable

to the observer himself, they are really

only expressions of his personal opinion

:

different observers will differ enormously

as to the number they assign on a

given night, even with the same

aperture in use ; and when different

apertures are used, the differences are

greatly increased. An observer with a

four-inch refractor might record 7 or

8 at the same time that another in the

same locality, but using a ten-inch

reflector, might record 4 or 5. To give

any information to others, the observer

should, besides assigning a “ seeing

number, record his aperture, and

power, and whether he used a refractor

or reflector.

For every aperture there is a

minimum visibile in the way of faint

stars. This varies with different eyes,

on different nights, and with different

qualities of object-glass or mirror
;
but

as a rough guide, it may be said that a

good four-inch object-glass, on a really

transparent night, when the seeing
**

is good and images steady, should just

render visible stars of magnitude about

12’0, in the absence of any bright

object in the field of view which might

dazzle the eye by its glare. Haze,

light clouds, or mist, will absorb much

of the light of the star : and bad

seeing will expand the image and

reduce its contrast with the surrounding

darkness. As a rule, fainter stars are

to be seen in the country than in towns.

The curve on this page represents

the magnitudes that can usually be

seen with various apertures, under

first-class conditions ; in the diagram
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UMITING MAGNITUDES WITH VARIOUS APERTURES,

this curve shows the majfnitudes of the faintest stars visil>le under ordinary

:cmdition8 with refractors and reflectors of various apertures. It will be

icen that up to about twelve inches the advanUi«c is with the refractor.

Vlth larBcr apertures the absorption of light by the object-glass of the

efractor causes the reflector to be rather sui>crior in light -gnisp The

iirve, which is only to tie taken as giving an average, is bttsed on the

iSBumption that a refractor of one inch aperture will just show a ninth

magnitude star, and a reflector one of magnitude H‘r>,
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the Harvard scale of magnitudes is used^ according to which, as explained in Chapter XV, a star of

given magnitude appears 2*612 times as bright as a star one magnitude fainter. Reflectors, except

in large sizes, do not show quite such faint stars as refractors of the same aperture.

Whether an observatory IS necessary or even desirable for efficient observation is a question on which

opinions vary considerably. That it is a convenience there is no doubt : but it need not be a very elaborate

affair. In any case

it is as well that

the structure should

b(* as light as poss-

ible consistent with

sufficient strength

and durability, so

that internal and

external tempera-

ture may be the

same; a light

wooden hut, witli a

revolving roof that

can be turned in

any direction, or a

light roof made to

slide right off, will

amply suffice If

the expense of such

an observing hut'"

is considered too

great, a very effic-

ient substitute con-

sists of a simple

wooden shelter, just

large (‘nough to con-

tain the telescope,

ruiming on rails so

that it can be easily

pushed aside when

observations are

commenced and as

easily run over the

telescopewhen done

with. But many
amateurs have done,

and are doing, ex-

cellentwork entirely

out-of-doors : and

if the observer is

careful to protect

Sy coufUsy of] [jiff, G, Calvtr.

AI^TAZIMUTH MOUNTING TOR MODHRATE-SIZHD REFLECTOR
An extrtmel\ efficient form of mounlinc with slow motions in altitude md azimuth The former
lb given by the milled head unckr the upper part of the tube, its damp beiiiR shfiwn lower down ,

the latter by a screw worked by the handle shown resting on the ground The writer’s nme-mch
reflector is mounted on a stand of this type The arrangement of the slow motion in altitude

greatly conduces to steadiness m a wind

himself from cold wmds and ‘
‘ night air " by suitable clothing, he need fear no ill effects, assuming that he is

fairly strong in constitution : m fact, it is at least probable that night air is actually beneficial to most

people, A telebcope, if well designed and well cared for, suffers no detriment from being left in the open,
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Photos by hind pgrtnission of] [Cr Merton^ Esq., Cambridge,

AN OBSERVING HUT WITH SIJDK-OFK ” ROOF.
A simple an<l eflicient observatory for a smiill Here the roof is slid off to each side and the telcscoia*

telescope, with roof in two i^arts, sliding off on the ready for use. The telescope is a six-inch equatorial

rails as shown. refractor, by Cooke.

while there

are good
grounds
for believ-

ing that as

a rule
"seeing''

is better in

the open
than in an

observa-

tory, this

applies
more es-

pecially to

reflectors,

which, if

used in the open, should (as already mentioned) have wooden tubes. Most observers will have their

own ideas as to suitable clothing for cold weather
;
but cloth boots, thick stockings, a warm overcoat,

and—last but by no means least- a knitted woollen helmet covering the face as well as the head,

will enable the observer to defy any cold weather that he is likely to meet with.

If observations are canied on in the open, it will be found convenient to have, near the telescope

(preferably to the north of it) a strong table, with an open box laid on its side fixed on it. This affords

shelter for note-book, maps, &c., and protects them—as well as such things as eyepieces and the like

—

from dew. For reading catalogues, making notes and drawings, and consulting maps, a small lamp—
which may be of the pocket electric form now so common --is of course an essential : and it should be

covered with a red shade, to avoid the glare of the white paper, which is very liable to impair the

sensitiveness of the observer’s eye. The writer has used a photographic dark room lamp with much
comfort.

It is hardly necessary to remind the observer who wishes to do serious useful work in Astronomy

that it is of the greatest importance that full notes should be made at the time of anything in the nature

of an observation, whether the phenomenon observed is of a usual or unusual nature. Nothing

should ever be trusted to memory for more than a few minutes. A rough note-book should invariably

be at hand when the telescope is in use, and the notes in this should be transferred to the fair note-

book as soon as possible. The writer has found it a good plan, when making drawings of planets,

to have several blank forms ready, and to note down on these as rapidly as possible the various details

visible as they are seen : often four or five such forms are used for a single drawing. These are then

taken indoors to a good light, and a drawing made which represents as far as possible the various

details seen, aided of course by the memory, which may be relied on for a few minutes at any rate.

This drawing is then finally compared with the actual view of the planet itself, and any corrections

made that may be required, due ^lowance being of course made for the axial rotation of the planet

—

in the case of Jupiter a most important point. In this way one can be fairly certain that the result

represents the actual aspect of the planet, so far as the telescope and eye were capable of seeing it

on the particular occasion.

On really exceptional nights, when, to use a common phrase, a planet looks " like a steel engraving,”

much more detail is sometimes visible than can be represented on the drawing ;
on such a fortunate

occasion—which will not occur- too frequently—^it is well to concentrate attention on one particular

region of the planet and to make a survey of this on a larger scale, rather than to attempt, in the limited

time available, a representation of the whole disc : for it must be remembered that in the case of

Jupiter, an interval of half an hour makes a very considerable change in the aspect of the planet.
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The observer will probably find that his early attempts at depicting what he sees will prove somt'what

disappointing, and will fall far short of published drawings* which arc, it must be admitted, sometimes

rather over-elaborated, doubtless for pictorial effect. But if his aim is throughout to depict what he

sees, all that he sees, and only what he sees, he will soon find that “ practice makes perh'Ct/’ and tliat

his sketches and records will grow in value* as his expc'tienei* incn'ases.

In our changeable English climate, in which cloudy and clear skies at tunes follow om* another

with such rapidity, the obscTver should at all tini(*s be ready for what forliiiK* and tin* wCiitluT may
bring him; often he may, quite unt‘Xp(‘rt(‘dly, and in tin* midst oi v(Ty advcTse contlilions, tiiid a

few minutes, or j)erhaj)s a half-hour, of really firsl-class st*t‘ing : and he will soon n‘alis(‘ tlu* advantage

of having a " working list ready pre})ar<*d for such t‘mergenci(‘s. If, for exam})l(\ lu* is inttTesied

in variablt* stars, he will have* their ])ositions carefully mark(*d on ii good map, or if he (‘iijoys tin*

luxurj^ of an equatorial stand with divided circles lu* will have lli(‘ir positions ready to hand on

a spe(ial list, so that he will not under the mressity of wasting time in liuntiiig up catalogues. No
time spent in the pn‘])aration of working lists is (‘ver w'asted. His leh'seope slioiild be* kept pro])erly

adjusted, and ready for use at a moment’s notice; his observatory if he has one should bt‘ in

good order, so that tlu* roof or its shutters may not give iroubU*
;

lus eyepu'ces in th(*ir pro]H‘r plac'cs

and tJieir lenses properly cleaned. His rough note-book should be ready and its ])(‘iicil whu'li

should be tied to it a simph* precaution, but one which will

b(‘ appreciated on a dark night- sharpeiU‘d. A ,s(*parat(‘

“ fair not('-book should be k(']>t for (‘a('h branch of obs('rva-

tion : for example, observations of Mars and Jupiter should

not be found in the same book. Tliis is (juiti* an important

point when as is to be hoped will be the cast* the observer

sends in his observations to tlu* Director of the aiqropriate

Section of the British Astronomical Association.

Finally, Labor Ipse Vuluplas, The Amat(*ur Astronomer

has been well described by Prof(‘ssor Hale as “ the man who
works ill Astronomy because he cannot help it, because he

would rather do such work than anything else* in the world,

and who tlierefore cares little for hampering conditions of any

kind/' Exa.sperating weather, icy winds, and cruel “ seeing
”

do not avail to curb his enthusiasm. There are by no means

too many such
;

if tlic* writer of this chapter has add(*d even

one to the list, his labour will not have b(‘(‘n in vain.

CHAPTER XXI.

OBSERVATORIES AND THEIR WORK.
By Dr. W. H. Steavenson, F.K.A.S.

AN ASTROLABE,

HE contemplation of an intricate and well-made piece Astrolabe wa,s anioiiK the earliest of

* , , . , , i 11 . 1 . observatory instruments, properly Sfj-aillecl. It
of mechanism is apt to lead, very naturally, to a desire vvub provided with divided metal circles, c(»rrcs-

to inspect the factory in which it was produced, and to tf> meridian equator, ecliptic, etc,

watch the workers as they fashion the several parts that are which were fitted with sights, the Ki«ht

finally to be a.ssembled in the completed product. .vseension and Declination of objects (or.

^ ^ , (T . alternatively, their Icniffitudc and latitude)
The structure of modern Astronomical Science, as pre- c^ouid ik? measured with iiK^ierate accuracy.

sented to the reader in the preceding chapters of this Work, instrument aixwe iwiotiKcd to Tycho

. 11/ 1 / .L
Brahe, but it is iKdieved to be very similar to

is essentially an assemblage of a large numner of separate iheoneused by Hiy)parchu,s i ,too years earlier.
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farts, each due either to

some individual ^astrono-

mer or to a group of

specialists Observatories

are, so to speak, the fac-

tories that are responsible

for the production of such

data, which are there and
then (or subsequently)

fitted into the general

structure of which they

form the necessary parts.

Some facts, therefore, with

regard to modern obser-

vatories, and the work of

those who labour therein,

may be of interest.

To the* average layman

a certain atmosphere of

mystc'ry undoubtedly at-

taches to an astronomical

observatory. This is pro-

bably due in part to the

fact that such ir

arc not as a rule open

to public inspection, especi-

ally during working hours,

and also perhaps to the fact that the work done, though important from a scientific point of view, is

seldom of a kind that is sufiiciently spectacular to attract the attention of the Daily Press. In conse-

quence, few persons get beyond the geiuTal impression that an observatory is a place where astronomers

sit up all night, intent on the discovery of new objects with gigantic telescopes. There is certainly

something fascinating in such a jnctuie, but it is ludicrously lar from being a truthful one. In actual

fact a large part of the work of an avtTage obsci vatory is done during daylight hours, and consists in

the lengthy mathematical trc'atmi'et ol observations that took but a few minut('s to scrure, or in the

measurement of photograj)lis taken, peihaps, during a brief clear intcTval some days or wi't'ks before.

Many a professional astroi omcr goes thiough his entire career with little or no " star-gazing " in the

popular sense of the term
;
and, as for the discovery of new objects, very few observatories include this

as even a minor part of their programme of work. True, the gigantic telescope is not entirely

mjrthical, but, on the other hand, it is not every observatory that is fortunate enough to possess one

of these, and much of the most important work has been and is still being done with instruments of

very modest dimensions

What, then, actually goes on behind the walls of a modern observatory, and to what purposes is

its work really directed ? The answer to this question involves a considerable retrospect, for the

astronomical observatory was, like other institutions, evolved from simple beginnings, and has been

steadily developing throughout the centuries. Strictly speaking, the word ** observatory " applies

to any place from which observations are made, with or without instruments. Such a general definition

would, of course, apply even to the open fields from which the ancient Chaldeans watched the heavens.

However, it is more usual to associate the word with a fixed position in which an instrument of some

kind is mounted for systematic use. But, even in this narrower sense, the observatory is a very ancient

institution, being at least five thousand years old ^d probably of still greater antiquity. There is

TYCHO’S OJISKRVATOKY
In 1576 the Obseivatorv of “ Ur.mibon'' ” ^\ils built for Tycho on the Ishind ot Hven, in

the Sound, by his patn)n the Km^ of Deninaik. It wa^ on the observations made heic
durin)[; the succeodinu twenty vears that KepUr based his famous laws of planctarv
motion All Tycho’s work luid to be done without the aid of the tJescr^iK, wlih’h was not

invented until 1608
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plenty of evidence to show that the ancient Egyptians, Babylonians and Chinese obser^x'd with

instruments of some sort very many centuries before our era. We know very little of the nature of

these instruments, which were doubtless of a very rough description
;

but improvements were

gradually introduced, and the divided circles and quadrants used by Eratosthenes. Hip])archus, and

Ptolemy were capable of giving reasonably accurate results considering their small size and the

necessary limitations of the unaided eye. In the succeeding eenturies divided instruments of this

type were still further improved in size and accuracy, culminating, in so far as tlie ]>recision of results

in observation is concerned, in the quadrants of Hevclius and Tycho Bralie, which rc'duced the errors

of the observed positions of stars to about one minute of arc. 'Iliis brings us to about the beginning

of the Seventeenth Century, and it was at this point that a complete revolution in the equi])iuent of

the observatory was brought about by the invention of the telescoi)e. Hitherto the accuiaey of

observations depended on the precision with which two sights could be aligned on a star willi the

unaided vision, and naturally minute deviations from such alignment were impiTceptible. Now,

however, by substituting a telescope for the rough sights, much smaller differc'iiees of direction wctc

made manifest, so that, given a well-divided circle, observations ('ould be made tliat were accurate

to within a very few seconds of arc.

It so happened that this great increase in the precision of astronomical instruments occurred at

a very opportune moment. Oceanic navigation was a comparatively new thing, but th(‘ om* circum-

stance which did most to check its rapid development was the danger and delay due to tlie imjiossibility

of determining the exact longitude of a ship when many days out of sight of land. Und(T such

conditions the heavenly bodies were the mariners only definite guide, and it soon became (jbvious

that correct determination of their positions was of vital importance to him. (‘attilogiu's of the

brighter fixed stars were already available, and they w(T(‘ quite sufticiently aecuralt* for the

determination of laiitude
;
but finding the longitude was ciuite a difftTent matter, for it involved a

knowledge of the exact time at some definite meridian, the difference betwcTii this and the local, or

ship's, time (deduced from the altitudes of stars, etc.), giving the desirc'd difforenet' of longitude. A

THE OBSERVATORY OF HEVEIJUS
A typical open-air observatory in the early days of the telescorie, in the Seventeenth Century Astrononuc^al instruments

were still roughly made and poorly mounted, and it was not until the ICightrenth Century tfuit hubsPintiaJ advances were

made in the accuracy of observations for position
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clock that would kc(*j) goo<l time on board ship was still entirely

lacking, so th(‘ only method available was the substitution of a

celestial time-piece, in which th(‘ fixed stars should act as numerals

and tht‘ Moon as the moving hand It was here that the help of

tht' astronomer was so urgently requir(‘d, for the motion of the

Moon is subject to manv variations of a complex character (see

Chapter V), and no tables were then available which would pre-

dict Its j)osition accurat(‘iy for any given time. Therefore, the

establislimcnt of observatories for the study and prediction of

the Moon’s motion became a matter of national importance.

Th(' foundation of the State observatories of (irc'enwich and

Paris, in 1075 and 1070 lespt'ctively, marked the opening of this

new epoch of professional Astronomy.

hrom the point of view of the science its(‘lf this was of great

importance. HitluTto a'^tronomical res<'arch had Ixrn left

largely to individual (‘nlcrj)rise, occasionally assistt'd by royal

patronag(' in ccitain countries Now, for the lirst time, Astro-

nomy was found to be of sufficient ])ractical importance' to war-

rant public subsidy The latter ri'sulte'd in an almost immediate

to its
develop-

ment, for,

on the one

hand, the

results de-

m a n d e d

of th(' as-

tronomer involved an increase in the accuracy

of theory and observation, and, on the other

hand, funds were now available for the im-

provement of th(' necessary instrumental

equipment. This was enormously to the

benefit of exact Astronomy, which made far

greater strides in the two centuries following

the foundation of Greenwich Observatory

than it had done in the two thousand years

prior to 1675. Thus, then, was the Astro-

nomy of position set fairly upon its feet,

chiefly through the fortunate circumstance

that it happened to be of practical importance

from a national point of view. Meanwhile,

however, a new and important branch of the

science was being born. The astronomical

telescope, as introduced to the world by

Galileo, was a very imperfect instrument

from the optical point of view, and, as we
have seen in Chapter I, its development was

at first very slow. In consequence, although

its power of magnification made it a very

HEVEUUS onSlCRVING WITH A QUADRANT.
Instruments of this type were in many ways more exmvenient

than the old astrolabe, and were very popular in the Seventeenth

Century Klamsleed, the first British Astronomer Koyal, used a

sextant, equatorially mounted, at Greenwich The telescope had
now been invented some time, but its value as an aid to precision

m measurement was not quite fully realised, and Hevelius and
othera still adhered to the old method of bare sights.

P/iOlo bv'J [( art Zeiss

THK “ URANIA ” OBSERVATORY,
ZURICH.

This is an t‘xainpk‘ (too raie ni some
couatiies) of an observatory devoted
mainly to the ust* and nistiuetion of the

general public Well equipped and en-

dc>wt‘d, it is provided with an experienced

curator, who manipulatt*s the telescope

and denuinstratcs to visitors the chief

objects of intciest in the heavens
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useful pointer for instruments designed to measure small angles, it failed in those qualities which
would have made it suitable for studying in detail the appearances, as distinct from the positions,

of the heavenly bodies. It was not, in fact, until late in the Eighteenth Century that the great

development of the reflector by Herschel and others, and the diwScovery of the achromatic principle,

made the serious study of Physical Astronomy at all practicable.

The arrival of the large telescope had, naturally, a profound influence on the general progrc'ss of

the science, but at this point the

professional astronomer found

himself in a somewhat difficult

position. However much he

might desire to explore the

heavens with the improved in-

struments now available, h(‘ had

to remember that his primary

obligations were concerned with

the accurate determination of

celestial positions, for which

tcle.scopcjs of great size were not

really necessary. Und('r these

circumstances the <'xpcnditiire

of public money on large tele-

scopies was not easy to justify

to the satisfaction of those in

authority. Moreover, the staffs

of most State observatories

were small, and tlu'ir available

time was already fully occupied

with routine work. What was

wanted was a new type of

observatory which could l)(‘ fret*

to devote its time and resource's

to the pursuit of the new
Physical Astronomy without

being tied down to work that

must yield purely practical n*-

sults. This want soon began to

be supplied by Universities and

similar institutions, which under-

took the erection and control

of several large observatorie.s

with no other aims than the PHoioby]

advancement of pure science telescope of the “urania»* ousekvatorv, Zurich.

and the instruction of students
‘‘ Urania ” Obs^ervatory is equipped with a fine twelvc inch equatuiial refractor,

,
. c u K . f

* modern make. The raounthig is (>£ an unasuul type, iHiing desiRiied to minimise
tnerein. oucri ooservatones, Uic large lateral movement of the eyepiece that normally takes place during

though under the direct con- observation with a long telescope driven continuously by dockwork This type

, , r .1. . ... .
. /. 1

of mounting is very heavy, as it necessiUites a system of counterpoising by weighted
trol of the institutions of which levers, some of whiLh are seen m the illustration.

they form a branch, have in

many cases owed much to private benefaction, and this applies especially to some of the larger American
observatories, many of whose great instruments are the result of the munificence of certain public-

spirited individuals.

49
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Tlxere are, then, broadly speaking, two t3^es of Public Astronomical Observatory : the first,

State-owned and devoted mainly to the astronomy of position, or “ fundamental ” astronomy ; the

second, under academic or similar control, devoted chiefly to the physical aspect of the Science. But

it may here be said that there is no sharp dividmg lin(‘ between the two, as regards the work done in

them, and this is becoming increasingly true' as time goes on. Thus, on the one hand, some of the

State observatories have been able gradually to enlarge their staffs and equipment sulliciently to

be able to include purely scientifi(' resean'h work in their programme witliout having to curtail their

more “ legitimate " activities
; and, on the other hand, many observatories of the other type have

been able to devote much time to the accurate determination of star-positions for the formation of

catalogues, though not for purposes connected with the j)ractical business of navigation.

The technical control of a public observatory is in the hands of an experienced director, assisted

by a staff of varying (often lamentably small) size. The director, who in the case of a University

Observatory usually holds also the professorship of Astronomy, may himself take tui active part in

observational work, though much of his time is often taken up by the responsible duties of

administration, and
the examination and

publication of the re-

sults obtained at the

observatory. The as-

sistants work under his

direction, one or more

being allotted, in the

case of a large obser-

vatory, to each of the

principal instruments.

As a rule, a certain

amount of routine

work is done, accord-

ing to the programme

adopted by the direc-

tor ; but, in practice,

the more experienced

assistants are often

allowed, and even en-

couraged, to pursue

special investigations

on tlieir own initiative, and the workers in modern observatories are happily far from being merely

the " obedient drudges for which Pond stipulated in his administration at Greenwich.

In a large observatory the arrangement of a time-table for the observers is not the least important

part of the work of the director. As has been already noted, much of the work of such an institution

is done in daylight hours, and the astronomer, being only human, would soon find his health breaking

down under the strain if he were compelled continuously to burn the candle at both ends/'

Accordingly, his spells of day and night duty have to be carefully arranged with due regard to this

aspect of the question, Moreover, this fitting in of duties is also of importance from the point of

view of the various instruments of the observatory, some of which (especially the larger American

telescopes) require special changes in their adjustment several times in the twenty-four hours to

render them fit for different kinds of work. Tims, for in.stance, the great forty-inch Yerkes refractor

may be used on the Sun in the day-time, a spectro-heliograph being attached for the purpose. In the

evening another astronomer requires the telescope for the determination of the radial velocities of

stars, which means the substitution of a stellar spectrograph. Later still the same night yet another

From ** Astronomy for All*'] \Hy permission of Messrs C assdl & Co
,

f td

A punnic ODSURVATORY IN BERLIN
This observatory Is dcsijjncd foi the same use® that at Zurich in Switzerland Germany and

the United States are better provided with facilities for tx>pular observation than any other

countries
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observer wants the instrument for direct photography {see illustration on page 44), or perhaps for

the visual measurement of double stars. It will readily be imdcrstood that the arrangement of work
in such a way as to be most convenient for astronomer and instruments, with due regard to the best

interests of research, is far from being an easy matter.

As for the exact nature of the work done by individual observatories, apart from the rough
general division of t5^c already mentioned, this is determined in its details by many factors, chief

among which are the situation of the observatory, the character of its equipment, the size of the

staff available, and the scientific inclinations of the director and Ids assistants. All these are of

sufficient moment to deserve special

mention.

The choice of a suitabU' site for the

erection of an observatory is of grc'at im-

portance from the point of view of the

work to be undertaken in it. Climatic,

that is to say atmospheric, difficulties are

among the greatest with which the

astronomer has to contend. The value

of nearly all astronomical work suffers if

observations cannot be carried on with

reasonable continuity, and for this

reason districts much affected by cloud

and fog (as in low-lying regions near the

sea in some parts of the world) are the

least suitable as regards the numbcT of

hours available for observation in the

year. Another thing to bt* avoided is the

proximity of large towns, whose smoke

obscures and whose lights illuminate the

night sky. Vibration, too, caused by

heavy traffic or the working of machin-

ery close by, is apt to interfere with the

more delicate observations, and even

with thevery adjustment ofsomcinstru-

ments. Some of the older observatories

have to put up with such things, having

been built in their present positions for

various good reasons unconnected with

the objections here mentioned, and it is

not always easy or expedient to effect

the bodily removal of a large and

long-established institution. Of late

years, however, there has been a strong

tendency, in the erection of new obser-

vatories, to choose sites with a very

careful eye to their suitability from a climatic point of view. In this the height above sea-level is one of

the most important points to be considered and many modem observatories have been built on or near

the summits of fair-sized mountains, or on plateaux of considerable altitude. The effect of this is to

raise the observer well above the level of the grosser clouds, fogs, and dust-haze, giving him a large

percentage of those dark transparent nights which are so es.sential for the visual and photographic

study of the fainter stars and nebul®. But mere transparency (that is, freedom from cloud and

r
I

PhoticfS by\ \(iruhb.

OnSlCKVATORY DOMES
The dome, or rotating roof, of ati observatory may bike several forms,
and in this, as in the building itself, it is <jftcn possible to combine architec-

tural elegance with practical utility. Most mf>dem domes are approximately
hemispherical, but the simpler “drum" form, illustrated on page 153, waa
much used atiout the middle of last century, and is still occasionally to be
met with. Examples arc to be found at the Royal Observatory, Edinburgh,

and the Eowell Observatory, riagstaff, Arizona (see Iwigc 322)



Photo by] [Mount Wilson Obsenatory.
A LARGE DOME UNDER CONSTRUCTION.

The dome of a large modem observatory generally consists of a skeleton framework of steel girders, over which is laid a
covering of metal or papier-mach6 sheets. Such a structure may be very heavy, weighing auj^thing up to a hundred tons and
requiring the use of electric motors for its rotation. The photograph above was taken during the construction of the

observatory covering the sixty-inch reflector at Mount Wilstm, illustrated on page 626.

Photo by] [Yerka Obsgrvatory.

THE “BURNHAM” DOME AT CHICAGO
This dome, which covers the little six-inch telescope with which Burnham discovered 451 double stars, is so oonstructed as to

allow of the maximum possible aperture for observing. It consists of two quarter-spheres of slightly unequal size, one within

the other, and both rotating independently. This is a very convenient type of dome, especially for obso^tories of small or
moderate size.
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haze) is not everything, for on the clearest nights the images of stars may be greatly disturbed by
atmospheric currents of different temperatures and densities, as evidenced by violent twinkling. On
such nights it is impossible to do work requiring the use of large apertures and high powers, such as

the measurement of very close^double stars. Therefore, if such work is to be done, a site must be
chosen wherein such effects are likely to occur as seldom as possible. The factors making for steadiness

of telescopic definition are even now not thoroughly understood, but it is known that height above
sea-level, angle of slope of neighbouring land, proximity of warm sea or snow-covered peaks, and
character or lack of surrounding vegetation all produce their peculiar effects in this connexion. Often
it will be found that the atmosphere in a particular place is more steady in the day-time than at

night, or vice versa, and such differences are obviously important where a study of the Sun is to be
the main work of the observatory.

Of the equipment of an observatory, in its influence on the choice of work to be done, little need
be said. Of course, where money is no object, the choice of instruments is dictated solely by the

nature of

the investi-

gations to

be pursued,

having due

regard to

the suita-

bility of the

site. But
more gener-

ally the re-

verse is the

case, and
the astro-

nomer is

forced, like

othcrpeople,

to cut his

coat to suit

his cloth.”

Obviously
certain de-

partments
of astronomical research, such as the spectroscopic study of faint stars and nebuhe, and the determina-

tion of stellar parallax, demand the use of very large and well-mounted instruments, and would be quite

beyond the capabilities of an observatory whose chief telescope was, say, a twelve-inch visual refractor.

Fortunately, however, there is in astronomy a large amount of useful work available for instruments

of moderate aperture
;

in fact, one might almost say that sufficient work could readily be found to

keep a telescope of any size, however small, in constant and profitable use. Several examples of the

kind of work that is actually done with very modest apparatus will be found in the description of a

few typical observatories whicli follows later.

The question of the size and nature of the staff available for the working of an observatory is

clearly of the first importance. Indeed, it may truly be said that to most directors it is the most

vital question of all. Certainly some modern observatories are heavily endowed, and are therefore

relatively but little affected in this respect, but in the majority the handicap is felt severely. It is

a tragic, but only too common, thing to find an observatory seriously hampered or even practically

crippled in its work merely through the need of an adequate staff, and, under such circumstances

Photos by\ RISING I'I,OOR. \i^rubh.

The eyepiece of a laiRe telescope is constantly {issumiiiK different heights above the ground This normally

necessitates the use of cumbersome step ladders or observing platforms that must be wheeled about the

observatory. To obviate the inconvenience (jf this Sir Howard (rrubb introduced the rising whose
height can be adju-^ited to suit that of the eyepiece, as shown in the three sections f)f the* illustration above.

In small sizes the elevating apparatus can f)e worked by hand.
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the heroic manner in which a single assistant will often labour steadily on, trying to do the work of

two or three men, must command our highest admiration. Clearly it would be unreasonable to expect

a continuous and rapid output of results from an institution so situated, and the relative inactivity

of many an observatory is no discredit to the miserably small staff which works therein, And, in

such cases, it is not only the work that suffers, but the instruments as well A telescope, with its

mounting, is a delicate piece of mechanism that requires constant attention if it is to be efficient in its

working
;

it cannot but deteriorate as a result of forced inactivity. To an astronomer it is a pathetic

sight to see a fine instrument steadily lapsing into a condition of complete uselessness, but, unliappily,

there are many observatories in which such a sight may be* seen Persons of means who are interested

Till, RISING I'l^OOR AT YHRKES
Thi»' lb the largest structure of its kind iii the world and is used in counection with the forty-UKh refractor Neatly eighty

feet in diamctei and weighing 37 J tonb, it is actuated b> powerful mtchanieni under the control of the observer This

illustration bhows the flcxir raised to its maximum height, rt.iching nearly to the top of the great steel pwlestal of the mounting

The photogiaph on page 41 gives a view of the flooi in its lowest position, exposing nearly the whole of the pedestal

in the welfare of pure science might do worse than consider the condition of some of our poorer

observatories.

The inclinations of the director and his staff have naturally an important bearing on the character

of the work of an observatory. Of course, in a State observatory there is always a considerable

amoxmt of routme work who^^e character is determined by tradition and necessity
;
but in all other

observatories the director has practically a free hand. This is as it should be, for good results are

most likely to be obtained from work which commands the genuine interest and enthusiasm of those

who do it. Thus it sometimes happens that a change in the staff of an observatory brings about

a corresponding change in its programme of work. Then, too, the development of Astronomy brings

with it new lines, new methods, and new instruments of research, and a progressive director will,

as far as possible, adapt his programme and equipment to meet them.
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GREENWICH OBSERVATORY IN FEAMSTJvKD’S TIME.

The orijilnal buildings of (Greenwich Olwcrvatory, erected by or<ler of Charles II in 1075-70
,
were desigiUMl by Sir Christ(»plier

Wren. The Observatory w<is foundetl for the purpose of studying the motion of the Moon aiul llic ]>ositions of the fixed stars,

as an ai<l to navigation. Flamsteed was apjxiinteil fust Aslronomei Royal, at a yearly salary of one hundred pounds, out of

which he was exjiected to provide himself with the nisliunientfa neeessaiy foi the observidions re<iuiii‘d

Observatories of the types so far considered are generally referred to as “ public,'' but perhaps

it is well to point out that this means no more than that they are not owned or controlled by private

individuals. Members of the general |)ublic who arc inlcrt‘stcd in scientific matters are apt to be

GREENWICH OBSERVATORY TO-DAY.

Since the time of Flamsteed the Observatory has undergone very considerable extensions, both in its structure and in the

scope of its work. At the northern edge of the hill, on the right, Wren’s building still stands, the cxfxm.sion of the Observatory

having taken place mainly in a southerly direction. In comparing this view with the old one, it is interc*sting to note that

the same footpath still exists, and also even some traces of the tmaces to the left of the picture.
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disappointed to find that they are debarred

from “having a look “’through the tele-

scopes of our large observatories, especially

those to whose support the taxpayer con-

tributes, Such disappointment is very

natural, but a glance at the other side of

the question will show that no real grievance

is involved. A large observatory exists for

the purpose of serious scientific research by

qualified workers and is not intended to be

a public peep-show. The admission of all

and sundry for the purpose of “ seeing the

sights “ of the heavens would involve not

only the cessation of regular work with one

or more of the telescopes, but also, what is

even more to be avoided, the diversion of

members of the staff from more important

occupations ; for, where dedicate and com-

plicated instruments are concerned, expert

supervision and demonstration would be

absolutely necessary. The same* thing ap-

Ffom " The Royal Ohservatory/* by h. W Maunder]
[1 he Religious Tract Society.

THE “NEW 13UIEDING” AT GREENWICH.
This, the most modern portion of Greenwich Observatory, was only
erected alH-)ut thirty years aRo, and is situiited at the south cud of

the grounds. It is a cruciform building, consisting mainly of offices,

store-rfKinis, etc
;
and much of the daylight, oi “ desk “ work, is

done in it. The dome which surmounts the central portion aivers

the large “ Thompson ” photographic equatoritil, ptirts of which
are illustrated on pages 54 iuid 305.

plies, to vSome extent, to the mere day-

light inspection of the interior of an

observatory, especially by large numbers

of persons at one time, for a single touch

by an unskilled hand may give much
trouble by disturbing the adjustments of

certain instruments, or may even cause

permanf^nt damage. The setting aside of a

special telescope, complete with “ show-

man," for the use of the public, would

no doubt meet the difficulty, but few

observatories arc so well endowed as to be

able even to think of such a thing. How-
ever, notwithstanding what has here been

written, it may be said that individual

members of the public can, if they are

genuinely interested, often obtain special

permission to inspect the instruments of an

observatory during daylight hours. For

such permission written application must
By permission of the Astronomer Royal

I
[From Knowledge,'^

THE “SOUTH-EAST” DOME, GREENWICH.
This dome covers the twenty-eighi-inch refractor, the largest visual

instrument at Greenwich It is of an unusual shape, forming more
than a complete hemisphere The “ bulge “ thus caused was
necessitated by the mounting of a longei telcscoiH* within the same
octagonal bride building that was originally designed and used for

a refractor of only twelve and three-quarter inches aperture. The
dome is in two halves, so that*by sliding open the double shutters a
section of the sky is presented that reaches from horizon to horizon.

always be made to the director, and this

provision is a wise one, since the slight

personal trouble involved thereby to the

applicant is some guarantee that his atti-

tude is not merely one of idle curiosity.

There still remains the question of

public facilities for actual observation.
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That such facilities do really exist may be a surprise to many persons in England and elsewhere. Thej

are not, however, nearly so commonly provided as the}^ should be. In this matter the United States ii

well ahead, and quite a number of “ public " observatories have been established in different parts o:

the country during recent years. Great Britain, however, is very poorly served in this way, and onl}

in a very few places can persons view the heavens with a ttlescope as part of their civic rights. This ii

greatly to be regretted in a country that has produced so many astronomers of renown. That there an

difficulties, largely of a financial nature, in the way there is no denying, (iood telescopes arc ex*

pensive things to buy (though they cost little to keep in good order), and the purchase of a suitabk

site and the erection of an observatory add very considerably to the bill. Even this is by no ineani

all, for there is the cost of painting and

general upkeep to consider, and last, but

perhaps most important of all, the employ-

ment of an expert curator who shall always,

or at stated times, be available to act as

demonstrator and instructor to the en-

quiring visitor. Instances have occurred

where well-meaning private individuals have

given or bequeathed a good telescope to the

municipal authorities of the town in which

they lived, but their failure to provide for

its future on the lines indicated above has

seriously detracted from the value and use-

fulness of the gift. Later on a few ex-

amples of the really " public observatory

will be referred to, but as has been said,

these arc lamentably few and far between.

As matters stand the only advice that can

be offered to those who are extremely

anxious to look through a good telescope

at the stars is to get into touch with the

nearest amateur astronomer possessed of the

necessary equipment, and to request the

favour of a view through his glass. It is

most unlikely that such a request will

be refused, for every astronomer worthy of

the name is always glad within reason to

share with others genuinely interested some

of the delights of his own pursuit.

This brings us to yet another kind of

observatory, namely, the private establish-

ment of the amateur. It is not perhaps

generally realised that quite a considerable

amount of original research work in astro-

TIIK TIlIKTV-INCir RKFI.HCTOR AT CKJCKNWICII.

This IS a photographic* mstninuMii of short fcnnis, mounted on the

“Thompson” cqimtorinl It hns been ust'd piinc'ijinlly for the

photography of comets and faint witc Hites With it the iCighth

Satellite of Jupiter was disc'overed in IftOS by P. J Melotte.

Examples of its work on comets will be found among the illustra-

tions of Chapter X The mirror itself was made by the lute

Di A. A Common,

nomy has been and is still being carried on

by non-professional observers. Naturally, the observatories of the latter are in most cases on a far

more modest scale than those erected and maintained by Universities and other public bodies. The

possession of considerable wealth has here and there given ri.se to exception®, as in the case of the late

Earl of Crawford, the late Dr. Lowell, and a few others, but the great majority of amateurs have to be

content with a very modest equipment, more often than not ( onsisting of a single small instrument

mounted without a cover in the back garden. The type of work undertaken varies, of course, with each
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observer, but the general din‘Ctions in which it usually lies have been sufficiently described in

Chapter XX. It will have been noted that there is but little overlapping with the work of the public

observatories, the general tendency bt’ing to concentrate on observations that do not demand the use of

large and costly apparatus of great precision, or th(‘ (‘xpenditure of an excc'ssive amount of time. The
latter is of some importance, where, as generally happens, the observer is already fully occupied with

business or profession during the day.

Several English public schools possess observatories, or at least telescopes, of some sort, intended

for instructional purposes. They are usually under the technical control of one of the science masters,

and it may be said in general that their usefulness largely depc^nds on the enterprise and enthusiasm

of this individual. Boys, if sufficiently encouraged, take readily enough to the practical study of

astronomy, and in some schools full advantage is taken of the facilities provided. In others,

unhappily, the reverse is the case, owing generally to lack of interest on the part of those in authority,

and the mere presentation of a telescope to a school will not guarantee its use. A boy recently

informed the writer that he was quite unaware of the very existence of the finely-equipped observatory

possessed by the public school at which he had spent many years ! Apparently no one on the staff

cared a bit about astronomy and so no efforts were made to arouse the interCvSt of the boys. The
tragic part of the matter is that disuse leads inevitably to decay, and no doubt one of these days, when
a science master is appointed who has a taste for astronomy, he will find the telescope and observatory

By permninon oj the Astronomer i\oyul\ [From Knowltdge.**

TIIK GREENWICH TWENTY-EIGHT-INCH TEERSCOPE.
This is the larRest refractor in the British Empire. It is carried by a mounting that was designed by Airy for an instrument

of less than half its aiierture and is driven by a water-turbine The object-glass is capable of being adapted for photographic

work, and at one time the telescope was fitted with a spectroscope It is now, however, used almost entirely for the visual

measurement of close double stars.
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quite unfit for

use.

Reverting
now to obser-

vatory work,

both profes-

sional and ama-

teur, it may be

asked to what

extent it is or-

ganised and
co-ordinated,

and how its re-

sults are^ made
available for

correlation in

the interests

of the science

as a whole.

A century

or so ago the

condition of

affairs from
this point of

view was a

lamcmtable one.

Plenty of good

work was being done, but in “ water-tiglit compartments. JCach obscTvatory work(‘d in almost

complete isolation and independence, and there was little* or no attcmipt to co-ordinate* res(‘arches

or to make possible the public discussion of results. This was a ch'finite bar to ])rogn*ss, much valu-

able time being wasted on the useless duplication of various pi(*ces of work, while investigators were

hamiHTcd by their ignorance of important results obtained at other observatories. Fortunately,

matters are very different to-day. For one thing, the great importance of th(‘ regular publication

of r(‘sults is now generally reali.secl and a continuous exchange of th(‘se ret'ords takes place betwet'n

all the more important observatorit'S. Then again, the interchangtj of views is facilitated by

the existence of many astronomical societies, where papers on various .subjects are read, discu.ssed,

and published. The existence of sucli societies is especially valuable to amateurs (who, as a rult*,

gi'eatly outnumber the professional members) for it secures the publication of the*ir work, which

they would in most cases find impossible at their own expense. Then therc^ are various j)eri(Klirals

devoted either partly or wholly to astronomy, and these contain accounts of spec’ial rc'seanhcs,

reports of meetings, reviews of publications, and current scientific news of general interc‘st to tlie

astronomer. All this helps to keep him up-to-date, and well infonn(*d as to the activities of otlic'rs,

and the general progress of the science. The rapid circulation of urgent items of astronomical news,

such as the discovery of new stars or comets, is secured by the i.s.sue, to sub.scribers all over the world,

of telegrams from a central bureau at Copenhagen. Tliis syst(un has proved most valuable in opt‘ratioii,

for it ensures early and wide-spread observations of tem])orary phenomena, and minimises the risk

of failure attributable to cloudy weather.

Quite recently there has come into existence an organisation which should prove of great value

to astronomers in the future. It is known as the International Astronomical Union, and, as its name

implies, is a composite body representing the interests of many different countries. Each nation

Ffom “ / he Royal Observatory," by E. W. Maunder] \The Rehuwus Tratl So*

THK CHRONOMKTKR OVJvN AT (iRJCENWlCH.
Tht* testing of luarint* chmiioniftcrs ha« for loiij^ been nn iinporlatil feature of the work of the Royal
Observatory. It is esscniiuJ that the cennpensation ol thene instruments should be equal to the Kreat

chan/^es of teiniHTatun* to whieh they may he .subjected during lon« voya^jes through various latitudes.

J'ur this reason part of their testing is carried out in urtifieially heated ovens of the ineubatot type.

A refriKerator is also available for the same* puri)ose
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is represented by some

of its more prominent

astronomers, and gene-

ral meetings are held

every three years in

various important
centres in different

parts of the world.

Broadly speaking, the

aims of the Union are

the co-ordination of re-

search and the securing

of co-operation among
observers in# the best

interests of astronomy

as d whole. To this

end special committees

are appointed to deal

with each of the princi-

pal branches of work,

such as the observa-

tion of the Sun, Vari-

able Stars, Nebulae, etc.

Each committee is

under an expert chair-

man, whose triennial

report on work accom-

plished serves as a basis for correlation and shows in what directions further investigations are required.

The Union also acts as a useful medium for the international standardisation of astronomical measure-

ments and nomenclature ;
and last, but not least important, it has the control of certain funds for

use in aid of research.

Before proceeding to the description of particular examples, something may be said regarding the

general structure of an astronomical observatory, the following remarks applying more specially to

the large pubhc institutions. Speaking generally, the buildings of an observatory are of two kinds,

depending on the nature of the work carried on in each. First come the buildings which justify the

name given to the whole collection, namely, those in which actual observations of the heavenly

bodies arc made. These are usually constructed substantially of brick or stone, and may either be

incorporated m the main body of the observatory or distributed as separate units in different parts

of the grounds, the latter being now the more common arrangement. In either case one of the most

important points to be considered is the stability of the foundation on which the actual instrument

stands. Powerful and delicately adjusted telescopes must be secured as far as possible from the

effects of vibration if they are to perform in a satisfactory way, and it would be impracticable, quite

apart from their weight, to mount them on wooden floors ; for, if this were done, not only would

the adjustments be constantly liable to derangement, but the mstrument would quiver perceptibly

in response to every movement of the observer or even of persons in other parts of the building.

Therefore it is necessary to provide a firm base in actual connection with the ground itself. Such a

base is usually constructed of brick, stone, or granite, starting well below the general level of the

ground, and carried up to the desired height. In the case of telescopes mounted at the top of

buildings, this involves the erection of a massive pillar passing up through the several floors without

bemg allowed actually to touch any of them. Also the floor of the observing room itself must be

THE COURTYARD, GREENWICH OBSERVATORY
In the forcRToaud, ]uat to the left of the U‘ntre, m the building (with white vertical shutter)

which contains the Transit Circle To the right of this is the older Transit Room of Bradley,

now used for the testing of chronometers On a higher level two domes arc to be seen The
nearer, and smaller, covers the little Sheepshanks equatorial of six and thiee-quartcr inches

aperture, the largest refractor in the Observatory up to 1850 Behind it is the great dome
of the twenty-eight-inch equatoual
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cut away sufficiently to avoid contact with the pillar. Now comes the question of the roof or covering

of the observatory, for it need hardly be pointed out that in practically all climates delicate instruments

require a covering of some soi;t, at least when not in use. But it must also obviously be of such a

kind as to allow of being opened to the sky when observations are to bo made ; and hero it may be

remarked that what is to be aimed at is the maximum degree of possible exposure that is consistent

with the protection of the telescope and observer from excess of wind and dew during work.

It is no part of the functions of an observatory roof to raise the temperature within to a “ com-

fortable '' level, for experience has shown that telescopes perform best when the least possible dift'erence

exists between inside and outside temperatures, and the observer must clothe himself accordingly. -

As to its construction, the roof takes, in general, one of two forms. Where it covers a transit instru-

ment a series of straight shutters (arranged in one line on north and south walls and overhead) is all

that is required in the way of an opening, since the telescope can only be pointed to objects on the

meridian. Any sort of roof that allows of this, generally of wood, will suffice, so that its construction

may be simple and inexpensive. However, the majority of astronomical instruments are so mounted

as to be available for the study of objects in all, or nearly all, parts of the sky. For these a single

shutter in a fixed position would obviously be insufficient ; indeed, a large number of separate shutters

would be almost equally bad, since the necessary divisions and supports between them would be

constantly interrupting observations of the stars as they arc carried steadily across the sky by the

rotation of the Earth. The difficulty is got over by making the whole roof revolve in one piece on

rollers or cannon balls, which revolve on a circular rail or trough fixed to the walls of the observatory.

Of course, with such an arrangement only one opening is needed, though it must be a long one, reaching

from the base of the revolving roof up to or, preferably, rather beyond the zenith. Providi‘d that its

base is circular, such a roof may be of almost any shape. In the earlier days of observatories it often

took the form

of a wooden

drum,*’ as

this ib a

shape that is

easy of con-

s true t ion,

thoughneither

ornamental
nor economi-

c a 1 in the
matter of

material re-

quirc'd. Now-
adays, how-
ev('r, a more

or less hemi-

spher ical

form of roof

is nearly al-

ways adopted

and the
“ dome ” is

perhaps the

most charac-

teristic fea-

ture whereby

THE ROYAE OBSERVATORY, GREJvNWiCH

This illustratiou Rives a view of the more modern iiortions <;f the Observatory, as seen from Wren’s original

Structure In the distance is the Thompson dome, on the New Building. Euw down among the trees is the

Altazimuth dome. Nearer still are successively the domes covering the Iwcnty-eight-mch refractor, the

little “Sheepshanks’* equatorial, and the Astrographic telescope. The white vertical shutter, at the left

of the nearest block, belongs to the room containing the tran*»lt -circle, and marks the meridian of (^rcenwich,

or longitude 0
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an observatory may be recognised as such from the outside. Such domes may be made of wood, but

more often consist of a skeleton framework of steel covered with metal plates or sheets of papier-

mache, the latter to minimise the weight. A system of geared wheels, often worked by an endless

rope, is provided on the inside for the rotation of the dome by the observer. In the case of a large

dome, weighing perhaps several tons, the constant necessity of rotating it by hand entails a considerable

amount of really hard manual labour on the part of the worker or an assistant ;
in consequence, many

modern domes are moved round by an electric motor, which greatly adds to their convenience in use.

Another modern aid to comfort in observing is the rising floor, invented by Sir Howard Grubb. In

the absence of this device high step-ladders or adjustable platforms on wheels have to be provided

to enable the observer to reach the eye-piece in various positions of the telescope
;

but, where the

entire floor of the observatory can be moved up and down by hydraulic or electric power, such

cumbersome pieces of furniture can be dispensed with. Wlxen about to commence work with an

equatorial, the observer first of all winds up and sets in motion the clockwork driving-mechanism

of the telescope. Then, witli a knowledge of the sidereal time, and the right ascension and declination

of the object to be studied, he i)()ints the telescope in the desired direction by means of the divided

circl(‘s attached to the mounting and puts the clockwork in gear with the polar axis. The next thing

to do is to rotate the dome until the shutter is brought opposite to the object-glass ; and, last of all,

the shutter is opened and all is ready for the observer to take his place at the eye-piece.

The above remarks with regard to housing and manipulation apply chiefly to telescopes of the

orthodox equatorial form, but it should be noted that for instruments of special design {e.g., Coud^,

Littrow sjiectrograph, tower telescopes, etc.) different arrangements have to be made, and some of

these will be described later on.

In addition to those buildings in which actual observations are made, there are usually others

of a different kind, and hardly less important. These include offices in which computations and

other kinds of “ desk-work arc done during daylight hours. Generally, too, there will be a library

and some

THE OCTAGON ROOM IN FLAMSTEED’S TIME.

This old print gives us an idea of the use to which the octagon room was originally put It has, however,

long ceased to fulfil the functions of an observatory, its principal use being that of a meeting-room for the

Board of Visitors at the Annual “ Visitation,” which takes place on the first Saturday in June.

rooms for the

storing of

photographs

and written

records, and,

in the case

of a Univer-

sity observa-

tory,probably

a lecture-

room as well.

Not the least

important
part of an

observatory

in which as-

trophysical

work is done

is a well-

equipped
laboratory,

wherein spec-

troscopic and

other experi-
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mental work can be undertaken on the

lines explained in Chapter XIL Finally,

most large observatories are provided with

a good workshop in which instruments can

be adjusted, repaired, modified, or even

entirely constructed independently of out-

side aid.

The notes which follow, giving some

details of the principal t'quipment and

work of some typical modern observatories,

may servt' to give the reader an idea of the

methods in daily use by astronomers

throughout the world in various lines of

research. The ord(*r adopted, which is

roughly geographical, is not necessarily an

ind(‘x of relative importance. Moreover,

many famous obscrvatori(\s have had to

be omitted altogether through lack of

space, and the descriptions of those* in-

cludc'd are for the same reason far from

complete.

It is, perhaps, natural to start with the

Royal Observatory, Greenwich, which for

so long stood almost alone, and which is

universally regarded as the prototype of

the modern observatory. We have already

seen how it was founded, in the first in-

stance, for the sole purpose ot perfecting

the art of navigation ''
;

and this pur-

pose, steadily kept in view since

foundation, is still the primary object of

the observatory. It is true that the great increase in the spe(‘d of ships and the advent of wire-

less telegraphy have made the navigator much l(‘ss despondent on the* astronomer than was the

case two, or even one, hundred years ago
;
but the Nautical Almanac is still a nc'ccssary part of the

equipment of every ocean-going vessed, and tlie positions of luiavenly bodies set down tlicrein dej)end

on observations made regularly at Greenwich, Navigation is furtheT aided at the* observatory by the
testing of marine chronometers and by sy.stematic study of tcrresliial magnetism.

Tlie most important instrument at Greenwich, at any rate from a utilitarian point of view, is the

eight-mch transit-circle, witli which the positions of the Sun, Moon and “ clock-.stars ” arc determined
for the Nautical Almanac, and with which time is obtained for distribution, as explained in ChapterXIX,
where the instrument has already been sufficiently described. It may here be noted that the observa-

tions made with it are a good deal more precise than is necessary for purposes (;f navigation, and
they provide the material for standard catalogues which are of the greatest value for various purposes

of exact astronomy. In the case of observations of the Moon (for position) the transit-circle is supple-

mented by a somewhat similar instrument of the same aperture, the altazimutli, so called becaujse

it is capable of movement in azimuth, or horizontally, as well as in altitude, or vertically. By its

means the crescent moon, which can only be observed in daylight (and therefore inconveniently)

with the transit-circle, can be dealt with in a dark sky when far removed from the meridian. These

two insthiments, the transit-circle and the altazimuth, are the only two that can be said to have a

direct connexion with navigation, and they represent the traditional part of the work of the Observatory.

/ ro n “ I hi Royal Ohsrriatory," by /• IV, ^/aullUff\

[Jht h'cltKWUs I rati

rnAMSTi:i':i) iiousi:, (;kicicnwicii.
This is a view, ironi the couilyanl. ol the oldc-st i)urt of the l<r>yal

Observatory The pint ion here .seen consists ehielly of the old
“ octtijjon room,” on ihe roof of whieh are niounlerl the wind
liistnimenls am] time-ball On a lower level aie the smaller living
rooms, inereaseil in luimfHT from time to time, whieh comprise the
uflicial residence of the Astronomer Royal The whole Imilding is

ai)proi>nately named atli'r the liisl hulder of this title.
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In the course of time, however, and more especially during the past forty years, the equipment

has been greatly increased in several directions and many branches of work are now undertaken

with objects that are less severely practical than the finding of the “ so-much-desired longitude at sea.”

Several domes, small and large, in different parts of the Observatory, bear witness to these

extensions of its activities. At the extreme south end of the grounds is a large cruciform building,

consisting chiefly of large rooms devoted to ” desk-work,” .storage, and similar purposes, but

surmounted centrally by a dome which covers what is, in the matter of size and efficiency, the most

important instrument at Greenwich. This is the Thompson Equatorial, a composite instrument

From “ Stafgaxing "J [Dy Lockyer.

THE NEWAI,!, TEl,ESCOPE, CAMBRIDGE.
This great instrument, of twenty-five inches aperture, was originally constructed for the

late Mr. R. S Newall, an amateur of Gateshead, in 1868. It was then the largest refractor in

the world. Eater it was presented by its owner to the University Observatory at Cambridge,

where it is now used for photographing stellar spectra. It is some time since any visual

ot^rvations were made with it.

consisting of several

different telescopes at-

tached to the same
mounting. One end of

the declination axis car-

ries a twenty-six-inch

photographic refractor,

which is used principally

for the determination of

stellar parallaxes (see il-

lustration on page 54).

Attached to this is a

visual refractor of twelve

and three-quarter inches

aperture, formerly

mounted alone in an-

other dome, but now

used as a ” guiding-tele-

scope ” for the twenty-

six-inch. A nine-inch

photographic refractor

for solar work was also

for many years mounted

on the opposite side of

the tube of the parallax

telescope. At the other

end of the declination

axis, and acting as a

counterpoise to the three

instruments already

mentioned, is a thirty-

inch photographic reflec-

tor, of short focus. This

is used for various pur-

poses, including the

photography of comets

and faint satellites. By
its means the Eighth

Satellite of Jupiter was

discovered by P. J.

Melotte in 1908.*A spec-

trograph is attached to
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this instrument ; but stellar and solar spectro-

scopy, at one time an item in the Greenwich
programme, are no longer part of the regular

work of the Observatory.

Proceeding northwards from the direction

of the New Building, and passing on the way
the small isolated dome covering the Altazi-

muth, we come to the older portions of the

Observatory, situated at the northern end of

the grounds. At the southern end of the block

is a three-storeyed octagonal brick building,

surmounted by a large dome shaped somewliat

like a “ puff-ball "
; that is, it forms more

than half of a sphere. This covers a refractor

of twenty-eight inches aperture', the largest in

the British Empire. The telescope*, which is

fixed to the mounting that formerly carried

the twelve and three-quarter inch refractor

already mentioned, is capabk* of being used

either as a visual or photographic instrument

by suitable adjustment of the object-glass,

and at one time a large spectroscope* was
attached to it. Now, however, it is used

almost exclusively for the visual mc'asurement

of close double stars, a work for which its

great aperture makes it eminently suitabk'

Farther on in the same block of buildings we
come to the room in which tlie transit-circle*

is mounted
; and after that, to the office that

is the centre of the time departme*Tit, with the

room for the testing of chronometers k'ading

out of it. Beyond this, and on a liiglier

level, is mounted the astrograi)hic cciuatorial,

which is of the standard type illustrat('d on

page 50. Greenwich was one of the eighteen ol^servatories tliat undiTtook, in 1K87, to slian* the

charting of the entire heavens by means of })hotography. The /.one ” allotted to it w'as finished

many years ago, and the telescope is being us(*d now for the n*taking of a certain proportion of the areas

previously photographed. The comparison of old and new ])lat(*s, takni with tin* sanu* instrument,

makes possible the accurate measurement of proper motions. With this instnim(‘nt and tin* |)hoto-

graphic telescopes of the Thompson equatorial, photomc'tiic investigatiejns liavi* ])e('n made in r<’C(*nt

years in connexion with the standardisation of photographic magnitudes, the method used being

that illustrated on page 589. Not far from the A.strographic dome* is tin* small driun-lil<e ^trucUure

which covers the photoheliograph, illustrated on page (>4. With this little four-inch telescojx.*, wliose

aperture is generally cut down to about three inches, the Sun is photograph(*(l on every fin(' day at

Greenwich, the scale being eight inches to the solar diameter. The uses to which t}ies(* j)hotogray)h«?

are put have been described in Chapter III.

One more astronomical instrument in regular use at Greenwich is worthy of mention. It is

known as the Cookson floating zenith telescope, after the name of its designer, and is on loan to the

Observatory from Cambridge. Of only six inches aperture and less than six feel long, it would appear

at first sight incapable of refined work, but this is far from being the case. The telescope, which

50

nf
\
I hr '' Ohu'rv/ihtrv Mtn'uzim ”

SIR I)A\’II) (IS4IM!)i;n

r.ill w.'Ls one of tli(* most skilful acciinilc ohscrvcis <»! niodiTii

times W'orkiii^' with comparatively sin,all instniincnts, lie

attained a hi>ih standaifl of jireeisicm in his nu .i^nreimiit of the

lianill.ives ot Sim and stars iMinn^ his tv\enlv seven yeais'

ditcctorshij) of the Cape ( )l)S{Tvalory, he devoted mneh atlenlion

to exact meridian and «er)delic work, ami hi was oni ol tlic

pioneers of stellar photo'^riiphie tarloyoiphy
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rotates, by flotation in a circular trough of mercury, about a vertical axis, is used for photographing

stars which pass nearly through the zenith. The apparent position of the latter point on the star-

sphere is determined with great accuracy by measurement of the photographs, and hence is deduced

the minute periodic change in the latitude of Greenwich, and other places, caused by the slight

shift of the direction of the Earth’s axis within ics substance. This shift is so small that at its maximum

it clianges the place of the north and south poles by no more than thirty-five feet from their mean

positions on the Earth's surface.

The Cookson telescope is housed in a little shed in the courtyard, near to the original

building of tlie Observatory. This building, to which additions have been made from time to

time, is called Flamsteed House, after the first of the Astronomers Royal, whose official residence

is incorporated therein. The time-ball, referred to in Chapter XIX, is mounted on a turret

at the top of the oldest, or northern, portion of the building, which is the part erected by

Wren in 1675. This portion contains the Octagon room, from the windows of which obser-

vations were made in the vtTy early days of the Obseravtory.

This brief description will have

serv(‘d to give the reader some out-

line of the chief activities of Greenwich,

which is a typical State observatory,

devoted mainly to the astronomy of

position. There arc several other im-

I)ortant observatories in the British

lsl(‘s. That of Cambridge is one of the

largest and possesses features of special

interest. Actually there are two obser-

vatories, the University " and the

“ Solar Physics,** but both are situated

in the same grounds, about a mile

out of the town, and may conveniently

be di;scribcd together as if they formed

one institution. The University Obser-

vatory possesses a fine eight-inch

transit-circle which has been useid for

obtaining accurate positions of certain

stars for catalogue purposes. It is

housed in the main building, which

was erected in 1824. In a separate

building in the grounds is an historic

instniment, the Northumberland re-

fractor, of ek'vcn and a half inch(‘s ai)erture. This was the telescope with which Challis searched

for N(‘ptuiU‘ in 1846 at the instigation of Adams and Airy, as described in Chapter IX. The mount-

ing and dome are somewhat antiquated, and the instrument is now only used for exhibiting the more

striking celestial objects to members of th(‘ Univ(*rsity on fine Saturday nights. In another part

of the grounds is mounted the- Sheepshanks equatorial, illustrated on page 455. As will there

be seen, it is of a modified " coude,” or elbowed, form
; the rays from the twelve-inch object-

glass being reflected up the tube (whieh also forms the polar axis) by means of a plane silvered mirror.

The advantage of this is tliat tlu* tye-piect* of the telescope remains stationary, except for rotation,

and the observer is more sht‘ller(‘d than in an ordinary observatory. The telescope is available cither

for visual or photographic work, but has chiefly been used for the latter. Probably its best work
has been the photographing of the* minor planet Eros, in 1899-1900, by A. R. Hinks, who used the

plates thus obtained for his determination of the solar parallax.

\h.N 4

TIIIC TIIIUTY-INCII ni'I-U'CTOK AT IUvUVAN.
Tins shoi pholof^i.iphit’ iLiU'ftoi. i)icsen<'. i lo the Tldwan
OhscTvalory by Mr. J H Kcyiiolds, has chieliy i(;r the photo-
pnpliy of iielniliv llnL aie too far bouUi It) be visible or ev\sily studied

ia liifsdicr latitudes. Several of ilie photoKraphs illustratiiiK Chapter XIV
were taken wnli »L The oiiciiial mirror ot the teleseopc was made liy the
late Dr. Coiunioa, but the one now in use is by tl. W. Kilchey, who tlgured

the sixty- and hundred iiieh mirrors at Blount Wilson.
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One of the largest refractors in the Kingdom is mounted at Cambridge. This is an instrument

of twenty-five inches aperture, made in 1869 for an amateur, Mr. K. S. Newall, of Gatesh^'ad, and

later presented by him to the Observatory. At the time of its construction it was the largestteh'scope

of its kind in the world. It was primarily intended for use as a visual instniment, but is now used,

in conjunction with a correcting lens and powerful spectrograph, for the photography of stellar spectra.

Wltile actually belonging to the University establishment, th(' Newall telcscopt' is now, so far as its

work is concerned, regarded as part of the equipment of the Solar l^hysics Observatory. The latter

institution was originally established at South Kensington, when* it was directed by tlu* lat<* Sir

Norman Lockyer, but it was removed to Cambridge in 1913. As its name implies, it is ]>rin(‘ipally

devoted to work on the Sun, and it is one of the very few observatories in Great Britain in whicliany

kind of solar research is undertaken. The chief instrument in regular use* is a large s])(*rtrolu*liograph,

working on the general princii)lc described and illustrated on ])age 66, In the case of the (\iinbridge

apparatus the object-glass, of twc'lve inches aperture, is mounted in a fixed ])osition and tin* Sun s

rays pass through it in a horizontal direction, being reflected into it by a large plain* mirror mounted

equatorially and driven by clockwork. This is a device fri'qnenlly adopted for long and cumbersome

instruments, which can be

mounted more cheaply and

rigidly in a fixed position. The

rotating mirror, which is a

comparatively small and in-

expensive piece of apparatus,

is known as a “ siderostat,” or

" coelostat," according to the

particular manner of its mount-

ing. The one at Cambridgi* is

a siderostat. The .spectrolu'lio-

graph is used for ])hutographing

the Hydrogen and Chile ium

layers of the solar atmosphen*,

as d(*s(Tibed in Chapter IV.

The English climate is not very

favourable for this kind of

work, but advantage is tak(‘n

of evtiry available opportunity.

A laboratory for parallel study

of terrestrial spi’ctra is attached

to the Observatory.

In the years during which the Solar Physics Observatory was situated at South Kensington, stellar

spectroscopy formed a considerable portion of its programme. On his retirement from thedinrlorsliip

of the Observatory, the late Sir Norman Lockyer, who felt keenly tiial the woik sJiould be conlimied,

determined to foimd a new observatory for the purpose. This he did, witli tlie aid of cerlam friends,

and the establishment was erected at Sidmoutb ;
later to be in<()r])or,i1e(l tinder tiie title of the

Norman Lockyer Observatory. It is considered worthy of sjiecial iiieiuion here as being the only

observatory in the British Isles that is almost wholly devoted to tistroithysicttl work. The equipment

is a modest one as compared with that of some Amcrkan and Contiiientiil observatories, Init valuable

results have been obtained by following those lines of work tliat are well witliin tin- eomiiass oi tin;

instruments. At the present time (11)23) the activities of the (tbservatorv are ifrincipally dire, ted

towards the determination of spectroscoitic parallaxes, following tiie method originated by VV. S.

Adams, of Mount Wilson. This method has been described in Chapter Xf, and the results

obtained at Sidmouthhave demonstrated the possibilities of tlieobjective-itrism in work of this kind.

IHK KODAIKANAI, ODSlvKVATOKY, MADK \S.

Situated about 7,700 feet above Hea level, this is one of the liiKhest fibst rvatoi ies in

the world. It is devoted almost entirely to the study of solar jilivsit s Speoi.il

attention hiis been Jjiven to measurements of the velocity of currents at dilleient levels

in the Sun’s atmosphere, as revealcsl by si»ectroi;nims taken under hit'll djspersl«»n

In the cours(‘ ol this work the minute shift in the lines o< the s jlar spei tnrn, tiredic'ted

‘in. ha'-s been deliiiitelv deteeled
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A general view of the Norman

Lockyer Observatory will be found

on page 499, and one of the in-

struments is illustrated on page 607.

A few more observatories in

different parts of the British Em-
pire are worthy of mention before

we pass on to foreign establish-

ments. Ont^ of the oldest is the

Koyal Observatory at the Cape of

Good Hope. This is a State Obser-

vatory and is, like that of Green-

wich, under the control of the

British Admiralty
;

in fact, it may
almost be regarded as the Southern

Hemisphere branch of the older

institution. Its work, too, is on

somewhat similar lines, though its

staff and equipment an* on a

smaller scale. Accurate meridian

work has for long been a great

ft*alure of the routine, and the

transit-circle is one of the fin(*st in

tht* world. For some years the

Observatory was engaged in taking

its .share in the constniction of the

Astrographic Chart. The zone al-

lotted to it has long been completed,

but the standard instrument, simi-

lar to that at Gn'enwich, is still

available for photographic work in-

volving the measurement of stellar

positions and magnitudes. The

largest instrument in the Obser-

vatory is the twenty-four-inch

Victf)ria telescope, a photographic refractor very similar in type and mounting to the Thompson

refractor at Greenwich. It has been u.sed for direct photography of satellites (for position) and of

certain southern ceU'stial objects, but is now chiefly employed, in conjunction with a spectrograph,

for the determination of radial velocities. Th(' Sun i.s photographed daily at the Cape with an instru-

ment similar to thv litth* Greenwich photoheliograph. The object of this work is to fill in the

inevitable gaps caused by cloudy wt'ather at the Northern Observatory. Thi* platc's which fill these

gaps are sent to Greenwich for measurement and filing at the end of each year. Other branches of

work at the Cape include the maintenance of the local time-servict* and the keeping of meteorological

and s(»ismographic records.

At the opposite end of the African continent is an observatory which should be of special interest

to readers of this work. It is situated on the Mokhattam Hills, at Helwin, overlooking the Nile a few

miles south of Cairo. The chief astronomical instrument of the Observatory (which also undertakes

meteorological and .seismographic work) is a thirty-inch photographic reflector, made and presented

by Mr. J. H. Reynolds, of Birmingham. It has done splendid work in the photography of many

southern nebulaj and clusters that had never before been adequately studied by such means. Several

[ENA,

THJ: si Vli.NTY-TWO-INCH TKI,T\SC< )rij: AT VICTOKJA, B.C

This t(‘U‘ha»pc, m-cled recently at the Doniiiiion Astr()i)h>weiil Observatury,

Victori.i, IS the in the Ihitish h'mpiie It js used chiefly for th''

determination of the ladial velocities of stars by means of the ‘<iK’ctroginph

attached to its lowei end The weight of the moving parts i^^'very considerable,

but the telescope am be readih moved into anv 'Icoired iK>sition by means of

electric motors of variable The .system whereby the observinj»

lilatfoiiii is altache<l to the* shutter oi the dome w'ill be noted.
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of the illustrations in Chapter XIV are from photographs taken witli this instrument, wliich was

also the first to photograph Halley's Comet in 1909. Later, a fine series of plates was takim in 1910,

when the Comet was at its nearest to Earth and Sun ; and the tclescojie has also been used to

photograph the Eighth Satellite of Jupiter when the planet was placed too low in the sky for

successful work at Greenwich.

There are a few observatories in India. One is of ^pecial interest as being bv the highest in the

British Empire. It is situated at Kodaikanal, 7,745 feet above sea-level, and is a branch of the old

Madras Observatory. It is devoted almost entirely to the study of Solar Pliysics, for which its ])Osition

makes it specially suitable. Much of our present knowledge* of the Hydrog(*n and otlu*r layers ot the

Sun’s atmosphere is due to the work done here with a spectrograph and sj)ectroheliogra])h by

J. Evershed, who in 1918 was awarded the gold medal of the Royal Astronomical Society in K'cognition

of his researches in this field. Particular attention has been giv'en to the accur.itt* jncMsiin'ineiit of

line-of-sight, or radial velocities exhibited by the solar gases at different levels and in dific'rent parts of

the disc. This work is done by measuring the i)Ositions of the lines in spectra takt‘n iind(T high

dispersion, and the interpretation of the results is a matter of considcTable difiiculty. for many dilten'nt

factors, known and unknown, combine to produce the displac(‘ments observt‘d, and each must he

separately dealt with. In view of these difficulties it is gratifying that Mr. Everslu*d is able to state*

with some confidence that he has been able to isolate definitely the minute shift in the lines rt‘C]uired by

Einstein's theory {see illustration on page 684). Hitherto this tli(‘ou‘tical displacement has defied

THK PARIS OBSERVATORY.

This is the National Observatory of France, corresponding in its functions to the

was founded at about the same time. In the background is the oriRiniU building of the

more mtKlem instruments on its solid stone roof. One of the small domes in the fcaeground covers the ongnml astrf>Kraphic

telescope, designed and constructed by the brothers Henry.
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practical demonstration owing

to the much larger shifts due

to other causes. The case is

somewhat similar to that of the

lunar tide in our atmosphere as

shown by its effect on the baro-

meter. The much grosser

changes attributable to local

eifect.s so effectually masked this

minute tide that it remained

undemonstrated until quite re-

cently. Some photographs ob-

tained by Mr. Evershed with the

spectroheliograph at Kodaikanal

will be found in Chapters III and
IV. Direct pictures of the Sun's

disc are also taken on every fine

day and duplicates of many of

these are, like those taken at

the Cape, sent to Greenwich to

fill the gaps in the collection.

To Canada belongs the dis-

tinction of possessing the largest

telescope in the British Empire.

This is the six-foot reflector re-

cently erected near Victoria,

British Columbia, which station

forms a branch of the older

Dominion Observatory at

Ottawa. With one exception the

tclcbcope is the most powerful

in the world, and already a great

amount of valuable work has

been done with it. As is usual

with large modem instruments,

it is used principally in investi-

ASTROGRAPHIC TEI^ESCOPR OK THE PARIS OBSERVATORY.
which itS great Hght-

Exixiriments in stellar photoRraphy, made in the early ’eighties by the brothers
renders it Specially SUlt-

Henry with this telescope, led to the adoption of the latter as a mcxlel for the able. At present it is devOtcd
instruments to be used in constructing the; great Astrographic Chart of the Heavens. 4-u^
The photographic lens and plate are, in this original model, mounted in the same mainly to the determmation of

tube with the visual guiding telescope. The equatorial mounting is of the the radial velocities of Stars that
’ ” type-

are too faint to

adequately by smaller instruments. The construction of the fine spectrograph attached to the telescope

(illustrated on page 496) makes it possible to vary the dispersion (that is the length of the spectrum
formed) at will, according to the requirements of the particular work being done. In the course

of this study of the general motion of the stars selected for observation many spectroscopic binaries

and some eclipsing variables have been brought to light, and the orbits of several of these have been

investigated by measurements of the variable velocities revealed by the shifting of the spectral lines.

For such work high dispersion is, of course, essential, and this would mean very prolonged exposures

in the case of all but the brightest stars if a very large instrument were not available. The six-foot
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reflector is available for direct photography, if required, and tlie beautiful picture on p.^ge 533

is an example of its work when vso used. Verv little visual work is done with this or any other large

reflector, but it is readily adaptable for this purpose w'hen ot easion requires, and is in laet regularly so

arranged for demonstration of the principal sights of the heavens to tlie general public on Saturda}'

evenings

Turning now to observatories situated on the eontment of EiirojH', that of Pans is *1 natural

starting-point, since, as we have seen, it was one of the flist to be est*ibhslu'(l (towards tlu‘ end of the

Seventeenth Century)

on what may be called
l

modern lines. It is a

State observatory, and is

to France what Green-

wich is to Great Britain.

This being so, its princi-

pal work is of a funda-

mental character and

consists in the measure-

ment of the exact places

of standard or “ clock
*'

stars, and the determina-

tion and distribution of

accurate time. These

two concurrent lines of

work have always been

a gieat feature of the

Paris programme, and

the meridian instruments

of the Observatory are

among the finest in the

world. To Paris belongs

the distinction of having

inaugurated the system

of time-distribution by

means of wireless tele-

graphy. In this the Ob-

servatory is assisted by
the proximity of the

great aerial attached to

the Eiffel Tower, being

connected to the wire-

less station there by

means of a land-line.

Thus at definite times

the standard mean-time

clock can be put into covvt equatorial, paris observatory.

direct touch with the With this form of telescope the observer sits stationary within the builrlmK,

the inclined tube of the instrument, which also forms its polar axis The objec t-«lass is at

transmitting apparatus,

and itself actuates the

relay which sends the

signal into the aerial.

the upper end of the second part of the tube, which is set at right angles to the fust A

plane mirror at the “ elbow sends the rays from the object-glass through this angle, and

a similar mirror mounted in a rotating box over the object-glass serves to set the telescope

in Declination. The Pans Coud6 has an aperture of 23 6 mehes, and was used for the con-

struction of a photographic atlas of the Moon.
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As was the case with Greenwich, the French National Observatory has from time to time undergone

expansions of its activity beyond the field of meridian Astronomy. It was here that the brothers

Henry investigated the possibilities of photographic celestial cartography in the early 'eighties of last

century, and we have seen in Chapter I how the type of instrument evolved by them came to be univer-

sally adopted for work on the great Astrographic Chart at the Paris Conference of 1887. The original

instrument, as constructc'd by the brothers Henry, is still in use at the Observatory. Its mounting is

of the '' English " type, being similar to that adopted for the one-hundred-inch reflector at Mt. Wilson

{see pag('. 39), though of course on a much smaller scale. Another of the Paris instruments, of unusual

design, owes its origin and development to the genius of the Henrys. This is the great equatorial

coiuUs of 23’6 inch(is aperture, illustrated on page 791. The instrument was the outcome of successful

experiments made with a smaller

model, of about ten inches aper-

ture. The tube is in two por-

tions, fixed at right angles to

one another. At the elbow
"

thus formed is fixed a plane

mirror, set at forty-five degrees

so as to reflect the rays from

the object-glass up that part of

the tube which forms the polar

axis. The eye-piece is under

cover at the upper end of this

axis, and has no lateral move-

ment. Setting in declination is

effected by rotation of another

plane mirror fitted in a frame

in front of the object-glass. It

will be noted that in the modi-

fied form of coude at Cambridge

(page 465) this second reflection

is dispensed with, the declina-

tion being changed by an angu-

lar motion of the objective

portion of the tube, and by

simultaneous rotation of the

single mirror at half the speed.

Each form of the instrument

has its special advantages and

defects, but the coud^ has never

become as popular as might

have been expected and few ex-

amples are to be found outside

the land of its birth. However,

the great Paris instrument was very successful in actual use, as will be seen by examination of its chief

work, the great photographic atlas of the Moon, prepared by MM. Loewy and Puiseux. Some sections

of this fine chart will be found among tlie illustrations of Chapter VI. An excellent model of the

earlier of the two Paris coud^s is to be seen at the Science Museum, South Kensington, where there is a

fine collection of astronomical photographs and instruments, ancient and modem.
The equipment of the Paris Observatory includes three equatorials, of eight, twelve, and fifteen

inches aperture, used for miscellaneous observations such as the measurement of double stars and the

[U,P.S.

M, B. BAry[,ATJD,

The veteran Director under whom the Paris Observatory has made important
contributions to problems conceme<l with the determitiation of longitudes and the

distribution of accurate time.
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positions of comets* etc. The largest of

these is interesting as being one of the few

big telescopes to be found anywhere
mounted on the actual roof of a tall build-

ing, instead of on a pillar reaching up from
the ground level. This is made possible

only by the unusually solid construction of

the old buildings of the Observatory, which
are fashioned throughout of massive blocks

of stone.

The French National Observatory is, like

the corresponding institution at Greenwich,

given over almost entirely to the Astro-

nomy of position. But, a few miles away,

in the suburb of Meudon, there is a fine

establishment that is devoted entirely to

astrophysical work. It is beautifully

situated on the top of a hill, in the grounds

of what was once a royjil chateau. The most ])rominent extc'rnal f(‘alun' of the 01)servatory is a

large wliite dome, sixty feet or so in diameter. This covers the larg(‘st refracting lelesc()])e in Furope,

whose object-glass, 32’7 inches in diami'ter, was made by th(‘ brothers H('nry. Mountt d in the* same
rectangular tube by the side of the great visual object-glass is a j^holographie h'tis of 2r)'2 ineht's aju-r-

ture, the pair having the same focal length of rather over fifty feet. Tin* compile instrument, as

regards its moving parts, is the lu'aviest refracting telescope in the world, weighing about twenty
tons. Among the various uses to which the visual portion has lK‘i‘n put may be me ntioned the

examination of plant'lary detail, and the* beautiful pictures on ])ages 77 and Jlol ar(’ (‘xampl(‘s of wliat

has been done with it in this direction. But. at any rate in htc'iU years, the most important work
of the Observatory has been done outsich* the large dome with instriimt^nts of a vcTy diffiT(‘nl typ(‘. It

was at Meudon, in the early 'nineties of the last century, that M. I)eslandrt‘s, Die prt‘st*nt director of the

Observatory, carried out the experiment that resulted in his independent invtmtion of th(‘ s])ertro-

J'rom] [“ "

THIC MIvUnON OHSIi;RV.ATC)UV
SiUiateU a ft-w miles out of Paris, the Observat uy at MoutUm i>>

devoted cliiefly to solar physics Ht‘re the spt‘('trohelio).(raph was
iiKlepcndeiitly evolved by the present diieetor, M I )i.‘slandres The
dome here seen Oivers the largest refractor in ICurope The visual
objeet-Klass, 32 7 inches in diameter, is mounted in the same lube*

with a ph<»loi;iaphic lens of 2i’> 2 inehes aperture Itolh h.ive the
s.ime focal lenuth of .ibout fitty-two feet

GENERAI^ VIEW OF THE OBSER\ATOKY AT NICE.
The Nice Observatoxy is hnely situated on the top of a hill, 1200 feet in heixht, overlooking the Meclitcrranean It is a grKKl
example of an Observatory in which the different instruments are sicattered scjiarately about the grounds The observation

of comets and minor planets forms a considerable part of the work of this esiablishment.
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lieliograph, which has contributed so largely to our knowledge of the Sun's atmosphere. Naturally,

the work so splendidly begun has been continued and still further developed at Meudon, where a

fine spectroheliograph, in regular use, replaces th(‘ more crude and elementary apparatu^s of thirty

years ago. In the early days of the Observatory some particularly fine work was done by Janssen

in the direct photography of the Sun's disc on a large scale. One of Janssen’s photographs, show-

ing tht‘ “ rice-gram " structure of the photosiihere remarkably well, is reproduced on page 119, and

it IS doubtful wht'ther it has ever been surpassed in its definition and grasp of minute detail.

There are several

THIRTY-INCH REFRACTOR OF THE NICE OBSERVATORY.
This bectioiial view of the large dome, on the left m the pr^ious illustration, gives some idea
of the massiveness of construction necessary to give stability to the mounting of a big telescope

The bulk of the great stone pedestal and its foundation lies below the level of the floor, which is

just separated from actual contact with it

more large and

important obser-

vatories in France.

Probably the most

favourablysituated

is that at Nice, on

the coast of the

Mediterranean.
The site is a very

beautiful one, on

the summit of a

hill, 1,200 feet in

height, just be-

yond the outskirts

of the town. The

white domes and

buildings, scat-

tered at intervals

about the grounds,

stand out sharply

in the bright sun-

shine of theRiviera,

and are visible for

many miles. The

largest instrument

is a refractor of

thirty inches aper-

ture, whose object-

glass, like that of

the great Meudon
telescope, was
made by the
brothers Henry.

Early in its career

it was pretty regu-

larly used, and
many drawings of

Mars and Jupiter

were made with it by M. Perrotin. Of late years, however, it has been used less frequently than some of

the smaller instruments of the Observatory, chiefly because its great size makes it a rather cumbersome
and inconvenient telescope for one or even two men to work satisfactorily, and the staff of the establish-

ment is strictly limited. When it is remembered that the telescope is over fifty-eight feet long, and is
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covered by a dome seventy-eight feet in diameter cind weigliing nearly 100 tons, the preftTence gi\en to

more manageable instruments will rt'adily be understood. The two teK‘Scopt's with which most of the

work is done are equatorials of fifteen inches aptTture, bulli bi‘ing used chit'fly for the visual obH^rvation

and discovery of minor planets and cornets. Ont‘ of tlu'^e equatorials is of the ctnide type, and it is

with this that most of the cometary work is done. Nice is one of the few laigt* observatories in which

deliberate search is made for comets, and many have been di.scoven‘d at the Observatory during the

past thirty years. The other equatorial is, in design, a miniature of the great thirty-inch, and is easily

managed by one observer. An ingenious method has beem d(‘vised whert'by it can be used for the visual

detection of minor planets. Near the eyi'-piece is niounti'd a box into which can be instTted glass

transparencies, printed from photographs of diffcTent regions of the sky. These can be illuminated

from behind by a blue

light and are so ar-

ranged as to be visible

with an eye-piece

simultaneously with

the actual stars ob-

served with the other

eye through the tele-

scope and on the same

scale. The tye-piece of

the telescope* is pro-

vided with a screen

of yellow glass, which

gives its tint to aU the

stars in ttie field. If

th(*se stars are all pn*-

cisely duplicated by the

images on the trans-

parency (as they nor-

mally would be), their

yellow and blue; images

are blended physio-

logically into a single

whitish image. If, how-

ever, a strange object

is present, either in the

sky or on the plate, it

reveals itself at once

by its unneutralised

yellow or blue colour,

and in this way many

TWKNTV'>CIOHT-INCH REl^LECTOR Till* KONK'tSTUHI, OBSERVATORY,
HEIJ)EI<33JvHO.

This instrument, which is of relatively very short focal length, is dcsignecl for the pliritography

of faint objects and their spectra With it Dr Wolf, the dirctlor of the Observatory, has

done much valuable work on the spectra of known nebula.*, and m the discovery of new ones.

Smaller photographic instruments arc also uf=ed at Heidelberg for minor

planets. Several hundred of these iMKlies have been found by Dr. Wolf.

new minor planets have

been discovered and several lost ones redetected. Other instruments of the Observatory at Nice

include a transit^circle of unusually massive construction, used for determining the positions of stars

for catalogue purposes, ... j

Another observatory in the South of France, that of Marseilles, specialises in the discovery and

observation of comets and minor planets, and many bodies of both kinds have been found thereby the

late M. Coggia, M. Borelly and others, who have also undertaken the laborious but neceswry work of

computing orbits for the minor planets observed. The determination of time for local distribution, and

the makii^ of seismographic records are also part of the regular work of this Observatory, which is not
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nearly so well equipped instrumentally as

that of Nice.

Germany is well provided with obser-

vatories, some of which are of recent

construction and splendidly equipped.

The only one to which we shall here

refer is a comparatively small establish-

ment, which, however, has been doing

very interesting and valuable work foi

many years. This is the Heidelberg

Observatory, directed by Dr. Max Wolf,

who is one of the most skilful astro-

nomical photographers of our time. The

instruments used by Dr. Wolf and his

assistants arc by no means large, as judged

by modern standards, consisting of a

twenty-eight-inch reflector of short focus,

with spectrograph attached, a sixteen-inch

portrait lens, and several camcTas of

smaller aperture
;

but an astonishing

amount of work has been accomplished

with them in several fields of research.

The discovery of minor planets by the

photographic method illustrated on page

r4 was one of the earliest items in Dr.

Wolf's programme of work. Starting with

lenses of only five and six inches aperture,

he soon demonstrated the feasibility of

THE GREAT PUEKOWA REFRACTOR method. Up to the year 1914 he

This line instrument, whose thirty-inch object fthiSb was made by had discovered Over 300 of these tiny

Alvan Clark, and the mcmnting by Rcpscjh], ib used princii).ilJy for the planets most of them being between the
dihct)vcry and measurement of close double stnis When erected, in j /

^ j j
1883, it was for a short time thi largest refi actor in the w^oiid, but it eleventh and fourteenth magnitudes, and

has since lx*cii eclipsed in siite bv several (»ther instruments. ^as been growing

steadily year by year, t‘asily eclipsing that attained by any other worker in this field. In the course’of

this work Dr. '\\\)1{ realised, simultaneously with Barnard in America, the efficiency of the portrait-lens

in the delineation of faint and extended nc'bulae. Turning to the study of these objects with increased

exposures he met with imnujdiate success, and not only discovered several new ones himself (including

the “ North America nc'bula and the external nebulosities of the Pleiades), but also demonstrated the

existence of many of the dark patches or '' cavt‘s ” that are now believed to represent obscuring matter.

When examining his plates Dr. Wolf was stnick with the great number of minute " globular " or

nuclear " nebulae shown on them {see Chapter XIV). Most of these had been hitherto unknown, and

Wolf proceeded to make special search for them, recording carefully the position of each. By 1914,

when he received the gold medal of the Royal Astronomical Society for his work, he had discovered

about 5,000 new nebulae, and many have been added since then to the number. Various other uses

have been found for the great number of plates accumulated in the course of about forty years. By
simultaneous comparison in a stereoscope of plates taken at different times many variable stars have

been brought to light, and the same method has proved valuable for the detection of large proper

motions. In the course of time a large portion of the sky has been covered by the sixteen-inch lens,

and prints from the plates, showing stars to about the sixteenth magnitude, are published at intervals

by Dr. Palisa at Vienna. They are useful for many purposes, such as the detection of minor planets
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and variables, and the study of the past histor}' of novae. With the tweiity-eight-inch reflector much
work has been done on the spectra of nebula?. For this purpose immensely long exposures are necessary,

owing to the faintness of some of the objects. In some cases these exposures have been extended to

periods of over seventy hours, spread over several weeks ! The work of the Hc'idelberg Observatory

is an outstanding example of the great power of photograpny as an aid to astrt)nomical research.

Before concluding our survey of some of the observatoritN of the Old World, mention should be made

of a great institution that has done splendid work since the early days of the last Century, though lately

much hampered by external events. This is the observatory at Pulkowa, about thirteen miles from

the centre of Petrograd. This establishment will always be famous for the immortal labours of the

Struves in the discovery and measurement of double stars. I'ollowing on th(' ])ionei'r work of Wilhelm

Struve with

(then the largt‘St

in the world), most

of th(‘ earlier work

was done with a

fift('t‘n-inch ecjiia-

torial, which, how-

ever, was in 1883

supplenu’nted by

the addition to the

equipiri(‘nt of a

thirty-inch n^frar-

tor. This gn'al

instrument, whose

object-glass was
ma(i(‘ by Alvaii

Clark and the

mounting by Kep-

sold, was for a

tiiia* tli{‘ largest re-

fracting telescope

in the world, and

is still oni‘ of the

largest in Europe.

Apart from its

connection with

double-star Astro-

nomy, Pulkowa is

renowned for its

meridian work,
and for the atten-

tion it has given

to the problems

involved in the

determination of

star places with

the transit-circle.

Among other
things, the effects

TWKXTY-SIX-INCH KKFRACTOK OF THlv V S NAV.AL OIJSivKVATOKY, VVASllINtiTON

This telescope will always be famous for the discovery hj its means of the tuo satellite's of Mars^by

Asaph Hall in 1877. It is still used very larj^dy fnr the study of faint witellites and their orbits

The telescoiHi was formerly attached to a mounting of less modern desi^jn, which, however, is still

In use as a photo2rrui)hic equatorial in another part of the Observatory
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of atmospheric refraction on the apparent altitudes of the heavenly bodies have been investigated with

great thoroughness at Pulkowa
; and the values there deduced, in relation to temperature, pressure,

etc., have been universally adopted by meridian workers.

Turning now to the New World, we have a very wide choice of institutions for description. The
development of American Astronomy during the latter half of the Nineteenth Century is one of the

most outstanding features of the recent history of the science. This development has been still further

extended during the present Century, with the result that the United States now possess quite the

best-equippcid observatories in the world, and the work that has been done in them has had a profound

influence on the progress of Physical Astronomy. It is impossible, in the space here available, to

give more than a very brief description of some of these great establishments, and the best idea of

the extent and importance of their work is to be obtained by a perusal of most of the chapters of

any modern astronomical treatise. A glance through the illustrations alone of the present work will

convey some impression of the debt owed by the science to American observatories.

As has been said, it is in

thc‘ domain of Physical Astronomy

that th(' contributions of the

United State's have been most note-

worthy. There is, however, at

least one observatory that is de-

voted entirely to the Astronomy

of position. This is tht* U.S.

Naval Observatory at Washing-

ton, which is the Gret'uwich of

America. It is here that data are

accumulat('d for the ** American

EplK'ineris," the publication that

corresponds to the British “ Nauti-

cal Almanac ” and the French
" Connaissance des Temps." For

this, as in similar national obser-

ved ones, the' transit-circle is the

most important item in the equip-

ment, and the' observations made
with it are used in calculating the

positions of Sun, Moon, jdanets

and stars. In addition to this

more important work the Obser-

vatory specialises in the observa-

tion of planetary satellites and the

computation of their orbits. This work is done with a refractor of tweinty-six inches aperture, which

is none too large in view of the. faintness of some of these small bodies. The instrument was for a time

tlu' largest of its kind in the world, and is famous for tlic discovery of the two satellites of Mars, made
with it by Asaph Hall in 1877. Since then it has been provided with a more modern mounting, but

the old one is still in use, having been adapted to carry several large photographic telescopes, employed

for the photography of minor planets and other objects, for position.

Among its older and more modestly eq\iipped observatories America can boast of a unique

institution that has exercised and still exercises a most important influence on the progress of Astronomy.

This is the observatory of Harvard College, at Cambridge, Mass. Broadly speaking, its chief work may
be described as the study of starlight in nearly all its aspects. We have seen in Chapter XV how the

gradual increase in the number of known variable stars led to a demand for the accurate determination

L/i.A’./J.

AXES OF THF VERKEvS TET.ESCOPK
III the of a large telescope an<l its mounting connidenible dctiiands

arc iii.idc upon the etiKiiiccr as well as mxiii the oiitician All moving parts,

with the Ixarings in which they turn, have to be fa.shione<i with great accuracy,

and the memnting of the whole instrument must be exceedingly rigid ancl well-

balance<l without Iseing unduly heavy
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and standardisation of apparent stellar magnitudes. To meet this demand many experiments weremade m different parts of the world with instruments of various types, but H was at Harvard that thenearest approach to success was attained, an.l the magnitudes determined there with Picki-ring lmeridian photometer have been universally accepted as standards for subsecpu>nt work. In the obser-
vatory s carher days its photometric work was done .-ntirely by visual means, but later photographic
methods were mtroduced. to supplement rather than to replace the older system of magnitude deter-
mmation. An i^e^e amount of experimental work of both kinds has be.-n done, full accounts of
which are to be found m the Harvard Annals, the m<>dium whereby the resi-arehes of the Observatory
arc made available to astronomers at large. One unupu- feature of the photometric work at Harv.trd
is of special mterest. This is the constant repetition of srnall-.scale jihotographs of the sky for the
detection of variable stars by comparison of their images on the plates. On every l\ni> niglit a number
of si^ar cameras (each of onennch aperture and thirp'en indies focal length) is exposed to dil'terent
portions of the heavens, all being simultaneously driven and controlled by (‘Icctric iminilsi's from a
single dock. Many hundreds of

variable stars have been discovered

by comparison of the plates thus
seciinid, and the photographs, all

carefully stored and numbenid,
form definite records of the state

of the sky at the times at whidi
they were taken, and have proved
vtTy valuable in tracing the early

history of novae and other objects.

It is not only our system of

photometry that wc owe; to Har-
vard College, but also the classi-

fication of stellar spectra that is

now in univcjrsal use. This classifi-

cation, which is described in detail

in ('hapter XII, was evolved from
the comparative study of a great

number of spectra photograph(‘d
at the Observatory. It has had to

hr modified from time to time,

but the nomenclature adopted is

that of the original sequence intro-

duced at Harvard. For the genciral

classification of spectra great dis-

persion is not necessary
;

and, if

the work is to be rapid and
comprehensive, the slit spectrograph, confined in its action to oru* star at a time, is obviously un-

suitable. Hence, most of the work at Harvard is done on a small scale with the f)bjt‘('tiv(‘ prism, with
which a large number of spectra can h(‘ photographed simultan(‘ou.sly on a s(‘ak* just sulhcifuitly large

for purposes of classification. An example of the tyiie of plate j)rodiice(l i)y this method is to be*

found on page 68. Thousands of the brighter stars have had their spectra classified and puldislied

at Harvard, most of the work having been done by the highly-skilled women mernl>ers of iht* staff,

among whom may be mentioned the late Mrs. Fleming, the lale .Miss Leavitt, and Miss Cannon.

Harvard provides us with a splendid example of the kind of work that can be done in Astronomy
with instruments of small or moderate size. The largest telesrr)p(‘s in the Observatory, though not

the ones that do the most work, are the old fifteen-inch refractor always a.ssociated witli the name

1
*^ -

Ih.N.A
IvYlMCND OF Tin-; VlvKKIvS Tl-IJCSCOl'K

The nicc’haniail arniiigcnients of tin* “sniall ('n»r* of a liiu.'c t< U-sco)K' ai)i)ctir al
first sight rather e(miplicated. The long rods, with wheel handles, are
the Right Aseeiisioii and Oeclination clamiis and sl<»w motions, with their
duplieates. The four bare steel projections iroin th<- heavy ring at the (‘iid of the
big tube are for the attachment of speetrogr.iphs atid similar apparatus To

'

left is mountcfl the small “ iinder,” parallel with the larger teleseoj>e.

» the
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of Bond, a twenty-four-inch photographic reflector, and the five-foot reflector that was made by

and formerly belonged to the late Dr. A. A. Common, of Ealing. For many years after its purchase it

was not found possible to put this last instrument ^into regular use, but lately steps have been

taken to provide it with work for which its great aperture will make it suitable.

There remain to be con-

three

^ t>/J \Jhc Yerkes Obseriatory

THi: YKKKKS TWO-FOOT KKFLECTOR
This coiniiact’atid easily-worked instrument was designed for the photography of

ncbultc and f.unt stars In this it has done most successful work in the hands of

Professor Uitdiey, who also figured the tniiror The open-frame tube, now adopted

for most large reflectors, has the advantage of eliminating internal air-currents that

would otherwise injure the definition of objects photographed The driving dock,

in the base of the mounting, is controlled electrically by the observer, and a double-

slide platt -holder is also fitted page 525 )

States, or indeed in the whole

world—the Lick, Yerkes, and

Mount Wilson Observatories.

The first of these, founded

and endowed by James Lick,

is situated at an altitude of

4,200 feet on the summit of

Mt. Hamilton, California, being

attached to the University of

the latter State. It was the

first of the great mountain

observatories, the success at-

tained there having demon-

strated the great advantage of

considerable elevation for the

site of such establishments.

The chit'f instrument at Lick

is the famous thirty-six-inch

Clark refractor, which was for

many years the largest of its

kind in the world. With it the

late Professor Barnard dis-

covered the fifth moon of Jupi-

ter and it is one of the few

large instruments that have

ewer been used at all systemati-

cally for the study of the

surfaces of the planets and

their satellites. It is, however,

principally used for the visual

discovery and measurement of

close double stars. A correct-

ing lens, of thirty-three inches

aperture, is available for con-

verting the telescope into a

photographic instrument if de-

sired, and spectrographic work

can also be done with it. The

Lick refractor, of which an

illustration appears on page

523, also serves as the tomb

of its donor, who lies buried in the brickwork portion of the base of the mounting.

Another famous instrument at the Lick Observatory is the Crosslcy reflector, a photographic
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telescope of the same aperture as the big refractor. With it the late Professor Keeler secured the
wonderful senes of photographs of the nebulas that has done so much to increase our knowledge of
these objects. Some examples of his beautiful work will be found among the illustrations of
Chapter XIV, where a picture of the telescope, as originally momited, is also given. The equipment
of the Lick Observatory, of which a general view is to be seen on page 522, also includes a refractor of
twelve inches aperture, and a fine transit-circle. On certain nights in the year, according to the i>ro-
visions of its foundation, the Observatory is open to the general public, and, although a journey of
many miles to its isolated site is involved, large numbers of people take advantage of this opportunity
of looking through one of the world’s largest telescopes.

The munificence of another public-spirited American millionaire, Mr, Charh's T. 'S’erkes. was
responsible for the erection of the Yerkes Observ'atory of the University of Chicago on the shores of

This unusual -looking structure, referred to locally as the “Ark,” was designed to bhdtcr soKu instrumontb fiom the hu£iUii«
effects of the Sun, which in ordinary tele'icopes greatly impair the definition by iiroducinji uir-currents In the “ Snou ”

telescope there is no tube, the mys of the Sun lieing directed almost horuontally towards the paiiiholic mirrors <>f tht*

instrument by means of the coelostat seen at the near end of the btrueturc

Lake Geneva, about eighty miles from the big city. The main building of tlu* GbstTvatory, wliit h is

illustrated on page 70, is constructed of brown Roman brick, and is in th(» form of a Latin cross. At
one end of the longer axis is the great dome, ninety feet in diameter, that covers the forty-inrli telescope,

which is the largest refractor in the world. This instrument has been and .still is put to a varndy of

uses, its value being so fully realised that it is never allowed to remain idle while th(‘ sky is clciur. Some
of the many purposes for which it is used are parallax work, spectrographic determinatKjns of the radial

velocities of stars, visual and photographic photometry, and the mtjasuremeni of close binaries. Special

arrangements are provided for adapting the instrument for each of these purposes, thus making it

possible for the one telescope to do the work of several. Some, beautiful photographs of the Moon,
5X
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planets, and star clusters are among the moie spectacular by-products of the uork of this instrument,
and much valuable visual work of a miscellaneous character was done with it by the late Professor
Barnard

In one of the smallei domes is mounted a photographic it flee tor of twenty-four inches aperture
t lb fitted with an exquisite mirror by Ritchty and has proved most successful in the photography of

nebulas Away from the* mam building, in another part of Us seventy acre grounds, is the small
structmc m wlucli is mounted the ten-inch Bruce photographic tc’escopo, illustrated on page 54

It 1 11b little instiument, which is so mounted that it can bt pointed in any conceivable direction

Til
rnoimt, the late Prohssor Barnard took some of the most beautiful photographs

“
J,.!,,

Examples of these will be found on pages 18 19and OJl Elsewhere will b< found somewhat similar photogr. phs taki n by the same observer with a’

Sge^BrC «m^ ^ construction of the

men si I a
unsurpassed as regards the size and power of the instru

Trin In ^ T I

Originally designed as a Solar Observatory, and so entitled, it has

S nrii V '

1 f astrophysical work As the
p ndid equipment has grown, tin fullest possible use has been made of it, and the Observatory has

astronomical knowledge during the past

Mount Wilson is situated a few miles from Pasadena, near Eos Angeles in California The summit.

/iy ptrptuston o/J

COEPOSTAT or THE "SNOW" TEEESCOPL
[rtc Y^ia Ois,ri,a(orv

The welostat proper, consistinB of a plane rairror mounted cquatonally and driven hv oloLkworic i« .« ti,„ *

mirror is used for various (chiefly spectrographic) pun»08eb of solar research
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on]j[and near which the Obser-

vatory is built, is «5,900 feet

above sca-level. This position,

which secures the maximum
fre('dom from coastal fog and

low-lying clouds, mak(*s for the

transparency and good defini-

tion so essential for the best

astronomical work. One of the

greatest difficulties in the way

of solar research is the unsteady

condition of the atmosphere

brought about by th(‘ heat of

the Sun. Not only arc currents

thus formed in the atmosphere

as a whole, but the parts of it

n(‘ar th(^ ground arc greatly dis-

turlx'd by radiation from the

latter, or even from parts of the

instruments with which obser-

vations are being made. By
the location of a Solar Obser-

vatory on a mountain-top, much
of the general turbulence* of the

DOME OF THE HUNORED JNCH KlvFUXTOR, MOUNT WIIySON,

This in the larjEjost observatory dome in the world, One hundred feet in diameter

and wcijJihing a hundred tons, it i^^ nevertheless iolat(‘d easily and rapidly by

l)owcrful electric motors, allowing <>1 observations in all i)arts of the sky. It is

jxiintcd white and provided with a double sheathing l(> reduce the* heating effects

of the* Sun during the da> The* instrument which it cove*rs is ilhistteited on page ;Jl»

atmosphere is left behind at lower levels, but the local causes of disturbance mentioned above

art* by no means eliminatt*d. Tht* observtTS at Mt. Wilson soon discov('r(‘d this and were led to th<*

design and construction of two unusual forms of instrumt'nt, both of which have proved very

succt'ssful in reducing the effects of local atmospluTic tremors. In t'acli case the ttdescope itself

is fixed in one position, being “ fed " with sunlight by a coelostat in the manner already described

earlier in this chapter. In the one instrument the optical axis lu‘s in a nearly horizontal position, the

several parts of the apparatus being arranged on a series of concrete* pedestals, set in a line. I he wliol(‘,

with the (ixccption of the coelostat and st'condary mirror, is covered by an inmn'iise canvas-covered

structure, with louvred sid(‘s. 'I he object of this is to shelter the oi)tical j)arts of the instrument from

the effects of direct and re-radiated sunshine, while allowing of a fn‘e cin iilation of air within the

structure. The whole instrument, illustrated on page 801, is known officially as the Snow Iclescope,

and unofficially (for obvious reasons) as the *‘Ark.'' In the second of tin* novel solar instruments at

Mt. Wilson the object-glass, with the coelostat feeding it, is mounted at the*, top of a tower, the optical

axis in this case being vertical. Actually there are two instruments of this kind on tla* mountain, die

niore recent of the towers, L^O feet in height, having been built as a result of the success of the earli(T

one of 60 feet. The steel girders of which the 15()-foot tower telescojx* is constructed are (*ricased

in an outer sheath not in contact with them. This is a necessary precaution against rapid changes of

temperature and the swaying effects of violent wind. Below the tower is a well in which the temjiera-

ture is nearly constant, allowing of the successful employment of acc(‘ssory apjiaratus that is very

sen.sitive to the alternating effects of heat and cold. Both the Snow and lower telescopes are used

for spectrographic and siicctroheliographic work on the Sun under high dispersion. An examination

of the spectroheliogram on page 177 will give some idea of the success attained at Mt. Wilson in securing

good definition for large-scale solar work.

It is impossible here to give details of the immense amount of work accomplished in that part of

the Observatory which deals with sidereal Astronomy. The jirincipal instruments used in this con-

nection are the 00-inch and lOO-inch reflectors, illustrated resi)ectively on pages 525 and 39. Both
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these telescopes are, optically and mechanically, of the highest excellence, as is proved by the beautiful

definition of fine detail in the photographs taken with them. Neither is used exclusively for any one

kind of work, since experiments have shown that they can be made to fulfil a great variety of

purposes almost equally well. Among these may be mentioned the photography of star clusters and

nebulae, the study of the spectra of faint stars, the determination of stellar parallaxes by trigonometric

and spectroscopic methods, bolometric observations of stellar spectra, and the photography of the

lunar and planetary surfaces. To this list must be added the measurements of stellar diameters made
with the twenty-foot interferometer attached to the larger instrument. The effective focal length of

each telescope can be varied to suit the particular requirements of different researches, and the same

applies to the dispersive power of the spectrographs attached to the instruments. The great value of

these large reflectors is fully realised by those who are privileged to use them and care is taken that

neither is allowed to rest in idleness while the sky is clear.

In the brief review which has henj been given of the work and equipment of some of the world's

observatories no attcmi)t has been made to give anything like an exhaustive account of any one of

them. It is perhaps well to rej)eat at this point that the omission of certain well-known establishments

is in no way intended to imply that they are of little importance. The choice of observatories for

mention has rather been dictated by a desire to present to the reader the greatest amount of variety both

as regards the work done and the type' of instruments employed.

Among the most striking features of the work of our large modern observatories will have been

not(‘d the almost univcTsal adoi)tion of photographic methods as a substitute for the older processes

By permission of\ [Tks Yterkts Observatory,

SPECTROSCOPIC EABOKATORY, MOUNT WILSON.
In this laboratory experiments art; made under amditions that can be controlled by the observer, and the information thus
gained is of great value in interpreting the results of spcctrographic work on Sun and stars, and in suggesting further lines of
research. A laboratory is a necessary adjunct to every modem astrophysical observatoiy, and the one at Mount Wilson is

specially well-equipped.
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of visual observation. While no one can

deny the enormous advantages thereby

realised in certain departments of re-

search, it may perhaps be fell that

Astronomy must inevitably lose some of

its romance for the man to whom a

star is nothing but a small black mass

of silver grains, or a series of parallel

lines, on a glass plate. But there are

still certain branches of work in which

the direct use of the eye is acknowledged

to give the best results, and some of our

greatest professional workers, such as the

late Professor E. E. Barnard, have always

kept this in mind. Moreover, in what-

ever directions the professional of the

futuH'- may be forced to develop Ills

m(‘thods, we may be conlident that the

great company of amateurs will never

allow visual observation to become a

lost art.

CHAPTER XXII.

THE CALENDAR,
By Kkv. T. E. R. Piiiii.ips, M.A., F.R.A.S.

I

N Chapter XIX, Mr. Bartrum has clt^alt

with the important subject of time,

and has described various devices and
nuH'hanical appliances for its measure-

ment. It requires little reflection to see

how all-important a thing it is in any stage of civil or roinnnmity life, that a knowlcdgi* of tin* Jiour

of the day or night should be ascertainable with some approach to accuracy, and altliougli certain

experiments, as described by Mr. Dingle in Chapter XVIIT, have led to the (*stal)lishni(‘nt of tlx*

relativity of time as well as space standards, yet without some system of units (which have sensibly

the same value for all the inhabitants of this planet), the rcfin(‘mcnts of organised social life would be

impossible.

As already remarked, a natural division of time is that provided by the Earth's axial rotation whic h

produces the alternation of day and night, but for many purposes longer intervals of time are n(‘(‘d(‘d.

Some of these are supplied for us in nature, others are arbitrary or conventional. Among the former

may be mentioned the month, which is related to the movements of the Moon; and the year, wliich

is dependent on the Earth's revolution round the Sun.

Among the divisions of time which are more or less conventional, not being de pendent on definite

recurrences in nature, we may place the week, which has varied in length among different nations

between five and ten days; the Greek 01}mipiads, which were successive intervals of four y(‘ars, and the

Roman Indictions, or intervals of fifteen years instituted by Constantine in the year a.d. 1312 in con-

nection with the collection of taxes and the keeping of accounts, and still used for the purpose of

dating by the Papal Court. But for the common affairs of life, as well as for the provision of points of

reference in historical records, the fundamental division of time is the year. Associated with this is

f fonij (“ /rUfir "

15U-nOOT TOWER TlvElCSCOri', MOUNT WIESON.
In this aisc the telescope is fixed in a vertical jiosition, tin* li^hl of the

Sun beiiiK reiU‘ete<l down it by a coeloslat and secoinlaiy iniiroi

mounted at the top of the tower The Jailer is made of .steel, witli a
hcjiarate oiitci shiMlh for each jj^irder 'J'his is a i>reeautio» against

the effects ol wind an<l rapid chan^^cs of lemp(*rature. below the

tower is a well, whose nearly constant temperature allows of the

successful emiiloyiucnt of very delicate instrum(*rits, as accessories

to the main telescope.
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the sequence of the sc'Jisons and the succession of agricultural operations ;
hence, also, the arrange-

ment of civil and economic life. On the other hand, from the earliest times the month has also been an

interval of the higlu'st importance^ since so many religious observances have been associated with the

Moon’s jihases
;
and the irn’ornmensurability of thest^ two important intervals of time is the main

cause of the confusion that has arist'ii in clirouology as well as in the observance of important annual

events.

The word c ih'ndar (or kalendar) is derivt'd from tlie Latin kcilendce, the name assigned to the first day

of llie Roman moiitli. It is now commonly api)lied to any scheme of time-division in which the year is

adopted as the fiindaiiK'ntal unit. But it must be remarked that the term “ yc'ar ” in this connection

is used rather loosely, being in som(‘. calendars ai)i)liccl to a succ(‘ssion of months rather than the journey

of the Earth round the Sun. The Moluimiru'daii year, consists of twelve months, or 354 days only,

so that the fasts and festivals in tlu' course of about thirty-tlirc'e years, go completely through the

s(‘asons.

Befon' going further, it is necessary for us to consider what exactly we mean by the terms

“ yt'ar ” and "month” in calendar problems. Although th(‘ year is generally understood to be

the time required for the Earth to travel round the Sun, or, which comes to the same thing, for

the Sun to make its circuit of the sky in the ecliptic, it may as a matter of fact be dclint'd in three

distinct ways, each of which has a time value' slightly dilfcn'ut from the others. As has Ix'en already

exy)lained in Chapter 11, the' Earth’s e)rbit is an ellipse and in consequence of the disturbing

t'ffecl of the' other planets the direction e)f its major axis e>r line of apsides is slowly changing. It is

me)ving forward in the elireclion of the Earth s motion. If then we reckem the year by the Earth's

motie)n from perihe'lion through

aphelion to pe'rihelion again,

we shall ge't a slightly greater

value fe)r the length of the year

than if we reckem it by the

re‘turn of thei Sun to the same

pennt in the' sky as indicated by

the stars. This latter interval

is kne)wn as the sidereal ye'ar,

and the forme'r (that referre'd to

the perilu'lion point) as the

anomalistic year. But neither

of the'se' years is the one we ne'ed

as the basis of our calendar,

since the alternations of the

seasons depend neither on the

Earth's return to perihelion nor

on the position of the Sun

relative to the stars, but on its

position relative to the equator.

Now it will be remembered

that the Sun's path or the

ecliptic intercepts the celestial

equator at two opposite points

known as the vernal and au-
Drauing &y]

HELIACAL RTSINO OK A STAR.
[W, H. Steavenson,

The leiiRth of the year was probably determined in early times by the observation of

stars visible near the horizon about sunrise or sunset. In the diagram a star of the
same declination as the Sun bus just risen before it. Note that in the northern
hemisphere a star north of the Sun may rise before it, even though its Right Ascension
be greater. The Siime thing is true of a star south of the Sun in the southern

hemisphere.

tumnal equinoctial points ;
and

the interval between two suc-

cessive returns of the Sun to

the same equinoctial point is
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the interval in which the st‘asons recur.

This, then, is the year we want for

calendar purposes, and it is known as

the tropical year. But as explained in

Chapter V, p. 236, the Earth’s axi^-, in

consequence of the disturbing action

of the Sun and Moon ('specially the

Moon— on the protuberant ring of

matter round the Earth’s equatorial

regions performs a conical movenu'nt

about the poles of th(' (‘cliptie in 25,800

years. This involves a backward

mention of the ('quinodial points round

th(‘ ecliptic in the same' interval of

time. It follows, tlien, that whereas

the anomalistic year (n'ckoned by the

Earth's return to perihelion) is longer

than the sidereal year, the tropical

year is shorter than the sid('real y('ar.

The thrc'c kinds of year an' illustrated

in the figure on this i)age.

Probably the earli('st determina-

tions of the length of th(' year were

based on observations of th(' heliacal

rising or setting of certain i)rominerit

stars, that is, by counting the nurnb('r

of days bctwe('n successive first ap

pearanccs of the same star in the east

just before sunrise, or successive last

appearances in the w('St just after

mivAsuhj.miv.vts oi* vicak

The diajir.un (not diuwn to soak*) icpi<*sciits tiu* IC.iith’s orbit ,it iwo
cpcK'h.H— say 12 immthh apart P‘, P», iind \’*, au itb positions at

perihelion and the vernal equinox at thesi* two ep«)chb Noli* that the
line of apsidcb is advaneinK» while that of the e(piiuoM‘s is ielio«radinv:

(precertbion) The interval )>etween udimis ol tin ICaith to the* sanie

direction as ^ccw from the Sun (say from P' to tlu diieetiou of P* siKaiu)

ib the sidereal year; that between returns to iK*iiheliou (P' to P*) is the

anomalislic year; and that between retuins to the eiiuiuox (V‘ to \'*) is

the tropiLul yeai

sunset. Such observations gave very approximately the It'iigth of tlu' sidi real year, ])ut iiit asurt's of

the shadow cast at noon by a gnomtm— indicating at what intervals tlu' lengths aw ((jual, revealed

the duration of the tropical year and h(*ncc l(*d to the (liscovt'ry of piveession. By sueli mt ans as these

the tropical year was found in vt'ry early times to comprise about 365} days. W(‘ now know its k'ligtli

to be 365 days 5 hours 48 minutes 46T5 seconds, which is about twenty minutes kss tlian tliat of the*

sidereal yt'ar and twenty-five minutes less than that of the anomalistic year.

We must also consider what we mean by the month in relation to th(* ('aleiidar, and here again we

have a word which is used with a variety of meanings ;
to mention just thrc'e of tliesc*, there' is tlie month

as measured by the return of the Moon to very nearly the same direction in the lieavens (tin* sidereal

month), the month as measured by the Moon’s return to one of its nodes (the nodical month), and the

month as indicated by the lunar phases (synodic month), and these all have diffcTcnt values.

It will be clear that since the Moon’s nodes are regressing (like the e(|uinoctial points above mention(>d)

the nodical month is shorter than the sidereal month, whtTcas, owing to th(‘ forward motion of the

Earth round the Sun, the synodic month, or the interval from any new Moon to new Moon again,

will be longer than the sidereal month. (See figure on page 816

)

Now, the month which has always been associated with religious observances is the synodic month.

It will be remembered, for example, that amongst the Jews, the month was considcrcjd to begin on the

evening on which the thin crescent of the new Moon was first seen in the wcstt'rn sky and the fact was

announced by the blowing of trumpets. The synodic month, then, (commonly called a lunation) is the

month which formerly entered into the consideration of calendar problems. Its length is just over
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twcnty-niru‘ anti a half days or more exactly 29 days 12 hours 44 minutes 2'87 seconds, the day here

beinpj the mean solar day, or the mean interval throughout the year betw('cn successive returns of the

Sun to the meridian as dt'seribt^d on p. 693. This is nearly four minutes longer than the day as measured

by returns of a star to the m(Tidian, owing to the motion of the Earth in its orbit round the Sun. We
now s(‘i' the nature of th(' task which the calendar maker had before him. He had to fit together as best

he could the tro}>ical year, th(‘ synodic month, and the day, or rather to devise means for surmounting

th(‘ dithculties that arise from the incommensurability of these important intervals of time.

Cienerally sptiaking, the calendar adopted has been one of three main types. It has been purely

solar, j)ur(dy lunar, or luni-solar. In tlui first of these the year is taken as fundamental, and the lengths

of th(' months are arbitrary, being merely conventional, and without relation to the lunar phases. The
typical example of such a (’aU'iidar is that inaugurated by Julius Csesar, a calendar wliich, with a very

slight modification to b(' d('st'ribed presently, is substantially the cakmdar we use to-day. On the other

hand, in a purely lunar calendar tlui lengtli of the month is taken as fundamental, and the year consists,

say, of tw(‘lve lunations or 354 days without any reference whatever to the seasons. Tlte Mohammedan
y('ar, mentioned abov(‘, is the outstanding example of tins type of calendar. In a luni-solar calendar

the year usually consists of twelve lunations (the months being alternately twenty-nine and thirty

days) with an intercalary or embolismic month added from time to time as may be necessary to keep

tlu‘ year in ai)proximate agr('(‘ment with the seasons. The Jewish calendar was a striking example of

such endeavours to fit together both the month and the year. It will be remcmibered that the Paschal

celebrations were always associated with the .season of spring, and at the Passover, which fell at the

full Moon of Nisaii, the first gr(‘en ears of barley had to be presented. If then in any year at the new

Moon of the month, wliic h was expectt‘d to be Nisan, it was found that such cars of barley would not

b(' ready in time for th(' Passover, the beginning of Nisan was postponed for another lunation
;
and in

this way the Jewish calendar was maintained in approximate agreement with the troi)ical year. The

(ireek calendar was also a luni-solar one, a cycle of eight years being adopted, during which the normal

lunar year of 354 days was .supplemented thiee times by an intercalary month of thirty days. There

s(‘cms to be some uncertainty about the nature of the early Roman calendar. According to some

authorities the year consist (’d of ten months only, and it has been stated that the two months January

and iM'bruary were aftcTwards added by Numa. Others dispute these statements. It is, however.

THE VERNAI, EQUINOX.
The diagram indicates the position of the " Vernal Equinox ” (the point of intersection
of the equator and ecliptic), more than 4,000 years ago. It was then situated in Taurus.

quite certain that in early

times the Romans made
use of an intercalary
month, which they called

Mcrcedonius, con.sisting of

twenty-three days. This

has also been attributed to

Numa. Later, under Julius

Caesar, the Roman calendar

became, as mentioned
above, definitely solar, be-

ing associated with the

tropical year which, as we
have seen, is roughly 365

J

days in length. Caesar in-

troduced his reform with

the assistance of the Alex-

andrian astronomer, Sosig-

enes, and in order to allow

for the odd quarter of a

day it was ordained that in
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every fourth year the

sixth day before the kal-

ends of March—that is

February 24—should b(i

counted twice. For this

reason those years were

called bissextile years.

They are now generally

known as leap years. It

also appt'ars that Caesar

decided to begin the year

on January 1, instead of

in March, and at the same
time had the name of tlu‘

month Quintilis- or the
|

fifth month reckoning
from M'lrrTi 1' rO T IvFPECT OF ruiCClCSSION.

*' C langc O
illustration shows how the Vernal ICtiuinox has “ preeessed ** l‘nnii T.iutus [ur

Julius (or July) aft(T previous diapani) it has ihovimI back tf> the weslern i)arl of IMsec.s, which is outsuU* the

himself. Similarly his

.successor Augustus changed the namt' of the following monlli S(‘.\lilis (the sixth mouth) to Aiigusliis

or August, and it is said that he also took a day from February and added it to August in order that the

latter might not he l(‘-ss in length than the month associated with his j)r(‘(l(T('ssor Julius. In this way
the length of February, which had \n^vn primarily twcuily-nine days, was rc'diiced in coininon ye.irs to

twenty-eight days.

The Julian calendar was not, of course, adopted without soim* chronological disloc'ation, juid tlie

year before the commencement of the new sysiein -that is, 4t) h.c\, according to our ('omiuon reckoning

—had to be prolonged to 445 days in order that certain festivals might fall about th(‘ tinns originally

assigned to them in the tropical year. This year is gencirally known as tht‘ “ year c)f confusion." Some

confusion also followed the inauguration of tlu* new calendar in conseqiuuice of a misuiidcu standing of

the rule relating to the bi.s.sextile years, but after the errors thus introdiiet'd w(Te corri‘cte(l -tlial is,

about half a century after its inauguration—the Julian calendar continiii'd in us(‘ in i^uropean countries

without any change or interruption down to the latter part of the sixte(mth cfuitury. In Russia and

the East it survived without change until quite reccmtly.

No doubt the abandonment of all attempt to combine th(‘ year and the succession of liinatioris in

one scheme and the decision to make the calendar a purely solar one was akin to a stroke of genius.

Nevertheless, the Julian calendar suffered from one small deft'ct which was cumulative and gradually

assumed proportions which were found iriconv<‘nient. That cak'ndar was ])ased, as w(‘ have* seen, on

the assumption that the tropical year is 365J days or 365 days (> hours exactly, wluTcas the true

length is 365 days 5 hours 48 minutes 46d5 seconds. Tlie assiime.d trt)i)ical year was accordingly

some eleven minutes fourteen seconds too long, with the result that the ('quinoxes gradually fell earlier

and earlier in the year according to the calendar dat(‘. Now from the beginning it had bec'ii th(‘ habit

of the Christian Church to celebrate Easter about the time of the full Moon falling on or next following

the vernal equinox, and at the time of the GeneTal Council of Niciea, that is, in a.d. 325, llu' (‘(juiiiox

was held to occur on March 21 (it actually fell that year on the evening of March 20). It do(‘s not seem

that the Council actually prescribed the method of determining Easte.r but merely ordained that

Christians everjAvhere should keep the festival on the same day. NevtTtheless, in accordanr(‘ with

tradition this was subsequently interpreted as meaning that Easter should be observed on the Sunday

after the first full Moon falling on or after the 21st of March. Since, however, from the cause above

mentioned the equinoxes gradually fell earlier and earlier disputes arose as to the correct date of

Easter. The matter was carefully considered by sundry General Councils, especially by the Council of
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Trent, and in 1582

Pope Gregory XTII,

who was cissist(*d by

thcjesuit astronomer

Schusscl, generally

known as Clavius,

issued a Bull decree-

ing (1) that to restore

the date of the vtTnal

('quinox, which then

f(‘ll on March 11, to

March 21, the day

following October 4

in that year should

be called October 15,

and (2) that, in order

to pnwent a recur-

rence' of th(‘ disloca-

tion, only those ct'ii-

tury years which are

divisible by 400
should be considered

as leap years. By this rule 1700, 1800, and 1900 were not leaj) years, but 2000 will be a leap year.

The reformed calendar- -known as the Gregorian calendar—is not quite correct, although very

nearly so. By the rule of the centurial years thre(‘ years in every four (‘tmturies which would be h^ap

years according to the Julian calendar ber(nne common years, or, on the average, one in 133 yc'ars,

whereas the true correction should Ix' one in 12S years. The outstanding error, however, is small,

and will not amount to a single day till the* expiration of between 3000 and 4000 years.

The new calendar came into o])eration at once in thos(‘ countries which acknowledged allcgianc(‘ to

the Pope, but the Eastern Church and most Protest«int State's refused to adopt it until much later.

The changt' was not made in (ireat Britain till 1752 and tli(*n not without considcral)l(‘ opposition

and disturbari('(*. Parliament deercc'd that tlu* day following Septt'inbcr 2, 1752, should be called

September 14 instead of Sej)temher 3, and, notwithstanding the care that was taken to guard against

any possibility of injustice in the collection of rents and other payments, riots brokt' out in various places

and the cry was rais(*d give us back our eleven days,'' It may bt‘ remarked that the difteremee between

the two calendar systems had now become ('leven instead of ten days as in 1582, sinc(' under the new
rule 1 700 was not a leap year.

Another change* that was made at the time when the Gregorian calendar was adopted in England

relates to the beginning of tlu' year. Prior to 1752 the official date' of its commencement had been

March 25, but this was now put back to January 1, the date which had been chosen for the beginning

of the year by Julius C®sar and also by Pope Gregory XllI at the inauguration of the new system in

1582. It is, however, worth noting that January 1 had been regardi'd as the first day of the year in

Scotland since 1000, and even in England the intercalation of the additional day I'very fourth year

had been made in the February preceding not in that following the March which was officially the first

month of the year. To avoid confusion in the dates of events occurring in January, February or March

about the period of change from the old to the new calendar it is usual to give the years according to

both styles. For instance, February 20, 1753, according to the old style, would be written February 20,

1753/1754. But although for ordinary civil purposes January 1 is New Year's day, everyone who
pays rates and taxes knows that the financial year of the British Exchequer begins on April 6. This is

really a .survival from the time when the year began on March 25. At the adoption of the new style in

From ** Astfotiomy for All ”i [by pertm^ston oj C & Co
,
Ltti

SUNRISJ*: AT STONRHEXGK AT TlIJC SUMMER SOUSTICU.
The point of Sunrise varies throughout the year. The most distant stone shown in the iJlustraiion

was so placed as to indicate the i>osltlon at the Summer Solstice, ur the longest day. The Sun
is shown rising tiehlnd the stone’s lip
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1/52, in order that then' miglit be no change in the length of tlu' current financial yi‘ar. tlie Ctileiular date
of its commencement was put forward eleven days to Ai>ril 5. But the old style was for some riMson
still retained; and the year 180C) not being a lea]) yt'ar on tin' tiregorian system, April 6 took tlu'

place of April 5 in the Nineteenth Century, in 1900. howt'ver, which was also not a leap yt'ar, the
date of the conimencernt'iit of the financial yeiir remained niichaiigt'tl, so that like the ordinary civil

year the year of the Exchequer is now determined by the Cirt'goii.in rule.

It may be well at this point to rt'ft'r shortly to our ado]>ted svstem of uiiinbeiing tlu' ytMis fioin the
supposed date of the birth of Christ, This system did not obtain in the eaily days of tlu' ( hiistian

Church, but is due to Dionysius Kxiguus (Denis le Petit), said to liave bc^m an Ai)bot ol Rome in the

sixth century. A cycle of 532 years in which Easter n'curs on the saiiK' dates in the Julian cak'ndar

had already been discovered by Victorias Aquilanus, and Diom-siiis icad)iist<‘(l tht> iK'giamng of tlu'

first of these cycles to make it coincide with what he belu'ved to bt‘ tlu' >i'.ir in wJiicJi our Loul was
born. It scarcely falls within the scope of this cha])ter to discuss tlu' very iiilcn'sting chronological

point here raised, but it is believ('d that, while accepting tlie tr.idition that that year was tlie twenty-

eighth of the reign of Augustus, Dionysius made tlu* mistake* of rc'ckonmg from the' assumjition of tiu*

name Augustus by Octavius instead of from a date four ycais ('arlar (723 in tlu' era of Komr) when the

battle of Actium was fought in which he had gained lus famous victory over Antony .and CU ojiatia,

and from which the reign of Augustus is commonly counted Tlu* date now ge'iierally ae e('])ted .is that ot

Christ’s birth is accordingly 4 b.c., but for a full and interesting discussion of the sulijeel tlu* reader is

referred to Chapter XITI of Mr. Alexander Philip’s book, “ The Calendar Its History, Stnieturc and

Improvement."

We may now consider some of the chief defects in the calendar which have h'd in jeccnl years to

a growing dc'mand for reform.

To begin with, the dat(‘ of the commencement of tlu* y(‘ar is not a suitable* om*, stricllv^ speaking

.... / .1 LI ..1 [iiy ^ Maunder
l^rom " Astronomy 0/ the BtbU*']

»i*TTr^
i •

" BLOW ur i nn TRUMPET IN THE NhW
Amongst the Jews the month was held to begin on the evening when the thin crescent of the New Mwm was first

seen, and the fact that it had begun was announced by the blowing ot trumpets The tunes of their religious

observances depended on the phases of the Moon, and their year consisted of twelve lunations with an extra month

added, when needed, to keep their feasts in agreement with the seasons
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from the scientific point of since January J marks no outstanding epocJi in the relative positions of

the Sun and EartJt. It Jias bt'on suggested that the most natural date for the beginning of the year

would be that whicJi we now call December 22, since it is the date when the Sun having reached its

greatest southern declination is about to turn and travel north again. It may be questioned, however,

whether any such readjustwent at this stage of the world's histor)^ would not result in more dislocation

and confusion than advantage, since the gain would he merely a tecJmicaJ one, except perhaps for such
things as the discussion of mct(‘oroJogicaI statistics. And even here tlic change would probably bo of

advantage to observtTs in tlie northern hemispIuTe only. Considering the world as a whole, perha])s one

of the equinoctial dates would be preferable as tin* commencement of the year if any chang(* at all wen*

considered dcsirabh*.

But a far more serious dc'fect in oiir existing calendar than the arbitrary date of its commencement
is tluj inequality in tlu* divisions of the year into months, quarters, and half-years. The inconvenicuice

is felt in commercial and business affairs such as tJie arrangements of accounts and the calculation of

salaries, int(Test, jKuisioris, rent, and so forth. In Gn‘at Britain tin* quarters as r(‘ckoned from Lady
Day, Midsummer Day, Michaelmas Day, and Christmas Day contain

in common years ninety, (‘ighty-s(‘ven, niriety-sev(‘n and ninety-one

days resjK'Ctivc'ly, and (‘ven if we divide* the year according to the

calendar months tlic intervals arc ninety, ninety-one, ninety-two

and nint‘ly-two days. The* first half " efi the year thus cemtains

only 181 days, and the second “ half ”184 days. Now, as has been

pointed eml with much force by Mr. Alexander Philip, who has

de*voted an inimeuise de'al of time and re*search to cale'ndar problems,

a simple and etteotive^ reform coulel be secureid with a minimum of

disturbance by simply taking a day from August and adding it to

February. If this wen* done, the quarters wemld consist of ninety-

one, ninety-one, ninety-one* and ninety-two days respectively, each

quarte*rbeingoxactly divisibleinto thirteemwee'ks with just one* extra

day in the last quarter, about which more will be said later. There

can be ne) doubt that this slight change in the month, which is really

only the correction ol a stupid blunder originating in the vanity of

Augustus, ('ven if no other corrections were made,would be of great

b('iiefit in busiiu*ss and trade transactions as well as in other depart-

ments of civil life. Another suggestion which has been made, and
which would produce a .similar result with the additional advantage
of greater symmetry in the monthly divisions, is that each quarter

should consist of three* months of thirty-one, thirty and thirty days successively with the extra day at the

end of the last quarter. This would, of course, mean a slightly greater disturbance of our present system.

Yet another proposal is to divide the year into thirteen months, each of which would consist of twenty-
eight days or four weeks exactly (neglecting for the moment the odd day), but the dislocation involved
in this readjustment is so considerable that it would probably receive but scant vsupport.

It will be noticed that in any attempt to arrange the year in equal divisions the odd day presents a
difficulty which is insuperable. It also prevents the calendar being a perpetual one—a type which not a
few people engaged in business transactions thmk desirable. For were the year to consist of 364
instead of 365 days, the same dates would always fall on the same days of the week year after year, an
arrangement with certain obvious advantages. Accordingly it has been proposed to remove the obstacle

in the way of a completely orderly calendar by excluding December 31 from the general scheme

—

making it, in short, a blank day or dtes non, so that it would be neither a Sunday, nor a Monday, nor
a Tuesday, nor any other named day of the week, but an extra and uncounted day which might be a
general holiday. In leap years there would, of course, be two such days, one probably being arranged
to follow the last day of June and the other that of December, Each half year would thus have an

JUIJUS C;livSAn, TlUC DICTATOR.
One of the sri^alest men of antiquity.
He Inaugurated in 45 B.c. with the
help of Sosigenes, the Calendar Systetr*
which is the basis of that which we use

to-dav.
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extra day attached to it without upsetting the orderly progression of calendar events. But it seeins

likely that this proposal would meet with strong opposition, particularly in certain religious quarters.

Our week is of extremely ancient origin. It has come down to us through thousands of years without

any interruption. Even at the time of the Gregorian reform there was no breach of continuity in its

sequence, so that the exclusion of one or two days from the calendar would involve the ups(‘tling of a

tradition which has about it the glory of a great antiquity together with a definite' religious significance.

It may be argued that the principle underlying the week with one day in seven assignc'd to s])ecia1

religious obligations would not be seriously disturbed, but ancient traditions are not to bt' lightly

thrown aside, and many will doubtless feel that a much stronger cast' for the necessity or desirability

of this proposed change must be made out than is a]>parent at prt'sent befort' tlu'ir o])])osition to it

can be withdrawn.

The problems just referred to have been con-

sidered at various conferenees, one of the' most

important of which was held at Rome in May, U)22,

during the meeting of the International Astronom-

ical Union. On that ('ccasion the Commission

specially appointed for the considtTation of calendar

reform approved the following proposals; (1) The

adoption of a perpetual calendar, kc't'ping fifty-two

weeks plus one or two blank days. (2) January 1

to take the place of the day at ])res(‘nt oecujiied by

December 22. (II) The 3f)4 days to be divided into

four periods of ninety-one clays ('ach, i,e ,
tw^o

months of thirty clays and one of tliirt y-one, without

excluding an auxiliarv division into jK'nocls of

fourtec'ii and twenty-eight clavs.

We have defern'd to the latter jiar^ of this (diap-

ter the discussion of a proposed reform which is

commonly regarded as the most prc'ssing, though it

would probably be one of the mo^t clUhcult <ni which

to secure a general agrec'rnenl
;
namely, the stabilis-

ation of Easter. This, of course, doe^. nut involve

any question fundamc'iital to the' cab ndar suc'h as

the accuracy of the h‘ngth of the* tropical year, but

it relates to the obsc'rvance of a fc'stival which

occupies a key position in the J^cclc'siastical

Calendar, and also affc'Cts certain cornmcTC'ial, in-

dustrial, legal, and educational interests, which by

ancient custom have been linked up with it. As

mentioned above, it has be(*n the rule of the*

Church from the beginning to celebrate Easter about the time* of the Jewish I'assover, whvu the

Crucifixion and the Resurrection took place, that is about the time of the full Mocm of the Jewish

month Nisan. It is true that the actual coincidence of Easter with the J’assoverwas to be avoided,

as is .shown by the provision that if the full Moon falling on or next after March 2J hajifx'ns u[)on

a Sunday, Easter Day is the Sunday after. It is also the case lliat dilftTcnces in the time of the

Passover and the Easter ct'lebrations aris(* from diffen‘nct>s in the rules whereby the I'asclial Moon

is determined, the Moon of the Jews being based on the rules laid down l^y Hillel in a.d 358 and

that of the Christian Easter on certain cycles (to be described), with occasional reacJjustni(‘nts. Never-

theless, the traditional association of Easter with the l»aschal Celebration has Ixcn adhered to from

very early times down to our own dav ;
and that notwithstanding our use of a calendar which in all

/ rum a rlruit til Slonyltur'^t,

I'oi'i; .\iir

n 1.582 (.riKory XIII corrcctMl the itku of Uui Julian

lalendai hv slightly iiKxUfyin^' Casar’s iul( of the leap years,

lie also readjusted the Ciileudai dale ol the spnu« eijuinox

to Man h 21, the assunicfl date jn An Mii.'j
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[Ffom a portrait at Stonyharsi,

oth(‘r respects is a purely solar one and quite independent

of the lunations.

But the existing system of keeping Easter obviously

means a considerable oscillation in the date of the festival.

The full Moons which determine it may fall betw(‘en the

limits of March 21 and April 18, so that by the ruh' adopted

the earliest and lati‘st dates for EasttT are March 22

and April 25- -a range of no less than thirty-five

days

!

It is beyond our scope to discuss here in detail the rules

in use by western ('hristendom for finding Easter
;
but a

few words by way of general explanation may b(‘ of interest.

At the outset we may remark that th(' moon on which the

occurrence of the festival depends is not the actual moon
of the heavens, which is obviously " nt‘w on a day the

date of which differs according to the longitude of the

observer, but a conventional moon which can be adopted

all over the world, and which we may call the Calendar

Moon.

This moon depends on a cycle of nineteen years, at

THK JKSUIT ASTRONOMEK, CtAVIUS,
Clavius was the chief of Pope Gregory’s; advisers.

To correct the error of the Julian Calendar it was
decided that only those century years should be leap

years which arc divisible by 400 without remainder.

nt'arly the same po.sitions relatively to the Earth. During

these nineteen years there will be 235 lunations, so that

the new Moons and full Moons during this interval of

time will r(‘peat themselves ai)Out the same dates in

succ(‘ssive cycles. How near the agret'inent is will be st'en from the following figures :
—

d. h. m. s.

19 Julian y<‘ars -- 6939 18 0 0

235 lunations -- 6939 16 31 14

This cycle of nineteen years is generally known as the Metonic Cycle, after the Athenian

astronomer Melon, who discov(>red it in about the year 433 n.c., though it seems to have been known
previously in China and elsewhere

But there is another point to bo lemembered in connection with Easter. It must fall on a

Sunday, and in consequence ot the odd day at the end of the year the Sundays in successive common
year^ occur on dates earlier by one day, and of course they fall two days earlier after February in

the leap years. The result is that the Sundays will not return to the same dates till the expiration

of twenty-eight Julian years, so that the complete cycle for Easter, according to the Julian system, is

19 X 28 — 532 years. This is the cycle discovered by Victorius or Victorinus Aquitanus and

adopted, apparently, by Pope Hilarius in a.d. 463. It was this cycle, too, which Dionysius Exiguus

readjusted so as to make its commencement coincide with the supposed date of Christ's birth as stated

above.

Now, it will be obvious that under the reformed calendar of Gregory certain corrections to this

system of finding Easter are necessary. Tables in which they are embodied are given at the beginning

of the English Book of Common Prayer. They were compiled by Bradley, who was Astronomer

Royal at the time of the adoption of the Gregorian calendar in England, and as explanations of their

use accompany them, little need be said about them here.

The Golden Number is the number of the year in the so-called Mctonic Cycle as readjusted by

Dionysius. The name has its origin in the fact that the numbers of the years in Melon's cycle with

the dates of the new Moons are said to have been inscribed in letters of gold on the walls of the

temple of Minerva at Athens. The Dominical, or Sunday letter, is the letter assigned to the days
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on which the Sundays in the year fall
;

the first seven letters of the alphabet being assigned to the

days of the successive weeks, beginning with A for January 1. B for January 2. cte.. and A again

for January 8, and so forth. It will be obvious that owing to the odd day over and above fifty-two

weeks at the end of the year, the Sunday letter will retrograde one plact' each year, except in lea])

years, when the additional day in February will cause it to ridrograde a second ]>la('i\ Lea]) v'ars

will accordingly have two Sunday lettiTs

Clavius, the chief adviser of Gri'gory XTTI, made us(' of the Impact for i\w calculation of IC.ister

Day. The word Epacl (derivt‘d fioni the (heek epakios, which ineaiis added) refers to tlu^ elevim

days which must be added to twelve lunations (354 days) to coinplt'ti‘ the tropical Y(‘ar (Ihio days).

Now supposing a new Moon to fall on January 1 in a given y<'ar, on January 1 in the tollowmg and

the remaining eighteen years of th(‘ lunar cycle, the age of tlu‘ Moon would be eleven, twenty-two, thn'e

(deducting thirty as being a com})lote lunationL fourteen .... twenty-nine days i(‘S])(‘c(i\ ely,

and at the beginning of the lu'xt cycle ten, tweuty-oii(\ two, (dc., tlu* numbers retrograding by oni*

in each successive cycle. Owing, however, to small outstanding errors vvliich are cuimilativi*, tlu‘re

is need of readjustments from time to time to keep the Ej)acts right with llu* C'aleiular. It will be

clear that from the Epacl for any year wliidi is the age of tlu' ('ah'iular Moon on January I, the

date of the Full Moon occurring on or next aftei March 21 can be readily found, and this delermiiu^s

Easter by the rul<; above given.

Now the oscillation in tlie date of Easter through a range of thirty-hv(‘ days obviously involves

certain inconveniences both in ecclesiastical and civil atiairs, and there is in many ijuartiTs a

demand for fixing tlic occurrence of the festival within much narrower limits. To do this would,

of course, involve a bnjak with ancient tradition and an agreemiml on the ])oint l^y llu* various

TIIK TEMPIyLi OK MINERVA,

Ruins of the Temple of Minerva, on the walls of which it is sai.l the number of the year and the dates of the full Moons in the

cycle of Meton (nineteen years) were iiismbetl in characters of gold.
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Till- SIDF.RKAI, MONTH AND THIC IJTNATION.
Three positions of the Karth in its or!)it arc shoun. At K(l) the Moon is “ new."
At the Moon, having nieanwhilc travelled round the Karth, is seen at M(2)
in its original position relatively to the stars and a suUrcal month has been
eompleted But the Karth must travel as fui as K{3) to give the Moon time to

get rountl to the direetion of the Sun (at M(3)), when jf will be again " new."
Accordingly, the month as measured by the Moon’s phases {Umatton) is longer

than the sidereal month (29T) days to 27*3 days).

ecclesiastical authorities, which

would be very desirable, or,

indeed, necessary, if a change is

to be made, might prove ex-

tremely difficult to secure. This

question, amongst other Calendar

problems, was discussed at a

Conference convened by the

League of Nations at Geneva, at

the end of August and beginning

of September, 1923, at which the

Roman, Eastern Orthodox, and

Anglican Churches were rej)re-

S('nted by the Rev. Father Gian-

franceschi, S.J., President of the

Academy “Dei nuovi Lincei,"

Professor D. Eginitis, Director of

the Observatory of Athens, and

the writiT, respectively. It was

agreed that there is no insuper-

able objection to the lixing of

Easter on dogmatic grounds, but

it was felt that such a d(‘parturc

from the Church’s ancient ruh*

would b(' likely to me('t with eon.sidfTabh* o])position. Howc'ver, this and other Calendar proposals

Were left op('n for further diseussioii in th(' near future, after they havi* been considered by the various

ecclesiastical and (’ivil authoritiis concc'rnecl.

Bui supposing an agreement to fix l^aster should eventually be arrivc'd at
;
what Sunday, it may

be asked, is most likely to be c’liosen ? It stu'ms obvious that the most suitable day would be the

Sunday which falls closest to the actual dates of the events conini(*morat(‘d, supj)Osing such can be
ascertained. Now we know that Our Lord was crucified on a Friday at the time of the Passover,

during tJu‘ (jovtirnorship of ]\)iitins Pilate at Jerusalem, and there arc two dates wliich seem to

satisfy the required conditions, namely, Aj)ril 7 in tlie year A.D. 30, and April 3 in the year A.u. 33.

The former of these is generally believed to be the monj probable, but in any case they are close

together. If, then, Easter were fixed for the second Sunday in April it would almost always fall within a

very few days of the commemorated event, and it would be much mori‘ accurately an anniversary

than is the case under the exi.stiiig rule.

We concludtj this chapter with a reference to what is called the Julian date. From what has

been already written it will be clear that the dates of past events are extremely liable to confusion

and uncertainty owing to differences in the calendrial systems adopted. Accordingly, for the purpose
of avoiding all possibility of misunderstanding in the statement of dates, J. Scaliger proposed in

1582 a cycle known as the Julian Period, consisting of 7980 (28 x 19 X 16) Julian years, its adopted
starting point being January 1, 4713 B.c. and the year A.D. 1 being J.E. (Julian Epoch) 4714. In

recording certain observations of astronomical phenomena, however, such as observations of

variable stars, it is usual to give simply tlic number of the day without mention of the year.

January 1, 1924, e.g,, is denoted J.D. (Julian day) 2,423,786, which is the number of days elapsed at

Mean Noon.
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CHAPTER XXIII.

ASTRONOMY IN NAVIGATION.
By Instructor Capt. M. A. Ainslie, R.N., F.K.A.S., F.R.M.S.

OF all the useful applications of Astronomy to modern life, none surpasses in importance its

application to Navigation. It is of course true that position-finding by wirel(‘ss telegraphy,

which has already proved of great utility and will, in the near future, in all probability be
greatly developed, bids fair to displace astronomical observation to a considerable extemt, and may take

its place altogether
;
but for the i)rcsent, as a general means of dc'terniining the ])()sition of a ship when

out of sight of land, astronomical observation is indispensable.

Before dealing with the principles on which the application of Astronomy to Navigation is based,

let us consider for a few moments what is the problem to be solved, When we speak of the “ position
*'

of a ship, what do we mean ?

In describing the position of a point on a spherci, such as the Earth very nearly is, we must define it

by two measurements or co-ordinates : and those in universal use are Latitude and Longitude. The
reader is probably well acquainted with the meaning of these terms, but it may not be out of place to

remind him that Latitude is the distance of a place from the equator or, if prt^forred, the angle between

the radius of the earth through the jjlace and the plane of the equator measured north and south in

degrees and minutes. This definition is sufficiently correct for almost all purposes in Navigation, but

it assumes that the Earth Is accurately spherical. A more accurate definition of latitude is that it is

“ the inclination of the vertical at the place to the plane of the equator.'* A vertical, or plumb " line,

owing to the Earth being slightly compressed at the poles, does not lie along a radius— that is, does not

point quite to the centre—except on the equator

or at the poles. The difference, however, so far

as concerns the finding of a ship’s po.sition, is

practically unimportant.

Latitude, it will be seen, is define'd by a

natural circle—the equator ;
this, being equi-

distant from the poles, is fixrd by the Earth’s

axis, which is not an arbitrary line. Longitude,

however, has to be reckoned from some arbi-

trary zero or starting point. Great drclcs

—

i.e,,

circles whose plane passes through the Earth's

centre—can be drawn through the poles and at

right angles to the equator ;
that half of such a

circle, measured from pole to pole, which passes

through a given place is called the ** Meridian
”

of the place. The longitude of the place is the

angle between the meridian of the place

and some fixed meridian arbitrarily selected,

measured about the poles : or it mav be re-

garded as the arc of the equator between the

points where it is cut by the fixed meridian

and that of the place. At one time each nation

had its own zero meridian, from which longi-

tudes were measured ;
but for many years now,

by common consent of almost all nations, that

through Greenwich has been the zero, and is

called the Prime Meridian.” Longitude is

52

UATITUDIC AND UONOJTUDJv

This (liagtatn may serve to remind the reader of the meaning of

tnese terms. The latitude <

' ‘

tis the length of AM or as . _

of A is either the length of UM, or the angle MOU, or the angle

LPM at the pole P. A is in north latitude and ciist longitude,

B in south latitude and west longitude. O is, of course, the centre

of the Earth, and G represents Greenwich.
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measured east and west from the

prime meridian, up to 180° only.

Distances, in navigation, are

measured by a standard unit ; the

length corresponding to a single minute

of latitude on the Earth's surface is

called a " nautical mile," or, when we
deal with navigation, simply a " mile."

It is, in fact, the distance that must
be travelled on the Earth's surface,

along a meridian, in order that the

direction of the vertical, or plumb,

line may alter by one minute of angle.

The Earth being flattened at the poles

to the extent of about one part in 293

(the Earth's equatorial diameter is

7926*8 land or " statute " miles, and
its polar diameter 7899*8), the

curvature of the surface at the poles

is less than at the equator. Thus one

would have to proceed rather farther

along a meridian at the pole than at

the equator before the plumb line

would alter its direction by one minute

of angle : the length of the nautical

mile is, strictly speaking, greater at

the poles than on the equator. Its

length in various latitudes is given by
the following tkble

VARIATION IN THE LENGTH OF THE NAUTICAL MILE.
In this figure the i>olar flattening of the Earth is» very greatly exaggerated ;

if it were drawn in true proiK>rtion8 the flattening would be quite invisible.

The arcs AA', BB', CC', each represent 10® difference of latitude or 600
nautical miles, and it is evident that the length of these arcs increases with
increasing latitude, being least on the equator and greatest at the poles.

KA, KA', LC, LC', etc., are all at right angles to the Earth’s surface,

in a vertical direction at A, A', etc.

TO

{M. A. Ainslic.

This illustrates the principle of one of the old instruments used to obtain the altitude of a celestial

object at sea. The sights A, B are directed to the horizon, and the vertical arm is slid jdong the
horizontal arm until the object observed comes in line with C, the eye being at A. The altitude

is then read on the scale on the horizontal arm.

Latitude,

N. or S.

Length of

Nautical
Mile in feet.

0° (equator) 6046*7

16° 6049*8

30° 6061*2

45° 6076*7

60° 6092*3

75° 6103*7

90° (poles) 6107*9

For practical

purposes, in British

charts and publi-

cations, the length

of the nautical

mile is taken to be

6,080 feet, which

is almost exactly

its true value in

latitude 48° N. or

S. This is called
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the " Admiralty Nautical^Mile.” (It may as well be pointed out here that the nautical mile is not the

same thing as the “ knot/* although this error, in popular literature, is very commonly committed.
The ** knot **

is a velocity, not a distance

:

it is the speed of one nautical mile per hour. If such an
expression as thirteen knots per hour ** means anything, it is that the ship’s speed is increasing at the

rate of thirteen knots every hour
; it would be what mathematicians call an acceleration,** not a

velocity.** The proper expression is simply thirteen knots '*.)

In passing it may be remarked that those engaged in the daily practice of navigation, or- -as the

writer was for many years—in daily instruction in the subject, may be thankful that the ICarth’s

polar compression ” is as small as it is. Navigators on the surface of Saturn, for example if there

are any, which is highly doubtful—would have to deal with a polar compression of one part in about

nine and a half. The nautical mile, therefore, at Saturn's equator, would be 4r»,17J) fe(‘t. wliik* at

his poles it would be no less than 64,455 feet—a difference of sonudhing like forty per ctmt. !

In any astronomical obser-

vation which has for its object

the determination of the posi-

tion of a celestial body at any

moment, we have to use some

points or circles of reference
;

in a fixed observatory on land

these are usually the meridian

and the celestial pole (or

equator), and fixed instruments

—transit circles, altazimuths,

etc.—are provided for the pur-

pose. But from the nature of

things the navigator is deprived

of these standards—he is on a

shifting platform, and his instru-

ments are anything but fixed ;

and in fact the only observation

he can make with anything like

sufficient accuracy is that of the

distance of a celestial object

from his horizon—called its

“ altitude
**—which is usually

defined as the arc of a vertical

circle between the horizon and

the body." From this, by sub-

tracting from 90°, is obtained

the “ zenith distance,” which is the quantity usually employed in the actual computation necessary

to find the position of the ship.
. * , , ^ hu

It will readily be understood that the instruments employed by the navigatin for imking

fundamental observation ol the altitude of a celestial object tne likely to be very different f™"

employed by the astronomer in hU «*ed observatory on shore ;
and ever smee observattons rf bun

MoL, and Stars were first taken at sea, much ingenuity has been devoted to tl»u tei^. AJ
first

instrument employed seems to have taken the form of a large of compasses, one It* of winch w«

directed to the horiton and one to the object observed the eye being oi
'T'

an instrument would be very rough indeed. The first improvement was probably the introduction of

sights similar to those of a gun, which would undoubtedly increase the accuracy of the observation

AShe^W of Lrument^sed was the ” cross-staff ”
:
this consisted of two wooden bars at right

[M. A, Aitislu

THE BACK*STAFF.

This is an impnivement on the Cross-staff, since it is ]x)SsibU* to see the horizrm and

the object observed at the same time, and in the same direction. The observer

stands with his back to the vSiin (or other object) and gets the horl7.on in line with

the centre of the mirror. He then turns the mirror alxiut H so os to see the Sun by

reHecti<jn, and reatls the altitude on the arc at C
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angles, one of which was directed to the horizon,

while the other, which could be slid to and fro along

the horizontal arm, was adjusted so that its upper

extremity came into line with the object. Another

form of this instrument had the two bars relatively

fixed, and the vertical one had a sliding “ foresight
**

which was brought into line with the object, the alti-

tude being read off on a scale in the vertical bar. The

writer has been informed that even at the present

time a primitive instrument of this kind is in use on

the West Coast of Africa. From the very earliest

times it seems to have been noticed that the altitude

of the pole star changed as one sailed North or South.

The pole star is rather more than a degree from

the pole, and since the latitude of a place is equal to

the altitude of the celestial pole, the altitude of the

pole star would serve as a somewhat rough, but for

primitive purposes useful, indication of the latitude.

Even if the early navigators were ignorant of the

meaning of the term “ latitude,** they at any rate

probably knew that at any given port the altitude of

the pole star was more or less constant, and that

it could be recorded by a notch cut on the vertical arm

of the cross-staff, \^en at sea, then, all that they

By courtesy of] [Messrs. Heath & Co.

THE MODERN SEXTANT.
The sextant illustrated is a good example of the best modem
practice in design and manufacture

; it should be compared with
the primitive quadrant shown in the last figure, which, however,
is identical in principle. Here the sextant is shown fitted with
an inverting telescope, a shade in front of the horizon mirror to

reduce the glare from the horizon, and another shade between
the mirrors to reduce the light of the Sim.

HADEEY’S OUADRANT.
Hadley's Quadrant was the precursor of the modern
sextant, and is the same in principle. The instrument
illustrated is somewhat more complicated than the usual

form, but the principle— that of two images in the same
field of view, their relative positions being unaffected by
tiny motion of the instrument— is the same as in the

simpler form, and forms the great advantage of the

instrument over its predecessors.

had to do to make their port was to steer a

northerly or southerly course until the pole

star came into the notch, when they could

steer east or west until they arrived at the

coast, when they would at any rate be some-

where near their port.

A further improvement was the back-

staff.** In this instrument a mirror pivoted

about a horizontal axis so that its inclination

could be read from a divided circle, took the

place of the vertical arm of the cross-staff, and

was fixed at one end of the horizontal arm.

The observer stood with his back to the Sun,

and directed the arm to the horizon ; the

mirror was then turned so as to reflect the

Sun*s light to his eye, and the altitude read off

from the divided circle. This method of taking

the Sun's altitude was a di.stinct advance on

the preceding, since with the cross-staff it was
by no means easy to keep the horizontal arm
accurately on the horizon and at the same

time to align the sight on the object observed.
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With the back-staff, however, both horizon and object were seen in the same direction, and their coinci-

dence could be more easily observed.

The back-staff, however, had one very great disadvantage
;
unless the instrument was held absolutely

steady, the image of the object, and the horizon, were in constant relative motion, and in fact observa-

tions were extremely difficult. Some instrument was required in which the relative position of object

and horizon, as seen, would remain constant in spite of the motion of the ship and the inevitable un-

steadiness of the hand of the observer; and this was provided by Hadley's Quacirant," invented in or

about 1731, which in its modern form of sextant " is still in universal use by all navigators throughout

TIIK PRINCIPLE OF THE SEXTANT.

When the mirrors are parallel, the horizon is seen direct through the unsilvered half of the horizon inirr(jr, and (after two

reflections from the two mirrors) in the silvered part of the horiztm mirror. The index mirror is then swung bat-k towards the

observer until the Sun is visible in the horizon mirror, and the altitude read on the divided arc.

the world
;
the o’nly modification in it being that a telescope is usually employed to view the object and

horizon, and that instead of measuring angles up to ninety degrees (whence the name " Quadrant
)

it is now capable of measuring angles up to 130 or 140 degrees, so that it is not confined to the

measurement of altitudes of celestial objects, but may be used for many other purposes in navigation.

Since the actual length of the divided arc of the instrument is rather over sixty degrees, or a sixth of

a circle, the instrument is nowadays called a " Sextant."

The above brief account of the early astronomical instruments used in navigation does not pretend

to include all, or nearly all, the devices which have from time to time been suggested, but it may be of
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interest as tracing roughly the course of evolution of the sextant
;
and the principle of this beautiful

instrument deserves some consideration.

The principle of the Sextant, put briefly, is that the deviation of a ray of light after reflection at two
plane mirrors is double of the angle between the mirrors. This will be understood from consideration

of the details of the instrument itself. The sextant consists essentially of a frame shaped like a fan, or

sector of a circle, on which are mounted two plane mirrors, both at right angles to the plane' of the frame.

One of these mirrors (called the “ horizon glass *') is fixed at about the middle point of one radius of

the sector, and the other (called the index-glass is pivoted at the apex of the sector, and from it

proceeds a long index-bar ” which lies across the frame, and ends in a pointer travelling along the arc

of the sector, which is divided to show the position of the pointer or index. For greater accuracy of

reading the pointer usually takes the form of a vernier. The zero of the graduations on the arc is (or

should be) adjusted so that

the pointer shall read zero

when the planes of the two
mirrors are parallel. Op-
posite to the horizon glass,

and on the other radius of

the sector, is a “ sight,"'

which in the old instru-

ments was usually a small

aperture to which the eye

could be applied, but which

in modern sextants is

usually a small astrono-

mical telescope of power
about six or eight dia-

meters. This telescope is

placed so as to point

tlirough the centre of the

horizon glass, and there is

usually an adjustment by
which it can be brought,

without altering its direc-

tion, towards or away from

the frame. In order that

the horizon may be visible

through the telescope, only

half of the horizon glass

is silvered, the other half

—that farthest from the frame—being left clear
;
the dividing line between silvered and unsilvered

portions is parallel to the frame of the instrument. To reduce the light of the Sun to a comfortable

intensity, or to avoid the intense glare from the horizon which is common when the Sun’s altitude is low,

shade glasses of various intensity are provided in front of index and horizon glasses, which are pivoted

so as to be swung into line when desired
;
these, as well as the mirrors, have to be very carefully worked

and as accurately plane as possible.

Suppose now that we wish to observe the altitude of the Sun, The sextant is held with its frame
vertical and the index-glass uppermost, and the telescope is directed to the horizon at the point ver-

tically under the Sun. If now the mirrors are placed parallel, so that the index or pointer reads zero,

an image of the horizon will be seen in the telescope, formed by the rays which have passed directly

through the unsilvered part of the horizon glass
;
an image will also be seen of the horizon, formed by

zenith

OBSERVER

[Af. A. Atrtsltfi

CORRECTION OF ALTITUDE FOR DIP OF THE SEA HORIZON.
The Earth lieing globular, an observer raised above its surface sees the sea horizon slightly

depressed below the true horlzfm, so that the altitude he observes with his sextant is

rather too large. A correction depending on his height alx)ve the sea has to be subtracted
from the reading of the sextant.
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rays which have been reflected successively from the index and horizon glasses
;
since these have been

placed parallel, the two reflections cause no deviation of the rays, so that the direct and reflected images

as seen in the telescope will coincide. If now we wish to bring the Sun into the field of view, we can do
so by swinging the index-glass backwards until it is at the proper angle to reflect tin* Sun’s raysS to the

horizon glass and thence to the telescop<\ To do this the pointer has to be moved along the arc, and
away from the observer

; and a little consideration of the well-known law of refl(*ctiou will indicate that

the angle through which the pointer and index-glass must be movi‘d is exactly half iW Sun’s altitude.

If then the graduations on the arc arc* made half degrees, but marked and read as decrees, it is evident

that the Sun's altitude can be directly read off from the arc without fiirthej* trouble. As all the com-

putations of solar observation have to be based on the altitude (or zenith distance) of llu‘ centre of the

Sun's disc, and this is not an observable point, it is usual to observe one limb (generally lower) of the

Sun and to apply a correction for the apparent semi-diameter as obtained from the Nautical Almanac.

(This applies also to the Moon.) The limb is adjusted, by means of a slow screw motion applied to the

pointer or index-bar, so as just to touch the horizon as seen in the telescope ;
for most observations the

time of the observation is also noted by a watch which is compared with th(‘ chronometer. The accuracy

of reading by
means of the ver-

nier usually fitted

is ten seconds of

arc (or, in the

latest pattern of

Admiralty " sex-

tant, 0*2 minute),

but as a rule a

single observation

cannot be de-

pended on within

about one minute,

except perhaps
under very favour-

able conditions.

The position of

a place on the

Earth's surface

[A/. A,

C0RKJ:CTI0N OI* observed AETITUDK for atmospheric REI'KACTION.
Oil iKiSsing throni'h the atmosphere the light from an object is lieiit downwards towards the Earth,

so that an observ»T secs the object at a greater altitiulc than Is really the case, A correction luis to

be subtracted from the observed altitiule, depending on the altitude
;

iit the horizon it is alnml half a
degree, alKmt P xit 45®, and zero in the zenith,

being commonly
defined by its latitude and longitude, the most obvious thing would appear to be to make an

observation of the Sun or other celestial object furnish us with one or other of these two co-

ordinates ;
and this was, until comparatively recently, the common practice. Ever since astro-

nomical observation was applied to the determination of the position of a ship at sea, it w<is found

a fairly simple matter to determine the latitude ;
we have already seen that tliis is given

(rather roughly) by the altitude of the pole star, and the observation of the altitude of a

celestial object on the meridian is a ready and convenient method of determining latitud<‘ with con-

siderable accuracy. The zenith distance of a celestial object on the meridian (commonly known as

" m.z.d.,” or meridian zenith distance) is always either the sum or the difference of the latitude of the

place and the declination of the object
;
the difference, if latitude and declination are both north or both

south, and the sum, if they are of “ opposite names.” The zenith distance is of course o]>taincd by

subtracting the altitude from ninety degrees, and the declination is given for any day by the Nautical

Almanac, and corrected for the time of the observation ; a siinph) addition or subtraction sum then

gives the latitude. In the event of clouds preventing observation of the altitude of the Sun or othei

celestial object on the meridian, an observation near the meridian may be made, by means of the
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application of small corrections for which convenient tables have been constructed, to give the latitude
With almost the accuracy obtainable from a meridian observation.

But it was quite otherwise with the other co-ordinate—the longitude. From the earliest times the
determination of longitude presented difficulties which proved insurmountable until the motions of the
Moon were sufficiently well understood to enable her aid to be called in. The ideas of the early navi-
^tors on the subject of the longitudes of the ports they visited were, in many cases, almost absurdly
incorrect, judging from present knowledge.

The reason for this uncertainty about longitude is simple. Longitude can only be measured by
connecting it in some way with the Earth's rotation, and if we neglect the motion of the Sun among the

stars, it is not difficult to understand that it is the angle through which the Earth must rotate in order

that the Sun may pass from the meridian of Greenwich to that of the place, or vtce versa. It is, in fact,

the difference between the hour angle of the Sun at the place of observation, and at Greenwich ; or

in other words, the difference between local and Greenwich time. Longitude is often expressed in

terms of time, allowing twenty-four hours to the 360 degrees, or one hour to 16 degrees. (One minute
of longitude is thus equivalent to four seconds of time.)

Now there is no difficulty in finding, from an altitude of the Sun, by means of appropriate formulae

for computation, the local time at the place of observation, provided the latitude is known with suffi-

cient accuracy—this is necessary, since the latitude enters into the formulae used—but we have seen

that the determination of latitude is not a very difficult matter, given suitable objects on or near to the

meridian—so that if we have any means of knowing the Greenwich time at the moment of the obser-

vation we have at once, by taking the difference between the two times, the longitude of the place

expressed in hours, etc., which can be converted into degrees, etc., by multiplying by fifteen. For the

determination of local time it is essential to use an object as far from the meridian as possible, so that

the change of its altitude may be as rapid as possible : in fact the conditions for the determination of

local time (and longitude) are

just the reverse of those de-

sirable for the determination

of latitude. The latitude used

in the determination of local

time cannot of course be ob-

tained from the same observa-

tion ; we must find it from an

object on or near the meridian.

The great difficulty, how-

ever, as regards the determina-

tion of longitude was the fact

that there was no reliable

method known of finding the

Greenwich time of the obser-

vation. Clocks indeed were in

use on land, but even these

were of very second-rate accu-

racy compared to those of the

present day, while at sea of

course anything with a pendu-

lum is absolutely useless. It

was therefore necessary to look

about for some indication of

Greenwich time which would be

available all over the world;

ZENITH

For mo6t purposes the diameter of the Barth can be neglected in comparison with

the distance of a celestial object
;

but for near objects—Sun, Moon, and the

planets Venus and Mars when near the Barth—a small correction has to be added

to the observed altitude to allow for the size of the Barth In the diagram this

•correction is the difference of the angles SOB and SCM, or the angle COS or SOR



and in the year

1514 we find the

first suggestion of

the use of the
Moon for the pur-

pose. The motion

of the Moon among
the stars is much
more rapid than

that of any other

celestial body : on

an average she

covers her own dia-

meter in something

like fi f t y-n i n e

minutes. It is ob-

viously possible to

employ the Moon
as the hand of a

great celestial

clock, the stars,

Sun, and planets,

being the marks on the dial. Assuming that the motion of the Moon is sufficiently well observed and

understood to enable her position among the stars to be accurately predieted, there would be no diffi-

culty in obtaining the Greenwich time at any moment by observing her distance from one or more stars

(or Sun and planets) and comparing the observed distance with that predict(‘cl for certain specified

Greenwich time«i But at that time the motions of the Moon were not understood with anything like the

necessary accuracy
;
and it was not until after the middle of the Seventeenth Century that this method

of obtaining Greenwich time was seriously considered. It was for the express pur})ose of improving the

theory of the lunar motions, for the benefit of navigation, that (ireenwich ObscTvalory was founded in

1675 by Charles II.

Other methods of obtaining Greenwich time had in the meanwhile hwn suggested
;
the cclij)ses and

occultations of Jupiter’s satellites, for example, are phcnc^mena for which the Greenwich time can be

predicted with considerable accuracy, and, given a telescope of suitable power, it might (in theory) be

possible to observe them at any time when Jupiter is above the horizon, and when—though this is not

so frequent as might be desired—such phenomena are taking place. This method, however, has never

proved of any utility, for two reasons : the phenomena in question are anything but instantaneous, and

at the best the time deduced from them would be uncertain
;
and no telescope of sufficient pow<‘T to

render them easily visible could for a moment be used at sea. This method therefore is of purely

theoretical interest, and—as far as the present writer is awartJ—has never been usefully (jmployed.

In practice, up to the latter part of the Eighteenth Century, the observation of lunar distances
"

was the standard, and indeed, the only method by which longitude could be determined
;
and though

the observation with a sextant of the angular distance of the Moon from the Sun or a star or ])laTiet is

by no means easy to carry out with the requisite accuracy, and the computations necessary to obtain

the longitude are long and laborious, even with the assistance of special tables, the results obtained

were not by any means to be despised. A practised observer with a good sextant could generally d(*peiid

on his longitude thus found to within fifteen minutes or so, and th^ mean of several observations oflt^n

gave a result correct to within two or three minutes. But the necessity for the " Lunar was

soon to disappear. In 1761 Harrison produced the first practical chronometer, and navigators could

for the first time carry the time with them "
; and although lunars were for many years to retain their
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The diagram shows the relative position of equator, etc
,
foi a place i« north latitude, the Sun

being north of the equator ; t.e., in summer. The diurnal path of the Sun from sunrise to sunset is

also shown It will be seen tliat the latitude is in this case the sum the deeliiuition and meridian
zenith distance : ZOQ an<l PON are etiual since POn and '/ON me lK)th light angles.
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place among standard methods, and in the education of the officers of the Royal Navy and of the

Mercantile Marine, the steady improvement of the chronometer in the hands of Arnold, Earnshaw, and

others soon increased, beyond anything that had been hoped for, the accuracy of longitude determination

at sea.

We have now briefly discussed the most simple ways in which latitude and longitude can be deter-

mined : tlie former by a meridian altitude of the Sun or other celestial object, and the latter by an

altitude well away from the meridian, the Greenwich time of the observation being noted by means of

the dironometer, and the local time calculated from the observed altitude. Let us now see how the

position of the

ship would in

practice be deter-

mined. In general,

of course, the ship

is not at rest be-

tween the two ob-

servations
;
but its

"run between
sights ” may be

determined with

fair accuracy by

means of the com*

pass and log line,

due allowance
being made for

winds and cur-

rents so far as

their effects can be

gauged, The pro-

cedure in a simple

case would be some-

what as follows :

—

The navigating

officer, armed with

his sextant, and
accompanied by
an assistant with

a watch which has

[M. A. Atnsiu. been recently com-
WORKING THK lyONGiTUDE UP TO NOON. pared with the

This Illustrates the simplest astronomical method of fixing the ship’s position at noon
; the dotted ^

.

lines indicate the method of obtaining the longitude from the first observation by working the correct Chronometers (as a
latitude l)ack from noon. It is not usual, however, to wait until the nrxm latitude is known before rule three in num-
working the earlier observation, and the latter is worked, iis a rule, with iin assumed latitude, and ^

a ajrrection to the longitude afterwards applied when the true latitude is known. bcr) SO that its

error on Green-
wich Mean Time is known, observes the altitude of the Sun some three or four hours before noon.

When he has made a good " contact," i.e., when he has got tlic image of the Sun just to touch the

horizon as seen in the telescope of his sextant, he calls " stop " to his assistant, who notes down the

time and the altitude as read on the arc of the sextant ; this operation is repeated three or more

times, and the mean of altitudes and times taken. The altitude as read on the sextant has then to be

corrected for various errors. First there is the " index-error " of the sextant
;

this is due to the index,

or vernier, not exactly reading zero when the mirrors arc parallel, and as it is fairly constant, and can
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easily be determined at any time, no

great trouble is so far caused. Next

there is the fact, to be allowed for,

that the Earth is a globe, and that

the observer’s eye is raised—some-

times considerably—above its sur-

face. The effect of this is that the ob-

server sees the horizon, apparently,

below its proper position, so that

his altitude as observed is some-

what too great. This correction

is tabulated ; its value, in minutes

of arc, happens to be slightly less

than the square root of the height

of the observer’s eye above the sea

in feet. Next an allowance has to

be made for the refraction of the

rays of light from the Sun caused

by the Earth’s atmosphere. This

refraction has the effect of slightly

\ A

.

4

‘’’''••SHOOTINC. TUI' Sl'N" MlDSHIl-MUN. R N. TAKIN'’.

OHSKKVATIONS POK POSITION

Daily prnctuv ii. iW.tm tla' ship’* lH.siti<m l,y astr.m...nK-al f
an initM)rtant part of tlu- instruction of MidshiI>nion all.sit *

taking the Sun’s altitu<l.' on the meridian, from the (pun tcr-do. k of a battl.shil

raising the apparent jtlace of

the Sun in tlie sky. so that

the correction, which is ob-

tained from tables, has to be

subtracted, Ne.\t, in the case

of the Sun and Moon, a cor-

rection has to be niiule for

what is called “ parallax .

the niathemiitical calculation

required to obtain the local

time of the observation is

based on the assumption that

the diameter of the Earth

may be neglected, «•<’., that

the observiition is made from

the Earth’s centre instead c>f

from its surface. This in-

volves an additive correction

which, in the case of the Sun,

never exceeds 8 K seconds

but in the case of the Moon,

may b.’ as great as a whoh'

degree. I'or iikinets -with

the possible exception of Mats

and Venus when they are near

the Earth- this cornction is

usually uniH i ' ssary, while for

stars it is. of course, utterly

inajipreciable. Lastly, when
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the Sun or Moon is observed, account must be taken of the fact that it is alwajre the limb

which is observed (usually the lower limb in the case of the Sun) and not the centre of the

disc ; a correction therefore has to be made, either additive or subtractive, for “ semi-diameter,”

which amounts to about fifteen minutes. Convenient tables are provided for Sun and stars by which

all these corrections (except, of course, that for index-error, which depends on the sextant in use) can

be applied as one quantity ; the case of the Moon requires rather more work, since the parallax and
semi-diameter vary with great rapidity, depending on the Greenwich time of the observation. The
computation then proceeds as follows ; the Sun’s true altitude being known, it is subtracted from
ninety degrees to give the true zenith distance. A latitude is now assumed, as near to the truth as can
be deduced from the ship's run since the last observations, allowance being made for currents, etc., as

far as possible. With this assumed latitude, the true zenith distance, and the declination of the Sun,

taken from the Nautical Almanac, and corrected for the Greenwich time of observation, a computation

is made by the formulae of Spherical Trigonometry, resulting in the Sun's hour angle, commonly called

“ Ship Apparent Time, "or “ S.A.T." The " Equation of Time "—obtained from the Nautical Almanac

like the declination, and corrected in the same manner— is now applied, and we have the " S.M.T.” or

“ Ship Mean Time." The difference between this and the " G.M.T,” (known from the time by the watch)

is converted into degrees, etc., and the result is the longitude.

The assumed latitude, combined with the longitude found from the observation, gives a fresh

K, M, are three places on the Earth’d surface at which the Sun’s zenith distance
is the same. This zenith distance is indicated by any of the fuigles marked in the
diagram, and may be measured by the arcs KG, EG, MG, G being the geographical
I>ositlon,” or point where the Sun is in the zfenith. Therefore, K, E» M, all lie on a
circle whose centre is G and whose radius is the arc KG, which is the zenith distance
common to the three points. Any other place at which the Sun has the same
zenith distance must lie on the same circle

; so that a single observation locates
the ship somewhere on this circle, and we can draw a small part of the circle in our
immediate vicinity by finding one point on it—such as Xt—and drawing a tangent
to the circle, which practically coincides with the circle for a short distance, say

30 or 40 miles.

starting point, and the ship's run

to noon is either worked out or

laid off on the chart. A few

minutes before noon the navi-

gator sets his sextant to what

he knows will be approximately

the Sun’s altitude at noon, and

as before, he “ makes contact
”

of the Sun’s limb with the

horizon. The Sun's altitude near

noon increases very slowly, and

he follows it by making contact

from time to time, until the

altitude is a maximum ; this he

takes to be the meridian alti-

tude
;
he corrects this as before,

applies the declination, and the

result is the " latitude by mer.

alt.” at noon. This will in general

differ from the latitude at noon

found by working up the ship’s

run from the assumed latitude at

the earlier observation
; this in-

dicates that his longitude is also

in error, for it will be re-

membered that the assumed lati-

tude entered into the calcula-

tions for the longitude. He now
either works back from the true

noon latitude and finds the true

latitude at the time of the first

observation, and reworks the
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longitude with this true latitude, then bringing

the longitude forwards (by the ship’s run) to

noon ; or he applies a correction to the longitude

which is found by convenient tables, and which
depends on the Sun’s true bearing at the time
of the first observation, which is itself found
either by calculation or by Azimuth Tables

specially constructed for this purpose. This is

the more usual method. Of course if the navi-

gator is not anxious about his longitude at the

time of the first observation, he may defer the

working of the first observation until he knows
the true latitude ; but this is in general not de-

sirable, unless the ship is well clear of any possible

danger.

To recapitulate : the first observation is taken

some hours before noon, when the Sun is well

away from the meridian, and worked (with an

assumed latitude) for longitude. This latitude

and longitude are brought up to noon
;

the true

latitude is found by observation at noon
; and a

correction is applied to longitude for the error in

the assumed latitude.

The above may be called the straightforward,
" classical ” method, and is the simplest way of

finding the position at noon
; but modifications U'-

have to be introduced if, for example, the Sun is
transfurrinc.

not visible a-t noon, or the position is required a, B,C, D, all lit* on the position line obtained by an obwTvution,

before noon with regard to some possible danger ;
therefore possible positions of the Shij) at the time

. X X i.i_ • X*
^ ^

1- j 11 observation. If the ship’s run is laid off on the chart
in tact the variations on this method, as well as from each of these in turn, points a', will Ih* obtained

the modifications introduced by the use of Moon are iUl possible i)ositions after this run These lie on a

jx*ij straight line parallel to the original i7o.sition line, so tJutt the
or stars, are endless and cannot be here detailed. new jKisition line might be found by laying <>fi the run from

They all, however, have this in common : two and drawing a' d'
parallel to ad through

, ^ • 1 .xi • 1 the point thus obtained.
observations at least are required, either simul-

taneous or separated by an interval during which the ship’s run must be allowed for
;
and as a rule,

one observation is worked for latitude and the other for longitude.

We may now pass on to the great development of astronomical methods in navigation due to tlie

conception of Lines of Position,” and usually associated with the name of Sumner, though it se(*ms to

have occurred to many astronomers and navigators as well. However, Sumner's enunciation of the

principle may very well be taken as an illustration. Sumner's was at any rate the fir.st ])ublished ac count

of the principle, though at a still earlier period it appears to have been employed, both in the Royal

Navy, and by others.

Capt. Thomas Sumner, of the U.S.A. Mercantile Marine, was, in or about the y(*ar 1S4(>, making a

passage from the U.S.A. to London, and on nearing the S.W. coast of Ireland his jH)sition was un-

certain owing to several days having elapsed without observations of the Sun. On the sky clearing,

he obtained an altitude of the Sun in the forenoon, its bearing being .somewhat to tlu* south of east.

A latitude was assumed, and the resulting longitude worked out, a point on the chart being thus

indicated on the assumed parallel of latitude. As there was considerable uncertainty as to tlie latitude,

the longitude was again worked with a different as.sumed latitude, and a fresh point on the chart

obtained
;
a third assumed latitude was taken and a third point obtained. It was then noticed that
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the' three points obtained lay on a straight line, and that this straight line passed through the position

of the Fastnet Rock. On working the observation once more with the latitude of the Fastnet, the

longitude of the Fastnet was obtained ; and he inferred that the observed altitude must have occurred

at the same instant at all points on this straight line, and, further, that this straight line was at right-angles

to the Sun's bearing. It followed that at the time of observation the ship must have been somewhere

on this straight line. Whether or not Capt. Sumner realised the principle (presently to be described)

of the “ Circle of Position,” he had at any rate discovered a method of making use of his observation,

even though his latitude at the time might have been quite uncertain.

The basic principle of ” Position Lines ” may now be explained, and it will do no harm if we take a

homely illustration at the outset.

Suppose a bandstand in some public gardens, surmounted by a brilliant electric light, and surrounded

by chairs placed in circles with the bandstand as the centre. An observer who took the trouble to

observe the angular altitude of the light {i^e., its ” angle of elevation ”) with suitable instruments from

the chair which he occupied would, it is fairly evident, obtain the same result if he moved to any other

chair in the same circle
;
further, ho might, if he were to record the altitude of the light as he observed

it, identify the circle in which he was sitting at some future time, by noting which of the circles gave

the proper altitude

to the light
;

the

observed altitude,

in short, would

locate him on a

particular circle.

Further, the direc-

tion of the part of

the circle in his

immediate neigh-

bourhood would

be at right angles

to the direction in

which he saw the

light.

The step from

this terrestrial il-

lustration to the

celestial conditions

is a short one. For
” electric light

”

read the Sun or

other celestial ob-

ject”; let the

chair turn into a

ship of which the

observer is the

navigator ;
then

an altitude of a

celestial object

locates the ship on

a certain circle on

the Earth's sur-

face, and the direc-

The first observation is worked for longitude, a latitude being assumed ;
the resulting longitude

brought up (by applying the run) to the time of the second observation, which in this case is near

the meridian and is worked for latitude. The petition line in each case is at right angles to the Sun’s

bearing at the mcjment of observation, which is obtained from tables. Although the first observation

does not give a correct longitude, nor the second a correct latitude, the resulting position lines are

correct, so that the intersection of the second position line with the transferred first position line

is the true ship’s position at the time of the second observation. Until the introduction of Marcq.

St. Hilaire’s method this was the standard method of finding the ship’s position, and it is still very

commonlv used.
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I'KlNCIPI.Iv Ol- MAUCQ ST. lIIUAIKli’S MUTlIOD.
Here the zenith disluncc ciilculntod for the cissunied tK>Bition is /fs's than that observed

;

so the difference is laid off aloiiK the line of the Sun’s Ix'ariiiK, awav from the Kt'o^raphicnl
position, and the position line, which is a tanjjent to the circle of iK»sitiuii, is <lrawn
through the point thus obtained, at right angitis to the line of iKMring If the catculated

74 1). were the greater, the <liffcrenee woultl be ineasuretl In the oi>i)osile direction,

t.e
,
towards the geographical |x>sition.

tion of that part of the circle

in the immediate vicinity of

the ship is at right angles to

the bearing of the celestial oh-

ject. The centre of the band-

stand becomes the point on

the Earth's surface which has

the celestial object in its

zenith ; and this is called the
'' Geographical Position " of

the celestial object, and some-

times the “ Sub-solar Point.”

If the observer could stop

the rotation of the Earth, so

as to keep the geographical

position of the object fixed,

and travel towards this point,

he would find the altitude of

the object increase by one de-

cree for every sixty nautical

miles he travelled (a nautical mile, it will be n‘membered, is the value on the Earth’s surface of a minute

of angle at the ctmtre), so that his distance from the gf'ographical position is the nuinlxT of minutes in

the zenith distance of the body. In all practical cases this distance is viTy gr(‘at ;
for exaini^le, if the

altitude of the object were siwenty degrees it would be 1,2()0 nautical miles
;

so in his immediate

vicinity he would make no serious error if h(‘ considered his circle as a straight line—if, to put it in

another way, he used the tangent to the circle instead of the circle itself.

Now in any practical cas(‘ the b<‘aring or direction of the object (or its ge()gra])hical ])()sition, which

is the point vertically beneath it) would not alter much from ])oint to point of the ('ircle, provided we

do not go more than, say, thirty or forty miles
; so a rough knowltjdge of the shi])’s position is quite

sufficient to enable us to calculate the bearing of the object at any moment of (ireenwich time, that is,

to calculate the direction of the tangent to the ” circle of position. ” This tangent is called the ” Position

Line.” We know its direction
;
if wo can find one point on it we can draw it on tlu‘ chart. This point

may be found, either by assuming a latitude and working tluj obseTvation to giv(* the eorresixinding

longitude, or vice versUy according to the bearing of the object ;
if ntiar the meridian w<* work for latitude,

and if well away from it, for longitude. In either case the point thus found is marked on the oliart, and

a straight line drawn through it at right angles to the bearing of the object
;
this is tin; line* of position,

and the observation has given us the valuable information that wc must he somewhere on this line,

although it does not tt‘ll us where.

But if we can, cither from an observation of anothcT obj(‘Ct at the same* time, or of the

same object after it has had time to change its bearing considerably, obtain anotlier ” liiu* of posi-

tion,” we must evidently be at the intersection of the two lines
;

so tlu* ship’s position is

finally determined.

We have, however, so far assumed the ship at rest between tlu* observations
;
l)Ut the motion of

the ship is easily allowed for. All we have to do is to take any point on the position line* obtainc'd frrim

the first observation, and to lay off from it on the chart the ship’s run in the interval between the obser-

vations ; this will give us another point wluch, it is true, may not be the actual position of tlu* ship,

but which is at least a possible position. Any number of possible y)ositions miglit thus be obtained by

starting from different points on the first position line, and they would evidently all lit* on a straight

line parallel to the first position line
;
so the simplest thing to do is, to draw a straight line through the

new point parallel to the original direction of the position line, and this is our position line* at the time
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of the second observation, as determined by thefirsi. Hie position line obtained from the second obser-

vation crosses this at the ship's position.

It will thus be seen that even if only one observation is obtained, something is known about the

ship's position ; namely, that she is on a certain straight line on the chart. This information may be

made of service at a time considerably after the observation, for this hue, as we have just seen, may at

any time—say two or three hours later—^be utilised, being moved about the chart according to the ship's

run in the interval The advantage of such a line of position, especially near land, is very great
; for

example, if it is parallel, or nearly so, to the coast-line, it tells us at once how far the ship is from land.

If it passes near some danger, it shows how we must steer to avoid that danger; in fact, it is very often

almost as useful as would be a precise determination of the ship's position.

So far we have confined ourselves more or less to the determination of latitude or longitude as such

from the altitude

of a celestial ob-

ject ; and it was

mentioned above

that latitude ob-

servations had to

be taken on or

near to the meri-

dian, and longi-

tude observations

as far from it as

possible. Many
navigators have
therefore assumed

that if an object

is too far from the

meridian for lati-

tude observations,

and too near it to

give the longitude,

it was of little use

to observe it at all,

and much valuable

information has

thus often been
missed. We have

now to consider

the very valuable

general method
known as " Marcq.

St. Hilaire's,"

after the French

Naval Officer who
suggested it many

[M A. Ainslic.

POSITION BY MARCQ. ST. HILAIRE’S AIKTHOD.
For this illustration the same observations were used os for that ou page 830 (Uie older method).
Here the zenith distance dbserved was 14 4 minutes lf5$ than that calculated, at the time of the first

observation, and thirteen minutes greater at the time of the second. Had other positions been
assumed, these values would have been different, but the same position lines would have been

obtained, and therefore the same final position.

years ago—though

its general adop-

tion as the stan-

dard method in

the Royal Navy is
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of qiiite recent date, and in the

Merchant Service it has, even

at the present time, been to a

great extent neglected.

Marcq. St. Hilaire's method

is what might be termed a
** trial and error " method.

Suppose we assume some posi-

tion for the ship, which is

known to be not far from the

truth, say within thirty or

forty miles. The altitude and

chronometer time are as usual

taken, and the corrections (dt‘-

scribed above) applied to the

observed altitude, the true

zenith distance being deduced.

Now suppose that we com-

pute, from the Greenwich lime

as given by the chronometer,

and the position assumed, ihv,

zenith distance of the object.

If this is the same as that

found by observation, then the

position line must pass through

the assumed position, and as we know its direction from the bearing of th(‘ object, W(' can draw it at

once. But in general the zenith di^^itanoes, calculated and observed, will differ. To take a numerical

example, suppose that the assumc'd position is 50*^ N. lat. and 12*^ W. long., that the zenith distance

calculated from this position is 35*^ 17', and that as observed it was found to be 35° 23'. We know

therefore that the assumed position is distant from the geographical position of the object by the

number of minutes in 35° 17', t.c., 2,117 miles. Similarly, we know that the ship’s distance from

the G.P. is 2,123 miles, i.e., 6 miles more. That is, the radii of the two circles struck from the G.P.

as centre and passing through the assumed position and the actual position respectively, differ by

6 miles, the circle through the actual position having the greater radius. We are, in fact, 0 miles farther

from the G.P. than we thought. Suppose now that the bc‘aring of the object, as obtained from the

tables for the assumed position, is 43" west of south, or " S. 43° W.” I>raw a line on the chart through

the assumed position away from the G.P., i.e., in the dircjction N. 43° L. ;
this will b(‘ a radius of

the two circles just mentioned. Mca.sure 6 miles along this radius, i.e., away from the G.P., or N. 43° Pl.;

this brings us to a point on the actual circle of position on which the ship is situated. I^aw a tangent

to the circle of position through this point, i.e., running from N. 47° W. to S. 47° E.
;

this is the

required position line, which may as before be moved about the chart according to the eours(‘ and speed

of the ship. If the observed zenith distance had proved to b(‘ the smallcT, of course the diff(T(‘nce

would have been measured the other way, or towards the G.P. To obtain tlie actual position of

the ship, we can as before obtain another position line, either from anotluT object or from tlie same

object (in the case of the Sun) after an interval
;
the intersection of the two })osition lines givc-s the ‘‘ P’ix,

”

or final position.

The advantages of this method are considerable. 'Phe navigator need no longer worry as to whetlK-

an object is suitable for the determination of latitude or longitude
;
any object, no inatter what its

position in the skv, will give a reliable position line, assuming of course that the horizon is dearly visible

,

and all observations are worked by the same formula. It will b(; noticed that this method does mjt

53

VSE OF A SIN(;Uv POSITION I^INI'.. COMHINATION OF AN ASTRONOMICAI^
POSITION LINK W^mi A »l‘:ARIN(i OF A TlCRRievSTRIAI. OHJICCT.

liven if thf bearinjj of the lighthouse had not been obtained (bv compass), the
position of the ship would be known to be sonicwhcre on the asironoiniuil iKjsition

line shown, and it would only be nccimiry to steer alonp the iH)silion line to i>hss

clear of the rocks and three'fathom patch. The additional fact that the Ixiarinp of

the light was N.23® li. serves to fix the petition eoinpleleJy
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give the latitude and longitude as such
;
but it enables us to do what is in general far more important,

namely, to mark on the chart the ship's position relative to any possible dangers
; the latitude and

longitude, if it is desired to record tliem, can be easily measured from the chart.

When two positioen lines arc thus combined to give* the ship's position, it is important that the angle

between them should be as nearly as possiblt* a right angle ;
certainly not less than fifty degrees if it

can be avoided, though of course very often the navigator has to take what he can get. The position

line is best regarded, not as a mathematical straight line, but as a band which may, according to

weather conditions, clearness of horizon, etc., be one or two miles in width
; the intersection of two

position lines cannot be considered as an accurately-determined point, but should be regarded as a

parallelogram, inside which tlie ship is ])r()bably situated. A prudent navigator would always take that

point in the parallelogram, whicli seemed to put his ship nearest to a possible danger, as his " fix."

Tt will be seen, if the r(‘ader will draw a few examples, that the length of the parallelogram may be

several miles, if the angle between position lines is small— if the "cut " is bad. Under the

best possible conditions, with a right angle between th(‘ lines—a " ninety degrees cut "— the

parallelogram i.s a square, or a rectangle if the one obscrv'ation is considered more reliable than the

other. When possible, a third or even a fourth position line should be obtained, to give greater

certainty.

The width oi the " position band ”—to coin an (‘xpression for it—is due to s(‘veral causes
;

in.strumental errors of the sextant, want of clearn(‘ss and sharpness of the horizon, and uncertainty

as to the error of the chronometcT, are obvious causes of inaccuracy, though the last, in thes(‘

days of wirc'less time signals, is usually negligible. But the most serious cause' of uncertainty,

though happily uncommon, is abnormal displacement of the apparent horizon. Instance's of this,

which appe'ars to hr clue to pe'culiar and often urisuspecte'd conditions of temperature' of air and se'a,

have' been re'corded to the c'xte'iit of eighteen miles ; and on one (x:casion when at anchor a

few mile.'s west of Portland, the writer, together with .ses'cral of his jmpils— all capable observers—

obtained, on an apparently normal line summer's day, a pe>sition fe)r the ship more than throe miles

inland ! Tjttle is known even now
as to thti causes and amount of this

displacement
;
hut it must always be

considered a i)e)ssibility.

Before leaving the subject of posi-

tion line's, it should be mentioned

that a very excc'llent position may
often be obtained by combining an

astronomical position line from a

celestial object with a line of bearing

of a jx)int on land. When approach-

ing land, for t'xamplc, a position line

may be obtained from a celestial ob-

ject and moved along with the ship ;

if a light is then sighted and its

bearing taken by compass, the line

of bearing drawn on the chart will

by its intersection with the previous

position line at once give the fix,

often with great accuracy.

The application of Astronomy to

Navigation is by no means confined

to the determination of a ship's posi-

tion. The azimuth, or true bearing,

Pho^ody] [Af ,4

FINDING THE TI]VIE BY OBSERVATIONS WITH SEXTANT AND
AKTIFICIAD HORIZON.

Ohservations for time with the artificial horizon form part of the aeries ot

ob-servations sent in by Midshipmen, Royal Navy, to qualify for the rank of
Dieutenant. The observer i« here seen on the right, viewing the Sun’s image
as reflected in a trough of mercury, protected from wind by a glass roof.

His assistant is noting the time at which he “ makes contact " of the two
images, by means of a chronometer (the latter hidden in the photograph by
his right foot). The angle observed on the sextant is in this case about 120'*.
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of a celestial object can always be obtained from the

chronometer time or from its altitude
; this can

be compared with the bearing by compass, and the

all-important error of the compass can be thus

readily determined. Again, before the days of wireless

time signals, the error of the chronometer had to be

inferred from its error as determined by a time-ball

or other signal on shore, and its (previously determint'd)

daily rate—or amount lost or gained per day. The

daily rate of even the best chronometer is subject to

alteration ;
and in consequence, after long absence from

any source of correct time, the uncc'rtainty in its

error might amount to several seconds. If, however,

the navigator lands at some spot of which the posi-

tion is well determined, he can observe the Sun's alti-

tude by reflection in a trough of mercury (commonly

known as an “ artificial horizon ") and deduce the

Greenwich Mean Time from his observation, so obtain-

ing a fresh determination of the error and rat(', of his

chronometer. The necessity for such observations,

however, has practically disap])eared with the advent

of wireless time signals ;
oven a good watch, constantly

chocked by these, will usually serve all the purtx)ses

of the navigator, so far as determination of positions

is concerned. For surveying purpos(‘S, however, ob-

.servations with the artificial horizon—which are far

more accurate than thos(*, obtained at sea —an* of great

use in fixing the positions of points on shore*, islands,

etc., the Greenwich time being known by wireless

signals.

Th(‘ NiiviKaling OlTiecr is ()l>SfrvinK Ihi* Sun by

niciius (jf a i)risin mounli.Ml on the compass, anti st)

aminyed that by means of a simple opliciil system

he set's the inuv).Tt‘ projetded on the divided circle tif

the compass card. By computation of the Sun’s

true beariim from the time (or altitude) the error of

the ctimpass is thus obtained. In front of the

comtMiss is seen tme of the soft iron spheres used to

correct the compass error due It) tlie solt iron of

the shij)

Cl IAPTKK XXIV.

CHARTS AHD NOTES FOR OBSERVERS.

PART l.-^A MODERN MAP OF TIIK MOON.

By W. Goodacrk, F.R.A.S.,

Preddent of the British Astronomical Association.

ON the following pages will be found a reduced copy of this Map in 25 sections.

The original Map was drawn on a single sheet 77 inches in diami-ter, afterwards lepro uce

in 1910 in 25 sections on a scab; of 60 inches to the Moon ’s diameter. These 25 sections are now

further reduced to meet the exigencies of the space available.

The Map has recently been revised and brought up to date, and is now the best in existence available

for students of the Moon's surface.

The number of named formations is 522.
....n,. In

The limited space available has not allowed of more than the briefest description of the same In

those sections where the surface is very crowded with craterlike formations, reference to some of tliose

of little importance has been omitted. , ,

AU the coarser details on the maps are visible in eom^rattvely small telesc^“ f
liner detail, such as craterlets and some of the dcllcale clefts, can only be seen by the use oi latte

scopes under good conditions.
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Bode, A crater nearly 11 miles in diameter with walls bright and conspicuous at full* These rise

about 5,000 feet above the interior.

Boscovitch, An irregular incomplete' ring plain with many evidences of having suffered from erosive

forces—the floor, which is one of tlu‘ darkest spots on the Moon, is crossed by a cleft, difficult to detect.

Flammarion, A ring plain 40 miles in diameter, whose; original walls seem to have been more or less

destroyed by the erosivt* action of lava, when the Sinus Medii was forming. There are about 20 craterlets

in the interior, those shown being the largest. The interior is also crossed by a cleft which joins a

larger one running across the N.E. boundary nearly as far as Lalande.

Godin. A fine well-formed crater with high terraced walls, There is a peak at the ct'ntre of the

interior. To the E. is a large oblong cnclosun' marked P.

Herschel. A larg(‘ well formed circular crater 28 miles in diameter. The interior slopes are very

bright and much tt'rraced. At the centre is a massive oblong mountain mass. Outside to the N. is a

smaller crater A, the interior of which appears to have been partly filled with lava. To the W. of A
is a deep broad valley said to be 80 mih'S long and 10 miles wide in places.

Hind. A distinct crater to the W. of Halley, 16 miles in diameter, with walls rising to a considerable

hf'ight—a little to the N.W. is a crater C from th(; N.E. walls of which 2 deep valleys cut through the

mountains and debouch on the floor of Hipparchus.

Hipparchus. A vast mountain-ringed enclosure of very irregular shape, more than 90 miles in

diameter. Th(‘ walls arc broken in many places by passes and deep bay-like indentations. The interior

contains a great variety of craters and ridges
;
mo.st of the former, excepting Horrocks, seem to show

traces of the erosive action of lava when the surface was in a molten condition.

Horrocks. A fine bright ring plain 18 miles in diameter and situated on the Western side of the

interior of Hipparchus. Prom Horrocks then* runs a delicate cleft vS.W. to the wall of Hipparchus.

In the interior of Horrocks are some low mountain masses.

Hyginus. A small crater about 4 miles in diameter, only remarkable for its association with one

of the most interesting valleys or clefts on the Moon^s surface. This cleft is visible with a 2-inch telescope

and can be detected under all angles of illumination. The cleft runs westward for many miles, but

after passing M it bt'comes narrow and more difficult to trace. That portion which runs N.E. from

Hyginus is also easily seen in a small telescope. In large instruments the; valley is seen to have many
craterlike enlargements along its course.

Lalande. A ring plain 16 miles in diameter standing in an isolated position on the Mare Nubium.
Its irregular walls arc of no great height, but the interior, which contains a low central mountain, falls

to a depth of some 6,000 f(‘ct belr'w the plain. It is surrounded by many elevations which appear to

have been reduced by the action of erosive forces in the past. To the S.W\ will be found a long

valley which extends as far as the rami)art of Alphonsus, a distance of mon; than 130 miles.

Mdsting. A ring plain 16 miles in diam(;tcr with regular circular walls rising 1,600 feet above the

plain, and between 6,000 and 7,000 feet above the interior. It contains a central mountain peak. To
the N.W. is a large ruined ring plain M, of the original walls of which only a few isolated ridges now
remain.

Murchison. A fine specimen of a ruined ring plain about 36 miles in diamc'tcr, where only the

N.W. segment of the original wall is complete. A few mountain ridges show the remains of what was

once a complete ring of considerable importance. At the Southern end of the Western ridge is a fine

crater A.

Pallas. Lies to ihc E. of Murchison and seems to have suffered less from erosion than its neighbour.

Pallas is 36 miles in diameter and contains a central mountain peak. To the S. are a number of curved

ridges which have the appearance of being all that now remain of several, at one time, complete rings,

Ptolemaus. A great walled plain about 90 miles in diameter.

It is the most northerly of a chain of three great meridional ring plains, the other two being

Alphonsus and Arzachel. Ptolemaus is one of the best observed areas on the Moon, and has occupied

the attention of many selenographers in the past, with the result that we have a complete record of all
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the details to be found on its surface— thest c onsisting of craterht'^ (latti pits and shaUo\\ bowl-likt

depressions, numbering more than 100 in all whoso positions lia\ o boon dt U nnnu d with gu at at t urat \

On the interior, there is a fine cleft running alongsuii tlu tastt^rn bouiidaiv and passing thiough tlu

wall into a wide valley as shown on tht maj) Most of the details nu ntionod it cjuirt a powejful telescope

for their detection

Reaumur Anotlur fint specimen of a partially luintd mount \in ring, ha\ing a thanulei of abtait

20 miles On the interior is a cleft R which jtuns anotht r running at i ight anglt s w ith it Hu s( objt t ts

art' visible only in a powerful telescope

Rhaettcu% A considerable ring plain N of Hipjiaidius with iiregulai biokcn walls using in one

place to about 5,0(K) feet—the ramparts an broad and ctmtam a minibtr of cratt rlt ts anti tit pn^ssions -

a low mtmntam ridge is ftmnd on the inttrior the fltior is ciosstd b\ .i fine chstnu t i k ft which cuts

through the wall and txtends as far as Reaumur

SECTION 11
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Schroeier. A mountain-ringed plain whose original walls have been reduced and partially

destroyed by erosive forces. It will be noticed that a section of the S. wall has entirely disappeared.

Near the centre is a small well-defined crater,

Silberschlag. A bright distinct deep crattT 9 miles in diameter abutting on the S. side of the

Ariadaeus Cleft.

Sinus Medii. One of the smaller plains (so-called seas) near the centre of the Moon's disc, compris-

ing an area of about 13,000 square miles.

Sommering. An ancient ring plain, about 17 miles in diametiT, whose walls have suffered from

erosion in a similar manner to those of Schroeter, which it somewhat resembles. The E. wall is low,

but the fragment of the W, wall, which now remains, rises to about 4,000 feet.

Triesnecker, A ring plain 14 miles in diameter, interesting not only in itself but also because of

its association with a very remarkable system of clefts, which are found outside its western rampart.

Some of these clefts an' fairly t'asy objects even in small telescopes, but many of them are very

delicate and require considerable optical mt'ans for their detection. It is a curious fact that no clefts

have been found on thi‘ E. side of Triesnc'cker.

Ukert. A crater 14 miles in diameter, with polygonal walls. The surrounding country is very

mountainous. The most conspicuous object is a fine valley V running N.W. to S.E., nearly 80 miles

in length and having a breadth of 6 miles,

SECTION II.

Alfraganus. A crater 1 2 mik'S in diamt'ter, noted for the brightness of its steep walls and surrounding

surface. It contains a small central peak. To the vSouth is a large smooth open plain (P) and a

similar formation, also marked P, between Alfraganus and Taylor.

Arago. A fine deep ring plain 18 miles in diameter, in an isolated position on the M. Tranquili-

tatis. To the West are some* curved ridges, evidently all that remain of once' complete rings. There

are two dome^-shaped hills, one outside the E. wall and the other to the N. From Arago and extending

as far as Sosigenes is a long cleft.

Ariadaeus. A small crater which is situated at the end of the wt'll-known Ariadaeus cleft or valley,

one of the ino.st interesting specimens of this class on the Moon, easily seen in a small telescope. It

runs for about 140 mik'S, In full Moon, all trace of it is lost.

Capella. A large ring plain fully 30 miles in diameter. Its walls are far from circular—at its

centre is a massive mountain mass connected to the N.W. and S.E. ramparts by a ridge.

Cayley A bright (Tater 10 miles in diameter with regular walls.

Censonnus. A brilliant little crater with bright surroundings, one of the brightest spots on the

Moon.

Delambre. A large deep ring 32 mile.s in diameter with massive terract'd walls—at one place the

crest of the rampart rises to the height of 14,000 feet above the floor—which contains a small peak

and some other details.

De Morgan. A small crater 3 or 4 mik's in diameter. To the S. i.s an open plain P from which a

coarse valley runs towards Delambre for about 40 miles.

Descartes. An incomplete ring plain 30 miles in diameter, with broken and irregular ramparts,

the whole formation being ill-dcfinod.

Dionysius. A ring plain 13 miles in diameter notable for its great brightness. To the West

are several clefts—one R.4 connects Dionysius to Kitter.

Dollond, A small bright crater about 0 miles in diameter.

Gaudibert. A considerable crater with low walls—the floor contains several parallel ridges.

Hypatia* An irregular walled plain fully 30 miles in diameter. It has on its S. wall a fine

crater A.

Isidorus. This fine irregular shaped enclosure abuts on the E. side of Capella, which it resembles

only in size. Its floor is darker in tone and more depressed. It contains a fine crater A.
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Julius CcBsar. A largo incomplote walled plain of which the S.W'. ramparts hav(' almost (‘lUiiX'ly

disappeared, thus giving it the appearance of a great bay on the shores of the M. Tranquilitatis

—

the interior is very dark, espc'cially to the N. It is quite smooth i‘Ncei)t for a few rratoiiets. Thviv
is a wide valley outside the W. wall consisting of several large confluent crattTs.

Kant. A deep ring plain 21 mil(‘s in diameter with very bright walls and visible under all angles of

illumination. The walls are said to b(' double. It has a larg(' central mountain ]H'ak. On the ])lain

to the W. is a massive mountain A rising to the heiglit of 14,000 f('t‘t.

Maclear. A small irregular shaped crater. Tlu' floor is only slightly depressed Inflow \hr plain,

and gives the impression of having been partially filled up with lava—it ('ontains a fet'ble ('(Mitral

hill—running N. is a delicate cl('ft.

Madler. A ring plain on the Man' Nectaris about 20 miles in diameter with walls rising sonu' (»,0(MI

feet above the interior, which contains a central peak coniK'cted to tht' N. rampart by a ridg('. The

N
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Eastern half of the floor is much darker than the Western. From the West wall runs a bright curved

streak for about 50 miles, terminating at the bright crater A.

Manners, A small distinct crater 9 miles in diameter with a small peak at its centre.

Maskelyne. A fine distinct ring plain on the M. Tranquilitatis, about 18 miles in diameter. The walls,

which are not circular, arc terraced on the inntT sides. It contains a central mountain of moderate size.

Mare Tranquilitatis, One' of the' darkest and largest of the great grey lunar areas termed '' maria

by the' ancient astronomers. Its surface, as will be noticed from the maps, is covtTcd with innumerable

ridges, hills, mounds, craters and crat(‘rlets, and is scarified by many clt'fts and valh'ys.

Ritter. A companion ring to Sabine, having walls rising about 4,000 feet above the depressed

interior. To the S. is a small crater to which Neison has attached the name of Schmidt. Ritter is

the centre of a complex system of clefts as shown on tlu' map. Some of these are within the reach

of small tek'seopes, but others require very powerful instruments to dc'tect them.

Ross. A fairly distinct ring plain about 18 miles in diameter. It contains a small central p<‘ak.

Sabine, Very similar in size and appc'arance to Ritter, and is a good illustration of thv, fact that

craters on the Moon an' often found in pairs of equal sizi'. From the S. side run two parallel clefts

along the margin of the marc.

Sosigenes, A small ring plain with regular circular walls about 14 miles in diameter. Between

Sosigenes and Macl(*ar an' the remains of a onc(‘ complete ring of considerable size'. It has at its centre

a slight mountain peak.

Taylor, A dt'cp ('lliptical ring plain 25 mik's in length. The interior contains a central peak

and some ridges, also a craterlike depression. •

Theon Jr,, and Theon Snr. Two bright cratc'rs almost identical in size and appearance with

level interiors, each about 11 rnik's in diameter.

Theophilus. A magnifict'iit mountain-ringed plain-—out' of the finest objects of its class on the

Moon’s surface, and presenting a .splendid spectacle when seen undfT the rays of the rising or setting

sun
;

it is about 64 mik'S in diamc'ter, its massive ramparts rising in place's from 14,000 to 18,000

feet above its interior. The inner walls are very nigged and terraced. On the interior is a

massive central mountain split uj) into sevc'ral high peaks. From the outer walls to the N. run a

number of radial ridges, which can be traced as far as Torricelli, and on the Westc'rn side some

distance on the surface of the M. Ncctaris,

Torricelli, A curious small ring plain having a cm.iller companion in contact with its E. side,

the common wall separating them being broken down at the point of contact. Torricelli stands on the

floor of a large ancient ring P, and this is traversed N. to S. by a delicate cleft or valley.

Whewell. A small bnght crater east of Cayley and about 7 miles in diameter. On the environs of

Whcwell the surface is pitted by a great many small craters which require considerable optical power

to reveal them.

SECTION III.

Bessel. The largest and brightest crater on the surface of the Mare Screnitatis, about 10 miles in

diameter, with a continuous ring rising about 4,000 feet above thtJ interior. Bessel stands on a long

curved ridge.

Bond, A distinct crater about 12 miles in diameter. On its Eastern side is a long cleft or valley

running N. and S. Its length is about 170 mikis. It terminates nt'ar the Eastern side of Rdmer.

Chacornac. An irregular polygonal ring plain about 30 miles in diameter. At its centre is a crater-

let, and the floor is crossed by 2 ridges and 2 clefts. The latter seem to connect vrith 2 others running

in the direction of Le Monnier.

Daniell. A conspicuous ring plain 18 miles in diameter—through foreshortening it appears elliptical

in shape. It is connected with Posidonius by some ridges and a cleft,

Dawes. A small ring plain near Plinius, standing on a large bright area, and containing a small

central mountain.
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_

./ An obscure ring plain, whose low walls have apparently been reducTcl bv erosion and the
intenor partly filled up with lava when the surrounding sea was in a liquid condition.

e onmer. Aii incomplete ring plain about 33 mih's in diameter which now appc'ars as a great
bay in the margm of the M. Serenitatis-where its Eastern ramparts onee stood, there are now only
low ridges.

^

Littrow. A small ring plain in the mountainous country bordering the M. Serenitatis, Its Southern
waU IS broken by sei’cTal wide passes. Outside its E. wall is a long curved cleft not easily seen.

Maraldt. A large; ring plain with a smootli dark interior, has apparently been partially filled up by
material flowing in from an adjacent mare when the latter was in a liqui(i state.

Maury. A small crater hardly of sufficient importance to be spi-eially named.
Menelaus. A fine distinct bright crater about 20 mites in diamet('r, standing on the S. margin of

the M. Serenitatis. Its walls are bright, massive, broad and steep and rise to about 0,(KK) fi'ct above

SECTION IV
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the interior, which contains a central peak and other elevations. To the S.W. is a curious square

enclosure marked P. A bright streak extends from Menelaus across the mare and beyond Bessel

Plinius. A splendid example of a large mountain ring plain with high massive walls, about 32

miles in diameter. The interior
,
which is darker than the surrounding plain, contains a complex central

mountain, which somc'times appears as two craters in contact. To the N. and on the margin of the mare

are at least three parallel clefts—the nearer one not being difficult to sec'.

Posidonius, A large' and interesting walled plain on the W. margin of the M. Serenitatis 61 miles

in diameter. The ramparts, however, do not rise more than 6,000 feet at any point. Those on the

seaward side seem to havt' better withstood the undermining and erosive action of the once liquid

surface of the mare, but there is a di.stinct break at one' point, through which probably this liquid

material gained entrance to the interior. On the interior are a number of clefts, craterlets and isolated

hills.

Romer. A curiously irregular shaped mountain ring standing in the midst of the Taurus Highlands.

Its largest diameter is about 35 miles. Tlu* walls are broad and terraccid on the inner sides, and the

floor contains many irregularities.

Mare Serenitatis. One of the most prominent of the lunar grey plains, with fairly well-defined

borders, which are in part formed by the Caucasus, Apennines, Haemus, and Taurus mountain ranges

—

its coast line is about 1,850 miles in length, and it occupies an area of nearly 125,000 square miles.

Sulpicius Callus, A distinct crater on the margin of the mare, 8 miles in diameter.

Taquet. 5 miles in diameter with bright walls and standing on a bright area; some clefts are

associated with this object, as .shown on the map.

Vitruvius. A conspicuous crater ring 20 miles in diameter with bright walls and a dark interior,

on which ihere is a fc'cble central mountain.

SFXTION IV.

Apennine Mountains, The most important range on the Moon. It forms a portion of the S.W.

boundary of the Mare Imbrium, presenting a very fine spectacle under a rising or, .setting sun. In

this range arc four high peaks : Mt. Wolf, 12,0(K) feet ; Mt, Huygens, 18,000 to 20,000 feet
;
Mt. Bradley

nearly 16,000 feet, Mt. Hadley, 15,000 feet. The mountains on the seaward side fall abruptly to the

plain, and prestint the appearance of a long line of cliffs when seen at sunset. This line is broken in

many places by wide valleys which go back into the mountainous hinterland.

Aratus. A small bright crater 8 miles in diameter, situated in the Apennine Highlands.

Archimedes, A fine ring plain 50 miles in diameter with broad low massive walls only rising about

4,000 feet abovt' the smooth interior, which is intersected E. to W. by a system of bright streaks, and

on which are a number of small craters, not easily seen. Between Archimedes and the Apennines are

a number of clefts, some coarse, others very delicate objects.

Aristillus. A fine large ring plain 35 miles in diameter with complex walls rising to 8,000 feet on

the E. and 11,000 feet on the W. above the interior, on which stands a massive central mountain;

from the outer walls radiate ridges apparently of lava, which extend for long distances.

Autolycus, A companion to Aristillus, though smaller in size, being 26 miles in diameter. Its

circular walls rise to about 9,000 feet above the interior
; a chain of ruined crater rings runs tangentially

across the floor.

Beer and Beer A . A pair of small well-defined circular craters. From Beer runs a cleft or chain

of craterlets as shown, but not easily seen.

Conon, A distinct deep crater 15 miles in diameter, situated in the heart of the Apennine moun-

tains, It possesses a central peak.

Caucasus Mountains. A range of mas.sive mountains forming the N.E. boundary of the M. Sereni-

tatis. It contains peaks varying in height from 6,000 to 12,000 feet, whilst one mountain near Calippus

is said to reach 21,000 feet.

Eratosthenes. A fine ring plain 38 miles in diameter at the Eastern terminus of the Apennine
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range. The rampart is circular, but sometimes has tlu' appearance of a number of linear or curveii
segments. One peak on the wall rises IC.OOO feet above the interior. On the W, the wall ri.ses about
10.000 feet. The massive complex central mountain somi'times presents the appc'arauce of a crater
ring.

Haemus Mountains. Form the S.E. border of the M. Sertaiitatis with peak.s rising from 4,000 to

8.000 feet above the plain.

Linnd. A small crater standing on the edge of a small ruined ring {)lain. One of the objects on
the Moon where a great change has been thought to have taken place in modc'rii times. Not an easy

object to observe.

Manilius. A fine bright ring plain 25 miles in diameter and easily seen undi-r all angles of illumina-

tion. The wall, linear in parts, rises 7,000 feet above the interior, which contains a complex luounlain

mass.

> SECTION V
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Marco Polo, A small circular crater in the Apennine Highlands standing near a remarkably wide

and long valley,

SECTION V.

Bessarion. A small bright ring plain with a similar object to the S (E.). Both stand on bright areas.

Brayley. A conspicuous bright ring plain 9 miles in diameter.

Carpathian Mountains, A series of mountain masses extending over 125 milt‘s in length. Here
and th(T(‘ peaks rist* from 5,000 to 7,000 feet.

Carlini, A small distinct crater with walls rising about 2,000 feet above the interior, which
contains a central peak.

Delisle, A ring plain 16 miles in diameter, with irregular walls rising 6,000 f(‘0t above the interior

—it contains a low central mountain. To the E. on the plain is a long straight ridge P.

Diophantus. A small ring plain with regular walls rising about 3,000 feet above the interior,

whicli is level and devoid of detail. Outside to tlui E. is a long valky R, terminating at a mountain M.
Euler, A ring plain somewhat elliptical in form- 19 mih's in diameter—with a floor depressed

6,(KX) feet below the crest. It has a considerable bright central mountain. To the S. is a group of

isolated hills. Euler stands at the centre of a number of radiating bright rays.

Gay Lussac. A ring plain of more than ordinary interest 15 miles in diameter. On the interior

are a cleft and a chain of craters running across the floor and continuing beyond the N. wall for

some distance.

Gruithuisen. A bright little ring 10 miles in diameter; between it and Delisle is a curious group

of mountain ridges T and an ancient ring just below.

Caroline HerscheL A bright ring plain about 3,000 feet deep and containing a central peak.

From Car. Hcrschcl extends a very long ridgt‘ as far as Lambert,

Mare Imbriunt. This is the greatest of the lunar plains or seas, having a length of 750 miles

and a breadth of 670 miles. The area being about 340,000 square miles. It is very variable in

brightness and contains a great number of light stn^aks and spots.

La Hire, A bright mountain mass 5,000 feet in height, having a base length of 10 miles. To the

N.E. is another mass M, having 2 clefts associated with it.

Lambert. A fine isolated ring plain on the M. Imbrium, nearly 19 miles in diameter, with well-

defined circular walls of irregular lu‘ight. The central mountain is sometimes seen to be of crater-like

form. Lambert stands on a long serpentine ridge, lo the E. is a mountain M, which shows as a

very bright spot about full Moon.

T, Mayer. A considerable ring plain 22 miles in diameter. Its W. wall is said to rise 9,000 feet

above the interior. On the interior are several objects. In contact with the W. slope is a fine distinct

bright crater A.

Pytheas. A ring plain 12 miles in diameter with rhomboidal walls. The walls and interior are

bright and at full Moon the whole is seen as a bright round spot. From the S.E. wall runs a strong

mountain arm for 25 mih^s.

Timocharis. A fine ring plain 23 miles in diameter with walls rising about 7,000 feet above the

interior. The central mountain has a craterlet on its summit.

SECTION VI.

Bonpland. One of a group of three obscure mountain-walled plains, the others being Parry and

Fra Mauro. It is 30 miles in diameter. On the interior arc three clefts and a few irregularities.

On the plain to the E. is a group of i.solated mountain masses E, the highest of which rises about

2,500 feet.

Copernicus. The grandest of all the large crater rings on the Moon—56 miles in diameter

—

presenting a superb spectacle under morning or evening illumination. The walls which rise to about

12,000 feet above the interior are at the crest thin and sharp. The inner slopes are much terraced.
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The floor, 40 miles in diameter, is more circular than the crest and contains a multiple ct'iitral peak.

Radiating from the walls are many lava ridges. Co])eriiieus stands on a bright area, from which
bright rays spread in all directions.

Encke. A ring plain 20 miles in diameter with polygonal walls less than 2.tHM» feet in height.

It has a central ridge running N. and S.

Euclides. A very bright crater 7 miles in diameter and standing tm a bright area.

Fra Mauro. A large ruined ring plain about jaO miles in diameter. The original walls have Ix'eii

greatly reduced by erosive action. The interior contains a number of parallt'l ridges, some crateilets

and a large cleft or valley which traverses it from N. to S.

Gambart. A .small ring plain 1() miles in diameter with a dark smooth iuti'iior.

Guerike. A partially ruined ring plain with much reduei'd and fraginentarv w.dls, .\ wide \ allev

traverses the interior N. to S. It also contains some craterlets, a hill and small cleft.

!_ SECTION VI
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Hortensius. A fine deep bright ring about 10 miles in diameter. The interior contains a central

peak, and some bright rays are associated with this crater. On the plain to the N.W. is an obscure

ring plain A,

Kunowsky. A small ring plain 12 miles in diameter with low irregular walls. A bright ray runs

from the S.E. wall for about 60 miles.

Landsberg, A fine ring plain 28 miles in diameter, with a central peak. The massive terraced

walls are high, rising at one place to 10,000 feet. To the S.W. is a large obscure ring G.

Milichius, A distinct bright crater 10 miles in diameter. To the S.W. is a mountain mass M,

3.000 feet in height.

Parry. A ring plain 25 miles in diameter, with walls broken at plactis, rising at one peak to

4,900 feet. It has on the interior a distinct crater and a cleft which runs E. and W. under the S. wall,

and one under the W. and E. walls. The* latter is a continuation of the one which traverses Fra Mauro.

Riphaean Mountains. 120 miles in length.

Reinhold. A fine ring plain 30 miles in diameter, with steep and lofty walls rising at one place

on the W. to 9,000 feet above the floor, which contains a large but low central peak. There is a small

ring plain A on the N.W. side. Many small mountains are scattered on the plain to the S.

Sfadius. A ruined ring plain W. of Copernicus, of which the original walls have entirely

disappeared, or are represented by curved banks. It contains a large number of craterlets, some of

which form chains.

SECTION VII.

Agatharchides. A large irregular walled plain, about 30 miles N. to S. On the interior are

several mountain ridges.

Bullialdus. A noble object 38 miles in diameter, of thtj same type as Copernicus, Its rugged

and much-terraced ramparts rise to fully 8,000 feet above the interior. On all sides there arc ridges

radiating from the walls, which can be traced for many miles. There is a complex central peak of no

great height.

Campanus. A large n'gular ring plain of about 30 miles in diameter. Its smooth floor contains

a ft‘W irregularities not easily seen.

Capuanus. A large irregular ring plain some 35 miles in diameter, the rampart rises to about

8.000 feet above the interior. The smooth floor is only disturbed by two or three; minor elevations.

Cichus. A bold deep ring plain more than 20 miles in diameter, with broad massive walls rising

8,000

feet above the interior. On the crest of the E. wall is a fine crater G.

Clausius. A small distinct ring plain near Drebbel.

Doppelmayer. A fine specimen of a large ruined ring plain on the margin of the M. Humorum,
about 40 miles in diameter. There is a large central hill—the wall on the seaward side has practically

disappeared.

Gassendi. 55 miles in diameter, is one of the most interesting ring plains on the Moon’s surface

and has been extensively observed. The walls are irregular in height, and polygonal—reduced to

mere banks on the S. On the interior is a complex central mountain, many craterlets and an interesting

system of clefts
;
some are easy but many quite difficult to see,

Herigonius. A small ring plain 7 miles in diameter.

Hesiodus. A ring plain abutting on the E. side of Pitatus, about 20 miles in diameter. On the

interior is a distinct central crater. From the E, side extends a long wide valley as far as Capuanus,

one of the finest of this type on the Moon.

Hippalus. An interesting ring plain on the W. side of the M. Humorum, about 38 miles in

diameter. The S.E. rampart has been entirely destroyed. The interior is traversed N. to S, by a

fine cleft, which is interrupted by several craters through which it passes.

Kies. An ancient ring plain about 28 miles in diameter, whose walls have been reduced very

much by erosion. The smooth floor contains several minute craterlets.
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Lee. Another ruined ring plain near Doppelmayer.

Lubiniesky. A large ring plain, which, like Kies, has suffered much from erosive forces.

Mare Humorum. One of the smaller seas, about 260 miles N. to S. and 280 E. to W., with an area

about 60,000 square miles. There arc a number of curved ridges near the borders, and many

craterlets scattered over its surface. Near the W. side is a huge mountain mass M.

Mercator, A large ring plain similar in many respects to its companion, Campanus.

Nicollet. A small ring plain 11 miles in diameter.

Pitatus, A large and most interesting walled plain, with a level floor 45 miles in di.imeter. There

is a low central mountain and several clefts near the foot of the wall in various jflaci's. There is a

wide pass in the E. wall running into Hesiodus.

Ramsden, A small crater ring about 12 miles in diameter, standing at the centre of a fine system

of clefts.

SECTION VII

54
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VUello. A fine ring plain about 30 miles in diameter. Possesses a double ring and a small central

mountain.

Wufzelbauer. A large irregular walled plain about 45 miles in diameter, with ramparts very

broken and complex. It has a number of ridges and other objects on its interior.

SECTION VIII.

Ahenezra. 26 miles in diameter, with walls rising to 5,000 feed above the plain and 14,500 feet

above the interior, thus being one of the deepest craters on the Moon. Abenezra has encroached

on an older formation (A). The whole of the surroundings are crowded with all kinds of crater

formations.

Airy. A small ring plain with lofty broad walls and a central peak.

Apianus. A fine ring plain 38 miles in diameter, with fairly regular walls, which rise about 9,000

feet above the smooth interior, broken only by 2 or 3 small craterlets.

Aliacensis. 53 miles in diameter. The shape of the walls departs considerably from a circle.

On the inner skin of the W. wall, th(‘re is evidence of a great landslip. Generally the walls are massive

and much terraced, and rise in places from 12,000 to 16,000 feet above the floor.

Alpetragius. A fine massive ring plain 26 miles in diameter, with complete circular walls rising

on the W. to 12,000 feet above the interior, which contains a large central mountain. A little to

the E. is B, a bright crater standing on a bright area.

Alphomus. A great walled plain about 65 miles in diameter, with massive irregular ramparts

in places 15 miles wide at the base, rising 5,000 to 9,000 feet. The interior contains a number of

inter(^sting objects, including s(»vcral dark spots and clefts associated with them.

Argclander. A small ring plain 20 miles in diameter, with terraced walls and a central peak.

Arzuchel. A fine massive walled plain more than 60 miles in diameter, with regular and much

terraced ramparts rising 10,000 to 13.000 feet above the interior, which contains a number of hills

and craters, and a fine cleft running at the foot of the W. wall.

Ball. A deep ring plain 25 miles in (liam('t(‘r, with walls rising to 5,000 feet in height. There is

a large (urntral mountain on the floor.

Birt. A small ring plain witli bright circular walls broken by a small cratcir on the Western crest.

A fine cleft runs N. and b. pist outside the E, wall, the Southcru half of which is difficult to see.

Blanchimts. A large walled enclosure about 53 miles in diameter. The interior has two levels

and is traversed N and S. by a number of parallel ridges.

Davy. An irregular deep ring plain 20 miles in diameter. Its wall on the S.W, is broken by a

large ( rater A. To ilie N.W. is a curvc'd cleft or valley, whose course is interrupted by four craterlets.

On the interior of Davy there is a delicate cleft and the remains of a central peak.

Delaunay. A massivt* ring plain divided into two parts by a large ridge.

Donati, A small ring plain 20 miles in diameter with irregular walls.

Faye. Similar to Donati.

Fernelius. A walled plain 30 miles in diameter. The floor is free from detail except a few

craterlets.

Gauricus. A fine walled plain 38 miles in diameter with walls rising about 9,000 feet above the

interior. The chief object on the floor is the incomplete ring F.

Gemma Frtsius. An immense mountain walled enclosure with irregular ramparts, rising at one

peak to 14,000 f(*et. There arc a number of hills and craters on the interior.

Hell. Named after the Astronomer of that name. A consi)icuous ring plain 20 miles in diameter

with high and terraced walls. The floor contains a few hills. There are a number of curved parallel

valleys outside the W. wall.

Lassell. A small ring plain with low walls 14 miles in diameter. To the E, is a mountain ridge C,

and farther on D, a bright craterlet on a bright area.
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Lacaille, A large ring plain 40 miles in diameter with walls rising to 9,000 ieet. The smooth

floor contains a number of cratcrlets,

Lexell. A large ruined ring plain with walls very much reduced by erosion, especially on the N.

side. There is a group of large craters at the centre.

Nonius, An irregular shaped walled plain of no particular interest.

Playfair, A fine distinct ring plain 28 miles in diameter, with a smooth floor containing two

craterlets.

Parrott. A large, irregular, ill-defined enclosure about 40 miles in diameter. It is almost s(‘parated

into two parts by a curved mountain ridg(‘.

Poisson, An elliptical ring plain 50 miles by 30 miles.

Purbach. An immense walled plain fully 70 miles in diameter, with irregular ramparts rising

about 8,000 feet. Th(' interior contains many small and large crattTs, ridges and hills.

SECTION VIII
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Regiomontanus, A large formation of irregular shape; measured from E. to W. the diameter is

nearly 80 miles. On the interior are a number of horseshoe-shaped ridges, evidently the remains of

once complete rings.

The Straight Wall, A remarkable linear formation more than 60 miles in length, once mistaken

for an artificial object. In reality, it is a fault in the surface. An idealistic drawing of this is to

be found on page 293.

Thebit, A fine distinct ring plain 30 miles in diameter. The normal circular wall has been

distorted by the intrusion of a smaller ring plain A, which latter in its turn has a small crater on its

eastern flank. The interior of Thebit is very rough. To the N.E. is a large circular enclosure P.

Walter, A vast polygonal walled enclosure about 86 miles in diameter, its massive complex

ramparts containing peaks up to 10,000 feet in height. The interior contains many interesting

features, and the whole formation when seen under a low angle of illumination presents a very fine

spectacle.

Werner. A remarkable circular ring plain 45 miles in diameter with high walls rising about 13,000

feet above the interior. On the E. they are said to reach an elevation of 16,000 feet. The interior

walls are terraced and the floor contains a number of interesting formations.

SECTION IX.

Abulfeda, A fine ring plain 39 miles in diameter, with steep lofty terraced walls on the E. rising

to 10,000 feet. A remarkable crater valley runs tangentially from the S.E, wall as far as Almamon.
Altnamon. 28 miles in diameter, with moderately high walls and a floor containing no notable detail,

Altai Mountains, Run for a distance of about 315 miles. The crest varies in height from 4,000

to 6,000 feel. It is said there are peaks however rising to 11,000 and 13,000 feet. The Western

slope of the range is precipitous.

Azophi, A companion ring to Abenezra and about the same size.

Beaumont, A ring plain 30 miles in diameter, with rather low walls which show signs of erosion

in several places. The interior contains many objects of interest including a crater chain. A long

mountain ridge runs N. to Theophilus.

Busching, Has a broken wall about 4,000 feet high, and on the interior little or no details of

importance.

Caiherina, A large and interesting walled plain. The walls are broken, with many peaks, craters

and depressions, and it gives the impression generally with Cyrillus of belonging to the oldest order

of formations on the Moon.

Cyrillus, Resembles Catherina in many ways, but is smaller. Probably both were formed at

the same epoch.

Descartes, An incomplete ring plain about 30 miles in diameter, with irregular, broken and generally

ill-defined \?alls. On the floor is a fine distinct crater A.

Fermat, 26 miles in diameter with a floor depressed about 6,000 feet below the crest of the rampart.

To the N. are two rings B and C, whose interiors have been filled with lava almost to the top of their walls.

Fracastorius, A ruined mountain-ringed plain whose Northern walls have been reduced by erosion

almost to the level of the plain. The interior contains much fine detail, which has been thoroughly

observed and mapped by several astronomers. It is about 60 miles in width.

Geber. A well-defined circular walled plain, with bright terraced walls rising from 4,000 to 6,000

feet above the interior. The floor is free from notable detail.

Lindenau, A large elliptical walled plain with regular walls. On the interior is a complex central

mountain,

Neander, A ring plain, with massive regular and much terraced walls 34 miles in diameter. The

rampart rises in places to 8,000 feet above the interior, which contains a large central mountain and

other objects.

Pons, A large ear-shaped formation.
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Piccolomini, A noble ring plain 55 miles in diameter, with massive walls rising from 9,000 to
14,000 feet above the interior. The floor is free from detail except a large complex central mountain.

Polybius, A ring plain 21 miles in diameter, with low wall and a floor smooth and free from detail.

Rabbi Lei^, A fine large mountain-walled ring. The walls are irregular and broken by craters

and depressions. There is a series of parallel passes or valleys in the S. wall. The interior contains
some fine crater rings.

Rheita. A fine ring plain, elliptical through foreshortening, about 40 miles in diameter, with
massive walls, carrying peaks rising to 14,000 feet above the interior, which contains a central peak.

Riccius, A large irregular enclosure about 40 miles in diameter, with a broad tiTiaced wall on the

E. and on the floor some crater rings with low walls.

Rosse, A fine deep bright crater 8 miles in diameter. One of the brightest spots on the Moon.
A fine bright ray runs to N.W. past Bohnenberger.
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Sacrobosco. A large irregular walled plain about 55 miles in diameter. On the E. the rampart

rises to 14,000 fet‘t
; on the interior are two large crater rings.

Stihorius, A distinct ring plain about 25 miles in diameter, with irregular walls. There is a

peak at the centn* of the floor.

Zagut. A large irregularly-shapt;d mountain-walled plain, 50 miles in width. At one place on the

S.W. the rampart rises to 9,500 feet. A large ring plain E. has intruded on the Western side of the floor.

SECTION X.

The principal objects of importance in this section are the great mountain-walled plains near

the limb and lying in a meridional direction, Vendelinus, Petavius and Furnerius.

Adams. A considerable ring plain with broken walls, containing some lofty peaks.

Ansgarius. A well-defined ring plain about 50 miles in diameter, close to the limb, with apparently

quite smooth floor.

Bhaim. A fine walled plain, with regular walls. It has a central peak.

Bellot, A distinct bright crater, 11 miles in diameter, of great depth.

Biot. A fine bright regular crater, about 10 miles in diameter, standing in an isolated position

on the mare.

Bohnenberger. An interesting ring plain about 22 miles in diameter. The wall is broken at the

N. by a pass, and the interior has a curved central ridge.

Borda. A ring plain about 25 miles in diameter, with high regular walls ; has a central peak

and a large crater between it and the W. wall.

Colombo. A large mountain-ringed plain, about 47 miles in diameter. Its walls depart from the

circular form owing to the intrusion of a large crater A, 25 miles in diameter. At the centre of

Colombo is a complex mountain of not less than four peaks. There arc some wide valleys also on

the floor on the Western side.

Crozier. A small ring plain of little importance.

Cook, A ring plain, about 27 miles in diameter, with a dark interior containing a distinct

craterlet at the foot of the S.W. wall.

Base. A large ring plain abutting on the S.W. side of Petavius, with steep nigged walls rising

about 7,500 feet above the interior, which contains several craterlcts.

\V. Humboldt. A magnificent mountain-walled plain, one of the finest of its class, but owing to

its proximity to the limb it is rarely .seen under good conditions. It is elliptical through foreshortening,

being in reality a circle 130 miles in diameter. One of the peaks on the E. wall rises some 16,000

feet. The interior walls «how evidences of landslips.

Legendre. A larg<* irregular mountain-walled plain, about 46 miles in diameter. Down the centre

runs a mountain ridge, and there are some cratcrlets on either side of it.

Maclure. A small ring plain about 15 miles in diameter, with a small central elevation.

Magelhaens. A ring plain about 24 miles in diameter, with a smooth interior dark in tone.

Reichenbach, About 40 miles in diameter, without notable detail on the interior.

Palitzsch. A long valley-like enclosure outside the W. wall of Petavius, about 100 miles long and

14 wide.

Petavius. One of the finest mountain-walled plains on the Moon. Its massive high walls are in

parts double. On the E. the crest rises to 10,000 feet and on the W. to 6,000 above the interior. The

length from crest to crest is over 100 miles. The interior contains many objects of interest, including

a complex central mountain 5,000 feet in height, a long wide valley about 25 miles long and 2 miles

wide, running from the centre to the S.E. wall. There are also several other clefts not easily seen.

Phillips. A large elliptical ring plain on the E. side of W. Humboldt.

Santbech. A fine mountain-ringed plain about 42 miles in diameter, with lofty ramparts rising on

the W. to about 10,000 feet, and on the E. to 15,000 feet above the interior, which contains a prominent

central peak.
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Snellius. A mountain-ringed plain with walls rising about 6,(KX) feet above the interior. There
is a central peak, and from this runs a wide valley to the S

,
passing through a gorge in the wall.

Stevinus. A large regular walled enclosure, similar in many wavs to Snellius. It cont<iins a large

central peak. The southern crest rises about 4,0(X) feet above the inttTior.

Vendelinus. A large walled j)lain with most irregular r,imparts. The lloor is romparatively

smooth, but contains a large number of craterlets, and ,i line cleft running N. from the centre. There

are several largt* ring plains associated with Vend(*linus and found on its borders

Wroitesley, A ring plain abutting on Petavius, with fine loftv linear walls rising to 9,0(K) feet above

the interior. It contains a double-piMkc'd central mountain.

SECTION XI.

The Moon’s equator runs across the centre of this section. It contains the wliole of the M. Fecunditatis,

SECTION X

N
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Apollonius. 31 miles in diameter, with a fine cleft crossing the floor, and other minute details.

The walls rise 5,000 feet above the interior.

Azout. A well-defined ring plain about 20 miles in diameter.

Cauchy. 8 miles in diameter, very bright and distinct at full. Mentioned for its association with
the fine long cleft which cuts the plain on its Western side, and a long ridge on the plain on its E. side.

Both very interesting objects.

Firminicus. A fine ring plain 38 miles in diameter, with ramparts rising 5,000 feet above the

interior. The floor is level and dark in tone.

Goclenius. 30 miles in diameter, with irregular broken walls. The interior is dark and of the same

shade as the surrounding mare. Goclenius is the source of an interesting system of clefts.

Guttemburg. A large irregular,ring plain about 40 miles in diameter, the original rampart showing

signs of erosion in many places. The interior contains interesting details in the shape of ruined rings,

mountain peaks and clefts, which traverse it and extend far beyond the N.E. boundary.

La Peyrouse. A large well-defined ring plain near the limb.

Langrenus. A magnificent walled plain about 80 miles in diameter, with much-terraced walls

rising to 10,000 feet above the interior. The floor of Langrenus is very bright, and contains among
other things a large complex central mountain.

Langrenus would compare with Copernicus if it were as well placed on the disc.

Maclaurin and Webb are two ringed plains calling for no particular comment.

Messier and Messier A. Two small rings which have been suspected of change. They vary in

size and appearance from night to night in each lunation. Two white rays diverge from A.

Mare Fecunditatis. The largest of the seas in theWestern half, containing about 160,000 square miles.

Neper. A great mountain-walled plain close to the limb. Has a central peak and a number of

ridges on the floor.

Pyrenees Mountains. A fine range of mountains to the E. of Goclenius, with peaks rising on the

N. to about 12,000 feet and on the S. to over 6,000 feet.

Secchi. A small crater ring with wall open to the S. and much worn down by erosion.

Schubert. A large elliptical ring, too near the limb to be well seen.

Taruntius. A fine walled plain : the rampart is low and the interior appears to have been partly

filled up with an outflow of lava. There are many partly destroyed rings in the neighbourhood.

SECTION XIL

Contains a number of interesting objects, including the well known Mare Crisium.

Alhazen. A ring plain on the western side of M. Crisium.

Berosus. A large elliptical ring with a central mountain.

Berzelius. An inconspicuous ring plain of no importance.

Bernouilli. A small ring plain with a feeble central peak.

Burckhardt. A ring plain N. of Cleomedes notable for the curious ear-shaped enclosure on either

side of it.

Cleomedes. A large and interesting walled plain 80 miles in diameter, with broad and massive

ramparts rising to 9,000 feet on the W. It contains a fine system of delicate clefts associated with

craterlets.

Condorcet. A large ring plain about 45 miles in diameter, with a smooth floor free from detail.

Mare Crisium. One of the smallest and most conspicuous of the lunar maria, with well-defined

mountain borders. The surface is said by some to show a green tinge. Its length is about 280 miles

and its width 350 miles, with an area of about 78,000 square miles. On its surface are two craters

—

Picard and Pierce—a number of ridges and ruined rings, but few craterlets or clefts.

Gauss. A large mountain-walled plain about 110 miles in length, and close to the limb.

Geminus. A fine walled plain 54amiles in diameter with high walls rising 15,000 feet above the

interior. Contains a central peak sometimes seen as a crater.
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Macrobius. A fine walled plain about 41 miles in diameter, with bright terraced walls
rising from 10,000 to 13,000 feet above the interior, which contains a low compound central
mountain.

Eimmart A ring plain 30 miles long, with peaks on its walls rising to great heights.
Hansen* A deep ring plain with terraced walls and a small central mountain.
Hahn* A fine ring plain near the limb. Contains a central piMk.

Oriani* An irregular ring plain on the E. side of Plutarch.

Plutarch* A ring close to the limb with a central mountain and terraced wallt*.

Proclus. A small crater ring noted as being one of the brightest spots on the Moon. The floor,

however, is not so bright on the walls
; several bright rays emanate from this formation.

Seneca* A ring of some size near the limb, but of no particular interest,

Tralles* A ring outside the N.E. wall of Cleomedes. Has three curved ridges on the interior.

! SECTION XI

Drmwn by WaLTER GoODACRt FRAS HKJ
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SECTION XIII.

Thp principal formation in this section is Messala, a large walled plain close to the limb, which

makes it difficult to observe'. It is about 70 miles in length, with low walls. On the interior are a

number of craters, some ridges and two clefts.

Schumacher, Some 35 miles in length, with a smooth floor.

Struve. A small ring plain remarkable for the dark area on which it stands.

Mercurius. A ring plain about 25 miles in diameter, with a smooth floor and small central

mountain.

SECTION XIV.

The three most prominent objects are Atlas, Hercules and Endymion.

Arnold. A large ringed plain with broken walls, about 52 miles in diameter. The floor is smooth

except for one small crater, as shown. Arnold is typical of a number of rings close to the limb and

near the Moon's N. pole.

Atlas. A noble ring plain 54 miles in diameter, with massive walls rising on the E. to 10,000 feet>

and on the W, to about 9,000 feet. On the interior are found specimens of nearly every formation

known on the Moon : hills, craters, ridges, and a very fine system of delicate clefts. There arc two

dark spots which undergo regular changes during each lunation.

Burg. A circular ring plain 28 miles in diameter and containing a large bright central peak.

There is a large enclosure to the E. of Burg which is crossed in two directions, N.S. and E.W.,

with several fine clefts—the main one is easy, the others difficult.

Cepheus. 27 miles in diameter, with steep terraced walls. The interior has two craterlets.

Chevallier. A large ring plain with very low walls. Seen best at sunrise or sunset.

De la Rue. A large plain about the same size as Endymion, but with low discontinuous walls.

At its N. end are two small rings, Strabo and Thales.

Democritus. A deep regular ring plain, about 26 miles in diameter. It has a prominent central

mountain.

Endymion. A fine walled plain, about 78 miles in diameter, and situated near the limb. Its

walls are much broken. The dark interior contains only a few minute craters.

Franklin. A fine ring plain about 35 miles in diameter, with massive walls rising about 8,000

feet above the interior, which is very dark and smooth.

Gartner. A fine specimen of a ring plain, whose lamparts have been in part levelled by erosion.

Grove. A deep bright ring plain 17 miles in diameter. The walls rise to 7,000 feet above the

interior, which contains an elongated central mountain,

Hercules. A fit companion to Atlas, About 45 miles in diameter, its massive ramparts rising to

10,000 feet above the interior, which contains little detail except a large crater and the remains of

two smaller rings to the N. of it.

Mare Humholdiiunum. A vast walled enclosure on the limb, and never satisfactorily seen.

Mason. An irregular craterlike depression.

Plana. A partially ruined ring plain, similar to Mason.

Oersted. A well-formed circular ring plain 27 miles in diameter.

Schuckburgh. A pear-shaped ring plain with low continuous walls.

SECTION XV.

This section is interesting, as showing the surface at the N. pole. Most of the objects situated

near the limb in that direction call for little or no comment.

Alexander. A large lagoon-like depression about 66 miles in diameter, often overlooked.

The Alps. A noble range of mountains running in a great curve from Cassini to Plato, The

peaks vary in height from 3,000 to over 8,000 feet, and here and there »to greater elevation still.

Midway along the range is a massive mountain named Mont Blanc, said to rise to 14,000 feet.
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This range presents a fine spectacle when seen near sunrise or sunsi‘t. TIk' mountainous country

at the W. is traversed by a wide valley, known as the great Alpine Valley, the finest of its class on

the Moon, about 75 miles in length and from 4 to 6 miles in width:

Archytas. A conspicuous ring plain 25 miles in diameter on the niiirgin of the M hVigoris, Two
ruined ring plains, P and L, will be found to the VV.

Aristoteles. A magnificent ring plain about 00 miles in dinnu'ttT, with inassivt' ramparts fairly

uniform in height, and rising about 11,000 feet above the interior. A large lUimhtT of ridgt's radiate

from the? walls to long distances.

Birmingham. A large irregularly-shaped area, very similar to W. (*. Hond, ]. J ( assmi, and

Barrow, none of which objects have been exhaustiwly observed.

Calippus. A bright ring plain in tin* Caucasus Mountains. In contact with tlu^ T'. wall is a fine

mountain peak A, rising IS,000 feel, and near it a ridge H rising lIJ.OtH) fei't.

SECTION XII
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Cassini. A ring plain 36 miles in

diameter, with low broad walls. The

whole is invisible at full Moon. The

interior contains a large crater and

several imperfect rings and craterlets.

Egede. An obscure ring plain 22

miles in diameter, whose walls have

been reduced to about 400 feet in

height.

Eudoxus. Smaller, but of same

type as Aristoteles, about 46 miles in

t diameter, with massive, lofty, and

much-terraced walls. The interior

contains a number of isolated mountain

masses. On the small plain to the E.

are two clefts.

Fontenelle. A fine ring plain on the

margin of the M. Frigoris, 22 miles in

diameter.

Goldsmidt. A large enclosure 50 miles

in diameter. It is situated near to the

N. pole, and the Moon's central meridian

passes through it at its Western end.

Kirch. A small bright crater ring, almost identical in size with P. Smyth.
Pico. A fine example of an isolated mountain, said to rise from 7,000 to 9,000 feet above the

plain—very bright.

Piton. A similar object to Pico. 30 miles to the S. is another mountain mass M.
Plato. One of the most interesting and best-observed objects on the Moon’s surface. This fine

lagoon-like enclosure, about 60 miles in diameter, has W’alls rising on the average 3,000 to 6,000 feet

above the interior. On the W. wall are three high peaks which cast long, tapering shadows across

the floor at sunrise. The dark interior contains a large number of craterlets, which have been charted,

most of which are only visible in large telescopes. There is an interesting system of bright markings
also, which has had much attention given to it.

Tenerife Mountains. Consist of four isolated masses. They are not quite so bright as Pico.

Theaetetus. A well-formed ring plain S. of Cassini. The floor is depressed 7,000 feet below the

surrounding crest. It is uncertain if there is a central peak.

SECTION XVI.

The most interesting object is the Sinus Iridum, a great bay in the M. Imbrium. The distance

between the two headlands. Prom. Heraclides and Prom. Laplace, being about 136 miles. The surface

level is only disturbed by some ridges and a few craterlets. The mountains bordering it on the N.
and E. sides rise in places from 16,000 to 20,000 feet above the plain.

Condamine. A ring plain, about 23 miles in diameter, with rather low walls ; the interior contains

several peaks.

Bianchinu A ring plain, 25 miles in diameter, with terraced walls, rising about 8,000 feet above

the interior, which contains a small central mountain.

Bouguer. A bright ring plain about 16 miles in diameter with a smooth interior.

Harpalus. A fine ring plain said to be one of the deepest on the Moon’s surface, the crest rising

about 16,000 feet above the interior

Helicon. A ring plain about 16 miles in diameter and about 4,600 feet deep.
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Herschel,], A large irregularenclosure about 90milesin diameter, similar in type to South and Babbage.
Horrebow. 15 miles in diameter with bright continuous wall

Leverrter, Similar in type to Helicon, and probably formed at the same time It has steep

terraced walls on the inner side.

Louville. A rhomboidal depression more than 25 miles long

Maupertuis. An irregular-shaped depression with incomplete walls

Mairan. A fine nng plain with terraced walls 25 miles in diameter. The rampart rises about

15,000 feet above the interior.

Robinson. A small ring plain about 16 miles in diameter, very deep and bright

Sharp. A fine regular ring plain 24 miles m diameter, with walls nsing about 9,000 feet aliove the

interior, which contains a central mountain.

Straight Range. A very compact regular line of peaks, with a length of about 45 miles.

SECTION XIV
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SECTION XVIL

Contains very few objects of int(*rest in its small area, and these are all close to the limb and

therefore not well placed ff)r observation.

Gerard. A long elliptical regular ring plain.

Harding, A distinct regular ring plain with no particular features.

Repsold, A large irregular enclosure bound by ridges with a central crater.

Lavoisier. A large ring plain, elliptical through foreshortening. Contains no features of interest.

SECTION XVIII.

Contains very few formations of note, the most important and interesting of which is —

Aristarchus. Probably the brightest spot on the Moon. It is a deep distinct crater 29 miles in

diameter, with walls ri.sing 7,000 feet above the interior, which contains a fine central peak. To the

N. is a large plateau and n(‘ar it some fine clefts.

Briggs. A fin(‘ regular ring plain.

Cardanns. A fine ring i)lain 35 miles in diameter, elliptical through foreshortening, with walls

about 4,(K)() feet above the interior. It is connected with Kraft by a long fine cleft or valley.

Harbinger Mountains. A group of isolated mountain peaks, and associated with them a number
of ridgt's of about 400 f(‘ct in height.

Herodotus. 24 miles in diameter, interesting from the great winding valley which commences
at itsN. boundary and runs in a gre'at horseshoe curve for many miles, being easily seen in a small

telescopt'.

Herycinian Mountains. A range of peaks close to the limb and sometimes seen in profile.

Lichienberg. A small isolated ring plain about 10 miles in diameter.

Kraft. A similar (‘iiclosure to (’ardanus.

Marius. A ring plain 27 miles in diameter, with walls rising about 4,000 feet above the interior,

which contains some feeble detail and some white spots seen near full.

Schiaparelli. A small ring plain without unusual features.

Seleucus. A ring jdain 32 miles in diameter with high terraced walls rising about 10,000 feet

above the interior,

OHo Struve. A vast enclosim* m^ar the limb, apparently once consisting of two parts, now joined

together.

Ulugh Begh. A distniel elliptical ring close to the limb.

de Gama. A brighc well-formed ring plain 51 miles in diameter with a central ridge.

Wollaston. A small bright ring plain with a level floor.

SECTION XIX.

Shows a great part of the Oceanus Procellarum, and consequently contains fewer formations than

usual in such a large area.

D'Alembert Mountains. A chain of mountains near the E. limb. Can sometimes be seen in profile

when tlu' libration is suitable. Several peaks are said to rise to about 20,000 feet, but the whole

range has not been adequately mapped.

Cavalerius, A great ring plain about 40 miles in diameter, with broken walls and peaks rising

to 10,000 feet above the interior, which is of the same tone as the mare, and found with difficulty

at full Moon.

Damoiseau. A curious ring plain containing a very large ring, and having its W. wall deformed

by another (B). All the formations hereabout show signs of erosion.

Flamsteed. A small ring plain standing on the S. margin of a large enclosure, whose walls have

been reduced very much by erosion.

Galileo. A small well-defined ring plain of no importance, lying N. of a large obscure enclosure P.
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Gnmaldt A vast mountain-wallcd enclosure about 1*50 miUs in diameter, and foreshortened into

an ellipse. The walls are very discontinuous, and rist on the avTrage to about 4 (KX) feet 1 he intenoi

is probably the darkest spot on the Moon
Hevel A great mountain-walled plain about 71 miles in diamettr with steep continuous walls

The interior contains some fine clefts and a central mountain

Kepler A ring plain about 20 miles in diameter with walls of irrtgular luight It is one of tiu

brightest objects on the Moon, and is the centre of a systim of bright rays

Hamteen A fine ring plain similar in si/i to Billy, with irrigular walls rising tt> tibout 7(X)

feet Contains a dark spot subject to \anabihty A large mountain mass is m ui to tlu W
Letronne A vast obscure ring plain whost Nortlurn ramparts liavi Imn almost tnlmly

obliterated by ei osion

Lohrmann A fine distinct ring plain, with several ch fts on tlu pi \m oiitsuK and c lost to itsW.wall

SECTION XV
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Gibers. Similar in size to Cavalerius. It is the centre of a system of bright rays, as conspicuous

as those associated with Kepler.

Reiner. A ring plain of normal type about 21 miles in diameter, with bright continuous walls

terraced on the inner side, with peaks rising to 10,000 feet above the interior, which is darker than the

surrounding surface ; contains a double central peak.

Wichtnann. A small crater ring standing on the western arm of a large obscure enclosure, once

a complete ring.

SECTION XX.
Shows a portion of the S.E. Section and is crowded with many objects of interest.

Billy. A fine ring plain 31 miles in diameter, remarkable for its dark interior, which appears free

from irregularities of any kind.

Byrgius. A large irregular-shaped ring plain with a crater A on its W, wall, which renders it more
easy of identification.

SECTION XVI
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Cavendish. A complex ring plain

about 32 miles in diameter. Its

W. wall is disturbed by several crater-

like depressions.

Cruger. 30 miles in diameter.
Remarkable for the darkness of its

interior under all angles of illumination.

Eichsiadt. About 30 miles in

diameter, with a level floor free from
detail.

Fourier, Another ring plain about
30 miles in diameter, with terraced walls

rising to about 6,000 feet above the

interior.

Fontana. A ring plain with low
regular walls. Contains a central peak.

Gassendi. One of the finest and
most interesting of all the walled plains.

It is 55 miles in diameter. The walls

on the S. have been reduced to mere
banks. The interior contains a large

variety of interesting objects, consisting

of a complex central mountain, many
craterlets and a number of clefts, all of which have received much attention from selenographers.

Lagrange. A large irregular walled plain with little or no detail on its smooth interior.

Mersenius. A fine ring plain 45 miles in diameter with broad terraced walls. The interior has

a chain of craterlets running N. and S. Outside to the W. and S. are a number of interesting clefts,

most of which are not difficult to see.

Piazzi. A large enclosure similar to Lagrange.

Rocca. An elliptical ring pLnii close io the limb, and therefore difficult to observe.

Sirsalis. A fine ring plain 20 mil(,s in diameter with high regular walls. The interior contains

a central peak. Just outside the W. wall is a fine cleft, one of the longest on the Moon's surface.

De Vico. A small distinct crater ring.

Zupus. A small ring plain about 12 miles in diameter with low walls.

c

SECTION XXL
Bouvard. A large elliptical ring close to the Moon’s edge, consequently not well placed for

observation.

Ingharimi. A large conspicuou.s walled plain about 60 miles in diameter, with steep high walls,

rising in one place to 12,000 feet. The interior contains several large craters.

La Croix, A distinct ring plain with steep continuous walls. Has a large crater ring on the

interior.

Lehmann. A large ring plain with broken walls on the S., where there are two passes. The floor

is said to be traversed by a longitudinal ridge.

Rook Mountains. A range near the limb, often seen in profile, some of the peaks rising to about

26,000 feet.

SECTION XXII.

Bailly. A vast enclosure close to the S.E. limb, about 160 miles in length, comparable to one of

the smaller seas. Its walls are irregular in height and broken in places. The interior contains a

number of craters, one (B) being of large size.

55
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Bayer. A ring plain on the W. side of Schiller, with walls rising about 8,000 feet above the interior.

Bettinus. A fine ring plain with massive lofty walls rising 12,000 to 13,000 feet above the interior,

which contains a fine central mountain, said to have two peaks.

Doerfel Mountains. A magnificent range lying almost wholly beyond the S.E. limb, and only to

be well seen under favourable libration. Some of the peaks are said to rise to 26,000 feet.

Drehhel 18 miles in diameter, with a floor devoid of detail.

Hansen. A fine deep ring plain on the limb in front of the Doerfel Mountains.

Hainzel. A large, most irregular enclosure, consisting of two large rings which have coalesced,

with steep and lofty walls The interior is very rough.

Heinsius. A large irregular enclosure whose original circular boundary has been deformed by two

large craters, C and B.

Kircher and Wilson. Comprise, with Bettinus, a row of three fine walled plains.

Legentil. \ large enclosure on the limb, difficult to identify.

SECTION XVIII
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Longomontanus. A large mountain-walled plain about 90 miles in diameter, with irregular walls,
one peak on the E. rising to 13,000 feet. The interior contains a multiple central peak. There is a
large group of craters on the floor near the N.E. wall.

Phocylides. A large irregular-walled plain The interior is quite smooth. At the Northern end
of the ring is another smaller enclosure (B), sejiarated from Phocylides by a 'Chain of craters.

Scheiner. A very fine circular walled plain about 70 miles in diameter, with lofty walls. There
are several ridges and craters on the interior.

Schiller, An elliptical walled plain said to be 112 miles in length, with a breadth of about 60 miles
The floor is very free from detail.

Segner. A very large irregular t'liclosure S.W. of Schiller, with very broken walls, rising only to

4,000 or 5,000 feet above the interior, which contains a large number of craterlets

Schickard, A very fine large walled plain about IIM miles in length, with low walls rising on the

N
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average to about 4,000 feet above the interior, which contains many objects of interest not yet properly

mapped. There is a large dark area, occupying nearly the whole of the Northern half of the floor.

Under the S.W. wall is a triangular patch of shade with a very sharp boundary, probably marking the

site of a delicate cleft.

Wargentin One of the most remarkable ring plains, as its interior appears to have been filled up

almost to the height of the crest by lava in byegone times.

Zuchius. A nng plain with high massive walls rising in places to 10,000 feet above the interior,

which contains a large central elevation and a crater ring.

SECTION XXIII.

This Section, which embraces a large district, including the S. Pole, is so very crowded with rings

of all sizes and shapes that it is only possible to refer bnefly to the principal formations.

SECTION XX
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Blancanus. A large walled plain

with an interior depressed about 12,000
feet below its massive rampart, about
70 miles in diameter. The floor is level,

with little detail.

Ca$att4S. A large symmetrical ring

plain about 45 miles in diameter. It

is said to have on its massive wall three

of the highest peaks in the third

quadrant, the highest of which rises to

about 22,000 feet above the interior.

The crater (C) on the floor is 11 miles in

diameter.

Clavtus. The largest depressed
mountain-ringed enclosure on the Moon's

surface, about 150 miles in diameter, with

massive walls, rising to an average of

12,000 feet above the interior. Presents

a very fine spectacle at sunrise or near

sunset. On the floor are many craters

and crater rings, of which A and B are

al-out 30 miles in diameter.

Clairaut. A large ring plain whose

•walls have been much deformed by the intrusion of two large rings on the S. side.

Cuvier. Nearly 50 miles in diameter, with high terraced walls rising in places to nearly 12,000 feet

above the interior. The floor is devoid of notable detail.

Curtius, A magnificent walled enclosure about 50 miles in diameter. The floor is bare of detail

except for a crater at the centre.

Deluc. A ring plain about 25 miles in diameter, to the S. of Maginus.

Faraday. A large ring plain whose walls have intruded on the interior of Stofler.

Fernelius. Occupying a similar position to Faraday, but on the opposite side of Stfifler.

Jacobi. A large ring plain with regular walls. The interior contains a central group of craters.

Klaproth. A great irregular vailed plain 65 miles in diameter. Its Southern wall has been

destroyed by the intrusion of the N. wall of Casatus. The interior is very level.

Licetus. A large irregular walled enclosure much resembling Cuvier. Two other formations

are associated with Licetus, marked B and C. There is a high mountain ridge in B, with craters on

either side of it—a very fine object under a low sun.

Leibnitz Mountains. A great range on the limb and extending on each side of the S. pole. They

present a remarkable sight when seen in profile, and some of the peaks are said to be the highest

found on the Moon.

Lilius. A large ringed plain with high walls rising from 7,000 to 10,000 feet above the interior,

which only contains a compound central mountain.

Maginus. A magnificent mountain-walled plain, comparable with Clavius, having a diameter,

of about 120 miles. The interior contains several large crater rings, some ridges, and a number of

craterlets, with also a compound central mountain,

Moretus. A large well-defined mountain-walled plain 75 miles in diameter, with massive ramparts

rising 9,000 feet above the interior, which contains a fine compound central mountain rising about

7,000 feet. Beer and Midler, think this the highest central peak on the Moon.

Manzinus. A fine walled plain about 60 miles in diameter. The walls rise in places to 14,000 feet

above the smooth interior. It is said to possess a feeble central peak.

« SECTION XXI

E
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Maurolycus. One of the finest walled plains on the Moon, about 72 miles in diameter, though some
authorities make this much greater. The massive rampart rises to 14,000 feet on the W. and to 18,000

feet on the E. above the interior, which contains a complex central peak and other objects of interest.

Miller. 35 miles in diameter, with terraced walls rising 10,000 feet above the interior.

Nasireddtn. 30 miles in diameter, with higli terraced walls rising some 9,000 feet.

Newton. An immense oblong enclosure about 140 miles in length—is the deepest formation of
its class on the Moon. One peak on the E. is said to rise no less than 24,000 feet above the interior,
which is quite level. On account of its situation and great depth, neitheifthe Earth nor Sun are ever
visible from some parts of its interior.

Orontius. A large irregular walled plain whose original ramparts have been greatly deformed.
The interior contains some large ruined rings, E and F in particular.

Pentland. A fine deep nng plain 50 miles in diameter, with broad, high-terraced walls. Has a
double-peaked central mountain.
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Sassendes A large irregular enclosure Its floor is crossed by many parallel ndges and crater

chains, which seem to have originated by explosive forces in Tycho
Saussure About 30 miles in diameter with high terraced walls The interior shows a curved

line of craters

Schomberger A long irregular walled plain with a rugged high rampait
Simpelius Very similar to Schomberger

Tycho Well described as the metropolitan crater of the Moon, 55 miles in diameter with massive

terraced walls rising to about 12,000 fett On the interior is a fine central mountain consisting of

several peaks Tycho is the centre of the finest system of bright rays on th(‘ Moon Ihese radiate

from it as a focus and extend for gn^at distances

Zach A massivt' mountain-walkd plain with ramparts very much distort c*d from the circular

form in places.

SECTION XXlll

N
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SECTION XXIV.

Here we again have a vast concourse of ringed formations of all sizes and shapes, and only the

principal objects can be described briefly on account of lack of space.

Bacon, 40 miles in diameter, with massive walls rising in one place to 14,000 feet above the

interior, which is level and devoid of notable detail.

Barocim, 51 miles in diameter, with massive walls rising to 12,000 feet above the interior, which
contains fragments of ruined rings.

Biela. A fine ring plain about 45 miles in diameter. Contains a central hill and a crater.

Boguslawsky. A large walled plain near the limb. The floor is free from notable detail.

Boussingault, A large mountain-walled plain about 80 miles in diameter, close to the limb. It is

remarkable from the fact that its rampart is double, one ring within another.

Buck. 30 miles in diamt*ter ^\ith moderately high walls. The floor is free from detail.

SECTION XXIV

N
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Fahricius. A fine deep ring plain

50 miles in diameter, with walls rugged

and much terraced. There is a break or

pass in the N. wall.

Hommel. A large irregular enclosure

about 80 miles in length. Its ramparts

are broken by several large crater rings.

Jannsen. A large hexagonal
enclosure about 120 miles at its greatest

width. The interior contains a large

amount of interesting detail, including

curved clefts of considerable length and

width.

Mutus. A fine ring plain 46 miles

in diameter, with regular walls rising

12,000 feet above the interior.

Nearch, 40 miles in diameter with

continuous walls.

Metius, 50 miles in diameter, with

lofty walls and a level floor containing a

few low ridges.

Pitiscus. A fine ring plain 52 miles

in diameter with continuous walls rising

to 10,000 feet above the floor on the W. There is a mountain and a crater at the centre.

Pontecoulant. A large mountain-walled plain more than 50 miles in diameter. Close to the limb.

Riccius A large irregular enclosure 40 miles in diameter.

Rosenbergre A large ring plain abutting on Vlacq and about the same size, but with lower walls.

and the interioi of a darker tint.

Steinheil. A striking formation consisting of two large ring plains with overlapping walls.

Vlacq. A fine deep regular rii.g plain 55 miles in diameter, with lofty walls. The interior contains

a fine central mountain.
SECTION XXV.

Fraunhofer. A regular ring plain 30 miles in diameter. The walls rise about 5,000 feet above the

interior, which possesses no notable detail.

Furnerius. A fine walled plain with complex ramparts rising to nearly 11 ,000 feet. The interior

contains many objects of interest, including ridges, clefts and craterlets.

Marinus. A ring plain close to the limb with a small central peak.

Oken. A large ring plain close to the limb with low and broken walls.

Vega. A large ring plain notable for the destruction of its W. waU by a chain of large craters.



Name.
Abenezra
Abulfeda
Achenisia Prom.
Adams
JBnarum Prom,
.fistuum Sinus
Agarum Cape
Agatharctaloes
Agrlppa .

Airy
Albategnius .

Alexander
Alfraganus
Albazen .

Allacensls
Almamon
Alpctragius .

Alphonsus
Alpine Valley
Alprt
Altai Mins, .

Anaxagoras
Anaximander
Anaximenes .

Ansgarius
Apennines
Apianus .

Apollonius
Arago
Aratus
Archimedes
Archytas
Argacus Mis. .

Argelander
Ariadfeus
Ariadanis Cleft
Aristarchus .

Aristillus
Aristoteles
Arnold
Arzachcl
Atlas
Autolycus
Austrak* Mare
Arxiut
Azophi

Dabbage
Bacon
Bailv
Bailly
Ball
Barocitis
Barrow .

Bayer
Heaumont
Beer

.

Hehilm .

HeHot
Bcrnoiillli

B^rosim .

DetzeliMS
Dcssarion
Bes-i-l

BettimiA .

Hianchinl
Hi It

niiiv
Hiot
nirm'n ;hnm
Birt
Bl.i't<’ Monl
HI \iif’ itiMs

BlnUfliln’H
HoH '

HouM-l \’vskv
Doh*vjn))”r!?’'T

Bond
w,c.

Bonol ind
Bord I

Bo'«:o''itch
Boni'M'T .

Bousrting \nlt

Po’i vnrd
Bra- HeV Mt.
Br ivl -v .

Bricii-
Btieh
BtiHial l'i«

B’lrckh irdt

Burg
Buschltvj

.

ByrciM<* .

Cabeus .

Calippiis .

C \mo in '.IS

Capelli .

Capuau'm
^rdan'H
Carliui
Carpathian Mti
Carrington
Casatus .

Cassini
.. J. J- •

Cntherin

»

Cavalerins
Caucasus Mtns.
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iv
viii

xi
ii

tv
iv
XV
iii

viii

ii

l-ii

xviii
iv
XV
xiv
viii

xiv
iv
XXV
xi
ix

xvi
xxiv
xiv
xxii
viii

xxiv
XV
xxii
ix
iv

xii

xii

xii

V
iii

xxii
xvi
xxiv
XX

vill

XV
xxiii
Viii

i

xxiv
X
iii

XV
vi

xvi
xxiv
xxl
iv

xviii
xxiv
vil

xii

xiv
xxiv
XX

xxiii
XV
vii

ii

vil

xviii

xiii

xxiii
XV
XV
ix
xix
iv

Name.
Cauchy .

Cavendish
Cayley
Censotinus
Cephens .

Chacotnac
Chains .

Chevallicr
Cichus .

Clairaut .

Clausius .

Clavius .

Clcomedes
Clcostratus
Colombo ,

Condamine
Condorcct
Conon
Cook
Coi^eruicus
Crisium Marc
Crozier .

Cruger .

Curtins .

Cuvier
Cyrillus .

Cysatus .

D’Alembert Mtns.
Damoiseau
Danlell .

Davy
Dawes
Delambrc
De la Rue
Delaunav
Delisle
Dcluc
DcmtK'Titus
De Morgan
Descartes
Dc Vico .

Dionysins
Diophantus
Docrfel Mtn^.
Dollond .

Donati .

Doppclmayer
Drcbbcl .

Hgede .

Hichstiitlt

K.immart
Kncke
Kndymion
Epigenes
Eratosthenes
Euclidcs .

Euctemon
Eudoxus
Euler

Fabricius
Faraday .

Faye
Fermat .

Ferralnicus
FerncHus

.

Flamm'ulon
Flamsteed
Foecuiiditotb
I’ontann .

Fonfencllc
Fonoault
Fourier
Fraciistorins
Ffu Mauro
l^anklin ,

ITraiienhofer
Prigoris Mare
Furncrius

(lalileo .

Garni tart

(iiiriner .

Gassendi
Gaudibert
Gauricus
Gauss
(.ay'Lussac
Oelter
Oeminus
Gemma Frislus
Gerard
Gloja
Goclenius
Godin
Goldschmidt
Grimaldi
Grove
Gruemberger
Gruithulsen
Gueriki .

Guttemberg

Hadley Mt.
Hsmus Mtns.
Hagccius
Hahn
Haiti zcl .

Section.
xi
XX
ii

ii

xiv
iii

XV
xiv
vii

xxiii
vii

xxiii
xii

xxi
X

xvl
Xii

iv
X

v-vi
xii

X
XX

xxiii
xxiii
ix

xxiii

xix
xix
iii

viii

iii

ii

xiv
viii

xxiii
xiv
ii

ix
XX
11

V
xxii

ii

viii

vii

xxii

XV
xx
xii

vi

xiv
XV
iv
vi

xxiv
xxiii
vill

xviii

i

xiv

xix
vi
xiv
XX
ii

vii- viii

xii

v
lx
vii

vlli-ix
xvii
XV
xi
1

XV
xix
xiv
xxiii
V

vi-vii
xi

Iv
iv

xxiv
xii

xtdi

Name.
Halley
Hanno
Hansen .

Hanstcen
Harbinger Mtns.
Harding
Harpalus.
Hausen .

Hasc
Heinsius .

Hecatirus
Helicon .

Hell
Hcraclides Prom.
Hercules .

Hercynian Mtns.
Hcrigonlus
Hermann
Herodotus
Herschel .

Hcrschcl J.
Ilerschel Car .

Hesiodus
Hevel
Hind
Hippalus
Hipparchus .

Hommcl .

Hot>kc
Hofrebow
Horrocks

.

Htirlcnsius
Huggins .

Htiml-ioldtlanum
Mare

Humboldt W.
lIumoTum Marc
Huygens Mt. .

Hyginus .

M Cleft
Hypatia

Imbrittm Marc
Inghirumi
Iridum Sinus
Isitlofus .

Jacobi
Jtvtwen .

Janssen .

Julius Cresar

Kant
Kasfncr .

Kepler
Kies
Kinau
Kirch
Kircher .

Klaproth

.

Kraft
Kunowsky

Eac.iillf ,

],aeroix .

Uigniiige
l/tliiie

bulatule .

i,ambett .

I^iiidsberg
r..aucrcuus
r^ApcNTousc
I.apl ice Prom,
kissell .

I..avoislcr

.

bee
begendre

.

I^'gcntll .

bchmaun
bclbnltz Mtns.
be Moiiulcr
I*ctronnc
l.eviTricT

.

I,cxcl
biectus .

bichteniKTg
billns
Idudenau

Littrow .

Ux’kyer .

bohrm itin

bongomontaiius
bonvi lie

lyUblMjck
bubinicsky

Maclure .

Maclaurin
Maclcar .

Macrobius
Mkdlcr .

Magelhacns
Maginus
Main
Mairan .

Malapert
Manllius .

Manners .

Manxinus

Section.

xxiv
xii
xix
xviii
x^di
xvi
xxii
X

xxii
X
xvi
viii

xvi
xiv
xviii
vii

xix
xviii

1

xvi
v
vii

xix
I

vil

i

xxiv
xiii

xvi
i

vi
xxiii

xiv
X

vii“XX
iv
i

i

ii

xxi
xvl
ii

xxiii

iii

xxiv
ii

ii

xl
xix
vii

xxiii

Name,
Maraldi .

Marco Polo
Marinus .

Matins .

Maskelyne
Mason
Maupertius
Maurol3mis
Maury
Mayer Chr.

»> T.
Medli Sinus
Menelaus

.

Mercator
Mcrcurius
Mersenius
Messala .

Messier
Melius
Meton
Milichitis
Miller
Moigno
Morctus ,

Mortis T^cus
Mdsting .

Murchison
Mutus

Nnisereddiu
Neandcr .

Neafch .

Nebularum Palus
Nectaris Mare
Nei>er
Newcomb
Newton ,

Nicolai .

Nicollet .

Nonius .

Nubium Marc

ChnopldcB
( )ersted .

Oken
Olbers
Oflanl
OrontluB

Palitzsch
Pallas .

Parrot
Parry
Peirce
Pentland
Petavlus .

Peters
PhlUips .

xxiii PhlloiaatH , XV
xviii Phocylldcs xxii

vi Piazzi XX
ricarrl xii

viii Plccolomini ix
Pico XV
Pictet vxiii

Pingre xxii

j
Pitalus , vil-vlii

pitlsenb . xxiv

vi lilon XV
.\i

I’lan.i xiv

xi I’l'U.t XV
.V vi Playfair . viii

viii I’liniim iii

xvii I'hiliircli . xii

vii Poiw»> . viii

X Polvbius . ix

xxii I'ons lx

xxi l*ontanus lx

xxiii
t

.

Pont6conlunt . xxiv

iii Posidonius iii

xix ]»rovf llanini

xvi Occanus xviii- xix

v’iii Proclns . xii

xxiii I'lolomtlns i

xviii I’lirbacli viii

xxiii Futredinis Pulus iv

ix Pyrenees Mtns. xi

iv I'ythagiutis xvl

Hi
xxiv

J*ylhf.is . V

xix Rabiii bevi . ix

xxii Kfinisdcn Nii

xvi Reaumur 1

xi Kcgiomonlnuns viii

vii Rcichenbach X
Reiner xix

X Rcinhold Vl

xi RepBold . XVli

ii Rhaeticus i

xii Rheitn xxiv
ii RiccloH . xix
X Rlcclus xxiv

xxiii Kiphaen Mtns. Vi

XV Ritter ii

xvi
!

Robinson xvi
xxiii i Kocen XX
iv

1

komer iii

it Rook Mtns. , xxi
.xxUi

1
Rorls Sinus . xvl

Section.
Iii

iv
XXV
xviii
ii

xlv
xvi
xxiii
xlv
XV
V
i

Iii

Vii

xiii

XX
xiii

xi
xxiv
XV
vi

xxiii
xiv
xxiii
xiv

i

1

xxiv

xxiii
ix

xxiv
iv

ix
xi
xii

xxiii
xxiv
Vil

viii

vi

xvi
xlv
XXV
xix
xii

xxiii

i

viii

xii

xxiii

Name, Section.
Rosenberger . xxiv
Ross . ii

Kosse ix
Rtist . xxii

Sabine . ii

SacTobosco . ix
Santbeeb

.

X
Sasserides xxiii

Saussure . . xxiii
Scbciner . xxii
Schiaparelli . xviii

Schickard . xxi-xxil
Schiller . . xxii
Schmidt . ii

Schomberger xxiii

Schrdter . 1

„ Valley . xviii
Schubert xi

Schumacher . . xiii

Scoresby XV
Secchl xl

Segner xxii
Seleucus . . xiiii

Sieneca . xii

Sereuitatis Marc . iii

Sharp . xvi
Short xxiii

Schuckburgh . xiv
Silbcrschlag . ii

Simpelius xxiii

Sirsalis . XX
M Cleft XX

Smyth PiajEsti XV
Smythii Mate xi

SncHins . X
Sdmntcring . i

Somnii FhIus ,
xii

Somniotnm baeus xlv
•SosigiTcs ii

South xvl
Studius .

vi

Stcinheil ,
xxi^

Stevimm .
X

Sllbctiurt ix

Stoner . xxiii

Strabo . xlv
Straight Range xvl

,, Wall , viii

Street xxiii

Struve xiii

„ otto . xviii

SiilpioluB Grtllus . ill

T.rcltus . . lx

Tannerus . xxiv
Taquet . iii

Tarunllus xi

Taurus Mtns. . ill-xii

T.iylor ii

Tcncriffe Mtns, . XV
Thales xiv

Theactetus XV
Thcbit viH

Tlu'on, senr. .
1'

,, iiinr. .
ii

Theo] hilus ii

Timieiift . XV
Tlmocharls V

Torricelli ii

Tralles . , xii

TranouiliUilis Marc ll

Trl(“Aneckcr . 1

Tycho xxiii

llkert i

Ulugh Bfigh . xviii

Vaporuni Marc iv

Vasco dc Gama . xviii

Vega . XXV
VendcHnus X
Vietn XX
Vltcllo . . vii

Vitruvius iii

Vlacfi . xxiv

Walter . viii

Wurgentin xxii
Webb xi

Weigel . . xxii

Werner . viii

Whi well , ii

Wichmann xix
Wilhelm lluniboldi x
Wilhelm 1 . xxii
Wilson . . xxii

Wolf Mount . . Iv

Wollaston xviii

Wrottesley X
Wurzelbaucr , vll

Xenophanes . . xvl

Znch . xxiii

Zagut . ix

Zuchlus . . xxii
Zupus XX
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PART II.

CHARTS OF THE CONSTELLATIONS,
The general forms and relative positions of the various star-groups, as they appear in the sky,

'are best learnt by reference to the monthly maps. These latter are sufficiently accurate for the

bare purpose of identification, for which they are design'd
;

but for a more exact repre-

sentation of each constellation the reader should refer to the small-scale key-maps on ])ages

876 to 881, On these maps the co-ordinates of Right Ascension and Declination are roughly indi-

cated, while the days of the month marked in the margin show what stars are on the meridian at about

9 o'clock in the evening of th(' date named. Since, as {*xplain(‘d in Cliaptt'r XIX, any given star comes
to the meridian four minutes i*arlier each night (by Mean time), it is a sim|)le matter to find what
constellations are due south at any other hour of the night by adding lo days to the date for (*acli hour

after 9 p.m. or subtracting a similar amount for each hour In^fore that time. Thus, for example,

a const(‘llation that is shown by the key-map to be on the meridian at 9 p.m. on SeptemlxT 20 will

liave passed we.stwards by 10 p.m. and b(‘ replaced by tlie stars opjK)silt‘ the date October 5. At

8 p.m. on the same night the meridian will be (Kcnjaed by con.st(*llations corresponding to the date

S(‘ptemb(‘r 5, and so on.

The thirty-six larg<‘-scal(‘ charts which follow the key-maps art* not intended primarily as a guidt*

to the recognition of the constellations, but rather for the use of the observing amateur who possi‘ssos

a telescope of small or moderate size. Originally e.\ecut(‘d by the late Mr. Arthur ('ottani. h'. R.A.S.,

and pul)lished by him in 1891, th(*y were d(‘signt*d for ust* in conjunction with the Ri‘v. T. W. Wt'bb's

Celestial Objects for Common Telescopes, showing tht* positions of all the objects mentiont'd in

the fourth (‘dition of that work, and many nion* besidt*s. Tht* charts luive l>t‘t*n chost*n for inclusion

in the prest'nt wot k as being in many n‘spects tht* most ct)m])lt*tt‘ iind accurate of lht*ir kind, and as

having been proved bv experit'iice to be admirably suited t(» the purpost‘s for which they were

designt*d. 'rht'y Itavt*, howt*\'er. the deftrt of stopping short at 49’ South l)t‘rlination, thus leaving

uncharted a - Im le of oO' ratlins with its ('t*ntre at tht* South ('elt*stial Polt*. This is of no moment to

those living in high and mid-latitudes of tht* Northern Ht‘inisj>h(*rt*, but obst*rvers iarther south than

about 40'' north latitudt* will find it nectssary to suj)plement thest* charts by tht* purchast* of an atlas

that covers tin* entirt* sky. lha' of Norton may bt* specially rec()mm(*nded, as having bet'ii designt*d

for tht* same purposes as the chares now bt‘fort* us.

The order adoptt*d in tht* arr<ingement of t)u*se is part of a definitt* schernt*, devised by tlu*ir

author, whert'by tht* constellation^ art* gradually linkt*d up with ont* anotht*r from the common starting

point of the nortli polar regions, which art* shown t)n ( hart No. 1 Tht* iiumbt*rs enclost*d in small

circles outside tht* bord(*rs of each chart givt* a clut* to the method adopted in this linking-up, as tht*y

represent the numbers of tht* particular maps which covt‘r the region of the sky immediatt*ly adjoining

the chart on thf* side indicated. Tliis arrangt*ment was int<*nded as a furtht*r help towards learning

tht* n*lativ(' positions of the various star-groups, and has hert* l)(*(*n r»*taini*fl to avoid confusion.

However, in the case of charts of this sort, d(*signed for us with the tel(*scope, it is mora* usual t(;

arrange them t*ith(*r in order of Right Asca-nsion, or in alphabetical order, to facilitate the rapid finding

of objects from published lists and catalogues. The former arrangement is adopt(‘d in tlu* lists of

objects wliich follow
;

but, for the benefit of those who wish to use the* maps in conjunction with

W(‘bb’s Celestial Objects, where the constellations are tak<m in alphab(*tical order, the subjoined

list, so arranged, gives the necessary reference* to the* chart requirc'd in e*acji case.

List o> Tonstell.atio.ns.

Chart So, Chart Ve. ('hart No,

Andromeda 10 Aries 13 Camele)pardus ... 3

Aquarius 36 Auriga ... 14 Cancer 17

Aquila and Antindus ... 33 Boote*s 20 Caneis Vematic'i ... 9
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List of Constellations.-—con/mwdi.

Chart No. Chart No. ettart No.

Canis Major 28 Gemini ... 16 Puppis 28
Canis Minor 25 Hercules 21 Pyxis 28 and 30
Capricornus 36 Hydra ... 30 and 31 Sagitta 23

Cassiopeia 4 Lacerta ... 6 Sagittarius 36

Cepheus 2 Leo 19 Scorpio 34

Cetus 27 Leo Minor 18 Scutum Sobieskii 32

Columba 26 and 28 Lepus ... 28 Serpens 32

Coma Berenices 9 Libra 34 Sextans 30

Corona Borealis 20 Lynx 7 Taurus 15

Corvus 31 Lyra 21 Taurus Poniatowskii 32

Crater 31 Monoceros 25 Triangulum 13

Cygnus 22 Ophiuchus 32 Ursa Major 8

Delphinus 23 Orion 24 Ursa Minor 1

Draco 1 Pegasus ... 11 Virgo 29

Equuleus 11 Perseus ... 5 Vulpecula et Anser 23

Eridanus 26 Pisces ... 12

As already indicated, the charts are intended to assist the amateur observer in finding or identifying

objects that may be studied to more or less advantage with telescopes of moderate size. The

beginner, who has recently purchased a telescope, and who wishes to explore with it th( * ” show ”

objects of the heavens, should first consult the key-maps in order to find out what constellations are

on or near the meridian at the date and time when the observations arc contemplated. Reference to

the list just given will then enable him at once to turn up the chart covering the particular constel-

lation in which explorations are to be made. Then, noting roughly the limits of Right Ascension

included in th» chart, he will know whereabouts in the list he should look for the description and exact

position of the objects most worthy of his attention. Of these it is only possible to give here a few of

the more striking and conspicuous, and even so some of them (especially certain nebulae) may be

found disappointing as seen thro^igh small instruments, and must not be expected to appear as in

the photographs illustrating Chapter XIV. As explained in Chapter XX, clusters and nebula^ are,

in general, best observed with fair>y low powers, and nights .should be chos(*n on which there is little

or no moonlight. To insure the most satisfactory views, the eye should be allowed to rest in

comparative darkness for seveTal minutes before observations are commenced. In the case of very

faint stars and nebulfe it will be found possible to make them appear somewhat more conspicuous

by the use of what is known as averted vision.” This consists in directing the gaze, but not the

attention, to a part of the field somewhat removed from (preferably just above) the object that is

being observed. The image of the latter will now fall on a more simsitive portion of the retina of the

eye, and the object will in consequence appear brighter than when .seen direct.

For each cluster or nebula in the list here given the N.G.C, number is placed first. But, as the

construction of the charts was begun before the appearance of the New GencTal CatalogU(5 of Dreyer,

the same objects appear upon them under different synonyms. Tlierefore, to assist in identification,

such synonyms arc inserted in brackets after the N.G.C. number. The significance of each is

explained in the following list :

—

Key to Lettering of Charts.

Stars,

Greek letters :

—

Bayer's designations, applied to the brighter stars of a constellation ; not necessarily in order

of brightness or Right A^^cension.
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AON

030

b

NVr
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OCT:

I

SEPT;

I

AU^
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JULY

I

JUNE
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Numbers alone

() Sloping figures—Flamsteed's Catalogue.

() Upright figures—F. G. W. Struve's Dorpat Catalogue of double and multiple stars.

(c) Upright figures underlined—S. W. Burnham's Catalogues of double stars.

Letters following numbers :

—

OS or OS®—Otto Struve's Revised Pulkowa Catalogues of double and multiple stars.

h—Sir John Herschel's double stars.

Bris.—Brisbane's Catalogue of southern stars.

Lac.—Lacaille's Catalogue of southern stars.

B.A.C.—British Association Catalogue.

B. and B. Add.—Birmingham's Catalogue of red stars, and addenda thereto.

P., followed by Roman numeral—Piazzi's Palermo Catalogue, with hour of R.A. for 1800,

LL—Lalande’s Catalogue.

S—Sir James South's Catalogue.

C—Chandler's Catalogue of variable stars.

Capitals without numbers—Variable stars.

Clusters and Nebulae,

A number only—Messier’s Catalogue of 103 bright nebulae and clusters.

A number with a small number above it—Sir William Herschel's number, and the classes into

which he divided these objects.

These classes are as under :-n.

I. Bright nebulai. V, Very large nebulae.

II. Faint nebulae. VI. Very compressed and rich clusters of stars.

III. Very faint nebulae. VII. Compressed clusters of large and small stars.

IV. " Planetary ” nebuLx. VIII. Loose or scattered clusters of stars.

Letters following numbers :

—

H.—Sir John Herschel's General Catalogue, 1864. S—F. G. W. Struve.

Dun.—Dunlop's Catalogue of southern nebulae. Arg.—Argelander.

The beginner should early make himself familiar with the simple process of finding objects on

the charts from a knowledge of their co-ordinates of Right Ascension and Declination, remembering

that the procedure to be followed is precisely the same as that used for locating places on terrestrial

maps. Right Ascension on the charts (corresponding to longitude on the Earth) is reckoned from west

to east along the equator of the Heavens from the "first point of Aries." It is generally given in hours,

minutes and seconds of sidereal time, and so marked at the margins of all modern maps. Occasionally,

however, especially in telegrams announcing the discovery of comets and novse, the old practice is

followed of giving it in degrees, minutes and seconds of arc, referred to the equator as a great circle.

In such cases it is only necessary to divide by 16 to arrive at the more common notation. Thus,

for instance, R.A. 166® 17' 46" becomes llA. 6m. lls. Declination (corresponding to terrestrial

latitude) is reckoned in degrees, minutes and seconds of arc along the meridians of Right Ascension

in both directions from the equator. North Declination is often indicated by the sign +, and South

Declination by the sign — . The Declination of the equator being zero, it follows that + 90® marks

the North, and — 90® the South, Celestial Pole. In certain catalogues, and in telegraphic announce-

ments of comets, &c., all possibility of confusing + with — (or N. with S.) is avoided by reckoning

from the North Celestial Pole instead of from the equator. The resulting figures, from 0® to 180®,

represent what is termed " North Polar Distance," or N.P.D. Thus the N.P.D. of a point on the

equator is 90®, and N.P.D. 120® is the same as South Declination 30®, or Declination — 30®.

With a little care the position of a new or moving body that is invisible to the naked eye (such

as Neptune, a comet or a minor planet) can be plotted from its co-ordinates with sufficient accuracy to

enable it to be picked up readily with a low power, after noting the position it occupies with regard to
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neighbouring stars on the chart, as seen with the naked eye or with the hnder. Bui, unless the object

to be observed is conspicuous or of distinctive appearance, it will be necessary to take particular

care in plotting its position, and also to make due allowance for the effects of precession. As already

explained elsewhere, the continual slow change in the direction of the Earth's axis of rotation has the

effect of altering the apparent Right Ascensions and Declinations of the stars by a small amount

each year, though it does not affect their relative positions on the star-sphere. Consequently the

co-ordinates marked on a star-chart are only strictly correct for one particular date, known as the

Epoch of the map. Now, the Epoch of Mr. Cottam'sc^ts is 1890, so that they are gradually becoming

less and less strictly accurate as time goes on. However, the change is very slow and will not

become serious for many years yet. In fact, it may be neglected for all ordinary purposes of

the amateur observer. But for the sake of those who may desire at any time to plot the position of

an object with considerable exactness, tables are here given of the necessary corrections to be applied

to positions referred to epochs subsequent to that of 1890 in order that they may conform to the

co-ordinates marked on the chart. The figures represent the amounts to be added or subtracted for

every ten years* difference of epoch. Only one value is given for each hour of Right Ascension and

each 10® of Declination, but, if desired, the corrections for intermediate positions can easily be

estimated from the figures given.

Corrections for Precession in R.A. in Ten years.

(For reduction to an earlier Epoch.)

R.A.

Decl.
ISh.

19A.

17A.

20A.

\th.

2ih.

16^. Uh, 13/t.

Oh.

12A.

U.
lU.

2h.

lOh,

Zh.

9/t.

Ah.

Zh.

^h.

Ih.

1

0;^.

o m. m. in. m. m. m. w. m. m. m. m. m. m.

4- so •76 + -71 + •68 + 38 + -12 - -19 — •61 - *84 -1-14 -1*41 -1*61 -1*73 -1*78

4-70 + •10 + ‘OH + -02 — •08 - -21 - *86 - •61 - *67 - -82 - *94 -1-04 -MO -M2
+60 — •13 - -14 - -18 — •24 - *32 - *41 •51 - *61 - *71 - *78 - *86 - *88 - -90

+60 — •26 - -26 - *28 — •32 - -38 - *44 — •51 -68 - -04 - -70 - *74 - *77 - -78

+40 — •33 - -33 - -36 — •38 - *42 - *46 — •61 - -66 - *61 - *04 - -67 - -09 - *70

+30 •38 - -39 - ‘40 — •42 - *46 - *48 — 61 - *56 - *68 - *00 - -02 - *64 - -04

+20 ‘43 - -43 - -44 — •45 - -47 - *49 — •51 - *53 - -67 - '68 - -59 - -69

1

+10 •47 - -47 - -48 _ *48 - *49 - -60 — •61 - -62 - *63 - *64 - -00 - *65 - -65

1

1 0
1

- •51 - *61 ' - ‘61
1

•61 •51 - -51 - •61 - -61

I

- -61 - -61 - *61 - *61 - *61

-10 65 - -66
1

- *66 •64 - -63 1
- -62

"

•61 ' - *60 - -49 - -48 - -48 - -47 - *47
i

-20 — 69 - 69 I - *68 — •67 - *66 - -63 — •51 - -49 - *47 - -46 - -44 - -43 - *43

-30 — •04 - -64 1 - -02 — •60
1

- *68 1 - -55 — •61 - -48 - -46 - *42 - *40 - -39 - -38

1 -40
1

•70 - -eo - *67 — •64 1 - *61 - *66 — *51 - -40 - *42 - *38 - -36 ' - -33 - *33

-60 •78 - '77 - -74 — •70
I

- -04
1

- *68 — *61 - *44 - -38 - -32
1

- *28 - -28 - -26

-00 — •90 - '88
1

- -86 — 78 - *71 !
- -01 — •61 - *41 - -32 - -24 - *18 - -14 - 13

1

-70 —M2
I

-1-10
1

-1-04 — *94 - *82 - *07 — •51
1

- -36 - -21 - *08 ' + *02 ' + -OS + -10

' -80
1

1-78 ' -1‘73 -1-01

1 __
— 1*41 -1*14

1

- *84 — •61
I-.19 + -12 + ’SB

j

+ '58 1+ -71 + *76

Corrections for Precession in Declination in Ten years.

(For reduction to an earlier Epoch.)

Right Ascension ... Oh.
\h. 2A. Zh. Ah. 5h. Oh. 7A. 8A. Oh. lOh. llA.

12^.
2Zh. 22h. 2U. 20h. lOh. 18A. llh. \0h. ISA. Uh, 13A.

Correction to
1

/ 1 /
1

t / / $ / /
/

1

Declination ... -3*3 CO1 -2-9 -2*4 -1-7 - *9 0 + '8 +1-7 +2*4 +2-9 +3-2
1 «1+'
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As an example of the use of these tables, let us imagine that a comet is discovered on 1926,^pril 6,

the position for 1926*0 being announced as R.A. 16A. Om. Decl. + 30®. In order to plot this position

correctly among the stars on our charts we proceed as follows. From the first table the 10-yearly

precession correction in R.A. for a body in this position is found to be — 0*40w. Now three and a half

10-year intervals have elapsed since 1890, so that the correction required is — 0*40w, X 3*5, or

— l*40w. As the sign is negative we subtract this from 16A. Om., obtaining 16/t. 58*6f». The Declina-

tion has now to be corrected, From the second table we find this correction to be + l'*7 for each

10 years. Multiplying by 3-5 as before we get + 6' *96, or, say, + 6'*0. As the sign is positive we add

this to -f 30°. To mark the position of the comet on the chart we now adopt the corrected values

16A. S8*6m. + 30° 6'. It will be noted that the difference between these and the original figures

corresponds to only a very small interval on the scale of our charts, and the comet, if at all bright,

could probably have been found easily enough without taking it into account.

It is, perhaps, hardly necessary to point out that the tables just given will serve equally well in the

case of positions given for epochs prior to 1890. All that is necessary is to reverse the signs. Thus,

in the example imagined above, if the epoch had been 1866 instead of 1926, the corrections would have

been + l'40w. and — 6'*0 respectively.

The positions given against the nebulse and clusters in the following list are for the epoch 1920*0,

but, as the objects are all clearly marked on the charts, no correction need in practice be applied to

the figures in order to find them, the difference between the positions at the two epochs being never

more than a few hundredths of an inch on the paper.

In the accompanying
ThC TCLWCOPIC RELD. chart are shown the con-

5 ventional divisions of the

field of view of an astro-

nomical {i.e,, inverting)

telescope, equatorially

mounted. The arrows

indicate the direction of

a star's apparent motion

through the field, caused

QRlATL^
I p j

y the rotation of the

Earth. The four quad-

rants are named in re-

lation to an object sup-

posed to be in the centre

of the field. The same

relations hold for an al-

tazimuth mounting, if

careful note is taken of

the direction of the star's

apparent motion, but the N—S line will only be vertical to the altitude axis when the telescope is

pointing towards the meridian
;
whereas, in an equatorial, it remains constantly at right angles to

the Declination axis.

CLUSTERS AND NEBULA.

[Those more particularly striking are marked thus f-]

iV.G.C. 205 (105h), (18*), Andromedae, OA. 36*0w. + 41° 14'.

Faint elliptical nebula with diffuse edges and little central condensation. Even [on the

best photographs it appears almost structureless, and is chiefly of interest on account of its

proximity to the great Andromeda Nebula. As it is situated only three-quarters of a degree
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north preceding the latter it may even be included in the same field of view with a very

low power. See page 55.

N.G.C. 221 (32), (117h), Andromedae, Oh. 38-4w. + 40" 26'.

Small round nebula markedly condensed in brightness towards its centre, in contrast with the

last object described. It has much the same appearance as a globular cluster as seen in a telescope

too small to resolve it into its component stars. However, it is probably truly nebular in character

as very large instruments still fail to resolve it. It lies about 25 minutes of arc due south of the centre

of the Great Nebula in Andromeda, and can therefore be seen in the same field of view with a low

power. See page 55.

tN.G.C. 224 (31), (116h), Andromedae, Oh. 38*4w. 40" 50'.

The " Great ” Nebula in Andromeda. Clearly visible to the naked eye on transparent moonless

nights. Owing to its great .size and lack of definition the best general view is to be obtained with a
very low power, or with the finder. It is then seen to be elliptical in outline and brighter towards the

centre, but otherwise structureless, at any rate in small glasses. A high power, used on a fairly large

telescope of not less than six inches aperture, will show a minute, almost stellar, nucleus
; and, if the

night is very clear and dark, may show one or more of the dark parallel strips along the sides, which
mark the spaces between the arms of the spiral. (See photographs on pages 55 and 561.) The true

structure of the nebula cannot be made out visually, and was not revealed until the object was first

successfully photographed by the late Dr. Isaac Roberts. The length of the entire nebula is over
2", but of this ordinary telescopes only show about 40' at all clearly. The nucleus has been suspected

of variability, and might therefore repay a close study with high powers.

N.G.C. 598 (33), (362h), (17®), Trianguli Ih. 29-3w. + 30" 15'.

Very large faint nebula, best seen in the finder or with a very low power, and even then requiring

a very dark clear night if its outer portions are to be seen. The central portions, which are the brightest,

are easily made out, appearing as a round, ill-defined patch, slightly condensed in the middle.

The nebula is actually a very fine example of a condensed spiral, whose arms, having lost their

smooth curvature, are breaking up into myriads of small star-like fragments. (See photograph
on page 579.)

tN.G.C. 869 and 884 (512 and 521h), (33® and 34®), Perset, 2k. 15 1m. + 56" 47'.

Visible to the naked eye
; a small misty patch in the path of the Milky Way. Even a small

telescope resolves this patch into two magnificent clusters of the loose or scattered type, of which they

are among the finest examples in the Northern Hemisphere. A small finder gives quite a charming

view of them, both being seen simultaneously, but they are best seen individually by employing a

power that will just include one of them in the field at a time. There are at least five red^sh stars

in or between the two masses, and these are best seen with a reflector of fair aperture, say 8 to 10 inches.

The photographs on pages 530 and 713 give some idea of the general appearance of the clusters as seen

respectively in large and small telescopes.

N.G.C. 1039 (34), (584h), Persei 2h. 36-9w. + 42" 26'.

Large loose cluster of bright stars, best seen with a low power. It contains a pretty double star,

of separation about I'^'S, but the comparative faintness of the components makes it rather a difficult

object in very small telescopes. The whole cluster is just visible to the naked eye on a dark night.

N.G.C. 1068 (77), (600h), Ceti, 2h. 38-6m. - 0» 21'.

Faint round nebula with strong central condensation. Easily found from its proximity to 8 Ceti,

which lies one degree to the west right " in the sky) and a little north of it. A ninth magnitude

star will be seen close to the nebula in the telescope. As seen in large telescopes, and on photographs,

the nebula is spiral in struct\ire, and is remarkable as regards the character of its spectrum and its

enormous velocity. It is illustrated on page 567.

I The Pleiades. Position of central star (Alcyone) 3/t, 42«7f«. + 23® 52',

The finest open star-cluster in the Heavens. Six or seven of the brighter stars are distinguishable

with the unaided eye, and more have been seen by persons of acute vision. The whole group is best
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seen with the finder or with binoculars, being too large to be included in one field with ordinary
powers of the telescope. On a dark night traces of the nebulosity surrounding the chief stars [see

pages 56 and 637) can be caught by averted vision in very small telescopes, but with large instruments
it is not so obvious, except for a faint patch a few minutes of arc to the south of Merope. All the

bright stars are of a very pure white colour, but near the centre of the group is a wide double whose
components are seen in a large telescope (preferably a reflector) to be of an orange and pale green

tint respectively. Alcyone, the brightest star in the cluster, has three companions, arranged in a

triangle. A general view of the whole group, as it appears in a finder or in binoculars, will be

found on page 712.

N.G.C, 1912 (38), (119h), Anrigae, 5A. 23‘3m. + 35° 46'.

Fine loose cluster, whose component stars are arranged somewhat in tlui shape of a cross. Typical

ofjthe many open clusters to be found in this and other parts of the Milky Way. Such clusters arc

best seen with low powers.

CASSIOPEIA N?4
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N.O.C. 20e9 (37), Aurigae.

N.G.C. 1952 (1). (1167H). Tauri,

5h. 291m. + 21' 68'.

In small telescopes a dim oval mass

of nebulosity, without condensation,

about five minutes of arc in longest

diameter, just visible in a good finder.

With large apertures appears better

defined and of somewhat irregular

outline, rather the shape of a diamond

on a playing-card. The delicate

filaments extending outwards from its

msirgin, discovered by the Earl of Rosse

and shown on the latest photographs,

are quite beyond the reach of small

instruments. The nebula is readily

picked up from its proximity to Tauri.

A fine picture of it appears on page 568.

N.G,C, 1960 (36), (1166h), Aurigae,

5h. U 0m.+ 34° 6'.

Loose cluster of stars of many
degrees of brightness. Best picked up

by sweeping in Right Ascension two

degrees east of ^ Aurigae.

tiV.G.C. 1976 (42), (1179h), Orwnis, 5h, 31-3m. - 6° 26'.

The Great Nebula in Orion. The only nebula, except that in Andromeda, that is clearly visible

to the naked eye. It surrounds and involves a small group of stars near the centre of the “ sword,"

and is thus very easily found. The entire nebula, with its faint outlying connections, covers a con-

siderable area, but only the brighter central portions are well seen in small instruments. As seen with

a low power, and preferably with averted vision, the nebula appears roughly fan-shaped, fading as it

spreads out from the bright "Huyghenian'’ region, which is the name given to the central parts. This

region, which is best seen with a fairly high power, is much better defined than the rest of the nebula,

and exhibits a patchy or mottled structure in apertures over about 3 inches. In it is involved

the multiple star 6, four of whose components are

readily seen in very small glasses, and two more under

very good conditions with apertures of 6 inches and

over. Following 6 is a striking dark wedge, apparently

driven into the bright substance of the nebula, but

believed by many to represent obscuring matter. It is

best seen in large instruments, which bring out the

contrast between it and the bright nebulosity in a very

striking way. It is often referred to as the “ Fish-

mouth.” A very good idea of the visual appearance of

the nebula (which is of a delicate emerald green colour)

is given by the illustration on page 663. On photographs

the portions seen by the eye at the telescope are

generally almost unrecognisable through over-exposure.

N.G.C, 2022 (1226H), (34*), Orionis, 5h. 37'7m. + 9° 2\

Small planetary nebula, bluish in colour. Slightly

elliptical, with long axis Sp—^f. With large instru-

N.o.c. 2168 (85), Geminotum. ments it is seen to be somewhat less bright in the
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centre. It is thus to be classed as an annular, or ring-nebula, but is smaller, fainter and more filled-in

than the well-known Lyra nebula. (Sec later.) Seen with the finder or with a very low power it

appears nearly stellar, owing to its small size, and may be missed in a casual sweep.

N.G.C. 2068 (78), (1267h), Orwn;s, 5h. 42-6w. + 0° 2\
Small gaseous nebula, bright and fairly well defined along its northern edge but fading diffusely

towards the south. Contains a wide double star, whose component.s are of the ninth or tenth magnitude.

The nebula is easily found by sweeping eastwards from 8, the most westerly stai of the ‘'belt,"

with a low power,

N.GC. 2099 (37), (mm), Aimgac, 5h. 47-lm. -f 32^32^
A t3rpical Galactic cluster of the tipeii type*. The individual stars are somewhat faint, but readily

distinguishable even in the smallest instruments. Near the centre is a ruddy star of about the ninth

magnitude. Clusters of this sort repay the use of averted vision, which brings tlieir fainter

components into view and thus adds to their apparent richness.

fN.G.C, 2168 (35), (1360h), (jcmmorum, U 3*9w. H 24*^ 21'.

Fine open cluster containing stars of many degr(*cs of brightness, the larger ones being easily seen
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in small glasses. It lies very near the position at present occupied by the Sun at the Summei
Solstice. Visible as a misty patch in the finder.

N.G,C. 2244 (1424h), (2’)» Monocerotis,.6h. 284w. + 4® 65'.

Loose elongated cluster of a few bright stars, one of which is Flamsteed 12, of the sixth magnitude.

The whole group just visible to the naked eye. It is well seen just above the centre of the photograph

on page 639, where it is shown to be partly involved in the great diffuse nebula N.G.C. 2237. No
trace of this nebulosity is visible in small instruments, and even large ones only give a faint and
indefinite indication of it.

N.G.C. 2287 (41). (1464h), Cams Majoris, 6A. 43-6^. - 20° 40'.

Fine open star cluster, visible as a misty spot to the naked eye on dark nights. It lies about 4°

south of Sirius, and is thus rather low for satisfactory observation in latitudes north of + 45°. The
component stars are readily seen in a small telescope, and one of them, near the centre, is ruddy in

colour, as in N.G.C. 2099 supra.

N.G.C. 2392 (1532h), (45^), Geminorum, 7A. 24*4m. + 21° 6'.

Small, bright, slightly elliptic-al planetary nebula, with its longer axis lying N—S. It has a bright

stellar nucleus of about the eighth or ninth magnitude near its centre, the whole nebula, as seen in

ordinary telescopes, being about twenty-five seconds of arc in diameter. Large apertures show traces

of a dark ring closely surrounding the nucleus, and more marked on the following, or eastern side.

With low powers, or on nights of poor transparency, little more than the nucleus is seen, and the

latter has actually been recorded in catalogues as a star, its true nature being masked by the illumina-

tion of the field of the transit instrument used for the purpose. A photograph of the nebula, showing

its bright central portions and the dark ring, appears on page 473.

N.G.C. 2437 (46), (1664h), Argils, Ih. 38-lm. - 14° 38'.

Fine, roughly circular cluster of rather faint stars, about half a degree in diameter. Near its

northern edge is N.G.C. 2438, a small planetary nebula of the annular type. It probably has no

real connection with the cluster, which happens to lie in the same direction as seen from our region

of space. Both objects are shown on the photograph on page 627, the nebula being the large white

dot at the lower edge of the cluster.

N.G.C. 2440 (1667H), (64«), Arg'As, Ih. 38‘3w. - 18° 1'.

Small, bright planetary nebula of a bluish colour. Only about 12 seconds of arc in diameter,

and therefore appearing almost stellar with low powers. Like other small planetaries, it is best seen

imder fairly high magnification, which increases the contrast witli the black background of the sky,

and serves to distinguish it at once from stars of the same brightness. Generally, such nebula show
a fairly well-defined edge, but that of 2440 is somewhat diffuse. A ruddy star of the ninth or tenth

magnitude, which follows it closely, may help to identify the nebula, which lies in a very rich region

of the sky.

N.G.C. 2506 (leilH), {37«), Argils, Ih. 56am. - 10° 22'.

Large mass of faint stars, situated in a fine region which well repays sweeping with a low power

on a dark night. A photograph of the cluster appears on page 628.

tN.G.C. 2632 (44), (1681h), Cancri, Sh. 35*5m. + 20° 16'.

This large open cluster of bright stars, generally known as " Praesepe,” is visible to the naked eye

as a misty patch of light close to y and S Cancri. The smallest telescope, or even a pair of binoculars,

is sufficient to resolve it into stars, and, owing to its size, it is really seen as satisfactorily in a finder

as in a larger telescope. In instruments of moderate aperture some of the stars will be found to be

yellow or orange in tint, and the prevailing tone of the majority is hardly so purely white as is the

case with the chief stars of the Pleiades. Some of the stars are arranged prettily in pairs or triangles.

N.G.C. 2682 (67), (1712h), Cancri, 8A. 26*9m. + 12° 6'.

Fine open cluster of somewhat faint stars. Best seen on a dark night with a low power, and

visible as a misty patch in the finder.
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N.G.C. 3031 (81). (1949H), Ursae Majoris, 9h. 49 0»i. + 69* 26'.

Bright elliptical nebula. Actually a fine spiral, but the arms are relatively faint, and only the

bright central portion of the nebula is visible in small telescopes. Tliis was one of the first nebulie

in which internal motions were detected and measured by a comparative study of photographs. See

illustrations on pages 663 and 5G4

N.G.C. 3034 (82), (1950h), Ursae Majoris, Oh. 49-2w. TO'" 4'.

Very much elongated nebula of the “ ray ** type ; really a spiral vi(wed very obliquely. Exhibits

in large telescopes, two condensations, one on either side of the centre. Being onlv a]>out 40 minutes

of arc north following N.G.C. 3031
. xprOTA

(see above), it is included with it in

the same field, if the power used is ' 20 XXIII ^0 20 XXTF ^0 ~2o
' ~

very low. I'

"
"J

7" T*^ *\
***

N.G.C. 3242 (2mH). {27*). Hydrae, •'/ H I "
tEpuA.r ^m 2o-9w. - 18" 14'.

I
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Well-defined elliptical planetary
(
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/
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pale blue colour. With ordinary
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Two fine photographs of this object
|

1

appear on page 667. Tliey (dearly » 40 ..— / | ^
show the faint outer )rder, and

[ ^ ^
1 .

make the nucleus relatively much » ^
^ ^

brighter than it is seen visually. This L, I
\

is the general rule with the nuclei 35^ _ / 1,-36
of planetary nebulae, which are rich I /

'' 'j "
1

,

in ultra-violet light, being Wolf-
I / f

**
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1

Rayet stars. Chapter XIV.)
I /

. 1

N.G.C. 3379 (2203h), (17^), Lconis, I
’

m. 43-6m. + 13" O'. (^j)
”

H -PfCASUS j. J

Faint round diffuse nebula with

central condensation. A smaller and

fainter one follows it. These two ^ ? ? * ? * T * 4 4

objects are typical of the many
similar nebulae in the vicinity, where stars are relatively scarce. All the larger ones appear as

spirals on the photographic plate, but are not so seen visually with ordinary apertures.

N.G.C. 3587 (97), (2343h). Ursae Majorts, llh. lOOnt. + 55*^27'.

Faint circular nebula, about 2J minutes in diameter. It is one of th(' largest of the " planetary

nebulie, but is also one of the faintest, and is only well seen in a dark clear sky and with a large

,^f»|^CAS^5 J_
TOT ^ 20

• ••••••*
/ /J #4 J V -p.

aperture. With small telescopes it appears uniformly bright, but large instruments show two dusky

patches or vacuities, one on either side of the centre, which is marked by a stellar nucleus conspicuous

on photographs. Easily found from its proximity to a small star near [i Ursae Majoris, one of the

pointers " of the Plough. A photograph of the nebula will be found on page 135.
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N.G.C. 4264 (99), (2838h). Virginis, 12k. 14-8w. + 14° 62'.

Bright round nebula with central condensation. On photographs, and in very large telescopes,

is seen to be a spiral, but only the bright central portions are visible in small telescopes. Lies near

the boundary of Coma Berenices, and is included by some authorities in this constellation.

A photograph of the nebula appears on i)age 576.

N.G.C, 4501 (88), (3049h), Virginis, 12A. 28*0m. + 14^52'.

Bright, very much elongated nebula with central condensation. Actually a fore-shortened spiral.

Easily found by sweeping eastwards from the nebula last described. Telescopes of considerable

aperture show a very great number of very similar nebulae in this region, and it is not always an easy

matter to be sure of the identity of each one. Several are sometimes to be seen in the same field if

a low power is used. The one here described is illustrated on page 570. Like the previous object,

it is sometimes included within the boundaries of Coma Berenices.

N.G.C. 4565 (3106h), (24^), Comae

Berenices, 12/?. 32*4w. + 26® 26'.

Very elongated nebula of the

ray " type. Much thicker and

brighter near its centre, where it is

strongly condensed. Closely

following the nucleus is a smaller

and fainter ray, parallel with the

main one, and separated from it by a

narrow dark lane. The nebula is

actually a spiral seen almost exactly

edgewise, the dark lane being an

effect of absorption by the outlying

parts on the side nearest to us. A
photograph of this interesting object

will be found on page 575.

N.G.C. 4826 (64), (3321h), Comae

Berenices, Vlh. 52’8w. + 22® T.

Ill-defined elliptical nebula with

bright centre, near to which a dark

streak (probably absorbing matter)

is visible with large apertures. The
nebula is a fore-shortened spiral of

the uncondensed type, and is illus-

trated on page 669.

N.G.C. 5055 (63), (3474h), Canum Venaticorum, 13h. 12*2m. + 42® 27'.

Bright elliptical nebula with central condensation, closely following a star of about the eighth mag-

nitude. The photograph of it, which will be found on page 581, shows it to be a fore-shortened spiral

of complex form.

N.G.C. 5194/5 (51), (3572/4), (180^), Canum Venaticorum, ISh. 26-6w. + 47® 36'.

Two round condensed nebulae, of very similar appearance in small glasses
;
quite easily picked up

with a good finder on a dark night by alignment with?) Ursae Majoris, the star at the end of the Bear's

tail. In large telescopes the more southerly of the two is seen to be surrounded by a faint halo,

which takes on a spiral aspect in apertures approaching 12 inches. This was the first spiral nebula

to be detected as such by the Earl of Rosse. A glimpse of some of the stellar condensations along

the arms can be obtained by averted vision in instruments of about 10 inches aperture or over. A
fine photograph of this famoxis object appears on page 572. Visually it is somewhat disappointing in

ordinary telescopes.
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fN,G,C, 5272 (3), (3036h), Canum Venaiicorum, 13h. 38*6m. + 28® 47'.

Just visible to the naked eye on a dark night. It is not near to any bright stars, but can be readily

picked up in the finder by sweeping towards Arctunis from a point about half-way between that star

and Cor Caroli (a Canum Venaticorum). In telescopes below three inches aperture it appears as a

bright circular nebula, somewhat condensed towards its centre. In a four-inch telescope it appears

spangled with bright points, which are separately seen towards the edges of the mass, but are crowded

into a confused mass in the central parts. A six-inch aperture, used in conjunction with a high power,

will resolve the object throughout into separate stars, though larger glasses are needed to give a really

satisfactory view. It is a typical example of a globular cluster, and is one of the finest of its kind

in the northern hemisphere, A photograph of it is given on page 536.

N.G.C. 5904 (5), (4083h), Lihrae, I5h. 14 4m. + 2^22'.

A fine globular cluster, but not equal in size or brightness to the object just described. Easily

found from its proximity to the fifth magnitude star 5 Serpentis. Like most globulars it appears

as a conspicuous bright spot in the finder.

N.G.C. 6093 (80), (4173h), Scorpti, m. 12-3m. ^ 22® 47'.

A globular cluster. It is a fine object in a large telescope, but the individual stars are somewhat
faint and quite invisible as separate objects with small apertures. With a two- or three-inch glass

the cluster looks like a round nebula with bright condensed centre. In a pretty neighbourhood,

N.G.C. 6121 (4), (4183h), Scorpii, 16A. 18-7m. - 26® 20'.

Faint cloud of small stars, appearing like a nebula in the finder, but readily resolved with quite

a small aperture. A four-inch telescope shows it splendidly.

fN.G.C. 6205 (13), (4230h), Herculis, 16A. 38*8w. -f 36® 36'.

Bright and large globular cluster, generally considered the finest of its class in the northern hemi-

sjrfiere. Just visible to the naked eye, a third of the way from t) to Hcrculis, and quite conspicuous

in the finder. Can be resolved in parts by averted vision with a three-inch telescope, but an aperture

of about six inches is required to give a satisfactory view of the more condensed central parts.

Globular, unlike open, clusters are much better seen with fairly high powers, since these have the

effect of darkening the field and separating out the closely crowded component stars. Tlie “ Great

Hercules Cluster," as it is generally called, is prettily placed with regard to two small neighbouring

stars, and a large field includes a small faint nebula about forty minutes of arc to the north-east, that

is north-following. A very fine photograph of the great cluster appears on page 533.

tlV.G.C. 6210 (4234h), (£ 5), HercuUs, m. 41-6w. + 47® 40'.

Very bright small planetarj^ nebula. In the finder and with low powers it is scarcely distinguishable

from a star of about the eighth magnitude (for which it has more than once been mistaken by meridian

observers). With high power.s it appears as a bluish-green disc about eight seconds of arc in diameter.

Owing to its brightness it is a very suitable object for examination with a small spectroscope, which

should have its slit or cylindrical lens removed for the purpose. Tlie single bright image that will

then be seen (or perhaps two more in a large glass) contrasts strikingly with the familiar linear spectrum

of a star, as observed with the* same apparatus.

N.G.C. 6218 (12), (4238H), Ophiuchi 16/t.43*lw. - 1®48'.

In very small telescopes a circular nebulosity with bright centre and diffuse edges. In larger instru-

ments it is a very interesting object, being intermediate in type between the globular and loose clusters,

the stars having a distinctly spherical distribution without the marked degree of agglomeration obser-

vable in such objects as the great Hercules cluster. The object is illustrated by a photograph on page 534.

^N.G.C. 6341 (92) (4294h), Herculis, llh. 14-7m. + 43® 14'.

A fine globular cluster resembling its near neighbour M 13, already described, but smaller and

more markedly condensed at its centre. For the latter reason it is not quite so easy to resolve it com-

pletely, but when this is done, with a large instrument, there is little to choose between the two

objects, though for some reason it has been the custom to give a disproportionate prominence to M 13

in text-book descriptions of clusters.
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fA’.G.C. 0405 (0), (4318h), Sagittarii, llh. 34-9w. - 32® 9-6'.

A most beautiful open cluster of stars of the galactic type, but rather too far south for satisfactory

observation in latitudes north of + 45®. It is somewhat rectangular in shape, with a central rib of

stars, and resembles a butterfly with open wings.

N.G.C. 0514 (20), (4365h), (41«), Sagittarii \lh. - 23® 2'.

The ** Trifid ” nebula. Not very striking in small instruments, which show an ill-defined

nebulous glow involving a few faint stars. Large apertures show the three irregular dark rifts which
give the nebula its name, but these come out much more strikingly on photographs. The nebula

is illustrated on page 543. It is in a fine region, well worth sweeping through with a low power on a

dark night.

N.G.C. 6523 (8), (4361h), Sagittarii, Ylh. 58-8w. - 24® 23'.

Visible to the naked eye and conspicuous as a misty patch in the finder. A small telescope shows

a loose and irregular cluster of small stars, involved in ill-defined nebulosity, which latter comes out

more clearly to averted vision, or by slightly moving the tube of the instrument from side to side.

A photograph of this object will be found on page 526, but the reader may here be warned not to

expect to see visually, in this and similar objects, a tenth of the detail brought out so clearly in

such pictures.

N.G.C. 0543 (4373h), (37«), Draconis, 11h. 68-6w. + 66® 38'.

Bluish, nearly circular planetary nebula, about a third of a minute of arc in diameter. With
large apertures a minute stellar nucleus is visible. This nebula is famous as having been the first to

reveal its gaseous nature to the spectroscope of Huggins. Intrinsically it is not nearly so bright as

S 5 Herculis (or S 6 below), but is considerably more luminous than M 97 Ursae Majoris, the so called

“ Owl " nebula. It lies very close to the North Pole of the Ecliptic.

tiV.C.C. 6572 (4390h), (SO), Ophiuchi, 18A. S^lm, + 6® 50'.

A minute bluish planetary nebula, very much like S 5 Herculis, but even smaller and
brighter. Intrinsically it is quite one of the most luminous nebuke in tlie whole heavens—and for this

reason alone is well worth looking up. It is only about six seconds of arc in diameter, and with

a very low power would certainly be passed over as a star of the eighth magnitude. It forms the

preceding end of a long isosceles triangle, the northern star of the two forming the base being the

brighter.

N.G.C. 6618 (17), (4403H), Scuti, 18A. 16’3w. - 16® 13'.

Curious arch of nebulosity, best seen with low powers. Just visible in the finder. At one end of

the arch is a straight extension at an acute angle. The nebula has been likened to a horse-shoe. Many
fine clu.stcrs and groups of stars are to be seen by sweeping in this rich region of the heavens, which

contains the brightest portion of the Milky Way visible in mid-latitudes of the northern

hemisphere.

fA^.G.C. 6656 (22), (4424h), Sagittarii, 18A. 31®5w. - 24® 3'.

Fine globular cluster, the largest visible north of latitude 42® N. Owing to the brightness of its

component stars it is more readily resolvable with moderate instruments than most objects of its type.

If it were so favourably placed for northern observers as the great Hercules cluster, it would probably

receive at least as much attention and admiration as that object.

fA/'.G.C. 6705 (11), (4437H), Scuti, ISh. 46®6w. - 6® 22'.

Beautiful compact cluster of stars, situated on the northern edge of the smaller star-cloud of

Sagittarius, and visible as a misty spot in the finder. It is readily resolved in a two- or three-inch

telescope, where it appears wedge-shaped, with a brighter star at the apex. The whole formation of

the cluster, as seen thus, has been compared to that assumed by wild ducks in flight. M 11 is in type

very similar to M 12* already described. That is to say, it is more compact than the typical loose

cluster, but less so than the globular.

tN.G.C. 6720 (57), (4447h), Lyrae, 18ft. 51® Itn. -f 32® 66'.

The well-known ring nebula in Lyra, the finest example of the annular planetary nebulae. Visible
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in quite a small telescope. With low powers it appears as a well-defined elliptical patch of faint nebu-

losity, measuring about sixty by eighty seconds of arc. A three-inch telescope, with a fairly high power,

shows a dusky centre, turning the patch into a ring. With apertures over four inches this central

region can be s('c‘n to be not cornplt'tely dark, and every increase of aperture adds to this “ filling-in
"

of the ring with nebulous matter. A six-inch glass will show that the ring is fainter at the (‘nds of its

long axis than at the sides. The central star, or nucleus, so conspicuous on photographs of the

nebula, is a ndatively faint visual object, being scarcely discernible with apertures below about fift(‘cn

inches. Its stellar magnitude is about 15*5. A small star of about the thirteenth magnitude
immediately follows th(‘ nebula, and is readily seen with apertures over four inches. A photograph

of the nebula apj)cars on page 127.

N.a.C, (i779 (56), (448511), Lyrac, 10/t. 13‘5m. + 30° 2'.

Small faint cluster of the semi-globular type, easily found nearly half-way along a straight line

drawn from {i Cygni to y Lyrat'. It i.s not v(Ty closely packed, but th(' faintn(‘ss of the individual

stars makes them difficult to see s(q)arately with apertures bedow about four inches. Thc' cluster Js,

however, a fine objcrl as seen with a very large telescope.

N.G.C. 6838 (71), (4520h), Sagitiae, m. 5()-2m. + 18° 34'.

.Somewhat similar in type to the obj(*ct just described, but larger and brighter. The brighter of

th<' individual .stars can be seen with a tliree-inch telescope, but larger apertures greatly augment the

number, and the cluster is quite a .striking object in a six- or eight-inch glass. Tt is situated in tht^

Milky Way, where the sweejnng is fine.

tiV.G.C. 6853 (27), (4532h), Vulpeculae, 19//. 56-l;«. + 22° 30'.

The *' Dumb-Bell " nebula. This is, as regards its a])])arent diameter, quite the larg('St of the

plaiK'taries. It is ch'arly visible in a small finder on a dark night, and is an interesting object in any

apertun' over two inches. On two opposite sides it exhibits a well-defined curved outline, which is,

however, indcnt('(l and diffu.se in tht‘ intervening sections. The^c^ indentations, corresponding to the

“ grip ” of th(‘ dumb-bell, an‘ h'ss obvious with large apcTtures, which .show faint extensions of

nebulosity stretching outwards from each, and increasing the diameter of the nebula to about nine

minutes of arc in this direction. In small instruments the nebula appears broadest at right angles

to this diameter, tht' distance from ('dge to edge being five minutes of arc. With telescopes over about

five inches in ap(Tture a lew faint stars can just be seen proi('cted on the surface of the nebula, but

they ])roba})ly have no connection with it, A phuLograph of this intcn‘sting obj(‘Ct a])])cars on

page 554.

7u09 (4628H), (D), Aquarii, 20/?. 59-8w. - 11° 41'.

Small bluish planetary nebula, elliptical in outline, measuring about twenty-five by eighteen seconds

of arc. Appears practically stellar with low powers and has been catalogued as a star on at least one

occasion. With high powers a darker central region is seen, and the object appears very much like

the ring nebula in Lyra, except that it is .smaller, brighter, and less dark in the middle. Large

apertures show faint extensions of the ellipse on either .side in the direction of the major axis, which

lies N/—S/). The Earl of Rosso saw these extensions as thin filaments of nebulosity, and noted

that this gave the nebula an outline similar to that of the planet Saturn. The nebula is conse-

quently referred to as the " Saturn nebula " in many text-books. Small instruments do not bring

out any such resemblance.

N.G.C. 7089 (2), (4678ii), Aquarii, 2]h. 29-3w. - 1° 12'.

Fine large globular cluster containing a very great number of stars. In small apertures, however,

it appears simply as a circular nebula, its components being too faint to be separately seen. In large

instruments it is a magnificent object.

AT.G.C. 7078 (15), (4670h), Pegasi, 21/?. 26*1^. -f 11° 49'.

Fine globular cluster of moderate size, visible as a blurred star in the finder. It is strikingly bright

and condensed at its centre, requiring a large instrument for its resolution here, but the outer parts

are readily resolved by a four- to six-inch glass. The cluster is illustrated on page 537.
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N.G.C. 7092 (39), (4081 h), 21/i. 29'4;«. + 48" .V.

Typical open galactic cluster, just visible as a misty spot to tlie naked ej'e, and ivsoI\m1>1i' witli

Opera glasses or a small finder. The component stars are not numerous, but are unusually bright lor such

an object. In this respect it is comparable to N.G.C. 2244 (vvhicli sec*).

fiV.G.C. 7062 (49G4h), (18^). Andromedae. 2;V/. 22*(W/. -j 42Mr.

Bright slightly elliptical planetary nebula, blue in colour and about twenty M'('ontls of are in

diameter. Appears nearly stellar with low powers. High magnification on an c'iglit- oi tendneli

telescope .shows a dusky centre, giving an annular apj)earance to the ni'bula, wlii('li is brighlc'st on

the sides that are south of and following the dark space. The lattc*r is occupied by a stc‘ll.ir nucleus

which, though conspicuous on photographs, is only clearly seen with very large apiTtiiK's. On the

other hand, the outer borders of the nebula arc relatively brighter visually than iihotograpliirally.

The effect of this is to make the object appear more nearly circular to the eye than would hi* e.xpocti'd

ANDROMEDA. w N9IO.
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from a study of photographs taken with short exposures, which only bring out^the very elliptical

internal portions surrounding the nucleus.

VARIABLE STARS.

A few of the brighter variables arc included on these charts, where they are indicated by black

dots, surrounded by rings. None is shown which fails to reach the fifth magnitude at maximum
and the diameters of the ring and dot indicate in each case the approximate brightness of the star

at maximum and minimum respectively. There is nothing in the telescopic appearance of any

variable to di^stinguish it from other stars of the same spectral type, but, for the benefit of those

who may wish, out of curiosity, to watch the changes of light that take place in these interesting

objects, a selected few are given below. They are sub-divided according to the recognised types

described in Chapter XV. It will hardly be necessary to point out that the amateur, who wishes to

make a serious and useful study of variable stars, must arm himself with special maps of the standard

comparison stars for each object, together with a list of their magnitudes. These are to be obtained

from the Director of the Variable Star Section of the British Astronomical Association, of which every

observer intending to do serious work should become a member. It would be difficult to name any

branch of astronomical work in which amateurs can obtain results of greater value to the science

than in the study of variable stars
; and the contributions of non-professional workers in the past

have been responsible for the bulk of our knowledge of these objects. The latter are of all degrees

of brightness, and work can thus be found for the smallest telescope or binocular, or even, in the case

of the brightest variables, for the unaided eye.

Where a variable star docs not already possess some simple designation, it is generally distinguished

by one of the capital letters between R and Z, followed by the name of the constellation. In some

constellations, however, there arc more than nine variables, and in such cases the letters arc doubled

in the order RR , RS, . . . SS, ST, etc. In Cygnus there are so many known variables that even this

duplex system is exhausted, and recourse is had to the earlier letters of the alphabet, from A
to Q. These are not assigned singly, but in pairs, in the form AA, AB, . . . BB, BC . . . etc.

No list is here given of former Novae ; for, although many of them are still distinguishable in large

instruments, most are beyond the reach of small apertures, and in any case cotild not be identified

without special large-scale charts of their telescopic fields.

ECLIPSING VARIABLES.

[Positions for 1926»0.]

(a) Algol Type.

Star. R.A. Decl. Range. Period.
Duration of

Eclipse.

h. m. 9 / w. m. d. ft.

^ Persei 3 3-3 H- 40 40 21 - 3*2 2*87 9*7

X Tauri 3 56-6 + 12 17 3*3 - 4*2 3-95 10*5

W Ononis 5 29-7 - 1 12 5*8 - 6*2 1*49 3*6

WW Aurigae 6 27*5 -f- 32 30 6-0 - 6-5 1*26 4*5

R Cams Majoris 7 16-4 - 16 15 5*8 - 6*4 1*14 5*8

8 Librae 14 67'0 - 8 13 4*8 - 6*2
1

2*33
1

130

U Ophiuebi 17 12-7
j

-f 1 18 6-7 - 6*7 1*68
i

7-7

(ft) p Lyrae Type.

u HerculU I
17 14-6 + 33 11 4-« - 5*3

~

r ”2 05
~

1

—
^ Lyrae 1 18 47‘3 + 33 16 3*4 - 4*1

11

12*91 —
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CEPHEIDS,

Sttir. R.A. Dec!

.

Range. Period. —

h. m. 0 / m. m. d.

SU Cassiopeiae ... 2 45‘3 4- 68 35 5*9 - ’ 6*3 1*95

T Monoccrotis ... 6 21-2 + 76 5*8 - 6*8 27*01

RT Aurigae ... 0 23-8 + 30 33 4*9 - 5*9 3*73

^ Geminorum ... () 59*7 + 20 41 3*7 - 4*1 10*15

X Sagittarii 17 42*8 - 27 48 4*4 - 5*0 7*01

Y Ophiuchj . .

.

17 48*8 - 6 8 6*0 - 6*7 17*12 —
W Sagittarii 18 0*2 - 29 35 4*3 - 5*1 7* .59

Y Sagittarii 18 17-0 - 18 57 5*4 - 6*2 5*77 —
Aquilac 19 25‘.3 - 7 12 6*2 - 6*9 7*02 —

73 Aquilat* 19 48*7 + 0 49 3*7 - 4-5 7*18 —
S Sagittac 19 52*6 4 16 26 .5*4 - 6*1 8*,38 —
T Vulpcculae ... 20 48*3 + 27 58 5*5 - 6*4 4.44 —
^5 Cephei 22 26*4

LONG

-
1
- 58 2 3-6 - 4-3

PERIOD VARIABLES.

.5*37

R Andromedae ... . .

.

0 20-1 + 38 10 5*6 - 14*9
,

407 —
0 (Mira) Ccti ... 2 i5*r> - 3 19 2*0 ~ 9*7 331 —
R Trianguli 2 32*5 + 33 56 5*3 - 12*0 ' 270 —
K Lepori.s 4 5f)‘2 - 14 .56 6*0 - 10*4 420 —
U Ononi.s . .

.

5 51*6 + 20 10 5*4 12*3 374 —
R riomiiiorum ... 7 2*8 + 22 50 .5*9 - 13*8 .370 —
R Leonib ... 9 43*5 + 11 47 5*0 - 10*8 ' 310

,

—
R Ur.sao Majoris ...

* 10 39‘4 4 69 10 5*9 - 13*6
1

298

SS Virginis ... 12 21*4 1 11 6*0 - 9*0 355
1

—
T Ursae Majoris ... 12 33*0 + 59 54 5*5 - 13*6

1 254
,

—
R Hydrac 13 25*0 22 54 3*5 - 10*1 406 1

—
S Virginis 13 29*1 - 6 49 .5*8 - 12*7 372 —
R Boot is . .

.

14 33*9 4 27 4 .5*9 - 13*0 222 —
K Serpenti.s 15 47*2 + 15 21 5*5 - 13*4 357

‘ —
S Hcrculis ... 10 48*5 4 15 4 .5*9 - 12*.5 300

' —
R Aqijilae 19 2*8 + 87 5*4 - 11*8 310

RCygni . .

.

19 34*8 + 50 2 5*9 - 14*4 421
1

—
'/ t'ygni .. 19 47*7 ' 4 32 44 4*2 - 13*7 409 —
TCophci... ... 21 8*5 4 - 68 11 5*2 - 10*9 391 —
R Aquarii 23 39*9 - 15 42 6*0 - 10*8 380 —
R Cassiopoiae ... 23 54'(i -

1
- 50 58 4-8 - 13-6

IRREGULAR VARIABLES.

428

a Orionis . .

.

. .

.

5 51*1 + 7 24 1*0 - 1*4 1 — —
U Geminorum ... 7 50*7 + 22 12 8*9 - 14*0 — —
R Coronae Borealis ... 1.5 45*5 + 28 23 5*5 - 12*5 — —
R Scuti 18 43*5 - 5 47 1

ob 1 be — —
SS Cygni 21 39*8 + 43 14

1

8*4 - 12*0 — —
m * *

RED STARS.

* 41 Id )

Really vivid colours, with the exception of reds, are not to be observed among isolated stars.

Blues and greens, more or less pronounced, are to be met with in the companions of certain doubles,

but the tints are never very deep, and are probably due quite largely to the effects of contrast. It

is otherwise with the red stars, for, although many objects so designated in astronomical text-books

are more strictly of an orange, or even only yellowish orange tint, some are to be found which
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really deserve the description applied to them. It is well, however, to state that vety few particular

shades of red are represented among the stars. The terms " crimson and
_

ruby are often to be

met with in text-book descriptions, but these tints are never found pure in the heavens, except

perhaps in Novae at certain stages of their decline. The red most commonly to be seen is that of a

glowing ember, a red-hot poker, or the setting Sun. Mention of this may prepare the reader against

disappointment, in case he expects to see stars that shine like the lamps of railway signals set at

" danger." A large proportion of the reddest stars are long-period variables. Unfortunately, many

of the finest are somewhat faint for small instruments, and in any case reflectors will deal more

satisfactorily with them than refractors. The following short list gives but a .sample of the many
objects of their kind to be found in the sky. Nearly every star in it is of the maximum degree of

redness that the telescope has yet revealed to us.

Star. R.A. (1920). Deck (1920). Magnitude.

h. m. 0 f

m.

B 4 Andromedac 0 15-7
1 + 44 16 8*2

R Leporis (B 94) 4 66*0 - 14 56 6-0 - 10'4

K Leooia 9 4.3'3 + 11 48 5-0 - 10-8

R Crateris (B 250) 10 56-6 - 17 53 8*0 -- 9*0

SS Virginis (B 277) 12 2M + 1 13 6-0 - O'O

B 410 Ophiuchi 17 25-0
i

- 19 25 7-8

T Lyrae (B 448) 18 29'6 + 36 56 7-2 - 7-8

V Aquilae (B 483) 19 0‘1 - 5 48 6-5 - 8-0

B 521 Cygni 19 54*0 + 44 2 8*2

RV Cygni (B 592) 21 40*0 + 37 39 7*1 - 9*3

• B = Birmingham's Catalogue of Red Stars.

LIST OF DOUBLE STARS.

The following list contains a number of the brighter pairs in various parts of the sky, and in most cases the compo

are not too close nor the differences in magnitude too great for the stars to be separately seen in instruments of

moderate aperture.

Following the catalogue designation of the stars in Column 1 are given the constellations in which they are situated

Bayer s letters* and Flamsteed's numbers where they are available, and the numbers of the maps (in the case of stars

South Declination 40°), in which they be found. Where obtainable, recent measures of the Position Angles and Dist

have been given, together with the dates. In cases in which little or no relative motion has been shown, approx

positions are given without dates. In the column headed " Observer," the following abbreviations are used

Ait. = R. G. Aitken. Do. — J. W. Dobcrck. Jn. = E. L. Johnson. Lv. = F. P. Leavenworth. Ph. = T. E. R. Ph

Gr. means that the star was measured at the Royal Observatory, Greenwich
; Ed. that it was measured at the ]

Observatory, Edinburgh; La P. that it was measured at the University Observatory, La Plata
;

and C.O. tha

measures are taken from a list of Southern Doubles compiled by Dr. R. T. A. Innes, and published in the sixth Editi

Webb’s Celestial Objects for Common Telescopes.

• For Greek Alphabet, see p. 919.

Star and Constei lation. Map.
1920.

R.A. Dcr.
Mays

,

P.A. Dist.
1

Date.
I

lObscrver Remarks.

- — — - “

k, m. 0 f

— —
0

— — , . . —
S3060 — Pcgasl 11 0 2*0 +17 40 8*.5, 8*7 ' 121*3 3*5 1921*9 Ph. —
OS 12 X Cassiopeiae 4 0 27*6 +54 6 6*5, 5*8 158*9 0*6 1923*1 Ph. Binary.

X Sculptoris ... 0 36*4 -39 5 0-7, 0*8 314*2 0*0 1919*9 La P. —
S60 7} Cassiopeiac 4 0 44*0 +57 23 3*7. 7*4 261*9 7*0 1922*6 Ph. Binary. Period, 328 yean

S73 36 Andromedae 10 0 50-7 +23 12 0*2, G-8 56*0 0*7 1921*7
1

Ait. Binary. Period, 124 yeaft.

Sellers 1 ^ Phcenicis ... ... 1 2*5 -47 9 3*3, 3*3 5*7 1*7 1920*9
[

La P. Binary.

SlOO Piacium ... 12 1 9*5 + 79 4*2. 5*3 63*5 23*5 ... ... No relative motion.
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List of Double Stars

iR AND Constellation. Map.
192(1.

R.A. Dec.
Mags. PA Dist, ' Date. Observer

1423 K Toucani ...

h. m.

1 13-0

0 /

-69 18 5*0. 7*7 346*4

It

5*4 1920*8 r.'i P
113 42CetJ 27 1 15*7 - 0 55 fi'2, 7-2 357*3 1*5 1921*8 Do

93 a Ursac Minori.s 1 1 31-7 +88 .53 2,

1

9 216 18*2 1 1 f

(Polaris)

138 - Piscium ... 12

1

1 31 -9 1- 7 K) 7 *.3, 7*3 I

1

42*7

1

1*« 1920*9

1

Lv

inlop 5 p Eridani ... 1 36-7 I— 5C 3C 5*3. 5'4 213*1 9*1 1922*0 Jn,

147 — Ccti 27 1 37*8 -11 43 5 -.3, 6*9 88 3*6

1G3 - Cassiopciao 4 1 45-4 '+01 28 0*2, 8‘2
1

34 35 ... ...

Remarks.

Biliary, Di'^tnncr nearly conntant.

Urprr sUir a s^icctfoscoplc binary nnd dliRhtlv

vurlaldc. The companion u teat fi>r anuill

apertures, but eiwv with two ami a liitlf inches

Binary. IVrlod, 21 1) vcnrs.

No relntlvr nuiliou.

OoUl and blur, striking contrast. Nu relative

I motion.

ARIES & TRIANGULUM.
20 III 40 20

N9I3.

0
Ittf H t M S 44 4 ii S di t it
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List of Double Staks—continued.

Star and Constellation. Map.
1920.

K.A. Dec.
Mags. P.A,

j

Dist. Date. Observer Remarks.

Sirius a Canib Maj. 28

A. m.

6 41'6

0 f

-16 35
'

1

-l’C,8’4
I

u

62*4
,

0

n -2 1922-1 Ph. Binary. Period, 49 years.

OS 156 “ Gcminorum 16 6 42-7 + 18 17 6-5, 7*0 293*4
1

0-5 1911-7 Gn —
S 982 38 Gcminorum 16 6 50'1 + 13 17 5*4, 7*7 157-0 6-5 1914-9 Ph. —
S997 ^ Canis Maj. 28 6 52-4 -13 51) 4-7, 8*0 334*5 2*3 1901 Do. Yellow and blue.

c Cams Maj. 28 G 55-5 -28 51 2,
1

IGl ' 7-5 ... —
Dunlop 39 — Cannae ... 7 2-0 -59 4 5*7, 6*9

1

80*7
’

1-9 1912 c.o.
1

h 3928 - Puppis ... ... 7 2*G -34 40
i

6-3, 7*4 1.53*7 3*9 1020-1 La P. —
y Volantis ... . .

.

7 9-5 -70 22 3'7, 5*5 299*4 13-7 1922-2 Jn. —
S lOGG 8 Gcminorum 16 7 15'3 +22 8 3 ‘2, 8*2 209*9 6-7 1912*3 Gr. Pale yellow and reddish.

Rumk. 6 - Carinae ... 7 18-4 -52 10 5- 9, 6-5 21-0 8-8 1002 C.O. —
0 ArgOs 7 20*7 -43 9 3-3. 7*9 73*8

' 22-4 1922-2 Jn. —
S 1110 a Gcminorum 16 7 29-5 f32 4 2*7, 3*7 214*7 4-6 1923*0 Ph. Binary. Period, 347 years. Magnificent pair.

(Castor)

HA. 269 - Puppis . .

.

28 7 30-9 -23 18 6. G no 9

Each component a spectroscopic binary

S 1121 — Puppis ... 28 7 32-9 -14 18 7*2, 7*2 304 7-5 ... —
h 273 K Puppis ... 7 35*5 -26 .37 4*1, 4*1 318 10

S 1126 - Canis Min. 25 7 35-8 + 5 24 7-2, 7*5 149*6 M 1923*0 Ph. —
h 3997 — Volantis ... ... 7 37-0 -74 6 6-5. 6*6 115-3 2-1 1921-0 I.a P —
S1138 2 Puppis ... 28 7 41'8 -14 30 6*2. 7*0 .339 lC-5 ... ... White and pale blue

OS 182 — Cams Min. 25 7 48-5 + 3 36 7*0, 7*5 32*1 0-9 1912-2 Gr. —
S1177 — Canon 17 8 0-7 +27 45 6-5. 7*4 351*5 3*5 1910-7 Gr. Little or no reUtive motion.

Dunlop 63 — Puppis ... 8 7-1 -42 24 6*4. 7*4 80*9 5-5 1907 C.O. —
S1196 ^ Cancri 17 8 7'G + 17 54 5*0, 5*7 256*9 0-7 1923-0 Ph. Binary. Period, 00 years, A third star at

Dunlop 66 e Volantis ... ... 8 7-5 -08 24 4*5, 8*0 22*2 6-1 1922-3

113“*2, 4'-8 (A.C.'I Ph 1916.

S1223 9
* Canon 17 8 22'0 +27 12 6*0, G*5 216 4-9 ... ...

—
P 205 ~ Mali 8 29*1 -24 16 6*9. 7*0 205*0 0-5 1917*1 Alt. Test for ten-inch telescope.

S1245 — Hydrao ... 30 8 31‘G + 6 54 6'0, 7*0 25 1 10*3 ... No relative motion. Star omitted from Map.

|3 208 — Pyxis 30 8 35'1 -22 29 5*2, 8*5 19G-9
1

1-0 1917*1 Ait. —
h 4128 - Carinac ...

1

8 37*5 -60 2 6*4, 7*1 217*1 1-6 1912 C.O. —
S 1270 — Hydrac ... ' 30 I 8 41 '3 - 2 19 0-G. 7*6 260 1 4-7 No relative motion,

S1268 i Cancri 17 8 41 '9
1

+29 3 4‘0, G-5
1

307 30
1

...
1

Yellow and blue. Beautiful contrast.

8 ArgOs ... 8 42 2 -54 24 2'1, 5*2
11

156*9
'

3*5 !

1f>22*4
Jn. —

S1273

(Velorum)

e Hydrac ... 30 8 42*5 + G 43 3*8, 7*8 244*0 3-1 1922*2 Do. The brighter star a close double. Rapid

Rumk. 9 - Carimac ...

1

8 43 3

1

1

1-58 26

1

6-3, 6*7 295*1
j

4-2
1

,

1902 C.O.

binary. Period, 15 years. 175® -6,

Ait. 1921 >8.

S1291 - Cancri 17 8 49*4 1+30 53 5-9, 6*4 322-5 1-4 1912*8 Gr. Crocus yellow. This is the star called i* on

S1295 17 Hydrae ...
j

30 8 51 -6

1

- 7 40 1 7*2, 7*3 359

1

4*3

1

1

the Map.

No relative motion.

H Velorum ... *8 53-9 -52 25
' 4*8, 7*8 338-2 2*9 1922*3 Jn. Striking contrast in colours.

h 4165 - Velorum ...
|

... 8 <58 -3 -51 53 5*4. 7*4 105-4 1*2 1920*3 La P. —
A 4188 — Velorum ... ... 9/ 9-5 1-43 17 5'7. 6*2 282

i

1902 C.O. —
S1356 <0 Leonis ...

^

19 9j24'2 + 9 25 6*2, 7*0 130*4 1-0 1922-3 Ph. Binary. Period, 116 years.

OS 208 9 Ursac Maj,
,

8 4 46-7 + 54 27 5*2, 5*5 324*1 0*5 1921 -.3 Ait. Test for ten-inch telescope. Binary. Period,

Dunlop 78 Antliac ...

^

30 9 27-3 -31 32

1

5*9. G*7

1

211*1 8*2 1919*7 T.a P.

100 years.

Star entered In Map as

Argus ...
i

9 27-5 40 7 3-6, 5*6 154*9 1*1 1922*3 Inncs Binary.

A 4220

(Velorum)

— Velorum ...

1

!

9 30*9 -48 39 5*4, G-0 210-0 3-7 1908 C.O.
1

--

u ArgOs ... 9 45-1 [-64 41 ' 3*1, 3*9 127-8 5-1 1918*4 La P. —
(Carinac) i

8 Sextantis ... 30
1

9 48*5 - 7 43 5-5, 5*7 64*6 0-6 1921*3 Ait.

1

Binary.

Harg. 47 - Carinac ... i
10 M -Cl 29 6*3, 7*8 353*8 1-4 1899 C.O. —

S1424 Y Leonis ... is 10 15-5 +20 15 2*6, 3*8 117-9 3-8 1923-0 Ph.
1

Very fine pair. Binary. Period, 407 yean,
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List of Double Stars—

Star and Constellation. xMap.
1920.

R.A. Dec.
Mai^s P.A. Di«t. Date. Observer Rkmarks

S Velorum ...

//. HI.

10 28*5

0 ^

-44 39 5‘(>, 5*9

0

217*4 13*3 1903 CO
2: 1466 35 Sextantis... 30 10 39-2 + 5 10 C'l. 7*2 210 0*0 ... N\i ftUtivc* ttmtion.

jjt* ArgCis ... 10 43-3 1-48 59 2-8, C'3 01*0 2 -.5 1900 Ct) Tint ii)l(tnr ctMi trust.

(Velorum)

S Charnel lonis 10 44*5 '-80 2 5-5. 5-8 05*3 0 0
1

1912 C 0
Russ. 161 — Cannae ... 10 46*2 -58 54 0-1, 7*1 271*0 1*0 1897 C.O .tiiKl‘* itun isiiiu “'ll wl\

S1487 54 Lconis 19 10 51 -3 + 25 10 .5-0, 7*0 107*0 6*5 1910 8 C.r. —
4423 “ Centauri ... 11 12-7 45 20 0-5, 0*8 280 1 2*0 1913 C 0

1

—
1 1523 E Ursac Maj. 8 11 11-4 MV2 0 4 0. 4*9 99*2 2*8 1922 2 Do

1

l'( rinil, ()(^ Vi 11 *'

7: Centauri ... 11 17 4 54 3 4 -a. 5*7 140*3 0 () 1911*9 -

11536 t Leonis 19 11 19'7 f 10 59 3 9, 7'1 37*4 1*7 1920*3 “LvT*

TAURUS. N9I5.
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List of Doubii; Stars—

Star and Constellation. Ma". r.A. Udit iobsemi Remarks.
”*

K.A. Dec.

1

h 4432 — CariUcae

h. m. "
'

... 11 19'9 -64 31 5-3. 0-5 299

n*
i

• 5 1
2*5 1918.4 Lap.

2 1540 83 Lconis . . • 19 11 22*8 + 3 21 0'3. 7*3 150 20 0 .‘^m.iller stir ruddy.

Jacob f) — Hydrac 31 11 25-7 -24 1 6 0, G-O 77 8

I 78 - Cent ail ri ... 11 2l)-7 -10 9 n-f), 5-0 89 •I 1*2 1010 ( ()

h 4-178 |3 Hydrnc 31 11 48*0 -33 27 1-4, 1 8 3.55*8 1 I 1010*5 I..'i J’.

i ChamelioiiKs ... 11 55*0 -77 47 5'(), 5-8 182 8 1* 1 1022 •5 Jn
—

1' 1590 2 Conuu Her. 0 12 0 2 (21 .55 0*0, 7*5 .3.30 3*7 Ni) rclatiAO niolinu

h 4108 “ Muicac .. .. 12 2*2 -05 10 0*(), 7*7 01* 0 8* 7 1002 c.o —
D Centnun . 12 0*8 - 45 17 5-,3, O-f) 240*0 3* 1022 5 Jn —

^ \V20 — Conu :il 12 ll‘f> -22 54 d-.>, 7‘t) 257’ 1

:

1 90.) Dnohtih St.ii mit on Map

Kii^s. 103 — Cenlaiin' ... 12 13‘G -35 .39 0*.3, 0*7 100-3 M 1910 C.O —
i: 1027 - ^’(^gInls .. 29 12 U‘l - .3 ;{() .5*0. 0-1 100 20 No roItiliiT mol ion.

r 1033 - Comat JkT. 9 12 10*7 ^27 31 7*1, 7*2 245 8*8 No relative luotu *i

10.39 foin.H JkT i) 12 20 4 1 2(1 2 0*7, 7*0 a337*5 (1*0 1923* rii IJiiiarv IVriod, !(il yi'tits

a Cruciss 12 22*1 02 40 1*0, I*r> 113*8 1*9 1922 -.5 Jti No rclithv mnUmi yet olt^crml.

H/i 3% S Corvi 31 12 25*7 -10 4 3*0, 8*5 211 21*3 ... Ytllowisli white and lilae.

1 1057 24 Coniiu IkT. 9 12 31*2 +18 40 4*7. 6*2 271 20*2 No relative motion Yellow mid very Miu

Y Cental! n ... 12 37*0 -48 32 2*1. 2*1 350*0 0*8 1921*3 iai P Binary. iMiod, 120:1 years.

S 1000 Corvi 31 12 37*1 -12 .33 0*,5, 0*5 .301 5*7 No relative nir)ti(iii,

1 107(1 Y Viruinis ... 20 12 37*7 - 1 0 3*0, 3*7 322*.3 .5*8 1 922 • 2 1 Do, I-'ino blnari Ttriod, 11)4 ye-ii*-

t ('rucis . . 12 41*2 -00 31 4*8. 7*8 27*0 20*1 1922*5 -
Russ 207 fi Musca< 12 41*3 -07 41 3*3. 3*0 3.57 *0 1*2 1922*5 J«*

2 1687 35 CoiTiai Tk-r. 0 12 40*4 4 21 41 5*0, 7*8 90*7 1*0 1921*3
,

Pli. --

I 1002 12 Carium Yen. 0 12 52*3
1
.38 45 3 2, 5*7 227-8 ' 19*7

,

1919*5 Ph. —
(Cor Car oil)

fi 020 ISVitgiiii*? ... 29 12 59*8 3 14 0*2 (i 2 200*0 0*5

1

1919*4

1

(Ir. _

Ru^s. 213 ('eniaun ... 13 2*5 -.50 20 0*1, 0*3 20*0 0*8 1012 C 0, —
0 Muse a 13 2*0 -(i4 52 5*0, 7*0 180 0 5*6 1922*5 Jn —

Sellers 18 — Cent a tin ... 13 18*1 -17 31 0*3. 7*2 221-0 0 8 1895 CO _ .

i: 1714 ^ I’rs.u Mcij. 8 13 20*7 +55 20 2*1, 4 2 150*1 IM 1010-5 i’h. The fust doulilo star tUscovcri'd |l)y Riecinloi

(Mi/ar)

022 123 Uraconis ... 1 13 21*1
1
05 10 0*4. 0*8 147 0*0

the first pliotographcd (liy Bond), the

brijihlei compotivnl the first <lisiovcred

spi'ctroseopic lunary. ^ and Alior form .i

naked-eye piiii.

Yellowish and Idiie.

2 1708 25 Canurn Yen 0 13 33 9 (-30 42 .5*7, 7*0 110*0 1*5 1920-3 Ph. White and blue. Bln.-iry. Period, 22fi years.

(,) CetUaun ... 13 30*0 -51 0 5*1, 0-8 1()5*7 5*0 1909 CO. ---

2 1777 84 Vjrgiiiis . . 20 13 30*1 + 3 57 5*8, 8*2 230*8 3*3 1913*3 Acocks --

N Cental! ri ... 13 lO'O -.52 25 5-1, 7*4 288*7 18-2 1897 C.O. —
K Centaiin ... 13 47-2 -32 30 1*5, 5-0 110*3 7*0 1922*5 Jo.

[i 343 13 47-1 31 13 6*2, 7*0 112*8 1*2
1

1910 c,o. — -

h Ccntauri ... 13 48*6 -31 32 4-8, 6*3 l.S3*8 4*3
1

1903 c.o. -

T; Ontauri ... ... 13 48*0 -35 16 5*0, 5*8 93*2
1

1*0 1910 c.o. —
Russ. 227 - Centaun ... 13 .51*1 - 53 42 6*4. 7*4 3.57*2

]

1*4
,

1911 c.o. —
DunloploO - Ccntauri ... ... 14 16*8 - 58 5 4*0, 6*9

|

162-1 !)*8 1902 c.o. - -

2 1833 — Virginia ... 29 11 18*4 1- 7 24 7*0, 7*0
,

168 5*0
,

1

Very little rel.itlve motion.

2 1835 — lioOtis 20 14 19*4 + 8 49 5*5, (r8 ' 190 0*3 ...
1

—
a Ccntauri ... 14 31*3 (iO 30 0*1. 1*5 220*6

i1

12*7
1 1922*5 Jll. The seeotid ni-urest star to the Solar System.

2 1864 t: lioolis 2 14 37*0 +10 46 4*9. 6*0 101*5

1

5*7 1921*6 Ph.

Splemlid binary. Period, 80 years.

1

2 ISI.a ^ RooLis 20 14 37*5 4 14 5 3*.5. 3*9 1.37*8 0*9 1921*4 Alt. Binary, Peril h.1, 130 years. Test for five and

21877 c Bortiia 20

1

14 41*5 +27 21 3*0, 0*3 329*0 2*7 1921*5 Ph.

a half inch telcseope.

Yellow and bluish. Test for two-inch telescope.

^ lOG pL Librae 34 14 44*9 --13 49 5*5, 6*3 333*2 1*5 ...
—

2 1888 P IJOOU.S 20 14 47*7 +19 26 4*7, 6*6 48*8 3*0 1923*2 Ph. Binary. Period, 100 years.

{i 239 59 llydrac ... 31 14 53*9 -27 20 6*0, 0*0 321*0 1*0 1908 Doo'iltk —
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List of Double Stars—cowf: nurd

Star and Constellation. Map.
1920.

R.A. Dec.
Mags PA. Dist. Date Observer

h. m. 0 •

TT Lupi ... 14 59-6 -46 45 4*0, t-2 82*4 1*4 1922 'C Jn.

1 1909 44 BoOtis ... 20 15 1-2 -H47 58 5 2. 6.1 243*7 3 7 1019*6 l.v

[1 Lupi 15 12*9 -47 34 15. 4*9 150*8 1-5 1922*0 Jn

S 193‘2 — Coronac Bor 20 15 14 9 +27 7 5*0, 0 1 16*9 0 6 1921*7 Ph

y Circmi ... 15 IG‘8 -59 2 4*5. 4*8 06 2 l-O 1922*0 Jn

c Lupi 15 17-2 -44 24 3 7. 6 7 276*2 1*1 1902 C.O

£ 1937 yi
Coronae Bor. 20 15 19’9 + 30 31 5*2. 5 7 101 7 0 5 1921 6 Pli

S 1938 |A* Bootis 20 15 21*5 + 37 37 0 7, 7 3 47*1 1*6 1921*7 Pli

2 1950 — Coronae Bor 20 15 26*5 i-25 47 6*7. 8 2 92 3*4 . ..

8* Lupi 15 30*4 -44 41 4 8. 7*8 0 2 2 4 1922*0 Jn

2 1954 8 Serpent IS.. 32 15 31*0 + 10 48
,

3 0. 4 0,
,

185*2 4*1 1919 1 Or

02 298 — Bobtifa 20 15 33 2 + 40 4 1 7*0, 7 3
1

209*4 0 7 1922 0 Pli

2 1905 C Coronae Bor 20 15 30*4 + 36 51 4*1. 5 0 303 0 3

Kumk. 20 — Tnanguh

Aust.

...
' 15 40*5 -01 11 5 8, 5 8 151 1 2 1 1918 1 La V

1 m - Apodis . .

.

15 48*7 -77 47 0 5, 0 (. 95 2 1 2

GEMINI.

1897 C 0.

Remarks.

T»st tin iinK inch tilt St o|K Dinary Period,

42 \tiiTs

Bm irt IVrioil, 2 ifi vi'urt

Virs Iitth td.ittxe motion Gold and blue.

Biniiry Ptruxl, f>2 years

Scaroelv any u l.ilivi ni >tlon.

N? 16
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List of Double continued

Star and Constellation. Mat.
1920.

j

R.A. Dec.
Mags. RA.

j

Dist, Date Observe! Remarks,

h 4432
i

— Cannae ...
1

h, m.

11 19-9

1

“ ^

I

-64 31
1

5-3, 6*5 1 299-5

if

2-5 1918.4 La P.

2 1540 83 Lconis 19 11 22*8 + 3 27 G'3, 7*3 150 29*0
1

Smaller ;Uif ruddy.

Jacob 6 — Hydrae ... 31 11 25-7 1-24 1
i

6‘0, c*o
1

”
!

8
1

1 78 “ Centauri ... 11 29-7 -40 9 5-5, 5*0 ' 89-4 1-2 1910 C.O
1

h 4478 p Hydrae ... 1 31 11 48-9 -33 27
!

4-4, 4*8 355*8 1*4 1919.5 LaP. —
E Cliamehonis 11 55'G -77 47

1

5*0, 5*8
1

182*8 M 1922*5 Jn. —
S1396 2 Comae Her. 9 12 0.2 'b21 55 G-O, 7*5 339 3*7 No relative motion

h 4498 — Muscac . .

.

... 12 2-2 -05 IG c-o. 7*7 61*0 8*7 1902 CO. —
D Centaun ... 12 9-8 - 45 17 5*3. 6*5 240-0 31 1922*5 Jn. 1

p 920 — Corvi 31 12 ll-G -22 54 G-5, 7*0 257*1 1*2 1905 Doolittle Stat not on Map

Russ. 193 — Centaun ... ... 12 13'(i -35 39 6 .,3, 0*7 100*3 M 1910 C.O. —
X 1627 “ Virginia . . 29 12 14-1 - 3 30 5-9, 6*4 190 20 No relative motion

S 1633 — Comae Bei 9 12 IG-?
1
27 31 M, 7*2 215 8*8 No relative motion.

2 1630 1
— Coma( 13er. j,

1

12 20’4 -f2G 2 0-7. 7*9 337-5 0*6 192.3-1 Ph Binary Period, .'161 years.

a Crucis 12 22'1 - 62 40 I'O, 1*5 II3-8 4-9 1922 ..5 jii. No relative motion yet observed.

H/i 39fi S Corvi 31
,

12 2.5’7 -IG 1 ' 3-0, 8*5 214 24*3 Yellowish white and lilae.

I 1657
1

24 Comae Bor 9 12 31*2
1 + 18 49

,

4'7, 0*2 271 20*2 No relative motion. Yellow and very blue

y Centaun . .

.

12 37.0 -48 32 1 2*4, 2*4 3.59*0 0*8 1921*3 LaP Binary. Period, 203 years.

2 1666 * Corvi ‘ 31 12 37'1 -12 33 G-.5, C*5 301 5*7 No relative motion

S 1670 y Virainis ... 29 12 37-7 - 1 0 3*6, 3*7 322*3 5*8 1922.2 Do. Fine binary. Period, li)4 years

i Crucis 12 41-2 i-GO 34 4'8. 7*8 27*0 20*4 1922*5 Jn. —
Rubs. 207 P Muscae . . 12 41-3 1-67 41 3*3, 3*0 357*0 1*2 1922*5 Jn.

21687 35 Comae Ber. (t 12 40'4
1 121 41 5*0, 7 8 96'

7

1*0 1921*3 Ph. ~
2 1092

1

12 Canum Ven. 9 12 52-3 ’1-38 45 3*2. 5*7 227*8 19-7 1919*5 Ph. —
(Cor Car oh)

p 920 48 Virginis ... 29 12 59*8 - 3 14 6*2, 0 2 209*0 0-5 1919*4 C.r

Rii-^s 213 ~ Centauri ...
1

13 2*5 -59 20 0*1, 0*3
1

20*0 0*8 1912 CO —
0 Mubca' .. 1 ... 13 2d) -04 52 5 0, 7*0 180 0 ' 5-0 1922*5 Jn

j

—
Sellers 18 Centaun ...

1
13 18'1 -47 31 6*3, 7 2 224*0 0-8 1895 C.O. —

S 1744 ^ I'rstU Ma]. 8 13 20*7 1+55 20 2-1, 4*2 150*1 14-4 1919*5 Ph '

The first double star discovered (by Ricciolol

(Mizar)

OSS 123 — Praconis ...

1

[

1 *13 24 4 t 65 10 G-1. 0*8

!

147 0-9

1 the first jihotographed (by Bondi, the

brighter component the first discovered

spectroscopic binary, f and Alcor form a

naked-eye pair

Yellowish and blue.

S1768 25 Canum Ven. 9 13 33-9 + 30 42
1

5-7. 7*0 ' 119-0 1-5 1920*3 Ph White and blue. Binary. Period, 220 ytars

Q Centaun ...
1

13 3G.(i -54 9 5-4, 0*8 ' 1C5-7 5-0 1909 C.O —
S1777 84 Virgiuis .. 13 39*1 '+ 3 .57 5'8, 8*2 2.30*8 3*3 1913*3 Acocks —

N Centaun ...

j

29

13 4G-9 -.52 25 5*4. 7*4 288*7 18*2 1897 C.O. —
K Centaun ... 13 47-2 p.32 36 ' 4 '5, 5*9 110-3 7-6 1922*5 Ju. 1

—
tl343 13 47*4 '-31 13 6-2, 7*0 112-8 1 2 1910 C.O. —

h Centaun ...
, 13 48-6 |-31 32 4 8, 0*3 183*8 4-3 1903 C.O. —

7]
Ontiiuri ... 13 48*G -35 16 5*0, 5*8 93*2 1*0 1910 C.O. —

liusi. 227 — Centaun ...
‘

... 13 5M !-53 42 6*4, 7*4 I 3.57*2 1*4 1911 C.O. —
Dunlopl59 “ Centauri ... 14 16*8 -58 5 4*9. 6*9 '

' 102*1 9*8 1902 C.O. —
S 1833 — Virginis ... 29 14 18-4 - 7 21

'

7*0. 7*0 108 5*0 Very little relative motion.

S 1835 *- Bo6tis 20 14 19-4 + 8 49
1

5*5, 0-8 190 6*3 ... ... —
'

a Centauri ...
1

14 31-3 -GO 30 0*1, 1-5 220-6 12*7 1922*5 Jn. The second nearest star to the Solar System.

S 1864 71 Bootis

1

2 14 37-0

i

1

+ 10 4G 4*9. 0*0
'

' 101-5 5-7 t021*6 Ph.

Splendid binary*. Period, 80 years.

S1865 ^ Bobtis 20 14 37*5 + U 5
1

3*5, 3*0 1.37-8 0-9 1921*4 Alt. Binary. Perlotl, 130 years. Test for five and

Si 877 s Boftiis 20
‘

14 41-5

1

+ 27 21
1

3*0, 0*3 329-9 2-7 1921-5 Ph.

a half inch telescope.

Yellow and bluish. Test for two-inch ^lescope.

p 106 jx Librae 34 14 44-9 -13 49 5*5, 6*3 333-2 1-5 ... ... —
S1888 5 Bo5lis 20 14 47-7 + 19 26 1 4*7. C*6

' 48-8 3*0 1923*2 Ph. Binary. Period, 160 years.

P 239 59 Hydrae ... 31
i

14 53*9 -27 20 6*0. 6*0 i 321-0 1-0 1908 Doolittle —
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List of Double Stars—continued

Star and Constellation Map
IVA

RA
u

Dec
Mags PA Dist Date Observer Remarks

n Lupi

k m
14 59 6

0

-46 45 4 0 4 2 82 4 1 4 1022 6 Jn

S 1909 44 Bodtis 20 15 1 2 +47 58 5 2 6 1 241 7 3 7 1010 (, I V

[X Liipi 15 12 9 -47 34 4 5 4 9 150 8 1 5 1022 6 Jn

Z 1932 — Coronac Bor 20 15 14 9 +27 7 5 6 i 1 If) 0 0 6 1021 7 Ph

Y Circim 15 16 8 -50 2 4 5 4 8 66 2 1 0 1022 6 Jn
c Lupi 15 17 2 -44 il 3 7 6 7 276 2 1 4 1002 CO

Z 1937 Tj Coronae Bor 20 15 19 9 + 30 34 5 2 5 7 101 7 0 5 1021 6 Ph Ti**! it r nliu Inch Iclcact {k

4- vcurs

£ 1938 (x« BoMis 20 15 21 5 + 37 17 6 7 7 3 47 1 1 6 1021 7 Ph Bnuf\ IVtI 1 .1 yearn

£ 1950 — Coronae Bor 20 15 26 5 + 25 47 i 6 7 8 2 02 3 4 Vtr> litOr nlutive motion <

8‘ Lupi 15 30 4 -44 41
1

4 8 7 8 0 2 2 4 1022 6 Jn —
£1954 8 Serpentis 32 15 31 0 + 10 4S 10 4 0 185 2 4 1 1019 4 Gr —
0£ 298 — Bo6ti8 20 15 13 2 + 40 4 7 0 7 3 209 4 0 7 1922 6 Ph Binary Period Tiycara

£ 1965 ^ Coronae Bor 20 15 36 4 + 36 54 4 1 5 0 303 () 3 Scarcely anv relative motion

Rumk 20 — Tnanguli 15 40 5 -64 11
,

5 8 5 8 151 1 2 1 1 >18 4 UP
Aust

1

1 333 -- Apodis 15 48 7 -77 47
'

6 5 6 6 ' 05 2 1 2 1807 CO —

COTTAM r R A s

ORION

lir-

MONOCCR OS

• •••••
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List of Double continued.

Stak ahd Constellation. Mat.
1920.

R.A. Dec.
Mage. P.A. Dist. Date. Observer Remarks.

h, m. 0 /

DunloplQG C Lupi ... 15 51-8 -33 43 5-2. 5*5 48-8 10-6 1919-6 LaP. —
Dunlopl97 V) Lupi ... 15 54*8 -38 10 3*6. 7*7 20-7 15-2 1919-6 La P. —
S 199S 5 Scorpii ... 34 16 0*0 -11 10 4*9, 5*2 177-7 1-0 1921-5 Ait. Binary. Period, 46 years. Third slat about

1 7' distant makes a triple system. Denoted

as 1999 on Map.

ft Scorpii ... 34 16 O'S -19 36 2‘0. 4-0 24 i 13 Brighter star a close pair.

L6706 ... ... 16 44 -32 26 6*3, 7*0 85-2 7-8 1897 C.O. —
9 120 V Scorpii ... 34 16 7-3 -19 15 4-1. 7*0 337 41 ... Each component double as below

4*2, 6*7 9-2 0-91

... 7-0. 8-0 48-4 2-l}
1912-1 Gr. —

£3021 49 Serpentis ... 32 16 9*6 + 13 45 6-7. 6*9 337-7 3-7 1915 Franks —
£2032 0 CoronaeBor. 20 16 11-7 +34 1 5*0, 6*1 219-5

1

5-2 1921-4 Do. Binary. Colour estimates discordant.

Hh. 505 0 Scoipii ... 34 16 16-3 -25 24 3*0, 8*0 271-2 1 20-4 White and blue . Spcctt' »scoplc binary.

— Scorpii ... ... 16 18'8 -33 1 6-5. 7*0 153-2 i 5-9 1907 C.O. —
k 4850 — Scorpii ... ... 16 19>6 -29 31 6*5, 7*0 352 ' 6-9 ... —
m5i2 p Ophiuchi ... 32 16 21'5 -23 19 6*0, 6-0 353-2

1

3-4 1905 Jouffray In blank space. Binary.

£2054 — Draconis ... 1 16 22-6 +61 51 5-7. 6*9 357-2 1 M 1900-6 Gr. —
0£312 T) Dracoms ... 1 16 22 >9 +61 42 2*1. 8*1 141-7 ' 5-3 1921-7 Ph. Yellow and orange.

Antares a Scorpii ... 34 16 24 5 -26 16 1*2, 7*0 276 ' 3-7 ... Red and green.

£2055 X Ophiuchi ... 32 16 26-9 + 2 10 4*0. 6*1 82-6 0-8 1922-0 Ph. Binary. Period, 110 years.

£2078 16 Draconis ... 1 16 34 <3 +53 5 5*0, 6-0 1120 3-5 1912 Gr. —
L6912 ... ... 16 35*3 -48 37 5*6, 9.0 11-6 ' 1.7 ... Pine multiple group.

£2084 Hcrculis ... 21 16 38'3 +31 42 30, 6-5 79-4 1-4 1921-6 Ait. Binary. Period, 34 years

0£315 21 Ophiuchi ... 32 16 47 4 + 1 22 6*2, 8*1 154-3 0-7 1907-2 Gr. —
£2107 — Herculis ... 21 16 48-7 +28 48 6*5, 8-0 31-2 0-6 1920-6 Ait. Binary, Period, 154 years.

£2114 — Ophiuchi ... 32 16 58 1 + 8 34 6*2, 7*4 165-7 1-0 1921-5 Do. —
£2130 (1 Draconis ... 1 17 3*7 +54 35 5*0. 5*1 130-4 2-2 1916-4 Ph. Binary.

p;ill8 t) Ophiuchi ... 32 17 5«8 -15 38 3-t, 3-6 1 238-0 0-6 1921-5 Ait, —
36 Ophiuchi ... 32 17 10'5 -26 28 6*0, 6*0 i 190 4-2 1905 Doolittle —

£2140 a Herculis ... 21 17 ILO + 14 29 3-0, 6*1 i 111-3 4-6 1921-6 Ph. Yellow and blue-green.

L7194 ~ Arae ... 17 12'9 -46 33 5*6, 8-3
I1

174-3 3-0 1922-6 Jn. —
39 Ophiuchi ... 32 17 13-1 -24 12 5*5, 6-0

11

356 ' 11 .. Pale orange and clear blue.

£2161 p Herculis . .

.

21 17 20*9 +37 13 4*0, 5-1 313-3 ' 3*8 1921-7 Ph. —
k 4949 — Arae ... 17 20*9 -45 46 5*6, 6*6

!

I

259-3
j

2-5 1922-6 Jn. —
£2173 — Ophiuchi ... 32 17 26*3 - 1 0 5*8, 6-1

!

1 147-3 1
0-8 1921-4 Alt. Binary. Period, 46 years.

£2202 61 Ophiuchi ... 32 17 40*6 + 2 37 5*5, 5-8 93 20-6 ... ... No relative motion

0£338 — Ophiuchi ... 32 17 48*4 + 15 20 6*6. 6-9 13-1
1

0-7 1919-6 Gr. —
k 5003 ~ Sagittarii... ... 17 52*9 -30 15 6*0, 7-0 105 5 —
£2264 95 Herculis ... 21 17 58*4 +21 36 4*9, 4-9 257-9 6-1 1921-6 Ph. Fine pair. Very little relative motion. Strange

colour variations recorded.

£3262 T Ophiuchi ... 32 17 58*7 - 8 11 5*0, 5*7 259-6 2-1 1913-4 Ph. Binary. Period, 230 years.

h 5014 ~ CoronaeAust. 18 1*0 -43 26 5*0, 5*0 236-8
i

1910 C.O. —
£2272 70 Ophiuchi ... 32 18 1*4 + 2 33 4-1, 6*1 127-9

i

5-7 1923-6 Ph. Fine binary star. Period, 88 yean.

£2276 — Ophiuchi ... 32 18 2*0 + 12 0 6*0, 7-0 258 6-8 No relative motion

£2281 73 Ophiuchi . .

.

32 18 5'8 + 3 58 5*7, 7-2 72-9 ' 0-6 1921-4 Ait. Distance increasing Binary. Periods of 220

! and 428 years have been computed.

£2289 — Herculis ... 21 18 6*6 + 16 27 6*0. 7*1 ‘ 228-2 1-1 1911-8 Gr. —
5 Paronis ... ... 18 15-9 -61 32 4*2, 8-2 150-1 3-3 1902 C.O. Good colour contrast.

£2306 Scuti Sob. 32 18 17*7 -15 8 7 ’2, 7-9 220 11 ... ... The brighter star a close double.

£3316 59 Serpentis ... 32 18 23-1 + 08 5*5. 7-8 316 3-8 ... ... No relative motion

0£3S8 — Herculis ... 21 18 32*3 +16 55 6-8, 7-2 187-5 2-0
I
1919-6 Gr. —

£3375 — Serpentis ... 32 18 41*5 + 5 24 6-2, 6-6 117-7
1

2-2 1905-6 Lau. —
£2382 Lyrae 21 18 41*7 +39 35 4 6, 6-3 7-2

1

2-9 1921-6 Ph. Binary.

£2383 «• Lyrae 21 18 41*7 +39 32 4*9. 5-2 116-8 • 2-3 1921-6 Ph. Binary.

£3379 5 Aquilae . .

.

33 18 42*3 - 1 3 5*6, 7*4 121 13 ... ... No relative motion.

£2404 — Aquilae ... 33 18 47*0 +10 53 5*8, 7-0 182 3-7 ... ... VeryUttlerelaUvemotloa. Yellow and blue

remarkable coloun.
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List of Double StkKs~-cont \nued .

Star and Constellation. Map.
1920.

1

R.A. Dec.
Mags. P.A.

h. m. 0 t

1

«

Brisbane - ConmaeAust. 18 55-6 -37 10 6-0, 6-2 282-5

Har. 150 ^ Sagittarii... 35 18 56-6 ! 0 4-0. 5-0 78-5

Y CoronaeAust. t* 19 1-0 -37 10 4-3, 4-3 85-1

Gale — Pavonis ... 19 9-2 -66 48 5-6, 7-6 39-5

OS 371 — Lyrae 21 19 12-7 +27 19 6-8. 6-9 154

S2525 - Cygni ... 22 19 23-3 +27 10 7-4, 7-6 305-1

(3 Cygni 22 19 27-5 +27 47 3-0, 5-3 54-5

S2579 S Cygni 22 19 42-5 +44 56 3-0, 7-9 ' 276-4

S25g0 X' Cygni ...

1

19 43-4 +33 33 5-1. 8-1 71

S2583 7C Aquiiae ... 33 19 44-9 + 11 37 6-0, 6-8 U3-2

S2003 e Draconis ... 1 19 48-5 +70 4 4-0. 7-6 8-1

Dist. Date. Observer Remarks.

#

12-3 1903 CO. .

0-5

1

1921-5 Alt. Now widening Binary. Period, 22 yean.

Teat for ten inch telcicope

2-5
1

1922-6
,

J“- Binary IVriod, lHli vi.*ar«

0-8 1901
' c.o.

0-8 ... 1

No relative motion

1-0 1921-7 Alt. Bliury Period, Sfi'i years

34-5 1916-8 Ph.
1

Little or no relative motion Yellow and blue

.

Very striking contrast One of the moil

beautiful pairs in the sky

1*9 ' 1922*6 Ph. Test for four inch Apt to be difficult In dark

sky, liecausc companion llci on dillractioB

I

ring Binary miod, 321 yenfi.

25.5 ... ... Yellow and blue No relative motion.

1*6 1921-7 Ph. Very little relative motion

3.2 11921-6 Do,
I
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List of Double Stars—con rtwwdi.

Star and Constellation. Map.
1920.

R.A. Dec.

^ 2597 — Aquilae ... 33

A. m,

119 51 ‘0

0 f

- 6 57

L 2G0.5 ^ Cygni 22 19 53*6 + 52 13

02 395 1 16 Vulpeculae 23 19 58*6 +24 43

8337 ' — Indi 20 4-5 -57 46

2 2037 0 Sagittac ... 23 20 6-4 +20 43

j

a Capricomi 36 '20 13-6 1-13 2

k* Sagittarii 20 18'4 -42 41

Russ. 321 — Sagittarii... ... i20 21-7 -37 40

p Capricomi 36 >20 24*3 -18 5

2 2695 94 Vulpeculae 23 i20 28-5 +25 32

^ 151 ^ Delphini ... 23 .20 33-8 + 14 19

2 2716 49 Cygni 22 20 37*8 + 32 1

2 2727 Y Delphini ... 23 20 43‘0 + 15 51

02 413 X Cygni 22 !20 44-3 +36 12

Riimk. 26 - Pavonis ... 20 45 -0 -62 44

2 2729 4 Aquarii ... 36 20 47*0 - 5 54

2 2735 — Aquarii ... 36 20 51*7 + 4 13

2 2744 - Aquarii ... 36 20 59-0 + 1 13

2 2745 12 Aquarii ... 36 20 59*7 -68
L 8625 21 0*9 -73 29

2 2758 61 Cygni 22 21 3*3 +38 21

0 Indi 21 14*2 -53 47

02 437 - Cygni ... 22 21 17*5 +32 '/

6^ Microscopii ... 21 19*3 -41 21

Mel. 6 - Microscopii 21 21*9 -42 54

2 2799 ' - Pega.si 11 21 25*6 + 10 44

2 2804
1

-- Pegasi 11 21 29*3 +20 21

h 5278 X Octantis ... ... 21 38*9 -83 6

2 2822 pt Cygni 22 21 40*5 '+28 23

2 2863 ^ Cephei ... 2 22 1*4 1+64 14

2 2878
[

- Pegasi ... 11 22 10*5 It 7 35

2 2894
' — Lacertac ... 6 22 15*4 +37 22

P 172
I
51 Aquarii ... 36 |22 19*9 I- 5 15

2 2902 — Lacertae ... 6 '22 20-2 +44 57

South 345 1 53 Aquarii . .

.

36 22 22*3 -17 8

i

§ Toucani . .

.

22 21*7 -65 22

2 2909 ^ Aquarii ... 36 1 22 24*7 - 0 26

2 2922
!

8 Lacertac ... 6 22 32*3 +39 13

02 483
,

52 Pegasi 11 22 55*2 + 11 18

1

0 Gruis ... 23 2*4 -43 58

Dunlop246 — Gruis ... 23 2*6 -51 8

2 2978
' — Pegasi 11 23 3*6 +32 24

2 2998
1 94 Aquarii ... 36 23 14*9 -13 54

02 500
j

- Androraedae 10
1
23 33*6 +43 59

I

6 Phoenicis... 23 35*2 -47 5

A.G.Clark 1

1^ 78 Pegasi

...

1

"
1

23 40*0 +28 58

^ 995
' - Andromedae 10 23 43*6 +46 23

2 3042 - Andromedae 10
!

23 47*8 +37 27

2 3044 - Pegasi 11
1

23 48*9 +11 29

2 3050 — Andromedae 10 1 23 55*4 +33 17

Mags. P.A. ' Dist.
1

Date. Observer

6*9. 8*0 85*7

1

»
”

1-4 1900*9 Gr.

5 0. 7*5 182
1

3*4 ...

5*8, 6*2 105*1 0*8 1921*7 Ph.

6*6, 6*8 227*9 0*7 1901 C.O.

6*0. 6*8 327 11*5

1

...

3*2, 4*2 291 376 1

5*7. 7*7 195*1 1*4 1897 C.O.

6-3. 8*5 83*4 1*3 1902 C.O.

5*7, 7*1 174 2*8

6*2. 8*0 79*0 1*0 1913*6 Gr.

41. 5*4 347*8 0*6 1921*7 Lv.

6*0. 8*1 49*1 2*6 1916*2 Gr.

4*0. 5*0 270 11

5*0. 6*2 47*9 0*6 1921*7 Ph.

5*8, 5*8 93*9 2*4 1911 C.O.

5-9. 7*2 336*2 0*6 1920*5 Ait.

6 '2. 7*7 286*0 2*1 1905*7 Gr.

6*3. 7*0 157*6 1*3 1913*6 Ph.

5*6, 7*7 190 2*7 ...

5*8, 6*1 134*4
!

8*4 1902 C.O.

5*3. 5*9 132*2 24*1 1920*7 Ph.

4*6, 7*1

1

281*5 4*8 ^ 1911 C.O.

6*5, 7*2 39*3 1*8
!
1912*3 Gr.

5*9, 6*2 292*3
1

1*0 1900 C.O.

5*6, 7*7 145*8 1 2*9 1900 C.O.

6*6, 6*6 288*7
j

1921*6 Do.

7-3. 8*0 338*5 1921*6 Do.

5*4, 7*5 71*7 3*2 1918*8 LaP.
4*0, 5*0 136*4 1-4 1921*7 Ph.

4-7. 6*7 28M 7*0 1921*6 Do.

6*5, 8*0 124*5 ' 1*2 1902*5 Gr.

6*0. 8*2 193
1

15*3 ...

6*6, 5*7 349*6
1

0*6 1921*6 Ait.

71, 8*0 89 6*3 ...

6*0, 6*5 308*0 6*2 1911*8 Gr.

4*8, 8*1 281*6 6*8 1899 C.O.

4*0. 41 303-8 2*8 1921*9 Lv.

6*0, 6*5 185*5 22 »•«

6-2, 7*7 238*3 0*9 1922*6 Ph.

4*4. 7*4 40*5 1*9 1920*8 LaP.
6*1, 6*6 257*6 8*0 1909 C.O.

6*8, 8*0 146 8*4 ...

5-2. 7*2 347 13*5

61. 7*0 333*0 0*6 1922*8 Ait.

6*3, 6*9 271*2 4*1 1909 C.O.

5*0, 8*1 200*1 1*5 1911*3 Gr.

6*5, 8*5 239*7 0*8 1922*8 Ait.

7*0, 70 87*2 4-9 1906*8 Gr.

6*9, 7*3 282 18*9 1905*0 Gr.

6*0, 6*0 227*9 2*0 1922*6 Ph.

Remarks.

Very little relative motion. Slight dlmbulu n

in distance.

No relative motion. A distant companion oi

seventh magnitude.

Inserted as a naked-eye pair.

Binary, Motion slow.

Pale yellow and ruddy purple.

A binary.

Rapid binary.

Yellow and blue.

Gold and bluish-green.

Test for seven-inch telescope.

Binary. Period, 152 years.

Very little relative motion.

Yellow and blue. No relative motion.

The first stellar system to have its parallax

determined (lb38). Probably a physical

pair.

Probably a slow binary.

Little relative motion.

Probably a binary. Yellow and blue.

Little relative motion. Probably a slow

binary. Yellow and blue

A slow binary.

No relative motion. White and blue.

No relative motion.

Very fine pair. Slow binary.

Fine multiple system.

No relative motion.

Yellowish white and blue. No relative motion.

Little relative motion.

Variation in magnitudes reported.

A binary.
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PART III.

ASTRONOMICAL SYMBOLS AND TABLES.

Signs of Zodiac.

Longitude. Longitude.

o o o o

T Aries ... ... ... ... 0- 30 ^ Libra ... ... ... ... 180-210

S Taurus ... ... ... ... 30- 60 m Scorpio ... ... ... ... 210-240

a Gemini 60- 90 « Sagittarius 240-270

2B Cancer 90-120 vr Capricornus 270-300

ft Leo ... 120-150 Aquarius 300-330

n, Virgo 160-180 x Pisces 330-360

LEO MINOR. N?I8

• ••••••
f hS M 3 M 4 *6 s 99 *
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Planets,

0 Sun. 6 Mars. Q Ceres.

3) Moon. ^ Jupiter. 0 Pallas,

5 Mercury. ^ Saturn. etc.

? Venus. or 0 Uranus. ^ Comet.

6 or 0 Earth. ^ Neptune.

Orbits, etc,

d Conjunction.

<? Opposition.

Quadrature,

a Ascending Node.

V Descending Node.

71 or T!J Longitude of Perihelion.

7t or TT Parallax,

fo Arc from Node to Perihelion.

i Inclination to Ecliptic.

q Distance from Sun at Perihelion.

a Semi-major axis.

b Semi-minor axis.

e Eccentricity.

<l>
Angle whose sine = eccentricity.

yL OT n Mean daily motion.

P Period of Revolution.

T Time of Perihelion passage.

E Epoch of Osculation, i,e,, the time at which the elements have the assigned values.

V or 0 True anomaly.

M Mean anomaly.

UOT E Eccentric anomaly.

tn Mass or Magnitude.

./R or R.A. or a Right Ascension,

Decl. or 8 Declination.

N.P D. North Polar Distance.

E N P.D. Ecliptic North Polar Distance.

Z.D. Zenith Distance,

L or X Longitude.

P Latitude (celestial).

^ ,, (terrestrial) Geographical.

„ ( ,, ) Geocentric,

p Density.

E, r Distance from Sun of Earth and other body respectively,

A (sometimes p) Distance from Earth,

c Obliquity of Ecliptic.

X, Y, Z. Rectangular co-ordinates of Sun from Earth.

The axes run
: (1) to First Point of Aries

; (2) to point in Equator whose R.A, is

6 hours
; (3) to North Pole of Equator.

X, y, z. Heliocentric rectangular co-ordinates of a body.

5, IQ, Geocentric rectangular co-ordinates of a body.

All distances in the Solar System are measured (unless the contrary is stated) in units

of the mean distance of the E^h from the Sun.
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The Greek Alphabet.

a Alpha
7) ... .. Eta V ... ... iV« 'f ... Taw

p Beta e ... ... mta 5 .. ... Xi u ... .*• Upsilon

Y Gamma i ... ... Iota 0 ... . . . Ow»cro« <!> ... P/ti

8 Delta X ... ... Kappa TT ... ... Pi 1 X ... Chi

e Epsilon X ... ... Lambda P ... Rho <); ... ...

c Zeta |X ... ... Mw a ... ... Sigma 0) ... . . . Omega

LEO. (S) N?I9

XII 40 30 XI 40 30 )( *0 30

/ M M infill .
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Astronomical Constants.

Solar Parallax ' S'" *80

Constant of Aberration 20'' *47

Moon's Equatorial Horizontal Parallax 3422" *70

Obliquity of Ecliptic 23° 27' 8^ '26 — 0"*4684 {t — 1900)

Mean distance Earth to Sun =1 astronomical unit

= 149,600,000 km. == 92,900,000 miles.

Mean distance Earth to Moon— 384,400 km. = 238,860 miles = 60*267 radii of the Earth.

Velocity of light in vacuo ... ... ... 299,860 km. = 186,325 miles per second.

Light travels unit distance in 498* 58s. == 8*310w.

Length of the year d. d, h, m. s.

Tropical (Equinox to Equinox) 365*242190 = 366 6 48 46*0

Sidereal 365 • 256360 = 365 6 9 9*6

Anomalistic (Perihelion to Perihelion) 365*259642 == 365 6 13 63*1

Length of the month :

Synodical (New Moon to New Moon) 29*530588 = 29 12 44 2*8

Tropical (Equinox to Equinox) ... ... ... ... 27*321582 — 27 7 43 4*7

Sidereal 27*321661 = 27 7 43 11*6

Anomalistic (Perigee to Perigee) ... ... .. ... 27*554650 = 27 13 18 33*1

Nodical (Node to Node) ... 27*212220 = 27 5 6 35*8

Length of the day :

Sidereal = 0*99726957 mean solar days == 23/l 56w. 4*091s. mean solar time.

Mean Solar == 1*00273791 sidereal days = 24A. 3t«. 66* 565s. sidereal time.

Earth's mean orbital speed ... 29*766 km. = 18*496 miles per sec.

Mean density of the Earth =6*63 (water = 1).

Dimensions of the Earth • (Hayford’s Spheroid, 1909)

Equatorial Radius ... ... ... a = 6378*388 km. = 3963*34 miles.

Polar Radius ... ... 6 = 6356*909 km. = 3949*99 miles.

a-b 1

Flattening or ellipticity ..

a Aui

o

North Pole of Galactic Plane, including branch R.A. 12^. 44m. Dec. 26°*8 N.

Vertex of Star-streaming R.A. 90° Dec. 12° N.

Solar Apex R.A. 270° Dec. 34° N.

Solar Motion ... ... ... .. ... ... 19*5 km. = 12* 1 miles per second.

Sun's Stellar Magnitude — 26*7f«.

Sun's Absolute Magnitude (at distance of 10 parsecs) 4* 9m.

Light ratio for one magnitude 2-612 Log ratio 0*4000

Light year 9*463 x 10^^ km. = 6*880 X 10^* miles

= 63290 astronomical units = 0*3069 parsecs.

Parsec 30*84 x 10^* km. = 19*16 X 10^* miles

= 206265 astronomical units =- 3*269 light years.

Number of stars in the sky : (Chapman and Melotte)
'5*0 ... 689 (10 0

« • ••• 2,715 n o
Bnghterthan I

^
Bnghter than I

phot. mag.
g Q 32,360 13 0

^9 0 ... 97,400 [l40
Number of square degrees in the sky

271,800

698,000

1.669.000

3.682.000

7.646.000

41,253
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Dimensions of Sun, Moon and Planets.

Name.

Semidiameter

at mean Diameter m Mass. Density.
j Volume

Surface

gravity

ft =*= 1
Dist-

ance.

Opp’sit’n

distance

Kilo-

metres.
Miles. © -1 6: = 1 e = 1

Water
|

«> = 1

0
1 ^ 1

Sun 959-63 1391000 864000 — 333432 0-26 1-42 1300000 28-0

Moon 932-58 — 3476 2160 27158000 0-0123 0-60 3*34 0-0203 0*16

Mercury 3-34 5*45 4800 3000 9000000 0-037 0*68 3-73 0-055 0-2

Venus 8-41 30-40 12200 7600 403490 0-826 0-94 5-21
,

0-876 0*90

Earth (Eq*l.)

Earth (Polar) . ,

8-80

8-77

— 12757

12714

7927

7900 ]•329390 1-000 1*00

1

5-53
1

1-000
ri*oo
11-00

Mars 3-07 8-94 6800 4200 3093500 0*108 0-71 3-95 0*151 0-38

Jupiter (Eq'l.) ...

Jupiter (Polar) ...

1-8-93

17-67
1

23-43

1
21-87

142700

133200

88700

82800 } 1047 -35 318-4 0*24 1-34
1

1312
/2-64
L2-67

Saturn (Eq'l.) . .

Saturn (Polar) ...

8-72

7-81

9*76

8-73

120800

108100

75100

67200 J3501-6
95-2 0-12 0-69 763

f 1*13

\l*15
Uranus 1*78 1-88 49700 30900 22869 14-6 0*25 1*36 59 0*96

Neptune 1-21 1-26 53000 33000 19314 16-9 0-24 1*30
1

72 0-98

Fixed Elements of the Planetary Orbits.

Name.

Mc;in Distance.

Astronom- 1 Millions

ical Umts.
|
of Miles

Sidereal

Penod in

Tropical

Years.

Sidereal

Mean Daily

Motion.

Synodic

Period in

Days.

Penod of

Axial Rotation.

5 Mercury 0-387099 36-0 0*2408 14732-420 115*88 88d. (?)

9 Venus 0-723331 67-2 0-6152 5767-670 583*92 225i. (?)

9 Earth 1 -000000 92-9 1 0000 3548-193 — 23h. 56m. 4*1005.

$ Mars 1 *523688 141*5 1-8809 1886*519 779-94 24h. 37m. 22 65s.

^ Jupiter 5-202803 483-3 11-8622 299*128 398-88 9A. 50* 5m. ± —
1 9H. 55-7fH.± (seff

Chapter VUI)

h Saturn 9-538843 886*1 29*4577 120*455 378-09 10A.14m.245.(Ej7)

Ijf Uranus 19-190978 1782-8 84-0153 42-23 369-66 About 10}A.

*
4^ Neptune 30-070672 2793*5 164*7883 21-53 367-49 About 7|A.

Elements for the Epoch 1922 January 0 0.

Name. Eccentricity

Inclination

to the

Ecliptic.

Mean Longitude

of the Ascending

Node.

of the

Penhelion.
at the Epoch.

o / 0 / 0 0 / 0 0 f 0

5? Mercury . .

.

. .

.

0*205619 7 0 12 47 24 24 76 14 31 300 25 42 S

9 Venus 0-006810 3 23 38 75 58 39 130 28 25 256 11 33*4

0 Earth 0-016742 — — 101 35 57 99 22 22-9

d Mars 0*093333 1 51 1 48 57 22 334 37 23 184 39 34*0

U Jupiter 0*048374 1 18 27 99 39 37 13 3 57 185 59 41-2

h Saturn 0-055814 2 29 29 112 58 32 91 31 11 175 43 13-8

ill Uranus 0-047106 0 46 22 73 36 3 169 24 3 337 56 6*7

Neptune ... 0*008547 1 46 38 130 55 15 43 56 53 133 23 32*1
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Pulkovo Mean Refractions
Bar ,29 5 in Attached and External Thcrmometerb, 50“ F

App. Mean App Mean App Mean App Moan App iMean Re-
Alt Refraction Alt Refraction Alt

'

Refraction Alt 1 Refraction Alt 1 fraction

0 33 51 10 5 13 20 2 36 30 30

0

45 57
1 23 53 11 4 46 21 2 28 31 1 35 50 48
2

j

17 55 12 4 23 22
1

2 21 32
1

1 31 55 40
3 ' 14 7 13 4 3 23 2 14 33

'

1 28 (>0 33
4 11 31 14 3 45 24 2 8 34

ji

1 '25 65
1

27
5 1 9 40 15

: 3 30 25 2 2 36
1

1 10 70 ^ 21

6 8 19 1C
I

1

^ 17 2() 1 1 57 38 1 1 \ 75 15

7 7 15 17
1

3 5 27 1 52 40 1 8 80 10

8 6 26 18 1 2 54 28 1 47 12 1 3 85 5

9
' 5 46 19 2 44 29 1 43 44 0 5‘) 00 0

The above table shows the amounts by w iich thi apparent ahitiuU of t st ir is nu n ist d by the bi ndm*^ t,)f its li^jhl in the I aith s Htmosphait
The effect is greatest on the horizon (i r altitudt 0") and is zero u tiu zenith When a stir is on tfu nurul m refiactioii affects only its

Declination Thus for instance in latitude 52“ V where the altitudi of i st ir on the ttjuaiir is i ® v\( see from tin 1 rI» 1< tint us apparent
altitude is increased by 1 13", and th* Declination Circle of a p-‘rfccil) adjust! d eqti itoii d siuudtl indiiati iliis exrt ss o tt the true Declination
when the star is central in the field and is crossing the meridian

® CYC N US. N922
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THE IMPORTANT ECLIPSES FOR 60 YEARS, 1926 TO 1974.

All eclipses visible in the British Isles are included, and the more important of those of Sun visible elsewhere.

G.B, stands for Great Britain,

Body
Eclipsed.

Total

or

1

Partial.

i

1

Date

Approx-

imate

Green- 1

wich

Time.

!
Description.

Sun Total

1

1926. Jan. 24 4 p.m. Total in N.E. portion of U.S.A. Almost total in Hebrides.

Lai^ge throughout G.B. about sunset.

Moon Partial M Feb 8 10 p.m. J eclipsed. Visible G.B.

Sun ' Total 1926, Jan. 14 6 a.m. Total Amirante Islands, Sumatra, Borneo. Invisible G.B.

Moon Total 1927, June 16 8 p.m. Latter portion visible G.B.

Sun 1 Total „ June 29 6 a.m. Total across England, Norway, etc. See maps, pp. 229, 763,

Moon Total Dec. 8 0 p.m.
1

All except beginning visible G.B.

Sun 1 Partial 1928, Nov. 12 9 a.m. i

J eclipsed in G.B.

Moon ' Total Nov, 27 9 a.m. 1
Beginning of eclipse visible G.B. just before sunrise.

Sun Total 1929, May 9 6 a.m.
1

Total Sumatra, etc., invisible G.B.

Sun Annular ,, Nov. 1 Noon 1 i eclipsed in G.B. Annular Sierra Leone, etc.

Sun Ann. Tot. 1930, April 28 7 p.m. Very short totality N. America. Invisible G.B.

Moon Partial „ Oct. 7 7 p.m. 1 Very small eclipse on N. edge of Moon. Visible G.B.

Moon Total 1931, April 2 8 p.m. Visible G.B. Begins about sunset.

Moon Total ,, Sept. 26 8 p.m,
!

Visible G.B. Begins about sunset.

Sun Total 1932, Aug. 31 8 p.m.
1

Total Eastern Canada. Invisible G.B.

Moon Partial ,, Sept. 14 9 p.m. 1 Almost total. Visible G.B.

Moon Partial 1934, Jan. 30 6 p.m. Very small eclipse. Moon rises eclipsed G.B.

Sun Total „ Feb. 14 1 a.m.
1

Total Borneo, etc. Invisible G.B.

Moon Total 1935, Jan. 19 4 p.m. ’ Middle and end visible G.B.

Moon Total M July 16 5 a.m.
!

1

Only beginning visible G.B.

Seven eclipses—6 Sun, 2 Moon—in 1936. Greatest number
possible.

Moon Total 1936. Jan. 8 6 p.m. Visible G.B. Begins soon after sunset.

Sun Total ,, June 19 5 a.m.
1

i Sun eclipsed in G.B. Total Constantinople, etc.

Sun Total ! 1937, June 8 ! 9 p.m. i Invisible G.B. Total Pacific and S. America.

Moon Total 1938, Nov. 7 10 p.m.
1

The next really favourable total lunar eclipse in G.B. All the

preceding ones are rather low down.

Sun Annular 1939, April 19 6 p.m. ^ eclipsed in G.B. Annular near North Pole.

Moon Total „ Oct. 28 7 a.m.
1

Beginning and middle visible G.B.

Sun Total 1940, Oct. 1 1 p.m. Total Brazil, S. Africa. Invisible G.B.

Sun
1

Total 1941, Sept. 21 6 a.m. Total Caspian, China, etc. Invisible G.B.

Moon
I

Total 1942, March 2 11p.m.
1

Favourably visible in G.B.

Moon Total
1

,, Aug. 26 4 a.m.
1

Visible in G.B. except end.

Sun Partial
^

,, Sept. 10 4 p.m. i eclipsed in G.B,

Sun Total 1943, Feb. 4 11 p.m.
1

Invisible G.B. Total Japan, etc.

Moon
j

Partial „ Feb. 20 6 a.m.
1

eclipsed. Visible in G.B. Low down at end.

Moon Partial ,, Aug. 16 7 p.m. ' eclipsed. Middle and end visible G.B.

Sun
,

Total 1944, Jan. 25 8 p.m. , Invisible G.B. Total Brazil, Gold Coast, etc.

Sun 1 Total 1946. July 9 1 p.m.
i 1 eclipsed G.B. Total Norway, etc. ; map, p. 229.

Moon
j

Total ,, Dec. 19 2 a.m. Favourably visible in G.B.

Moon 1 Total 1946, June 14 7 p.m. End visible in G.B.

Moon 1 Total ,, Dec. 8 5 p.m. Visible in G.B. Low down at beginning.

Sun ' Total 1947, May 20 2 p.m. Invisible G.B. Total Brazil, Central Africa.

Sun Total 1948, Nov. 1 6 a.m. Invisible G.B. Total Zanzibar, Madagascar, etc.

Moon 1 Total 1949, April 13 4 a.m. Visible in G.B. except end.

Sun
1
Partial ,, April 28 8 a.m. i eclipsed in G.B.

Moon
1
Total „ Oct, 7 3 a.m. Favourably visible in G.B.
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The Important Eclipses for 50 Years, 1925 to mA^ontinued,

Body
Eclipsed.

Total

or

Partial.

Date

Approx-

imate

Green-

wich

Time.

1
Description.

i

Moon Total 1950, April 2 9 p.m. 1 Visible in G.B. I.ow down at Iwginnmg,

Moon Total ,, Sept. 2C 4 a.m. Visible in G.B. Low down at end.

Sun Annular 1951, Sept. 1 1 p.m. Small partial eclipse in G.B. Annular N.W. Africa, etc.

Moon Partial
I

1952, Feb. 11 1 a.m. of Moon eclipsed. Favourably visible G.B.

Sun Total „ Feb. 26 9 a.m. iV eclipsed in G.B. Total Central Africa, Fpper Kgypl.

Moon Partial .. Aug. 5 8 p.m. 1 of Moon eclipsed. End visible in G.B.

Moon Total 1963, Jan. 29 11 p.m. ' Favourably visible in G.B.

Moon Total 1964, Jan. 19 2 a.m. 1 Favourably visible in G.B.

Sun 1
Total

j

,, June 30 Noon Total Labrador, Norway, Russia. Large eclipst^ in G.B.

be just total in Unst, Shetlands,

Moon Partial „ July Ifl 1 a.m. )[ of Moon eclipsed. Visible G.B.

Sun
!

Total 1966, June 20

1

1

4 a.m. Invisible G.B. Total Ceylon. Siam, etc. This i.s a i

totality for length. Over 7 minule.s in Philippines.
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The Important Eclipses for 60 Years, 1926 to 1974—continued .

Body

Eclipsed.

Total

or

Partial.

Date

Approx-

imate

Green-

wich

Time.

Description.

Moon Partial 1955, Nov. 29 5 p.m. of Moon eclipsed. Visible G.B., low down.

Moon Total 1966, Nov. 18 7 a.m. Beginning and middle, visible G.B.

Moon Total 1957, May 13 11 p.m. Favourably visible in G.B.

Moon Partial m9, %r. 24 8 p.m. i of Moon eclipsed, visible G.B.

Sun Total Oct. 2 1 p.m. i eclipsed G.B. Total Northern Africa.

Sun Total 1961, Feb. 15 8 a.m. VV eclipsed G.B. soon after sunrise. Total S. France, Italy, etc.

Moon Total ,, Aug. 26 3 a.m. Visible G.B.

Sun Total 1962, Feb. 6 1 a.m. Invisible G.B. Total New Ciuinea, etc.

Moon Partial 1963, July 6 10 p.m. f of Moon eclipsed. Visible G.B.

Sun Total .. July 20 9 p.m. Invisible G.B. Total Canada, etc. See map. p. 229.

Moon Total 1964, June 25 1 a.m. Visible G.B.

Moon Total ,, Dec, 19 3 a.m. Favourably visible G.B.

Moon Partial 1965, June 14 2 a.m. i of Moon eclipsed. Visible G.B.

Sun Ann. Tot. 1966, May 20 10 a.m.
i i eclipsed G.B. Total for few seconds in Greece, etc.

Moon Total 1968, April 13 5 a.m. Beginning visible in G.B., low down.

Sun Total
1

,, Sept. 22 11 a.m. ^ eclipsed G.B. Total Nova Zembla, etc.

Sun Total i

1

1970, Mar. 7 6 p.m. Invisible G.B. except West of Ireland. Total Mexico, Florida,

etc.

Moon Partial M Aug. 17 3 a.m. 1 of Moon eclipsed. Visible G.B.

Moon Total 1971, Feb. 10 8 a.m. Beginning visible G.B,, low down.

Sun Partial
|

„ Feb. 25 10 a.m, J eclipsed G.B.

Moon Total „ Aug. 6 8 p.m. Middle and end visible G.B., low down.

Sun Total 1972, July 10 8 p.m. 1 eclipsed (i.B. at sunset. Total Hudson's Bay, S.E. Canada.

Sun Total 1973, June 30 Noon Total N. Africa for 7 minutes. Partial in France but not in G.B.

Moon Partial ,, Dec. 10 2 a.m. of Moon eclipsed. Visible G.B.

Sun Annular ,, Doc. 24 3 p.m. ^ eclipsed G.B. just before sunset. Annular Brazil, etc.

Moon Partial 1974, June 4 10 p.m. J of Moon eclipsed. Visible G.B,

Moon Total ,, Nov. 29 3 p.m, End visible G.B., low down.

FURTHER TOTAL ECLIPSES OF SUN IN BRITISH ISLES.

1999, August II, II a.m., total Cornwall, very favourable (map, p. 229) ; 2090, September 23,

south coast of Ireland and England, low Sun ; 2136, October 7 (low Sun)
; 2142, May 25, total at Dover ;

2,151, Tune 14. total right across England
; 2,160, June 4, total in S.W. of Ireland

; 2,189, November 8,

total soon after sunrise : 2200, April 14 total from Belfast to Hartlepool. From this point I simply

give the year: 2381, 2426. 24^12. 2545, 2600, 2681, 2817 2864. 2911 fShetlands), 2927, 2972. This

gives on the average about one eclipse of Sun in 62 years total in British Isles. About 38 partial

eclipses of Sun are visible tliere in a century.
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PROPER NAMES OF STARS.

a Andromedae

p
V ,,

a Aquarii

Y

a Aquilae

T
a Argds

a Arietis

15 „

(See also Chapter XVII).

... Alphetaiz, Sirrah y Arietis ... ... Mesarthim, Mesartim
Mtrac, Mirach, Mizar a Aurigae Capella

Aimak, Almach
i p ,, ... ... Menkalinan

Sadalmelik, Sadlamulk
,

a Bootis ... ... ... ... Arciurus

Sadalsiid, Sadahund ' ^ ... Nekkar

... Sadachbia e ,, ... Izar, Mtrac, Mtrack, Mtzar,

Skat, Sheat, Scheat ^ Pidchcrrima

Altair, Aiair tj ,, ... ... ... ... Muphrid

... Alshain, Alshairn ' p. ,, ... ... Alkalurops

Tarazed a Canum Venaticorum Cor CaroIt

Canopus
|

a Canis Majoris Sirius

... ... Hamal i

p ,, ... ... . . Mirzam

Sheratan, Sharatain
j

e ,, ,, ... ... ... Adara

ORION N?24
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Proper Names of Stars—continued.
a Canis Minoris Procyon Y Librae Zuben el Hakrabi

P »» M .. Gomeisa a Lyrae Vega, Wega
a Capricomi ... .

.

Giedi P „ Sheliak

s Deneb Algiedi Y M Sulaphat

a Cassiopeiae . .

.

.. Schedir, Skedir, Schedar a Ophiuchi ... Ras Alhagua, Ras-al-hague

p .

.

... Caph, Chaph p Kelb-al-Rai, Celb-al-Rai

a Cephei .. Alderamin 8 „ Yed
Alphirk a Orionis Betelgeux, Belelgeuze

Y M .. ... Altai, Errai P „ Rigel

a Ceti Mekab, Menkab, Menkar Y Bellatrix

P Diphda 8 Mintaka

c .

.

Eaten Kaitos e Alnilam

1 M Deneb Kaitos Shemali a Pegasi Markab
0 ,, .

.

Mira P . Scheat, Sheat

a Columbae ... .

.

Phakt, Phact Y Algenib

a Coronae Borealis ... Alphecca, Alphekka c Enif, Fom
a Corvi Alchiba, Alkhiba, Gemma i: „ Homam, Homan
s Algoral, Algorel, Algores •OL Persci ... Mirfak, Mirphak

a Crateris A Ikes p Algol

a Cygni Arided, Deneb el Adige a Piscis Australis Fomalhaut

P Albireo a Piscium Kaftain, Okda

n „ Azelfafage e Sagittarii . .

.

Kaus Australis

a Delphini Svalocin (= Nicolaus) a Scorpii ... Aniares, Cor Scorpii

P Rotanev (= Venator) p Acrab, Akrah

a Draconis ... Thuban a Serpentis ... Unukalhay, Cor Serpentis

p Alwaid « Tauri Aldebaran

Y Etamin, Etanin, Rastaban, P Nath

Rasaben t) „ Alcyone

a Eridani . .

.

Achernar 17 Electra

P ... Cursa, Kursa 19 Taygete

Y . .

.

Zaurak 20 „ Maia
40 Keid 21 Asterope

a Geminorum Castor 23 „ Metope

P Pollux 27 „ Atlas

Y Alhena 28 Pleione

8 Wasat a Ursae Majoris Dubhe

e Mebsuta P Merak

a HercuUs Ras Algethi, Rasalegti Y Phecda, Phekha

P Kornephoros 8 Megrez

X . .

.

Marsik ® »» M Alioth

a Hydrae ... Alphard, Cor Hydrae X. „ Mizar

a Lconis ... Regulus, Cor Leonis fl Alkaid, Benetnasch

P ... Deneb Aleet, Denebola Talitka, Talita

Y n ... Algeiba, Algieba 80 „ Alcor

s . .

.

Zosca, Zosma a Ursae Minoris Polaris, AIruccabah

a Leporis ... Arneb P Kocab, Kochab

a Librae ... ... Zuben el Genubi a Virginis Spica, Azimech

p Zuben el Chamali, Zubenesch, P ... Zaufijah, Zavijava

Zuhenelg
|

c ,, ... Vindemiatrix,, Protrygetor
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PRONUNCIATIONS AND MEANINGS OF NAMES OF STARS AND CONSTELLATIONS.

1. Stars.

Name. Pronunciation. Meaning.

Acheraar ak^-cr-nar End-of-the-River

Aldebaran al-deb-ar-An The Hindmost
Alt air al-tair' —
Antares an'-ta-rez Rival of Ares (Mars)

Areturns &rk-tu^-rus —
Bellatrix belMa-trix The Female Warrior

Betelgeuze . . bet'-el-jooz The Arm-Pit

Canopus can

-

0'"-pus

Cape11a ca-pel'-la Little She-Goat

Deneb den"-eb Tail

Denebola dc-neb'-o-la The Lion’s Tail

Fomalhaut ... fom'-al-howt The Fish’s Mouth
Hyades hi'-a-dez The Rainy Ones

Pleiades ply'-ad-ez —
Pollux polMux —
Praesepe pre-se'-pe The Bee-hive

Procyon pro'-se-on Precursor of the Dog
Regulus 1 reg'-u-lus ' The Ruler

Rigcl ri'-gel or ri-jel Foot

Sirius ... ... .... sy'-re-US 1 The Sparkling One

Spica spi'-ka The Ear of Wheat
Vega ve'-ga

1

—

2. Constellations.

Andromeda an-drom'-e-da The Chained Woman
Antinous ant-in '-0-US —
Aquarius a-kwa'-ri-us The Water-bearer

Aquila cik ••• «»« •»4 The Eagle

Ara 3( ^irOr **• The Altar

Argo Navis ftr'-go-nav'-is .. The Ship Argo

Aries SLf •«» iR* The Ram
Aunga ftw-ri'-ga The Charioteer

Bootes bo-o "tez ... ... ... The Herdsman

Cancer CELU The Crab

Canes Venatici can'-es ven-at'-i-si The Hunting Dogs

Canis Major can'-is ma'jor The Greater Dog

Cams Minor can'-is mi'nor The Lesser Dog

Capricomus ... cap'-ri-kor'-nus The Goat

Cassiopeia cas'-si-o-pe'-ya —
Centaunis oen-taw'-rus ... The Centaur

Cepheus 8e'-fe*us —
Cetus se -tus ... ... ... ... 'The Whale

Columba col-um'-ba The Dove

Coma Berenices co'ma ber-e-ni'-ses Berenice’s Hair

Corona Borealis co-ro'-na bo-re-a'-lis The Northern Crown

Corvus cor ~vu8 ... ... *.* The Crow

Crater era —ter ... ... ... The Cup

Crux krux ... ... ... ... The Cross

Cygnus sig'-nus The Swan

Delphinus del-fi'-nus The Dolphin

Dorado ddr—a -do ... ... ... The Gold-fish

Draco dra'-co... ••• .«• ••• The Dragon

Eridanus e-nd -a-nus ... ... ... The River Eridanus

Gemini lem'-i-ni The Twins
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Constellations—continued.

Name. Pronunciation. Meaning.

Grus grus The Crane

Heicuies her'-ku-lex ... —
Hydra ... hi'dra ... The Water-snake

Hydnis hi'-drus The Serpent

Indus ... ind'-us The Indian

Leo ... le'-o The Lion

Lepus Icp'-us ... The Hare
Libra ... li'-bra ... The Scales

Lupus ... lu'-pus The Wolf

Lynx ... — The Lynx
Lyra ... li'-ra The Lyre

Musca.. ... ... mus'-ca The Fly

Monoceros mon-os'-eros The Unicom
Octans oct'-ans The Octant

Ophiuchus offM-u"-kuh ... The Serpent-holder

Onon o-ri'-on The Warrior

Pavo pa'-vo The Peacock

Pheenix fe'-nix... ... —
Piscis Australis ... pis'-sis aus-tra'-lis . . ... The Southern Fish

Pegasus ... pe'ga-aus The Winged Horse

Perseus
j

per'-suse or per'-se-us —
Pisces

1

pis'-sez The Fishes

Sagitta sa-jit^-ta ... The Arrow

Sagittaniis sa-jit-ta'-n-us The Archer

Scorpio
1

skdr'-pi-o The Scorpion

Scutum Sobiehkn ... scu'-tum sob-i-esk'-i-i —
Serpens ser'-pens ... The Serpent

Taurus ...
1

tau'-rus The Bull

Telescopmm ... ... tel-es-cop'-i-um The Telescope

Triangulum tn-an'-gu-lum The Triangle

Toucanus tu'-can-uB The Toucan

Ursa Major ... ur'-sa ma'-jor , . The Greater Bear

Ursa Mmor ur'-sa mi'-noT The Lesser Bear

Virgo ver'-go ... The Maiden

Volans
(

vol'-ans ... The Flying Fish

Vulpecula et Anscr
1

vul-pec'-u-la The Fox and Goose

STELLAR MAGNITUDES AND SPECTRA.

In this table are given examples, where possible, of stars representing every tenth of a magnitude

down to 6*0m. The magnitudes are visual {see Chapter XV), as determined photometrically at

Harvard, and are given to the nearest 0* Im, In addition, the spectral type of each star is recorded,

and a comparison of the list with the tints of the several stars as seen in a telescope (preferably a

reflector) demonstrate to the observer the close relation existing between colour and spectral

type {see Chapter XII). Generally speaking, the M stars appear of an orange-red to pure orange

colour
;
the K stars orange to deep yellow

;
the G stars yellow to yellowish white ;

the F stars yellowish

white to nearly pure white
;
the A stars pure white

;
and the B stars a somewhat bluish white.

Mag. Star. Spectral Type. Mag. Star. Spectral Type.

-1‘6 Sirius ... Ao 0-9 Altair A5
-0*9 Canopus . .

.

Fo M Aldebaran K6

01 Vega Ao 1-2 Spica B2

0-2 Capella Go 1-3 Fomalhaut A3
0*3 Rigel B8

I

p Cnicis ... B1

0 5 Procyon . .

.

F5
!

1-6 Castor Ao
0*6 Achemar ... ... B6

1

1-7 Y Ononis ... B2
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Stellar Magnitudes and Spectra—
Mag. Star, spectral Type. Mag. Star. Spectral Type
1-8 p Tauri B8 4-0 8 Ceti B2
1-9 a Persei F5 41 pL Leonis ... Ko
20 P Canis Majoris ... B1 4-2 (X Eridani B6
2-1 Polaris F8 4*3 T Virginis A2
2-2 a Andromedae ... Ao 4-4 0 Virginis ... ... Ao
2-3 y Cassiopeiae Bo 4-5 u Leonis ... Ko
2-4 p Cassiopeiae F5 4*6 7t Virginis ... A3
2-6 S Orionis Bo 4-7 X Leonis . .

.

Fo
2-6 S Leonis A2 4-8 pi. Aquarii ... A3
2-7 P Arietis A6 4-9 7c Leonis ... Ma
2-8 S Cassiopeiae A6 5*0

p Virginis ... ... Ao
2-9

X, Persei B1 5-1 <0 Aquilae... A6
30 e Persei B1 5-2

<f>
Pegasi ... Ma

31 Y Persei F5 5*3 X Aquarii ... Ao
3-2 pi Geminonim Ma 5-4 X Fomacis... F6
3-3 0 Ursae Majoris ... F8 5-5 Y) Cancri ... Ko
3-4 S Ursae Majoris ... A2 5-6 t; Piscium ... A6
3-6 8 Geminorum Fo 6-7 0 Arietis ... Ao
3-6 P Bodtis G6 5-8 96 Aquarii Fo
3*7 n] Piscium G6 6-9 32 Librae Ko
3-8 p Virginis F8 6*0 44 Piscium G5
3-9 (X Andromedae A2

THE NEAREST STARS.

R.A.

1925-0.

Dec.

1925*0.

Par-

allax.

Distance. Magnitude. Lumin-
Annual

P.M.

Spec.

trum.Star. Light

1

Years.

Par-

secs.
Vis. Abs.

osity

Sun“l

Proxima Centaun . .

.

k. m.

14 24-6

0 /

-62 22 0*79 ... 1*2 11*0 16-5 0-0001

#

3*85 _

a* Centaun ... 14 34*5 -60 32 0*76 4*3 1 3 0-3 4*7 1*3 3*68 Go •

Munich 15040 17 54*2 -j- 4 29 0-53 6*2 1*9 9*4 13*0 0*0005 10*29 Mb
Lalande 21185 10 59-2 +36 28 0-41 7-9 2*4 7*6 10*7 0*0054 4-78 Mb
Sinus 6 41-8 -16 37 0*38 8*6 2*6 -1*6 1*3 30 1*32 Ao

Anonymous 11 13-1 -57 10 0*34 9*6 2*9 12 15 0*0001 2-69 —
Cordoba V- 243 ... 5 8-7 -44 59 0-32 10*2 3*1 9*2 11*7 0*0022 8-76 K2
T Cell 1 40-6 -16 20 0*32 10*2 3*1 3*6 6*1 0*35 1*92 Ko

c Endani 3 29 '4 - 9 43 0*31 10*5 3*2 3-8 6*3 0*31 0*97 Ko
Procyon 7 35-4 + 5 25 0*30 10*9 3-3 0*5 2*9 7*0 1-24 F5

61* Cygni 21 3*5 + 38 23 0-30 10*9 3*3 5*6 8*0 0-064 5-27 K5
L/acaille 9352 23 1*0 -36 17 0*29 11*2 3*6 7*4 9*7 0-013 6*90 Ma
Pos. Med. 2164 18 41-9 + 59 31 0*29 11*2 3*5 8*8 11*1 0-0036 2-31 Mb
e Indi 21 57-6 -57 6 0*28 11*6 3*6 4-7 6*9

1

0*17 4-69 K5
Groombridge 34 0 14*1

! +43 36 0*28 11*6 3*6 8*1 10*3 0-0073 2*89 Ma
Kruger 60 22 25-3 + 57 19 0*26 12*6 3*8 9-3 11*4 0*0028 0*87 K5
O.A. (N.) 17415-6 ... 17 36-9 + 68 24 0-25 13*0 4*0 9'5 11*5 0*0025 1-33 K
Anonymous ... .

. j

0 44*9 + 52 0*24 13*6 4*2 12*3 14-2 0*0002 3-01 Fo

Altair 19 47*1 + 8 40 0*22 14*8 4*5 0*9 2*6 9*0 0*66 A5

Gould 32416 0 1*0 -37 44 0*22 14*8 4*5 8*5 10*2 0*0082 6-11 —
lAlande 25372 13 41*9 + 15 18 0*21 15*5 4*8 8*5 10*1 0*0009 2-30 K2
o* (40) Endani 4 11*9 - 7 44 0*20 16*3 5*0 4*5 6*0 0*40 4*09 G5

W.B. XVI^ 1259 ... 16 42*3 + 33 38 0*20 16*3 5*0 8*6 10*1 0*0090 0*37 K8

O.A. (N.) 11677 11 16*2 +66 15 0*20 16*3 5*0 9*2
1

10*7 0*0052 2-99
1

Ma
W.B. X''234 10 15*6 +20 15 0*20 16*3 5*0 ! 9*2 10*7 0*0052 0-49 Md
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ANGULAR MEASURE.

When, as in astronomical observations, we are dealing with objects that are inaccessible and

situated at various distances from us, we are primarily concerned with their apparent (or angular)

rather than with their actual (or linear) dimensions. Of course, the latter are readily deducible from

the former when the distances of the objects are known ; but, for the purpose of describing the appear^

ance as presented to the observer, we must obviously employ some system that is independent of

any exact knowledge of the realities concerned. Hence the S5rstem of angular measure, which is so

independent, is universally adopted for descriptive purposes in Astronomy and allied Sciences. The

principle of angular subtense is illustrated by the simple diagram on page 462. Such a diagram,

however, will not alone suffice to convey to the reader what an angle of one degree actually ** looks

like,** since the two stars there shown are only seen separated by that amount from the point of view

of an imaginary observer placed at the point of intersection of the two lines, or from other points at

exactly the same distance from the two stars, and lying in a plane at right angles to the line bisecting

them. A much better idea of the appearance of various angles (which are reckoned as arcs of a ** great

circle ") as projected on the sky can be obtained by observing and memorising the apparent distances

between certain well-known stars. After a little practice, the observer will find that he can estimate

angles with considerable precision, and the experience thus gained will prove valuable if at any time

he requires to describe to others his impressions of, say, the length of a meteor trail or comet's tail,

or the apparent width of the base of the Zodiacal Light. Not infrequently such statements as " The

meteor looked about six feet long ** or . . . passed about two inches below the Moon," occur

in reports published in the Press or sent to astronomers. Descriptions like these may mean something

to those who write them, but they are quite unintelligible to anyone else, and utterly unscientific.

If an observer must speak in terms of linear measure, through inexperience of the angular system, he

should always indicate at what distance from the eye the scale used is imagined to be. Thus the

expression " as long as a foot-rule at arm's length " may quite legitimately be used, though it is better

to learn the more orthodox method.

Below are given examples of angles of various size, which will serve as standards for the estimation

of apparent distances in the sky :

360® All round the horizon.

ISO” ... ... ... ... East to West, along horizon or through Zenith.

00’ Horizon to Zenith.

60® (about) a Ursae Majoris to p Cassiopeiae.

30®
,, Polaris to p Cassiopeiae.

20® a to p Orionis.

16® a to p Andromedae.
oO ... ... ... a to 8 Orionis, p to 8 Leonis.

6® a to p Ursae Majoris, a to p Cassiopeiae.

4° ... ... ... a to p Geminorum, a to p Canis Minoris,

3® ptoSScorpii.

2J® a to p Aquilae.

2® P to Y Lyrae, a to y Aquilae, (x to >) Geminorum.

1*® ,, ... ... ... P to Y Arietis, v to 5 Ursae Majoris.

I® Atlas to Electra Pleiadum. A half-penny (one

r
inch) at 4 ft. 9 ins. distance,

... Diameters of Sun and Moon. A half-penny at

6'

9 ft. 6 ins.

Pleione to Atlas Pleiadum.

H’ to c® Lyrae.

Few unaided eyes are able to distinguish separately any two stars that are less than about 3' apart.

For details of smaller angles than this, necessarily appreciable only with a telescope, reference must
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be made to the tables giving the angular diameters of the planets and the separations of double stars.

It will be recollected that 1® = 60', and 1' = 60". One minute of arc is the angle subtended by a

half-penny at a distance of 96 yards. The same coin would have an apparent diameter of one second

of arc at miles.

* * « * «

Diameter of Telescopic Field.

For estimating small angular distances, and for other purposes, it is often desirable to know the

diameter of the field of view of difierent eye-pieces. This can easily be found by noting the time

taken by an equatorial star in crossing centrally through the field. Since the Earth makes a complete

rotation, through 360®, in 24 hours, it follows that a point on the Celestial Equator (which is a “ great

circle ”) will appear to traverse an arc of 15® every hour, 16' every minute, or 16" every second. All

that is necessary then, is to select some star that is on or very near the Equator (such as S Orionis

or Virginis), and so point the telescope that the diurnal motion will carry it centrally across the

field. The times of entry and exit are noted, and these give the interval required. If we multiply

this interval, reckoned in minutes and seconds of time, by 16, we obtain the diameter of the field in

minutes and seconds of arc. For example, if the time of transit were Im. 3s. the diameter of the field

would be 16' 46", and so on.

« iH * i|r

NOTE :—Much of the tabular matter in this Section has been taken from the Handbook of the Bntish Astronomical

Association, by kind permission of the Council The Tables giving particulars of the orbits of the planets

are from the American Ephcmeris.

PART IV

PRACTICAL NOTES FOR THE AMATEUR.

I.

THREE FORMS OF MICROMETER, AND THEIR USE

THE RING MICROMETER.
By A. C. D, Crommelin, B.A.. D.Sc., F.R.A.S.

It is often useful for the observer to be able to measure the distance between some celestial object

(comet, asteroid, new star, suspected variable) and a neighbouring known star; this distance

must be found both in an East-and-West direction (Right Ascension) and in a North-and-South

one (Declination). The Ring Micrometer, and the closely related Cross-Bar one, have many advantages

for this purpose. They are simple and inexpensive, and involve no reading of screws
;
they can be

used in a dark field, which is of importance in the case of faint comets. They need the use of some

timepiece (not necessarily of very high quality, provided its error can be foimd somewhere near the

time of observation) whose ticks are distinctly audible at the telescope. The Ring can be used with

any form of mounting, but the Cross-Bar only on an equatorial.

The ring micrometer is simply a flat ring with both outer and inner edges circular, placed in the

focal plane of the telescope.* One way of making it is to draw the design on a larger scale on paper,

and reduce it by photography on a thin glass diaphragm, which is placed in the focal plane. Then

we simply note the times at which the known and unknown bodies disappear and reappear at each

side of the ring. The telescope must be so placed that neither body passes very near the centre of

the ring. We must also note whether the bodies pass to the North or the South of the centre. A
complete observation consists in noting the times at which the two objects pass the edges of the ring

* In this case a positive eye-piece must be used. Where only a negative eye-piece is available the ring must be

placed in the plane of the diaphragm between the two lenses, so as to appear sharply defined to the eye
; but the

results from such an arrangement will be less accurate owing to distortion by the field-lens. The same remarks

apply to the Cross-Bar micrometer.
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942 Sidendour of the Heavens

(both outer and inner edges should be used if possible). The mean of the four times gives the time

of the object crossing the central meridian SN. The difference of the times for the two objects gives

the difference of their Right Ascensions. To find the Declinations we must observe a star near the

equator a number of times and find how long it takes to cross the ring centrally. Suppose the time

for the inside diameter is 40 seconds ; this is equal to 10 minutes of arc or 600 seconds of arc. The

time for any other declination is 40 seconds X the secant of the Declination. Find an angle q such

that sine q = observed time from C to D 4- (40 seconds X secant decl.). Then OK = 600 seconds

X cos q.

In the same way we find OL ; the sum or difference of OK, OL gives the difference of Declination

of the objects. The reason that the transits must not be near the centre of the ring is that in this

position the difference of Declination cannot be accurately determined
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I work out an illustrative example. For simplicity I give only the times of crossing the inner

edge of the ring
; the method is precisely similar for the outer edge. As before, I take the time for

an equatorial star to cross the inner ring as 40 seconds.

Let the times for the star be 7A. 13m. 6s 1 oo /c x * \

Ih 13m 39s 1

centre)

Let the times for the comet be 7A. 14m. 17s.
I oi ^ /xt x \

Ih 14m 46s |

(North of centre)

We see at once that the comet^s R A. is Im 9*6s. greater than the star’s. If this is measured by a mean

time clock, we increase it by 1 part in 365 or 0*2s ,
making it Im. 9'7s sidereal Also the interval

for the star is 34 sec., or 34*1 sec. sidereal. Let the star's Dechnation be 39® 43', whose secant is

1*3000. Then the time for a central transit is 62 seconds Log 34-1 == 1*6328, log 62 = 1*7160,

OORVUS & CRATER ® N93I.
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log sin 40“ 59' = 9-8168 : log cos 40“ 69' = 9-8779 : log 600 = 2.7782 : whence log OK = 2-6661

OK = 453'.

To find OL we first treat the comet^s Declination as equal to the star’s: log 29-1 = 14626,

log 62 = 1-7160, log sin Sr 55' - 9-7466 : log cos 33° 55' = 9-9190, log 600 = 2-7782, log OL =
2-6972, OL = 498". Thus the comet is 463" + 498" = 16' 61" N. of the star, its Declination is

39° 68' 51"
;
log secant = 0-1166, log 40 = 1-0021, log time of central transit = 1-7177. We get for

the angle 33° 46', for log cos 33° 46', 9-9198, for log OL 2,6980, OL = 498"-9. We can avoid the second

approximation by making a rough estimate of the comet's Declination before beginning the calculation.

I shall not attempt to describe the small corrections due to parallax, refraction and comet’s

motion ;
they can be made subsequently if the observer gives the necessary details.

The comparison star should be of the ninth magnitude or brighter, to ensure that it may be in

some star catalogue. If the observer does not possess such catalogues, he should make a careful

sketch of the faint stars in the field, and note the approximate position with regard to neighbouring

naked-eye stars, by looking along the outside of the telescope tube. Several comparisons between

comet and star should be made ; the telescope must remain absolutely at rest during each comparison

;

it is, of course, moved between them.

We may, at a pmch, use the boundary of the field of view of the eyepiece as a ring micrometer,

finding its diameter by letting an equatorial star cross it centrally several times and noting the number

of seconds required.

It is well if possible to note some faint stars that enter the field a little before each object, so as

to have warning of its approach.
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In observing faint comets the eye will not bear any artificial light, so a second must be taken from
the clock beforehand, and the count continued carefully by listening to its beats. A very dim
lantern, with a red shade, may be used to throw enough light on the note book to let the times be
entered. The approximate error of the clock should be noted, as we require to know the true time of

the observation of a comet, or of any object that is in motion.

THE CROSS-BAR MICROMETER,
By A. C. D. Crommelin, B.A., D.Sc., F.R A S.

There is much in common between this and the Ring Micrometer. The reductions with the

Cross-bar are simpler, but it is only possible to use it with an equatorial, so that with other mountings

AOUILA a ANTINOUS . N?33.
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we should use the ring. The reason of this is that the Cross-bar needs to be set in a particular

position, with its two bars, which are at right angles, each inclined 45*^ to the East and West line.

With a non-equatorial mounting it would deviate appreciably from this position in a few minutes,

whereas the ring is always in adjustment. On the other hand, the reduction for Declination is simpler

with the Cross-bar.

In some cases the frame carrying the cross-bars is attached to a position circle
;

in this case we
adjust it by making a heavenly body run along the edge of one of the bars, and then turning

prcceoino

N
THE CROSS-BAR MICROMETER

following

I s
I

E
COMET

54 547a 9 10

J. flon.,—

I

.A I li T\ kn .

F A B
TWPLET STAH

SPECIMEN OF CHRONOGRAPH RECORD

II 12 ‘5
,una.^.nnin, — -i

TWO TWPLETS

through 45®. In other cases we need a thinner wire bisecting the angle between the bars ; we make
a star run along this wire. Once the correct position is found it should be marked in some manner,

so as not to take time in setting on each occasion. Also, to guard against wrong setting, we should

select if possible a comparison star that is very nearly on the same parallel of Declination as the comet.

If this is not possible, it is well to have two comparison stars, one North of the comet, the other South,

If the two stars are both observed in the same position of the telescope, we are able to deduce how
much the orientation of the bars is in error, and apply a correction.

The method of observing is similar to that with the ring micrometer. We note the times of the
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objects passing the points ABCD, EFGH, and take the mean of the four in each case ; the difference

of these means gives the difference in Right Ascension. Also, take the mean of AB and of CD. The
difference of these means in seconds of time multiplied by seven and a half cosine Declination gives the

distance of the star South (or North) of the centre of the field. We go through the same process for

the comet, using an approximate Declination, and correcting if necessary by using the Declination

thus foimd in a second approximation. I do not give the method of correcting the observations for

refraction, parallax, etc. I refer the reader to a paper by Colonel Tupman in Monthly Notices, R.A.S.,

for January, 1888. The reader with a little mathematical knowledge will readily be able to deduce

corresponding formulae for the ring micrometer.

However, if the observer feels unable to deal with these corrections, it will suffice if he gives full

details of the times of the objects crossing the bars ; the corrections can be applied by those who
deal with the observations. I may add in conclusion that if the observer can procure a chronograph

of any form it will greatly conduce both to the ease and accuracy with which the observations are

made
; it will no longer be necessary to continue a long count of seconds. An arbitrary mark made

at a particular beat of the clock will enable the seconds on the chronograph record to be identified.

I follow the plan of sending a triplet of warning taps after the comet has crossed either bar, and two
triplets after the star has crossed it. These are shown in the sketch, the figures 1, 2, 3, etc,, being the

clock taps
; they are a help in reading the record.

In such a series of observations the comet's Right Ascension and Declination can generally be

seen to alter appreciably from one set to another, A rate of four minutes of R.A. a day means a

second in six minutes
;
and comets often move much more rapidly than this.

THE BTFILAR {OR PARALLEL-WIRE) MICROMETER.
By Rev. T. E, R. Phillips, M.A,, F.R.A.S.

Of the various forms of micrometer used for the measurement of small quantities in Astronomical

observation, that known as the filar micrometer is the one most generally employed. Especially is this

the case in the measurement of such objects as double stars, the diameters of the planets, and the

surface features of the planets and the Moon. A reference to this form of instrument, with a diagram

of the field, is given on page 617 and an illustration of the instrument itself on page 719, but some

notes are added here which may be of practical use to amateurs who feel inclined to take up this

branch of Astronomical observation.

As shown on page 617, the field of the micrometer contains two sets of webs (spider webs) at right

angles to each other. One set, which may be either two parallel webs close together, or a single web
(which is reaUy sufficient), cannot be moved except by rotating the micrometer box, for which purpose

a pinion motion is provided. The direction of this set of webs is indicated by the reading of a circle

divided into 360'*, known as the position circle, and the micrometer is so adjusted in the telescope that

when the indexes of the circle read 90® and 270®, a star—the driving clock being stopped—traverses

the field parallel to the webs concerned. The angle, known as the “ Position Angle," or " P.A.," is

accordingly measured from North (zero) through East (90®) throughout the 360 degrees.

In adjusting the micrometer in the telescope tube by observing the passage of a star, the eyepiece

with the largest field should be used, and the instrument, when adjusted, securely clamped. If the

adjustment is then found to be not quite perfect, the reading of the position circle when a star travels

along one of the webs, or evenly between them, should be noted, and the difference from the direction

90®-270® applied as a correction to the subsequent measures.

The webs at right angles to the position webs are used for the measurement of " distance** or the

interval between two points as seen projected on the background of the sky. They are two in number,

and th^ are both movable by screws so that they can pass each other, and it is important that they

^ould be so nearly in the same plane that they can be seen in good focus together with the highest

power eyepiece used. Commonly each screw is provided with a graduated head with 100 divisions.
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the heads themselves being just friction tight to allow for necessary adjustment, so that when the two

webs are superposed their indexes may read zero. As a matter of fact, it is sufficient if only one of

the screws is provided with a graduated head (su illustration on page 719), since the other web is not

moved after it has been once adjusted and is known as the “ fixed '' web. Its use will be explained

presently.

In order that the two sets of webs may be seen at night, some means of illumination is necessary.

For this purpose small electric lamps are fitted, and they are arranged so that either the field itself

may be suitably illuminated, in which case the webs are seen as dark lines against a bright background,

or light is thrown upon the webs themselves so that they appear as bright threads against the dark

sky. This latter arrangement is, of course, the more suitable one when measuring faint objects, but

for bright objects an illuminated field is preferable. It is desirable to include in the equipment some

form of variable resistance for regulating the intensity of the light.

The interval, as measured directly by the distance webs, is, of course, expressed in terms of a

revolution of the screw, some arrangement being provided for showing the number of complete

revolutions as well as its fractions. Since, however, what is required is the angular separation of the

webs, the value of a revolution in seconds of arc must be accurately determined. There are two methods

of doing this. One is by making use of widely separated pairs of stars, showing little or no relative

SAGITTARIUS. N? 35.

ARTHUI* COTTAM F ft.A t^
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motion, whose angular separation or di&renoe in Declination is known. The distance, as measured
by the readings of the divided screwhead, is determined by the method to be described presently for

the measurement of double stars (exc^t that when the differ$9M in DeclmaHon is to be utilised the

position webs must be set to read 0®-180®), and then, since the interval in seconds of arc is

known, the value in angular measure of one complete revolution of the screw is readily deduced. The
following pairs of stars in the Pleiades are suggested as suitable for the purpose in hwd :

—

Electra and Celaeno ‘ Diderence in Declination 633‘40'"

Atlas and Pleione „ ,, „ 300*25''

In the case of very widely separated stars of different Declination or altitude, it is, of course, necessary

to correct their places for refraction*

The other method, which is for various reasons more convenient, is to set the position webs to read

00®-270®, stop the driving clock, and observe a star of high Declination on or near the meridian drift

across the field of view. The position of the movable web when placed well on the foUomng side of

the centre is read before the star enters the field and the time of its transit of the web noted to the

nearest tenth of a second by the beats of the clock by a stop-watch. Immediately after the transit,

the web is moved forward in advance of the star a number of complete revolutions of the screw, and the

time of the second transit of the star observed. These observations are repeated a large number of

times and the mean interval between the transits in seconds of sidereal time deduced. If the star be

close to the pole its path across the field will show a distinct curvature, and a somewhat elaborate

formula will be required for the reduction to angular measure. If, however, a star be chosen such that,

while its Declination is sufficiently high for its motion to be slow, its path is yet sensibly parallel to or

along one of the position webs, the following simple formula—where R' is the value of a revolution of the

screw in seconds of arc, i is the mean interval in sidereal seconds between the transits, S is the

Declination of the star, and n the number of revolutions of the screw between the two positions of the

webs—will be quite sufficiently accurate :

—

^ < X cos 8 X 16

n

A table giving the value of fractions of a revolution can then be prepared for use in the conversion

of the micrometer readings in double star or other measurements to angular separation.

In the measurement of double stars two things have to be determined : First the direction of the

line between the two components, termed the position angle," and, secondly, their angular separation

or " distance.” For the former the position webs are used, the micrometer box being turned by the

pinion so that the two star images are between them and equally distant from both, or else one of the

webs is made to bisect the two star images. In large and heavy Equatorials there is a provision for

moving the whole micrometer box, so as to bring the star to the desired position in the field, but in

smaller instruments the telescope itself is moved by the slow motions. Several settings—say four or

more—are made, and the mean of the readings taken.

For the angular separation the ” distance ” webs are used. The ” fixed ” web is made, by adjusting

the telescope (or moving the micrometer box), to bisect one of the stars, and the second web is moved

back by the screw till it is well outside the other star and then moved forward again till the latter is

bisected by it. This operation is repeated a number of times—say three or four—care being taken

{a) to see that at each setting the fixed web is bisecting its star, and (b) to bring the movable web

up to the star it is to bisect alwaysfrom ihe same direction, so as to avoid any error arising from slackness

or backla^ in the screw. The mean of the readings is then taken, but it will be clear that this does not

accurately represent the separation of the two stars unless the index of the divided screwhead reads

exactly zero when the two webs are coincident. Any error, however, due to imperfect adjustment

(zero error) is completely eliminated by the ” double distance ” method, which should always be adopted

and which is as follows : The measures just described having been completed, the ” fixed ” web is

made to bisect the image of the second 8tar» and the movable web is moved across to the other side
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- jind made to bisect the first star. The same number of settings is taken as before, and it will be clear

that the difference between the mean readings of the two sets of measures gives double the distance

between the stars. Half the measured distance is then converted into seconds of arc by reference to

the table already computed, and the operation is complete and quite free from any effect of zero error.

It is desirable to repeat the measures on at least two other nights, especially in the case of close pairs,

or if the conditions of seeing have been only second rate.

Measures made with the filar micrometer are liable to be affected by certain systematic and other

errors, which should be carefully investigated and guarded against. It is found, e.g.y in the case of

double stars, that unless special precautions are taken, measures of the same pair will yield discordant

values of the position angle when it is at a distance from the meridian and on opposite sides of it.

There is clearly an error depending on the varying orientation of the pair in the course of its diurnal

motion ; and to avoid this it is important to ensure that the line between the two stars is either parallel to,

or perpendicular to, the line between the observer's eyes.

When the components of a double star differ considerably in magnitude, errors in setting for position

angle are also liable to occur. Owing to diffraction effects, it is not always easy to be sure that

both discs are accurately bisected, and if the web is displaced shghtly, the line between the stars may
not appear parallel to it on both sides. In such cases the writer puts the stars alternately on opposite

sides of the web and adjusts the latter until the apparent departures from parallelism are opposite

and equal.

There is one curious effect which the writer of this note and others have very occasionally

experienced, viz., a regular progression (either of increase or decrease) in the measures of the position

angle of a star to the extent of some degrees. These “ runs " are hard to explain. Care is taken to

move the web right away from the companion before each setting and to bring it up to the star from

opposite sides, and yet there is a progressive change which may persist for perhaps as many as half-

a-dozen settings 1 In these cases it is the writer's plan to go on with the measures till the run ceases.

Further settings may then make it almost certain that the earlier values were for some unknown

reason erroneous, in which case it might be felt necessary to reject them, or to continue the settings so

long that the effect of the supposed error is largely eliminated in the mean. But one rightly hesitates

to reject altogether measures which have been carefully made merely because they are discordant, unless

there are very strong grounds for doing so.

As regards measures of distance, a difficulty arises when the stars are very close. If the webs are

set on the stars the light spreads out on either side from behind them, and it is impossible to feel sure

that they are correctly placed. In these rases the writer often puts the webs by the side ofy and not on,

the close pair, and adjusts them to the correct distance by estimation. With an eight-inch Cooke

refractor the necessity for this procedure appears to arise when the stars are appreciably below one

second of arc apart, although the magnitudes of the stars also affect the case.

Besides the difficulties already mentioned, there are errors connected with the “ personal equation
**

of the observer, which the computer of double star orbits needs to investigate and allow for in making

use of published measures. But these need not be considered here.

Perhaps one of the roost difficult, or at any rate one of the most unsatisfactory, kinds of object to

measure with the filar micrometer is the Snow Cap on Mars. When quite small it is not practicable

to set the webs on it, and if they be set by the side of it and adjusted by estimation, there is apparently

a very large error (this is not apparent in the case of two bright dots like double stars) which may

perhaps vary with the personal equation of the observer. Professor W. H. Pickering found some

years ago by such measurements of small illuminated holes, viewed from a distance through the

telescope, that it was necessary to increase his results as measured by about one-third of their value 1

The writer's measures of the polar caps also make the diameter very considerably smaller than the

corresponding values deduced from drawings, but, on the other hand, as regards the latter, the eye,

in estimating the size of the white spot, may well, and probably does, err in the opposite direction and

make the cap too large. The subject is an interesting one and further investigations of the problem
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would be of value. Amongst other things, it seems especially desirable to find out what is the exact

nature of the relationship of the error described to the angular dimensions of the polar cap. The
reason for the error is not apparent, since measures of the discs of the planets (which, however, are

made with the webs tangent to the limb) have a tendency to come out too large as a result of irradiation.

It is generally agreed by observers that the refractor is far better suited to micrometrical work

—

at any rate on double stars—than the reflector, owing to its relatively greater focal length, and the

fact that its images of stars are almost invariably neater and much less blurred by atmospheric

disturbances. It is true that the Rev. T. H. E. C. Espin has for many years been carrying out at his

observatory at Tow Law, in Durham, a very extended and extremely successful programme of double

star measurements with large reflectors of twenty-four and seventeen and a quarter inches apeiture,

but he is an outstanding exception, and observers who have had experience of both classes of instrument

are apparently almost unanimous in their conviction that, while the reflector has its undoubted

advantages for certain classes of work, for use with the micrometer, preference must be given to the

refractor. With both classes of instrument it will often be found advantageous to increase the focal

length by the use of a Barlow lens. High magnification can then be obtained without employing high

power eyepieces, which mean an uncomfortable magnification of the spider webs and increase the

difficulties of observation and the probabilities of error in the results.

II.

THE SPECTROSCOPE IN THE HANDS OF THE AMATEUR.

By W. Alfred Parr, F.R.A.S.

In the first chapter of this work which, appropriately enough, begins with the Story of Light and

Man's Control of It, Dr. W. H. Stcavenson has dealt with the main principles underlying the

science of spectroscopy, while in the course of a subsequent chapter, Mr. C. P. Butler has shown,

on page 154, how the spectroscope has enabled us to analyse the atmosphere of the sun. At a still

later stage in our proceedings, Mr. Herbert Dingle has devoted Chapter XII to a spectroscopic

interpretation of the Message of Starlight, so that the reader of these articles may be assumed to be

in possession of the main facts concerning the methods and aims of the great new department of

astronomy known as Astrophysics. But the description of the highly specialised instruments with

which some of the more striking results are obtained, as well as the delicacy of the observations

themselves, to say nothing of the elusive nature of the phenomena observed, may possibly lead him

to suppose that, in this department at any rate, the amateur will find but little scope for his activities.

That this is by no means necessarily the case it is the object of the following short article to prove.

In the case of stellar spectroscopy, where the source of light is at best a feeble one, it is true

enough that ample instrumental means must possess an advantage over small ones ; but with no

more elaborate outfit than a three-inch altazimuth refractor, fitted with a small star-spectroscope,

it is quite possible to master some of the leading distinctions in the science which has fitly been

termed the language of the heavens." Indeed, as was pointed out by Professor Fowler in his series

of papers on the " Chemistry of the Stars," contributed to Knowledge, in 1903, the epoch-making

discoveries of Fraunhofer were secured with a telescope only a little over an inch in aperture I

Perhaps the most suitable instrument for the amateur's purpose is the Zollner star-spectroscope.

This inexpensive piece of apparatus consists of a simple combination of three prisms and a cylindrical

lens, mounted in such a manner as to fit over the usual astronomical eyepiece—preferably one of low

power ^like an ordinary sun-cap. After sharply focussing the star in the telescope, the Zollner is

screwed on to the eyepiece, when the star's image will be found to be transformed from a point of

light into a coloured band, crossed at intervals by the distinctive lines which constitute the

" signature " of the particular star under observation. It will be noted that a slit forms no part of

this simple apparatus, the spectrum appearance being produced by the combined action of the
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prisms, which disperse the stellar point into a coloured line, and the cylindrical lens, which
broadens this line into the familiar coloured band. Provided with this modest addition to his

telescope, the amateur will find his interest in the stars at once deepened and broadened, for, to

quote the late Professor Keeler, " the light which reveals to us the eidstence of the heavenly bodies

also bears the secret of their constitution and physical condition/' Thus the main features of stellar

spectroscopy in its broadest outlines, as set forth on page 486 of this work, can easily be followed

with the means just described, though the amateur should bear in mind that Secchi's classification

relates to the visual spectrum, with which we are here more immediately concerned, while the Draper

notation refers rather to the photographic method of observation. For our particular purpose, those

spectra in which the hydrogen lines Hp and Hy are prominent, as in the case of Sirius and Vega,

will perhaps be the easiest of observation, but the most ^autiful in a small instrument are undoubtedly

the banded spectra yielded by such stars as Betelgeuse and a Herculis, where the absorption bands
exhibit the most delicately pencilled flutings. Certainly no more absorbing study can he imagined

than such an enquiry, elementary though it may be, into the main characteristics of stellar spectroscopy.

But the amateur who takes a pride in his work will not rest content merely to enjoy what Henri de

Regnier has called “ le plaisir d^licieux et toujours nouveau d'une occupation inutile,"—^he will most

Pkoio by] [W, Alffti P*n.

S-XNCH AI^TAZIMUTH REFRACTOR BY STEWARD,
fitted with traniniieion grating prominence spectroacope by Hilger. Note the
mall vkw-telesoc^ set at an angle to the ipectioncope, giring an enlarged

view of the ted end of the apectnim.

assuredly wish to make these

fascinating observations of real use

to science as well, and a method
of doing this was outlined by Mr.

Harold Thomson, F.R.A,S., in his

presidential address to the British

Astronomical Association in Oct-

ober, 1919. When Nova Aquilae

III was ablaze in the summer-night

skies of 1918 the spectrum it then

yielded was by far the most

magnificent the writer had ever

witnessed, though observed with

only a small refractor in combina-

tion with a Zdllner spectroscope.

An outburst of this kind serves to

bring new recruits to the ranks of

astronomers—two of the greatest,

Hipparchus and Tycho Brah^,

were summoned by a new star

—

and presses home the importance

of the systematic observation of

variable stars in general and of

novae in particular. Thus, in

connection with the wonderful

apparition of 1918, Mr. Harold

Thomson threw out the suggestion

that variable star observers should

make a fx-actice of sweeping along

the Milky Way and of examining

any strongly coloured star with a

smidl slitless spectroscope attached

to a low-power eyepiece. In this

way a nova, if near its maximum^
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would betray itself by its characteristic bright-

line spectrum. The writer would further suggest

that a convenient way of carrying out a search

of this kind is to use on the telescope a double

nose-piece fitted with two low-power eyejaeces,

to one of which the ZoUner is permanently

attached. It is then easy to arrange the draw-

tubes of the nose-piece in such a manner that

either eyepiece is sharply focussed when switched

into position.

In stellar spectroscopy the question of

sufficient light is an urgent one, affecting the

amateur's chances of success in direct proportion

to the aperture he commands, but in the case

of solar spectroscopy the conditions are much
more in his favour. Here there is a superabun-

dance of light available, and it is precisely in

this department that a moderately-sized telescope

becomes a really efficient weapon of research.

In a lecture delivered before the Royal Astrono-

mical Society in 1907, Professor George E, Hale

goes so far as to say that for a study of the

general characteristics of the solar prominences

the small instrument has even a great advantage

over the large one." These are comforting words

indeed for the amateur, coming as they do from

one who has worked with the greatest refractor

in the world, and Professor Hale goes on to show

that an instrument like the forty-inch Yerkes

telescope is wholly unsuited for work of this kind,

as the images of the prominences formed by it are

usually far too large to be included within the

slit of the spectroscope without admitting too

much general light from the sky. He then

suggests as " an almost ideal equipment " a

Photo 6y] {W. Alfftd Parr,

4-INCH PHOTO-VISUAI, O^OCK-DRIVEN
EQUATORIAI^ REFRACTOR BY COOKE,

with modified Everehed prominence spcctrotoopc (two priim
type) by Hilger Note the light canvas shelter which can be
placed over the equatorial mount and dosed with removable

door when the telescope is dismounted.

telescope of about four inches aperture, used in conjunction with a small, but suitable, spectroscope.

Another great authority on Solar Physics, the late Charles A. Young, says on page 192 of his classic

work, " The Sun," that " with a telescope of not less than four inches aperture, equatorially mounted.

and a spectroscope of [sufficient] dispersive power ... the observer is equipped for the study

of the chromosphere and prominences.”

As regards elaboration of outfit, however, it was pointed out by the late Colonel (then Captain)

Tupman, at a meeting of the RoyalAstronomical Society so long ago as 1872, that a three-inch altazimuth

refractor, used in combination with a Browning direct-vision spectroscope, represented an adequate

equipment for viewing the prominences as such ;
while some years ago the writer contributed a paper to

the Journal of the British Astronomical Association giving an account, illustrated with drawings, of his

own observations, also made with a three-inch altazimuth to which was attached a transmission grating

spectroscope, made especially for the purpose by Hilger. This little instrument, which has proved

extremely efficient, contains a film replica grating of 14,438 lines to the inch, and is provided with

an adjustable slit, which is protect^ from dust by a glass window so that the spectrum given is

exceedingly " clean " and free from dust-lines. A small view-telescope is added which is set at such
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an angle that the orange and yellow portions of the spectrum

only, from just below x6663 to a little above X6876, appear in

the centre of the field. This addition gives an enlarged view

of the region lying near and between those lines which offer

the greatest interest for visual work upon the Sun, viz., C and

D, The view-telescope, however, is by no means a necessary

adjunct to the outfit, and may be dispensed with altogether.

Attaching, then, the spectroscope to the refractor (from which

the eyepiece has been removed) and arranging matters so that

the image of the Sun formed by the object-glass is sharply

focussed upon the nearly-closed slit, the solar spectrum crossed

by hundreds and hundreds of the exquisitely fine dark

Fraunhofer lines will be seen spread out in all its pageantry of

gorgeous colour. This in itself is an interesting and beautiful

spectacle from which much may be learned, but if, now, the telescope be so manipulated as to place

the slit tangential to the solar limb, the strong dark C line at X6663 in the orange-red will be seen brightly

reversed for part of its length, as will also the fine line Dg in the orange-yellow, indicating respectively

the glowing hydrogen and helium existing in the chromosphere. On slowly rotating the whole

spectroscope, taking care to keep the slit constantly tangential to the Sun*s limb, certain brilliant

notches may be observed on the C line in some positions of the instrument, betraying at these

particular points the presence of prominences, and, if then the slit be cautiously opened, the

entire form of the prominence in question may be seen. The Fraunhofer lines themselves, being

merely the dispersed images of the slit, will of necessity become diffused and indistinct as soon

as the latter is opened. The simple operation described completes what the [late Miss Agnes

Clerke used to call the '' task of daily promenading the slit roimd the solax limb," which, if

systematically performed and duly recorded, constitutes a valuable survey of the entire ring

of prominences visible on any sunny day. As the instnunent in question is unprovided with

means for correct orientation of the solar image, the amateur using an altazimuth mount would do

well to make his observations about noon, when orientation becomes easy, so that, due attention

being paid to the monthly ephemeris for the inclination of the Sun's axis, no very serious difficulty

need be experienced in locating within moderate limits of error any individual prominence seen on

the solar limb.

It must be admitted that the manipulative dexterity which the employment of an altazimuth

mounting requires in order to keep the solar limb exactly on the slit, is certainly of a far more delicate

nature than that necessary for stellar work with a ZoUner spectroscope. But it is easily acquired

with practice, and no amateur can ever forget the thrill of pleasme he experiences on picking up his

first prominence. The exquisitely delicate outline of these flame-like images, their evanescent

character, and the highly-specialised means necessary to render them visible, all conspire to make
this department of observational work perhaps the most

attractive of all. At the same time, the earnest amateur, as

soon as he is able, will lose no opportunity of increasing his

aperture to at least four inches, and mounting it on a clock-driven

equatorial. He should ako endeavour to raise the power of his

spectroscope from the simple apparatus described by substituting

for his grating a prism-train, if possible after the Evershed

pattern, thus augmenting his available dispersion between the A
and H lines to something like 60®. Furthermore, for convenience

of observation, the slit of his spectroscope should be set eccentric

by an amount equal to the semi-diameter of the Sun's image,

so that on rotating the instrument the slit passes tangentially

By ctmrUty of] Adam Htlger, Ltd.

Z0LI,NER **OCXJl,A.K”
STAR-SPECTROSCOPE

This is made to fit over an ordinary
astronomical eyepiece tike a sun-cap.
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round the limb of the sun, while the spectroscope itself should be furnished with a graduated circle

enabling the observer to read off the exact position of the prominences seen on the limb. With his
*' tele-spectroscope thus reinforced, the amateur will find himself very efficiently equipped for the
successful study of the chromosphere and prominences, and may even venture an attack on the
interesting problem of spot-spectra.

It has been truly said that the sp)ectrum is the most profoundly inspired utterance of the celestial

bodies that has yet descended to us, and since it is generally agreed that a proper attack on the

problem of stellar evolution must begin with the study of the Sun—-our nearest star—it is surely a

fortunate circumstance that the amateur finds such promising opportunities for individual work
in the fruitful and fascinating field of Solar Spectroscopy,

III.

CELESTIAL PHOTOGRAPHY.
By F. W. Longbottom, F.R.A.S.

The debt which Astronomy, the oldest of the sciences, owes to her young sister Photography, is

abundantly evident on almost every page of Splendour of the Heavens," and suggests, amongst
many other things, a most pertinent question:

" Is not the well-nigh human machinery which carries the sensitive plate, in the great observatories

of the world, slowly eliminating the astronomer from his sphere of work ? " The answer comes

very readily when it is remembered that the most perfect time-keeper known to the scientist is the

steady rotation of our Mother Earth.

This rotation swiftly sweeps the camera-man and his apparatus past the object he desires to photo-

graph (unless his "sitter" is situated near the celestial poles), and a second clock is usually needed to

counteract this movement. Now, all man-made clocks have their individual eccentricity, so the observer

can never sleep at his post, but must keep faithful watch lest these opposing clocks are not in agreement.

Then, refraction, both accidental and normal, has to be noted and corrected.

Even with brilliant objects, where the exposure may be cut down to a fraction of a second, that

rare instant has to be selected when the atmosphere is tranquil, and definition at its best.

The " man at the small end of the telescope " will ever remain the one indispensable factor.

tJnhappily, there are far too few of these alert and determined men, and this is the opportunity for

the earnest student—professional or amateur. Presupposing that the reader of our pages has

gained both the desire to help and some basic knowledge of the conditions involved, a few notes

may be helpful. Let it be said at once, that any telescope, and any camera and lens, may be turned

to useful account in some branch or other of Celestial Photography. A telescope is only a long

camera, and vice versa, a camera and lens form a sort of telescope. Either may be used with an

eyepiece or a sensitive plate, and sometimes both items are used on the same instrument. Except

for " snap-shots," some kind of hand- or clock-driven equatorial stand is necessary ; but the

ingenious beginner need not find this costly if he makes part of it himself. Refracting telescopes

usually work at F,12 to F.15. Sometimes they are corrected for photography, otherwise the

best " actinic " focus mtist be found by experiment.

In reflecting telescopes all foci coincide, and angular apertures as high as F. 5, or more, are possible.

If a telescope is used as a camera, a second (smaller) one with cross-wires in the focus of the eyepiece

is attached, as a pointer, or " guide," to ensure the object being photographed keeping its place on

the plate. With a camera strapped to the body of the telescope, the latter is used for such

guidance. Portrait-lenses—the bigger the better—with a working aperture of F.3 to F.8, are

admirable for stars, nebulae or comets, and at times of total solar eclipse, for photographing the

long, faint, “ coronal streamers." For these purposes, only the fastest plates are desirable. Those

who can command an " anastigmatic " lens, of about twenty inches focus, and F.4 5, are to be envied,

as much very valuable work is within their reach. But let not the man with humbler equipment
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CAMERA WITH PORTRAJT-EENS,
Attached to an Equatorial Telescope, os us»cd by Mr. Mark

E I/armau.

The Moon is easily photographed with almost

lens ; but, here, the large-scale reflectors hold

the cards, and beyond taking a pleasing picture not

much can be achieved. This is even truer as regards

the planets, as only a highly-magnified image can

reveal the finer detail. Charting the whole face of

the sky is a large order, but it could be imdertaken

if a few workers, armed with portrait or other lenses,

joined in the task, and if completed periodically,

and the plates carefully compared, might lead to

the discovery of new or variable stars. A good map
of the Milky Way could be made by similar co-

operation, and would have a distinct value.

When a comet appears, it should be photographed

at frequent intervals, as changes are sudden and

remarkable, and the full life-history of a comet has

yet to be recorded. Comets have sometimes been

found on plates taken for other purjx)ses, so all

plates should be closely examined. Comets having

.despair. Let him rather look at the splendid

results obtained by Barnard and others, with

cheap “ lantern " lenses I

For solar, lunar, and planetary photography,

a telescope is most suitable, as the longer focus

gives the necessary increase of scale. An equa-

torial mount is not always needed for brilliant

objects, as good images may be secured before the

movement due to the rotation of the Earth can

blur them.

There must be some means of pointing the

instrument aright, and for this purpose a simple

form of stand (called an "'Alt-azimuth”) will

suffice. Here, slower, finer-grained plates are

advisable, as subsequent enlargement is usual

Concerning the selection of the class of work

most needing to be done, much might be written;

but all turns on the instruments available.

The Sun offers a fine field for continuous study,

as changes are constantlytaking place on its surface.

A telescope of three or four inches aperture would

yield good results. A rapid shutter is needed.

a movement of their own, must be " followed
”

throughout the exposure.

For registering the flight, etc., of meteors, any

lens will do, and the catnera may be simply pointed

region of the great star-ceoud in
SAGITTARIUS.

Photogfmplied by Mr. Gale, Junior, with a Goers ** Cdor ’*

lens, of S-in. focus, and P.5. Exposure two hours.

Imperial ** Edipse ’* plate—H. & D. 658.
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towards the region selected (see page 443), or may be moved with the star-sphere, on the clock-

driven equatorial. Much remains to be learnt about meteors, and the photographer must be enlisted

to in the research.

The Aurora opens up a comparatively unworked possibility for the application of simple apparatus.

Plates, developers, printing papers, transparency making, etc., leave much to the choice of the

worker. Most of the methods of manipulation yield good results, but vital matters are the use of

freshly-backed plates and the avoidance of all intensifiers.

Photographing the heavens is a lonely cult ; but its devotees form a kindly fraternity, and are

ever ready to advise or help the newcomer to their ranks. Then, the British Astronomical Association

welcomes students of every branch of astronomy, and through its officers and the directors of its

various sections offers friendship and instruction to all.

Finally—The good of it all ? Well, there is the joy of making a record of one's work, which

suitable printing methods will render permanent for subsequent study, and the ever-present

possibility of adding to the stock of our knowledge of the Universe, coupled with the delight that

comes of all creative endeavour.

PART V.

A GLOSSARY OF ASTRONOMICAL TERMS.

Aberration. A term generally applied to the real or apparent deviation of the course of a ray of

light. It is used in two senses : (1) The apparent displacement of a star resulting from the combined

effects of the velocity of light and the speed of the Earth '.s orbital motion
; (2) The defects of an

uncorrected lens in (a) failing to bring light of all colours to the same focus {chromatic aberration),

{b) bringing the rays from its edge to a shorter focus than those passing through its central parts

{spherical aberration )

.

Acceleration {Secular). A peculiarity affecting the mean motion of the Moon in its orbit round

the Earth. Deduced mainly from the study of ancient eclipse records. It is due in part to changes

in the eccentricity of the Earth's orbit, but is to some extent apparent only, being a reflex effect of a

retardation of the axial rotation of the Earth.

Achromatic. A term applied to an object glass, eyepiece, or other optical system in which the

defects of chromatic aberration (see above) have been partly or completely eliminated.

Acronycal. A star or other heavenly body is said to rise acronycally when it is first observable

in the east at the shortest possible interval after sunset. It sets acronycally when last observable in

the west just before sunrise. In either case the body will be near, but not actually at opposition to

the Sun.

Albedo. Literally the degree of whiteness of a body
; more exactly the proportion of sunlight

reflected by its surface as compared with the total amount it receives from the Sun. An albedo of

10 would imply perfect reflectivity, one of '75 a 75 per cent, reflection, and so on.

Almucantar. A '' small-circle " of the celestial sphere that is parallel with the horizon
;

i.e., a

parallel of altitude. The term is also applied to a telescope so mounted that, in its rotation about

a vertical axis, it sweeps out curves of this kind on the sky. Such an instrument is used chiefly for

the exact determination of the position of the observer's zenith in its relation to the star-sphere,

and hence his latitude.

Altitude. The apparent angular elevation of a body above the true horizon, usually expressed

in degrees, minutes, and seconds of arc. The altitude of the zenith is 90®. To obtain the true altitude

a correction must be applied for the effect of refraction (which see).

Annular. Literally ring-shaped.” Applied to (a) a solar eclipse in which the Moon passes

centrally, or nearly centrally, across the Sun's disc, but has at the time an apparently smaller

diameter, so as to leave uncovered a ring of light from the solar limb ; and (6) a nebula of the

” planetary ” class in which the appearance of a ring is produced by the relative faintness of the

central portions.

6i
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Anomaly, The angle at the Sun between the place of n planet or comet and the perihelion point

of its orbit. This is the "true” anomaly. The "mean” anomaly is the angle between the

^
perihelion point and the " mean place.” which is the position that would be occupied by the body
if it revolved in a circular orbit with uniform velocity. The anomalistic year is the interval

elapsing between two successive perihelion passages of the Earth. The anomalistic month is similarly

reckoned from perigee to perigee. (See Chapter XXII.)

Ant-apex, The point in the sky 180® from that towards which the Sun (with the whole Solar

System) is moving.

Ansa. LiteraUy, " a handle.” That part of Saturn's ring which is seen projected against the

background of the sky on either side of the planet when the system is viewed other than edgewise.

The term was first applied in the early days of the telescope, before the true nature of the ring was

understood.

Apastron. The point in the real orbit of a binary star at which the smaller component is at its

greatest distance from the primary. This point seldom corresponds with that occupied by the

smaller star when at its greatest apparent distance, but may be found by drawing a straight line from

the primary through the centre of the apparent ellipse, and producing it to cut the latter. The point

of intersection marks the position of apastron.

Apex. The point in the heavens towards which the Sun is moving. Many determinations of its

position have been made. That at present adopted will be found among the " Astronomical Constants.”

Aphelion. The point in the orbit of a planet or comet which is most remote from the Sun. This

point lies at the extremity of the major axis of the ellipse, nearest to the " empty focus ” of the

latter
; the Sun being, of course, at the other focus.

Apogee. The point in the Moon’s orbit which is most distant from the Earth. Also occasionally

applied to the position of the Sun when at its greatest distance from us in its apparent orbit, taking

the Earth as central. Heliocentrically speaking, the Earth is, of course, at aphelion at the same time.

Apparent Ttme. The time determined by direct observation of the Sun itself (that is, the

" true ” Sun). Owing to the varying velocity of the Earth’s orbital revolution and the obliquity of

the Ecliptic, the Sun crosses the meridian at varying intervals throughout the year, so that this

system of time measurement is not suited to modern requirements. (See Mean Time and Equation

of Time.) Apparent time is the time given by a sundial.

Apparition. The penod during which a planet, comet or other celestial object is favourably

placed for observation. This period lasts, for most objects, from shortly after till shortly before

conjunction with the Sun. Circumpolar objects are in " perpetual apparition.”

AppuLse An apparently close approach of two celestial objects.

Apsis A term applied to each of the two points of an orbit which are respectively nearest and

farthest from the centre of motion. The "line of apsides” joins these two points (more commonly

referred to as aphelion and perihelion, or apogee and perigee, etc.) and forms the major axis of the

ellipse.

Areography. The study of the surface of the planet Mars. From the Greek Ares (= Mars).

Azimuth. The angular distance of an object measured along the horizon from the north or

south points. For objects in the sky it may be defined as the angle between the meridian and the

great circle which passes through both zenith and object. The motion of an instrument about a

vertical axis is spoken of as motion in azimuth.

Binary. A double star in which the components are physically connected in a gravitational

sense, revolving round their common centre of gravity. Stars which appear close together, though

actually at greatly different distances from us, are said to form " optical ” doubles. The great

majority of close pairs are, however, truly binary in character, though large numbers have not been

observed long enough to reveal any relative motion.

" Bode*s ” Lauf. An empirical law connecting the distances of ihe planets from the Sun. First

propounded by Titius. The law states that by adding 4 to each number in the series 0, 3, 6, 12, 24,
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*€tc., we obtain a new series which represents approximately the relative diameters or radii of the
planetary orbits, that of the Earth being 10. The law holds good in a general way for nearly all

the planets, but breaks down badly in the case of Neptune.
Bolide. A term often applied to a '*

fire-ball ** or large meteor.
Bolometer. A sensitive electrical thermometer, capable of registering minute differences of

temperature. It is used, in conjunction with a large telescope, for detecting and measuring directly
the heat radiated by stars and planets. It can also be applied to the study of energy-distribution
in stellar spectra.

Chromosphere (t.e., coloured sphere ”). The name given to that part of the Sun's atmosphere
lying immediately above the metallic vapours which form the “ reversing layer." It is composed
chiefly of hydrogen, which shines with a rosy light, and from it the prominences rise. It cannot be
seen in the absence of a total eclipse, except with a spectroscope.

Chronograph. An instrument for recording on a revolving drum or similar device minute intervals

of time. It was first introduced and is still principally used for the electrical recording of transit

observations.

Chronometer. Strictly speaking, any instrument used for the measurement of time, but generally

applied only to very accurate portable time-pieces, such as are carried by ships at sea. These are all

descended from and similar in principle to Harrison's original chronometer, illustrated on page 706.

The works of a t5^ical modern chronometer, which is really a large watch, arc shown on page 706.

Circumpolar. A term applied at any place of observation to those stars which never set. The
polar distance of such stars must, therefore, be less than the latitude of the place. It follows that,

at the terrestrial poles, all the visible stars, down to the celestial equator, are circumpolar. At the

terrestrial equator, on the other hand, there are no circumpolar stars.
*

Co-Latitude. The latitude of a place subtracted from 90°. It is the same as the meridian altitude

of the celestial equator at the place of observation, or the zenith-distance of the celestial pole,

Collimation. The setting at right angles to one another of the optical and mechanical axes of an

•astronomical instrument. The " line of collimation " in a transit instrument is the line joining the

optical centre of the object glass with the intersection of the two middle wires at the focus.

A collimator is a small telescope placed in line with a larger one to help in adjusting the collimation

of the latter. The term is also used with reference to the lens which makes parallel the rays diverging

from a spectroscope slit.

Colures. The four principal meridians of the celestial sphere, all of which pass from pole to pole,

one passing through each equinoctial and one through each solstitial point. They mark the circles

of 0^., 6^ ,
\2h, and 18/t. of Right Ascension.

Comes. (Com'-eez.) A term often applied to the smaller component (or " companion ") of a

double star.

Conjunction. The nearest apparent approach of two celestial bodies, which seem to pass each

other in their course. They are commonly considered as in conjunction when they hav(‘ the same

longitude, though " conjunction in R.A. " is also often referred to. In the case of the inferior planets,

Mercury and Venus, two kinds of conjunction with the Sun are recognised. When they pass the

Sun on the near side of their orbit they are said to be in inferior conjunction ;
when on the far side,

in superior conjunction,

Constant. A quantity, used in astronomical and mathematical calculations, which has always

the same value
; e.g., the velocity of light, the solar parallax, the constant of aberration, etc.

Culmination. The passage of a heavenly body over the meridian of a place. This passage may be

considered as occurring twice in a day, once above the pole, and again, ^twelve hours later, below it.

The former is called the " upper," the latter the '' lower " culmination. The upper culmination of

the Sun occurs at noon, the lower at midnight.

Ci4sps. The point of the horns " of the Crescent Moon, or of Venus and Mercury when seen

in a similar phase.
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Dsclination, The angular distance of a heavenly body north or south of the celestial equator.

It is measured on a great circle passing through the body and the celestial pole. When the body is

north of the equator, the declination is usually designated +, and when south of the equator, —

,

Declination in the heavens corresponds exactly with latitude on the Earth.

Density, The relation existing between the weights of similar volumes of matter. In the case

of the densities of terrestrial substances, these are expressed in terms of the weight of an equal volume
of water. The density of a planet is usually given in terms of the density of the Earth as a whole.

Dichotomy. A cutting in two. A term applied to the aspect of a planet when in the half-

illuminated phase, as the Moon at her first and last quarters, and Mercury and Venus at their time

of elongation.

Durchmusterung. A catalogue or survey. That compiled by Argelander and his assistants, and
known as the Bonner Durchmusterung, contains the positions of over 324,000 stars for 1865. This

great catalogue is generally referred to as the ** B.D.'* The letters C.P.D, denote the Cape

Photographic Durchmusterung, compiled under the direction of Gill at the Cape, and recording

stars in the southern hemisphere down to about the same limits as those adopted by Argelander,

whose catalogue stops short at Declination —2'^. (It was, however, later extended by Schonfeld

to Declination — 24^.)

Eccentricity. A measure of the degree of ellipticity of a planetary, cometary or stellar orbit.

It is expressed as a decimal fraction of the semi-axis major of the ellipse, the quantity considered

being the distance of either focus from the centre. Thus, where the focus is one-fifth of the semi-axis

major from the centre, the eccentricity is said to be 0*2. The eccentricity of a circle is, of course,

zero. That of the Earth*s orbit is about 0‘017, or nearly

Ecliptic. The great 'circle of the celestial sphere along which the Sun apparently travels during

the year. It is a reflex effect of the motion of the Earth in its orbit, and is thus identical with the

apparent path of the Earth as it would be seen from the Sim.

Egress. The end of a transit of Mercury or Venus, when the planet passes off the Sun's disc, or

of that of a satellite as it leaves the disc of its primary. This phenomenon consists of two phases.

When the object in transit first touches the limb with the outer portion of its disc, “internal contact “ is

said to take place. When the whole object is just outside the limb the phase is that of “ external

contact." The same terms are used with reference to the end of a total or annular eclipse of the Sun.

Elements. In general, the data for predicting an astronomical phenomenon. Especially, the

quantities which determine the motion of a planetary body. The independent elements of a planet

are six in number, namely : the mean distance, the eccentricity, the longitude of the ascending node,

the inclination of the orbit to the ecliptic, the longitude of perihelion, and the mean longitude at

some given epoch.

Elongation. The apparent angular distance of a body from its centre of motion in either direction,

as of Mercury and Venus from the Sun, or of a satellite from its primary. The expression at

elongation " is generally taken as meaning the maximum angular distance during the revolution

under observation.

Emersion. The reappearance of the Moon or a planetary satellite after being eclipsed in the

shadow of its primary. In the case of an occultation, the term “ reappearance " is more often used.

Ephemeris. A table giving the apparent position of a heavenly body from day to day, so that

observers may know where to look for it. Applied also to an astronomical almanac giving a collection

of such tables ; thus the publication corresponding in the United States to the British Nautical

Almanac is known as “ The American Ephemeris."

Epoch, A date of reference used in astronomical calculations. The term is employed generally

in two senses. (1) The da?e of a star-chart or catalogue at which the co-ordinates given will be

strictly correct, having regard to the effects of precession. (2) An arbitrary starting-point for

calculations, such as the date on which a planet occupies a certain heliocentric longitude, or on

which a variable star is at its maximum phase.
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Equation of Time. The number of minutes or seconds which it is necessary to add to or subtract from
Apparent Time to obtain Mean, or uniform, Time, as indicated by a good clock. (See Chapter XIX.)

Equinox. Either of the two points at which the Sun, in its apparent annual course among the
stars, crosses the celestial equator. So called because, when the Sun is at these points, the days and
nights are of equal length (twelve hours each) throughout the world. In the northern hemisphere
the Vernal, or Spring Equinox, occurs on or about March 21, and the Autumnal Equinox on
September 23. In the southern hemisphere the names must be interchanged, though the dates, of

course, remain the same.

Evection. An inequality in virtue of which the Moon oscillates about on each side of her

mean position in a period of thirty-one days, nineteen hours. It is due to the action of the disturbing

force of the Sun, which produces periodical changes in the eccentricity of the Moon's orbit, depending

on the position of the line of apsides.

First Point of Aries. The point on the celestial equator reached by the Sun at the Vernal Equinox.

It was formerly in the constellation Aries, whence its name, but the effect of precession has been to

make it retrograde into the next zodiacal constellation, Pisces. In course of time it will pass right

round the Zodiac, reaching its present position once more in about 26,000 years.

Flash Spectrum. The emission, or bright-line spectrum, visible for a few seconds at the limb

of the Sun when the Moon has just completely covered the bright photosphere in a solar eclipse. It

is due to the shallow low-lying layer of metallic gases which produce the absorption lines in the normal

solar spectrum, each dark line becoming bright for the short space during which the layer is uncovered.

Geocentric. (1) Referred to the Earth as centre (e.g., the Ptolemaic idea of the Solar System).

(2) Referred to the centre of the Earth as a view-point, as in the case of certain predicted apparent

positions of heavenly bodies.

Gravitation. The tendency of all bodies in the Universe to attract one another with a force

proportional to their combined mass and inversely proportional to the square of their distance apart.

Gibbous. An adjective applied to the apparent shape of a planet or the Moon when more than

half but less than the whole illuminated portion is visible (as between first-quarter and full moon).

Mercury and Venus exhibit this, and all other aspects of the Moon, but the gibbosity of the exterior

planets, with the exception of Mars, is never marked, and none such can appear less than half

illuminated.

Great Circle. A circle whose plane passes through the centre of a sphere, dividing the latter into

two equal portions, or hemispheres. The ecliptic, the celestial and terrestrial equators, and all

meridians of Right Ascension or longitude are examples of Great Circles. A “ small circle " is one

which divides the sphere unequally, its plane not passing through the centre. Examples are the

parallels of declination and terrestrial latitude, excluding the equator in each case.

Heliacal. Applied to the risings and settings of stars when these phenomena are observed

respectively as early or as late as is possible with unaided vision. Such observations were used by

early astronomers for the purpose of determining the position of the Sun in the Zodiac, and less

accurately for marking the progress of the seasons.

Heliocentric. (1) Referred to the Sun as a centre (e.g., the Copernican System). (2) Referred to

the centre of the Sun as a view-point. In determining the future places of planets, comets, etc.,

their heliocentric positions are first of all calculated, and then, by taking the Earth's motion and

position into account, their geocentric positions. A further correction for parallax must be made

in order to arrive at their apparent positions as viewed at any particular place and time.

Horizon. (1) Celestial or sensible horizon. The tangent plane to the siuiace of the Earth at

the place of ob^rvation, produced to meet the star sphere. (2) Apparent horizon. The same, as

actually affected by refraction and by the height of the observer above the surface. (3) True horizon.

A plane through the Earth's centre parallel to the celestial horizon. Note that (1) is a great circle,

and also (3) in the case of distances that are almost infinitely great, as with the stars
;

but (2) is

generally a small drde.
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Immersion. The disappearance of a celestial body due to its passing into the shadow thrown

by another. Familiar examples are eclipses of the Moon and of Jupiter's satellites.

Inequality. (1) Moon's parallactic; an inequality in the Moon's motion due to the varying amount

of the Sun's disturbing force at new and full Moon. It tends to accelerate the time of first quarter

and to retard that of last quarter. (2) Of Jupiter and Saturn ; an inequality in the orbital

motion of these large planets due to their mutual attraction, enhanced in its effect by the close

commensurability of the two periods. Two periods of Saturn are nearly equal to five of Jupiter.

Ingress. The beginning of a transit of Mercury or Venus, or of that of a satellite as it enters on

the disc of its primary. TTie opposite of egress (which see). Two phases are exhibited, external and

internal contact. Where the predicted time of each of these phases is not given, the term is generally

taken to denote the phase intermediate between the two, i.e., the moment when the centre of the

smaller body is on the limb of the larger. The same applies to predictions of egress.

Latitude {Celestial). The angular distance of a heavenly body from the ecliptic, measured on a

great circle at right angles to it. In the early days of instrumental astronomy the positions of all

celestial objects were commonly referred to the ecliptic rather than to the equator, but at the present

time this is no longer the practice, except for members of the solar system.

Lotus Rectum. The chord drawn through the focus of a conic section at right angles to the

major axis.

Libration. The apparent rotational osciUation of the Moon's disc, whereby small portions of the

normally invisible hemisphere are alternately brought into view. Libration occurs in longitude

(E.—W.) and latitude (N.—S). The former is due to the irregular velocity of the Moon in her

elliptical orbit, combined with her uniform rotational velocity ; the latter to the fact that her axis

of rotation is not exactly perpendicular to the plane of her orbit.

Light Year. The distance travelled by light in one year, which is 62,900 times the distance of

the Earth from the Sun, or nearly six billion miles. It is a unit commonly employed in state-

ments of star-distances, which are all so vast that the retention of the mile as unit would involve

the use of figures that would be unwieldy and nearly meaningless. The light-year is now being

replaced, at least for the greater distances, by a still larger unit, the " parsec " (which see).

Limb. The apparent edge of the disc of any celestial body, as seen in circular projection from

the Earth or any other specified view-point.

Limits {Ecliptic). The angular distance along the ecliptic, from the Moon's node, within which

an eclipse is possible. For Solar eclipses the Moon must be within 16^ 58' of the node. For Lunar

eclipses the Sun must be within 11® 21' of the Moon's node to insure contact with the umbra of the

Earth's shadow.

Local Time. The Mean Time at any particular place. It can be found by applying the “ Equation

of Time " correction* to a noon observation of the " True " or " Apparent " Sun, or by correcting

the known Mean Time of some standard meridian (such as that of Greenwich) by an amount

corresponding to the difference of longitude of the two places. It can also be found, less directly,

by determining the local Sidereal Time from the transit of a star, and converting to Mean Time by

the use of standard tables.

Longitude. (I) Terrestrial. The angular distance of a place on the Earth's surface east or west

of some fixed meridian, such as that of Greenwich. Reckoned either in hours, minutes and seconds

of time, or in degrees, minutes and seconds of arc, as referred to the great circle of the Equator.

(2) Celestial. The angular distance of a celestial body from the First Point of Aries (which see),

reckoned in degrees, etc., of arc. Its use as a co-ordinate is now confined to the planetary system,

as explained under Latitude.

Luminosity. The real, or actual, output of light of a star or similar body referred to some

standard, as opposed to its apparent brightness as seen from the Earth. (See Magnitude.)

*As the amount of this correction is constantly changing, and is only given for Greenwich Mean Noon, a rough

knowledge of the longitude of the p^ace is necessary foTvestimating its amount at any given local time.
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Lunation, The period from new Moon to new Moon, or that elapsing between any two similar

phases. It is the same as the Synodic month, its length being 2M, I2h, 44m. 2*75.

Magnitude, (1) Apparent, The apparent brightness of a star or other heavenly body as

compared with some adopted conventional standard, such as the Pole Star. Stellar magnitudes are

divided into classes, whose mutual relations are such that any star is 2’512 times as bright as one
that is a magnitude fainter. Apparent magnitudes are classed as Visual, Photographic, Photo-electric,

or Photo-visual, according to the methods used in their determination {see Chapter XV), (2)

Absolute, The apparent magnitude which any star would have if situated at one particular distance,

arbitrarily fixed at ten parsecs, or 32*6 light-years. All stars being referred to this same distance,

it follows that determinations of their absolute magnitudes give a measure of their true relative

luminosities. Of course, the distance of a star must first be known before its absolute magnitude
can be inferred.

Major Axis, The straight line passing through the foci of an ellipse and marking its greatest

diameter.

Mass, The quantity of matter contained in a body. It is measured in terms of weight, but

differs from the latter in that it is independent of the force of gravity at the point which it occupies.

The masses of the heavenly bodies are measured by the attraction they exert on other bodies, and

are reckoned in terms of that of the Sun.

Mean Time. Uniformly flowing time, as indicated by a good clock or similar mechanism. It

is regvilated by the motion of the Mean Sun,'* an imaginary body moving at uniform angular speed

round the celestial equator. {See Chapter XIX

)

Meridian. (1) Celestial. The great circle of the celestial sphere which passes through the poles

and the zenith of the place of observation. This is the meridian of a given place, but all great circles

passing through the celestial poles are called meridians of Right Ascension. (2) Terrestrial. Any
great circle passing through the poles of the Earth. The observer's particular meridian passes also

through his position on the surface. The " Prime " meridian is that adopted by any country or

countries as a zero for the determination of longitude. That of Greenwich is now in almost universal use.

Metonic Cycle. A lunar cycle discovered by Meton and Euctemon in B c. 432. They found

that, after a period of nineteen years, new and full Moons recurred on the same days of the year.

The Metonic Cycle is 236 synodic months, or 6039*69 days in length
;

almost exactly nineteen

tropical years.

Nadir, The point on the celestial sphere vertically below an observer at any point on the

Earth’s surface. It is determined by the direction of the resultant of gravitation at the point, and

is indicated by a plumb line, or a line normal to the plane of a liquid surface, such as that of mercury.

It corresponds to the zenith of a place at the antipodes.

Node, The points in which the orbit of a planet or comet cuts the plane of the ecliptic. The

node at which the body is rising from the southern to the northern side of the ecliptic is called the

ascending node, and that at which it is passing from the northern to the southern side, the descending

node. The line joining these two points is called the line of nodes, and is evidently the line of

intersection of the two planes.

Nidation. A small variation in the regular preccssional revolution of the celestial poles round

the pole of the ecliptic, due to the action of the Moon. Its period is the same as that of a sidereal

revolution of the Moon's nodes, or about 18 years 220 days. Discovered by Bradley.

Obliquity of Ecliptic. The angle between the plane of the equator and that of the ecliptic, which

is equal to half the difference of the meridian altitude of the Sun at mid-summer and mid-winter.

Its amount is subject to a cyclical change between the limits 21®69'i and 24®36'i. The value

at present U about 23® 27' and it is diminishing at the rate of about 47*’ per century. Its principal

effect is the production of the seasons.

Occulfation. The disappearance of a distant celestial body through interposition of a nearer one

of greater angular diameter. The term is most commonly applied to the hiding of a star or planet
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by the Moon, or of a satelhte or star by a planet. A total solar eclipse is, strictly speaking, an
occultation of the Sun, though not usually so described.

Opposition. The relation of two bodies in opposite directions. A planet or comet is said to be
in opposition when its geocentric longitude differs by 180° from that of the Sun, or in other words,

when both the Earth and the body are in the same heliocentric longitude, the Earth being the nearer

to the Sim. At such a time the body rises at sunset, sets at sunrise, and is, in general, most favourably

placed for observation, as it crosses the meridian at midnight. It follows from the definition given

above that only a body exterior to the Earth’s orbit can be in opposition.

Parallax. In general, the apparent angular change in the position of an object due to real change

in the observer's position. It follows from this that the angle thus measured will be the same as

that subtended at the distant object by the projection of the line between the two stations of

observation. A star's parallax is expressed as the angle subtended by the radius of the Earth’s orbit

as seen from it. In the case of a member of the solar system the parallax is the angular subtense

of the Earth’s equatorial radius as seen from the body. It is clearly the same as the apparent

displacement of the object as it passes from the meridian to the horizon of a place on the equator,

and is hence termed the “ horizontal " parallax.

Parsec. A unit of celestial measurement lately brought into use. It represents a distance

corresponding to a parallax of one second of arc, and is equivalent to 3’26 light-years. No stellar

distance yet measured is quite so small as this, the nearest known star being situated at 12 parsecs,

or 4-1 light-years.

Penumbra. (1) The partial shadow which borders the dark shadow of the Earth in an eclipse

of the Moon. At the points of the Moon's surface covered by the penumbra, the Sun is seen partially

eclipsed. The shadows of all objects exhibit penumbrae when the source of light is of sensible angular

diameter as seen from the body on which the shadow is cast. (2) The lighter shade surrounding

the darker portion, or umbra, of a sun-spot.

Periastron. The point in the real orbit of a binary star at which the components are at their

closest. It lies on the same line as the apastron point (which see) and is found in the same way.

It seldom corresponds to the position in which the components appear at their closest, as viewed from

the Earth.

Perigee. The point in the Moon's orbit that is nearest to the Earth. As a result of the eccentricity

of the orbit, which is more than three times as great as that of the Earth, the apparent diameter of

the Moon varies between about 33' 30" and 29' 21" in the extreme between perigee and apogee,

though the range is not so great as this at every lunation, owing to a periodic variation of eccentricity

caused by perturbations. The range of this quantity is from about one-fourteenth to one-twenty-

second.

Perihelion. The point in the orbit of a planet or comet at which it is nearest to the Sun. The

prefixes apo- and peri- are also used to denote points in the orbits of the satellites of various planets

corresponding to aphelion and perihelion, apogee and perigee, etc. [e.g., peri-Jove, peri-Satumium).

Perturbation. A disturbance or inequality in the regular motion of a heavenly body, produced

by some force additional to that which causes the regular motion. The perturbations of the planets

are caused by thdr mutual attractions, and those of comets by the attractions of the planets near

which they pass.

Phase. A particular aspect of a celestial body, or stage of some phenomenon, the occurrence of

which is subject to progressive or periodic change. Thus we speak of the phases of the Moon and

Venus, and also of the successive phases of a limar eclipse or a transit of Venus. Such stages as

Ingress, Egress, Immersion, etc., are examples of the phases of different phenomena.

Photometry. The quantitative measurement of the relative apparent brightness of different

-celestial objects, effected by instruments designed for the purpose. {See Chapter XV.)

Photosphere. The visible surface of the Sun, from which the vast majority of its light proceeds.

Its true nature is still unknown, since the contiituity of its spectrum defies analysis.
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Polarity, A term used to define the character of the magnetic field surrounding a sun-spot.
Polarity may be positive or negative, according as the magnetic field corresponds in type with similar
fields so-named by convention in terrestrial magnetism.

Position-angle. The angle between the line joining the components of a double star and the
meridian of Right Ascension passing through the primary star, i.e., the N.—S. line. The angle is

measured from 0® to 360°, starting at the north point of the field and reckoning towards the east,

or counter-clockwise. The brighter of the two stars is always taken as the origin and the position-angle

of the pair is given by the direction in which the companion lies with regard to it, {See diagram on
page 617.)

Precession, A slow change in the position of the celestial equator, which causes the equinoctial

points to retrograde along the ecliptic. This is due to the pole of the equator revolving round the

pole of the ecliptic in a period of about 26,800 years. This motion is caused by the disturbing effect

of the attractions of the Sun and Moon on the protuberant matter at the Earth's equator. The
precession of the Equinoxes was discovered by Hipparchus.

Prime Vertical. The great circle of the celestial sphere which passes through the zenith, nadir,

and the east and west points of the horizon.

Proper Motion. The apparent angular motion (annual or centennial) of an individual star

relative to its surroundings as a whole. In most cases it is due to the combined effect of the star’s own
motion and that of the solar system. To obtain the star’s true velocity, relative to the visible universe,

it is necessary to find also the rate of its motion in the line of sight and, after finding its distance, to

reduce its apparent angular motion to a linear value. In both cases, of course, the known velocity

and direction of the Sun’s motion must be aUowed for.

Quadrant. (1) The fourth part of a circle, comprising 90° of the circumference as viewed from

the centre. (2) An instrument designed for measuring angles up to 90°. Much used by the earlier

astronomers, especially at the epochs immediately preceding and following the invention of the

telescope. The mural quadrant was mounted on a section of wall lying in the meridian, and performed

the functions of the transit-circle of later days. Such quadrants were divided direct to 90° along

their entire arc. Hadley’s quadrant, the forerunner of the modern sextant, was only 45° in extent

;

but, as it worked on the reflecting principle, each corresponded to 1° in the measurement of angles,

and was therefore so marked. pages 768 and 820.)

Quadrature. A term applied to the position of a planet or similar body when its geocentric longitude

differs from that of the Sun by 90°. The Moon is iji quadrature when at her first and last quarters.

The outer planets exhibit their maximum phase, or apparent defect of illumination, when so placed.

Radiant. That point or small area in the heavens from which the members of a meteoric shower

appear to diverge. Actually the paths of the meteors are sensibly parallel to one another, their

divergence being an effect of perspective.

Radius Vector. The line drawn at any moment from a moving body to the centre round which

it moves. In a circular orbit the radius vector is constant in length, being equal to the radius of the

circle, but in an elliptic orbit it varies in length with the position of the moving body.

Rate (Clock). The amount by which a clock gains or loses in twenty-four hours. If the clock

loses the rate is positive (-f), and if it gains it is negative (— ). The steadiness or uniformity of rate

is the true test of the excellence of a clock. Its error (the cumulative effect of its rate) is immaterial,

so long as its exact amount is known, though it may cause some inconvenience if allowed to become

too great.

Refraction. The bending of a ray of light which takes place when it passes from one transparent

medium to another of different density. Familiar astronomical examples are the action of the lenses

of a telescope, and that of the atmosphere. In the latter case the effect, apart from minor irregularities

and distortions, is to increase the apparent altitude of aU celestial objects except those situated in

the zenith. The amount of this elevation is at a maximum on the horizon. Atmospheric refraction

is influenced to some extent in its amount by the temperature and density of the air which causes it.
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Retrograde Motion, (1) The apparent reversal oi the ordinary west to east motion of a planet or

comet among the stars, due to the Earth's own orbital motion in the same direction. In the case of an
exterior planet it occurs only near the time of opposition, at which point it reaches its maximum.

(2) Applied to the real motion of a satellite or comet when it is opposite in direction to the norma)

motion for such bodies, which is counter-clockwise as viewed from the north side of the ecliptic.

Reversal. (1) Instnimental. A method of testing the collimation adjustment of a transit

instrument by reversing the telescope in its supports, so that the eastern end of the axis shall lie in

the western support, and vice versa. (2) Photographic. The direct production of a positive instead

of a negative image of a bright object on a photographic plate, generally the result of violent

over-exposure. (3) Spectroscopic. The occasional or periodic change in the character of the lines

in a spectrum, either from bright to dark, or from dark to bright. The Flash Spectrum (which see)

is an example of bright reversal, and the stratum of gases causing it is consequently referred to as the
“ reversing layer.”

Right Ascension. The angular distance of a celestial body from the First Point of Aries, measured

in an easterly direction along the equator. It is occasionally reckoned in degrees, minutes and seconds

of arc, referred to the equator as a great circle, but more commonly in hours, minutes and seconds

of sidereal time. It corresponds to terrestrial longitude, the First Point of Aries being the ” Greenwich
”

of the celestial sphere. It is, however, measured continuously in one direction up to twenty-four

hours, whereas terrestrial longitude is measured in two directions, up to 180® east and west.

Saros. A lunar cycle discovered by the Chaldaeans. It is eighteen years and eleven and one

third days in length (or ten and one third days if there have been five leap years in the interval),

and corresponds to the period of revolution of the nodes of the Moon's orbit with reference

to the Sun. Hence after this period the solar eclipses will tend to repeat themselves in the same

order. During the period of the Saros the number of eclipses is about seventy ; twenty-nine of the

Moon and forty-one of the Sun.

Scintillation. The twinkling of stars, due chiefly to the mutual interference of rays suffering

refraction in varying directions through inequalities of atmospheric density. On nights when
telescopic definition is at its best there is little or no twinkling of the stars. Planets, especially those

of large apparent diameter, do not exhibit the phenomenon of scintillation unless very low in the

sky, or when the atmosphere is exceptionally disturbed. Mercury, having a small disc, and appearing

always near the horizon, seldom shines with a perfectly steady light.

Secular. Applied to changes or processes which are either indefinitely progressive or take place

over immense periods of time (e.g., the secular acceleration of the Moon's mean motion).

Selenography. The study of the physical features of the Moon's surface.

Sidereal Time. Time measured by the rotation of the Earth with regard to the star-sphere as

a whole. It varies with the longitude of each place on the Earth, being defined as the hour-angle

(west of the meridian) of the First Point of Aries. It is reckoned continuously to twenty-four hours

from this point, and it therefore follows that any given star crosses the meridian at the local sidereal

time which is equal to its Right Ascension.

Solstices. The points on the Ecliptic which lie at the maximum distance north and south of the

celestial equator. The Sun occupies the northern point (the summer solstice of the northern hemi-

sphere) on June 21, and the southern on December 21. At the present time the northern point

(always at 6A. of R.A.) is among the stars of Gemini near the " feet," and the southern (always at

ISh. of R.A.) in the constellation Sagittarius. Reference to an almanac will show that, on these

days, the Sun enters the signs Cancer and Aquarius respectively, but, owing to precession, these

signs no longer correspond to the constellations originally associated with them.

Sothic Cycle. The period in which any particular day in the andent Egyptian year of exactly

366 dzys would travel completely round the seasons. It was reckoned to commence at the date when

Sirius (Sothis) rose heliacally at the Winter Solstice of the northern hemisphere, and was calculated

by the Eg3q>tiaiis to be 1,461 years in length. Actually it would be about 1,600 years long.
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Spheroid. A solid whose surface would be defined by the rotation of an ellipse round one of its

axes. If the rotation is considered as taking place round the minor axis the spheroid is said to be
ohlaie, and, if round the major axis, prolate. A rotating spherical body tends to assume the figure

of an oblate spheroid, the amount of oblateness depending upon the angular speed of rotation. The
Earth is a slightly, and Jupiter a considerably, oblate spheroid.

Stationary Points. The points in a planet's orbit at which the body appears stationary (as

regards its motion in longitude) among the stars as seen from the Earth. Commonly, two stationary

positions are reached during a comparatively short period, enclosing between them the arc of

retrogression, which is greatest in apparent length for a near planet. For an outer planet these

points will obviously be reached some little time before and after opposition respectively.

Synodic. A term applied to the movements or periods of planetary bodies relative to the Sun.

The synodic movement of a planet is the amount by which its motion exceeds or falls short of that

of the Earth round the Sun, while its synodic period is the time which elapses between two successive

returns to inferior or superior conjunction, or to opposition. The synodic month is the period from

New Moon to New Moon, and is the same as a lunation."

Syzygy. The position of the Moon when at either the New or Full phase, i.e., when at conjunction

or opposition.

Terminator. The line which divides the dark from the illuminated portion of the disc of a planet

or of the Moon. In the case of a body rotating with regard to the Sun it marks the region of sunrise

or sunset, as the case may be. At new and full Moon, or for a planet at similar phases, the terminator

coincides with the limb, or apparent margin of the disc.

Transit. (1) The passage of a celestial body across some fixed geometrical line, such as the

meridian or the prime vertical. (2) The passage of a body between the eye of an observer and an

apparently larger object beyond, so that the nearer object appears projected on the face of the more

distant one. Applied especially to passages of Mercury and Venus across the disc of the Sun, or of

the satellites of Jupiter or Saturn across the disc of the planet.

Trepidation. A supposed oscillation of the ecliptic, having a period of about 7,000 years, imagined

by the Arabian astronomers to account for the discordances in thedeterm ination of the period of

precession. In consequence of this motion, the equinox was supposed to oscillate backward and

forward through a space of about twenty degrees. It is now known that " trepidation " has no

foundation in fact.

Tropics. The two parallels, or " small circles," on the Earth's surface which have each a latitude

(north and south respectively) equal to the obliquity of the ecliptic, or about 23® 27'. The northern

parallel is called the Tropic of Cancer, since the Sun is overhead at that latitude when it reaches

that sign. The southern, for a like reason, is called the Tropic of Capricorn. In popular parlance,

the term " tropics " is generally, though incorrectly, applied to the region lying between these two

parallels.

Tropical Year. The time which elapses between two successive passages of the Sun through the

Vernal Equinox, or “ First Point of Aries." The length of the Tropical Year is 366</. bh. 48m. 46‘51s.,

or approximately 365J days.

Twilight. The refracted sunlight, visible after the Sun has set or before it rises. It is always

reckoned to begin and end when the Sun is 18° below the horizon. In all places in the northern

hemisphere having a latitude greater than 48J°, twilight lasts all night on June 21. The same holds

for places south of latitude 48J° south on December 21. In London twilight lasts all night from

May 23 to July 20-

Untbra. (1) The dark central portion of the shadow of the Earth or any other opaque body.

Within this, the true shadow, a spectator would see a total eclipse of the Sun, but from the penumbra

a partial one. In the case of a lunar eclipse the portions of the Moon within the umbra appear ruddy

or copper-coloured owing to the refraction and selective absorption of the Sun's light by the Earth's

atmosphere. (2) The darkest, generally the central, portion of a sun-spot.
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Variation (Lunar). An inequality in the motion of the Moon, due to the varying amount of the

Sun's disturbing force. This causes a maximum velocity of motion at new and full Moon, and a

minimum velocity at the “ quarters," or quadratures.

Vertex. The top of the discs of the Sun, Moon or planets, or the point at which a great circle,

passing through the zenith and the centre of the disc, intersects the upper limb as seen erect in the

sky. Thus the position of the vertex on the disc depends on the azimuth of the object and only

corresponds with the north or south point at the moment of meridian passage. In predictions of

occultations the points on the Moon's limb at which the stars are to disappear or reappear are

reckoned in angle from the vertex as well as from the north point.

Zenith. The point of the celestial sphere which is directly overhead, and the direction from

which a plumb line would fall. Its apparent place in the heavens is determined entirely by the

position of the observer on the Earth, and the time of the observation. For a fixed observer the

Declination of the Zenith remains constant (neglecting the minute periodic change in his latitude),

and is equivalent to his latitude. Its Right Ascension is, of course, constantly changing with the

rotation of the Earth.

Zodiac. A belt of the sky extending along the ecliptic, within which the Sun, Moon and larger

planets always remain. It is generally considered as extending about 8° or 9° on either side of the

ecliptic, being thus 16® or 18® in breadth. The twelve "signs" into which it was divided by the ancient

astronomers no longer correspond to their appropriate constellations, owing to the effect of Precession.

PART VI

A SHORT SURVEY OF THE HISTORY OF ASTRONOMY.
By W. Alfred Parr, F.R.A.S.

At the close of a work like the present, which has marshalled before the reader's eyes the pageantry

of the heavens in some of its most marvellous aspects, but in which from the very nature of

the book itself no attempt has been made to follow any historical sequence, it seems more

than usually imperative that, in order to obtain a proper sense of perspective, a short account should

be given of the gradual development of the science which, more than any other, has brought man into

touch with the infinite. There is scarcely a subject which loses more than astronomy by any attempt

to dissociate it from its history. In no other sphere of knowledge is the gradual unfolding of human
genius so palpably shown as in this slow endeavour throughout the centuries to unravel the mysteries

of the stars. A brief survey, therefore, of the various steps by which mankind has come into pos-

session of its present vast store of astronomical knowledge can scarcely fail to interest those who have

yielded to the fascination of the foregoing pages. At the beginning of the Seventeenth Century

Kepler wrote in memorable words :
" For it is my opinion that the occasions by which men have

acquired a knowledge of celestial phenomena are no less admirable than the discoveries themselves,"

and few will deny that the history of the oldest and grandest of the Sciences possesses a charm far

transcending that of many another record of human activity. It has been truly said of mathematics,

upon which the whole science of practical and theoretical astronomy is based, that its history is one

of the windows through which the philosophic eye looks into past ages and traces the line of intellectual

development. Human progress is intimately associated with scientific thought, and the problems of

astronomy, in particular, have ever called the mind's highest energies into requisition.

The history of our science naturally falls into three great departments. Its early beginnings were

purely geometrical and were concerned solely with the determination of the positions and relative

motions of the heavenly bodies. This was the era of observational or practical astronomy, which was

cultivated by the nations of antiquity and brought to such a relatively high state of perfection by that

remarkable people, the Greeks. Indeed, their system dominated the science for fourteen centuries,

and has even left its indelible impress on our science of to-day. From the days of Kepler and Newton,

however, the idea of a compelling cause for the observed motions began to assert itself, so that the
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second era was characterised by the d3mamic conception which created that gravitoHonal or iheoreiicai

astronomy which runs parallel with and permeates the older form. To this amalgamation a third

kind of astronomy was added with the advent pf the telescope. This last division of the celestial

science is the descriptive or physical astronomy which Galileo called into being when he applied the

newly invented telescope to the heavens, and which has formed the bulk of the material treated of in

the pages of this work. The telescope, the most potent weapon that astronomy has ever possessed,

at once widened and deepened the science in a manner that can scarcely ever be equalled. The frontiers

of the universe were pushed back, so to speak, at one blow, and ever since the early pioneer observations

of Galileo the process has gone on until, with those powerful adjuncts of the telescope—the camera,,

the spectroscope, and the interferometer— man has been able to fling his outposts farther and farther

afield into the realms of immensity.

To chronicle as concisely as possible the salient features of this onward march of the forces of astro-

nomy is the object of the accompanying chart, which offers, as it were, a bird*s-eye view of the history

of the science. Beginning with the year a.d. 1600, the epoch immediately succeeding the Revival of

Science in Europe, and continuing down to the present day, the chart presents in its vertical columns

a chronometrical, and in its horizontal columns a contemporary, miniature history of astronomy,

which will be found to embrace the chief biographical, theoretical, and instrumental details of any

given period. In order to bring the whole scheme within reasonable dimensions, the vertical spaces

have been arranged in periods of fifty years, so that the various landmarks in the evolution of modem
astronomy appear in close perspective. This method serves to show in a graphic manner how com-

pletely each stage in the progress of the science has depended on that which went before, while it also

affords a comprehensive mental picture of the development as a whole. A sense of proportion, also, is

thus imparted to the conception of history which can rarely be gained from a mere perusal of abstract

dates or a study of isolated periods. Moreover, by adopting this system of charting it is possible to

enter on a separate study of the contained matter in a specific way, for the descending columns give a

compressed history of any particular subject, while the horizontal columns treat of any particular

period, and they may thus be utilised as a kind of index to the appropriate subjects which are so fully

described in other portions of this work.

Before, however, entering upon a detailed study of the chart itself, it will be well to take a rapid

glance at the leading discoveries which man had succeeded in making throughout the long ages that

preceded the time of Copernicus. Thus we begin with

PRIMITIVE ASTRONOMY.
From the earliest times the Heavens had been studied in Egypt, India, and China. The path of the

Sun and Moon amongst the stars had been found to follow a zone which for convenience of seasonal

recognition was divided into the series of star-groups known as the Zodiac. The primary divisions-

of the year and month were determined, the motions of the five planets Mercury, Venus, Mars,

Jupiter, and Saturn were studied, and the Obliquity of the Ecliptic was measured by the nations

of antiquity, the most systematic astronomical observations being those of

THE CHALDEANS,
who map out the Constellations about 2000 b.c., and who discover that the Phenomena of Eclipses

repeat themselves in the Saros Period, or cycle of eighteen years. The next great advance is made by

THE GREEKS.
640 B.c. Thales of Miletus holds the Earth to be spherical, and predicts a solar eclipse. (The

Gnomon is in use, and Sundials are constructed.)

680 B.c. Pythagoras, according to his disciple Philolaus (400 b.c.), speculates upon the motion

of the Earth, and notices that the planets move in separate orbits.

408 B.c. Eudoxus of Knidus demonstrates the planetary motions by the aid of geometry, and sets

up the hypothesis of Concentric Spheres (afterwards elaborated by his pupil Kalippus) and

thus inaugurates the era of Scientific Astronomy as distinct from philosopWcal speculation.

[CofUtnued on page 916.
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CHRONOMETRICAL CHART OF THE DEVELOPMENT

PERIOD. BIOGRAPHICAL. THBORETICAL.
i

A.D.1500

Henry VIII.
Edward VL]

Copernicus, 1473-1543 (Works in Polish

Prussia).

Tycho Brah^, 1546-1601 (Denmark and
Bohemia).

The Geocentric System of PtoUmy, which (geometrically valid though physically
|

inadmissible) had been dominant for 14 centuries, is brought to renewed
prominence by Peurbach (d. 1461) and Rejiomontaims (d. 1476)

; but the
Heliocentric System is deMtely revived by Copernicus in his ** De Revohaionibus
Orbium CeUstium (1548) which, however, still retains the assumption of uniform
circular motion with eccentric and epicyde.

16S0

[Mary,
Elizabeth.]

Galileo,
Kepler,

SCHBINBR,

1564-1642 (Italy)

1571-1630 (Bohemiaand
Germany)

1575-1650 (Germany)

Tycho, by collecting a vast mass of valuable observations, prepares the way for the
theories of Kepler^ who, finally discarding the geometrical makeshifts of the
Ancients, adopts the elliptical form of orbit and introduces the Dynamic
Conception into Astronomy by his Three Laws of the planetary motions. These
form the connecting link between the theories of Copernicus and the discoveries
of Newton.

1600

[James I,

Charles I,

Common-
wealth.]

Hevelius,
Horrox,
liUYGHENS,
Newton,
Flamsteed,

1611-1688 (Germany)
1619-1641 EngUnd)
1629-1695 (Holland)
1642-1727 (England)
164^1719 (England)

Galileo, by his telescopic discovery in 1610 of Jupiter’s Satellites and the Phases
OF Venus, firmly establishes the Copemican doctrine, and lays the foundation of

Observational Astronomy. Schetner, from the observation of Sunspots,
discovered in 1610 by Fabneius and Galileo, determines the Sun’s rotation.

Horrox predicts on dynamical principles, and is the first to observe (with Crabtree)
1

a Transit op Venus in 1639. Napier facilitates astronomical calculation by his

invention of Logarithms in 1614.

1650

[Charles II,

James II,

William III,

and Mary ]

Halley,
Bradley,

1656-1741 (England)
1693-1762 (England)

Ricctolt, Hevelius, and Grmaldi lay the foundation of Selenography by constructing

lunar charts. Huyghens discovers the true nature of Saturn’s Ring in 1659.

Newton, by the publication of the “ Principia ” (1687) establishes the Unification
of Celestial and Terrestrial Science, and shows Kepler*s Laws to proceed
from the action of Universal Gravitation. Flamsteed, whose lunar observations

aid Newton's calculations, forms the First Modern Star Catalogue.

1700

[Anne,
Oeorgel&n ]

Wm. Herschel,
Laplace,

1735-1822 (England)
1749-1827 (France)

Halley predicts on Newtonian Principles the Return of the Comet op 1682, makes the

first determination of Stellar Proper Motion, and the first Southern Star
Catalogue.

Bradley discovers the Aberration of L^ght and the Nutation of the Earth’s
Axis, thus laying the foundation of accurate stellar astronomy.

1760

[George III ]

Bessel,
Fraunhofer,

J OHN Herschel,

1784-1846 (Germany)
1787-1826 (Germany)
1792-1871 (England and

S. Africa)

Wm Herschel, by his discovery of Binary Stellar Systems, shows Newton's Laws to

extend throughout the visible universe. He discovers Uranus in 178 1, and by his

telescopic researches becomes the pioneer of Descriptive Astronobty,
Laplace publishes the Nebular Hypothesis, 1796 (suggested by Kant, 1755), and
summarises Astronomical Mathematics in his “ Micamque cAeste ” (1799).

1800

[George IV,
William IV,
Victoria.]

Lb Verrier,
Seccui,
Adams,
Huggins,
Schiaparelli,
Loceyer,
Gill,

E. C. Pickering

1811-1877 (France)

1818-

1878 (Italy)

1819-

1892 (England)
1824-1910 (England)
1836-1910 (Italy)

1836-1920 (England)
1843-1914 (England and

S Africa)

,
1846-1919 (America)

Discovery of the first two Minor Planets (Ceres and Pallas) by Pxaszi and Olbers

respectively about 1800. Fraunhofer measures and catalogues the Dark Lines
in the Spectrum of the Sun and stars in 1815.

Bessel first Measures the Distance of a Star by determining the Parallax of 61

Cygnt, and furthers accurate Astronomy by his Star Catalogue, 1818, founded on
Bradley's observations. J, Herschel extends his father's Survey op the Heavens
to the S. Hemisphere. Adams and Le Verner give to Gravitational Astronomy
its crowning distinction by the Theoretical Discovery of Neptune in 1846,

telescopically confirmed by Galle.

1850

[Victoria.]

Maunder,
Kapteyn,
Lowell,
Keeler,
Barnard,
Newall,

Turner,
Campbell,
Wolf,
Crommelin,
Hale,
Dyson,
Fowler,
Eddington,
Shapley,

1851- (England)
1861-1922 (Holland)

1866-

1916 (America)
1857-1900 (America)

1867-

1923 (America)
1857- (England)
1861- England)
1862- (America)
1863- (Germany)
1865- (England)
1868- (America)
1868- (England)
1868- (England)
1882- (England)
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Ktrchhoff interprets the Fraunhofer Lines in the Solar Spectrum, 1869, thus

laying the foundation of Astrophysics Seccht forms the first Classification
OF Stellar Spectra, 1863, since amplified by Vogel (1883) and latterly greatly

developed by Pickering at Harvard. Huggins discovers Gaseous NEBULiB (1864)

and establishes Spectroscopic determination of Stellar Radial Motion (1868).

Janssen and Lockyer, by their Spectroscopic Observation of the Solar
Prominences (1808) inaugurate Solar Physics, since greatly developed by
Young, Maunder, Hale, Fowler, and Deslandres. Schiaparelli demonstrates the
Connexion between Comets and Meteors (1866) and, with Lowell, develops

Planetary Observation. By spectroscopic means Keeler demonstrates Nebular
Radial Motion, and Pickering, Vogel, and Campbell the existence of Binary
Stellar Systems. G, H. Darwin organises in 1877 a new departure in theoretical

Astronomy by his researches in Tidal Friction and Planetary Evolution.

1900

[Victoria,

Edward VII,
George V.]

Kapteyn initiates (1904) important researches in Star-streaming, while Shapley

and others -examine the extent and Distribution of Star-Clusters.
Einstein, by introducing his Theory of Relatzvxty ( 1905), exercises a profound

influence on Gravitational Astronomy, to test which Dyson (as Astronomer Roy^)
oraaniscs the successful Eclipse Exp^tion of 1919 with Eddington and Crommelin.

W. S. Adams (of Mt. Wilson) devises a method of determining Stellar Parallax
Spectroscopically, and Hale demonstrates the existence o! a Magnetic Field
in the Cyclonic Phenomena of Sunspots.

Hale and Pease are the first actually to measure (1990) the Diameter of a Star

(a Orionis) by the interferometric method.
Eddington'ixuLkeB important researches in Stellar Oonbtxxutxon.
Russell and Hertssprung modify and extend the Classificatxon of Stellar Spectra
proixwed by Lochyerny the introduction of the “ Giant ” and *' Dwarf '* system of

StiUar Eveiutient thus adding the factor of mau to temperature and density.

Employment of Tee Statistical Mbtbod in the duddation of Cotmical Problems,
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OF ASTRONOMY AND ASTROPHYSICS.

INSTRUMENTAI,. generai,.

The InBtrumenU known to the Andents, viz., the Gnomon, TriOuetrum, Armillary Sphere,
Astrol^, Quadrant and Sextant, continue in use. Bernard WaUher (d. 1504) introduces the
use of Clocks in astronomical observations.

During this century Astronomy is still

under the Influence of Greek
Tradition and is at first solely

Geometrical, treating of the Motions
of the heavenly bwlics

Tycho equips his Observatory Uraniboro with greatly enlarged and accurately divided Quadrants
and Sextants, and invents the method of sub'dividing the degrees on the arc of an instrument by
Transversals.

Pedro Nunee (Nonius), 1502-1578, suggests the sub-division named after Vernier, who brings it

into practice about 1631.

Hans Lippershey invents the Repractinq Telescope in 1608, and Galileo, constructing one in 1609
for himself, applies the instrument to Astronomy, while Kepler improves it in theory. Hevclius is

the last to make observations without Telescopic Sights, but Gascoigne invents the Filar
Miqrometer about 1640, and Ptcard definitely inaugurates the adoption of the Telescope in
Conjunction with the Quadrant. Rise of the Dynamic Conception in

Astronomy, which after Galileo is

Physical, and after Newton Gravi-
tational, treating of the appearance
and mutual attmetion of the heavenly
bodies.

ns adapts the Pendulum to Astronomical Clocks (1056), and invents the Compound Eyepiece,
while both he and Hevelius improve definition by employing Tubeless Aerial ’*) Refractors
over 100 feet long. Gregory proposes a form of Reflecting Telescope in 1663, but Newton constructs
the first in 1 668, while he also becomes the pioneer of the Spectroscope by decomposing sunlight
with a PRLSM in 1672. Roemer invents the Transit Instrument, and Equatorial (first indicate<l

by Scheiner) about 1690. Paris Ob.servatory erected 1071; Greenwich Observatory, 1675,
Frith Flamsteed os first Astronomer Royal.

The Reflecting Telescope is improved by Hadley and Short (1723 and 1768), while Graham, Bird,

Cary, and Ramsden arc the most celebrated constructors of Mural quadrants about this period.

Rise of Descriptive Astronomy and
Cosmogony with Wm Herschel and
Laplace,Doliond invents the Achromatic Refractor, 1768 (suggested by Hall 1733).

IVm. Herschel advances the construction of Reflectors and erects his 40-foot Telescope (of 48-in.

apert.) in 1786.

Gutnand improves the mauuf*icture of Optical Glass, 1799, enabling hraunhojer to construct Earge
Refractors («.g., Dorpat 9'6-iuch, mounted 1824)

Fraunhofer applias the Spectroscope to Astronomy, 1816, adapts Clock-work Motion to Telescopes,

1824, and erects the first Heliobcetbb 1H29. Reichenback, Repsold, and Troughton effect

Improvements in Instrument-Making early in this century. Lord Rosse erects bis Great
Reflector (72-in. aperture) at Parsonstou/n, 1846. Draper, Bond, De la Rue, and Rutherford apply

the Camera to Astronomy (1840-64), while Huggmh employs it spectroscopically, 1863.

Rise of Chemical Astronomy with
Fraunhofer, treating of the composition
of the heavenly bodies.

Popularlsation of Astronomy set on
1

foot by Lalande and Bode, while Proctor,

Ball, Flammanon, and Agnes Clerke

continue the work in their lectures and
writings.

Royal Astronomical Society and British

Asttonimical Assoiiation founded 1820

and 1890.

During this century Astronomy gradually

widens its sphere and establishes a
UtftFiCATlON of the SCIENCES, by
extending terrestrial and planetary

gravitation to stellar systems, and by
showing the essential identity of

cosmical matter throughout the visible

universe.

The instalment of the Photoheliograph at Kew in 1868 represents the first regular application of the

Photographic Method to Astronomy (since greatly developed by Loewy and Puiseux, Roberts, Wolf,

Barnard, Ritchey and others), while in 1887 Gill and Mouches inaugurate the International Photo-

graphic Chart of the Heavens. Stetnhetl and Foucault propose Silvered Glass Reflectors

( 1866), while Cooke erects the first Great Refractor (The Newall 26-inch, 1870), since exceeded

by others culminating in the I*ick 36-inch, and the Yerkbs 40-inch. (1888-1897). The

^UATORIAL CouDi^i erected at Pans, 1882. The Astrophysical Observatories of Potsdam and

Meudon founded, 1874 and 1886. Rowland advances Spectroscopy by the introduction of Machine-

ruled Diffraction Gratings. Hale and Desiandres devise (independently) the Spectrohelio-

GRAPH (1889), while Turner introduces (1895) the employment of the Coelostat in connexion with

Fixed Telescopes.

The Mount Wilson Observatory is established (1905) and equipped with astrophysical instruments

in thdr latest development, e,g.. Horizontal and Vertical Coelostat Telescopes (5now and

Tower Telescopes) i Great Reflectors {%0-inch and lOO-inc/i mirrors by Ritchey)

;

Spectro-

graphs
;
Spectrobolometers, etc., while the usual Chemical and Physical Apparatus of the

I^aboratort is pressed into the service of Astronomy. 72’inch Mirror mounted at Vtaorta, B.C,

(1918) Hale and Pease apply the Interferometer to the lOO-inch Reflector on ML Wilson ( 1920),

and suggest a still larger i^trument on similar lines for the measurement of stellar diameters.

Wireless Methods take their place in Modern Observatory Practice

Modem research in the Structure of

THE universe is greatly influenced by
studies dealing with the Nature of

Matter itself, as well as by the

Philosophical Deductions drawn
from the Relativist View of Time
AND Space.
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Herakleides of Pontus is the first to teach the doctrine of the Earth's Diurnal Rotation.

Aristillus and Timocharis determine the relative positions of the principal stars of the

Zodiac, thus preparing the way for Hipparchus.

Aristarchus of Samos is the first to propound the Heliocentric System. (Employment of

the Armillary Sphere)

Apollonius of Perga devises the system of Eccentrics and Epicycles.

Hipparchus, the greatest astronomer of antiquity, establishes the science on a firm footing

by his Catalogue of 1,080 Stars and his discovery of the Precession of the Equinoxes. He
originates the science of Trigonometry and, by his precise observational methods, ensures

accurate results. (Employment of the Astrolabe)

Ptolemy of Alexandria elaborates in his Almagest” a complete compendium of all the

astronomy known in his time, the Epicycles and Deferents of his predecessors, thus dis-

carding the juster heliocentric views of Aristarchus. The Ptolemaic, or Geocentric System

is dominant for fourteen centuries. (Employment of the Triquetrum and Clepsydra, or

water-clock.)

After this time the Alexandrian School of Astronomy declines until after the Mohamedan Conquest

in a.d. 642, the next advances being made by

THE ARABS.
A.D. 813. Almamon founds a school of astronomy at Baghdad, and has Ptolemy*s Almagest

"

translated into Arabic.

A.D, 860. Albategnius, the most celebrated astronomer of the Arabs, makes accurate observations,

and compiles valuable Astronomical Tables.

A.D. 903. Al-Sufi revises the Alexandrian List of Stars.

A.D. 1000. Abul Wefa discovers the Moon's Variation.

A.D. 1433. Ulugh Begh establishes a well-equipped Observatory at Samarcand, and compiles a

valuable Star Catalogue.

After this time Eastern Astronomy comes to an end, but Western Europe continues the cultivation

of the science introduced by the Arabs into Spain, the first advances being made by

THE MOORS.
A.D. 1038. Alhazen discovers the Law of Refraction.

A.D. 1080. Arzachel, of Toledo, publishes his Toletan Tables, and repeats the observations of

Albategnius with greater accuracy.

A.D. 1230. The Arabic version of Ptolemy’s “ Almagest ” is translated into Latin, and about

A.D. 1270. Alfonso X of Castile produces at Toledo the Alphonsine Tables, compiled by the best

mathematicians of the Moorish universities.

The impulse thus given to Astronomy by the two latter events draws the attention of Western

learning to the science, and John Holywood's (Sacrobosco) publication of a Treatise on the Sphere

about 1230, and Nicolaus de Cusa’s speculations on the Planetary System about 1440, prepare the

way for the advent of Copernicus.
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